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* 4A Qthis edition of the Minerals Yearbook discusses the performance of the _--Worldwide minerals industry during 1983 and provides background informa- ~™, tion to assist in interpreting developments during the year being reviewed. 
{ Content of the individual volumes follows: 

Volume I, Metals and Minerals, contains chapters on virtually all metallic 
and nonmetallic mineral commodities important to the U.S. economy. In 
addition, it includes a statistical summary chapter, a chapter on mining and 
quarrying trends, and a chapter discussing the statistical surveying methods used by the Bureau of Mines. 
Volume II, Area Reports: Domestic, contains chapters on the mineral 

industry of each of the 50 States, the U.S. island Possessions in the Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. This 
volume also has a statistical summary. 
Volume III, Area Reports: International, contains the latest available 

mineral data on more than 130 foreign countries and discusses the importance 
of minerals to the economies of these nations. A separate chapter reviews the 
international minerals industry in general and its relationship to the world 
economy. 

The Bureau of Mines continually strives to improve the value of its 
publications to users. Therefore, constructive comments and suggestions by 
readers of the Yearbook will be welcomed. 

Robert C. Horton, Director 
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Mining and Quarrying Trends 
in the Metal and Nonmetal . 

Industries 
By Robert J. Willard: 

‘This chapter includes tables for 1982 that domestic front, this situation means U.S. 
were not available in time for publication of mining companies must become even more 
the 1982 Minerals Yearbook, but does not cost efficient. The major trend in the min- 
include corresponding tables for 1988. The ing industry in 1983 was to cut costs fur- 
value of raw nonfuel minerals produced in ther, reduce or stabilize total production, the United States during 1983 was esti- reduce outlays for major capital equipment, 
mated at $21.1 billion, an increase of $1.5 modify existing systems and equipment, 
billion over the value for 1982. This is a and ‘streamline operations. Most of the ac- 
reversal of last year’s downturn in value complishments reported herein reflect this 
from that of 1981, which was the only trend. 
decrease noted since 1971; hence, an overall Legislation and Government  Pro- 
trend of increasing values has been main- grams.—On March 10, 1983, the President tained for 12 years, except for 1982. Al- signed a proclamation establishing the Ex- 
though the reversal is a basis for cautious clusive Economic Zone (EEZ), an area con- 
economic optimism, it is tempered by con-  tiguous to the territorial sea of the United 
tinued problems in the domestic mining States, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, 
industry: inadequate funds for capital in- the Commonwealth of the Northern Mari- 
vestment and competition with other coun- ana Islands, and the U.S. overseas territo- 
tries that have lower production costs. Out- ries and possessions. The area covers about. 
put of metal commodities in 1983 increased 3.9 billion acres and brings into the national 
for 8 out of 21 metals, and metal values, in domain an enormous new frontier in which 
general, increased for 9 of the metals. Out- the types of mineral and energy resources 
put of nonmetal commodities was. mixed, are fairly well known but which are still 
with 24 nonmetals showing increases, 20 largely unassessed in terms of abundance 
showing decreases, and 2 unchanged. Non- and recoverability. To the extent permitted 
metal values were also mixed in 1982; 25 by international law, the proclamation con- showed increases, 20 declined, and 1 was fers sovereign rights to explore, exploit, unchanged. conserve, and manage natural resources 
Improvements in the international met- (living and nonliving) of the seabed and 

als market have not been forthcoming be- subsoil. Attention is focused on oil, gas, and 
cause of the continued depressed prices for minerals within 200 nautical miles of all 
major metals. Governments in foreign pro- U.S. land areas covered by the proclama- 
ducing countries have been concerned with tion. The EEZ has great potential impor- 
maintaining employment and continuing tance for the future, in terms of Outer 
foreign exchange flows through mineral Continental Shelf hard-minerals develop- exports. Consequently, the excess of supply ment. Development could counteract any 
in the face of shrinking demand brought future trend toward critical national or downward pressure on metal prices in gen- regional mineral shortages and provide an 
eral, except for the precious metals. On the economically competitive alternate source 
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of supply for critical minerals. tons with assays ranging from 0.40 to 0.10 
Two bills were considered that have a ounce per ton, and because they are much 

potential impact on the mining and miner- less costly to exploit than in situ subsurface 
als industry. The first bill was adopted late deposits. With respect to evaluation of old 
in the year by the House Committee on tailings in general, Geotechnical Engineer- 
Science and Technology as Title 2 of S. 373, ing and Mining Services of Lakewood, CO, 
the Critical Materials Act of 1983. Title 2 developed a low-cost, portable tailings drill. 
would establish a National Critical Materi- The drill can penetrate depths over 125 feet, 
als Council responsible for materials coor- at rates up to 75 feet per hour in loose-to- 
dination and policy. The bill was jointly medium-dense sand or tailings, and can be 
referred to the House Committee on Armed carried about and operated by two people. 
Services and Merchant Marine and Fish- The drill is turned by a hand-held hydraulic 
eries for consideration and possible House power unit, and because of its counter 
floor action some time in 1984. However, rotating principle, there is no kickback 
Administration opposition is building on during operation. 
this bill because it establishes a council that ‘Increased exploration for PMS has been 
would duplicate the existing Cabinet Coun- reported in the technical media, culminat- 
cil on Material Resources and Environment ing in a national workshop at the U.S. 
and because there are programs in the U.S. Geological Survey's headquarters in Reston, 
Department of the Interior that work to- VA, in November. The workshop, entitled 
gether to achieve the goals of this bill. The “A National Program for the Assessment 
second bill, National Minerals and Materi- and Development of the Mineral Resources 
als Policy Coordination Act, would mandate of the United States Exclusive Economic 
that Interior strengthen public land miner- Zone,” was cosponsored by three Interior 
al assessments and analyses, as well as agencies: the Bureau of Mines, the Minerals 
establish a Minerals and Materials Council. Management Service, and the Geological 
The bill is pending in the House Interior Survey. PMS deposits contain significant 
Subcommittee on Mining, Forest Manage- copper, zinc, and silver and continue to 
ment and the Bonneville Power Adminis- receive national attention because of the 
tration, importance of these and other metals to the 

During the first session of the 98th Con- Federal policy on critical and strategic min- 
gress, 47 individual wilderness bills were erals. Although PMS deposits received the 
introduced. Of these, the Lee Metcalf Wil- most attention, other hard-mineral deposits 
derness Management Act of 1983, estab- on the seafloor also received attention be- 
lishing wilderness lands in the national cause of their importance to the Federal 
forests of western Montana, was the only policy. They include cobalt-rich seamounts 
legislation passed and signed into law. Ac- and seafloor crusts on the flanks of many 
tivity is expected to continue into 1984 on U.S. island possessions and territories in 
additional wilderness bills, and debate is the Pacific; titanium and rare-earth placers 
certain to focus on a number of the bills and phosphates and pavement-like deposits 
that include areas of high mineral poten- of manganese along the Atlantic margin; 
tial. Congressional work in 1983 has given a and placer deposits of titanium, platinum, 
high priority to wilderness legislation. and gold along the Alaska margin. 

Exploration.—Exploration remained at Improvements continue to be made in 
reduced levels through 1983, continuing the field assay equipment. UNC MAP of Rich- 
downturn reported in 1982. The two excep- mond, VA, developed a portable, in situ 
tions involved land deposits of precious assay system for silver, tin, uranium, and 
metals and seabed deposits of polymetallic other elements.” The instrument is comput- 
sulfides (PMS). erized so that all assay data including assay 

Exploration for gold is exemplified by the value, metal of interest, duration of assay 
systematic sampling of tailings at the Sara- identification number, in-hole footage, etc., 
toga Mines’ century-old properties near are automatically stored in the system’s 
Central City, CO. Since exploration also memory. Assay data are obtained through 
involves evaluations necessary to make de- _use of interchangeable hand-held scanners 
cisions regarding the size, initial flowsheet, or in-hole probes, and can be recalled or 
and annual output of potential mines, the displayed, or the control box can be con- 
old tailings piles have been considered as nected to a printer for making hard-copy 
candidates for evaluation, particularly be- printouts. The rugged construction and 
cause they total an estimated 580,000 short reliable assay capability under rough field
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conditions have made the system popular in in Mullan, ID, and was scheduled to begin a wide variety of mining and exploration production by yearend. The entire project settings. consists of a complete surface facility, the Development.—With ever increasing em- shaft, a complete ore pass and loading phasis on cost effectiveness in mining, the pocket system, and 2,000 feet of develop- development phase has grown propor- ment and stope preparation. The project, tionately more important. For example, in completed in 4 years, will provide access to surface mine development, deeper overbur- the silver-bearing ore below the 5,000-foot 
den and changing ore deposit characteris- level. 
tics encourage use of dragline systems with A new mine design system was developed larger buckets and longer booms, such as for open pit operations at Duval Inc’s are being used along the gulf coast and in Esperanza-Sierrita Mine.* The system now 
the United Kingdom. Such systems are just in operation, is termed the “Pushback Ex- as applicable to metal and nonmetal depos- traction Design” (PED), and represents a its as they are to coal deposits. For example, practical adaptation of an earlier concept, in the gulf coast lignite deposits, as strip- the Sierrita Incremental Design system. ping methods are applied to deeper deposits, Under the PED system, the ore body is draglines loom as the cheapest approach divided into a sequential series of minable despite initially high capital costs. In the areas or pushbacks that are extracted in a United Kingdom, the Ransomes and Rapier manner that maximizes net present value W2000 unit represents the new trend in over the life of the deposit. Each pushback dragline technology. It has a 313-foot boom is an optimized design that ties in sequen- that can bear loads up to 83.5 tons at an tially to previously designed pushbacks. angle of 38°. The boom also has an operat- PED has been computerized so that mining ing radius of 266 feet when the tip is 186 variables can be changed readily and new feet above ground level. Dragline systems designs produced by merely rerunning the are also operating with increasing bucket program; for example, the optimum strip- capacity, some up to 65 cubic yards, to ping ratio can be determined by running provide large tonnage volumes and high the program at various ratios. 
recovery rates in the pit. These kinds of Underground Mining.—Feeder-breakers capabilities are ideally suited for moving are replacing jaw crushers at Dravo Lime overburden greater distances at minimum Co.'s underground limestone mine near cost, providing that the all-important Maysville, KY. In operation for over 1 year, ground stability is maintained around the mine management has come to regard them dragline. as an improvement over other jaw crushers Optimization of ripping techniques has because they generate fewer fines, are more been worked out by Caterpillar Tractor Co., mobile, and have shown other advantages and is presented in its publication, “Hand- such as a consistent size reduction, a steady book of Ripping.”? The company regards feed to downstream belt conveyors, and no ripping as a close competitor of drilling and need for operator attendance during oper- blasting in breaking up massive rock forma- ation. The Dravo lime breaker consists of a tions, and in many cases, it has proven to be _ series of carbide-tipped picks on a solid steel more cost effective. As a rule of thumb, the shaft that can fracture mine-run feed up to handbook recommends that when rippers 4 feet in diameter. The powerful force can be used on a production basis they can concentrated in the picks produces fewer loosen rock material for one-third to one- fines than jaw crushers. This force is de- half the cost of drilling and blasting. In sired by management, since the fines can- small mining operations, drilling and blast- not be-made into lime of the size required ing averages 40 to 60 cents per bank cubic for use in sulfur dioxide scrubbing systems. yard, and in large operations, 15 to 30 cents In terms of mobility, the feeder-breaker can per bank cubic yard, so considerable savings be moved in a week at a fraction of the cost can be realized by ripping, providing the formerly needed to move a jaw crusher, ripping is carried out under carefully con- which normally requires several months of trolled conditions. excavation, fabrication, and erection work. Shaft development set a new record in _A flexible, rotary drill was developed by 1983 with completion of the deepest single the Bendix Corp. under joint sponsorship lift shaft in North America. The record- with the Bureau of Mines and the US. 
setting, 7,700-foot-deep shaft is located at Department of Energy. The drill was origi- the Hecla Mining Co.’s Lucky Friday Mine nally developed for the production of holes
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to install longer-than-seam-height roof car can haul 8.5 tons of material when 
bolts, but its versatility enabled its adapta- equipped with optional 6-inch sideboards, a 
tion to other types of drilling. It has the configuration with more load capacity than 
characteristic that only the portion of the other shuttle car designs in the same 
drill string that is subjected to torque be- height-width range. For example, two MC 
comes straight and rigid; i.e. at the compact 6 cars are hauling 11.5 tons of ore each 
drive bead unit. The rest of the drill string trip in a New Mexico potash mine without 
that is not in the unit is not subjected to exceeding peak capacity for their design. 
torque and remains flexible. Besides pro- Added features that enhance their useful- 
ducing penetration rates similar to contem- ness include solid-state controls, twin trac- 
porary rotary drilling equipment, the drill tion motors, and a floating operator. 
has enough strength and reliability to be Surface Mining.—A change in quarrying 
considered practical. The drill head can be methods at Granite Rock Co.'s Logan Quar- 
operated from any position; for example, ry near Aromas, CA, has enabled the com- 
horleonital oles have been Srila in ond pany to realize a 30% savings in operating 
stone strata up feet deep. er and maintenan : i 
Grilling applications are feasible, as under | faynainenance costs, The eae 
conditions where there is insufficient space tem to handle plant feed material from the for conventional drill feed masts or booms face to the main plant area, in combination 
Hreaiauamond bit drilling where a stable with two other procedural changes: elimine- 

The Bureau of Mines-sponsored research isso geen ning oarstn 
with Flow Industries (FI) was completed on ju.tidozers rip the highly fractured granite a high-pressure waterjet drill that can drill ¢74‘push it over the bank to the quarr 
L.inch-diameter holes.* The objective of the foo. The 450.f ay joor. The 450-foot-long conveyor is walked work was to develop a drill system that S)'n> ins long narrow quarry 600 fect wide 
would cut the time to drill roof bolt holes by by. S000 fee ic 3 cn sig Eh tastes 4d 

one-half. FI found that the waterjet drill (ier breaker picking up the material; this was up to 65% faster than conventional r oe 1 
drills in the same strata, and that the new technique eliminates six rear-dump haul i a 1 is then drill could reduce roof bolting costs by 30%. ‘fucks and drivers. The material is th 

Fragmentation research conducted by the ‘*@nsferred from the conveyor to a section- 
d plan conveyor that empties into a 450- Bureau of Mines has focused on nonexplo- 00 P’an conveyor that emp! 

sive concepts that would enhance continu. n-<apacity holding bin for later dischar- 
ous automated operations and reduce time 8in8 into vibrating grizzly feeders. Despite 
and costs of fragmentation in underground mcreased maintenance costs on the feeder- mines? As an example, large-scale experi- breaker, owing to the highly abrasive gran- 
mental drag cutters were tested success- ite, the total system has proven to be less fully on hard rock up to 20,000 pounds per €*Pensive to operate than the previous sys- 
square inch with 3- and inch bits, As a tm using haul trucks to move the material 
result, larger scale, proof-of-concept tests *° the primary plant. . ae 
were to be conducted with a cutter capable _ Another example of changing a mining 
of cutting a 6-foot opening in which muck- ™ethod to cut costs involves use of conveyor 
ing and holddown requirements can also be belts at Tanner Co.'s Plant 66 in Tucson, 
evaluated, Drag cutters thus “far have AZ. A 3,000-foot overland conveyor was 
shown the potential to double excavation installed to transfer raw material (mostly 
rates while reducing operational costs up to T™inus 2-inch gravel) from the pits to the 
30%. processing plant, thereby replacing 35- 

Since shuttle cars play a predominant cubic-yard belly-dump haulage trucks. Con- 
role in underground haulage in room and siderable savings are anticipated from this 
pillar mines, any increase in their load- change, since costs for fuel, tires, engine 
carrying capacity could increase productivi- overhauls, and general truck maintenance 
ty, providing that other parts of the total will be practically eliminated. Because the 
mine system are functioning properly. Ac- gravel is almost at water level in a dried 
cordingly, the Bureau of Mines and Nation- riverbed, it is removed in a wet condition by 
al Mine Service Co. designed, built, and a wheel loader and loaded onto the convey- 
tested a maximum capacity shuttle car that or, which helps it to dry before it reaches 
can be used in coal and noncoal mines. The _ the surge pile on the pit rim, 
NMS MC 36 shuttle car, now available on _In still another example, Springfield 
the market, is the result of this effort. The Quarry Products near Springfield, OR, is
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saving about 10% in extraction costs at its | Cedarapids 60-inch by 38-foot conveyor, and 
basalt quarry by replacing its drilling- a 35-cubic-yard hopper. Its total weight is 
blasting operation with a D10 ripper bull- 400,000 pounds, and the overall dimensions 
dozer. The bulldozer produces smaller rip- are 66 feet in length, 29-1/2 feet in height, 
ped material than was possible by drilling- and 20 feet in width, carried on 32 rear and 
blasting, so crushing-screening costs are 12 front wheels. The plant will be fed by 13- 
less. Although the basalt is a very dense and _1/2-cubic-yard end loaders operating at dis- 
tough material, the ripper shank is able to tances up to 400 feet in a quartzite quarry. 
get good penetration up to 4 feet, and the Using this arrangement, the quarry opera. 
bulldozer provides good traction and power tor plans to relocate the plant every 3 to 6 
to pull the penetrated ripper. In actual months, depending on production 
operation, the bulldozer rips downhill for _In Situ Mining.—Precious metals contin- 
about 50 yards, then backs up and uses the vied to be profitable for mining, and indus- 
blade to move the ripped stone into a pile trial interest in solution mining for two of 
from which it is loaded into haul trucks, these metals, gold and silver, remained high 

An innovative surface mining system has during the year, largely because of a modest 
been developed for installation at ‘Texas rebound in silver prices that brought sever- 
Utilities’ Big Brown open pit lignite mine al idle operations back into production. For 
near Fairfield, TX. The system, applicable example, Nerco Minerals Co. reopened its 
also to metal and nonmetal mining oper- Candelaria Mine near Mineral, NV, where 
ations, employs a specially designed cross- gold and silver were being heap leached 
pit spreader that allows overburden, pre- from ore with a cyanide solution. There is 
viously removed by bucket wheel excava- general recognition that heavy equipment 
tors, to be transported across the pit along compacts the heap in heap-leach operations, 
the shortest possible route. Despite its nov- and that leveling its top surface with a 
elty, the system is considered to be simple bulldozer reduces permeability. This condi- 
with an economical design that could revo- tion was improved by confining trucks to a 
lutionize domestic surface mining. Plans relatively small dumping area on the heap, 
call for it to be operational in late 1985. and by ripping the top surface between 

A new kind of offroad hauler, the A464 leaching cycles. Other improvements in the 
Euc-Artic, was introduced by Euclid Inc. 6f effectiveness of heap leaching have been 
Cleveland, OH.* The hauler has oscillating made by stressing uniform distribution of 
and articulating features for use in pit leach solution applications to avoid ponding 
operations plagued by unstable ground con- or dry spots, and by using wobbler-type 
ditions, narrow hoppers, inadequate haul sprinklers rather than the rotating impulse 
roads, and hostile weather. It represents an type, because wobblers are less likely to 
alternative to scrapers with rigid frames become clogged and can operate at lower 
that lack chassis agility. At 35 tons, the pressures. Heap leaching has grown in pop- 
hauler is 15 to 20 tons lighter than most larity since the early 1970's; since then, 
scrapers, thus improving its cost efficiency. heaps of 5,000 to 2,000,000 tons and as low 
Front and rear oscillating frames move as 0.03 ounce of metal per ton have been 
independent of one another to reduce severe successfully leached. Flexibility, low capital 
stresses encountered in offroad applications costs, and reasonable operating costs are 
and to provide better performance in rough inducements to undertake heap leaching, 
terrain, since all wheels are in constant especially at today’s high prices for precious 
contact with the haul road. It is particularly _ metals. 
adept at “duckwalking” through deep ruts Pegasus Gold Ltd. was successfully oper- 
and loose dirt in the worst offroad condi- ating what may be the lowest grade but 
tions, aided by limited-slip differential largest heap-leaching operation in the 
gears, four-wheel drive, and wide-based, world. The operation is in the Little Rocky 
high-flotation tires. ‘Mountains of north-central Montana at the 

‘The largest movable jaw crusher plant Zortmann Mining Inc. and Landusky Min- 
ever built for quarry operation will likely ing Inc. minesites. A syenite host rock is 
effect substantial cost savings compared to stripped at a ratio of 0.9 to 1.0 to produce 
systems using large haul trucks. The plant, pits, the design of which are carefully 
developed by Iowa Manufacturing Co, is planned to maximize use of waste rock for 
contained on a single chassis that includes a construction of leach pad foundations and 
Cedarapids 5460 overhead jaw crusher, a 62- dikes. The pits are then blasted to loosen 
inch by 24-foot vibrating grizzly feeder, a the 0.08 troy ounce per ton of gold ore from
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the host. The fragmented material is strip- clude deposit characteristics such as depth, 
ped according to an ore-waste control plan, thickness, and ore grade and estimates of 
and using trucked-in bentonitic shale and annual production, production life, rates of 
polyvinyl chloride blanket, the heaps are return, debt financing, cost base per year, 
constructed up to 100 feet high in 20- to 30- and project start year. Other data are esti- 
foot lifts. Estimates for 1983 production are mated based on a mix of experience, knowl- 
73,000 ounces of gold and 160,000 ounces of edge of the site, and information from other 
silver from a mining program geared to 4 _ sites if available. The model takes a process 
million tons of ore, leading to a substantial engineering approach and determines 
profit. Such productivity, even with a cutoff through a discounted cash flow analysis the 
grade of 0.01 ounce per ton will most likely total costs for the life of the project. Project 
buffer Pegasus against price declines, con- life is measured from the start of the pilot- 
firming that heap-leaching is cost effective _ scale operation through the site's restora- 
at very low grades with proper mine plan- tion and reclamation. In addition, the model 
ning and management. determines the production cost per pound of 

A new process was developed at Saratoga material mined, subject to the rate of re- 
Mines Nos. 1 and 2 operations near Cen- turn identified by the user. In addition, it 
tral City, CO, to extract bullion from the will solve the rate of return realized for the 
century-old ore dumps? Sampling of the specific sales price per pound. Although its 
dumps indicated a range of 0.04 to 0.10 current data base is limited to Texas and 
‘ounce per ton, where a recovery of at least Wyoming, the only States with active in 
0.02 ounce per ton is considered profitable. situ uranium mining, the model is usable 
The process involves sifting of calcine kiln for any in situ leach operation or any 
dust at $15 per ton over the tailings and operation with the potential for in situ 
wetting with water spray as they are being mining. 
conveyed from the crusher to stockpile. The A case history report on in situ copper 
kiln dust binds clay in the tailings to the mining operations was released during the 
crushed rock, forming pellets that permit year by the Bureau of Mines.'* The report 
the leaching solution to readily percolate brings together information about 10 com- 
through the leach pile. Use of the dust is mercial in situ operations and 14 experi- 
considered to be cost effective for several mental projects. These cases constitute 
reasons: it is more economical than pre- most of the in situ copper mining activities 
viously used commercial cement and lime, that have taken place in the United States. 
it is an effective acid neutralizer, it provides Background information, geology, ore prep- 
protective alkalinity and oxidation, and it aration, solution application, and recovery 
helps reduce recovery costs by speeding up and processing are provided in each case. 
the agglomeration process, thereby permit- Production data and tables summarizing 
ting bullion recovery from lower grade de- the engineering statistics for each case and 

posits. an extensive in situ mining bibliography 
Three patents were issued during the are included. In situ mining is predicted to 

year as the result of Bureau of Mines- become more attractive and play an in- 
sponsored research in branch well technolo- creasingly important role in future copper 
gy for in situ leach mining. The concepts production as conventional mining costs 
contained in these patents apply to deep increase and ore grades decrease. 
Greater than a 1,000 feet) in situ mining _Beneficiation—For a number of years, 
technology aimed at reducing total drill improvements in beneficiation technology 
footage and increasing fluid coverage. The have been the result of evolutionary exten- 
first patent covers multiple branch compe- sions of present practice. This trend con- 
tition with common drilling and casing tinues as increased use is made of larger 
templates," the second covers multiple grinding mills and flotation machines. 
branch wells containing one producer and Larger equipment reduces the number of 
one injector well,"" and the third covers the units required, lowers maintenance costs, 
method and apparatus to complete horizon- reduces floor space requirements, simplifies 
tal drain holes.” computerized process control systems, and 

‘A computerized cost model was developed can reduce energy costs providing mill 
by the Bureau of Mines for uranium in situ throughput is adequate. However, the sizing 
leach mining." Data from a given minesite of very large ball mills using scale-up func- 

are factored into the model to estimate total tions is more complex than for smaller 
capital and operational costs. The data in- units. This complexity results from the fact
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that the residence time in a very large mill 18 pounds per ton to about 4 pounds per ton. 
depends on several factors that can be  Wemco’s inert-gas flotation machine is a 
neglected for smaller mills. Although the series of sealed flotation cells that do not 
design criteria and scale-up factors for very _ need an external nitrogen supply. Ambient 
large mills have been established, they have _air is first trapped in the cells, and then the 
yet to be put on a quantitative basis, In oxygen in this air is removed by oxygen- 
1979, for example, the largest available consuming reagents. What remains is al- 
capacity for any flotation machine was most entirely nitrogen, which continues to 
1,350 cubic feet. In 1983, both a 1,500- anda be used to aerate the pump, producing a 
2,500-cubic-foot-capacity cell were produced, nitrogen bubble froth. The nitrogen is re- 
and commercially available flotation cir- covered from the froth product by a de- 
cuits, in general, continue to be remodeled gassing machine and recirculated through 
into larger machines. This trend means the pulp in a closed loop. The cells are kept 
fewer machines will be required to meet under slight pressure, and the small nitro- 
production goals. gen loss that generally occurs is replaced by 

Another recent development is that of the small amount of dissolved air that 
computerized process control for grinding enters the cells with the pulp. 
and flotation circuits, including primary In another development that may influ- 
sensors, computer models of grinding mills ence future flotation trends, research is 
and flotation cells, and feedback control being conducted on direct measurement of 
protocol. The Comminution Generic Center surface chemical species. Techniques such 
at the University of Utah's Mineral Re- as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, 
search Institute, for example, is conducting x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, scanning 
research in particulate characterization by Auger, and electron microscopies are mak- 
automated image analysis for the measure- _ ing possible characterization of the mineral 
ment and prediction of mineral liberation. surface under a wide range of conditions 
The research covers such areas as on-line encountered during grinding and flotation. 
measurement of particle size, modeling of a Coupled with electrochemical research, the 
hydrocyclone, computer simulation of com- resulting data are yielding information on 
plex comminution circuits, and adaptive many of the synergistic effects of minerals 
control strategies for rod and ball mills. _ during flotation induced by dissolved ions. 
Basic research is reflecting still another Recovery of mineral values from specific 
development in automation. Investigators ores is often best accomplished by using a 
are addressing problems on the synergistic unique combination of different collectors. 
effects of multiple minerals and on the Realizing this, some flotation reagent man- 
effects of one unit operation on another. For ufacturers are now making customized col- 
example, the effects of metal ions dissolved _lectors to be used with specific ore deposits. 
into solution during grinding on-both grind- In addition, to reduce the quantity of lime 
ing media wear and subsequent flotation required for pH adjustment, chemical man- 
response are current topics of investigation. ufacturers are attempting to develop sulfide 
‘These investigations could be the forerun- collectors that work in neutral circuits, 
ners of future commercial applications. instead of in the high-pH range. 

One of the most significant developments __A Bureau of Mines study was released in 
in froth flotation technology took place in 1983 on technological innovation in the 
1983 with the introduction of nitrogen in- copper industry."* The study forecasts that 
stead of air for bubble formation. Since autogenous and semiautogenous grinding 
nitrogen reduces the consumption of certain were likely to become more widely accepted 
reagents, its main advantages under differ- because these grinding methods eliminate 
ent flotation conditions are yet to be fully secondary and tertiary crushing, thus al- 
appreciated. Gibraltar Mines Ltd. in British lowing more economical use of electric pow- 
Columbia, Canada, is one of the most recent er. 
mills to substitute nitrogen for air bubbles Health and Safety—Preliminary injury 
in the flotation of byproduct molybdenite."* statistics compiled by the Mine Safety and 
At Gibraltar, a bulk copper-molybdenum Health Administration revealed the 1983 
concentrate is produced and followed by a nonfatal injury rate to be 5.10 per 200,000 
differential flotation of the molybdenum employee hours in metal and nonmetal 
from the copper. By substituting nitrogen mines, an increase over the 4.46 rate in 
externally for air, it was possible to reduce 1982. The fatal injury rate was 0.05, up from 
the sodium hydrosulfide requirement from 0.03 in 1982.
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Bureau of Mines research has demon- The system memory preserves records of 
strated the importance of medium frequen- significant changes in alignment of target 
cy (MF) communication in mine rescue apertures. 
operations. MF utilizes existing mine con- A new dual filament tungsten-halogen 
ductors to provide a radio network between bulb was developed by GTE-Sylvania under 
trapped miners and rescue teams. Small a cooperative agreement with the Bureau of 
MF transceivers carried by miners emit Mines."* The bulb emits 30% to 40% more 
signals up to hundreds of feet, and if the light than lamps in present use, at the same 
signal intersects mine wiring, the signal can life and power level, and is retrofittable into 
be carried thousands of feet. Rescue teams, existing cap lamp headpieces. Design and 
guided by sensitive receivers that pick up , evaluation work is being done on other 
the signals, can proceed more rapidly and parts of personal lighting systems for min- 
assuredly, thereby enhancing the chances ers, as part of a Bureau effort to reduce 
for a successful rescue. As compared with injuries and accidents in the working envi- 
other rescue systems, it has the advantage ronment through use of improved illumina- 
of being fully integrational with an opera- tion systems. They include etching of the 
tional MF communication system routinely glass lamp wall to improve beam uniformi- 
used by underground mines, and therefore ty, testing the service life of a newly devel- 
can always be in a state of readiness for oped nickel-cadmium cap lamp battery, and 
emergencies. redesigning the cap lamp for lamp reloca- 

In the area of mine ventilation, Engineers _ tion and fiber optics for light transmission. 
International Inc, under contract to the §——— 
Bureau of Mines, found that when main  iSaffengneer, Twin Gis Resarch Center 
mine fans are electrically reversed the air- , “Mining Journal (London), Portable Systems for Mining y and Exploration. V.302, No.7750, Mar. 2 1984, p. 143, flow is reduced to 40% to 60% of the for- “"atinin Engineering ew Yor Tol, Tehnigus and 
ward flow, and the pressure is reduced to Applications V.35,No.2.dan 1988, pp 1816 
35% to 45% of the forward pressure. These peat Susternt Mis: Bug thew York ve Ne 8 Feb 
findings are helpful because the reduced 188i/pp.lozfbs, PO * 
flow and pressure can aid in planning  gyperience. Min Eng (New York. 5,.No 12, Doc, 1063, 
strategy to contain a mine fire, and can be pp, 1641-1646. 

adjusted to avoid ice buildup in ‘shafts John, BUS, Burean of Mines Research Leads (oa 
during cold weather. Yop 35.No' lt Now 1983,» 1515 i “Page 1516 of work cited in footnote 

An early warning system was developed spilt,’ “Articalated Hauler Introduced at, Minin ‘by the Bureau of Mines to remotely monitor Conference. Pit and Quarry, v. 16, No. 3, Sept. 1983, pp. 6: 
displacement of roof or ribs in underground ® “ 
mine entries.” The system detects critical wyyeit Bilton From Oa Ore bunts Boe and Min. 
ground movements that normally occur be- _¥. 84, No. 10, Oct. 1983, pp 18, 25. 
fore sudden failure, It consists of a helium- arstO%Mivkidy Banh Soren ce ages ane 
neon laser mounted in a relatively stable ingand Casing Template. US Pat. 495,715, Aug. 2 1988 
area of the mine to focus on a string of suger tulips Branch Well Conteining One Produce? small aperture targets installed along the ang One Inert Well US Pot, 408250, Aur. 2 195. 
mine roof or rib surface in the area to be ET, Sader, Laroon, Dareing: Method and Apparatus To Complete Horizontal monitored. A photodetector unit is mounted Drain tloles US Pat 802,51, Sot 6,198 
at the opposite end of the line of targets’ ,,Burest of Mines. Cost Analysis om te Mode ae 
from the laser source. Any displacement of No, 159, Nov. 1982 
roof or rib rock results in misalignment of |, “Abinest, J. K., ond M. G. Pojar. In Situ Copper i aching i che Uni Case Histories of Oper. the target apertures and interruption of the fens Ballin ICSE Es Sige or 

i ‘°Redfearn, M. A. The Role of Nitrogen in the Flotation light beam. When a loss of light occurs, the si roduct Miljidenie at Giralar Mines. Prey at 
letector activates an alarm. Displacement Soe. Min. Eng. Annual Meeting, Atlanta, GA, March 6-10, 

can be determined from the distance and 1985. S0e. Min. Eng. AIME preprint 8564, pp. 
direction of target movement needed to copa nay rg Bala eae 0 
realign the apertures with a reference information, contact Division of Minerals Policy and 
beam. A microprocessor operates the sys- ““#Bureau of Mines Scrat of Significant Results in 
tem for periods up to one-half year without Mineral Technology and Boonomics. BuMines Research 
servicing, and the laser can be programed to ititreau of Mines, Pittsburgh Research Center. Fiscal 
operate continuously or intermittently. year 198% Annual Report. Pp. 1640.
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Table 1.—Material handled at surface and underground mines in the 
United States, by type 

Milion shor tons 
ee 

Typeand year “Grade Waste oat? OS® Waste Toul’ RH? Wavte Taal 
Neal easement waka 2800 Wess BSR BS os) D8 iro ttn weit PRR BBR Nonmata Wien ame sttasm wg Satta a0 Wreccc> By ttn ios yo 

Tit 1,150 584 1,740 68 6 4 1,220 590 1,820 
1982 — 887 366 1,200, 61 2 63 899 368 1,270 Toul neta gd 

nonmetals:* ‘ee aso ago gags sgomo gto. ge Bev: | SRS a tae toh eS S83 nn ee a ee ee Hee----- ty Eo 3380s as 1580 eo 280 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
Includes industrial sand and gravel. Construction sand and gravel was not available for 1981 because of biennial Paes tank and broken and mension sone wer not valle for 1982 because of biennial canvassing
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Table 5.—Crude ore and total material handled at surface and underground mines 
in the United States in 1982, by commodity 

Percent) 
Grade ore ‘Total material 

Commodity - Under. Under Surface ground Surface ground 

METALS 
Antimbyaso oor was 1000 1000 Bauxite» = 222DDIIIIIIIIIIIIILISL LI 1008 a 3000 = 

Diino wean nahecrnemccateien 920 80 969 a1 Placer. -222222222222222222222I22IIIIIII. 1000 1000 - Bran org 5 SS GTRATODS SSSI EEEC SI SSC ATE OSES 989 ii 918 33 Keg Se eens pi 10010 ae 1000 Manganiforous ore ~~. --—~-==-~====2==2=2==2== 1000 = 1008 ~- Mergury coon DOTS Te TSS L SEE COEETIGE SECIESE 100.0 ae 1000 ae 
Molybdenam_—~ 2 222—22T2LTDIIITTIILIIT TT "1000 W000 WwW [ip ime oe guarentee anaeraee 300.0 a 1000 a Rareearth metale.—2~272222L2IIIIII2IIIII2 1000 == 100.0 = 

Bier «eee eae a cna Pe TOGO TENE SS TT 36.0 60 828 1a ‘Titanium Gimenite)_ -_~2222LIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL 100.0 ee 1000 x 
‘Tungsten ~~ --~--~--~----7=-==-== === Ww #1000 w "1000 Uratlon 2 SOD CSTE T EST Tae NC UECen NESSES 688 B12 952 48 Vanadium ~~~ ~~>222TDTTIITIILIILIILILIot 1000 a 100.0 a 

ue ea SETTER EOSIN E DER DOES a 1008 ss 1008 
Average ——-—--------=-------------- 864 139 936 64 

NONMETALS 
bande 5s aster ene a “4000 Ww 1000 w 

‘Aplite--_-.--~-~--~--~-==-2=2222=a2=a=== 300.0 —- 1000 = ‘Apenity DETTE g Ras eS STSETRREI EE ae 3000 zs 1000 a8 eeepc sais oi imei ts 100.0 1000 es 
‘Daren mitralay 02 =_T OL oe 100.0 E 300.0 . (Panera ees 99.5 5 997 3 Diatomite.—722222222I2IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL IE 3000 = 1000 = Taldwar 272558 SSS ae NEUE SSSR 1000 Ee: 1000 BR Porat cope as Eace W100 Ww 1000 
oe ae a 790 210 85.5 M5 

Iron oxide pigments (ride) _— = 77>7TITTITIITIITIE 100.0 a 1000 mites nnn nn 722 2aa aaa a saan a naan 1000 Em 1000 = Wigueste: 2002 Siocasf38TsasnzgereeegereT 1000 B 1000 x Mica (scrap) ---~-1_22222722=2222222222s22-=2 100.0 ae 1000 x 
Millatonos 202 DT SDSCES IETS TI TEE CORTESE 100.0 a 1000 Obving 22 St POPES Se 100.0 =e 1000 css Perlite -~=~ 22 2LDDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 1000 = 1000 = Phosphate rock 2=2222222222IIIIIIIIIIIICII2 "3000 W "1000 W 

Potassium salts |. _.--.--------~s22-2s2=--~ ~ 1000 on 3000 
Pure n= e022 SNEED ESOSSEL TITEL OIOIBLE 100 oe 1008 ze Salt oa oe em mene eee 124 818 121 85 Sand and gravel ~~~ =77272D2222IIIIIIIIIIIIE 1000 ce 1000 ee Boglum carbonate nara" ~——> >To TTT a 1095 7 109.9 ‘Tale, soapstone, pyrophylite _-—--—--~--.22-20--2-= 5 5 Morooiniite oro Sune Sooo SSPTOSETERETTESETS 100 a2 1000 ae 

Average -—_-—------ === 932 68 95.0 50 
Average, metals andnonmetals__..---------- 9 91S AAC 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Surface” or “Underground.” 
Hincludes underground; the Bureau of Mines isnot at liberty to publish separately. 
includes surface; the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to publish separately.
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Table 6.—Crude ore and total material handled at surface and underground mines 
in the United States in 1982, by State 

Percent) . 
Crude ore ‘Total material 

State Under gurtage Under 
Surface ground ‘Surface ground 

Alabama -— == - on 1000 ws 100.0 sa Blades 2 TETET TILT ETDS TES SES SORIE TA eeaas 1009, = 100.0 aS ie 86.2 138 933 87 Ashanses 5 SOSS SET SORE TAT ENG SORE I DE RCR TENT 100.0 es 1000 we 
Galifoeiie SSE So ETS SUS eae nee 99.7 3 996 4 CRIS on orn anmewennn oneness 709 ait B14 186 Gontnectioad 250 EATER RE TS RESTS TEESE ERNE Sars 1000 me 1000 Be a 1000 = 1000 os 
Florida coo no SSG ae one oe aaa EET EES 100.0 a 100.0 =e Genngia SEIS TG TLS ESSE Sooo +1000 W 4000 Ww 
Hawai os 3 ee ene ceneweeeoean oie 100.0 = 1000 ie Wiabo - S982 0505 [SELEISESTECUOE SACRE To eee 926 a 980 20 Minois —=~2~LLILTLTITLILIILIIIIIIL IIL 98.0 10 989 rat indiana DOTSISUO ESS SOS TIOST SATE SSETESEEE 11000 Ww 1000 w 17 11000 W 1000 Ww Kates [2 SECO TSTE US ERODE TOES PPRSERTSETD 914 86 918 82 ae 10010 Ww 1000 w 

Lnaislana 252000 “DET STE ODESSA SAES SSA TEES 839 161 840 160 Maing c-cn2-8~2s~20=——---— ene 100.0 -- 1000 a Maiyishil Sooo os SUR EERSTE ET TATE, 100.0 a 1000 a 
Mosiochiumetig soc agi SE Se RT TOP TEETEON 300.0 25 100.0 ae ae 13000 W +1000 Ww Minnaoes 2227S 5 TETSEE ITE SEL SINISE LEEINIIE 100.0 a 1000 a 
Mississippi ~~ 22 2L2LLTDITIITIIEIIIIIIIL 1000 = 1000 = [1 7s Beare ets Luna OEE Bee oe aa 463 387 40.0 600 Methane socGo 2 USES cane ese 817 23 820 110 

Nebr ne 1000 ee 100.0 zs Nevaia = [oS SSSLDISELEEIIELED TSS UAESE SE 988 12 99.5 3 New Hampshire. ~~~ 72L22L2222222IIIIOIIIII 1000 " 1000 a Now Jereny= joo 20 20028 TOOSE TREES ES TEP EEOSE *100.0 Ww H000 Ww 
New Mexico ~~ "77TTTTTTITITITIIIIIII TT 50.0 500 787 218 New Yorks 2 OS 2B pe SRT GTATEO TES TaTe: 786 a4 782 28 North Carolina 229 Sc C2 TR SSEZOUATELIEC EES 100.0 sc 1000 es North Dakota _——>_ 222 2L2LTIDIIIIIIIEIIIIIE 1100.0 Ww 100.0 E 
Ohio 20 TESTER ESS ITSES SAGES SS STSTIES 912 88 1000 Ww 
Oklahoma ——~~2TTLITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 1000 ee 100.0 a Oregon = DE OTERADSRS SURES SRT SP EREREEIOR *1000 W 1000 W Pennaylvania ---------~-~-~-~.-.-_._2_2~7_-- 966 a4 96.6 34 Hlode Island 22 SPER NE Ss OOCE STATES RMT 1000 1000 Bn South Gardiign <0 se scons 1000 = 1000 = South Dakota. == 0-09 280 27SEC NNGSESE ESTOS +1000 W "1000 Ww 
Mennowee 20ST TTS acne 594 406 753 247 
NB mime 11000 W "1000 Ww 

Utah 202 Shs Seve Ue RD IU Ts Bere eee 983 uw 993 7 Wermont -— ~~ 222222222222 22ITITIITTIIITIIE 1000 = 1000 es Virginia 25ZETZDTOI STS SST SCS PTSLIESE 11000 W 1000 W Washington -__-_~-_~~_-7_~--2272 222 n 915 25 915 25 West Virbmia SS 7 CRTORSDE Fen yaG SETHE ESRRER TT 11000 Ww 41000 Ww Wisconsin ----.-------2-222222-2 722277222 1000 as 100.0 5 Wroning > 20S 25 Or TERED gobs SanRT ST AOE TE 307 63 741 253 
Average__--------------- == enn 909 94 44 56 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Surface.” 
includes underground; the Bureau of Mines isnot at liberty to publish separately.
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‘Table 7.—Number of domestic metal and nonmetal mines* in the United States in 1982, by 
commodity 

. Total Lee 1,000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000. More — number than to io %0 rs than y of 4,000 10,000 100,000 + 1,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000, 
mines tons tons tons tons tons ‘tons 

METALS 
Pipe STDTESISEngTSse 2 3 i H i B a Se 1 F 
Gold aa cee ns etn wm 4 n u 6 1 Phose==20c200s002 02 a 0 6 5 3 ue Ironore-_--~---------— BL 2 4 6 8 é Heed SESTELSEEES 1 5 1 a 2 1 ise Sliver —- ==" 77777777 6 2 4 é 0 4 = 
Titanium (ilmenite) ——————— a ne x 1 4 = ‘Tungsten. -----—--—- B® 2 2 1 an oa Uranium -22>2222==2 ws 168k 82 wm 3 = Pings oe ST SRGEE SESE Mo. 1 2 8 2 BE 
Other® —== >IT TTTITITT a 3 i 2 2 5 = 

‘otal. --------- 485182104 105 7 53, uM 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives? u 2 8 4 - = = Iabestos Ses (i 3 2 2 cs 

Marte 2722 oso con ao 22 I 5 ad 5 = Gays) 22 SEG SSE ESTEE m2 48 28T 569 0 a : Diatomite -——~~77777272 wo 3 7 2 = = 
Reliepie 2 SG UETESEDREAS BOD 1 u a ae a Fluorsper -.--~-=--==-- 5 3 1 1 i = =e 
Gypsuin ooo oo ooo oooo BR 2 3 a 35 = = fica (serap) ~~~ =~ 227 ul 2 3 1 5 BE Perlite --------------~ Be 3 1 2 = = 
Phosphate rock - -———-—=—- 6 1 AS 4 B 3 Potassium salts ~~ — ~~~ == mS ee Bs 2 5 a Burnes Sooo ose cca 2 6007 3 1 2 = Gales Soo Rese eae mB 8 3 6 3 aS 
Sand and gravel ———- ~~~ — 5139 118825 2,608 1541 40 i 

Sodium carbonate ~~ ~~ ~~—— a ze 1 3 1 
‘Crushed and broken — NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Dimension — = NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ‘Tale, soapstone, pyrophyilite —— Ey 3 8 4 3 Ee - 

Peco nna cane ae 29 7 5 30 6 i Ez 
Webel we careers: 6430189 Lat 3,204 an 9 a 

Grandtotal_.----. 696 —sat—iwS]TOL 
NA Not available. 
{Bxcludes wells, ponds, or pumping operations. 
2Antimony, beryllium, manganiferous ore, mercury, molybdenum, nickel, rareearth metals, tin, and vanadium. 
‘abrasive stone, emery, garnet, and tripoi 
“Includes construction and industrial sand and gravel. 
Crushed and broken and dimension stone were not available for 1982 because of biennial canvassing. “Includes aplite, boron minerals, graphite, greensand marl, iron oxide pigments (crude), kyanite, magnesite, millstones, 

olivine, vermiculite, and wollastonite.
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Table 8.—Twenty-five leading metal and nonmetal! mines in the United States in 1982, in order of output of crude ore 
<i ~~ Gas ~S*S:*«S eS Mine State Operator Commodity Mianiog 2 method 

METALS IS Utah Copper Utah ______._ Kennecott. Copper. Openpit ibbing acon ~~ ~~ Minnela: <<" Bihan Mal Ca"> toe => o Bagdad ———"7"> Arizona -~_=—> Cyprus Bagdad Copper Go. Comer "~~ San Maniai-2—WILZZ | PB ITTTT. Mlpmatabper cere CUPRA W— De Slerrita-“"“TTTTZ Tigo “TTT Duval Sierrfta Corp -2222 = Tota a> RM Morens po -o2-- Ggcado--W2* BhelpsDedee ogy ===> => o"g9 --~ be ‘Phunderbied <"""—— Mingesota""7~Oplebay Norton Go" ~~"7 fron are “2 Do. Berkeley Pit “—""""~ Montana ~~ The Anaconda Company. Copper’. ~~ Do ErieCommercial.""~  Minnesota"—"_2 _Pickands Mather &'Go"”_—xkfore” 777 De. win Butte" "22" Arizona "~~ AnamaxMining Co "7" opper’_>~~ Do, Minntac——-——27—"2_ Minnesota""""" United States Steel Corp -— — reore ~~ De. Bilden ““2TTTTII Michigan'---"_ Tilden Mining Goo? 27 OP OGG === De. Empire oon--o--7> ge 2222 | Empretsee fitsing 2=2-2 72778 =~ De. Round Mountains --"" Nevada —"1"2 Copper Range 0" ~~~7- Lode ghd” == Do. Pinto Valley ...---_ Arizona —-_"-"" ities Service Co _ ~~~ Copper _ Do. Green Cove""777 Florida “""=—> Associated Minerals Crp=- ‘Tileatum”__ Dredging. Tnspiration <SOIISIT Arona -="—=~ingpration Coneoldatel Copper" ~~ Open 
Eisenhower... --do.-___ASAROO Incorporated do Dn, ‘eal Ridge <OOCIToS Pio “T"27 Ra Renta Hianium 2~ Dredging 
Climgr.—-.--..... Colorado... Climax Moly Go, Molybdenum Caving and 
r Nevada ‘Tie Anatonda Compe a Open pi fnopah-...----- Nevada... TheAnaconda Company do... oeaB! Bilan’ 222272222 Rew cccoc: PB aa Pande Ne Tianium 72 Dredglng. ours & Co. ne 
Chino --__---_._. New Mexico____ ‘Chino MinesCo___-__.. Copper... it. Minora—""~—""""—_ Minnesota~-—~~ Inland Stee! Mining Go ==. feetore =. OPE Mission <="I=ZI=~_Ariama=--2_ — ASARCOMncorporsied ~~ Gomygh® === Da, EE ri nen Commer nee 

NONMETALS? 
Geile... WME LLL) IMG&en bn Green River ___--.. Wyoming ---. _ FMCCorp,, Industrial Chem- Sodium St . . Teale Grou arbonate, Suwannee... Florida... Octidental Petroloum Corp - Phosphate” Open pit 
Noralyn == ----do =. International Minerals& tig Do. ‘Chemical Corp BLMeade.--- 2. do Mobil OtGorp do = Do. Bi Groom “2OTTIZ> Liiigo “7TITZWillamso == 22772 2228 22 Do. Wingsford=TLLIZ | LITMa TTI International Minerals & Diode 22 Do. ‘Chemical Corp. CSG one greene eB ee cealapen es Do. Haynsworth “TLII2 TITcgo "77TI2— Atmerleam Gyanamid@o22~ | 727749 22 Do. Hookers ——"ITTTZ | TiLcgo IIIT WER Grace Gog ToS Ta Do. Lonesome <<=TTIT | Liiido TTI American GyanamiaGo-~ 12799 “= Do. Silver City <-OIZITZ Tiicdo "TTT tech General Chemical 77779 277 Do. 
Witte esses ecwbs Do BiMeade =" 22TIZ iid TD Gandinterige 22222777 2B oa Do Swift Creek ""7“TT TITigo “ZLITTGeedental Petroleum Garp. 27—do SOB Nichols ——2""2LIZ Zo—“go “7777> Mab Corp nen 2772 TTT De. International———"7-~_ NewMexico=——7 International Minerals @~” —olasatun™~ —stope® ‘Chemical Cor alts, Garlebad od max Chemical Corp Gy Do, Lee Creek... --— =o North Carolina —Texasgulf Ine ~~ Phoehate Open pit. 
Stlacles————-.--—  Plrda...--.. General Development Corp. Sand and Dredging ravel, ame Cresk -—-——-— ==... Willams Go—..-.---- Plate Open pit. 
Hobbs... NewMerco....Keretee Chemica Corp Pelasum Do. salts. Retoof |—--------- New York--._ International SaltCo --.- Salt". Stopus Green River SOO2022 Wyoming <<<27 Alte hema Go -°7> Soha Bo. carbonate, Carlsbad... NewMexico..__ Potash Co, of America, adi-Pouanei! Do. vision of eal Base indus, salt 
Radum_...._-_-..  California_..__ _ Koppers Co., Kaiser Sand ‘Sand and ‘Open pit. ‘nd Grave craved SS ee hi 

+Brines and materials from wells excepted. 
Crushed and broken and dimension stone were not available in 1982 because. of biennial canvassing.
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Table 9.—Twenty-five leading metal and nonmetal: mines in the United States 
in 1982, in order of output of total materials handled 

Mine State Operator Commodity Mining 

METALS 
Utah Copper -----. Utah... Kennecott ___-_______Coppor-_-__Openpit. Bagdad" 227"W7~Anong “2222 Gyprue Bagdad GapparGo—— “PRG “22 OPE Inepiaton <—O2ITL> “To <=2=2_Inpiation Consolidated Sona osc De. 

per ‘Twin Butte... do. AnamaxMiningo <---- do __- Do. Palmer ---=----- Michigan —-—- _Empirelron Mining Go --- Tronore — ~~ Do. Chino --~=-"-~"1__NewMexicol-"~ Chino Mines Co -~~~ Copper ~~~ Do. 
Hibbing Taconite __ Minnesota -—-— _Pickands Mather &Go_-—_ Tronore ~~ Do ounderind 20> M0771 Optebay Neri Co -- = Sp = Be forenci 22-227 Arizone -———- Phelps Dodge Gorp---~Capper.-~~~ Sierrita (==277772T Egy STITT Duval Sierrita Corp —---— "do -== Da Pinto Valley —----_ 1 2_do2_222—Gities ServiceCo === <a do ==> De. 
Blrenbower—~-"-"- "do —"""""_ASARCO Incorporated “"- 7 —do ——— Do Tonopah --2_2---. Nevada —-—-__ ‘The Anaconda Company —— Molybdenum Do. Pima WWW —W-IoL2 Anna “""~"~ Cyprus Pima Mining Go_—~ Copper Do Erie Commercial ~~ Minnesota_=—— _Pickands Mather & Co---— Tron ore ——— Do. ShicleyBasin--—--—- Wyoming ----- Pathfinder Mines Corp -—- Uranium——— Do. 
‘Biden. 2S222TIIZ iba <"""> iden Mining Co" “-— ron oe = Do. Tyrone.2-_2222212~—-NewMexico--- Phelps Dodge Corp ------ Copper --—— Do. SanManuel-—~~7"2 Arizona ----- Magma Copper Co ——" ~~" do Do. Glimars 22222222 Colorado =2=> Climax Molybdenum Co, a “Molybdenum Caving and division of AMAX Ine. ‘open pit 
Minntac--------~  Mimecta..-- nied Sates Steel Corp Tron ore ——— Bo. “cisianperenseine a en 2ose necott = per ; : Bele oantsin=——-_ Nevadg 277-2 BuvatCorpe=-=~----7-Eotegpid'-- Bo Round Mountains --—-  ---do 1-77" Copper Range Go ——--— = do. Do. 

Berkeley Pit --—-  Moniana.—---- The Anaconda Company —— Copper ———— Do. 
NONMETALS* 

Suwannee... Florida Occidental Petroleum Corp. Phosphate Open it. 
Kingsford... ----do------ International Minerals = do De. ‘Chemical Corp. PeGreen 2 22-e -nn-do Williams Gordo De. Noralyn 27277272 do --_2. International Minerals& = ~~~ “do -_~ Do. 

‘Chemical Corp. Lonesome-—------- —---do-----— American Cyanamid Co do -_- Do. 
FuMeade-—=22-22~  L22de 222222 Mob GH Gorp DDT Ld 2 Do. Haynswordh -—--—-  1--do---—-_ —Ameriean CyanamidCo——_ =~" “do 2 Do. Clear Spring "222272 LZLcdo [TZIZ International Minerals & ~~ >"> “do “=> Do. ‘Chemical Corp. Green River... Wyoming _.... FMC\Gorp, Industrial Chem- Sodium Stopes. 

‘cals Group. ‘carbonate Silver City --  Florida___--- _Bstech General Chemical Phosphate” Open pt 
4 Corp. red SwiftCreek = do == Qeeidental Petroleum Corp. — 1 do Do. Nichols ---------  22_-do "72> Mobil Oil cme Diode 222 Do. Hookers=-7—2272-2 © Scicdo"=77- WeR.Grace@Co_-==-2> do 227 Do. LeeCreck_—--=-.-- NowthCarolinas_ Texasgulf'ine ---~-~-~_ ldo Da. Watson --2 2222722 Florida" EBstech General Chemical SiEae Do. 

Corp. Mabie Canyon ----. Idaho... Conda Partnership... ----do --- Do. FuMeade--------- Flonida==_7_—_GardinierIne = ===> 27-do == Do. Gonds === 222=- © Wahow=------ J. SimplotGo_——--"~> Tao Do. Wingate ="20LIIL2— Florida=2— 2222 Becker Industries Corp -—— “22 “do 27 Do. 
Payne Greek -- ~~ 227 as 2 Williams Goo aie T= Do. BonnyLake---—-22- ° 22 "do 22222 WAR Grace &G3222222 Tide 22 Do. [9 7S Do. Rockland —-—_---> Florida-——--_ United States Steel Corp —— = ——“do Do. Henry 222222222 Wdaho=22Z1Z~— MonsantoCo ===> “do Do. 
Vernal --2272222 Utah 222ZZIZ2 Chevron Resources 0-222 LIT ao “2 Do. 

3Brines and materials from wells excepted. 
Crushed and broken and dimension stone were not available in 1982 because of biennial canvassing,
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Table 12.—Mining methods used in open pit mining in the United States in 1982, by 
commodity 

Percent) 
Fria materia nanled 

modi Preceded Not preceded 
Seaety tydeiling by drling 

METALS: 
Beatie een nm en nnn ater rae Re a = 

Es eo ec IES CS 5 4% Rereesrimugis —-~-— oan nn nee ce een 100 & 
‘Tenia nee) 20200 a0 oo caa sou Safes oien GnSeELORSETOOE { 8 

NONMETATS 

Bislemits -~777722722222 222 2C ITT ITIITTIIISIIIIE 5 %5 

eecehis pignsale Grade 22 <== SCLTEETSTESETSSTESETSIO TTT is 108 

Millstones — - -_ ------------------+------------------------ 100 were 

‘Sand and gravel __. --_ -----------------.------------------ aah 100 
Stone (Ceralend onl beckon 2i:c ei recess naam NA NA 
fal: soegesed WD eopIG HN SEEDS APOIO OLR EET io we 

NA Not available. TYncludes drilling or cutting without blasting, dredging, mechanical excavation and nonfloat washing, and other 
surface mining methods 
Crushed and broken and dimension stone were not available for 1982 because of biennial canvassing.
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Table 13.—Development and exploration activity in the United States in 1982, by method pa eee ee 
Metals ‘Nonmetals Total" 

Method Percent Percent Percent 
Feet of Feet of Feet of 

total? total? total? — te ttt? 
DEVELOPMENT 

Shaft and winze sinking. ______ 6,890 19 = “ 6,390 08 Raising -——— eT 63,400 a9 wi 03 83,900 12 Drifting, crosscutting, ortunneling- 421,000, 588 158,000, 938 579,000, 65 Solution mining" SS" 234.000 313, 10,000 59 234,000 265 
Total'_----.-___________118,000 100.0 168,000 100.0 884,000 100.0 

EXPLORATION 
Diamond drilling....-------. 150,000 188 136,000 B24 885,000 152 Churn deilling--"""""""IIZZ2 832000, 61 = —. 832,000 31 Rotary drilling “——-~-—=""""=_2010}900 3T1 120,600, 288 2,180,000 365 Percussion drilling -—~~-"-"""" 11120,000 207 46,400 111 1,160,000 199 Other drilling.-"""""7""TZ> 80,000, 2u7 110,000, 262 — 1/290,000, 220 Trenching ss200 002050272 38,300 6 7200 17 40,500 7 

Totalt___------------- 5,420,000 1009 419,000 100.9 5,840,000 1000 
Grand total’ _-______--... 6,140,000 XX 586,000 XX 6,720,000 xx 

XX Not applicable. 
{Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. "Based on unrounded footage.
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Table 16.—Total material (ore and waste) produced by mine development in the United 
States in 1982, by commodity and State 

(Thousand short tons) 

Shaft and Drifting, ‘winre Raising CUEING, Stripping Total” 
sinking tunseling 

COMMODITY 

METALS 
Copper aan enna w w a saan 3700 
(oo peta » 24 be = iso 15,800 
tence en ne 2 cad ago 14800 T8400 

Uged 02 2SETETEDIGE EETELSISS W 6 1a se 
Siiver--77227227 220222 2220III2 a Ww sr Lid en 
(Cpeninns SEDOICU SSRIS RSS W W ie aT) 00 
Zinc. — .----------------~------ = Ww 856 =o ‘856 

Dtted ooo oe ese 62. 191 230, 11,400 11,900 

Total oe eene nee 106 215, 8540 96,100 105,00 

NONMETALS 
Abedin 2205 Segsuennccmeanes es ae - a 4a 
Bente 2772222 2222ICCIIIIIIT = = W Ww 
Fiawgar ao" Fae SEDs aaa es = w W ~ W 

Phosphate ock=~~-~272772222==--- NA NA NA Na NA 
Sodium carbonate ~_~2777777227T2 22 “ Ww s w 
Otherto ee eee cose STD aE a 1305580800 

otal oes sewereecedtls 2 6 re ee 
Opts! _____ nce wastes 106 221 9,880 102,000 112,000 

STATE 
‘Alabama __——o-oeossoeennnn _ 5 W w 
BEE Se eee 1 ae a 37 38 pie een Ww Ww ee ae 
Raps cone aEneE EET acaEe = a eso) 8500 
Giibess ------------a-anassene i 3 a Beto 
Gaerne Sasso seaee Eee i 38 a W ma 
Wane (772222 TTDLIIIIIIIIIIIE W Ww a ae Bt 
Mins 222502 SeERESDESTEROCESRE 2 Ww W “ Ww 

Kentucdy =~--77222277722222==22 = W = ES Ww 
Manteno STTSESSoT CS SSTES Ww W ty 8 12 
Nevada =~~--72222222222-=727 a Ww He 13200 - 13,800 
New Mexico ---_----...-~~~----- Ww Ww 534 Ww ‘584 

New Yors~~=--2222227222202222 x W W a Ww 
Grogs a (penn an -n-------- -- -- 7 w wo 

South Dakota _"7772227222722272 x Ww w = w 
‘Tennessee - _------.-~.--~--~-~-- ia Ww 740 <= 740 
Deane’ 2222II IC TTIIIIIIIIIIT W W BS W 385 
Washignn ZIUCE2 "S29 SESSETAT ESE 2 a W W W 
WR: «como ero ee ES eis e 1,400 18,200 19,600 Uwdttribwtad 2~_7722ss2 ao ie 8 Sooo S100 424580 

TOP ecsienrmemnnaaneore te 106 221 9,880 102,000 112,000 

NA Not available, W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
Includes antimony, bauxite, beryllium, mercury, molybdenum, tungsten, and vanadium. 
“Includes feldspar, gypsum, salt, talc, soapstone, and pyrophyllite.
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Table 17.—U.S. industrial consumption of explosives 
(Thousand pounds) 
i 

Quarni Construction % Coat Metal cod Total eteand” Total as mining! mining? = nonmetal ——_iner ether industrial mining! sngusay uses? Et 
WE osescscns 2,168,630 (574,213 604,955 8,347,798 581,991 8,929,189 OI ce setae 2,287,898 612,820 658,083 8,508,246 587,212 4,090,458 Ye002TTTTIIIL Boag 559,229 Gouisd = Seema «© ar'og0 | zra'aee 1981... 2,249,262, 695,449 493,771. 8,488,482. 902,567 4,841,049 (ery 2,269,565 530,384 423,858 8,228,802 687,189 8,910,491 —_———— rE aa 

‘Some quantities of this use are included with “Construction work and other uses” to avoid disclosing company eppielay data 
‘Mncludes some quantities from “Coal mining,” “Metal mining,” and “Quarrying and nonmetal mining.” 
Note: Data for 1978-80 are not comparable to prior years owing to change in reporting by the Institute of Makers of Explosive. 

Table 18.—U.8. consumption of explosives in the minerals industry 
(Thousand pounds)  SsSeeseseseseFeFeFFFFFsFFSFsFsfseseF 

Quarrying 
Coal Metal ant ae mining raining nonmetal, a 

mining ee 
PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVES me 

OB acc iciiarnaiemaers: 88,580 208 618 89,356 1979-222 44,891 281 615 45,787 IO apc span ooo 52,476 81 18 53,278 st tamara reir agai 166 1688 Bist NR ES 48,401 287 1,817 45,005 ae 
OTHER HIGH EXPLOSIVES a Wl ccae seeeteowes 7a 25,400 seo7e 18115 igre. 2222D22IIIIIIIIT 25188 28.99 0734 ozs it aie 2412 250085 5088 1001185 coe oce 22814 23,384 48,223 88,921 96202 2DDTIIIII IIIT 19/360 i808 29.322 61790 Eo OD 
WATER GELS AND SLURRIES —_— $$ ._ rere WOE cscs tomer 63.404 234470 29,922 387,286 i922 TTLTIIIIII IIIT 7439 339738 or 280 20787 tego 2 onan ETE $3916 i213 99/947 365,016 (7 aeseereeaeee 297796 Tide ager 360,905 3os92222222II2IIIooT 108364 90788 80,503 25608 presen sem anes I 

‘AMMONIUM NITRATE: FUEL-MIXED AND UNPROCESSED EE IRE AND UNPROCEED 8s 1 eccsensen StS 314,185 455,081, 2808081 WIeTTTTTTIIITIIIIIZ Boar ee 350'102 aae04 2926486 YeOTLTITTZITTIIITIT Bae Ge 352.550 10388 5:108'288, AQQLTTTTTTIIIIIIIID «ae asratt 362.280 2osnous ES’) 25251 Sigz Ba0la0e ee 
TOTAL Eris TU ce ara 11 ER RO 574.218 604,955 $847,708 age"TTITTIITTIIIIIE Bears a0 59,083 Soae46 3@60°22TTTIIIIIIIIIID ew 88 550/209, Sate See772 ABTTTTTTIINITIIIID ew ee 95449 a3s7 Sya38 482 yega2“TTTTTITTIIIIID Beales 530,384 923,353 5'205'900 — ee, St





Statistical Summary 

By Rose L. Ballard? 

This chapter summarizes data on crude mines. 
nonfuel mineral production for the United Because of inadequacies in the statistics 
States, its island possessions, and the Com- available, some series deviate from the fore- 
monwealth of Puerto Rico. Included also are going definition. For copper, gold, lead, 
the tables that show the principal nonfuel silver, tin, and zinc, the quantities are 
mineral commodities exported from and recorded on a mine basis (as the recoverable 
imported into the United States and that content of ore sold or treated). However, the 
compare world and U.S. mineral produc- values assigned to these quantities are 
tion. The detailed data from which these based on the average selling price of refined tables were derived are contained in the metal, not the mine value. Mercury is 
individual commodity chapters of Volume I measured as recovered metal and valued at 
and in the State chapters of Volume II of _ the average New York price for the metal. this edition of the Minerals Yearbook. ‘The weight or volume units shown are 

Although crude mineral production may those customarily used in the particular be measured at any of several stages of industries producing the commodities. Val- extraction and processing, the stage of ues shown are in current dollars, with measurement used in this chapter is whatis no adjustments made to compensate for 
normally termed ‘‘mine output.” It usually Changes in the purchasing power of the 
refers to minerals or ores in the form in Gollan 
which they are first extracted from the 
ground, but customarily includes the output ~g,attical specialist, Minerals Information, 
from auxiliary processing at or near the 

31
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Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production! in the United States 
1981 1982 1088 

Mineral Su Vale Geaay Value Granaty Value, 
Quantity housande) entity thousands) QWantity ehousands) 

METALS 
Antimony ore and concentrate hort tons, antimony content. — 646 w 508 w 893 w 
Bauxite -...- thousand metric tons, ‘dried equivalent 1,510 $26,489 732 ($12,884 679 $11,909 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, 

ete.) _-__---_---metric tons.. 1,588,160 2,886,440 "1,146,975 "1,840,856 1,088,098 1161476 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

‘troy ounces... 1,879,161 689,918 "1,465,686 550,968 1,967,379 829,929 
{ron oe, usable excluding byproduct, ron sinter" thousdad Tong ton, roe woken T2158 284860 ABEL 101.05 4am 188808 
Tron oxide pigments, crude 

short tons... 67,214 2,285 67,294 2,702 40,028 2,368 
‘Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

a metric tons. . 445,585, 858,821 °512,516 288,579 449,088 214,628 
‘Manganiferous ore (5% to 85% Mn) bs 

short tons, gross weight. — 174,760 2,889 81,509 298 88,528 216 
‘Mereury ~~~ -~ abound flasks. 21,004 11,549 26,760 W 25,070 Ww 
‘Molybdenum (ostant of concentrate) 

thousand pounds. _ 118,916 945,540 716,185 504,089 49,168 167,166 
‘Nickel (content of ore and concentrate) 

short tons... 12,008 w 3,208 Ww -- a 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces. _ 40,688 (427,921 740,248 7819,975 48,415 496,671 

Titanium cone one gous weight. 523,681 OT018«288068—«19.008 Ww w hry ts, rose weight. , x x x 
‘Tungsten ore and concentrate, 5 

. __™metric tons, contained W__ 8,545 62,281 1,875 22,062, 1,016 10,528 
‘Vanadium (recoverable in ore and 

concentrate) _.....-short tona_ 5,126 71,496 4,098 62,577 2 ATL 80,675 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

metric tons. 812,418 806,879 "808,160 "257,116 275,294 251,204 

Combined valu of berlium concen: ‘rates, magnesium chloride for mag- nesium metal, platinum group metals 
S81), rare-earth metal concentrate, tin, titanium concentrate (utile), air 
con concentrate, and values indicated 

bysymbol Wann Xx 158,902 XX___154,917 XX___161,100 
Setglecreee XX 8,842,000 XX__75,517,000 XX __5,866,000 

NONMETALS (EXCEPT FUELS) 
Abrasive stones_.__-_short tons__ 22,501 71,096 1,285, 553 1,101 482 
‘Asbestos ---_~~~metric tons «T5618 «= EB BSS «ABT 81008. 7,866 Asphalt and related bitsmens, native 

jieuminous limestone, sandstone, gilsonite--- thousand short tone. «1.261 27,654 w w Ww w a 7 1 20.208 
Boron minerals_—..- ~~~ -do_—-- 1481 435,387 1,234 384,597 1,303 439,181 
Bromine ______ thousand pounds. — 877,100 90,200 401,100 102,600 370,000 91,000 
Calcium chloride ___ short tons__ 704,691 61,692 °616,513 61,483 Ww Ww 
Carbon dioxide, natural oe thousand cubie feet. 1,577,053 2,607 2,067,500 3899 2s, os 

ment: "Masonry. thousand short tons... 2788 161,819,964 «145,172 2921 186,240 Portland.-----------do--- «68197 © 3,515,600 61080 3.084439 Gr.183 «8,815,000 
Glayssa-2222-2s2sn2dnn- «AST BBBS © 35,345 895.064 = 404858 B81 001 Diatomite -~77772227222ae0 277 ‘s7 113,010 13 ion619 9 tezre Feldspar:———_7227 short tone 685000 “21,000 615.000 20,00 710,000 224500 
Fluorspar —____-_------do__-- 115,404 18,412 ‘TH 01T 18,298 61,000 *10,000 Garnet abrasive) ---—--—-do.--- 25451 2058-21308, 230i 28,767 2583 

‘Gen atones” o_-.—— 5. - NA 7,625 NA 7,150 NA 1,425 
Gypeum = -— thousand short fons 148010688 0LSL aa 200 HEL 
lium: Crude million eubie feet. 115 2100 w Ww w w 
Grade-A2i2i PTT Gon = ges S788 81,948 Sands? «1.208 45,465 Lime. thousand short tons «18856 8BALI7 ©1407 «696,007 14.867 © TSTOLL 

Magnesium compounds short tons. W W Ww W S8613 145,084 ‘Mica Gerap). thousand short tons. 133 8212 300 76398 "140 6.479 
po palin easneaienielr teamed ter ares me "gam 72518667 
Perlitg_—~_~77777""thort tone 501,000 «17458 506.000 16084 474,000,684 
Phosphate rock ‘thousand metric tons. «$8,624 «1,497,988 ©—«ST.A1d 950,826 «42,578 1,020,901 
Potassium salts (K20 equivalent) do--- «1,908 828.900 «1.784 85.600 «1.518 200,800 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States —Continued 
Tar ieee 1588 

Mineral ‘ ‘Value Value Value Gaaneiy vanay SENN GALEEay amy aE, 
NONMETALS (EXCEPT FUELS) — Continued 

Pumice... thousand short tons. 40 sau 46 $3750 4g saa Pygtae ~~ thousand metric tons = tor 4960 oe anos w w Se-—<722_ thousand short tone 8B 007 —«GBT.S6_—« TOT TeTLad = 94573507081 Send and gravel: Construction do... 690000 1,628,000 "594,000 "1,674.00 *555,00 *1,995,000 Industrial -°-7—"7ZZIao=7_“bolpe —“asetg00 © F2r4o0 805/800 «28600 'RBE'200 Sear ules alu) =2—Tao==2 os AS ise w Ww a3 “Bae tone Crushed --.-..-----d0u--- 812600 8125000 "90080. “298.900 e600 9.9,000 Dimension. 222227277Tdo--72 "Yast = “snael = uag0 518 ee aetaas Sulfur, Fraach proces Encusend metric tons... «5 910«=« 715688598 434,600 «48.181 ‘Tale and pyrophyllite 
Thousand short tons 1.848817 185 z0eT2 «1088 ,g80 Tripoli. -uceeescahore fone] 107/880 ‘ir 118 58 111/090, a Vermicailte thousand short tones 320 (eB 316 28,508 220 alt 

Combined value of epi , graph. Yee 8280) odin, kyante idtane minerals, magnesite, mar] Green- sand), ollvine-sodiurn carbonate {atutal) staureite, wollasconite, and values indleated by symbol W Xx "94116 XX "960.260 XX 868,055 
Will oa awsaueamuae xXx _ 116,446,000 XX 14,156,000 XX__ 15,266,000 
Grand total -_.------------ XX "25,288,000 XX "19676000 ‘XX 21,184,000 
‘Estimated, "Revised. _NANot available, W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Combined value” figure. XXNot applicable, "s Pie, ‘Production as measured by mine abipmente sales or marketable production (including consumption by producers) _Geindsens plpsones, ing pnb harpehing woes and be lines Excludes output in Now Mexico withheld to avoid dsclosing company proprietary data; included in nonmetals “Combined value’ figure for 1982 86. ‘Bxcludes abrasive stne and bituminous limestone and sandstone; all included elsewhere in table.
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Table 2.—Nonfuel minerals produced in the United States and principal 
producing States in 1983 
a gow mse Ye al Principal producing States, Oth ci ‘Mineral in order of quantity r producing States pa i Rn ct 
‘Antimony ore and concentrate. Idaho and Mont. Apia. Va ‘Asbestos 22=77TTITIIITI Cal and ve. 

Asphalt (native). ----__-___ Utah. Barite 0° 777U7TITT News Ga,Mo,Mont -.....- Tenn, IL, Wash. Bauxite =272=TZIIIIII2 Ark? Ala, Ga 
Beryllium concenirate——"""_ ‘Utah and'S: Dak Boron minerals --"-227~ Calif. 

Bromine ~~ "~"~--~--- —Arkand Mich, Calcium chioride —-—~~2=2 Mich, and Calit. Cement /22T°°TTIIIIIIZ Tex, Galif, Pa, Mich... Allother States except Alaska, Cofn, Del, 
Maso. Minn Nit, NJ N- Dak, RL, Ve, Onwcceccnes Ca, Ten Wr Neisc cc ‘All och States except Alaska, Del., Hawaii, 

Comper oine)..-------- Ait, Utah, N-Mex Mont -.. Alas, Gli Clo, daho, Mo, Nev, Ores, 
Diatomite _______...... Calif, Nev., Wash, Oreg. Beery SUSEGROIEEEES «Ny. 
Feldspar ---~""""""7""- NC conn, Ga, Calif... Okla. and S. Dak Fluorspar2-277"7ZIZII2 New, Tex. 

Garnet, abrasive 2--222272 Idaho, Maine, N-Y. 
Gold (mine) ---[TLIIII=~Nev.,8. Dak., Utah, Mont —___ Alaska, Ariz, Calif, Colo, Idaho, N.Mex., 
‘Gypsum ----------- Tex, lowa, Okla, Calif...... Ariz, Ark,, Colo., Idaho, Ind., Kans., La., Mich., ‘Mont, Nev., N: Mex, N'Y., Ohio, 8. Dake, Utah; Va, Wash, Wyo. Helium——___-.-------- Kans, Tex,, N, Mex. odine == 22“ZZIIIIIIZ—Okdaand Mich Iron ore” _"—""""_"""" Minn, Mich. Wyo, Mo... Calif, Colo,, Mont., Nev., Tex, Utah. Iron oxide pigments (Grade)-_ _ Mich:’Ga,, Mo, Va. Kyanite. = Vacand Ga. 
ead mine) <OOLIIIAAIT Mo, Hae Colo, NY Alas, Ara, Calif I, Mont, Nev, N. Mes. 

ree. Lime .-------------- Oblo,Pa,Mo,Ky---------__Allother States except Alaska, Del, Ga, 
Maine, Miss., N.H., NJ., N.C., RI, S.C., Vt. Lithium minerals... N.C. and Nev. Magnesite --=-------=2_ Nev. Magnesium chloride -—7""72 Tex 

Magnesium compounds ~~~ Mich, Calif, Fla, Tex -----.. Del, Nd, Utah, Manganiferousore-------- S.C. and Moat. Mari greensand = --~=---. Ne. Mercury -------=--=2. New. 
Mica (grap) —~"""7"=I7> NG, S.Dak,N.Mex,8C__-_ Conn, Ga,Pa, Molybdenum -———""""""" Ariz’, Colo,,Mont,Uiah-—--— _ New.andN. Mex. Olivine == -22222=2ZIT2 Nand Wash Peat.-22TIITTTIIIIID Mich, Fla, ind, Calif, Colo, Ga. Towa, Maine, Ma, Mass, 

Minn., Mont., N.J., N.Y., N.C., N. Dak., Ohio, Pa, SC, Wash, Wis, Perlite _._.____________ N- Mex. Aria, Calif, Nev Colo, Idaho, Utah Phosphate rock -——-——"__ Fla, Idaho, NIC, Tenn "~~ Ala, Monts Utah. Potagsium salts -——2.2-22_~—-N.Mex, Utah, Calif. Pumice =~ —-"—-7"""""" Grog, N. Mex’ Calif, Idaho. Aria, Hawaii, Kans, Okla. Pynites, ore and concentrate Tenn’ and Ariz. Rareearth metal concentrate — Calif and Fla. Salt TT TUSEEEL--- LaTex, NY, Ohio Ala, Ariz, Calif, Kans, Mich, Nev. N. Mex, N. Dak. Okla. Uiah, W. Va ‘Sand and gravel: Construction-.-_____- Calif, Tex, Alaska, Ohio... Allother States. Jndotial “<OCCIIIITT ly Mic Na Caie-°—°"—" Aik ter State eneopt Alaga, Del Hawai, Iowa, Maine, Ma, NIH, N. Mex,,N. Dak, EES. Dake Vt ye 
Silver (mine)..._.---_--. Idaho, Mont., Nev., Utah__ Alaska, Ariz., Calif., Colo., Ill, Mo., N. Mex., 

N.Y., Oreg., 8. Dak., Tenn., Wash. Sodium carbonate(natural)...._ Wyo. and Calif. Sodium sulfate inatural)--~~ Calif, ‘Tex, Utah. 
Saurolite USESEIIID Fn tone: 

Crushed .—-----..--  Tex,Fla,PayIll _....._Allother States except Del. and N. Dak 
Dimension -_-_-....-_ Ga. Ind., Vt, Va —--___-"_ All other States except Alaska, Del., Fla., Ky., 1, Miss, Neb, Nev.,N. Dake, W.Va Sulfur (Prasch) Tex. andLa Talend pyrophylite —-7--= Tex Vt, Mont, NY... Ark, Calif, Ga, N.C. Oreg, Va, Wash, 7 pce ee eeeecgme <4 

Titanium concentrate "771. Plas ana NY. Tripoli nH Okla, Ark. 
‘Tungsten ore and concentrate - Calif, Colo, Idaho. Vanadium ~-----------~ Golo. Utah, Idaho. 
Vermiculite “-""7772I22 Mont, S¢y'Va Wollastonite----- 7-2... NY-and Ca Zine(mine).--—"="""""-TennMo, NY.,Colo Idaho, Il, Ky, NJ, Pa. Zircon concentrate ————---. Fla.
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Table 3.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in the United States and 
principal nonfuel minerals produced in 1983 

Value Deiceat A State omiltiay Rank “FER Principal minerals in order of value 

atgme SLE LA Gament tone rushed) ine cla laska = =2222 fc 58 Sand and grave consraction), gold, ston crushed, ‘in Artone —------ ASINBTS—« TBC ement molybdenum, sand and grave “Construction Arkansas ——_—_ asso maar Seer sone crashed) sand and gravel constrsction California... 17764401835 Boron mineral cement, sand and gravel (construction), one crushed Colorado. sergs2 22 60. Sandand grevel Construction coment, mlybdenum, 
Connecticut... nas 8 34 Stone (rushed), sand and gravel (construction), feld- spar sand and gravel Gadus) Delaware ------ 1320 02 Magnesium compounds sand and gravel construction). Florida’-"""777 agra "560g Pophate rock, stone crushed), coment, cays Georgia -=~==~ Size TSB Clayn stone erished, cement, sone pension. Sorece2anc7 alt 3 Slane rated coment sand and gravel consruction, ime Maho... 1512.71.86 iver phoghate rock, gold lead, Hifmo"2TTTTTT HORST «TS TBS.Slone runt coment cand an gravel construction), sand and gravel Gndustia). Tndinnn —-.W..2a5n642 284.30. signeeruind, cement sand and gravel construction, 
Towa -- 2-2 241980 27 ——«L.AT Stone rushed, cement, snd and gravel construction, 
Kansas... «25700-5125 Catrall, ston crushed) helium (Grade-A) Kentucky 22222 BASH, «L186 Stonelerashod imescomont-sand and gravel ‘constrection. Touisiona «46761 -—«16-—=—=S «AT Safar Pvasch lt, sand and gravel construction), cement, Maine = mare 46 12 Sand and gravel (onstruction, cernent, stone (rushed, ‘ Maryland ------ wo9409 8 4 stipeferashed) coment, sand and gravel construction), clays Massachusetts s675 40 45 Sandan gravel consruton, tone (erathed line, ‘scone diners Michigan... 1260601 —«§~—=—«§49._ron ore coments magnesium compounds, alt. Minnesota. ---_~ 17455080 4 G8 Ironore, sand and gravel construction) tone (crushed), ind dnd gravel Gndustsal Missisippi —— s9705 42. Sandand grave constracton, cement, clays stone 

(crushed. Missouri-..---- BBBID-— === «843—_Leat coment, stone (crushed), lime Montona=------ Basa 159 Gola Siver copper coment Nebeada 272227 aia 4 Gimeat sive ethed sand and gravel Construction, 
Nevada... «61578 -—««12—=S«281—_<Golhslver, diatomite coment. Now Hapebite 22 ios ‘Stadt gravel Gonstractn stone dimension) stone 

(crushed), clays. New Jersey - 15465 73 Stone rushed) sand and gravel construction, sand noe cms ae ae gamdarl onder de jew Monica. : 3 148 Copper, potassium salty gol coment NewYorkc=-=7> IRE BD SBR eR) Cement Sl sand an grave construction North Carolina. 380,88 «201.89 Stone crunbed), phosphate rock lithium compounds ‘sand and gravel constracton 
North Dakota. __— 25,370 47 12 Sand and gravel (construction), lime, salt, clays. 
ie ee 479,144 15 ‘2.27 Stone (crushed), salt, lime, sand and gravel (Construction Otlshoma...... «28618 -—«-—=—«.07 Cement sane crushed), sand and gravel construction), ‘sand nd gravel Gnoustee) Oregon 109887 52 Stone (rushed) sand and gravel construction), cement, mice, Pennsylvania... «625141 —«10.—=—=—«8.01__ Cent 'Sane crushed) lime, sand and gravel ‘Constructo Rhode Island 790 4 4 Stone crushed, sand and gravel construction), stone (dimension) gem stones Southcarsina——__—aangou 29.00 Can tn rahe clay snd and grave construction SouthDakota.. «288251 =< $2 «1.05 Goll coments sano (dimension) stone (rushed) Tennesse ""--- «Gott ©1898 Stoncterashedh zine coment pyc 

a ‘1,568,557 2 7.42 Cement, stone (crushed), sulfur (Frasch), sand and ‘ravel Conssacton). Vlsh_-. seagrass oppur gor alver, coment Vermaata 222222 ne ‘20 Stone timension) asbeston, sand and gravel ‘construction stone crashes Viena... annua 24.88 steered ment ead and gravel construction, tee Washington. wis $9 Cement sand and gravel (cnsractin stone rushed, 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in the United States and 
principal nonfuel minerals produced in 1983 —Continued 

Tae Percent ; State (emeeltfag) Rank ofS Principal minerals, in order of value 

West Virginia. $103 97888 49 Stone crushed, omen, and and gravel Gna), 
Wisconsin iis. a9 48 Stone crushed), sand and gravel (construction) lime, and and gravel Gadus Wyoming e991 298 Sodium carbonate, clays, iron ore, cement (portland) 

Total_------ 21184000 XX 100.00 
XX Not applicable 
Mncomplete total. 

Table 4.—Value of nonfuel mineral production per capita and per 
square mile in 1983, by State 

Value of mineral production 
re OR Area 1968 Per square mile Ber capita State equare miles) — ppulation —_—_—C— or enttttljy ‘Dollars. “Rank = Dollars Rank 

Alabama 51,705 3959 $961395 ee 1 2D ‘Alaska =~ =7— 7722 9008 a9 122.452 oD ‘Arizona -~——=~=— 114000 296811078 woe 3 ‘Arkansas ===> 53187 298 248.450 ies ak 05 aT 
California ——..—--— 158,706, 25,174 1,764,402 W471 12 70 25 Colorado - ~~~ =2> iodo 3159 ‘33152 3408 Connecticut ~~~ B08 338 T1313 wig 77 B48 
Delaware _——____ 2,044 606 33,200 1,566, 45 5 50 Florida ---—-—-—- 8664 igs) grate am 2s Georgie 2222222 Sao10 S32 350,224 Wass 6 BT Hawai 22222722 cant 1028 Ball e009 a7 aS Tighe 27 SPSSSES 88.508 ‘9 415019 igor Mlinols --==7=22> 5345 11,486 aossor tee 3340 Indiana’ --====~— S085 ‘379 250,582 ce % Towa SEDESCES Ba218 2005 2aT380 4396 & Bansag22222o2 2 wart 2495 3o7004 sus Kentucky 2222227 40409 ane Bait 55583 Ce Eouisiana 2227772 aise igs e761 3580 18 tS B Maine --=-77=77 33.265 Te 28.388 ‘W938 ae Maryland 2=~— 722 103480 404 1994409 190844 6 8 Masachusetis ~~ 8.284 Stet ‘95.675 isa 10 uo 8 
Michigan __----~ 58,527 9,069 1,160,691 19,832 3 128 13 Minnesota ~~~=~~ edo ua 1455090, ve 5 LB Missisippi = ~———— 41680 25a 39.705 TEs 48 3 al 
Missouri —---.... - 69,697 4,970 725,809 10,414 13 146 2 Montana -2~27 77 147040 37 208208 i re Nebraska =~=—7=~ 71355 1501 904d 122846 Pre Nevada > -~~=-= 1105581 ‘01 ei5785 ssw New Hampshire ~~~ 9219 50 18.086 207 2 aT New Jersey 22 vis 1488 154615 19852 2S New Mexico ——— ~~ 121,553 1309 sina a TG New York -~—— ~~~ 49,108 rier s0n.644 war 2 North Carolina ~~~ 525689 6082 399,158 13 1 6 2% North Dakota ‘ono ‘80 25.570 348 ae) Ohio eee crctnae 41330 10748 419.1 uss oe Oklahoma ~~ ~— ==> 9/956 3298 228 186 323 8 6% 
Ong. 97,073 2,662 110,943, 1143 47 42 38 
Pennsylvania ~~ —— 45,308 11,895 635,141 14,018 8 53 30 Rhode liand —— Vane 955 7980 nd 5 4 South Carolina ~~~ 313 5288 230/54 Ta 1 & Bouth Dakota ———— ite 700 22351 veo alk ‘Tennesee ---===— ar 468 aor 051 S650 al Tense = vv2222 266,807 1h 1508567 se 02009 Utah 222222222 34398 1619 656,519 Tm 408 Vermont ~~=== ‘361d ‘55 2129 432 28 
Nirginin —...---., 40,767 5,550 289,344 7,098 22 52. 32 Washington .-~~~7 esi189 4300 isn405 240 “a oF West Virginia. =~ eae 1965 103973 ree SB 4 Wisconsin == ~~~ Sars a rover tao a Wyoming ~——— ~~~ an300 4 e2a.901 [ce ee 

Total® or average = 3616702 233.57 21,184,000 5840 XX 2 x 
‘XX Not applicable. 
‘Incomplete total. 
a ‘Washington, DC (which has no mineral production), with an area of 69 square miles and a population of
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State 
—_— 19a Te 198 

Mineral Value Value Quanuiy . Value Quantity (thousands) @W2Ptity (thousands) QW25ttY (¢housands) ec hare Chee) Lehane 
ALABAMA 

Cement: 
Masonry thousand short tons. 198-=S «$0722 1509088 tuo g1g4i7 Portland ——~~~_27T "go = 2270 "89.216 «2.558 ad AB] «3.27850 265 Glays? ——-“TTITTTITITITiide TZ go a5405 988.188 1863 BO TER Gem stones. "71 =T2TTTT Ng 1 NA 1 NA 1 Lime —--~-- 777 thousand short tons. 1.219 5a.4sd T4880 B11, Sand and gravel: Gonstruction-_--......--do.--- *9,508 "28,840 —«7,019-«=«17,926-*8,600—— 23,500 syoltdstelal TOTTI Tigo ee "960 8096418 3.256 
Crushed _______------.do.--- 20706. 88,877 "21,000 "89,600 20,558 «—95,g74 Dimension -——~— ~~" >">" "do. - = 1 2130 2341 1 2661 Combined value of ‘asphalt (native, 1981), 

bauxite, clays (entonite), phosphate rock, andsalt 20222222212 xx 1288 XK 18025 XK 10,955 
Total_—--_ XX 918,797 XX 289.409 XK 861,826 

ALASKA 
Geen tonee afew: | ONA 300° ONA 360 NA 360 Gold (recoverable content of ores, ete) 

‘roy ounces. 26,5381 «12,195 «30,519 A1dTO 84,702,171 ‘Sand and gravel (construction) 
thousand short tons... °41,000 °75,600 40,882 «74,895. 45.200 *97,200 Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete.) 

‘thousand troy ounces. 2 25 2 uw 4 4a Stone(crushed) thousand short tons 5859-25855 5,100 5,200 1.981 9,460, Tino metric tons 88 1:20 Ww Ww WwW Ww Combined Value of copper (1982-89), lead, ‘latinumgroup metals (981), tungsten ore fand concentrate (1981), and values ind 
cated by symbol Wo! nee xx 25 XX 1269 XX on 

Total... XX 620 XK) XK ae 
‘ARIZONA 

Clays ——_______ thousand short tons... M8—«S,105 148 $998 15181425 ‘Copper (recoverable content of ores, tc) 
metric tons... 1,040,813 1,953,142 "769,521 "1,295,055 678,216 1,144,285 Gem stones. =n NA 3250 NA 2800 NA 2300 Gold (recoverable content of ores te) 
troy ounces. 100,339 46,120 61,050 «22,949 «61,901 —«25,984 Gypsum_______.. thousand short tons.- 218 2504 YTS 1205265 1929 Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete.) 
metric tons... 998 800 359 mes 69 Lime .--—-- thousand short tons «58829918326. agO,- 40.36.70, Molybdenum Gontent of concentrate) 

‘thousand pounds... 35,808 254,845 "20.445 "80.008 23.984 19,450 Pumice... thousand short tons. _ 1 3 i 7 2 16 Sand and gravel 
Construction__.......do.-__*20.990 "63,940 19,124. 58,875 *23,200 —*75,000 Tndustrial ——" 222°" TTT TTde De 2455107 1617 Ww Ww Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete) ie ‘thousand troy ounces. «8055 84,728. 6809 T50,159 4492, 
Crushed__.._ thousand short tons. 6315 «25,263 *5,200 «22,000 4,755 4079 Dimension ~~~. 2000“ do Ww 578 W “580 & 1 Zine oT imetrie tone 188 185 oe as 2s Combined value of asbestos ‘U98)), barite (98D), cement, perlite, pyrites, salt, tung: Sten ore and concentrate (1981), vanadium (2981), and value indicated by symbol W XX 93.009 XK 79,005 KT aK 

Métalscn cueerenees ag XX 2561,780 «XX "1,582,260 = XX~—1,510,878 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State Continued 

198 1982 Teas 
Mineral i, Walue Value Value 

Quantity (¢housands) Q8Ptty (housands) QWwantity thousands) 

“ARIKANSAS 
ee SE 
‘Abrasives_——————---. -short tons — Ww W185 469 w w 
Bauxite... thousand metric tons. «1,242 $22185, W W w W 
Clays -—-~-7~. thousand short tons. "880 933) 628 e658 19 (89.956, 

Gem sions -=2Zlenewnpneen es NA 2000 NA 20 NA 200, 
Lime ---~~7~~ thousand short ton. 149 aioz w w Ww Ww 
‘Sand and gravel: 

Constriction-------------do.---  °9,146 "22,400 76.996 18,700 “6.900 "19,600 
a Industrial ....---------.00--~- 642 8,236 a1 75,625 886 4,796 
tone 
‘Crushed______-...--~---do... 13,834 47,260 °13,100 48,500 13,448 51,267 

Dimension _______-.-~---do___~ 7 4lL 5 290 9 573 
Tale... ------~--~~ ~~~ -do____ Ww Ww 18 92 = 66. 
Combined value of barite (1981-80, bromine, 

‘cement, gypsum, tripol, vanadiam (1981: 
82), and values indicated by symbol W —. beg 158,721 XX 169,754 XX 159,972 

Total_____---_.-~-------- Xxx 21,848 XX 250,288 xx 246,430 
ie stecess scorns, 

‘CALIFORNIA, 
pe ape ee 

Boron minerals _—— thousand short tons 1481 $4958] «204 $0457 1908 $490,181 
Cement, portland ——____~.~.do...-- 7,896 518,966 6464 401,883 1,567 420,949 
Clays. .---_---_---_--_-__a. == 2,309 19,118 1,762 15,642 71,816 218,255, 
Distemite o-- 2202S Sd Ww Wo 'sdO 88 Ww Ww 

Gem stones===~~~~~~~~-=ot DUN a0 NA 250 NA 300 
‘Gold (recoverable content of ores, te) ‘roy ounces. 6,271 zee 10547 3965 88443 16,900 
Gypsum....---- thousand short tons.“ Tb6_—= SSM RS OSL 1BIS 1068 
Pye oo zzz Mhousand Shorts Mara Sad "864 28.000 «BSB BNE 
‘Mercury -_-~~77227 Wepound Masha 85 % a Be 

Peat -~~~~~~7 thousand short tons Ww W w W iB 6a 
Perlite __.-...------=----@--— 36 1,044 Ww Ww Ww Ww 
Pumios Dongen Ue coe a Scaa a 1501 2 1,285 85 1,582 
Sand and gravel: 

‘Construction_____-..-.-~-do---_ °107,200 352,100 81,147 270,995 °91,000 308,700 
ern een ee Ey 2,150 28,269 *2,167 721,528 2,150 34,066 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete) 
Sion ‘thousand troy ounces. 38 560 84 m a 308 

‘Crushed___... thousand short tons... 34,560 ‘118,698 °28,500 *105,400 35,582 146,289 
Dimension — —_ ~~. ------do__-_ 29 1,909 "29 *1,895 20 2,839 ip cerer MAD ORTOTET AO Tgee - y 5808 3% 1699 a 1289 

Combined value of asbasins, calcium chloride, 
‘carbon dioxide (981-82), coment (masonry, 
1828) clay ire clay, 1080) copper, fold 
spar, iron ore, lead,” magnesium "com: 
pounds, molybdenum (1981-62), potassium Salts, pyrophyllite (198), rarecerth metal 
concentrate, salt, sodium carbonate, sodi- 
‘um sulfate, tungsten ore and concentrate, 
‘wollastonite zine (1981, and values indi- Gaedbysymbol Wee snsesna-- XK 44610 XK FB0R.851_ XK 40.069 

Total ...----------------~ XX 1,973,716 XX == 71,611,014 XX 1,764,401 

‘COLORADO 

Gaye thousand short tons. «276.—=S*«S TAOS, NMA «8,650 
(Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.) metric tons. w wots 992 w w 

Gem stones. anne NA 3 ONA 300 UNA 80 
Gold (recoverable content af ores, ta) ‘roy ounces. 61,069 «23473454 4ZT8 68,063 «—28,789 
Gypsum... thousand short tons "208 Baas 18d 151 Ww W 
{iaed (recoverable content of ores, ete) metric tons. 11431 9.207 w w w w 
Molybdenum... thousand pounds. 78,615 636,087 41,651 «960,628. 14,244 51,850 

Peat ---— ~~ thousand short tons_— 33 299 a 25 W WwW 
‘Sand and gravel: 

Construction. _------... do... 28,500 73,300 *18,590 758,465 °21,200 81,600 
Industrial ~~—~7~~-~~~ do. W Wo be 3268212 3233 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, cle) 
Thousand troy ounces 3,009 «81,650 «1.984 15878 624,548 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production: in the United States, by State —Continued 
i387 ieee 9a 

Mineral 2 ‘Value Value Value Quantity (housands) Pty (housandsy WANtity ¢nouannds) rts) thus) thous ‘COLORADO—Continued eg en ct Stone: Crushed. thousand short tons. , 6,969 $24088°6.900 $27,800 © 67190 —_«$22,749 Dimension 2~W2 nee endo. 1 4 *t S64 1 36 Combined value of beryliiam concentrate ‘G389), carbon dioxide’ (1981-82), ‘cement, Jeon ore lime, porte, pyres (1981.8) ealt (G881-835, tin’ 981-82), tungsten ore’ and concentrate, vanadium, int, and. values Indicated by symbolW'-""- "XX 164408 XK 140d XK —_aza9 
a a a a ee pe eee eeeroe eet tee 

CONNECTICUT ea) ee Clays —______ thousand short tone 13 $201 56 ry 3515 Lean SCSSCETAR rome ae ie Paty 3 268 3 100 Sand and gravel Consirtiction do. °6,500 15400 "4887 "16.287 5.000 17000 sgedittustnial = 7 7777TDTTT SITE W we Taw Ww tone Grushed_—-----2.----do-- 6897 88745 *5,100 32,700,692 5,890 Dimension -—~~~~ > 17~~~ don 9 rn 18 1028 Combined value of feldspar, gem stones, mica (Gerap), and values indicated by symbol W- XX 3985 XX 3299 xx 5,480 
a ne a en eT se resee errs FE 
DELAWARE II en gy 

Sand and gravel (construction) thousand short tons. 1,205 2959 1.900_——$3.97__£1,400__*$8,200 
Total _-------------- KS DKSCOATSSCOKSSSC BOO ee eee 

FLORIDA ge ot toe ns Cement ‘Masonry... thousand short tons 258.= 20757 «gg gug.z67 gg ‘S19,587 Portland -7277 “TUSSI SMTdo == gis oso, «== est «= aeiso «gaseous Gays 28 STTTTIITI TIE coiae a Basmng ere atiaay ase 81580 GemslenaeOZUTTIITIIT NR 3 NA 6 NA 8 Lime <"""""~~—thowand short tone 18] gage Wasser Pa eee «ine was 1B ism od 1999 Sand and gravel Construction.....____do...- "14910 "30,600 "13,616 "30081 "14900 *31,500 Industrial <22D27777~TTTgon Tae“ Stone erushed) -~="=7"—"-——"ae""" g5067 «208.192 "59,100 ©1890 BT 28200 Combined vats of igs iain, 88) Thagnesium compounds, phosphate rock, Fareearth metal concentrate, stauroite, titanium concentrates imenite and rutile), andzircon concentrates =~" XK_—«1A97804_— XX 816,55 —_T1a2T 
Total XX 172789 XK 11200008 KK ——,274,979 PN a 

GEORGIA gape ornare ea Cement Masonry thousand short tons. §94002, WW wow w Portland -—==7 NST -SW wow Ww Qlays CI TTIIIIIII TIT Tae 22g) SBS g7TBaTs.res 7889 $560,008 Gem siones2——2TTITLTT as NR 20 NA 20 NA 20 Sand and gravel Construction... thousand short tons. 3,364 “5.908 «8365-861 "3.500 *9,400 sinteattal nn wo SAI 678 58) 7208 
Grushed-—-—--....-----do..-. 95790158751 “34800 "15,500 41,100 386,192 Dimension -——T2727777=Tido == aps tigen gro “MIgp Bere Talon nena nsdn 88 i ual i 101 Combined Value’ of bari, bauxite, feldspar, ito oid ements cro) kya, ot serap), ‘values indicated by syne SSTopL Pe tel veer incieted by ome xx angst xx sags kas 
Total. OKXBOOTEBS*SC*KKSC*«*STATSTS=CKSC*«t Oz 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State Continued 

— 1981 18 es 
‘Mineral Quantity Val Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Quantity (ehousands) Quantity (housands) entity thousands) 

HAWAIL 

Cement Metonry .. thousand short tons_— 10 $807 6 $554 6 $41 
Portland 727s ess don = 90228024620 78 

pan and gravel (construction) ---—do__.— 459 1,198 449 1,221 "440 *1,000 

a | 31,408 4,500 26,600 5,582 29,708 
Dimension ----~~~-~~--~~do--—- e 48 4 @ 3 

Combined value of gem stones, lime, and Pius cence OK 589 XX 389 XX 391 
en a ee ee ee ee 

TDAHO 
‘Antimony ore and concentrate, antimony contents. =_-short tons. 492 woe wo 885 w 
Clays - -~~~-1-~ thousand short tons. % 3088 8 $101 3 $91 
Copper ceaversbie content of ores, etc} 

metric tons__ 4,245, 7,966 8,074 4,933 3,556 6,000 
Gem stones ------eneeanceens NA UNA NA 100 

Lead (recoverable content of ores tz) ‘metric tons. 98,997 90,928 w W 25728 12,286 
Lime ________ thousand short tons Ww W Ww Ww % 7586 
Phosphate rock —— thousand metric tons. 5861 «108,964, Ww w Ww W 

Sand and gravel (construction) ‘thousand short tons. *R,068°7829 2.840 6258 *3,000—*9,800 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) thousand troy ounces. 16,546 174083 14,890 117,901 17,684 202,908 
Stone (crushed) thousand short tons. 1.487 6206 "11200 "5,000 1.985 7480 
Combined value of cement, garnet (abra- 

ives), gold, gypsum, perlite, pumice, sand 
and gravel Cndustriab) stone (dimension), 
fungsten ore and concentrate, vanadium, 
ine, and values indicated by aymbol W XX 89093 _XX_——64 810 XK 169.818 

Total we-e-n--nn-nn-n--- XK AMAT XK F800 0TS XK 415,079 
ILLINOIS 

Cement, portland __ thousand short tons... 1,574 $61,536 L157 $78,444 1857 $74,915, 
Clays? _____--_---------do_-_- 822 1,540 455 2,305 TT 3,360 
Gen seaEUEE NEC SeEEeTT: NA 15 NA 18 NA 15 
Peat -~_-~ ~~ thousand short tons. 46 1,508 Ww WwW Ww w 
Sand and gravel: 

‘Construction_____--------do__-- 25,150 68,970 «21,557 59,149 21,100 *58,400 
ee i | 

tone 
Crushed____-~---.--.-~-do.... 44,159 165,218 °42,900 "148,00 42,761 166,860 
Dimension —~ _____-------do___ 2 85 bd "98 2 a 

Combined value of barite, coment (masons), ‘lays (uller's cart, Muorspar, lead, lime, 
silver, tripoli, zine, and values indicated by 
gymbolWeesneceessnnenenenne XK 9,484 XX_— 55.618 XX—_00.855 

Total_--_---------------- XK ARTABG XK 89594 XK_——_408 907 
INDIANA 

Cement Masonry thousand short tons 252,810,972 w Ww w w 
Portland ---2- nnd Lite “SOBA 1,528 $58,055, w Ww 

Clays ...--------- 5 - = des 691 1,602 501 1,221 7558 781,421, 
Gem stones.--=-2-c=-2=-2 DNA 1 NA 1 NA 1 
Peat. 22-2 thousand short fond. 105 3,140 9 72.248 81 1978 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction___----...---do.--- *15,870 41,330 18,097 34,579 °14,400 37,900 
sylnutrinl OTITIS Lae Laat 11 Ww Ww Ww Ww 
tone: Crushed__-------------do--- 25497910 2N,300 65.500 24OG1 TER 
Dimension -------------do-- MSTA. BG 1BSOT «M1015 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
1981 198 1983 Mineral ate falue lve al Quantity noasends) QHantty yrunan) QUINELY «Aye rade) thousands) GUARIY (thousands 

INDIANA—Continued Sa repre 
Combined value of abrasives (natural), clays {fige clay, 1989, gypsum, lime, and values indicated by symbolW nnn XX $0212 XX sug XK 115,450 —— Sik §40.t99 XK $116,450 Total. --------- = XX 25,962 XX "215185 XX B0,SHe ———————= eS 185 XK Bona 

TOWA See 
Cement: Masonry -___ thousand short tons. 41 $3,227 w wW BT $3,425 Portland -"—""__-_-_"""do."2 arta $009 em gangs «eis Brtaae Gaye = TIITIIIIIDITITact “ae 23148 2302516 3258 Gem stones -—=""==222TT7 NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 Gypsum...--—"—— thousand short fons. 88812770688 Belton nn ern dae 10 258, Ww WwW Ww W Sand and gravel (construction) “““do. "~~ *10,980 *29,080 10,064 © 25,618 "11,900 32,800 Stone (crushed) --—..--—-____do..-- 22424 82891 °22600 © *$8'800-«24'84d.«——«101,087 Combined value of lime, sand and gravel (industrial, 1981-82), stone (dimension), and vvalues indicated by symbol W- == x 6559 XX 8256 Xx 5,425 

Total_-------------~----- XX 9591 XX—2188BT=SXK2, 900 cee 
KANSAS —— mer 

Coment: ‘Masonry ..._ thousand short, tons__ 51 g28a5 46 $2,628 w w Portland -227Z_---22__ ido. dB gd8 TONS W Ww eee mee A JT 4758664 8655083921 Gem stones -““TCIITTTTIIIITTD NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 
Grutde __ million cube. fot. w w -- a 18 3.572 Grade-a ~~ T= edo WwW Wo est] Sel adgravar—~ teousand short tons 1400s ,601 1248186188 and and gravel: 
Construction.....-_---..-do.--- "10,500 "21,000 9720-20612 “12400 26,600 sypltsteial —OOTTTTI ITT Ww wo 381 3635199 2184 ne Crushed. ---------.- do... 1414845788 "14,400 43,200 12192 44,540 Dimension ———>_~>22277TTag.227 “4 05 $395 Ww Ww Combined value of gypsum, lime, pumice, salt (brine), and values indicated by symbol W-—sXX_——2185. XX 545 XK 91806 TS XK 91.808 Total .----.-.--_--------- XX 249,060 XX "256,936 «= «XX (267,004 ———————— e268 XE BT 0 

KENTUCKY OO 
Glays?________. thousand short tons 4908280572099 eo gna Gem stones. ——"= 7 TTT Smee ONA 1 NA 1 NA 1 Sand and gravel: Construction. thousand short tons. *5.939 16,070 6.499-«=«15,986°5,500 13,000 Industrial "2-2 nn donne Ww 247 7 16 10 124 Stone rushed) ———-—_—__~"“do._"_ 82,483 108,257 29,500 "104800 93,899 17,ade Combined value of cement, clays (all clay, fire clay, 1989), lime, and ine -— = XX____81,559 XX 84555 XX ono ———__Sn2) Xk 4555 Kot do WG ecweneer deerme XX 208529 XX 06,947 XX (BAIT — E89 SIT 

LOUISIANA eh Gays ———----— thousand short tons. #880 796838 2686216 *505.—~—~«SUO.TOR Gemstones. -=7=~_—- TTT SNA 1 NA 1 NA 1 Salt -—-——---= thousand short toma" 12,665 114476.“ "12I71._ «117,569 11544 100,988 Sand and gravel: Gonstruction.._-____--...do.--. "17240 “58,350 16,558 50,966 14,200 | &46,600 Industrial. © ~~~ ~~ 7—>7 7770077 203 $028 818 4590281 4,252 Stone crushed) — ~~~ >= >" =~" 4007 2> Ww w W W 5758257702 Sulfur Prasch) ~— “thousand metric tons 2,235 Ww 1288 wT 688 WwW Combined value of cement, clays (bentonite, 1981-82), gypsum, lime, and values ind cated by symbol Won nen XX 388005 XX 988825 XK 258,477 BS 208,825 258.47T Total_—— XX 566398 XX 4ITGBT.— XX 46,761 
See footnotes at end af table.
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State Continued 

1981 1982, 1988 
Mineral ty Value Value Value 

Quantity (ghoasands) SAY (ousands) CAMttY ehousands) 
MAINE 

Clays _...--- thousand short tons_— oT $166 at $16 2 $93 
Reston cece eens eda es w w 8 508 w w 

Sand and gravel construction) -——do.__°7,500 19,400. 6,701 15118 *4800*12,100 
Stone (crushed) -.-..------ do. 1315 5.582.200 "e000 548 2851 
Combined value of other aonmetals and vai- ‘ues indicated by symbol W———— xX 18271 XX 573 XX sg 

Mla coroner Pasa XX 43,309 XX) "35025 XX—(26,868 

‘MARYLAND 

Clays?__-.---.. thousand short tons S97 «$1,084 405 $1,845 48k 1,747 
Gun shone EELS eas NA 2 NA 2 NA 2 
Lime ~~~ thousand short tona_— 9 4a 7 396 7 383 

Pest occcsoes a eseaeecdeana— w w % Ww 4 Ww 
Sand and gravel (contruction)—~""do.“-— 65500 *81,800 9.720.886 FIND. A00 
tone: Crushed__---.--..-----do---- 1648574289 *15,100 75,500 19,284 80,429 
Dimension --__---_---~~-do—— Et 1002 "*32,— 1,001 2 ‘682 

Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay), 
‘and values indicated by symbol W_—__ xX 597 XK 102,891 XX___ 18,366 

Total_____--------------- XX 175455 XK TITL.SR2 XK 199,409) 

MASSACHUSETTS: 
Clays... thousand short tons... 2918220 MO SLANG BT 1,208 

Lime po pecaacecssoadoses 40 10.793 185 Said 156 ioe7 
Sand and gravel: Construction-.....----do---- 12500 81,800 12,008 «34,48 "10,400 *36,200 

Industrial ————_~~2_~7 22 lao. 22— 87 woo 1615 wW Ww 
Stone: Crushed...------------do._ 7997 «41,087 "6.900 38,500 7740——86,002 

Dinieualto (oo 5-2 Sco eda 50 8616 5 9,158 a1 10,488 
Combined value of gem stones, peat, and ‘values indicated by symbol W —-—---—— xx 1,669___—XX ex 1016 

‘Total...-.--------------- xX 94787 xX 89302 XX 9575 

‘MICHIGAN 

Cement: 
‘Masonry... thousand short tons__ 11s ($10,584 196 $8,752 w Ww 

Portland -——---.--------do---- 3,871 *180/641_ 541494588 w w 
Clays === TTT Td II 1610 5862 1,022 S370 1199 85,698 
Gem stones =~ >= >= NA 150 /NA NA 15 
Gypsum.-——__~~ thousand short tons 1,066 e762 82 51501097 8,104 
Iron ore (usable) — thousand long tons, 

ross weight 14,198 w w w 10,713 w 
Lime ...----— thousand short tons. a 26s23 ‘308 23,142 
Peat--_ 1222 2-- dn 23 4540 BAL 4917 215 4.286 
ale 2227 7TTTTIIIIIII Ide eget 108982002 06,308 1.855 98,806 
Sand and gravel: 

‘Construction---_.-..---do.--- *2800°68,050 20,567 47726 23,000 “52,900 
a 
tone: Grushed__-..----------do.--- 80.018 94,324 20,700 © “67,100 24,768 8,152 
Dimension -—-~_ ~~~ ~~~ ~"da__-~ 6 129 “4 4110 4 12 

Combined value of bromine, caicium chloride, 
‘Copper. (1981-82), iodine, iron oxide pig™ ments (crude), magnesium compounds, sil- 
ver (1981-82), and values indicated by sym- 

bol Wo XX 809618 XK 502451 XX___ 864,004 

‘Total..----------------- XX 1440405 XX 11,085,184 XX 1,160,601 

MINNESOTA, 

lays _______... thousand short tons__ 8 $1077 w w w w 
(Gein sone 2 SE oe cones NA 5 NA 3 NA 8 
Tron ore (usable) ~~~ thousand iong tons, 

ss weight 50,176 2,062,118 23,715 1,021,056 90,699 1,842,455, 
Lime ~~~ thousand short tone 15518188 4694 Ww W 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 

TTT 1981 1982, 1988 
Mineral antity Value, Value antity _,, Value 

Quantity (thousands) Wantity (thousands) Wantity ehousands) 

MINNESOTA~—Continued 

Manganiferous ore... -short tons. 139,571 Ww 16,807 Ww oui Ww 
Peneenliremnt oi ssaad thon ee PES 940 Ww Ww Ww Ww 
‘Sand and gravel: 

Construction _-_-_-------do.--. 28,950 *49,770 -20,276-=—«$44,222 °24,600*853,000 
siolastrial 222 ooo ood Ww w ‘a4 3,908 685 12,982 
tone: Crushed___-.---~-- ado. 6,995 18438 °7,100 «£20,900 8,580 25,820 
Dimension ~~ do. a 14,298 40 11,9840. 28 11,365 

Combined values of items indicated by sym- bol Wo XxX 4291 xX, 1,406 XX, 9,958 
Motel eoweee ss avenuo XX 2154761 XX 1,110,126 XX 1,455,080 

MISSISSIPPI 
Clays... thousand short tons 1,218 $28,309 805 $21,181 1446 —§28,846 
Sand and gravel (construction) do. *10,480 29,250 9,455 271s *11,000 *34,600 
Stone (crushed) —— = dow w Ww Ww Wo R651 $377 
Combined value of cement, sand and gravel 

Gndustrial, and values indicated by symbol Wiss o be caeetenennn tern XX 39,682 XX 24,889 XX 26,982 
‘Total___-_-__------------ xX 92,051 XxX 72,685 xx 89,705, 

MISSOURI 
Barite....-.---~ thousand short tons _ 185 $9,725, 107 35/108 w w 
Cement: ‘Masonry ——___----.---.-do.--- 203, 5,495 88 4,855, us 37,339 

Portland [2TTT7IITIIII Igo 8782188567 = 3,205 120,839 8499 5TH 
Clays —--—=7~27T2T Tiida ald 71.383 718409181848 

Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.) metric tons 8,411 157887941 1278125, 13,038 
Gem stones____-------- 5 ------- ‘NA 10 NA 10 NA 10 

Tron ore__ ~~~" ~ thousand long tons. — w Ww mM Ww at 21,054 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete.) a catcaageva: ‘metric tons. 389,721 «313,870 474,460 267,150 409,280 195,620 

jand and gravel Construction _ thousand short tons. °7,500 16,900 6,859 14a7t "7,700 "17,700 
Industrial ~~~ _—_ do. 178 8,602 "730, 8997 ‘600 ‘Taal 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, et.) 
thousand troy ounces. 1,837 19822 2241 yg1T 2021 23,124 

Stone (crushed) -- thousand short tong 40910 116,207 *38,600 “119,300 98454 120,700 
nc (recoverable content of ores, et, metric tons. 52,904 51,966 63,680 54,009 87,044 52,052 

Combined value of clays (fuller's earth, 1982), 
ron oxide pigments (crude), lime, stone 
(dimension), and values indicated by sym- 
Iba Wine i am hae ae XX___ 180,817 XX___ 100,698 xx 92,599 

Total .._---------------- XX 815,268, XX "733,509 XX 125,800 

MONTANA 
Antimony... -....-short tons. pr Ww 209, w 258 w 

Barite-—_~ "~~" "thousand short tons — Ww w Ww Ww 10 $750 
Gays SoCs Tere eda ool $23,111 718 788,064 194 6,205 
‘Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.) metric tons. 62,485 «117,257 "64.951 "104.245 88,897 56245 
Gem stones_ asueue eens NA 100 NA 225 NA '300 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, ete.) ‘troy ounces... 54,267 24943 75,171 28,258 161,436 68.449 

‘Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) metric tons _ 194 157 661 gz 16s 556 
Lime _________. thousand short, tons_- 104 7,621 45 2.331 36 Ww 
Sand and gravel (construction) --do---~ 5,640 “12910 5,838 127794 *5,000—*10,200 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) thousand troy ounces. 2,989 81437 6,169 49,041 5,108 65,209 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production* in the United States, by State —Continued 
er 1981 TR 1988 

Mineral Qany Vile Ganty Velie, Gunny Vane, 
Quantity (¢housands) Wntity (housands) Wantity (thousands) 

MONTANA—Continued 
me a 

Stone (crushed) -—_ thousand short tons... 1,582 «$5187 1,400» "$4,700 «872 ‘SBM 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, et) 
Conbinet salve o coment, metre 2 2 w w Be se 

mmbined value of cement, clays (fire clay, TR graphite GRE) eypnim, ion re 
molybdenum (1989), peat, phosphate rock, Sond and gravel industriab, stone (dimen 
sion), tale, tungsten ore and concentrate (98182), vermiculite, and values indicated 
byaymbol Woon XX 80884 XK 750,723 XX 82.947 

Mola omen aene www snes XX 903081 «XX "210,753 XX_——28.205 

NEBRASKA 

Clays. thousand short tons 196 $409 Be saz 64 $501 
Genetiess SD USSE Mare Neur an ee NA WooONA Woo ONA Ww 
Sand and gravel 

“Construction thousand short tons. ‘11,770 °28810««'9731_—=F23,851 "10,100 25,000 
Industrial ~~ 7----.-----d0--—— 19 4 i 105, 4 W 

Stone crushed) _-----1~~-2do.--- 3139 14,024 “3,200 14,800 5,641 80,047 
Combined value of cement, lime, and values 

indicated by symbol Wo XX 35718 XX—— 86682 XX__— 39,206 

Will... = skeae eos XX 79605 XX "75,980 XX (484 
eee OE EE 

NEVADA he O 
Barite__-_---- thousand short tons. 2482 «$79,716.57. «$5727 669 $21.198 
Gynec as 8 2948 "108 2640 58 2,388 

Gem stones_- = 22227222 NA ooo NA 1200 -NA 1,200 
‘Gold (recoverable content of ores, ete.) roy ounces. 524,802 241,200 "757,009 284.601 920.351 890,200 
Gypsum... thousand short tons. 778 ear 658 oz M88 7396 
Tron ore. ~~~ thousand long tons — 9 1490 Tt ne W Ww 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete) metric toné. w w w w M1 7 
Mercury... T6-pound flasks 27,819 11,514 25,760 W 25,070 w 
Sand and gravel (construction) 

Thousand short tons °%,065 “15,70 «6.02 11,724_*7,500 16,200 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, et.) Thousond troy ounces. 3099 »-«B1,970 3,142 24.981 BGS 59,078 

Stone (erushed) thousand short tons-- 1,348 564 *1,300 4,500 1.289 5,358, 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
Combined value of cement (portand) copper, v q ~ ~ : ~ mmbined value of cement (portland), copper, “Tntomitesfuorspar,limey ithiam, magne: Site, molybdenum (1962-83), perlite, salt, 

sand and gravel (industrial, tungsten. ore land concentrate (1981-82), and values Indi 
cated by symbol Wn XX "108459 XX T4448 XK TAT 

Total. === === XX 506659 «XX "592459 XX—G15 185 
aa ee 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

‘Sand and gravel (construction) 
s. thousand short tons. °4628 $12,990 «4,882 $12,503%4,000 “$12,100 

‘Crushed... -----2----do.-- 665, 2599 600 $3,100 2,858 
Dimension ~~~ --——-_-~~do-—~ 39 Bess lot. 7,500 58 4.932 

Combined value of other nonmetals -——— XX 12 XX OLX 101 
Billie geome Senodn XX 22600 XX BOMEX 19086 

cae eects 
NEW JERSEY 

Glays —_ thousand short tons. 62 3563 63 $566 2 3596 
Gemstones 227-2 NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 

Peat-- ~~~ thousand short tons Ed 146 Ww w w w 
See footnotés at end of table.
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
— 1981 1982 1985 

Mineral Value Value Value Quantity housands) Wantity @housands) CRY ehousands) 

NEW JERSEY—Continued 
Sand and gravel: Construction... thousand short tons. °9.756 $26,050 7.940 «$25,722. "10,800 °$34,900 Industrial ""7_—_-_-_ do 258052838 Bid) “BR 12388 BT BID Stone (crushed) "~~" "7 >=" “de “== 04d = BT8IB 107700 «57/800 12.30] 0,42T Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc) ‘metric tons. 16198 «15911-16800 14,248 16475. «15,088 Combined value of iron ore (1981), magne. ‘sium compounds, marl (greensand), stone 

(Gimension), titanium concentrate Glmen- ite, 1981-82}, and values indicated by sym- Bol Wee ee ee ee XX 20404 XX. 5922 XX 2.445 
(eee XX 48662 XX 152410 XX 154,615 asta A cS aR 

NEW MEXICO — 
Clays --.--____ thousand short tons. 64, 9460 agu12 50 $115 Copper (recoverable content of ores, ete.) 

metric tons... 154214 289,204 w ww. w w Gem stones... ennne ne NA 2000 NA 20000 NA 200 Gold (recoverable content of ores, ete) 
‘troy ounces. 65,749 90,221 w w w Ww Gypeum________ thousand short tons 168 2256 198 87168 1016 Lead (recoverable content of ores, ee) 
metric tons... w Ww w We 128, Lime __...... thousand short tons — w Ww w Ww 1 W Manganiferous ore @% to 85% Mn) 
short tons. 12,741 w a gy 7 - Perlite thousand short tons. "48914988 dB 13585— US. 507 Potassium alts - thousand metric tons 1,601 «261,200 «1497 204,600 «1278174700 Pumice “~~” "thousand short tons. — 98 ‘a9 1 ‘09, 10 1.070 Sandand gravel-—~ do." *6496.-*19,780 «5,616. «17,670 °7,000 20,000 Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete) 5 ‘thousand troy ounces. 1,692, 1770805 6.397 w w tone Crushed__..... thousand short tons... 4,162 «12485 *2,800 «13,700 4780= 15,121 Dimension -— == don 26 m8 “138 w 141 Combined value of carbon dioxide (1981-82), ‘cement, clays (fire clay 1981-82), helium 

(Grade, mica (rap) molybdenum, salt, sand and’ gravel (industrial, 1982), vane: dium (1981), zine (1981), and values indi- cated by symbol W--"- "TOT xX are XK ITI 82 XK oat 
Mell cesta sca eee sents XX 696407 XX "423,900 XX BIT Se 

NEW YORK —_$_________ sie 
Clays? thousand short toma. -597—=«$2810———«85 0m $869 Gem eeamcToiT ees | NA 3000 NA 300 NA 30 Lead (recoverable content of ores, ta) metric tons... 968 780 "1,065 reno 1,209 eat Peat________. thousand short tons. _ 39 Sil W Ww 18 Ww Salt SOTTO TTL TT don 5587 108,688 6205 ITB 4859100119, Sand and gravel 

Construction-__-.....do.--- 18250 "45,560 "17,888 Tagg72 "18,700 "54,200 Industrial — ~~~ ~~ >o To TTde 35 W 4% 512 w W Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete.) Sine ‘thousand troy ounces... 9 308 a "216 83 319 
Crushed. thousand short tons... $0,681 «117,689 © *28,700 "132800 2,881 «187,982 Dimension ————_ oo * do at aor 922.208 Py 4310 Zine (recoverable content of ores, ete) 

metric tons. 36889 36285 "52,287 “44,503 «56748 1,183 
Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay), ‘emery, garnet (abrasive), gypetm, iron ore 981-62) Time, tale, titanium concentrate Gimenite), wollastonite, and values indi cated by symbol Wenn XX 1missd_ XX 155959 XX 156,351 

Total__-—_- XX 481,281 XX 502199 XX (506,644 
See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
198 1982 1988 

Mineral ralue alue z Value attr gay GeNHY GAN anlly lan 
NORTH CAROLINA 

Glays?__-----— thousand short tons... 2120 $5898 1.573 $5243 2.068 $5,681 Feldepar 2777777 MOSM Short tons=_ 462864 «= RST apeo5 «2255 SORES 18610 
Gem stones =2==-2=2 en NA 3” NA BONA 30 
Mica (scrap) _...- thousand short tons__ 92 6,398 oT 4,793 69 4,266 
‘Sand and gravel: 

‘Construction— - sete lll om ten "6,294 *18,380 5,198 15,895 *5,600 *16,900 sydiutrial = LILLITTT Tide sete 8 ‘sts Toes 11/689 
tone 
‘Crushed__.---.---+---~-do.... 28,833 117,092 27,500 *117,600 33,694 145,602 

a pit ~--------- oe 30 2773 “30, ey 87 8,267 
‘alc and pyrophyllite —-—--—--do-_- "104 #825 8 i 89 1452 
Combined value of coment,.clays (kaolin), lithium compounds, olfving, peat (982-83), 

phosphate rock, and tale (1981) - ~~ -—— XX 256,997 XX 135,142 XX 190,641, 

‘Total___-----_..-.----- xX *433,260 XX *200,436 XX 399,158 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Gemstones__—--—- =a NA 2 NA @ NA $2 Lime -"--~~——~ thousand dhert, fond Ww W Ww Ww 3 6798 
Peat_2--7-a 22a A. Ww 36 Ww Ww w W 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) _ ___do____ 3,000 6,500 2,347 4873 3,800 *15,000 
Combined value of clays, salt, and values 
indicated byaymbol Wet XK ga0 XX 102 XX 3,570 

Total KK OTT XX TO 
OHIO 

Cement: Masonry —..... thousand short tons. 105 $7,129 85 $6170 oT s1454 
Borland 222s wed == 14B1GSIT 126 91s08 1.875 T1,580 

Gye eSTDDDILTOSTIgIT eats 001716 8061 
Gypeum.0.c22222c22s2nnaaden 8 1566 “108 1335 Ww Ww 
Ulme STTZITIIIIITIIITIITaII «ater atTBL 1.688 T6BTO 1.008928 

Posts cons c0ocT oe sCacsensdes 2 10 191 3 ida W Ww 
Salt -~~~ 27227222 DLL TITEL 3608 90.254 STk SST 256585088 
Sand and gravel 

Construction.....---------do--_  *82,240 "95,570 "26,160 *83,015 — °27,200 84,600 syeindusnel == =ODTITTITITae tess ne nes Hse 
‘Crushed. ...-------------40. 36,950 125,588 80,300 *105,200 82,937 114,059 Dimension ~~ ~--~2__~2=do.=_2 w Ww Ww W 9 2903 

‘Combined value of abrasives, gem stones, and walues indicated by symbol Wn XK 3200 Xx 320 XK 1,684 
Total_--- anna XX BRD XK TH9.500 XK TO, 

‘OKLAHOMA 
Cement ‘Masonry — thousand short, tons._ w w W w 45 3rd Borland 22202! Senco ceedar ne Ww Ww W Ww 11068 

ee i an 7 2288 
Gem stones. 2722220272772 NA 2 NA 2 NA 2 
Gypeume =o 2S whousand Shore fons LT eT) 4254 10089851 

Grade-A ___-..... million cubic feet__ 49 1,274 a oe sie _ 
Grade == 27222222 ton 2 he = aa z 

Pumice . -__—2 ~~ thousand short tons. — 1 Ww i W i W 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction _ - __...-------do___~ *9,000 °21,700 7,490 17,783 °7,500 #17300 Yndustrial T27TTT7TTTTaect 72 = boast eS B4 18a 
Stone 

‘Crushed... ..----=--..~--do.-.- 29,930 83,407 30,100 "84,200 23,865 76,941 
Dimension seereen reine Aime 18 138 “18, "968, 0 BT 

Combined value of feldspar, iodine, Lime, sat, 
‘ipoli-and values indicated by symbol W-"__—-XX_—«400876_— XX 9708117, 867 

Total ------eneeennnnen- XK AGIZ KK HHO. XXK 208,186 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
SESE “a oat 1982 es 

‘Mineral Value Value it Value Quantity thousands) Quantity @rousands) @*RtitY (ehousands) —..- $$ rrr thorny (eho 
OREGON go ee 

Clays thousand short tons.._178 $300 149 1288 $215 Gem stones ~~~ “ONAN eM tem NA 6000 NA 500 NA 600 Gold (recoverable content of ores, eta) 
troy ounces 2,880 1,301 w woe 137 Nickel (content of ores and concentrates) 
short tons. 12,099 Ww 8.208, w - a Sand and gravel construction) do. *121000*35,100 «1518. =—«80,629 11,000 37,000 Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete) Sia ‘Thousand troy" ounces _ 1 9 wx # 1 10 

Crushed. thousand short tons. 16482 46055 14,200 “41,900 13089 -—_ag,6 Dimension —— ~~ don a & 5a) 5 Ww w ‘Tale and soapstone - ~~~ do w Ww ® Pod a 18 Combined value of cement, copper (1981 and 1988), diatomite, lead (1981 and 1983), lime, 
Pumice, sand ahd gravel Gndustrial 1983), ‘and vals indicated by symbol W.——— XX 56107 XX T8456 XX 8.922 

Tila neec anette XX 190547 XX TloTgMd XX 110.948 —ee—E ne 
PENNSYLVANIA peg 

Cement: 
Masonry thousand short tons. 208 $14,709 355 g4.ods nee $17,095 Portland “"TIT_TTT ido 5150 BISBRS 4.800 85k BOD Glayst TIT TT TTT as Ta 93 56 816 4311 Gemstones -27=2=27=TITITT Na 5 NA 5 NA 5 Lime ————""" "thousand short tons 1690854181207) 70902 ,0T 8,682, Mica (scrap) — ~~~ _ SSN ST do. = 3 84 Ww W Ww Ww Pc aii neaeereres ana 2% or a 669 2 628 Sand and gravel: Construction_____...._do.-.*14,000 61,100» 13,081 55,527 "11,800 52,000 Industrial — ~~ >~72DL2TTTde2=2 wW Ww 86985889 Ww w Stone: 
Grushed-—-..---__----do. 58,258 207,821 50.400 200.900 51,523 208,948 Dimension - ~~~ "77777TTTae.227 51 719848 *5,a54 38 5.799 Tripoli "~~" "short tons 1,268 W Ww Ww Ea o Zine recoverable content of ores, ete) 

metric tons. 24,782 «24.203 24,762 2100116792 (15.82 Combined value of clays (kaolin) and values indicated by symbol W G-o--snn XX 13965 XK Toad XX 2.81 
Ce XX 638758 XK "602650 XX ~=—(685,141 — ee ee 

RHODE ISLAND SE Sand and gravel Construction. thousand short tons. 1,992 $3,985 1,46 $3,671 *1,000~—*$2,400 Industriel 520 T TEL gn WwW Ww 5 32 24 S Stone crushed) ——~— ~~~" 7" 2oTdo => L680 4100 5,507 Combined value of other nonmetals and va Ue indicated by symbol W. === = Xx ex 1B xK 23 
Mal suawers ers xX B16 XK 4841 XX 7,980 ———— OO 

‘SOUTH CAROLINA. ear re hs: 
Cemept, portland... thousand short tons. 1,765 $79407-—«1,624, $66,985 w w Gayest 2 ____---do.-- «1882 "286001595 “ae i6e «818 $84,890 Gem stones 2227"2T~To TN 100 NA 10 'NA 10 ‘Manganiferous ore — thousand short ton. "22 Ww 15 w 2 Ww Peat — dO = oe 5 w Ww w Sand and gravel: Construction-...._____-do..-- "5181 "1824047271870 5,900 *15,000 sspoltdustrial ---—TL— TTT o cdo TTZ, "e031 ta) alana To tone: Grushed.-—-----------do.-_ 14.825 49,890 "14,000 53.000 15,7186 «61,054 Dimension ~~~" "2777 >~Tae === 18 109d “904 W 1165 Combined value of cement (asonty), days fuller’s earth), copper (1981), gold (198) 

mica (scrap), silver (1981), vermiculite, and values indicated by symbel Ws XX 2989 XX Fast XX 105,366 
MB cee beeen aera XX 25716 XK 948 XX (80,504 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production! in the United States, by State Continued 

1981 1982 oy 
‘Mineral Value Value ci Value 

Quantity (ehousands) QUntity (housands) @W#Atity (thousands) 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Coment: Magpory -—-~ thousand short, tons 6 3454 4 3339 4 3359 Portland “2222-se------do--—_ 450 «28,280- 520 BTS OB (7 485 

Gays oo socom ascent eatt 6 209 128 346 123 353 Feldspar ~~ 72222272272 Tekert tana W Ww W W708 107 Gemetones=-22222ITTAE ETNA 1 = NA 7 "NA 0 
Gol (reoverebe eaten or 218,162 «127,864 185,098 69,558 808,784 181,848 

Sand and gravel construction) ‘ di : thousand short tons... °4.285°9,224 816 8604 *5,100 "11,600 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
te thousand troy ounces... 56 587 6 209 62 ns 

ne: 
Crushed_..--~ thousand short tons. — 2,985 9,085 *2,600 £7,400 8,906 12,982 

Dimension - -.-----------do_--~ 50 17,548 48 16,270 43 16,952 
Combined value of beryllium, clays \(benton- 

ite), gypaum, lime, mica (scrap), and values 
indicated by symbol W -.---------— XX 6,882 xX 4,855, xX 11,482 

‘Total. -..---------------- XX 194,608 XX 185,678 XX 222,251 

TENNESSEE 
——— ec—S— 

Cement: 
‘Masonry -..-- thousand short tons_— 66 ee we Ww Ww Ww 

Portland ~--.-...-------d0---- oT 19,878 168 $86,689 Ww w 
Clays .----------------.-d0...- 1,047 28,184 186 20,107 1,066 $26,516 

Gem stones... ..-.-~----------~- NA 5 NA 5 NA 5 
Phosphate rock ... thousand metric tons_ 1,828 16,201 87 11,596 1198 28,879 
‘Sand and gravel: 

Construction_._ thousand short tons. 3,880 *24,180 5,081 16,917 *6,100 "18,700 quanti sccloeeenneneedorne= TM gio 468 4825488 5455 
Geubied ensues Ww w w w 80878 111,508 

Dimension __-_.---------do.... n 1,068 10 "1,012 1 1,161 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

metric tons. 117,684 115,597 121,306 102,882 109,958 100,886 
Combined value of barite, copper, gold (1981) 

Hime, pyrite, silver, and values indicated 
byaymbol W: _.--_.--------- ==, XxX 192,822 XX 185,458 XX 114,493 

Tent ene Se xX 421,149 xX *878,487 xX 407,051 

TEXAS 

‘Coment: Masonry... thousand short tons. _29«««$15,609 «© uG_=SG.4K] «76 19,704 Portland --222----------do---- 10382 ««Gangol «9,752 45.879 9.700584. 208 
Clays -.--------=--------d0.--- 4,172 23,135 4,198. 26,497 8,955 22,575 
Gem stones. --22-2-2=22--n- NA 200 NA 300 NA 225 
Gypsum____._-_ thousand short tons. L183 14,900 1,954 16,681 2,049 16,357 
Helium Grade). million cubic fect 238 euss esr? 524 18.340 
Lime _-.------ thousand short tons. 1,893, 67,158 1125 62,277 1,067 60,193, 
a 8,387 84,240 1421 82,805, 8,028 85,670 

‘and gravel 
Construction_._.-...-----do-.._  °46,000 150,000 45,527 ‘154,515 °58,500 *208,000 

aco meneramesinnen Mics 2,242 86,992, *2,201 35,974 1,788 29,637 
ne: 

‘Crushed. ...-----------do.--. 12,454 219,086 °68,000 205,000 76,453 289,642 
Dimension --...--.------do--.. 42 5,543 50, °5,822 50 1071 

Sulfur (Frasch) -— thousand metric tone 8,674 W 2,360 W268 Ww 
‘Talc and pyrophyllite 

thousand short tons. — 282 4127 205 3,024 250 8,933 
Combined value of asphalt (native, 1981), 

fluorspar, helium (crude), iron ore, magne- slum ehloride, magnesium compounds, 60- 
dium sulfate, and values indicated by sym: 
bal Woo ee, xX 551,751, XX 874,912. XX 338,912 

Total_.....--.------------ xX 1,152,410 XX 71,545,898 xX 1,568,557 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
= ie Toe he 

Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Vale Quantity Value 
Quantity (¢housands) QWantity (housands) Wantity (ousands) 

UTAH 
Clays --—--__— thousand short ta —=—«aO=~*S*«IDHSCRSCSC*«CSSC Sapper eaaverabie content of ore, ste) fhetrie ions. 212278 96471180050 "903489 160751 245.409 Gemstones. - --n-nneeenes NA NR NA ey cid recoveratie content of ores, eta) toy ounces. 227705 106668 174940 «65762 BHRAS 102,07 Gypsum. thousand short tonec= "30D 703 ast “B85 80528 enore (nabiolc==_" tousand loag ton, ress weigh GPL wooOW wow Ww Lead recoverable content of ofs ste) metric tone. 16621888 W yoo a Lime -.------ thousand short tome. S88 188TH SG TT Berite 22222277 erm oe Ww w Sete ccccsccoccsocsciidesss «eaten Sand and gravel Conettction-------------do.--. "6212 “45507078 4e@0 “9800 «18800 [ort pieces acne) ew we W Siiver(recoverata content af oex, ete) ae Thousand troy ounces. 2883 «SUR Gkz LRG BBT «a : Crushed. thousand short tons. 2840 «BT "2590 «BOD dO 14 688 Dimension ---- sven e—nerdoe no 3 me mW W Zine(recoverel content afore, te) Tete tone. T8768 = a zs Combined vale of aphalt ative), beryiurs ‘concentrate, carbon dioxide (natural 1985), 

‘cement, clays (fuller’s earth, 1982-88), mag- Seelam compounds, sly, phe Piss fok, otasun sais, edu elas, ngsten ore and concentrate 0981), vana’ Gubvandvaluosineloned by symbol Wee XX 74709 XK_— 145660188051 
ee ae ee a 

VERMONT 
‘Sand and gravel construction) a Thousand short tons. °3,196 $725 «S218 S654 “B00 6,200 * Crushed. n--nado--- 881444900 5900s Dimension 2----22.2-de--_ Gor aaas fates 8805 Combined value other nonmetal --—-- XK KK Bod KK 108083, 
ee ee ee ee 

VIRGINIA 
Glave... thousand short wma —<St?”=~=«wRUGSC*C‘iaS*«w SSCS Gem singac-=7=7 Pune Men Moe NA 2 NA NA 0 Tron onde pgmenis -=77>~vehor tone. = W Woe a OM W Lead recoverable content of orn, te) ete tons. 16T180 <n a Lime ________ thousand'short tone== "6038088 GAL) ST pag Sand endgravl(Gnatrocton)---"do~-~ 700 “BAO gts Boaz 70000) me Crushed.--------------de.--- 97071 16R990 "95290 © “142800 7959 Tse TEE Dimension —----------wasdsss eg as Ser ine recoveraie conten’ of ore, 6) Titre tone. TSL SSB ae - Combined value of aplite, cement, gyprum, Yoranite, sand and gravel Gndustriy tal, vermiculite, and values indicated by’ sym: TEToS and voles indented by ove xx oars XK ase 6609 

Total eaaannentenenenne=<XX~«TRBHO-*CK’SC*«DSCKSSCRO AS 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
198 1982 1988 

Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Valle Quantity Value Quantity (enouands) 24 pousands) WARY cnousands) 

WASHINGTON 
Cement: 

‘Masonry thousand short, tons 1 S128 w w w Ww Portland ooo eL oda 1960 1004S 15k (85,988, WwW Ww 
Clays 2 TDIIIIIIIIT Laat 393 5ad 25 ge 82 781,715 Gem sharacsaSSESUTETSRESTTITS 6 NA 2000 NA ‘2000 NA "200 ‘Sand and gravel: 

Construction... thousand short tons. "16,870 “42180 15,190 «40,295 “15,800 50.300 
Industrial =~ 20 gg 80 3358242 2308337 4581 Siler "oo" thousand tray ounces 6 "708 Ww WwW W W 
Crushed... thousand short tons... 9,516 «25,618 *8,600 «28,800 10451-——(29,607 Dimension --~-—--------do. 15 2am 14 BTS 1 Ed Tales === do a = 8 20 w Ww Combined value of barite (1882489), clays ire 

clay, 1988), copper (1981-82), diatomite, 
gold, gypsum, lead (982), lime, olivine, 
peat, fumgsten ore and concentrate (1981), And values indicated by symbol W_- —- XX 30461 XX 24.766 XK 10,025 

Total. eee XX 208,608 «XX 172082 XX B65 
WEST VIRGINIA 

Glays"_________ thousand short tons... 220 soz 10 $583 49 $582 
Salt = ooo ooo do WwW wae. Wo 1,028 W Sandand gravel Construction) ~~ "do. 651 *2601. | 75 3302 700 3,400 
Stone (crushed)... "do 7,885 288095900 *227700 9.897962 
Combined value of cement, slays Gre cla) Time, sand and gravel ‘(ndustriall, and ‘values indicated by symbol W == XX 56,046 XK 48.945 XK 62,079 

Total. XX 87548 © «XX 15620 XK_~—108.978 
WISCONSIN, 

Iron oe(aaeble)...~ thousand long ton, w we soe a ‘weight. ac ~ Lime -....-.. thousand short tons. 82 «S173 B12—Saees A] ‘gi. Pout 20 STOS TET ae 10 "585 3 Ww 3 Ww ‘Sand and gravel: 
Construction-------.----do..- 19210 "345221451 IB 14.200 28 800 uote SLIIIIIIS Tae “Too ak 9662 ‘62 7208 tone: 
Grushed---_-----------do.--- 15189 99,962 "11400 $6,100 14,252 9,896 
Dimension -—- ~~ ~~ ~~ >_> "Tao. -_ 40 42590837 agas 2 2884 

Combined value of abrasive stone, cement (1982), and values indicated by symbol 
Walco ce oneeurou eaters, XX antag XX 16400 XK. 4779 

BR eee een XX 15475] XK 11709 XX— 09 
WYOMING 

Clays -------- thousand short tons. 3855 $100,928 «2,561 $78,698. -2.140——«$49,059 Gawler ees | NA 250 NA 250 NA 250 Gypeum.—~— ~~~" thousand short ton. 299 262588 2805 | 882 2,963 
Sand and gravel (Construction) —-do---- ©3680 «$10,120 3,882 «10273 *2400 © *8,000 
Stone(erushed —————-____-_"do.__ 3.204 9858 *2300 «7300 «2.019 77168 Combined value of beryllium concentrate 

(198283), cement (masonry, 1981, portland), iron ore, Jead (1981), lime, sodiuim carbon: 
ate,andzine(ig@n)_ 87ST xx tga XX 578,885 XX—_—_—561,860 

Total ene XX 168058 XX 868195 XK 29,901 
“Estinated, "Revised. NA Not availa W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. XX Not 
"Fproduetion as measured by mine shipments sales, or marketable production ineluding consumption by producers) 
2Bxcludes certain clays; value included in “Combined value” figure. 
8Less than 1/2 unit 
‘Bxeludes salt in brines; value included in “Combined value” figure. 
Excludes tale; value included in “Combined value” figure.
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Table 6.—Mineral production’ in the islands administered by the United States 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

neste 8 es 
Se Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

‘American Samoa: Stone «=== === 6 i NA NA NA NA GvameStone= eens 222TDTTTTTTTTTTI Wo ONA NA age Virgin Island Sione ~~~ 2=>>=TT2IT ITIL W WoONA NA oat 205 
NA Notavailable.  W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 'Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) 

Table 7.—Mineral production’ in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

et 8 
mis Quantity Value Quantity ‘Value Quantity Value 

Cement portland) ...-....--------- 12215420 RGSS, Gage naececcccnsecennneen OD ‘ee 398185 351 Lins -oo0 oe eae eer 37180038 BRS 
Send and gravel eee Laas NA NA NA ‘NA NA NA tone Crushed enna neenen-n---- OATS 98928 NA NA 559625611 Dimension222222722222220222222__" 05 "oso NA NA W. Ww 

ete oo XX 208,041 xX 84,026 XX 113,256 

NA Not available, W Withheld to avoid daclosing company proprietary data; not included in “Total.” XX Not 
"PProduction as measured by mine shipments, sles, or marketable production (including consuroption by producers "Total does not include value of items not available, 

Table 8.—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products, excluding mineral fuels 
Se m= OSC 

‘Mineral Value Value Quantity pasands) —Qrantty oisunds) 
METALS 

Aluminum: 
Tngots,slabs,crude short tons. «40L74-—$476,185 397,608 $594,048 Serap se teen oT TTS TTLTTTTIE Lae = aaa zee = grees = aaettso = 24as6 lates, shoots, bars, ete. 2_~77772222ITTITae: i987 = 0.313. TSISOB | RBOTS Castings and forgings, ----~~~=~--27 77222 doc a2 iso “aN156 “Tose “55.846 Aluminum sulfate © "——""~~~~~222_cmetrie tone = B12 1280 14094 588 Guher aluminum compounds <= ——=22LTTTET Tage = age 866 rosa ar Antimony, metals and alloys, crude -~___77~~vahovt tons. — 00 si 304 188 Bauxite including bausite concentrate thousand metric tons 49 855 14 0ge1 Basile: interes ci weTpounds- (134018, See at 208 Bismuth, metals and alloys -=772222222222227Pdone Sale ST 808128 “0a Cadmium metal === 722272222 T Tete tone — 1 136 170 351 Chromium 
‘Ore and concentrate: Exports. nn —-—-- thousand short. tons. 8 usr n 1314 Reexporis ~~~~7777 22217 ESE DPM st ain 5 1350 Ferrociromiam TEC SRISESES SRT aRR ganas 5 Sst i af Cobalt (content) =~ ~~~ 777772227 Whousand pound! 596 600 224 ams 

ORE concentrate, composition mets, unrefined (copper content) nnn nnn nnn ene -metne tons. 200,57 25261 BT ABST, T5 Serap 2-2 TTTIIT TITTIES “aase a8 Sa Refined copper and semimanufactures —— TTdol222 ABT a1 Toad 582.505 Other copper manufactures TIDIZgecl2 TW “setter 48918360 Ferroalloys not elsewhere listed: Ferrophosphorus -------------------short tons 4031 1402 26,883 ane gofiriliws bee SIDTIIEIIII IIT a 4980 ast SIs 71988 
Ore and base bullion -....----troy ounces 1,883,210 498139 1,257,800 501,016 Bullion, refined «= TDscetiO gc =aeeried —SonoeT «881283 ass Foner pennnosnnnenenn=— thd Tog to Re Tope Get TTA [ron and seal 
Pig bac Scene las --short tons. 54,838 are 6884 528 Tron and steel products major: Sigel products n= —--.--------do.-_ 1438 1goldal 1405608 1054704 Other steel products ---=~=2—=—2-77T TT Td > aa08 nai “zanea2 558804 Iron and steel serap: Ferrous sorap inclading revlling Matera ships, ons otervesels for srapeing thousand short tons 6925 2am 1462 650,540
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Table 8.—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products, excluding mineral fuels 
—Continued 

— ie SSC~«S 
Mineral . Value ‘Value 

Quantity (chousands) antity  (¢housands) 

METALS —Continued 
Lead: ‘Ore and concentrate -.-.------------metrie toma. 9104. $IQI8S_ BONN 87.502 
Pigs, bars, anodes, sheets, ete -- -_~--__----~-do.--- 55,629 48,818 20,449 19,090 
ore, aaal Gatien bate 51,152 17,254 50,918 18,189 

Magnesium, metal and alloys, sorap, eomimanufactur wermnnes eeeeee ew nesessnana-ascthort ton. «89618104845. 46,690 «124,714 
Greand concentrate ---2----------------do--- 28,560 2510 191d 1912 
Eyromangmoay <-2ccc2ccoicticciccccc fcomangenese ~~~~7.277227227272~~=do-=== i ¥ A x Meal gotore oo cnaseucsseecl 2tcOie canon 25i8 861 601 a8 

Molden re and concentrate (molybdenum content) 
‘thousand pounds. _ 49,783 282,214 47,068 185,122 

Metal and alloys, crude and scrap. === =n00-= =~ 97 ‘Bait 77 360 
WW 53 ng gee ee: 682 9,072 610 7,085 

Semimanufactured forms, n.e.c__------------do.--- 190 4762 216 4,589 
BNO pgp acccwanncenenennen- 5525 - ew 426 2,856 896 2,737 
Ferromolybdenum —-—----_--------------do---- 255 1,085 m 687 

Ni Compounds na nencaccaeSancnsaeneneOieroe 12441 41,808 8,507 22,158 
kel 

‘Alloys and scrap including unwrought metal, ingots, bars, 
Mipels anode, ete ens eshort tone. «49/729 BT IBD RRA, 888 

Catalysts... == 2 ooo enn nn d= 2874 19,654 8165 18,940 
Wire... -----2---------------- 2 nnn ne 481 6,011 1,089 8,881 

Semifabricated forms, nec ----------------do.--- 8,945 82,248 1865 14,420 
Platinum: ip metals: ‘Oreandecrap s--~--------------~utroy ounces. "897,807 "88,722««782,967 «198,468 

Palladium, rhodium, iridium, osmiridium, ruthenium, | 
‘osmium (metal and alloys including scrap) --_~—do.-.— 262,764 41,087, 261,188 45,799 

Platinum (metaland alloy). --.-------~-0.-—- 176,805 67,682 184,599 70/852 
Rare-earth metals: Ferrocerium and alloys —_ . short tons. — 21 264 13 898 Selenitm nen -nenen nnn taaiband ota — 259 149 206 mH 

eon: ‘Perrosilioon -—---------=----c-r---sbort tone 1498210988 11,888 OT 
Silicon carbide, crude and in grains (including reexports) 

‘ih do_--~ 6,979 8874 5,590 7,164 

Ore, concentrate, waste, eweepings thousand troy ounces «12,694 «10276818204 208,066 rpaBlon refined an EEUT Goi o> Ret 105977 REE 8 
‘Ore, metal, other forms ...-..-.- thousand pounds... "617 20,113 332 14,080 

thee te seeps grea eennannssnemnneiiaes 6 16,281 123 14,397 

“ingots, pigs, bar, ete: ‘Exports a= -----~-----~---—metric tons. 569 14017805, 
Reexports . .-..-------------------do--- ‘NA 'NA NA NA 

a lipglot tnd ternepate 220202200022 —cdo <-> tayned0 usaf that 93,827 
‘tanium: Oreand concentrate --_------------short tons. 21,682 1280 4301 1,008 
nwrought and erapractal “> =—~>°7"—7“ "go 4496 102 Bore ats Intermediate mill shapes and ml products, neo —do- ~~~ 5600 100,808, Bist sB.197 aurennsand andes OA OTET AN Ccerccaec> mala azaeb ash at 

(eangsten con “Oreand concentrate -------—--- thousand pounds... sr 3,987 2 n Carbide powder --- === 22227II2_2°TT Pao =2 raid 14059 28 gant 
yafllgy powder_— “TT ISISIIIIIIIIIIE Ica oe 1327 17,239 785 7892 
ranadtume ‘Ore and concentrate (vanadium content) ---—---do---- 14 625 ut 21 Pentoxide, ete =~ s----2-- env as don aa 33168 5808 5201 ‘1at 

ay kertovannds -D2IOTIIIIIOIIII IIIS 653 33488 1580 oi 
ne 
Saba, Fal, ot MORE oo oceans nes tons. 841 ‘B47 427 801 
Sheets, plates, strips, other forms, n.e.c__-----..-do---_ 995 2,351 957 2,142 Waste,scrap, dust cinccontent)"~----~---~-udo--- «19,088 SRB 2856116 
‘Semifabricated forms, nec ——_-------------do_---. 1,891 3,549 1,708 8,257 

ap Ore and concentrate "WOOO II IIIIIII LTT de oe 77,289 32,584 60,168 22,868 
"Ore and concentrate ....------ thousand pounds. 22,028 3268 6,449 3818 Opie soo necet sora toa ceece neta nn 22083 50 1296 1398 

Metals, alloys, other forms -—_-_-----.~----do___ 1,756 48,952 1,494 39,514 

‘NONMETALS 
Abrasives (includes reexports Tndustrial diamond, natural or synthetic: Powder ordust------------~-thousand carats. «90,625 88.934 B12. 82499) Other foene SOTO INES eT gen oe 198022625 S185 84,005 Diamond riding Whedon a3 Sid 481 4910 

Other natural and artifical metalic ubrasives and products — NA "101/608 NA 95481 
‘See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 8—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products, excluding mineral fuels 
—Continued 

1082 198 
Mineral Value Value Quantity GVA, Quantity —@,valtea,, 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Asbestos: ‘Brports ‘Unmanufactured __---.....----metric tons. SBS25.— NSIS BA28G | ‘g19.08 Bruder cnensocesueesseme es NA Taettod NA Lasse Reesports Crimanutactured ed 248 m0 298 285, Producten n= o777~=2 17727 = 2777 “don 27 NA 1168 NA 8 Baste: Nature Barumelti@=="7W77I7TTTataet tone ag ENO RT 
Boricacid nnn do 8500019082 gge a 88 Sodium borates refined ———7727TIIZI7TT“TaocZTeeTod ooo aaa ere BL 00 Bromine compounds -—- ==. 7"" thousand pounds “S580 ig)“ OLOD BL. ium ther calcium compounds including precipitated calcium carbonate "nnn n-ne nnn short tons ,282 SBI BNOHD «18.700 Ghiorige n= TTTTTIITT ores Ra TSR Dicaletum phasphaie<~22722272ITTITTITTTaeLTI2 ean Seas 000—aBto00 Goment:Hydracti and einker=———O2TTTIITTITTGSI. vamos «ska 
""flinorchinaclay thousand short tons. 1298698188 Bentonites tt? ~~777~7777 Showsand short fons. - tes pi Set aes Oey 3210277 7E RETR ECR STS OTDE gOS 65s (SS fe Bitoni ose cP ster een ergs BSE M6 BL s69 Foldspar, jeucicenephlinesyenite ~~~ thousand pounds: 21,600 So 18a) 5 Florpare sc neocons nenlll ahr tons. 106138 one Gem stones lung reesporta Diamond ene = ---—-___thounand carat. «2683 UR Sg RRALL Par cgtecio eases Na tat Na Gas Oil nares nrmaneanenaeaeee deci e ee NA 106105 Na 104,000 eh aired 2OZTTITIITTIIIII akon toasts Ba TES peu. “Grade, crushed or calcined ______ thousand short tons_— wa agi9 uz gga Manuiactured, wallboard and planer atiles “= Na 16281 Na isasr Bolin en enn eon Sabie feat ms 1835 See 1826 Elmen==o222ISTTTTTTIIIIIIIIT short come aE ogieESIB Lithium compounds 
Lithium carbonate! thousand pounds«10910= 185051779 a.58 Lithium hydroxide <-=2222272777 SUNN PG Taso Rt TRS Toe Steen ompaids=°—2TIITIIIIIITAG TRAST Magnesium compoun Magnesite, dead-burned short ton 1286932110855 .55 Magnesite, crude, causticcaicined, lamp orgraund-do---— 325.1005 
Wosie rap, ground... thousand pounds. 22000885 G Blodk fin eins Coo Seats Sen Pen soe 26 "0 ‘oo Manufactured, cul or stazopa, builtup_~~~~~~—~dou——- NA 5489 NA 4001 Mineral-earth pigments, iron oxide, natural and aynthelle 

Nitrogen compounds thousand shor tone Toe “ast oat trogen compounds (major) -. thousand short tons — 6 ane Tass 1.050 Phosphate rock == ~~~ 77~7 thousand metric tons. ~ 9353885 DIST 438381 Phosphate feria 
Phosphoricacid = - ad 1423407081 iaiesaa.46, Superphosphates =~ ~2~~~77777777777772aec 7 Yigg isego 163 gene Biammonium phosphaies——~7272~~7-7~=-“dov=7> Boron Atee Toa Elemental phosphorus oe =—2~—~~~77-Wvameirie tom ~=«mOBd ata ahtg ‘athe Pigments and compounds: Zc oxide Geta content) ‘housand metre tons. 28 "528 330 92 Potash Potassium chloride______.-.....--metric tons 69,040 56710385980 ——an700 Potassium sulfate ---2222222227222TDENN gM: Gano atess Sea) 18 80 

wGthane thousand pounds us 8500 8358 red ~———--.----_---- theusand pounds... ; gu:hatsl 2o0TDTSETIE TET  Pae 3 380 3 156 . Grade and refined. thousand short tons. «10016647 st 888 Shipments to noncontiguoas territories don ~ BBL m0, Sand and gravel ‘Conseruetion: Senden do eam ou aga Gravel soona ooatDangantiotyttat eta a 30 a0 Industrial sand =~ 2777222222272 2227#L TZ aise ar Sodium compounds: Sodium stifate don mee 11380 suSadium carbone TT72TITIIIIIIITSIISAAET hE aE tone Groshed enna 085g Dom Dapeng CDISOIS SOTO ERT ISN Seng SeR aT NA Ieee Na Bias Sulfur crude ~~ ~~~~~~~~~""7~ thousand metre toa _ Bets Saas Tale, crude and ground —~—~~~7—7_"thousand’ short tons oe lays 2812016 
Total —— ene enna xx 118158477 xX are 

Revised. NA Not available, XX Not applicable "Before 1982 lithium carbonate exports were included with “Other lithium compounds.”
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‘Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding 
mineral fuels 

eee a 
Mineral alue_ Fal Quantity qnoasanas) AMY adams) 
METALS 

Aluminum: 
Metal ____________________short tons. 619.975 $RSROIT.-«-BIBe76—Sio21.a73 Berap. = OCSE TERT TEES TASES dae oe 74338 54210 et 31408 Blates,ahects bars eis -"TTTTTLTTT Tide TT2 aS aleogs aad B10 ‘Aluminum oxide (alumina) 

thousand metric tons__ 73,182 T0444 4,030 811,021 Antimony: ‘Ore ad concentrate antimony content) 
short,tons. 2,769 4.289 2:79 23885 Sulfide including needle or Liquated "= "do. 38 ‘is 4 Ef Metal Cocosace os aue es iE sia gata 3.900, 3.803 128 1987 apne = 222TIOCIST DETTE Ea oo 103483 18005 10/604 18318 rienie 

‘White (Aes0s content) do 16092 15241 ug20 8,406 
Metallic ----~=-=27222~ 227 7don= 150 Tou 268 tor Bauxite, crude ~-~~7~7727 thousand metric tons 10.122 NA 1601 NA 
Bich woaipandaloe Goa wokhic— porte «ages Soo artdee ae ismuth, metals and alloys gross weight) ~~ pounds. — 2 i 971,95 , Gadmium metal <= s see metre tons. = 2305 84 2196 ae Galefum metal “777"7TTTLTTTITTpunds-= = 80S ‘967 «SBD, 366 Gesu compos 22222 22TTITTT Ea > 16847 99 1922 ot romium: 

(Ore and concentrate (Cr20s content) 
thousand short tons. 209 29010 86 19.390 Ferrochromium (gross weights do. ii 71495 280 109012 Ferrochromiumaion ~~~ ~~~ ~=de.2—— 7 3398 1 ‘10 Metal sone ss ae 2 -222s22asa 22 sdos = 2 10078 3 13687 Cobale: 

Metal. thousand pounds. ngo 187652 15352 10976 
See ee eR its and compoun¢ weight) —---—-do-___ 5 2, Lf 3 ambi owen DIT Tode2 IT ‘310 2065 182 5316 copper content 
‘Gre and concentrate .....___metrie tons. 1180551478 205m 81,695 Matty cece oe OTS Se gee 4082 31609 3.252 4.286 
Blitor - 22 SSS ore ab ads aga esout Refinedin ingots,ete——"777TTTTTITael Tawa 4595508 100,584, 

a ae 23.076 35.281 483 62.347 erroallays nat including spiegeleisen 
ee inert tons__ Tl1b 21,896 3,098 15,801 

Gallium —__ 2... --------~ kilogram. 5,199 1,958 7.206 3,195 Germaniain= = =22TT2222IIIIIIIL TT 12459 oat 20918 105521 
‘Ore and base bullion ...._____troy ounces 682,661 242,885 993,793 401,548 Bullion, refined <7 77777777 Tgaar863 165018 BNIB 1.878,570 Hafniuma ~~ 7 777-2272 2~a pounds. - = ae 78 30,058 Indium” —~77~~7777777 thousand troy ounces — &% 2,86 1073 2185 

Iron ore ~~ 77 77777777 "¢houeand Yong tona_— sol 703847 18246 445,71 eon and staal 
Pigiron short tons. 21,702 4300 Rnd sugrr Iron and steal prodicts (major Sigel mil predicts .-“-"-__.-----do---16gug5B gunn Trgheaws gS 

Other products 02°77 7LI777 7 TTdo > adirg0Taazisrs §—sot09 © "Tamas 
Scrap including tinplate ___ thousand short tons__ 414 *38,020 64 48,219 

Ore, flue dust, matte (lead content)... _ metric tons... 18,945 8784 19,753 ame 
Base bullion (lead content). >= do. 19 28 58 3 igs and bars (ead content) ~~~ "~~~ ~dou =~ 94655 53,633 134357 64.235 
Reclaimed vrap ete lead content). ~>~—“do- ==> 34 155 4212 1340 esis ios, shot = ToS 467 694 396 1652 

“Metal and scrap —————-hort tons. 3,652 5792 3.969 a1 
Alloys (magnesium content) "777" "aq 955 589 eis 61 

Sheets, tubing, ribbons, wire, other forms (magnesium 
Mangeoteht) mene nnn nnn ww 5982 238 2999 langanese: ‘Ore (5% or more contained manganese) do. 287/159 16160368207 19867 

Ferromangantee snowcap 0 —-——R 154490 34,608 88.083 Ferrosilicon-manganiese (manganese conten 
dreads: 41,121 21,471 91,992 40,117 Metal ———o lO 528 S218 5950 5928, Mercury: 

‘Compounds ... _________--__-___pounds__ 37,974 269 195,758 mt Metal = 2222222227222 7epound fase — 8916 13008 1286 3818 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding 
mineral fuels —Continued 

1982 1983, 
Mineral Value Value Quantity (thousands) Wantity housands) 

METALS —Continued 
Molybdenm: je and concentrate (molybdenum content) 

‘thousand pounds an $13,429 1.918 33,528 Waste and serap grass weight) "7°" Po NA 1474 NA 241 ot 
Unwrought (molybdenum content) — do. 87 1870 0 1.398 Wrought gros weight) °° == goc = 9 1959 94 2331 Ferromalybdenum (gross weight) ~~ do. — > 1,665 63308 11st 5189 ‘Material in chief value molybdenum (molybdenum ponte) een 2749 12.148 3.445, 12,985, 

si Gapppounds rose weight) 2072722222200 2 2 arn, 18,080, Brat 93425 
‘igs ingots shot, cathodes short tons. 82,291 446,850 90,889 418,943 Pistes bare etc oer SOU SO Sor da 5.120 50,348, 4105 84,558 
Shuny -os-a-aan==ann===5--—-a 58,568 105/683 62454 83613 
Serge nc ee Pena aR gn TES 4300 19849 Bort 7631 Bowder and flakes ---~~~~~77>7772Tda0~7 1232 72845 12,125 eora7 Ferronickel .-----------22222_2do._— = 21,352 28215 45384 85,264 Ouse o DO Dta Ol SEs SO ge add 161 4209 19,088, Platinum group metals 
‘Unverought: ‘Grains and nuggets (platinum) troy ounces. 3,298 1120 8.518 2.145 Sponge (platinum)... -~ ae edon 2 689.647 305/356 1,005,208 435/333 Sweepings, waste, crap ----—---- ~~ do. 339,095 42236 “A173 44308 

set peepee ls a ia ce a 19,402 yoke 23,286 7150 Palladium 2-~777777777TTTTTTTTaecTIZ_1osefz10 98285 1,228,951 161149 Hissin 22 SNESE SEE Se ages 68.968, 36,284 119.858 ga Ruthenium ———— ~~ ~~~ 77777727 2Tae 133,798 37385 163,623 53379 
Other platinurs group metals ~~ 277 2de. 22> 28,429 7501 22875 7208 Semimanufactured: 
PRR pec A 114,028 2515 109,976 36,663, Palladium: 2 55565555 SSSI ea age 60/760 51159 108247 12.648 Rhodium — ~~~" ~~7727"772T72TTde222 1,005 959 1245, 1599 
Other platinumgroup metals ~27~22Tde2=> 1086 384 ‘8 68 Rare-earth metals: 

Ferrocerium and other cerium alloys —_short, tons... 96 1.092 ns 1188 Monasitn see sooo eh dass 7,940 8070 44400 sit 
ape siais neuing scandium and yitriam” -~ pounds. — "To94 139 68 182 
‘Metal including serap_- do. 116 88 628 180 Arnmonium perrhenate ———>~">"""~ “ao. 5198 803 saat 1181 Selenium and selenium compounds (selenium éontent) 

- ‘do 765,781 um 654,889 5,922 
‘Metal (over 96% silicon content) short. tons. . 25,398, 52,195 23173 52,026 

gy ferraslicon ——— SER Sooo gon 76.782 40348, 159,448 6744s 
(Ore and base bullion ____ thousand troy ounces. 12,580 91,688, 13911 145,419 Bullion, refined "~~~ don agair 786,154 161193 1,936,102 
Sweepings, waste, doré -—— ~~~ ~~ ~~~" do.~ =~ 8010, 49387 4781 52,048, Tantalum ore" ~~ _> thousand pounds. — 1,297 16.256 536 4017 ‘Tellurium (tellurium content) ~~~ pounds — 36/600 ‘906 26,080 22 Thalliom EET IIIa 2821 108 8.110 8 
Concentrate (tin content)... metric tons 1,961 21,544 969 9.519 ross, skimmings, scrap, residue, tin alloys, np 

‘o--—— 8,088 4,364 1,198 1219 ‘Tinfoil, powder, fitters, ete ——— = NA 120388 NA 10728 ‘Tin scrap and other tin-bearing material excluding 
tinplatescrap --— nnn NA NA NA NA sy cDingompounds-°°DITITLIII Cine tana sat 2.687 oa 4120 Ntanium: 

Imenite ___________________short. tons se62u1 41,680 398,036 29,423, tile 0" SORE T REGS SEE NTZ TT ese 1685325, 30,610 nists 23,582 Metal <= ~~~ ~~ 77 o> T Tg ‘3713 40,680 S187 21599 
Ferrotitenium and ferrosilicon titanium ———do.——— 152 268 398 1.288 Pigments 0-0 138,922 146,569 114,881 165,495 ‘Tungsten ore and concentrate (tungsten content) . thousand pounds. nT 46,748, 6307 251 

Vanadium (vanadium content: f a” 08 ‘oa os ferrovanadium === do 3 5 F 3 Pentoxide ..------____-~- do. ~~ 238 1068 "54 2363 Vanadium bearing materials - ~~~ ~~ do. ~~ 2.225 5194 15 86 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding 
mineral fuels —Continued 

ae 1 
‘Mineral OT as Quantity yuan) | Qvantty pumas 

METALS —Continued 
ding ‘iresincconent) ..----------melwie one 66800 «gag Se GIB 

icks pees wlabe oe dee lS 456,233 370,773 617,679 508,888 Hous np tbe 2-2 a aca nasce nano 3 e 3 3 Pe soared SEEDS Es % ‘ a 3 
Waste and scrap ____--_____----.~-do.~-- 2,653 1,232 8,900 1,676 Dee ag Me a Brawandgkimmings ooooov2voaisges> RR padtpuletared Moores Mi 3 Ne 43 ie SOI ing somiumeand------abrt om GBASEOI ,MLdRTLaD Srebeinioe tmlugent sores = “ake 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives: TSE: a Gndustia) -- thowsand cara 1007s? agg Bice OL ese a et BSE geal ooo aT net "US ae Ae as and ground. thousand short tone NSIS = 1RT ADL ata Sal a noon ea ee ee 384 iB % % pee TTT BTS 
Berea joc ncedposnweeduec edu 4,362 1,903 7,881 3,456 
Calcium borate, crude® _______.----do--__ 39,000 6,386 40,000 B09 aeiupbegis rude ----a-ccn-enaade = S See Ser candlisier~thomand shortom= «=o a eh Gement Hpdralicand likes ~ ‘thaw sort eee ae UE tae “at Seg occa 
Chile ise ass eyeeeacaswenweeediies 8 a 18 6 Sei x a g 3 nn ae a a ae 
mens, thousand carota = 4605=«LgITgI2«==«§085 at TB Blemond <nocvonoaccaczcthomend geet RS Se aed Na guar 

eats. natural .._-------------short tons... 58,150, 715,676. 43,586 11,921 eum PENT, ground calcined... thounnd short tna = TID—«=««HRG(« Gg 
Manutectured = 2 enn NA 17,361 NA 30,614 tein tse naan aa aad onde Os FH MS Ss 
Wjdeated a thort tone NOR 8B RL GRITS 
eek enmeeomienr ei 5 5 8 4 Siaaagtt zeeemerersomcaccogeoas 8 56 ath Nagpal ead 
Lae rete iccacedmagiaia to) «||« SSS ast ie Se hoo wien ae a : is 5 sal EepLios mata aoodbured, od mains frag magnesia ceadbarnedfisedmagneie, sos ggas agg 4 acme oc APR i Vinge arenqund —---- homand ponds. IS 289 Blcteagep frgand ----~-— thowand pounds 18 BBS 38 Se ne ao sek Bali ap oD oa re 3 inet eet recone ren ee pss ieee ee ini Gi a %» °) $ emis Ceissainiesd.——— oo aeece LB 2 a 3 
‘Umber, crude and refined Se cmenceme cas 3,768 649 6,640 996 Uae cena creer cea: i s 4 3 Sublet a anad -- ~~ geo 3 i a 8 
Byuthille <i ooleo oa 20,641 11,886 22,356 14,978 

Nephelinesyenite: ak mecca a6 6 22 8 seteuneaibahde oo ToeooG 2h Ni es aj cdg urea 
7 ne me ‘thousand short tons_. 4841 681,368. 6,281 198,574 eat Verlinengrde <--------------thort toon‘. «=«««B8QUSSL MBAS Petlenee icgadcacccacMerae: RAEN ER 
Phosphates, crude and apatite. thousand metric tons_— e) 1,302, 9 ‘376 Eiseccrreg erties See gor materiale. do. ease ge 

Elemental phosphorus —  ....-.-- ----do____ eo 1,017 2 3,410 
Other ___---_----.------------do---~ 41 "6812 20 5,841 

fe fotoctn at endo ble,
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding 
mineral fuels —Continued 

1982 1988 
Mineral ed Value : Value Quantity gnocoands) arty gyal 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Pigments and salts: ‘ ‘Lead pigments and compounds ._. metric tons__ 12,904 $10,613 15,667 suisse Zine pigments and compounds. —-- ~~~ ~do. =~ 35721 30,982 40316 34,709, Botash oan Naccancsasnad0c=== 687/900 515400 7,822,100 600,600 mice: 

Grade or unmanufactured _____.___short tons 2.887 102 2,699 ng Wholly or partly manufactared——--"—"""do-—- "118233 3695 181,606, 1,166 Manufactured, nspf_—--—---~~-_22~-2 NA F108, NA 106 Quartz crystal Brazilian jscas) —— thovsand pounds — at 245 158 121 
Inwa7---_---------~ thousand short tons 5451 56,184 5991 60,184 Sand and gravel: ‘industrial sand. do 790 2,528 58 1619 Other sand and gravel -~-—~~_~2__~do_—~— 185 1819 1B oar Sodium compounds: 

Sodium bicarbonate... do. 1 1,360 “ oO Sodium carbonate . ~~~ 27"272T2Tcae. 222 18 "2ia19 20 2704 sip Sinm sulfate OTITIS TIT Tae cS ot 28.758 34a 2921 tone: 
OIE seperate vsepacen alias 1,664 10,570 2am 10,109 Dimenaioes 227 = 5“ “STIC TICE NA "69874 NA 195,378 septisium carbonate ines “7 vhowsand short tons 192 5811 392 4104 trontium: 
‘Minerals... ___-___________ short tons__ 33,075 2.057 49,796 3,706 
Compounds ~ === === =7= 77 7>~ TERT 1948 1850 1188 1125 Sulfur end compounds, sulfur ore and other forme, 
nes——--- thousand metric tons 1,905 164,885 1,695 129,110 ‘Tale, unmanufactured ~~" "thousand short tons. a 76,264 4 7.69 

ASAE on ec re Sapelh tions XX 724,997,961 XX 23,984,492 
"Revised. NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
Hneludes titanium slag averaging about 10% 1103, For details se Titanium chapter. a 
Owing to a change of reporting, 1982 calcium borate, crude, imports are not comparable with those of previous years. Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘No longer reported.
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‘Table 10.—Comparison of world and U.S. production of selected nonfuel mineral 
‘commodities 

(Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) 
NUTT 1982 7988" 

Us. US. 
Mineral World us. Peroent’ World us. Pernt 

Produe- predic. orig Prague Page world 
ion! Hon produc. ton ion produce 

: tion. ‘ton 

METALS, MINE BASIS 
‘Antimony (content of ore and concentrate) short tone. 59,277 503 1 53,801 838 2 

‘Arsenic trioxide? _____ metric tons 26264 Wo ONA 25,006 Wo ONA 
Bauxite’... thousand metric tons 77,798 12 1 76016 619 1 

Beryl? 2-2" =" short tons = Bald Woo ONA 3189 Wo ONA 
Bismuth_—___.- thousand pounds. — 5799 wo ONA 8935 wooONA 

Chromite -==227 277 870 a ~- 8921 es ed 
Cobalt (content of ore and concentrate) 

short tons 26,846 - = 28,596 we a 
‘Columbium-tantalum concentrate (gross 

‘weight) ~~. thousand pounds... 56,261 NA NA 45,846 ee = 
Copper (content of ore and concentrate) ‘thousand metric tons. son Lut “ 8,027 1,088 8 
Gold (content of ore and concentrate) ‘thousand troy ounces. 43,057 1.466 3 44,598 1957 4 
Tron ore (gross weight) 

thousand long tons. 769,149 85,438 5 780,080 38,000 5 
Lead (content of ore and concentrate) ‘thousand metric tons__ 3,408 as 15 3,824 449 “4 
Manganese ore (85% or more Mn, gross 

WOIgRY) sm 26,607 mu ae AND " - 
Mercury. ~~ thousend 76pound flasks. — 198 6 8 188 Ed B 
Molybdenum (content of ore and concen- 

trate) thousand pounds. 207,844 84,81 4117861 88.951 5 
‘Nickel (content of ore and concentrate) ~~ "705 3 ° "759 = - 
Platinum-group metals™ 

‘thousand troy ounces... 6.481 8 o 6482 6 ® 
Silver (content of ore and concentrate) ‘do. 883,766 40,248 10 -agng18 48415 u 
‘Tin (content of ore and concentrate) 

metric tons. 237,176 wo NA 211620 wooONA 
‘Titanium concentrates (gross weight) 

lmenite--- === 3.346 263 8 2876 wooONA 
Bui ooo = scene ee 14 WoOOUNA 359 woONA 

‘Tungsten ore and concentrate (contained 
Cn saan Ba 1521 3 8882 980 3 

‘Vanadium (Gontent of ore and concentrate) 
short tons. 85,898 4,098 ne 80.087 2am 7 

Zine (content of ore and concentrate) ‘thousand metric tons 6238 303 5 6.246 25 4 
‘METALS, SMELTER BASIS 

‘Aluminum (primary only) - —-=-—--~ 14.802 3,609 % 1584 3,696 4 
Cadmium. === ---— metric tons 16,452 1,007 6 Vi zd ‘1052 6 

Cobalt ----_2_--~—-short tona— (21,649, 508 2 20316 108 1 
Copper smelter (primary and secondary? ‘thousand metric tons. 8.281 1021 2 8,904 287 2 
ron, pig_----z-----en == 502A0O a4 9 505,000 48,770 10 
‘Lead, smelter (primary and secondary? 

thousand metric tons. 5,255, 1,088, a 5,284 1018 w 
Magnesium (primary). ———===-=——— 23 102 a ‘ea 15 40 
Nita oo 02 cu scauceecease 660 45 7 685 33 5 
Selenium? ..-----~--~ kilograms. 1,119,821 242,096 221,826,588 958,860 a 
Steel, raw ~~ ~~==== =I - = "orgs. 14,577 neko 84,615 2 
Tellurium? -.------- kilograms 104,746 Wo. NA 110,900 WoONA 
Tin-----=-2_2_—2~_metrie tons_ 289,218 193,500 1 222035 2,500 1 
Zine (primary and secondary) ‘thousand metric tons_— 5.865 302 5 6175 305 5 

NONMETALS 
Asbestos... -—----------do.--— 4,080 64 2 4357 70 2 
Gaiieec oes ac ccsneceeees azsT 1885, Py 6.348 754 B 

Boron minerals - ~~~ -—7 ~~ =~ 21503, 1234 ry 21450 1,808 Es 
Bromine. --—-~ thousand pounds. $26,963 "401,100 43795770 "370,000 46 
erent ali =n ogasse 64,341 7 102086 T1347 7 

ays: 
‘Bentonite’ =. ------------- 5628 19245 8 4284 11,998 ry 
Fuller'searth® -—— ~~~ 7=77=> 2216 141688 6 22 BTS2 ® 
Keolint 72 -==-= = 2uoos 86,362 30 ezT 7208 2 

‘See footndtes at end of table.
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Table 10.—-Comparison of world and U.S. production of selected nonfuel mineral 
commodities —Continued 

(Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) 
1982, 1983" 

ws ws 
Mineral Word us. PM World «ug, Petco 

Pradye produ; ona -POdue produc. wonid ‘ion fon world Pon Gon word 
‘ton on 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Corundum short tons. 20918 2s - 1gaee = : Diamond”=2222227 ousand sarete— 48367 cae ae Diatomite==77an2TSUAN mes HH A Se us |g me Fluowper=2222222222232222222 ais % 2 ata a : 
Graphite —._.- short tons__ 646,674 Ww NA 645,333 Ww NA Gypoum 22277777777“ ME Tote NG “Beams Todineerude ~~~" “thousand pound 218 Wo ONA tut WoOONA 
IB cerns ni 118,082 #7 1914,112 12 119,147 11 114,902 12 Magnesize.-=77727772272772222 HENS WoOONA dates Wo ONA Mice including serap and ground) thousand pounds. «474867 212000 © 45 B4SBL_ 0000s Nitrogen, Ncontentofammonia® =~ 6883 1b TS gaa AaB 
INE ieee etme etn 414,089 798 @ 413,511 704 a 

picerrmeerere eseceaye 1,556 1506 33 1,582 M4T4 aL rock rome weighi Thousand metric ms... «122902—=SSTAMA MSM] aRSTR Potash (KO equivalent) = don BOGE 18 7 "agers 19 5 
Bimbo oe 12,707 416 3 11,766 449 4 

Feces pyreraecreererscecernt ae ieee 181,951 *? 787,910 2 182,752 134,605 19 Sodium compounds, natural and manu factured Sotiumcarbonate.--.------ 9080 THIQ. mma Sodiumsuifes 27222272272 SSno re an 
‘Strontium ___________short tons__ 122,779 ae wei: 121,210 rates He Sulfa ovis thousand metric tons. 50776 «= a]s(s]mat?S gma 
‘Tale and pyrophyllite_.....-.----- 7,539 1,185 15 7,553 1,086, 4 
Vermiculite® —_______-_-_---___ 562 316 56 495 282 aT 

°Preliminary. NA Not available. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
*For those commodities for which U.S. data are withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, the world total excludes U.S output and the U.S. percent of world production cannot be reported World total does not include an estimate for output in China. 
*U.S. figures represent dried bauxite equivalent of crude ore; to the extent | oss, individual country figures that are included in the world total are also on the dried bauxite equivalent basis, but for some countries, available data are 

insufficient to permit this adjustment. 
‘Less than 0.5%. 

«Primary and secondary blister and anode copper, including electrowon refined copper that is not included as blister or 

“Includes bullion. 
Refined nickel plus nickel content of ferronickel, and nickel oxide. 
‘World total does not include estimates for output in the U.S.S.R. or China. 

_ °Data from American Iron and Steel Institute. Excludes production of castings by companies that do not report stee! 
‘Stncludes tin content of alloys made diretl fom ore. 
“Quantity sold or used by producers. 
‘Includes Puerto Rico.
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Consumption of abrasive materials in the slightly; however, shipments of processed 
United States increased 22% in value over _tripoli increased 18% in quantity and 32% 
that of 1982 to $320 million; of which, 59% in value. Production of garnet, an abundant 
was manufactured abrasive, 35% was indus- iron-aluminum silicate, continued to in- 
trial diamond (natural and synthetic), and crease primarily because of further in- 
6% was natural abrasive. creases in production from one plant that 

Production value of natural abrasives, had completed an expansion program in 
excluding industrial diamond, remained late 1981. Production of special silica stone, 
virtually unchanged. Production of crude both crude and finished; decreased in 1983 
tripoli, a porous siliceous rock, decreased because of reduced demand for oilstones 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. abrasives statistics 

ee ee ee ee a a 
Natural abrasives production by producers: ‘Tripoli crude) -------~-----Short tons. ‘127 878 21.283 107,980 112.928 1,020 

Vale ---2 ~~ 72722227 thousands. — $831 $616 $017 $653 $549 
Special silica stone! ~~ ~~~" “short tona_— 504 631 22,501 21285 41101 Value -------------~--thousands $1,764 $1,988 51,096 3g553 a8 
Garnet? LLLIIIIIII IIo iihort tons. 2124036909 25,451 27308 29.761 Vahie = -2222ITIII ITI Tthousands.- $1585 $1,808 821059 s221 $2,533 Bmeryon- 202222 22IIIII TI Tekort ton. 10,005 Ww Ww Ww Ww 

“Velue™=2~— 72277222227 C thousands — $204 Ww Ww w w 
‘Manufactured abrasives’ —-—~—~~“short tons 712,783 614,963 .%586,915 418.224 "418,158 Value—-----_-______~ thousands $230,024 $216,946 225,503 $167,471 "$167,430 
Foreign trade (natural and arlificial abrasives: Exports (value)... -.---------- do. $185,587 $193,679 189.719 $174,126 $192,794 
Reexports (value) -——~—_""""""""do"—“gaz'go2 “garse. ge7758 «sagen $2411 Imports for consumption (value) do. $270,509 $268/842 $801,695 $245,048 $2891865 
"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
includes grindstones,oilstones, and whetstones. Excludes grinding pebbles and tube-mll liners. 
2The large increase in quantity and decrease in value was caused by changos in reperting promdures, 1p 197880 quantity and value were for finished products; 1981-88 data were for crude mined quantity and first marketable value. 

Figished product data are shown in table 6. 
SPrimary gamet; denotes first marketable product. 

spr ltludes Canadian production of rude lcon carbide and fused aluminum onde and shipments of metallic abrasives 
*Bxcludes US. and Canadian production and value of aluminum-zirconium oxide 
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and whetstones; over 70% of the oilstone- abrasives. Metallic abrasives shipments in- 
whetstone cutting operations reported de- cluded chilled and annealed iron shot and 
creases in production. Production of emery, grit, steel shot and grit, cut wire, alumi- 
an impure aluminum oxide, continued its num, and stainless steel shot. 
downward trend with a decrease of 22% in The potentially large Australian diamond 
quantity and 20% in value. mining operation started production from 

‘The nonmetallic manufactured abrasives its alluvial deposits and recovered 6.2 mil- 
industry underwent a very troubled year. lion carats; of which, 65% was industrial, 
This old-line industry was surprised when more than tripling the original estimate for 
Standard Oil of Ohio (Sohio) announced 1983. The mining of its kimberlite pipe was 
that it was closing or selling Carborundum scheduled to begin in 1986 with an initial 
Co.'s worldwide bonded and coated abra- annual production rate of 25 million carats. 
sives operations. This action did not affect Approximately 75% of production from the 
the production of crude silicon carbide or _kimberlite pipe was expected to be of indus- 
fused aluminum oxide; however, Carborun- trial quality. 
dum’s large silicon carbide plant in Vancou- Total imports of abrasive materials in- 
ver, WA, was idle during the year. Ferro creased 18% in value in 1983. Imports of 
Corp. permanently discontinued production industrial diamond increased 3% in value 
of its only crude silicon carbide plant, and 30% in quantity. This small increase in 
located in Canada, and another domestic value and large increase in quantity was 
silicon carbide producer sought protection attributed to an increase in imports of 
under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Act. synthetic powder dust with a unit value 
ESK Corp. and The Exolon Co.’s proposed decrease of 20% to $1.47 per carat and an 
merger plan was approved and was ex- increase in imported stones with a corre- 
pected to be finalized in early 1984. sponding value decrease of 21% to $9.98 per 

Production of manufactured abrasive ma- carat. Total exports and reexports of abra- 
terials remained at the 1982 level in both _ sive materials increased 10% in value. 
quantity and value and was again reported Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
at its lowest level since 1963 and reflected duction data for abrasive materials were 
continuing reduced economic activity in the developed by the Bureau of Mines from six 
related industrial segments. Nonmetallic separate, voluntary surveys. Of the 56 oper- 
abrasives consisted of fused aluminum ox- ations canvassed, all responded, represent- 
ide and crude silicon carbide produced in ing 100% of the total production data shown 
the United States and Canada and account-_ in tables 1, 5, 6, 8, 15, 16, and 17. 
ed for 61% of the value of manufactured 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports plus reexports of industrial dia- value with the corresponding large increase 
monds, loose, increased 40% in volume to in quantity were attributed to two occur- 
45.5 million carats, and 30% in value to  rences: (1) an increase in imports of 3.8 
$116.6 million. This was a record in quanti- million carats of synthetic powder dust at 
ty and value. The increases were attributed only $1.47 per carat compared with $1.84 
to the record level exports of domestically per carat in 1982 and (2) an increase in 
produced synthetic diamond powder and imports of stones of 1.4 million carats while 
dust. The diamond content in diamond the value decreased $2.66 per carat to $9.98. 
wheels, exported and reexported, was Ireland, the largest U.S. source of imported 
467,000 carats, a slight decrease; the declar- industrial diamonds in terms of quantity, 
ed value was $4.9 million, a decrease of shipped to the United States a total of 11.7 
14%. The value of imported diamond million carats, mostly synthetic, valued at 
wheels decreased 11% to $5.4 million. $20.9 million. Although the quantity in- 

Imports of abrasive materials increased creased 36%, the value decreased 7%, pri- 
18% in value, and exports plus reexports marily because of a 25% decline in the unit 
increased 10% in value. Net imports were price of synthetic powder and dust. Of the 
valued at $73.0 million. 11.7 million carats from Ireland, 10.2 mil- 

Industrial diamond imports totaled 24.9 lion carats was synthetic powder and dust 
million carats of loose material valued at with an average value of $1.62 per carat. 
$88.6 million, an increase of 30% in quanti- The share of imports from Ireland was 47% 
ty and 3% in value. The small increase in of total quantity and 24% of the total value.
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‘The Republic of South Africa, the largest from the Republic of South Africa was 21% 
US. source of imported industrial diamonds of the total quantity and 48% of the total 
in terms of value, shipped to the United value. Of the 5.3 million carats, 3.7 million 
States a total of 5.8 million carats valued at carats was industrial stones with an aver- 
$42.4 million, an increase of 26% in quanti- age value of $10.47 per carat, 9% less than 
ty and 32% in value. The share of imports _ that of 1982. 

Table 2.—U.S. exports of abrasive materials, by kind 
(Thousands) 

ae ~ 1982 1988 
elo juan- Quan- yer vane EEF Vatue 

NATURAL ABRASIVES 
Industrial diamond, natural or synthetic, rderor dust noo carats. OSM SORE ALOT 79.419. Industral diamond, natural oraybaia, other ~—~~~~~ Gos a5" 3m8 1252 “14223 Emery, natural corundum, pumice in blocks ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ pounds — 1040371 983360 

MANUFACTURED ABRASIVES 
Actificial corundum (fused sluminum oxide) ____ do. #3709 7083 aadss 14. g09 Silicon carbide, crude or in grains ~~~ --~~~-~~~=2~do._=_ esr “a365, ios "6768, Garbide abrasives, neg ~~~ ~=772777 272 sdos=2= sie 18, 1s Tox Other refined abrasives "7 7"TTTTTTITT TTT TgecT> ast NST a8 Grinding and polishing wheels and slones! Diamond vee carat. 4705590 4594708 Polishing stones, whelstones ollsiones hones, similar ‘tone eNO SEO ee a EE TM 2890 aT 2642 Wheels and stones, nec —— ~~~ 77777777 -=~~ Tounds = 4928 28837 3514 19,459 Abrasive paper and cloth, coated with nataral or artificial abrasive materidls = anne do 1259285 10.990 31519 Gritand shot including wire pelielg —77777T2TLIITTdecT== sos tad wai “apr 

Total __________ === XX 174,126 XX 102794 
XX Not applicable 

Table 3.—U.S. reexports of abrasive materials, by kind 
(Thousands) — SSSSSSSssSSSSSSSsSSss 

1988 1988 
Kind Qua yaa Qua yar Value QB Value Sg EE ne 

NATURAL ABRASIVES 
Industrial diamond, natural or syntheti, Powder orduste 0 eon carat 1037 $3,258 124 $8,080 Industrial diamond, natural or aynthedie, er ~~—~~~~ “Go. 151518609 Yass Tog ‘Emery, natural corundum, pumice in blocks = ~~ ~~~ pounds. 18 2 cee 

MANUFACTURED ABRASIVES 
‘Artificial corundum (fused aluminum oxide). --do---— 18 6 wb * gt Silicon carbide, crude or in grains ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~d0s__ 6 3 HG Grinding and polishing wheels and slones Dist a oa asec cr SON 31 8 out Polishing stones, whetstonesoilsiones, hones, similar stone number ¢ 2 1 10 Wheels and stones, nee 2~7 777777777 277="~ "pounde - Shea BaD Abrasive paper and cloth, coated with natural or artifical abrasive iinimeale ceca Cas cece eee maces mn 26 6 om Grit and shot, including wire pellets ~~~ ~>~—77~2727de2 227 ees ey 

Gl eeSemeustugdiees cscuamennantess XX "22,650 XX 24111 oe ee 
"Revised. XX Not applicable Less than 1/2 unit
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‘Table 4.—US. imports for consumption of abrasive materials 
(natural and artificial), by kind 

Thousands) 
pg mr a 1082 18 

Kind ar 7 Te vane vate 
Enery lint, rottenstone, ripol,erudeor crushed — short. tons 4 sor «$307 
Bantneten erat cee dae a mas 1 agate 
Rimmer side oie cota vol ac a aE Sea OR us Bas i Beer 

Other rude arta sbrasve == 27> <> 207772 2-T 0. 1 a0 6 
‘Abrasives, round grains, pulveriae or refi 
Fie prs (a ® 1 — 

Ran rae oS REOMR ETS one 4 1g35 5 10 
lnm a o 1385 Bos 

corundum in, gare, oer, including aria 
‘abrasives sons gedeaiareanaiea ee 1 2809 8 ame 

7 "chat materiale wholly oF parliy coated widh natural 
EON arden core ce eee 39935 52288 
Hones whetstones,elstincs, polishing stones -~~~~~~ number — a xis “008 
‘Abrasive wheels ed mlltones: ‘Burvstonss manufactured or ound up into millstones Short tons. ® 4 ® 2 
Solid natural stone wheels ..--------——-—" number = 6 ol % tr 
Dad cre cea susanesecczteam ec giz M8546 
[Abrasive whedleGoniod with regina -~~~~~~~~~~~pounds aaa Tis sak 10ass 
Oth nae epenngyeee vee e502 (me 

Articles not spexificaly provided for 
Diet pare ee cue isancewsen ® 1 ® n 
Natural corundum or artificial abrasive materiale -———————— 3081 ® aga 
Oper es pity occeeceme eee ni Sen 2460 @ 280 

eit and shot inluding wire pelets ~~~ ~__7_~~~~~pounda — gals 1858 sole 249 
Diamond; natural and gynthedc: ‘Diamond des _____-— number 1 8 395 

Crushing bore,==~-22 2572777 7777722222- erate = MB Bae ois 
torl industrial dianaond stones. ~7===77777 “de 3683 51,588 5908 55393 
Miners'dlamond: cvs sn =7~~727~~~~~~-dow =a ‘yee 78 rer Sasa 
Powdorand dust eyaihetlo [27-7717 722zz=a_de 22am OTe ask 
Powder and dust, natural _-~~WWW7777~2227=2-Wec== Spek “Bake 305 “62s 

Mal ie ane apieamen ulate XX 245,048 XX 250,805 
XX Not applicable Kenta 2 uni Xuantity not reported. Atneludes £8000 cares of synthetic miners’ diamond in 1882, and 2,000 carats in 1983, 

TRIPOLI 

Finegrained, porous silica materials are moisture-cured systems without predrying; 
grouped together under the category tripoli good wettability and dispersion properties 
because they have similar properties and in a solvent base; a General Electric bright- 
end uses. Production of crude tripoli (table _ ness of 85% to 90% and low oil absorption, 
1) decreased in quantity and value because allowing high pigment loading without ap- 
several producers reduced mine output and preciable increases in viscosity; and a rela- 
withdrew stocks from crude inventories. tively high Mohs-scale hardness of 6.5 to 7, 
However, processed tripoli, sold or used, which provides resistance to abrasion * 
increased 18% in quantity and 32% in _ The five tripoli producers were Malvern 
value; most of this increase was in filler Minerals Co., Garland County, AR, which 

material. produced crude and finished material; 
Because tripoli grains lack distinct edges American Tripoli Co., which produced crude 

and corners, it was used as a mild abrasive material in Ottawa County, OK, and fin- 
in toothpaste and industrial soaps, and as a ished material in Newton County, MO; 
buffing and polishing compound in lacquer Illinois Minerals Co. and Tammsco Inc., 
finishing in the automobile industry. The both in Alexander County, IL, which pro- 
mineral was also used as a filler and ex- duced crude and finished amorphous (mi- 
tender in paint, plastic, rubber, and enam- crocrystalline) silica; and Keystone Filler 
els. Advantages of its use in paint include and Manufacturing Co,, in Northumberland 
its chemical inertness, for corrosion- County, PA, which processed rottenstone, a 
resistant coatings; a low surface moisture, decomposed fine-grained siliceous limestone 
which allows it to be mixed into ambient- or shale.
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Malvern Minerals, Hot Springs, AR, re- _ Prices quoted in Engineering and Mining 
ported that the previously announced ex- Journal, December 1983, for tripoli and 
pansion was to be completed by early 1984 amorphous silica were as follows: 
and would more than double plant capacity. 

‘Tripoli, paper bags, carload lots, £0, 
Tincents per pound: ‘White, Blea, IL: Air floated through 200imesh' nn nen 3.55 Rose and creara, Seneca, MO, and 
"Bers proud 290 Double ground =~ ~~—-~272222 230, 

prnapihtM ennopnnengae > 3:15 
‘morphous silica, 5-pound, es, Toy in dallas perton Bleo, "Through 200 mesh, 90% to 95% —— $71.00 ‘Through 200 mesh, 96% to 99% — ~ "1200 ‘Through 325 mesh, 9096 to 95% 7300 

‘Through 325 mesh, 969% to 98% —— $3.50 Through 325 mesh, 98% to 99.40. — 78.00 ‘Through 825 mesh, 99.5% ————— 95.00 ‘Through 400 mesh, 9.9¢ ————— 12800 Below 18 micrometers, 99% ~~ 137.00 
Below 10 micrometers, 30% ~~~ 16400 Below 8 micrometers, 3990. ——— 196.00 

‘Table 5.—Processed tripoli? sold or used by producers 
in the United States, by use* 

Use ae 1980 ies —«a—~=C« 
Abrasives ---------------------short tons. 536009852 BAd9d 95798 BROT Value_——=2222222222222c22=c thousands «$2468 «$2358 «$2208 SAT] B8.208 
Filler. short tons S209 591909 Besa2 Bae gs 

Walues-222LILIILIIILILILII thousands. __$8811 «$4025 4308 S587 ___S8.077 
Tota?_____ short tons 116,009 99,251 91,428. Ud 108211 

‘Total value __—_—~__-_-— thousands. «$6279 «$6277 365600 $7034 $9,280 
Includes amorphous silica and Pennsylvania rottenstone. 
2Partly estimated. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

SPECIAL SILICA STONE PRODUCTS 

Production of special silica stone products duced, ranging from the high-quality Ar- 
included oilstones and whetstones from kansas Stone, with porosity of 0.07% and 
Arkansas and Indiana, grindstones from characterized by a waxy luster, down to the 
Ohio, and deburring media from Ohio and Washita Stone, with a porosity of 16% and 

Wisconsin. resembling unglazed porcelain. The four 
Four main grades of whetstone were pro- main grades were as follows: 

‘Tradename Use 
Washita Stone Rapid sharpening Soft Arkansas _—~~—-~"~ General purpose. Hard Arkansas ~~~. Polishing blades to a ‘very fine edge. Black Hard Arkansas Polishing the most per- 

feet edge possible.
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‘The much coveted Black Hard Arkansas Marvin Wright Whetstone Co, a new 
Stone was relatively expensive at more company, announced plans to develop a 
than $30 for an & by 2- by l-inch stone. Only deposit of novaculite located in Garland 
about 59% of the blocks quarried was recov- County, AR, and to market the crude stone. 

ered as finished whetstone, and the produe- ‘The company also planned to start cutting 
ers continued to seck uses for the rejected and finishing whetstones and oilstones at 

material. Some was used in the production the site by March 1984. The mine and plant 
Of silicabrick refractories, grinding media, Were to be located near the town of Glen- 
lightweight aggregates, a wet abrasive 00d Hot Springs County, AR- 
blasting medium, and as a filler-extender.* 

‘Arkansas finished stone production _ Table 6—Special silica stone finished 
accounted for 65% of the total value and Products sold or used in the United States 

46% of the total quantity of special silica] —————————"‘@aanity Value 
stone products sold or used by U.S. produc- Year ‘short thow 
an fons) sands) 

‘The survey of oilstone and whetstone 1919 -----------..--- SLB 
producers was expanded in 1982 to include {gst ~~-7772772 277777 a ae 

many additional producers of finished stone 1982 —-—_--------=- Mis 35380 
that purchased crude material from produc- 1888 —------~"==---=~ a wale 

ers with quarrying operations. Grinding ‘Includes grindstones, oilstones, and whetstones. Ex- 

pebbles and tube-mill liners were elimi-  lydeserinding pebbles and tube mi ners : 
. Large increase in value because nonquart finishe 

Weis tae te wowey bonus vl nko ‘geen 
accurate data. 

‘Table 7.—Producers of special silica stone products in 1983 
Sa a er 

Company and ocation Type of operation Product 

American Tals Whetstone Co P 
wood AR mee. Stone cutting an fins Whetstone and cilstones 

Arkansas Whetstone Co. Inc. ting and cad iia aes 
TeSge ARE ecoeney por benenorcnnen Do. 

primes AR~-oo-oonnTccCTIITIIET Quay LTTITTTIIIIT Crude novacutite, 
Baraboo Quarizite Ca Tne 

Bento Who Crushing andsizing---__Deburring media. 
Bow rrrcTDTTTTITEIT ELIE Quarry SENET TIT crude siliea stone, 

Buffalo Stone Cor 
Hot Springs, AR. aae Tumbling and sizing ‘Metal finishing media and 

novactite. deburring media 
Cleveland Quarries Cos 

Amheng OF no Stonecuttingand finishing Grindstones. 
mers OMS ccCrOeTATTETSTESTECTELT! Qaamy anteee nnn. Oradenion tod 

Dans Wheisione Cutting Co. Ine 
a eee eenan-----roz Slgpegultineand finishing Whatton ad olitones 

ronson Whee iting C02 nein ee 
cee AR ECS Stone cutting and finishing Whetstones and oilstones. 

Hialls Arkeneas Oilstnoes Ine “ tice AS ne se 

Pe AR a ectenloeteeed: eatlberennenannh 
Hindostan Whetstone Co. sa bs 

Belford INen sce eeenennnnnnnnnegaggPoccacccoca-- alata 
weiner SE 
Tiong Rowers nnn=——-—-—-—---~ Slgnoutting and finishing Whetstone apd tones 

sage age wins ETL Grudenovaculite 
Malena: Stoneeuttingand finishing Whetstones and olstones, 

Norton Co. Oilstones, Norton Pike Div. ‘ ns ee res site 
ea ene nnn nnnas gag occccccct De. 

pe ee ato SSSUL CLIT SS. Gam loo oss = Gouda eovacalite, 

Hotsprings AR. neoa- Stone cutting and finishing Whetstones and ostones. 
Por oy Whetigne ‘ ” 
WalhWhemtnes ooonepcrcccaememnnscoealtennnnccscocs 

MaNORCAR ecrocenpee-mneecanensen arate aneeeee= Do. 
Walls Whelton ne 

Malvern, AR ceeeeeagesese | Quang ass rude novaculit 
Washita Mountain Whetstone Co. fee me a“ 

__ Jabs aml, AR cusac eee Seating bite eee
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GARNET 

The United States continued to account which was used largely in sandblasting and for about 75% of the world’s garnet produe-_ water filtration. 
tion; the remainder was produced primarily _ Several producers reported that the levels in Australia, India, and the U.S.S.R. Four of shipments in 1983 were approximately producers continued to be active, two in the same as those of 1982. However, the 
New York and one each in Idaho and producer in Maine reported substantial in- Maine. Barton Mines Corp., Warren Coun- creases in production and shipments, attrib- 
ty, NY, sold garnet for use in coated abra- uted to its recently completed plant expan- sives, glass grinding and polishing, and sion. 
metal lapping. The NYCO Div. of Processed 
Minerals Inc., Essex County, NY, reported Table 8.—Garnet sold or used by that its garnet was used mostly in sand- producers in the United States blasting and in bonded abrasives. Emerald. 
Creek Garnet Milling Co. operated two Year Quester: “yslas mines in Benewah County, ID, and report- fons) sands) ed that its garnet was used chiefly in == 
sandblasting and water filtration. Industri- 32/9 -------~----- ee | ES al Garnet Extractives Inc., near Rangeley in 348) <~------—7"211 3pe19 5204 Oxford County, ME, produced almandine js} ~~7~77777~77~-—~ mone Bie garnet and a garnet-containing utility grit, §<—————————""-_"S' _ Oat 

CORUNDUM AND EMERY 

Corundum.—There were no imports of public of South Africa by one firm in abrasivegrade corundum during 1980-83. Massachusetts. Another Massachusetts Demand was met by withdrawal from firm accounted for one-half of the total stocks. In recent years, the domestic supply consumption. Corundum was used in grind- had consisted almost entirely of material ing and polishing optical components. imported from Zimbabwe through the Re- 

Table 9.—Natural corundum: World production, by country! 
(Short tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983" 9893081 198 0 Bie ee 1,002 1,608 1424 1494 no South Africa, Republic of. | _~~>2>7777777 82 155 00. 68 354 USSRE _____ ernenss raipeeeeste testentesinice 9,400 9,500 9,500, 9,500 9,600 Unaguay® 225 jan SEES SRE RE ARES OSS 350 206 "40 250 "220 Zimbabwe TLLTTTITT TTT I 3s) 9606 9.400 
ibel eemeenvenanwems 29068 32056 PATI == TS_«18.984 

‘Estimated. — Preliminary. ¥Table includes data available through May 80, 1984 *Reported figure 

Emery.—Two companies, De Luca Emery deburring media. Mine Inc. and John Leardi Emery Mine, _ World production of emery was principal- continued to operate emery mines, both ly from Greece and Turkey. In 1982, produc- near Peekskill in Westchester County, NY. tion of emery in Greece was estimated to be The crude material, a gray rock and an 10,000 short tons and production in Turkey impure corundum containing magnesium- was reported to be 31,909 tons. aluminum silicates, was processed by two _ Prices quoted for emery by domestic sup- companies—Washington Mills Abrasive pliers in December 1983 ranged from $145 Co., North Grafton, MA, and Emeri-Crete per ton for the lowest grade nonskid floor- Inc., New Castle, NH. Domestic emery was ing material to $520 per ton for specialized used mostly as a nonslip additive for floors, industrial abrasive grade, in truckload Pavements, and stair treads. Minor uses quantities, fo.b. plant. were as coated abrasives and tumbling or
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INDUSTRIAL DIAMOND 

Domestic production of synthetic indus- diamond compacts and other synthetic 
trial diamond was estimated to be at a products was also expected to alleviate any 
record level of 69 million carats, a 30% supply shortfall. 
increase and the prime contributing factor Exports plus reexports of industrial dia- 

to the record level of exports for both value mond dust and powder, including synthet- 
and quantity of industrial diamond. Second- ics, was at a record level of 42.3 million 
ary production, salvage from used diamond carats valued at $82.5 million. Exports plus 

tools and from wet and dry diamond- reexports of stone totaled 3.2 million carats 
containing waste, was estimated to be 1.8 valued at $34.1 million. 
million carats. The five companies produc- Several of the more than 100 known 
ing synthetic diamond in the United States kimberlite occurrences in the Colorado- 

were E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc., Wyoming State Line District and the Iron 

Industrial Diamond Div., Gibbstown, NJ; Mountain District of Wyoming had been 
General Electric Co., Specialty Materials evaluated and 14 had yielded diamond. 

Department, Worthington, OH; Megadia- According to the Deputy Director of the 
mond Industries Inc., Provo, UT; U.S. Syn- Geological Survey of Wyoming, one of the 
thetics Corp., Orem, UT; and Valdiamant exploration companies temporarily stopped 
International, a division of Valeron Corp., its project because the evaluation of several 
Ann Arbor, MI. of the diamondiferous kimberlites had 

The Government industrial diamond yielded only 0.005 to 0.01 carat per ton. It 

stockpile inventory, as of December 31, was was reported that the gem-to-industrial- 
reduced to 22.0 million carats of crushing diamond ratio of these samples was similar 

bort and 15.5 million carats of stone, but to that of the Republic of South Africa and 

still exceeded the goal for stone of 7.7 that one of the stones weighed approximate- 
million carats. Available for disposal, from ly 1 carat.‘ This firm again instigated an 
prior enabling legislation, was 1.5 million evaluation program. Another firm that was 
carats of stone. The inventory of small investigating the Sloan kimberlite had giv- 
diamond dies was 25,473 pieces; the goal en no evaluation reports and curtailed the 
was 60,000 pieces. program because one of the joint venture 

The United States remained the largest partners withdrew. 
consumer of natural industrial diamond Rapid detection and analysis fieldwork, 
stones but was totally dependent on foreign partially funded by the National Aeronau- 

sources, importing approximately 6.1 mil- tics and Space Administration, was com- 
lion carats. Owing to political instability, pleted by the Geological Survey of Wyoming 
supplies from Zaire and other areas remain- and the University of Wyoming, Depart- 
ed in potential danger of disruption. Output ment of Geology. Initial findings were en- 
was largely dependent on the output of gem couraging, and results indicate that some 
diamond, which was limited by economic kimberlite occurrences can be detected with 
and other factors not directly related to the remote techniques. The Survey was contin- 
demand for industrial stones. Discovery ofa uing its stream sediment program. This 
large deposit of diamond predominantly of program proved to be the most effective and 
industrial quality in Australia was expected valid method of locating the kimberlites; 
to substantially improve the supply by 1986. however, the technique is very time consu- 
Increased use of synthetic polycrystalline ming and labor intensive. 

Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption 
of industrial diamond 

(excluding diamond dies) 
(Thousand carats and thousand dollars) 

mt Vato 
1961s 20404 110.510 
ImeTTEESRETASEIOETESSS «ager “aan 
39882 22TTTTTTTTTTIIIIIID ase asi
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WORLD REVIEW the alluvial mining operation, 200,000 car- 

A . ats was sold for an estimated $1.9 million 
Angola—Companhia de Diamantes de to De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd.’s Cen- 

Angola (DIAMANG) diamond mining com- tra} Selling Organization (CSO) The CSO 
pany was 77% controlled by the Govern- was expected to market 95% of the gem- 
ment through the state mining enterprise quality diamond and 71% of the near-gem 
Empresa Nacional de Diamantes de Angols. and industrial stone during the mining of 
The Belgian companios, Sociste Generle the alluvial deposits and during the first 5 
174% interest iheka, together shared @ years of full production from the AK-1 
Sino ‘ ; kimberlite pipe. 
Hindering efforts to improve productivity“ Development of the AK-1 kimberlite pipe 

has been the increase in the amount of +4, fy] production was given the go-ahead by 
smuggling and theft, estimated to deprive the Western Australia government. Part- 
the Government of up to 50% of diamond ners to the joint venture had been negoti- 

DIAMANG’s total work force numbered ting for some time with the State govern- 
sit 1110 dened ea oper ne ee within a vast concession in Lunda Norte ‘A } 
Province. There were three regional mining workers i ane ont of the remote Kimberley 
divisions—Andrada, Lucapa, and Cuango— *°8™ fad teanania “bs a thes 
with some operations as far as 400 kilome- eo oe ape eat a cdifying ae 
ters from the mine headquarters at Dundo. Part > 
The formidable infrastructural problems See eat Tiare tee is bo alle . 
Sa eee alan cat cole be 7200 Feturn, the State government would receive 
euikars “$48.5 million in additional advance royal- 

The great majority of diamonds were ties. There was to be an equivalent offtet 
recovered from alluvial terrace and river- 98 riOee ea or 3. The Bes Ee 3 
bed gravels, the latter frequently requiring bike and 199: a eS ue ie 
extensive river diversions during the dry Cae ne holly owne a aie ov oe 
season and th f explosives to gail xP. ininy seoese to the rich gravels in deep potholes Corp. NL for $36.5 million. This is the same 
and crevices on the riverbed. Whereas the mount paid by Bond when it acquired the 
average grade of alluvial gravels in the holding, then owned 39% by Endeavor Re- 
Lucapa and Andrada divisions runs from  S°"r0es eae same iis nit 
0.2 to 0.3 carat per cubic meter, the river e second phase of the million 
gravels of the fuangs River anaes 2.5 AK-1 kimberlite pipe project was to involve 
carats per cubic meter, with some rich Preparation of the pipe for commercial min- 
pockets yielding up to 100 carats per cubic * oe oS | PesetripPng: s 20 se 
meter. About 90 kilometers of the Cuango lion tons of overburden; construction of a 
River remained to be mined. There vee 3-million-ton-per-year-capacity treatment 
also ample alluvial reserves remaining in Plant; construction of metal-style accommo- 
other regions, so that there was no great dation and recreational facilities; construc- 
haste to mine the extensive kimberlites that tion of an all-weather jet aircraft landing 
had been discovered. Limited open pit min- strip; and construction of offices, work- 
ing of the weathered tops of two pipes, shops, and warehouses. The Argyle kimber- 
Catoca and Camajico, was carried out, but lite mine was expected to be in production 
the Camofuea Camazombo pipe—one of in 1986. Annual output was expected to 
the largest in the world—was still being eventually reach 25 million carats of dia- 

evaluated mond per year, with a projected minimum 
‘Australia.—The diamond processing _ mine life of 20 years. The alluvial mine was 

plant capacity of Argyle Diamond Mines to continue operating during construction 
Pty. Ltd. alluvial deposits was expanded of the stage two project.” When completed, 
from 2,000 to 4,000 tons per day in early the Argyle Mine was expected to be by far 
1983 and was targeted to reach 5 million the world’s largest diamond mine and 

ree < carats.! However, by yearend, the output Australia the world’s largest diamond- 
exceeded 6.2 million carats partially attrib- producing country. 
uted to a higher-than-anticipated diamond Another alluvial diamond deposit was 
yield per ton of raw material processed. In discovered off Bow River near Lake Argyle 
the first commercial sale of diamonds from in northwest Western Australia. Gem Ex-
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ploration and Minerals Ltd. reported that _ estimated value of $185 to $200. Aredor had 
diamondiferous gravel totaling 58 million sufficient reserves to last about 14 years, 
tons, which could eventually be upgraded to although the company hoped to establish 
more than 220 million tons, was found further reserves in the lease area that 
following tests carried out in conjunction would enable 1 million tons per year of 
with Freeport of Australia Pty. Inc. A total gravel to be processed. The cost of the 
of 2,871 diamonds was recovered from 2,590 venture had reached $79.1 million. Aredor, 
tons of material during bulk testing. The which had an equal share in the project 
average diamond size was 0.16 carat, in- with the Government of Guinea, was owned 
cluding an average of 0.21 carat in one area. by Bridge Oil Ltd. (79.2%), the Internation 
The 398 carats obtained from the bulk al Bank for Reconstruction and Develop- 
sample represent a grade of almost 17 ment (World Bank) (11.3%), Industrial Dia- 
carats per 110 tons. The largest stone mond Co. (5%), Bankers Trust of Australia 
weighed 5 carats and was of industrial (3.5%), and Simonius Visher and Co. (19).!® 
quality, but the batch included a 3.2-carat Based on the results of a detailed feasibility 
gem diamond. The diamonds were valued at study, the U.S. Government agency, Over- 
an average of $15.65 per carat. seas Private Investment Corp. agreed to 

Afro-West Mining Ltd. reported recovery provide political risk insurance on Bridge 
of diamonds from claims tested along Oil's investment in the project.* The gem 
Smoke Creek in Western Australia. The stones were to be marketed by both Aredor 
company was increasing its treatment ca- Sales of Aredor Guinea SA and the Guinean 
pacity at the Smoke Creek claims, down-' Government on a 70-30 basis, while the 
stream from the Argyle project, and was industrial stones were to be sold on a 50-50 
working in joint venture with Aracca Min- _basis."* 
erals Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of  Namibia.—Production of diamonds had 
Aracea Petroleum Corp. A total of 4,000 fallen 35% since 1980. De Beers cut back 
tons of material was stockpiled adjacent production, closing one of the four main 
to the treatment area so that testing conglomerate treatment plants, because of 
could be continued into the wet season. the weak diamond market and huge stock- 
Afro-West regarded the initial results as pile, particularly the large gem stones over 

encouraging.” 1 carat in size that Consolidated Diamond 
Botswana.—Continued increases in pro- Mines (Pty.) Ltd. (CDM) produced in abun- 

duction from the new mine at Jwaneng in dance. During the first half of 1983, sales of 
conjunction with output from the Oprapa rough diamonds by CSO were 40% higher in 
and Lethakane Mines made Botswana sec- dollar terms than for the second half of 
ond in world production of natural diamond 1982, confirming an ongoing recovery of 
and first in production of gem diamond. demand. 
During the past few years, Falconbridge The fall in sales by CDM had particularly 
Ltd., Exploration Div., had centered its serious consequences on Namibia’s fi- 
main diamond prospecting efforts in nances. Normally, the 10% diamond export 
Botswana, and over 60 kimberlite pipes had duty, diamond profits, and income tax had 
been locatd in northeastern Kgalagadi Dis- covered 40% of the administration's ex- 
trict and in the southern part of Kgalagadi penditures, but, in 1983, the revenues only 
around Tshabong. The most promising dis- covered 4% of expenditures.** 
covery covers 27 acres, and Falconbridge,  Romania.—After developing its own tech- 
with The Superior Oil Co. of Houston, a nology, Romania had set up the Dacia 
major partner, started operation of a bulk Synthetic Diamond Plant in 1974, Four 
sampling treatment facility at the site. De types of synthetic diamond were produced, 
Beers had the right to acquire a 50% ranging in size from 0.25 to 800 microme- 

interest.’? ters. Romania planned to start large-scale 
Guinea.—Aredor Holdings Ltd. of Aus- production and use of synthetic diamond 

tralia planned to bring on-stream in early bits and blades. The use of this type of 
1984 the world’s latest diamond mine. With equipment has increased sevenfold from 
a rated production of 250,000 carats per 1976 to 1981. Synthetic diamond bits were 
year, the operation, by world standards, was expected to play an important role in oil 
not particularly large but 90% of the output well drilling. Romania was also interested 
was expected to be gem-quality diamonds. in developing technology for the production 
Initial prospecting showed the average of synthetic polycrystalline compacts and 
size of stone to be 0.8 to 1 carat with an cubic boron nitride compacts.”
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South Africa, Republic of—A new off- sive Plant was of superior quality. New 
shore diamond field, extending from Nama- synthesizing equipment was installed that 
qualand, near the border with Namibia, to was claimed to increase production tenfold. 
within 120 kilometers of Cape Town, was  Venezuela.—A new law that revoked a 
opened by the South African Department of system of unlimited approval of mining 
Mineral and Energy Affairs. The field was rights resulted in some 20,000 small miners 
divided into eight shallow and middepth in the Guaniamo diamond district losing 
sections and two deepwater sections. More their sole means of livelihood. The new law 
than 500 tenders were made. The area was introduced because of poor diamond 
was unusually rich in gem stone-quality recoveries caused by inefficient mining 

diamonds.” techniques. In addition, an estimated 65% 
De Beers continued to investigate and of the diamonds was being smuggled out of 

evaluate the cluster of diamondiferous the country. Under the new arrangement, 
pipes on the Venetian farm in northern miners and companies were required to 
‘Transvaal and other prospectors flocked to demonstrate their technical and economic 
the area. Trans Hex Co. purchased Dawn ability before being granted mining rights. 
Diamond Co. and planned to explore and As a result, small mines were forming 
develop the areas in which Dawn had been cooperatives that would be regulated by the 

operating.” National Superintendency of Cooperatives 
Mafikeng Diamonds Ltd. conducted a test and the Ministry of Energy and Mines.” 

mining operation on an alluvial diamond —Zaire.—The Société Miniére de Bakwan- 
deposit located about 10 kilometers from ga (MIBA) had been experiencing problems 
Mafikeng Bophuthatswana, in the Republic resulting from a substantial decline in its 
of South Africa. The mine, managed by Rio ore grade and, in an effort to ensure its 
‘Pinto South Africa, a subsidiary of Rio future, had resorted to more intensive kim- 
Tinto Zinc Corp. Ltd., commenced oper- berlite mining and exploration of the 
ations in June at a planned output of 1,300 Mbujimoyi riverbed and its adjacent flats 
tons per day of gravel. It was thought that a _ using new dredging techniques. The compa- 
full year of operation would be needed ny had invested more than $10 million in 
before the distribution and value of the 1982 on this project, and the new dredge 
diamonds in the deposit could be determin- was scheduled to start operating by year- 
ed. The deposit had first been actively end. 
mined in the 1920's by individual diggers. The average selling price had decreased 
Rio Tinto first began investigations into the substantially in 1981 to $9.39 per carat and 
area in 1981 and, after confirming the continued the decline in 1982 to $7.59 per 
presence of diamonds, took out a mining carat. However, the new agreement for 
lease; a modern diamond recovery plant marketing of MIBA’s production, signed in 
was installed. Although the deposit is March 1983 between Société Zairoise de 
known to be of low grade, the company was Commercialisation de Minerais and British 
hoping that modern recovery methods ap- Diamond Distributors Ltd., which belonged 
plied on a larger scale than previously to CSO, opened the way for a return to a 
practiced would justify a long-term mining higher level of price. 

operation.** Financing was arranged for further devel- 
U.S.S.R.—Production of new types of syn- opment of the MIBA Mine. The goal was to 

thetic diamond began at the Kabardino- increase production from the present level 
Balkar diamond instrument plant at Terels of 6 million to 12 million carats per year, 
in the Caucasian region in honor of the which had been the level of output in the 
Lenin Komsomal. The first batch of syn- early 1970's. 
thetic diamonds from the Tashkent Abra-
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TECHNOLOGY of drag bit cutters with sintered diamond 
instead of standard tungsten carbi 

‘A tadiotcal alamo plant waaventsb< nm tae Ge Gat tee erttogeal 
lished in Ireland by the Specialty Materials cutting forces, primary dust generation, and 
group of General Electric. The plant, which fncendivity, with a standard plumb-bob- 
‘was to initially employ 250 workers, was to type conical cutter (60° included tip angle) 

poe epee for use in as the reference. Preliminary -wear and 
ri nutting. : i ‘ 

A study by the Japanese was conducted Se re eS hon ieee a 
on the effects of graphite additives on the forces similar to those of the reference bit, 
sinterability of diamond compacts. Dia- put one new design had about twice the 

mond and diamond-graphite powder i" normal force. This same design had almost 
cobalt substrates at 1,400" C to 1,500" Cand {WtFe, oe are smal cha 

5.8 gigapascals. Microstructure and cutting ower amount of primary dust than did the 
performance were studied in detail for the reference bit. Incendivity was eliminated 
sintered diamonds obtained as functions of Fo'“two radial designs, One conical design 
the particle size of the diamond, graphite 7") yt iy ena Tene 
and cobalt content, and type of graphite @d ignition only alter more tan nh was 0 ope pacts, but the other conical design was 
used. Well-sintered bodies with a fine- PACS, 00) ou fail oa tuiee 
grained homogeneous microstructure and incendive. Impact Tailure ocr ree WO inn ‘4 : : as quickly as anticipated. Over 7,500 im- extensive direct bonding between diamond nates cha total 
particles were produced when graphite ob- Pacts on. a sandétone fave, wit & (lt 
tained from diamond or partially graphitia- Cutting distance of more than 1.980 meters, 

s ly scuffed the leading edge of the sintered 
ed diamond was used. Cutting performance 9"¥ es Beene hata 
was evaluated by measuring the surface ‘iamond cutting face but caused hairline 
roughness of an aluminum-silicon alloy fin. °Facks in the substrate mounting pad. Addi- 
Jshei with tools made from the sintered tional design and testing were recommend. 
bodies and by determining the flank wear 4 to develop an optimum cutter, but the 
resistance of the tools. An optimum graph- ™aterial appeared to be promising’ 
ite content was found at about 50% to 70% | A newly developed laser-welded saw 
by volume in the partially graphitized blade effectively launched diamond technol- 
starting material. ogy into an area traditionally held by the 

Needle-shaped crystals found in samples conventional abrasive blade. Conventional 
of synthetic diamond grits were examined dty-cutting blades had been used with port- 
by Xray diffraction, optical methods, and able saws to cut bricks, concrete, tiles, and 
scanning electron microscopy. It was shown other building materials. Although they 
that these crystals are cyclic twins with a Were relatively inexpensive, blade life was 
morphology hitherto unreported. The crys- Short, downtime owing to blade changing 
tal habit of these cyclic twin crystals results was high, and cutting rates were often very 
from pronounced (100) faceting, characteris- low. Moreover, there was a continuing safe- 
tic of synthetic diamond, in addition to the _ ty hazard from possible blade bursting. The 
(111) growth faces, thereby producing the need for water coolant prevented the appli- 
needle-shaped crystals observed. This was cation of the diamond saw as the preferred 
different from the five-branched star cyclic blade for portable machines in the tradi- 
twin crystal habit previously found in both tional building areas. However, the new 
natural and synthetic diamond grits and in _laser-welding technique used to bond the 
which only (111) facets were present.” diamond segments to the steel blade center 

Study of inclusions in the diamonds and provided a joint that was actually stronger 
xenoliths of diamond-bearing rock supplied than either the steel or the diamond- 
important information about the composi- impregnated segment. Consequently, the 

tion of the upper mantle of the Earth at a temperatures generated in dry cutting, 
depth of 150 to 250 kilometers. Further which would dislodge conventionally brazed 
study of kimberlite mineralogy will be re- segments, were no longer significant.%° 
quired to solve fundamental problems of A recently developed synthetic polycrys- 
composition and physicochemical condi- talline diamond product manufactured by a 
tions in the Earth’s mantle before these domestic producer was obtaining excellent 
techniques will be an aid in the search for results in core drilling when used in appli- 
new primary sources of diamond. cations usually reserved for natural, single 

"The Bureau of Mines tested new designs crystal industrial diamond. This synthetic
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diamond product was being supplied in aluminum oxide grinding wheels, the syn- 
triangular, rectangular, and cylindrical _ thetic diamond product outlasted the mined 
shapes for setting in drill bits and for uses diamond tool through three relaps, result 
as diamond dressers and tools. Economic bit ing in two to three times longer tool life. 
life of the triangular diamond set in core ‘The synthetic diamond product was also 
bits proved to be 60% longer than mined being used successfully for dressing silicon 
diamond bits, and drilling cost per foot was carbide grinding wheels.*? 
33% lower when used in drilling shale and Abstracts relative to diamond materials 
sandstone formations. Penetration rates and machines, including patents, were pub- 
were twice as fast as that of the natural lished monthly from January to June in the 
diamond bit without any increase in the Industrial Diamond Review. Each 1983 
weight on the bit. When the synthetic monthly report contained 17 to 23 pages of 
diamond shapes were used for dressing abstracts and patent information. 

MANUFACTURED ABRASIVES 

Manufactured abrasives operations con-  Carborundum’s worldwide bonded and coat- 
tinued to be depressed. These materials had ed abrasives operations. The only excep- 
supported heavy industries such as steel, tions were to be the integrated operations in 
foundry, and automotive and were reliable Brazil and the Republic of South Africa. 
indicators of economic condition of the in- Although Carborundum withdrew from the 
dustrial segment of the economy both na- bonded and coated abrasive market, it con- 
tionally and worldwide. Production was tinued to produce silicon carbide and fused 
approximately the same as that of 1982 and aluminum oxide through its Electromin- 
was again reported at its lowest level for _erals Div., which was consolidated with the 
silicon carbide since 1963, for fused alumi- Processed Minerals Sector of Sohio Chemi- 
num oxide since 1958, and for metallic cal and Industrial Products Co., along with 
abrasives since 1964. Qit-Fer et Titane Inc.* 

Five firms produced crude fused alumina — The Domestic Coated Div. of Carborun- 
in the United States and Canada at eight dum was sold to a Chicago investor group 
plants. Production was at only 42% of and was to operate as Carborundum Abra- 
furnace capacity. Reported production of sive Inc. The domestic bonded abrasive 
white high-purity material increased 7% to operations in Logan, OH, were purchased 
15,940 tons, but was only 50% of the normal by two former Carborundum executives and 
previous level. Production of regular mate- were to operate as the Carborundum Grind- 
rial increased 4% in quantity and 14% in ing Co. The Niagara Falls, NY, bonded 
value to 121,167 tons and $42.6 million, abrasive operation was not expected to re- 
respectively. Almost all of the combined open. The Canadian coated abrasives oper- 
output of white and regular material was ations were sold to former Carborundum 
for abrasive application. One company re- executives and a Canadian investor group. 
ported shipping a small quantity of regular The other foreign operations were sold to 
material for refractory manufacture. Re- division and plant management employees 
ported yearend stocks totaled 12,427 tons. _ together with local investors. 

During the latter part of the year Suri: — Exolon, Tonawanda, NY, and ESK, 
name Aluminum Co,, a subsidiary of Alu- Hennepin, IL, signed a memorandum of 
minum Co. of America in Suriname, intent to combine all of their silicon carbide 
announced that it would no longer supply and fused aluminum oxide operations to 
calcined bauxite for abrasive applications. form a new company, The Exolon-ESK Co. 
Suriname had been the largest supplier of The merger was expected to be formalized 
abrasive-grade calcined bauxite to North by early 1984. ESK was owned by the West 
America." Most of the companies made up German company Wacker Chemie AG, 
supply shortages by purchasing calcined which also owned Elektroschmelzwerk 
bauxite from Australia and China; however, Kempten AG in the Federal Republic of 
some of the companies were uneasy with Germany. No changes were anticipated in 
the primary supply being so remote and the existing operations, and the sales and 
preferred long-term commitments from a executive offices were to be located in Tona- 
more proximate supplier. wanda. The principal reasons given for the 

Sohio made an unexpected announce- proposed merger were that Exolon was not 
ment in mid-March of plans to close or sell self-sufficient in silicon carbide capacity
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while ESK had no facilities for processing sintering. 
we cilicon carbide and could adequately _ Silicon Products Ltd. began recovery of 

supply Exolon’s processing operations.** silicon carbide from granite sludge at its 

Bey firm produced fused alumina. new plant in Elberton, GA. The proprietary 

zirconia abrasive in plants in both Canada _beneficiation process developed by aiee 

and the United States. All production was Products produced a 92%-silicon-carbide 

used for abrasive applications. Output in- oer that was filtered, ae and air 

creased in both tonnage and value. classific into two commercial sizes, @ 

Se Minme in the United States and coarse minus 100-mesh plus 325-mesh prod- 

Canada produced silicon carbide in seven uct and a fine minus 325-mesh plus 10° 

plants. The companies produced crude ma- micrometer product. A company official 

ante ne conives, refractories, and other estimated that approximately 50,000 tons of 

nonabrasive uses. Total production was only eee, silicon carbide was located in 

52% of furnace capacity. Output during the he Giberton, aise: ane on. eaaiaenel 

aa oe ersual 8% to 160,000 tons and value £000 tons was being Set ing companies. 
Yeoreased 5%. Abrasive use decreased 1% tn city. Bs ee ing capapenion. 

and accounted for 36% of output. Metallur- 2 SN) & erton recently passed an 
ee 2 . ordinance governing the dumping of emery 

gical applications decreased 17% and an _ ping of 
(actually silicon carbide) residue into its 

‘accounted for 39% of the output. Refractory storm drains” 

Sen Si% and accounted In the yearend Stockpile Report to, the 
ay ae bee al a a stocks Congress by the General Services Adminis- 

Res oe eT ed io Cais inventory of crude fused alumi- 

fe ‘erro permanently close a nadian ym oxide abrasive grain was about 51,000 

silicon carbide operation, Produits Refrac- tons, Stocks of silicon carbide crude were 
taires et Abrasives Electro dui Canada Ltée. 89,550 tons, and the goal was 29,000 tons. 

in Quebec Province in June. ‘The plant was Metallic abrasives were produced by 11 

dismantled and the building shell and prop- firms in 12 plants in the United States. One 

erty were to be sold. It had been in oper. firm that had usually operated two plants 

ation for over 35 years. The closing was operated only one plant during 1983. Steel 

‘another setback for the North American shot and grit comprised 89% of the total 

abrasives industry with an additional loss of quantity of metallic abrasives sold or used; 

pacieed caer Copecity Ferro, Banned | to the balance included chilled iron shot and 

continue to produce abrasive and refractory grit and annealed iron shot and grit. Four 

Silicon carbide grain and to purchase crude States supplied 100% of the total sold or 

Silicon carbide from domestic and Canadian _used—Pennsylvania, 38%; Ohio and Michi- 

suppliers. craphite © aint 2 2A each; and Virginia, ge. The total 

fuperior Graphite Co. announced that it quantity, sold or used, increased 5% in 

had become actively involved in the market- volume and 4% in value. 

ing of silicon carbide following the success- Shipments of chilled and annealed iron 

ful completion of the test of its commercial- shot and grit, produced by two companies 

scale proprietary silicon carbide continuous one in Indiana and one in Ohio, decreasoe 

furnace. The material was developed for a 6% in quantity and 4% in value. Cut wire 

wide range of uses including metallurgical shot production, primarily stainless steel 

additions, refractories, fine abrasive grit, W"8 reported by ty firms, one in Michigar 

and for high-performance ceramics. The and one in New York. 
silicon carbide products were derived from 
the direct run-of-furnace (ROF) silicon car- TECHNOLOGY 
bided carbon grain. This material was made The hard river-quartz aggregates found i 

by forming silicon carbide on the external many parts of the country were known 

‘and internal surfaces of relatively porous produce especially hard and durable port 

carbon particles. The silicon carbide is in land cement concrete (PCC) highways. Th 

the beta (cubic) crystalline phase form. The major concern when applying a thin-coate 

ROF grain is free flowing and can be used PCC overlay was that, prior to applicatior 

sec oe a ee ad bua eloped th . It can further processed good profile needed to leveloped the 

fo remove free carbon and other impurities ensured bonding. Because the quartz. ager 

to meet specifications for fine abrasive grit gate was so hard, the profile was not readil 

‘and high-purity silicon carbide powders developed and PCC resurfacing had bee 

for reaction bonding and pressureless uneconomical. A shot blaster was develope
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that can economically clean PCC surfaces, preparation is less critical with greater 
‘The shot blaster uses a veined wheel to hurl stock removal capacity and improved wear 
steel shot at the surface, wearing away characteristics. The superabrasives can tol- 
between 1/16 to 1/8 inch of concrete. After erate a much wider variation in rough bores 
hitting the surface, the shot rebounds and is coming in and still produce good pieces at 
caught and recycled. Filters collect the good rates. Previous operations can be 
dust. In Iowa, last summer, the machine speeded up without paying a prohibitive 
cleaned nearly 1 mile of 18-foot-wide, hard- cost premium at the finish end. Industry 
aggregate PCC highway per day. Because of reports cycle time reductions ranging 
the superior quality of the cleaning and the from 30% to 80% and output improvements 
profile of the cleaned surface, special mixes tanging from 15 parts per aluminum oxide 
of concrete were not needed for the overlay. Stone to 1,900 parts per CBN stone. 
The shot blaster makes PCC overlays com- _ To identify construction materials for 
petitive with asphalt." emerging technology in chemical metallur- 

The physical and chemical properties of gical processes, the Bureau of Mines investi. 
boron nitride (BN) are very similar to car- ated the acid resistance of ceramic materi- 

bon. Graphite-like (g-BN), wurtzite (w-BN), ls. Eight commercial ceramic materials 
and zine blende (2-BN) are known as poly. Were evaluated. Carbon brick samples had morphs of BN, corresponding to graphite, the best acid-resistant properties based on 
hexagonal, and cubie diamond, respectively, leached ion weight loss, followed by silicon 
A study was undertaken to clarify the Carbide bricks. ee structural change in shock-compressed BN Significant research continued in silicon 
and to obtain superhard sintered compacts, Ca*bide materials technology. Several new 
Results showed that the transformation high-technology products were developed in from wBN to rBN increased with treat, Jepen in a range of organosilicon oligomers. 
ment temperature. The content of -BN was One of these materials, polycarbosilane, : converted to fine silicon carbide crystals about 50%, after 15 minutes at 1,500" C, and COMvUnnes, Bo Ane oe 800" C and had 
80% at 1,600° C. The apparent density "iter sitl se a bonding material for formi 
increased with temperature. The densities Potenu@ as & bonding Mister aotoriee foe 
reached theoretical at about 1,600° C, but Yr dense silicon carbide refractories for 
decreased at higher temperatures. The “4” unique method to mass produce an 
hardnese also changed with temperature. A extremely heat-resistant and high-tensile- 
Fe ee re Pra atuciag, Strength silicon carbide whisker was devel- 
ae ee rc te A Petered compare, oped in Japan, The fibers, which were 
obtained at very high pressure and pean expected to make an excellent reinforcer, 

ature, 6.7 gigapascals and 1,600° C, for 15 ee ee el oeaes crear Ga 
tinutes and consisting of 20% by weight 1,600" C. The fiber maintained its properties 
w-BN and 80% by weight z-BN, had theoret- Wh, ite te 1600" 
jcal density and extremely high hardness» Gag tmecy onto misinure strength, 

Cubic boron nitride (CBN) has heen given. ¢,024 snowed only neininnam strength lo 

CHEN ‘he en ewe ex an industria abe acces | co 48 nin that of enoasy 
sive for over 15 years, but recent discoveries Hirerate en A mes tnt of carbon 
in honing technology has sharply upgraded In February, the successful demonstra- 
the usefulness of this material. CBN had tion of a nonlubricated, uncooled ceramic 
made honing an attractive alternative to diesel engine was announced at the nation- 
grinding, reaming, and boring. Not only al meeting of the Society of Automotive 
does honing provide superior control of bore Engineers. The engine, based on the design 
geometry and size and finish, but it now of Dr. Seamus Timoney at University Col- 
offers some important additional benefits lege, Dublin, Ireland, used Carborundum 
because operator inputs are reduced when designed and built silicon carbide cylinders, 
stone life goes up on the order of 20 to 30 pistons, and liners. Initial results showed a 
times, and breekdown,booomes far more 20% to Hi reduction in friction and siguit 

-onsistent and much more predictable, Bore icant reduction in noise levels. Using a 
size and finish are more closely controlled number of advanced ceramic materials, the 
with far less adjusting and compensating by engine was to be further tested under a 
the operator. The time saved in changing recently awarded U.S. Department of De- 
stones alone becomes a sizable bonus. Part fense contract.*
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Table 13.—Crude artificial abrasives manufacturers in 1983 
Company Tecation Product 

Carborundum Electro Minerals Co, a division of Niagara Falls, NY... Fused aluminum oxide 
‘Standard Oil of Ohio. (high Purity) Vancouver, WA Gnactive)__.._Silloon carbide Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada Fused aluminum oxide “regular Shawinigan, Quebec, Canada. Silicon carbide Bi Gin canteens ancy aus: Hamelin th oeet coos SanSe Do he Bxolon Go === = 2-n2222 a 22222 2= Thorold, Ontario, Canada ~~~77~— Fused aluminum oxide trogula and son carbide Forro Corp, Abrasive Div... Capdea-Madeleine, Quebec, Canada Silicon carbide (permanently discontinued oper- tions in June 1963), 

General Abrasives, a division of Dresser Indus- ‘Niagara Falls, NY ----------- Fused aluminum oxide tries Ine Chigh port. ‘Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada used aluminum oxide regular and silicon carbide 
Norton Co __-_-.----------------- Huntsville, AL________-_._-. Fused aluminum oxide high purity) Worcester, MA General abrasive process- ine Capdela Madeleine, Quebec, Canada Silicon carbide Chippewa, Ontario, Canada Fused aluminum oxide (regalar and high pur {and afuminan hrs Satellite Alloy Corp. ------------ Springfield, PA... Siloon carbide ‘Washington Mis Abrasives Go “——777—-7 Niagara Pals, Ontaio, Gada “"~ Fused luminim oxide ‘regular
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‘Table 14.—Producers' of metallic abrasives in 1983 
——— a ae Company Location and/or gr) 

‘Abrasive Materials Inc Hilladale, MI Cutie, Durmieel Op oo SDC ESE ALESS Piesburgh, PA OOOOITIIIIIIIIIID see Brvin Industries ing -—~~~"7777T2T TID Adrian, BM. 222222 2=T IIIT IIT Do, Dieses ccc SUSSESEEREGSOTN’ ducien PARTTOES TSEUE eS TaaT ES Da, Globe Steel Abrasives Go --"="="77=7TT> Mansfeld, OR ~—>~7TTITTT TTI Dao Jumbo Manufacturing Ing —~~"77777772 Tippecanoe IN LTTLITTTITTIIIIZquitled iron Metal Tec Stel Abrasives Go ~~ ~>~22 Goon, Mi 27T2TTTTTIIIIIIIT Sheek National Metal Abrasive Co -~~~~772-_ Wadsworth, OH” ———~~~—~~=~>7—~ Bo. MsPergban Con ccocccScSTESCIIST: Wallen BA = ce 72 SS SSRDITSES Do. Belletgine 7 ~~ 7~TTTTT TI Tonawanda, NY TIDDIIEIID  cuewire. Steel Abrasives Inc ""77TTTTIITIIIITT~—Falneld, OW -27DLTTOTIIIIIIIII Chile iron. Whoolabrator-Fryelne -=2777777T2I22 Mishawaka, TTTTTITTIIIIIIIT. Stel Dornewenve-nnoscslesslzzzs22 Bedford, VA --2=22s22ess22sose Be. 
‘Excludes secondary (salvage) producers. 

Table 15.—Crude manufactured abrasives produced in the United States and Canada, 
by kind 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
ind iiss) SCR SC 

Silicon carbide’ _____ “ Scie ee “196 170 156 2 109 Value TLIIEIIIITIIIIIIETI egegtoe ga 248 sees g54507 $52,016 
Aluminum oxide (abrasive grade)* ______-_______ $225 193 203 182 137 Value once cence en ee 2 Tn TTZTaTTs$OTSLL «$63,881 «878,712 845975 850,565, 
‘Aluminumairconium oxide ~~ ~~—7777227222202 Es 19 Ww § Ww Value nnn 88S 88,488 Ww 84,600 Ww 
‘Metallic abrasives? —__________. Sse be 264 233 228 166 172. Value nnn 222222 TnL TTTTITZIIIIIE_sagg18 sooner saa952 00.889 g04.849 

Total .--_______--_--__.~.--~--.- *1138 615 3587 418 “418 
‘Total value___________.....2_. %§230,024 $216,946 $225,503 $167,471 "$167,430 

“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprictary data 
Figures include material used for refractories and other nonabrasive purposes. 
*Shipments for US. plants only. 
"Bxcludes US and Canadian production and value of aluminumm-irconium oxide. 

Table 16.—End uses of crude silicon carbide and aluminum oxide (abrasive grade) in the 
United States and Canada, as reported by producers 

— 8 aren gee 
Use Quantity ‘Value ‘Yosieat Quantits Vah i stocks y brent stocks hort tons) thousands) (gi Sl2CK®,_, (chort tons) (thousands) SES 

SILICON CARBIDE 
Abrosives === 403s sag917 4955 a9.806s2n680 a.958 Metallurgical —~-77777272 Bast Sao's06 331 = a0 ieis Bat Refractories and ther 2 77"77~~ 20,506 10.994 Lea 26908 13.d0t 2612 
a eee H22M4 5457 _——*15,15B_—*109,000 SNS _——12 96 

ALUMINUM OXIDE 
‘Regular: Abrasives plus refractories’ 116,727 37,506 19,726 121,167 42,587 10,490 High purity == 1s ear iss “isa 7918 1587 

Total ——- cennnnn-- 1ST HBT ABO ABT LOT 50,585 aaT 
1 Abrasives combined with refractories to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. z
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‘Table 17.—Production, shipments, and annual capacities of metallic abrasives in the 
United States, by product* 

Se 
Production Shipments ‘Annual 

jiantity Value Quantity Value capacity? 
Ere Quantity Yee Skee” howe hore 

ons) sands) tans)_—sands)—_—_—_*f0n8) 

1982: 
‘Chilled iron shot and grit _-------------~ w Ww w w Ww 

‘Annealed iron shot and grit -——-——=7_>"=> Ww W w w Ww 
Steel shot and grit.--.---~------------ 149741 $54,571 «148,910 $55,448 273,000 
Other! -nn-o-22a2nnsoaeecoenena=e posed T18L_—_—*19,580_— 6.941 36,000 

Total __------ee ene --e eee nene-=___170185_61,752_166,440_62,880 xx 
—— 

1988; 
‘Chilled iron shot and grit _-.------------ W w Ww w w 
Annealed iron shot and grit-------------- Ww Ww w w Ww 
Amnenled iron shot andgrit---"77“"7IIIIT 14868 4425 «158.687 87.770 272,000 
Other! == -n-22n2-nn-asoeeennenne 16648 6,507_—« 18,810 __—7,079. 36,000 

Total ------------------------* 171,604 61,882 171,947 64,849 xX 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, included with “Other. "XX Not applicable. 
$Bxcludes secondary (recycle) producers. 
Total quantiy of he various types of metalic abraivs tha ¢ pant cold hee produced during the yer, working 

those Edu ois per day, day per wet, ellowing fr nual rruptions, and assuming adequate fel, labor, an 
ansportation, 
SIncludes chilled iron shot and grit, annealed iron shot and grit, cut wire, aluminum, and stainless steel shot.



Aluminum 
By Frank X. McCawley! and Pamela A. Stephenson? 

World production of primary aluminum ta for aluminum are developed by the Bu- 
increased as national economies slowly re- _reau of Mines from two separate, voluntary 
covered from the 1982 recession. North surveys of U.S. operations. Typical of these 
America led the rest of the world in increas- surveys is the Aluminum survey. Of the 144 
ing primary production. Planning for and monthly survey requests sent to 12 compa- 
construction of new smelters, previously nies, 92% responded, representing 95% of 
deferred, were resumed during the year as the total primary aluminum production 
the world aluminum demand began to re- data shown in tables 1, 7, and 15. Produc- 
cover. Several of the world’s major alumi- tion data for the nonrespondents were esti- 
num producers announced reorganizations mated based on total primary aluminum 
and changes in operations. monthly and annual production data from 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- various sources. 

Table 1.—Salient aluminum statistics 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars unlas otherwise specified) 

mag ee 
oer 003 3.600 adios a2TIa2TA22Aa2a7 sash rad lS anol soak lll esrb SE Price: Preiser iss ingot, average Gents per pounds nce ne eur erage censor a1 18 760 a0 18 
Secondary: ery eewae esse ncesen ne 1,401 1,389 1,587 1,616 1,724 Erports Grade and semicrude) -—~—~~_-7— ts eer St ee Inport for consumption (crude aad semlcrade) eo 3 5 se 8 
Glemumptoncapprentene oTn777> SRNR AE BaP Wortd Production = =2TTTTTTTTT ng BO EB fala iesha ac 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised, “To domestic industry. 

Legislation and Government Pro- tracted power resulting from aluminum 
grams.—The Direct Service Industries production cutbacks. One suit filed in the 
(SD, which include six domestic producers Federal Court of Appeals, San Francisco, 
in the Pacific Northwest, appealed to the claimed that the customer charge violated 
Supreme Court a ruling of the three-judge the BPA-DSI contracts since the charge was 
panel of the Federal Court of Appeals in not’ provided for in the contracts. The sec- 
San Francisco, CA, that gave public utilities ond suit, filed in the Washington Court of 
the first rights to nonfirm power provided Claims, asked for total damages of $20 
by the Bonneville Power Administration million per month for BPA industrial cus- 
(BPA). The Supreme Court agreed to hear tomers. 
the dispute during the October 1983 term Tn a separate action, Portland General 
and scheduled early January 1984 for the Electric Co., a utility that receives its power 
presentation of arguments. A ruling was from BPA, filed a suit in the Federal Court 
expected in June 1984. On December 28, of Appeals, San Francisco, criticizing BPA’s 
DSI filed two lawsuits against BPA contest- authority to set a reduced rate for surplus 
ing the customer charge for unused con- power. Specifically, the suit challenged the 

81
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rights of Martin Marietta Aluminum Inc. _ power. 
and Intalco Aluminum Corp. to cutrate 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Primary.—Domestic production of pri- Aluminum Corp.’s (CONALCO) smelter at 
mary aluminum was 3,696,315 short tons. in New Johnsonville, TN; Intalco’s smelter at 
1983. The increase in annual production Ferndale, WA; Martin Marietta's smelters 
capacity resulted from improved efficiency at The Dalles, OR, and Goldendale, WA; 
and upgrading of annual production fa- National-Southwire Aluminum’s smelter at 
cilities at the Aluminum Co. of America Hawesville, KY; and Noranda Aluminum 
(Alcoa) smelters at Evansville, IN, and Inc.'s smelter at New Madrid, MO. 
Wenatchee, WA; the Alumax Inc. smelter _In August, Alumax purchased the assets 
at Mount Holly, SC; and the National- of Howmet Aluminum Corp., Greenwich, 
Southwire Aluminum Co. smelter at CT, the US. subsidiary of Péchiney (former- 
Hawesville, KY. ly the Péchiney Ugine Kuhlmann Group), 

‘At the beginning of the year, the oper- for a reported $235 million. The acquisition 
ating rateof the primary smelters was 58%, gave Alumax full ownership of Eastalco 
with 2,282,300 tons of annual capacity shut Aluminum Co. in Frederick, MD, and Intal- 
down because of poor economic conditions co in Ferndale, WA, both of which were 
and a weak aluminum market. Additional formerly jointly owned by Alumax and 
potline closings in January and February Howmet. Also included in the purchase 
reduced the operating rate to 56.6%. At the were mill facilities in Hawesville, KY, and 
beginning of March, the status of the U.S. Lancaster, PA; home products facilities in 
primary aluminum industry was as follows: ‘Tifton, GA, Lakeland, FL, and Hutchinson, 
2 smelters permanently closed, 6 temporari- KS; fabrication and extrusion facilities; and 
ly shut down, 20 operating at reduced capac- sales and distribution operations. Alumax 
ity, and 5 operating at full capacity. In- also acquired an option to a 25% share of 
April, producers began to restart idle pot- the planned Bécancour smelter in Quebec, 
lines because of an increased demand for Canada. 
aluminum by the building and transporta- Arco announced that it was searching for 
tion industries. In addition, Pacific North- a partner to take a 40% share in its Colom- 
west producers responded to BPA’s offer to bia Falls, MT, smelter as a result of a 
supply surplus power at a reduced rate. Idle reduced requirement for primary metal by 
potlines continued to be restarted through- the company. 
out the remainder of the year because of — In the third quarter, Kaiser wrote off 
increased demand, and by the end of the 144,000 tons of annual production capacity 
year, the U.S. primary aluminum operating at. its 260,000-ton-per-year Chalmette, LA, 
rate was 78%. At yearend, the status of the smelter. Restart of the plant reportedly was 
industry was as follows: 2 smelters perma- unlikely. The smelter was shut down in 
nently closed, 5 temporarily shut down, 7 February when the last two 27,500-ton-per- 
operating at reduced capacity, and 19 oper- year potlines were idled. 
ating at full capacity. Plans were also Kaiser closed its Halethorpe, MD, hard 
announced for additional restarts of idle extrusion plant at yearend reportedly be- 
potlines in early 1984. cause of uncompetitive labor costs com- 

Facilities shut down during January and pared with costs at similar facilities. In 
February of 1983 were as follows: Kaiser May, Kaiser sold its Woodbury, NY, extru- 
Aluminum and Chemical Corp., a 55,000- sion plant, which supplied construction and 
ton-per-year potline at Chalmette, LA; Arco transportation markets, to Davidson Alumi- 
Metals Co., a 36,000-ton-per-year potline at num and Metal Corp. At yearend, Kaiser 
Columbia Falls, MT; and Intalco, a 14,000- announced that its Dolton, IL, extrusion 
ton-per-year potline at Ferndale, WA. Be- plant would be closed by April 1984 because 
tween April and yearend, production was of an impasse with the local union over 
restarted at Alcoa’s smelters in Evansville, wage and benefit concessions. Kaiser’s re- 
IN, Badin, NC, Alcoa, TN, Rockdale, TX, maining extrusion operations are located in 
and Vancouver and Wenatchee, WA; at Los Angeles, CA, Sherman, TX, and New- 
Kaiser's smelters in Spokane, WA, and ark, OH. During 1983, Kaiser also sold its 
Ravenswood, WV; at Reynolds Metals Co.'s can body plants in Houston, TX, and Jack- 
smelters in Jones Mills, AR, Troutdale, OR, sonville, FL, and a lid making plant in 
and Longview, WA; and at Arco’s smelters Wanatah, IN, to the National Can Corp., 
in Sebree, KY, and Colombia Falls, MT. Chicago, IL. Negotiations continued for 
Potlines were also restarted at Consolidated Continental Can Co. Inc. to purchase can
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manufacturing plants in Edison, NJ, and Arco and workers at the Sebree, KY, 
Union City, CA, from Kaiser. smelter, represented by the Aluminum, 

Reynolds permanently closed its Phoenix, Brick & Glass Workers International Union 
AZ, extrusion and fabricating facility in (ABGWIU), settled a 3-month strike in Au- 
October reportedly because of high produc- gust. Under the new agreement, wages were 
tion costs and a decline in the demand for frozen, but cost-of'living-allowance (COLA) 
extrusion products. Other closures during increases after a 1-year freeze would follow 
the year were the Macauley can manufac- every 0.5% change in the Consumer Price 
turing plant at Woodbridge, NJ, and the Index. The smelter was operating at 66% of 
wire, rod, and bar facility at Listerhill, AL. annual capacity, and salaried personnel 
A $125 million modernization of Reynolds’ operated the smelter throughout the strike. 
sheet and plate production complex in In December, a 60,000-ton-per-year potline 
McCook, IL, included the addition of a at Sebree was closed as a result of a power 
single-stand, four-high cold-rolling mill, a switch failure associated with freezing 
horizontal roller hearth heat-treating line weather. The smelter was operating at 
for plate, a computerized plate saw, and 100% capacity prior to the emergency shut- 

other fabrication equipment. down. Full operation of the potline was 
In November, Alcoa announced a $250 expected to be restored in March 1984. 

million investment in technology and equip- The major aluminum producers and the 
ment to modernize its Alcoa, TN, rolling USWA and ABGWIU in 1983 signed a new 
facilities. The modernization, expected tobe 3-year master labor contract expiring in 
completed in 5 to 8 years, included increas- May 1986. The contract included a freeze on 
ing coil size capabilities, new casting tech- wages, modified COLA provisions, and some 
nology, and the addition of a continuous cuts in benefits and bonuses. Similar con- 
multistand cold-rolling mill. tracts were signed by other producers and 

Reynolds purchased a carbon anode facili- the unions; however, several smelters expe- 
ty at Lake Charles, LA, formerly owned by rienced work disruptions until agreements 
CONALCO and renamed it Lake Charles were finalized with local unions. By year- 
Carbon Co. The new company was organiz- end, disagreements between management 
ed to produce calcined coke and carbon and the union were settled with the excep- 
anodes used for the production of alumi- tion of the Metal Trade Council and the 
num. Modernization of the plant began Ferndale, WA, smelter where negotiations 
immediately with full production expected _ were in progress. 
in 2 years. Reynolds reportedly had no In April, BPA offered producers in the 
plans to operate the 36,000-ton-per-year pri- Pacific Northwest surplus power at 11.2 
mary aluminum smelter at this facility that mills per kilowatt hour (kWeh), a consider- 
was shut down in August 1981. able reduction from the list rate of 24.6 

In December 1983, Reynolds announced mills/kWeh. The offer extended through 
the permanent closing of its wire, rod, and October 31, when it was withdrawn. On 
bar operations at Listerhill, AL, by March November 1, BPA raised its power rate 9% 
31, 1984, after local union members rejected from 24.6 to 26.8 mills/kWeh. The rate also 
a cut in wages. The operation was consid- included a provision for a customer demand 
ered noncompetitive with similar plants, charge of 7.34 mills/kWeh for power not 
and the closing removed Reynolds from the used below 90% of full demand. 
wire, rod, and bar business. The alloys, The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) 
recycling, and reduction plants at Listerhill increased its power rate from 35.9 to 
were not affected by the closing. 37.8 mills/kWeh for nondisruptable power. 

In January, Kaiser and the United Steel- In November, TVA offered producers sur- 
workers of America (USWA) agreed on plus interruptible power at a rate of 25 
several union contract changes for person- mills/kWeh for plants operating between 
nel at Kaiser's Ravenswood, WV, smelter. 20% and 50% of total capacity. Several 
‘The plant was idle since January 1982. smelters were negotiating with TVA for 
Under the agreement, workers reportedly _ this lower cost power. 
exchanged work rules, seniority, and job On December 8, the New York Commodi- 
combination rights for Kaiser’s pledge to ty Exchange (COMEX) began trading alumi- 
restart a Ravenswood potline prior to re- num futures for the first time. Contracts 
starting other Kaiser facilities. A 40,000- are sold for lots of 40,000 pounds of 99.5% 
ton-annual-capacity potline was started at or 99.7% metal in ingot, sow, or T-bars. 
Ravenswood in May. Ninety-three producers from forty countries
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received approval for their product from The State of New York, where over 7% of 

COMEX. the Nation’s beer and soft drinks are sold 
‘The Toth Aluminum Corp., New Orleans, annually in about. 8 billion containers, 

LA, announced plans to begin commercial about one-half of which are aluminum, 
production of aluminum and other metal implemented its mandatory deposit law in 
chlorides in January 1984. The $8.5 million July. In most States that have enacted 

plant located in Yacherie, LA, reportedly bottle-bill legislation, aluminum container 
has an annual capacity of 8,000 tons. returns have exceeded 90%.* 

Secondary.—The secondary aluminum Zenith Metals Inc., a subsidiary of Indus- 
industry increased production and ship- trial Mineral Products Co., closed its Los 
ments of aluminum throughout 1983 be- Angeles, CA, 1,200-ton-per-year secondary 
cause of increasing demand for metal by the smelter in February as a result of poor 
transportation and construction markets. economic conditions. The smelter, which 
Primary producers continued to increase was offered for sale, produced notch bars for 
their utilization of aluminum scrap as a deoxidizing ferrous materials. The Alumi- 
means of lowering energy costs for produc- num Smelting and Refining Co. Inc. began 
tion of ingot. Because of low scrap invento- production of 15,000 tons per year of steel- 
ries, increased purchases of scrap by the mill deoxidizing notch bars at its previously 
Japanese, and competition for scrap materi- closed 45,000-ton-per-year secondary smelt- 
al between primary and secondary produc- er in Painsville, OH, in March. 

ers, scrap prices rose rapidly during the _ Dow Chemical Co. acquired an interest in 
year. Metal Mark Inc. Metal Mark had four 

Used beverage can scrap (UBC) continued subsidiaries that processed up to 30,000 tons 
to be the largest source of old aluminum annually of aluminum-bearing drosses gen- 

scrap. Recycled UBC consumed was 574,000 erated by primary, secondary, and other 
tons, a 2% increase compared with the type aluminum plants, primarily located in 
564,000 tons consumed in 1982. Recycled the Midwest. 
UBC was equivalent to 46.7% of the 1.23 In October, Alumax formed the Alumax 
million tons of aluminum beverage cans Recycling Group, which will operate the 
used in 1983. Furthermore, for past 2 years, secondary aluminum smelters of its subsid- 
the percentage of cans recycled declined, iary Apex International Alloys Inc. The 
decreasing from 49.2% in 1981. The decline group will operate secondary aluminum 
occurred although there was an increasing operations in Cleveland, OH, and Bicknell, 
use of aluminum cans each year. IN, and will have its headquarters in Des 

In 1983, nine States had “bottle-bill” leg- Plains, IL. 
islation that placed a mandatory deposit on Alcan Aluminum Corp., Cleveland, OH, 
beverage containers. Mandatory deposit leg- formed the Alcan Recycle Div. for process- 
islation originally was intended to reduce ing UBC. The company installed $4.3 mil- 
litter by encouraging the use of returnable lion of decoating and auxiliary equipment 
glass bottles. However, aluminum has often at its Greensboro, GA, recycling plant and 
replaced steel, glass, and plastic as a pack- planned to install $9 million of casting 
aging material reportedly because of its equipment for the production of 25,000- and 
redemption value and ease of handling com- _30,000-pound sheet ingots. 
pared to the heavier container materials.
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Table 2.—Primary aluminum production capacity in the United States, by company 
—_ 1978 1985 198 

Company ~~ Yearend capacity 
(thousand short tons) Ownership (percent) 

‘Alumax Ine: Mount Holly, SC. 2 a 200 AMAX Ine, 509%; Mitsui & Co, 4565 Nippon Steel Corp, 3% 
‘Aluminum Co. of America: ar Aleta TN ean Sancaes as 210 220 Aluminum Co. of America, 100%. Badin, NOW= >">" 7TTTITIIIII IL 120 in Do. Evansville Warriclo, IN ——~~~"—2712222 280 298 Do. Massena, NY ————1—-==22LTIIIZIII2 185 225 Do. Palestine, TX——— ~~ 722 2L2ZIIIIIII ae 16 Do. Point Comfort, FX_—~2D2IIIIIIIIITIE 8s on Do. Rockdale, TX’ "= "72TTIDTITIITIT 255, Fry Do. Vancouver, WA ~~~ ~~=2722IIIIZIII2 m5 121 Do. Wenatchee, WA ——~— 22 2222IITIIII2 180 26 Do. 

HEAD crete Sha cre enhrommring 1570 1,576 
‘Arco Metals Co.* 

Colombia Falls, MT 380 180 Atlantic Richfield Co, 100%. Bebres, KY 200 2 7S7EISTTEDIETSE 0 180 ‘Do. 
FR Space nema 300) 360 

‘Consolidated Aluminum Corp. 
‘Lake Charles, LA? 0 = 36 Swiss Aluminium Ltd, 100%. 
New Johnsonville, TN ~~ ~~77722722222 ul a6 Do. 

Total <n ang am 146 Eastalco Aluminum Co. 
Frederick, MD =a = 88 176 Alumax Ine, 100%. Intaleo Aluminum Corp. 

Ferndale, WA —— = 260 280 Do. 
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp. Ghaltatte, LA scone ee alate 260 260 Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical ‘Corp, 100%. ‘Meaid (Spokane), WA — 206 220 De. Ravenswood, WW ~~" >" 2LTTIIIIIIIZ 163 164 Do. Tacoma, WA ~~ 222 22TIIIIIIIL 81 80 Do. 
Deloss n0 724 

‘Martin Marietta Aluminum Inc ‘The Dalles, OR 90 90 Martin Marietta Corp. 87.2%: Private interests, 1259 Goldefdale, WA —————- uu 185 Do. 
Metal 2am eee 201 215 National Southivire Aluminum Co. 

Havegville, KY cceuss guano 180 190 National Steel Corp,, 509%; Southwire C0, 30%. ‘Noranda Aluminum Ine. ‘New Madrid, MO 0 225 Noranda Mines Ltd, 100%. ‘Ormet Corp. Hannibal, OW --—..--- 250 210 Revere Copper and Brass Inc, 84%; Consolidated Aluminum Corp, 66%. Revere Copper and Brass Ine: 
Scottsboro, AL = uz 116 Revere Copper and Brass Ine., 100%. 

Reynolds Metals Co: Sree ee ‘Arkadelphia, AR 68 €8 Reynolds Metals Co, 100. Corpus Christi, TX ~~~ 7" TT TTTTTIIIII ud 14 Do. Jones Mills, AR-——~—~>~7222IIDIIII2 135 135 Da, Listerhill AL" >22222222DIIIIII 20e 202 Do, Longview, WA Co0o 22S O aa SETS EET 210 210 Do, Matha NY ooo ser See eon 125 126 Do, ‘Troutdale, OR ~~~ ~—~~—=~=T2TTIIIIT 180 130 De. 
Total 915, 915, 

Grand total _------------------4808—~=~=«O BB a Ep 
Purchased from Anaconda Aluminum Co. in 1982. 
3Sold to Reynolds Metals Co. in 1983. 
Bquity share sold by Howmet Inc. in 1988,
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CONSUMPTION 

‘The packaging industry continued to be higher height-to-diameter ratio than pres- 
the major consumer of aluminum. Approx- ent cans made from precoated aluminum 
imately 1.23 million tons of aluminum was sheet. Acting on a petition based on re- 
used to make 56.6 billion cans, assuming 23. search by Reynolds, the Food and Drug 
cans to the pound. An aluminum beverage Administration amended its regulation on 
bottle, a new type of recyclable container, processing food in retortable pouches to 
was introduced in Oshkosh and Eau Claire, allow foods to be processed at temperatures 
WI, by Pepsico Inc. and in Pensacola, FL, up to 135° C The number of food prod- 
and Mobile, AL, by Dr. Pepper Inc. during a ucts and the quality of food available in 
test-marketing period. The unique features aluminum-laminated pouches were ex- 
of the container are its resealability and pected to increase as a result of the amend- 
adaptability to be filled by conventional ment. 
bottling machinery.‘ Continental Can man- _ Domestic passenger car sales increased 
ufactured the bottle on a pilot line in during 1983, increasing the demand for 
Baltimore, MD. Alcoa and Continental Can aluminum metal. However, the weight of 
entered a joint venture to produce a two- aluminum utilized in new models did not 
piece aluminum food can scheduled for increase. Lower interest rates and a higher 
possible production in mid-1984." The cans, employment rate were the leading causes 
using 5042 aluminum alloy, were to be for increased use of aluminum in the con- 
manufactured by a drawing process from struction of homes and buildings and the 
as-rolled metal sheet and were to have a production of consumer durables. 

‘Table 3.—Consumption of and recovery from purchased new and old aluminum scrap! in 
the United States, by class 

(Shorttons) 
sepsis 

Class Coiplaa =< anata rotor Aluminum Metallic 

1982 
Secondary smelters ------------=----~----="=-2---= 838,528 negir 169,555 
Prinaty producers 1200 gs SSG SRRO SESS oe Tart 21500 (666,280 
Febrcieus 22 oo sees con uur ocoeousunoeh 2s 12s 186,028 19.173 
Fotos 22 nnn enero 90/315, "T6080 Sst 
(Chemical produces 222500 0S S*S20S TEREST 395908 11683 183300 
otal enn YTS RRS MN 1,785,181 

Estimated fll industry eoveraae TODIITEDEICIICIIIZ___zoaslooo 707.000 1,886,000 

1988 
Secondary smelters —_-_.-------------- a 905,979 725,083 ra445 
‘Erirmary produceraco2 200° SUES DOSSERCETSUESEGEazSS 35183 T8090 ‘oa 

Pubriators == =~7-27272s-222 necaeee 22216 181,900 194654 
Boupdgies” S22 CRTEOE CSTR TET aie ‘5489 "nga BTS 
Gitte! produecs —-7 ~~~ -o5 = 2 o-oo TS LSIZS IEEE ans 18800 18.405 

Metal seutene tame maaan ea 2107630 «722284 ———1,851,565 
Botimated full industry coverage ---~ === 7777-77777 2205000 B10 11964000 

‘pxcludes recovery from other than aluminum-base scrap.
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‘Table 4.—Aluminum recovered from purchased scrap processed in the 
United States, by kind of scrap and form of recovery 

(Short tons) 
ia 1982 1985 

KIND OF SCRAP 
‘New serap: A a ee 855,429 924,453, 

Copperbase---------- ~~ === =~ 222s nnn “os “30 unpbean = 222 Taro Sea SURSST TEE UOSISI STE SaEEe TE EEES 16 m3 
Magnesium-base -~~2~2222222IIIIIIDIIIINIITIIIIIII 16 193 

re 855,815, £925,009 
a serap: 
AIR aa tn misc si aeeneancnenne 758,714 197,720 
Copentass Dan TET 49 $45 Zincbase ~~~ --.--~=- 2-21 vn sew -n enw nnnn = 60 mm Magnosiumbass 222772250 DELI ITTITSITIGISISEC CIEE IEEE 522 322 
Ts ere aaa eee nae "159,155, £798,798 
(Gand lola soos wes reeee ecsen eee 77,616,690 *1;123,807 

FORM OF RECOVERY 
ns 387 433 Aluminum slioys = 27220277272222IIIIIDIIIIIL III 1512174 1,678,688 

Inbrass and bronas > 2222222 152 #135 Ip sioobom alliys 5050000 053000 2es cde Tasdaesesanaceceee 846 984 
Tmagnesium alloys ~~~ ~7~~ 2227277227 22TTLTIITTI TIT 489 515 Tibsipetiye oem OE TORS S a en TR RTC GMT PSE TToE 41,582, 43,082 

Total eee 1,615,630 1,723,807 

‘“Bstimated. "Revised. 
"The amount of aluminum alloys recovered from alurninum-base scrap in 1982, including all constituents, was 913,189 tons from new scrap and #21 992 tons from old scrap and sweated pig, a total of 1,135,181 tons 
*The amount of aluminum alloys recovered from aluminum-base serap in 1983, including all constituents, was 986,952 

‘tons from new scrap and 864,619 tons from old strap and sweated pig, a total of 1,851,969 tons. Sineludes recovery in deoxidizing ingot assuming 8% aluminum content in such ingot.
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‘Table 5.—Stocks, receipts, and consumption of purchased new and old aluminum scrap’ 

and sweated pig in the United States in 1983 
(Short tons) 

re Ne Stocks, Net Consump Stocks, 
Class of consumer and type of scrap Stores Nth neue 

Sorgpdary smelters 

Nin ippings -o-ovonnonnnnnoooeet RR and terning --—-~72--2-------—==ee i ‘i 56.585, 
Fal eeeee e SERESy SEE ee Ww W Ww W 

Dross and akimmings2222777TTLIIIITIITD age 88,198 96,283 9.827 
Qos els Sts oP Berane eer enen 250 171388 278 ‘310 

Total _---- === n-ne _ 88 521,419 520,858 99,487 
———— 

Old serap: Geatings, sheet, clippings.------------------- 12.552 114951 175787 10816 
Sluminumeopper radiators --—--------------- 452 245308 25053-2702 
eT Coen eTTTTTZTTTITTIIIIT2 ag 40395 to aaT BS 
Other nnemaracer a see b nace aun aUs ES 202 "698 ‘Te. 139, 

Tea seco | NAR 308.347 308,958 15,821 
‘Sweated pig -__>--2-2-222--2-=---2---2~—==__10A06. 78,189 160638131 

Ee 
‘Total secondary smelters .-—-----------~--_ 85268 908,555 905879 68,499 

ee 
Priggaty producers, foundries, fbrzator chemi plants 

(SAP nd clippings---------------------- Add BOL QS agRTIg 2 7 
‘Borings and turnings -2_~_2~----~-----—-=-~ ‘14 28,346 28,140 580 
Ful f nnaneneeoeo socee Ste EEES Ww Ww Ww Ww 
Dress and ckimmings ---.----------~------- 830 35301 35,406 795 
Oho meen enc DoSSeSEZEUSE TEC IZECE 80. 39,952 BB258_—_ 5.259 

Tele csmaccwerenedynesecentatdenn, BER 605,621 600,523 94,281 
ee 

Oe isting sheet, clip 987 90012 020919 Sastings, sheet, clippings ------------------- ; r n 
‘Slumistincopper tadiators ~~ ~~~~-==---==-=-— 35 1368 1845 8 

Cee ee TTTITZTTIITIITITIZ sg aang ATT 15.428 
Other oon -na-2s2as2aeansannenna ane Bnet ST, 258219 

Total _--------ee--n-ee------ === == 0858 586,016 587,778 18,899 
Sweat page ORS? SRE PET ESE cere 18,365 13952, 859 

‘Total primary producers,ete--------------__ 60,888 1,205,202 __1,202.261_58,889 

All scrap consumed: Newscrap: 
‘Solids and clippings --—..----------------- 41,927 ‘761,802 759026 44.708 
Borings and turnings --2—22l2—222---------- 18165 184384 ieeers sr 
De nn ormmwnnnenonn sree 2208 8219 031 2,896 
Bross and siimmings<22222222------2------ 8708 128,569 121649 10,622 
Diet nnnneneenesennansneeen aeceese___ Lett 491066, 5008783 

‘Total new scrapecc-—---nen-aa---—=---=__@7,600_1,127,040__ 1,190,881 _78,768 

01d serap: 
Gastings, sheet, clippings__------------------ 39.598 264,068, 2650711198 
‘Sluminumcopper radiators =~ —--—--—--—--—--- 180 25,671 bases 27a 
Aluminumeans = ----2=22a-----—=------- 19816 511.958, S112 17.58 

Seber soe SOUS RSSSTORTES ES oon a. 32616 B2BiT___ 55 

‘Total éld serap —---------------------- 82,082 894.368, 896,736 94,721 
ysited pg cone EEE TPT SS 11451 ‘S864 300158791 

‘Total of all scrap consumed_.------------- 16612108757 07,680 11.27 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
MInvludes imported scrap. According to reporting companies, 6.0% of total receipts of aluminum-base serap, oF 125,82 

short tons, was received on toll arrangements. 
“includes inventory adjustment. 
Includes data on foil. 
‘Used beverage cans toll-treated for primary producers are included in secondary smelter tabulation
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Table 6.—Production and shipments of secondary aluminum alloys by 
independent smelters in the United States 

(Short tons) 
8 

‘on Net cn Net 
Production shipments? Ered shipments? 

Die-cast alloys: 186% 8, 800, ete. (06% Cu, maximum)... 94809 g4an7 103.786 —_ioa.zas S80endvariations soc s nse ~72saaaaasa = aS aio «SRT NOB Sand and permanent mold: BS/SALSi B68, ete (08% Cu, maximum)... 4618495496705 682 No i2and variations. 00777777 77777T W w Ww Ww Ne S19 andvariationg=22—2277222TTITTTITTTITT argh anaes an td Pip alloy and variations—————-~~TT2222TTTTTTT eet AlMgalloys nn ~~~ 7272222722222 222T 61 319 10 a1 Abn ale <a0oaste SUUTI TEMA Er SETS 5038588580853 ALS! alloys 169 20% Gal" —>-~===2=TTTTTTT iis) ds Boo) Bak ‘RG algys GB 8 maximus) <>2—L>TOTA DT dase Gast Saag Bas AiStGuNalloys neers oo_TTTTTTTTT a] StS Other sa ven 2222222222 T TTT I IIIT 2aas "D599 ast 31 Wrought alloys Brirasion bilets <"77=72TTTTTTIITITT wwe toB50T RIB Destructive and other uses Steel decxidation 
Grades 12 Sandd sens BRIG 925TH Miscellaneous: Bure 920% AD on 399 38 446 432 Aluminum base hardeners ~-~~27277772222722227 mous as 1685 
Other? ________ ene 19,363 19,247 15,971 16,187 

DOR ico ee nn nena. 154,605 155,835 780,101, ‘788,594 sg onto of atari othr thas al . 
Primarysilicon -~=----22-2ss22sc2cssstlsn B88 = atsis = Siler 2 eee Peuoeaearonnsncgenrssssesss 2405 aed = 

[Net metallic recovery from aluminum scrap and sweated pig ‘consumed in production of secondary aluminum ingot? 672,845 -— 690,07 - 
\W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other” under “Sand and permanent mold.” 

1 Includes inventory adjustment. eludes other die-cast elloys and other miscellaneous. 
No allowance made for melt-loss of primary aluminum and alloying ingredients, 

Table 7.—Apparent aluminum supply and consumption in the United States 
(Thousand short tons) 
a Sa 

Primary production 22-2 002----e enone nnennnn---- 602851804948 8609 8596 
‘Change in stocks: Aluminum industry __-____ "0002 LDL "T > 4184 +25 -165 «+208 +595 
Inport. enn awn nnne es anna 840 13 935, 968 1,203 
Secondary recovery:? 

Neweerap os cc ccdkenn nee eee een 1,168 1,058 1,187 974 (1,050 Oldworep.---222TI0DTDIIITTTIsaaTeasceciiie_ aoa She BO 
Total supply ——— eee TSA FONE TOMI TB Less total exports" ooa222222222222TTTTDIIooTTTaot_ eT SBS 

Apparent aluminum supply available for domestic manufacturing 705161286224 5792 6699 
Apparent consumption®________ 2 -.----------_-_ 5888 5065 5,087 4.818 5,543 

’Positive figure indicates a decrease in stocks; negative figure indicates an increase in stocks. 
Metallic recovery from purchased, tolled, or imported new and old aluminum scrap expanded for full industry coverage. 
“Apparent aluminum suj available for domestic manufacturing less recovery from purchased new scrap (a measure of consumption in manufactured end products ™ ™ ™
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‘Table 8.—Distribution of end-use shipments of aluminum products in the 
‘United States, by industry 

OO Tet 1 Tae 
Indust Tiiy Perepnt’ ~ Quantity Poroent Quantity Pereent 

7 Geant, Pest Guam, Peg’ omen 
Growers, eatl__shorttons)__tatal_ short tons)__ total 

Duilding endeonstruction-.-.------=*=«iSC(“‘ié‘i SSSR 
Pullding rggnsruction----o----- Yo OMS tgs a 
Tyaneporation ang occlloe,«Ststé«éiSSSSR Mm Bg 8D 
eee eee nar fae 38 mae ee 8 
Coons dineiiog Ee 12 am 86 se 
Machinery ond equipment --7~~~~~~ Ga me Obe OES 

Oiercteats tenn 2 onan meat OS me 
Siatsdealadjuatmend =>7777227=— fe tb ttt 

otal todomesticusers---------605—~*wNC*“*‘iS‘STSC*«iR:C:C:«i AG 
See eee eee eee e102 estos fo RS 

— 
Grand tial een TOOO~—~RSSS~C*NOOM ~~ TA«*00 

Preliminary. 

Source: The Aluminum Association Tne 

‘Table 9.—Net shipments of aluminum wrought! and cast products in the 
United States, by producers 

(Short tons) ee 
ia 

Wrought products ue a eens BART BONNE —8.51B.079 
Sheet pla lo saa roland banjwie=7-27272712__wa=. «nga “azn 508 
rn arene aber thapen drawn and welded tubing -——-—-- "1110892 1004640 1,149,089 
Extruded ro, bar, pie, tube, shapes drawn and welded (QVNE“""TTT7. Magar ggans 49.883 
Powder, ake. pate ada) 7TTTTTTTT177222222222222027_@¢01_5205_ 88:06 

ola ene __SGBSTT 4588006 __ 5,800,005 

Castings? 
Sand __--...~-------------------------------

---- *119,079 89,208 111,709 

PE seated TTTITIITIITIITITIIITIITII gms sels 
Permanent mold ---"----T~TTTTTTSTIIIIIIIITITIT gases at.ga8 

Die STTTTICIIIIITITITEIIIIEIIIIIIEIIIIII__ Fogo eatan__ nas 
Total __..----------~-------~-----------++----- 909,890 802,660 149,746 

Grand total ene ennnnen FOOTBROT 6960756 6050651 

Pe targa aout _ 
Net shipments deris ‘subtracting the sum of producers’ domestic receipts of each mill shape from the domestic 

ingustea brow shipments ofthat shape " a " 
US Department of Commerce revised this eres of data going hack to 1962 
Source: US. Department of Commerce
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Table 10.—Distribution of wrought products in the 
United States 

Percent) 

1981 1982-1983? 

Shea enable ask se Hateedsbes soa Fon oon iasainsicc BOO Rolled and continuous cait rad and bar wie: ROG bar, Wire neem Cable and insulaied wire —~ "77777222222 2272222TITTIIIITIE TIT rr Briruded products 
Beithag occ kB Bens Ee ER en 180 
itis ccnancetiawtaton ee, Od Welded none oneneenpeee  e «Ct CU Powder, fale, pane =~ “OLPOIIELIICCC ILS TF Forgings (including impacts) —_—___ "777777" 7TTTITILTTTITTTTTLIII IE a Mell esacors uae Te eeme nn tenncey AOU ON! AOE 

"Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
Source: US, Department of Commerce. 

STOCKS 

Inventories of aluminum ingot, mill prod- of Commerce, decreased from 8,099,740 tons ucts, and scrap at reduction and other at the end of 1982 to 2,504,616 tons at the processing plants as reported by the Bureau end of 1983. of Industrial Economics, U.S. Department 

PRICES 

The producer list price for 99.5%-pure fluctuated between 73 and 76 cents per aluminum ingot was 76 cents per pound pound, ending the year at a December from the beginning of the year until late average of 75.2 cents. On December 8, the August, when the major producers increas- initial opening price on the COMEX was ed the list price to 81 cents. Within a few 77.4 cents per pound for aluminum deliver. Weeks, most other producers raised their ies in March 1984. The COMEX price re- list price to 81 cents, where it remained mained steady, closing out 1983 at 77.1 through yearend. During midyear and early cents per pound. Prices on the London September, a few producers abolished their Metal Exchange (LME) began the year at an Producer list price and instituted a transac- average of 45 cents per pound. By Septem. tion or selling price more comparable with ber, the average price for LME aluminum the market or spot prices. For 99.7%-pure was 73.2 cents, but prices slowly fell to 68.7 aluminum ingot, the producer list price was cents in November before closing out the normally 0.5 cent above that for 99.5% year at an average price of 70.2 cents per ingot. The average annual spot, or mar- pound. The average annual LME price was ket, price for aluminum ingot, usually about 65.3 cents per pound. 997%-pure, as published by Metals Week The price of secondary alloyed ingot as (McGraw-Hill) was 683 cents per pound. quoted in the American Metal Market, The average monthly spot price was 50.6 increased throughout the year from a range cents per pound at the beginning of the of 46 to 49 cents per pound at the beginning year, decreased to 42 cents in February, of 1983 to a high range of 77 to 89 cents in then increased to an average of 79 cents by September and October. After a slight dip the first week of September. For the re- in price in November, the secondary ingot mainder of the year, the average spot price price at yearend ranged from 77 to 88 cents
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per pound. Depending on the location of the clippings price ranged from 21 to 25 cents in 
material, the price of aluminum borings January and 40 to 54 cents at yearend. The 
and cast scrap ranged from 8 to 17 cents at _ price for both types of scrap was a few cents 
the beginning of the year to 24 to 36 cents lower in November. 
by yearend. Segregated aluminum-copper 

FOREIGN TRADE 

US. tariff rates in effect during 1988 for aluminum products were as follows: 

. en US No Import duty 
Unwrought metal(incoil) 61801297 ad 

‘Unwrought (other than S- oSeent per Mallgypee nen 61802 ound” Wrought (bars plates, aad sheets triple 61825 ‘valorem Wasleandstrap_—--=7 61810 aabad 

Table 11.—U.S. exports of aluminum, by class 
a 8 
Chass Giant Vane QS value (short ‘short hort” —@housands) SHOE thousands) 

(Crude and semicrude: ingots slebs, crude == enna | AOLITA. «$4616 «BOT.6R_ 5,008 Setapsnevswee2=22saoaaaasTT DTT aan TB 666 Baise “Daa 156 Pintes shoets;bars,etc2vv-2222222222TTTTTT2 sas? Hosts gas Sager asin and forgings 22222 2TILIISTIIIII Tis) “aise 1049 Bade Semifabricted forms, nc 17~1~~722~227777=7= tos aad Bae 
Total =n nn nnn nnn SPAKE ‘1158.25 ——8BH081_—_1,250,807 

Manufactures: ae Se Pollendleaf_----- een eeneeneeeeee---- RGR ANS IBIS 8.70 Powders and flakes ~~~ ~~7~7777777722777277222 3041 590 2a 78 Wireandcable = --=2s2s2222z2222zsl2222__ 248695825908 880 
Total 49208 100124237 8A,709 
Grand total ee e-eennennn-ea----STBTT—‘RUBRAT—“BMRIB—_ 1,844,606
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‘Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of aluminum, by class 
en Tae 138 

Class Quant vaue Gantt Value 
‘hort ie ‘hort hort” @housands) GORY (thousands) 

(Crude and semicrude: 
ude and sorrow -- nen nnn---n-- STARTS SESB.OYT. «IETS 1.021.273 
Garieand Gia on 2_— soo escccccnsanecee sam” 16.245 9565” 18154 

ae OO ae + a TT SM pd 
oop ot ace ee ce EO Bess 161) 15260 SAO 

Pien taben eto2---ecens---nnernaeeeee ee 839 346) 585 5685 
Pity ies 88 Foren AAO) TBAB 

otal nnn nn = _ 968,056 _1,828,290_1,202,814 _1,646,060 
—eESE—eE 

Manufactures: 
Mn csercassees et eeenee 9ecs ats) AI. T.1B 
Let 227 ==-----=------2e--=n een ® 102 ° 9 
Fishes ond perdi coe SUS SSSSSo Soe noe. 2158 4436 aaet 6,408 
Wn nomena sewennsann soe se esone ‘on 2736 1619 38 

ee eens ME ewe 
—_—E_ EE 

Grand total _--- == nnn nena nn SSD—«NATORA 3,228,250 1,708,192 

11982—aluminum leaf not over 30.25 square inches in area, 587,541 leaves, and aluminum. leaf over 30.25 square inches 

ieee ETE suave’ inches: 198% aluminum leaf not over 30.25 square inches in area, 803,794 leaves, and 
‘uminum leaf over 30.25 equate inches in area, 88,227,795 square inches.
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WORLD REVIEW 

Because of the turnaround in world de- were seeking partners to take the remain- 
mand for aluminum, many of the canceled ing 50% interest. 
or deferred plans for, and construction of, Brazil.—Cia. Brasileira de Aluminio 
capacity expansions or new smelters were announced plans to increase its capacity 
activated. World annual capacity for pri- from 188,000 tons per year to 171,000 tons 
mary: aluminum increased about 360,000 per year by 1985 at its Sorocaba, Sao Paulo, 
tons as a result of new smelter potlines or primary smelter. 
other expansions in Australia, Brazil, The Alumar alumina-aluminum complex 
Egypt, Indonesia, the Republic of South jointly owned by Alcoa Aluminio do Brasil 
‘Africa, and Yugoslavia. France, however, S.A. (60%) and Shell Brasil S.A. (40%), @ 
‘closed down several old, low-capacity smelt- subsidiary of Billiton Metais S.A. was 
ers. scheduled to start production in 1984 with a 

World production of primary aluminum 551,000-ton-per-year alumina production 
increased slightly; however, primary alumi- plant and a 110,000-ton-per-year aluminum 
num production in Europe and some Far smelter at Sao Luis, Maranhéo. Reportedly, 
Eastern countries showed little improve- further expansion of 110,000 tons per year 
ment compared with that of 1982, and in of primary capacity was being considered 
many countries, primary production’ de- for 1986, with Construcoes e Comercio Car- 
creased. Ghana decreased production owing mago Correa contributing 20% of the $285 
to the lack of power caused by a severe million cost. 
drought. Japan continued to cutback pro- The Brazilian Government in 1988 grant- 
duction of aluminum because of the high ed Vereinigte Aluminium-Werke AG 
cost of energy. (VAW), Federal Republic of Germany, a 

Primary aluminum inventories held by second extension, until June 1986, to decide 
members of the International Primary Alu- on building a $750 million, 242,000-ton-per- 
minum Institute (PAD, which represent year smelter at Recife, Pernambuco. 
the bulk of stocks held outside the centrally Canada,—Taking advantage of low power 
controlled economies, decreased 81% to 2.28 rates, Canada maintained a high production 
million tons. IPAI reported that total inven- rate of primary aluminum during 1983. 
tory, including secondary aluminum, was Announced restarts for early 1984 were 
4.04 million tons at yearend. expected to increase the operating rates in 

‘Australia—In September, Tomago Alu- Canada to 98%. 
minium Co. Pty. Ltd. began production at Péchiney of France and the Société Gen- 
the first 240-pot, 121,000-ton-per-year pot- erale de Financement (SGF), the invest- 
line at its Tomago, New South Wales, pri- ment body of the Province of Quebec, signed 
mary smelter. Full production was expected an agreement providing guidelines for fi- 
in early 1984. A second 121,000-ton-per-year _nancing the 253,500-ton-per-year aluminum 
potline was scheduled to come on-stream in smelter at Bécancour, Quebec. The agree- 
the third quarter of 1984. The smelter, ment provided for Péchiney to finance at 
using the most advanced technology and least 51%, but no more than 67%, of the 
equipment for maximum power efficiency, Can$1.5 billion cost of the project, and SGF 
was a joint venture of Péchiney Australia was to finance no more than 339%. Construc- 
Pty. Ltd. (85%), Gove Alumina Ltd. (35%), tion of the smelter started in June with the 
Australian Mutual Provident Society (15%), laying of the foundation. The smelter, with 
VAW Australia Pty. Ltd. (12%), and Hunter two potlines of 240 pots each, will use 
Douglas Ltd. (3%). Péchiney’s latest aluminum technology. 

‘Alcan Australia Ltd. announced it would The first potline was scheduled to begin 
resume construction of the partially com- production of metal in early 1987. 
pleted third potline at its Kurri Kurri, New Canadian Reynolds Metals Co. Ltd. is 
South Wales, primary smelter. The potline proceeding on schedule with its $500 mil- 
would increase capacity by 61,000 tons per lion, 125,000-ton-per-year expansion of the 
year to 160,000 tons per year. Construction Baie Comeau primary smelter in Quebec. 
began in 1981 but was postponed in mid- Completion in late 1984 will increase Baie 
1982 because of weak market conditions. Comeau’s production capacity to 300,00( 

‘Alcoa of Australia and the Victoria State tons per year. 
government reportedly were to each takea _ VAW suspended negotiations _witk 
35% interest in a planned 145,000-ton-per-_ Hydro-Quebec, the Quebec government en 
year smelter at Portland. Together they ergy enterprise, for constructing a primary
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aluminum smelter in Quebec. VAW report- _ Egypt—The Aluminium Co. of Egypt 
edly believed conditions were too uncertain. (Egyptal) completed construction of two 

Negotiations took place between the new potlines totaling 36,000 tons per year at 
Province of Newfoundland government and its Nag Hamadi smelter, increasing capaci- 
Arco, on the possible construction of a $1 ty to 183,000 tons per year. In addition, 
billion, 200,000-ton-per-year primary smelt- Egyptal installed a new casthouse for form- 
er, to be located either near Corner Brook _ ing billets and slabs. 
on the ‘Island of Newfoundland or near _France.—Péchiney announced plans to 
Goose Bay on the mainland in Labrador. restructure its primary aluminum activities 
Arco completed a preliminary economic in France. The St. Jean de Maurienne 
feasibility study of the project in April. smelter would be increased from 44,000 to 

Alcan started the second and third 63,000- 182,000 tons per year capacity by 1985, at an 
ton-per-year potlines at its Grande Baie, estimated cost of $180 million. In addition, Quebec, primary aluminum smelter as de. the 4,400-ton-per-year La Saussaz and the 
mand for metal increased, The potlines 18,200-ton-per-year La Praz smelters were 
completed in 1981 and 1982 were not placed Closed in 1988; the 26,500-ton-per-year Sa- in operation because of poor market condi- bart smelter was to be closed by yearend 
tions. The second lirfe began operation in 1984; and the 43,000-ton-per-year Argen- 
September and the third in December 1983, tiére smelter by 1985. 
Alcan reactivated a 23,700-ton-per-year pot- _ Germany, Federal Republic of.—The line at its Arvida, Quebec, aluminum smelt- Federal and state governments agreed to a i ; ton-per. $22 million, 1-year subsidy to reduce power er in June and one-half of a 44,000.ton-per- Coste at Alcan Aluminium-Werke Gmbl's yoa™ potline at its Kitimat, British Colum- OT, <Ulter at Ludwigshafen 
bia, smelter in July, raising the operating PTUpery smelter at Ludwigshafen, in 
tates of these smelters to 959% and 100% of (ATCO) closed the third 44,000-ton-per- 

ee Production capacities, respec” year potline at the Tema aluminum smelter 
ively: slogan Dianne gin construction ‘St the request of the Volta River Authority, 

of @ new 276,000-ton-peryear aluminum ‘Tyo 44 000-ton-per-year potlines were pre. Smelter at Laterriere, Quebec, as part of 8 viously shut down in 1982, In June, the 
eran’ brogram in 1984. The Laterriere remaining two potlines were idled because 176, 000-tar nee ree ne yee rton Of the of inadequate energy supply caused b; 
476,000-ton-per-year Arvida smelter and Cxtremely low water levels ot Volta Lake 
ad tas ae Slits, tit Pecause of drought for the last 8 years, e Province of ec announcer at it 

would zeniove retricons on th sale and pan negotiation to revise the power att 
i Alcan, paid by VALCO. The last revision to the 
re a several container 1962 agreement was made in 1977 setting 

. ; ‘ talling the power rates at 6 mills/kWeh. After 
and/or increasing capacity to produce alu- seve rounds of discussion, the negotia- 

of Qube shoot oe cane The government tions remained deadlocked. 
cee ees y considering a Iceland.—After many months of negotia- aed? ae as a long-term policy tions, the Government of Iceland and ‘Swiss 

‘or recycling aluminum cans. Aluminium Ltd. (Alusuisse) reached an in- 
China.—Construction of the largest alu- terim agreement for an Alusuisse subsid- minum plant in China began at Yemenkou jary, Icelandic Aluminium Co, Ltd. to pay a 

in Shanxi Province. The plant was expected surcharge for power. Reportedly, the power to have an initial annual capacity of 220,000 rate increased from 6.45 to 10 mills/kWeh. 
tons of aluminum, with the first stage of the Further negotiations on tax provisions, 
plant scheduled for completion by 1986. smelter expansion, and participation by the _ Representatives of the Chinese aluminum Government were planned. 
industry met with Japanese primary alumi- —_India.—A new 275-megawatt captive pow- 
num producers to negotiate the purchase by er generator came on-stream in April at 
China of at least 110,000 tons per year of Hindustan Aluminium Co. Ltd.’s 132,000- 
primary capacity. Reportedly, negotiations ton-per-year primary smelter in Renukoot, on acquiring part of the idled 180,000-ton- Uttar Pradish. Reportedly, the company per-year Naoetsu’ smelter in Japan were requested permission to build two addition- 
conducted with Mitsubishi Light Metal In- al 67.5-megawatt generators in order to 
dustries Co. Ltd. If successful, the plant raise primary capacity to 221,000 tons per ould be dismantled and reassembled in year. 

ina,
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Bharat Aluminium Co. was granted a Ltd. completed a $257 million expansion of 
license to build a 270-megawatt captive its smelter at Richards Bay by doubling 

powerplant at its 110,000-ton-per-year capacity to 190,000 tons per year. Alusaf 
smelter at Korba, Madhya Pradish. The purchased two potlines from Nippon Light 
plant was scheduled to become operational Metal when the Japanese company closed 
in 1986 or 1987. Persistent power shortages its smelter at Niigata, Japan, in 1980. The 
had prevented the startup of two of the potlines were dismantled and shipped to 
smelter’s 27,500-ton-per-year potlines since Richards Bay in 1981. 
their completion in 1979. ‘Spain.—Péchiney and the Spanish state- 

Indonesia—Indonesia Asahan Alumi- owned industrial group, Instituto Nacional 
nium Co. completed the second 88,000-ton- de Industria (INI) reportedly signed an 
peryear potline at its primary smelter at agreement wherein, by yearend, INI would 
Kuala Tanjung, North Sumatra. A third replace Péchiney as the majority share- 
88,000-ton-per-year potline was scheduled to holder in the primary aluminum producer, 
come on-stream in 1984. Alaminio de Galicia S.A. (Alugasa). 

Tran.—An expansion program at Arak Péchiney's share was reduced from a 67.2% 
Aluminium Co’s primary smelter reported- interest in Alugasa to 37%. A separate 
ly was more than one-half completed at an agreement between Alcan and INI reduced 
estimated cost of $47 million. The program Alcan’s share of Empresa Nacional del 
was to increase capacity from 50,000 to Alaminio S.A. from 42.5% to 36%. 
182,000 tons per year by 1986. United Kingdom.—British Alcan Alumi- 
Ttaly.—The Italian state-owned alumi- nium Ltd, the company formed in 1982 

num company, Ente Participazione Finan- from British Aluminium and Alcan (UK), 
ziamento Industria Manifattura, closed its consolidated operations of the two former 
22,000-ton-per-year smelter at Mori and a companies. British Alcan closed rolling mill 
major fabricating plant near Genoa re- operations at Falkirk, an alloy extrusion 
portedly because of severe financial prob- plant and rolling mill at Rogerstone, and 

lems. foil mills at Kitts Green and Wembley. 
‘Japan.—Showa Light Metal Co. Ltd. was Production by High Duty Alloy Extrusions, 

reorganized as an Australian-Japanese joint a subsidiary of British Alcan, with plants at 
venture equally owned by Conzinc Riotinto Distington, Cumbria, and Latchford, was 
of Australia Lid. (CRA) and Japan’s Showa increased. 
Denko K.K. CRA purchased the 50% inter- _ Alcoa Manufacturing (GB) Ltd., Swansea, 
est for $104 million at the end of 1982. Wales, the only can stock manufacturer in 
Showa Light Metal had a total capacity of the United Kingdom, announced that pro- 
84,000 tons per year but was operating at a duction of can stock would be terminated in 
rate of 22,000 tons per year when the January 1984. The high cost of aluminum 
venture was finalized. was reportedly uncompetitive with tinplate, 

Mitsubishi Light Metal separated its alu- which was receiving state subsidies. 
minum smelting operations into anew com- _ Kawecki-Billiton ceased production of 
pany called Ryoka Light Metal Industries. aluminum master alloys ingots at its 1,500- 
Ryoka was to operate the 84,000-ton-per- _ton-per-year Darley Dale, Derbyshire, plant. 
year Sakaide smelter at a rate of 44,000 tons Zaire.—The Aluzaire consortium, led by 
per year in place of Mitsubishi Light Metal, Alusuisse, was seeking $650 million in ex- 
which was to concentrate on aluminum fab- ternal financing to construct a 231,000-ton- 
ricating activities. per-year aluminum smelter at Banana. To- 

Nippon Light Metal Co. Ltd. reportedly tal cost of the project was estimated at $1 
was to: separate its Tomakomai smelter billion. Alusuisse held a 20% share of the 
operation as an independent company. The consortium; Zaire, 15%; VAW, Norsk- 
79,000-ton-per-year smelter was operating Hydro AS, Aluminio Italia, Energoinvest, 

at a rate of about 17,000 tons per year. and Yoshida Kogya, 10% each; and Alu- 
Philippines.—Plans of Reynolds and the mined Beheer, 5%. Ten percent remained 

Philippine Government, as equal partners, unallocated following the withdrawal of 
to build a $400 million aluminum smelter Sumitomo Chemical Co. Ltd. A feasibility 
complex were deferred. study for the smelter was completed by 

South Africa, Republic of—Alusaf Pty. Alusuisse.
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‘Table 15.—Aluminum: World production," by country 
(Thousand short tons) 
a 

Country 1979 1980_—*1981_—~198__igaae anh 
Argentina ---------2--------eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee- BLT ‘Australia ““TLLIITITTTITIIIITTIITTIINIIEIICIE atk] Austria. <CITITIITIIITTTIILIININIIILICIIIITT me tok Tk Toe Bahrain ©OTTTITTTIITIIIITITTIIETIIIIIIIIIIII yess Breall OSITSTIICCIIIIIIILIIOITTGTILIEEIIII et 
‘Cameroon. ooo 48 48 4) 41 40 CRN nnn torence awieen nae eean aac. "904 T1177 1,280 1,174 71,203 Ghing® “220 TTSTTTTTTTTTTTIIITIITTIC TIT oo ao 000420 Guokabrikie os 7-ccccsseueeesemaisrscesrmpancne | “ge ag ST? Egypt 0-8 TLIIIIITIIIIIII TITTIES mesa TOI sens wernt mies tinl emia nn aE ee 436 416 480 430 7398 German Democratic Republic®_ 66 66 66 ‘64 66 Germany, Federal Republic of . ~~ __ ~~~ 777777777 TT TIT BIT 806 804 197 805, Na reer 186 207 210 192 aT NE eae omehin mn pimnceennauinniec San a. Seman 155 161 "162" 149 154 ae sO [elt ncn nonaningeemnse SESE «6 Be indi SURSTSUELEEL RSLs ee es 8 ee UidtnMi ——— nencenncnnaneceenaoctmerenees eee ce EE TES a OASIS USES REE EONS TCSP LET 1b 1 6 "40 40 Mtaly_— 2-2-2222 LLL 297 299 298 2987216 
MNT oe ooo ce ES 849 387 232 RN I ccrsrence merece may es nameansbin cttniniisnesicagom ye nL W ye 1 Bowen, Mapublin of 55" Ss aeaiseoceece 24 Fg 19 Ww 14 Mexico 20000 007STTTTTTTITLcaaa ORD Netherlands -2"7=777IILTIDIIIIOIGIIIIIIIIIIIII aka Baw Genet ee mene enn ene renee 170 Ww 170 184 2261 EOE rinrinenetindin Sain sip aecneneaesec aoe 732 720 698 102-7789 Fa SC” 
OMI ect oe oun cGan aloes sos mn 239 266 267 229 230 ‘South Africa, Republic of -—_——_— ~~~ 777777 TTT T TTT IT 95 95 96 18 180 Spin opto URSDECEOMEESIGTIOCGETSSES «ayaa 

a rmemnepereeesclherseearreceonegeee a 51 35 66 55 
NI cy irre musireneonin nag poms EE 90 90 a1 8? 291 Guitare Coote eee a1 95. 1 88 284 BA renee tenemenn Ss  Guoceee sence 62. 70 34 “ul £_ eS 
DBR eens eee ene lee 88 eT0 2,200 United Arab Emirates: Dubai — ~~ _—— ~~~ 0007777 TT ITT TT om 28 uy 7160 12 United Kingdom — 22 2TTTTITTTIITTIIITIIIID we RE United States TLL LLL L ITIL LI IITTTITIIITIIIZIIE soe 5180 4,948 3,609 73,696 Ve — — ren nnn ie enc noe aoe 251 361 ‘346 "297 380 ‘Yugoslavia. = 185 17g 190 22 7318 

‘Total - ~~~ --~~~~~--- ~~~ ~~~ -----------------_ "16,044 "16,944 16,596 14,802 15,284 —— cress EE 1s ae 
SBstimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 

2Qutput of primary unalloyed ingot unless otherwise specified. Table includes data available through May 23, 1984. igure 
includes high-purity aluminum containing 99.95% or more as follows, in short tons: 1979—4,238 (revised), 1980—4,691 (evised, 1981—6,859 (Fevised) 1982-4790 (revised), and 1985 2,058, 

‘includes secondary unalloyed ingot. 
includes primary alloyed ingot, 
"Data represent exports
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Table 16.—Aluminum: World capacity, by continent and country’ 

(Thousand short tons) 
mesenger Continent and country ia 

North Ameriee: CRA ote rous ea cemenennominerete 12991960 .860 
Sean cern eennnnnenen ene 30 3 30 
United States_—— = +--+ ------------+------------ 5467 75,498 5,518 

South America . 
FRO bs on nor ar rer rusmanreatawecanectetanton 154 154 154 

Brazil _____-----------------=~-----"-----20"--
----= 306 7446 462 

Suriname __-.-.---------------------------- 220-0 7-- 766 66 66 

a Venezuela____—----------~----------------------"
--- 446 446 446 

Mild. ~~ Seseayen ee aeaebec eee 101 10 101 
[rf ee ea 6 6 e 

France... _-----.--------------~------------ enon aad "484 417 

Gata Damoaei Reni: hanno eet en 3 fH au 
Gert Dapaaral Bopibied 22002 So eT nn oem soe sie 3 
Greece _..------- -------- =e nn ene i +a 1 

Pee ones et race LESTE EMCLSSSET ODER TS 95 95 Es 
Welt nooo none nena cencane a5 30 ai 
Nebarisnie 22202202 SUEOCT ERE TSEC nnn 233 393 298 
Norway ...-------------

--- 2-2 --- =n n-ne nnn TT "B81 ‘882 

Papny CUPS USEC UST os aen en eeeneer mane aL 1 et 
Romania _.--------------------------------------

-- 25 25 215 

Spain ------_---_----------------------------
4---- 489 439 439 

Botieied=-=-~------ "n-ne ceeec see secaceecee 35 85 85 
USSRME IESE RB 

plugin sresoc2o2OTOTITIIII I 50 Ee 304 

‘ggg hrath Albion, Hepablio of ~~~ onoao nanan cnacaeacnnoncn 4 M5 190 

'Wahrain ..--a----+------eeeeenneee eee eee eee ee eens ist 87 187 
China .__..-----------------------------------

----- "377 "42h 421 

India. --- 5 ----- 2 = $n one enn nnn enn n anne 886 89 402 

Honea Stee ses ors oe cient semaetoreaesenoeseas oe 23 85 
|g a eee ey 8 55 a 
Japan __-_~_------------------------------------

- 1,252 "7185 785 

Fives Nepublis 27 “SOD TESEUT SS TaTERE DS ee an 2 20 0 
Taiwan __._...---------------------------+-----

---- 92 "55 55 

United Aish Wabaien Dube --2-2" = WDTDETTESETSUEIOSTIDI uo, "64 164 
Oceania ible esata cecseewemeceeeeeceneuneee a0 ae es 

REP aT Oe en enend incon nannen ee im Ed 260 
Total __..--------------------~---------------

--- 19,013 "19,177, 19,587 
= jE eerconzromni orem 
Revised. 
‘Detailed information on the individual aluminum reduction plants is available in a 2-part report that can be 

purchased fom Chek, Division of Finance, Bureau of Mines, Bu. 20, Federal Centr, Denver, GO 80225 Part of 
Pane or ets Planta, Worldwide" details locaton, ownership, and production capacity for 198087 and sources of 
Caan em ca matcrals for foreign and domestic primary aluminum plants including those in centrally 
Sete 08 sommes Part 2 summarizes production capacities for {980.87 by smelter and country 

TECHNOLOGY 

A review of developments in aluminum automation, and pollution controls for the 
electrowinning described worldwide mod- Hall-Heroult process, and of alternative 

ernization of aluminum smelters, evaluated _ smelting processes." 

the optimum composition of the bath, and ‘Twenty-five papers reporting investiga- 

described new materials for anodes, cath- tions and developments on aluminum ‘re- 

odes and cell linings.° An overview of the duction technology were published.* One 
aluminum industry presented brief descrip- study used a mathematical model to evalu- 

tions of new developments of electrodes, cell ate the effects of various designs and opera-
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tional changes of the Hall-Heroult cells. A _ in lower cell voltages. Sidewalls fabricated 
novel cell design was suggested that would from inert materials’ could be exposed to 
minimize the effect of horizontal currents molten cryolite ending the requirement to 
on the flatness of the interface between the maintain a delicate heat balance to form a 
molten aluminum and molten cryolite, thus frozen layer of cryolite to protect the carbo- 
possibly improving cell performance. The naceous material used in the sidewall con- 
new design suggested the use of two vertical struction of present-day pots. Heat ex- 
bus connectors through the bottom of the changers could be incorporated in sidewalls 
cell to the cathode collector base. The nor- to utilize heat loss. 
mal connection is made at the outermost Basic studies on the fundamentals of 
ends of the cathode collector bars. aluminum electrolysis were continued. The 

Ardal og Sunndal Verk AS reported the wettability of carbon electrodes by molten 
results of potline operation with 220,000- salts were shown to be different when the 
ampere reduction pots in its Hoyanger, electrodes are polarized than when not 
Norway, aluminum smelter.%* The potline _ polarized.* Current densities influenced the 
consisted of 80 side-by-side pots with pre- wettability of carbon electrodes. Wettability 
baked anodes. The major advantages of increased at a carbon cathode as the cur- 
operations with larger pots were reduced rent density was increased. At a carbon 
capital investments and lower operating anode, wettability increased up to a current 
costs. Other advantages included a decrease density of 0.8 ampere per square centi- 
in net relative heat losses and less gas meter, then it decreased. Increased alumina 
exhaust per ton of metal. concentrations ‘increased both anode and 

Intaleo reported a 2% improvement in cathode wettability about 10%. 
current efficiency and a 3.2% decline in The influence of impurities introduced 
power consumption during a 4-year test ofa into the aluminum cryolite electrolyte by 
potline using a lithium modified bath." the main bath components and bath addi- 
Lithium carbonate additions to the cells tives were grouped and investigated accord- 
decreased bath temperatures by about 10° ing to their reactions and behavior in the 
C, and, reportedly, decreased the resistivity electrolytic process."® All impurities had a 
of the anode, cathode, and bus. The effects deleterious effect on the operation of the 
of different types of alumina on the lithium cell, the quality of the aluminum, or the life 
modified bath were discussed. of the cell components. The increase in the 

Bench-scale oxygen blast furnaces were amount of impurities introduced into the 
operated with bauxite to study the feasibili- bath from using dry scrubber alumina as 
ty of smelting aluminum directly from ore.'* feed material for the cell was discussed. 
The blast furnace process would utilize the Several short reports described metallur- heat of combustion of a carbonaceous fuel gical research of aluminum material.” The as a heat source in a carbothermal reduc- use of hot isostatic pressure was suggested tion system. Materials containing iron and as a method to eliminate pores and micro- silicon were added, and an alloy product cavities in age-hardened high-strength cast was formed during reduction. Oxygen rath- aluminum alloys. A relationship expressed er than air was required to avoid the in the form of empirical equations was formation of nitrides of aluminum. Low established between cast aluminum alloys yields of aluminum were obtained during "solidified under defined conditions and the the tests because of high volatization of the mechanical properties of tensile strength aluminum in the hot raceway. Bridging and elongation at the break point. 
‘occurred across the top of the load because —_Péchiney developed an aluminum purifi- of volatization of the metal and silicon cation process that eliminated hydrogen, compounds. Further studies were continu- nonmetallic inclusions, sodium, lithium, ing. and calcium in molten aluminum." A flow A review of new materials for use in the of gas injected into the molten metal by 
Hall-Heroult electrolytic aluminum process means of a patented injector during casting was made by Alcoa Laboratories." The of aluminum eliminated possible defects at 
electromagnetic forces and anode gas agita- the foundry stage. High-quality aluminum tion on the molten aluminum metal cathode reportedly was obtained that was suitable surface could be reduced by maintaining a for aluminum foil and aircraft components thin metal layer on a wettable electrode, _ by use of this process. 
such as titanium diboride, thus reducing Showa Denko and Riken Corp. jointly the anode-cathode separation and resulting developed a high-silicon aluminum alloy,
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which was reportedly as strong and as wear _A glossary described many of the common ly glossary d | many n 
resistant-as some steel alloys, by applying terms associated with the aluminum 
the rapid solidification aluminum powder  process.”* 
metallurgy process. The alloy powder, con-_ —————— 
taining about 80% aluminum and "20% _\Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Mets, 

ali . Statistical asistant, Division of Nonferrous Metal. 
silicon, was cooled at a rate of 100° C per National Assocation of Reeycling Industries Ine. Third 
second compared with the conventional Ayzuel Aluminum Can Reeycing Strvey, 18 
cooling rate of 0.01° to 0.1" C per second, —y_ Chandler W_U, Materials Recycling: The Vishue of 

5 A necessity Progress Made in Aluminum Recycling. Recycl. 
producing a better crystal formation of the Ngay'v/icNs 1, Dee 88, 5000. ™ 
metal. The material was expected to find {Work itedin footnote 3. 

aL The mets : Yate, Tuminuim Beverage Bottle is Bein 
sretation in pistons, cylinders, and other wqieca"as: Mesum, Pe" fe Jy 8 168, 
automotive and aircraft parts. BOR cgs Gilt pusisass Cau POG 
“vA teview of new technologies for develop- az, Met Marke Oi No ob Feb 4, 1988, ps1. 
ing novel aluminum materials characteriz- _ “Light Metal Age. FDA Clears Way for Retortable 

e a ve Pouce V. 41, Nos. band 2, Feb. 1985, p. $1 
ed by unconventional compositions reported ioral Heyiter. V.4d, No. 241, Dec 13, 179, p. 72496 
the advantages of the proper use of ther- _ Duby, P, Review of Development in Electrometallurgy 
momechanical processing and the possibili- i" 33.4; Met. ¥. 36. No 4. Apr Mt pp Bi. ogg, 

ties offered by high solidification rates** J, Met. v.88, No.4, Apr. 1084, pp. 71-74 
i i i 12Adkins, E. M. (ed.). Light Metals 1983. (Proc. AIME. 

Mechanical alloying and formation of fiber gnu Meeting, Aulanta, GA, Mar, 610, 185). Metal. Soc, 
reinforced aluminum materials were also _AIME, Warrendale, PA, 1989, 1,254 pp. 

discussed. saiyngas DDB, Zee, and. Byana The al 

iq The Bureau of Mines developed a method Moibematea Motel Pree in ip tale pe 
solder aluminum and aluminum alloys ins nu, Meeting, Adanta, GA, Mar. 610, 

to solder eliminite er iarlead gukderg Pitt Mettl-Sos, AIM, Warrendale PA 168 pp 0? 

The three-step process was used to form 'Joral PH. Kvanda 0, E, Jacssen, and &.. How 

joints equivalent in strength and durability Yio seduction Pus Pape in Light Metals paleo. 
to soft solder joints formed on copper, brass, by M. Adkins AIME Annu Meeting, Adanta, GA, foar 
and other materials. Aluminum surfaces to S°;grsg,, Mettlh Soe AIMS, Werondl's, AS 

be joined were cleaned and coated with a *'#Cheney, RG, Potline Oneration. With Lithium: 
Pui lnyer of sn apied to dhe sluminom WARP at ant Wore 
by swabbing with or dipping into a electro- 1983, pp. 510586. 
less zincate solution. A nickel-copper (Ni- ya, @eve, Me Muha Peete 

Cu) alloy coating was then electrolytically Furnace, Paper in Light Metals 1983, ed, by EM: Adkins 
coated on the zinc layer using either electro- . (IME Annu. Meeting, Atlanta, Gi, Mar, G10, Q389. 

lytic cell or brusbeccating techalaes. Alu- "Keller, Ry and N, Jarrett. Rew MaterialsNew Ap 
yt cel oth NiCueoated surfaces were proses.” in’ Aluminum, lecioiyi:. Aluminium 

‘ EBueseeldorf v. 9, No. 6, June 1983, pp. 496-497 (Engl 
Thee sueoliere) wuxing conventional col Storer’ "Ne Sue 5 UME Oe 
ders and fluxes. The process could have _,,Zhusian, Q. W. Qing-bip, and Y. Kean teung. Dragics 
wide application in the aluminum automo- trys Aluminium ibueseldor 8, No Sept. 1988, 
tive radiator field, in heat-transfer and air PREZ EI ee cty a 
conditioning systems, and in electrical con- aluminum eetioyte, Silusiotum (ueasldorf, v.59 

nections. Roj3 Sept 1959, pp B286- BAS 
"A Buréau of Mines evaluation of used pp, piigium (ueewldord. V- £9, No. & Aut 1988, 

aluminum smelter potlining determined "Engineering and Mining Journal. V. 184, No. 4, Apr. 
that it can be successfully used asa substi- 2.7.5). 7. showa Denko, Riken Develop High- 
tute for fluorspar in cupola ironmelting and  giicop Aluminum Alloy. Am Met, Mark, v.91, No. 174, 

in basic oxygen steelmaking. Reports de- S¢ff,/,195.p 
- . 8Furrer, P. Modern Trends in Aluminum Alloy Devel- 

1 RUN gee Mets of used inner carbona-  opntMlumisise Dsseadorh vi, No is Dee 08, 
ceous lining of smelting pots* and the used P9515 8418. 

. a Sas Falke, . » ane jeumeir. Develoy 

sates fire brick or alumina refractory lining mest” Staa{lerfag Sytem for Aluminum, Bains 
of the pot on the iron furnace perfor- RUST 196.15 pr, oa, an pvaluation of 
mance, the metal and slag chemistry, and Used’ Aluminim Fad FE Dining se Subetitute for 
the mechanical properties of the iron prod-  Fluorspar in Basic Oxygen Steelmaking. BuMines RI 80%, 

uct. BeSpiron q Spironello, V. R. An Evaluation of Used Aluminum 
‘A technique for separating a mix of cast Smelter Potining asa Substitute for Puorapar i Commie 

gad wrought. dusdnom:-alloy sap waa, Gamaenges or Une Sess 
developed by the Bureau of Mines." Tests | "Ambrose, F. R,D. Brown Jr. D- Montagna, and H. V, 

showed that a cast alloy loses strength and YShas, Hct nish SARNSS: an Conary and Tel 
ductility at .520° to 560° C and can be  6,Nos.1.and2,1985, pp oo a Z 

i i ie ‘2Grjotheim, K. and B. Welch. Glossary of Aluminum 
fragmentized for easy separation by sereen- yeas Ruiniim Duowlrh 8,5, St 

: PP.



By Patricia A. Plunkert' 

The production and consumption of pri- duction data for antimony are developed by 
mary antimony increased compared with the Bureau of Mines from two voluntary 
that of 1982 as a result of increasing de- surveys of U.S. operations. Typical of these 
mand. With the return of Sunshine Mining _ surveys is the Primary Antimony survey. Of 
Co, to full production levels, mine produc- the 11 operations to which a survey request 
tion during 1983 increased significantly was sent, 10 responded, representing an 
over that of 1982. During the year, one estimated 90% of the smelter production 
primary antimony producer closed its oper- shown in table 1 and the primary antimony 
ation and two other primary production production shown in table 3. Production for 
facilities were sold. The General Services the one nonrespondent was estimated using 
Administration (GSA) completed its sale of _ reported prior year production levels adjust- 
antimony metal from the National Defense ed by trends in production and other guide- 
Stockpile that was excess to the goal. lines. 

Domestic Data Coverage —Domestic pro- 

Table 1.—Salient antimony statistics 

(Short tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 
United States: Production Primary: Mine recoverable antimony) 220g 

Rite cee | 16,062 17,844 12,282 ‘15,017 Secondary antimony content) —-—~72T7TTLIIT2akSS «sos ASisse eae aon Exports of metal and allgys = =—27—272277a1t> as age TRS a Imports for eonsumption antimony content) "---"- aaa 17986-79701 SBT «12 
Reported industrial consumption, primary antimony’ __.—_ 11,753 11,239 11,592 9414 10,873 Stocks: Primary antimony, al lasses (antimony contend, Deo Bonne en Tk AIL 8881885 

Price: Average, cents per pound® ____ __ SEE 140.7 150.8 185.5, 107.2 913 World: Mine prediction © "~~ 2o277-===== FeO RIBR SOIT eaa.86L 
*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
iIncludes primary antimony content of antimonial lead produced at primary lead refineries. !New York dealer price for 9.3% t099.6% metal, ci U.S. ports 

Legislation and Government Pro- control occupational exposure and environ- 
grams.—The Environmental Protection mental release, perform medical surveil- 
Agency announced that it had accepted a lance, continue epidemiological studies on 
testing program sponsored by the Antimony exposed workers, and perform testing to 
Oxide Industry Association (AOIA) rather characterize any health effects and environ- 
than initiating rulemaking under section mental consequences of these antimony 
4(a) of the Toxic Substances Control Act to substances.” 
determine the effect that antimony metal, The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act 
antimony trioxide, and antimony sulfide of 1981 (Public Law 97-35) authorized the 
may have on health and the environment. disposal of a total of 3,000 short tons of 
The AOIA program would monitor and antimony metal from the National Defense 
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Stockpile at the rate of 1,000 tons per fis- metal. 

cal year. Sales of antimony authorized by GSA reported that at yearend the Gov- 
this program were completed in October ernment stocks of antimony metal in the 
1983. Total sales of antimony metal from National Defense Stockpile totaled 38,840 
the stockpile during calendar year 1983 tons of stockpile-grade material. The stock- 

amounted to 1,868 tons. Total sales from the _ pile goal remained at 36,000 tons. 
B-year program were 1,884 tons of antimony 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

MINE PRODUCTION SMELTER PRODUCTION 

‘Two companies accounted for all of the Primary.—Production of primary antimo- 
domestic mine production, and the total ny products increased compared with that 
output increased significantly compared of 1982 owing to an increase in demand 
with that of 1982. Most of the increase can caused by the continued strengthening of 
be attributed to the return of Sunshine the economy. A total of 11 plants produced 
Mining to full production levels in 1983 primary antimony products. 
following the temporary shutdown of its In July, Antimony Processors Inc. an- 
operation, which occurred during the latter nounced that it had closed its plant located 

half of 1982 and was attributed to depressed in Moscow, TN. This plant produced sodium 

silver prices. The Sunshine Mine produced antimonate. 
585 tons of antimony in 1983 compared with  Harshaw Chemical Co. announced the 
294 tons in 1982. The antimony was pro- sale of its Gloucester City, NJ, facility to 

duced as a byproduct of the treatment of Amspec Chemical Corp. Amspec reported 
tetrahedrite, a complex silver-copper-an- that the plant would continue to produce 
timony sulfide, one of the principal ore antimony oxide along with organometallic 
minerals in the Kellogg, ID, area. The compounds and some specialty chemicals. 

United States Antimony Corp. (USAC) pro- PPG Industries Inc. announced the sale of 

duced antimony from stibnite mined at its antimony oxide plant in La Porte, TX, to 

Thompson Falls, MT. USAC produced 253 Laurel Industries Inc. of Cleveland, OH. 

tons of antimony compared with 209 tons in Included in the sale was PPG’s 25% interest 
1982. in Antimony Products Ltd. of the Republic 

‘Antimony was also produced as a byprod- of South Africa, which supplied raw materi- 
uct of the smelting of some primary lead als to the plant. Laurel Industries agreed to 

ores. continue supplying antimony oxide to 
PPG's Stockertown, PA, plant, which pro- 

Table 2.—Antimony mine production and duced flame-retardant plastics and concen- 
shipments in the United States trates. ; 

(Short tons of recoverable antimony) The other producers of antimony prod- ucts were Anzon America Inc., Laredo, TX; 
‘Year Produced Shipped ASARCO Incorporated, Omaha, NE, and El 

we pr 71 Paso TX; Chemet Co., Moscow, TN; Mc- 

WR onenagistaeoceer g 721 Gean Chemical Co. Inc. Cleveland, OH; 
fey nse egee eee oe ae OM & T Chemicals Inc. Baltimore, MD; 

mo 838 ss Sunshine Mining, Kellogg, ID; and USAC, 
— _ Thompson Falls, MT. 

Table 3.—Primary antimony produced in the United States 
(Short tons of antimony content) 

a i a Niget 
‘Glass of material produced 

ae Metal Oxide “Residues oi ‘Total 
ea 

AI sese swe apes lense 2642 12,141 a 219 15,062 
1980 27DDTIIIIIIIIIIINIITI OT 15461 a 30 16,062 
Jpg S Da SET OE TAPERED CETTE SSE 79016435 83 e461 844 

1999 ——— ance ot anne 59911364 119 Ww 1282 
aogs SEC SSCET Spe eee 1i2l 183188 us WwW 15017 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in “Tota.”
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Table 4.—Byproduct antimonial lead produced at primary lead refineries in the 
United States 

Se Re 
Gross From From ‘Total veut gk. Om From ‘Total Sone: thor’ Sores foreign 2 Qaatiy Frat 

a 101 (sk (short ‘ono onas fon) oma) ae toto) et a 2» BO Wen nnn o oD oa ‘8 & rn | WES IETISSSESISSc logge OR 5 8s egg 22 22222ILILIIII TTL v w woe W Lae eee ereremae v ¥ v ¥ v W “Withheld to avoid duciaing company pamieagaego W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
iIncludes primary residues and a small quantity of antimony ore. 
Includes foreign base bullion and small quantities of foreign antimony ore. 

Secondary.—Old scrap, predominantly sources, supplied the remainder. The anti- battery plates, was the source of most of the mony content of scrap is usually recovered secondary output. New scrap, mostly in the and consumed as antimonial lead. form of drosses and residues from various 

Table 5.—Secondary antimony produced in the United States, by kind of serap 
and form of recovery 

(Short tons of antimony content unles otherwise specified) 
ie ee ae aE SE) 

KINDOF SCRAP New scrap: Veet cece teescagtcetet ee eee ee MRE HAS 
Me eRe eee men enennenenngawincccistnncecen AO A 

(Old scrap: 
ee Veet eee 

TA sees tha bess reseed 

FORM OF RECOVERY Tn entimonial lead oo 608 18668 Eo her leed alloys _— = 2077 7CIIDTIDDEE SETI Tease a In tinbagealloye = -2222222222TITITIIIIIIIIIIIITTTT 
Ti pee sae eee oe een Value Gallon on mnmnmmn neem STE eae eee ae EIST Sb $8 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 
Domestic consumption of primary anti- corrosion. 

mony increased compared with that of 1982. Antimony compounds were used in plas- In recent years, improved technology has _ tics both as stabilizers and as flame retard- lowered the average antimony content of ants. The use of antimony oxide as a flame the antimonial lead alloy used in the manu- retardant increased owing primarily to in- 
facture of starting-lighting-ignition (SLI) creased demand in the transportation and batteries. In 1983, the Battery Council In- construction industries. Antimony oxide in ternational reported a 7% increase in the ‘an organic solvent was used to make fab- total shipments of replacement and original rics, plastics, and other combustibles flame equipment automotive SLI batteries in the retardant. Flames accompanying initial United States. Antimony alloyed with lead combustion are restricted or extinguished was also used in industrial chemical pumps by chemicals released by heat from the and pipes, tank linings, roofing sheets, and treated materials. Antimony was also used cable sheaths. In these alloys, antimony asa decolorizing and refining agent in some increases strength and inhibits chemical types of glass such as special optical glass.
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‘Table 6.—Reported industrial consumption of primary antimony in the United States 
(Short tons of antimony content) 
einen een Glass of material connamed 

Year Oreand Byprodudl ‘Total 
Qreand fetal «Oxide ‘Sulfide Residues antimonial 
trate lead 

WIP naa ay (RB 2 — mg 158 
yee 3 Tee Bites 2 a So 11288 
Meg oeco CSTE Te i385 e 2 sig 1152 
geo 722222222 2 YB tone S 1 w lSals 
Teen SCeaSESSES 2 Tat 2 88 W108 

W Withheld to avoid dlacosing company proprietary data not included in “Total.” 

‘Table 7.—Reported industrial consumption of primary antimony in the United States, 
by product 

(Short tons of antimony content) 
ee ee oni eee 

Product Ta ee _— 

Motal product: el products gM 
Ammuniions -——--oe2cccTcTrTTTTTTTToooo2 et 
Antonie ee TTT 
Besring metal and bearings. “--———"-w----vs7ccrait BB 
Bowe Tee OM Oe 
Seine acadtal cet Gallamibiejibed sed tell --"--“o-v--oaescc 
; ccocer eee owen eee ene ene we at ae 1m ath 

Spal SISSIES ee neeneen 
Gtr se bees see EN TENGE SUE EEn ee om TT 

otal... wenn eee enn ne __ 2250149815 se 
Nonmetal products: mete prod nenenectcuenecseees HM AE 

‘Ammunition primers ------2o-v-ccocTTTTTT ky aed 
Bireworks jeg eT TITSTTIITSS aa 
Garamieg and gins -2——"a--2-ooanrococccco ea Pigment ————--T0TaaTTTTTITITTTTIIII aL esse 
Rabber products ~-"-----ossc07r777“TTTTTTTTT to 

Toldl een ee BABT 88948046 __4088_8112 
eer 

Flame retardant: umerretardant, eee AR BRT 4500 BIR Aa 
Peaie = teens a a 

eam? MN EM 
Robber SALI TTTTTTTSSSSSTSSTIIITTTTTII «a Bm 

Adhesives -<"———--20222SoSsccccncccocoocTiL MS 
Resiles =I SSPESTSEE PTET 
Tolle eee eee een H088 5.695 __6401_ 4,855 _6204 

ee 
eee 
W Withheld to avoid declosing company proprictary data; included with “Other.” 

‘Table 8,—Industry stocks of primary antimony in the United States, December 31 
(Short tons of antimony content) 
OE 

Siocka CS) 

QR IGM eee ee Re 
Ore and concentrate ——-----oaa2nonADMDTTITTTTTTTT ah 780 She 0 
Metal —————————""S72222TSSSTITSTTTTIIIIIL SMS aToT TIL 261 
Quide -—---2-22--22coccccccescccvcciccccccs Decade SEES ee ae 
Wermatiant --------s->pnnoeen=oee see ew 

ee 
TW Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary dat; not included in “Total.” 
Mipventases from primary sources at primary lead fefineries only.
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PRICES. 

‘The New York dealer price for imported price quotations for various grades of anti- 
antimony metal was $0.93 to $0.98 per mony ore and concentrates. At yearend, the 
pound at the beginning of the year. The quotations were as follows: sulfide ore con- 
price fluctuated during the first part of the centrates, 50% to 55% antimony content, 
year and reached a low of $0.78 to $0.82 per nominal; clean sulfide concentrates, 60% 
pound in September. The price then in- antimony content, $16.50 to $17.25 per met- 
creased steadily and by yearend was listed ric ton unit (equivalent to $15.00 to $15.65 

at $1.25 to $1.35 per pound. per short ton unit); and lump sulfide ore, 
Asarco’s published price for high+int an- 60% antimony content, $16.75 to $17.50 per 

timony trioxide in lots of 40,000 pounds was metric ton unit (equivalent to $15.20 to 
$1.20 per pound at the beginning of the $15.90 per short ton unit). 
year. The price was reduced several times 
during the first half of the year and reached ‘Table 9.—Antimony price ranges in 1983, a low of $1 per pound in May. The price by type 
remained at this level until late October — 
when it was gradually increased so that by ‘Type Price pe yearend Asarco’s published price for anti § ————_____pand mony trioxide was $1.16 per pound. Other Domesticmetgl* 32.00 
domestic producers adjusted their prices Foreign metal” -—--—---------.. $078 1.45 es i eir prices Antimony trioxide! -—~--~---2--. “1.00. 120 during the year to remain competitive with —7—TOPY "ONES. ===---==-nnne= OY 180 
Asarco's price and generally lower priced Besson antimony i aloy 
imported material. Producer price, published by ASARCO Incorpoa The Metal Bulletin published European forkigh tint catimoty tose” porate, 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of antimony metal, alloys, and small parcels to 19 countries. Exports of 
scrap decreased dramatically from the unu- antimony oxide increased to 440 tons (gross 
sually high level of exports in 1982. Canada, weight). Approximately 70% of the total 
the United Kingdom, Thailand, and the oxide, in decreasing order of receipts, was 
Republic of Korea, in descending order of shipped to the Federal Republic of Ger- 
receipts, received approximately 60% of the many, Canada, Italy, and Mexico; the bal- 
total exports; the balance was shipped in ance was divided among 18 other countries. 

Table 10.—U.S. import duties for antimony 
pa a ce Neer oocn ge em 730s Mast favored nation (MEN) No MN 

No. January 1, 1983 January 1, 1984 January 1, 1983 $$ sarmuary 1, 1985 anuary 1, 1984 anary 1, 1988” 
OR a saeemeeeoese || WON, Preizectoues Been Bie Newdisoriqatad “<C“CCTI“== 610 OFentper pond OTe er wind —Oent per 

oun Metal, unwrought 68202 Scentperpound- _4cent per pound- 2 dents per poun Antimonyordes—~777777-77= 49790 “TeenterBound Tetarper Bound 2eents per pound AES ERIEIRE PR ie pe ne ene
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‘Lable 11.—U.S. imports for consumption of antimony, by class and country 
1982 a 

Class and country Grose Value G8, Value weight weight CaM, thousands) Gg VHt  chousands) 

Aner Be 1% 8126 fam-Luxembourg ——_-----—-------------~ 9 1 Bolle cece SSR aie ema ZET 504 061 184 236 Brazil - 17222 Gaggcerecunatee 8 255 ae a 
Gonisda SEES aera 1 308 z 24 Gila 2 cceeiecbere ses navau! SURES TOEEEES 8 108 se ue Ghina == 22222-0222 T SPLIT 1st 26 co 1,018 
Germany, Federal Republic of ---____+___.. = @ 2 eo 22 
O08 an mene neem epee meee ° 4 o 3 
Mexieg:JEscso SETS Tra Tes OSE ET 59 un 251 118 Ben eer peeesteenee Ss a 5 4 USB Reser ete ap eee mH 20 3 Untied Kingdon 20727 TTTZT ETI SGCIOGRSEES 6 @ 31 18 
Yugoslavia’ <-~ 7727722222222 2a2a a 2 40 a = 

Total _—-------c-neeeneon nanan nnn 1,900 3898 1,282 1,987 
Antimony oxide: Sp Belglucr Lutembourg __--------------------- 230 561 308 608 

Bills oo soco se coe seavarin ae SDEeOSece 22m 3801 2,690 3.683 a 2 ® 132 221 Ganada 1207S 08ST SGUTET SEC SERESET AEE al % 35 4 
Ghile = 2-22222222DIITIIIIIIILIIIIII IIL e eS 220 215 Gina Sa SERN Ta ERTS eaR TTT EES 2,058 5,00 12 240 
Frame... ee neces 1,582 4,520 1,652, 3,602 Germany, Federal Republis of -=-27222222222222 81 “53 02 38 
Hoeg ng soos se See 20 SSSR TEESE os 20 36 Tale 227722 TII IIIT TII2LIIIo is Ss &8 182 
Mapa eae eo 2 e 9 Netherlands _--~_~-~~~~----~~-777 BE be 58 42 100 

South Africa, Republi of -~_~~_2~222222222 2222 3,200 5 386 291 United Kingdom Tebasssccessse seo "2205 359 2.686 281 888 
Total enna eeee-------___ 10498 _—*18,045 1060413818 

Antimony sulfide? Belgidm-Luxembourg -—--—-----~----------- =~ 30 85 19 46 Gagein ce fence COTTE TS RS SRETERSSSE TE pi a B 3 Gling sees cee se oeaer ccs 8 a aa oe Francs Seto orisha csc aaene nine. % a a 5 
Germany, Federal Republic of —--____.... wn---- ray 2: “- - 
GIO etsy sie oet en etc marioe grime eerie a 2 es nm 
United Kingdom: 2-05.52. 22 25-55-5255. @ 5 e) 4 

Nil cicieiecincaninacananndee eee seas 88 188 AT 58 

Less than 1/2 unit. 
Includes needle or liquated. 

Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of antimony ore and concentrate, by countty 
a 3 

Country Gros Antimony Vatue Gross Antimony Value weight “content weight “content 
tehortions) _hortions) —Chousands)  Grtfone) —ehorttona)__thowsands) 

Billvias cease sce nen 2498 1,688 $2724 1815 119 81,158 Canadas ~~~~~727727777 ‘a0 21 co 5 3 4 Gils 2, Done Serene a - oo 3 22 Fy Mosies—= ~~~ 77 2n2 7-2 2188 i 26m 632 400 
South Afries, Repubiie of. — no a 125 346 aad 146 allel cece 0220 we = 22 a1 598 United Kingdom_——~—_2 27 ai 3 8 3 2 3 Zimbabwe === === 22a 116 2 1 en Bs = 

Total - 5,607 2,169 4,289 6.905, 2770 2,885
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WORLD REVIEW 

Bolivia.—Corporacién Minera de Bolivia _ Empresa Minera Unificada S.A. (EMU- 
(COMIBOL) and Empresa Nacional de Fun- SA) announced the closure of its Caracota 
diciones (ENAF) announced that test smelt- Mine for maintenance work. The clo- ing was expected to begin in September sure was expected to last a minimum of 3 1983 at the new lead and silver smelter in months. The Caracota Mine accounted for Karachipampa, Potosi. This joint venture 40% of EMUSA’s antimony ore output.‘ 
between COMIBOL and ENAF reportedly Brazil.—In January, Cia. Industrial Ama- will operate under the corporation name of zonese and Best Metais e Soldas announced 
Sociedad del Complejo Metaltirgico de Kara- the opening of a new antimony smelter chipampa. The plant was expected to proc- located at Manaus. The plant was expected 
ess 56,000 tons of lead concentrates per year to treat oxide ores, imported principally for an annual production of 24,000 tons of from Thailand, to produce antimony metai, 
lead, 220 tons of silver, and 2,000 tons of _ but the plant also has the capability to treat byproduct antimony, along with additional sulfide ores. Annual capacity was reported byproducts of zinc, copper, and bismuth.* _to be 1,300 tons of antimony metal.* 

‘Table 14.—Antimony: World mine production (content of ore unless otherwise specified), by country? 
(hort tons) 

Country 199 1980 1981 1982 1988 ot 
Australie a9 see Secectee 1,696 "1581 1246 1.326 1,300 Austria 2 227DIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITT 629 "730 665, 735 “60 Bolivia). coe Ora Te ShEA* ES TeSoe 14351 1047 16,866, 15,408 11,600 Breall oo ene 80 51 Bot 298 330 PBI AEST 150 485, 110 ~ Ganada® 87>" "TTT TTTITITIT ITT 3,256 2,600 1,560 ce Chine aca he LS PRPL SEI ERTS 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 Geechosiovaikia ~~~ = 22 2772T22=2= == 584 ‘639 551 551 350, Henne nena ORS SES TIS me os 344 340 380 Guatemala’ STISE ISS Sse ERS s 78 a3 563 "550 500 Honduras .~~27777T7T7TTLIIIIIE 51 25 "22 en 1 Waly —ognnngs-----onnn nna nen 1047 786 167 au 400 laysia Sarawak) ~~~" “77722272 ‘338 ut a1 9 400 Mesiest 288030 CURSESUOEEE ET SE 3,166 2899 1,984 1,195 4,700 Moroeeo - ===" ~LTIIIIIIIITIIIE 2175 606 556 998, 13100 Pabisten oo 020075 TREESTCTEIIS 7 1 i 56 55 Peru (recoverable) —— ~~ "777777227 602 379 155 aid 710 South Africa, Republic of =" ~~~7222777 12815, 4413 10788 10,070 56,947 Spain TTT ‘552 689 ng 506 550 WD cere ae 3,285, 324 1822 734 1,800 ‘Turkey. SSUSETS US SETRSRE ST UENe 309 1/068 ‘904 1189 1200 USSRE_~20TTTTTTTTTTTTII 9,100 9300, 9,500 91900 10/000 United Siatey® —”TTLIETTTIIIITIIIT "32 343 646 503 838, Yugoslavia —_~—"~7202LIIIIIITIE 2.245 1852 1,604 1348 1,500 Vambabee 2, SREESU ER EREE LISTE 796, 792 160 aT ‘zo 
Tel ae see ee eee eg "69584 "70,020 63,124 59277 58,801 ——————— OO a eT ea 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised, 
*Table includes data available through May 16, 1984 {Antimony content of antimony ore and concentrates, lead concentrates, and lead and zinc midalings. sPartly estimated on the basis of reported value of total production {Antimony content of ores for export plus antimony content of antimonial lead and other smelter products produced. {Reported figure from Consolidated Murchison Ltd, 1983 Annual Report. ‘$Production from antimony mines; excludes amount produced as a byproduct of domestic lead ores. "Reported figure. 

TECHNOLOGY 

A modified transpiration apparatus was Kelvin.* 
devised by the Bureau of Mines to permit —_Phillips Petroleum Co. marketed an addi- rapid and accurate measurement of the tive that ties up heavy metals to maintain vapor transport and vapor diffusion coeffi catalyst activity during the refining of cients of antimony sulfide (Sb.S:) and other crude oil and helps to prevent a shift in the compounds at temperatures up to 1,045° reaction equilibrium to gas and coke at the
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ine. iti "Mining Journal (London). Bolivian Lead Silver Smelt- expense (of gasoline. he additive, called, '¥-300/No iia Janet a8, p31 
: » Presumably is antimony oxide _“\_——. Emusa Mine Shutdown. V. 301, No. 7716, July 

or a compound that converts to antimony ® 1088 p90 : Nene ‘Metal Bulletin (London). Brazilian Antimony Is Roll: oxide on calcination.’ ing. No. 6821, Sept. 16, 1983, p. 19. ‘s Rall ee SMadsen, B. W., A! Adams, and P. A. Romans. Deter. “Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals, mining Vapor Density and Gaseous Diffusion Coefficients 
2¥ederal Register. Antimony Metal, Antimony Trioxide, of SbaSs Using a Modified Transpiration Apparatus. Bu: 

and Antimony Sulfide; Decision, To ocept Negotiated Mines Rt 8812, 1983, 14 pp. 
‘Testing Program. V. 48, No. 172, Sept. 2, 1088, pp. 39979- "Chemical. Week. More Motor Fuels From Dirtier 39982 Grudes. V. 183, No. 4, July 27,1988, pp. 21-22





By R.A. Clifton! 

US. apparent consumption of asbestos product manufacturing. Manville’s Canadi- 
continued to decline in 1983 because of its an mine, the world’s largest, was purchased 
unfavorable public ecological image. U.S. by a Canadian group and production was 
apparent consumption was 88% of that in expected to continue. 
1982 and 27% of the alltime high of 1973. _ Domestic Data Coverage. —Domestic pro- 
Shipments from domestic mines, all chryso- duction data for asbestos are developed by 
tile, increased 10%, and imports decreased the Bureau of Mines by means of a volun- 
19%. The Manville Corp., formerly Johns- tary industry survey. Of the three can- 
Manville Inc,, the largest producer of asbes- assed operations to which a survey collec- 
tos in the market economy countries and tion request was made, all responded, repre- 
the largest U.S. manufacturer of asbestos senting 100% of the total production data 
products, ceased all asbestos mining and shown in table 1 

Table 1.—Salient asbestos statistics 

TETOTOTOToOownwOoO2O23350- a 
United States: rolicton (Gales) metric tons _$haBL 8001975618 6a515 en ans Values ws) 22722TAa=~ "thousands 988985 sLsG0 00'S SDLSTT. 27S Exports and reexpors(anmanufacured) Gietric tons 48201 Age71. 419 sam) pagus Value. u-------__----— thousand «SIL geo? SELSIR SIT S10 Exports and reexporis of achestox pret ralue) Go’ siste90  sisiese $145,190 siz7g67 s1z982 Imports for consumption (unmanuactured) matic tons. Sia 0796 sare1g mana 19Ba87 Value. Thousands. $5210 SoLsoD sludsys Solan STG Released fon cil anmaanachired) : 
Consumption... do” | B60,600 359,700 348.500 asst 217.600 World Proluttion. => doo22>rassoan 4599900 4397340 P4080 314 °4 157 258 
“Estimated, *Proliminary. “Revised 

Legislation and Government Pro- tal Protection Agency (EPA) testified that 
grams—The Occupational Safety and within 1 year it would propose a ban on 
Health Administration (OSHA) published certain asbestos products. The products to 
in the Federal Register of November 4 its be covered by the proposed ban are saturat- 
Emergency Temporary Standard (ETS), ed asbestos roofing felt, unsaturated roofing 
which lowers, by a factor of four, the per- felt, asbestos flooring felt, asbestos sheet 
missible level of workplace exposure to flooring, vinyl-asbestos floor tile, and 
asbestos. The ETS was challenged in the asbestos-cement pipe. It was EPA’s inten- 
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals by the asbes- tion to propose another rule in October 
tos industry and, on November 23, was 1984, which would set production ceilings 
stayed pending judicial review. for remaining asbestos products. These lim- 

On July 21, in testimony before the Sen- its would decline until all products contain- 
ate Subcommittee on Toxic Substances and ing asbestos would be eventually phased 
Environmental Oversight, the Environmen- out. 
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‘The Consumer Products Safety Commis- able data on asbestos health hazards, coor- 
sion (CPSC) published its final report of the _dinating scientific research, identifying con- 
Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel on Asbes- trol measures, and developing a uniform 
tos, Copies of the report are available from approach to issuing regulations, 
the Office of the Secretary, Consumer Prod- Environmental Impaet—The mortality 
ucts Safety Commission, Washington, DC rate of Reserve Mining Co.’s employees 
20207. Copies may also be obtained by exposed to asbestos-containing taconite dust 
calling the Office of the Secretary at (301) was the subject of a medical journal article.* 
492-6800. Tt was found that men employed by Reserve 

In July, EPA, CPSC, and OSHA set up a from 1952 to 1976 had a mortality rate 
formal task force on asbestos. The group significantly lower than that expected for 
was to develop a coordinated Federal ap- white males in the State of Minnesota and 
proach to protect the public from health that deaths from malignant diseases were 
hazards of asbestos in the workplace, during marginally below those expected for the 
use of a product, or from disposal practices. State 
The group's goals include assessing avail- 

Table 2.—Stockpile goals and Government inventories for asbestos as of December 31 
(Metric tons) 

Bigot mvtories 
a 

Amosite —------ eM RRRT RT RST Ghrysotie “= >>> = cocccccccccccc "ee “Bingen “Es Geordie SEE SEE TS TSEC STET ies ska 
Total nn a ee 
"Revised 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

‘Mines in the United States shipped about producer, the Santa Rita Mine on the Joa- 
10% more asbestos than in 1982, and the quin Ridge near Coalinga, in San Benito 
value increased 12%. Only two States pro- County, was owned and operated by Union 
duced asbestos; California was the leader, Carbide Corp. This mine was the second 
followed by Vermont. largest U.S. producer. The third U.S. pro- 

Calaveras Asbestos Corp. was California's ducer was the Vermont Asbestos Group's 
and the Nation’s leading producer, from its Lowell Mine in Orleans County, VT. 
Copperopolis Mine. The other California 

Table 3.—Asbestos producers in the United States in 1983 

State and company County Mine Bee 

tGalveras Asbestos Co Gat Genperopol i averas Asbestos =—  Galageras === ropolis....__Chryptile Union Carbide Corp => SanBenits -=22222Sthlata® 222-2 Be Vermont: Vermont Asbesios Group ~~~ Orleans ~~~ Towel 77> 

Employment in U.S. asbestos mines and management was optimistic about the fu- 
mills remained at about 400 persons. ture. A foreclosure suit had been dismissed, 

Miners at the Asbestos Group's mine in and there was sufficient inventory at the 
Vermont went on strike in October and mine to meet shipments for some time. 
were still out at yearend. Despite this, the
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

‘Total U.S. asbestos consumption decreas- chrysotile used was spinning grades 1, 2, or 
ed 12%; of the total, 97% was chrysotile and 3. Grade 7's were the most used, 76%, 
8% was crocidolite. Small amounts of amo- followed by grades 4 and 6, 8% each, and 
site were reported used. One percent of the grade 5's, 7%. 

Table 4.—U.S. asbestos consumption by end use, grade, and type 
(Thousand metric tons) 

" Chrysotile Cro Ang Total End use fades Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade ado te, aabes fanaa Sg Crgle Grpde Grade Grade toate ees 
Weotal—- BA 181811 DS 16D BBS 
1983 SS ee ‘Asbestoscementpipe. Mk 962. Asbestoscementsheet = > “8 gt Bat SH Coatings and com: pounieescrn - BR ome 23 Hloringproductss--- 2 Tt RG Friction products ———~ : 3 78 62 BO fs DIS 

WOtermadiiccss yon eas ey WE | Sh 
Packing an gaskets ~~ “7B eh ash Peercctscc Fe sl. aly te mM te tl it Platies--=-=---2> a3 = 2 oe | EU OU Proofing produetsa==> SS =e 2m oat Gb I 6B Peveeccccsss! | Sa a GEE li: EE 3 Other -222TT_ aa 

Toul... d22TO~C«*dS~=CTAA=«CO ee 2G CaO 

PRICES 

Depressed markets and high producer data. These averaged data represented most 
inventories of the last few years have caus- of the domestic market. The unit value of 
ed final negotiated asbestos prices to be exported asbestos, $360 per metric ton, 
lower than listed prices. A realistic set of represented a 7% increase. 
unit values can be calculated using import 

‘Table 5.—Customs unit values of imported asbestos 
(Dollars per metre ton) 

Sd 
ESS ot Mimi ecm  § Bae B mm gem Geule==2277722222 Sllcccccriciciz: te Pi Spinning ---WTTTTTTTTTISIIITTINTTTIIIIIIIII aa 

South Aftien, Republic of Anthea oo emeeeeccnce: A TR de, RR ee Grocnbelisi2 scsn suse TESTES SgETS met 

FOREIGN TRADE 

There was a 1% increase in the total U.S. exports, accounting for 51% of the 
value of asbestos fibers and asbestos prod- value, followed by Japan, 8%; Saudi Arabia, 
ucts exported from the United States; of 7%; and Mexico, 6%. 
this, the fiber portion remained at 13%. Canada provided 94% of the asbestos 
Canada remained the largest recipient of fiber imported into the United States, and
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the Republic of South Africa provided 6%. types with 97% of the total. The value of 
Several countries provided minor amounts. imported fiber was only 89% of that of 1982. 
Chrysotile again dominated the imported 

Table 6.—Countries importing U.S. asbestos fibers and products teeelaes 
—- ee 

‘Country factured factured ‘Total’ factured factured Total? coe | eee ar ee 

Sete | AR 

United ingdam = 27 7TSa ie 2,t61 2,939 204 216 2320 
Ypgeen gh ARE 

sang aa a 

Table 7.—U.S. exports and reexports of asbestos and asbestos products 

i081. A 
Products Quan Nalt@ Quan. Valle Quan. Value 

enon ee 

Products: us wun ells) foc hu au 

‘Brake linings and disk brake pads ~——-~ dou —— NA 5008 NA 423852 NA 7056. 

aeons 

iio ncesantavcqnen lve Ta ual Sie eae et 
Products: Se ec ey 

Gein ge Ot 

Brake linings and disk brake pods ~~~ -_—do.--— NA 1 NA 5390 NA 318 
ics arcinne-—ns—mnsciumne- NANA 

NA Notavailable. XX Not applicable. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of asbestos fibers by type, origin, and value 

Canada South Attica, Other ‘Total 
Type ~Guantiy Value” ~Guantity Value” “Quantity Value” ~ Quantity Value Geet’ howe Gate” tine GQumty Yee Quantey Yee Tons! Sands) tons)” sands) fons)” sands) Tons!” sand) 

W981_---------.._s1g867 $0982 hale __siogte 2190 —sa.a19 —<ga618 _ S109. 
1982, TO ee Chrystie Grade === 36 1 __ § 1 44 6 ce rn er Wother 227715582 aN ak 058 Tab aabloee LGB Crocidaite las) me ORE got gts EE ER atte Smosite sono One zea P08 

Moned aes SEAN TTO OTN 1800 ND ROB =_aona paisa _ 0.928 
198, ee ee Chrysotile Grade —- 4 1 mea 8 eae a9 Spinning bers = 00nd) aah Alother "isis 80s sib asrOnd ah Crocidolite blac) = SOS gin ag Rt SS Stove =) =o aioe 

a a ee 

WORLD REVIEW 

The market economy countries’ asbestos current operation of the Amiantifera Ba- 
industries suffered the same state of over- langero S.p.A. Balangero Mine. Asbestos 
supply, reduced demand, mine layoffs, and was mined from a face 170 meters high by 
general economic problems that character- 700 meters long. The mine’s annual capaci- 
ized 1982. Increased demand in the last ty was rated at 3.1 million tons of ore 
quarter did little more than reduce some of yielding 150,000 tons of fiber. It was one of 
the high fiber inventories. the few asbestos mines in the world with a 
Canada—Manville concluded the sale of salable byproduct. Nearly one-half million 

the Jeffrey Mine at Asbestos in September. tons per year of high-quality crushed stone 
The purchasers included a number of for- and sand have been sold from the Balangero 
mer Manville executives headed by the Mine. 
president of their former auditing firm. J. South Africa, Republic ofA mining 
M. Asbestos Inc., the new owner,-promised periodical detailed workings of a mine and 
to continue production of fine chrysotile mill that produced roughly one-half of the 

fibers and provide technical services. world’s crocidolite in 1982* The under- 
Preliminary figures were cited that show- ground Pomfret Mine of the Griqualand 

ed a continued downturn of Quebec's fiber Exploration and Finance Co. Ltd. was con- 
production® The volume, estimated at sidered to be the premier crocidolite mine of 
717,000 tons, was 4% below that for 1982, the world. Ore selection at the face of 
but the value, Can$316 million, increased grades not less than 8% was used to main- 
6%. tain an average ore grade of 12% to the 

According to a published report, Asbestos mill. Except for a wash cycle to recover 
Corp. planned to close its Asbestos Hill fibers, the mill process was dry. Pomtfret's 
Mine for 1 year.‘ Inventory shortfalls caus- 2,400 employees live in the town of Pomfret, 
ed by the closing were to be made up by which is owned by the company. 
increased production from its Thetford  Zimbabwe.—A weekly mining periodical 
Mine. A closure of Asbestos Hill might painted a bleak picture for the country's 
cause a temporary shutdown of Asbestos asbestos industry.’ Extrapolation of half- 
Corp.'s mill in Nordenham, Federal Repub- year production figures showed a 27% pro- 
lic of Germany, which currently processes duction decline from that of 1982, and a 

| the concentrated ore. 569% production decline from that of 1976, 
Italy—A mining periodical described the its record year.
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‘Table 9.—Asbestos: World production, by country: 
(Metric tons) 

eS 
Country? 1979 1980 1981, 1982” 1983* 

Afghanistan = —— 22 4,000 a ss NA NA 
Angsatipa: 5 cote airs SeSSa ae rn 1st 1380 1218 1,850 
Aumlia.s2oclcoe220 = 2a o2ot 972k esis aaorT 201000 20,000 
Brazil ---_-2--2----=---——— uisas? «16D TR 138420 340,000 195,000 
Bulgaria _---2=-00002222EELE 00 ‘mo 00 00 600, 
Curkdatshipmentsy --_722-s22-2-- = Ts9718 «4828058 1,322,000 34000829, 000 
Chinas Cements) <---77o=s27772>—Maafooo = gt00 "To6.900 110.000 110,000 
Gon ns soeoe ace 35412 34595 Bhd Rose 18,000 
Eee oo 0sonecnaoa2 = a 28 eS 0 2 
Gigece 22222TIIIII ae = = =. "300,000 100,000 
India --_7~22222022222oo> 32,008 155 iS 286. 25,000 
Haly. “cas eee eee eeeeEne w4090i «1741708116810. ———120,000 
dagen ot oe eenscn ences se 3502 sso 8850 $335 +000 
Korea, Republic of --~-~2~777777222 143304 got 14084 15983 18,000 
Monambique o=-20072702o==00—=- “89 #500 #300 “300 300 
South Afrien, Republic of -—_~777———=— zigist TTB 8543211860 220,000 
Swaziland (exports)_--77 27 _7~=== == 34,204 was S.208 Bars L215 
Aaivag aon oe SOS SSE Se 298t 32817 292 2500 
Turkey 72= 22222222222 coo gle2 860 958 {000 
USSRE-----7--- 777 >_—a9000 2.970.000 2.105.000 2,180,000 2,250,000 

United States oid or used by producers) ~~ 93,354 a0 07)” 75,018 sais "363,905, 
Yugeslavias ns nn 00a. 1210813581 1183 103500 
dinbebwe:o 2220022002 SEERDIIET 250801 2501949 e7ig00 1844001901000 

Total -------neeeeen----=-_FATSROD —_74590,800. 4.997.140 —_doenaTe —4157,256 
2 UWelwenenescteseenoenass ES __ ee 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Table includes data available through Apr. 18, 1984 
In addition to the countries listed, Czechoslovakia, North Korea, and Romania also produced asbestos, but output is 

potatally reported and avaible genera information inadequate forthe formation friable eins of tpt 

Reported figure. 

TECHNOLOGY 

‘The US. Navy tested shipboard trans- fiber produced by England’s Pilkington 
formers, with and without asbestos, todem- Bros. The process mixture for the glass 
‘onstrate the superior properties of asbestos consists of 25% each of silica and alumina 
electrical insulating papers and boards." and 50% of an intermediate material used 
Among the tests conducted was one to in producing yttrium. 
establish failure temperature under various _ Two organic fibers were identified as 
overloads. The transformer containing as- having comparable properties to asbestos in 
bestos surpassed all others by nearly 300° F, certain uses. These were an acrylic fiber 
‘Asbestos emission tests demonstrated that presented by the Badische Corp. and a 
little, if any, asbestos fiber was emitted polyvinyl alcohol fiber developed by Eter- 
from any of the transformers under actual _ nits, the Swiss asbestos cement manufactur- 
operating conditions and that the tremen- er, and the Osaka-based Kuraray Co., as an 
dous overload resistance of the asbestos asbestos substitute in cement products.* 
insulating system permits transformers on ~~~ 

J. Ni i +Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 

board U.S. Navy warships to operate under ffi fT f H. Gayman, MS. Ohyand RF. 
the most severe combat conditions. cornell rial Reserve Mining Company Employees 

"A neoprene spray process was developed i faaton ts fecnte Dus Expire, Am Eden, 
} ed ¥'118, No.5, May 198, pp. 710-71, 

for coating asbestos fibers to prevent their "Remi, aud M orter, General Outlook. West 
i Miner, v.51, No-2, Feb. 1984, p33. 

escape from construction components used "Ysiniscerial Minerale (London). Cenada; Asbestos Hill 
in building interiors. The process is design- cigsed. No. 195, Dee. 1983, 3 

°Mining Magazine. Balangero—Europe's Most Impor- ed to both penetrate and surface coat the, MBine Magacine. Ralangero-Easope's Most, po 
pete an peed cure the Capen i. web pp isegmrtt Asbestos Mine V. 149, No. 3 Sept 
form a tough elastic cocoon. Use of the 198%, pp. 15815 
process was claimed to eliminate or greatly _y_ Minsk Journal Condon, 4 Mase Bae for Zimbabwe 
reduce the very high fiber counts generated pen Ds oe and C. a ce Dortermance of 

during the disassembly of buildings. igsOnien v8, No Tduly 108 pp OE 
Substitutes.—A glass industry publica-  ‘Pititio, J. Neoprene Spray Is Answor to Knotty Ashes: 

tion describes a new alkali-resistant glass ‘os }fablem- Chem. Mark. Rep, v.25, No. 18, May 21955 
fiber. The Japanese National Institute for ""i°Glass Industry. Japanese Jab Develops Alkali- 
Research in Inorganic Chemicals applied Peyisiant Glas ¥.0h. No. Jan, 1985 5 chemical Marketing Régorer. Acrylics Aim at Ashes. 
for Japanese and U.S. patents on its glass to,V.221,No. 28 June i108 po. 34 

i “Buropean Chemical News, Blarnits, Kuraray Devel 
fiber, claimed to be at least 10 times higher py Asbestos Substitute, V. 40, No 104, Jan 8.10, 108,



By Sarkis G. Ampian* 

Domestic production of barite decreased started in the second half of 1982 owing to 
significantly for the second successive year, an oil glut and economic downturn that 
down 59% to 754,000 short tons valued at resulted in lower oil- and gas-well-drilling 
$29 million as output was lowered to pre- activity accompanied by the drilling of shal- 
1970 levels. Nevada, the leading producer, lower wells that used less barite per foot of 
decreased output 58% to 663,000 tons. Pro- well. Barite grinding capacity, escalated in 
duction from Missouri, the second leading earlier years to meet demand, remained in 
producer, decreased substantially. Imports a position to meet present or future de- 
for consumption of crude barite declined to mand. 
1.40 million tons, 40% below the record 1982 _ Domestic Data Coverage —Domestic pro- 
level, but led domestic production for the duction data for barite were developed by 
second successive year. This decline in bar- the Bureau of Mines from one voluntary 
ite imports was the first in nearly 10 years. survey of U.S. operations. Of the 103 oper- 
The principal use for barite, as a weighting ations to which a survey request was sent, 
agent in oil- and gaswell-drilling fluids 100% responded, representing 100% of the 
(muds), accounted for 96% of U.S. consump- total crushed and ground production sold or 

tion. used shown in table 1. 
Demand for barite continued the decline 

Table 1.—Salient barite and barium chemical statistics 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

OOOO 8s 
United States Berite, primary: Sold or used by producers one 22 oat ates 154 Value PONS TIIIIIIIIIIIID seals g0bl057 102499 ge'502 ga, 20 Exports ©7227 omer Sie ot a 9 23 Vaiue———777="7"NTTTTTIIIIIT suggsl © sig7ae aad ago agtt Imports for consumption @ride.--—2~2-7> sy sso tae BaD 1398 

Consumption apparent)! LILITH ain (Crashed and ground (eld or used by processors? Se 36a aia 2a Valen snes eee «$1T8009—S8658RZ — SHOBZSS — gDTOD 1980 Barium chemicals aid or used by processors) ~~~ 30 30 Cu 2 2 Valse cece tees 326063 saad 207 s1g720———g16,860 World: Production=—~77777777777777=onTT. Matos iatoe «ose Se aer eas 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised ’Sold oF used plus imports minus exports 
*Includes imports. 
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

‘The term “primary barite” denotes the coupled with increased domestic mining 
first marketable product and includes crude costs and higher rail rates, combined to 
run-of-mine barite, flotation concentrates, make foreign barite more attractive than 
and material concentrated by other benefi- domestic ore. Although some larger produc- 
ciation processes such as washing, jigging, ers were starting to use unit trains in 
or magnetic separation. Run-of-mine barite collaboration with the railroads, thus lower- 
sold or used by producers represented 38% ing their rail rates to the U.S. gulf coast 
of total production compared with 36% in areas, many mining and grinding oper- 
1982; flotation concentrate was 13% of total _ ations were either suspended or on minimal 
1983 production; and the balance was other _ production schedules. Most of the additions 
beneficiated material to mining, milling, and/or grinding capacity 

Reported primary barite production de- had begun before the 1982 downturn. Many 
creased 59%. Nevada and Georgia were the on-going and planned projects, including 
leading States for barite output. Other pro- exploration programs, were being critically 
ducing States, in descending order, were evaluated. 
Missouri, Montana, Tennessee, Illinois, and A major barite producer was promoting 
Washington. Illinois produced barite as a the use of a weighting agent containing 
coproduct of fluorspar mining and milling; barite with upwards of 20%, by weight, of 
in all other States, barite was the primary the heavier iron oxide ore, specular hema- 

product. tite. This material was reportedly more cost 
The leading domestic barite producers effective in oil- and gas-well drilling than 

were NL Baroid/NL Industries Inc., with the pure barite agents. This blended materi- 
mines in Arkansas, Missouri, and Nevada; al could spur the need for more lower grade 
Dresser Minerals Div., Dresser Industries domestic barite. The use of more economical 
Inc, with mines in Missouri and Nevada; unit train shipments from Nevada to the 
IMCO Services Div., Halliburton Co. with gulf coast could play a role in fostering 
mines in Missouri and Nevada; and Mil- increased domestic barite production. 
chem Inc. with mines in Nevada. Other _ NL Baroid/NL Industries placed its Lake 
important producers in Nevada were All Charles, LA, grinding plant on-stream 
Minerals Corp., A. W. Arnold and Associ- Eisenman improved its crude ore unload- 
ates Inc, Chromalloy American Corp., ing system and expanded its packaging, 
Eisenman Chemical Co. (a subsidiary of storage, and warehouse operations at its 
Newpark Resources Inc.), FMC Corp., and Corpus Christi, TX, grinding facility. W. R. 
Old Soldier Mining Co. DeSoto Mining Co. Grace & Co. and Hughes Tool Co. formed an 
in Missouri and David Beck Co. in Washing- equally owned partnership, Hughes Drilling 
ton also produced significant quantities of Fluids, which combined the domestic oper- 

barite. ations of Hughes Drilling Fluids Div. and 
‘The domestic barite industry continued Drilling Mud Inc. FMC announced plans to 

its downturn, which had started at midyear close its barium and strontium chemicals 
1982. Production data revealed the full production facilities in Modesto, CA, by 
effect of the oil glut and economic slow- mid-1984. The plant processed barite ore 
down, which resulted in lower oil- and gas- from its Mountain Springs, NV, mine. The 
well-drilling activity. Prior tothe downturn, company cited high production costs, in- 
the industry had enjoyed a twofold increase creasing imports, and shrinking demand as 
in mine and grinding plant capacities from the main reasons for its decision. This was 
the latter half of the 1970's to the first half the sixth barium or strontium chemical 
of 1982. The downturn left many barite unit in North America to close since 1970. 
producers with excess inventories and long- Chemical Products Corp. (CPC), Carters- 
term commitments to purchase foreign ore, ville, GA, the sole surviving domestic pro- 
and was followed by cutbacks in domestic ducer of barium and strontium chemicals, 
mine production and grinding plant activi- started to expand its production capacity 
ties. This slowdown was exacerbated by the for these chemicals to meet the anticipated 
continuing decline in foreign ore prices shortfall in these chemicals brought about 
because of world barite oversupply and by the closing of FMC’s Modesto facility and 
lower ocean freight rates, in part owing to to minimize the need for imports to satisfy 
lower bunker fuel prices. These factors, domestic demand. CPC filed a petition with
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the U.S. International Trade Commission, The petition charged that material from 
which instituted preliminary antidumping China was being sold at prices substantially 
investigations relating to imports of barium _ below those of domestically produced mate- 
chloride and barium carbonate from China. rial. 

Table 2.—Primary barite sold or used by producers in the United States, 
by State 

TT  normine Flotation Beneficiated |. Runofmine station Beneficiats Total 

Fone ~ HOY thous CREE thou ROW hous (ROH howe 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Consumption of crushed and ground bar- 6,300 feet, and Kansas, the lowest, had an 
ite continued its second consecutive year of average well depth of about 3,000 feet. The 
decline from the alltime high of 1981, U.S. average remained at about 4,400 feet. 
decreasing 42% since 1981 to 2.7 million A significant reason that barite consump- 
tons. The decline reflected a significant tion decreased is that the average consump- 
decrease in barite required for well drilling, tion of barite per foot of drilling decreased 
which accounted for over 96% of total sales. to 16.3 pounds per foot compared with 20.4 
The oil- and gas-well-drilling industry com- pounds per foot in 1982. Another barometer 
pleted over 76,000 wells and drilled over 325 of drilling activity, the Hughes Tool rig 
million feet of hole.* The figures indicated a count, showed that the average number of 
decline in the number of wells and feet operating drilling rigs declined for the sec- 
drilled of 11% and 8%, respectively. ond successive year from 3,105 to 2,282.3 

Total well footage drilled exceeded 10 The estimated rig count during the year 
million feet in five States: Texas, 114.2 ranged from a low of 1,800 to a high of 2,700. 
million feet; Oklahoma, 48.7 million feet; The alltime high count of 3,969 occurred in 
Louisiana, 28.5 million feet; Ohio, 21.8 mil- 1981. 
lion feet; and Arkansas, 21.0 million feet. The total value of barium chemicals sold 
Generally, the deeper a hole is drilled, the or used in 1983 decreased 10% to $16.9 
more barite is used per foot of drilling. million. This was the fifth successive year of 
Among the five leading States, Louisiana decline, and total value had declined 35% 
had the highest average well depth, over since the 1979 record year.
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‘Table 3.—Crushed and ground barite' sold or used by processors 
in the United States, by State 

aS 
State Number ot QUaBH,—Value Number of nti Value plants” — {thovsand —housands) plants Sem, (thousands) 

Towisiane 18 1585 «$123,056 u 1055 $77,680 Miswourl 22222222222 4 * a 3 it Ta Nevada. 22222777722 1 a8 23.686 a 5 25019 Okishoma == 227222222 6 a 08 ¢ 2 49 Manga e DocSS ITED a 1.080 SLs u 750 58/603 Weg Sree ent 3 168 12502 4 Ey 280 Other? 2 722TIIIITI 2 252 258865 2 18 asi, 
Total® = 6 4088 322,700 «0 2745 196,980 
Mncludes imports. “includes Arkansas, California, Georga, Tinos, Kansas, Montana, and New York 1989) 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 4—Crushed and ground barite' sold or used by processors 
in the United States, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
gS ST TT gg TOE Use ae a_i Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Barium chemiealg_ === === --------- a ase 4 308 Filler or extender ____~___~--__722---~--- Be Ries 12.080 Wall dling 20. SOUSOTOT ESSENSE TESTES geo aural ets 
MOD are esc ence tense eaten mete epee ten eaten 4,088 $322,700 2745 194,380 

{includes imports. Uses reported by processors of ground and crushed barite, excep for baum chemicals. Sineludesglas, paint, rubber, other filer, and other uses. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 5—Barium chemicals produced and sold or used by processors 
in the United States: 
a 

Bold or used by Sold or wed by 
Barium chemical anny, Processors _ deity ——Provessors_ 

Plants* (short. Quantity Value Plants* (short Quantity Value fons) ghort (thou ‘ona “Iehort” (thou ons) __ sands) tons) Sands) 
Barium carbonate 3 18,71 16,30 $7,560 218199 15800 $7,470 Barium chloride ~~~ ~~~ 2 w ww 2 w wow Black ashe ~===— a= i Ww WoW i w wooW Blane fixe -7~~====2 72 1 W WoW i Ww wooW Qi nob esceasucn 2 oat) sgt0_60 25030 sand 9800 
a 4 281d 2530018720 425240 21880 16,800 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
‘Only data reported by barium chemical plants that consume barite are included. Partially estimated. 2A plant producing more than one product is counted only once,
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Table 6.—U.S. hydrocarbon well drilling and barite consumption 

te ae ‘Wells drilled (thousands)? Sucmpfal Average depth Average barite fear a Pere ™ {rousand’ oil Gas_— PE Total (percent) feet) (short tons) 

1968 sore 4st aT 536 4405 2187 186s = ost de) Ines 52 at 201 165 22 oe kot ake a1 ai0 a5 1968 == 11638 Ib Sea ie a8 208 i867 6 153838183 aaa 53 135 2095 1968 => 1008438 AWS Boe a1 ass iss 1969 22 Ts dar 408 datas m3 ais an is == rns ae 38 SD 00 os nn in Voie tse 383 10g 258s 7 308 40.39 ire 2 Tiss sl 4931108 ata 85 ioe 333 1913 2 Ts 930839 sa ae 529 i985 ign 2 Tao te fer tee a3 ae Sat gts 2 Vass ial 78183) Hoa ea ri 308 i918 2 Tass 17058091862 ATT 61 den $994 it = Bo Ok SR kg HSS 3 ‘er Bn ists <= gee 1% esas det fsa Se td igs = Zoo 193848818 T 4 tor ast 1880 <7 Sash 3890 sta 1809) SORE 103 bts 5386 196) -— 350 er ia ay teat ios en Bra ise = ous 4030 1893s BD #1 B16 ane 1983" Boas grat nes 38498 2 268 380 
“cludes exploratory and development wells excludes service well, stratigraphic test, and core test. 
Source: American Petroleum Institute. 

PRICES 

Price quotations in trade publications for ground barite from Texas and Louisiana 
some grades of barite decreased slightly. was $75.88; the average value of that from 
These prices may serve as a general guide California, Nevada, and Utah was $58.08 

but do not reflect actual transactions. per ton. The average customs value of 
‘The reported average value per ton of ground barite exported to Canada was 

domestic primary barite, based on actual about $233 per ton; the customs value of 
sales, increased 1% to $38.73, fo.b. plant. material exported to Mexico and Latin 
The average reported value per ton of America was about $140 per ton. 

Table 7.—Barite price quotations 

—_ = ~____ Prise pershortton™ r = Pieper 
1982 1983 

Barite? ‘Chemica, Siler, glass grades, fob shipping point, carats: 
Handpicked, 98% BaS0y,not over 20 nnn $00.00 $90.00 Magnetic or lotation, 96% to 98% BaSOg, not over 0.5% Fe ~~~ 105.00 ioe. Water-ground, 95% BaSO,, 925 mesh, pound bags -------------- _$80.0015500 $8000-16800 Drillingmed-grade: 
Diparous 8% to 0% BuS0, 9% to 12% Fe, specie ravity 420 4 ab: shipping point, carlots f= nese SY 70012000 80.00:115.00 Crude, imparted, speci gravity 42010430, flob. shipping wint=—~—~~~ 300-7500 BOD. 7500. Barium chemical? 

rar ated bul, carlt, right equalized per pound) 24 24 recipitated, bulk, carlots, freight equalized (per pound) ————------— Bloctronieegrade,bagn nests Oe Pours -7777777W77T 338.00 s10i 
Barium chloride ie "Technical crystals bags, carlots, work. === 450.00 450.00 AShydroa lags cars came =~ a 365.00 ‘65.00 Barium Bpdrate: Mono, S-pound bugs, cna, dlivared 10 poanda)~—————— 53.00 500 ium sulfate ‘Blane fixe, technical-grade, bags carota «3000 490.00 OSB Xray ingot grad powdo, bloga agi 0 Alogi as L . 

Barium sulfide Giack ashy drums, carlos works=—-~--~---------- _115.0035000 480100 
{Unless otherwise specified. 
Engineering and Mining Journal. V. 183, No. 12, Dec. 1982, p. 19, and v. 184, No. 12, Dee. 1983, p. 21. 
Chemical Marketing Reporter. V. 222, No. 26, Dec. 27, 1983, p. 25, and v. 224, No. 26, Dec. 26, 1983, p. 29.
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FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of natural barium sulfate declin- lower grade ore, foreign or domestic, during 
ed 53% to 23,000 tons. This represented the grinding to meet the American Petroleum 
smallest amount of ground barite exported Institute specification for 4.2 drilling-mud- 
since 1969 when 20,000 tons was shipped. grade barite. Imports from all countries, 
Export and import data provided by the except China, declined significantly. 
Bureau of the Census indicated the grades _Imports of ground barite declined 94% to 
of barite traded; however, based on the about 1,300; of this, Canada, the Nether- 
value of individual shipments, an estimated lands, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
90% of barite exports was ground-drilling- and Mexico supplied approximately 90%. 
mud grade, and an estimated 10% was Ground barite imports generally had been 
chemical, filler, or glass grade. No crude limited te premium-quality pharmaceutical 
barite was exported during 1983. Mexico grade, unavailable domestically and aver- 
continued as the leading importer of U.S. aging $300 to $500 per ton. The average 
ground barite, accounting for nearly 80% of value of the Mexican imports, about $46 per 
total exports. Exports to Canada, tradition- ton, suggests that this barite was probably 
ally the second largest importer of ground drilling-grade material. The value of the 
barite, declined about 20% to about 2,600 imports from Thailand, about $163 per ton, 

tons. suggests that these ground materials were 
Imports of crude barite decreased 40% probably destined for domestic filler and 

from 2,32 million tons, the record high, to extender markets that in the past had been 
1.40 million tons, the least amount of crude supplied domestically. 
barite imported since 1978. The average For the most part, crude barite entered 
unit value of this material dropped about through customs districts located along the 
5% to $48.02 per ton, indicating that prices gulf coast for delivery to grinding plants in 
of foreign ores were continuing to decline in’ that area, which was near most drilling- 
response to oversupply and lower ocean mud markets. The import distribution by 
shipping rates. Domestic producers and con- customs district in 1983 (1982) was New 
sumers, faced with high rail rates from Orleans, LA, 51% (56%); Houston, TX, 28% 
domestic mines to gulf-coast-area grinding (34%); Laredo, ‘TX (port of Brownsville, TX), 
plants, continued to take advantage of the 12% (9%); Port Arthur, TX (port of Lake 
more attractively priced foreign ores to Charles, LA), 9% (1%); and El Paso, TX, 
meet their demands. Average value per ton none (1%). 
for material shipped from the principal __Imports of barium chemicals increased 
source countries were China, $50.10; Moroc- 17% to about 28,000 tons valued at about 
co, $49.56; Peru, $44.26; and Mexico, $33.72. $16 million. The Federal Republic’ of Ger- 
The costlier, higher quality barite, general- many, China, Japan, and Italy were the 
ly material with a specific gravity greater major suppliers. 
than 4.3, had usually been blended with 

Table 8—U.S. exports of natural barium sulfate, by country 
a — SE OEE oe 

Con Cae” hoe chet? hous fons) sands) tong) sands) 
Argentina. 2-2 nn ceeeeenen Pe er ‘Atgtralia ~=~7=7=77227 Sumi | 3g Barbados ~~~ See aeneaeerameneemees HS aorta (Garinte © SES RT eae eREDESE 26s Goa 2582 OL Gillen sec aes 7escunna ScepeensTecee 2 ou See Colombia —-—=2222 Sg 5 2 BUD Gasteia 32s SLOANE ATRARETS Bs cna ESTAS me oe pectin ceeeeaar eres ea at a Japan e222 2222222222 socacecrecesen seco 2M Mexico SGRDRE SHE SU RRA SRNSTSRIEN SS 26208454 aTT 2G Phdigninel Slob se saveorsseceees SSoceSdenee se 8g ig RL Venezuela -~~-~--7-- SoDIDLLIESSSEDEDLICo % 8 & 

Other: Soden esa rea nae e rc aaeeeneneee ys BEB Oe 
Total! —- nnn ven nnn enna nnnnnn---- $8,598 6510 BIB A 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau ofthe Census
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of barite, by country 

as ET 
coun jantity Value? Quantity Value 

ad Seeey (thou- Shor (thou fon) sands) fons) * sands) 
rade barite: 
& NIE ntti em menae ee: 331,876 $16,812 81,601 $4,168 Ghia 2T2ITLIIIIIOIOOIIIIccccccco «onsets Bae fado,co2cc2222c2c222TSTTIacccecccccocc Be “Sos Rea IG ined eTaesrarnarsrararecrcrermess «|G. Rabe ee = ihye oss a es = = Mego -2222DIDITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIIIID «RBS Moroowo.222TTITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII2 «veal OH Beusecc222222DTTIIIIVIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIID «NSS kbe Takoma Pholland <22222TDIIIIITTITT2 Hoos "SNS “G00 BIB 

Othe es econ aranaiow 32,605 1,929 26,745 1,556 

Total ene! 200261 116886 1995904 67.004 
and bate: ae ae ee ge 

orsaetun Luxembourg ia i ak aN ii 12 5 56 21 {oi raieisit ial peeeepeeonecee-secal ot 28 ae 8 
Enang, Federal Wepathigaf 2=22222222222022222 i g 1 & fda -eneeceeneewccccsccccccescclccs BART 813 i = 
Netherlands “222222 22III22IIIIIIIISSooSS ct ig 295 105 
Mallen oo coec sass SaaS Sn TOT TES areas a Se B ey 
Le ee 370 

Cif value 
"includes $2,605 tons valued at $1,929,198 in 1982 and 26462 tons valued at $1,527,100 in 1988 from Taiwan, not believed to have oiginatd in Taiwan 
‘SData do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Souroe: Bureau ofthe Census 

Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption of barium chemicals 

a Lithopone eres teak prone Year ram vl 
“Quantity Value “Quantity Value’ “Quantiiy Value “Quantity Value” iho” howe akon” kine ake” kine efor” Uae fons) sande) tons) sands) tons) sands) tana) sands) 

ta. <--- 1585 «$862.52 S4ISR «GAGS SL.g08 oz $2,000 Wgeo22222222222at Mao Siesta Faso ig Gap aerr*Be AS6I-2222LTIIIIIL NANA Boe B09 Sorat Bees fgge-"2"TTIIIIIIIIID «= «NANA 8185 Sse -2830 Sts ro B58 Hen ETE NANA oer S511 Sanz oie op Sra 
Barium carbonate, Other barton 

pelomaleele Precipitated compounds 
Quantity Value anti Value ality Value ‘ehort” howe ghore” = thowe Short” hour ‘ons) sand) ton) sends) fons) sands) 

9 mumerees ssi 11596970 1540 $89 ee = === 1s 243 eee 2050 ee ie 57 TRISTE 0 a S08 2533 oo peg 22S EETESTE eee eb viet Fy be Ieeg2222222222220002 cid Eg ee aes 361.86 
NA Not available 
Source: Bureau ofthe Census
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Table 11.—U.S. imports for consumption of crude, unground, and crushed or ground 
witherite! 

ground Grhed or ground — 
Year Quigg waa oe Quantity Value vant Value 

B99 5 105 igh SC SSSERSSTT EEC EEE sae «(Bie Ba % “o 
WE nnn 20h & a a aes soo SESERES OED TEE Spo ee 1 4 8 2 

‘Barium carbonate, 
Source: Bureau ofthe Consus 

WORLD REVIEW 

Estimated world production of barite Development of another deposit, in Lifang, decreased 23% to 6.3 million tons. The Dahu, Yong’an County, was to have an United States produced 12% of the world initial production of 160,000 tons per an- total and imported 22% of the world output. num. Guangxi was the largest Chinese bar- Australia.—The first phase of redevelop- ite producer with total annual exports am- ment at Steetley Industries’ Oraparinna ounting to about 700,000 tons. The barite 
bette aoe oe oe osvalien deposit in Xiangzhou was reported to have a 

rytes Pty. in 1981, involving con- verified reserve of over 5 million tons. 
struction of a drift to gain access to the Another deposit, in Yonfu County, was richer barite-bearing levels, was completed eing developed with US. assistance, Chi. 
Production in 1983 was about 5,000 tons Ana's resources of barite are mainly in Fuj- on Fated Pies a 20 optimize 2 ian, Guangxi, Hubei, and Shandong. The 

barite output of over 1 million tons satisfied 
Se cobar Minerals Div., Ds both domestic and export needs. 

ee s Div. Dress: Finland.—Outokumpu Oy reported that er Industries, entered into a joint venture jarite concentration began at ite Pyhesale: 
with Cal Confiansa to mine and grind barite tration, began ef sta Pyhasalay 
in Bahia and Salvador, respectively. Soppereinepyrite Tine one triel basis 
Canada.—A new mill in St. Johns, New. TPe,0F€ contained about 4% barite, which 

foundland, was put on-stream by Magcobar 1! the past had not been recovered. Plans Dresser Canada Ltd inva joint venture wth called for concentrating about 5,000 tons of 
Standard Manufacturing Co. A new $1.5 barite to determine if the new recovery 
million Raymond mill was to process about ivCuits warrant commercial production. 20,000 tons per year of ore from East Coast | About 30,000 tons of barite was contained in 
Barite’s reopened Collier Point Mine in the he annual output of ore from the mine. Trinity Bay area. The mill's entire produc. Ireland—The worldwide downturn in tion was targeted for the offshore drilling drilling activities was given as the reason market. In Nova Scotia, Nystone Chemicals for closing Milchem Minerals Ltd's barite 
constructed a jigging plant at its mine near _™ine at Dineen Bay, County Cork, but it 
Brookfield and Novex Mining and Explora- 85 reported that another company was tion Co. Ltd. reopened the old Yava flota- interested in taking it over." Milchem, tion mill to process barite from a deposit however, continued to recover barite from 
near Pine Brook Cape, Breton Isle.” tailings at Tynagh, County Galway. 
China.—KCA International PLC, well _ Italy.—A barite grinding plant with a 

established in China after constructing a production capacity of over 250 tons per day 
200,000-ton-per-year barite milling facility of drilling-mud-grade barite was put on- in Guangxi, announced an agreement in stream by Sveluppo Industriale Miniére 
principal to acquire Berkeley Exploration Sarde, a member of the Carlo Laviosa group 
and Production PLC's bid position offshore of companies, at Villaspeciosa near Cagli- 
in the southern Yellow Sea.* A large readily ari, Sardinia. The parent company had a 
accessible deposit, containing in excess of 20 similar operation in Livorno. The compa- 
million tons of barite ore, was found in ny’s production, about 200,000 tons per 
the western mountainous areas of Fujian.* year, was used largely for offshore oil explo-
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ration in Italy, with about 30% exported for crushing-grinding complex with a capacity 
use in the Mediterranean Basin. of 25,000 tons per year adjacent to the 
‘Mexico.—The new 2,000-ton-per-day open minesites. Plans were to build a second 

pit La Minita barite mine of the Pen Oles complex to process additional barite for use 
Group was reported encountering startup in the Persian Gulf area. 

problems." Poland.—The Government announced 
Morocco.—Important barite prospects that plant modernization and other efficien- 

were discovered at Bou Ouzzel and Androus cies helped to raise barite output at its only 
by the Bureau de Recherches et de Partici- barite mine by over 25% to about 100,000 
pations Miniéres.* The Bleida Mine, oper- tons per year." The operation was capable 
ating at reduced levels since 1981, was re- of supplying the nation’s demand for 
portedly near its unspecified rated capac- ground barite. 
ity2* Cie. Marocaine des Barytes (COMA- —_ Turkey.—Barite deposits are present in 
BAR) and Ste. de Developpment Industriel the Paleozoic formations in the east-west 
et Miniére de le Haute Moulouya (SODIM) trending southern Taurus and northern 
(equal joint owners with the Moroccan Gov. Pontic ranges.'* The main southern deposits 
ernment) both announced ambitious pro- are around Konya-Beysehir, Antalya- 
duction plans for the near future. Plans Gazipasa, and in the vicinity of Giresun in 
called for barite output to reach approxi- the north. Large deposits in the east are in 
mately one-half million tons before 1990. Mus Province. The privately owned Mayas 
COMABAR opened another mine at Zelmon Madencilik Co. mined barite in Beysehir 
with a production capacity of 100,000 tons and milled the ore at Eskisehir. Polbar 
per year. Baryte Industries AS and Egemetal Ma- 
Pakistan.—There are two major deposits dencilik, both barite producers, were plan- 

of barite, one near Khuzdar and the other ning joint ventures with foreign firms to 
in Las Bela.** Open pit mines near Khuzdar _ expand their current production. 
were operated by a joint venture between  Zaire.—The results of a satellite survey 
the Baluchistan Development Authority published by Erts-Zaire indicated the possi- 
and Pakistan Petroleum Ltd. The joint ven- _ bility of barite deposits in western Bas-Zaire 
ture completed construction of a new Province, near the Atlantic Ocean.” 

‘Table 12.—Barite: World production, by country! 
(Thousand short tons) 

ee 
Tee 
Atghanistan®___: ._-------------- 3 3 1 2 2 
Algeria 2 Cac Gone sna Ee 13 108 8 1 120 
drponting soo o2e se ao SES ESIEL a 5 5 0 a 
Australia ——___ meer oemee 104 43 45 ead 44 ‘Aueteia SE TRDS ID TS TE PERC ESOT SEE 6 & = = = 
Belgium __-_~---------2222-----— .. 3 a a a 
Balyae 2 20S SEER EELIEEEEEE 2 0 2 1 1 

Brad -"7227272222222222222200022 19 15 1 192 130 
‘Burma? .--25----- =< cereals ase 44 44 Bete 22 22 
Canad! _.-.-------- 4-2-2 83 105 88 33 31 
Ghabee Ss eR ORDERS 250 249 286 22 a 
Chinat________-__..»-.----------- 550 750 880 990 1,102, 
Cleese oo ccm 4 4 4 4 4 
Czechoslovakia__—- ...----------+--- 15 61 67 “67 eT 
Ray cap eee 2 5 2 83 4 Rome oo poe ec EnE SS 18 261 20 mm 165, 
German Democratic Republic® _____-.--.-~ 39 39 39, 39, 39 
Gormany, Federal Republic of_-— ~~~ ~72~= iis 13 Ri 399 26 

Greece! nn nnnne=---aanaesee nena 58 Ey 52 51 
Ganeemata 2228 Sno ee Ras eS ‘4 3 6 2 2 
[lamas Bal 48 390 359 ssi 
Trane JERSE SUE SEOO RSS a 198 165 3 8 im 

Treland___ eesteeees ood 362 287 "287 287 240 
[aly Semen mien, 2 Br 195 98 18 
depen oo 8 SuSE SSERE STEED 1 2 e 68 7 
Kenya -22222222s2222222 2220222 & 7 o 3 z 
Rowen, Neda 212202 SUSCDE TUES TIESS 220 129 0 = a 

Kore, Republic of=—-~~=27-7~~777=77 1 ® = =o = 
‘Malaysia — =~ 3s--- 2. -- 25 2 sss 21 re3g 22 Metis -waeenncraeseese 16 Bi 350 so1 86 
iMonscss S SDUSS SUES AUST arse 316 558 518 583 303 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 12.—Barite: World produetion, by country: —Continued 
(Thousand short tons) 

ms anna pe et 
County 1978 1380 188i ise? __—T0aa 

Pokisten.-.---------------------+ 38 15 2% 29 a 
Bera sie eas en Tome 80 at a5 4B 180 
Philippine cose cos le coudscde tend 7 8 2 sto 2 
Belang oe Saas aewcrnmenonae 108 108 94 “38 10 

Portugal. ---- --------------------- 1 1 + oy 1 

Romenia__-_~--..----------------- 0 88 st 86 86 
‘South Africa; Republic of. ----_...------ 3 3 3 4 = 

Spain ape aeen-enseoeeeereeeooo 2 6 3 % 3 
pal 2S SEESUSE SSUES at 336 388 965 ont 

‘Tunisla -__~21_222722---2--~----- 16 2 a a ia 
Turkey__....--------------------- 10 idl 205 ne 88 
USSR® _~1 277 2asssss anna 550 580 560 510 510 
Untied kingdga SERDOUITIONISCUSSIOSS 30 C) ts 23 ir 
United States? _____..-------------- 2112 2,245 2,849 1,845 "154 
Yupuderia-.2CUSeoRISTTO rec cco ce ‘31 3 0 50 4 

Zimbabwe. ~-—--2-2--2-2----2-----__ ne 
Total -------------=---------- 7,999 3,02 9,086 8,257 6,348 

gc Meal eeeesesees ser sesetese eI 
Betimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Table includes data available Lacie May 30, 1984. 
2{p addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria also produces barite, but available information was inadequate to make 

rellable estimates of output levels, 
Year beginning Mar. 21 of that stated. 

‘Sere separ Bolivia alo produces baie for domestic consumption, but avalable date are not ‘Series ext y; Bolivia also juces yr domestic consumption, Ave le 
oie eres eer ennsien or iovele of production vo meet internal needs, 
“Data are for fiscal years beginning Apr. | of that stated. 

"Barite concentrates. 
sperioal zero. 

4 rted figure. 
1830 or used by produces. 

TECHNOLOGY 

A technically oriented review of the past, industrial minerals of India* The paper 
present, and future of barite and other detailed the barite geology, mineralogy, 
weighting materials used in oil- and gas- mining, and production methods in India 
well drilling was published. The article along with estimates of reserves for the 
stressed the technology, output, production companies currently in production.** A pro- 
flowsheets, and specifications for drilling- file of the activities of a leading Turkish 
mud-grade barite and other similarly used _barite producer was highlighted in another 
agents such as hematite and ilmenite. The work. The work included discussions on the 
article also stressed the fact that oil-well- mining and milling of drilling-grade barite 
drilling activities consume over 90% of the for use in the Middle East and Eastern 
world’s barite supply in drilling-mud formu- Europe. 
lations. Another review article described An overview of barite explorations in the 
the industrial minerals used in the drilling United States was published.* The paper 
industry" The paper, featuring barite, lists the three types of deposits in which 
highlighted both how industrial minerals barite is found—bedded, residual, and 
were consumed by the industry and how the vein—and the sophisticated techniques and 
physical and chemical properties of these tools employed to locate them. The bedded 
minerals were exploited to obtain the desir- deposits are of most interest because of 
ed drilling fluid characteristics. their relatively large size. The paper also 

‘An indepth review was published on highlights the history of barite explorations 
the open pit barite mining at Ballynoe, in the United States and the geology of the 
Ireland The review covered the explora. known deposits along with their genesis. A 
tion, production history, geology, and open discussion on modern prospecting tools, in- 
pit mining of these deposits. The article also cluding geochemical, gravity, seismic, in- 
discussed the operations of two U.S. compa- duced polarization, and electromagnetics as 
nies presently mining in the Ballynoe area. applied to barite prospecting, was also in- 
Another comprehensive paper featuring cluded. 
barite was published in a treatise on the
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498. ‘Miper. (London), No, 191, Aug, 1988, pp. 21-52 srindustal Minerale (London), World Minerale aly #Watasn,  Bastas Doubles Barren Capacity at Antal Laviosa Offers Barytes Grinding Capacity. No. 188, Mar. ya, Ind. Miner. (London), No. 186, Mar. 1985, pp. 6-87 
1988, p11, ‘i#Fleldg, R. A, Barite Exploration in the United States ening Journal London). Mining Annual Review Pres, at Soo Min Bog. ADE ‘Annual Meeting, Atlanta, 1988, North America: Mexico, Jtine 1883, pp. 302-808. GA, Mar. 610, 1988. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME preprint 85-94, ‘World Mining Yearbook. Worldwide Survey: Africa Tp.





Bauxite and Alumina 

By Luke H. Baumgardner! and Ruth A. Hough? 

The world aluminum industry began to Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp, 

recover in the second quarter of 1983 as closed its alumina plant at Baton Rouge, 
demand for the metal increased and alumi- LA, in March, and Reynolds Metals Co. 

num prices rose sharply. However, domestic permanently shut down its Hurricane 

bauxite and alumina production declined in _ Creek alumina plant in August. 
1983 with respect to 1982 levels. World Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

bauxite production was also lower, although duction data for bauxite and alumina are 

world alumina output registered a small developed by the Bureau of Mines from 

increase over that of 1982. three separate voluntary surveys of U.S. 

‘The discovery of an 82-million-metric-ton’ operations. Typical of these surveys are the 
bauxite deposit averaging 42.5% alumina quarterly and annual Production of Bauxite 

was reported in the Kalihandi area of Surveys. Of the 17 operations to which a 

Orissa State, India. In Brazil, Cia. Brasileira survey form was sent, all responded, repre- 

de Aluminio reported the discovery of a 60- senting 100% of domestic 1983 bauxite pro- 

million-ton bauxite deposit at Cataguases, duction as shown in tables 1, 2, and 18. 
Minas Gerais. 

Table 1.—Salient bauxite statistics 

ST ee ee en a 

“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Reviced. “Een PRR nponea ome US vig ant 
Legislation and Government Pro- first half of the Government stockpile acqui- 

grams.—National Defense Stockpile goals sition was to be by cash and the balance 

for metal-grade bauxite remained at 21.3 through the exchange of U.S. surplus agri- 

million tons of Jamaica-type ore and 6.2 cultural products. Delivery of the ore to 

million tons of Suriname-type ore. The goal _ stockpile sites in Texas and Louisiana be- 

for calcined refractory-grade bauxite was gan in July 1983 and was expected to be 

1.4 million tons, while the goal for calcined completed in 1984. The GSA inventory for 

abrasive-grade bauxite was increased from December 31, 1983, reported 203,000 tons of 

762,000 tons to 1 million tons. calcined refractory-grade bauxite, 10.6 mil- 

General Services Administration (GSA) _ lion tons of Jamaica-type metal-grade baux- 
agreed to acquire 2 million tons of metal- ite, and 5.4 million tons of Suriname-type 

grade bauxite from Jamaica during the metal-grade bauxite. 

fiscal years 1983 and 1984. Payment for the 

181
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

For the first time since bauxite mining operating to produce alumina for the alumi- 
began in the United States in 1889, virtual- num industry. Alcoa's Mobile, AL,. plant 
ly no domestic bauxite was mined for use in closed in 1982, Kaiser closed its Baton 
the production of aluminum metal. The ore Rouge, LA, Bayer plant in March 1983, and 
was used to produce special grades of alumi- Reynolds shut down its Bayer operations at 
nas or for chemical, refractory, or other Hurricane Creek, AR, in August 1983. Both 
nonalumina uses. Of the three companies in the Kaiser and the Reynolds plants were 
Arkansas involved in processing bauxite, continuing to produce special grades of 
only two, the Aluminum Co. of America alumina products. Lower domestic produc- 
(Alcoa) and American Cyanamid Co., mined tion was offset by an increase in alumina 
local bauxite. Porocel Corp. produced acti- imports, which exceeded domestic output 
vated bauxite from purchased ore. Bauxite for the first time since the United States 
mined in Alabama and Georgia by A. P. began importing substantial quantities of 
Green Refractories Co., Harbison-Walker alumina in 1967. 
Refractories Co., and Mullite Co. of America _ Domestic refineries shipped an estimated 
was shipped to the chemical and refractory 3.32 million tons of calcined alumina to U.S. 
industries. A small quantity of the bauxite primary aluminum plants in 1983. Ship- 
produced in Alabama and Arkansas was ments of calcined alumina to the abrasive, 
calcined for use in the production of oil and ceramic, chemical, and refractory indus- 
gas well proppants. tries and alumina exports accounted for the 

By yearend, only six of the nine U.S. balance of the total 3.54 million tons of 
Bayer alumina plants, including the St. calcined alumina produced. 
Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, refinery, were 

Table 2.—Mine production of bauxite and shipments from mines and processing 
plants to consumers in the United States, 

(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 
emodudion Shipments from mines and “Mine production _Shipmn nie aad 

State iene 
Crude equivalent Valve" hipped equivalent Value” 

1981 ‘Alabama and Georgia —————---— 342 2684308389 42 n670 
Asn ee TR AAR I AN GS Ie 

Total een LBAT 1510264891819, 1658 4,028 
1982: ‘Alabama and Georgia =... - w w w it 20 10,80 

Arkansas —_----------- m= Ww w w L214 L044 25,142 

‘Total _ _. 896, 732 12,834 1411 FL 247 35,822 

1983: ‘Alabama and Georgia —---—- Ww w w w w w 
‘Arkauas oso cose eo S WWW 

Total _---------------- 826 79 1300 wm o3_28a70 
Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. ‘May exclude some bauxitemizedinely producer” 
?Computed from values assigned by producers and from estimates of the Bureau of Mines. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Recovery of dried, calcined, . ‘ and activated bauxite in the Table 4.—Percent of domestic bauxite 
‘United States shipments, by silica content 

(Thousand metric tons) ‘SiOa (percent) 1979 1980 1981 1982 1088 
Total processed Lessthan8--- 2 nae Year Crude _bauxiterecovered’ _ FromBtol§-- 83 BH_CCC WW ae, Meee a 
ee ent _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 

$988. 234 120 Sigg: (8 198322777 140 225 
"Revised. 
"Dried, calcined, and activated bauxite. May exclude some bauxite mixed in clay products. 

‘Table 5.—Production and shipments of alumina in the United States 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Total! Calcined Other ; Tote" _ Yeer alumina alumina? As produced Calcined ‘orshipped® equivalent 
Production:* WI acacia sees oetieeses gaan 700 6.650 6,450 4802 LLLTLITTIIIIIIIINIIT no 720 71080 e810 ITOTSECEESIERESCONGESITTTETIEES Reon ‘700 63190 5360 we VEC | 485 4280 4150 IB ona nnennnnennnnnnnsneenedeeeecsce || RB 30 4200 4000 Shipmenta® 9b -__-------a---------------- anne nee 5970 m0 6,680 6.480 $e EE SROD TICE CISESECEDESEEEATEONTOICESS «© ae 720 6380 6660 Yee SESSA aies, Belt 15 6320 6.085 Yaz -- ITI TTTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ISIE eo 420 450 £020 Es oe eer ae eerie 3.480 670 43150 S945 

‘Bstimated, 
3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
2Trihydrate, activated, tabular, and other aluminas. Bxcludes ealeitin and sodium aluminates. “Includes only the end product if one type of alumina was produced and used to make another type of alurmina, 

Table 6.—Capacities of domestic alumina plants, December 31 
(Thousand metric tons per year) 

se i 
Company and plant 19821988 

Aluminum Co. of America: Baud. AW Sacco ccs eeu Space ere Re Bi MO AL on enn tn teens nen RIESE, Ea Point Comfort, 4X, oo 2=i52— SSS, STLIDATTESSETTIS TESST SSSI SEITE" aw ae 
Total ne AO 28H Martin Marietta Aluminum Inc. St. Groix, Vi 12277777722727 ee. es. as 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. Baton Rouge,LA 255955 eam US os ce SG SEE EGE SE BS TSE 7070 
Mota an tenn nnneeS ‘Ormet Corp: Burnside, EX =IIIIIIITITIITIIITIIGIIIIILEaTTeccasaacetiet_ RR 

Reynolds Metals Co. 
‘Hurricane Creek, AR -- 1. -.-----------e-eeee-enennneen eee Corpus Christ, TX -—— 27227 IILIIIIIIITIIIOTLIILIIGIIOL SILI __aod 00 

Motel omens tae wane ene ee 2,050 1,700 
Grand total _____-_-----------~--------- ep een-----n-n-ne eee ATS re es reenrecoeesonoremenens ee _ TASS 

*Capacity may vary depending upon the bauxite used. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

During the year, 91% of the total 9.1 industry was refined to various forms of 
million tons of bauxite consumed by U.S. alumina. The production of 1 ton of calcined
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alumina required an average of 2.01 tons ing permeability. A proppant plant owned 
(dry basis) of bauxite. Only one of the nine by the General Abrasives Div. of Dresser 
domestic alumina plants processed domestic Industries Inc. was nearing completion at 
bauxite. Metal-grade bauxite from three Eufaula, AL, and was scheduled to start 
previous sources, the Dominican Republic, production in June 1984. The world market 
Haiti, and Suriname, was not imported in for proppants was estimated at 100,000 tons. 

1988. per year. 
Consumption data include quantities of Because of its good flame retardant char- 

bauxite consumed by the Canadian abra- acteristics and relatively low cost, demand 
sives industry for subsequent use in U.S. for hydrated alumina, the uncalcined Bayer 
plants for the manufacture of abrasive end plant product, increased in 1983 as a filler 
products. Consumption of other special for rigid and flexible plastic products and as 
grades included bauxite used for cement, a carpet backing. New markets for special 
petroleum refining, and the steel industry. grades of alumina were being developed in 
‘Alcoa joined Norton Co. in ajoint venture the ceramics, abrasives, and refractories 
at Fort Smith, AR, to produce sintered industries. 
bauxite proppants for use in propping open __Consumption of calcined alumina by the 
rock strata in deep oil and gas wells. Alcoa’s 29 operating domestic primary aluminum 
mines at Bauxite, AR, supplied the low-iron _ plants was approximately 5.86 million tons. 
bauxite. The high-strength spherical beads The primary aluminum industry also con- 
are pumped into fractures in the producing sumed aluminum fluoride and synthetic 
formation and enhance well flow by increas- cryolite made from alumina. 

‘Table 7.—Bauxite consumed in the United States, by industry 
(Thousand metric tons, dry equivalent) 
a Industry Domestic Foreign Total® 

1983, 
Alyn roe cwsaeinc ce ceecnp rae entre nmeerr ar 559 7,984 8543 
Fe | Ee SE TEER ee 149 149 
Ghote: S20 22D LACIE eemarmeemncns, ag 192 169 
Behtgciney «cS a nen einer ee 100 186 236 

Other—= == 2DLIIIIIIII III i oo oaceceecccceeesscoooe WWD 
Tl! .a--ae-neenn-nn-— sete ee ee 706 fen 9217 

1988 "Rian ainda wwennne——---ntewecnnnann ers ener ee 585 7720 8275, 
Aimee - 90 aon SE SESSLER ZS 185 185 

tn eee 58 281 21 
Refractory 22-020 Se DGDIITE STIS 12 240 362 

Glisten (nna-ecrn-noncenoneneeesreseen eed Ww W 48 

DAY Sno oR ae ema 724 8375 9,100 
— eee Ee OO 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Chemical.” 
$Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
includes consumption by Canadian abrasive industry. 

Sineludes “Other.” 

‘Table 8.—Crude and processed bauxite consumed in the United States 
(Thousand metric tons, dry equivalent) 
i Domestic Foreign 

Type amestic Foreign Total 

1982, Gradeand dried _-.-----------------------=---- === =~ 564 8,180 8144 
Gaited and activated oS RTE STERNER OTST A ea O  TD 

Mola Dewees omen Eaeeioeeemmnemens 7068511, gait 

1988: Chile siddcied,__-- aceon eepeceaeee 510 1367 8437 
Galcined and activeled 22 7722222722222ITTIITTIIIITS__a_ a 

TWA. ---enemenmyrnmanensnerca eee eeeSue RS 724 8202 8,986 
wn ih cece eens 

Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 9.—Production and shipments of selected aluminum salts in the United States, in 1982 
a including interplant Number Padution transfers 

tem (thousar Quantity fusing ““metrie 
Phas’ tno os ae metric sands) tons) 

‘Aluminum sulfate ‘Commercial and municipal (17% AlsOs) -—--—- 63 1046 9m $135203 Trontree (174 AlsOs) —-—— ane 22227722 2ZZT 8 70 3 TBI6 
auntie a 1 oe oe Anhydrous (100% AIC). ~~ 277777772777 727777 5 al Ww Ww ‘Aluminum fluoride, technical — ~~ ~~~ ~"~~~">~"77777= 5 6  o4als ‘Aluminum hydroxide, trihydrate (100% AlsOws3Hts0). ~~ ~~~ 1 2 423 nats Other inorganic aluminum compounds! == xx Xx Xx 2690 ees serorereneeenes W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. XX Not applicable. 

“Includes sodium aluminate, light aluminum hydroxide, cryolite, and alums. 

Source: Data are based upon Bureau ofthe Census report Form MA-28A, Annual Report on Shipments and Production of Inorganic Chemicals 

ited ‘i Table 11.—Stocks of alumina in the United Table 10.—Stocks of bauxite inthe United oe 
Craaiia eliom aacasy waaay (Thousand metri tons, calcined equivalent) 

Sector SSR pam a Seer BO. 
ar zon a Producers’ == = 8 Prolucesedprecemansoonneo gd Bb Bev tuatacm plang izze77 a 3 
Government =“<2222TTU==TT_16826 1682 gauge a6 

Total nn 79R488 21,865 Bint eww 
“TRevied —~~SS”S~*~™S”SCSO~~C*ideg consumer’ Stocks other than those at pri- 

*Domestic and foreign bauxite; crude, dried, calcined, ™#Y aluminum plants activated; all grades, 

PRICES 

Because of the vertically integrated published in the Engineering and Mining nature of the aluminum industry, bauxite Journal. Quoted prices, per ton, in carload and alumina are rarely traded on open _lots, delivered f.0.b. Baltimore, MD, Mobile, world markets. Both commodities are nor- AL, or Burnside, LA, were as follows: 
mally traded under long-term contracts or 
through intracompany transfers. With the §———_—————______ 4 ‘ jan Feb June Jaly Now. Des, exception of spot sales and specialty forms 79g Fekggipt MaysJune July Nov. Des, and grades, prices are not listed in trade [= ———————__—___— journals, $1982 51981417501 s1TASO $168.28 

The average 1983 value for domestic 
crude bauxite shipments, fob. mine or The estimated average value for domestic plant, was estimated by the Bureau of shipments of calcined alumina in 1983 was Mines to be $13.67 per ton. An average $244.21 per ton. Based on trade data of the value of $88.76 per ton was estimated for Bureau of Census, imported alumina had an domestic calcined bauxite shipments. average value of $201.25 per ton, fas. at Monthly prices for imported, calcined, port of shipment and §213.42 per ton, cif, refractory-grade bauxite from Guyana were at US. ports.
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‘Table 12.—Average value of U.S. imports of crude and dried bauxite’ 
(Per metric ton) 

19 1988 
Country Porat, Dsigeredvs "Portal Delverad 

shipment shipment as) elty “faa ett 
‘ToUS. mainland: 

Ble oes «AMAT s404s 30082 43.48 
Dominican Republi ——27—222 227 ee 37.05 45.60 - ng Golam ei re SERENE TUS SOSOETEES © BIND. 3805 269 35388 
Guyana —-2—22TTTTIIIIIILLILTLILITIILI ae 5275 9.18, 5267 
bgp mc a 1 B83 a - Jama CeE DOSS TescRDecCeucescensceE= = ae S991 299 360 
Burinime_—-_~-222222222~~~~=--===-====__. 4689 Ber 4298 5295 

Weighted average ----_.------------------__ 8282 40422871 31.38 
‘$Computed from quantity and value data reported to U.S. Customs Service and compiled by the Bureau of the Census, ug papel om quantity an va adusted We mcstare content of bausite or aerencss methods used by importers 

toddetermine value of individual shipments. 

Table 13.—Market quotations on alumina and aluminum compounds 
(er metric ton, in bags, carlts, freight equalized) 

Compound Jan, 8, 1988 Jan 8, 1984 
‘Alumina caleined | ___..----=--~--------tee-02--2nee nnn $208.18 $418.88 
‘Aluming, hydrated, heavy ~~ ~77_7~222222022722222I222IIIIIIII- 208.93 208.44 
‘Alumina, activated, granular, works ~— ~~~ ~~ 22~0727272TTTIIIIIE 352.74 05:00, 
‘Aluminutn sulfate, commercial, ground (174 Alg03)---------------------- 259.04 258.04 
‘Aluminum sulfate, ion free, dry (7% AlsOs) ~~~ ---~------- == _$27006882.50 489.82 

Source: Chemical Marketing Reporter. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

‘The United States exported 54,000 tons of Import duties on bauxite and alumina were 
calcined bauxite and 20,000 tons of dried suspended in 1971 by Public Law 92-151. 
bauxite, or a total of 104,000 tons expressed Calcined abrasive-grade bauxite from 
as dry equivalent. Mexico received 97% of Australia, China, Guinea, Guyana, and Sur- 
the calcined bauxite and Canada 96% of the _iname was processed in 1983 in Canada into 
dried bauxite. Other exports included fused crude aluminum oxide that was subse- 
14,000 tons of aluminum sulfate, 11,000 tons _ quently shipped to U.S. plants for use in the 
of aluminum oxide abrasives, and 50,000 manufacture of abrasive and refractory 
tons of other aluminum compounds, such as products. 
aluminum fluoride and synthetic cryolite.
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Table 14.—U.S. exports of alumina, by country 
(Thousand metric tons, calcined equivalent, and thousand dollars) 

isa see ise Count ee 
my Quantity Value Quantity. Value Quantity: Value 

Argentina —————-—--------- 1 501 1 460 ® 387 Auman. oo aS SUSTEEI 4 1234 a 342 ® 506 
Belgium-Luxembourg -————~—-— Tin 1 ae 1 315 
Dees e ciere DOE TEEN 2 1363 i Tis a 550 

Canada __-_------~--~--~ *200 63,940 7102 37,106 aC 18,874 
‘France - —__--..~-~~----- 2 3,010 "2 2,583 2 1,886 
Germany, Federal Republic of -——— 3 Bola 3 B40 3 sin 
Ghaaw oeer ces oes 7% 13802 1) a 3 ais 
Sapan__......------~----- 3 10,454 3 7769 2 4,482 
Mexico - -.-..-~-- ee "124 35,657 "34 23,976 9 29,517 
Netherlands” 272272277277 1 i302 1 1st 1 vit 
Nomwayene 0222 o2TIIT L284 M5 a8 2 «SOT6 
Bued S20SSSS SEOSSTRTOTS ® 2 ® 102 @ unt 
Spain ---......---------- 20 4,349 a 152 e M41 
Grete eee 15 358 ata 8 13370 
UsSRiior eres cesress % STO ® u z a 
United Kingdom == ~~ == Sa 8 692 i 380 
Veuili cot so, cs 4 25,695 "ae 7,308 82 12,218 

Other 2222222222 22222e *e aot 37490 6 gat 
Total _---- "130 218,640 "568 _179.284 sso1 167,527 

aaa Inch 
Mncludes es ‘of alumina from the U.S. Virgin Islands to foreign countries. Includes exports of aluminum hydroxide 

(calla equalent as follows: 186112900 tons: 1982-7800 tons and 1865-8100 tone. ie 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of bauxite, crude and dried,’ by country 
(Thousand metric tons) 

County ssi 1982 Tae 
Brazil________...-------------------"-------_-------- 1,265, 512 555 

Doetnksan Rapabli [Sno SST Sa eae EE OSEEEEL SEaSGS “49 163 = 
Oleg ene emp ere nc cnemnnmenoenerreroneecereasee 3e6 4188 8.500 
Gugene fos OS DODETR SIRE SORT Ea IU EGE ee “63 "299 16t 
Mamaia ean enna enema 53824080 8,086 

Surtame "~~ __7222227222222722222222222222=oo 2 109 ie 9 
Gunee ere o oD SESE nase anae RATAN ORS TeanIE 1 21 4 
ee EC 

‘Includes bausite imported to the US. Virgin Islands from foreign countries. 
*Dry equivalent of shipments to the United States. 

Note: Total US. import of erude and dried bauxite (including the U.S, Virgin Islands) as reported by the Bureau of the 
consis wore as follons 81 186606 tons; 1080 “11,019,680 ons; and 1085—7,908 202 tone 

Table 16.—U.S. imports for consumption of calcined bauxite, by country 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

1982 10a 
Couatey _—_ Pein era. Ole erode... Retractary eras, .__ Other ara 

Quantity Value’ Quantity Value’ Quantity ‘Value Quantity Value’ 

Anstialie seo sesaaneye = 0 of 8 1s 
Ghine 2222222222522 Bag 3 20 BTS 
Gugena 2 sad RENE Bobs nota 6 SL 

Suriname ----=-2=-7=—2 2 Lets hote SR 8H0 
Ghee oe REESE SS 28 = i 78 

‘Total___-..-..----- 131 17,458 59 5,622, ut 18,728 92 99,852. 

2Value at foreign port of shipment as reported to US. Customs Service 
"Less than 1/2 unit. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 17.—U.S. imports for consumption of alumina,’ by country 
(Thousand metric tons caleined equivalent, and thousand dollars) 

Be 1981 1982 eas 
my ‘Quantity __Value® "Quantity Value? Quantity ‘Value 

Dambealias se cosine airs 2985 stags "2707 598,685 3049 544,522 
Bragil_---2-22---~--~=—-— ® 142 n Sail 3 1,565 
Gomada ZEST IISIEISESE Si 02a no Las 191762 France -22 022-22 a 4 (sate 518188 6 10,982 
Germany, Federal Republicof —— ~~ 8 9.469 nl 1431 ABO 
Guinean = ae se 8 51 
Guyana2_227222TIIIIIII 7 a8 a = ae = 
Jamaica ~=~—2222222 222 528 124,180 6 49661 aS 

Fe i 1/639 1 243 25 gt 
Suriname [22222222222=022 44s 102,486 at aT 387 31s 58/295 
Venetuela -~~2~22222222=22 : ae “ SS 35 4394 
a eS ae a a 

Total. go7e 897.982 3,182 TTA 4080811021 

"Revised. 
ar inte imports of aluminam hydroxide, For 182 and 198, import of rude and refined and ground aluminum oxide 

SValue at foreign port of shipment as reported to U.S. Customs Service. 
Less than 1/2 unit “Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World markets for metal-grade bauxite its Kwinana and Pinjarra refineries from 
remained depressed through yearend. By 85% to 95% of capacity. Alcoa announced 
midyear, some alumina plant capacity had _ that its 500,000-ton-per-year Wagerup refin- 
been reactivated in response to increased ery, completed in mid-1982, was to start 
smelter requirements, but the oversupply of production in February 1984. Startup of a 
alumina reportedly held alumina prices second new Western Australia alumina 
down to marginally economic levels. World plant at Worsley was also delayed. The 
alumina capacity increased by 18 million Worsley alumina project, owned by Rey- 
tons per year with the startup of new plants nolds Australia Alumina Ltd. (40%), Shell 
in Ireland and Venezuela and the expansion Co. of Australia Ltd. (30%), BHP Minerals 
of some existing plants. The International Ltd. (20%), and Kobe Alumina Associates 
Bauxite Association invited India to join the (Australia) Pty. Ltd. (10%), was expected to 
bauxite producers group, restoring to 11 the start alumina production by the second 
number of member countries, following the quarter of 1984, although the bauxite mine 
resignation of Haiti in December 1982. to supply the plant began operating in 1983. 

Australia—In Queensland, the annual The designed annual capacity of the refin- 
capacity of the Queensland Alumina Ltd. ery was 1 million tons. Reynolds’ 400,000- 
refinery at Gladstone, the world’s largest ton share of alumina from the Worsley 
alumina plant, was expanded by 370,000 plant was expected to replace, in part, the 
tons to 2.4 million tons and was to reach 2.7 650,000 tons of annual alumina capacity 
million tons by mid-1984. Comalco Pty. Ltd. lost when Reynolds closed the Hurricane 
entered the world proppant market in 1983 Creek refinery in Arkansas. 
with sintered abrasive-grade bauxite pro- _ Brazil.—Mineracéo Rio do Norte S.A. 
duced from ore mined at Weipa, Queens- (MRN), Brazil’s only bauxite exporter, revis- 
land. Both production and shipments of ed its original plan to increase the annual 
metal-grade bauxite at Weipa declined from capacity of the Trombetas mine from 3.3 
1982 levels. This was largely due to slack million tons to 6.4 million tons and opted for 
demand, although a recurrence of the 1982 _a capacity increase to 4 million tons. More 
maritime dispute over manning of a bauxite _ than 600,000 tons of Trombetas bauxite was 
ore carrier forced Comaleo to reduce baux- consumed by U.S. alumina plants in 1983. 
ite production in the second quarter. In Much of the increased bauxite production in 
Western Australia, Aleoa of Australia Ltd. 1984 was expected to go to supply MRN’s 
raised alumina production in mid-1983 at first Brazilian customer, the Aluminio do
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Maranhéo S.A. (Alumar) alumina-smelter were reviewed by the state-owned Bauxite 
complex at Sao Luis, Maranhao State. Al- Industrial Development Corp. Production of 
umar, a $1,300 million joint venture be- calcined abrasivegrade bauxite, produced 
tween Alcoa Aluminio S.A. (60%) and Billi-. from 1937 to 1970, was resumed in 1988 to 
ton Intemational Metals BV (40%) planned take advantage of markets previously sup- 
to start up a 500,000-ton-per-year alumina plied by the Suriname Aluminum Co. (Su- 
plant and a 100,000-ton-per-year primary alco). ‘The 355,000-ton-per-year alumina 
aluminum plant in the second half of 1984. Plant at Linden remained closed during the 
Another major project in northern Brazil, Year. 
Consorcio del Construcdo Albras/Alunorte oo to I 
(CONSUAL S.A), formerly known as the the Hungarian news agency, an agreement 
Albras-Alunorte project, remained on an to supply the U.S.S.R. with 530,000 tons of 
indefintely suspended status. The project, to alumina and 5,000 tons of semifinished include an 800,000-ton-peryear alumina aluminum products annually was extended 
plant and a 320,000-ton-peryear smelter to 1990 with an option for further extension 
Tocated on the Amazon River near Belem, 0 the year 2000. Hungary was to receive, in 
Para State, was planned by Gia. Vale do exchange, annual deliveries of 205,000 tons 

Ho ecg) eno Joanne of ima lumina beh barr companies (49% S51 
Greece After years of planning and ne- ftom Hungarian bauxite reserves, while the 

gotiating, the Governments of Greece and latter benefits from the relatively lower 
the Soviet Union agreed to proceed with the Soviet smelter costs that result from hydro- 
joint construction of a $450 million alumina ¢lectric power sources. Hungary was devel- 
plant designed to produce 600,000 tons per PINE @ new 650,000-ton-per-year bauxite 
year of alumina from local Greek bauxite Tine at Fenyoefoe that was expected to 
deposits. The USSR. and Bulgaria were to ‘Stat producing ore by mid-1984. Bauxite 
purchase annually 400,000 tons and 200,000 Production was started early in 1983 at the 
tons, respectively. Construction was to start Bito2 Mine bres County Fejer. Output from ee the 1.3 milliontonper yearcapacity mine 
Guinea—Compagnie des Bauxites de (aj “*Pe FORCES ny year 

Guinée (CBG), the operating company for“ Treland.—The newly constructed Aughin- 
the Sangaredi bauxite mine, the largest in ish Alumina Ltd, refinery owned by Alcan 
Guinea, was owned by Halo (Mining) Inc (4994), Billiton (85%), and Anaconda Ireland 51%, and the Government of Guinea, 49%. Gy, (259) started production in September. 
Billiton BV of the Royal Dutch/Shell ‘The refinery had » designed annuel capaci. 
Group, Netherlands, purchased a 6% inter- ty of 00,000 tons of alumina and was 
est in Halco through Martin Marietta Alu- scheduled to consume about 1.6 million tons minum Co’s sale of part of its 20% interest. Snnually of bauxite imported from CBG in 
in Halco. Other companies in the Halco Guinea, 
consortium were Aluminum Co. of Canada Jamaica.—Production and exports by the 
Ltd. (Alcan) 27%, Alcoa 27%, Péchiney S.A. five ‘companies operating bauxite mining 
10%, Vereinigte Aluminum-Werke AG and refining plants remained at very low 
10%, and Montecatini Edison S.p.A. 6%. levels. Because Jamaica derives more than 
Guyana—A Government proposal in 65% of its export earnings through sales of 

June 1983 to reduce the workweek from 5 to these commodities, the economic impact of 
8 days and a drastic retrenchment in Sep- the depressed market was severe. In March, 
tember of the Guyana Mining Enterprise the Government signed an agreement to 
Ltd. work force led to a 6-week labor strike supply 1 million tons of metal-grade bauxite 
and a loss in production during the year. A for the U.S. National Defense Stockpile. A 
contract with Green Construction Co., Iowa, second agreement, signed in November, in- 
for overburden removal and bauxite mining creased the quantity to be supplied to 2 
at the East Montgomery Mine was extended million tons. The first million tons was sold 
throughout the year. Recommendations by by cash transaction at $33.46 per dry ton, 
consultants—Kaiser Aluminum Technical fob. Jamaican ports. The price of the 
Services on repairing the alumina plant, second million tons was the same; however, 
and USS Engineers & Consultants Inc, a payment by the United States was to be in 
United States Steel Corp. subsidiary, on the form of dairy products. Bauxite ship- 
improving management of the operation— ments to US. stockpile sites began in July
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and were expected to be completed by year- down. The company cited high production 
end 1984. Jamaica signed a contract in the costs, low market prices, and diminishing 
first quarter of 1983 to sell annually to the reserves as reasons for ending calcined 
USSR, 1 million tons of bauxite starting bauxite production. Withdrawal of Suralco, 
in 1984. A trial shipment of 200,000 tons the world’s second largest abrasive-grade 
was exported under this contract in 1983. bauxite producer, left the market to Aus- 
‘The new bauxite contract replaced an earli- tralia, China, Guinea, and Guyana. 
er sales contract to supply the Soviet Union —_United Kingdom.—British Alcan Alumi- 
annually with 250,000 tons of alumina. nium Ltd. announced that its Burntisland 
Jamaica was to receive machinery and oth- alumina plant in Scotland was to be modi- 
er merchandise from the U.S.S.R. in partial fied and the capacity expanded in 1984. 
payment for the bauxite. The bauxite pro- Approximately $1.7 million was to be spent 
duction levy agreement between the Gov- to increase the capacity for fine-particulate 
ernment and the five North American hydrated alumina. The Burntisland facility 
bauxite and alumina producers expired at was one of the leading European alumina 
yearend 1983. Negotiations between the chemicals producers. 
Government and the companies todrafta5-  Venezuela.—The first unit of the Inter- 
year levy agreement were complicated by a americana de Alamina C.A. (NTERALU- 
devaluation that lowered the value of the MINA) refinery began producing alumina 
Jamaican dollar by 43%, and no agreement in February, and the second unit started up 

had been reached by yearend. in September, bringing the plant to its 
‘Suriname.—Shipments of bauxite and designed annual capacity of 1 million tons. 

alumina continued at low levels in 1983 asa Startup was reported to have gone smooth- 
result of weak demand, and output was ly, and by yearend, a total of 560,000 tons of 
further reduced by a December labor strike alumina had been produced with about 
that closed down the bauxite mines, alumi- 140,000 tons exported to Canada, Norway, 
na refinery, primary aluminum smelter, and the United States. The balance was sold 
and the hydroelectric powerplant. News to Venezuela’s state-owned primary alumi- 
was announced in August that NV Billiton num smelters, Venezolana de Aléminio and 
Maatschappij Suriname, a wholly owned Aluminio del Caroni S.A. Bauxite feed for 
subsidiary of Billiton, would buy a 45% INTERALUMINA was imported from Bra- 
interest in the Suralco 14 million-ton-per- il, Sierra Leone, and Suriname. In July, 
year alumina plant located at Paranam. the Government budgeted funds for the 
This would end a tolling arrangement Bauxitas Venezolanas C.A. (Bauxiven) proj- 
whereby part of Billiton’s bauxite produc- ect to proceed with engineering studies to 
tion was refined to alumina in the Suralco develop the Los Pijiguaos bauxite’ deposits 
(wholly owned subsidiary of Alcoa) plant. in Bolivar State. Bauxiven’s objectives were 
Suralco suspended its exports of metal- to design a mining operation and an Ori- 
grade bauxite and closed down its refrac- noco River barge transport system to start 
tory-grade bauxite calcining facilities early delivery of ore to the INTERALUMINA 
in the year. In November, the abrasive- refinery in 1986. 
grade bauxite calciners were also shut 

Table 18,—Bauxité: World production, by country 
‘Thousand metric tons) 

Oc a El ee 
og aes ae ee 

Australia oso sooe------- ne ESRB ANAT SAL 2862524 500 
Bran «72222-22222 2222-22T=o2I2 288 5558 3ir10 8280 000 
Guna e See URES 13500 1300 1500 1500 1500 

Dominican Republic? . ._~--------.-~~-- 635 606 457 141 a 

Wenig ego co 00 SRST ne 1,989 1821 1824 18h 18 
Germany, Federal Republic of __—-....----~ e e) @ e e 
Ghee nt anemenenacs at 25 a8 i 8 
Greece 222 aooon SusSGRTST DESEO. ose 3.286 3218 2888 2.900 
Quinea® _ .. --..-------- =. emer cote 11,826 11,862 11,2 11,827 $11,080 

Guganat 20 STE OER TSSIONES INGE 2312 Ted 1681 tas) LTO 
Hohit .----2--222s22222—- == 584 s12 2 a 
Hangaty222oo SoS DEDSTSEESTSESESES 2916 2950 2014 ger S207 
Indias 7-~2222222272aaa aaa 1952 1185 1923 1s54 "1.928 
Epis DGGE POSES 1052 1249 1208 ‘00 "0 
5 gece re 2% 3 19 4 By 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 18.—Bauxite: World production, by country: —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country i978 1980 198 1988 

Jamaica” 1618 1205411682 8361 7300 Malayeia, 2222000307 TCSII 381 320, "01 589 360 Pakistan. --_72222222222222-2 =o 2 2 2 re 1 
Reman eT STSEES STI 108 10 ene 680 650 
Sierra Leone ----_--~--~----=-~= == ere 766, "610 606, 600 ee 3 4 9 8 8 

joama 228 SETS ISZETTSET OSS 5010 4646 4,100 3,059 4150 Turkey" -~~--2222222 222222 #350 533 515 508 i295 
Usan( 2ST TELS TE 4,600 4,600 4,600 4,600 4,600 
United States? — => 272222722 1821 1558 3510 732 3679 
Yogodlavia 277 2T2TIIIZOLIISEEEIE S12 3138 33249 3,668 *8,500 Zimbabwe == === 5 4 5 3 8 

Total ceecceceeeeeeen--- 7855228921585 HBT IBS 16,016 
“Bstimated. "Preliminary. "Revised 
MTable includes data available through June 27, 1984 
2Dry bauxite equivalent of crude ore. 
Less than 1/2 unit, “Dry bauxite equivalent of ore processed by drying plant. 
Reported figure 
¢Shipments. "Bauaite processed for conversion to alumina in Jamaica plus kilndried ore prepared for export. 
Sin addition tothe bauxite reported inthe body ofthe table, the USS. produces nepheline syenite concentrates and Junie ore as sources of aluminum. Estimated epheline avenite production was as (llows, in thousand metric tons: ‘gtb—2.00; 1980 2,500; 1981_-2.500 1982-~2,50, and 1985-2500, Estimated alunite ore production was as follows in 

thousand metric tons: 1979--600; 1980-600, 1981-~605 (revised, 1982-610 (revised! and 1983-615. Nepheline syenite concentrate grades 25% to 80% alumina, and alunite ore grades 16% to 18% alumina; these commodities may be ‘converted to their bauxite equivalent by using factors oF | ton of nepheline syenite concentrate equals 0.55 ton of bauxite 
fand | ton of alunite equals 0:3 ton of bauxite. 

‘Table 19.—Alumina: World production,’ by country? 
(Thousand metric tons) 

a 
Aaa alig asscaeenemnguniecinsencuers 116 7.248 079 6.681 7100 Brae SSEEOCEL Sa 9, 393 491 606 580 Ganade 2222222222I2LLLLooae 953 1.202 1.208 at 1116 
China? DUST ITISSLICIE SESE TE 750 "750 "750 ‘300 ‘300 
Geochoslovakia® — ~~~ => ==2o TTT TTI 100 100 100 100 100, Francesco sn oasas es dee seaanee 1,069 its 1085 960 853 (German Demgeratie Repiblig~ ~——=>~----- 41 48 8 40 38 Gormany, Federal Republic of= ~~~ ~7-~— 1589 1.608 1651 1510 1,500 Greate fcc sacteccee Un aEnETE 95, 494 "90 ‘420 "450 Guinea 222222T2IIIIITIITI II 60 ‘08 608 59 600 
Gugenaiose a ELSIE SINE SEE 200 231 170 78 ae Hungary2_~22222222222222222222222 88 505 12 no +896 
Todigt 051 SSE STORES TET EESTS “493 500 500 500 450 Froland= sete Sne ene es ae ed me 70 Taly, oe eneane Se eee i 800 cr 6 700 
Samalca 22.02 SGGTELLETOTIEIISTS 2094 2.458 2,558 158 41,907 
Japan =~ =-==--=--s seen 145 1938 138i ‘959 1,065 
Romania -000TTIITIIIIIIITTIS 502, 334 30 u 00 pain. - -/ 1 2s102as2a22sssnes2oee - 3 5 3 Shrines 2227S 2STDES STSCI ESTEE 1585 1gi6 1200 a2 1,200 Talwan®. -__.-~---222--2----—= == fis #138, 762 "2 pas 
Muchep capa DETR DEEN 0 138 131 84 a 
USSR® —-~--- 1 2,600 2,100 2,800 8,000 3,200 United Kingdgns -—~22222222ILIIIIIIE 58 "02 90 88 30 
United States" --_~--=---- 22-2 aa 6450 6810 5,960 4130 *4,000 Venetuela.-~~22222222222222IIo22 a ne a _ 360 Yugoslavia (2 27722T2ITIIIIIIIIIIIIE 886 1058 108 1078 1.100 
Total en n eee nn T8IA29 "8848982 88195——29,590 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 2Figures presented generally represent calcined alumina; exceptions are noted individually. 
*Yable includes data available through June 27, 1984. In addition to the countries listed, Austria produces alumina (fused aluminum oxide), but output is entirely for abrasives production. Output totaled 28,223 metric tons in 1915; production data subsequent to 1973 are not available 
‘Reported figure. *Calcined alumina, plus calcined alumina equivalent of alumina hydrate,
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‘Table 20.—World annual alumina capacity, by country 
(Thousand metric tons, yearend) 

Country ee 
Aistielis! <csccsonestasuteensucese et aceteeee cd 7a 7,840 7910 Brasil De eecengesee : 540 540 540 (ou ec UP eases 125 1325 12 Cin nt eee ese ee 50 50 $50 Greehosiovatia = 277772222TTIIIIIIIIC Se 100 100 100 Frene ceo 2 8et seas 2s sis goecaseueso lees eeee 1320 1.520 1320 German Demngeratis Repubiie -—~~—=22~727277772727722707077 % 65 85 Germany, Federal Republic of. .22222772272777727277 22200777 115 1148 1145 
Guinea > epcantapececemmecaace ‘00 700 ‘00 
uene eae eeoee erode moaeearr ce eae 533 3 8 
India See ocean : cd a3 5 Hebmnd Soc a2 OT Tar aren Tee aL SRaaeRNN TENET ae i £00 
Maly --~22222222222222222a2 aaa Sceceucian! 20 fa 520 Sernelag 22525 CREO EP SRER RSE a eee 2805 2895 2825 dopone DO TSETOTICE Se SES gUe cc SCO Scan 2 SEEN SET 2018 zeis Bes Poland == 2772222222222222ETTT SICSDISSSEESIIIE 3 ” _ Hoeuonbs CREST SER GTREP SRE ga NER TOE RRET TSE 50 Ho Fn 
Spel co~ no nntnnnonnnnenseecee sone: ees eae caee 300 00 300 Senaling EARES OSES ender 1,830 1,350 1850 Maiwanc coc les ses ldacseaaco slat" See Te TE 40 ‘60 160 Turkey |--77~~= 22222222  oaagaee aan 200 200 200 
Ges nir sos SoPane nus ae aeae ea EERSTE 4500 4,500 4.500 United Kingdom ~~~ ~~ >22777 Soo uciewaccunucnt 10 a0 a0 United States --~ >= 222222222222 222IIIIIIIIIIII 140 7495 1a 
Venmpels ccs sc ssCscunce DEAE RTE SEES TESES ed 1000 Yugoslavia’ -2~~ 2222222222 TTLIILIIDIII IIL 1685 1,688 635 
Metal == ee _ 39105 «89,790,810 
“Estimated 
*Rovined to zero. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Alcoa and ARCO Metals Co. announced a alumina. The proposed project was econom- 
joint research project to perfect the technol- ically enhanced by a plan to produce potash 
‘ogy for production of primary aluminum and sulfuric acid as coproducts.’ 
from kaolinitic clay. ARCO was to contrib- _'The Bureau of Mines reviewed the state- 
ute its expertise in producing aluminum of-the-art technology for producing alumi- 
chloride from clay, while Alcoa would pro- num chloride from kaolinitic clay. The im- 
vide smelter technology for converting the portant chemical problems in producing 
chloride to aluminum. This alternative to anhydrous aluminum chloride of acceptable 
the conventional Bayer-Hall processes, purity for the production of aluminum met- 
based on bauxite as the raw material, prom- al were identified and discussed.* Prelimi- 
ised significant savings in energy require- nary studies were completed at the Bureau 
ments and could draw on very large domes- of Mines Tuscaloosa Research Center on the 
tic resources of clay.* dewatering of the red mud waste of alumina 

Toth Aluminum Corp. planned to open a plants. High-molecular-weight polyacryla- 
new plant at Vacherie, LA, in the first mides were found to be the most effective 
quarter of 1984 to produce aluminum chlo- flocculants for red mud generated from 
ride and other metal chlorides from clay. Jamaican bauxite. Slurries containing ap- 
‘The plant was to use a proprietary carbo- proximately 10% solids were dewatered to 
chlorination process in conjunction with a about 25% solids using a baffled, rotating 
boron trichloride catalyst to treat kaolin drum mixer to mix a commercial flocculant 
clay supplied from Georgia. The company with the mud and a trommel screen to pro- 
expected this first commercial plant to re- vide dewatering. 
cover alumina from clay to produce annual- 
ly about 8,000 tons of aluminum chloride for ~ physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals, 
conversion to high-purity alumina for the  2Sutistialasistnt Division of Nonferrous Metals 
abrasives and ceramic markets.* cle ee 

‘At Red Mountain, CO, Earth Sciences Inc. “Contract price was $54 per long dry ton of bauxite. 
was exploring an alunite (potassium alumi- ‘American Metal Market. V. 81, No. 215, Nv. 3 198, 
num sulfate) deposit as a possible alternate ""%_\"__ no, 220, Nov. 10, 1983, p. 6 
source of alumina. The company reported ‘Industrial Minerals (Landon May 1983p. 15, 
drilling out more than 54 million tons of Landsberg, A. Aluminum from, Domestic Clay Via a 
alunite, which, when pure, contains 37%



Beryllium 
By James F. Carlin, Jr.,! and Benjamin Petkof* 

The domestic beryllium industry con- duction data for beryllium were developed 
tinued to convert domestic and imported by the Bureau of Mines from separate, 
beryllium ore concentrates to beryllia, met- voluntary surveys of U.S. operations. Typi- 
al, and alloys. Imports of beryl declined cal of these surveys was the Beryllium 
moderately. Exports of beryllium materials Mineral Concentrate and Beryllium Ore 
declined sharply from those of 1982. Berylli- survey. All 18 operations to which a survey 
um concentrate consumption increased as request was sent responded. Four of these 
numerous end-use markets rebounded in operations accounted for 100% of the total 

1983. production in 1983. Production data were 
World beryl production declined slightly withheld in table 1 to avoid disclosing com- 

in 1983, pany proprietary data. 
Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

Table 1.—Salient beryllium mineral statistics 
(Ghort tons unless otherwise specified) 

pecans ec Ne II MR AOL SEIS 
United States: ‘Beryllium mineral concentrates 

‘Shipped from mines’ <== ——— W w w wow 

Pre, appronimate, portion ton wait Bed inportad = i 
‘cobbed berylat portofexportation..-—------- $47 $69 $04 SIL $108 Yenrond stocks! ce nnn enn 88H a BT Ts World production often ——777TTTTITTTIIIIITION gene aos Bas Bale eae 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
Ancludes bertrandite ore that was calculated as equivalent to beryl containing 11% BeO. 

Legislation and Government Pro- lium metal by December 12, 1984, for inclu- 
grams.—At yearend, Government stocks _ sion in the National Defense Stockpile. 
were the same as those of 1982: beryl ore, Beryllium occupational and health stand- 
17,987 short tons; beryllium-copper master ards promulgated in 1975 by the Occupa- 
alloy, 7,887 tons; and beryllium metal, 229 tional Safety and Health Administration 
tons. The National Defense Stockpile goals were still pending in 1983. 
for these beryllium materials remained at __ Federal income tax laws provided a deple- 
18,000 tons, 7,900 tons, and 400 tons, respec- tion allowance of 22% for domestic produc- 
tively. The General Services Administra- tion and 14% for U.S. companies producing 
tion awarded a contract to Brush Wellman from foreign sources. 
Inc. to sell the Government 30 tons of beryl- 
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Brush Wellman remained the only major The Cabot Berylco Div. of the Cabot Corp. 
commercial producer of beryllium concen- continued to produce beryllium-copper and 
trates. Brush Wellman mined low-grade other beryllium alloys at its plant in Read- 
bertrandite ore at Spor Mountain, UT, and ing, PA, from imported and domestic ores 
processed it into beryllium hydroxide. A that were converted to beryllium hydroxide. 
small quantity of beryl was also mined Cabot started rolling beryllium-copper alloy 
domestically. strip products at ite High Technology Mate- 

Brush Wellman converted beryllium con- . rials Div. in Kokomo, IN, and also contin- 
centrates to beryllium hydroxide at its pro- ued rolling operations at its Reading, PA, 
cessing plant near Delta, UT, and began plant. Cabot started construction on a new 
operation of a new furnace designed to facility in Elkhart, IN, to further process 
process beryl ore with lower beryllia con- some strip products. 
centration, containing a minimum of 7% Domestic production of beryllium metal 
beryllium oxide. The firm also completed a declined significantly, but production of 
major expansion of its Elmore, OH, plant beryllium-copper master alloys and berylli- 
for making beryllium-copper alloy rods and _um oxide ceramics increased. 
tubes. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Consumption of beryl ore increased from _well-drilling industries. 
that of 1982, but remained below levels of Beryllium oxide ceramics found increas- 
recent years, as several markets experi- ing use in electronics and electrical indue- 
enced greater demand. tries because of its high thermal conductiv- 

Copper-based beryllium alloys were the ity, mechanical hardness and strength, elec- 
most widely used beryllium-containing trical insulation, and low dielectric con- 
products and demand increased in 1983. stant. It was used in the production of 
The addition of about 2% beryllium to lasers, microwave tubes, semiconductors, 
copper provides a commercial copper alloy electronic substrates, microprocessors, aero- 
with physical properties that permit the space and communications equipment, 
alloy’s use in a wide range of applications in home appliances, and other equipment. 
cast and wrought forms. Often the alloy was Beryllium metal with its high stiffness-to- 
used in the form of a thin strip or small- weight ratio, light weight, excellent ther- 
diameter rod. The alloy was then used to mal conduction properties, and nuclear re- 
fabricate items such as connectors, springs, flection and absorption properties was used 
sockets, switches, bushings, bearings, non- in inertial guidance systems, military and 
corrosive and nonmagnetic housings, and commercial satellite and space vehicle 
temperature- and pressuresensing devices structures, instrumentation, space optics, 
for the aircraft, automotive, electronic, and and special nuclear applications. 

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS 

From the beginning of 1983 until late Vacuum cast ingot, 97% pure _______ $206 
July, Metals Week quoted the price range —Mgis) pomder, in 6,000-pound lots and 18 
for beryl ore at $110 to $185 per short ton Beryllium-copper master alloy —————— 130 
unit; for the balance of the year, the price Beriumooppercasting alloy—----- $489. 4.50 
range was quoted at $110 to $120 per short Berylliumopper in strip = ~~~ 10 ton unit” Bergamini lly, i 108,00. - 

At yearend, the American Metal Market Berylilum oxide powder =—====—~-~ 49.60 
quoted the following prices for beryllium 
materials in dollars per pound:
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FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports declined sharply, especially to duties for beryllium were as follows: berylli- 
Switzerland, reflecting the erratic pattern um ore and concentrates (TSUS 601.09), free 
of yearly exports in recent years. France for all nations; unwrought beryllium waste 
was the major destination. and scrap (TSUS 628.05), 8.5% ad valorem 

Beryl was the only beryllium mineral ore for most favored nations (MFN) and 25% ad 
imported into the United States. The aver- valorem for non-MFN; wrought beryllium 
age value of imported ore increased from (TSUS 628.10), 9% ad valorem for MFN and 
$1,212.29 per ton in 1982 to $1,255.70 per ton 45% ad valorem for non-MFN; beryllium- 
in 1983. Brazil and China together supplied copper master alloy (TSUS 612.20), 8.3% ad 
about 82% of total imports of beryl. In valorem for MFN and 28% ad valorem for 
addition to the imports of beryl, 18,346 non-MFN; beryllium oxide or carbonate 
pounds of wrought, unwrought, and waste (TSUS 417.90), 3.7% ad valorem for MFN 
and scrap beryllium metal valued at and 25% ad valorem for non-MFN; other 
$110,975 was imported from the Federal beryllium compounds (TSUS 417.92), 4.4% 
Republic of Germany, Mexico, andthe Unit- ad valorem for MFN and 25% ad valorem 
ed Kingdom. for non-MFN. 

Starting January 1, 1983, the U.S. import 

Table 2.—U.S. exports of beryllium alloys, wrought or unwrought, 
and waste and scrap, by country 

aa 
<< = ca 

Baeypterembenrg “--2-co2TTcDTTCICSTTIILTccic atl 
Ee RIE aN TE IR ORT EY RATS IN SOE Be EE 416 8 am = 

IN po ce ont nein nrgmeienn co onan ree: 9 1 55 6 

Fane coziz-oa22nooriccasszoetcccccscccccce Aang Germany Fedmaapobie OTITIS BM TEM 
Bikgetcrccccwrrccssrccscrvessestccecccceeet OG 
Geleceerrssce er cerirscrtccos * ie | et aie Hibee Hepabiee? SIOTIIIIITIIIIITLaacccccctzzzzs_—i—ia 

RID IETS NCE PES SESS 50 1 281, 3 
Netherlands - ~~~ ________--- 2222-2 2-2 ------------ 2B 58 16 bi 

Bpeleg=-a2222ooiticczcccescccecccscc OB 
UAE Staci coin a yr inten lain CL eG 98,556 1,126 4,886 126 UniedRingdoas 2-vo2ooizzscccssszizzcccccccszzceee 

Total --- enna nnn neenee eee TOMO 8NGTATT BS 
"Revised. 

enenitiog: of beryllium iumpe, single crystals, powder; beryllium-base alloy powder; and beryllium rods, sheets, and
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Table 3.—U.S. imports for consumption of beryl, by country 

nS (ns 
Value ~ Quaniily Value omy Shoe” howe hore” howe fond) sands) tons)_—_—_cands) 

fo eae en a “i Fo cS 
Eelgeelammbouyg ——....--—---—---—4—--—-- == 44 38 ote = 
I es pte cel score ts lanier eel le: 945, 1,262, 1,006 1,217 

SOE ocean mu geass aeuse soa 95 1,041 788 1,030 Hepa st 150 ‘2 40 
Malegneett 5 or omnga mane ee --- a 8 33 2 

Petia 2 2 gs = 
Boneeied ore eco te icoteoe oro iis 56 168 200 
‘Unlod Kingdon 7=2222277 7222222222 0002222222 % % = = gpa em aE a i 3 a Gelbbes ooo #8 fa ® 3 

co a ees Seer ee ee 

WORLD REVIEW 

Brazil and the U.SS.R. remained the number of producers operating on a small 
major producers of beryl. China was also a . scale. After beneficiation, beryl was export- 
substantial producer, but production data ed, mainly to the United States. . 

‘were unavailable. U.S.S.R.—Most beryl deposits were in the 
Brazil. Beryl was mined in six States, Kola Peninsula, Kazakhstan, the Urals, 

Minas Gerais, Bahia, Rio Grande do Norte, Altay, Transbaikal, the Soviet Far Bast, and P ae stuns Tre principe’ westem Ukraine. Recovery of beryllium 
eran, Cearé, and Alagoas. The principal from the Dzhidinsk tungsten and molybde- 
areas of production were in the northeast num ores in Buryat, A.SS.R., was plan- sector of Minas Gerais in the Jequitinhonha ned. 
and Rio Doce Valleys. Here, mining was 

characteristically carried on by a large "Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 

Table 4.—Beryl: World production, by country* 

(Short tons) 
—CO—O-O2Omoent 
Argentina 18 4 3 7 8 
‘Brazil (exporta)_——----..-.......-.- bi a td Me. “ 

Macaque -~~772-772222222022222 a 2 2 it tt Bortgals= = 202202202DCTIOIIOIIOI 6 2 > a 2 ee a 119 6 % n South Affica, Republic of 277722277777 1 Oo 1 Ci if 
UBERS otc 2,000 2000 2000 2000 2100 a Ww W W W Ww Fo ali ee 3 10 & a Ey 
Bei ea eestor Sone, 2642 282 8,98 aad 3189 
“Estimated. Preliminary. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing comy proprietary data. Ap ean to the countries, Chin profuced berg and olivia and Namib nay sg have produed bey), bt avalale infgrmaton is inadoqute to formulate reliable csiates of prolucton Nepal reports praucing al ‘jou and eng apparenty produced anal amouis wnt 060, Table iocude data avadale rou "Apr 4 1984, 

unit 
*Primarily bertrandite ore.



By James F. Carlin, Jr.’ 

Domestic production of bismuth was de- tary survey of the only U.S. bismuth refin- 
rived by processing lead ores and intermedi- ery. Production data are not published to 
ate metallurgical products, such as lead avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
bullion, which contain bismuth asa minor Legislation and Government Pro- 
constituent. One company accounted for all grams.—Government stocks remained at 
domestic primary production. Consumption 2,081,298 pounds. The National Defense 
continued to be mostly in the Northern and Stockpile goal remained at 2,200,000 
Eastern United States. The pharmaceutical, pounds. 
chemical, cosmetic, steel, and aluminum Federal income tax laws provided a deple- 
industries were major users. tion allowance of 22% for domestic oper- 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- ations and 14% for U.S. companies pro- 
duction data for bismuth metal are devel- ducing in foreign countries. 
oped by the Bureau of Mines from a volun- 

Table 1.—Salient bismuth statisties 
(Thousand pounds unles otherwise specified) 

—OONO0O 098880 
United States: 

Gonsumption ona 2289 2998 1.816 2285 Brpertsl <2 0s {Cee sERCES TREES "8 129 9 58 306 
Import, general "72727 ~7>> oT >oot 261 22it 2438-2028 1 
Producer price, average per pound ion its) —— Sor @ @ @ @ Consumer stocks, Dee 3 See 30 ou 509 5 st World: Production === 2722277222222 "1 5i8 1854 8190 P8799 a8 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
“Includes bismuth, bismuth alloys, and waste and scrap. 
Domestic producer's list price has been suspended since Oct. 1, 1980. 
Excludes the United States. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Bismuth was produced from the treat- Omaha, NE, accounted for all primary pro- 
ment of lead ores and bullion of both foreign duction. Small quantities of secondary bis- 
and domestic origin. A single primary refin- muth were produced from bismuth scrap 
ery operated by ASARCO Incorporated at materials by several firms. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic consumption increased in 1983, usage was stimulated by increased demand 
and most consumption categories shared in for capital goods as the general economy 
the increase. The sharpest increase oc- rebounded. 
curred in metallurgical additives, where 

147 
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Tabfe 2.—Bismuth metal consumed in the 
United States, by use 

(Thousand pounds) 
—_—_— rs 

Metaluegicaladaives -=~> B Et Other alloys == Et 2 
Pharmaceuticals’ —_—____ 14145 1,104 
Experimental ....---..— ® 2 Deere IETS 3 8 
ee 
“Includes industrial and laboratory chemicals ond 
ge than 1/2 unit 

PRICES 

Asarco continued suspension of its pro- year. Dealer quotations were $1.85 to $1.40 
ducer list price throughout the year. The per pound at the beginning of 1983 and 
published price of a major foreign producer were raised throughout the year to finish at 
remained at $2.30 per pound throughout the $1.75 to $1.80 per pound. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of bismuth increased sharply to MFN and 45% ad valorem for non-MFN; 
the highest level in 4 years. and compounds (TSUS 418,00 and 423.80), 

Starting January 1, 1988, the U.S, import 10.5% ad valorem for MFN and 35% ad 
duties for bismuth were unwrought metal valorem for non-MEN. 
(TSUS 632.10), free for most favored nations The recent pattern of import sources 
(MEN) and 7.5% ad valorem for non-MFN; continued, with Mexico and Peru being the 
alloys (TSUS 632.66), 7.8% ad valorem for major suppliers. 

Table 3—U.S. exports of bismuth, bismuth alloys, and waste and scrap, by country 
1982 1988 

Country Qontty Yam Quaniny Vane 
Goines Gi aS haw 

Mites sccesesesceestrecamecereesoortoccs i ae 

Boal: (7SSs7GoSGETECE An arRRENaTOmeNeT Be ik Sh a Guam Serctiticeccce TE a ae ede cate Ginn onnneeen  , e e 
Wraney ops seat ee é i 3 
Germany, Federal Republic of —_—_____---- 2-2-2222 ie 1,387 aL 187 1 Gee crn reiercesmareaTveemceer egy 340000 
Ils seecciaoscsoepatmmncomenetscnencrenetareay «gay gh SE = Wend cerece csc ese | Oe 3 Insel = 7222772222222207222222222 Starter i i fe 3 Roly SRERUSERCSGSUSTITGNTSTOTGSecetassct “tee |e i 5 mY Heresiopaieeoo2csssesTatocaeescoscssecsccs; | AG 2 3 { 

oP eee ae 7 
fetal corccsteia Pog 
South Africa, Repabifeof -27---727722227227222220E77 a) 2 Spain nee eee easonaatirs oss ghia 

Switseriand -~~~7~7777777777777 SIIIcIccccz io 3 soi =|
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Table 3.—U.S. exports of bismuth, bismuth alloys, and waste and scrap, by country 
—Continued 

eet a 1982 1888 
Country Quantity Yale Quantity Yale how. (thou. (Gounds) sands) P2048) sands) 

Trinidad eee Moree ee United Kingdoms =LITIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOOIIIT gad fst $88 SC sn 7) a 8 oe 
Othee "2 SSSTTESETESRESEGTSRESSTDSTSGIINSUSICETS “ae 3 it i 

Total ———— nnn nena - TS TL 8061708 

Table 4.—U.S. general imports' of metallic bismuth, by country 

1982 1988, 
Country Quantity Vel® Guantity Value how. (thous Goma) Gens 5 

Belgium Lummbourg. eso 1 ssn ent etekl ale 908 $8 16.005 $24 Biaig Totembours=---------nnnsnenoccosonnoott gg $2 178,633 Er Germany, Federal Republic of 22277777777TTTTITTIIII2 253 82.788 8 open nee erence eee arenes | TaE BO 73 68281 108 Kecee| Republi — Cs eee eee. Aaa 15 5112 83 Masha oe onU SAU TTRUTTIZETAPNOLOT SS TEETE! -  ieiber 918 Togsr2 259 Peru 2222222222222222ZITIIIIIIIIIIIIII IO aeRO 349 
Biland 22 2029002229502 00 SRE EES EETRIE EET a = 20 2 United Kingdom Joo sSn eS SCCCEECSESESEETENETT Ec anaes Si 260,750 578 

Total _...-----~--------------------------- 2026245 4.006 LgT.g6 ta 
‘General importa and imports for consumption were the same in 1962 and 1983. 

‘WORLD REVIEW 

World production of bismuth rose slightly major producer of bismuth at the mining 
in resporise to increased demand in many level. 
end-use markets. Australia remained the 

Table 5.—Bismuth: World mine production, by country* 
(Thousand pounds) 

Country? SS 
‘Australia in concentrates) _..----__-__---. "2200 "2650 2579-805 83810 Bolivia (in concentrates). _-_=_2_2-~2=_==- 2 2 24 Fi 10 

Canada’-—- "~~~ 2ssna22s2as aaa 806 aT 370 at 485 
Chines Garsbape 2 TEE SE 510 510 50 m0 570 

Germany, Federal Republic of in ore” =. --—--—-—— 22 o ® @ - dapan Gusta) cee ene cen Sacer EIcoacaS! = “ipl a 105k T1880 
Kores, Republic of metal) ~~ -—~~7272222IIIIIZIZ 192 zm "220 ‘208 300 
Merigot "= 8°" TTTTTTTTTTTTTII IIIT gee 88a 8861.82 
Peru 272TETTTTTTTTTTTTITIICIIIIIID tee =m. goose 1850 
Romania (in ore’ -------~--=---222-22 2-22 ‘80 180 180 "80 180 Uganda (in ore). == 22TTTITTIITIIIIIIIIIL u NA NA NA NA USSR metal)? ~~ TTI TTTTTT TIT TITT 160 160 170 110 380 
United States in or6)= 2 22TTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT Ww Ww wW w w 

‘Yugoslavia (metal)®.- -~>2TL2IIIIIIIIIIIIIIL "5 183 108, 108 10 
Total ------------------------------- 548 "795481908998 085, 
“Estimated, | Preliminary. "Revised. NANot available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company propriet data; excluded from total. o ay 
‘Table includes data available through Apr. 4 1984 
in addition to the countries listed, Brazl, Bulgaria, France, the German Democratic Republic, and Namibia are believed to have produced bismuth, but avaiable information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output level 
‘Refined metal and bullion plus recoverable bismuth content of exported concentrate. 
‘Reported figure. 
‘math conte balion, and al content of smth content of refined meta, bullion, luced indigenously plus recoverable bismuth content of ores ‘and concentrates exported for processing. penne ven “Output reported is at the smelter stage of production.
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TECHNOLOGY 

In the United States, a lower temperature mitted rapid soldering with minimal solder 
wave soldering process was developed, using _ waste. Researchers claimed the new process 
an eutectic alloy of tin and bismuth with a allowed more uniform fluxing, more con- 
melting point of 138° C compared with 183° _trollable solder deposition, reduced thermal 
C for the conventional tin-lead solder alloy. stress, elimination of solder splatter and 
The process of immersion wave soldering drossing, and easier post-solder clean- 
was being increasingly used in the electron- _ ing of the printed circuit boards.” 
ics field and involved passing printed circuit a nisision of Nonferous Metal 
boards through a flux and then over the scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 
gubenerged. solder: wanes the process pete: chy mrtatioanl VOR Nos, Aag- 1900 p 00:



By Phyllis A. Lyday* 

USS, production and sales of boron miner- calcium and sodium-caleium borate ores 
als and chemicals increased during the year and boric acid, primarily for textile-grade 
because of the improved economy. Glass and insulation-grade glass fibers, continued. 
fiber insulation continued to be the largest Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- 
use for borates, followed by textilegrade ta for boron were developed by the Bureau 
glass fibers and borosilicate glasses. of Mines from three separate, voluntary 

California was the only domestic source of surveys of U.S. operations. Of the three 
boron minerals, which were mostly in the operations to which a production survey 
form of sodium borate, but also as calcium request was sent, all responded, represent- 
borate and sodium-calcium borates. Domes- ing 100% of the total production data shown 
tic and world markets gained strength, and in tables 1 and 7. A Bureau canvass of the 
the United States continued to provide es- three U.S. producers also collected data on 
sentially all of its own supply while main- domestic consumption of boron minerals 
taining a strong position as a source of and compounds shown in tables 2 and 3. In 
sodium borate products and boric acid to addition, the two producers of refined bo- 
foreign markets. rates supplied data on exports of refined 

Supplementary U.S. imports of Turkish _ borates shown in tables 1 and 5. 

Table 1.—Salient statistics of boron minerals and compounds 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
a 

United States: ‘Sold or used by producers: Quantity: Groms weight! 1,500 156148 1st 1908 Boron oxide (Bi0,) content =~ ~~~ 799 "a 740 oor 97 Values nnn rennncnnal 2 $81 «$986,160 9587 ganasoT $400,181 Exports: ‘Sodium borates refined)? Geantiy oes ucreseueen 332 995 223 Pd 225 
i vane nee ereh eateries: $94,000 $65,000 $58,000 $59,000 $51,000 

guamity e " 46 35 8 fies 7777777 ==== =~ gamSS «007s sKeOe «sings «nan. Imports for consumption 
Colemanite:* Quanity =a 29 69 98 9 40 faye =-TTTTTTTTTTTTT Ste «gaz susan gua 88.00 Bore aid Quanity aaa 8 0 i 4 8 flues =~ === a--2aap => S4QST $8898 3763 $1,908 $450 Consumption: Boron oxide (03) content ——— “a0 ‘a4 38 256 aa 

World: Production sso se- nena ram. tart 2820 2,508 £2,450 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
4Minerals and compounds sold or used by producers, including both actual mine production and a marketable equivalent of brine products 
‘2Comparable quantities of crude sodium borates are exported also; however, export data are not available. 
‘Includes orthoboric and anhydrous boric acid. 
“Reported value includes approximately 11,000 tons of ulexite in 1979, 5,500 tons in 1980, 44,000 tons in 1981, and 35,000 tops in 1982. No data available for 1988. 
See table 2. 
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Legislation and Government Pro- borate ore from the Boron Mine could be 
grams.—The U.S. Department of Justice extracted by gaining surface access to the 
terminated a 37-year-old consent decree Kerr-McGee property.? The termination 
against 7 companies and 11 individuals was finalized in the Federal court. for the 
engaged in mining, processing, manufac- northern district of California on August 31. 
turing, selling, and distributing crude bo- On September 8, the Bureau of Land Man- 
rates, borax, and boric acid. The decree agement allowed the Little Placer leases to 
required Borax Consolidated Group defend- be transferred to U.S. Borax for an undis- 
ants to sell the Western Borax Mine proper- closed fee. 
ty and the Thompson properties and to give __A suit filed by Kerr-McGee against the 
the United States a quitclaim deed to the U.S. Department of the Interior was 
Little Placer Claim. At the time of the- dismissed by the Ninth U.S. Court of Ap- 
termination, the Western Borax Mine prop- peals because of a lack of demonstrated 
erty and the Little Placer Claim were own- harm to Kerr-McGee’s operations at Searles 
ed by KerrMcGee Chemical Corp. The Lake from a Federal recommendation to 
‘Western Borax Mine had been depleted of place Death Valley National’ Monument 
mineral resources, but the Little Placer under the strictest pollution control stand- 
contained an estimated 2.5 million tons of ards. The judge cited the 1977 Clear Air 
recoverable borate ore. Both of the claims Act Amendments that required the Federal 
were adjacent to the U.S. Borax & Chemical Government to determine if stricter pollu- 
Corp. mine at Boron, CA. U.S. Borax esti- tion controls were needed. 
mated that an additional 27 million tons of 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Boron minerals, sold and used, increased tion. 
in quantity and value during the year. The _ Kerr-McGee operated the Trona and 
majority of the output continued to be from Westend plants at Searles Lake, in San 
Kern County, CA, with the balance from Bernardino County, to produce refined sodi- 
San Bernardino and Inyo Counties, CA. um borate compounds and boric acid from 

‘American Borate Co., a wholly owned the mineral-rich lake brines. At the Trona 
subsidiary of Owens-Corning Fiberglas plant, a differential evaporative process was 
Corp., continued to mine colemanite, acalci- used to produce boric acid, pentahydrate 
um borate, and ulexite-probertite, two simi- borax, and anhydrous borax. Byproducts 
lar sodium-calcium borates mined and sold included potassium compounds. At yearend, 
as one, at its mine in Death Valley National one of the evaporative boilers used to pro- 
Monument. The mine had a capacity of duce pentahydrate borax was operating to 
350,000 short tons of ore and 130,000 short reduce process steam used in other oper- 
tons of salable product. Colemanite was ations to distill water that was recycled for 
ground and processed at the washing and _ boiler feed water in the coal-fired generator. 
calcining plant at Amargosa, NV. Previous- The Westend plant curtailed production of 
ly referred to as Lathrop Wells, the town boric acid and produced sodium borates by a 
incorporated during 1983 to Amargosa. The carbonation process that also produced 
mill had a monthly capacity of 6,300 tons of lime, soda ash, and sodium sulfate. Produc- 
concentrate. A flotation plant adjacent to tion capacity was 210 tons per day of the 
existing facilities at Amargosa processed combined borate products. Screening and 
colemanite by a patented process. The cole- grinding facilities were located at both 
manite product was trucked to Dunn, CA, plants. Shipments from Searles Lake were 
for blending, storing, and shipping by rail by rail via a company-owned spur to the 
primarily to manufacturers of textile-grade Santa Fe Railroad at Ridgecrest, CA. 
glass fibers. Ulexite-probertite ore was © U.S. Borax, a member of the RTZ Group 
trucked to Dunn, where it was ground, of London, United Kingdom, continued to 
screened, and blended to specification, stor- be the primary world supplier of sodium 
ed, and shipped by rail to customers. Most borates. U.S. Borax processed crude and 
shipments of the blended ulexite-probertite refined hydrated sodium borates, their 
were to manufacturers of glass fiber insula- anhydrous derivatives, and anhydrous bo-
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ric acid at the Boron refinery at Boron, in In 1983, 4,000 tons of products was 
Kern County, CA. Crude sodium borates— shipped from Boron each day via the Santa 
Rasorite 46, a pentahydrate, and its anhy- Fe Railroad. The majority of the material 
drous derivative—were produced for foreign was shipped to U.S. Borax’s storage, load- 
markets. New equipment to improve the ing, and shipping facilities at Wilmington, 
recovery of borax from the tailings was CA. The Wilmington facility also produced 
being constructed. Centrifuges were to sepa- some boron specialty chemicals and borated 
rate clay matter from borax in water solu- soap products. 
tion, which would be evaporated in solar _ Duval Corp. discontinued a pilot project 
ponds. The process was expected to increase designed to produce boric acid from solu- 
borax recovery by 6% toa total of 91%. tion-mined colemanite. Pilot plant-size solar 

A second plant at Boron produced tech- ponds had been constructed. 
nical-grade boric acid and sodium sulfate as Anaconda Copper Co. and Leslie Salt Co. 
waste by a proprietary process using U.S. formed a joint venture to buy the Searles 
Borax’s extensive kernite ore reserves. Bo- Lake leases of Occidental Petroleum Corp. 
ric acid was produced to compete with Leslie produced salt from the solar ponds 
colemanite used in glass manufacture. The during the year. Anaconda planned to de- 
boric acid plant, the world’s largest, lowered _ velop the property at some future date for 
energy requirements by using unrefined production of other minerals, including bo- 
kernite ore as feedstock. rates. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES. 

US. consumption of borates rebounded anhydrous borax, pentahydrate borax, or- 
significantly from its 1982 7-year low. Glass _thoboric acid, and anhydrous boric acid for 
fiber insulation and glass fiber reinforce- use in the manufacture of special borosili- 
ment plastics continued to be the largest cate glasses remained a major end use. 
consuming industries. Boron compounds in cleaning and bleaching 

The improved market for thermal insula-_ were also an important consumption sector; 
tion in construction increased demand for about one-quarter of these compounds was 
borax pentahydrate and ulexite-probertite used to produce sodium perborate deter- 
for use in the manufacture of glass fiber gents. Boron compounds continued to find 
insulation, the largest area of demand for application in the manufacture of biological 
borates. Cellulosic insulation was the fifth growth control chemicals for use in water 
largest area of demand. treatment, algicides, fertilizers, herbicides, 

The second major market for borates was and insecticides. Boron compounds were 
textilegrade glass fibers. U.S-produced also used in metallurgical processes as 
colemanite, orthoboric acid, ulexite-pro- fluxes, as shielding slag in the nonferrous 
bertite, pentahydrate borax, anhydrous bo- metallurgical industry, and as components 
rax, orthoboric acid, and Turkish coleman- in electroplating baths. Small amounts of 
ite were essential raw materials for manu- boron and ferroboron were constituents of 
facturing. high-tensile-strength glass fiber certain nonferrous alloys and specialty 
composites for use in a range of products steels, respectively. Fiber optic material 
that included aircraft, automobiles, and used borosilicate glass cladding. 
sports equipment. More than 90% of new © Many important but small-percentage 
pleasure boats were made of glass fiber- end uses of borates and boron-containing 
reinforced plastic. The glass fiber industry chemical derivatives comprised a diverse 
was composed of Owens-Corning, 51%; miscellaneous category. Another group of 
Manville Corp., 26%; CertainTeed Corp. borate compounds was sold to chemical 
12%; PPG Industries Inc., 10%; and other, distributors, but their ultimate end uses 
1%. were unknown. 
Consumption of borates in the form of
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Table 2.—U.S. consumption of boron ‘Table 3.—U.S. consumption of orthoborie 
minerals and compounds, by end use acid, by end use 

(Short tons of boron oxide content (Short tons of boron oxide content) 
wn ee cp 

Bnd use ia 1083 Fad use Te 1988 

(Glas ber inoulation ——.-.------ 57,800 91,400 Fing retardants: 
Fireretardanta: Gellaloce awulation-—_..--— T9078 
elon inmlaon.--—-—--- 14a 90890 Other SS 

ees jegradegiassfiberss-——---_ «7.819 9650 
elton them _=--=- «SR RN Tegalregede gle iba -— ~~ ——— Ta 8688 

Boroulicate glasses" --~-7~ $0,600 34.600 Borosilicate glasses -----—-----— 6591 6984 
Soepsapd denen <———o2=-7> FE W400 Mey Coon 
See neces LLLILIIL. «14400 11200 Ropeand detergents -=-=2-7--_ = O88 
Aagomairescsn sna n-n=aa- TERS Eeunels ties [22vvvc-2-> 
Netalurgy 7-22-2222 aoss222 “84003800 Nuclear applications -——-—-----=~ "SMT 
Mellons reg Tae th Tn, SRM Coco Ae 
Miscolanbbususcs ---------2- 21900 24200 Miscellaneous uses ——-—-——----- 18454 10812 
Boittedistrbuters ond use uiknown 88,000 891500 Sold todistributors,end'uso unknown —__10,818_ 12.710 

Total _--_..---------~ 7266,100 340,700 Total _...------------ 58,496 51,586 
a Ware etercceesceen OOM). ee ee 

"includes impors of borie acid, colemanite, and lexite, 
2D do ot ao tal shown bzaoe of independ 

rounding 

PRICES 

Prices for basic boron compounds remain- more than a decade that the price had not 
ed at 1982 levels. This was the first time in risen because of energy and/or labor costs. 

‘Table 4,—Borate prices per short ton’ 
eee oo SEE Price, 

Product Pounded Gallas) 

Borax, technical, anhydrous, 99%, bulk, carlots, works? 4 -=======~—--==~="-- 564 
Berar technical, grazular, pentabydrate, 98.5%, bulk, caviots workg!——————~~=——-~-----—— 2 
pore echnical eranular,Recanyaeate, 90.5%, balk, carlos, works® ~—~~~~~—————~-~——-—~ 15 

Boric acid, technical, granular, 99.9%, bulk, carlots, works? __ . .--—-~-~~----===~~---~ 562 

Borie acid, technical, granular, 99.9%, bags, carlots, works® — - .————__—----_- = ~-—___- 597 

Bee ag ES Boras & Chemical Corp. highpurity anhydrous, 97% BOs, 100 pound bags, earots, 
SE EE ee ee eee entre tanenn ewan oven 261 

‘Colemanite, American Borate Go,, calcined and screened, minus 70-mesh, 42% BzOs, bulk, carlots, 

Fiery cn ca mM fT 468 
Calemnite, Asérican Borate Oo, tation concentrate ancaleined), S14 BsOs, balk, carlos, 

| ri ia MRR DEE DE aT CaS thee eae 318 
CColemunite, Turkish, 105-40% BiOs, evade, lamp, Fo. vailears, US, east coast port —— ~~~ ~~ 400 
Ueber Aieriean Brat prene, minis sab 20% es bl cra - 

Uleuite probertive, American Borate Co,, minus 200.mesh, 209% Ba0s_----—----------~ eens 16 

TUS. fob plant oF port prices per short ton of product. Other conditions of final preparation, transportation, 
Sif, plant oe not preg Per shat aldton and/or somewhat diferent price quotations. 

‘2Chemical Marketing Reporter, Current Prices of Chemicals and Related Materials. V. ‘224, No. 26, Dec. 26, 1983, p. 29. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of boric acid increased 10% in Borate subsidiary, imported colemanite, ul- 
quantity and 8% in value. Data for crude _exite, and boric acid from Turkey, principal- 
sodium borates were withheld because ly for use in textile-grade and insulation 
there was only one producer for export. grade glass fibers. Brokers also imported 
Exports of refined sodium borates, as re- Turkish colemanite. Imports of boric acid 
ported by the producers, decreased slightly. nearly doubled, according to the Bureau of 

Owens-Corning, through its American the Census.
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Table 5.—U.S. exports of boric acid and refined sodium borate compounds, 
by country 

7 ee 188 

Boric acid? Boric acid? Country Refined Refined 
sodium, sexu, 

Sey Yee “hor Sy Yate ort (how : " (short (thou, fons? Ghowt” (thew ons) 
Argentina 22.22 poeta ace B85 = Jy 1 Australia --7—7T—TITTTITTLITII sO TRA a8 81480208 domino TOSS TSSTEST SET ISTOESS us a at eo we B08 Belgium-Laxembourg —~~~77272222227 a = 3608 = = 5103 
Brel cn nnn ene ee 88 GTA Ganada==—7=TITTTTTTTITTIIIIIIT RL 880) sot 5058 2tBD SBT Ghile 9 === 2-22 2= TTL TILT % 6 3 2 4 -- Galomibia® “S057 2ESSERISEIIOEIE TES 1 a se 8 188 1607 Gusta Risa = 2202 77TITTSUSESTOTIII: 10 i ‘4d 12 8 al Gaechoslovakia -—=~7=22277772I22222 -. a 155 . <= OB Danmar ST STE TTT ZESE TOSS i Rt 7 OB Bobo coe oe rrn cts eooeat 3 sis 3 + 880 ElSalvador ~~ =-~~2222222222IIIIIE ea ie = = — 38 Epp -2o2222=22222SSIIIIIIII me ae a aa i land --~~7__--2222222a=an ae 2 ste x Teas rane | 20S SSE TAT ASAT ETAT SIRES 6 451 14,660 3 Toe ‘German Deaoeratis Rapublie - -—~~=2=—— se S UY8St = 88 Germany, Federal Republic of ~~~ ~~~~~~ a co athas 6 1 1azas 
Gronoe oe oe eee wo TSETRSOEET ae = i ee 2 1 Guatemala -~22222222IIIIIIIIII2 a a 8 3 3 a jr eee een eee ne +s = 2 8 = Bondires -—=222222TIITISTIIIOLS % 3 Z br vw =e Hong Kong —-~—~22222222222222222 vs 108-2818 10-8889 Hungary 0 222IITIIIIOIIIIIIIT os = 305 sa =, BE 
Indig 22220 oo oo= See CE SESS a = ae é 3 2 Indonesia’ ~~~>>27222222T722IIDIT 8 ® aie 100 st pis 
Ieglend «SO 0cD2ESS 7525S CS SETTS 3 1 1318 ee oe eI jr pe ie a i ee at % BB ® 3 ba ABW nomen ee ee 3 38s i 2856 ory Gasst->>7TTTTTITISTIEIIII z an) = a) 
Japan 2SSISTTSSTTTTIITLSL 88s 5ugtH aro 1n.259 if feng en 2a ae aT oa nen Saue a zo 2 ae a ‘Korea, Republic of ~~ ~72222222222 re et Lgoward Island <2 7~22222222222222 a = gis 3 2 se 
Milgwia~~-----~~--~-------- = 20 e 1558 3 & 2.607 

Mexico -———-7W7TITTTTTTTIITI gee est sez 503721988 a oo - = nag Netherlands = 777777777222222222222 Pa Ta (388 oe S:- aaer New Zealand ~~2=27222222222222222 Ta S500 LS HBSS cr a= a 47 ° ‘se ia pS AG SANS TE ETS = cl 69 x EE Paka Ss 05 os cseacescueree ae cD Be = “> oo Panama --—~7~~~~2_22722222=2- = = a a a ate Papua New Guinea ---2—222222222222 em me i ae = % Por coon nee asec nnn —— -- o“ 3 3 Et Philippines -2—-0 7730702000 5070575 ol A kT Portugal. «== 20-20 2E82 TSE a a8 = ety! Puerto Rico ~~ __~=-72222222a aaa = = 6 = cls Saudi arabia = 2722277722TZTTIITIIE i 7 sie oa cB Seagal non oso nS eee ne Eo ae ze c.g Singapore -- 22220 270DIIIIIIIIIL 186 im io ee South Africa, Republic of 72222222222 31 804.628 4 Yo 4168 Spain ooo castes oae canes - 8B — Tie Sileake = =o 00 og nay eee iB iW 18 iB a 68 Feehan ae ae ae 2 ee 6 Sweden _ = 0220 7DTOTTTITIIIIIIIL = cl 188 Bry Wa Seitendind -==2>>~2222 2722000250 aS ae 2 47408 5 eee SS 1a 88 es esa 19 aT 
United Kingdom =“ "22200222ITIIIIID ii ip 488 % % 

uguay .---~- === -—-2==-==~o =a Vensensis = 27 2=DLIITILEIEEIEIES 356 28S] Yugoslavia. -—22222222IIIIIIIIII a 151 58 dambla DEES CST TTT SUISSE TET a & = z : 33 Zimbabwe ~~~ 222 7222TLTLTIIIIIAL = es 2 a5 = 582 
Other? TIT TITT8 feo 1868 i = — 

Total*______------------------ 85,080 19082227404 98,498 angss 224,672 
"Revised 
‘Bureau of the Census. 
2US. exporters of sodium borates. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

‘Includes China, Madagascar, Malawi, Nigeria, and the United Arab Emirates. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 6.—U.S. imports for consumption of boric acid, by country 

2 EE ee 1 ioe 
Sonny, Quantity Value’ Quantity» Value® 

er ee eee 
Argentina __.-.--.------------------------- 784 $264 1,286, $485, 

Getada eo SRST IST Sees pSU TERETE TaaS 0 1 : eS 
See eee EE 2 o 19 its 
Gesaay Falnaliapainet SICeTTAES ® 3 } ‘ 
| = lean eee erae ene TE ECS se 208 66 408 
Geeies anne om aSe ASSET TITTIES SE, a 
Wtigiea ee OE 

Nicaea eee naa er eT a) 

1U,S. Customs declared values. 2Leos than 1/2 unit Data donot add to total shown because of independent rounding 
Source: Bureau ofthe Census. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Argentina.—On the Tincalaya salt flats taining boron reserves estimated at 3.5 

in the Salta Province of the Salar del million tons. 

Hombre Muerto Basin, Boroquimica ‘Canada.—Borates were discovered in con- 

S.A.M.LC.AF., a subsidiary of Borax Hold- junction with halite, sylvite, anhydrite, and 

ings Ltd., continued to operate South Yed mudstone of the Windsor Group of 

America’s largest mine which had a capaci- Mississippian Age in New Brunswick. This 

ty of about 150,000 tons per year of tincal, a _ was the first discovery of borates in Canada. 

sodium borate mineral. The Tertiary Age Chile.—Corporacién de Fomento de la 

deposit was located at an altitude of 14,000 Produccién (CORFO), a Government-con- 

feet in a remote location near Arequipa. trolled company, continued to seek interna 
The ore was refined at Campo Quijano, tional tenders to develop potassium salts 

which had a capacity to produce 30,000 tons and boric acid at Salar de Atacama. CORFO 

of boron oxide. Exports of boron minerals planned a 31,000-ton-per-year plant to pro- 

and compounds in 1982 included 4,000 tons duce boric acid as a byproduct of potash 

of processed borates, 46 tons of colemanite, production. 

327 tons of calcium and magnesium borates, China.—About 25,000 tons per year of 

and 102 tons of sodium borates. boron minerals had been produced in 

Bolivia.—A field team, including geolo- Qinghai and Liaoning Provinces. It was 

gists from the U.S. Geological Survey, dis- reported that boron production during 1981 

covered industrial minerals in the Salar de was unable to meet immediate local de- 

Uyuni. Exploration of the deposit contin- mand. 

ued. The salar is a playa-type deposit con- 

Table 7.—Boron minerals: World production, by country? 

(Thousand short tons) 
EE 

Country wis 1080 Te 

(getters tennant reme "146 we 138 136. 153 
She oesioaaeseras eee H 4G ‘ ° o 
Ching’ ==. =5-5---------------: 0 30 20 30 30 
Sige RSS reeaaar aN aRES 3 2 i 5 i" 
Whey DS SS nec nereen 7 i a 88 20 
aepe os ou sors ugnNaageNEE 20 2 20 2 2 
‘United States’ _ ___..----------.-----. 1,590 1,545, 1,481 1,234 £1,308 

ey ee ee 
Winn nnn ees 
“Betimated. "Preliminary. "Revised ‘Table includes data avaliable through May 2, 1884 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘SMfinerals and compounds sold or used by producers, including both actual mine production and a marketable 

equivalent of brine products ‘Reported figure
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Mexico.—Drilling to define boron miner- plant at Kirka. Plans to build a borax 
al reserves continued at Material Primas research facility at Kirka during 1984 were 
‘Magdalena, a joint venture between Vitro announced. A 100,000-ton-per-year boric ac- 
Corp. and U.S. Borax. id plant was under construction at Bandir- 
Turkey.—A new mining law became ef- ma and was to be in operation by yearend 

fective on June 18. Private sector boron 1984. 
operations had 18 months from that date to _Infrastructure improvements during 1983 
sell their remaining stockpiles, after which for transportation of borates included a 
Etibank was to become the sole supplier loading facility at Degirmenozu (Kirka), 
of Turkish boron minerals. During 1982, special railway cars, and a wharf at Bandir- 
655,000 tons of concentrates was sold.'Pro- ma. The port had a facility for simultaneous 
duction capacity was 1.5 million tons per loading bulk or bags for two 20,000-dead- 
year of concentrates. Production of boron weight-ton-vessels at a rate of 400 tons per 
minerals had decreased by 23% since 1981, hour.* 
the record high year. During 1982, 460,000 —_U.S.8.R.—Western Kazakhstan was the 
tons of various boron ores and compounds only region in the U.S.S.R. where signifi- 
was exported, and exports of boron minerals cant reserves of boron and potassium had 
and products to the United States was been discovered alongside large phosphate 
valued at $8 million. Borate exports during reserves. Expansion of production of the 
1983 included colemanite, tincal, ulexite, borate ores was planned during the 11th 5- 
decahydrate and pentahydrate borates, an- year plan beginning in 1981. A significant 
hydrous borax, boric acid, and sodium per- increase in borate fertilizers was planned.* 
borate. Etibank proceeded to form distribu- During 1983, a process was developed for 
torships to supply the world market, but boron extraction from brine of the Volgog- 
announced plans to remain open to direct. rad salt-bearing zone of the Gulf of Kara- 
negotiations with major customers. Etibank Bagaz-Gol and the Sivash (lagoon). A by- 
estimated reserves of 990 million tons of product of the process was chloromagne- 
borate ore. sium brine which was processed into high- 

Etibank planned to begin operating a purity magnesium oxide for metallurgical 
160,000-ton-per-year pentahydrate borax uses. 
and a 60,000-ton-per-year anhydrous borax 

TECHNOLOGY 

Refined tetraborates, such as borax, were General Motors Corp. announced a rare- 
used to convert inorganic ammonium salts earth compound that could replace ferrite 
to ammonium pentaborate tetrahydrate magnets in starter motors of 1986 model 
(ABS) and methanol. The ammonium tribo- year automobiles. The new material con- 
rate, which forms as an intermediate dur- tained a rare earth (R), iron (Fe), and boron 
ing the process, passed the Consumer Prod- (B) substance in the molar ratio R,Fe,.B. 
uct Safety Commission’s regulations for use Neodymium and praseodymium produced 
on cellulosic insulation and was proven to magnets with the highest energy. The 
be noncorrosive to copper, steel, and alumi- search for a new magnetic material had 
num. The ammonium triborate reacted begun in 1978 when the price of cobalt rose 
with moisture in the air to release ammonia during a temporary supply interruption.* 
and methanol. A different one-step process The U.S. Electric Power Research Insti- 
reacted tetraborate ore in methanol with tute awarded contracts for research on 
aqueous ammonia and aqueous sulfuric acid transformer core materials. Allied Chemi- 
to produce an AB5-sodium sulfate mixture. cal Corp.'s Metglas Products Div. was 
‘The AB5 produced by the one-step process awarded a 5-year, $8 million contract to 
was expected to sell for 38% to 50% less study an economic process to produce Met- 
than the current market price of $1,420 per _glas. Metglas is a mixture of iron, carbon, 
ton for granular AB5. AB5 can be hot and boron or silicon that becomes amor- 
sprayed onto a variety of substrates or used _ phous when rapidly cooled. A common com- 
in combination with other chemicals as position is 92% iron, 3% boron, and 5% 
flame retardants for plastics and natural silicon by weight. Metglas requires less 
and synthetic fibers and fabrics. Thermtron energy to become magnetized than conven- 
Inc. planned to license the patented tech- tional steels. The Osaka Transformer Co. 

nology.* Ltd. of Japan demonstrated a 67% decrease
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in core losses, and aging tests demonstrated reduced alkalinity by forming a boric acid- 
that the amorphous metal core could be borate buffer with a pH of 8.3. No pitting or 
expected to exceed the life of other trans- signs of corrosion were detected on copper, 
former core materials. Westinghouse Elec- bronze, or Muntz metal. Samples of stain- 
tric Corp. was awarded a $1.2 million con- less steel, aluminum, and steel were also 
tract to design, build, and evaluate trans- tested."* 
former cores, including an amorphous met- The Japanese National Research Insti- 
al transformer core.” tute on Inorganic Materials of the Office.of 

Ulvac Coating Corp. developed a boron Science and Technology used a strontium 
fiber with a tensile strength higher than catalyst to produce a 2.2-millimeter-diam- 
that of carbon fibers. The boron fiber was eter cubic boron nitride crystal. Cubie boron 
produced by coating a fine tungsten wire. nitride, which is cornparable to diamond in 
‘The process was in production.* hardness, was used for grinding hardened 

Colemanite was added as coarse aggre- Steel or abrasive cutting. The quantity of 
gate to concrete for nuclear shielding. Bo. Cubic boron nitride consumed worldwide 
ron was also added as a frit formed by the WAS reportedly about 2 tons per year, or 
fusion of boric acid, limestone, silicate, and about one-tenth that of diamonds.'* 
aluminum oxide. It was determined that _ Boron-containing compounds were stud- use of polymer coating on the boron addi. ied for their effectiveness in facilitating 
tive, to reduce solubility, allowed the boron destruction of tumors by neutron bombard- 
content of the concrete to be increased by a Ment therapy. Boron cannot easily pene- factor of four trate a normal cell wall, but can enter 

Glass fiber-based mattress ticking, bed- ‘umorous tissue. A purified boron-con- 
spreads, draperies, pillows, and wall cover- taining substance was found to be capable 
ings were used in a model fire-resistant 0 attaching itself to tumor proteins. The 
motel room. The added protection increased Substance is injected one-half day before the 
costs by about 10% over those of conven- Neutron therapy. After 5 years, 33% of the 
tional materials. The material could pro- Patients without previous treatment who 

Jong the time from ignition to flashover by a Teeeived the boron compound treatment 
factor of five." we ae : 
PPG Industries developed a titanium di- commercial glass requires 10 to 20 differ- : ‘ i tities that mus boride ceramic powder trade named Sin- fut (xides in relative quant : 

trium. A process to fabricate the powder Ted pone B Comeinee programed with a 
into dense electrically conductive shapes ray material data base was used to consider was available for licensing.** : , : Cie Co both physical and chemical properties of 

a wayers of P-type amor- aw materials for optimum glass formula- phous silicon carbide and boron were devel- tion, Pentahydrate borax wae the highest 
oped for use in solar cells. The layers were nit. and fractional-cost material, repre- 
produced in plasma furnaces on glass sub- senting 28% of the $71.88-per-ton cost for strates with indium- and tin-oxide elec- patch glass."* 
trodes. The solar cells contained three dif, “Glass fiber brushes proved to be an eco- 
ferent types of semiconductor layers that nomical and efficient tool for polishing met- produced conversion efficiencies of 12%. als. Each brush consisted of 2,000 tiny fila- 
The development was a joint effort of Mr. ment tips." " 
Yoshihiro Hamagawa and Kanegafuchi 
Chemical Industry Co. of Japan. ’Physical ecientet, Division of Industrial Minerals Triphenylboron (TPB) was used as an ,,{US Department of Justice, Press Relese, May 26, 
isteilats i Preparing an organoboron j “india Migerals (London). orates in Turkey=An 
compound and as a mild phenylating agent Interview With Muammer Ocal, General Director 9f Eu 
and had potential for use in preparing fuel sith 8 iy provement of Karak Moe industry additives. Commercial quantities of TPB Suggested Sits Ind, Moscow, June 1885, p.2. 
were offered by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & 5, rep°3)°yel, Bnsinegring News. Technology. V. 62, No. 
Co. Inc.#* Science News. APS-Rare Earth Magnets Attract Atten- 

Tron borides were being studied as cata: “Ticenfeder, W.indusral Development of Amor- lysts for the production of high-octane ali- phous Metal Chom, & Ind London vy Aug. 15,185, 
phatics and alcohols.* PERSE ccs anc nach WT NE TT 

A corrosion-inhibiting solution contain- ag {sith oR ee SAAT 
ing boric acid was developed for use in a fundur, G. Colemanite-Baryte Frit and Polymer Im- ated Concrete az Shielding Materials: Nucl Eng. a closed-loop heat exchanger. The boric acid Bastw: "0,198 pp. 400441. 8 Sets Nucl Hag and
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Fo NR RER ‘Taylor, P. A. Development of a Silicate-Nitride Borate {neering NewsRecord, Glase-Fiber Fabrics En- Corrosion ‘Inhibitor (US, DOE contiact Widdeene oe, hanes Hiv Sef. V, 210, No. 19, May 12, 1983, pp. 13-14. ‘Union Carbide Corp.). ¥-2283, Nov. 29, 1983, 13 pp. ‘Mndustriel Minerals (London), Company News & Min- Us Embasey? Tekse Inne Aut soo biatorials, eral Notes. No, 194, Nov. 1983, p65. State Dep. Airgram A-28, Apr. 30,1983, pp. gate Engineering Caren V.80,No.6,Mar.21, °?tuchnology Bevin. Trends V8 NOt, Jan. 198, 1983, p. 5, 5 *SChemical Week, Wrapup. V. 192, No. 21, May 25, "Lehman; R. Li A Method for Improving Glass Batch 1988, pT Formulation, Giass ind, v.64, No. 12 Dec. 16,1983 pp 2 Bartholomew, C. H, Meta-Boride Catalyst for Indirect 58,30. Liquefaction (US. DOE contract DEFC22#2PCS08IG, ‘Ceramic Bulletin, News Notes. V. 62, No , Mar. 1988, Brigham Young Univer). Dee. 15,1982, 94 pp. p.200)





By Phyllis A. Lyday’ 

Domestic production of bromine sold or Commission (FTC) and Great Lakes Chemi- 
used during 1983 was estimated at 370 cal Corp. reached a tentative agreement on 
million pounds valued at $91 million. The the acquisition of Velsicol Chemical Corp. 
largest single use for bromine was in the _ by Great Lakes. 
manufacture of ethylene dibromide (EDB), _ Domestic Data Coverage —Domestic pro- 
much of which was used as a scavenger for duction data for bromine are developed by 
lead in gasoline. During the year, the Envi- the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary 
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) set domestic survey of U.S. operations. Of the 
new regulations for the use of EDB asa soil nine operations to which a survey request 
and space fumigant. The Federal Trade was sent, one responded, representing an 

Table 1.—Salient bromine and bromine compound statisties 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 
ES eee Teese —~C«NC« 

United States: 
‘Bromine sold: 
Guany eae 800 860.7 ® ® 
Value ____--..-------------------- $15,100 $12,500 $11,000 a a 

Bromine used: 
‘Quantity ___...------------------+- 429,700 825,978. 316,307 e ® 

opti vooneOTSTTTSTE TITTLE sakano $8800 srs e ® 
* Elemental bromine: 

‘Quantity . .--------.~~----------- 310,100, 38,100 we NA $4,500 
Value _ -..--------~-------------- 3§2,100 $1,700 Ww NA — $$1,000 

Bromine compounds: 
Gross weight. _--..--~.---+-------- 92,800 $5,400 67,500 555,600 61,300 
Contained bromine... -.------~----- 77,600 70,400 56,000 $47,200 *52,000 
Values bromine--w=""77"TTTTIITIT $8500 $35,900 $33,100 $321,100 521,600 

Imports ‘Blemental bromine: (a 4 1 © © © 
Value ___--.------------~------- $5 5 o o o 

Bthylene dibromide: Gunny ec ~-—- anon noeoee 13 geld 7 16 
eine DET co cannneenarnen s3 $165 189 2 su 

Potassium bromide Quanity oon est ros 667 wr el 86 
QummnvncnccrocccTTTCTTTICI TTT B88 HBT $80 2d” 08 

Sodium bromide: 
‘Quantity -~-------------------- 219 310 2 65K 
Seas CSTUESIOTESSRTTSCERETT, SLaee: ean se $3, oH 

World: Production. 22222222222222222T2ZZIIT2__ebB785 "156,105 758,806 PaR6.963*785,770 
La ESE Ee 
a Estimated, Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Notavailable, W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
ata 
“tBlemental bromine sold as such to nonproducers, including exports, or used in the preparation of bromine com} punds 

by primary US. producers. u ang ne ° pe 
‘Bromine sold or used estimated at 401 million pounds in 1982, valued at $103 million, and 370 million pounds in 1983, 

vad at 9 milion ia i 
“SBxports reported to the Bureau of Mines by primary producers. 
‘Bureau of the Census. P 
Bureau of the Census. Includes methyl bromine and ethylene dibromide, During 1981 and 1982, 165,000 and 390,000 
pounds of potassium bromate were reported, respectively. 

‘Negligible amount. 
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estimated 1% of the total production shown _ sliding scale that took effect in February. 
in tables 1 and 5. Production for the eight An exemption for methyl bromide used to 
nonrespondents was estimated using report- control blueberry maggots and plum curcu- 
ed prior year production levels adjusted by lios on blueberries was granted by EPA. 
trends in employment and other guidelines. Provisions require a maximum rate of 32 

Legislation and Government Pro- grams per cubic meter for 2.5 hours at 72° F. 
grams.—On September 18, EPA suspended Treated blueberries are required to be aer- 
registration of EDB as a soil fumigant. Soil ated for a 24-hour period.* 
fumigants account for 95% of the use of _ EPA announced that 34 pesticides includ- 
EDB as a pesticide. Of the 105 million ing Bromophenoxim are facing possible sus- 
pounds of EDB produced annually, about 20 pension because of invalid health effects 
million pounds was used as a pesticide; the testing.’ EPA also proposed that 70 chemi- 
balance was used as an antiknock additive cals, including carbon tetrabromide and 
in gasoline? EDB was approved in the brominated methanes, having a potential to , 
1940's as a pesticide, but recent tests have produce polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) 
found the substance to be a potential rodent would be covered by PCB criteria regula- 
carcinogen and to be responsible for repro-_tion.* 
ductive disorders in test animals. Exposure The Consumer Product Safety Commis- 
to EDB has been found to result in damage sion (CPSC) voted not to require exported 
to the kidneys, liver, spleen, eyes, and skin, products to meet U.S. flammability stand- 
as well as the nervous, circulatory, and ards. CPSC interpreted that the Flammable 
respiratory systems. Dibromochloropropane Fabrics Act (1978) intended that the deci- 
(BCP) and EDB became controversial in sion to implement standards lies with the 
1975 when a National Cancer Institute importing government. Although the inter- 
study indicated that the pesticide induced _ pretation did not cause direct damage to the 
cancer in laboratory animals. Later studies brominated flame retardants industry, it 
showed EDB to be a mutagen.» EDB was did limit a potential growth area for bro- 
used as a control of nematodes in soil. EPA mine. 
also announced the cancellation of the use The Occupational Safety and Health Ad- 
of EDB for disinfecting grain milling ma- ministration (OSHA) proposed standards to 
chinery, for controlling pests in stored protect workers exposed to EDB. OSHA 
grain, and for the fumigation of fruit and proposed reducing the maximum worker 
other agricultural produce. It appeared that exposure limit for EDB from 20 parts per 
the cancellation could be delayed for public million to 0.1 part per million averaged over 
hearings, but the suspension would remain 8 hours. A short-term exposure limit of 0.5 
in effect during the appeal proceedings. part per million over 15 minutes was also 
Quarantine fumigations of citrus fruits and proposed. OSHA proposed an action level of 
vegetables with EDB were to be canceled 0.05 part per million for the level at which 
effective September 1, 1984. monitoring and medical surveillance would 

Florida suspended the use of EDB at the be required. The use of respirators and 
end of July after traces of EDB were found worker training and education would also 
in ground water.‘ Industry sources cited the be required. The OSHA decision was the 
contaminations from spills and misuse, not result of a Teamsters Union petition for an 
from soil fumigation.‘ Of 300 wells tested in emergency standard at the time small 
Hawaii, 5 showed suspected detectable amounts of EDB were being used to control 
traces of EDB from spills or nonagricultural the spread of the Mediterranean fruit fly. 
uses. California suspended the use of EDB Rather than issue an emergency standard, 
in four counties when ground water con- OSHA initiated regular rulemaking proce- 
tamination was suspected. None of these dures to produce new permanent standards 
wells have had EDB traces confirmed at for EDB.* Industry epidemiology data show- 

present. ed the incidence of cancer for workers 
The EPA standard of 1.10 grams of lead exposed to EDB to be less than for the 

per gallon of leaded gasoline went into general populace.** 
effect July 1. Small refineries were on a
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Domestic production of elemental bro- nate flame retardant used in standard and 
mine decreased approximately 8%. Five polyester-based flexible polyurethane 
companies operated nine plants in two foams. 
States. A slight production increase in the Great Lakes and FTC reached a tentative 
leading State of Arkansas was attributed to agreement concerning the Velsicol facilities 
increased demand for brominated flame acquired by Great Lakes during 1981. The 
retardants, which counteracted the ban on ‘tentative agreement would prohibit Great 
EDB. Michigan experienced a decrease in Lakes from acquiring any domestic and 
production of bromine. certain foreign concerns engaged in the 

Ethyl Corp. increased its capacity to pro- production of elemental bromine or bromi- 
duce decabromodiphenyl oxide (DBDPO) at nated flame retardants without prior FTC 
Magnolia, AR, by 50%. DBDPO, a major approval for a period of 10 years. The order 
flame retardant, is used as an additive in would also require that Great Lakes grant 
high-impact polystyrene and formulations PPG Industries Inc. all the latest technolo- 

of polypropylene, polyethylene, engineering gy and know-how on brominated flame 
plastics, and industrial fabrics. In January, retardants acquired from Velsicol. 
Ethyl completed a 40% production capacity Great Lakes would be required by FTC to 
increase for calcium bromide. A sodium enter into a different agreement that would 
bromide plant was completed in April. A 15- govern the operation and ownership rights 
million-pound-per-year _tetrabromobis- of Arkansas Chemicals Inc., a 50-50 joint 
phenol-A facility was due to be completed in venture facility with PPG. The agreement 
early 1984, would eliminate certain restrictions on the 

Great Lakes produced a key brominated use of bromine purchased from Arkansas 
intermediate for the pyrethroid compound Chemicals by PPG; allow PPG to use Ar- 
Fenvalerate developed by Sumitomo Chemi- kansas Chemicals bromine in the produc- 
cal Co. and marketed by Shell Chemical Co. _ tion of all brominated compounds, including 
Photostable pyrethroids are examples of flame retardants; and require Great Lakes 
natural-product-based insecticides that are to purchase a specified amount of bromine 
safe to mammals and act against a range of from Arkansas Chemicals annually." PPG 
pests. The pyrethroid is protected against discontinued production of EDB. at its 
interfering with the metabolism process of antiknock production unit at Beaumont, 
plants but on soil is readily broken down by TX, during the first quarter of 1983. 
microorganisms to harmless products. The The Dow Chemical Co. announced plans 
brominated intermediate is projected to be to construct a calcium bromine plant by 
a high-profit growth area for bromine. 1985. Six former Occidental Chemical Co. 
Great Lakes moved its methyl bromide workers were awarded $5 million in dam- 
formulating and blending facility from Ir- ages against. Dow because of Dow's failure 
vine, in the Los Angeles area, to Bak- to inform the workers of the potential 
ersfield, CA. In July, Great Lakes complet- health effect of DBCP. DBCP had been 
ed an expansion of the manufacturing fa- banned in 1979 because of significant sperm 
cilities for DE-60F, a proprietary bromi- count abnormalities.* 

Table 2.—Bromine-producing plants in the United States in 1983 
ec ta ‘bromine 

Stato and compeny County Plant Production plant 
“ailion 
pounds) 

Arkansas: ‘Arkansas Chemicals Inc -.----------- Union... El Dorado _____Wellbrines __ 0 ‘TheDow Chemical Co-——--—-------- Columbia Magnolia —— = ---do ~~ 110 
byl Gap ces CCP ESEERN Rage ECM ny oman MB ne 80 Great Lakes Chemical Gorp -—==2"7~2—Uaion.-7= Ef Dorado => T7T“do ==> 305, 

Do nnn snennswceecocccessse= ened 22> Marysville” “do “=== 80 Do nitenOReOeTTETNR REGEN Laan ZeT “agence! Bias DES 50 
Michigan: "TheDow Chemical Co ..-.----------  Magon Ludington do --_- 2 Do nonecenseaSesclacesans Midland Midland —— = >~~“do 72> ca 

‘Morton Chemical Go 2 7~2~777—7~= Manistee. Manistos-— 9 2271do 222285 
NOB recep rerun oe nnn ninramene inn asta ae 665 

3Chemical Marketing Reporter. Chemical Profile. V. 221, No. 17, Apr. 26, 1982 p 58. 
2Chemical Marketing Reporter. Chemical Profile. V. 203, No, 20, May 14, 1973, p.9.
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Demand for EDB decreased because of approximately 20 million pounds of additive 
Jess demand for leaded gasoline and as a brominated chemicals were used in flame 
consequence of the regulation of lead levels retardants. Bromine compounds slow or 
in gasoline that became effective in 1982. stop flame generation by interfering with 
Methyl tertiary butyl ether was cited as a the chain reaction mechanism of combus- 
potential substitute for lead but at nine tion. Antimony trioxide, antimony pentox- 
times the cost."* The ban on EDB as a space _ ide, and zinc borate have a synergistic effect 
and soil fumigant was expected to further in combination with brominated flame 
decrease the demand for EDB by approxi- retardants.\* 
mately 20 million pounds during 1984. Hydrocarbon well drilling was estimated 

In 1982, it was estimated that approxi- as 89% of the 1982 record, but brominated 
mately 25 million pounds of additive chlori- derivatives used in oil and gas drilling were 
nated and brominated phosphate esters and _ not as severely affected as clay and barite. 

PRICES 

Ethyl announced increases for bromine Ameribrom Inc., the major importer of 
effective January 1, 1984, to 33 cents per brominated compounds, announced - price 
pound. Calcium bromide solution from increases for food-grade sodium bromate 
Ethyl increased to 25 cents per pound at and powdered potassium bromate to $1.75 
yearend 1983. The price increases were per pound. Prices for ammonium bromide 
attributed to increases in the price of chlo- increased to $1.27 per pound. 
rine and higher operating costs. 

Table 3.—Yearend 1983 prices for elemental bromine and selected compounds 

Vl Prododt pound (cents) 
‘Ammonium bromide, national formulary (NF), granular, drums carlots truckloads, freight equalized 125.127 Bromine, purified Carlota, truckloads, delivered =~ -— =~ ——o === =e ge nnn 6 Drums, carlots, truckloads, delivered east ofthe Rocky Mountains’ ~ ScEae ae fd Bulle tank cor, tank trucks (45,000-pound minimum, delivered east ofthe Rocky Mountains’ ——-— 88. - 846 Bromochloromethane, drums carlots to. Midland." wg 2—ene- nn iz 

Calcium bromide, bulk, 14.2 pounds per gallon at 60° F, f.o.b. works* —_______------------- 20.0- 23.5 Eihpl bromide, technical, 28%, drums, carlots freight allowed, East ~~—~~—~~~-~~~~====—== 16 ipanedoromi una cnt right qqualued soo cnensvnnasnseneaaa 
Fe ae oN dae oir aita toe BOLD eerie PAR BOAR Sree ee ET 0° 
Atbibyl brome, dtd, tanks 140000 pound'minimum, right allowed ~-~~-~_~—7~~-72—- 55.15 Frain bromite anlar powaepe, Spud drums cro f0. war —~~—~2 ~~~ ~2 106 Polsestem bromide RE grabtior, trary eerie, nb. wires Sa Te 77TT7=TnT aa ie Sodium bromide, 994» granular, 40-pound drums, freight, (ob, works_——~~~~—~~~~7~=~~~~ 104 

XDetivered price for drums and bulk shipped west of the Rocky Mountains, 1 cent per pound higher. Bulle ruck prices 1 ga Beant Pet pouna higher for 30.000 peed minimum and & 069 conta yor pound fife for {6000 pound minima, “SReported to the Bureat of Mines by primary producers, 
Source: Chemical Marketing Reporter, Current Prices of Chemicals and Related Materials. V. 224, No. 26, Dec. 26,1988, pp. 28538 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of bromine-containing com- The closer proximity of Israel to overseas 
pounds increased during the year. The ma- markets gave Israeli bromine an advantage 
jority of these exports was EDB. Other in transportation costs compared with U.S. 
‘compounds exported included those for use exports. Other countries from which bro- 
in well completions, flame retardants, and mine and bromine compounds were import- 

agriculture. ed by the United States were the United 
Approximately 84% of imports of bro- Kingdom, 9%; and France, 5%. These im- 

mine and bromine compounds reported by _ ports included sodium bromide, 69%; potas- 
the Bureau of the Census was from Israel. sium bromate, 19%; potassium bromide,
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12%; and negligible amounts of elemental mis waiver for potassium and sodium bro- 
bromine and EDB. Because imported bro- mide. The de minimis provision allows the 
mine compounds are contained in many President to waive the 50% competitive 
products, some of the compounds are not need limit in cases where total U.S. imports 
easily identified through Census data. of an item in 1982 did not exceed $1.3 

Israel was given Generalized System of million. 
Preference eligibility status with de mini- 

WORLD REVIEW 

Canada.—The Canadian Government an- 50% to 55% of world trade in bromine 
nounced plans to set lower levels of lead in compounds. At completion, the new plant 
gasoline. The 1983 lead content limit was was expected to triple the capacity for 
0.77 gram per liter, The decrease in lead production of bromine compounds." DBC 
would adversely affect U.S. EDB exports to completed a 1-million-pound-per-year ex- 
Canada for use in leaded gasoline. pansion of its sodium and potassium bro- 

Israel—Bromine and bromine com- mate electrolysis plant to a total capacity of 
pounds were produced by Bromine Com- 10 million pounds.” An expansion to 220 
pounds Ltd., a 50-50 venture between Dead million pounds of bromine compounds was 
Sea Works Ltd. (DSW) and Dead Sea Bro- to be completed by 1984. 
mine Co. Ltd. (DBC). DBC was 100% owned —_ Jordan.—Jordan began production of pot- 
by DSW. DSW was 89% owned by Israel ash from Dead Sea brines at the Arab 
Chemicals Ltd. (CL) and 11% by public potash project near Amman. The brines 
stock. The ICL directors were actively contained 0.48% by weight magnesium bro- 
involved in management of the whole mine. Future projects include plans for a 60- 
group. The bromine companies had been million-pound-per-year bromine and bro- 
unprofitable because of technical and mana-_ mine derivatives plant. 
gerial reasons despite Government assist- United Kingdom.—The British Govern- 
ance through tax rebates, grants, preferen-_ ment announced a switch to lead-free gaso- 
tial financing, and regional development line by 1990. This decision adversely affects 
aid. Custom-designed bromine-isotank con- Associated Octel Co. Ltd., which produces 
tainers, additional plant capacity, new ad- EDB for use in Europe and employs about 
ministrative facilities, and research on new 2,700 workers. European Economic Commu- 
manufacturing and production processes re- nity (EEC) guidelines did not allow the 
quired large capital investments." Substan- banning of leaded gasoline in Europe. Eu- 
tial salary expenses had been incurred for rope had been slow to reduce lead in gaso- 
employees called for temporary military line. Lead contents of 0.40 gram per liter 
duty."* Bromine production in Israel is as a had been normal, and some countries had 
byproduct of potash, chlorine, and caustic lead ‘rates as high as 0.64 gram per liter. 
soda. The bromine portion of the group had EEC was expected to institute new guide- 
200 personnel working a 3-shift day, 7 days lines on lead-free gasoline by April 1984. 
per week."” The bromine compounds plant Eight countries accounting for 60% of gaso- 
was located at Ramat Hovav and began line consumption in Europe were expected 
operating in 1982. Equipment was still tobe at the 0.15-gram-per-liter minimum by 
being transferred from the old plant at 1986. 
Beersheba. The new plant accounted for
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‘Table 4.—World bromine plant capacities and sources 
aay ‘Country and company Location (milion Source 

pounds) 
Australia: ee en 
i NA 2 Tksaydam NA _ Underground brines. 
Ato Chem France, __----------------- PortdeBouc. 90 Seawater. Mines de Potasse @AlsaceS.A 72722222222 Mulhouse 19 _‘Bitteras of mined potash 

Production Germany, Federal Republic of: ‘Kallund Sale AG BergmannsegenHogo Mines Debit oe 
Soledetfurth Mine... Bad Soladetfurth, India Hindustan Salts Ltd —.--------e-e-ee----- Jaipur <———— Mottur Chemicale.——777277222D2222022022  MetturDam=— 16 Seawater bitterns from 

salt production hats Chemicals ee Mth 
“Dead Sea Bromine Co.Lid_---.------------ Beersheba. 184 Bittern of potash produc- 

tion from surface brines aly ocietd Azionaria Industrial Bromo taliana....... Margherita di 2 Seawater bitterns from 
. Savoia ‘alt production. 

NASahiGlassCo. td eee Kitelonusha 9‘ Seawaterbitterns gp kup Set Manufacturing Go:tad —“2222TIIIITT anyon % Do 
Derivaidos del Etilo S.A ___ - Villaricos —__ 2 ‘Seawater. USSR NA 2p cocsosasssandes ceeenne NA Loo---- 180° Underground brines, United Kingdom: ‘Associated Gctel Co.Ltd n-nna--- _Amiwch 08 Do. 
NA Not available, 

Table 5.—Bromine: World production, by country! 
‘(Thousand pounds) 

Count? ioig___ 1980 —~i108)~—~—«amP =m 
France_——----_ 888 98.992 25.000 #20000 22,000 
Germany, Rodral Repablc of ——-“-7-W~T--T-22- “Tm “6700 
ibdlare ooo ae PGE ESTES 80136 mo TTD 
Israel 222 22L2ITIDIITTIIIITIIIIITton00 9889.04 154,000 154,000 
Rely coc nss cena cow iinetok ote 1,300 1,300 1,280 1,320 1,100 
DRE Snir niciarniin time wireremntonte 26,500 26,500 26,500 26,500 26,500 

Spat Le ae cae 900 900 900 800 700 
OO sce pcre mime emer 146,000 148,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 United Kingdom==—727TTTTTITIIITTTITTT2Tealats «Senet “Sens “Ea boo 
PN npeesceee pacer pe ornare 497,300 878,170 377,097 __— 401,100 370,000 

‘Total_______--_-_--_----------------- 888,785 °756,105 758,306 © 826,963 795,770 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. Table includes data available through Apr. 25,1984. 
4in addition to the countries listed, several other nations produce bromine, but output data are not reported, and available general information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 
“Sold or used by producers. 

TECHNOLOGY 

In November, Duke Power Co. began system can generate 80 kilowatt hours over 
using an experimental battery, with an a 4-hour period. The energy-per-unit weight 
aqueous zinc bromine electrolyte, to supply capacity of the new system is up to three 
a small portion of electrical demand at the times that of conventional lead-acid batter- 
corporate headquarters in Raleigh, NC. The _ ies. The battery was developed by GEL Inc. 
experimental system consisted of 40 battery and was being marketed by Synergy Re- 
modules with a capacity of 20 kilowatts. The search Corp. both of Durham, NC. This
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load-leveling system offers advantages of _ reactive with the resin in liquid application 
few moving parts and the ability to handle systems. The product produces maximum 
heavy discharges while continuously cy- flame retardant properties for liquid sys- 
cling without damage.” tems such as urethane and foam.* 

Guidelines were suggested for investiga ————— 
tors studying bromine as an indicator of ‘Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals 
lead in the atmosphere. Although lead had oy: fiylew Bivome eT oer TT eS, 
been added to gasoline in approximately PR,dB2S Io nT 
equal proportions at different locations, ex- . pynohquatative Cancer Risk Assesment for Oectipa: 
haust particulates were known to react _fidnel Exposure ta Ethylene Dibromide (US. OSHA con. 
with acid sulfates and nitrates to form {ibe '}nc toss Somers we last fabs 
gaseous hydrogen bromide that could not be ‘chemical Week. Wrap-Up. V 18, No.7, Aug 17, 1988, 
retained on filters and the apparent bro- P'#” __ 4 passel of Troubles for EDB, V. 188, No, 10, mine-to-lead ratios could not be determined. Sept.7, 1383, pp.1s14 
Bromine losses were also known to occur sone Granted for Methyl Brome and Alchlor V1 during storage and preparation of the  No-d2, Aug 31,1989, p18 samples. “chemical and Engineering News, Audit of IBT Tests: 34 

h m ‘ Pesticides Would Face Suspension. V. 61, No. 29, July 18, Gas-phase bromine occurrences in arctic 18 p4, " rune vea pean an i ‘SPasticide& Toxic Chemical News. Third and Final Rule 
air between February and May exceeded ,'p0 roposed by EPA Within & Few Days. V. 12, No.4 levels measured during the rest of the year. ag EB pp. 28 
Some of the measurements were 10 times Washington Post. Ethylene Dibromide—OSHA S is ‘Wants To Tighten Grip on Risky Chemicals Sept. 30, 1985, higher than levels found in other parts of pais ip oo Bak e 
the world. Particulate bromine levels in- ¢,'*Grest Lakes Chemical Corp. News From Great Lakes beulate (hemical Corp. Oct 8, 1983, 3 pp. creased from 5 to 133 parts per trillion. "Reena Repster Federal Trade Common, Creat 

i Lakes Chemical Corp, and Northwest Industrie, inc, el 
Suggested sources for the increased bro- [iss Teed Consett Agreuuauis with Aasigels to Add mine levels were man-made pollution from phe Wanment Vt, Mas 18 18 p. 00088, 
the Eurasian continent and naturally occur- | "Chemical and Engineering News. Pesticide Suit Hits fing red benthic algae. The primary signi. Bagpipe Aveo hon V8. No Fe 
cance is that the synergistic interaction of ">, Lead in Gasoline in Europe Heads for Possible 
the bromine and chlorine chains in the PAapea Me Me sere PP ation Needed ‘To 
atmosphere could allow bromine to partici- Fire Markets. Ind: Miner. (London, No. 191, Aug. 1983, 
pate in the destruction of ozone at lower PisPitechorus & Potassium. A Review of the Fertilizer 
altitudes under conditions of less light than 4nd Choticals industry of aval. Par 1, No. 1, Mar 

i i = "BE 1884, pp 
‘with chlorine clone! Fi 'WAckerman, E. B. (Ameribrom Inc. Written communi: Investigations conducted on ozone used in cation suai a US International Trade Commision, 11, 1884, 23 pp; availabe on request from the Office water treatment demonstrated that ozone ihe" Secretary, UES! international ‘Trade Commission, oxidized the bromide ion to produce hypo- Washington. Bo. 
bromous acid (HOBr). In the presence of 4, 7,18, Fmbassy, Tel Aviv, Israel. State Dep. Airgram mt 2, Nov. 24, 1986, 7 pp 
organic matter, HOBr reacts to form bro- iWork ted in footnote 6 ae "Chemical Marketing, Reporter. Drugs & Fine Chemi- moorganies; more bromoform was produced —_,,"Chemlcal Marketing Reportar. Drugs 
with humic acid at a pH of 6.1 than at a pH Phosphorus, & Potassium, Jordan: APCs, Fist Step 
of 88. The range of conditions conducive to Into the Potash Market, No, 125, May-June 1882 pp. 102 
haloform formation was narrower for bro- under Test at Duke Power CoV. 20, No. Apr: 198%, mination than for chlorination.** Psd. te 

Studies comparing bromine chloride, an ntrgeation of be Raisin Aver Price 
chlorine dioxide, and iodine with chlorine J-Atmos fnviron, v.17, No, 21988, p. $1188. 
as a virucidal agent found bromine chloride A Spring Pea ay Destro Ono Lager V3, Nese 
to be the most active on a molar basis. Aug 21985, .6 
Bromine chloride was found to be the most contantig Water: Rinsic of Formation of Hypabromaus 
effective and its activity peaked at a pH of Acid and Bromate. Environ. Sci. Technol., v. 11, No. 5, 
5. Ammonia inhibited the effect of bromine ca ere Te nd MC Batler, A. Coniparienn af tha 

chloride. Virucidal Properties of Chlorine, Chlorine Dioxide, Bro- 
Nyacol Products Inc. announced a new  {h"\gsy on api ggg. neo H¥6: (Cambridge), v.88, May 

bromine-antimony liquid flame retardant  "¥Nyacoi Products Inc, Colloidal Antimony Oxide, Com- 
(Nyacol HA-9). The bromine component is pany communication, Feb. 21, IK) 3 pi available on 
pentabromo diphenyloxide, which is non-





By Patricia A. Plunkert! 

Increased production and withdrawals lithopone, and cadmium sulfoselenide are 
from stocks compensated for a decrease in developed by the Bureau of Mines from a 
net imports during 1983, and apparent con- voluntary survey of U.S. operations. Of the 
sumption remained at a level comparable to seven operations to which a survey request 
that of 1982. The producer price of cadmium was sent, six responded, representing an 
during 1983 increased from $1 per pound at estimated 99% of the total production 
the beginning of the year to $1.25 per pound shown in table 4. Production for the remain- 
by yearend. ing nonrespondent was estimated using 

Domestic Data Coverage—Domestic pro- prior year industry production levels. 
duction data for cadmium sulfide, cadmium 

Table 1.—Salient cadmium statisties 
ise) —soe CC 

United States: 
Production! ________--_-----~~metrie tona__ 1,828 1578 1,608 1,007 1,052 
Shipments by producers __—__-—_ do. 2468127]. 1882 18821495 Value feces =-2as222=-aa thousand. «$9498 $5219 SHEER SLOSS TRG Exports «-22222zzsu2227sss22smetne tone 21 28 aD iL 110 Imports foronsumption, metal -—--"""<~-do-----BT_—««BIT «300.05 Apparent consumption" --——--~~~~--~do-> = ROD BSBA 4ST "ROR 7093 

Price: Average per pound?.-.------=2------- 278 $2BA $198 SL 1.18 
World: Production... —. ---u--=-metric tons. "18,679—"18,231 17,364 = P16452— "17,244 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
Primary and secondary cadmium metal. Includes equivalent metal content of cadmium sponge used directly in 

production of compounds 
Sincludes metal consumed at producer plant 

2 Average quoted price for cadraium sticks and balls in lots of 1 to ton. 

Legislation and Government Pro- proposed new regulations to limit the dis- 
grams.—On July 15, 1983, the Environmen- charge of pollutants into navigable waters 
tal Protection Agency (EPA) issued final and into publicly owned treatment works by 
regulations under the Clean Water Act that existing and potential new sources that 
limit the pollutants that electroplating and manufacture certain inorganic compounds. 
metal-finishing facilities may discharge into Cadmium pigments and salts is one of six 
waters of the United States or into publicly subcategories for which EPA proposed ef- 
owned treatment works. Cadmium is one of fluent limitations guidelines. After consid- 
seven metals for which specific daily and ering comments received in response to this 
monthly average maximum effluent limits proposal, EPA was expected to promulgate 
have been set. As guidance to dischargers a final rule 
and control authorities, a long-term concen- _‘The strategic stockpile goal remained at 
tration average of 0.13 milligram of cadmi- 5,307 metric tons of cadmium metal. No 
um per liter of effluent was found to be inventory acquisitions or sales were made 
attainable by the technology that EPA during the year, and as of December 31, 

assessed? 1983, the stockpile inventory was 2,871 tons 
Under the Clean Water Act, EPA also of cadmium metal. 

169
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Domestic production of cadmium metal be back in operation in 1984. The produc- 
increased slightly in 1983 despite the clo- tion of cadmium compounds also increased 
sure of ASARCO Incorporated’s zinc smelt- compared with 1982 levels. Cadmium sul- 
er in Corpus Christi, TX. This plant had fide, cadmium lithopone, and cadmium sul- 
been closed since the end of October 1982, foselenide production increased approxi- 
but company officials announced that the mately 80% over that of 1982 owing to 
signing of a new labor agreement with increased demand. 
refinery workers should enable the plant to 

‘Table 2.—Primary cadmium producers in 
the United States in 1983 

Tae Plant ovation 
AMAXInc = auget IL ASAROO incarporatod =—~7 Corpus Christ, 1x, ad Denver, CO. Jersey Minitre Zine Co Clarksville, TN National ZineGo<-777~ Bartel, 

Table 4.—Cadmium sulfide! produced i ‘Table 3.—U.S. production of cadmium able 4~Caceatom sulfide! produosd ja 
compounds other than cadmium sulfide (Metric tons) Metric tons) 

Guantity 
io = fe = a 

—_ 13 19 crest rrscsiatine Ga ame Doueeee eee Pi 2 eae ne 3 ton —- sears a desist tee rename TacgTaay Gx. ame CUBOMITO TST i se eer reer oi tess Bie sterssboesters a0 Wi ereoctieecantcesmsec: Oe 
CTE ‘issues cadmium lithopone and cadmium sulfa 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Apparent consumption of cadmium in-  teries, pigments, plastic and synthetic prod- 
creased slightly compared with that of 1982. ucts, and alloys. The largest users of prod- 
Cadmium continued to be used in the fol- ucts from these categories continued to be 
lowing categories: coating and plating, bat- the transportation and defense industries. 

‘Table 5.—Supply and apparent 
consumption of eadmium 

(eric tons) 
es ae 

Stocks,Jan1_------ «1168 Bromattin === vas Toor Tae Imports, meal Zoo 23082096 
‘Totaleupply 6461656685 Esporte PY To so Ao Sikia bee 327 Leute 
Apparent 

‘consumption? ___ 4,378 78,128 3,763 

Revised. 
*Total supply minus exports and yearend stocks.
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STOCKS 

Total inventories of cadmium decreased than 40% of that at the end of 1982 owing in 
to a level that was approximately one-half _ part to the increased demand for cadmium 
that of 1982. Total stocks at the end of 1983 metal to produce cadmium compounds. In- 
were at their lowest level in over 30 years. _ ventories of cadmium in compounds were at 
Metal stocks showed the most dramatic their lowest level since 1975. 
decrease, dropping to a level that was less 

Table 6.—Industry stocks, December 31 
(Metre tons) 

1588 
| Codmium “in Cadmium in metal com. metal com: 

pounds pounds 
Metal profueery soncsuuutewssccscwumvoscocncns 635 w 209 w Compound manufaelurars ~~~~~7~7772722722227222222 16 "480 8 a8 
Diskeibiaes aoe ae re eet ee ceee cee A 
Total___-____----------------------------- 952465 39 383 

"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Compound manufacturers.” 

PRICES 

AMAX Inc. was the only domestic produe- end. 
er with a published price for cadmium Dealer prices in January were listed at 
metal during 1983. At the beginning of the $0.65 to $0.70 per pound for cadmium metal. 
year, AMAX listed a price of $1 per pound They fluctuated throughout the year and 
for cadmium metal, which was raised to reached a high of $0.90 to $0.97 per pound in 
$1.15 per pound in mid-May. In late August, late September. At yearend, the dealer 
AMAX announced a further price increase prices were listed at $0.90 to $0.95 per 
to $1.25 per pound. The published producer pound. 
price remained at this level through year- 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of cadmium metal and cadmium ed, or withdrawn from warehouse, for con- 
in alloys, dross, flue dust, residues, and sumption on or after September 9, 1983. 
scrap increased dramatically over the unu- This finding would be in effect until the 
sually small amount of material exported in next administrative review, which Com- 
1982 but remained below the average for merce planned to begin immediately.* 
the 1978-81 period. The three largest recipi- Imports of metal and flue dust from most 
ents in 1983, in descending order of receipts, favored nations (MFN) and imports of flue 
France, the United Kingdom, and Belgium- dust from non-MFN continued to be duty 
Luxembourg, received over 80% of U.S. free. A statutory duty of $0.15 per pound 
cadmium exports. continued to be imposed on cadmium metal 
Cadmium metal imports for consumption imported from non-MEN. 

decreased slightly, continuing a 3-year * 
trend of decreasing metal imports. The , 
principal supplying countries were Canada, Table 7—U-S. exports of codmmlun metal 
Australia, Peru, and Mexico. And endentim in allozs; dross, fue dust 

‘The US. Department of Commerce con- ” , 
ducted an administrative review of the Quantity Value 
antidumping findings on cadmium from ‘Year beatsie | Chow. 
Japan. As a result, Commerce determined § ————“"§_"& 
that a cash deposit of estimated antidump- 398)-------------------- 
ing duties would no longer be required on j9q3.-7=7=""777-=-77-ZD ta 
any shipment of Japanese cadmium import. —§ ———————_____—
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‘Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption’ of cadmium metal, by country 
ee ETE Sac 

ioe i988 
Country Quantity vaue  Quntty Value 

(metric (ghousands) BALTIC thousands) 

Australia. _——=-------2------------ 446 $951 n3 $1,160 
Belgium-Laxembourg --_—-_2_222222222222=2 8 185 5 i Canadas versie 35 390 7938 1st 
‘China | SESLTUC EAMETS URDU SEST Eanes isi 515 a a 
Finland__-- ~~. ...-------------- a 95. 173 67 8 
Prages Soa Toe OTE cps eeee are e rs ee 8 114 3 9 
Germany, Federal Republic of ~~ > 277T2=2== === 2 340 2 3 

Sopan- swe non ana a - ® ® 
Kores, Republic of ~2727ITTITIIIITIIZIIIII 0 25 50 7 
Mexico w= ~~ --2222222l22s222s22222 22 2oo m 28 126 163 
Netherlands 2220 10a0 S02 T7STTDTSIESS ISTE Se 113 26 1 2 

Norway- === waminaneentsnetace 5 ii 3 58 
Dogg © sab eae SEP TREE SEDER OE ae 2306 482 154 206 
Spain newoeenroneeen pOEEaS 40 ‘35 za os 
fnited Kingdom ~~~ ~~— ~~ 2-27 772o2oo------__ 6) 
Total n-ne nnn n nnn 282805 4684 22,196 32 

4General imports and imports for consumption were the same in 1982; general imports in 1983 were 2,191 metric tons, 
Includes waste and scrap (gross weight). 
Less than 1/2 unit 
“Does not include 11 metric tons of cadmium contained in flue dust from Canada. 

WORLD REVIEW 

The European Economic Community million. The deposit was said to be amena- 
(EEC) agreed to limit the amount of cadmi- ble to open pit mining methods.” Based on 
um that factories can emit into public this deposit, Hindustan Zinc Ltd. proposed 
waters, Installations built after 1985 would _ the establishment of a new zinc-lead smelt- 
have to keep their cadmium emissions be- er complex near Chittorgarh in Rajasthan. 
low 0.2 milligram per liter. Existing plants The proposed complex would have an annu- 
must reduce their emissions to 0.5 milli- al capacity of 70,000 tons of zinc, 35,000 tons 
gram per liter by 1986 and to 0.2 milligram of lead, 160,000 tons of sulfuric acid, 235 
per liter by 1989.5 tons of cadmium, and 50 tons of silver.* 
Germany, Federal Republic ofA major _Italy.—Two metal producers, state-owned 

lead and zinc smelter, Ruhr-Zinc GmbH, Societa per Azioni Minero-Metallurgiche 
obtained about one-third of its raw material (SAMIM) and privately owned Alessandro 
needs from steelmaking dusts and sludges Tonolli, planned to combine their oper- 
that contain high volumes of nonferrous ations to form a new company to be known 
metals. About 30 to 40 tons per year of as Sameton. The new company planned to 
cadmium was obtained from this material, have a total metal capacity of 455,000 tons 
containing from 0.003% to 0.2% cadmium. per year, including a capacity of 500 tons 

India.—A new lead-zinc deposit was dis- per year of cadmium. 
covered in the Rampura-Agucha area of United Kingdom.—Chloride Alcad sold 
Rajasthan State. The total in situ ore re- its nickel-cadmium batteries division in the 
serves was estimated at 61 million tons United Kingdom and its wholly owned U.S. 
averaging 1.57% lead, 13.48% zinc, and subsidiary, Chloride Inc., to the Marathon 
9.58% iron. The cadmium content reported- Battery Co., Waco, TX.° 
ly varied between 250 and 780 parts per
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Table 9.—Cadmium: World production,’ by country 
(Metric tons) 

eee 
Country 199 1980 Ca See OO es 

Algeria _--.-~-------.------------+---- 64 60 “65, 65, 65 
Arpaia STS Seo eee ane se 38 18 _ a 19 

‘$astratia (refined) 2-2—22772TIIIIIIIZ=E sof 402801, 000 
Rasta Stoo cca neer wenn tn ener 3 36 5 48 50 

Belgium - . . -----~~--~---------------- 1,440 1,527 1116 1,001 1,100 
Braal "-.._2---222-22-----------—--~ 2 ri 5 70 80 
Balevie’ 2 -oc ccc eas 210 *200 ¥200 *200 200 

‘Canada (refined) - - - --------------~------ 1,455 "1,308 1,298 809 1107 
‘Chine®___ 2 eee 7250 "250 210 300 800 
Holand DEEU ee eee 590 51 1 566 538 
frances oes 0ce cee osu seo SEDSESES, 689 ‘9 663 03 730 

German Democratic Republic® -__-----------~ 15 16 16 16. 16, 
Germany, Federal Republic of. --~~~~72~~7777~ 1268 LIS 1080 1,000 
Indias. -0<---20--2-2o2222a22n aa 165 9 118 131 115 
Italy SEE UROAS OE SERGE CORTESE EC EE STE Bt 588 48 515 500 

Yopad wozzz7tlitzizcassseccoscccllo2 BTN 8k + (200 
Kavee, North? ooo 150 *140 "140 *100 100 
Korea, Republicof.-~-.~72-22--2-2=22~=2 50 368 300 320 500 
Mexico refined) --=227222222220 22002202 330 m8 590 601 900 
Nemia sc eecee ns eS sen ERD SET ESGE a o oe io 2 

Netherlands --~-~_2_.2222=222-2-222-- aio 455 58 485 40 
Norwayacuaie Sina Sac ange TSSE IS 5 180 nt 104 104 

Bede nnn eaters a eeecs 180 i 507 21 400 
Posi SOSA ean ms 98 580 510 510 
Bonenie’ -----o-ceas eee Tate 90 35 35 20 30 
Beale SR See ec cnmennm 22 308 303 259 280 
USSR joes eee soe ee: 2,850 2,850 2,900 2,900 3,000 
United Kiagigm_~1-~7-22722222222222277 24 35 218 ‘34 ‘380, 

United States" ._.....-.------.---.--.-- 1,823 1,578 1,608 1,007 91,052 
‘Yugoslavia --_--.-.,------------------ 289 201 208 205 200 
Zaire... ---------+-----~------------- 212 168 7230 281 285 
Zambia ~~ ~-~--2--7-2-2222-s2-s2-=a-, =a 1 1 ce a 

‘Total__--------------------------+ 718,679 "18,281, 17,364 16,452 17,244 
Sa eee 

‘“Bstimated. Preliminary, ‘Revised. 
“This table gives unwrought production from ores, concentrates, fue dusts, and other materials of both domestic and 

imported rj, Soiree general donot identa I oipnanry metal Cucovared from era) Included or no where 
Imported origin, Source, Soe’ py foctaote. Beta derived in part from, World Metal Statistics (published by World Bureau 
of Metal Statiatice London) and from Mal Statistics (published by Metalgesslachaft Aktiongesellachaf, Frankfurt am 
Main). Cadmium is found in ores, concentrates, and/or flue dusta in several other countries, but these materials are 
‘exported for treatment elsewhere to recover cadmium metal; therefore, such output is not reported in this table to avoid 
double counting. Table includes data available through Mar. 7, 1984. 

‘includes secondary. 
Reported figure, 

TECHNOLOGY 

Energy Research Corp., under contract to cadmium oxysulfate and manganese sulfate 
the Bureau of Mines, developed a new 15- using high-temperature galvanic cells that 
ampere-hour capacity miners’ caplamp bat- contained stabilized zirconia (ZrO,) as the 
tery. The new battery uses nickel-cadmium solid electrolyte." 
technology, a roll-bonded electrode struc- Developments in cadmium technology 
ture, and offers significant improvements in were abstracted in Cadmium Abstracts, a 
performance with reduced size and weight. quarterly publication available through the 
The new caplamp battery, weighing 2-1/2 Cadmium Association, 34 Berkeley Square, 
pounds, is over 2 pounds lighter than the London W1X 6AJ, England. 
presently used lead-acid caplamp battery. A > on ot Nonferrous Metal 

i ig ‘nati *Physical scientist, Division of ferrous: report described the design and fabrication _speluict'Rociter’ Electroplating and Metal Finishing 
of the nickel-cadmium battery. Point Source Categories, Effluent Limitations Guidelines, 

The Burean of Mines reported on two  Pretzestment, Standards, V. 48, No. 187) July 15, 1983, 
investigations of the thermodynamic prop- _ ’——. Inorganic Chemicals Manufacturing Point 
erties of cadmium oxysulfate (2CdO*CaSO,). Sees Cogn rita Now Gouroe. Performance 
The first investigation established the Standards. v.48, No.207, Ot. 25,1080 pp, 4408-19496 

ji {t= Cadmium From Japan; Final Results of Admin- 
standard enthalpy of formation for cadmi- trative Review of Antidumping Finding. V-48, No. 170, 
uum oxysulfate using hydrochloric acid solu- Sept:8, 198 pp. 40700-40760. 

i is 8 ‘ ulletin (London). No, 6797, June 21, 1983, p. 15 tion colorimetry.’* The second determined. _ oqturun Sera\ Market. Stel lodges Supply Smelter 
the standard Gibbs energy of formation of _ v.91, No.78, Apr. 21, 1983, p. 0A.
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SOE Personal Lighting Systems for Miners. BuMines IC 8938, “Gandhi, SM. Rampure-Agucha Lead/Zine Deposit. Togg°TO prsene SM" ‘Min, Mag. London), v. 149, No.8, Nov. 1985, pp. 315-321. 18K, HC, and R. R, Brown, Enthalpy of Formation of Page 298 of work cited in footnote 7. 20d0+C4SO,. BuMines RI 8751, 1983, 4 pp. 
*Metals Week. SAMIM and Tonolli To Form New Schaefer, S. C. Electrochemical Determination of 

Company. V. 54, No. 33, Aug. 15, 1983, p. 6. Thermodyasinc, Properties off Manganese Sulfate and 
‘Metal Bulletin (London). No. 6762, Feb. 11, 1983, p. 13. Cadmium Oxysulfate. BuMines RI 8809, 1983, 20 pp. MLewis, W. H,, and E. Ferreira, New Developments in



. . 
Calcium and Calcium 

Compounds 
By Lawrence Pelham’ 

Calcium, the fifth most abundant element company in Connecticut. Natural calcium 

in the Earth’s crust, is very active, and chloride was produced by three companies 
therefore occurs in nature in combination in California and two companies in Michi- 

with other elements. The Bureau of Mines gan. Synthetic calcium chloride was manu- 
publishes individual reports for several of factured by one company in Louisiana, one 
these calcium minerals and compounds. company in New York, and two companies 
The commercial name for calcium fluoride in Washington. 
is fluorspar; calcium carbonate is known as Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
limestone; and calcium oxide is called lime duction data for calcium chloride are devel- 

or quicklime. Information on these materi- oped by the Bureau of Mines from a volun- 

als can be obtained in the Fluorspar, Stone, _ tary survey of U.S. operations entitled “Cal- 
and Lime chapters of the Minerals Year- cium Chloride and Calcium-Magnesium 
‘book. Other calcium compounds are covered Chloride.” Of the 10 operations to which a 

in the chapter concerning the element with _ survey request was sent, 8 responded, repre- 
which it is combined; for example, calcium senting an estimated 27% of the total pro- 

bromide is discussed in the Bromine chap- duction shown in table 1. Production for the 
ter. This chapter covers primarily calcium two nonrespondents was estimated using 

metal, calcium chloride, and various other prior year production levels adjusted by 
calcium compounds not covered elsewhere. economic trends and other guidelines. 

Calcium metal was manufactured by one 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Pfizer Inc. continued to produce calcium Falls, NY, continued to produce calcium 

metal at Canaan, CT, by the Pidgeon alloys, including a calcium-silicon alloy con- 
process—an aluminothermic process in taining about 30% calcium, 65% silicon, 

which high-purity calcium oxide, produced and 5% iron, and two proprietary alloys 
by calcining limestone, and aluminum pow- that contain barium, and barium and alu- 

der are briquetted and heated in vacuum minum. The Foote Mineral Co. at Exton, 
retorts. The vaporized calcium metal prod- PA, and ASARCO Incorporated at New 

uct is collected as a “crown” in a water- York, NY, also continued to produce calci- 
cooled condenser. Pfizer continued to ac- um alloys. Pesses Co. continued to produce 

count for an estimated 50% of total calcium calcium alloys for use in the production of 
metal production in market economy coun- _ iron, steel, and nickel alloys. 

tries. National Chloride Co. of America, Cargill 

Pfizer produced commercial-grade calci- Inc.'s Leslie Salt Co., and Hill Bros. Chemi- 
um containing 98.5% calcium in seven cal Co. continued to produce calcium chlo- 

shapes, high-purity redistilled metal con- ride from dry-lake brine wells in San Ber- 
taining 99.2% calcium in four shapes, an nardino County, CA. Total output in Cali- 

80% calcium-20% magnesium alloy, and fornia increased by 43%. The Dow Chemical 
other calcium alloys. Elkem Metal Co. a Co. and Wilkinson Chemical Corp. contin- 

Norwegian-owned company at Niagara ued to recover calcium chloride from 
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brines in Lapeer, Mason, and Midland nol manufacture at Tacoma, WA; and Occi- 
Counties, MI. Total output in Michigan dental Chemical Corp. manufactured calci- 
increased by 7%. Natural calcium chloride um chloride at Tacoma using limestone and 
production is much greater in Michigan hydrochloric acid. Total output of synthetic 
than in California, and therefore total pro- calcium chloride decreased by 19%. 
duction increased only 8%. Calcium hypochlorite was produced by 

‘Allied Chemical Corp. continued to recov- two U.S. companies: Olin Corp. and PPG 
er synthetic ealeium chloride as a byproduct Industries Inc. PPG began operating a new 
of soda ash production at its Solvay plant calcium hypochlorite plant at Natrium, 
near Syracuse, NY, and as a byproduct at WV, with a design capacity of 100 tons per 
its Baton Rouge, LA, plant using hydrochlo- day. Total U.S. capacity for producing calci- 
rie acid and limestone; Texas United Chemi- um hypochlorite was 115,000 tons per year. 
tal Corp. produced calcium oxide from  W. R. Grace & Co. began operating a 
purchased hydrochloric acid and limestone calcium nitrite plant in Wilmington, NC. 
tits plant near Lake Charles, LA; Reichold The plant is the first of its kind in North 
Chemicals Inc. recovered synthetic calcium America. 
chloride as a byproduct of pentachlorophe- 

Table 1.—Production of calcium chloride (75% CaCl, equivalent) in the United States 
_ Table Rrcdetion Ob eel em SE ee rire ee 

‘Natural Synthetic ‘Total 

Year —Guamiiy Value Quantity Value, Quantity Value, 
GE, onitan GR antitlan —cBarttat _egnasanan 

we --------- tame ae ng hon 
We cocvv22 oe fee = aise Fine = $18300 sere 
ie cov". eB Gris Baan ize | abbaor bat 
198 TITTT2 a8 it Tages ret eeeear won aet 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Calcium metal was used in the manufac- mide has been in well completion fluids in 
ture of batteries, as an aid in removing oil and gas recovery. 
bismuth in lead refining, es a desulfurizer ‘The principal use of calcium chloride was 
and deoxidizer in steel refining, and as a to melt snow and ice from roads, streets, 
reducing agent to recover refractory metals bridges, and pavements. Calcium chloride is 
such as tantalum, uranium, and zirconium more effective at lower temperatures than 
from their oxides. Some minor uses were in rock salt and has been used mainly in the 
the preparation of vitamin B and chelated Northern and Eastern States. Because of its 
calcium supplements, and as a cathode considerably higher price, it is used in 
Coating in some types of photoelectric tubes. conjunction with rock salt for maximum 
The nuclear applications of calcium metal effectiveness and economy. 
give it strategic significance; foreign sales Calcium hypochlorite was used to disin- 
erust be approved by the U.S. Department fect swimming pools and in other municipal 
of State. State Department approval has and industrial bleaching and sanitation 
been denied to countries that were not a processes. 
signatory of the United Nations Nuclear Calcium nitrate was used as a concrete 

Nonproliferation Treaty. additive to inhibit corrosion of steel rein- 
Calcium chloride was used for road and forcement bars and to accelerate setting 

pavement deicing, dust control and road time. 

base stabilization, coal and other bulk mate- Calcium carbide and calcium silicon were 
rial thawing, oil and gas drilling, concrete- used to remove sulfur from molten pig iron 

get acceleration, tire ballasting, and miscel- as it was carried in transfer ladles from the 
Ianeous uses. ‘The most rapidly growing end blast furnace to the steelmaking furnace. 
‘use for calcium chloride and calcium bro-
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PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS 

During 1988, calcium metal crowns re- crowns in an argon atmosphere. The metal 
mained at the $3.05 per pound price for purity in these forms is at least 98%. 
quantities greater than 20,000 pounds, Higher purity metal is obtained by redistil- 
reached on October 15, 1981, when it had lation. 
increased from $2.78 per pound. The per Calcium metal is usually shipped in 
pound price of redistilled calcium metal, for polyethylene bags under argon in an air- 
quantities greater than 20,000 pounds, con- tight 55-gallon steel drum. 
tinued to range from approximately $10 to Calcium chloride is sold as flake or pellet 
$15. The price of calcium-silicon alloy in- averaging about 75% CaCl,, or as a liquid 
creased on July 1, 1983, from $0.66 to $0.72 concentrate averaging 40% CaCl,. Yearend 
per pound. The former price had been in published prices and specifications were as 
effect since August 1, 1982. Yearend pub- follows: 
lished prices and specifications were as 

follows: ee 

calcium ghloride concentrate, regular Value per pound grade, Tvs to 8b, flake, bulky car 
seaernneer load, works ..———--------.-- $145.00 

1082 _ 1088 100;pound bags, catloed, nme basis — 196.00 
Antirous Gifs to 97%, fake or pallet, 

Calcium metal, I-ton lots, 50-pound ‘bulk, carload, same basis —— = 207.00 
full crowns, 10 by 18 inches, £80-pound bags, carload, same basis ——— 211.00 
Ce Migoo'oe Mg OTe $3.05 $3.05 Brising grede:so-pound bogs n> 285.00 
Calcium-silicon alloy, 32% calcium, Calcium chloride liquid, 100% basis, 
ccarload lots, f0.b. shipping point — 66 72“ tank car, tank truck, barge -——---— 90.69 

Ss 45%, same basis _- 108.00 
Soares: Motals Week. V, 63, No, 52, Dec. 27, 1982, p. 6;  Calelum chloride, United, Siatag Phas. 

Metals Week. V.55, No 1, Jan. 2, 1984, p. 6. Tpacopocia grater, 22-pound, a 

Calcium metal is usually sold in the form 52... chemical Marketing Reporter. V. 204, No. 26, 
of crowns, broken crown pieces or nodules, Dacis"losgpris: Marteing Ravoria. V. 224 No 2, 
or billets, which are produced by melting 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of calcium chloride to 47 coun- valued at $11.1 million, mainly from Nor- 
tries in 1988, decreased 26% in quantity and way; 18,500 tons of calcium carbide valued 
14% in value. at $4.6 million. from Canada; 5,500 tons of 

Exports of calcium phosphates were calcium hypochlorite valued at $6.0 million, 
48,000 tons valued at $32.6 million compar- mainly from Japan; 375,000 tons of crude 
ed with 61,000 tons valued at $86.5 million calcium carbonate chalk valued at $943,000, 
in 1982. The leading destinations were Ven- mainly from the Bahamas; 9,500 tons of 
ezuela, Colombia, and Mexico, with materi- calcium carbonate chalk whiting valued at 
al being sent to a total of 57 countries. $958,000, mainly from France; and 7,600 

Exports of other calcium compounds, in- tons of precipitated calcium carbonate 
cluding precipitated calcium carbonate, to- valued at $2.2 million, mainly from France 
taled 20,000 tons valued at $13.7 million in and the United Kingdom. 
1983 compared with 31,000 tons and $15.6 Calcium metal was imported from three 
million in 1982. Material in this category countries. Canada supplied 103,863 pounds; 
was sent to 70 countries, mainly Canada, China, 229,279 pounds; and France, 192 
Mexico, and the United Kingdom. pounds. China increased its exports to the 

Crude calcium chloride imports decreas- United States by 20%, replacing a decrease 
ed about 77%, to 13,580 tons valued at of 13% by Canada and 99% by France. U.S. 
$652,000, mainly from Canada and Mexico. import duties in effect during the year for 
Other calcium chloride imports amounted calcium metal were 5.3% ad valorem for 
to 204 tons valued at $641,000, mainly from countries having most-favored-nation sta- 

Canada. tus, 3.0% ad valorem for less developed and 
Imports of other calcium compounds in- developing countries, and 25% ad valorem 

cluded 155,000 tons of calcium nitrate for other nations.
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Table 2.—U.S. exports of calcium chloride, by country 
1982 198 

ay Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Ange cng enn er ec orp eaucaae nen 2 $1,046,846 ss ss SMB cccvcccccccccccccccceccccccccect: IRE i suse 
SRI so cere cac paar come errant nie aha ees 1,685 601,926 3,768 623,076 
CMM Leo Ee es Sas 9,555 1,951,557 18,382 2,435,362, 

TI see tan gst ements eemen nent pte 2428 528,077 454 138,009 
WES occ ecu eke eee 85 11,981 1,660 1,742,495, Saudi Arabia. ~~ ~--~-22-222222s722s22-2-222> 302424895317 dz "921 907 
ae nn ae 648 135,021 3T 16,873 Gelterinnd 22 os oneia ch ee cece ay rete 108174801 51 5.55 ‘rinidad and Tobago -~---~--~------~-2~-22-=-= 1 210134 410k 488'107 

United Arab Emirates ———____-__-_--_. Soe 5AT2 2,155,333 4916 1,764,269 United Kingdom ~~~ --~--~---~--~22222722222> 24s 63088 "Tet "150,687 Nonsenela (20 <0 Snare VuaU Nn aa TOTES 248 = tasora 2619 stata 
a EERIE AN ENE DE oe. 7,152. *949,411 1472, 736,909 

Total ---------------------------------- 5505711065400 40,507 _9,550,827 

Revised. 

Table 3.—U.S. imports for consumption of calcium and caleium chloride 
zi Calcium Caleta chloride 
car Pounds Value* Short tons Value 

MO en te meche recone ‘711,726 $1,015,183 58,091 $3,018,443 Mowe eRe eREeRTeETENeee «AYALA 581,525 46459 2071463 AUSILESTETES ANGE TEE RNS 751,458 88,865 ‘£88361 
Ygp2T7TTTTELTTIITISELISIIIIIS ROB 986/865 60.623 So10;212 SMA CSUSES SOL TO IEE TES y Rasen 86,409 13784 1202662 

U.S. Customs import value, generally representing value in foreign country, and, therefore, excluding U.S. import duties, freight, insurance, and other charges incurred in shipping merchandise to the United States, 

Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of calcium chloride, by country 
8 

unt: Short tons Value" Short tons Value" 

I eects erence remem eterno 22,509 $1,062,599 9,099 $603,754 Germany, Federal Repabiie of -7~~77777777727222222 5 BEAD 7646s Mexico sewn --srn-<e-c2sssccs2nsnesszsen> (87,988 AB Ba 4584 158,713 
Ofer SESSSIS ARSENE SEE OE eT ST ESSE EES 120 “408 aT ‘4 ant40 

Total nnn nnn-n-n 60688 —«NIO.NIZ TBA —_—+1,292.662 
*U.S. Customs import value, generally representing value in foreign country, and, therefore, excluding U'S. imy duties, eighty naurance, and cher charfes Incurred is shipping merehandie tothe United States, = 

‘WORLD REVIEW 

Calcium metal was produced in Canada, Total world production was an estimated 
China, France, Japan, and the U.S.S.R., in 2,000 tons. 
addition to the United States. The market ————— — 
economy country production of calcium  'Paysial scientist, Divisio of Industrial Minerals. 
metal was estimated to be about 1,500 tons.



By Lawrence L. Davis' and Wilton Johnson? 

U.S. cement production and consumption to domestic cement production capacity. 
in 1983 increased, reflecting increased activ- Despite these additions, total U.S. portland 
ity by the construction industry and im- cement production capacity remained about 
provement of the U.S. economy. According the same because of plant closures in North 
to a U.S. Department of Commerce report, Carolina and Tennessee, which effectively 
the value of US. construction put in place retired 1.5 million tons of grinding capacity. 
increased 13% to $263 billion. Housing Foreign ownership of U.S. cement produc- 
starts increased 60% to 1.70 million units. tion capacity continued to increase. By 

Imports, a sensitive indicator of domestic yearend, approximately 35% of clinker pro- 
cement demand, increased 45% to 4.2 mil- duction capacity and 39% of finishing 
lion tons and accounted for 6% of consump- grinding capacity had been acquired by 
tion. Clinker imports were 24% of the total. _ foreign interests. 
Shipments of portland and masonry ce- — Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

ment from U.S. plants, excluding Puerto duction and consumption data for cement 
Rico, increased 11% to 71 million tons. were developed by means of the portland 
Shipments increased to all geographical and masonry cement voluntary survey. Of 
regions. The following regions had the larg- the 154 cement manufacturing plants to 
est consumption gains: Atlantic, 18%; which an annual survey collection request 
Mountain, 15%; and Pacific, 13%. was made, 100% responded, representing 

Plant expansions and modernizations in 100% of the cement production and con- 
California and Texas added 1.5 million tons sumption data shown in table 1. 

Table 1.—Salient cement statistics 
(Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) 

199 1980 1981 1982 195 
United States? 

Production? = 34491 15204 m0 63,855, 70,820 
Shipments from mills? @_—__~_ 85,147 6.242 148 64,066 70,984 
Value?®¢ thousands $3,991,580 «$8,886,488 $3,723,005 $8,263,585 $3,634,324 
‘Average value per ton? ## ——_ 346.55 350.98 351.89 850.94 349.95 
Stocks at mills Dee. 81 ~~ ~—— 6,600, 6,825 7812 6.158, 6711 Exports one non ane 149 186 300, ‘201 118 
Imports for consumption ~~~ — 9.398 5,244 3,968, 2gn1 4221 

Consumption, apparent® © —— ~~~ 87.799 71,599 733321 65,628 738,589 
World: Production = ~~~ 961/595, "978849 919,296 969,388 °1,020,346 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised 
3Bxcludes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
2Portland and masonry cement only. includes imported cement shipped by domestic producers. 
Value received, fob. mill, excluding cost of containers. 
‘Quantity shipped, plus imports, minus exports. Adjusted to eliminate duplication of imported clinker and cement shipped by domestic coment manufacturers, 
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

One State agency and 48 companies op- er production, were Lone Star Industries 
erated 145 plants in 40 States. In addition, Inc., General Portland Inc., Ideal Basic 
two companies operated two plants in Puer- Industries Inc., Lehigh Portland Cement 

to Rico, manufacturing one or more kinds of Co., Gifford-Hill & Co, Kaiser Cement 
hydraulic cement. Corp., Dundee Cement Co., Texas Industries 
Some of the data are arranged by State or Inc., National Gypsum Co., and Southwest- 

by groups of States that form cement dis- ern Portland Cement Co. Martin Marietta 
tricts. A cement district may represent a Corp., fourth largest in 1982, dropped out of 
group of States or a portion of a State. The the top 10 as a result of its decision to sell 
States of California, New York, and Penn- its cement facilities and exit. the industry. 
sylvania are divided to provide more defini- General Portland, third largest in 1982, 
tive marketing information. Divisions for became second largest in 1983. 
these States are as follows: At yearend, 269 kilns located at 128 

California, Northern.—Points north and _ plants were being operated by 44 companies west of the northern borders of San Luis and 1 State agency in the United States, 
Obispo and Kern Counties and the western excluding Puerto Rico. Annual clinker pro- 
borders of Inyo and Mono Counties. duction capacity at yearend was 87.6 mil- 

California, Southern.—All other counties ion tons. An average of 44 days downtime 
in California. was reported for kiln maintenance and 
New York, Western.—All counties west of replacing refractory brick. The industry 

a dividing line following the eastern bound- operated at 73% of its apparent capacity. aries of St. Lawrence, Lewis, Oneida, Madi- Average annual clinker capacity of U.S. 
son, Chenango, and Broome Counties. kilns was 326,000 tons, average plant capac- 
New York, Kastern.—All counties east of ity was 684,000 tons, and average company 

the above dividing line, except metropolitan capacity was about 1.9 million tons. Three 
New York. . plants produced white cement. In addition, _New York, Metropolitan.—The five coun- 10 plants operated grinding mills using only 
ties of New York City (Bronx, Kings, New imported or purchased clinker, or inter- 
York, Queens, and Richmond) plus West- plant transfers of clinker. Of these, five 
chester, Rockland, Suffolk, and Nassau produced portland cement only, and five 
Counties. . ground clinker for both masonry and port- 

Pennsylvania, Eastern.—All counties east jand cement. Based on the fineness neces- 
of the eastern boundaries of Potter, Clinton, sary to grind Types I and II cements and 
Centre, Huntingdon, and Franklin Coun- ajowing for downtime for maintenance, the 

ties. 3 U.S. cement: industry’s estimated annual 
_ Pennsylvania, Western.—All other coun- grinding capacity increased about 0.5% to ties in Pennsylvania, $05 million tons. 

Clinker was produced by wet-process 
PORTLAND CEMENT kilns at 57 plants and by dry-process kilns 

Clinker production in the United States, at 66 plants; 5 additional plants operated 
excluding Puerto Rico, increased 7% to 63.6 both wet and dry kilns. Most new plants 
million tons, and clinker imports reported that came on-stream and those currently 
by U.S. cement producers increased 45% to under construction were dry-process, pre- 
762,000 tons. A total of 67.5 million tons of heater- or precalciner-equipped, single-kiln 
portland cement was ground in the United systems with annual capacities in excess of 
States. Stocks at mills decreased by 77,000 500,000 tons of clinker. The yearend totals 
tons to 6.3 million tons at yearend. of 55 suspension and 20 grate preheaters 

Production Capacity—By yearend, mul- were unchanged. 
tiplant operations were being run by 25 Capacity Added in 1983.—Centex Corp. 
companies. The size of individual compa- doubled the annual capacity of its Texas 
nies, as a percentage of total US. clinker Cement Co. plant in Buda, TX, to 1.1 million 
production capacity, ranged from 12.4% to tons. Fuller Co. designed and supplied the 
0.30%. The 5 largest producers provided production equipment. 
36% of total clinker production; the 10 Capitol Aggregates Inc. added a 500,000- 
largest producers provided a combined 57%. _ton-per-year, dry-process line to its cement 
The 10 largest companies, in terms of clink- plant at San Antonio, TX.
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Kaiser Cement had completed a $150 Monolith Portland Cement Co. began en- 
million expansion and conversion from wet gineering work on its planned expansion 
to dry process of its Cushenbury plant at and conversion from wet to dry processing 
Lucerne Valley, CA, in late 1982. The plant, at its Monolith, CA, plant. The expansion 
expanded from 1.0- to 1.6-million-ton-per- would double plant capacity to 1.0 million 
year capacity, went into full production in tons per year. 
1983. Plant, Closings.—Genstar Cement and 

Capacity Additions Scheduled To Be Lime Co.'s San Andreas, CA, cement plant 
Completed in 1984.—Gifford-Hill planned remained closed throughout the year. Plans 
to modify the preheater kiln system at its for a $50 million expansion and moderni- 
Harleyville plant in South Carolina to in- zation program were postponed indefinitely. 
crease capacity by about 45,000 tons. Proj- Ideal Basic closed its plant at Castle 
ects to precalcine and fire the crusher air Hayne, NC, after attempting, unsuccessful- 
dryer with coal rather than oil or gas were _ ly, to find a buyer. 
planned for completion. Moore McCormack Cement Inc. closed its 

Southwestern Portland Cement remained Kingsport, TN, plant and began disman- 
on schedule with the $100 million expansion _ ling its plant at Richard City, TN. 
and modernization of its Victorville, CA, Corporate Changes.—Continental Ce- 
plant. The expansion, scheduled for comple ment Co. sold a 50% interest in its cement 
tion in September 1984, was designed to terminals at Port Everglades and Cape 
increase annual clinker capacity from 1.1to Canaveral, FL, to Atlantic Cement Co. Inc. 
1.4 million tons. Cianbro Corp. sold its Thomaston, ME, 

Capacity Additions Scheduled To Be cement plant to Passamaquoddy Properties. 
Completed After 1984.—Beehive Cement Cianbro had purchased the plant earlier in 
Co. was seeking financing for a new 550,000- the year from Martin Marietta. Cianbro 
ton-per-year cement plant at Santaquin, continued to operate the plant under lease. 
UT. Ideal Basic sold its Tijeras, NM, cement 

Dal-Tex Cement Corp. began construction facilities to General Electric Credit Corp. 
of a 1-million-ton-per-year cement plant but continued to operate the plant under a 
near Midlothian, TX. Construction was de- leaseback arrangement. 
layed while Dal-Tex sought a new contrac- Lone Star sold its 600,000-ton-per-year 

tor. cement plant at Dixon, IL, to Dixon Mar- 
Florida Crushed Stone Co. continued quette Cement Inc., a subsidiary of Prairie 

planning for construction of a 600,000-ton- Materials Sales Inc. 
per-year cement plant in Brooksville, FL. Louisville Cement Co. sold its Bessemer, 
Start of construction, originally scheduled PA, cement plant to SME Bessemer Cement 
for 1983, was delayed until early 1984. Co., a subsidiary of Standard Machine and 

Gifford-Hill continued to evaluate plans Equipment Co. 
for a 2-million-ton-per-year capacity expan- Martin Marietta sold most of its cement 
sion of its Oro Grande, CA, cement plant. operations. Its plants at Calera, AL; Atlan- 
Plans included new secondary crushing fa- ta, GA; and Tulsa, OK, were sold to Blue 
cilities, preblending, raw mill, homogeniz- Circle Industries PLC of the United King- 
ing silos, preheater, precalciner kiln, clink- dom, and its plant at Buffalo, IA, was sold to 
er storage, and cement mill. The company Davenport Cement Co., a subsidiary of Ce- 
was also planning an expansion of its mentia Holdings A.G. of Zurich, Switzer- 
Clarksdale, AZ, plant. land. Martin Marietta also sold its Mar- 

‘Las Vegas Portland Cement Inc. contin- tinsburg, WV, plant to Capital Cement 
ued to seek financing for construction of a 1- Corp., a subsidiary of Riverton Corp., and its 
million-ton-per-year, $100 million cement Thomaston, ME, plant to Cianbro. Remain- 
plant at Jean, NV. The plant had originally ing plants at Lyons, CO, and Leamington, 
been scheduled to go into production in 1983 UT, were on the market but had not been 
at a cost of $90 million and with a capacity sold by yearend. 
of 650,000 tons per year. Moore McCormack purchased from Ideal 

Mineral Reserves Inc. again postponed Basic a 550,000-ton-per-year cement plant 
construction of a 600,000-ton-per-year ce- at Knoxville, TN; cement terminals at Cas- 
ment plant near Pueblo, CO. High interest tle Hayne and Statesville, NC, and Gray 
rates were reported to be the cause for the Station, TN; and a cement bulk transfer 

delay. facility in Wilmington, NC.
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Table 4.—-Daily clinker capacity in the United States, December 31 

amber Total reent — ae ae Sat 
24-hour period Plants —-Kilns* (hort tons) _capacity 

1982: re 2 3 900 608 
Mo LMeccessc ENTS a 20,601 13 
Qi whOb22-~LTTTTITTTITILIITILIII 8 6 aeeat 165, 
Tyeowkaeg0 1 LUsC TOUT SNEED ORES TEN STEREOS «= 60 se9e¢ 20d 
2800 to 2800 ---— 2-22 TL TTTTDTTTTTTI 55 sera. 233 
2,800 and over —- a heli nat a 18 92,346 32.6 

FI ccc onercbi esrenireroetuneueassasnany «108 300 289,183 1000 
1983: tk. me a. 

‘Less than 600_________----.-~--~~--------+---~------ 2 3 900, 03 
ON ty Litg TER UR Ie STSTRTSRRRCESSNSESEOTSSES = 4 19307 65 
YB to1100-~--22222lLz2a2el222TTTTIII 8 ats ITS Liao te gan SETURL 50 51952 186 
i020 nce eeeas & Bor 193, 
SMO Sn over 20D oT TGAG SS Eo Rae eomnmecacs 10430072 
Total ___-------------------n nee 21s 280,122 «1000 

Xneludes Puerto Rico and white cement-producing facilities. 
Total number in operation at plants. 

Table 5.—Raw materials used in producing portland cement in the United States* 
(Thousand short tons) 

a eee ee eee 
Calcareous: Limestone (includes aragonite, marble, chalk) --_--------------- 7302671307 73.075 ‘Gement rock (includes marl) ~~~ === =~ === 2eeot «18593 ad 
Oystotabell and poral) 2-222 -S Soca cee es eel eS aa 3,090 L173 2,030 

Argillaceous: Nata eon uae deameatoewncpeearmenen Beeceaens 5742 5007 57136 Shale ____ 1-2 22~~~- 2222 L TTT 3.649 3.282 Sout 
Other Gincludes staurolive, bauxite, aluminum dross, pumice, alumina, 
Woleanie material, thet) =~ az 209 us 

Siliceous: 
‘Sand and calcium silicate___--........-~~~~---~-~-------- 1,794 1,568 1,669 Sandstone, quartzite, other _~-_~2>-~22~7227222~7 22222222 ‘34 508 ‘a1 

Ferrous: Iron ore, pyrites, millscale, other iron-bearing material . emis Ald 958 1,058 

OO nt ul anhpdsis) <n msn decease 3,600 3,48 3474 
Blast furnace sag. ----7227~222222222222222—22-222-e 95 0 49 Fy tihoner=s-22oos207aneeanannnasene : 15t 350 810 
peg esac ae penenn cane emnnenees 182 108 103 

Total wanna nnnnnnnennnnnnn-=-- 190,682 107,080 119,528 

‘Includes Puerto Rico. 

MASONRY CEMENT ment in the United States. Two plants 
. . producing masonry cement exclusively 

Production of masonry cement increased were Cheney Lime & Cement Co., Allgood, 
28% to 2.9 million tons. At yearend, 95 AL, and Riverton Corp., Riverton, VA. 
plants were manufacturing masonry ce-
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Table 6.—Masonry cement production and stocks in the United States, by district 
TEMS ARETE en eG Eg 

Proiue ata Produc Sa jue at mill, roduc: at ml 
District Plante “Yon Dac.’ Plants fon" ‘Dee. Bt 

3 (thousand (thou. © G48 (thousand (thou 
aia short sand me ‘short sand 
as tons) short vor tons) short tone) tons) 

New York and Maine... -...-~.-------- 3 61 pte 4 66 bby Pennsylvania, eesters ~~~~7777777777777 7 wo § om 
Maryland Virgin, Wait Virgin =2 2777777 é w w foe Ot Ohio sews a ene woenn eee soosoasaaae 4 9 Pa 4 8 2 Michigan and Wisconsin -~~7772777772777 4 wooOW 5 os Indias and Kentucky "~~~~~~~~~~7777~7 i wooOW i 38 Uline on oon CP POTE LESSEE ONS i wooOW i woOW 
Georgia and Tennessee _________________ 4 w Ww 4 150 21 

North Carolina and South Carolina —-_______ 3 Ww Ww 3 256 2 Ponda ne nen oe 777 3 ag i re re ‘Alam 22200 T9EREIO PCSESE TIDES 5 ue 8 a ee) ‘Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi ~~~ ~~~~~~~ 4 W w 4 cn) 
Heath Deki 1 6 4 1 2 A: lova poe ee i Ww w 3 2 3 
Meweriasoccs nec cs sesso oaa 3 %1O 3 tO Kansas and Nebeaska=~~~~~~77777777777 1 wow 8 7 (Oklehtenies er ene 3 W Ww 3 46 3 ‘Peas, northern ~~~ ~~ 7722 77222222 7 wed 7 oo un ‘Texas southern seacnaudesenecan é 80 3 5 Gl 10 Idaho; Montene, Utah 27777777777777277 ‘ 3 5 3 é 5 
pieedo and conn one nen a z A © : wy. wy 

‘Retina: Nevada: New Mexico. "77777777777 3 a ; 3 Pa 5 Californie, southern. 727 Ta aaa i w Ww i wooOW et 2 6 3 2 6 2 
MME Sis ead eaeninines a = aes 1,155 238 pins 44 9 

A cmon annem 96 22,284 396. 95 72,930 431 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Mncludes imported cement. 
Includes 2,018,000 tons produced from clinker and 266,000 tons produced from cement. 
"Includes 2,641,000 tons produced from clinker and 289,000 tons produced from cement. 

‘ALUMINOUS CEMENT following three plants in the United States: 

. _ Lehigh Portland Cement, Buffington, IN; 
Aluminous cement, also known as calci- Tone Star Lafarge Inc, Chesapeake, VA; 

um aluminate cement, high-alumina ce- and Aluminum Co. of America, Bauxite, 
ment, and Cement Fondu, is a nonportland AR. 
hydraulic cement. It was produced at the 

ENERGY 

The trend toward energy conservation energy, this represents a fuel equivalent of 
continued with most new or modernized 1.2 million Btu per ton. Thus, average fuel 
plants featuring coal-burning and dry- consumption for kiln firing plus electrical 
process systems with preheaters and precal- energy, primarily for finish grinding, was 
ciners to promote efficiency in fuel con- approximately 6.1 million Btu per ton. 

sumption. ‘Average fuel consumption in kiln firing 
Approximately 80% of the energy con- in wet-process plants, 5.4 million Btu per 

sumed in cement production was in the ton, was 26% higher than average fuel 
form of fuel for kiln firing to produce consumption in dry-process plants, 4.3 mil- 
clinker. Average energy consumption per lion Btu per ton. Approximately 56% of 
ton of clinker decreased 2% to 4.9 million clinker production was by the dry process. 
British thermal units (Btu). Kilns without preheaters averaged 5.2 

The average consumption of electrical million Btu per ton of clinker produced; 
energy decreased 3% to 142.1 kilowatt those with suspension preheaters averaged 
hours per ton. Assuming a 40% energy 38 million Btu per ton, and those with 
efficiency in conversion of fuel to electrical grate-type preheaters averaged 4.9 million
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Btu per ton. saving additives such as fly ash and iron 

Coal accounted for 92% of kiln fuel con- and steel slag. The use of fly ash in cements 
sumption, natural gas accounted for 5%, increased 58% to 870,000 tons. However, the 

and oil accounted for the remainder. use of slags declined 29% to 49,000 tons. 

Interest continued in the use of energy- 

Table 7.—Clinker produced in the United States,' by fuel 

Sanaa 
Poel PERE Quanity, pant Oley ncaa Neal Eine Glew, “Fist tiend, “Geioe Chauand es eee 

ne 

eee a. | BS cea ghee ge 
ar a a 

it —————— 
Natural gas 277727777272 T a ik a ee 235,582 

Siteseatece = . 2B 2 na 

Includes Puerto Rico. 
"Includes 0.6% anthracite, 96.8% bituminous, 3.1% petroleum coke in 1982; 95.8% bituminous and 4.2% petroleum aoe 

Table 8.—Clinker produced and fuel consumed by the portland cement industry in the 
United States,! by process 

see ee 
Proce “Behe Gust, erent il mana Naraless during nd ofrotal — (fhousand “GpEallon (thous te Gowan Seeman, “eatin Seed 

a ae ee 

ni aad. a 

Wet veeneevarvonns Raat 
Both _ Se ciee cece 5 2,806 44 51T 5 2,169,652 

ead is a_i ae Sat 
‘Includes Puerto Rico. 
insindes 0 6% anthracite, 96.3% bituminous, and 3.1% petroleum coke in 1982; 95.8% bituminous and 4.2% petroleum
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TRANSPORTATION 

US. shipments of portland cement to _ With respect to shipments of cement from 
consumers were primarily in bulk, 94%; by _ plants to terminals, the preferred modes of 

truck, 94%; and made directly from cement transportation were railroads, 46%, and 

manufacturing plants, 72%, rather than waterways, 38%. Transportation by truck 
distribution terminals. This pattern of ce- accounted for 13%. Cement used at produc- 

ment transport did not differ significantly ing plants accounted for the remaining 3%. 
from that of recent years. 

‘Table 10.—Shipments of portland cement from mills in the United States,’ in bulk and in 
containers, by type of carrier 

(Thousand short tons) 

Shipments from From terminal From plant typeof carrer plant to terminal toconsumer toconsumer otal 
h In In In tk Tn ship- 
a con- con- = ‘con- ‘ments 

bulk tainers balk tainers bell: tainers 

1982: 
Railroad -_-------- 1,688, U6 226 wae 3,207 8T 3,490 
Trukess72T2l ste 100 16307 HH IL 7 

Barge andboat--~--- TAB BH 4 2 260 18 309 
Unspecified? _- _____ 507 216 5 321 13 555, 

Total ..------~ 16,756 300, 16,813 516 41,889 3,393 3 462,672, 

1988: 
Biiead income 8316 108 229 285 2,959 46 3,519 
Press 1 18,205 i aos 900 

Barge andioat ----2. «6900 a 2 aa TH 15 258 
‘Unspecified? —__-__— 530, aes 6 2 108 3 115 

‘Total — apa 17,894 319 18,573, 858. 46,003 8,508 968,942 

Mncludes Puerto Rico. 
Includes cement used at plant. 
Bulk shipments were 93.7%, and container (bag) shipments were 6.3%. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. % 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Cement consumption in the United ‘The end-use distribution pattern for port- 
States, excluding Puerto Rico, increased land cement did not differ significantly 
12% to 78.5 million tons. The increase in from that of recent years. Ready-mix con- 
cement demand reflected increased activity crete producers were the primary consum- 
in the construction industry and improve- ers, accounting for 69% of the total quantity 

ment of the U.S. economy. Domestic produc- shipped by domestic producers. Manufac- 
ers’ shipments increased 11% to 70.9 mil- turers of concrete products used 12% of the 
lion tons. This included 1.6 million tons of total to produce concrete blocks, pipe, and 
cement and clinker imported and sold or precast, prestressed, and other concrete 
used by domestic producers. Additional im- products. The remainder was used by high- 
ports of 1.0 million tons net of cement way contractors; building contractors; ce- 
imported by certain other importers ac- ment dealers; Federal, State, and other 
counted for the difference between con- Government agencies; and other miscella- 
sumption and domestic shipments. neous users. 

Domestic cement shipments to all regions According to the U.S. Department of 
of the United States increased. Regions Commerce, the value of U.S. construction 
registering the largest increases were At- put in place increased 13% to $263 billion* 
lantic, 18%; Mountain, 15%; and Pacific, Of this total value, 42% was in private 
18%. Increases in shipments to all other housing; 23% was in private industrial and 
regions ranged from 6% to 9%. commercial building, including farms; 7%
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was in public buildings; 5% was in high- creased 5% to $14 billion, and other public 
ways; and the remainder was in other construction decreased 8% to $19 billion. 
public construction. Housing starts increased 60% to 1.70 

Total private construction put in place million units, consisting of 1.07 million 
increased 17% to $212 billion. The value of single units and 635,000 multiunits, accord- 
residential units put in place increased 48% ing to the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
to $111 billion, and industrial-commercial Single-housing starts increased 61%. On a 
construction put in place decreased 2% to regional basis, housing starts increased 58% 
$101 billion. Total public construction put in the South to 935,000 units, 44% in the 
in place decreased 1% to $50 billion; of Northeast to 168,000 units, 86% in the West 
which, public buildings remained unchang- to 382,000 units, and 46% in the North 
ed at $17 billion, highway construction in- Central region to 218,000 units. 

Table 11.—Portland cement shipped by producers in the United States, by district! 
a 1988) 

Quantity Quantity District Ghousana Yale Average housand YAN Average 
Short” fends). Perton hort” onda) ‘Parton 

New York and Maine 3057 sugges $89.00 «= .889 $117,900 $40.60 
Pennylvania, eastern ~~~ ~~7 727 2~_7 B7rt “1ozi7 “45.14 4107. “176.752 “4.04 Pennsylvania, western” ~~~ "77777777 oss “437994152 Logs aT 38.95, 
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia co w Ww Ww 3,015, 136,833 45.38 
ID scocstsian tees noes peste ami oaiacei tcc 1,326 59,598 44.95 1575 71,599 AB AB 

Michigan and Wisconsin ~~~ ~72727—7 W W W S680 165924 45.09 
Indiana and Kentucky — .- ~~~ .-.- ~~ = Ww Ww 2,061 80,523 39.07 
DEE. occ ew cones en 1757 78,444 44.65 1,857 ‘T4975 40.37 Georgia and Tennessee ~~~ ~-_-~_-__ W W W = 20388570 AL. 
North Carolina and South Carolina ~~~ ~~~ W w wW =: g86 aT aR. 

Florida ______----------------- 2,651 136,190 5137 8,829 164,048 49.28 Alatena G25 5075 -SETGNGETgESCaS 2588 losd1 = asd— S279 150,255 A.B 
‘Arkansas, Louisiana, Miseisippi ——~— ~~~ w WwW W = -3gl4_ 19334255 
South Dakota v= 520-2978 58.80 03 BTA35 | 62.08 
WME pecs ool eect. 1,622 82,225 50.69 1,644 87,836 53.43 Missouri 2 7272DTIIDIDIIIOIII 3205 1208897553499 sT2d9 ak OL 
Kansas and Nebraska ~~~ ~227~2=22 Ww Ww W = 2298911258 Oklahoma =~ 22222 2aae Ww w W = T8685 akg 
‘Texas, northern ~~~ ~222222222IZE 4795295515 6183 ORL 10899 LLL 
‘Texas, southern _——_-~__--_--- => 4937 25064 50ST ©4676 aaRagD aT 79, 
Idaho, Montana, Utah . = 1,259 74,291 59.01 1,504 79,060 52.57 
Colorado and Wyoming ---_~~. 22. -— Yes «9741 GBA LATO. 80 TG LR 
‘Oregon and Washington” ~~ ~~~ 22222 W W Ww ers gsr 5.27 
Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico ~~ —— -____ Ww Ww Ww 2,053 124,006 60.40 
California, northern — - ae 2,039 117,990 ST.8T 2,281 117,660 5158 Galifornia, eouthern ~~~~7~77277277 G5 tases GG SRG BORD 5 3B 

OE a ere ge 227 18,122 79.83 216 20,673 95.71 Other 2 DLILITIIIIIIIIIIIII_2,334_1008'se4 49.45 = 
‘Total or average? ?______-_-_____ 61,080 3,084,439 50.50 67,183 3,315,690 49.35 

Foreign imports” 2.2 nne man rwnnnn 605, 32,574 53.84 827 41,317, 49.96 Puerto Rico. = 77777777772 2TTT 988 bree B98 93182500 BB 2 

Grand total or average® _ ________ 62,672 8,198,835 51.04 68,942 3,439,516 49.89 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
‘Includes Puerto Rico. Includes data for white cement facilities (3 in 1983 and 5 in 1982) as follows: California (1); 

Pennsylvania (1 in 1983 and 2 in 1982); and Texas (1 in 1983 and 2 in 1982). Includes data for grinding plants (10 in 1983. 
and 9 in 1982) as follows: Florida (1); Illinois (1 in 1983 only); Michigan (2), New York (1); Oregon (1 in 1982 only); Pennsylvania (I); Texas (in 1983 and i in 1982), and Wisconsin (1 in 1988 and 2 in 1982). 

includes cement produced from imported clinker. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
“Cement imported and distributed by domestic producers only
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‘Table 12.—Masonry cement shipped by producers in the United States,' by distriet 
9a Te 

‘ Quantity, jantity tue District, Romine YeI%° Average ousand Yale Average 
hort” fads) Perfo short” ings) er ton 

New York and Maine ________________ 66 $4,104 $62.18 69 $4,597 $66.62 Pennsylvania, eastern ~~~ ~~~ 2~~2~777- 12 Togo “50.38 19812298 “ea Penneylvania’ western =7~~7777777>~> 74 Seas 4889 | aroT 1495 Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ~~ ~——~—— W Ww w= eaG a aTa 68.00 Ohid wot een ose ee nn 8 Glm T1784 a Tab T085 Michigan and Wisconain = -7~~7~=7777~ wW Ww w ro gor te Indiana and Kentucky. ~~—~~~--~~-~—~ Ww Ww Wo BLSaez BRO i Ww w Ww W W Ww Georgia and Tennessee = ~~~" =77 7772727 W Ww Ww 160104596597 North Carolina and South Garolina.~--~——— w w w 2a Ie BOB Pt pense acta eal pepo mara 21 gastos IBS aT a Adeng eoooe cose aera ieee oeS Ys ‘Sows 60.37 ao | 1gaiT a8 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. —. _- Ww we Ww 100 6,409 64.09 Both Deka oot seen eco DTa OOD 4 3839575 43598915 Towa ~~ ~~ 272-22222=222s22-22=2 w W Ww sl 9485 gst Mussoad 52° CST RSETIEDIS TS 84859 B5.1T M6 TSO Kansas and Nebraska ~—-~~——~—~-~~ ~~~ W Ww Ww mame Baa Oklahoma cose casas aseaaee w w w 4 Rou aa 
‘Texas, northers_—-- = - = 160 10,833 eT7L 196 14,184 1237 ‘Texas, southern ~~ ~~--~~~22722722—= 1 Be0T 46 3) “B30 «68.00 Idaho, Montana, Giah ~~~ 22222722222 5 a2 B20 5 248480 
Soa nn COU OU oe m and Washington. ~~ ~_2~2~=a- x 
rigona, Nevada, New Mexico ~~~ 77777 &  51aT B02 8 5898708 Galitornia, southern ~~ -=2772772222 W W W Ww W w pa aca © Soh 928 © Gi 10688 Other--22222TTITTTETISTETTI nats 358 

Total oravergge?_---------------- 2864 145172 GL4L «2821 186,N0 6.76. 
Foreign imports? - 2 ----.-----— Ww 1,400 82.35 2 7 38.50 

Grand total or average ______--_---~ 2381 146,572 61.56 2,923 186,317 68.14 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
‘Does not include quantities produced on the job by masons. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 
“Cement imported and distributed by domestic producers only. Source of imports withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

‘Table 13.—Cement shipments, by destination and origin’ 
(Thousand short tons) i 

or cement? Masonry cement Destination and origin ju Eeetland coment: ____Mawarrcemeant 19811982 1989-1961 1982 1988 
Destination: 
AMINE Sco esee ee ee eee 988 930 1,088 6 64 85 
RUIN essere re mratoneapmrcesre Si htencnt meetin 137, im 180 ree W WwW Ariona=222ZTITTITITIIIIITISIIISTIIIIII saws 

Arkansas —————— nen ee 668 553 655 39 31 41 
California, northern _._--___----------------- 2,585 2,170 2,608 ee o te Glifornia southern 2-=7—~~~77722TTTTTTT ass ae 
QGolerade —-- ee a a REO LT 2 prs 26 

Connecticut? -_ ______-__------------+----- 590 611 626 16 13 15 
Thee ose kaGeweenueseeeaeean 124 154 ‘M5 6 7 9 
District of Columbia®__________-__-_---------- 116 139 6 2 2 1 Florida ----"---22222222T2TTTZTITTIIIIIOC 5AM 408t4g08 aes an 
CURIS nonin bh ben at aie LE et 1,882 1,775 2,256 ASL M45 189 
TEI cor ai ies ce eae en eS 302 229 ‘216 10 6 6 Mabe sTeSUnereaieSececescccessecsieecs «am “ga me 
TS. nme nseennennaseen anes | 10 5 64 IndignaZ STISUERTGDUSTSRSNESESATASONOTSD as) TG A TBE 

See footnoted at end of table.
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‘Table 13.—Cement shipments, by destination and origin’ Continued 
(Thousand short tons) 

Portland coment™ Masonry coment Destination and origin Oe a eS Co 
Destination —Continued 
ova e ee eeeeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeeeeneeeee MTOM Rema iinsriassrsavanercmosiesssconsecs: “is eg oh OL Kentuclj-s-2sscslisssssssssssssscsssscss | /S8 Ejmeung T7TTTITDTDDTITSTTTSTETTTETTaoo a eas Muiess--2-ccs2ccccccccccpecccveceecce a eas 4G Margiasa=27777772772727222727727° 22c5777 aks Masachuod 201171lv1soszzzszsss-suss-s- oso” Lett eee MT ee a Mimeeig 2222cco2icscoccsccccsccccaccs. ie Me tie oe OO Oe Mooisppic2cllizzlitllszzzclo222lc22222 ‘en "ae me Mimout|2222222222TITITIIIIIIIGIIIIIID «Be ss BH Lae a: 7 a a NomeeeccctocofSigiS0220002000220220027 OG, a Rewie coos ees ee NewHampghice! “-2222ss22sssslsssssssst. CB NewJewoy?-s-2ololosisoliszsssssssssssos1 aT Restiee cccccccccccacaccicecseceeccccs eC NewYonesirdsciciiciciciiccecccccacaae a a Newloxwecrn22277222222ITIIIIIIIIIIIID NewYork metropolitan .2.2222z222222222=2. AOS gL NoveGoroligg veee 2772TTITETIIIIIIIIIII2 Ms Uo 1h ase Noh Dskote!-222---2-~ T=TTTTTTTTSSTIIE. Ce ae eG OG Gowen 222iiiisssscecsceclelicccac2 aM 20 2a Qllabowe 2222222222222TITTLIIIIIIacocct ta te Steger 22222asaacssssssscsccc eee Ft am ET YS Beant ienls: ener 22 - = na eae a a a a | Eoebigiecsscz et BhatGatoling 2222222222vzssvv2vc22v2c2-c SL [7] 0 Ya 7 Remmeee RM CTTTTIITTTIIIIIIIIIIIIIII tet Foun TTTTTTTTTSIIIIIS ane SR nhs Gen ceccrmezersssccasmzgnesncmccses ee mee eT Vermont’ 222222 2astiltzzsssszsstssssssss SB Viale <22222Sc2SCzSSLZLSSIIIIIIIETEL age emt Washington 2222222s2s2isssszszzsczzs---. Mae toe tom MG WeViomalccccssaceatetoetoesetcococs ie a aa bro geese VE 7 EY 7 Weegee eaeceersescecsccres a 

US total oon ennnnnnennnn n= TOAST GORD 6;gNR _JGOT BATE ATE Foreign ountrca? 22227272722722722222222722. as 98 Mon GM Pooreiiee o2227222aaaTacacaccccccacat 
Total shipments ------------------e-----__T901 64602 _TO@9_—_2781__ 2498 2907 

Origin Grited States a+ SBAST 61080 OTISB 2798 ask 29 Puctio ico 2222z22zsccizitistaccacccccc, SMM ORLA 
Poreage" Domestic producers 05ST aT Others POMENESMTLTTITTIIIIIIIIIIIII ase Bea 

Total shipments onn-nnv-e== TESOL 64602 TOMY OTE 2488206 
Withheld to vod dadosing company proprietary dts included with “Freon countries” Hcludes cement, produced from taporied clinker end imported cement shipped by domestic producers, Canadian coment manufactures and other importers, includes Puerto Reo vee "cian cement Ge1~—192,000 fone, 1982155000 tons nd 182-2100 tne) weed in the manufacture of prepared cary onent fas no coment producing plans, Less than 1/2 anit, SDjret shipments by producers to foreign countries and U.S, oesesons and territories; includes States indaed by 
“includes coment produced from imported clinker by domestic producers | Mimported cement distributed by domestic producers, Canadian cement manufacturers, and other importers, Origin of importa withheld to avohd disclosing company’ proprietary dats
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Table 14.—Cement shipments,’ by region and subregion 

Portland cement. Masonry cement 

‘Region and subregion? Prtonnane cet: Percent Thousand short Percent 

1982 1083” 1982 «19831982 «1983 —+1082_—«1088 

“Nerang aaer 2486 2 29s New on z 4 BT 35 70 x 2. 
Middle Atlantic —--___- 222 LLL 5,714 6,069 9.0 87 246 278 10.4 95 

Total. ----------__ 80H 8505 127k SSCS 
South: ~ 

‘Atlantic ——-_.----------___ 1166 13070 176187982 ags 921 
BeatOnstenl oo coo coco 3,546 8,824 56 5.5 268 339 ns us 
West Central _-----__--_-------__ 14,048 14,977 22.2 21.5 396 466 16.6 16.2 

Total 2860 STL 45457508 —«091_——TA——=« 
North Central: a Pi tee 

East a5 8MOk 122 ae 
West (IDIIIITITTTTTITIIIIIIT__Seis_ ows 

Total -------------------_ 18898 14947 211088188 
Weet: 
Mountain -------------------- 5] 588A BL ka 
PONG 2 nee ene SOE, SBI. 127 13.0 13 13 6 5 

Total _---_--_----------~~__ 18,150 14,945 208 215 52 ST 22 20 

Grond otal _....-.--------- 68.289 69,698 1000 1000 2878 2876 100.0 1000 

2Includes imported cement shipped by domestic and Canadian cement manufacturers and other importers. 
Geographic regions designated by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 
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Figure 1.—Shipments of cement by geographic region of destination in 1983.
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Table 16.—Portland cement shipped from plants in the United States, by type 
SEE e ation, © ye 2 Seen gee a 

‘Type Quantity Value? Average Quantity, Value? qv, 
jousand thou- (thousand - rage Shorttons) gangs) —PEF'O hort tons) geet Per tom 

CGypeelaw iene seis s27esg0e sien agi s.o4gon Higheerverenmih poliic--—7-7- «Bin Tier «ARNG Bat Baggael Hea 
Sultaveresisting Type ©) —-- 777 24714715 ast 28 3205S Giwel eer ee eeeseaie need 2589 165788 «537 «=k eat aus 
EI reer restr renee pare pnint inmate 285 36,947, 129.64 Ag 38,172, 158.30 
Portland siag and pordiand pozzalan ~~~ ers = B08 5.0 1 aaa S1 10, 

Expansive... ______.---------_- 29 2147 74.03 45 3,316 73.69 
Miscellaneous ~~" "777"TTTIIIIE 536__ 39,069, 72.89 e62 39,299, 59.96 
Total‘ or average _____________ 62,672 8,198,835 51.04 68,942 3,439,516 49.89 

Mneludes Puerto Rico. 
®Mill value is the actual value of sales to customers, £o.b. plant, less all discounts and allowances, less all freight 

charges to customer, less all freight charges from producing plant to distribution terminal if any, less total cost of operating terminal ifany, less cost of paper bags and pallets. 
“Includes waterproof, low-heat (Type IV), and regulated fast-setting cement. 

“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

PRICES 

‘The average reported unit mill value of 
all types of portland cement decreased 2%, Table 17.—Average mill value, in bulk, 
the second consecutive year of decline fol- of cement in the United States 
lowing a 6% average annual rate of in- (Per shoct tony 
crease from 1979 to 1981. The average — 
reported unit mill value of masonry cement ¥. Portland Prepared A 
prepared at cement plants increased 4%, eer cement Sent? oftament 
following a 4% average annual rate of << ——————__——_ 
increase from 1979 to 1982. eee he 8 ee 

According to Engineering News-Record 1981 ---__~ 5220 5929 5246 
(ENR), yearend prices of bulk portland ce- 182--—--- Ok G8 bas 
ment for 20 U.S. cities averaged $61.78 per" _ STL AS 
ton.* This was 22% above the average re- _"Includes Puerto Rico, Mill value i the actual value of 
Ported mill value obtained from the Bureau fiievances lem all reght charjus to euslones in all of Mines.canvass of cement producers. The freight charges rom producing plant to distribution termi 
lowest ENR quotation was $54.03 per ton Bar (porctbage and alte ae ermal if any, Less 
for St. Louis, MO, and the highest was “Masonry coment made at cement plants only. 
$78.30 per ton for Denver, CO. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

This section contains U.S. trade data increased 46% to 4.3 million tons; of this, 
reported by the U.S. Department of Com- 24% was clinker. Canada supplied 52% of 
merce, Bureau of the Census. Import and the total, followed by Mexico, 19%; Spain, 
export totals contain data for the United 17%; France, 4%; and 18 other countries, 
States plus U.S. possessions and territories. 8%. U.S. net import reliance, excluding 

Exports of hydraulic cement and clinker Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, was 6% 
decreased 42%. Of the 118,000 tons export- of apparent consumption. 
ed, 90% was shipped to Canada, 5% to Imports of white nonstaining portland 
Mexico, and 5% to 47 other countries. These cement increased 78% to 160,000 tons. Five 
exports accounted for 0.16% of total ship- countries—Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada, 
ments from U.S. and Puerto Rican mills. Denmark, Mexico, and Spain—accounted 

Imports of hydraulic cement and clinker for 97% of white cement imports.
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‘Table 18.—U.S. exports of hydraulic cement and cement clinker, by country 

isa 1982 ee 
un mntity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Comey Sahot” bor Short” howe hort” owe 

tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) ___sands) 
Belews. eee 3,126 $300 515 $70 220 $43 Gansta cS OED ERT EE 208278 «= 1825118441878 0G dS 
Ecuador ~~ ~~~ >~7772772> 317 210 "T51 ITT Mi 56 
Bilis ee 346 3 576 52 9 7 
Leeward and Windward Islands —__ 1,422, 160 1,906 199 12 13, Mexico === 9S 1a BABB 5148 621 2921 
DIR or rerstmeenmeesen eeneeemsetite 1,575 347 428 79 24 34 
Saudi Arabia... -------- 4,157 1,429 2,836, Bit 1,343 510 
Venema ~..--~---—+-= 2 2,528 699 4,027 1,143 ‘912 167 
Other eee eS 10,860, FQ,T5T 3,609 966 3491 1,365 

Piles see sce 302,777 31,564 203,366, 27,456 118,393 17,360 

"Revised, 
Tineludes 58 countries in 1981; 50, in 1982; and 40, in 1988. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

Table 19.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydraulic cement and clinker, by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1981 1982 ca 
Country Value Value Value antity ae Quantity a Quantity 

Quant Customs Cif? me Customs Cif? Sonny Customs Cif? 

Australia 67 2358820364083 46 1840 1,905 
Bahamas —-—__— 4 195 223, ST 2,245 2,666 re _— ane 
Canada _--____ 2,338 83,660 97,390 2,074 76,798 82,432 2,201 86,198 92,851 
Denmark ______ 62 1,997 2517 ‘52 1,629 2,232 42 2,748 8,338 
France... 239 12,614 18,351 181 6,058 6,296 153 6,435, 7,507 
Japan ~~~ 569 20,944 26,032, 8T 8,153 4,519 e 100 Baty 
Korea, Republic of ee A ie 19 148 ST 69 3,228 4,144 
Mexico $i 46234685182 GNA 622888 IBA BR BO 
Spain... B22, 12,857, 15,800 245 8,626 11,891, ‘37 23,833 29,303 
Other --.----- 323 12,692 16,098 16 1448 2,059 193 6,113 8,820 

Total® ______ 3997 151,240 179,259 2,929 110,886 = 124,912. 4,268 = 161,439 181,525. 

Cost, insurance, and freight. 
Leas than 1/2 unit. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

Table 20.—U.S. imports for consumption of clinker, by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1981 1982 1985 
Country uaa Value asa Value aig y Value 

¥ Customs Cif? =e Customs Cif? eenty Customs Cif? 

Canada ——--— B78 1942121570 «820 11,826 «62144814785 16,594 
France -7~~7 27 29 12605183895 «180 GosT = B96. RETTARD 
Japan —_______ 374 12,938, 16,442 em io i = oe 
Mexloa =. See Sa ee 20 995, 995 192 6,899 1373 
Spain -==2222 iis 1,850 = ae Bd 55D «GBT Other === 131485 6 i a Be ES ae 

Tate? ccs: 1,226, 46,447 58,142 470 18,885 19,920 1,005 33,633 87,784 

Cost, insurance, and freight. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census,
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‘Table 21.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydraulic cement and clinker, 
by customs district and country 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1982 988 
‘Customs district and country Quan- Value ‘Quan- Value 

tity Customs Cif! tity: ‘Customs Cif? 

Anchorage: Canada — =~ 45 2011 2,346 36 18tt 2,802 
Baltimore: 
Netherlands_........-.-~- were ree Ee @ ® a 
United Kingdom ~~ _-~~---~ seis a a ® 5 8 

Polel sacs ee sae aoa ® 5 6 
Bridgeport: Canada -__---~--~ a 3 3 a sae a Buffalo: Cenada ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ eis aso 8d 56880 

Chicago: 
‘Canada _—..---..-..~... e eo 1 ® 4 4 
Germany, Federal Republic of —— eo 1 1 Bs — - 
Sepat oS ie ee ss! @ 12 16 

Toll aoe ® 1 2 ® 16 19 
Cleveland: Canada -------~--~ ® &. i. _ = ie 

Detroit: 
Belgium-Luxembourg — — ~~~ —— —— = @ 12 15 

Cenadle 2, 239 11,957 12,582, 314 16,839 17,095, 

Heil Een scued 29 887) (gga sie 16850-1710 
Duluth: Canada--—---------~ 86 2,921 8,285, 92 8,200 8,654 
E! Paso: Mexico——_-_~------- 2 1,129, 1,129 173 7,660, 7,660, 
Great Falls: Canada ~~~" ~727 5 ‘ats “aid 3 290 390 
Honolulu: Korea, Republic of_ _ _ _— pa ey =- 387 2,898 2824 

‘Houston: China --------------- 7 -- -- 1 102 tg 
Gulenfia T3520 SE SSTISE os a Es 4 Mi 180 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ @ pr 6 oa —- a= 

Sweden” 2 SSS SSEEOTEICE aE BS aS @ "5 “a 
‘Yugoslavia___----------- west me = ® 59 4 

a ® Ey 26 255. 6,822, 8,147 —_——_ 
China _-__------------- ® 7 8 = a — 
MathG ices. 83 3,778 3,795. 81 2,926 2,926 

BOB creen sere weer 8 3,780 3,808 8 2928 2,926 
‘Los Angeles: "Australia 16 w w 46 w w 

Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ @ Ww Ww sae ie 
‘Bowie ® Ww Ww 39 Ww Ww 
Vugealavia. 2 Ww Ww 1 Ww. Ww 

‘Total® ______________ 8 4,639. 6,000 87 2,727 3,908 

Miami: 
Bahamas 222 ooo seca 38 1,502 1,805 ieee wes isso Belgium-Luxembourg -—~ ~~~ 4 25 420, 3 23 a 
Golnenbia eee ee SETS us a = 39 1.050 1391 
Costa Rica ---_--------- = == dice a 1 2 
Denmark 1 0cS 200 canes 8 168 288 2 192 995 
France _————----------_ ae _ sa ® i 1 

Mesion CE TEET SETAE DEAT 3 ai 245 15 5.565 6574 
GF one nen 6 4.229 6,036 146 3,690 4319 oe ae ee ae 5 4,550 1951 

Site ea patsicoierniciionie 246 1,882 10,738, 443 12,871 16,111 Milwaukee: Canada — ~~ 272227 21 ‘61 115 4 2308 3,381 
Mobile: Colombia ~~~ ~~~77777 ae & & 3 115, 322 
New Orleans: SE ae ge Nr en a eR TI NC ONO ANY 
Canada ————----------- 2 666 oz a 1,088 1.463 
Hong Kong ~--_-------__ ea 52. 53 ee me ee 
Mexico STITT ‘ Z = 2 % $6 

Total? 2 18 1,025 50 3,902 2,490 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 21.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydraulic cement and clinker, 
by customs district and country —Continued 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Or 18 1983 
Customs district and country Gua. Value canis Value 

tity Customs Cin tity Gustome Gat 

New York City: 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ - et ve “ie e 2 2 
Norway--------------__ a a a 24 605 188 Spain © SATE RI TERT am By = 184 4842 6st 

Tele cc sccwonmrmanies sa = ans 208 5,448 6,927 
‘Nogales: Mexico —~ "7777777 6 10 10 50, 2162 2162 
Norfolk: 
Candia coe cu sess ck ® 4 4 ms ae oa France --~7~-~-- 77> o 2499 2,503 % 2,538 3.588 
Germany, Federal Republic of =~ @ 4 5 ® 3 6 
MeN nasi ena sa ei iat ® 1 1 

Tl cece 24 2447 2512 26 2,743 3,544 
Ogdensburg: Canada ~~~" >= >> 168 Bois 50s 246 Tis Tota 
Pembina: Canada-_——_.--_..- oh 2,827 2,827 46 2,340, 2,340 
Portland, ME: Canada ————-_—_— 10 337 337 10 329. 329 

Portland, OR: 
WeRM sents sci Sivs sis ® 36 aT 
TR err “ a som ® 5 10 

PE cinco nisin sa em st: ® 40, aT 
St. Albans: Canada _~~~~~~77=7 4A it sea 1856718570 
‘San Diego: hh SR espe wens 0 2,588 372 _- __ Korea, Republic of ———-__ a 8 380 130 

Mesien seucocnesecse 6 et ei 159) 1048 81 
Total___------------ 85 3407 4,496. 191 7813 gor. 

San Francisco: Bg 
Japan———_______-______ 18 569 838 e 46 55 Korea, Republic of -——_—_—__ 19 8 781 2 ay i 

OA isasniasinarcerenariarenien a7, 1317 1,595 e AS 55 

‘San Juan, PR: a a "Belgium-Luxembourg ———-—-— 6 593 910 8 685 1018 
Copa es 5 521 880 3 454 ‘558 
CORN ere gem 1 65 ccs 1 23 28 
‘Onte Bira 2s ms ni = wb 638 mM 
PROG A pe seme an — @ A 2 Spain OUSERESTETS TE 3 28 cd 2 830 107 
Veneaudla.._..-.--.---~- -_ se ses 3 155, 187 

EI ceneccemessrnentennes 1B 1,428 ° 2,259 42 2,767 3,607 
Savannah Itaiy=__~~~2777722 ae oS a 1 158 157 
Seattle: Sag US gee eg 

Canada 18 3,194 3.670 8 3.206 3.601 
deg ® 6 9 eo 6 n 
United Kingdom — ~~~ =—~~—- BE Lh es ® I 2 
Yugoslavia-—--—-—---~--- ce = = ® u 24 

WE nonmesrentesren, 8 3,200 3,679 9 3,227 3127 

‘Tampa: me ea 
Bahamas 19 aL 861 ae sas 2 
ORRIN re eens 165 1715 9,328 a 1,053 1,071 Colombian 2° 2ST SEATE TES pad Be =e % 65 ‘915 

Denmark. 2~~77777777772 Bg = = 8 1956 2,882 
Wieste ooo ca 107 Ww Ww 12 w Ww Mexico -~~--2722222=222 6 206 233 4 2.208 2.629 
Spain 22 SE TANNTRSTRET 96 Ww W 192 W W 

United Kingdom —_________ 70 39. 54 = =~ a 

‘Total® _______------- 463 16,652 19,674 462 18,812 21,596 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 21.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydraulic cement and clinker, 
by customs district and country —Continued 

(Phousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1982 a 
Customs district and country ‘Quan- Value ‘Que Value 

‘ty Customs Cif? ‘tity Customs Cit 

Virgin Islands of the United States: ‘Dominican Republic —— 1 181 233 - -- -- 
French West Indies. — == 3 168 MT ae 23 St 
‘Leeward and Windward Islands BH 8H 

Total... === ----- 4 325 450 5 255, 305 
Grand total® __.._.-..- 2,929 110,886 124,912, 4,268 161,439 181,525 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary date; included in “Total.” 
‘Cost, insurance, and freight. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census 

Table 22.—U.S. imports for the consumption of cement and clinker 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

man, portland, raul Whit = = eee 
4 hydraulic coment clinker portland cement 
a Value Value Value "Value 

‘Quantity oma ‘Quantity s&s ‘Quantity oe Quantity co 

1979-4684 1652584668 131878 81 «5227943 02,858 
TR am nresmasimncantiorerte 3,282 115,271 1917 73,931 iid 6371 5,263 195,573 391 222777TTTTTTTTTT esas kB adT «AT «8'997 151240 
y9g22LDLITIIIIIIIIID ages To a70 18 885 90 10791 Baz9 10,886 
I coco eles 3,104 109,791 1,005, 33,633 160 18,014 4,268 161,439 

‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

‘ WORLD REVIEW 

World cement production increased 5%. ment plant in Santa Cruz Province, and 
A number of the major cement-producing Cementos N.0.A.’s 689,000-ton-per-year Rio 
countries, especially Brazil, China, the Re- Juramento plant near Salta went into oper- 
public of Korea, India, Taiwan, and the ation. Calera Avellaneda S.A. was convert- 
United States, recorded strong gains. Pro- ing a preheater kiln line at its Olavarrio 
duction decreased 14% in Turkey and 18% cement plant to raw meal precalcination. 
in Mexico. Competition among exporting At completion, now scheduled for late 1984, 
countries remained strong as many coun- production was expected to be increased 
tries tried to find new markets for surplus from 440 to 770 tons per day. 
cement. Despite this, a number of countries,  Brazil.—Although cement _ production 
particularly Brazil, Egypt, India, Mexico, was only about two-thirds of existing capaci- 
and Turkey, continued with projects to ty, cement companies continued to expand 
increase cement capacity. their production capacity. Capacity was ex- 

Rock Products magazine published its pected to increase from 35 million tons per 
annual international cement review cover- year in 1983 to 59 million tons per year in 
ing significant worldwide activities in the 1987. Cia. de Cimento Atol doubled the 
cement industry. capacity of its Sao Miguel dos Campos plant 
Argentina.—Although many cement to 1,000 tons per day, Ciminas Cimento 

plants operated at only 70% of capacity, the Nacional de Minas S.A. completed expan- 
industry brought two new plants into oper- sion of its Pedro Leopoldo plant to 1.1 
ation. Cementera Santa Cruz S.A. began million tons per year, and Cia. Cimento 
production from its 1,900-ton-per-day ce- Portland Itau finished expansion of its Itau
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de Minas plant. Cia. de Cemento Itambe Work continued on the Century Spinning 
continued its work to increase the Campo and Manufacturing Co. Manikgarh Cement 
Largo plant clinker capacity from 1,400 to Div.'s new 1.1-million-ton-per-year, dry- 
2,200 tons per day, and Cimento Portland process plant at Chandrapur and Coroman- 
Mato Grasso S.A. was developing plans fora del Fertilizers Ltd.’s ,600-ton-per-day plant 
660,000-ton-per-year plant near Nobres. near Chilamkur. Both were scheduled for 
Canada.—Portland cement producers completion in 1984. Several other compa- 

suffered through a second consecutive year nies were planning future expansions and 
of unusually low demand, Plant closures for new plants. 
extended periods were common as produc-  Japan.—Cement exports rose 27%, to 16 
ers adjusted to the poor market conditions. million tons, mainly because of increased 
Exports of cement and clinker remained sales to Southeast Asia and the Middle 

about the same as in 1982.* East. The Middle East received 60% of 
China.—Cement production increased Japan’s cement exports. Domestic demand 

15% to 119 million tons. China National continued to decrease because of a recession 
‘Technical Import Corp. was constructing a in public and private construction. In Au- 
1.4-million-ton-per-year, dry-process plant gust, the cement industry formed a cartel, 
at Ningguo. and domestic producers agreed to reduce 
France.—Ciments LaFarge (France) con- production and sales. No new kilns were 

tinued to modify its plant at Saint-Pierre-la- installed during the year. 
Cour. The plant was to be converted to coal Korea, Republic of.—Cement production 
firing and a five-stage preheater added. increased, but exports declined 16% as a 
Capacity was to be increased from 1,800 to result of lower construction activity, partic- 
4,200 tons per day. Capacity at Cimento ularly in the Middle East. A price cartel, 
LaFarge’s Lexos plant was increased 24%, maintained for the last’ 12 years by the six 
and the plant was made capable of burning major Korean cement producers, was 
coal shales, petroleum coke, and coal with dissolved. The Republic of Korea continued 
up to 30% ash content. to explore new markets in the United 

Germany, Federal Republic of.—After States. 
declining for 4-years straight, cement pro-  Mexieo.—Cementos Guadalajara S.A. be- 
duction in 1983 was about the same as in gan operating a new 2,500-ton-per-day line 
1982. Although construction activity in- at its Guadalajara plant. Grupo Cementos 
creased, cement production was only 60% of Tolteca, an associate of Blue Circle Indus- 
capacity and one plant closed during the tries, continued a 1-million-ton-per-year ex- 

year. pansion of its Tolteca cement plant. 
Greece.—Cement exports increased an Turkey.—Turkiye Cimento Sanayii TAS 

estimated 10% while production increased _ started operation of two new cement plants 
16%. Exports went mainly to Saudi Arabia, and continued construction of five other 
Nigeria, Libya, Egypt, and Persian Gulf plants. The two new plants, at Samsun and 
countries. Halkis Cement Co. was adding Adiyaman, had a combined clinker capacity 
precalcining systems and expected to in- of 1.2 million tons per year.-The five plants 
crease capacity to over 3.3 million tons per under construction, at Diyarbakir, Siirt, 
year. The company was also converting Urfa, Edirne, and Denizli, were expected to 
three kilns to coal firing to reduce energy add about 2.9 million tons per year to 

costs. Turkey’s cement capacity. In addition, the 
India—The cement industry continued Ankana, Erzurum, and Gaziantep plants 

its aggressive program of modernization increased capacity by 175,000, 170,000, and 
and expansion of existing plants and con- 175,000 tons per year, respectively, by add- 
struction of new plants. Cement Corp. of ing new cement mills. 
India continued construction. of its 1.1- United Kingdom.—As part of a major 5- 
million-ton-per-year plant at Tandur. The year program to modernize its cement man- 
plant was expected to go into production in ufacturing and distribution operations, 
1985 and to be the most modern in India. Blue Circle Industries continued conversion 
The company was also planning a 1.1- of the present three-kiln, semidry process at 
million-ton-per-year expansion of its Nee- its Cauldron plant to a single precalciner 
much plant. The Indian Rayon Corp. was kiln operation. Capacity was not changed, 
constructing a 1,650-ton-per-day, dry- but energy and labor costs were reduced. A 
process plant at Rayon. The plant was similar conversion was planned for the 
designed to operate on low-Btu Indian coal. Dunbar works at East Lothian. The compa-
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ny also announced plans to close wet- pected to be completed in 1984. In the 

process plants at Cambridge and Snodland. _ planning stage were a 900,000-ton-per-year 
Yugoslavia.—An expansion of the Kos- clinker grinding plant at Podruta and new 

jeric plant continued on schedule. A new plants at Bela Palanka and Golubac. 

2,400-ton-per-day production line was ex- 

Table 23.—Hydraulic cement: World production, by country’ 
(Thousand short tons) 

Fa ee ee cE 
Country 1979 1980 1981 198? 1983 

Afghanistan #__...------~------------=- 2155 58 "05 F132 165 
Albonia -.---_---=---~---=-2-0n-— =~ 930 1,100 1,200 1200 1,200 
Bigma -CSUIGEDRTOSODSEISE I ae qos #5071 5512 

‘Angola _.-—--__—--=-=-----—---=-== == 440 265 16 381 381 
iArgentinn #7 Sanu USTRATEIEG TES SETS lee 7897863 7,881 6151 *6,228 
‘Australia ___---~_/~----~-->-----=== 9 5779 "5.988 = 6.554 6,100 sed 

Atstiis 0000S EE SEE Sens ee SEE 6185 «6,018. 529552551 
Bahamas ------~-_----=-2--27------= 496 520 32 a 110 
Bangladesh —-_—_-_-~--~~-~=~= === 355 369 380 359 9398 
Belgium. -__.1222-222~-2----------—- 8,491 3247 4316 6.968, 5.963 
sid Monee a aR or #596 ‘413 358 381 
Bral-—~=-2n2s22-2s2s2n-o=-=----- MEATS. BOOTH RTS 86S URIBE 
Bupidk oS eee neue een se 5.954 5,907 5989 = 6188 8,221 
Burne. 2002S aS SSEn SES Tae $31 ¥495 ‘9 374 ign 

Cameroon. -_-.-~2=-222-2-=2--===---—— 540 7560 569 584 ot 
Ganada-----222 2 sssascsss soso a = 1896 BTL 8B 9,288 8.629 

Cape Verde Islands - -— ~~~" ~77777TTTIIT © ° & o ae 
Giles ee ene DENS EEE EEE ial "1745 2,054 1190 998 
Ching 22 7TDTTTTTIITITIIIEITIEIIIII anlar 88080 9saq—t0aiso7 119,825 
Glombia 2 op -Sa oc SSE TTTTISTORSTIESE $693 4.798 5732 «BBB 5188 
Costa Ries 22272 TTITITIL IIIT 582 10 "65 ‘8a ‘827 
Gahee ois Sco SPE TSES PITECREE 2879 8,121 3622 34878148 
Cypris.--------_2-7-~-----en noo 1251 1359 Lil 1100, 91,089 
Czechoslovakia 2-2 22TTTITTIIZIIIIIIII gorse na nga ITE 
DURE pani emcee ene 2659 2.18 176s = *4,760 13548 

Dominican Republie -___~_2~>~77727=TT ‘oT 119 toss £1000 ‘992 
Bidiador LeU OE BSE a ea 1201 1581 1599 1,548 1488 
Egypt -____ 1 1_-~----a-n2= === === 32608388 T SRS 4g98 6614 
Hgalyndee 2 Sanne noes SENSES aSegI ES 651 13 505 461 358, 
Ethiopiat ~~ ~_~~----22222s-- = 2103 121 Fs "54 165 
Wise coh De SSS SCESEETES EES TEERIEIE? 106 93 101 #105 105 
PIA cp teem nett 1981976 1370 1978 1,984 
France_~_~_222222c2ccs2e22222ZTZTIT ara aoge aT gS 827011 
ORB rerio ee pee ah mtorr 101 121 165 F198 198 

German Democratic Republic.-------_ ~~. 18529 "18,713. «18,458 12,920 18,228 
Germany, Federal Republicof---_--------- "40,825 "39,585 «36224 $4,957 S472 
Ghana nnn 298 265, ‘a7 S300 ‘298 
Greece. ---=s2s2c2a2n2usnssoat nant 888 BGTT T7819 BIB 

Guatemala ~~~ 2772TTTTIIL LE ‘632 ‘eat 68 8595 584 
Tid 2) se OD ee aL aeu ee ore bor aR ET 261 268 252 254 243 
TOD ose ta ese emer oie 255 "491 248, 26 331 
HongKong ~~~ 2-clnnsnosos-— = 000 1410641 1612 1,583 94,898 
Bungary | £002 2250 020 en eeeee 5.354 5187 515 apie 4667 
Yeeland 1. ~~ ---==22-2 22s n ee 189 134 1 F132 132 
Yndia-—777~2222a2c2222-TZZITTIIIID «ans a agek BOD Indonesia --~=~-~2__~~~~~---2-2-2-2-2 5179 GAIT Tad 8268. 9.370 
Seay ooo SED ETTORE DIELS GO CESS ROEE 91921 B18 SBI 1072 11,028 
Tea) ~~ 2=-mnnnqne2e-qreeee nee 5622 6,063 6173 $6,170 6173 
Prebond co So RUM MESO Ss 2218 2.059 2ise* *2,004 2.098 Israel ___---~--2-2--2--2-2-2--2---= 216 Baz 2.608 2.404 2.269 
Healy 00DDDDDTDIDIIDIDIIIIILIOIIINID —asigon aus 50k aT 48,2 
Jamaica 2727 2TTTITIIIIIIIILIIIIIE 249 159 182 233 243 
Japan -—--~=27LTTLITIITIITIIIITIIET—rag786."yo95T 985118881 888,901 
Jordan_ ~~~ 2222TTTTTTTIII Te es| 1,006 “1063 ‘816 1401 
Keiya oe UGE Iggae ceae Ue on Oa TaCan 938. 1,402 145 1a 1483, 

Ries NEWB nsec enn eee diomincen 8818 888 TERI RBIS sisi 
Korea, Republicof._-....------------- «18082 "I7208_-=ITZIG TIT. 8 459 Kuwait --~0--------2-22--2-2------ 1146 ‘aa 101 ana 1720 
Lohan Co USCUETRECETSGUSSEEOSIIS tam 1,636 2636 1984 1102, Tiberla ~ oc naneaninecnemenaae-anne 150 iit 95 8 66 
Linya® _— 27-777 TTT TTT TTT ao 3527 3527 3580. "4409512 Troemubciag ao Le eee ee "351 358 ‘st 379 315 
Madagescar-——_-~22222_22722222222-- 1 06 ren Fey m 
Milita tac coco tueeecape sana 14 11 86 58 KG 
Métayeia 2-225 es EES 2497 2,589, By 848 3.521 
Malte een 9 22 22 80 2 

‘See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 23.—Hydraulic cement: World production, by country! —Continued 
(Thousand short tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982" 1983° 

Mexico. ---------------------------- 167192 tga gr 
Mongolia ~~ -==22222LIILIIIIIOIIIIE ‘202 196 at "386 370 

Moroces 127 STE ESETEE ITT STE SS IEC ES Bell 8158750979 
Mozambique ~~... --------------~ 801 6260 6232, 288 331 
OPM ee ah Er 34 "28 351 
Netherlands --_----_-___. eeeeeen---- 4,080, 4,128 3,655 3,420 3,285, 

New Caledonia ---_---_ 2 lt 62 62 55. 5B 66 
New Zealand 7829 "794 837 861 7838 Nicaragua TSEST S272 2 S250 7 SEESIEISZEE 95 a0 "110 “n9 10 Niger 0222 DLIIIIDTIIITTLL 2 45 41 2 4 
Wipe sea 1,918 "2,646 2,976 * 3,968 3,968 
BROW OE i een eens ainsi ere: 2,422, 2,307 1,964 1,879 1,874 Pabotey 2 cco cgnecseatessgs -~ Stes = 677 = 90001189 
Banepa in i it beat i jarsguag O Se SaPCLSES SSS TEE i 
a UN Ee RCE EET ae 2,643 2,391 3,395 2,855. 2,535, 

Pipe em ee meme tee 4,354 4,939 4,508 4,850 4,850, Poland "977222TTTTTTIIIISIOITTID «age at'sg9 aos ators «rts 
Portugal... ----------------------~ 5,664 6,836 6,280 6,577 6,504 
BET ie ee een anne 261 230 284 288 292 
Romania —_-.—-----------_---~~.-.--- 17,194 17,208 16,255, 16,529, 16,535 
SN Aa one ncn enone: 2,425, 8,858 5,512 6,600 1,716 
Senegal ______-__..... ween nen 420, 425 410 400 408 Singapore. == "= 27 TTTTTTTITITTII age seas 2200 2am 
South Africa, Republic of__—_______-___--_.. 7,606, 7,987 8,923 8,830 38,677 
‘Spain (including Canary Islands)” _____________ 30,768 30,876 31494 * $31,967 988,767 

Sri Lanka -__----______ eee eee 653 629 708 PT 5558 Sudan ..._~~-~-~=-2-2-- ss 22s nso 208 204 165 202 220 
AO ics occiise Rcd ew 68 6 18 80 80 

Sweden _____ ete eens mee erie ere 2,631 72,695 2,555 2,588 2,535, 
Seieideed scl ook ol 4,336 4,687 4,795, 4518 24,564 
FR sip mainstream ammin atic: 2,036 2,199 2,458 3,142 98,142 
Pew a nn on ee ween nnn, 13,114 15,501 15,809 14,806 916,325, 
Romania oe 309 Fé3i1 8433, e551 ‘551 
TO ence memset etn viet ctnet to 5,793 5,883 6,904 1,285, 8,006 

Trinidad and Tobago -__---.-.......-----_ 236 205, 153 208 209 
WANE vere iiernerimmnialawanmonae 1,524 1,962, 2,227 £2,200 2,756 
Fg A a 15,193, 14,191 16,582 17,392 914,987 
TR eae ene os eas 55 ik 22 $33, 44 
USSR ---_____-------~---------- + 135,605, 187,843, 140,180, 136,835, 141,096. 
United Arab Emirates —__—-__-_ 222222 LLLiL 1,400 1,896 2,447 *3,300 3,968 
United Kingda). ——oraremen mnie nna. 17,791 16,823 14,140 Pro 314,767 

United States (including Puerto Rico) ___..-.. 85,904 76,709 72,982, 4,341 971,347 
IRE oes ennnincie niemticnnns read PIBT 155, ‘761 607 617 

Venezuela ____-____-.--.------------- 4,386 5,338 5,401 6,166 34,571 
Wan ane 804 "107 601 880, 91,023 Yemen Arab Republic --_--_~__-_ 7777777 99 39 90 261 216 
Nepetave oc 10,011 10,268 10,781 10,712 310,573 
FR ances peetimensmnenip nen. mcecae neni -- 496 *488_ 450 "440 441 Bambia —— 2-22 LTT ILLITE 220 116 154 170 sim 
Bebe. ek es 437 T51T 606 #440 441 

TW cco menace numa 7961,595, *973,849 979,296 969,338 1,020,346 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
*Table includes data available through June 20, 1984. 
Year beginning Mar. 21 ofthat stated. 

*Reported figure. 
‘Data are for the year ending June 30 of that stated. 
Revised to zero. 
‘SConverted from officially reported data provided in terms of 94-pound cement bags. 
“Bxcludes natural cement.
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TECHNOLOGY 

Cement.—A new precalcining process us- pleted underground testing of steel-fiber- 
ing a recirculating fluid-bed technique was reinforced concrete mine support cribbing. 
installed at Ciments LaFarge’s PortLe- Previous studies had indicated that steel- 
Nouvelle plant in France. Industrial-scale fiber-reinforced concrete cribbing was supe- 
tests were performed to evaluate the effi- rior in performance and cost to the wood 
ciency of the technique and a second series cribbing usually used for support in under- 
of tests involving adaptation of existing ground coal mines."* The latest tests were 
equipment to optimize the economics of the conducted to verify and demonstrate the 
new system was scheduled? effectiveness of the concrete cribbing and to 
Researchers at the Israel Institute of establish design guidelines for their use. 

Technology studied the effect of added gyp- The test results supported the superior 
sum on the compressive strength of port- performance and indicated favorable eco- 
land cement samples that were wetted and nomics. The new material was accepted 
allowed to sett The samples were made enthusiastically by the mining industry. 
from the same clinker, with and without sari Minera 
added gypsum, and had initial porosities of 3 sceatiat, Devinion of fa eral 
28.8% to 34.4%. Porosity, degree of hydra- _Sinternatienal Trade Acteinatration (US, Bepastment 
tion, average density of the hydration prod- of Commerce). Construction Review. V. 30, No. 2, Mar- 
ucts, and compressive strength were deter- ““fingincering NewsRecord. ENR Materials Prices. V. 
mined for each of four initial porosities and 212,No. 1 Jan, 6, 1984, p51. ‘ 
curing times of 1, 3,7, and 28 days. Addition o'tApr Toes pp. ado Cement Review. V. 87, 
of gypsum increased compressive strength, ‘Stonehouse, 'D. H. Canadian Mineral Surveys, 1988. 
particularly in the first 3 days. The increas- ¥p,0e?, Snersy, Mines and Resour. pp. 61-62 
ed strength was attributed to increased tSoroks, I, and M. lis. Effect of Added Gypaum on 
average density of the hydration products Sompresive, Strenetl of Portland Cament Chater. Am. 
formed in the presence of gypsum, and the _*Smelser, 7. W,,and'L. N. Henton. Concrete Crib Design 
increased density was attributed to the ‘mfbield Tong’ BoMines RI804 1965 41 pp. ee ndereon, G. Lan 5. Development pressure generated when ettringite was Testing and Analysis of SteelFiber Reinforced Concrete 
formed: Mine Support Members, Support System Design and Results of Laboratory Investigation and Full-Scale Test- 

Conerete.—The Bureau of Mines com- ing. BuMines RI8412, 1980, 38 pp.



By John F. Papp* 

In 1983, reported chromium consumption rent decline in acquisition of chromium in 
was 305,000 short tons, a strong increase the form of chromite and increase in its 
over that of 1982. The reported consumption acquisition via ferrochromium is a trend 
of chromium by refractory and chemical that started about 1970. This trend reflects 
consumers declined marginally, while that the steel industry's greater use of foreign- 
of metallurgical consumers increased signif- produced ferrochromium compared with 
icantly. This increase in chromium con- that produced domestically. 
sumption reflects increased demand for — Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
steel. Stainless steel production increased duction data for chromium ferroalloys and 
by 42% compared with that of 1982; ship- metal are developed by the Bureau of Mines 
ments increased by 27%. by means of two separate, voluntary sur- 

Imports for consumption of chromite con- veys. These two surveys are the monthly 
tinued to decline, while those of ferrochro- Chromite Ores and Chromium Products and 
mium increased. The decline in chromite the annual Ferroalloys. The six metallurgi- 
imports reflects the marginal decline in cal industry operations, listed in table 3, 
refractory and chemical industry chromite represent 100% of domestic production 
consumption. Metallurgical industry chro- shown in table 4. ighty-three percent of 
mite consumption decreased by more than a those operations responded. to both the 
factor of 7, while net production of chromi- Chromite Ore and Chromium Products and 
um ferroalloys, metal, and other materials _ the Ferroalloys surveys. 
dropped by a factor of about 8. The concur- 

Table 1.—Salient chromium statistics 
(Thousand short tons) 

eaters pen 1 SOTO 
CHROMITE 

‘United States: 
Beet 2 eer aT 6 uae 8 ll Reexports ___-_~_~_~~~~~~-------- 38 44 6 st 3 
Imports for conaumplion -~_~~_~27 ~~~ 1,024 982 £98 507 190 Simp one oeneonnaaa raid on Eo] 545 325 
Stocks, Bee, 8: Consumer ~~~~7~7~2I2== ‘907 615 TB 25 450 

World: Production. _--.-------------- 710,277 710,438 9,660 8,770 $8,921 

CHROMIUM FERROALLOYS’ 

United States: 
Production __------.---- seen 273 2239 7226 7119 236 
Exports —-_____-_~--22222s----= 15 32 4 5 4 

Reexpor@ Sona Sore SOESU ESSENSE i 1 1 ° 2 
‘Imports for consumption ___-_---~~..-~ 242 302 440, 148, 282 Cones een nnn a 58 a2 3 262 38 
Stocks, Dec. 3i: Consumer -----------—— 36 38 3 26 26 

World: Production _ _—__--------------- 8,458, 3,507 315 3,030, 2,841 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
\High- and low-carbon ferrochromium plus ferrochromium-silicon. 
Includes chromium metal, exothermic chromium additives, and other miscellaneous chromium alloys. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
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Legislation and Government Pro- to be 2.14% of the fob. invoice price for 
grams.—Two legislative studies on chromi- calendar year 1980, 2.61% for 1981, and 
um were published: (1) U.S. Mineral De- 2.15% for 1982. As a result of this finding, in 
pendence on South Africa by the Senate 1988, Commerce directed the Customs Serv- 
Foreign Relations Committee (SFRC) and ice to collect deposits of 1.53% in counter- 
(2) Strategic and Critical Nonfuel Minerals: vailing duties on shipments of ferrochro- 
Problems and Policy Alternatives by the mium from Spain. 
Congressional Budget Office. The SFRC re- _ As a result of the President's endorse- 
port recommended preservation of the do- ment of upgrading of stockpile chromium 
mestic ferrochromium industry to permit a ore to ferrochromium, an interagency com- 
flexible foreign policy. mittee including Commerce, the General 

Countervailing duties imposed on chromi- Services Administration (GSA), and the 
um materials imported from countries that Federal Emergency Management Agency, 
offer bounties or grants on the manufac- was formed. GSA announced.a stockpiling 
ture, production, or exportation of such plan in May, and a conversion contract for 
materials are covered under section 303 of about 122,000 tons of chromium ore was 
the Tariff Act of 1930 and the Trade Agree- awarded in December to Macalloy Inc. 
ments Act of 1979. Complaints by domestic The Environmental Protection Agency 
producers have resulted in countervailing (EPA) measures the extraction procedure 
duties applied against high-carbon ferro- toxicity for chromium as total chromium. In 
chromium from the Republic of South Afri- 1980, EPA proposed to change the extrac- 
ca and ferrochromium from Spain. The tion procedure toxicity for chromium to a 
countervailing duty assessment is periodi- measure of hexavalent chromium, and 
cally reviewed. Reviews of countervailing reopened that proposal for further com- 
duties on high-carbon ferrochromium from ments in 1983. EPA announced availability 
the Republic of South Africa and on ferro- of the “Health Assessment Document for 
chromium from Spain were completed in Chromium (Review Draft),” in order to con- 
1988 and preliminary findings were publish- duct a comprehensive review of the scientif- 
ed. As a result of an administrative review, ic aspects of this health assessment docu- 
the International Trade Administration ment, which summarized the current scien- 
(TA), U.S. Department of Commerce, found tific information regarding the effects of 
the grant to high-carbon ferrochromium chromium on humans and the environ- 
from the Republic of South Africa between ment. 
April 11, 1981, and December 31, 1981, tobe _ The U.S. International Trade Commission 
less than one-half of 1% of the f.o.b. value. (USITC) determined that there was a viola- 
Consequently, Commerce ordered the U.S. tion of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 
Customs Service to refund countervailing in the importation. of certain silica-coated 
duties collected for material imported dur- lead chromate pigments and ordered their 
ing the subject period, with 16% interest, exclusion from entry. USITC published a 
and to cease duty collection on this materi- report on chromium ferroalloys providing 

al. information on product use, domestic indus- 
With regard to ferroalloys from Spain, try, U.S. consumption, production, and 

ITA determined the amount of net subsidy trade 

Table 2.—U.S. Government stockpile goals and yearend inventories for chromium in 1983 
(Thousand short tons) 

~__ Physical inventory 
Material ile. Stockpile. Nonsteck= ag, 

Soaks” igre’ pegrads Toul 
Chromite, metallurgical —— een nnn 3,200 1957 53 2,488 
Gretesecccmummsccmas  O . w  aes * 

Low-earbon ferrochromium—_~_-_~_2~7~2272-=-2-22 a 300 B 319 High-cacbon ferrochromium ~~_~~~_~~2~2_2_22-2222 185 402 i 403 
Ferrochromiumellicon ~~~ ~-772_227227222= % at 1 3 
‘Chremiam metal... === -- 20 4 om 4
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The Office of Strategic Resources, U.S. (TDP), U.S. Department of State, held a 
Department of Commerce, published two briefing on the potential for chromium ore 
studies regarding the importance of chromi- mine development potential in the Philip- 
um as used in the aerospace and steel pines. The TDP is currently analyzing the 

industries.* chromium ore mine development potential 
The Trade and Development Program in Turkey. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

The major marketplace products of chro- could not be reached on across-the-board 
mium are chromium ore, alloys, chemicals, concessions sought by the company. The 
and metal. In 1983, the United States pro- United Steelworkers of America struck the 
duced chromium alloys, chemicals, and met- Foote Mineral Co., Graham, WV, plant in 
al from imported chromium ore. Nochromi- October because of a disagreement over 
um ore was mined domestically. company-requested concessions. By year- 

A hearing was sponsored by the U.S. end, the strike against Foote was settled; 
Forest Service and Del Norte County, CA, to however, the strike against SKW continued. 
gather comments on a draft Environmental Macalloy Inc., Charleston, SC, was awarded 
Impact Statement on California Nickel a contract to convert chromium ore in the 
Corp.'s Gasquet Mountain project in Cali- national stockpile to ferrochromium. The 
fornia. California Nickel purchased proper- award was valued at $23 million. 
ty near its deposit for the purpose of con- _—‘E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. 
structing a pilot plant. completed its plant capacity increase for 
Chromium alloy and metal production chromium dioxide production that was 

was 44,930 tons. The United Auto Workers started in 1982 and has embarked on yet 
struck the SKW Alloys Inc., Calvert City, another plant expansion to double capacity 
KY, plant in September after agreement by 1984. 

Table 3.—Principal producers of chromium products in 1983, by industry 

re EY 
Metallurgical: ker AS, kom Metals o_o oneaneennnennennnnn Malet OF, and Alloy, 

Interlake Ine, Globe Metallurgical Div ___------------n-ennneeeene rly, OH, 
Metalutg Ine, Shieidaiioy Gorp -~~~7772777TTTITTTTITIIIIIIIOIIT Newel NO 

SER BNE eee omen nomen cemencenmitnrmmie Calvert City, KY, and- ‘Niagara Falls, NY. 
Retritay Corp... nee en neers ‘Steubenville, OH. Refractor 
Bee secacastr icici Davis Refractories Inc ~~~ 22~2222222222T22IITIITIITIIITIIII—daeksen, OF, General Refractories Go 222W222TZITTIITIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE Bee, and tab, 
Harbison Walker Refractories division ofDrewerIndustret Tne. Hagiond IN, and 
Kesleer Aluminum & Chemical Corp .---------------a-a-----2---  MostLanding, GA, and 

‘Columbiana, OH. North American Refractories Co.Ltd = ---an-ceeaeecaa-ee----  Womeladorh BAL 
Chemica: ‘lied Chemical Corp =< -/=-=--------2--enaeeeeennneas---— Baltimore, MD, ‘American Chrome & Ohenicais lac 2_~777777777777777TTTTITIIIIZ_Caepun Chetan, 7x. Bittwond Shamnrotk Gorpe ===" -222222222222222222el22ill222 Cale Hanes, NC
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Table 4.—Production, shipments, and stocks of chromium ferroalloys and metal in the 
United States 

(Short tons) 
so se ‘Net production Na Prod ~— 

G Chromium shipments Stocks weight Ceontent™ ‘“™Pmente Dee. Si 
1982: Low-carbon ferrochromium wana ene 91905 55900 82,858 w 

oN a 21380 13,561 «86,961 —63,681 
Chel ssecactmussonn ate suewamen race 

Total __--- = 1192856946) _—19,814 03,681 
1985: 

Low-carbon ferrochromium =.= 19928 12964 89,510 w meat braenine oie} Ferrochromiumilicon-.--- ~~~ -~----~ 
16471 6968 13,696. ——5,108 

Total ------------ enw 36399 —:19882—«58,206——_—50,104 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
MIneludes chromium metal, exothermic chromium additives, and other miscellaneous chromium alloys. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic consumption of chromite ores and other end uses accounted for the re- 
and concentrates was 325,000 tons in 1983. mainder. Chromium ferroalloy, metal, and 
Of the total'chromite consumed, the chemi- other chromium material consumption in- 
cal industry used 58%; the refractory indus- creased 36% compared with that of 1982. 
try, 22%; and the metallurgical industry, © The primary use of chromium in the 
20%. The metallurgical industry consumed refractory industry was in the form of 
64,000 tons of chromite in the process of chromite to make refractory bricks to line 
producing 45,000 tons of chromium ferroal- metallurgical furnaces. Chromite consump- 
loys, metal, and other chromium-containing tion by the refractory industry decreased 

materials. 10% compared with that of 1982. 
Chromium has a wide range of uses in the The chemical industry consumed chro- 

three primary consumer groups. In the mite for manufacturing chromates, chromic 
metallurgical industry, its principal use was acid, and pigments. Sodium and potassium 
in stainless steel. Of the 392,000 tons of chromate and bichromate are base materi- 
chromium ferroalloys, metal, and other als used to make a wide range of chromium 
chromium-containing materials reported chemicals. Chromite consumed by the 
consumed, stainless steel accounted for chemical industry decreased by 3% com- 
81%; full-alloy steel, 9%; superalloys, 3%; pared with that of 1982. 

Table 5.—Consumption of chromite and tenor of ore used by primary consumer groups 
in the United States 

Metallurgical Refractor Ghemical industry industey industry me 
Year Gross, Gross, Gros Gross Ay 

weight a weight no weight ao weight nor (ghoukind C03, housand (C03, ehoutana C1208, thousand C208, Shortton) (FCN short tons) (Perse) horttona) _(PFCeM) — Shoretons) (Percent 
1979 2 ™ 384 198 354 242 449 12M 392 
3980 = Sut 359 160 358 240 458 ad 384 1981 508 357 148 313 238 26 889 319 1982 22 20 35 30, 364 195 149 545 388 
1988 64 393 2 369 189 447 5 419
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Table 6.—U.S. consumption of chromium ferroalloys and metal in 1983, by end use 
(Short tons, gross weight, unless otherwise specified) 

Low- Highcarbon —_Ferrochromit Med te termniemiam ferrechromium "Telcom Other Total 

Stoel: Cerf canceled 2,935 4,160 412 —- 1,567 
Stainless and heat-resisting — __ 9,422 295,830, 12,153. 422 317,827 

I orogens ce 7,638 24,884 1,759 70 34,351, 
High-strength, low-alloy and elections nn 2,688 218 749 145 6,686 
fool sso SSeS TESS zit 35508, WwW 1 3786 Gast irons 27 727~72TTITIITE 558 5659 34 m4 6425 

Superalloys eee 3,430 3,857 w 2,587 9,824 
Welding material iractral and hardacing)-—- == =- == =—— 361 839 Ww 143 1,843 

Other alloys! —~ ~~ ~~~ >~" 77> 1136 730 6 4,100 aoe 
‘Miscellaneous and unspecified ——_ 1,107 82 262 it 1,568 

Dita sist ticles is 29,552. 341,662, 16,426 34,709 392,349, 
Chromium content — ~~~ 19,519 199,620 6,149 4,045, 229,383, 

Stocks, Dee. $1 === 3474 20,948 1294 tos 26,670 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” 
Includes magnetic and nonferrous alloys. 
Includes 3,572 short tons of chromium metal. 
‘Includes 740 short tons of chromium metal. 

STOCKS 

Reported consumer stocks of chromite 27,000 tons. At the 1983 annual rate of 
declined from 545,000 tons in 1982 to chromium ferroalloy and metal consump- 
450,000 tons in 1983. Metallurgical industry tion, producer plus consumer stocks repre- 
stocks increased, while refractory and sented a 2-month supply, while consumer 
chemical industry stocks declined. Producer _ stocks alone represented a 1-month supply. 
stocks of chromium ferroalloys, metal, and Stocks of chromium chemicals (sodium bi- 
other materials declined from 64,000 tons in chromate equivalent) at producer plants 
1982 to 47,000 tons in 1983, while consumer increased from 18,421 tons in 1982 to 24,277 
stocks declined from 29,000 tons in 1982 to tons in 1988. 

Table 7.—U.S. consumer stocks of chromite, December 31, by industry 
(Thousand short tons) 

Industry iis 1080 198i 19821988 
Metallurgical... ----------------------n--n-------- M8 DBD O Refractory --22-lc2c2c2c2c2acc2c2222TTII2IIILIII la 
Contain e nnn r anne nn ens estate mene 330 322 370 313 234 

ee eee ee ek a ee 

Table 8.—U.S. consumer stocks of chromium ferroalloys and metal, December 31, 
by product 

(Short tons, gross weight) 

Product 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Low-carbon ferrochromium ———-—--------- 6,683 5482 5,198 3,459 3474 
High-carbon ferrochromium...-._---.-.--~ 45,465 50,258 46,601 21,793 20,948 
Ferrochromium-sili¢on ——————--~---~---~ 3,701 2,578 1,801 1,237 1,294 

NN St eran te emcees arses 2,465 1,985, 2,468 2,593 954 

Total... -.------------------- SAS 60,208 60688082 ———6.670 
aq ltd chromium briquets, chromium metal exothermic chromium adtves, and other miscellaneous chromium 

loys.
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PRICES 

‘The price of South African and Turkish September, then rose to $0.89 to $0.40 per 
chromite remained unchanged. The pub- pound at yearend. The price of domestic 
lished price of South African Transvaal 50% to 55% high-carbon ferrochromium 
chromite, 44% Cr:O,, no specific chromium- rose from $0.38 per pound to $0.40 to $0.43 
to-iron ratio, was $48 to $52 per metric ton, per pound at yearend. The price of imported 
fob. South African ports. The price of 60% to 65% high-carbon ferrochromium 
Turkish chromite, 48% Cr.0:, 8:1 chro- dropped from $0.41 to $0.42 per pound to 
mium-to-iron ratio, was $110 per metric ton, $0.38 to $0.39 per pound in September, then 
fo.b. Turkish ports. rose to $0.41 to $0.42 per pound at yearend. 

The price of high-carbon ferrochromium The price of domestic 66% to 70% high- 
varied, while the price of low-carbon ferro- carbon ferrochromium rose from $0.43 per 
chromium and ferrochromium-ilicon re- pound to $0.42 to $0.54 per pound in Febru- 
mained unchanged. The price of imported ary, where it remained until yearend. Chro- 
50% to 55% high-carbon ferrochromium mium ferroalloy and metal prices are those 
dropped from $0.36 to $0.37 per pound in published in Metals Week. 
January to a low of $0.355 to $0.865 in 

Table 9.—Price quotations for chromium materials at beginning and end of 1983 

a Re ce ti Nt MNO gee nh ac ROI, 9 DORN 
(Cents per pound of chromium 

U.S. charge chromium (50%-55% chromium) _ _ __ _ _. oe aie 38 40-43 
Imported charge chromium (50%-55% chromium)_————-____--_-__-~ 36 39-40 
Appeated huge shromiam (00% 06%) MPONEONE ne coer arden tactics mon 41 41-42 

‘USS. charge chromium (66%-70% chromium) __———__----.----------- 43 42-54 
USS. low-carbon ferrochromium (0.025% carbon)_ ___--_--------------- 100 100 
US. low-carbon ferrochromium (0.05% carbon) — ieee s as emi 9 9% 

Imported low-carbon ferrochromium (0.05% carbon) ———---------------- 89-95 89-95, Simplex (low-carbon ferrochromium)----- ~~ ~-~==~22====== => 100 100 

as AS pa ion ot prod 
Electrolytic chromium metal we ne ee 315 315 
Ferrochremtum-sitloos 345 345 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of chromium materials from the The major recipient of these exports was 
United States included chromite ore, ferro- Canada (45%). 
chromium, chromium metal, chromium Exports of sodium chromate and di- 
chemicals, and chromium pigments. chromate totaled 14,174 tons, valued at 

Exports of chromite ores and concen- $8,401,423. The major recipients of these 
trates totaled 11,032 tons, valued at $1.87 exports were the Republic of Korea (19%) 
million. Mexico (61%) and Canada (88%) and China (18%). 
were the major recipients of these exports. Exports of chromic acid totaled 3,927 

Exports of chromium ferroalloys and tons, valued at $5,932,392. The major recipi- 
ferrochromium-silicon totaled 4,247 tons, ents of these exports were Canada (19%), 
contained 2,589 tons of chromium, and were Japan (16%), China (13%), the Republic of 
valued at $4,822,250. Canada (66%) and Korea (13%), and Taiwan (12%). 
India (17%) were the major recipients of Exports of pigments containing chromi- 

these exports. um totaled 2,551 tons, valued at $8,832,162. 
Exports of chromium metal, wrought and The major recipients of these exports were 

unwrought, waste and scrap, totaled 288 Canada (17%) and Japan (17%). 
tons, valued at $2,555,476. Canada (24%) _ Imports of ferrochromium-silicon totaled 
and Japan (24%) were the major recipients 1,438 tons, contained 579 tons of chromium, 
of these exports. and were valued at $669,540. These imports 

Exports of potassium chromate and di- came from Zimbabwe (99.6%) and Canada 
chromate totaled 11 tons, valued at $98,031. (0.4%).
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Imports of chromium metal, wrought and were supplied primarily by the Federal 
unwrought, waste and scrap, totaled 3,359 Republic of Germany (70%). 
tons, and were valued at $13,686,617. These Imports of chromic acid totaled 3,267 
imports came primarily from the United tons, valued at $4,826,756. These imports 
Kingdom (39%) and Japan (32%). were supplied primarily by Italy (46%). 

Imports of potassium chromate and Imports of pigments included 21 tons of 
dichromate totaled 347 tons, valued at chrome green, valued at $49,090; 1,933 tons 
$329,921. These imports were supplied pri- of chrome yellow, valued at $3,274,467; 
marily by the U.S.S.R. (70%). 1,997 tons of chromium oxide green, valued 

Imports of sodium chromate and di- at $4,067,637; 2 tons of hydrated chromium 
chromate totaled 8,933 tons, valued at oxide green, valued at $24,819; 738 tons of 
36,093,556. These imports were supplied molybdenum orange, valued at $1,840,914; 
primarily by Romania (24%), the U.S.S.R. 165 tons of strontium chromate, valued at 
(16%), and Belgium (15%). $347,535; and 1,381 tons of zinc yellow, 

Imports of chromium carbide totaled 237 _ valued at $1,806,869. 
tons, valued at $1,628,510. These imports 

Table 10.—U.S. exports and reexports of chromite ores and concentrates 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
TT ts Reports 

aad ‘Quantity Value ‘Quantity Value 

Wid a aroersecranancus a penmennemenorees mn BBE 2 (2860 
1900 coo vemeneenanaenesesonaneanetin ee 6 haat a Bd 
Wooo Se eee eee, ma 5,893. 87 9,575 Upon neuen eee shold St Si 
1988 __..--.-.-------.~..----------------- i L874 5 1,350 

Table 11.—U.S. import duties for chromium-containing materials 

tis TSUS ‘Most favored nation (MFN) ‘Non-MFN 
. No. Jan, 1, 1983 ‘Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1983, 

Ore: Chrome ore and concentrate. 601.15. Free... Notarget duty Free 
‘Metal and alloys: Lowsarbor ferrochromium — 60622 -«$T%advalorem__ 81% ad valorem 309 ad valorem. 

High-earbon ferrochromium ~ 60624 19% ad valorem Notarget duty ——_ 1.890 ad valorem. Ferrosiicon chromium ~~~ 606.42 —-‘Y0%eadvalorem ~— 0%eadlvalorem ~~ 25% ad valorem. Chrome metal (wrought, Rinwrought, wasteand scrap) 692.18 44seadvalorem 87% ad valorem 309% ad valorem. Chemicals Potassium chromate and di- Ghromate =~ 42008-—=«.6sbad valorem —_* 15%advalorem_ 8.5% ad valorem. Sodium chromale and dichro- mates sss -- 42098 27 Hadvalorem-. 24% ad valorem_ 8.5% ad valorem, Chromiumsarbide=""""72 49292, Bigeadvalorem—— 429% advalorem — 25% ad valorem. Ghromicacid---~---_ 4280002 4% advalorem=— S79¢advalorem= Do. 
Peron ara30 do No target dut be rome green = site noms uty GhromeSeliow 222-2 27> RAB Lod TT TENN = Do Ghromismonide green "--~_ 41844 7" "771A Valorem’ Do, 

‘Hydrated chromium oxide 

Wiimote Mecititm duromaie=222222 © #18490 LIcdo 2ZT2T? BRR alwalonim = Do. 
Zinc yellow ____- o 473.20, ----do ------- No target duty —_ Do.
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Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferrochromium, by country 

Samet ~ Tow-carbon ferrochromium Hiigh-carbon ferrochromium 
PO Lon A A La 

Country Gross Chromium Gross Chromium 
weight content’ —--Value_—=weight' «= content «Value 
(short (short (thousands) (short (short (thousands) tons) tons) tons) tons) 

1982 
Mesa esicisnccoiernies srs os sie ssi 17,196 9,219 $6,932 

Canada —_--___--------- 451 3il $240 ao at 
MUR ar ty eet 18 i 13 5,489 3,602 2,659 

Germany, Federal Republic of __ 8,532, 2473 8,694 218 149° ‘B32 Meats ay or eae 465 346 ‘607 oe ae gas 
Japan _—~ 222222772 2IZE 148 101 266 9 6 a 
Newey oa ee 84 55 110 oe ae Bie 
Bhllippings a a == 19 iB a 
South Africa, Republic of. _ __ 8316 5,205 6,987 47,004 24,628 19,343. Sweden so 4210 304s 4954 = ea ent 
Turkey oo Se Cae TESTED ae ee te 5,984 3,808 2910 
United Kingdon ~~ ~~~>7—~7 8 iB B 2 a Yugoslavia’ ---~~_===- i a - 15888 (10,488 31 
Zimbabwe ——____----_--- 5,576 8,855, 4,806, 26,951 A721 15,484 

Total’ ______.---_--- 22,819 15,417 21,699 118,491. 69,357 55,796 

1983: ‘Albenigesscexmscavmecant si s 2 3,881 2445 1424 
PRR ne recipe nee =e = a 1 1 @) Beer SSRODSTETESATEE 2 too dag ak Canada --~----------=- 2 =a : 153 a Cy 
Fravee 2S ogee en ascend 18 ia % ae pee be 
Germany, Federal Republic of -_ 827 585, 144 827 546 468 
Bap eees soso loer slo 135 104 164 — se Sapan— ~~~ 7=77TTTT TT 1,588 1044 1,681 oe, = = 
Korea, Republic of ~~~ is ss ce 1047 358 Fol 
Norway-- << - = 271 ‘01 6 & oa = ze 
South Africa, Republic of ...-— 992 602 746 151,085 19,358 48,074 Spain swe nnee - —- 168 1s 78 
PS 7,598 5,534 7,186 3,307 2,135 1,858 
Turkey ——____-_____ V2 525 588. 14,165, 9,062 5,809 
United Kingdom -2—2222222 36 25 40 = e ie Yugeslavia’-----~-~-2--- = — “82.882 aH «19,088 
Zimbabwe —_..-~-.--~- 4113 2,883 3448 48,744 31,788 20,766 

Wiel beeen 16157 «113. —ASTA—(268,546 151,285 98,738 

*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

‘WORLD REVIEW 

World chromite production increased to tons of the 4% material, with 62,000 tons of 
8.9 from 8.8 million tons in 1982. Ferrochro- the 6% material allocated and 4,400 tons 
mium production decreased to 2,841 tons held in reserve; and 3,200 tons of the 4% 
from 3,030 tons in 1982. Predictions of material allocated and 110 tons held in 
increased steel production, particularly reserve. Ferrochromium entering the Euro- 
stainless steel production, in 1983 resulted pean Economic Community (EEC) countries 
in increased chromite and ferrochromium in excess of their allocated quota is subject 
production at yearend. to a tariff of about 8%, except for Greece, 

A chromium chemical plant was complet- which sets its own tariff. Sweden, Turkey, 
ed in Argentina. New ferrochromium plant Yugoslavia, and Zimbabwe export to EEC 
production was reported in Greece, India countries duty free. The duty-free quotas 
(two plants), and the Philippines. Construc- were increased in July to 153,000 tons of the 
tion of a ferrochromium plant in Turkey 6% material and 3,700 tons of the 4% 
continued. Finland announced plans to in- material, and further increased in Novem- 
crease its chromite and ferrochromium pro- ber to 252,000 tons of the 6% material and 
duction capacity. 7,00 tons of the 4% material. 

In April, the European Commission — The European Commission set 1984 duty- 
announced its duty-free import quotas for free ferrochromium quotas in November at 
material classified as not less than 6% and 127,000 tons, with 118,000 tons of 6% mate- 
not less than 4% carbon-ferrochromium to rial allocated and 6,000 tons in reserve; and 
be 66,400 tons of the 6% material and 3,310 3,200 tons of 4% material allocated and 100
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tons in reserve. the agreement, Albania was to supply 
‘The antidumping suit initiated by Elec- 90,000 tons per year of chrome ore, which 

trowerke Weisweiler GmbH against ferro- could increase in subsequent years, and an 
chromium producers from the Republic of unspecified amount of ferrochromium in 
South Africa, Sweden, Turkey, and Zim- exchange for Chinese products. 
babwe was terminated subject to minimum —_ Allbania’s trading position is shifting in 
pricing agreements. The European Commis- the Japanese market to greater than world 
sion found that: The aforementioned pro- price for its chrome ore and a reluctance to 
ducers had increased their EEC market barter in favor of currency exchange. In 
share from 21% in 1979 to 39% in 1982; addition, Albania has reduced the chrome 
from 1979 to 1982, low-carbon ferrochro- ore concentrates offered to Japanese buyers 
mium consumption dropped 27% world- and is trying to increase lump sales. 
wide; EEC producers had been hit harder _ Argentina.—Bayer Argentina S.A., a sub- 
than EEC import sources; and the prices at. sidiary of Bayer AG, announced completion 
which imported ferrochromium was sold of its new chrome tanning agent manu- 
caused material injury to community pro- facturing plant located at Bayer’s Zarate 
ducers. The companies agreeing to confiden- Complex near Buenos Aires. The plant has 
tial minimum prices were Middelburg Steel a capacity of 20,000 tons of tanning chemi- 
& Alloys Holdings (Pty.) Ltd. (MSA), Fer- cals per year. 
rolegeringar Trollhalterverken, Etibank, — Brazil—Cia. de Ferro-Ligas da Bahia 
and Zimbabwe Alloys Ltd. S.A. converted two of its ferrochromium 

‘Afghanistan.—Soviet technicians evalu- furnaces, one a 16 megavolt ampere (MVA) 

ated substantial deposits of chromite in the and the other a 7.5 MVA, to the production 
south of Afghanistan near Pakistan at of ferrosilicon in the early part of the year. 

Herserak and Muhammed Agha Kulangar. _ Canada—The Manitoba Department of 
‘Albania.—Albania reported that the Todo Energy and Mines, in cooperation with the 

Marico and Kalimash chromite mines pro- Geological Survey of Canada, continued to 
duced during the year. Total chromite pro- evaluate the extent of the chromite deposits 
duction reached a rate of 1 million tons per in the Bird River area. Dynamic Mining 
year for an unspecified time period: 830,000 Exploration Co. and Combustion Engineer- 
tons of lump ore, 200,000 tons of concen- ing Superheater Ltd. jointly evaluated the 
trate, and 60,000 tons of natural fines. feasibility of creating an integrated stain- 
‘About 70,000 tons was consumed domesti- less steel manufacturing facility using Dy- 
cally; the remainder was exported, one-half namic’s chromium deposits in the Bird Riv- 
to the centrally planned economy countries er and Euclid Lake areas of Manitoba. 
and the remainder to the market economy —_ China.—The responsibility for exporting 
countries. The lump ore averages 42% chromium ore, metal, and ferroalloy shifted 
Cr,03; the concentrate averages 49% Cr.0s. from the China National Metals & Mineral 

Albania reported increased production at Import & Export Corp. to the China Metal- 
the Burrel ferrochromium plant, estimated lurgical Import and Export Corp., a trade 
to have a capacity of about 25,000 tons per unit of the Ministry of Metallurgical Indus- 
year. Albania’s ferrochromium production try. 
target for the year was reported to be 20,000  Cuba—Chromite deposit discoveries 
to 28,000 tons and its export target to be made by geologists from the German Demo- 
60,000 to 70,000 tons. Albanian ferrochro- cratic Republic, the U.S.S.R., and Czecho- 
mium is a charge chrome of about 65% Cr slovakia were reported to the Council for 
and 3% Si. Mutual Economic Assistance. 

‘Albania’s export organization, Mineral- Finland.—Outokumpu Oy and Etibank 
impeke, pursued a chromium trade strategy established a joint marketing company in 
of undercutting world prices and engaging Finland. This marketing cooperation follow- 
in high-volume barter deals. Albania was ed previous cooperative activities in Tur- 
accused of forcing both chrome ore and key, including the construction of a high- 
ferrochromium prices down. The sales strat- carbon ferrochromium plant at Elazig and 
egy was effective in Japan where chrome modernization and expansion of the chrome 
ore imports from Albania were over 100,000 concentrator at Kefdag. 
tons, exceeding the previous high of about  Outokumpu announced plans to expand 
64,000 tons in 1975. In exchange for the production capacity at the Kemi chromite 
chrome ore, Japan supplied steel pipe. mine by installation of concentrator equip- 

‘Albania signed a bilateral trade pact with ment with increased capacity to handle 
China, the first such pact since 1978. Under lump concentrate, and at the Tornio ferro-
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chromium smelter by the installation of a ed production in India. Ferro Alloys Corp. 
36-megawatt, 70,000-ton-per-year furnace. Ltd. inaugurated its charge chrome plant in 
Completion of the concentrator is expected March. The plant, located at Randia in 
in 1984; the smelter, in 1986. Balasore district, Orissa State, has a 45- 

France.—Société Francaise d’Electromet- MVA furnace, built by Tanabe Kokoki Co. 
allurgie (SOFREM) was considering plans Ltd. of Japan. The plant has a production 
for restructuring its operations. The re- capacity of 60,000 tons per year of 55% 
structuring plan included Cie. Univer- chromium content charge chrome, using 
selle d’Acétylene et d’Electrométallurgie Orissa State-supplied power and chrome ore 
(CUAEM). Both SOFREM and CUAEM are from its captive mines at Kathpal and 
under the joint management of Pechiney Boula. The charge chrome was to be export- 
Ugine Kuhlmann (PUK). The reorganiza- ed through the Port of Paradip and mar- 
tion called for the closing of one plant, the _keted by Marc Rich and Co. for sale primar- 
loss of 750 jobs, and the investment of $56 ily in Japan and the United States. Produc- 
million* by PUK. In addition, PUK was tion was initially limited, owing to a power 
negotiating with Electricite de France to shortage. Indian Metals and Ferroalloys 
obtain lower electrical rates. Ltd. (IMFA) inaugurated its charge chrome 

Caisse Francaise des Matiéres Premiéres, plant in February. The plant, located at 
the Government's stockpiling agency that Therubali in Koraput district, Orissa State, 
purchases through Groupement des Impor- has a 39-MVA furnace. The plant has a 
tatieurs de Metaux, stopped purchasing production capacity of 60,000 tons per year 
chromium-containing materials for its of charge. chrome, using Orissa State- 
stockpile, leaving the stockpile level at supplied power and a blend of domestic and 
3,000 tons of chromium and 10,000 to 17,000 Albanian ore. The charge chrome was to be 
tons of ferrochromium. exported, possibly through the Port of 

Greece.—Hellenic Ferroalloy S.A., a sub- Vishakhapatnam, and marketed by Elkem 
sidiary of the state-controlled Hellenic In- AS of Norway. 
dustrial Mining & Investment Co. (HI- In addition to the ferrochromium plants 
MIO), started ferrochromium production in opened during the year, IMFA and the 
February. The ferrochromium plant is lo- Orissa Mining Corp. (OMC) were in the 
cated at Tsingeli near Volos. The plant process of constructing other ferrochro- 
capacity is 50,000 tons per year of high- mium plants. IMFA contracted with Elkem 
carbon ferrochromium graded at 60% to to construct a 60,000-ton-per-year ferrochro- 
63% Cr, 6% to 8% C, and 3% to 5% Si. The mium plant at Chouduar, Cuttack district, 
plant is supplied by ore from the Skoumtsa Orissa State. This plant, scheduled to go 
Mine, which provides ore with 3:1 chro- into production in 1985, will probably ex- 
mium-to-iron ratio. The Skoumtsa Mine port through the Port of Paradip. OMC 
produced 700 tons per day.and was targeted _ secured financing from the European Asian 
for 1,000 tons per day in 1985. At 1,000 tons Bank to construct a 60,000-ton-per-year, 
per day, the Skoumtsa Mine will be produc- 55% to 58% chromium content. charge 
ing enough chromite to produce 40,000 to chrome plant at Bamnipol, Keonjhar dis- 
50,000 tons per year of ferrochromium. trict, Orissa State. OMC was expected to 
Skoumtsa reserves are 3 to 4 million tons. start construction in 1984 and complete 
In 1983, HIMIC was exploring for chromite construction in 1985. This plant was to be 
ore at two sites near Volos and at two sites constructed with technical assistance from 
near Macedonia. Outokumpu of Finland and Voest-Alpine 
Development continued ona concentrator AG of Austria. The plant was to use chro- 

facility at KozAni. The dressing plant, when mite from its captive Sukrangi Mine. Ex- 
completed, was to produce 70,000 tons per port would probably be through the Port of 
year of concentrate for ferrochromium pro- Paradip and marketing by Kléckner & Co. 
duction from 280,000 tons per year of chro- of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
mite ore. In 1988, production capacity for steel 

Greece's Institute of Geological and Min- produced by the argon oxygen decarburiza- 
ing Research proposed exploration for chro- tion process had yet to be installed in India 
mite as part of its next 5-year plan (1983-87). owing to the low demand for stainless steel. 
Tsvetmetproexport, U.S.S.R., and the Greek As a result, virtually all charge chrome 
Bank for Industrial Development agreed to production in India was destined for export 
cooperate in the exploration for chromite in markets. 

Greece. In February, the export duty on chromite 
India.—Two ferrochromium plants start- was reduced from 10% to 5% ad valorem. In
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addition, there were export ceilings for its Sakata plant in December, and Kobe 
chromite. Lump ore graded at less than Steel Ltd. planned to close its ferrochro- 
42% chromic oxide, and chromite fines and _mium plant at Kochi in March 1984. 
friable ore had ceilings that permitted ex- The Specific Industries Restructure Law, 

ports. effective in June 1983 and replacing the 
Girnar Pratisthan Ltd. (GPL) finalized a Depressed Industries Law, covered ferro- 

technical agreement with Technimont of chromium producers. The law facilitated 
Italy. GPL was to receive production infor- production capacity reduction in structural- 
mation on chrome salts for its Kalyani ly depressed, material-producing industries. 
plant located near Calcutta. Ferrochromium producers had been unable 

Italy.—Montedison S.p.A., an Italian fer- to compete with imported materials. Elec- 
rochromium producer, reported record trical power cost represented a large frac- 
losses in 1982. Company restructuring and tion of ferrochromium production cost, re- 
an increase in ferrochromium prices were quiring about 3,400 kilowatt hours per ton. 
expected to return the company to profit- Japan Ferroalloy Association had discussed 
ability in 1984. The company’s ferroalloy reduced electric power rates with MIT! for 
division reported near-capacity ferrochro- using off-peak power to produce ferrochro- 
mium production of 40,000 tons in 1983. mium. 
Japan.—The Ministry of International Kawasaki Steel Corp.'s Chiba Works 

Trade and Industry (MITI) began a stock- brought on-stream a 13,000-ton-per-month 
piling program for chromium materials tin-free steel line. The chromium-coated 
with the objective of developing a 60-day steel produced is used in bicycles, office 
consumption volume over a 5-year period. equipment, electric appliances, and build- 
MITT's stockpile system actually consisted ing materials. Kawasaki Steel also an- 
of three separate stockpiles: (1) the national nounced its intention to build a demonstra- 
stockpile (Government financed, 25-day sup- tion plant’for iron and ferrochromium pro- 
ply), (2) the joint stockpile (Government and duction. The blast furnace operation was 
private financed, 25-day supply), and (3) the composed of two parts: a prereduction fur- 
private stockpile (privately financed, 10-day _ nace and a smelting-reduction furnace. 
supply). MITI achieved a 5-day supply inthe According to MITI statistical data in 
national and joint stockpiles in 1988 and 1983, Japan imported 710,874 tons of 
was expected to add a 2-day supply to the chrome ore and 269,918 tons of ferrochro- 
national stockpile in 1984, MITI anticipated mium, produced 362,875 tons of ferrochro- 
warehouse construction in 1984 for national mium and 11,978 tons of ferrochromium 
stockpile storage. Finding that interest pay- silicon, and exported 5,984 tons of ferrochro- 
ments in 1983 on chromium materials in mium. 
the private stockpile were increasing the New Caledonia.—Inco Metals Co. report- 
value of the stockpiled material over the ed improving its spiral separation plant and 
value of commercial material, the private reported reserves of 600,000 tons. Inco chro- 
stockpile holders requested that MITI inter- mite concentrate graded at 51% to 54% 
cede on industry's behalf with the Ministry Cr.0,, with 4% or less silica, was to be 
of Finance to make the private stockpile upgraded as a result of separation plant 
interest payments tax deductible. changes. 

MITI set duty-free import quotas for fer- | Norway.—Bjélvefossen AS, a ferrochro- 
rochromium and ferrochromium-silicon im- mium producer, participated in merger 
ported from developing countries. The duty- talks with four other ferroalloy producers. 
free quota for ferrochromium was 24,853 Tinfos Jernverk AS, a high-carbon ferro- 
tons, This quota applied from April 1983 to chromium producer, did not participate. 
March 1984. Ferrochromium imported After several months, the merger talks 
above the duty-free quota was subject to 8% were abandoned without resolution. 

duty. New pollution laws were causing Bjélve- 
Despite increasing domestic ferrochro- fossen to abandon ferrochromium produc- 

mium consumption, ferrochromium produc- tion, owing to the high cost of compliance. 
tion continued to decline. Showa Denko Bjilvefossen was to have converted its ferro- 
K.K. was to close its Toyama plant that had chromium furnaces to ferrosilicon furnaces. 
been idle since August. Awamura Metal Oman.—Oman made its first shipment.of 
Industry Co. Ltd. was planning to shut chrome ore during the year. The material 
down one of two furnaces at its Uji plant. was mined by the Oman Mining Co. in the 
Japan Metals and Chemicals Co. announced Nakhl area north of the city of Sohar. 
plans to stop ferrochromium production at Oman Mining had a capacity of about
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20,000 tons per year of run-of-mine chro- ince, Mindanao Island, used sintered pre- 
mite, Oman had no beneficiation or smelt- heated pellets as feed-into a closed station- 
ing facilities and was seeking markets for ary submerged arc furnace. The ferrochro- 
its material. mium is marketed by Voest-Alpine Inter- 
Pakistan.—A mineral development pro- trading. Difficulties were experienced with 

gram was established by the Baluchistan crushing and screening equipment late in 
Development Authority (BDA). The pro- the year. 
gram was to evaluate the potential for Early in the year, both FPI and Ferro- 
chromite and ferrochromium production. In Chemicals Inc. suffered power cutbacks of 
1983, BDA mined chromite in the Las Bela near 50% owing to low water levels at the 
and Zhob districts and was encouraging Lake Lanao power station of the National 
additional exploration for chromite in the Power Corp. By yearend, production was 

Las Bela district. back up to 80%. A unification of power 
Papua New Guinea.—Development of the _ rates in the Philippines was being debated. 

Ramu River chromite-nickel-cobalt deposit Mindanao with its hydroelectric power had 
was pursued by Nord Resources Corp. The _ the lowest cost electricity. 
property was 69.5% owned by Nord Re- _ Efforts by the Philippine Government to 
sources plus other U.S. companies. MIM limit imports resulted in some difficulties 
Holdings Ltd, an Australian company, for FPI, a ferrochromium producer. FPI 
owned the balance. The deposit, located at could not get a permit to import foreign 
Marum, has ore reserves of 248 million tons chromite for blending. The Government had 
contained in three tiers. The top tier con- also limited the amount of money foreign 
tains 81.5 million tons grading 8% to 9% exchange banks can extend in letters of 
chromite. A feasibility study found develop- credit per day. The ferrochromium indus- 
ment to be uneconomic at the current price _ try, as an export industry, was given special 

of chromite. treatment. 
Philippines.—Acoje Mining Co. Inc, a  Romania.—The Tulcea ferroalloy com- 

metallurgical chromite producer, requested plex reportedly has a ferrochromium pro- 
the Philippine Securities and Exchange duction capacity of 115,000 tons per year. 
Commission to place the company in receiv- _ South Africa, Republic of.—Transvaal 
ership as protection against debt collection Consolidated Land and Exploration Co. 
suits. Acoje was restructuring its debt. Ben- Ltd., 59% owned by the Barlow Rand Group 
guet Corp., the leading refractory chromite in 1983, closed its Milsell Mine while contin- 
producer, reported that it was taking ad- uing to produce near capacity at Henry 
vantage of the reduced demand by allocat- Gould Mine and near 50% of capacity at 
ing resources to exploration and plant mod- Winterveld. Mining Corp. Ltd. continued 
ernization. The silica content of ore pro- long-term development at Dilokong Mine in 
duced at Benguet’s Masinloc operation had Lebowa, increasing capacity from 90,000 to 
been increasing to the dissatisfaction of its 100,000 tons per year to 170,000 tons per 
refractory customers. Benguet had improv- year while filling orders from stocks. 
ed its beneficiation and expected to bring - South African Manganese Amcor Ltd. 
new low-silica reserves into production in (Samancor) reopened its Bathlako Mine in 
1985. Benguet reduced the silica content of Bophuthatswana at 50% of capacity. The 
minus 10-mesh, grade A chromite from mine, closed since 1982, produced low-silica 
4.5% to 3.95%. The Trade and Development ore for chemical and refractory use. Wa- 
Program, U.S. Department of State, as a _terkloof Mine resumed operation in all of its 
result of studying chromite in the Philip- mines. Lavino. Mine moved to near-full- 
pines, found that a choice of joint-venture capacity operation. Mining Corp. Ltd. ran 
opportunities was available to U.S. compa- its washing plant briefly but continued to 
nies desiring to enter or broaden the U.S. sell from stocks. Ucar Chrome's Jaglust 
chromium production base in the Philip- Mine continued to sell from stock. 

pines. Western Platinum Ltd. continued devel- 
Ferrochrome Philippines Inc. (FPD) start- opment of the UG2 reef. A new concentra- 

ed commercial production with a capacity of tor, which started processing Merensky 
61,000 tons per year. FPI produced a 61.5% Reef ore in 1982, shifted to UG2 ore in 1983. 
chromium, 8% carbon, 2.9% silicon, 0.02% Using a process developed by the South 
phosphorus, and sulfur high-carbon ferro- African Council for Mineral Technology 
chromium using ore from Acoje’s chromite (Mintek), the mine was to produce a chro- 
operation at Pangasinan. The FPI plant, mite concentrate for smelting. 
located at Tagoloan, Misamis Oriental Prov- Based on low stainless steel stocks world-
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wide and the projection of increased stain- Plasma ferrochromium production tech- 
less steel production, ferrochromium pro- . nology was being developed by Mintek, 
ducers started increasing ferrochromium MSA, and Ferrometals (Pty.) Ltd. Samancor 
production in midyear and continued started operation of an 8-MVA transferred, 
through yearend to meet steel industry arc-type plasma furnace at its Metalloys 
demand. plant at Meyerton. It was to be used as a 
MSA, a subsidiary of Barlow Rand Ltd., test furnace for ferrochromium production. 

reopened one of two low-carbon ferrochro- MSA continued development of a plasma 
mium furnaces at the Middelburg plant in process for ferrochromium production. A 
July. Feralloys Ltd. moved the planned 20-MVA furnace built by ASEA AB, Swe- 
reopening date for the high-carbon ferro- den, with a production capacity of 20,000 
chromium furnace at Witbank (48 MVA, tons per year was being installed at its 
30,000 tons per year) from April 1984 to Palmiet plant in Krugersdorp. Converting 
January 1984 in response to increasing traditional electric arc furnaces to this 
orders. Tubatse Ferrochrome (Pty.) Ltd, a plasma arc process would double furnace 
subsidiary of General Mining Union Corp. capacity. This de plasma arc process was 
Ltd. (Gencor) and Union Carbide Corp., being tested for its production efficiency 
reopened a charge chrome furnace in July and expansion potential. 
and another in September 1983, bringing all  Spain.—Ferroaleaciones Espafiolas S.A. 
three furnaces at its Steelport plant into brought its second ferrochromium furnace 
production. Consolidated Metallurgical In- into production in May. 
dustry Ltd. reopened its idle furnace in Ferrochromium from Spanish producers 
April, bringing both of its furnaces into imported into the United States was assess- 

production. ed at 1.53 cents duty by the U.S. Depart- 
Gencor acquired controlling interest in ment of Commerce. 

Samancor. Gencor held a 7% share of Sa- Sweden.—Vargon Alloys AB reported 
mancor directly and a 1.4% share through producing charge chrome and other high- 
its affiliate, UC Investment Ltd. (now Gen- carbon ferrochromium at near capacity: 
cor Investment Corp. Ltd.). Gencor obtained 100,000 to 130,000 tons per year of charge 
50.25% of African Metals Ltd., which owned chrome and. 30,000 tons per year of other 
a 44% share of Samancor, from Iron Steel high-carbon ferrochromium. Vargon pro- 
Industrial Corp. Ltd. The other major share- duced charge chrome with a 105-MVA fur- 
holder in Samancor was Anglo American nace fitted with heat recovery systems, 
Corp. of South Africa Ltd., holding between Finnish chromite, and inexpensive Swedish 
30% and 32%. Gencor was the largest electricity. Other high-carbon ferrochro- 
chrome ore producer, with a 1.7-million-ton mium was produced in a 24-MVA furnace. 
capacity, and a large ferrochromium pro- ASEA Industrial Systems received a con- 
ducer of 150,000-ton capacity. tract for one of its single-electrode de arc 

Samancor was the largest ferrochromium furnaces for ferrochromium production. 
producer, 200,000-ton capacity, and a large This ferrochromium furnace was built for a 
chrome ore producer, 390,000- to 400,000-ton power input of 20 MVA and was to be 
capacity. Gencor’s ‘ferrochromium oper- charged with chromite ore fines fed directly 
ation, Tubatse Ferrochrome was coowned into a dc arc plasma. The single-electrode 
on a 50% basis with Union Carbide.Saman- design reduced electrode consumption, the 
cor’s ferrochromium operation, Ferrometals second highest cost’ next to energy cost in 
(Pty.) Ltd., was a wholly owned subsidiary. ferrochromium production. 
Gencor chromite mines, _Tweenfontein, SKF Steel Engineering AB marketed its 
Groothoek, and Montrose; were owned Plasmared direct-reduction process for ap- 
through its subsidiary, Transvaal Mining plication to ferrochromium production. 
and Finance Co. Ltd. Samancor owned the SKF suggested Zimbabwe and Sweden as 
Ruighoek, Gasvally, and Mooinooi chromite _ potential plant locations. SKF was studying 
mines. A new company, Chromore (Pty.) the possibility of constructing an 86,000-ton- 
Ltd., was to unify the management of all six per-year plant near Malmd, Sweden. SKF 
mine properties. was negotiating an arrangement with the 

The worst drought in 30 years forced the Swedish energy ministry wherein plant 
Electricity Supply Commission (Escom), the waste heat was: returned to the district 
state-owned electric utility, to consider ra- heating system, thereby conserving energy. 
tioning power. Escom requested the mining SKF started construction of an 80,000- 
industry to evaluate the impact of various ton-per-year plant, using its proprietary 
levels of power cuts. Plasma Dust process, to recover chromium
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from steel melt shop dust. The plant, locat- _abinsk electrometallurgical plant. 
ed at Landskrona, was expected to start United Kingdom.—The creation of a stra- 
commercial operation in 1985 under the tegic materials stockpile was revealed in 
company name of ScanDust AB. Parliament in February 1983. The Depart- 
Taiwan.—A new stainless steel plant was ment of Trade and Industry, the national 

scheduled to start operation in 1983. As a Government agency responsible for stock- 
result, Taiwan’s consumption of ferrochro- piling, purchased chrome ore and chromi- 
mium was expected to rise by about 7,000 um ferroalloys through a private trader, 
tons per year. No ferrochromium was pro- Brandeis-Intsel Ltd. of London. These stock- 
duced domestically. pile purchases were the result of studies 
Turkey.—Outokumpu of Finland and Eti- started in 1980 by the Institute of Geologi- 

bank were expanding and modernizing the cal Sciences, on the vulnerability of United 
chrome ore concentration facility at Kef- Kingdom industry to material supply inter- 
dag. The Kefdag concentrator supplied ruption, with a subsequent report by the 
chrome concentrates to the Elazig Ferro- House of Lords in October 1982, when 
chrome Works, which had a 60,000-ton ca- chromium was identified as a strategic and 
pacity. The concentrator expansion and critical material. The Department of Trade 
modernization was expected to be complet- and Industry had been considering stock- 
ed in 1986. The Elazig Ferrochrome Works, piling at least since 1981 when Brandeis- 
being modernized by Outokumpu, was to Intsel reported to it on the mechanics of 
have a capacity of 170,000 tons per year of stockpiling. The major potential recipients 
high-carbon ferrochromium. of stockpiled chromium materials were 

U.S.S.R.—The first output of ferrochro- British Chrome and Chemicals Ltd. and 
mium-silicon was reported from the Chely- British Steel Corp. 

Table 14.—Chromite: World production, by country! 
‘(Thousand short tons) 

nC 
‘Mibasta® ® case soe erences "827 898, "997 "965 990 
Brazilf___2LDLITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE "315 "345 260 204 310 
Gabel CIEE TTESRESE RPE EE TESTIS 31 32 23 30 35 
Gypras_ = DLIIITITIIIIIIIIIII IIE Ww 8 i u u 
Egypt onan ees Sanee © _- -- —- 
Finland. cose ee 430 "398 ii 380, a5 
Groeee® ¥ ~~ LLITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 50 4 41 46 5 
India ©... EURE ESR STEP LE SR AEs aeRRe 342 "358 369 and 400 
Iran®___1_21 22222222222 222TZTIIIE 150, 90 35, 45 55, 
depen Sooo SES DIET TESS R Ge 8 5 2 2 %9 
MANE on cee see nunctaes Mi 198 110 *100 100 

New Caledonia. -—__222_2LTDIDIZIIIIE 8 2 4 55 100 
Pakistan 205-2 oops an Re SEE TED 3 3 1 1 1 Philigpinis 25 osc SUNT Tea Tas 6s 547 484 391 365 
South Africa, Republic of ~~ ~777TTTTTIT> 3,634 3,763 3,164 2385 °2,460 Sodan ee ae ence cnr coeance ‘31 3 Ey 8 30 
Whailaad <2 022 ie esc Poe © ce ce ae pa 
Munkey 2 Seo gone reo sasha eee ca 410 Bi i a8 a 
UaSRE ee ee sere eae oe 72,585 "2,701 2,646 2701 2700 
Vietnam? -- 20 DLDLIIIIILIIILIIILIIE 1B 1 1 "18 20 
Vagoaleria 2a SOE aEEE REA RESE 6 6 o oe Ba 

CF Ed ell 591 6 a 
Total _------------------------- ZT? 10,438 9,660 8,770 8.921 
°Bstimated. Preliminary. "Revised 
‘Table includes data available through June 6, 1984 
In addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria, China, and North Korea may also produce chromite, but output is not reported quantitatively and available general information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output 

levels, Figures for all countries represent marketable output unless otherwise noted. 
Estimated series revised to represent marketable ore rather than crude ore. 
“Figures are sum of (1) crude ore sold directly for use and (2) concentrate output, both as reported in Brazilian sources. Data for 1919 and 1960 may include 45,000 to $8,000 short tons annually of run-ofmine ore that required benefication. 

‘Total run-of-mine crude ore production (not comparable to data for other countries) was as follows, in thousand short tons: 1979-985, 1980-019; 1981—1,021, 1982-796; and 1983-140 (estimates). 
$Production of marketable product (direct-shipping lump ore plus concentrates and foundry sand). 
Less than 1/2 unit 
TExports of direct-shipping ore plus production of concentrates. 
Reported figure. 
Series revised to reflect estimated marketable production; estimates based in part on officially reported output, as follows in thousand short. tons: 1979-8,600; 1980~8,800, 1981—-3,600, 1982—3,800 (estimated); and  1983—8,800 

(estimated). These figures, although regarded by the Soviets as “marketable,” are not believed to represent marketable 
production in the sense normally used in market economy nations.
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The United Kingdom had purchased tion, started operation in March. 
29,000 tons of high-carbon ferrochromium, — The Government loaned $5.7 million to 
4,000 tons of low-carbon ferrochromium, an Zimbabwe Alloys. The loan was for 5 years 
unspecified quantity of ferrochromium- until January 1988, carried prime overdraft 
silicon, and 39,000 tons of chemical-grade rate interest charges, carried the right of 

chrome ore. These materials were stored in the Government to convert the debt into 
Sheffield. equity in the company up to 19.35%, and 

Zimbabwe.—Mineral Marketing Corp, required repayment of the loan before pay- 
the state-owned export marketing organiza- ment of dividends. 

TECHNOLOGY 

As part of the Bureau of Mines program leached with chlorine under controlled con- 
to assess domestic chromite deposits, the ditions to extract the alloying elements.” 
Bureau conducted a reconnaissance investi- An investigation of 14 domestic dolomites 
gation into podiform chromite occurrences was carried out by Bureau researchers to 
in the Caribou Mountain and Kanuti River characterize these materials and their re- 
areas of central Alaska’ and studied the fractory properties as a substitute for chro- 
beneficiation of material from that deposit. mite refractories.'* Two new steels, a man- 
Alaskan surface samples confirmed the ganese-nickel-molybdenum and a manga- 
presence of chromite, and beneficiation nese-molybdenum steel, were developed" to 
tests produced high-chromium, high-iron, substitute for 8600 and 4100 standard 
and high-aluminum chromite concentrates. grades in a broad range of end uses as 
The Bureau also studied the smelting of substitutes for alloy steels that contain 
chromite concentrates from a Papua New chromium. 
Guinean laterite deposit to produce a high- The Bureau issued a report on raw mate- 
carbon ferrochromium.’ Submerged arc op- rial requirements for Japan's specialty steel 
erations provided the most efficient smelt- industry." Imports of chromium ore and 
ing conditions, consuming quantities of en- _ferroalloy from 1972 to 1981 were analyzed 
ergy comparable to commercial operations, to determine supply trends and import de- 
and yielding a product of high phosphorus pendence. Risk reduction measures were 

content. also described. 
‘As part of the Bureau’s program to in- The U.S. Geological Survey studied the 

crease domestic chromium resource avail- mechanism giving rise to geophysical signa- 
ability through recycling, research was con- tures of chromite mineral deposits as a 
ducted in several areas. The Bureau demon- complement to mining company explora- 
strated a hydrometallurgical method to sep- tion in order to increase the probability of 
arate chromium from other metals by pre- discovery. and thus production of domestic 
cipitation with benzoate ion when the chro- chromite." Laboratory petrophysical and 
mium is contained in one of a variety of petrographic studies of chromite occur- 
surface-finishing wastes. The resulting rences were used to build a generic chro- 
chromium salt may then be converted to mite deposit model that was field tested 
hydroxide and the benzoate may be recy- against a known chromite deposit. These 
cled. Chromium recoveries of 92% to 100% _ studies identified collections of weak anom- 
were obtained.* The economic evaluation of alies attributable to minerals associated 
a Bureau-developed technique to regenerate with the chromite and thus served as a 
chromic acid-sulfuric acid etching solutions _ deposit indicator. Since no chromite-specific 
found that a 1,000-gallon capacity regener- indicator was identified, the indicators 
ation cell could save $240 per day, resulting found could be site specific. 
in a 10-month payback time* The Bureau _‘The recovery and processing of chromium 
characterized the chromium content; the ore to ferrochromium in the Republic of 
chemical, physical, and extraction proce- South Africa was studied.* Beneficiation of 
dure toxicity properties; and the chromium MG-1 seam chromium ore from Marikana 
valence states of electric arc furnace steel- by tabling and spiral separation resulted in 
making dust.° The identification of these 85% chromite recovery for 44% CrsOs and 
properties will provide a basis for resource 1% to 2% SiO, concentrate from natural 
recovery decisions. A patent was granted to fines. A grade containing 46% Cr.0; and 
the Bureau for a recovery process wherein a less than 1% SiO; could also be produced, 
superalloy scrap is converted to the sulfide _ but at lower chromite recovery. The prere- 
to form a matte, which is fragmented and duction and smelting characteristics of UG-
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2 seam chromium ore were studied and without prior agglomeration. Kawasaki 
compared with those of chromium ore from Steel was planning a demonstration plant 
the Winterveld Mine. Mining of platinum- for its innovative _iron-ferrochromium 

group metals from the UG-2 seam started in smelting process. Pilot tests since 1970 
1982 and resulted in chromite tailings con- showed the blast furnace application to 
taining 42% Cr.O, at a chromium-to-iron ferrochromium production workable with 
ratio of 1.35.” High-carbon ferrochromium controlled charge injection and hydrocar- 
was produced from the UG-2 chromite con- bon energy sources added to the air-oxygen 
centrate at 48% to 50% chromium content _ blast gas. Hot gases resulting from the blast 
and with a lower total energy required than furnace operation are used to prereduce the 
for other ores. High-carbon ferrochromium ore to be smelted. A 50% energy saving in 
is therefore likely to become a byproduct of the production of ferrochromium was re- 
this platinum-group metals extraction proc- ported. One-third to one-half chromium ore 
ess. The UG-2 seam contains about 20% of is reduced in the prereduction state at 
the Republic of South Africa’s chromium about 1,000° C, and complete reduction is 
resources, and conversion of this chromium achieved in the smelting stage at about 
byproduct to ferrochromium represents a 1,550" C to 1,650° C. The 100-metric-ton 
potential for 120,000 tons of ferrochromium plant will take 3 to 5 years to build. 
per year. To make the ferrochromium mar- Chromium as black chrome coating is a 
ketable, blending or plasma production subject of research for solar collectors be- 
technology could be used to obtain a 50% to cause of its useful optical properties. Black 
55% grade," or a new grade containing 45% chrome is currently used as a solar collector 
to 50% chromium could be developed.’* coating material; however, when used in 

The profitable mining and smelting of industrial solar collectors, the coating suf- 
chromium ore into ferrochromium depends fered from a 10% efficiency loss as it aged. 
on many factors such as ore grade and The cause of that loss has been related to 
characteristics, beneficiating techniques, the coating process, and the process has 
blending, and the smelting process used. An been improved to eliminate the aging 
efficient process requires careful balancing —problem.** 
of various process parameters to optimize The U.S. Department of Energy has 
recovery and yield at minimum cost. Verti- found chromium to be the most essential 
cal integration of the mine-concentrator- metal in energy systems.” As a result, the 
smelter complex facilitates the optimization Department sponsors research on chro- 
process. Such an optimization study was mium-containing alloys in the areas of 
carried out for chromium ore from the electronic structure, material properties, 
Xerolivado Mine in Greece in the southern electrochemistry, and the role of chromium 
Mount Vourinos complex and other lower _ in oxidation resistance. 
grade ores from the northern Mount Vour- As a result of regulations by EPA on the 
inos complex.”° . chromium content of industrial waste wa- 

Research to improve the energy efficiency ter, much research and development has 
of ferrochromium production resulted in a been carried out to remove chromium from 
computer program for process evaluation waste water. Chromium removal achieve- 
that can generate a complete flow sheet for ments have reduced the volume of waste 
ferrochromium production from raw mate- water, but the problem (waste heavy met- 
rial drying to smelting, including up to 10 als) is only “concentrated” and the waste is 
pretreatment and 2 smelting stages, and is stil] dumped at high cost. Further process- 
based on equipment operational specifica- jing by electrochemical, filtration, and bio- 
tions.” SKF reported marketing efforts to logical processes can result in the recovery 
apply its plasma process to ferrochromium of chromium materials. These and other 
production in Zimbabwe.” ASEA Industrial processes are being used or developed to 
is applying its de arc furnace to the produc- recover chromium materials. 
tion of ferrochromium through MSA. The 
de are furnace compared with the three- ~ spaysicalcentst, Division of Ferrous Metals, 
phase ac arc furnace offers reduced elec- 2.8. International Trade Commission. Ferroalloys. 

trode consumption, less noise, better stir- US's Patent ot Commerce, Coitien Materials Re- 
ring and heat distribution, and comparable quirements of the US. Aerospace Industry. US. GPO, 
power consumption. Used to produce fer-  j¥ashington, DC, Stock No. 003:000-00576-0, Oct. 1861, $10 
rochromium, this single electrode de arc "'———. Critical, Materials Requirements of the US. 
system permits ore fines, to be charged Suntan Cas PaRSECET TR Beep 
through the central bore in the electrode of F.00=USS1.00
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Clays 
By Sarkis‘G. Ampian’ 

Total quantity of clays sold or used by Production of common clay and shale 
domestic producers increased 16% in ton- increased because of an upturn in construc- 
nage and 13% in value. Clays in one or tion that increased demand for clay build- 
more of six classification categories, ball ing materials including brick, lightweight 
clay, bentonite, common clay and shale, fire aggregate, vitrified pipe, floor and wall tile, 
clay, or fuller’s earth, were produced in 44 etc. Increases in production of ball clay, 
States and Puerto Rico during 1983. Clay fuller's earth, and kaolin were caused large- 
production was not reported in Alaska, ly by an improvement in the economy. 
Delaware, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, Production of bentonite and fire clay 
Rhode Island, Vermont, or Wisconsin. Lead- decreased. 
ing States were Georgia, Texas, Wyoming, Kaolin accounted for 18% of the clay 
North Carolina, Alabama, South Carolina, production but 63% of clay value. 
and California. Unpredictable shortages of Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
natural gas and costs of fuels continued to duction data for clays are developed by the 
cause considerable concern among clay pro- Bureau of Mines from one voluntary survey 
ducers and clay products manufacturers. of U.S. operations. Of the 1,374 operations 
Industrywide, efforts were made both to covered by the survey, 1,151 responded, 
economize and to obtain standby fuels. En- representing 84% of the total clay and shale 
vironmental restrictions and associated production sold or used as shown in table 1. 
costs of installing environmental protection’ Production of the 223 nonrespondents was 
equipment, combined with rising capital estimated using reported prior year produc- 
costs, continued to adversely affect pro- tion levels adjusted by trends in employ- 

duction. ment and other guidelines. 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. clays and clay products statistics’ 
‘(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

———— eee ee 
Domestic clays sold or used by producers: Guantey STRESS ------ 54080 48700 age 5.45 uae 
eq AhMg—n--n=SSSTESIIEIICIIIIIIOE sesso gabeaer 84s seen 00,002 
‘Quantity 3214 3151 2619 2484 Values ""T2TTTTTTTITTTIIITIITT seated saesttdt —goanignd «267700 saa? 

Imports for consumption? ot 5 34 33 2 a1 falue ~~ "~" "TSI TITTTT TIT gaome guts sats gala 488 
lay rofractories shipments? Value ~—____ $580,257 $557,388 ge00.049 «$559.55 _$595.209 

Clay construction products shipments: Value ~~~ $1,179{058 $1,061,50T —SoTIs2 $928,409 $1,160,548 
‘Becludes Puerto Rico 
2U'S. Department of Commerce 

221
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‘Table 2.—Clays sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, by State" 

(Short tons unless otherwise specified) 
Common 5 Ball Ben. Fire Fuller's : Total State chy tonite S187, lay earth «Kaolin Total vale 

Alabama... -- W 1,624,734 187,232 Ss 101,269 71,863,235 $20,757,585 
Arizona_____--— = 82,316 118,815 ae! 2 1 151,134 1,424,645 ‘Arkansas 22 = we teat? = ==} onare | Tg03 850.645 
California ——-___ ae 88,092 1,683,153. w 5 44,367 91,815,612 918,255,415 
Colorado .------ Sue 4,300, 442,807 12,110 459,217 2,649,521 
Connecticut ———__ Be - 86,034 = _ ae 36,034, 514,910 
Pale SocoS sos aks, ee 231,416 - ‘423,986 28,943 684,345, 31,566,251 Gogas> == Baosbs «> GREE sakerde§—z5w'988 senusal Tecoeee SE Ww a a SE we neT 91 287 
Mlinois ~~~ -_ see 716,580, - Ww ee 4716,580 $3,359,537 

Indiana _~_~---~ me ies 557,698 Ww pe ae 557,698. 91,421,142 ltt cnmcene -- Sept 22 Heo “a bere9 
euasTiTTZ2i> Tl TD TisbeaS'20/604 
Kentucky————___ Ww : 669,300 Ww = —— 7 5669,300  * $2,142,387 
Louisiana_ —-___ ios Ww 505,054 ike seis 7505,054 10,792,807 Maine Te SN SGas TD gags O52 

Maryland___---— Ww = 483,741 -~ =+ a 483,741 91,146,874 Massachusetts 3 TD Bigs DT 236008 1208-205 Michigans ===> 2 TD uise00 TD 2D == 198900 688.416 
Minnesota ~~ = sie Ww ae i Ww Ww Ww 
Mississippi — - ____ Ww 240,944 943,089 sacee Ww mm 1,445,939 23,846,189 
Missouri ———.--. ae —— 1,003,755 310,675 Ww 108,118 $1,417,548 $11,848,263 
Montana —______ ps 179,068 15,226 ‘188, anos mee 194,482 6,205,294 Newadkesccsc-= TE 18s 2 Teast Son st Nevlas=------ 1. a, SW Ww brres aT a8 NewHampshie= => 12 Be Wo : = W w New Jersey : => oo giB 22 eeolk 596,000 NewMenco=--- 2a Tl atone “2251 5 TZ a8860 114506 
New York __.... Ww -- 371,060, a cn $371,060 °868,551 
North Carolina ___ te —- 2,067,947 ~ ae W 2,067,947 6,680,959 

North Dakota — - -- Ww Le ce —o Ww Ww 
ie — == 1,468,285 248,055 re pati 1,716,340 8,060,857 Oklahoma 2222222 a “ern Tt 22 MBER bar 6 Oregon 222272 > Yee <= Gesee  SUnaaer 

Pennsylvania —.—— see eet 854,687 61,537 sue Ww 916,224 $4,310,929 PuertoRico ~~~ =a => Yesksy 138259261904 
South Carolina -—_ es = 1,052,666 18,302, Ww 142,178, 41,819,146 $34,830,474 SouthDakota == Wwe niger #359°105, Tennessee -----_ 07/744 W aaszai a w W 1066000 2asisie Texas tot. 16004708 Sidaa 4308 W. W «oss — betsrazee 
Bia a 6,230 220,222 622 Ww ee $297,014 41,568,645 Virginia 222222 masz" aoo00 == Feebht 488 950, 
Washington -—-__ aaa = 275,285 7,000 soos sata (282,285, 91,714,671 
‘West Virginia ..-— a ss 248,571 Ww jones se 9248,571 $531,990 
eta coe — 1,938,499 201,268 isos ee ey 2,139,762, 49,058,676 
‘Undistributed _..- 228,467 287,514 90,934 189,576 755,215 187,606 71,196,838 741,584,074 

Total 748811 2886870 27,101,005 1,048,074 1,911,684 7,202,704 4,988,088 981,930,998 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; inchided with “Undistributed.” 
4ncludes Puerto Rico. 
Excludes bentonite, 
Excludes fire clay. 
“Excludes fuller’s earth. 
Excludes ball clay. 
Excludes kaolin. 
"Incomplete total; difference included with individual State totals.
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Table 3.—Number of mines from which producers sold or used clays in the United States 
in 1983, by State! 
a a a a 

state ee a 

Iibeme oo wena ocoae _ fl 24 i 1% 6 en ed = 3 5 UT UB iB 
Rea eR ae ‘i 1 ae =i 4 23 i 7 5 i a 0 i Guoreay 222 SESTETSTOSTIT 2 u a nS i PB} Giarectiat” 2-2 77-77=7 777 : 3 : 2 
Georgia == ==2--=-- =~ a no a % 10 aha ere cy Eon se i } Himes access = u I 2 at u i tpeeaaeciemicremne mee = = Bic ii al # is ose eas Rec eeges soto = a ‘Ge Se : b 
IRN oon cp rncrcsegineeionmnent me 1 20 mise oe ses 21 
amie sn 6 i 2 ae 19 
TAO sen ni secrceesiocerst aim ioe 2 8 oe ie sk 10 

Maine Mags eR ee as 4 Se a es 4 a 1 = $2 ee $ 
Masachusetis °°°222IIIITI ao ze 3 a z a 3 
MaseecOSTTTTTTNSS a re re 2 

Mississippi —___~---_------ 1 4 22 wee 2 segse 29 
Mii ie ie 12 51 2 1b 80 
TNE mercer meneoncmmnoncrsenty ere re 5 1 gee ‘* Ww Nebraske 2227772 aa ane 52 3 
New taagaiise 12DUICSDIO7E Bs Loy gt = é i 
New Jer eo mm a aon ame en ee a ~~ 2 1 — a 3 New Mexico 222227272277 E z 4 2 E 6 New York. "7222277722272 oO ow 2 mo 3 Newt ebamn noazensnane a Es 2. = 3 8 Netitmbole 2002 0u22c12 gen a ae 2 
OM hem ae is 56 1 ee Be 15 Shiekoma~ ton 2 %s : 8 Gear seer cacc es = SS 7 = a " (a bole rppecomars coe es sw wD i 2 

South Carolina_______=---__ Si oes 28 ne 1 20 49 
South Dakota _.___.---.-._ a 1 3 1a. ea ee 4 Fenmenoe yw BO 7 = 2 [coun omens ast 3 i %o i 1 i a 
FO ee ae nscale oi ciotecemeenee +: 3 10 1 1 1 16 

NEGM Sica sta ae 15, aig 1 gi 16 
Washington olen: crow men merenper ates =< 7 2 — we 9 West Verinia c =e i i 5 = t Wyomng nn ---o-- oo 3 Boe 

Total---------------- aim eee MS AL 
Mneludes both active and idle operations. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION, PRICES, AND FOREIGN TRADE, BY TYPE OF CLAY 

KAOLIN olin producers reported major end uses for 
: : 5 their clay as follows: paper coating, 32%; Domestic production of kaolin increased paper filling, 14%; refractories, 5%: chemi. 18%. The average unit value for all grades eat : cals, 5%; common brick, rubber, and fiber- of kaolin increased 5% to $81.19 per short, ans ‘ 

ton. Kaolin was produced in 15 States. Two $1885: 4% each; and catalysts, 3%. Capacity States, Georgia and South Careline, no, increases that’ occurred during the early 
counted for 92% of total production. Arkan- 1980's, in anticipation of a growth that was 
sas ranked third, and Missouri, fourth. Out- ever realized, continued to cause both 
put increased in all States, except for North  xcess plant capacity and lower profit mar- 
Carolina and Pennsyleania. gins for the waterwashed kaolin producers. 

Kaolin is defined asa white, claylike Kaolin sales for refractories use decreased. 
material approximating the mineral kao- The refractory industry was undergoing 
linite. It has a specific gravity of 2.6 and a long-range modifications brought about by 
fusion point of 1,785° C. The other kaolin- changes in technology and imports. 
group minerals, such as halloysite and A notable exception to the waterwashed 
dickite, are encompassed. kaolin capacity increases was a shortage of 

Total domestic consumption of domesti- capacity for calcined grades. Demand for 
cally produced kaolin increased 13%. Ka- calcined grades for paper coating and filling
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had grown rapidly in recent years and it Department of Commerce, increased 3% to 
was anticipated that additional capacity 1.34 million tons valued at $158 million, 
would be brought on-stream during the mid- despite a strong U.S. dollar. Kaolin, includ- 
1980's to meet this need. Production of the ing calcined material, was exported to 59 
paper-grade kaolins, low-temperature: cal- countries. The major recipients were Japan, 
cined, delaminated, and waterwashed, in- 31%; Canada, 18%; the Netherlands, 16%; 
creased 20%, 18%, and 14%, respectively. _Ttaly, 6%; and Mexico, 5%. Kaolin produc- 

All Georgia waterwashed kaolin produc- ers reported end uses for their exports as 
ers continued to modernize, instead of ex- follows: paper coating, 78%; refractories, 
pand, to reduce drying and other energy- 10%; paper filling, 9%; rubber and paint, 
related costs. Particular emphasis was 3% each; and others, including ceramics, 
placed on heat recovery, improved filtra- chemical manufacturing, medical, pharma- 
tion, and increased high-solids slurry ship- ceutical and cosmetics, pesticides and relat- 
ments. J. M. Huber Corp.’s newly completed ed products, sanitary ware, graphite anodes, 
40,000-ton-per-year calcining facility at its ink, and plastics, 2%. 
Huber, GA, plant was undergoing plant Kaolin imports decreased 21% to. about 
trials. J. M. Huber also took delivery of a 7,500 tons valued at $754,000. The United 
new 84-inch magnetic separator at its Hub- Kingdom supplied about 96%. The unit 
er location and continued developing its price of kaolin imported from the United 
Wilkinson County mining operation. Geor- Kingdom increased 14%. 
gia Kaolin Co, moved its overseas shipping Kaolin prices quoted in the trade journals 
operation from Hutchinson Island in the remained unchanged except for calcined 
Savannah River to a new closeby $30 mil- grade, which advanced $37. Chemical Mar- 
lion deepwater facility in the Port of Savan- xeting Reporter, December 26, 1983, quoted 
nah. Thiele Kaolin Co. was completing its prices as follows: 
Ready Creek Div.'s $16 million expansion in | 
Warren County, GA. A new 120,000-ton-per- Weterwashed filly engined, 
year airfloat filler producer, Wilkinson Ka- _ Georgia, per ton ------- $255.00 
olin Associates, started operations near Papergrade, uncalcined. bull, 
Gordon, GA. Another new company, Cas- pert: 
cade Industrial Minerals Inc., was formed to Nog coat scngscestens oe 
develop the hydrothermally altered kaolin No. coating --2--2=7222 78.00 

+ deposits near Eugene, OR. An Italian com- pyj_.No, {cating o> ooo -——— 70.00 
pany, Ceramiche CISA S.p.A, announced basis, perton_- 58,00 
construction plans for a ceramic tile pro- Pelaminated, waterwashed, 
duction facility in the Macon, GA, area. —_I-micrometer average, same 
The company’s American subsidiary, CISA Pas. Pet tena =a oe ——- aid 
America Corp., planned to use Georgia ka- Same basis, per ton ~~~ 60.00 
olins in its manufacturing process. National Toraulary, powder collet 

Exports of kaolins, as reported by the U.S. bags, 3,000-pound lots, per pound 2 

Table 4.—Kaolin sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 
@ eS 

State TShorttons Value _‘Shorttons ‘Value 

Alaboma = ee s0,g96 4.906151 101.269 SRATHARL 
[a ssi] sesodd7 tong gana. Gobtents 22272 DDTETEEIOSIISS SoPTES: 25392 L181 844 44367 11163,900 

Florida --__-2.22222222222222222 22772227 28,380 Ww 2948 _ 21165080 Georgia OST IEORE POE ESTAR E RSC ES 5.268958 445,980,205 588,746 523,406,122 Missouri ~~~ ~27~7722222222- eta $4908 T9Toas? §=— 103118” 2.652,195 South Carolina ---_2222222s2cc2zl2cl222l2- SISTA (OSB ITA «| THB.ATS— 81 409,100 
Other? ~ wean ent: 176,044 8,459,198 187,606 6,887,309 

Total —_— == nee ennnnnna-----=- 6862208 492,610,168 7,202,704 584,751,888 
'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
yo ‘Idaho, Minnesota, Nevada, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, and data indicated by symbol
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‘Table 5.—Kaolin sold or used by producers in the United States, by kind 

hal 192 1988 
a Shorttons Value ‘Shorttons Value 

Airfloat eee 910,184 $43,909,147 965,055 $54,678,774 
Galeinsd 22527 SER EEEAIE TET ee ache 915196 109,675,508 1,006,616 188,276,614 Delaminated ._.-.------2-2-22-222222_2_=- 612591 56,251,295 "T2128 BRST 254 

Unprocanad = DODCS PEE ISN SES RESET SE SSIES 699411 31068621 84.07 AN. T0;948 
Waterwashed ---—-~--2-_---22_22_2_=27_=>_ 24871 _PTLYTIO(5O7 3,665,884 811,558,298 

Total nnn nn anaenna-n------- 6,862,203 492610,166 7,202,704 584,751,888 

Includes both low-temperature filler and high-temperature refractory grades. 

Table 6.—Calcined kaolin sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 

a High-temperature Tow temperature 
Shorttons Value __‘Shorttons Value 

1982 
Canepa lh esse ee nla 817,698 $29,256,516 «410,044 $67,904,868 
Other! ~~ 2"“TITIIITIIIII 187,454 12,514,622 am -- 
Total ene ene 505,152 41,771,188 410,044 67,904,868 

1988, 
Georgia and Alabama... ------~-~------------ 429.682 40,677,908 448,149 786,765,961 
Other! 00 TITTTIIIIIIIIIII 399,541 97,861,746 445,250 *2.971,599 

Total ..----------------------------- 518,228 48,500,654 498,808 89,736,960 
Hincludes Alabama (1982), Arkansas, California, Idaho, Pennsylvania, and Texas. 
*Bxcludes Alabama. 
SIncludes Arkansas, California, and Idaho. 
“Includes Pennsylvania, Texas, and South Caroline, 

Table 7.—Georgia kaolin sold or used by producers, by kind 

- 192 1988 
Shorttons Value __‘Shorttons ‘Value 

Airfloat -.------------------------------ 487922 $16,778,096 395,422 $21,959,864 
Galatnad PGE SELES ESTER ERSTE RETRO EEE T1429 160, 884 «770,556 118,769,408 
Delaminated -2=2TIIITITIITITITITITTTTITTIeaglsan ~—ela5i.z95 §=— Taig aa.5eT 254 Unprocessed ——""="Z“TTIIIILIIITIIIIIIIID «arr as "siase.ses 360/942 46901555, 
Waterwashed -~~=~~TTTTTTTIITITITTTTITIIIT_ 9.182858 arigaetsee 9,636,608 910,050,641 

Total .---_--------------------------- 5 268,958 445,989,265 5,885,746 528,406,122 
MIneludes both low-temperature filler and high-temperature refractory grades.
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Table 9.—South Carolina kaolin sold or used by producers, by kind 

aa 1982 1988 
Shorttons Value Shorttons Value 

BENIN secre icnrccremrecnnml amen 441,694 $23,996,889 510,189 $29,976,858 ‘Unprocessed 22222 2IIITIIITIITITIIIIIIIIII_isose “iiotaiaas—_2angng 14922282 
Millie ese pease te 615,746 25,068,174 142,178 31,409,140 

‘ncludes waterwashed. 

Table 10.—South Carolina kaolin sold or used by producers, by kind and use 
(Short tons) 

TT Kind andse—CSSSSCS~—SSSSSCSSS~=* 

Airfloat:? adbeast ences atie Siting arene eons 12622 17,698 ‘Animal feed and pel waste absorbent ~~ ~~~ 7777772272T72TTTTTTL TTT 2198 1269 
Omenber ss oe So ee ee 214TT 5458 Fertilyers. ~~ --~7+722722222-22s220020272220200202e00ec2ccee 1929 Bisa 
Piberplags Leg 2 Na Te SRIRAM AERTS ERECT - <qelog — ivoloee. 

per conling ond Wing cee Pee cee ee x x Pesticides and related products _-_____.2__212222.220ss200202cs=0 wae Tat Plastiog =~ senna wena ac2o2ss2eceeceeseceelloe2 2st 2I222 11075 dod 
Rubber 22:02" SS NCUEOTCINDIEMSUSRETDEADEREIEEEETECTEERERE «© UID. AEA 

Other refractories? —— ~~~ 1122227222222 ‘4131 4157 
Other uset iierweW ernie I OS ae 81,708 106,914 
Tot a eee en ee nenecemaneneee: 40,632 37,416 

Total nen nnn ennnne-- AM 51019 
‘Unprocessed: Face brick and other uses unknown. — - —------------~-~~--+---. 174,052 231,989 

Ce eee eee a 

‘Includes waterwashed. 
Includes floor and wall tile, pottery, and roofing granules. 
“Includes refractory grogs and rues refractory mortar and cement. 
Includes animal oil; catalyst (oil-refining); chemical manufacturing; electrical porcelain; face brick; firebrick, blocks, 

end shapes; high alumina refractories; ink; medical, pharmaceutical and cosmetic; roofing tile; sewer pipe; and other “unknown uses. 
“Includes ceramics, adhesives, paper filling, pesticides and related products, and rubber.
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Figure 1.—Kaolin sold or used by domestic producers for specified uses. 

BALL CLAY tinued cautiously during the year. Ball clay 
. . producers were also cautiously increasing qneperted production of dere e ee acaay their capabilities to produce water-slurried 

million eae voor ded 68% ot the ball clay for sanitary ware, dinnerware, and 
Nation's outpat falloved is ode: of pre tile markets or adopting this capability. At 
duction, by Kentucky, Mississippi, Texas, ™idveat Ranchers Exploration and Devel 
Maryland, and New York Production in. Pment Corp. acquired Kentucky-Tennessee creased in all States except Texas. The lay Co. when it obtained more than 50% of principal ball clay maykets cintheeed ta he its outstanding shares. Kentucky-Tennessee 
ceramics, mainly dinnerware, pottery, wall 129 is the largest domestic ball clay pro- 
tile, and sanitary ware. Recovery of the “ijy" WAnmultistate operations. construction industry and the overall econo- ne ,¥orage unit value for ball clay 
my during the year spurred the impressive TePorted by domestic producers increase ball clay production gains slightly to $35.08 per ton. Chemical Market- 

Ball clay is defined as a plastic, white- in Reporter, December 26, 1983, listed ball firing clay used principally for bonding in l@Y Prices, revised upwards to reflect more ceramic ware. The clays are of sedimentary Tealistic prices, as follows: 
origin and consist mainly of the clay miner- Domestic, airfloated, bag, carload lots, 
al kaolinite and sericite micas. pammneee ber ten oe eer «9 

Increased production capacities, modern- “earload lots, Teanesece per ton on 24.00 
ization, and/or new plant construction con-
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Ball clay exports increased slightly to eign capital caused by poor economic condi- 
146,000 short tons valued at $4.8 million. tions and devaluation of the peso. 
Unit value decreased 8% to $33.07 per ton. _Ball clay imports, almost entirely from 
Shipments were made to 24 countries. The the United Kingdom, decreased 23% to 
major recipients were Mexico, 58%, and 3,962 tons valued at $280,000. The unit 
Canada, 87%. The large Mexican market value of these imports decreased slightly to 
was still being partially supplied by its $70.67 per ton. 
domestic clays influenced by a lack of for- 

Table 12.—Ball clay sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 

Bisen Airfloat* Unprocessed ‘Total 

Shorttons Value Shorttons Value Shorttons Value 

1982 
Tennessee 288,657 $9,111,952 181,900 $4,680,024 420,557 $13,791,976 
DOE nee et 7189,827 77,635,223 582,107 3796,208 221,934 3,431,431 

Total ----------------___ 428484 16,747,175 2140075476282 __——G4DABL_—_-22,228,407 

1988, 2 
Tennessee _.------------- _ ,S15937 11,826934 191807 -§1mBE7E BOT, TAL 16,955,610 
CARN eterno, 2226140 78,917,738 312,927 $327,931 239,067 9,245,669 

Total ---..- sap ‘542,077 20,744,672 204,734 5,456,607 746,811 26,201,279 

“Includes water-siurried. 
Includes Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, and Texas (1983). 
"Includes California (1982), Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, New York, and Texas (1982). 

‘Table 13.—Bail clay sold or used by producers in the United States, by use 
(Short tons) 

1982 1988 
Use Air. Un- Air. Un- 

float? processed Natal, float! processed Teal 

‘Adhesives ween w _ w Ww ag w 
Animal feed =. 0-2 soci Ww Ww 14,650 W Ww 9,550, China and dinnerware —=—2"~7"77Z7TIZ2 ang 135 28882 34,779 -- — 3hTI9 
(Crockery and other earthenware. ——— ~~~ w : W w 55 Ww 
Drillingmud-— 0 w = Ww Ww _ w 

Electrical porcelain. --—=2=222222222Z222 97m 5480 15,240 12845 90H 19,458 Fiberglass and catalysts (oil refining) -—————~—— W ce W W = Ww 
Firebrick, blocks, shapes... == === W W Ww w W w 
Glazes, glass, enamels o tas Ww w 2,185, 2446 a5 2,691 
‘Grogs and crudes, high-alumina, mortar and cement Tefractories "sn nnn 69804 «= ABT—« T8201" SLITS MTB 

Kiln furniture -— => 22~2LI2> 72 Boo, ~- 20011786 —- —_UT86 
Paper coating and lling ~~ 7777 7-77> ana c.g 329 52 1ge9 Pesticides and related products -———-—_-_—— - Ww Ww Ww W 
Pottery nnn nna nnn easoas ans) M52 14,883 187,087 179,083,118 196,172 
TON te erence eee eee poo Ww Ww sy w Ww Sanitaryware—22TTTTTTTIOITITIIIITT aa toad za aa sez 167.201 

Floor aid Wallis ts 2 Sasc Paes 29,718 56,371 86,089. 63,581 «37,029 100,610 
Other ..------------------------- = —— -— ao 1,607 1,607 

Miscellanésus“2772277=777==I-=IITI gH 2 pT gash sin Tg Exports -------------2---22------___D&N21 802548437 ——B7MOd—B9T BA 
Total_----------------------- 428484 214,007 642,491 542,077. 204,784 746,811 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous.” 
Hncludes water-slurried. 
*Incomplete total; difference included in totals for specific uses.
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FIRE CLAY high-silica clay was being widely used by 
Pas caysaa at . the iron and steel industries in their cupo- 

ire clay sold or used by domestic produc: jas and electric arc furnaces. Kaiser Alumi- ers decreased 4% to 1.04 million tons valued um was selling its refractory plants in 
at $16.4 million. Fire clay is defined a5 Frostburg, MD, Plymouth Meeting, PA, and detrital material, either plastic or rocklike, Gary, IN. The Frostburg plant, the only clay 
containing low percentages of iron oxide, 4nq’high-alumina plant among the three, 
lime, magnesia, and alkalies to enable the j.aq been serving as a distribution point for material to withstand temperatures of the company’s eastern markets 
1,500° C or higher. It is basically kaolinite “Fie clay production was reported from but usually contains other materials such | Fie Ola}, Pragaction we te. Missourt 
as diaspore, ball clay, bauxite clay, and 4:9 West Virginia, Alabama, Pennsylva- shale. Fire clays commonly occur as under- Ui oon gu ecloe of voltae Been 
clay below coal seams and are generally Du and Texas, i ort oe ae eeatie output 
used for refractories. Some fire clay was Fe en nod significa fy in Ala 
Previously reported in other end uses in this hes and ‘Ohio ax d Aacones ‘| i mf ificantly 
report. ema end ¢ . 

Industrywide expansions, moderniza- in Missouri and Pennsylvania 
tions, acquisitions, and/or mergers were _ Exports of fire clay decreased 8% to 
slowed during the year. Most plants were 165,000. tons selued at ale million, The 

soe et ee be ee minimal production schedules. The refrac- $81. , - 
tory clay Industry appeared to be entering a age of higher quality material shipped. Fire 
period of low production, reflecting lower Clay was exported to 22 countries. Belgium- 

demand by major sonuacie see) fount Duernoure Tometned oe and se 
ry, aluminum, and cement industries. In receives oy ja and Mexico 
addition, these industries were switching to received 12% and 11%, respectively. There 
higher alumina-based refractories, either were no imports of fire clay. 
direct-fired or specialties, which contain Unit value for fire clay, reported by 
less fire clay. An exception to the industry producers, ranged from $5 to $26 per ton. 
retrenchments was the $1.4 million expan- The average unit value decreased 7% to 
sion launched by Donoho Clay Co. at its $15.73 per ton. 
‘Anniston, AL, plant. The company’s unique 

Table 14.—Fire clay sold or used by producers in the United States, by State* 
ap nena AB eg aee IOB 

Shortens Value Shorttona Value 
Alabama _ PPE CiBuE EE 89,500 $2,085,278 137,232 $3,595,800 (eee IO Bio Rg Tao 1a 16 Wis 2 ce 2 cian cuien gnc SSEDPDTE PROUCTIATS 106d = 181.338, = = 
Kentucky and West Virginia? _____________.----- 9,698 106,699 167,467 1,912,388 Milman na West Vieginiel ---coccccTTIccTIID atten agteiong = algae 878868 
Montana _._ ~~~... sepeiereeuaain trannertncitieininee et ‘546 Ww 188 Ww New somay ote DOs DSN TaRTTSRIESODEESRTSES wig azzlo 101s 21,000 New Menico -~--=-== TITEICIIIIIISI2 w w 2051202 Oho STAPTTITIIITIIIITTTIIITTIIIOITITT «aga gengos aig 8.421 880 Pennsylvania = ---~~—-~=—~ ce Hes, Seontne §=— apa “ass.104 
Sh DRI soe e tee nee: Ww w 18,302, Ww 5 i YS etl ae ONS IT W W ae 4380 
Wao owii eeet oeeg OES Ww Ww 7,000 Ww Other TT TTTTTTTTTTTTTITTTTTITT TTT T___teeo60_o0aaz ——azit09 502,986 

Total .-------- =a --na------- «6 9TT——18AABTS2_——L0480T4 16,408,990 
‘W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
3Refractory uses only. 
21982 data included Kentucky only. . . 
"Includes California, Idaho, Indiana (1983), West Virginia (1982), and data indicated by symbol W.
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BENTONITE tic output. Some increase in drilling and 
fe nd r ; foundry activities occurred near yearend. Bentonite production decreased 11% to ‘i i 2.9 million tons valued at $81.7 million, A. T%0 Rotable exceptions to the bentonite 19% decrease in production of swelling i8dustry’s slowdown were the activities of 

bentonite in Wyoming, the largest produc. the American Colloid Co. and Southern 
ing State, accounted for most of this de- Clay Products Inc. a subsidiary of English crease. Domestic consumption decreased for China Clays America, American Collo drilling mud, foundry sand, and pelletizing | Puilt a new facility in Belle Fouche, SD, the 
iene location of one of its sodium bentonite 

Bentonite was produced in 15 States. The Plants, for production of a white bentonite 
high-swelling or sodium bentonites contin. 42d @ magnesium aluminum silicate for the 
ued to be produced chiefly in Wyoming, Pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries. 
Montana, and California, The calcium og Southern Clay began a $2 million expansion 
low-swelling bentonites continued to be pro- of an organoclay production operation in duced in the other States, Gonzales, TX, which, when completed, will 

All major western and southern bentonite double the plant's capacity. Organoclay vis- 
producers either canceled or deferred on- COsifiers are used as rheological control 
going expansions or modernizations. Most additives in water-based systems, such as in 
plants were shut down intermittently dur- paints, and oil-based drilling muds. In an- 
ing the year or were on reduced production other bentonite event, Kaiser Aluminum 
schedules. However, the industry remained and Gulf Oil Corp. set up a new specialty 
in a position to meet reasonable increases in chemicals joint venture, Harshaw-Filtrol 
demand. The industry malaise was caused Partnership, that combined the assets of 
by low levels of oil- and gas-well drilling Gulf's Harshaw Chemicals and Kaiser's Fil- 
activities during the year compounded by trol subsidiary. Filtrol was a major pro- 
continued depression in the steel and found- ducer of clay-based absorbents and catalysts 
ry industries. These three industries tradi- for the oil refinery industry. 
tionally had consumed about 90% of domes- 

Table 15.—Bentonite sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 
ag Nonswelling _—~”~”~*S welling’ SCS 

Bee Short tons Value Short tons ‘Value Short tons Value 

1982 
Arizona eared errr 27,518 $529,189 _ a 27,518 $529,189 Galfornia 7 22222III22 Betas 125851 zsh $995,508 Thess dna056 Golorado. = 2~277272-> ‘#000 "58,000 60 ‘60, 080 58,600 Koonses, 2 SDESEESSIOZ ne oe 15,000 300,000 15,000 300,000 Mississippi “"""7TIITIIZ aa 6,008,408 as : 231598 6.063140 Montana’ -_ 7777772222 ue ~- 2013 g042,8BA © BoT'gTS§Buasa4 Nevada 222222222222 — 14/500 752206 = 14/500 52206 
DERN sccrsiecpitemstamenemain 49,580 8,496,738 50,890 1,664,709 100,470 5,161,447 
Utah. Sees sae “= sec 6874 96,543 6,874 96,543. Wyoming ------------- = =~ agormé —ragee'S2—aann'776«—ta.9me'824 
Oe Se 4192,799 33,198,914 220,679 7852,102 158,478 4,051,016 

Total... 500,985 17,060,505 744,585 85,606,242 9,244,800 102,765,897 
1988, 

Arigona 0 -- 32816 934245 - 216 984,145 Gallfernia 7222322222202 65789 4,655;802 m8 129,07 © aS}002 5805289 Golorado- = -=7272 222222 £000 56,000, 300 000 4300” 62/000, Kansas 2222022222272 ae ie 15,000 300,000 15000 _ 300,000 
Mississipat ~ IIIT sagt 5,952,808 te wa 84d 5.952.304 
Mostana. oo ae a 179,068 6,170,500 179,068 6,170,500 Nevada --_—~~~~~~-7 7 = “boast «19425 “os Tar a2, Metasc = Sob scTae es W W W W 74786 2815965 Dik. esi eees aces = - 6230 187,000 6230 187/000, Wyoming == <22TTTI22 ae =~ 038483 aa.0u67T60 1.988400 48,086760 
Dlee Caen 160,361 24,874,887 ‘201,909 78,092,366 287,514 10,090,788 

Mitehs) ccesesecious 503,410 16,472,638, 2,383,460 65,233,488 2,886,870 81,706,126 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Mcludes Alabama, Idaho (1982), and Louisiana. 
*Includes Idaho, South Dakota, and Tennessee.
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Table 16.—Bentonite sold or used by producers in the United States, by use 
(Short tons) 

a re ee 
1982 1983 

Use SS er eee 
xii g Swelling Total gyfiing Swelling Total 

Domestic: 
Adhesives__ —. Jescoceesese a 179 119 = 6,688 6,688 

Animal feed —.-—--------~-- 66,334 14,148 140,482, 38,737, 98,220 136,957 

Catalysts (oilefining) -———~~==— agi 4431510828 173 10507 
Cement, portland reer R ae Ww w = Ww Ww 

Drilling mod _— 4 -5- =: 15,275 1,409,072 1,424,347 580 «1,155,189 1,155,769 

a a ee) 2 =e = 
“Antaal oils and mineral oils and 

greases ___.. oroaits 120,120, 1,936, 122,056 81,781 4,260 86,041 

Vegetable oils_ ~~~ ~ 27,135 a“ 27,185, 21,250 4,203 25,453 

Foundrysand ___________...- 186,243 828,028 514,271 207,224 372,726 579,950 

Glazes, glass, enamels ____~_..... ae Ww Ww eS Ww W 

Medical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic [2 8050 8080 Tl 4ast gaat 
Punto nese ee anne <2 32'g88 12.998 <I Ses aes 
Pelletizing (iron ore) —__-____-...- ee 396,506 396,506 big: 301,357 301,357 

Pesticides and related products _ — _ _. 366 4,731 5,097 506 1,282 7,788 

Pet waste absorbent__ ______.... Ww ws Ww Ww sie w 

Waterproofing and sealing” ~~~ 17989 «87,87 «10548620079 73,58d =. (98,618 
Miscellaneous'...-------~---~ 60,155 65,817 125,972, 120,488 74116 194,604 

‘Total EET SETAE 497,878 2,891,745 2,889,623 500,974 2,113,413 2,612,387 
—————E 

Exports: "Drilling mud -.------.----—-~ -. 227409 22,409 yrgos) 178037 
Founietand 222 ---aenn-— ios 5s 58550 ie = “Bd 85,069 
Othe. eee, 2,248 ‘T1970 14,218 2,310 59,067 61,377 

Metal, ie een 2957 852,820 356177 _—«2486_~—«T2,047 74,488 

Grand total __~.~--~--~ 500,285 2,744,565 3,244,800 503,410 2,883,460 2,886,870 

____ Sandal --- OOo 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous.” 
‘Chemical manufacturing, fiberglass, firebrick, blocks and shapes, gypsum products, mineral, woo! and insulation, oi! 

Sot ‘grease absorbents, paper coating, paper filling, plastics, rubber, ink, uses not specified and data indicated by symbol 

2{ncludes animal feed, face brick, paint, plastics, waterproofing and sealing, and uses not specified. 

On December 26, 1983, Chemical Market- - the U.S. dollar. 
ing Reporter quoted domestic bentonite, 200 __ Bentonite was exported to 70 countries. 
mesh, bags, carload lots, f.o.b. mines, as The major recipients were Canada, 35%; 
$43.50 per ton. The average unit value Japan, 13%; Singapore, 9%; Venezuela, 5%; 
reported by domestic producers decreased and the Federal Republic of Germany and 
11% to $28.30 per ton. Per-ton’ values re- the Netherlands, 4% each. Domestic ben- 
ported in the various producing States rang- tonite producers reported that the end uses 
ed from $12.10 to $82.23, but the average of their exports were drilling mud, 65%; 
value reported by the larger producers was foundry sand, 13%; and other, 22%. 
near the Montana average figure of $34.46 Bentonite imports, consisting largely of 

Bentonite exports decreased 17% to chemically activated material, increased 
554,000 tons valued at $42.6 million. The 6% to 7,696 tons valued at $2.1 million, 
unit value of exported bentonite decreased primarily because of increased shipments 
6% to $76.86 per ton; this was attributed to from Mexico. The chemically activated ben- 
a smaller percentage of the higher cost tonite was imported from six countries, 
drilling muds and foundry sand grades with Canada supplying 48%; Mexico, 44%; 
shipped. Domestic bentonite producers were the Federal Republic of Germany, 5%; and 
facing increased competition in foreign the United Kingdom, Japan, and Italy, the 
markets caused in part by the strength of remaining 3%.
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Figure 2.—Bentonite sold or used by domestic producers for specified uses. 

FULLER'S EARTH dominantly of the lath-shaped amphibole 
. lay mii ite. - Production of fuller's earth increased {voy Minera) aitapulgite, Most ote fhe 

14% to 1.91 million tons valued at $107 United States contains varieties of mont- million. Most of the increase was caused by > oritionite 
Seeia: Tromrne tat take dora Industrywide enlargements, moderni- 
Bo t> $5581 per ton largely because of *9ti0Ns, acquisitions, and/or mergers were 
improved canvessing of lower valued ab- ither canceled or deferred until economic 
sorbent clay producers. Production was re- Conditions improve, One notable exception 
ported from operations in 12 States. The Was an expansion by Excel Minerals Inc. 
two top producing States, Georgia and Flori- into eastern markets by setting up a pack- 
da, accounted for 58% of domestic produc- ®éing plant in Quincy, FL. The west coast- 
tion. All of the States except Florida and based company was planning to distribute 
Nevada showed gains in production, while Pet waste absorbent clays supplied by the 
Utah was unchanged. Floridin Co. from its nearby fuller's earth 

Significant increases in consumption oc- operation in Quincy. 
curred in oil and grease absorbents and pet _ Attapulgite, a fuller’s earth-type clay, 
waste absorbents. "finds wide application in both the absorbent, 

Fuller's earth is defined as a nonplastic and thickening areas. The thixotropic prop- 
clay or claylike material, usually high in erties of attapulgite clays provide the im- 
magnesia, which has adequate decolorizing portant thickening and viscosity controls 

and purifying properties. necessary for suspending solids. Mineral 
Production from the region that includes thickeners are used in such diverse markets 

Attapulgus, Decatur County, GA, and Quin- _as paints, joint compound cement, polishes, 
cy, Gadsden County, FL, is composed pre- and plastics.
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Prices for attapulgite reported by produc- value of exported fuller’s earth decreased 
ers ranged from $47.41 to $67.75 per ton; 8% to $85.24 per ton. The major recipients 
montmorillonite prices ranged from $10 to were Canada, 70%; the Netherlands, 199%; 

$79. and Japan and the United Kingdom, 3% 
Fuller's earth exports to 32 countries each. No imports of fuller’s earth were 

increased 10% to 102,000 tons. The unit reported. 

Table 17.—Fuller’s earth sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 

‘Beate Attapulgite Montmorillonite Total 

Shorttons Value Shorttons Value -Shorétons Value 

1982 
Florida -.-.---------. 442.288 $80,907,739, - =. 44,258 $80,907,739 
esi Stee 294,861 15,763,497 239,323 $11,794,188 ‘534,184 27,557,685 
‘Other .—.------..-- =.= 119,059 36,645,625, 587,159 731,533,356 706,218 38,178,981 

Total-.------------___ 85673 53816,861__—826482_—43,977,544 1,682,655 __ 96,644,405 

1983. 
Petia ccoecsoeses 423,986, 28,727,128 ss = 423,986 28,727,128 Georgia 2=227777777TZ2 Gotan) BTL Ta 195,849 9,254,489) lS 
Tee 21,689 1,415,440 Ww W Ww Ww Vitginia------2--27=7 ia ne 40,000 2,000,000 40,000 2,000,000 
QU oo ose 386,870 14,476,993 647,158 87,245,322. 755,217 43,137,755 

Totel_------------ 1,029,236 58,190,704 -882,98—«48,499,791 «1,911,634 106,600,495 
\W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Mncludes Illinois (1983), Nevada, and Texas. 
Includes Arizona (1988), Ilinois, Mississippi, Missouri, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, and Virginia (1982) 

‘Table 18.—Fuller’s earth sold or used by producers in the United States, by use 
(Short tons) 

1982 Tes 
‘Use Atta- ‘Montmoril- Atta- — Montmoril- 

pulgite Tonite Total _pulgite Tonite ‘Total 

Domestic: "Adhesives. 661 te eo. 1,865 a. 1,865 
Animal eed 2-2 10 = 10 ee aa ee 
ERG WIN on rece re mini emir ocr: 109,226 sore 109,226 81,406 sree 81,406 Fertilizers ~~" 7"7727TTTIT SS 5at268 ee 13581 60,588, 
Filtering, clarifying, decolorizing minersl oils and gresses---_-— 19,202 == 9302 2,185 176 22,161 Medical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic. — 112 1 2 113 
Oilandgrease absorbents-.---_ 170,081 «282,883 402864 © 259,688 «198,946 468,684 
Paint .— cpemoercar mre arene 5,396 = 5,896 8,238 8,238 Pesticides and related producis-_ 92.827 520 eT BST NTS 83858 1581589 
Petwaste absorbent .--------- $20,179 «859.958 680,187 820,587 ABH,S44 806.481 
Other... ae ace ss = 22,971 10,126 33,097 Miscellaneous! "~~" 77777778088 8157 115,580 68,945 gosta 107824 

‘Total .. m ore 805,344 768,843 1,574,187 909,984 829,562 1,739,546 

Exports: "Being mud 653 = 653 865 - 865 
Olland grease absorbents————~-_ 41,589 273 18 LST 36489 128,380, 
Pesticides and related products... _ . ae si 7437 “458 7,895 
Pet waste absorbent === 3,207 2gi8 80810121805 12808 25,708 
‘Miscellaneous* ——___________ 5,840 343. 5,683 6,234 3,011 9,245 

FIO a cirnntenmint 50,829 57,639 108,468 119,252 52,836. 172,088 

‘Grand total . = +2 --==-~ 856,173, 826,482 1,682,655 1,029,236 882,898 1,911,634 

‘Includes common brick; catalyst oil refining; chemical manufacturing; glazes, glasses, and enamel; gypsum products; 
‘mortar and cement refractories; plastics: pottery; and sanitary ware. 

Includes paint and uses not specified.
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Figure 3.—Fuller’s earth sold or used by domestic producers for specified uses. 

COMMON CLAY tural clay products such as brick and drain 
Domestic sales or use of common clay and tile, Portland cement clinker, and bloated 

shale increased 21% to 27.2 million tons lightweight aggregates. cavacitics® ‘new 
valued at $116 million, Output increased produc Ps : 
significantly in Alabama, Georgia, and Plants, and acquisitions and/or mergers 
North Carolina and decreased in Texas, the Slowed during the year. The construction 
major producing State. Common clay and industry, the largest consumer of heavy 
shale represented 66% of the quantity and *l@¥ Products, such as brick, lightweight 
12% of the value of total domestic clay ®88reéate, portland cement, sewer pipe, and 
production. Domestic clays and shales had _ tiles, was emerging from its depressed state. 
Been used mainly by producers to fabricate Large inventories, which resulted in either 
or manufacture products. Less than 10% of Plant shutdowns or lower production sched- the total output was sold. The average unit Wles during the first part of the year, were 
value for all common clay and shale pro- Worked off by midyear and at yearend the 
duced in the United States and Puerto Rico industry was experiencing heavy produc- 
increased 3% to $4.25 per short ton. The tion. Z . 
range in unit value was from $2 to $20.98. The Lingl Corp. installed a coal-firing 
Common clay is defined as a clay or kiln system for Glen-Gery Corp. at its York, 

claylike material that is sufficiently plastic PA, brickworks. Kiln capacity was 125,000 
to permit ready molding and that vitrifies bricks per day. Another coal conversion 
below 1,100" C. Shale is sedimentary rock contract was awarded to Harrop Industries 
composed chiefly of clay minerals that has Inc. by Richtex Corp. to convert one of its 
been both laminated and indurated while Columbia, SC, kilns to coal-firing by year- 
buried under other sediments. Clay and end. 
shale are used in the manufacture of struc- Henderson Clay Products Co., Henderson,
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TX, announced the acquisition of the Glea- world’s largest lightweight aggregate kiln, 
son Clay Products Div., Nashville, TN, from _ was ideally located near the Chattahoochee 
Herbert Materials Inc. that was divesting River and accessible to barge transport. 
itself of its building materials holdings. Output of heavy clay products continued 
Henderson operated six brick manufactur- to be hindered by fluctuating fuel costs and 
ing plants in the Tennessee, Midsouth, and labor shortages. Industry attention in the 
Southwestern areas. Northwest’ and Southeast focused on coal, 

Work was proceeding on a new $6 million sawdust, and woodchip firing as a possible 
clay lightweight aggregate complex in Clay _ escape from the high cost of oil and gas and 
County on Georgia's southwest border. The intermittent availability of the latter. 
new plant, reportedly containing the 

Table 19.—Common clay and shale sold or used by producers in the United States, by 
State! 

; 1082 1088 
vate Shorttons Value Shorttons Value 

Alabama ————-—— =! 1158.099 $620,112 1624794 $437,924 MammcUSuiirdscticocanmigenarecceniay (ieee, “Peas, lass... sono Atkensas227722s222T2222222TTTTTTTTTIZ_Sas'70 goons =— “Tagan «1 3068 Galiormia 2227227772TTTTTTTIIIIIIIIOITIT «eas gS eas aL 186,177 Goorado Se ere ae oso ogsss— azann “23478005 Gonmecicul -2722727222TIITIIIGIITICIIOTID Taare apap Bgok Sia 10 Folds t= 22222DTDTTTTTTTIIIT TITS «tga stabs amis Buda Georgia 2272227 TTTITTTTTIIIIIIIICIIIIID «—stolad—aa0'588—paoeo gra gt i TOCTEIIICIDITIOOD «ios Batas2 “rego Sasalaar Indiane=2222222222-222vvozzssssscssss222 aS Tzanstg «grog LBL a Pee TDDTTTTTIIOITTICTIITILEIEIT T= ang PaSN es «= Stalemate Kansas TOUILIIGIEEICIIOIIIOOIIIION Gage «aos Toszsd—Saan.608 Kentucky L22TDTITTTTIOOIITIOIOIIIIOIT ~—_ samlane «san 7ed © gg0.900 Baa at i Sosee 6235920 “BOOSH 10,579,640 Minne! SSSNOTE anes neeoeaSaRa a tee stass tea) as ase Onn Maryland ---22272ccl22ZTTT2TTTTIIIID anager amauta Masachusstig 772777 777777222I202T2II0002 20st = L1lg663 = dagoas 1208205 Michigans = 2722l2222llZ0TTZIZICTIIIOOTE owes © Aou5s 1188900 Sead iG Missisippics222222222222227ZTTTTTTTIIIIT“aalast Tangs) ods oso 2 60u/on Miscou = 2777TT7TTTIIOUIIIOOCIIIIOOII «ABN aad eons = 1.008755. N18 105 Montana ~~ 722222222222722222222222222 gis alg 15326 a8 A Nebraska" 2772TTITTTTICIITIOOIIIIOCIID ase? SBT abs BL New dersey Tmt TIDDniaac2 50550 3583820 50}000 385,000 Nowteexioor SETI EMIOAGIA APSE SAANRSOT OR soou = zag) 47609 al 7 i ET sivsia 890,847 371.060 a 55} North Garelina 222TTZTTTITITITIOIIITIIOOI: a isiges «pause «era 6.680859 Ohio ewes 22TTTTZIITITIIIIIITIIIIIITID hago Sea ead | Tew2es “Lego ba7 Oklahoma 2-~2227 22 : TIIcl MHBvESs gorse SRI'SB?— 2387"746 Oregonee2TDIITITISIIIIIIIILIIIICIIIII «MM sse“zaesas Beazer “Pro ger Pentepivania ~~ ~~~~~~7777—7777772TTTTII2 795043 «014848 ABAGRT an EDD Puerto Rico CIDEIIIOIIIIGIOIITD —desogs = Puar'on = a59 "abl 04 South Carolina -——=--~==----7=-7==277T7ZT =o 583 T0023» 1,0585666 ats ant South Dekotay-s Bs SN SeSTDSTELE SEDER TEED waist = “"gag705—“ipate «358,105 Tennessee -~222nozazzzzz2z22TTTTTTTTD Bae SIN98Aa'221 Go os Teugsee TTTTTTTTTTTITTTTIOIIIIIIIIIT ~—agww'SSS =a neseel = aT 14038600 Ura covos2sSSOISTCTITIIIE IIo awa amass «eae “Tras Vignia --~727777722TTTTLITTITTIIIIIIIZ AIO gnaaosr = tasz0r 46 950 Wathingion = --22222z2lc2222ZTIZCTITIIIDT «dog Viadana isms iden West Virginia==~72777TTITTTTTTIIIIITIITT oon SsaaTS aR STL 581.880 Siyouing SSUEUTOC COUGE SEER SCARULDEIS 153260 TUS's28—«BOLB6S 1 0LL 016 Other? TTTDTITTTTIIIIIIEIIISEEIIISIIEE___ tous gaai0s_——“oo.gga 07358 
Total —- enn nneeneeenenenennnnnna-- ARBOR 90668901 27,191,905 15,586,280 
¥ncludes Puerto Rico includes Minnesota, New Hampshire, and North Dakota, 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

‘The manufacture of heavy clay products domestic consumption. In summary, 66% of 
including (1) building brick, sewer pipe and all clay produced was consumed in the 
drain, roofing, structural, terra cotta, and manufacture of these clay- and shale-based 
other tile; (2) portland cement clinker; and construction materials. 
(3) lightweight aggregate accounted for Heavy Clay Produets—The value re- 
24%, 18%, and 11%, respectively, of total ported for shipments of heavy clay products
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increased 26% to $1.16 billion. Thousand- and fertilizers. Clays were used in pesticides 
unit counts for building or common face and fertilizers as carriers, diluents, or prill- 

brick increased 31%. Vitrified clay sewer ing agents. Bentonites were used mainly in 
pipe and fittings shipped increased 15% and animal feeds. 
shipments of clay floor and wall tile increas- _Of total clay produced, 11% was used in 
ed 12%. Notable increases in common clay filler applications; of this, kaolin accounted 
and shale used in building brick production for 88%; fuller’s earth, 5%; bentonite, 4%; 
occurred in Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, and ball clay, common clay and shale, and 
Illinois, Indiana, Towa, Kentucky, Mary- fire clay, the remaining 3%. Kaolin consum- 
land, West Virginia, North Carolina, Ohio, ed as fillers increased 45% to 8.9 million 
and Virginia. tons. Increases occurred in the use of kaolin 

Lightweight Aggregates.—Consumption as filler in adhesives, 28%; paint, 16%; and 
of clay and shale in the manufacture of paper filler and coater, 15% each.’The total 
lightweight aggregate increased 9% to 4.4 quantity of fuller’s earth used in insecti- 
million tons. This was attributed to the cides and fungicides decreased 8%. 
upturn in construction. Demand in the Absorbent Uses.—Absorbent uses for 
newer markets, such as running tracks, golf clays accounted for over 1.45 million tons, 
courses, and horticulture, continued to or 4% of total clay consumption. Demand 

grow. for absorbents increased 19%. Fuller's 
Refractories.—All types of clay were used earth was the principal clay used for ab- 

in manufacturing refractories. Fire clay, sorbent purposes, and this application 
bentonite, and kaolin accounted for 86%, accounted for 88% of its entire output. 
28%, and 19%, respectively, of total clays Bentonite was also used. Demand for clays 
used for this purpose. The remainder, ball in pet waste absorbent, representing 66% of 
clay, fuller’s earth, and common clay and absorbent use, increased 18%. Use in floor 
shale, was used primarily as bonding absorbents, chiefly to absorb hazardous oily 
agents. Bentonite was used primarily as a substances, representing the remaining 
bonding agent in proprietary foundry for- 34% of absorbent demand, increased 16%. 

mulations. Drilling Mud.—Demand for clays in 
The tonnage of clays used for refractories rotary-drilling muds decreased 20% to 1.24 

increased slightly and constituted 6% of million tons and accounted for 8% of total 
total clays produced. The modest recovery clay production. The domestic bentonite 
of the depressed refractory consuming in- industry had continued its rapid expansion, 
dustries, including steel, cement, foundry, begun in the latter half of the 1970's, until 
and glass, were responsible for the increas- mid-1982. Then an oil glut and economic 
ed consumption. These increases caused downturn, compounded by uncertainty as to 
continued expansion in refractory aggre- the future of unregulated deep gas, resulted 
gate production and a slight upsurge in the in lower oil- and gas-well drilling activity 
manufacture of more conventional brick- that continued into 1983. Swelling-type ben- 
type refractories. Refractory aggregates tonite remained the principal clay used in 
were used mostly in specialty plastics, gun- drilling mud mixes, although fuller’s earth 
ning, ramming, castable mixes, and/or as a__ and nonswelling bentonite were used to a 
substitute for refractory bauxite. The major limited extent. Bentonite and fuller’s earth 
refractory consuming industries were con- accounted for nearly 100% of the total 
tinuing to undergo major changes in tech- amount of clay used for this purpose. Small 
nology and production levels for their prod- amounts of ball clay and kaolin were used 

ucts in specialized formulations. 
Filler.—All kinds of clay have been used _ Floor and Wall Tile.—Common clay and 

to some extent as fillers in one or more shale, ball clay, fire clay, and kaolin, in 
areas of use, Kaolin, fuller’s earth, and. order of volume, were used in manufactur- 
bentonite have been the principal filler ing floor, wall, and quarry tile. This end-use 
clays. Kaolin was used in the manufacture category accounted for 1% of the total clay 
of paper, rubber, paint, and adhesives. Ful- production. Demand for tile increased’11% 
ler’s earth was used primarily in pesticides to 406,000 tons.
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Table 21.—Shipments of principal structural clay products in the United States 
Product IS —«*SBO—~=C«COT~C*C«*ORSC*«U 

Unglazed common and face brick: 
jantity ------.---------millfon standard brick. 802065135202, 407.5792 

falue <——-———— TTT million $749 $625,540 $504 SOE Unglazed structural tle: 
ntity ----~-----------~ thousand short tons _ @ 102 9 9 20 ving js asdanersgehainge ~~ iilion = Ea cy 8 36 35 ified clay and sewer pipe fittings: 

Quantity “ST T""__ thousand short tons 8475446] falue TTT Smilin $120, $109 S138, B5R B04 Unglazed, salt glazed, coramic-glazed structural facing tile including glazed brick: 
Quantity -———“E milion equivalent 56 46 35 u Ww falue <== -— 7 TN ilions. = SST 8 w Cay floor and wail fie Including quarty tie: SL TN a um ie ge flue" 7TTT TITTIES nition. —__— $285 $810_— S341 OBM_— S88 

Total value -—---------------------do.--- $1179 $1,062 $972 15923, —$1,161 
|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
*Data do not ada to total shown because of independent rounding: 
‘Source: Bureau of Census Report Form M82-D (82), Current Industrial Reports—Clay Construction Products. 

‘Table 22.—Common clay and shale used in building brick production in the United 
States, by State 

aes 1982 1988 
Shorttons Value ‘Shorétona Value 

Alabama eee eww nnenennennenn-n- ——«STGOLL «82478825 BRR OTZ 88,627,864 ‘Arizona and NewMexieo -——72~"7"T22TTIIIIITZAtiggo S825 dapals 8108 Arkansas-—-<"—-7=----=2—--=-=-==T TTI Bader © Bast] © 6dM0 a6 California -—=2[TTILIIIITIIIIITIIITIITI I ages ade 288085 | TT55 
Golorado "22 2T2 TTT ATTSTTITTITITIIOIIID «Hol osebd dat oor§—arolaai Gonnecticut, Florida (198%), New Jersey ~~~ ~~~" ~7 116059 "70880116034 "589°910 Georgia, 2-7 0° TN TTEN TTTU TI TLLlsas8tk a goTog7 © 1,028,198 2.948605 

Idaho (1988) and Utab _~7~77TTITIIITIIIIIIT 84.966 "525.959 83512504781 Minois 0-8 SLLLLLLLTITTIIITITITITTTsaelane rans) se 1452 780,175 Indiana and iowa. -—2"777TTTTTTTITIIICITITT «Batons "BectTo «= ass 138137 Renues (coerce GES RRS EES 130.412 3199979 LaTosg “430,877 
KBentiely ne ed eee 163105697307 «258496 1,058,766 Uodielane 2021 2Sa So Casa ToS SETS TCT 66064 - 150/320 90,398 "207,162 ‘Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire ---————"~—""_asy7a9 12,681 5801584259 Maryland and West Virgina “7 °°""~-"LIILI->~ oslo Tugmss «opal 
Michigan and Minnesota ---_-_. 2. 2_222~=_=- gon 759/726 8282 "658,875 Minion nanan nn oe ET ISTS TS 2er24 1012925 T004TL_— 2,385,428 
Mien 22g oF son nan ey eeno ayo PETC TECE, 60,544 "22 586 82183 “aea8d6 Nebraska and North Dakota-—-—-—2--2LLLT77I2asabs seed aBe12 10,601 NewYork <2 = oc coo sn rosea SS ESET 5462 aT 281 das ood © Tg North Carolina -—27_~77="7==7=7TITITTIIIII gas zT0 a se0l7ad 1 a0 T06 280,024 Ohio ATES TTTTTTITTTTTTTIIIIIIILIIII ~—“Sewaso «= eg.e79 = “ssgons © 2670.674 
Oklahoma |-===ZITITIIIITLTIIILIITTIITID awa; = 'se5781 «18092 "Sn 148 Qregon == === 222 TI IL ILIILILIILIIIILILE 28°385, 61,490 18808 26914 Pennsylvania |""~TL(T"TT"TTTTTTTITITIITDgasisnt «agian =a 7s = gT,084 
South Carolina -==-2"7==7=2-=TLTTILIIIIII59)536 Bo 286 gaz'380 © -ZoRT 300 gage oa Uae a oe ies "saar10 «287905387740 Wi 
Weshington —=ISIZISSIIISISOCIISISIISCILIE 99.109 433,081 158,453 575,502, Wyoming _---~-~-~727--222s22222_2~77_ 14gid_ 135,104 30,738 _—_-295,392 

Total... ---_---------------------. 190.602 95,781,791 13,602,284 48,807,766
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Table 23.—Common clay and shale used in lightweight aggregate production in the 
United States, by State 

— ‘Short tons Tol 
State Concrete Structural Highway value Block concrete surfacing Other Total " 

1982 
Alabama and Arkansas... 456,296. 116,001 990 18.483 586,770 92,511,906 Colifornia 2D TTTTTTTT TT erage (225300 —- 28800 Saet045 “8214765 
Florida, Indiana, fowa----—------— 179518 45,689 =- 8416 283,568 899,275 Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana --_-_1_ 419417 «168.287 «52.07 BBM B4B'6D4 9.258.840 
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri —— 208494 736s 18,345, ~~ 800426 1/688 081 
Montana and NewYork... ------ $6,809 21,303 ze => hagee “482.369 North Carolina snd North Dakota -— 116,908 79.436 a 38 196,284 = 563761 Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania ----— 205,939 82.848 50 51176 200138 _B07 480 
South Dakota, Utah, Virginia ---===_ 110,415 42027 = 14100 168542 1,600°724 Texaso----eve-en-neaen naar 44201 168,780 260/071 1,20"783—_AOTB:OeE 

Total _____-_-_-_---------_2,185,928 1,255,808 288,688 884,409 4,084,827 24,681,048, 

1988 
Alabama and Arkanses..--------- 495128 184,148, -- 18981 648,252 944,788 
Galifornia <0 --TITITTITIII gear 20849 =I ind a5e.g64 2761 916 Florida, Indiana, fowa_—-—-""ZII7 182.159 47289 =; 48 Bangi 9571498 
Kanane Kentucly, Louisiana “—“—"""S1B957 STS SL 8K 1.900 FORD 18-01 640 
Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missourl-—_ 277,587 81856 (26,281 ~- 885,674 1/922'809 MontanaandNew York... 64214 19,852 = 3 ssisee “340.580 
North Carolina and North Dakota -~_ 106,288 68,685 = Bi iabs4 589,188 Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania -~-~_ 1981025 86,829 BO 6500 aaea04 = BaRtaoe 
Utah end Virginia--------2-2222 —1BT118 82,781 wz pg i800 177769 1,966,087 Texas--------c-2-22--------___875,509 624.582 219.4853aaby72e 1,849,268 755,477 

Total -------------------- 2,480,786 1,822,087 288,276 804616 4,895,745 90,419,692 

Pelletizing Iron Ore.—Bentonite contin- U.S. deposits continued to be the major 
ued to be used as a binder in forming hard _ world source for swelling bentonites. 
iron ore pellets. Demand decreased 24% to Ceramics.—Total demand for clays in the 
801,357 tons, reflecting a downturn in taco- manufacture of pottery, sanitary ware, 
nite pellet production because of decreasing china and dinnerware, and related products 
steel demand, excerbated by inroads made (excluding clay flower pots) accounted for 
by cheaper foreign bentonites into a tradi- 3% of the total clay output. This demand, 
tional U.S. clay market. Of the total bento- principally for ball and kaolin clays, in. 
nite produced, about 44%, all of the swell- creased 4%, to 1.25 million tons. 
ing variety, was consumed for this purpose.
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‘Table 24.—Shipments of refractories in the United States, by product 
TR 1985 

Product eae Quan Value Quan. Value 
tity hut 

CLAY REFRACTORIES 
Soperduty fireclay brick and shapes 1,000 inch 31,899 $97,061 29,716 $36,028 

equivalent. (Other fire clay including semisilica brick and _SMdo =~ T0811 51,610 60.522 40,890 
shapes, glasshouse pots, tank blocks, feeder parts, "upper structure parts used only for glass tanks. 

Highvalumina (50% to 60% AlzOs) brick and shapes ----do 58711116492 70,402 180,778 
‘made of calcined diaspore or bauxite 

Insulating firebrick and shapes ~~ -------- _---do ---- 31.852 $0081 5328 a5,419 Tadle brick Se SSETEESS SNE Gee. Teais © 5110s Bas 
Sleeves, nozzles, runner brick tuyeres ----=7_ "odo "71> aT BST Tes «algae 

Hottop refractories == -—" > =~" Bhoretons 21198 W Ww W Kiln firniture, radiant heater clement, poller’s «do --—- 20/862 «0827 28,54 4,495 
supplies, other miscellaneous shaped eractory 

Refractory bonding mortars __-___________ ___-do-_--. 64799 2579156286. (24,108 Plastic reractories and ramming mixes, conisining ~~ ~do wso98d 70,099 1825584 98,409 
up to 87.5% Als03* Castable refractories nena n nn do... 210495 77,5484 154 77.987 

Gunning mixes <== ~27~277727"TTTTTTT TTT ae TTT “ood ara “1s B68 Other clay refractory materials sold in lump or Tiiide CIID sigs6s Boyt? 7456352829 
ground form? # 
Total clay refractories =n XK «BSG —_—505,200 

NONCLAY REFRACTORIES 
Silica brick and shapes..-...----------- 1,000 inch w Woo6ms ai 

equivalent. Magnesite and magnesitechrome rick and shapes "do «(7824 G7.949.- L864 88,526 Chrome and chromemagnesitebrick and shapes _--do = 28620 08214 B98 1005455 
Shaped refractories containing natural graphite --  Shor€tong "19067 31908 «(16386 «31.973 Zircon and sirconia brick and shapes; other carbon 1,000 neh Saat S058 1289 Baan 

Tefractories: Porsterite, pyrophyllite, dolomite, equivalent. 
plomitemagnesite molten-ast’ other brick and shapes. 

Other mullite, kyanite,silimanite,orandalusite do. 1,884 (9267 2.866 11,628, ick and shapes. 
Other extra-high (over 60%) alumina brick and -a--do---- 18,00 85541 4,038 96,280 fused bauxite, fused alumina, dense-sintered 

alumina shapes® Silicon carbide brick, shapes, kiln furniture do 3296 429162419989 
Refractory bonding mortar ~~~ Shorlions 19,769 «102719104 Hydrauliesetting nonclay refractory castables --_  ----do'---~ 16840 «M5842 1955093 

Plastic refractories and ramming mixes -.--—  _-~ud0 _--_ 108978T/p82_ 1282471217 Gunning mixes SIIIID Tiida TITI apaisa1 salsa aa916 18 997 
Deadburned magnesia or magnesite! ~~~. 1_7~do "=> AMG = GRBA«BOO'BOT T1528 
Dead-burned dolomite -=- "~~~" 1 do ASSIS ISB 120,001 «7.075 Other nnciay etactory material Sian mp or Tide [III s18358 © 98}99529TOMB aa, 104 

ground form. 
‘Total nonclay refractories...----------= =a XX 623242 XX 622,809 

Grand total refractories ___________-.. _--------—sXX~«182807—=COXK~—=«*;217 098 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. XX Not applicable 
‘Heated short of fusion; volatile materials are thus driven off in the presence of chemical changes, giving more stable amaterial for refractory use 
“More or less plastic brick and materials which, after the addition of any water needed, are rammed into place. 
Materials for domestic use as finished refractories and all exported material 
‘Includes ealcined elay, ground brick, and siliceous and other gunning mixes. 
"Molten cast refractories are made by fusing refractory oxides and pouring the molten material into molds to form 

finished shapes. 
“Completely melted and cooled, then crushed and graded for use ina refractory. 
“Includes shipments to refractory producers for reprocessing in the manufacture of other refractories. 
Source: Bureau of Census Report Form MQ 82C (82), Current Industrial Reports—Refractory.
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Table 26.—U.S. imports for consumption of clays in 1983, by kind 

Quantity Value Kind short thos. tons) sands) 
China cay or kaolin, whether or not beneficiated: Canadac ene nnn 4 su 

NII nc aac carernramsr a cea rert Re ai iat gs hs eek MRD 3B 2 (Garmiony 2 Geral Regublest aa o2e TTS apenas seas s eae 25 5 
I pe tetra et cmnararacmenannamer qn sarees memcnmnrp a en salenemeemaren te 14 3 Rew goaland SISUES7 2 SORIA REDE TO TCOT IETS ISeTENRTEER a 0 

United lige SECU SESE EET CER oS ENNRT OAT SRESE ass 609 
Other! 2 1 

Mita cass atc at Soe rl sears a Se 7,448 154 

Bentonite — 
Germany; Federal Bopabiie of 1277777777727 27TTIIITIICIIIIIIE 6 2 
I i er enn oe tree asta rene cna in neonate 123 4 Sieg ca scone oa SOR Sa e Tar eae OSEMTERERS i 8 

TRO on nan ommmwer onremennnnnanaaenneanseseee 764 78 
‘Common blue and other bali clay, not beneficiated: =F se Ceo eer eveninteectaen 25 4 
= le 2 150 
INGA nee oe genni ce aneneneenintenteeeensan 2749 156 

Common blue and other ball clay, wholly or partly beneficiated- re TDatod Rican esa he RO lace 1136 nt 
Other! __-___--_----- +--+ --- OmIERTAEaneaea 7 7 

Tita aceon meer ree mearesewemertetst 1218 12 
Other clay, not beneficiated: ane 

Clay, nec, wholly o partly beneficiated: a Se ee ei eee ee ---------e2--ee-e=e-enenne~ 10 1 
Germany, Federal Republicof———~_7777777777772222222222222= 3 3 

milli i Sos oneal een ap ce are adn 26 2 
(A RUIN oma mene en em wn se mn tn ae js eee nme rey 9 4 United Ringdons ~~ 22727 EUS ee 1283 248 

Total oon eee nen 1,688 m 
Artificially activated clay: aT 

IN Sa we rite rate eee atic estapaca aati ns ta 3,355 833 Germany; Federal Ropubitsof 222 7~772772222TTTIIESTIAIIAA AE 4 2 
ee eee eee ere si a Mexieo _- ~~~. 17-27722-22222222222222202222 2222 22TI2IE 3.084 2 Uatted Rigi 22S LD ESSE SETS ESTE SET POTE SEES 78 ite 

Grand total... = en eennennnn---- BA SSSS~*« 

MUcludes countries with imports of quantities less than 1 short ton and/or values of less than 81,000. 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: US, Department of Commerce.
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WORLD REVIEW 

Estimated world production of all grades posit, found in Guangxi, was estimated to 
of kaolin and fuller’s earth increased 5% contain over 100 million tons of recoverable 
and 11%, respectively, while production of ore.* 
bentonite decreased 24%. Kaolin produc-  Cyprus.—The Government was seeking a 
tion during the year was 22 million tons, joint venture partner to help develop the 
and U.S. output was 32% of the world total. island’s extensive bentonite deposits.® At- 
World fuller’s earth production was 2.5 tention was focused on an estimated 20- 
million tons, with the United States ac- million-ton calcium bentonite deposit locat- 
counting for 78% of the total. Bentonite ed 10 miles from the southeast port city of 
production was 5.2 million tons, and U.S. Limassol. Plans were to use a Cypriot- 
output accounted for 56% of the total. developed activation process for producing 

‘Australia.—An extensive kaolin deposit drilling mud- and civil engineering-grade 
at Weipa, only 10 to 15 feet below the bentonite targeted for the Persian Gulf 
bottom of its bauxite mine floor, was discov- region and local construction projects, re- 
ered by Comalco Pty. Ltd.* Construction ofa spectively. 
100,000-ton-per-year plant to produce paper- India—A_ newly formed subsidiary of 
coating-quality clays was scheduled to begin Ashapura Minechem Industries, Ashapura 
by mid-1984. Mineral Co., began production from its 

Austria.—Aspanger Kaolinwerke, a ma- 15,000-ton-per-year attapulgite operation at 
jor Austrian kaolin producer, installed a Bhavnagar in Gujurat. All of the product 
new and reportedly more efficient quartz- was being exported for saltwater drilling 
and/or grit-removal step in its processing applications in the United Arab Emirates, 
plant.‘ The new circuit was reported to have Saudi Arabia, and elsewhere for use in 
upgraded the quality and value of the ka- fertilizers. The subsidiary was also contem- 

olin. plating producing a pet waste absorbent- 
Benin.—The Government planned to de- grade attapulgite for export. 
velop a kaolin deposit recently discovered in F. L. Smidth and Co. A/S announced 
Zou Province.* receiving an order to build a 200-ton-per- 

Bolivia.—Reserves of bentonite deposits day lightweight expanded clay aggregate 
on the Altiplano, near Rio Mulatos, current- (LECA) plant at an undisclosed site? The 
ly worked by NL Baroid/NL Industries Inc. raw materials to be used in LECA produc- 
and Mosamar (Bolivar) were reported to be _ tion were bentonite and a lateritic clay and 
about 350,000 tons.* The joint venture was the firing was to be in a lignite-fueled 
producing less than 10,000 tons per year of rotary kiln. The manufactured low-density 
drilling-mud-grade bentonite at its barite- aggregate was to be used captively to make 
bentonite beneficiation plant in Oruro. hollow building blocks. Low-density LECA 

Bulgaria.—Geological studies were being has been used as a building material in 
carried out on kaolin deposits near the Europe for many years. 
village of Gruncharvo in the Silistra Morocco.—The Bureau de Recherches et 

district.” de Participations Miniéres reported a siz- 
Cameroon.—The Government planned to able bentonite deposit located near the port 

develop clay and kaolin deposits located city of Nador on the Mediterranean Sea. 
near Kribi on the Gulf of Guinea.* Total Netherlands.—Redland PLC, of the Unit- 
production was to be an estimated 100,000 ed Kingdom, announced that its subsidiary, 
tons per year. Redland-Brass-Bredero Europa BV, had 
China—The major bentonite producing agreed to purchase the Dutch brick compa- 

area was reported to be in Heishan County, ny of Ibstock Johnson PLC for over $2 
Liaoning, where an open pit processing million.** The business consisted of six face 
complex was capable of producing in excess brick manufacturing plants with a total 
of 100,000 tons per year of finished product. annual capacity of 160 million bricks. 
Total resources in the area were declared to Nigeria.—Kaolin deposits at South Rapp. 
be over 0.5 million tons. Plans were being and Werram in Plateau State and at Agha- 
made for the complex to produce over ransu and Ukpor in Imo and Anambra 
50,000 tons per year of activated sodium States, respectively, were being readied to 
bentonite using imported technology and be mined for use by the local insecticide, 
equipment. A 10-square-mile bentonite de- pottery, and ceramic industries.*
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Oman.—A specially commissioned geo- Redhill was nearing completion and would 
logical investigation for pinpointing eco- increase production capacity by about nomic industrial mineral deposits located a 200,000 tons per year. In another fuller’s number of quality ceramic clay or kaolin earth event, Steetly Minerals Ltd. start- deposits.:* ed work on its new deposit at Woburn, 

Spain.—Production from Caolines de Bedfordshire. English China’ ‘Clays Ltd. Vimianzo's new 100,000-ton-per-year plant (ECC) opened its Vale storage and distribu- 
in northwest Spain was nearing capacity, tion center designed to serve the pottery 
and the firm announced plans to begin pilot industry. The new center was capable of 
plant production of coating-quality kaolin handling rail and truck shipments of ball 

clay.” clay and china clay. 
Sweden.—In another kaolin action, Eng- _ The Monopolies and Mergers Commission 

lish China Clay PLC (ECC) acquired the (MMC), after a 6-month investigation into 
assets of SPH Chemicals AB, a major Scan- the takeover bid by London Brick PLC for 
dinavian paper-grade clay distributor, and _Ibstock Johnson, announced that the merg- 
Cedpro Chemical Development and Produc- er would not be against the public interest.” 
tion AB (CDM), its Swedish sales agent, and The decision by the MMC was influenced by 
formed a new company, ECC International, the fact that the two companies were 
Sweden, to handle its regional marketing. involved in two different markets. London 
Togo.—A Government partnership with Brick manufactured a mass produced brick 

three unnamed Swiss firms were planning for interiors and modest homes while 
on establishing a company to recover atta- Ibstock Johnson produced a higher priced 
pulgite and bentonite clays.” The compa- brick usually specified by architects for 
ny’s first task was to find export markets prestigious residential and. commercial 
for the 20-million-ton attapulgite deposit buildings 
situated at Aveta, about 20 miles from the Vietnam.—The Vientiane brick factory, 
capital, Lomé, on the Gulf of Guinea. capable of producing 7 million bricks per 

U.S.S.R.—The Yermakovskiy brickworks year, was commissioned at midyear.* 
under construction in Pavlodar Oblast’ was" Yugoslavia—A bentonite deposit was 
designed to produce 60 million bricks per found near Sipovo in Bosnia-Hercegovina, 
year using a mixture of clay and thermal- and plans were being advanced for process- 
power-station ash.”* ing up to 70,000 tons per year at a nearby 

United Kingdom.—Renovation of Laporte clay mine.** Demand for bentonite clay had 
Industries Ltd.’s fuller’s earth plant near been met largely by imports.
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Table 27.—Kaolin; World production, by country 
(Thousand short tons) 

a ee 
‘Country? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° ent naan ee Oe 

Ri sce iscsi cecninetmim ees niin Saree 10 2 om Fey 19 

Argentina ~~. =_...---------------------- 146 101 4 80. 380 
Womble oo oe ranean 160 241 188 F254 215 

Austria (marketable)... ---_---------~------- 87 92 87 85 792 
Rangleteih® oo ce coco oceceoee 8 "12 i  § ae 
Belgium '....—.---.---~----~----------- 12 "eT 60 58 55 

Brasil (beneficiated) ~ - -...--.-----------+-- 385 452 518 Bad 540 
Bulgaria ..----+-----------------+----- 223, 2g 244 261 265 
Purundit 2002 ono eoe SRT STATE TOEELESS 2 2 2 2 2 
Ghile ...---22222ese-nencesnconeseeeeee 5 6 6 % 45 
Colombia 2 COLES ISIS TRI EEF DEEDES ESTES 908 867 893 $398 293 

Costa Rica ~~. 22--22=22---a-o 1 1 1 1 1 
Geechoslovakda = 22 222DTIIIIITITITT 565 sil 560 581 515 

Denmark® --_---...222222=--=2-2~2--—-~ 2 22 2 2 2 
Beuadorss. 150 2020 STEEISELELIIS SETS 5 4 3 5 a 
Egypt -- = 2_ 7a BL 4% 85 5 50 
Ethlopia (including Britrea)..— -—~—=~"777777277 33 a 10 Fe10 10 
France? .———-— one eenenn 347 313 365 382 885 
German Democratic Republic (marketable)®_— —_—__-_ 210 220 220 *230, 220, 
Germany, Federal Republic of (marketable) -— =~ ~~ a3 ES 53 300 550 

Crepes caneaee coe Sonar 36 a1 4 or a7 

fbagty 2-7 a cae eceae eee EeLSESEIS 
India 
Salable, crude __-__-------------------- 418 391 432 585, 550 
Processed. _12222-222222=-=== ~~~ 128 6 126 F110 110 Indonesia Geo 2S TSPDCDTAISGEST STE ZS 6 3 9 85 0 

Tran . .-------------+----------------- 116 165 10 $121 0 
Tarael —_-_-...-----------+--+--------- PS 10 4 reg 40 
Teal 
Grids. -- =o wasasseee ate 4 98 2 59 0 

Kaolinitic earth ...----------~~----------- 2B 30 34 32 33 
Japan ooaaee Dos o sel Ses eTeST EES 240 252 232 218 82a 
Benge 2. nena cee eneu se cnemesioe 2 32 2 2 2 
Korea, Republic of ~~ ~~_-~7_-22222~22222722 43 302 248 198 256 
Madagascar -- ~~ --..-~-~~~~------------- 2 3 2 2 2 

7 a a 6 Bt 8 3 60 
Metieg 2 20ST TE MEa Caan 35 28 29 80 200 

Mozambique - - - ....---------------------- & oO o © e 
New Zealand... ---------..---~~--------- 28 51 54 26 50 
Nigeria... op esa shee 1 1 1 "1 1 
Parte ODEO SE OE ie oe ceerean Ww 30 2 46 6 
Paraguay - ~~. -----------+----~---------- 44 55 7 “61 55 
Dera. SUED SEC REES eens 7 6 *r “ 7 
Poland __~-..-.----------+------------ 54 56 aa 50 50 
Poringal COSTED TITLES FESS a AIOE TES *60 54 8 56 Ea 
Romania __~....--~-------------------- 400 44g "452 452, 452 
South Africa, Republic of ---.....~-~--------- ‘164 119 165 Mb 9143 

Spain marketable)” ......------_--- == —-- m6 09 810 68 m1 
BH Lanka oeonae cee oe en uLDBSEEETES 6 7 8 9 49 
‘Suriname oo os saat esas 3 3 83 3 3 
| aa ea 94 8 100 96 4 
Tensile oceans eee ee 4 1 a: 1 Z 

‘Thailand -~-_-----_-~..~-~------------- 4 2 16 Py 340 
Turkey®_—----.---.-----------.~------- 65, 55 "49 50 60 
WBS oo an ee eee eee 2,800 2,800, 2,800 2,900 2,900 
United Kingdon 02S CDSE STARTS TADIETSSET 3937089 Soe 3.970 

‘Dinited BRNO 6 nicer omer 1161 1819 1,660, 6,362 97,2038 
Venezuela . ---------..----------------- Pr A 2 *12 2 
NV he acca wa irae accra rarest teen 4. 1 1 sil 1 
Nugiavio--— oer ie et nee ae 196 at 248 258 285 
Zimbabwe 2 nee ee it 3 5 5 3 3 

Total. .----------.--~-----------~ 23,161 22,892 22,615 21,098 22,287 
saan nessa eenseronecsese . SE ee ee ee 

Estimated. "Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
Yfable includes data available through July 8, 984 
In addition to the countries listed, China and Lebanon also produced kaolin, but information is inadequate to make 

ciate setimnatas of output levels. Guatemala and Morocco each produced less than 500 tons in each of the years covered 

y this table. 
‘Reported figure. 

‘Data for year ending June 30 of that stated. 
“Includes kaolinitic clay. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
Includes crude and washed kaolin and refractory clays not further described. 

“Data represent exports. 
*Kaolin sold or used by producers.
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Table 28—Bentonite: World production, by country! 
(Short tons) 

Country? iso a0 
Algerie? 098 MH2 BENGE F€RRGO0FFRR.600. 96,600 Atgenting |12-7~=277722772 TITTIES age ads rab2d—Taagek aT abs Australia’ 72772222 lvvtt TTT: aoe ene “aa'eu9§iBt00 16 500 Brodie 22227222TTLTTTTTTTTTTTIT ITT aH RARER ESS 18S ero Boma S=assconcereescasrecssccnsceszs “TAPE ae" "aoe Ro Gypruse=—22TLTTTTITTTTTIIITTTIIIITID 2 amas a9}600—*4a.600—san.069 
a France 2222222D22TITIIGITIIIGIIIIIIID atten seta te Too Greece 22-72T2TTTTITTTTTIIIITIIIT IIIS sansa ssa'zes—sas'sne —¢2491000—900°700 Guatemala -—22227222TTTTITTTTTTITITIL Roe 2900 502750 B00 Hungary =""72TLITIIITTIIIIOTTIIIITIID aos ss syTT] E8700 rant 27DT*STTTITITITTIIIITTIIIIT ooo 2ef000 11000 210014300 Ierael aietabentonite) --2-2-7-2222777277227> «9300818868 18.200 13.200 

Walynnn nse non csssszzassszccctas2 Bisel 358048 909840 26LEIT 258.600 Japan 22TTTTTTTTLISIIITIGOITIIOOOIIIOD — edao'oon—sodsaay. Sedan Sas g0s “aseoas Mexico -------2222lasszzssszszascsall2 Ieee | T8eOsT | 2a8}009 —BosgsT 220.500 Moroseon22202222222222222ccc22cccc2z2 Ts “seen “goes “Ade 
Mosambique® —--__~-----2--ssssss-ss-o-- 182185065065] New Zealand (processedy=-—2—-77777777777"""2 Qasr Bove 800 o00 5S (7 Peruses22o2~2sc2a22l2czzcsssczass2222 «SBT BOER «oN *ER00 «4 200 Puiippinat— 2 ay RE 7 Polandts-=--2~ 22-2 sts oss22222TT2222 5000 5000 55.000 | 8,000 55.000 Romania 2277222"772277TTTIIITITIIOITIZagrises © aotass exsd{o00 © exost000 192-100 South Africa, Republicof ---~~~~7-7-_ 2-1. as 128g “aB.sTs Spain n-ne en encnostsacasisassesss | wsilbe | OTTOLabT2 «ABET 121 300 Pemmaig = 75° 7UDDEDTT ST TNSTER Tene T OTe = ae 55 33 

Turkey’) ~~~ o22nsalsntassnssssasss 18400 20000 tagg2T 4200 94.200, United States "~7777TTTIITTTTIITITTIIIIIT_aaoalors _aasesi9 49474000 92444800 “2.886.870 
Total® n-ne nnnnnnnnn a= =~ "6985995 "7002945 7460008 5628.61 | 6.202,141 
SRstimated, "Preliminary. "Revised ‘Table includes data available through July 8, 1964, 4In addition to the countries listed, Canada, China, the Federal Republic of Germany, the USSR, and Yugoslavia are believed to produce bentonite, but output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of urpu levels. Includes bentonitic clays. ‘Reported figure. Sincludes bleaching earth 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 29.—Fuller’s earth: World production, by country? 
(Short tons) 

Countiy® is9 1980 198s ~—CP 
————E———— ° @) ° @) _- ‘Argentina 7-_~~222_721222s2222=== 6002 = 505513002 “15 8 1 8 38 © 5 35 Heelys. 0 2TLIICITIIGOTIIIIITTII sake att] gast $5,000.00 Mexico -2---s---ltssssszonzsso.sSHBIS OTD TROY aR 38a 000 Morocco amectivgi22222TTTTTISIIEIIIID = ete att aoaT Pakistan --e=----s-22-ss--nsa- = Ao 2 GG BOGL naar 15000 Senegal aitapuigite) = 0--=22222-227--2 4904385 BSTIG «0B aae A110 044 South Afri, Republic of. ~~~ 272 _aaa- ro13 704 as 33 "Bia Speinatapilgte- === RBar ited Kingdom. --"~.-22222l22222.22 «= mas aakte> © zesord © er'ael © 2an'000 United Stats v~2sc22zzsss27-2os=__ 4508247 1,588'802 65584 1.680655 42,911,834 
Total nee nn-nnn-nnna---=-— "2015402 "1,942,259 2,700 2eI,STe 245,086 
Estimated. "Preliminary. _ "Revised. : “Exclude centrally planed econgmy countries sme of whieh premumably produc lle’ earth, but for which no information is available, Table includes data avaifable rough July , 1984, 3In addition to the market economy countries listed, France, iran, Japan, and Turkey have reportedly produced fullr’s earth in the past and may continue to do s0, but output is not reporeed and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. Revised to ero ‘Reported figure.
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TECHNOLOGY 

‘The Bureau of Mines published the re- properties, and mining and processing of 
sults of research on the acid extraction of the clay minerals, attapulgite and sepiolite. 
alumina from calcined Georgia kaolin at its ‘The paper included a technical rationale of 
miniplant facilities in Boulder City, NV, how these clays were employed as gelling 
and its research laboratory in Albany, OR. agents, their rheological characteristics, the 
Studies of the continuous leaching of kaolin effects of other additives, and the properties 
with boiling 25% hydrochloric acid (HCI) of the resulting drilling fluids. 
indicated that 93% to 99% of the acid A report highlighting the use of bentonite 
soluble alumina could be extracted from the _ in freshwater-based drilling fluids indicated 
kaolin. Obtained were compositional and that the amount of bentonite used per foot 
physical properties information for calcined of hole drilled more than doubled in the 
kaolin, process liquors, and acid-leached period 1960 to 1980. The drilling industry 
residue solids. It was shown that, although found that faster and more economical 
alumina could be easily leached from the drilling could be accomplished not only by 
calcined clay with boiling mineral acids, the jwering the solids in the drilling muds, by 
presence of fines and slimes in the leached gesanders and desilters and other mechani- 
residue hindered leaching efficiency." A cal devices, but also by frequently renovat- 
‘misted” feed preparation method was de- ing the mud by adding fresh bentonite. The 

veloped that overcame the fines problem by fresh bentonite additions controlled the 
yielding a dense, smooth-surfaced, fine- . means of solids reduction in the mud sys- grained clay that could be readily leached.” | tems and lowered drilling costs.** 
The important factors affecting misted feed "4 paper on the thermal efficiency of clay 
quality were determined to be (1) crushing adobe brick cited the effect of wall mass and 
ihe ren cley, to oe a desired for the thermal conductivity on heating and cool- 
leaching process, (2) moistening the crushed ing joads of residential buildings and clay with a fine mist of water while tum- 78 07 that adobe brick had a uni 
bling on a rotating disk (misting), (8) drying Sh; ermal dtheney 
the misted clay, and (4) calcining the dried @ility to _ and release heat and thereby 
clay at 750° Cin a fluidized bed. automatically moderating temperature 

‘Another study determined the leaching changes within buildings. The paper also 
rates for calcined kaolin prepared by the featured techniques used in the Southwest- Tnisted technique. Leaching was so rapid °, United States to manufacture the six 
that diffusional resistances became rate tYpical fired and unfired types of adobe 
controlling and a zero-order kinetic rela- Prick F 
tionship was applicable. The work further A report resolved a longstanding problem 

showed that clays calcined in a fluidized bed 8#0ciated with beneficiated kaolin clays.* reacted 50% faster than clays calcined in Previously, it had been unclear whether the 
other ways.* Other reports by the Bureau C@Pbonaceous matter present in processed 
of Mines pertaining to alumina recovery ‘lays, known to adversely affect the white- 
from clays by both acid and nonacid pro- €SS of the final beneficiated product, was 
cesses were also released during the year caused by the flotation oil residues or natu- 

‘The U.S. Geological Survey reported the al contaminants. This new instrumental 
clay mineralogy of Devonian black shales in _ technique should permit processers to modi- 
the Appalachian Basin” The study, under- fy their production flowsheets to minimize 
taken to predict areas of potential gas the carbonaceous content of their finished 
resources in the basin, was based on X-ray kaolin products. 
diffraction analyses of more than 2,100 clay _ A comprehensive two-part work on re- 
and nonclay samples from 84 drill holes fractory clays was published.** One part 
representing 11 shale units. The compre- contained a raw material assessment that 
hensive geologic study, which included addressed the geology, stratigraphy, and 
stratigraphic relationships, maps, and drill _ classification of the domestic refractory clay 
hole information, stressed the kaolinite regions. Maps depicting the major fire clay, 
areas in the western part of the Appalach- ball clay, and kaolin areas in the Southeast 
jan Basin, and Midwest were included. Foreign refrac- 

‘A paper detailed the use of clays used for tory clays were afforded a less sophisticated 
gelling saltwater drilling fluids. The work treatment. The second part was devoted to 
included information on the mineralogy, the product demand for each class of fire
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clay bricks. The novel approach discussed The transformation of refractory-grade 
the future for each of the classes—low-, kaolins into mullite was studied extensively 
medium-, high-, and super-duty—including by lattice energy techniques.’ Kaolinite 
fire clay specialties. was shown to decompose into a spinel phase 

Detailed works on the industrial minerals with expulsion of excess silica into a high- 
of India,* Romania,” and Sri Lanka, with temperature crystalline form upon cooling, 
special clay sections, were published. The These mullites, commonly known as cal- 
Indian article reviewed the geology, mining, cies, are used widely in refractory bricks 
production flowsheets, and companies cur. and specialty products. The results of this 
tently recovering ball clay, bentonite, fire basic research should allow a refractories 
clay, fuller’s earth, and kaolin in the sub- manufacturer to better control the physical 
continent. The country's small but growing Properties’ of the mullite component to 
acid-activated and heat-treated bentonite optimize the density of these high-per- 
industry, based on calcium bentonites from formance refractories. 
Bhavnagar and Hyderabad, was singled out _ The superior performance of fire clay 
for special mention. A.similar treatment, bricks (42% to 45% Al,Os) over high- 
but more heavily oriented towards a geolog- alumina bricks (60% to 859% Al..) in torpe- 
ical and mineralogical approach, was 40 ladles was investigated.” Experiments 
afforded kaolin, refractory clays, and bento- revealed that cracks in the fire clay refrac- 
nites in Romania. A highlight of the Ro- tory bricks were light, thin, and perpendicu- 
manian paper was maps depicting the local- lar to the hot face, while, in the high- ity of its clay deposits. The Sri Lanka paper lumina bricks, they were heavy, wide, and 
emphasized the integrated cottage industry Parallel to the hot face. The crack patterns 
nature of the clay industry by region. The ‘emonstrated that the wear of the better 
island’s commercial clay deposits were ball Performing fire clay brick was caused pri- clays, bentonite, and kaolin. marily by slag attack and that of the high- 

‘The effect of the reducing atmosphere lumina was by two mechanisms—slagging during the firing of clay bodies on the clay’s 4 spalling. Torpedo ladles, conventionally 
minerals and iron oxides, and the role of Used to transport hot metal from blast calcium content, were studied by X-ray  faraces to steelmaking converters, are also 
diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, Sed % contain hot metal as it undergoes Mossbauer, and magnetization techniques» Tefining to decrease its sulfur content. 

The study showed that geblenite, calcium 2Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. aluminosilicate, formed at temperatures ‘Alben lip cay nuded wih ball day ll for 
about 900° C in calcareous clays, while statistical canvenience & n 
wollastonite, calcium metasilicate, formed Mar Tish p'9h, Ant Bae and Min. 3. v- 385, No.8, 
at temperatures nearing 1,100°C. In noncal- _, ‘Polegeg, Sand K. Punzengruber. Mining Annual 
careous clays, extensive vitrification was ier, eatay twee Austr Min Jando) ane 
noted that was attributed to the dissociation "World Miping Yearbook, Worldwide Mining: Atri 
of the iron oxide into the vitreous matrix or "“U'S. timbassy, La Paz, Bolivia. State Dep. Airgram A- 
partly incorporated into the spinel mineral, 19,.58. 
hercynite. This work was considered to be ¢,,,tavstvial Minerals London), Company News and Min- 
helpful to brick and pottery manufacturers $Work cited in footnote . 
in controlling coloring systems in their  , *Chin,B Mining Annual Review. Far East: China. Min 
finished products. “SoGigmesring and Mining owns, This, Month in 

An investigation of the interior fissures Mining: Cypriot Hopes of a, Mining Revival Focus on 
and microstructure of fired bricks was made *Tigintc GoM. The Indvetrial Alinersie of India. Ind 
by optical and scanning electron micro- Mize. London) No, 101, Aug. 198, p50 
scopy. The results showed that different Minerals Notes No ist Ape ah pores New and 
types of interior brick delaminations were {World Mining Yearbook, Worldwide Survey: Africa 
directly related to extrusion and firing and "S'trgustrial’ Minerals’ Condon). World_of ‘Minerals: 
cooling process parameters. It was deter- Netherlands Redland Expands Brick Operations. No 187, 
mined that long-term failures of shale “€or Mining Yearbook, Worldwide Survey: Aficw bricks and mortars, an industrywide prob- Nigeria. V.36,No.8, Aug 1968,p. 12 
lem, were caused by interaction of the walls aug j9ig,p 1a Ae Asi Oman. V. 36, No. 8, 
of the interstitial pore system with absorbed “SWork died in footnote 3 
water that migrates through the intercon- nag ining Journal (Landon)  Seeiges Naa iktens 
necting pore system. Feb. 24, 1983, p. 180
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Cobalt 

By William S. Kirk’ 

Domestic consumption of cobalt increased from $4.75 to $6.40 per pound. Zaire regain- 

in 1983 for the first time in 4 years. Re- ed its share of the U.S. cobalt market, 
ported consumption rose to 11.3 million accounting for 45% of imports. There was 

pounds, while calculated apparent con- no domestic mine production of cobalt in 
sumption rose to 15.7 million pounds. The 1983. There was, however, one domestic 

producer price remained at $12.50 per refiner that produced cobalt from imported 
pound throughout 1983. Spot prices ranged _ nickel-copper-cobalt matte. 

Table 1.—Salient cobalt statistics trae 
aa 

Price: Metal, per pound — --=---— $20.00-$25.00 $25.00 $17.26-$25.00 718.56 185.76 
World: Production? _.. =. "65,856 68,356 66,180 53,692. °58,192 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. i Ecc 
Legislation and Government Pro- Zambia for the purchase of 6.5 million 

grams.—The President proclaimed an Ex- pounds of cobalt for the stockpile. Zaire was 
‘clusive Economic Zone in which the United to supply 4 million pounds and Zambia the 
States would exercise sovereign rights over balance, all at $5.50 per pound. Provisions 

all mineral resources within 200 nautical of the contract called for the cobalt to meet 

miles of its coast. The proclamation affected GSA grade B specifications (99.65% cobalt) 

the waters adjacent to the United States, and to be delivered between December 28, 

Puerto Rico, and all U.S. overseas territo- 1983, and December 23, 1984. 

ries, including the Pacific Islands Trust The American Society for Metals, under 
Territories. Deposits of cobalt-bearing man- contract to FEMA, issued a report on the 
ganese crusts have been discovered in some quality of the cobalt in the stockpile. The 

of these areas. report found that the cobalt that was 

The Federal Emergency Management purchased after 1980 met the quality re- 

Agency (FEMA) recommended at a Senate quirements of current technology for criti- 

hearing that the cobalt inventory in the cal defense and industrial applications. The 

National Defense Stockpile be raised to 80 pre-1980 cobalt, however, was found to be 

million pounds. The stockpile inventory at unsuitable for immediate use in applica- 

yearend was 45.9 million pounds, and the tions with the most stringent quality re- 

stockpile goal remained at 85.4 million quirements, such as superalloys. The report 

pounds. In September, the General Services recommended and outlined pilot tests using 

Administration (GSA) awarded contracts to existing chemical and metallurgical tech- 

the metals marketing arms of Zaire and nology to determine the most efficient pro- 
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cedures for upgrading the pre-1980 cobalt. _be suitable for use in superalloys used in jet 
The U.S. Air Force, under title III of the _ turbine engines. 

Defense Production Act, issued a draft Re- _ The Defense Production Act lapsed on 
quest for Proposals in an effort to establish September 30, 1983, and in mid-November 
domestic cobalt production. The initial proj- was extended to March 31, 1984. The US. 
ect plans included the possibility of con- Trade and Development Program awarded 
struction of one dr more pilot plant oper- a grant to a Peruvian mining company to 
ations to mine and process domestic ore. study the feasibility of producing a cobalt 
The plans also specified that any cobalt concentrate from an existing mine. (See 
produced under this program would have to World Review section.) 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Anschutz Mining Corp. further curtailed gan having its cobalt refined by Sherritt 
maintenance operations at its Madison Gordon Mines Ltd. of Canada in April. At 
Mine near Fredericktown, MO. The facility Port Nickel, AMAX produced cobalt hy- 
was placed on a care and maintenance droxide, an intermediate cobalt product, 
status in 1982 but continued to pump water that was shipped to the Sherritt Gordon 
from the mine. Pumping was discontinued refinery at Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta, for 
in August 1983, and the work force at the refining into powder or electrodes. Cali- 
mine was reduced from four to one. fornia Nickel Corp. Palos Verdes, CA, 
AMAX Ine. closed its Port Nickel nickel- announced plans to build a pilot plant to 

cobalt refinery at Braithwaite, LA, for 2 produce cobalt and nickel from deposits 
months. In an unrelated move, AMAX be- located in northern California. 

Table 2.—Cobalt products: produced and shipped by refiners and processors 
in the United States 

(Thousand pounds) 
BB 

Production Shipments Production Shipments 

Gross Cobalt Gross Cobalt Gross Cobalt, Gross Cobalt weight content weight content weight __content__weight __ content 
TONE ss sssapn ep censisaon 1,016 1,016 NA NA 206. 206 NA NA Hydrate Giydroxide)— ~~~ NA 396 = NA sal NA 1,000 NA 1,100 
pounds) se sNA609sNA Ss 60],sSCNA GT NAB 
Driers (organic com- 
pounds)=—s- NA 902A 981A 1850 NA 1428 
‘Total ___. 1,016 2,863 NA 1,872 206. 8,232 NA 3,171 

NANotavalable. 
‘Figures on oxide withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Various salts combined to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Reported cobalt consumption increased, and changes in industry and Government 
ending 4 consecutive years of decline. The stocks, increased to 15.7 million pounds, 
increased demand was largely the result of about 40% more than that of 1982. Consum- 
improved economic conditions. er stocks of cobalt were held at a relatively 

Apparent industrial demand, calculated _ high level throughout the year owing to low 
from net imports, secondary production, prices.
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Table 3.—U.S. consumption of cobalt, by end use 
(Thousand pounds of contained cobalt) 

____ Endwe 
Steet: 
EAA MN SNS crys ssn ionic nem pin on mie em atime ecm 51 54 

Meek se ee ee as TOE SEE ST ERODED TENTS SED ES 161 28 
Alloys entiades alloy seis and superalloys 

Cutting and wear-resistant materials’ eines pete 638 666 
Welding materials (structural and hard-facing) -__________--------------- 446 aia Megietis aligns cero wccu erst Oc Tne io ie susec seen 1d wn Nonferrous alloys -—-------~2-2272_227222227727722772200220002 148 109 

Mill products made from metal powder . "=> L LLL it ee 2 ---- Ww Ww s ‘Chemneal and ceramic uses: 
Pigeedie iss eee ae ewe ee eeeu ce 382 366 

Ground cogh fue S072 REPENS oe ina Rema aSSTy m 5 

Feed or nutritive additive —_______-_______------------------------ 52 51 Miscellaneous and unspecified --~~~-7727772272227227222222222222272 148 ait 
otal .-_-----------------n enn ene ennneeeee nee ene 9468 11a19 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified” 
‘Cemented and sintered carbides and cast carbide dies or parts. 

Table 4.—U.S. consumption of cobalt, by form 

(Thousand pounds of contained cobalt) 
CO an 8a 
MOR at i eee 12,006 10,825 7,450 6,055 7165 
Orie 8 ee 704 ‘441 557 732 938 Burchaied Soap 110 1188 m2 a 78 roical compounds organis and inorganic) ther than oxde-so Sse 358 247s 2421 1643 2291 Gee 2 See SACRE REET 368 ‘ST 380 er 156 

Total on rz 15821 1,680 946811819 

PRICES 

The listed producer price of cobalt cath- the market. The spot price began the year 
odes remained at $12.50 per pound through- at a low of $4.75 per pound, rose to a high of 
out 1983 but was irrelevant because spot $6.40 per pound in April and ended the year 
prices, which were much lower, prevailed in _at $6.00 per pound of cobalt cathodes. 

Table 5.—Yearend published prices of 
cobalt materials for 1983" 

—NaterialSSSt~*~*~*~S~*«é Material rice pe 

Cobalt: 
Comer. ga recente ea 

Cobalt oxide: Geramicrgrade 70% cobalt) 490 Gerami grade (1296 cobalt) ~~ =~ 54 Metallurgical grade (16% cobalt) ~~~ B21 
‘*Metala Week. V. 54, No, 82, Dec. 27, 1983 p. 5.
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FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of unwrought cobalt metal and Ireland, France, Canada, and the United 
waste and scrap totaled 1,089,000 pounds, Kingdom. 
gross weight, with an estimated 824,000. Total imports were 17.2 million pounds 
pounds cobalt content valued at $5.7 mil- (contained weight). The major sources of 
lion, These exports were shipped to 42 cobalt imports, in descending order, were: 
countries with the following, in descending Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada, Finland, 
order, receiving the largest quantities: Norway, Zaire, and Zambia. Material origi- 
Belgium-Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Ja- nating in south-central Africa, that is, im- 
pan, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and ports from Belgium-Luxembourg (Zairian 
Canada. Exports of wrought metal totaled origin), Botswana, the Republic of South 
615,000 pounds, gross weight, valued at $5.6 Africa, Zaire, and Zambia, represented 68% 
million. Of the 33 countries to which of total cobalt imports during the year, 
wrought cobalt was shipped, the major re- compared with 55% from that area in 1982. 
cipients, in descending order, were China, 

Table 6.—U.S, imports for consumption of cobalt, by class 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

a 
Metal? 

‘Gross weight nee 13.906 ug10 15853 
Goal cantante o (Soa ITT ER OSPRN INT TRESS 13,06 1610 15858 online =-22SSSSISTIEISIOIIOIIICIIIIIIIIELD samen anbhisse slate 
Groce wilghte oa save ceece scenes sents mn 362 409 
Gnbalt content® ~~~ 77TTTTIITTL ATT 29 268, 298 Welogs cee SSPE aan nen teks rea ener ae aS 3587S «§2.860 SLB Salts and compounds: 
Gross weights n= 1249 1340 1611 
Gobalt eontent® —~~~777>TTTLTTTIITLITTTILTIIE TIT 5 "404 502 Valag nS SURI SSR DRRIASR EEE x $4,969 $2,650 soba 

Other forms:? _____ epee eerenenrern nine entire mamma men mt 984 588 568 
Value -—— ~~ ~-—=—=---- Wo aS SS TI ITIL III is ___§1660 $4552 ___—$1, 969 

Total content _—— en 15.594 12.870 17.221 
“Estimated. 
Ancludes unwrought metal and waste and serap. 
*Contained cobalt in nickel-copper and nickel matte. 

Table 7.—U.S. import duties for cobalt 

Gn ——7S3us Most favored nation (FN) Non MEN 
No. Jan. 1, 1983 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1983 

Qreandconcentrate 60.18. Free ---_-_-_ Free Fe, Unwrought metal, waste and scrap G9)! eAVSTEDES., GereagTaSEEE ‘Da Alloys unwroughi TTT G8R8S | Gpad'valorom-- Dad valorem 45% ad valorem 
(TCC) “Beane poe 1 2eeng per cons por 
Sulfate... 4862 Apadvatorem. 149¢ ad valorem. 6.89 a4 valorem. Other ——=--=TITITTTL SES Rsadvalorem = —42e¢ad valorem —80¢e ad valorem,
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WORLD REVIEW 

Australia.—Production at the Greenvale Island. It was described as not only the 
nickel-cobalt mine in Queensland was cut single largest known cobalt deposit. in the 
by one-half. Prior to the cutbacks, the mine country, but the first primary cobalt deposit 
had been operating at full capacity. Accord- as well. The deposit was said to be shallow 
ing to reports, many of Greenvale’s custom- and easy to develop. Tests indicated that 
ers had been contractually obligated to beneficiation and smelting efficiencies were 
buy is products and those contracts ex- excellent and that nickel could also be 
Pired. extracted. 
Botswana.—Botswana RST Ltd.,anickel- — Cuba.—Reports indicated that Cuba 

copper-cobalt producer, was forced to planned to greatly increase its nickel pro- 
reschedule outstanding loans and obtain duction capacity, which would normally 
additional financing. A subsidiary company, affect cobalt production; however, it was 
Bamangwato Concessions Ltd. (BCL), oper- uncertain how these plans would affect 
ated the Selebi-Pikwe Mine. AMAX Nickel cobalt production. Existing facilities at Moa 
Ine. exercised its option, under an existing Bay and Nicaro were to be expanded. Plans 
contract, to purchase all of the nickel- had called for two more facilities to be built, 
copper-cobalt matte produced by BCL. Since hut the Las Camariocas project was report- the end of 1981 AMAX Nickel had only  ¢q to be postponed indefinitely in order to 
been buying 75% of the matte production. bring the Punta Gorda complex into full 
Beginning April 1, 1983, the matte was production at the end of the decade. 
shipped in the form of pallets, i, _ Finland—Outokumpu Oy, the Govern- 
eee ee Colo One penalt ment-owned mining company, began selling 

renner: cal das ; cee ae ei me a full range of cobalt salts. The salts were 
operational during the year. This refinery produced at a new plant at Kokkola. Out- was closed on December 26 for 5 weeks as Fy" siesee tu tatiae a denoalt OF black 
part of Inco’s nickel inventory adjustment. °<U™PU was Investigating a depos! 
Plans called for a similar, 4-week shutdown ®chist near Solamo in eastern Finland. The ne ci : ' deposit contained an estimated 275 to 330 beginning July 2, 1984. The plant’s produc: °R7 fi ‘ ee a 
tion capacity was 2 million pounds per year. Million tons of low-grade ore, about one-hal 
Inco resumed development of its open pit Of which could be extracted by open pit 
mine at Thompson, Manitoba. The project, Mining. The ore averaged 0.26% nickel, 
which had been deferred in 1982 because of 0.52% zine, 0.14% copper, and 0.02% cobalt. 
Inco's capital expenditure cutbacks, was to Pilot plant operations were conducted to replace an existing open pit mine that was test the technical and economic feasibility 
expected to be depleted in 1985. Plans called °F 4 new process to extract the metal values. 
for the transfer of a 70-person work force to, Elsewhere in Finland, the Luikonlahti 
the Thompson pit. Inco also planned to use Mine, owned by Myllikoski Oy, ceased min- 
its new milling process to reject more of the 18 operations. The mine had been operat- 
sulfur-bearing pyrrhotite into the tailings ingsince 1971. . . 
before the concentrate reached the smelter eee ae clas. helt Hele 
at Sudbury, Ontario. el, and other metals were found in the 

Falconbridge Ltd. transferred its 50% northeastern State of Arunachal Pradesh. 
share of the Windy Craggy copper-cobalt ‘There were also reports of cobalt-containing 
Project to its joint venture partner, Geddes manganese nodules found during a survey 
Resources Ltd., in return for a royalty equal _ of the waters off the west coast. Plans called 

to 22.5% of net proceeds should the project for a similar survey of the east coast. 
develop into a mine. The royalty was to be | Japan.—Japanese cobalt production de- 
payable only after Geddes recouped its ex- clined considerably owing to problems in 
ploration and development costs. The obtaining feedstocks. Sumitomo Metal Min- 
Windy Craggy deposit, in northwestern ing Co. Ltd. ceased production in December 
British Columbia, was reported to have an 1982, when its supply of concentrate was cut 
inferred tonnage of more than 330 million off by the temporary shutdown of its suppli- 
short tons with grades of 1.52% copper and er, Marindugue Mining and Industrial 
.08% cobalt. Corp. (MMIC), of the Philippines. Sumitomo 
China.—A rich cobalt deposit was report- cobalt production resumed in August 1983. 

ed to have been found in northeast Hainan Nippon Mining Co. Ltd., the other Japanese
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producer, was forced to curtail production nickel-chromium deposit. The deposit was 
owing to reduced concentrate supplies from reported to contain about 300 million 
Greenvale, Australia. pounds of cobalt. 

Kobe Steel Ltd. began operating a super- Peru.—A Government mining company 
alloy powder pilot plant with a capacity of . received a grant from the U.S. Trade and 
110 tons per month. The new facility was Development Program to study the feasibil- 
located at the company’s Kobe works and ity of producing a cobalt concentrate from 
consisted of a vacuum melting furnace, an pyrite rejects from the Marcona Mine in 
argon gas atomizing unit, a powder han- southern Peru. The $400,000 grant, made to 
dling unit and a clean room. Empresa Minera del Hierro del Pera, stipu- 

Papua New Guinea—Nord Resources lated that, if cobalt was produced from the 
was reported to have been looking for a mine, U.S. technology and equipment were 
joint venture partner to participate in the to be used and the product was to be made 
development of the Ramu River cobalt- available to the United States. 

Table 9.—Cobalt: World production, by country* 
(Short tons) 

Counts Mine output, metal content™ ‘Metal? 
ne 19791980 +1981 _~—+1082~—~«ngaS® «979 ~—«1980—«21981_—«+198P_—st9eg® 

Australias tds TT T1836 T1995 «2000 ee 
Botswana. ---- aad 243 "28028020 mH me GE 
Bradl--------- = NANA NANA 180,07 BER eg ae 
Canada® ------- 1808 787-2088 ,848 81,748 GBT. TER 1,008 NB 1,108 
Cuba 22ZIITZ B56 7781890 1,650 1.820 See Be 
Finland-------- LNT MML 14010251000 1,981 1,261,885 1,604 81,708 
France -_------ _- = = a a a. 

Germany, Federal 
Republicof---— = = -- =e at 8380 F160 F160 160 

Japan 2a = TI yee 3.602669 aad 1511 
Morocco.------- 05834] 2 

New Caledonia’ ~ fg 5 aoT OO Norway we L0BT M05 581,082 1,100 
Philippines.-—--- «1510140710033 ee ie apm 
USSR*----__ 2200 "230072400 *2,500 2,600 "4,200 "4.600 4,700 "4,700 5,000. United Kingdom®®— is a eT 800 BON B00 800 
United States —— —- == == 46h 500475088108 
Zaire ~~ "16,580 17,600 17,000 12,460 12.460 15.464 15,964 12,262 6,143 6,060 
Zambia --—----_ 718.4850 765 83.580 3.59051 S.ol9 ABS 2696 2,850 
Zimbebwe ------__ #230 tg0_— 10.0 | 72251080785 

‘Total ..--- 782928 "34,178 83,090 26,846 26596 731426 93,812 28.417 21,649 20,316 
“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised NA Not available, 
4Table includes data available through May 9, 1984 
Figures presented represent recovered cobalt. content, In addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Germin Democratic Republic Greece, Indonesia, Poland, the Republieof South Alrica, Spain, and Uganda are known to 

produce ores that contain cobalt. Information is inadequate for reliable estimates of output levels. Other copper- and/or Aickel-producing nations may also produce ores containing cobalt as a byproduct component, but recovery is small or nil. 
Sigures represent elemental cobalt recovered unless otherwise specified. In addition to the ‘countries listed ‘Czechoslovakia presumably recovers cobalt from Cuban nickel-cobalt oxige and oxide sinter. Belgium has imported small 

auanttes of partly pretend materials containing cobalt, but avaliable information js inadequate to form reliable 
estimates of cobalt recovery from these materials. ‘ 

Australia dos not proce cbt. Data Sris represent content of intermediate metallurgical products (sbalt oxide ‘and nickel-cobalt sulfide) produced and reported by Australia 
"Reported figure. “Actual output is not reported. Data for mine output are total cobalt content of all products derived from ores of Canadian origin, including ecbalt oxide shipped to the United Kingdom for further procesing” and nickel. copper-cobalt matte shipped to Norway for further processing. Data presented for metal output represent the output within Canada of 

‘metallic cobalt from ores of both Canadian and non-Canadian origin. 
"Series reflects recovery from ores and intermediate metallurgical products exported from New Calendonia to France, Japan. and the United States The estimated conten of total oes mind sas follows in short tons: 19T-—R1 (revised 

1960—~3,52T (revised); 1981—3,074 (revised); 19822351; and 1983 2,820 (estimated). 
‘*Estimated recovery of elemental cobalt in refined cobalt oxides and salts from intermediate metallurgical products 

originating in Canada. 
NOTE: Footnote 4 on Australia is taken from Australia Mineral Industry Annual, Review—1979 (p. 95, table 1). 

Footnote 7 on New Calendonia is taken from New Calendonia table “Content by analysis.”
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Philippines.—Owing to severe financial 1983. 
difficulties, a major cobalt, nickel, and cop- _U.S.$.R.—Cobalt, nickel, copper, plat- 
per producer, MMIC was granted a further inum-group metals, and other byproduct 
5-year exemption from taxes, fees, and oth- production capacity were being expanded at 
er charges payable to both state and nation- the Noril’sk complex in east Siberia. al governments. MMIC facilities were clo- — Zaire.—The International Bank for Re- 
sed from December 1982 to May 1983 for construction and Development (World 
conversion from oil-fired boilers to coal- Bank) approved a loan to Zaire; the $32 
fired boilers. 5 . million loan was to be used to rehabilitate 

Saudi Arabia—The Arabian Shield De- facilities at two major ports and to strength- 
velopment Co. reported the completion of en the management of La Générale des 
prefeasibility studies on developing a nickel Carriares et des Mines du Zaire, the state. 
and iron deposit at Wadi Qatan. The possi- owned mining company. , 
bility of producing 800,000 pounds of cobalt °"7 Tabi As part of its efforts to uparade 
per year was being considered. ig mlningorsints sees Coreahectea 
Uganda.—An official of the Lands, Water Deer ead ae ee i fs Copper Mines Ltd. ordered a crusher for a and Mineral Resources Ministry reportedly “® ‘Chambishi and ding $34 

announced that the renovation of the Ki- Mine near Chambisht and was spending $3 
lembe copper mines was to go ahead. The Million on two new pumping stations for its renovation was expected to cost about $100 Konkola division. An electrolytic cobalt 
million and was to be accomplished in two Plant at Rokana was officially opened. phases. The first phase was to consist of  Zimbabwe.—Rio Tinto (Zimbabwe) Ltd. 
upgrading and modernizing the copper losed its Eiffel Flats nickel-copper-cobalt 
mine and mill, while the second phase was Tefinery. The company failed to negotiate a 
to involve the construction of a cobalt recov- New contract to provide nickel-copper-cobalt 
ery facility. Feedstock for the facility was to matte from Botswana. 
consist ‘of pyrite concentrate tailings that | The Government agreed to the closure of 
have accumulated since the mine opened in the Empress Nickel Mine owing to escalat- 
1971. It was estimated that several million ing costs, depressed nickel prices, and tech- 
tons of concentrates, containing 1.4% cobalt _ nical mining problems. 
and 88% iron, were present at the site in 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Bureau of Mines published a report schemes most likely to be used by industry. 
composed of a compilation of the state of the These were: high-temperature gas reduction 
science in Pacific Ocean manganese nodule and ammoniacal leach, cuprion ammonia- 
mineralogy and elemental chemistry The cal leach, high-temperature and high- 
report was divided into three sections: mor- pressure sulfuric acid leach, reduction and 
phology, mineralogy, and elemental compo- hydrochloric acid leach, and smelting and 
sition. The nodule morphology section de- sulfuric acid leach. 
fined what was considered a nodule for the Another Bureau report on nodules con- 
study, and detailed the external character- cerned estimating the tonnage and grade of 

. istics and internal structure. Nodule miner- deposits with significant potential and de- 
alogy was discussed in three sections: man- scribing and estimating the profitability of 
ganese minerals, iron oxide minerals, and operations designed to mine and process 
accessory minerals. The elemental composi- deposits with the greatest apparent po- 
tion section presented data on 74 elements _tential.* Analysis of over 800 sample. loca- 
occurring as cations or anions. Further tions identified three areas for detailed 
Bureau research on manganese nodules in- study. The Bureau published a study of the 
cluded a report on the methods of character-  characterizations of lateritic nickel-cobalt 
izing the nodules and their processing ores by electron-optical and X-ray tech- 
wastes. niques.* For comparison, the study included 

A Bureau report on nodule processing _ the transition-type, low-grade laterite found 
updated a previous National Oceanic and _ in northern California and southern Oregon 
Atmospheric Administration study.‘ The as well as the limonitic-type laterites from 
updated report contained detailed flow- New Caledonia and the Philippines. Results 
sheets and descriptions of the five po- showed that for both laterite types studied, 
tential first-generation nodule recovery most of the nickel and minor amounts of
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cobalt were associated with the mineral ing efficiently at ambient temperatures. 
geothite. Most of the cobalt and minor _ The process technology used at AMAX 
amounts of nickel were associated with a Nickel’s Port Nickel hydrometallurgical 
mixed manganese oxide mineral. complex was described. Some of the more 

‘The other Bureau publication on laterites innovative practices were presented, which 
in 1983 focused on the effluents generated included the pressure leaching of nickel- 
from their processing.’ The results indicat- copper mattes, separation of cobalt from 

ed a method of washing residues that pre- nickel in sulfate solution by ammonium 
vented significant amounts of nickel and persulfate, improved practices for produc- 

cobalt from being absorbed in those residues ing nickel powder by hydrogen reduction 
and thus improved the overall metal recov. from nickel sulfate solution, modified pen- 
ery. tammine processing with ion exchange for 

The Bureau also conducted research on cobalt purification, and sulfide scavenging 
solvent extraction to evaluate the useful- of nickel and cobalt from ammonium sul- 
ness of neodecanoic acid for extracting co- fate liquor. ° 
balt from ammoniacal leach liquors high in, A hydrometallurgical process, developed 
ammonium sulfate* The resulting report fr the production of cathode cobalt from 
discussed the fundamental problems involv- Blackbird cobaltite pyrite sermons, was 

ed in the electrolytic recovery of cobalt from described. The process was based on the 
extractants of the cobaltic amines. selective dissolution of cobaltite and has 

"The copper-nickel ore of the Duluth Gab- been demonstrated on a snisiplant scale: 
bro Complex in northeastern Minnesota isa , An acid leach process, developed PY 
large rovontial domestic resource of cobalt AMAX for the treatment of nickel oxide 
and platinum-group metals. However, be. ofe% such a8 laterite, was described." An 
cause of the low eradeol (aepeimaarysnetel ‘uperinmtl feature of the proes hlcl ee 
Valves, 0.6% copper and 0.16% nickel, tha  tmensivated in-an integrated pilot plant, 
Paints aoctor pecigned relatively low 28 the recycling of reagents resulting in 

Priority to tha development of tachnology’ ‘He Teductian of waste effluent seams 
for processing this ore. As part of an effort ~apayaical sient : 

= : Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals. 

to help provide the basis for technology to _ *Heynes,B. W, S-L Law, and D.C. Barron. Mineralog- 
recover critical and strategic minerals from  ¢. See ag ot aaa Nod, 
domestic resources, the Bureau investigated Stig 8. W, D-G Dairon , W. Kramer nd 8.1, 
methods to recover all of the mineral values Law. Methods for Characterizing Manganese Nodules an 
z 3 les Processing Wastes. Bubfines 1C 8953, 1985, 10 in the Duluth Gabbro material with partie Haye B.S "Ean, and Hy Maeda: Updated 
ular attention to the byproduct critical Process Flowshecis for Manganese Nodule Processing 

: } i ines 16 8924, 1088, 
minerals A report resulting from this offre i tinay,C. Maneange Nofule Resurs of Thee 

lescribed a direct smelting met! at, Areas in the Northeast Pacific Ocean: Wit pose 
Tenoved. most of the iron to produce a ee eeteeryoiatal BuMines 1G atte, 198, 60 
copper-nickel-cobalt matte from which the PP; 
metal values were recovered * ign o Tancie Neckel Ores by Heston Optical and 

The Bureau investigated a method for  ¥iay'Techniques, BuNhines RUSS, 198,220. 
increasing the leaching rate of bulk super- _pgmyents Generaied From Processing Domestic Latertes 
alloy scrap to facilitate recycling and recov. BuMines RI77, 1962, 18 pp. 
ery of critical metals such as cobalt, nickel, go's OP Seven Bernat: Bublins i Soh, 
and chromium. Three superalloys were 1983, 10pp 
melted with varying percentages of alumi- _;cn'Watie Fon Deth Compies Sule Concentats by 
num metal to form intermetallic com-  Digset Smelting. BuMines RI 8155, 1988 10 pp 
pounds. These compounds were easily syperlgy Sha by Nein With Annu. une 
crushed to a convenient particle size and S48 1988 itm es 

5 i! ‘ ‘ Preston, ent Developments in the Separation 

reacted rapidly with acid solutions that gy nictel and Comat From Sulfate Selitions by Solvent 
dissolved the metals. Superalloys were Extraction. J. Afr. Inst. Min. Metall v. 88, No. 6, June 
found to dissolve in acid solutions much  19¢3,PP. 125-152 D F Frojevich, R, D. H, Wilkinson, and J. 1, Blanco 
more quickly when part of an intermetallic Contrbutions io the iydromefaliugy of Nickel, Copper 
compound and when the surface area was | $héjcilt it the AMAK ine Port Nickel Plant: Paper in 

; @ fydrometalfurgy Research, Development, and Plant Prac. 
Jarger. The separation of cobalt and nickel tig Metall.Sot AIME 186, pp.34088h © 

i 4 Harris, G. B., S. Moette, and R. W. Stanle} ydro- 

from sulfate solutions by solvent extraction yyetaiursical Treatinent of Blackbird Cobalt Concentrate 
was investigated." Recently developed Bayer in Hydrometaliungy Research, Development, and 
solvent-extraction reagents showed much  Pgpt Practice, Metall. Soc, AIME, 1888, pp- 1215) : : MMahesh, C.J. and G, A. Meyer. AMAX Chloride 
improved selectivity for cobalt compared Refining Prices Gr Heoowery of Nekel and Cobalt From 
with established extractants. The new re- Mixed Sullide Precipitates’ Paper in Hydremetallurgy Ricearch, Development and Plant Practice, Metall. Soc agents had the added advantage of operat- AIME, 1888, pp. 900908. “





By Larry D. Cunningham 

The United States continued to be de- 1982. This increase corresponds with the 
pendent on imports as there was no domes- gains made in the carbon and the stainless 
tic mine production of either columbium or and heat-resisting segments of the steel- 
tantalum minerals. Imports for consump- making industry. Columbium consumption 
tion of columbium mineral concentrates in superalloys experienced substantial im- 
increased substantially with Canada contin- provement. Increases in reported shipments 
uing as the major source of supply. Howev- of tantalum products and sales of tantalum 
er, imports for consumption of tantalum capacitors indicated some recovery in the 
mineral concentrates fell to the lowest level depressed tantalum market. 
in three decades as processors contintied to Prices for columbium and tantalum raw 
draw from in-house inventories. There were materials and products remained stable. 
no imports of tantalum materials from Net trade for columbium and tantalum 
Canada, because tantalum production there continued at a deficit with overall trade 
was suspended for the entire year. To en- volume down for both imports and exports. 
sure future availability to the United Thailand was granted a loan from the 
States, contracts for purchase of tantalum International Bank for Reconstruction and 
materials for the National Defense Stock- Development (World Bank) to construct a 
pile were awarded by the General Services tantalum-processing facility in that coun- 
Administration (GSA). try. This development has the potential for 

Reported consumption of columbium in altering the future pattern of movement for 
the form of ferrocolumbium and nickel a significant proportion of tantalum supply. 
columbium increased modestly from that of 

Table 1.—Salient columbium statisties 
(Thousand pounds of columbium content unless otherwise specified) 

a CS CC 

United States: “Mine production of columbium-tantalum concentrates -- ” 6 ° #5 Releases from Government excesses -- Ee é a = ce Consumption ofraw materials --—-—=—"""""""""- aia 3289881000 81,000 
Production of ferrocolumbium ——_—-—-_-_-___ 969 -2oas 1145 Ww w Consumption of primary products: Ferrocolumbium and 
nickelcolumblum ~~~ G88 SUS UMA 679818 Exports: Columbium metal, compounds, alloys 
(Gross weight)® TET 100 120 150 100 100 Imports for consumption: 
‘Mineral concentrate nnn DBM 1,050 580 130 Columbium metal and columbium-bearing alloys — %4 8 @ %9 2 Ferrocolumbium® _--__________ TD 565591806828 2,539 
Tinslags? —-— TTT ass atta Fag WwW World: Production of columbiumtantalum concentrates "31/709 33,359 «93,664 P2a,a8 —*18,680 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary dat 2A small unreported quantity was produced <enreenny en Less than 1/2 unit . Receipts reported by consumers; includes synthetic concentrates and other miscellaneous materials, after deduetion of reshipmenta 

265
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Table 2.—Salient tantalum statistics 
(Thousand pounds of tantalum content unless otherwise specified) 

ieee ~—CRT SCC 

United States: 
‘Mine production of columbium-tantalum concentrates. mae oO e 0 -- 

Releases from Government excesses === = ae aS Be 
Consumption of raw materials... 1,740 1,863 1,269 *800 *900 
Exports: 
iecremegr 2 ¢ £ £ # z Tantalum and tantalum alloy powder (grose weight) 296 31 9 15 8 

imports for consumption: Mineral concentrate, =e 630 360 650 440 180 
Tantalum metal and tantalum bearing alloys ~~~ Ma 78930084 FT 221 
TA ia cin nintirnneisinewmeesenes: 1,140 1,827 396 *516 Ww 

World: Production of columbium-tantalum concentrates 1,049 T1168 $22 690 678. 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
+A small unreported quantity was produced. 
Includes reexports. 
Exclusive of waste and scrap. | 
‘Receipts reported by consumers; includes synthetic concentrates and other miscellaneous materials, after deduction of 

reshipments, 

Table 3.—Columbium and tantalum materials in Government inventories 
as of December 31, 1983 

(Thousand pounds of columbium or tantalum content) 
—= ‘National Defense Stockpile 

Stockpile ae. Material eekpile _—__or 
‘Stockpil Nonstockpile- 
rade rade Total 

Columbium: 
Concentrates ___------~~---------------- 5,600 987 869 11,806 

‘Carbide powder ———... 4.2. 100 21 -- 21 
Ferrocolumbium ~ ... eeoreyit emma seater -- 598 333 7931 
Melee Sie ne ee ae 45 =s M5 

Metal scevaccum sree eee ® 1,601 1,202 2,803 

Tantalum 
NONE a sisi it i 8,400, 1,482 1,152, 92,584 

Carbide powder ____.~-.~----~=-=-2---=== = 2 wz! 329 
Metal. S 2S SnD Ge PES SESEEOEOESS TS a5 201 6 2201 

Mebll Saou cate panee aes ® 1,662 1,152 2814 

1All surplus ferrocolumbium and columbium metal were used to offset columbium concentrates shortfall. Total offset was 1,148,000 pounds 
2Overall goals, on a recoverable basis, taal 4,850,000 pounds for the columbium metal group and 7,160,000 pounds for 

the tantalum metal group. 
all surplus tantalum carbide powder and tantalum metal were used to offset tantalum minerals shortfall. Total offset 

‘was 271,000 pounds. 
100 pounds. 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- materials. 
duction data for ferrocolumbium are devel- In October, GSA agreed to purchase tan- 
oped by the Bureau of Mines from the talum materials containing 244,200 pounds 
annual voluntary survey for ferroalloys. Of _of tantalum pentoxide (Ta.0;), equivalent to 
the four domestic operations to which a sur- approximately 200,000 pounds of tantalum, 
vey was sent, 100% responded, represent- for the National Defense Stockpile. The 
ing 100% of total production. Ferrocolum- purchase followed a solicitation in June for 
bium production data are withheld for 1983 tantalum natural mineral and concen- 
to avoid disclosing company proprietary trates containing up to 805,250 pounds of 

data. ‘Ta,0, to be provided in five lots containing 
Legislation and Government Pro- _not less than 61,050 pounds of Ta,0s per lot. 

grams.—The National Defense Stockpile The material shall be grade 1 as defined in 
goals and inventories for columbium and National Stockpile Purchase Specification 
tantalum materials did not change, and P-118a, effective August 8, 1981, requiring a 
there were no sales of stockpile excess minimum Ta,O; content of 25%. and a
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minimum combined Ta,0; plus columbium days after the effective date of the con- 
pentoxide (Cb:Os) confent of 55%. Under tracts. 
the contracts, Greenbushes Tin Ltd., Aus-. In the February 17, 1983, Federal Regis- 
tralia, will supply two 61,050-pound lots of ter, the Environmental Protection Agency 
Ta,Os and Norore Corp. and Bomar Re- proposed effluent limitation guidelines and 
sources Inc., both of New York, NY, will standards under the Clean Water Act for 
each supply a 61,050-pound lot of Ta,0; with nonferrous metals including columbium 
the average purchase price being about and tantalum. The proposed effluent limits 
$81.62 per pound of contained Ta.0;, fob. are based on best practicable technology, 
the Hammond, IN, storage depot. Material best available technology, and best conven- 
deliveries are to be completed within 365 tional technology to handle water wastes. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Domestic production of ferrocolumbium, the common stock it held in Fansteel Inc. to 
expressed as contained columbium, was up the company’s shareholders on May 31, 
10% from that of 1982. Value of ferrocolum- 1983. This amounted to nearly 96% of 
bium production increased to an estimated Fansteel’s outstanding shares.* 
$9.6 million. The regular grade continued to ‘The Pesses Co., Solon, OH, producer of a 
be favored over the high-purity grade of wide range of ferroalloys including ferroco- 
ferrocolumbium in the production mix. lumbium, was declared bankrupt by a Fed- 

All columbium- and tantalum-bearing eral judge in Cleveland, OH. Three creditors 
concentrates were imported, but a major of the company filed a petition in Federal 
tantalum processor was considering future Bankruptcy Court seeking liquidation of the 
domestic mining of low-grade tantalum firm under Chapter 7 of the Federal Bank- 

ores? ruptey Code. 
Tantalum content of raw materials con- Ashland Chemical Co., Columbus, OH, 

sumed by processors in the production of expanded its line of foundry products to 
tantalum compounds and metals was esti- include specialty metals and alloys. A 
mated to be about 900,000 pounds. In addi- Cleveland, OH, plant was retrofitted with a 
tion, consumption of purchased metal scrap _new furnace that now provides a capability 
was estimated at about: 40,000 pounds, for producing high-purity ferrocolumbium 

The H. K. Porter Co. Inc. distributed all of and nickel columbium. 

Table 4.—Major domestic columbium and tantalum processing and producing 
‘companies in 1983 

Products* 

Company Plant location Metal? Carbide Oxide and/or Fee. 

‘Avon Products Ine: Mallinckrodt St. Louis, MO_--- . = of & oe Tne 
RB De Boyertown, PA x ox x x Don 22 -7ZITTIIIIZ Revere, PA === eo el le ee Fansteel ine” ""~7I=TTITII2 Muskogee, OK — eR SL EK 
Dow a 27=777nTTTTD Noth Chicago, SX = Kennametaling —-""""""">tatrobe, PA’ XK KS Metallurg inc: Shiedalioy Corp-— Newheld NJ—~~~ Ss om fe of NRCIncs ss Newton, MAL % © - f= e 

Reading Alloyging==227=7""~, Robesonia, PAT E ¥ Teledyme Ine: Teledyne Wah Albany.OR----- = & = x ‘Chang Albany Div 
4Cb, columbium; Ta, tantalum; FeCb, ferrocolumbium; NiCb, nickel columbium. 
Includes miscellaneous alloys 
Jointly owned by South American Consolidated Enterprises S.A. and H.C. Starck Berlin. .
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CONSUMPTION, USES, AND STOCKS 

Overall reported consumption of colum- production of consumer goods. However, 
bium as ferrocolumbium and nickel colum- manufacturers in this market continued to 
bium rose by 17%, a reversal of the down- conserve tantalum with scrap recycling pro- 
ward trend that existed in 1981 and 1982. grams, substitutions, and product redesigns 
Consumption of columbium by the steel- to reduce or eliminate tantalum. 
making industry increased 11%, in line Factory sales of tantalum capacitors rose 
with a 12% increase in raw steel produc- by 12% as reported by the Electronic Indus- 
tion, with virtually no change in the per- tries Association. This was the highest level 
cent of columbium usage per short ton of since 1980. Stable tantalum prices and im- 
steel produced. Consumption in the carbon provements in the electronics and automo- 
and the stainless and heat-resisting steels tive industries helped to strengthen the 
increased by 16% and 47%, respectively, _ tantalum capacitor market. However, con- 
again following the pattern of production tinued improvement in tantalum capacitor 
increases for these grades of steels. Increas- powder coupled with substitution of alumi- 
ed demand in the automotive and other num and ceramic capacitors in the consum- 
consumer product industries contributed to er electronic industries contributed to a 
the advances. However, columbium demand lesser demand for tantalum powder. By 
in high-strength, low-alloy (HSLA) steels yearend, Sprague Electric Co. had started 
continued to fall, a decline of more than production of solid tantalum capacitors at 
40% from the 1981 peak year total. its new capacitor-manufacturing facility in 
Demand for columbium in superalloys San Antonio, TX. The new facility supple- 

was up by more than 40%. However, that ments Sprague’s capacitor plants in San- 
portion used in the form of nickel colum- ford, ME, and Concord, NH. Western Elec- 
bium continued to decline by 6% to less tric Corp., a major producer of tantalum 
than 260,000 pounds, indicating a shift to capacitors for in-house use, reportedly was 

ferrocolumbium. considering a move into capacitor sales to 
The Tantalum Producers Association re- outside consumers.‘ 

ported a 15% rise in overall tantalum ship- Aggregated stocks of columbium and tan- 
ments, indicating some recovery in the talum raw materials reported by processors 
market. This was the first increase in ship- for 1983 were incomplete at the time this 
ments since 1979. Major segments of the chapter was prepared. Aggregate stocks of 
tantalum market showing increases were columbium and tantalum raw materials 
powder and anodes and mill products. reported by processors for yearend 1982 
Changes in the reporting method for some contained an estimated 3.5 million pounds 
of the materials contributed to the substan- of columbium and 3.2 million pounds of 
tial increase in the alloy additives segment. tantalum, both down from yearend 1981 
Tantalum for cemented carbide advanced _ totals of 4.3 million pounds and 3.5 million 
by almost 40% as a result of improvements pounds, respectively. 
made in the automotive industry and in the 

Table 5.—Reported shipments of columbium and tantalum materials 
(Pounds of metal content) 

oe erence MRRP ence creer ene OO AE 

"Gaps ning lye Miwerscscpccaree Seiad _ iia ‘Metal including worked producis.-—-_~----_--------222222_2222 2 t.~B88 400 “42400 
Other ooo eee ae se neces a0, _" 2,900 

TRE ania uniacsrimnicanaisente men seonsu altuna mi acaietusare cae ESS 947,780, 1,493,900 

Tantalum products: Oxides and salts = aa----- 96500 14,160 
‘Alley alitive “5005 SERS TSE IES Hea a EAS PURETEEIST NT SEUSS 31,700 104/020 
Carbide nan enwencacaneneronnenieceenaereosaecnene em © 114190 
Powder and anodes ~~~" =7 777777 TIIIIIIICICIDILICIOIIIE + asroo ——saa00 

Ingo (nworked consolidated metal. 7777722222 2LITIOIOIIIIILIOIII 16,700 5,700 
SOME epee rane niece cue paiacaes emer 168,020 214,100 
Scrap -.-~.-------------------- ~~~ -- eee 94,500 59,700, ‘Otber, SOOT CERE DERG ENE NE SEE DE a ETE REISS ae we 

TR ccc dE ERE R ERAS 880,690 1,015,670 

Source: Tantalum Producers Association.
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Table 6.—Consumption, by end use, and industry stocks of ferrocolumbium and nickel 
columbium in the United States 

(Pounds of contained columbium)? 
a” 

ENDUSE 
Steel Carbon eee eee eens BIBRRRB 1,815,624 Stainleseand heatresisting 277222777TTT277TTTTTITITTIIIIIIITID Paso BRR 8D 
SO NI sa nse my peste mas mmr ema in ay. @ Highatrength, lowaliog --~~~~=777772272227TTTTTTIITTIIIIIICITIC aa uaete 

Blectrie -—— 17 °° SDTTTITIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE a @ 

Total -—-------nnennnnnnneeneeenneneneeneceneecennnnen= 800078 9851,299 
Albye erladiag alioy stele and saperaiogs)222T_¢T7~7TTTT7777777722. Miscalaneous and unspecified =<” -~~~7~-722277727222772222 22a aor dant 

Total consumption --------------eeeeeneeeneeneeeennaa == B16 987 416,072 
STOCKS 

Dee. 81 
Ceaiomee sie SU ae ea eu Re UnE GS Cake eed Ww w 
PN a nie neni oe Ones nares nein ale eee Mme een wie w w 

NIA cs ssenrintrin sone pc icin nr erstentso tart icine ans i an tae 711,000 760,000 

“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total stocks.” 3nludes columbium and tantalum in ferrotantalurncolumbium,iFany. 
3Small; included with “Steel: High-strength, low-alloy.” Bineluded with "Steel: Unspecified” 
‘Ferrocolumbium only. 

PRICES 

Prices continued stable for pyrochlore columbite concentrates was quoted the en- 
concentrates and columbium. products tire year at $5 to $7 per pound of combined 
based on them. A price for Brazilian pyro- columbium and tantalum pentoxides. In 
chlore concentrates remained unavailable; October, the price for columbium oxide, 
exports of the concentrates were stopped in both foreign and domestic, increased from 
1981. The price of pyrochlore concentrates about $6 to about $6.60 per pound of oxide, 
produced in Canada by Niobec Inc. was reportedly boosted by an upturn in demand. 
quoted throughout 1983 at $3.25 per pound Most tantalum prices remained virtually 
of contained pentoxide, fio.b. Canada, for unchanged, with tantalum demand and 
concentrates with a nominal content of 51% _ trade volume for tantalite ore continuing at 
to 62% Cb.Os. This price has remained depressed levels. The spot market price for 
unchanged since April 1980. The spot price tantalite, on the basis of 60% combined 
of regular-grade ferrocolumbium containing tantalum and columbium pentoxides, c.i.f. 
63% to 68% columbium was unchanged at U.S. ports, started the year at $20 to $25 
$6 per pound of contained columbium, f.o.b. and increased to $28 to $31 in the fourth 
shipping point. quarter. The Canadian tantalum producer, 

High-purity ferrocolumbium and nickel Tantalum Mining Corp. of Canada Ltd, 
columbium experienced modest price contract price for tantalite was unchanged 
changes. The quoted price for high-purity at $45 per pound of contained pentoxide. 
ferrocolumbium eased from $21 to $19.75 The contract price for tantalite from Green- 
per pound of contained columbium in mid- bushes in Australia remained suspended. 
March, and the price for nickel columbium Published price quotations for tantalum 
was $21 per pound of contained columbium mill products and powders were unchanged 
by yearend. Columbium metal price quotes at about $150 per pound. 
remained unchanged. The spot price for
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FOREIGN TRADE 

Net trade remained at a deficit for both from Brazil increased significantly to 
columbium and tantalum, but was at the 372,000 pounds valued at $1.8 million com- 
lowest level since 1978. Overall trade vol- pared with 84,000 pounds valued at $468,000 
ume and value was down for both exports in 1982. Estimated data for both ferrocolum- 
and imports. Exports and reexports of tan- bium and columbium oxide were based on 
talum ores and concentrates declined al- entries in nonspecific classes. 
most 50% to 121,000 pounds valued at $1.1 Imports for consumption of columbium 
million. Belgium replaced the Federal Re- mineral concentrates increased by more 
public of Germany as the principal recipi- than 60%; receipts from Canada almost 
ent with 95% of total shipments. doubled those of 1982. However, average 

Imports of raw materials and intermedi- unit value for overall imports decreased by 
ates such as ferrocolumbium and colum- 26% largely owing to the lower unit value 
bium oxide exceeded the value of exports of for Canadian pyrochlore, which was more 
upgraded forms of columbium and tanta- than 80% of the total quantity. Imports 
lum by 30%. Imports for consumption from _ were estimated to contain 603,000 pounds of 
Brazil included 3.9 million pounds of ferro- columbium and 33,000 pounds of tantalum 
columbium, down by nearly 20% and the at an average grade of approximately 58% 
lowest level reported in recent years. Im- Cb,0; and 3% Ta,Os. 
ports for consumption of columbium oxide 

Table 7.—U.S. foreign trade in columbium and tantalum metal and alloys, by class 
(Thousand pounds, gross weight, and thousand dollars) 

i962 1988 Principal destinations 
Ces “Quantity Value “Quantity Value and sources, 1983 

EXPORTS! 
‘Tantalum: 
Powder 15 16,281 123 14.807 Japan 9, $4451; West Germany 

6, $3,386; France 25, 82.885, . . Unite Kingiom 1 2408, 
‘Unwrought and waste and scrap. 330 11,231 154 5,892 West. Germany 113, $3,207; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 17, $1,118; Japan 10, $845, Wrought a 527,267 ST 7,082 United Kingdom 19, $2,187; Japan 
18, $1,953; West Germany 11, BHI France's, $777 

Mitalwcc scam cnaten XX 34729 XX_—BT,B2_—_ West Germany $7,800; Japan 
$1,200, United Kingdom $4,900; 
France $3,900 

IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION 
Columbium: 

Ferrocolumbium® 4812 IT,AT4_——«3.906. «12.992 All from Brazil 
‘Unvwrought metal and waste and aa renee 1 6 3 39 West Germany 2, $8; France 1, 
Unwrought alloys 3 Mo 2 4 Allfrom Brazil. 

Wrought = 97727222 TTT = eo 2 Atri, #8; United Kingdom 
0), $0) Tantalum: 

‘Waste and serap ne 9T 8614122808 West Germany 50, $1,500; United 
. Kingdom 20, $312; Mexico, 

$225; France 20, $213. ‘Unwrought metal 61 + 6858 28 2022 West Germany 21, $1,979; 
‘Belgium-Luxembourg 1, $83 Unwrought allofs = 1 6 5 &31_—_Belgiuim-Luxembourg 4, $196; 
‘Canada #1, $34 a 2 a ° 2% Austria @) $18; United Kingdom 
©, 84 

Total... XX 27.950 —-XK_~—«18,117_—_—Brasil $13,000; West Germar 
"5,300; United Kingdom S385, 
Belgium-Luxembourg $252? 

Estimated, OC Notapicble 
For columbium, data on exports of metal and alloys in unvro wrought form, including waste and serap, are TA an act el a re ein et a ne "Rounded. 
Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of columbium mineral concentrates, by country 4 (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 
ae . se 

Country Gros Vane Gros Vane SR vate GI Value iets Veto eight__ Valve Brazil eae a ae Genada--222222TTTITIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIEDEIccccaoccrr ako HS ccc Ee Oe 
aloe nae n ens nearer aaa me ee 

Total -——-——-- nnn a emesis ceeenseccoreenenacc a YANG Met: Baie *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of tantalum mineral concentrates, by country 
(Thousand pounds and thousend dollars) 

as Se ee Country “Ge ya ae Mae weight Value igh Value tight ate weight Valve 
Aplin needa ceneeSeece | I Breal 9-2 2TDTTTIIIIIIIIIIISaI scotia 
Git Gigdtesaieaksccce OG 
Sauce eee 8 Mozambique -—2-"7722IITII2IIIIIctts aia ws 
| | South Africa, Republica 227TTTTLIIITTTTIITITTIITI TB 
RIO or seemepmgemartin eset tecwrwcetntshitiidena Gone a a = pies a 1 abead STELI SSIES TET EEE Be ae Ube ccen----enneanieowrneeceeeeee eC Boababre | SG UT BI Ta Rea A INTE ner notes eee ee = 
SII neti oarnncres annonce penance apes ges caesar 1,297 16,286 536 4,017 Bec lee 
}Presumably country of transshipment rather than original source. 
"Less than 1/2 unit. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent ‘rounding. 

Imports for consumption of tantalum since Canada’s production was suspended mineral concentrates were down nearly for the entire year. 
60% to the lowest level in three decades, Data on receipts of raw materials other 
with the average unit value decreasing by than mineral concentrates were incomplete. 
40%. Imports were estimated to contain Imports for consumption of columbium- 
147,000 pounds of tantalum and 127,000 tantalum synthetic concentrates were down. 
pounds of columbium. Average contents of significantly: 2.1 million pounds valued at 
Ta,Os and CbzOs were 38% and 34%, respec- $14.9 million, compared with 2.7 million 
tively. Brazil accounted for over 40% of pounds valued at $24.9 million in 1982. 
both the total quantity and total value, These figures are not included in the salient replacing Canada as the leading source, statistics data. 

WORLD REVIEW 

The supply and consumption of tantalum Federal Republic of Germany, and the on a worldwide and country-by-country ba- U.S.S.R. Approximately 55% of the total sis was reported in a German language tantalum consumed was used for electro- 
publication entitled “Tantal.”* Major tanta- lytic capacitors and an additional 30% was 
lum producers, in order of magnitude, were _used for hard metals. 
stated to be Thailand, Brazil, and World production data on columbium and Malaysia, with principal consuming coun- tantalum minerals exclude columbium or 
tries being the United States, Japan, the tantalum recovered from contemporary and
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old tin slags and from struverite. Tantalum within 1 year. To meet anticipated increas- 

contained in tin slags produced in 1980, ed demand for tantalum, Greenbushes’ plan 

1981, 1982, and 1983 was, in thousand calls for an overall increase in production 

pounds, 1,138, 1,006, 991, and 1,049, respec- from 180,000 pounds of contained Ta2Os in 

tively, according to data from the Tantalum 1983 to 220,000 pounds in 1984, 450,000 

Producers International Study Center. pounds in 1985, and 650,000 pounds in 1986. 

Regarding the shipments of old tin slags, Brazil.—Late in 1983, the Cia. Brasileira 

data were only available from Thailand. In de Metalurgia e Mineracdo restarted pro- 

1983, Thailand reported no shipments of old duction of high-purity columbium oxide at 
tin slags compared with 36 short tons in its plant in Araxa. Production of the oxide 

1982. had been suspended for about 2 years. 

Developments having potential effects on The Goids Niobio S.A., a joint venture of 

tantalum supply included formation of the Produtos Metalargicas S.A. and Metais de 

Association of Tin Producing Countries Goidés S.A. was studying the viability of 

(ATPC) whose membership is comprised of bringing into production a mining and fer- 

six of the major tin-producing countries. rocolumbium operation in the Catalao- 

‘The ATPC, headquartered in Kuala Lum- Ouvidor region of Goiés in late 1984. Initial 

pur, Malaysia, is reportedly aimed at pur- annual ferrocolumbium production is envi- 

suing cooperative research, development, sioned at about 1,200 tons. 

and marketing activities. The Governments Brazil’s production and exports of ferroco- 

of Malaysia and Thailand both adopted lumbium continued to decline in 1988. Pro- 

measures in’an effort to combat tin smug- duction and exports were 10,700 tons and 
gling. In Malaysia, new regulations took 10,200 tons, respectively, compared with the 

effect that require permission from the 1982 totals of 12,700 tons and 12,200 tons, 

Malaysian Primary Industries Ministry be- respectively. 
fore tin concentrate can be imported. In Canada.—As reported by Teck Corp. for 

‘Thailand, a proposal to reduce tin royalties the fiscal year ending September 80, pro- 

was approved. Also, Thailand announced duction of columbium oxide at the Niobec 
that producers would be allowed to main- Inc. mine at St. Honoré, Quebec, was down 

tain, in storage facilities as approved by the about 40% to 4,000,600 pounds, compared 
Ministry of Commerce, tin stockpiles in with 6,889,189 pounds in 1982, The mine, 

excess of their Government-allocated quota which operated at capacity during its 7-year 
levels. history, was closed from April 1 to August 

‘Australia.—For the fiscal year ending 22 to reduce accumulating columbium con- 
June 30, 1983, Greenbushes reported that centrate inventories at the mine and in the 

its tin-tantalite mine operated at approxi- hands of customers. Ore milled was down 

mately 35% of installed capacity for the almost 40% to 502,400 tons from 809,242 

year. The tantalum market continued to be tons in 1982. Closed for 5 months, the mill 

depressed, and tin export quotas remained operated on the average of 2,310 tons per 

in force. Ore treated was 730,000 cubic day compared with the 2,325 tons per day in 

meters in fiscal year 1983, down from 1982. Estimated recovery was down to about 

826,000 cubic meters in fiscal year 1982.The 62% compared with the reported 68% in 

tailings retreatment and alluvial treatment 1982, even though Cb.O; grade of ore in- 

plants were out of operation for the entire creased to 0.64% from 0.63% in 1982. Ore 

year. The solvent extraction plant was also reserves declined at the end of the fiscal 

‘closed down and rebuilt for a continuous year to 12.6 million tons, content basis, at 

production capacity of 80,000 pounds of 0.66% Cb.O; compared with about 18.0 mil- 

TasOs. lion tons at 0.66% Cbz0s in 1982. 

Greenbushes was no longer seeking joint The Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting 

venture partners to develop its under- Co. Ltd. (HBMS) reported that mining and 

ground mine and ore deposits. Terms satis- milling activity at the Bernic Lake, Manito- 

factory to the company were not available. ba, operation of the Tantalum Mining Corp. 
However, funding was being arranged for of Canada Ltd. (Tanco) remained suspended 

new mine development and installation ofa throughout the year with no sales of Ta:Os. 

crushing and grinding plant to allow for In midyear, HBMS became a wholly owned 
initial production in early 1985. Develop- subsidiary of Inspiration Resources Corp. of 

ment plans are to bring on-stream addition. New York, NY. HBMS has a 37.5% interest 

al production of about 250,000 pounds of in Tanco and is responsible for the compa- 

contained Ta,O; from the new mine, with a _ ny’s overall operation. 

projected capacity to double this production Shell Canada Resources Ltd. decided to
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terminate mineral exploration activities at million. 
its Martison Lake. property, a major colum- France.—The state-owned Bureau de Re- 
bium-phosphate deposit, north of Hearst, cherches Géologiques et Miniéres (BRGM) 
Ontario. Limited drilling indicated the de- reportedly identified a major tantalum de- 
posit contains 154 million tons of ore poten- posit, second only to Greenbushes (Aus- 
tial grading 0.35% Cb.O, and 20% phospho- tralia), 25 miles west of Vichy in southern 
rous pentoxide. A joint venture of Camchib France. Preliminary drilling and evalua- 
Resources Inc. and New Venture Equities tion of the Echassieres deposit suggests 
Ltd. purchased the property from Shell about 55 million tons of ore in a domeslike 
Canada and indicated plans for a 2year granite structure grading 0.028% Ta:Os, 
drilling program to allow accurate assess- 0.022% columbium, 0.18% tin, and 0.71% 
ment of ore reserves, leading to a feasibility lithium. Compagnie Francaise de Mines 
study. (Coframines), the industrial mining subsid- 

Exploration and test work at other Cana- _iary of BRGM, undertook a feasibility study 
dian properties with potential for colum- to exploit the richest portion of the main 
bium and tantalum include that by High- ore body having an estimated grade of 
wood Resources Ltd. at its Thor Lake co- 0.084% Ta,O and 0.14% tin. Financial part- 
lumbium-tantalum-rare-earths deposit in ners were being sought to bring a mining 
the Northwest Territories. Completed gravi- operation on-stream having an initial annu- 
ty surveying suggests that the deposit is al capacity of about 39 tons of TazOs and 165 
substantially larger than the drill-indicated to 176 tons of tin. Coframines’ initial inten- 
ore body previously outlined at 77 million _ tion is to concentrate on tantalum. 
tons of ore grading 0.40% columbium, © Japan.—Production of ferrocolumbium 
0.08% tantalum, 3.5% zirconium, and 1.7% was 584 tons, down substantially from the 
combined rare earths. Metallurgical studies 1,145 tons produced in 1982. Columbium ore 
were carried out on methods to recover the imported from Canada for ferrocolumbium 
finegrained tantalo-columbite crystals in production was 816 tons. Ferrocolumbium 
the deposit. The Iron Ore Co. of Canada imports were 1,960 tons compared with 
continued exploration and metallurgical 2,560 tons in 1982, the bulk of imports came 
studies at its Strange Lake deposit near from Brazil. Tantalum ore imports totaled 
Schefferville, Quebec. Minerals associated 188 tons with 90% of the imports coming 
with the deposit include columbium, tanta- from Malaysia. 
lum, and rare-earth elements. Namibia,—Natresco (Pty.) Ltd. of the Re- 
China.—A joint research project was un- public of South Africa continued to examine 

dertaken by China and Japan to extract a tantalite deposit grading up to 50% TaOs 
columbium from Chinese iron ore. The re- in the Tantalite Valley area of southern 
search goal for the first year was to produce Namibia. Joint venture partners are being 
slag containing 10% columbium. Pig iron sought to establish a mine at the pegmatite 
produced from iron ore mined in Baotou, deposit, which is under claim to Natresco. 
Inner Mongolia, containing 0.1% to 0.2% Nigeria.—Production of columbite, as a 
columbium was being used in experiments byproduct of tin mining reported by the 
conducted in Japan. The extraction process group of Amalgamated Tin Mines of Niger- 
under development hopefully will provide a ia (Holdings) Ltd. (ATMN), Bisichi-Jantar 
means for extracting columbium from the Nigeria Ltd., Gold & Base Metal Mines of 
pig iron during the steelmaking process. Nigeria Ltd, and Vectis Tin Mines Ltd., 
Japanese sources have estimated Chinese continued to fall with a combined output of 
deposits of columbium-bearing iron ore to 121 tons compared with 182 tons in 1982. 
contain 441 million tons. ATMN accounted for over 85% of produc- 
Egypt—The Egyptian Government con- tion with the rest coming from Bisichi- 

tinued to seek financial support for joint Jantar. 
development of its Abu Dabbab and Nuwei- The Government was considering a plan 
bi tantalum deposits, located in the Eastern to bring the country’s five major tin-pro- 
Desert near the Red Sea coast. Factors thus ducing firms under a new holding company 
far preventing such a venture include the _ in hopes of reviving its tin-mining industry. 
high cost of mining hard-rock, low-grade The Nigerian Mining Corp. would own 60% 
material, and the lack of an infrastructure of the new company, the Nigerian Tin 
in the area. Geological evaluation suggests Mining Co. (NTMC). However, there was 
total combined ore reserves to be about 77 opposition to forming NTMC based on the 
million tons. Capital costs for a mining high cost of investing in deep mine develop- 
Project to develop reserves at the Nuweibi ment and Nigeria’s low tin export quota. 
deposit have been estimated at $70 to $150
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Thailand.—Columbite-tantalite produc- jected at levels up to 700,000 pounds of 
tion increased more than tenfold, and stru- Ta,O,. Once operational, the plant is to 
verite production was up to 303 tons from 11 _ have first access to all tin slags produced in 
tons in 1982. Thailand’s Department of Thailand. Early in the year, the Thailand 
Mineral Resources was reported to be un- Smelting and Refining Co. Ltd. (Thaisarco) 
dertaking a series of projects involving the abandoned its policy of paying miners for 
development of the country’s mineral re- the tantalum content in tin concentrates. 
sources including both onshore and offshore ‘The payments started in 1980 when tanta- 
surveys to determine tantalite and tin de- lum prices were at peak levels. Later in the 

posits. year, Thaisarco’s smelter was reported to be 
‘The Thailand Tantalum Industry Corp. operating at less than one-half capacity 

Ltd. (TTIC) was granted a loan of $58.5 owing to a shortfall in tin concentrates. 
million from the International Finance  Zaire.—The French Coframines indicated 
Corp., an affiliate of the World Bank, to plans to bring its mining project, Société 
construct a tantalum processing facility at Miniére de Kania (Somika), into operation 
Phuket. TTIC plans include a smelter for by yearend. Somika, a joint venture of 
upgrading low- and medium-grade tin slags Coframines (80%) and the Government of 
and a chemical plant for processing tanta- Zaire (20%), was located at Kania, in Zaire’s 
lumr-bearing ores, high-grade tin slags, and Shaba Province. Tin was the dominant 
upgraded materials from the smelter. The metal with tantalum as the byproduct. 
plant’s eventual annual capacity was pro- 

TECHNOLOGY 

‘The status of columbium (niobium) tech- near absolute zero, the coils have almost no 
nology was reviewed in a comprehensive electrical resistance. The technology, if 
treatise entitled “Niobium, Proceedings of successfully applied commercially, would 
the International Symposium.”” The review improve the efficiency of electrical genera- 
covered geology and mineralogy, mining, tors and reduce fuel and construction costs 
extraction and purification, properties of for utilities.” 
the metal and alloys, use in HSLA steels, —____ 
applications, and future prospects. ‘Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals 

The use of 0.04% columbium to strength- | "American Metal Market. V. 91, No. 169, Aug. 31, 1988, 
en 0.04% carbon steels was effective in  "iranateel Inc. 1988 Annual Report, 20 pp. 
achieving strengths in the range of 310 to *American Metal Markt. v.91, No. 78, Sop. 18,198, 
1,000 megapascals with adequate ductility P10 |, 
to form moderately drawn shapes. The com- _. kantrasén’y. Sa ee cme, 
bination of strength and ductility is aided dber Angebot ae peepee cnobatty AT 

yy low-residual elements in a vacuum de- Raw. Materials 17. Tantalum.) Bundesanstalt Fur gassed aluminum-killed, low-carbon steel.! Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe and Deutsches Institut 
Tn another review, the role that columbium Hur Wirtschafsorschung, Hannover and Beri, 182,273 
and other alloying elements have played in | ‘American Metal Market. Tantalum and Columbium 
the development of stronger and tougher Spplemens. V8) No 170 Sept oe OE Int 
steels was discussed? Syn, on Nigblum 1, San Francisco CA, Nov. 611, 1981 

A superconducting generator was success- Metall. Soc. AIME, Warrendale, PA, 1984 1260 pp. 
fully tested by the General Electric Co., cp treat Stet Iron and Siosimaber, 10, No 2 Fob 
which the company termed a milestone 198%, pp. 240. 
accomplishment in ultralow-temperature qousher Steels’ Ion Agee BS8, Non Pe 16 Tabs, 
research. Coils carrying an electric current pp, 41-17. i 
to produce a magnetie fed are made of a iT, a Steel Jouraa Goa er cy Tey columbium-titanium alloy. At temperatures 198%, p.58





By J. L. W. Jolly? and D. L. Edelstein’ 

The depressed state of the U.S. copper of $318 million—an improvement compared 
mining industry continued in 1983. Increas-_ with the 1982 net loss of $515 million. The 
ed imports of low-priced copper and the domestic economy and copper demand im- 
consequent increased domestic inventories proved toward yearend, and the excess cop- 
and depressed prices resulted in the closure _ per stocks were beginning to decline. How- 
of several domestic mines. At yearend, 12 of ever, the economies of several of the more 
the top 25 mines in operation in 1981 were important copper consuming countries re- 
closed in addition to 5 smaller mines. The mained depressed, or were recovering at a 
industry reported domestic operating losses much slower pace than that of the United 

‘Table 1.—Salient copper statistics 

1979 1980 1981 Toe Te 
United States: 

‘Ore produced... thousand metric tons. 277,582 221,597 277,674 181,944 117,993 
‘Average yield of copper. -percent_— oat ods oat 055 051 

Primary (new) copper produced: 
From domestic ores, as reported by: 

Mines _... -~-~ metric tons. 1,446,586 1,181,116 1,588,160 1,146,975 1,088,098 
Value______-- thousands. "$2,966,891 $2,666,931 $2,886,440 "$1,840,856 $1,751,476 

Smeliers---2=r-metrie tons. TBS 224 «98449 “T.254'962 'S40;5eT ” “BREa0 
Percent of world total _-_-___ 16 13 16 "LL un 

Refineries __ _ _____ metric tons_._ 1,412,797 71,126,231 1,430,210 71,064,533 1,003,668 
From foreign ores, matte, etc., as reported by refineries eee do. 103,858 88.957 11380716245 178.422 

Total new refined, domestic and 
SOON 6 re ness 1,516,655 71,215,188 1,544,017 1,226,778 1,182,090 Secondary copper recovered from old 

serap only rn nnn en 604301 61,458 59R122 «| ITT2S 455,153 
Exports: Refined - ___-___-____do____ 73,677 14,489 24,397 30,558 81,397 Imports for consumption: 

‘Wnmanufactured do. 281,584 547,006 429,601 505986 643,511 Refined — => dona Boiss e948 Sa0.625 584804594508, 
Stocks, Dec. 31: Producers: eee eae ara calage geen. ‘Refined (primary producers) —__do____ 64,000 49,000 151,000 268.000 154,000 

Blister and materials in solution ~ do. —— 215,000___-272.000 277,000 _—238,000——_—174,000 
Bice Bibenenevnennneniilinns 399,000 821,000 428,000 501,000 $28,000 mnsumption: 

Refined copper_-..._-do.__ 2158442 1,862,096 2,025,169 1,658,142 1,767,409 ‘Apparent consumption, primary and old 
‘copper (old scrap only)_._do___ 2,482,000 *2,175,000 72,278,000 1,760,000 2,020,000 

Price: Weighted average, cathode, cents per sph occa ice 219 st Ba. 7280 16.58 Work 
Production: 

Mine......- thousand metric tons... "7,691 "1,739 8,191 P8072 °8,027 
se ‘sole "746 BBAB Pegs "8,304 

ioe: London, high grade, average cents per 
pound cee or eee ees 90.07 9925 19.85 tod 7218 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Based on Jan.-Nov. monthly averages. 
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States, with the result that world demand resources totaling 66 million tons of copper, 
for refined copper continued to decline. or 20.1% of the Western World resources of 
Western World consumption was down to potentially recoverable copper using cur- 
6.7 million metric tons in 1983 compared rent extraction technology. Only Chile, with 
with 7.5 million tons in 1979.° As a conse- 26% of the total, had recoverable copper 
quence, the excess supply of copper in the resources larger than that of the United 
world was sold in U.S. markets, which in States, The average ore grade for the 72 
1983 accounted for about 27% of Western U.S. deposits was 0.66% copper, compar- 
World consumption. ed with a world average of 0.83% copper.* 

Refined copper production in the Western Domestie Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
World continued more or less unabated, duction data for copper are developed by the 
reaching a near-record-high level of 7.3 Bureau of Mines from seven separate, vol- 
million tons. Countries reporting significant untary surveys of U.S. operations. Typical 
increases in refined copper production were of these surveys is the mine production 

fomiie a coe aoe he frente survey. Of the 105 operations to which a 
Ge y, » the R survey request was sent, 54% responded, of Korea, the Republic of South Africa, and representing an estimated 99.98% of the 

the United Kingdom. Oman and the Philip- total mine production. Production for the pines were new producers with a first-time yemaining 48 companies was estimated us- 
refined copper production during the year. ng data reported in other surveys. 
Among the producers of refined copper Jegislation and Government _Pro- 
experiencing cutbacks in production were  gyams,—Signed into law at yearend, Public 
Chile, Peru, Spain, the United States, and Taw 98.181, entitled “Supplemental Ap- 
Zambia. World copper mine production also propriations—Fiscal Year 1984,” increased continued at high rates, decreasing only tase cat X the U.S. contribution to the IMF, in addi- marginally, largely the result of cutbacks at 4:0, to requiring that detailed i 
mines in the United States and Canada. feanibility evaluctions be made for devatop- 

Issues of concern and debate for the U.S, feasibility evaluations be made for develop- 
copper industry during the year included "ent bank loans for foreign mining and 
the influences of foreign production subsi- ™ineral processing operations that cost 
dization, development bank and Interna- ote than $20 million. The evaluation must 
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) loans, deval- tke into account a project’s impact on 
uation of foreign currencies, continued ex. World markets and its effect on the overall 
pansion of foreign copper producing facili long-term development of the country in 
ties, and the high rates of production in the Which it is located. The new law also requir- major producing countries. In addition, do €d withholding of funds intended for proj- 
mestic factors such as the influence of a cts that would enable a country to produce 
strong dollar on exports and imports, high Commodities, such as copper or steel, that 
interest rates, low prices for byproduct met- are in surplus on world markets when such 
als, the renegotiation of labor contracts, and Production would cause “material injury” 
continued expenses required by environ- to U.S. producers of those materials. Fed- 
mental constraints at smelters were also of eral agencies with bank supervisory respon- 
considerable concern. Foreign producers  Sibilities (i.c., Federal Reserve Board, Comp- 
were charging that the U.S. industry was troller of the Currency, and the Federal 
simply noncompetitive because of low ore Deposit Insurance Corp.) were instructed to 
grades, high wages, and inefficient plant carry out the law’s requirements by pre- 
and equipment. The U.S. producers main- scribing regulations or issuing orders. The 
tained that ore grade was not an issue since U.S. Department of the Treasury was re- 
the U.S. ore grades had not changed meas- quired to make an annual report to the U.S. 
ureably over the past 10 years or so. The Congress on all requests for project loans 
United States still had a large share of that would cause material injury to US. 
world reserves of recoverable copper at producers. Also included in the legislation 
similar grades. The average ore grades of was an extension of an authorization for the 
several of the larger foreign competitors, on Export-Import Bank (EXIM Bank) for 3 
the other hand, were expected to decrease years to September 30, 1986. 
measureably in the near future for geologi- The Administration was placing a greater 
cal reasons. emphasis on economic and financial factors 

‘An analysis of 72 domestic copper depos- when evaluating multilateral development 
its, 32 of which were producing mines, bank (MDB) loan proposals, including those 
indicated the United States had recoverable in the mining sector.* Within the Working
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Group on Multilateral Aid, the Department copper smelters processing high-arsenic 
of the Treasury worked during the year feed materials, containing 0.7% or greater 
with other agencies, including the U.S. arsenic, and smelters processing low-arsenic 
Department of State, U.S. Department of feed materials, containing less than 0.7% 
Commerce, U.S, Department of the Interior, arsenic. The proposed regulations would 
EXIM Bank, the Federal Reserve, and oth: require additional emissions controls at six 
ers in reviewing all MDB loan proposals copper smelters processing low-arsenic feed 
when they.were brought to the boards of materials and ASARCO Incorporated’s Ta- 
banks in which the United States was an coma, WA, smelter, the only smelter that 
important shareholder. The United States processes high-arsenic feed materials. 
was a voting and capital shareholder in the The proposed regulations, which stress 
International Bank for Reconstruction and the use of best available technology, would 
Development (World Bank) (capital share require the installation of horizontal air- 
22.4% and voting share 21%); International curtain hoods at the Tacoma smelter to 
Development Association (capital share capture fugitive emissions from converter 
33.7% and voting share 19%); the Interna- operations. According to EPA estimates, the 
tional Finance Corp. (IFC) (capital share regulations would reduce fugitive ground- 
31.7% and voting share 31.7%); the Inter- level emissions, which were thought by 
American Development Bank (IDB) (capital EPA to pose the greater risk to public 
share 35% and voting share 35%); and the _ health, by 82%. EPA estimated the capital 
IMF (capital share 20.65% and voting share cost of controls to be $35 million and the 
19.6%).* Since 1981, there were five loans annualized cost to be $1.5 million. At low- 
considered solely for copper mining by the arsenic smelters, the proposed regulations 
MDB's, one of which was canceled (the IFC would require emissions control for convert- 
loan for the Cananea, Mexico, project for ers that process 6.5 kilograms or more of 
$50 million). In 1983, the United States arsenic per hour and control of matte and 
opposed two of four remaining loans, but slag topping operations from smelting fur- 
both were passed. The first was the $268 naces processing 40 kilograms or more of 
million IDB Joan to Chile in November arsenic per hour. The regulations were 
1983, and the second was the $75 million expected to reduce fugitive emissions for all 
World Bank loan to Zambia that was to be low-arsenic smelters by 54%, at an esti- 
granted in early 1984. mated capital cost of $35.3 million and an 

On June 11, 1983, acting under a deadline annualized cost of $9.5 million.” 
imposed by a New York district court in The EPA held hearings in Tacoma, WA, 
January, the Environmental Protection and Washington, DC, to take testimony on 
Agency (EPA) proposed regulations gov- the proposed regulations. Public debate fo- 
erning arsenic emissions from industrial cused on EPA exposure models, emissions 
sources. Included in the source categories estimates, and health risk assessment, par- 
for which regulations were proposed were _ ticularly in regard to the Tacoma smelter. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Mine Production.—Although some mines _ was 136,000 tons; electrowon capacity at 10 
reopened in early 1983 in response to the plants was 189,200 tons. Of the electrowon 
brief price recovery, it became apparent capacity, 65,000 tons at two plants was shut 
by yearend that production would not down all year. Precipitate production also 
reach even the recessionary levels of 1982. ceased at Anaconda Minerals Co.’s Montana 
‘Twenty-eight mines, where copper was the operation during the year. 
principal metal recovered, accounted for Of the total available copper mine capaci- 
97% of the total production. Seventy-seven ty operational in 1981, including byproduct 
mines, where copper was produced as a mines, 23 mines with 750,000 tons of con- 
coproduct or byproduct of silver, tungsten, tained copper capacity per year were shut 
molybdenum, lead, zinc, or sulfur mining, in 1983. In addition, about 150,000 tons of 
accounted for the other 3% of production. capacity at 21 smaller mines had been shut 
There were 18 mines producing either pre- since the middle 1970's, making’a total of 
cipitate or electrowon copper from dump 900,000 tons of capacity shut permanently 
leaching, in situ leaching, or vat-leaching _ or idled within the past 10 years. 
operations. Precipitate capacity at 13 mines
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‘Table 2.—Electrowinning capacity at U.S. mines 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Operator and mine Toa 1975 ~«gT6~—~«9TT~—~«dTS «TD ~—«d1980.—s19B1_— 19821988. 

Capacity: "Anagonda Minerals Co. 
‘Twin Buttes, AZ _ — =. 6,350 8,000 33,000 33,000 33,000 33,000 83,000 83,000 33,000 

Arbiter, MT__.-_ 14,500 14,500 14,500 14,500 eo ay a Se ie - 

‘Amoco Minerals Coz 3 
Cyprus Bagdad, AZ_ 6800 6,800 6,800 6,800 6,800 6,800 6,800 6.800 6,800 6,800 

Gfprssoinen a °=2 Som S460 Sato Eo) S400 Sa) SOD Soo Sato 
Duval Corp: Sec az == 284000 28,000 36,000 86,000 96,000 86,000 

Battle Mountain, 
aie Mountain, = 8 2,900 5.000 5,000 5,000 5.000 5,000 

Noranda Mines Lid (ecla Mining Co 
Lakeshore, AZ —_— -- _.. 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 

Inspiration Consolidated Capper Co: 
a anata AZ... 4500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 18,000 42,000 42,000 42,000 

ennecott: 
‘Ray Mine, AZ..-- 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 23,600 ° 23,600 28,600 23,600 29,000 29,000 

‘Newmont Mining Corp. 
Pinto ey. AZ. = ei == seas gees -- 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 

Miami Leach, AZ — - [2 6,000 6,000 6,600 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 

Ranchers Exploration fd Development 
‘Blucbird, Ay.-_1g00_ 1300 namo _1ano__13f0_1af0_7at0_1ane_tao ° 

‘Total |. 51,00 61,050 113,500 112,500 185,600 188,600 167,100 101,100 196,300 189,200 
Production =~7272 02s SBet4 “TTSB7 BL INO 98.416 100,284 117,572 161/088 181,898 101,995 
Broduction aeiy ia. “a TO Gg a ag eto at 

Percent ofcapecity----- 9S OS 
*Closed. 

‘Table 3.—Average number of copper industry workers in the United States, 
including office workers, by State 

a na nL State iid iis iste iriver Tos _ oe __—isa2_—1068 

Mines and mills: 
meee ail eee me ee ee gh apa pee Gene TFS BSE 
‘Arizona _— 2. ~~ «2,042 :17,290 17,879 16,914 14,662 “17,209 15,998 18,157 1779-8315 

Aas Socecro SNE, ED ee ee Ek et 
Gafornia-=-=--=> 2B 2 HB b 1 nH 
Glencoe a 
Glorado--------- gk a“ (ae OO 
Hebessconcmoest «a. SM 0 ee ge ae 
Michigan — -——.---- 2776 «2,563 «1,595 1,812 996 1,049 1,026) 1,173 883 179 

Montana ~~ ------~ 2029 «2635 «1496 «1805 1,279 «1,278 «1,062 1,620 855 612 

Montane --------- 39mg 1510 Last '6T al 5065144602 
‘New Mexico ___..-~ 1950 1,570 «1872 1912-2224 «2488-2561 «682 1,869 1,053 

hades ae, MP re A ee oe ESE 
Cee Oe ea 
Qregon "7TH ROBT THIS 
Tennessee -------- 53> 428446005161 5,027 SABE 552857004587 58 
Vebaaescccs St OMe ME Sag Oe Fe ne, ome cee 
Wisconsin —-..~--— 4 -- 4 5 ae oe = se 

Total_____... 36,182 81,129 29,663 29,363 26,695 28,810 27,526 30,610 20,636 14,690 

Smelter eatvefineries ~_ 18100 16,500 14/600 13,100 15000 16,000 18,000 _14,000_11,200_ 94700 et 
Grand total... 54,282 47,629 44,263 42,463 41,695 43,810 40,526 44,610 31,836 24,390 

__ Grendel eae” ee ee ee ee ee ee eee 

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics and Mine Safety and Health Administration.
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In the 1983 round of wage negotiations, with improved processing methods, such as 
most labor contracts settled included a a new crushing system at the concentrator. 
freeze in basic wages but retained a cost-of- To continue mining in the East Berkeley 
living allowance (COLA). Kennecott was the Pit, much overburden would have had to be 
first to settle early in April, but Phelps stripped, contributing to higher costs. The 
Dodge Corp. sought wage reductions in company also cited high freight charges, a 
addition to the elimination of the COLA; 48% increase in electricity rates by the 
some other companies followed suit later in State Public Service Commission, and an 
the year. As a result, some contracts were increase in State property taxes as reasons 
left unsettled at yearend, even though for the increased noncompetitiveness of its 
many of the workers had returned to the copper mining operations at Butte. The 
job. At yearend, labor unions and compa- company claimed Montana’s mining tax 
nies were returning to the negotiating table was the highest among six Western States. 
to work out agreements, as it became appar- Mining costs were reported by Anaconda to 
ent that market conditions were not im- be about $1.25 per pound of copper when the 
proving rapidly. mine closed. 

The impact of mine and plant closures, in Flooding of the Butte underground mines 
addition to a reduction of the number of was complete by November, and water had 
employees used per plant and mine in the started to rise in the Berkeley Pit. At the 
past 10 years, was severe. At the mine and _ expected rate of rise, an estimated 40 years 
mill level, a 60% drop in employment oc- would be required to fill the pit with water. 
curred in the 1974-83 period, with the most The potential for ground water contamina- 
significant impact in the last 2 years. The _ tion was the subject of debate in 1983, and 
number of employees per ton of copper Anaconda proposed to pump excess water 
produced decreased from 0.025 in 1974 to from the pit and treat it with lime to 
0.014 in 1983, a 44% reduction in the neutralize acidity. The Montana Bureau of 
number of employees required to produce a_ Mines and Geology cooperated with the US. 
ton of copper. Geological Survey, the Montana Depart- 

The high wages paid to U.S. copper work- ment of State Lands, and Anaconda to 
ers were an issue of debate during the monitor water around the Berkeley Pit and 
year. Both producers and industry analysts seven mine shafts. The State legislature 
were examining the issue as it related tothe granted the Montana Bureau of Mines 
production and competitiveness of U.S. cop- $60,000, to be added to $30,000 already 
per mines. According to the Phelps Dodge appropriated, to drill more monitor wells 
1983 Annual Report,* in the years 1972-82, close to Silver Bow Creek to determine 
wage rates increased an average of 12% per changes in ground water condition. 
year while copper prices increased an aver- __In March, Anaconda bought out Martin 
age of only 3.5% per year. Another source’ Marietta Corp.'s 33.8% share in the Greens 
indicated that wages in the domestic copper Creek polymetallic deposit on Admiralty 
industry rose from 8% above the national Island in southeast Alaska. Estimated re- 
average in 1950 to 14% above the national serves at Greens Creek totaled 3.6 million 
average in 1969, and then to 50% above the _ tons of ore having an average grade of 13 
national average in 1983. In large part, troy ounces of silver per ton, 2.5% lead, 
these wage increases had been offset by 7.5% zinc, 0.1 ounce of gold per ton, and 
increased productivity in terms of physical 0.4% copper. The deposit was to be mined 

product. primarily for silver. Noranda Mines Ltd., 
On June 30, Anaconda, citing weekly with 33.8% of the mine, became operator of 

losses of $1 million, laid off the last 700 the project in January 1981. Production was 
workers of a onetime work force of thou- expected to begin as early as 1985. 
sands at the 1.5-mile-wide, 1,300-foot-deep Anaconda, in 1983, attempted to divest 
Berkeley Pit in Butte, MT. The company _ itself of its one-half interest in the Anamax 
emphasized that this was a suspension of Mining Co. to comply with a 1977 order 
mining and not a permanent shutdown. from the Federal Trade Commission. Ana- 
Some 50 to 70 employees were retained to conda was ordered to effect the divestiture 
ensure a state of readiness for future re- when it merged with Atlantic Richfield Co. 
opening of the mine, should the copper Anamax is a joint venture with AMAX 
market improve. The company contemplat- Copper Inc., which operated the Twin 
ed that local mining could again become Buttes Mine, and with Asarco, the nearby 
profitable with a new labor contract and Palo Verde (Eisenhower) Mine, in Ari-
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zona, The Twin Buttes Mine was closed at through the portable crushing system and 
the end of January, except for the electro- an average truck fleet reduction of 87%. 
winning plant, which continued to operate More efficient mining and smelting proc- 
until October from stockpiled oxide ore. esses instituted over the next few years 
Anamax also continued to mill its portion of _ were expected to lower Duval’s cost to mine 
the ore from the Palo Verde open pit untila even lower, by several cents per pound. 
labor strike occurred in August that conti- Higher prices for its byproducts, such as 
nued through yearend. Following the an- molybdenum, gold, and silver, were also 
nouncement of the Anamax strike, a force expected to help. 
majeure was declared on receiving ore ship- _Duval’s contract with labor unions expir- 
ments from Palo Verde. Asarco laid off 45 ed on September 30. The union workers 
production workers at Palo Verde, but min- went out on strike, but operations at Sierri- 
ing continued there at a reduced rate. Both ta continued, utilizing supervisory person- 
AMAX and Anaconda had to suspend ship- nel. After a few days, most of the striking 
ments of concentrates to their overseas employees returned to work even though 

buyers. the unions were technically on strike. By 
AMAX reported a net loss from both October 4, two unions had agreed to the 

foreign and domestic operations of $489 company’s proposal for elimination of the 
million in 1983, up nearly $100 million from COLA and for a S-year wage freeze. A 
the $390 million loss reported for 1982. separate contract was being negotiated for 
These losses included write-downs of $65 the Mineral Park Mine, which had remain- 
million of its investments in Anamax and of ed closed since December 15, 1981. The 
$30 million in its secondary copper refinery company recognized that if Mineral Park 
at Carteret, NJ. reopened, it would be operated primarily as 

‘According to Asarco’s annual report for a molybdenum mine. The Esperanza Mine 
1983, net earnings were $58.3 million, com- also remained closed in 1983, except for 
pared with a loss in 1982 of $38.7 million. some production of precipitate copper. 
Higher prices during the first part of the Kennecott reported losses of $91 million, 
year were in part responsible for the im- with $25 million of that lost in the fourth 
provement. The cost-cutting measures tak- quarter; even so, it was an improvement 
en in 1982, including the shutdown or over the $189 million loss in 1982. Kenne- 
selling of money-losing operations, reducing cot sought two tax relief measures from the 
employment, and increasing productivity, State of Utah, one of which was approved. It 
contributed an estimated $40 million to the granted mining companies a 5-year exemp- 
improved 1983 results. Average employ- tion from sales and use taxes on equipment, 
ment was 21% lower than in 1981. The materials, and supplies used for moderni- 
improved conditions prompted the reopen- zation and expansion. Kennecott estimated 
ing of Asarco's Silver Bell Mine in Arizona that this tax relief would save about $13 
in September; it had been closed since million of its proposed $400 million expendi- 
December 1981. Output from the Silver Bell tures for modernization of the transporta- 
was intended to offset loss of production tion system at the Bingham Canyon Mine. 
from the Sacaton open pit, scheduled to The company proposed to eliminate in-pit 
shut down in early 1984. Planned develop- rail haulage, establish an in-pit crushing 
ment of an underground mine at Sacaton system, and remove ore and waste with 
was postponed indefinitely. Asarco signed a conveyors. Phase one of Kennecott’s plans 
new labor contract effective July 1, 1983, to convert in-pit ore haulage from rail to 
providing for COLA retention but no in- truck started in May, with the transfer of 
crease in wages, and for reductions in the four 170-ton trucks from the Ray Mine, in 
costs of certain benefit programs. Asarco Arizona, to Bingham Canyon. Cost savings 
suspended stripping at its Mission Mine, in were expected to arise from elimination of 
Arizona, and laid off 120 workers in October _ the need to maintain and move the 95 miles 
as copper prices continued to deteriorate. of train track within the mine, and from 

Duval Corp., a subsidiary of Pennzoil Co. greater flexibility in mining operation and 
Inc., succeeded in cutting its losses from design. Kennecott employed 4,700 workers 
copper mining in half during the first 9 in 1983, compared with 7,300 3 years pre- 
months of 1983, compared with that of the viously. 
same period in 1982. At the Sierrita pit, The Kennecott North Ore Shoot Exten- 
operational cost savings of 29 cents for each _ sion ore body was under development, with 
ton of ore processed were being realized production scheduled for 1988. The skarn-
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type deposit was located near the Bingham the year, and the Miami East underground 
Canyon pit and had estimated reserves of 95 mine. In late 1983, Newmont arranged for 
million tons of 2% copper ore. The depos- cancellation of Pinto Valley’s toll smelting 
it lies beneath the eastern flank of the contract with Inspiration Consolidated Cop- 
Oquirrh Mountains within two altered per Co. and anticipated possible opening of 
limestone units, northeastward on the flank the Pinto Valley Mine in 1984, with deliv- 
of the Bingham quartz monzonite, within ery of concentrates to Newmont’s San Man- 
which the Bingham Canyon ore deposit is uel, AZ, smelter. At yearend 1983, Pinto 
located. It was being developed as an under- Valley’s reserves were 349 million tons of 
ground mine independent of the pit, and the 0.50% copper. At Miami East, development 
ore was to be processed in a different mill, of a new ore body of 5.4 million tons, 
to be located at the site of the Bonneville averaging 3.14% copper, was virtually com- 
mill at Magna, UT. Production at Kenne- plete. Miami East remained closed but had 
cott’s Ray Mines Div. in Arizona, which had a planned annual capacity of 12,000 tons of 
been closed since May 1982, was resumed in contained copper in ore. The two solvent- 
August 1983. This was made feasible by extraction-electrowinning plants at Miami, 
arranging to have Asarco smelt Ray's con- AZ, one processing copper leached from old 
centrates, instead of firing up Ray's own Pinto Valley dumps and the other from an 
Hayden smelter. The electrowinning plant in situ underground leach operation at 
at the Ray Mine remained closed all year. Miami, operated throughout the year. 

Chino Mines Co., a partnership between Magma Copper Co.’s underground mine 
Kennecott and Mitsubishi Corp. of Japan, near Superior, AZ, remained closed, but its 
was stockpiling excess copper concentrate San Manuel, AZ, open pit operated through 
in a new $5 million blending shed and in the year on a curtailed basis. According to 
covered piles outside of the new concentra- the company’s 1983 annual report, the San 
tor in readiness for completion of the new Manuel Mine operated at 83% of capacity, 
flash furnace smelter. The new $280 million producing 16.6 million tons of ore at an 
concentrator and a conveyor system from average grade of 0.64% copper. A major 
the pit, which replaced a more costly truck research project was initiated to recover 
and rail haulage system, were completed in copper from oxide ores that overlie the 
1982. The new plant resulted in a reduction sulfides at San Manuel. At yearend, esti- 
of operating costs by about 31 cents per mated reserves’ at the San Manuel and 
pound, according to the Standard Oil Co. of Kalamazoo ore bodies were 620 million tons, 
Ohio 1983 Annual Report. At the New averaging 0.70% copper. At Superior, esti. 
Mexico open pit, Chino added 11 new 170- mated reserves were reported as 4 million 
ton trucks, increasing the fleet to 34, and tons averaging 5.69% copper.” 
was gradually replacing 17 of its smaller At midyear, the Newmont subsidiaries, 
150-ton trucks. Plans called for computeriz- Magma and Pinto Valley Copper Corp., 
ing control of trucks and shovels in order to _ signed labor contracts for 3 years, reducing 
increase productivity by a minimum of 8%; some fringe benefits and limiting wage 
@ computerized truck system was to be in _ increases solely to COLA. Magma sustained 
use by yearend 1984. Chino recalled 20 a loss of $28.6 million and Pinto Valley 
workers in July 1988 to speed up stripping Copper a loss of $1.1 million in 1983. New- 
at the mine to expose additional ore for mont also had losses at some of its overseas 
milling. The increase brought the total copper investments, such as at O’okiep and 
number of employees to about 1,205. At Tsumeb, but continued to make some profit 
yearend, Chino was shipping some concen- from its 28.6% share of the Palabora copper 
trates to Kennecott’s Utah Div. for process- mine and from its 10.7% investment in the 
ing. Beginning September 1, Chino also Southern Peru Copper Corp. (SPCC). 
shipped about 14,500 tons to California Noranda Lakeshore Mines Inc., a division 
ports for routing to Mitsubishi’s Naoshima of Noranda Mines Ltd. of Toronto, Canada, 
smelter in Japan. The average grade being operated its underground Lakeshore Mine 
mined at the Chino pit was 0.84% copper, at Casa Grande, AZ, through most of 1983, 
with a cutoff grade of 0.60% copper. with a reported production of 17,000 tons 
Newmont Mining Corp. completed its ac- of copper." At yearend, the company an- 

quisition, for $75 million, of Cities Service nounced its intention to close the under- 
Co.’s Arizona copper operations in March. ground mine and the vat-leaching oper- 
These included the Pinto Valley surface ation, and to concentrate on in situ leaching 
mine, which remained closed throughout of the low-grade copper oxide ore body at
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the mine. Closing the mine and the vat- cost-cutting examples given were the sus- 
leaching operation resulted in the layoff of pension and redesign of mining in the 
250 of the 400 workers at the mine. The in Metcalf pit when the adjacent Morenci 
situ operation at the 1,100-foot level of the Mine was sufficiently developed to feed both 
mine was phased in and operated concur- concentrators; expansion of dump leaching 
rently with conventional mining on the 900- at Morenci; addition of a molybdenum re- 
foot level near yearend, when problems covery unit at Ajo and reactivation of the 
encountered with the Lakeshore fault in the recovery unit at Morenci; installation of 
mine caused mining costs to escalate. The computerized truck dispatching at Tyrone; 
underground mine was to be maintained, use of larger flotation cells at the Ajo and 
however, and reopened if prices recovered Morenci concentrators; use of precious 

sufficiently. metals-bearing fluxes instead of barren ores 
‘At the beginning of 1983, Phelps Dodge’s at smelters; and the use of coal instead of 

copper mining was curtailed, with only the fuel oil at the Hildalgo flash smelter. The 
Morenci-Metcalf open pits of Arizona in company trimmed the work force to about 
operation, but the New Cornelia Mine at 70% of the personnel in place before the 
‘Ajo, AZ, was reopened on February 28, and April shutdowns. At yearend, the Morenci 
the Tyrone Mine in New Mexico on May 2, and Metcalf pits were being operated as an 
prompted by the price improvements of integrated mining unit. 
early 1983. All had been shut since April According to the company’s annual re- 
1982. A small amount of precipitates contin- port, copper ore reserves at Phelps Dodge’s 
ued to be produced at the Copper Queen U.S. mines totaled 1.5 billion tons, with an 
Mine from the Lavender pit dumps. As a average weighted ore grade of 0.75% cop- 
consequence, the Primary Metals Div. of per. This did not include the Phelps Dodge 
Phelps Dodge reported profits of $7.6 mil- Copper Basin property southwest of Pres- 
lion in the first half of 1983, but lost $27.3 cot, AZ, which contains 159 million tons 
million in the third quarter because of averaging 0.55% copper and 0.021% molyb- 
lower copper prices and a strike that began denum. In addition, the Western Copper 
‘on July 1, following expiration of labor property purchased in 1981 adjoining the 
agreements at the Arizona operations and Morenci-Metcalf Mines was estimated to 
the El Paso, TX, refinery. Although Moren- contain 167 million tons of copper-bearing 
ci was shut for 10 days during August material, with an estimated grade of about 
because of the strike, Phelps Dodge contin- 0.64% copper. 
ued to operate throughout the year using _ Ranchers Exploration and Development 
nonunion workers. The economic impact of Corp. closed the solvent-extraction-elec- 
the strike, which remained unsettled at  trowinning plant at the Bluebird Mine, Gila 
yearend, on the company’s operations was County, AZ, in October 1982, but in 1983 
minimal. According to the company’s 1983 was considering converting the site to an in 
annual report, copper production was situ leach operation. After fracturing the 
238,600 tons, or about 80% of capacity, underground ore and treatment with sulfu- 
compared with 136,078 tons in 1982. ric acid, the copper-bearing liquid would be 

Phelps Dodge continued to work on prior- collected through bore holes and pumped to 
ity goals that included improvement of the existing electrowinning plant. for cath- 
production costs, reduction of debt, and ode production. The plant had a capacity of 
development of a broader product mix of 7,200 annual tons of copper cathode when it 
metals and minerals. Production was man- was operating. A pilot operation for the in 
aged for cash flow, with cash losses reported _ situ recovery would be required first, and 
at yearend less than the cash drain in- full-scale production was scheduled to begin 
curred during shutdown. Phelps Dodge had in 1985. 
a net loss of $63.5 million, a small improve- _ Smelter Production—U.S. smelter pro- 
ment over the 1982 net loss of $74.3 million. duction decreased again in 1983, to a level 
‘As the company’s debt was reduced, avail- that was about 32% lower than the peak 
able capital spending was directed toward reached in 1979. At yearend, 5 of the 15 
lowering costs. One notable project was the primary smelters were closed. In addition, 
construction of a new 15,000-ton-per-year, operation of the AMAX smelter complex at 
solvent-extraction-electrowinning plant at Carteret, NJ, was severely curtailed and 
the Tyrone Mine. Moves were also made to limited to processing copper scrap. The 
further control mine design and efficiency Inspiration smelter was shut temporarily 
and work force and ‘equipment costs. Other for repairs. Expenditures required for com-
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pliance with environmental regulations and dismantled in late 1982 to make way for the 
a general shortage of concentrates caused new furnace. The new furnace, monitored 
by mine closures and realinement of con- by a complex computerized system, was 
tracts continued to be notable problems for started up in November and was expected 

most of the plants. to be fully operational by April 1984. In 
Competition for the shrinking U.S. fire- addition, new water treatment, oxygen, and 

refined market: was also an issue as U.S. sulfuric acid plants were constructed in 
producers of primary copper worried that 1983. The new acid plant had more than 
the increased production of blister and fire- twice the 590-ton-per-day capacity of the old 
refined copper from planned smelter expan- plant, which was to be shut and reactivated 
sions in both Chile and Mexico would find in emergencies only. A further moderni- 
its way into U.S. markets. The U.S. con- zation was the addition of a closed conveyor 
sumption of fire-refined copper (slab, cake, belt system to carry the gas-dried charge to 
billet, and ingot sector) was about 15% of the furnace. With converters and two anode 
total refined consumption, or about 270,300 furnaces, the capacity of the plant was 
tons, in 1983; this compared with 23%, or reported to be 14,000 tons of anode copper 
about 505,000 tons, in 1970. Chile was a per month. The anodes were shipped to 
major supplier for the fire-refined market, Asarco’s Amarillo, TX, refinery. In addition 
with an installed capacity of about 150,000 to concentrates from Asarco’s own mines, 
tons. Kennecott’s Chino smelter in New the smelter was scheduled to toll concen- 
Mexico was a producer of fire-refined ingot, trates from Arizona, California, Montana, 
and although the White Pine plant in and Washington. Approximately 550 per- 
Michigan and the AMAX plant in Carteret, sons were employed at the Hayden plant. 
NJ, also had been major producers of prima- _ Under the timetable ordered by the Puget 
ry fire-refined ingot, neither plant had pro- Sound Air Pollution Control Agency, Asar- 
duced fire-refined ingot in significant quan- co will be required to capture 95% of the 
tities in recent years. In addition, the sec- sulfur dioxide emissions at its Tacoma, WA, 
ondary plants of the Essex Group, Reading smelter beginning in 1987. The plant cap- 
Metals Refining Co., Nassau Recycle Corp., tured only about 45% of the sulfur dioxide 
Cerro Copper Products Co., Thermal Reduc- emitted in 1983. 
tion Corp., the Metal Bank of America Inc. On August 8, Inspiration, owned by a 
General Cable Co. (H.R. Metals), and others consortium of Hudson Bay Mining and 

also produced fire-refined copper, mostly for Smelter Co. Plateau Holdings Ltd., and 
internal use. Fire-refined copper comprised Mineral and Resources Corp., shut down the 
between 4% and 8% of primary domestic Globe-Miami smelter because of a shortage 
refined production in recent years. of concentrates. In October, fire damaged 

Cleveland Wrecking Co. purchased all the the smelter extensively, delaying a plan to 
property, fixtures, improvements, and other put it back on-stream soon. At yearend, as 
property excluding real property, at the the shortages of concentrates continued be- 
Anaconda smelter in October 1982. Included cause of the shutdown of several mines, 
in that sale were concentrate and residual Inspiration decided to cut back from the 
materials in various furnace and roaster operation of three converters to two. In 
bottoms. A contract was given to U.S. Indus- June, a team from the Occupational Safety 
trial Metals Corp. to construct a processing and Health Administration checked Inspi- 
plant to treat the estimated 236,000 tons of ration smelter workers and the work envi- 
flue dust containing high levels of arsenic ronment following labor union complaints 
and other contaminants left at the Anacon- that 21 workers suffered heart attacks with- 
da smelter site. By yearend 1983, however, in a S-month period. Air and dust samples 
labor and environmental problems were were analyzed for arsenic, lead, sulfur diox- 
such that progress on the U.S. Industrial ide, and other potentially dangerous sub- 
flue dust project was stalled. In October, stances. 
two on-site monitors went to work at the —_ Inspiration signed a 5-year contract with 
Anaconda smelter site with funding obtain- Duval to toll about 23,000 tons per month of 
ed from the EPA for pollution cleanup. concentrates. The first shipments to the 

Construction of the new Inco oxygen fur- Inspiration smelter were expected in Jan- 
nace at Hayden was completed by Asarcoon uary 1984, Duval had previously shipped 
schedule under the $132.6 million budget its concentrates to Asarco’s Hayden, AZ, 
slated for the project. One of the two rever- smelter. Inspiration lost its toll contract 
beratory furnaces had been shut down and with Pinto Valley Copper in late 1983;
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Newmont had decided to send the Pinto ment to modify the 1981 consent decree 
Valley Copper concentrates to the Magma affecting the Morenci and Ajo smelters. The 

smelter. ‘Ajo smelter remained closed the entire year 
Modernization plans for Kennecott’s while the company spent over $1 million to 

Utah smelter were delayed until final ap- repair and modernize it. The smelter still 
proval by the EPA of the State plan for did not meet EPA standards; however, 
sulfur emissions, under which the Utah Phelps Dodge expected to reopen it in 1984. 
Copper Div. had been operating for more Concentrates were smelted at the Phelps 
than 2-1/2 years. State standards limit aver- Dodge plants in 1983 on a toll basis for 
age emissions per hour to 18,200 pounds of others, including Amoco Minerals Co.'s Cy- 
sulfur dioxide, based on an annual limit. prus Bagdad Mine before it closed in early 
Under the plan’s “multi-point roll back” 1984, and Mexico's La Caridad Mine in 
method of control, the smelter was allowed Sonora, Mexico. 
‘an emission of up to three times the permit- Refinery Production.—Two of the thir- 
ted hourly average level at any one time, as teen electrolytic refineries were closed in 
long as the annual limit was not exceeded. 1988, one of these permanently. Six of the 
Similar standards were in place in Arizona electrolytic plants produced refined copper 
and New Mexico. Kennecott spent nearly ~ largely from secondary material. Produc- 
$400 million through 1978 to upgrade smelt- tion at one plant, which produced from 
er facilities, through the use of licensed secondary material, was severely curtailed 
Noranda continuous process technology, a during the year. In addition, refined copper 
1,215-foot stack, and a new acid plant. The cathode was produced by 9 of 12 electrowin- 
improvements increased sulfur capture to ning plants. An additional plant was under 
about 90%. Kennecott shut its McGill, NV, construction; Phelps Dodge planned to have 
smelter in June 1983. its new electrowinning plant at the Tyrone 

By yearend, construction work on Chino's Mine operational in early 1984. Electrowin- 
new Inco smelter at Hurley, NM, was near- ning plants closed were Ranchers Explora- 
ly complete. The rated capacity was ex- tion and Development's plant at the Blue- 
pected to increase from 272,000 to 454,000 bird Mine, Arizona; the Duval plant at 
tons of blister copper per year in November Sahuarita, AZ; and the Kennecott plant at 
1984 when the new flash furnace was ex- Hayden, AZ. Near yearend, the plant at 
pected to be complete. In 1988, Chino plan- Anamax’s Twin Buttes Mine also closed. 
ned to buy oxygen from the Linde Div. of The AMAX plant at Braithwaite, LA, pro- 
Union Carbide Corp., which was building a duced electrowon copper cathode from im- 
new plant nearby to supply 408 tons of ported copper-nickel matte. 
oxygen per day to the smelter. The total Both the Cyprus Bagdad and Anamax 
project cost was estimated to be $180 mil- electrowon cathodes were registered on the 
lion. About 50% of the cost was for improve- London Metal Exchange (LME) as high- 
ment to pollution control equipment and grade cathode, and were the first electro- 
facilities, which would bring the company won cathodes to receive this distinction. 
into compliance with air quality standards Nearly all U.S. producers of electrowon 
established by the New Mexico State Envi- cathode had taken steps to upgrade plants 
ronmental Improvement Division. to produce a higher quality product in 
Magma was granted permission to defer recent years. The Kennecott Hayden plant 

compliance with EPA’s ultimate sulfur started selling its upgraded electrowon 
dioxide emission limits at its San Manuel, cathode direct to market in 1981. Duval 
‘AZ, smelter, but must be in full compliance closed its plant in 1982 in the midst of 
with EPA regulations as of January 1, 1988. making adjustments to further upgrade the 
Magma was to start modifications to its system. 
smelter by 1985. Preliminary estimates in- Production of refined copper from second- 
dicated that the compliance program could ary sources was about 8% lower than in 
cost in excess of $200 million, in addition to 1982, even though the demand for copper 
an approximate $50 million already spent to scrap remained relatively strong during the 
date for environmentally related capital year. Approximately 77% of secondary re- 
additions to the San Manuel smelter. fined copper was derived from old scrap. 

‘Air quality control requirements contin- Less scrap was available largely because of 
ued to impact Phelps Dodge’s three smelt- depressed copper prices. No. 2 and precious 
ers at Ajo, Morenci, and Douglas, AZ, in metals-bearing copper scrap were particu- 
1988. The company and EPA reached agree-_ larly scarce. U.S. smelters and refiners had
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increasingly turned to scrap as feed over in 1982 because of the closure of the Superi- 
the past 5 years as domestic concentrates or Mine, where ores have a higher precious 
and blister became progressively more metals content than at the San Manuel 
scarce, a trend that was expected to con- Mine. According to the company’s 1983 
tinue with improvement in copper scrap annual report, Magma produced 99,100 tons 

prices. of copper in 1983. 
At yearend 1983, AMAX announced that _ Copper Sulfate.—Copper sulfate was pro- 

its subsidiary, US. Metals Refining Co., duced from copper scrap, electrolytic refin- 
would reduce refined copper production at ery solutions, and blister copper by at least 
its Carteret, NJ, electrolytic refinery, oper- six companies. It was usually sold as penta- 
ating only 4 out of 32 sections of the refin- hydrate crystal containing about 25% cop- 
ery. Emphasis was to be placed on the per by weight, available in several mesh 
production of precious metals from scrap. sizes, or as basic copper sulfate powder, 
Fire-refining, once done on a moderate scale containing about 53% copper. Imports, pri- 
about 10 years ago, had been discontinued, marily from Italy, Peru, and Canada, 
as had the production of wirebar in more accounted for about 6% of domestic con- 
recent years, except for the production of sumption. It was estimated that 46% of 
some specialty OFHC (AMAX brand) wire- domestic production was consumed in agri- 
bar. This was an old plant that was read- cultural chemicals, such as fungicides and 
justing its production scheme to stay com- fertilizers, and that 54% was consumed in 
petitive under depressed copper market industrial uses, such as metal finishing, 
conditions. Processing of primary blister mineral flotation, and wood preservatives. 
copper had been deemphasized over the Production of copper sulfate by Phelps 
past 10 years; the operations utilized mostly Dodge declined markedly during the fourth serap during 1983, quarter, following permanent closure of its 

Kennecott shut down its refining oper- Laurel Hill, NY, refinery. 
ations in Baltimore, MD, in mid-July. The 
165,000-ton-per-year, continuous-cast rod Table 4.—Copper sulfate producers in the 
operation continued to operate, however, United States in 1983 
using cathodes from inventory at Kenne- © ———___ 
cott’s Utah operations. The refining oper- ———____ompany__—Plant location 
ation had been processing primarily toll Chesron hemics\Go -...----.- Richmond. CA 
material and had been on a reduced work CP Chemicals Ine_-----—"—-"__ Sewaren, pcbedule ainice' January. Phelps Dodge lee International Metals Recycling Corp - Casa Grande, 

closed its Laurel Hill, Long Island, NY, Madison Industries Inc --------._ Old Bridge, 
refinery permanently. Phelps Dodge Corp... Laurel Hill 

The Louisiana Land and Exploration Co. RYvand EL 
was seeking to sell its White Pine copper Tennessee Chemical Co... .- Copperbill, 
properties, but by yearend had not found a . 
suitable buyer. Crippled by a strike in July 
and by the continued low copper prices, the Byproduct Sulfuric Acid.—Sulfuric acid 
company was unable to reopen its White was produced as a byproduct from sulfur 
Pine mine and smelter. The new electro- dioxide recovered at 11 primary domestic 
lytic refinery was operating with existing copper’ smelters. In response to stricter 
stock and copper scrap, using salaried work- environmental standards for sulfur dioxide 
ers. The strike remained unsettled at year- emission and corresponding improvements 
end. The company had laid off all but 10% in smelter design, production of sulfuric 
of its remaining work force of about 300 by _acid increased slightly despite the decline in 
April, and the concentrator was placed ona primary smelter production, A new 2,500- 
caretaker basis. One of the two reverberato- ton-per-day acid plant was constructed to 
ry furnaces was restarted temporarily at accommodate the new Inco oxygen furnace, 
midyear to process stockpiled concentrates. which started up at the Asarco Hayden, AZ, 
Magma’s marketing of refined copper smelter in November. Sulfuric acid produc- 

continued to be directed toward the wire _ tion from Phelps Dodge's smelters reported- 
and cable industry. Magma’s 1983 sales of ly was 613,000 tons, up from the 525,000 
continuous-cast copper rod to this market tons reported for 1982. Approximately 
accounted for 87% of its sales, up 8% from 597,000 tons was sold in 1983 at prices that 
those of 1982. Byproduct recovery from the averaged substantially less than production 
refinery. at San Manuel, AZ, was lower than _costs.#
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

U.S. apparent consumption of refined cop- middle 1970's. 
per reflected a 15% recovery in copper Use of copper and copper-alloy mill prod- 
demand compared with that of 1982, but as ucts in 1983 was estimated to be 35% in the 
depressed prices continued, the increase in building construction sector, 25% in electri- 
demand was not matched by an increase in cal and electronic products, 17% in industri- 
domestic production. U.S. copper mine pro- al machinery and equipment, 12% in trans- 
duction was down by 27% compared with portation equipment, and 11% in consumer 
that of 1979, As a percentage of apparent and general products, according to the Cop- 
US. refined copper consumption, refined per Development Association annual data 
and blister imports comprised 27% in 1988, report. Compared with 1982 data, the build- 
up from about 8% in 1979, Apparent con- ing construction sector and transportation 
sumption was revised in this report to sector showed increases, while the electrical 
reflect a calculation from net imports, pri- products sector used about 8% less copper 
mary and secondary (old scrap) production, in 1988. The demand for beryllium-copper 
and changes in industry and Government alloys remained buoyant throughout the 
stocks. Past methods did not include stocks, year, spurred in large part by the alloy’s 
other than producers’ stocks, or old scrap in growing usage in electronics. The U.S. 
the calculations. electronics industry was expected to expand 

Largely as the result of increased use of by about 17% per year over the next few 
the continuous casting process for produc- years, and the industry was reportedly con- 
tion of copper rod, and of increased demand suming about 250,000 tons per year of 
for high-quality copper alloys for electronic copper-based alloys, according to one of the 
purposes, the consumption and quality of major producers.** Growth in the industry 
wirebar and brase-grade refined forms had was not proportionately tied to copper al- 
changed in recent years. In 1988, only 2% of loys consumption since the industry was 
the refined copper forms consumed in the using thinner gauge strip, rod, and wire 
United States was wirebar, while cathode wherever possible, but analysts expected 
comprised 82%. This compared with 68% that the use of beryllium-copper alloys 
wirebar in 1970. This change in quality and would easily grow by about 12% per year 
form requirement by refined copper con- over the next 5 years. 
sumers had been fairly rapid since the 

STOCKS 

Total refined stocks, including those held ments to the specifications of its copper 
by the Commodity Exchange Inc. (COMEX) futures contract, which will upgrade the 
of New York and the U.S. Government quality of the metal deliverable on the 
stockpile, were 696,000 tons in January 1983 exchange. Effective December 1985, deliv- 
and continued to increase to a peak of ery of certain grades and shapes of copper 
744,000 tons in August. By yearend, stocks that no longer have commercial applica- 
had receded to 692,000 tons, with the drop _ tions such as cake, slab, billets, some ingot 
occurring mostly at producers; inventories forms, and all forms of lake copper will be 
on the COMEX continued to rise through- eliminated. Grade 2 (basis grade) cathodes, 
out most of the year. Both LME and COM-  wirebars, ingot bars, fire-refined ingot bars, 
EX reported large stocks of lower grade and fire-refined high-conductivity ingot 
material including wirebar, brass-grade _ bars will continue to be deliverable. Grade 1 
cathode, and fire-refined ingot. This was electrolytic cathode will be recognized as 
largely the result of the change in refined the highest grade of metal deliverable and 
copper demand over the past decade to will be valued at a premium over the basis 
mostly high-grade cathode and high-purity grade. Wirebars currently carry a 0.625 
or oxygen-free forms. cent per pound premium to basis grade, but 

At yearend, COMEX announced amend- the new contract will eliminate that.
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PRICES 

USS. producer prices for refined copper No. 1 copper, 42 to 43 cents per pound for 
cathode increased from an average of 77.5 No. 2 copper, 43 to 44 cents for red brass 
cents in January to 82.9 cents per pound in solids, and 25 to 26 cents per pound for 
May and then began to decline. By Decem- heavy yellow brass. The price cuts reflected 
ber, the price had retreated to an average of a conviction that primary copper prices 
68.1 cents per pound. The price decline was would slide further. With few exceptions, 
associated with an extraordinary increase scrap dealers reported their volume. was 
in refined copper imports. After a brief rally adversely affected by the declining scrap 
in the first 2 weeks in December, the price metal prices and reported volume declines 
retreated again and continued at 66.9 cents of up to 10% in October. Most believed that 
per pound through the remainder of the copper was underpriced and that there was 

year. more copper available than the market 
In testimony before the U.S. Internation- could absorb. 

al Trade Commission, Asarco reported** In August, nine northeastern States filed 
that underselling by foreign competitors in civil antitrust suits in their respective State 
the United States during 1988 caused the courts against six copper water tubing man- 
company not only to lose sales, but forced ufacturers, charging them with price fixing 
them to lower prices and adjust terms no between 1975 and June 1981. The suits were 
fewer than 108 times, compared with 26 the latest steps in litigation developing out 
times in 1978, resorting to spot sales of Federal antitrust and price-fixing 
throughout the year. In the past, Asarco charges filed in March 1988 by copper 
primarily had sold directly to U.S. custom- tubing customers in Philadelphia against 
ers on long-term contract, rather than the producers, Three companies named in 
through merchants. the States’ suits were also named. in the 

In an attempt to meet competitors’ prices latter indictment: Cambridge-Lee Indus- 
and maintain sales, to compete against tries Inc., Alston, MA; Cerro Copper Prod- 
large quantities of physical copper available ucts Co., Sauget, IL; and Phelps Dodge 
on a prompt basis from COMEX ware- Industries Inc., New York. Two companies 
houses, and foreign supplies from mer- cited in the States’ litigation were Anacon- 
chants, Asarco testified that the company da, which produced water tube in Water- 
had to set its price increasingly closer to bury, CT, and which was currently the 
that of COMEX. At yearend, Asarco had set American Brass Co., a division of Arco 
its price at a 2.5-cent differential over the Metals Co., Illinois, and the Wolverine Div. 
COMEX price, compared with a 5- and 6- of Universal Oil Products, Decatur, AL. The 
cent difference just 2 years earlier. The sixth company named in the States’ action 
company also was unable to secure many was Howell Metal Co. of New Market, VA. 
annual contracts in 1982 and 1983, selling a The action also charged three companies in 
greater proportion of copper on a spot basis, bankruptcy with alleged price fixing, but 
at times on COMEX to prevent inventory did not sue them because of their legal 
accumulations. This provided additional standing. Those firms were Revere Copper 
downward pressure on COMEX prices. The and Brass Inc. and its subsidiary, Revere 
shift of domestic producers to spot sales also Copper Products Inc., of Rome, NY, and 
made production of copper and investment Reading Industries Inc., of Reading, PA. In 
planning more difficult for them. addition to New York, the States filing suit 

By November, scrap metal dealers had were Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Mary- 
also trimmed their prices an average of 2 land, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New 
cents per pound for copper scrap, with Jersey, and Rhode Island.** 
quotations at 51 to 52 cents per pound for 

TRADE 

In early 1983, some market analysts were er, a sharp increase in U.S. imports of 
showing guarded optimism as copper buy- copper resulted in copper prices dropping 
ing by China on Western markets, in addi- below the cost to produce for most U.S. 
tion to general market speculation, contrib- mines by midyear. The highest level of 

uted to a temporary price recovery. Howev- copper imports occurred from March
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through August and coincided with buildup Chile, which currently was the world’s low- 
of stocks and leveling off and weakening of est cost producer. The United States became 
domestic prices. Nearly every market form Chile's largest export destination for re- 
of copper was affected by increased import fined copper in 1981, displacing Brazil, 
competition. In comparing 1983 data with which had been the largest Chilean market 
that of 1975, imports of refined copper for refined copper in recent years.!? As a 
increased by 253%, concentrates by 241%, percentage of U.S. imports for consumption, 
unalloyed scrap by 50%, and semimanu- the Chilean share of refined and blister 
factures by 170%. Exports between 1975 imports was 16% in 1971, but by 1983, had 
and 1983 decreased for refined copper by increased to 56%. As a consequence, the 
53% and for semimanufactures only mar- normally more significant share of U.S. 
ginally from 95,250 tons in 1975 to 85,700 _ refined copper imports by other traditional 
tons in 1983. USS. suppliers formed a much smaller pro- 

Of general concern to domestic producers _ portion of the 1983 total. 
was the increased supplies of copper from 

WORLD REVIEW 

Although copper consumption in the Refining Corp. (PASAR) smelter; cutbacks 
United States and Canada increased, copper in Canadian and US. mine production; the 
consumption in most of the rest of the world shutdown of Anaconda’s Berkeley Pit, 
continued to decline from the depressed which had contracted to ship 40,000 tons per 
1982 level. Western World consumption, year of concentrate to Japan; and increas- 
according to the World Bureau of Metal ing smelter capacities in countries such as 
Statistics, dropped by almost 1% in 1983 Brazil, Chile, and the Republic of Korea. 
compared with 1982 levels, and was down The shortage of concentrates was first re- 
by 11% compared with that of 1979. Con- flected in the spot price of concentrates and 
sumption was particularly low in the Euro- later in long-term contract renewals. Japa- 
pean countries and in Argentina, Brazil, nese smelters, which receive about two- 
and Mexico, which in recent years had thirds of the world’s trade in copper concen- 
become growing and significant consumers _ trates, had to reduce treatment and refining 
of copper. Exponential copper consumption charges. 
growth rates for the less developed coun- Currency _devaluations, _ particularly 
tries had been forecast only a few years ago among member countries of the Intergov- 
by many observers, predictions that were in ernmental Council of Copper Exporting 
part responsible for the multitude of plan- Countries (CIPEC), had, to varying degrees, 
ned expansion projects and the resulting the effect of reducing copper production 
overcapacity. Many of these countries have costs in those countries, especially fixed 
had to adopt austerity measures because of _ costs such as labor. Since 1978, the Chilean 
heavy debt burdens, a factor seen likely to peso had been devalued by 60%, the Zam- 
curb economic growth rates and copper bian kwacha by 48%, the Zairian zaire by 
consumption for some time to come. 97%, the Peruvian sol by 90%, and the 

Despite the decline in Western World Philippine peso by 47%. Conversely, the 
consumption of refined copper, production strength of the U.S. dollar increased the 
of refined copper increased by about 3% relative fixed costs for U.S. producers. In 
during 1983. The resulting supply-demand addition to the benefits derived from deva- 
imbalance of as much as 400,000 tons of uation, governments sought to directly sup- 

“copper gave rise to large increases in visible port copper production through guaranteed 
stocks, COMEX and LME yearend stocks price-support systems, as in Brazil, Chile, 
increasing by 123,000 and 182,000 tons, and the Philippines; protective tariffs, as in 
respectively. The imbalance would have Japan and the Republic of Korea; import 
been greater had China not taken delivery restrictions, as in Brazil; and direct finan- 
of an estimated 300,000 tons of copper cial aid through loan guarantees and as- 
purchased on the LME. By yearend, the sumptions of company debt. 
supply-demand balance had improved. Brazil.—Brazilian refined copper con- 

During the year, a shortage of copper sumption grew at an annual rate of 5.6% in 
concentrates developed on world markets the 1973-82 period, compared with average 
mainly owing to such events as the opening annual growth in Western World consump- 
of the Philippine Associated Smelting and tion of only 0.1% over the same period. In
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1983, however, this trend was sharply re- strong Canadian dollar relative to the major 
versed, estimated consumption falling by copper producing countries, exclusive of the 
42%, to about 145,000 tons per year. In United States. As a result, cost-cutting 
recent years, Brazil has sought to develop measures were implemented and competi- 
its copper industry to reduce its dependence tive pricing strategies adopted.” By year- 
on imported refined copper. Modernization end, Noranda had reduced its producer 
and expansion of mining operations at the premium for North American sales to 2.5 
Uruquai and Sao Luis ore bodies, owned by cents per pound over that of COMEX, down 
Cia. Brasileira de Cobre S.A., was completed from the 5-cent premium instituted 1 year 
in 1980. Production was from the under- earlier. Although some mines reopened, 
ground mine at Sao Luis, which had proven most of the mine closures and cutbacks 
reserves of 5.5 million tons of 1.1% copper. instituted during 1982 were continued in 
At Uruquai, both open pit and underground 1983, capacity from operating mines having 
mines were planned for the time when dropped by over 100,000 tons of copper per 
production at Sao Luis stops. Uruquai had _ year since 1981, 
proven reserves of 10 million tons of 0.83% Selected openings and closures that oc- 
copper. curred during 1983 include the closure of 

In the late 1970's, the Government initi- Noranda’s Gaspé, Quebec, smelter for 3 
ated the Caraiba Metais S.A. mine, smelter, months, owing to a shortage of concen- 
and refinery project. The Jagrarari open pit trates; permanent closure of Teck Corp.'s 
capacity was reported to be 40,000 tons per _25,000-ton-per-year smelter near Kamloops, 
year of contained copper. Caraiba Metais’ British Columbia, in July, with the Afton 
Outokumpu flash smelter came on-stream Mine, which had reopened in May along 
at Camacari at yearend 1982. Production, with the smelter, continuing to operate; 
which reached 63,000 tons in 1983, was from _ reopening of Corporation Falconbridge Cop- 
domestic and foreign concentrates. The re-  per’s Lake Dufault copper-zinc-silver-gold 
finery at Caraiba also was started up in property in April in anticipation of higher 
1982 and was expected to produce 115,000 copper prices; closure of Brenda Mines 
tons of copper per year, assuming produc- Ltd.’s mine near Peachland, British Colum- 
tion problems encountered at the smelter bia, in September; resumption of stripping 
can be resolved. The Caraiba Project also in October at Noranda’s Bell Mine, which 
included a 150,000-ton-per-year mill for was closed during July 1982 along with the 
continuous-cast wire rod. The project en- Granisle Mine; and the startup of Arrow- 
joyed the protection of the Government head Metals Ltd.'s $4 million copper and 
through import restrictions and price con- copper alloy rolling mill in July. 
trols, and was reported to be unprofitable Chile.—The Government-owned Corpora- 
owing to its high operating costs and large cién Nacional del Cobre de Chile (CODEL- 
debts. With six wire rod mills currently CO-Chile) produced 1,012,000 tons of copper, 
operating, Brazil's wire rod capacity of accounting for 84% of Chilean copper pro- 
nearly 300,000 tons per year was far in duction; it operated four mining divisions, 
excess of copper wire consumption.’* Chuquicamata, El Teniente, El Salvador, 
Canada.—Canadian copper mines in the — and Andina. Chuquicamata and E] Teniente 

western Provinces, principally in British were the world’s largest open pit and under- 
Columbia, accounted for 46% of Canadian ground copper mines, respectively, and 
copper mine production. Most of their cop- accounted for over 80% of CODELCO- 
per concentrates were exported, mainly to Chile’s production. CODELCO-Chile, with a 
Japan and Western Europe, while central reported production cost, including by- 
and eastern mines shipped concentrates to product: credits, of 36.1 cents per pound of 
six Canadian smelters, which had a combin- _copper,”* had an aftertax net income of $220 
ed capacity of about 650,000 tons per year of million, up 37% from that of 1982, and 
copper. Byproduct metals played an impor- contributed $678.5 million to the national 
tant role in Canadian copper production, treasury. 
with much of Canada’s copper being mined As part of its plans to maintain CODEL- 
in conjunction with nickel, gold, silver, CO-Chile’s copper production at levels of at 
molybdenum, and zinc. The relative cost least 1 million tons per year, the Ministry of 
competitiveness of Canadian copper produc- Finance budgeted $215 million in 1983 for 
tion, on a world basis, continued to deterio- capital projects, in large part aimed at 
rate as a result of weaker byproduct metal offsetting declining ore grades. In Decem- 
prices, rising energy and labor rates, and a ber, CODELCO-Chile made a public an-
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nouncement detailing its short- and long- reimburse ENAMI for the difference be- 
term investment projects, expected to total tween the price support and market price 
$2 billion over the next 5 years. The proj- when the market price recovers. ENAMI 
ects, which are centered on the Chuquica- had no mines of its own, having sold its 
mata Mine, were aimed at maintaining and small mines in recent years, but operated 
then increasing production levels despite two smelters with a combined capacity of 
decreasing ore grades. Included in the 470,000 tons per year of concentrate. Plan- 
planned investments was development of ned expansion and modernization was gear- 
the Sur-Sur deposit adjacent to the Andina ed toward absorbing the 800,000 tons per 

Mine. year of concentrate available from small- 
In support of its development projects, and medium-size mines, and toward tolling 

CODELCO-Chile sought financial backing contracts with CODELCO-Chile. 
through MDB. In December, the IDB ap- _ At yearend, Rio Algom Ltd., of Canada, 
proved a $268 million loan to CODELCO- developer of the Cerro Colorado Project, was 
Chile, in support of expansion and modern- seeking support for the project from dapa- 
ization projects at Chuquicamata and El nese smelting and trading companies. Pro- 
Teniente, totaling $670 million. The loan, jections called for production of 60,000 tons 
which carried a 15-year amortization period ‘per year of copper contained in concen- 
and a 5-year grace period, was broken into trates, beginning in 1988. 
two installments, $100 million for 1983 and Exxon Corp.'s Cia Minera Disputada de 
the balance to be disbursed in 1984. The Jas Condes S.A. which operates the El 
IDB was also arranging complementary fi- Soldado and Los Bronces copper mines, 
nancing of an additional $268 million from increased copper production from the two 
commercial banks. It was estimated that mines by 14%, to almost 60,000 tons. Plans 
the proposed project at the Chuquicama- for expansion of the El Soldado Mine were 
ta and El Teniente Div. would increase shelved, while plans for expansion of the 
CODELCO-Chile’s copper capacity by Los Bronces Mine were cut to 180,000 tons 
142,000 tons per year. In December, Fluor per year of copper within 4 years, from the 
Corp. and Bechtel Corp., both U.S. corpora- original plans, which called for 280,000 tons 
tions, made application to the EXIM Bank per year. 
to finance $184 million of U.S. goods and China.—China made news in early 1983 
services for expansion of the Chuquicamata when it was reported to be buying signifi- 
concentrator. The proposed expansion was cant amounts of refined copper from West- 
expected to increase copper production by ern markets. Domestic copper production 
an estimated 174,000 annual tons. capacity was reported to be about 300,000 

‘A 4-day strike in June began at CODEL- tons per year of refined copper. Construc- 
CO-Chile's El Salvador Mine and spread to tion of a 90,000-ton-per-year Japanese-built 
the Andina and El Teniente Mines follow- smelter in Jiangxi was completed. However, 
ing the arrest of the Copperworkers Confed- startup was reportedly postponed for 2 
eration president. The Government re- years, owing to a delay in completion of 
sponse, firing over 2,000 strikers for con- railways and other infrastructure as well as 
tract violation, led to a national general _ lack of feed material. 
strike, which lasted for 3-1/2 days. Follow- Iran.—In December 1981, following de- 
ing the strike, CODELCO-Chile announced _ lays due to the 1979 revolution, the concen- 
that operations were back to normal; how- trator at the Sar Chesmeh copper mine was 
ever, slowdowns were reported at the El commissioned; in May 1982, the smelter 
Teniente Mine, where replacement workers began producing blister copper. The mine 
had been hired; the Government reportedly reportedly reached its originally planned 
permanently dismissing over 500 of its origi- capacity of 145,000 tons per year of contain- 
nal workers. ed copper by mid-1983, and the 158,000-ton- 

The state-owned custom smelting and per-year refinery was expected to begin 
refining company, Empresa Nacional de production early in 1984. The Sar Chesmeh 
Mineria (ENAMID), established a price- deposit included a 20-million-ton oxide ore 
support system effective in December 1983, body grading 8% copper and proven re- 
and reduced smelter toll charges as of serves of 450 million tons of ore grading 
January 1984 for copper and silver produc- 1.13% copper. 
ed at small- and medium-size private sector Japan.—Japan was a net importer of 
mines. The copper support price was 70 refined copper in 1983, with domestic pro- 
cents per pound, with the mines required to duction supplying over 85% of Japanese
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consumer demand. Demand was estimated mitted to the La Caridad Project, operated 
at 1.2 million tons, down 3% from that of by Mexicana de Cobre S.A., with $250 mil- 
1982, Although Japan was the second larg- lion allocated to the smelter alone. Startup 
est producer of refined copper, with a refin- of the smelter was expected in 1985, al- 
ery capacity exceeding 1.2 million tons per though the refinery contract had been sus- 
year and a smelter capacity of over 1.3 pended indefinitely. 
million tons per year of copper, it had a — Peru.—Despite the low value of copper 
mine production capacity of only 53,000 exports and an almost 10% decline in cop- 
tons per year of copper. There were 10 per production, copper accounted for 14.5% 
primary copper smelters and 11 refineries of Peru’s total export earnings in 1983. The 
in Japan, with 6 companies owning over decline in production was primarily due to 
95% of Japan's smelting capacity.» ~ lengthy strikes at SPCC’s Toquepala Mine 

In recent years, Japan was the terminus (62 days), Cuajone Mine (47 days), and Io 
for between 60% and 70% of Western World smelter (65 days), which resulted in a 13% 
trade in copper concentrates. A 7.5% tariff decline in production by Peru’s largest cop- 
on refined copper, in theory aimed at pro- per producer. SPCC, along with state-owned 
tecting the small domestic mining sector, Empresa Minera del Pera and Empresa 
allowed the integrated smelting-refining Minera del Centro del Pera (Centromin 
companies to charge a premium over world Peri), comprised the large-scale mining sec- 
prices for refined copper and to compete . tor, and accounted for about 90% of copper 
favorably for foreign concentrates. Howev- output. 
er, because of the.short supply of copper Centromin Perd’s $250 million mine and 
concentrates in 1983 and the resulting less concentrator expansion project at the Co- 
favorable contract terms, most Japanese brizza copper mine was not expected to be 
smelters announced plans to cut smelter profitable. Although work on expansion of 
production in 1984 by at least 10%. the concentrator was completed in May 

Mexico.—Although smelter and refinery 1982, mine capacity was not reached until 
expansion projects were underway in 1983, late 1983, owing to difficult geologic condi- 
recent expansions of copper mines had re- tions. Lower than anticipated ore grade, 
sulted in Mexico becoming a major exporter 1.4% versus an expected 1.8%, was expected 
of copper concentrates. Mexico had a mine to reduce annual production by an estimat- 
capacity of about 250,000 tons, more than ed 39,700 tons of copper, about 20% below 
twice its 120,000-ton-per-year smelting and _ the original estimate. 
refining capacity. A Centromin Pera subsidiary, Cia Minera 

The $450 million loan to Cia. Minera de Los Montes S.A., opened the Monterrosas 
Cananea for expansion of its Cananea Mine copper mine near Ica in 1982. At a mining 
and smelter complex in Sonora State, origi- rate of 1,000 tons per day, the estimated 1.3 
nally approved in July 1982 and later de- million tons of ore grading 1.4% copper 
ferred, remained on hold, with approval presented a serious reserve depletion prob- 
deemed unlikely. Although funding for the lem. This was alleviated somewhat in 1983 
project had not been definitely secured, with the discovery of an estimated 800,000 
Cananea was proceeding with expansion tons of ore grading 3% copper, at the Sol 
plans that called for about a threefold Radiant vein in the neighboring Raquel 
increase in mine production and a smelter concession. Los Montes was considering 
expansion from 70,000 to 125,000 tons per purchasing these concessions if preliminary 
year of copper. Cananea reportedly planned ore reserve estimates are confirmed by 
to spend about $350 million of the project further exploration. 
funding for engineering and equipment, _ Philippines.—The financial situation of 
and an additional $75 million EXIM Bank Philippine copper producers improved 
credit for trucks and mining equipment in slightly from that of 1982, primarily owing 
the United States. Potential air pollution to the improved price for copper and to 
problems from the smelter, located 20 miles _devaluations of the Philippine peso; howev- 
from the U.S. border, became a controver- er, mine production dropped and many of 
sial issue in the U.S. Congress and in the small producers that-closed during 1982 
Arizona. A 42-day strike that affected over remained closed because of high production 
2,400 employees of Cananea ended on Octo- costs and insufficient operating funds. The 
ber 17. price-support system instituted by the state- 

According to the Mexican Mining Cham- owned National Development Co. during 
ber, over $1 billion had already been com- 1982 expired at the end of April 1983,
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corresponding with a second-quarter rise in 80% interest in Sodimiza, withdrew from 
copper prices. By yearend, Government the copper mining consortium in midyear, 
plans were being formulated to renew fi- selling their interest to the Zairian Govern- 
nancial aid for the country’s mining sector. _ ment for $30 million. The Japanese compa- 

Although its production dropped from the nies, which will continue to buy Sodimiza 
1982 level, primarily because of temporary concentrates, lent the $30 million purchase 
mine flooding, Atlas Consolidated Mining _ price as well as an additional $20 million to 
Development Corp., the Philippines’ largest the Zairian Government, repayment to take 
copper producer, reported a modest profit in place over 15 years. The Japanese consor- 
1983. Atlas, which operated one of the tium reportedly lost more than $200 million 
world’s largest copper mining projects, the from the withdrawal; poor copper prices 
Toledo operations, processed ore from two and rising transportation costs were cited as 
open pit mines and one underground mine _ reasons for Sodimiza’s unprofitability. 
at its three concentrators. Expansion of its _ The long-standing refining arrangement 
Lutopon underground mine was reportedly between Gécamines and _ Belgium's 
90% complete, with production from the Métallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt SA (MHO) 
lower levels expected to begin in April 1984. came under stress at midyear with 

In April 1983, Philex Mining Corp., the Gécamines claiming that the Belgian refin- 
most profitable Philippine copper producer, er was charging as much as 30% more than 
approved a $33 million expansion program other refiners. Approximately 100,000 tons 
to increase its copper milling capacity at per year of electrowon cathode and 150,000 
Bagnio, Benguet, from 27,000 to 37,000 tons tons per year of blister were shipped to 
per day by 1987. In October, Marinduque Belgium for refining. A new 8-year contract, 
Mining and Industrial Corp. closed its Sipa- reached in October, included a reduction in 
lay Mine after it was unable to arrange MHO refining charges, bringing them in 
financing to obtain spare parts. The compa- line with charges by other European refin- 
ny lost over $300 million in 1983, having ers. 
lost a total of $660 million since 1980. Zambia.—Copper mine, smelter, and re- 
PASAR completed its 138,000-ton-per- finery production in Zambia was controlled 

year smelting and refining complex at Isa- by Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines Ltd. 
bel, in southern Leyte, and began produc- (ZCCM), which was founded in March 1982 
tion of copper cathode in July. Because of through the merger of Nchanga Consolidat- 
an unstable power supply, mechanical ad- ed Copper Mines Ltd. and Roan Consoli- 
justments to the plant, and shortages of dated Mines Ltd. ZCCM, which was 60.3% 
concentrate, production of refined copper Government owned, produced copper from 
was below the planned output of 60,000 tons 10 underground mines and 7 open pit mines 
for the second half of 1983. Despite the located primarily in north-central Zambia, 
higher treatment and refining charges, in an extensive copperbelt that extends into 
most copper producers, except Benguet, un- Zaire. ZCCM also operated three smelters, 
der Government pressure to do so, shipped three electrowinning plants, and three re- 
about 30% of their copper concentrate to fineries. Zambia exported more than 99% of 
PASAR. its refined copper production, copper ac- 

In May, ASEAN Copper Products Inic. counting for more than 85% of its export 
was established as a joint venture by the earnings. Between 1974 and 1983, Zambia 
Association of South East Asian Nations experienced an 18% decline in refined cop- 
(ASEAN) to build a 100,000-ton-per-year per production, in part owing to lack of 
copper fabrication plant adjacent to the capital expenditures and poor equipment 
PASAR smelter. The plant, which was maintenance owing to a shortage of spare 
scheduled to be completed by 1987, was to parts. Although ZCCM was able to show a 
be 60% Philippine owned, with Indonesia, pretax profit for the last three quarters of 
Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand each 1983, in part owing to a 20% devaluation of 
taking a 10% share. the kwacha in January, an 8% mineral 
Zaire—Copper was produced in Zaire by export tax resulted in net losses for the last 

the state-owned company, La Générale des two quarters. 
Carriéres et des Mines du Zaire (Gécamines) _In August, China agreed to allow Tanza- 
and by Société de Dévelopment Industriel et nia and Zambia an additional 10 years to 
Miniére du Zaire (Sodimiza). Gécamines, repay a $494 million loan that had been 
the larger of the two, accounted for all of used to finance the railway linking the two 
Zaire's smelter and refinery production. countries, freeing money for repair work on 
Eight Japanese companies, which held an the line. The railway, which provided a
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vital link to market for landlocked Zambia, a $28 million loan to Zambia to aid in 
suffered damage in February that halted improving mine efficiency. In September, a 
shipments for 3 weeks. Zambia was seeking new contract agreement was reached with 
additional funding for modernization of the the Mineworker's Union of Zambia that 
10-year-old railway. averted a major strike. 

‘The African Development Bank approved 

TECHNOLOGY” 

Research and development over the broad improvements in open pit mining, such as 
spectrum of copper technology continued. the use of double benching and twin blast- 
New technologies were becoming necessary ing to obtain steeper slopes and competent 
and evolving to improve productivity and walls, were discussed. A moderate increase 
reduce costs, while at the same time mini- in in situ leaching was considered possible. 
mizing environmental damage. Much atten- Changes in beneficiation also were expected 
tion was given to materials handling and to be gradual, with autogenous and semiau- 
the application of computers to process togenous grinding being likely to get uni- 
control. The former included advanced sys- versal acceptance. Concentrators were ex- 
tems such as in-pit mobile crushing and pected to become increasingly automated. 
conveying systems. For example, Kennecott In smelting, energy and environmental 
was planning a major modernizing program concerns were expected to lead the domestic 
for the Bingham Canyon Mine. This was to industry to adopt flash smelting. More ad- 
include in-pit crushing, with a conveying vanced’ and efficient technology, such as 
system for both ore and waste, and a new continuous smelting, also may be adopted. 
mill, to be constructed near the pit. Other Other than acid leaching, hydrometallurgi- 
areas of interest included advanced mining cal techniques for processing sulfide ores 
technologies, such as the use of continuous have not been widely adopted. It appeared 
mining machines in underground oper- that in the case of acid leaching, improved 
ations. Significant articles and publications methods such as thin-layer leaching and 
dealing with a variety of these subjects are _coproduct recovery, such as cobalt recovery 
listed as references. from copper leach solutions, could make 

In a study funded by the Bureau of this process significantly more attractive in 
Mines* a 62member panel of copper the future. 
experts from government, industry, and Innovative changes in copper refining 
academia evaluated the possible use of inno- processes were expected to be minimal. 
vative technologies over the next two dec- However, the processes were expected to 
ades. Twenty-two technologies, covering the gradually become highly automated and use 
six phases of the copper production cycle, stainless steel blanks for cathodes rather 
ie. exploration, mining, beneficiation, than the traditional copper starting sheets. 
smelting, refining, and recycling, were con- With respect to electrowinning of copper, 
sidered. According to the panel, the possibil- reduction of cell voltage and power con- 
ity for major change appeared most appar- sumption by introducing sulfur dioxide into 
ent in exploration; the change could occur _ the system was believed possible. 
through the development of better comput- —_In the recycling phase, four technologies 
er software and more sophisticated analyti- were the subject of research: cryogenic, 
cal techniques with which to interpret data. eddy current, shredding, and granulation. A 
In the mining phase, the consensus was that Bureau of Mines study indicated that scrap 
any radical change is unlikely; rather, processing plants were capital intensive and 
change will be incremental and evolve from that recycling was significantly more sensi- 
current mining methods. The direction tive to price than to technology. Improve- 
probably will be toward continuous mining ments can be effected through the use of 
systems, including mobile crushers and con- improved methods for rapid identification 
veyor belts together with greater use of and sorting. 
computers to control the process. Other
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‘Table 5.—Copper produced from domestic ores in the United States 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Year Mine Smelter ‘Refinery 
WI a on ns nen nn ence - ++ eens ae ees T1447 1813 T1418 
1980. _ - arene 7 ===: este, 1,181 994 71,126. 
WS si Sa oe a eas, 1,538 1,295 1,430, 
MQ bone tnmmnnmenmcinaseeraen ees ceneceane + ALLAT ‘at 1065 
sep eee ee es | Tome 888 1004 

Revised.
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Table 6.—Percentage of copper ore and recoverable copper extracted from open pit and 
underground mines in the United States 

e (Open pit Underground 
Ore Copper! Ore Copper? 

1970. oe ranreeaewiweeweeeewscseeweec see 89 84 n 16 
aggo_ => TTT TI TTT TTT TTI IITITITIEIIIIIIIE 1 86 9 u 
WISE TEESE SEES. SSSDSEESE LSSIZECELEEIES 89 84 u 16 
BRS nnn nomen mmnnnennnearsnaresnsaneresoraee 88 82 2B 8 

ae a apace ope OT 89 85 ul 15 

Includes copper from dump leaching. 
*Includes copper from in-place leaching and copper recovered from tailings and as a byproduct from other sources. 

Table 7.—Mine production of recoverable copper in the United States, by month 
(Metric tons) 

Month 1982" 1988 

URW on cen nenw ecient nanan icunnnarwemauanaamomewn sett 113,350 90,025 
February 02 2o TST SETS Tee 108,134 ‘The6a 
Mitel wis atteaeuenennansiat corse esos ena, 120,578 89.274 
a 112/662 84646 

Y ~~ = ==22-a2=n2saa2nadecs2sessas22a222aesanecss2lle 97,628 92170 
Supe SEES ETS ICTS OSISSST SECTS aa SESS SISL SC A 90,614 59717 
Suly [DDL TIIIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITS 85,179 76,323, 
August 22S eSlI2TSas2 cea aaceecdcccacccassaasssesuesgnn S174 21 
Sepletiber oo <ooencaceldcencaacescucce~sceseec==e-—- "18,585, 867704 

Oetober se Soo bac one uaep so aen noes Weeaeceanzeseosenn 87071 89,608, 
Novernber: Soi co SSL SUDScc on cT loch PTESSSSCE RSET eee 90,285, 937706 

December --~~--~~--~---~---2--22.~22-222-2-22-- nee 81,515 39,050 
Total_-.--------------------- === een ene === 1,146,975, 1,088,098, 

"Revised, 

Table 8.—Mine production of recoverable copper in the United States, by State 
(Metric tons) 

Btate 1979 1980) 1981 1982 1983 

RR anime eee se = “ ae w w 
Arizona -DDTIIIIIIICLICIIICIT. tesa T1018 1,040,818 "769,521 678,216 

California => 77727277 TTT TT Ww Ww Ww W w 
Csbradea. icon lapaS SS SfeceS 362 481 Ww 515 Ww 
Tdao__7"""7TIIITIETIIIIIIIIE 3,618 3,108 4245 3,074 3,556 
Michigan. 2:2 5T ZI ELI LZIISIIIISEE Ww Ww Ww Ww = 

Missouri _—"""""T°TTTIIIIITIIIII 13,021 13,576 41 7941 15 
Montana_—=""==~77""7"TTTTTTTITaigsa arn49 62,485 "64/951 33,337 
Nevada — ~~~" "77TTTITTIIIIIIIIE Ww Ww w Ww Ww 
New Mexico" ""77"7777777"7TT teaeet 149,894 154,114 Ww w 
Oregon __— ~~~ TTI TIIIIIIIIIIIIE 2 ue W - Ww 

South Carolina _—"""7 "777777 TTIIIE me ae Ww ae us 
Tennewye = --ca=aas-2=-22---— Ww Ww Ww Ww Ww 
Uteh a oaseanccasscecateasee’ | gener’ LTT 21,276 189,090 169,751 
Washington -~~2TIIIIIIIIIIOIIIE WwW. ae Ww. W. , 
Total -— o-a--a-------- T1446,586 1,181,116 1,588,160 "1,146,975 1,098,098 

"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.”
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Table 9.—Twenty-five leading copper-producing mines in the United States in 1983, 
in order of output 

Rank Mine "County and State ‘Operator Source of copper 
1 Bingham Canyon SaltLeke, UT .--..  Kennecott__--_---------. Copper ore and 

‘copper precipi- tates. 
2 Morenci... Greenlee, AZ... Phelps Dodge Corp —.------- ‘Do. 3 San Manuel -—~~ Pinal, AZ———~""—_ Magma Copper Co.-—-"~==—= Copper ore and 

copper tailings 
(slag). 4 Chino = Grant,NM _....--  ChinoMinesCo Copper ore and 
copper precipi- tates 

5 Bagdad __..--.  Yavapai,AZ __.-- Cyprus Bagdad Copper Co_____ _Copperore. 
6 Inspiration --—-> Gil," _————-~_plration Consolidated Copper Bo. 
7 Sierrita__..... Pima, AZ --.---- Duval Corp goa Do. 8 Byrone 27-222 Gran NMUO""7>Phelpg Dodge Goep“=—""2 72 Do, 
9 New Cornelia --_ Pima, AZ __-__--~ ~---do----------------  Copperore and copper precipi 

tates 
10 Ray -..----.- A BBO ae een ee Do. 
te Eisenhower_——__ Pima,AZ -------- Eisenhower MiningCo_______  Copperore. 

12 Twin Buttes _-__  ___-do_________ Anamax Mining Co. Do. 8 Mission =~ [oligo 222777772 ‘ABARGO Incorporated —~ ~~" ~7 Do. 
4 Berkeley _----- Silver Bow, MT___-~  AnacondaCopperCo._--_.-- Copper ore and copper precip 
15 Lakeshore __.__ Pinal, AZ _________Noranda Lakeshore Mines Inc Copper ore. 

16 Sweat sE SSE! Seedy ane ASARCO Incorporated ——— ~~ Do. u Troy ---22-_ Lincoln, MPT TLD go SERRE TTT TT Sitverore. 
18 San Xavier —____ Pima, AZ _-__---- aes Copper ore. 

19 Silver Bell - =~ 9 ---do-lo2n2222 0 Daswdos2-27---------— Copperore and _ 
Copper precipi- 
tates. 

20 Copperhill (1 mine) Polk, TN... ~~~. ‘Tennessee Chemical Co....---  Copper-zinc ore. 
21 Pinte Valley "-". Gila,AZ_—~-""-"~ Pinta Valey Copper Corp --—-— Copper ore. 
2 Battle Mountain. ~ Lander, NY——""""~ Duval Corp 27 ooo 

23 Johnson. == Cochise, AZ—==“=== Cyprus Johnson Copper Go —— =~ Do. 
a Miami--—"2-~> Gila, A@——"7ZLZL2 Pinto Valley Copper Corp ——— Do. 
2 Esperanza .--. Pima, AZ _-_-.-_- Duval Corp... --------- ‘Copper precipi- 

tales. 

Table 10.—Mine production of recoverable copper in the United States, by source 
_ ee Oeste Recoverable copper 

Source seed ee Remarks metric rie a tons) tons Petoont yield 

1982 
‘Mined copper ore: 

By concentration or leaching —... _* "181,826 1,007,001 055, 
By direct smelting. 118, 16 14 

cer neal oF evecnge sco 181,944 1,007,168 55 
eilings, dump, in-place material deschlog een ee ee ce = 104791 - 

‘Miscellaneous! 
BM Ver ORG. pn. 8,652, 20,616 e Toad ore 20 asa o ac S531 7941 a 
Gold ore, gold.alver ore, lead zine 
ore, molybdenum ore, tungsten ore, cleanup, tailings —— = —— 6.41T 6,459, -- 
Grand total ___-_--_---_ XX ¥4,146,975 XX 

1988 
Mined copper ore: 

By concentration orleaching 717,990 915,081 51 See table 12. 
By direct smelting - -_______-_ 63 2 04 See table 13. 

Total oraverage 177,988 915,105 a 
‘Tailings, dump, in-place material by 
cacti BODY goss be 80,274 See table 14 

ee 4097 19,384 a 
Lead ore-— ~~ > 277 2o > 7,308 T25 Cold re gaa re eadiaine 

‘ore, molybdenum ore, tungsten ore, cleanup, talings n= 2,652 6610 - 
Grandtotal _-__----- Ss XK~~—~<C*«‘i«éi=OBROSSCSC*“‘C(éa 

"Revised. XX Not applicable. 
Hncludes 7,288,615 tons (revised) of ore leached for electrowinning. 
Includes 6,153,969 tons of ore leached for electrowinning.
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Table 11.—Copper ore shipped directly to smelters or concentrated in the United States 
in 1983, by State, with copper, gold, and silver content in terms of recoverable metal 

Ore 
shipeed Recoverable metal content Value of 
eer ld anc wie concen Gold Silver Silver per trated SOFT ccs ley (trey metrieton (thousand “Metrictons Percent unets) ounces). ™Ofere' 

ons) 
Arion ---- n= 15 990524. 205 045 54534 4.181 928 3081 
Montana =~ 222222222=7227 6281654 3 aes 513,008 83 New Mexigp 2222222222220 22 W W W W W Ww 
‘Tennessee’____ Ww Ww Ww — Ww Ww Utah STTTTTISIZIIOIT__ anal) re.g8t 50 W Ww W 

‘Total oraverage 1718898104114 a1 258.202 7,944,180 113 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total or average.” 
"Copper produced in Tennessee is from copper-zine ore. 

Table 12.—Copper ore concentrated’ in the United States in 1983, by State, 
with content in terms of recoverable copper 

oe oo oe 
concen __Recoverable copper 

State a ee 
fmetrie|  Metrietons — Perent 
tons) 

Arona oon 115983 s24201 0.45 2a cp ee Te OE 6283 Te54 28 New Mexigg 20007 SSo SE RSE ESTES a oceaee ma neenee Ww w Ww 
Tenmemee* __ .- 2-1 -------« fo eri a hia a Ww Ww Ww Utah Sica Bee CSOSESE Tote eens eee 30.210 151,881, 50 
Total or average —- = ----------eeeennnnneneea------ TMNT —_—_—810,090 at 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total or average.” 
includes the following methods of concentration: dual process (leaching followed by concentration), each-precipitation- ‘otation, and froth flotation 
3Copper produced in Tennessee is from eopper-cinc ore 

Table 13.—Copper ore! shipped directly to smelters in the United States 
in 1983, by State, with content in terms of recoverable copper 

_ 7 Ore shipped to smelters 
Recoverable copper 

Se Metric tons content 
Metrietons Percent 

Arnona == —— = 6941 4 006 New Medi SEO MTINGOTSIERSTSITST, aes 2 04 
Mts Ge EE eee cece oeueeeuere ee, = RAD 2 4 

*Primarily smelter fluxing material.
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Table 14.—Copper precipitates: (leached from dump and in-place material or tailings) 
shipped directly to smelters in the United States in 1983, by State 

(Metric tons) 
—Precipy Recover. State fates able copper 

raed oso ge ea i ast I CeO 
Arizona __...----------~-. mannan moeenratin 15,807 51,201 

Seliirnie ooo oe ec ete pert eee enema ee ee, Ww Ww 
Montana ——__..-------------- MeL EE SE eis myeinlestoapinie Ww Ww 

WE. nictimainittne eso SOLD ee ee 25,828 17,809 

bal cacti eral creel carats MONA BOSH 
'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 
In terms of recoverable copper. 

‘Table 15.—Copper ore shipped to smelters and ore concentrated and leached in the 
United States and average yield . 

Directsmeltedore Concentrated and Total 
a eR Vlg 

Year Thay Yield Thou Yield Thaw. Vid fTg peptic Bic 
veetsc copper tetrle copper, metric copper, "0B ver YOR 
tons (percent) tons! (percent) tons! (percent) fy (troy, Ed 

ounces) Ounces) silver 

Wi __-.-- 199 0.30 264,591 049 264,790 049 0.0016 0.057 $1.12 tso-222> 88 Bate 4B aT oT a3 0015 38°90 
306}...----. 158 14 277,516 51 277,674 51 0013 053, 118 
ME cee 118 14 "181,826, 55 7181,944 55 0013 7.052 90 1983 2222 &3 OF THT880 Bi 1998 31 “O05 ‘od 109 

Revised. 
‘Includes some ore classed as copper-zinc and a minor amount of tailings. 

Table 16.—Copper produced by primary smelters in the United States 

etrie tons) 
a 
DR esses gees cae sis cies eae 1,818,224 22,383 60,231 1,895,838 399 (222 2TITTIITIIISTISIICIIIIELILEIIE | “eaearg = ast adits 05at273 Seg TUESTUSTEIETEOTTSTOSTRTIGISTOOSETES eae SL. Larrea Yosg2227TTTITTITTETISIIIIIILETIIIIIIIIT eat Ss dB 105 Tan 800, WALTEMICTETATSSDTSE DESERTS ESSN TTS «ARI, Wes Bare CERT
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Table 17.—Primary and secondary copper produced by primary refineries and 
électrowinning plants in the United States 

(Metric tons) 
199 1980 1981 19 198s 

PRIMARY 
From domestic ores, ete.:? ‘Blectrolytic =" ----------------LQ0T5T2 924,100 "1194566 891,615 800,778 
Electrowon -__---....~.-------- *100,134. *2117,572 161,083 ¥131,858 101,935 Firerefined 2222222222222722722__10si091 34469 14561 1/060 80.955 

Dihccevercercswcecnes NT 1,126,231 1,480,210. 1,064,533 1,008,668 
From foreign ores, ete.:* Electroiytie-"--_------------ 108,858 957 «1.807 teazas 78.422 Eleetrowon____7__7~7722722-=- Ww w Ww W W Firerefined 222222222272272222 Ww W fs : os 

‘Total primary ---------------__ "1,516,655 71,215,188 1,544,017 71,226,778. 1,182,090 

SECONDARY 
Hatrelyiie «00:5 00 ewnenn—-5--=5 298,344 315,062, 303,338 268,952 (224,721 
igstrowen SSP SSSTISTTENIESE SS Ww Ww W W W 
Firewefined ...-..------+--------. Ww Ww Ww. Ww Ww 

Total secondary —-------------___ 298844 __—815,062__—90,98——6BN_—24-TZT 
Grand total ___--..----------- "1,814,999 1,580,250 1,847,855. 1,495,730 1,406,811 

"Revised, _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Electrolytic.” 
‘The separation of refined copper into metal of domestic and foreign origin is only approximate, because accurate 

separation sot pombe a thi age of processing includes some smelter level electrowinning in order to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
Includes electrowon and fire-refined quantities indicated by symbol W. 

‘Table 18.—Copper cast in forms at primary refineries in the United States 
Tae ) 

"Thousand ‘Thousand 
metrictons Percent metrictons Percent 

Sil ererecncrenmeneawnnmeenadess 98 1 a 1 Cah eta ememenen x 2 2 2 Cathodes 2025 gS TST TE TES SSSRRETSTOZES 1110 8 18h 84 Ingots and ingot bars_-~--~----2222222222222== 31 2 31 6 Wirebarg jos 7 0e RUREOSET SRT eRe CEES 149 10 2 t Other forms ~--~_-~~722222272222222222222222 i 1 1 os 
ee ee 1496 100 1407 100 

Table 19.—Production, shipments, and stocks of copper sulfate in the United States 
(Metric tons) 

Production Suks 
‘Year Shipments 1 Quantity Copper mln Dee. 31 

W919 nnn nee 38,005 9.286 39,802 3861 Roe SUSSUDTROTIRENGETEEREENTREREES: = NOM as 34195 5136 1981 27272222222 2222ITIIEII TID ab638 2413 30108 5208 ieee DEDIREACREEGR PEEPS CTERONDETESS: + sear, a5 33,355 4192 WH ee aseeaeseces BI B00 o789 H60 5029 
includes consumption by producing companies.
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Table 20.—Byproduct sulfuric acid’ (100% basis) produced in the United States 
(Metric tons) 

fear Copper Toad “Fine eed 
x plants* plants: plants? oat 

AMR ise suse cee aes 2,518,085 282,704 773,836 8,569,575, 
OE nsec ermininineenieierie aime ain nic 2,097,692 410,266 560,784 3,068,742 
WEL eos ewes sect e ee oleea ey 2,593,762 $405,974 545,890 3,545,626 
TI nts crerycemm ese ee ase 1,879,983. $310,606 841,728 2,582,317 
AOE oot Sek ee 1,887,827, $319,137 384,529 2,541,493, 

‘includes acid from foreign materials. 
Excludes acid made from pyrite concentrates. 
Excludes acid made from native sulfur. 
“Includes acid processed at molybdenum plants to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 

‘Table 21.—Copper recovered from scrap processed in the United States, 
by kind of serap and form of recovery 

(Metric tons) 
a 1982 1988 

KIND OF SCRAP 
New serap: 

Copper-base ___________-_---~------------------------------ 649,406, 611,038, ‘Aligaiumpbess £22 <Ge2R20 2 SSPNTESESTESS DEMLGGEIEE = Tnes “Ele Nictelieee-S-s2-0--2222--2---<72-rerescecnsneceneesoetee 132 254 
Binohall a een enthnanananesnvueararcceuamenas: 20 31 

I cree re eseyeetttiremre mee pee tent yen nce tet erent 669,740 633,249 

Old scrap: 
Copperbese anne ene BOLT 488,860 Aluminum-base 27~~7""2=222TSTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII wot “sons Nickel bess 5005 5 Sod ESET TIEEL SDDE TAN SSORUESEEIOS Da EOE S 16 158 Winbeag soci o5>scolcl]c2es-2--cecenerereeceereoneonseeeee NA NA 
Bushess 2 00 28sec EGRET GRE SESE SaTD aa Sea aeOeS 2 120 
Total eee 485 

Grand total == BTS _1088 002 

FORM OF RECOVERY 
As unalloyed copper: 

‘Apxinary plants. wanna 88852 TED Abothor Panta “COSSTESSOGUTSST SERGE IEESLRELOEUCEESOCE, IRIE oder 
THE insane nana eeeae He elanmememinee 481,565 418,788 

In brass and bronze one nen ene eee 6O0 ASR 629.950 Inalloy iron and steel. ~~ ~~~ 22222222222TTITITIIIITIIDIETISIIIT 1492 Ada 
In aluminum alloys--~-22222222222IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITII aT In otber alloys 100-0077 TS SSD SSE OLIINSE IO SeaC ese TeT Scene 7 113 

In chemical compounds. ~~~ ~_2~2~~222222222LIZTILIIIILILIE 2.250 1076 
Moa Scud echusuuea onc Sec AOL, AA 
Grand total --------_-- nnn nnn BABS 1,088,008 

NA Not available. 

Table 22.—Secondary copper produced in the United States 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ist) —siaa0 ~~ ~C* CT 
Copper recovered as unalloyed copper ——— -_---__-_ 516,271 584,556 514,518 481,565 418,788 Gopper recovered nalloys Ter =77""W7777--___oseasa aati S0ase4_Tossot_ oat 
outta! secondary copper? -—~-—------------— 1,552,525 1,437,427 1,418,112 1,187,466 1,088,402 ree 
‘New scrap_——---------------------- 2i8224 82.969 819990 GoNT40 633,249 Gid gore 20 sage Soa RSS SES SoC SEET oT Sods01 «618458 «SOR 1z2 BITIT26 450.159 

Percentage equivalent of domestic mine output — —____ 108 122 92 104 105 

‘Includes copper in chemicals as follows in metric tons: 1979—3,004; 1980-—-2,869; 1981—8,227; 1982—2,250 (revised); and 19881008
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‘Table 23.—Copper recovered as refined copper and in alloys and other forms 
from copper-base scrap processed in the United States, by type of operation 

(Metric tons) 

From new scrap From old scrap ‘Total “Type of operatio = Brae new oer Erma ore _Toal _ 
et 1982 1983 1982 1983 1982 1983 

Secondary smelters.._________-------..- 186,827 91,014 237,366 184,021 424,193, 275,085, 
Primary copper producers —_.-------___. 14,055 40,925. 194,897 183,796 268,952 224,721 
Brass mills_—-—_ jenna 375,289 464,032 31,271 26,640 406,560 490,672, Foundriesond manufacturers -~--_-_---_ 1211814706. -BT'357 41860 © 4B.4TS 56306, 
Chemical plants. = 22 2a nut” "361 854302104 
Pilsner wearer ke 649,406 611,088 501,576 436,860 1,150,982 1,047,898 

Table 24.—Production of secondary copper and copper-alloy products 
in the United States, by item produced from scrap 

(Metric tons) 

Tem produced from serap ee cc] 

UNALLOYED COPPER PRODUCTS 
Refined copper by primary producers ____________---------------------- 268,952 224,721 
Betined copper by secondary Aipaltera Se eos See e ae ae eee eee 198,597 176,911 Copper powders 272 snn naan ieee 686115 
Gopper costings S200 22 sve DPE IE SUZSRE TIES SIO TESTG 4,380 5731 

Holden aemenanasel se temecpermersmeeone MOL ANTES 

ALLOYED COPPER PRODUCTS 
Brass and bronze ingots: 
Mi branes os eos nea ee 18220 15824 
Leaded red brass and semired brass _ _ ____-____---------------------- 102,654 98,111 
‘Highrleeded tin bronze ~~~ ena 14,210 10,875 Yellow brass ~~~ ~~~ 1.1 2=2~2~2~27~222~2~2222222 2a 6.528 Tees 
Manganseo bron 22202257 22ST 22GOITIZINCICIS EI 8.959 1520 
Aluminum bronze ~~ —~~~>~>722ID22I22 : Sena 598 eas. 
Widbeleliver— 225 soe oe Le ckco 2,646 3,265, Silicon bronze and brass -—-—____-_~_~__~~~_~~-~~~272222 2222222 3390 3596 

Copper-base hardeners and masler allays-—_~27222222IIIITITIDIZIITIA we20 dart 
PO se pis rarities nies aia 169,760 167,627 

f chciper fl sino tt ae eee eee oe epersenesre am pate 500,573 612,820 
‘Beene and henna eaatings oo cock coca. 34,646 39,259 Brass powder... 2. -~~_~~~~~~7_~~~22222_2222 222222 2222TT 938 ua 
Copper in chemioel pooduob L022 2EDLE SEL 2E IE Ty LASERS TATE ITISOID 2.250 1016 

Grand betel 225225 co eeeeaen. ipieniaee Sintec: 1,189,727 1,240,214 

Table 25.—Composition of secondary copper-alloy production in the United States 
(Metric tons) 

Copper Tin Lead Zine Nickel Al0mi Tota} 

‘Brass and bronze production:? 
1970s MAB 3.909 7,859 12920 4955. 169,760 
1983 [TTT TT TTTTTTTTTTTTTITIIIITI Tastes © ales 901 1964s = 818101 167,627 Secondary metal content of brase-mill products: 

or rrr eine ~~ 406,560 ‘387 2,148 89,703 1,769 6 500,573 
WS ene OIL 429° 3,187 116,129 2,880 14 612,820. 

Secondary metal content of brass and bronze castings: 
1982 -___----------------------- 28,885 1,002,789 2844 ay 76 34,646 1983 [LLTLIIIIIICINIIIIIIIIILILIL eos es oe Bas &§ 39259 

‘About 95% from scrap and 5% from other than scrap in 1982 and 1983,
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Table 26.—Stocks and conmumpiion of purchased copper scrap in the United States in 
1983, by class of consumer and type of scrap 

(Maret ges wih 
Consumption $28 ince ie Camoreomunermdirecteny 828 Rais Eg OR Bs 

Neauieadiany ort iar 

Cinergy 
Automobile radiators (unsweated)_ — 2,505 60,935 59 59,837 59,896 3,544 

Lowgradescrepand residues -—-— 188 82,090 606 a bee da 
TOR mnemonics SRR TRTBT IBS TON DALE BE ABO 2429 

PRIMARY PRODUCERS 

Ne auiceniteny ore jae 
Lonaratesrepaneites ———- wuss bosses se 

‘BRASS MILLS* 

SUNN ewes «| BRET 
mess: ne 

FOUNDRIES, CHEMICAL PLANTS, 
‘AND OTHER MANUFACTURERS 

No. 1 wire and heavy copper ——___ 2,204 28,215, 1,387 20,394, 20,781 2,638 Ne bekeenttaey ore ac 
chicas iS gute te 
fucoolleraiorvonswesd— gy 

nano TOTAL 
Ne ube eaitany ores sac 
cottnsreabaas > «7483 TRRE NRE USER gages eee 
Gee EER NG 
Nickel silver and cupronickel —__ 4,854 22,895 20,161 2,751 22,912, 5,084 

‘Low-grade scrap and residues* . . 28,440 211,611 96,140 109,560 205,700 34,352 

*Brass-mill stocks include home scrap; purchased scrap consumption is assumed equal to receipts, so lines in “BRASS- on ea a ss pce comuns * 
20f the totals shown, chemical plants reported 355 tons of new unalloyed copper scrap and 720 tons of old unalloyed ae ener bran
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‘Table 27.—Consumption of copper and brass materials in the United States, by item 
(Metric tons) 

<< ee Primary Brass fire chemical’ Secondary Hew producers mills rod, Plants. “smelters Total 

1982 Copper scrap —----.------ 81,701 «B08 78 -. 5.889 «584,779 «1,514,847 
‘Refined copper! 72777 7== -- $98,205 agaadd | anna 4.964 1,858,142 Brass ingot-— = =22>2== >= 2 pret = 161.230 -. 113,957 
Slabine .—_-—-- =~ -~ ==> Tl thas zB 2623 408281188 sgenlselianeous = 2—=-TToo a =a z = 4105 4105 
Copper scrap... 818,288 624,466 <- $3472 «980,800 1,881,616 Refined copper! =~ 500268 1,288,882 90,173 BSI 1,767,469 
Brass ingot. ----_22222- Tl taa59 ~- 71825596 =. MAT S55 Slab rine ---~---.___-_-_ 2885664 = 4821 391i 107/985 
Miscellaneous ~~ 7"772227 & — gs oe 980 4980 
‘Detailed information on consumption of refined copper can be found in table 23. 
*Shipments to foundries by smelters and changes in stocks at foundries. 

‘Table 28.—Foundry consumption of brass ingot in the United States, by type 
(Metric tons) 

Type ioig__1980 1081 19821988 
Tin bronzes — === eee eee nn nnn----- S52 8082 B8RE LETT 68K Leaded red brass and semired brass ——-_2~2222TZLIIITIIIIZ aogse6 SRI E14 TH402 641 Yellow brass. --—- a nna22a22a2za2ana2nn tall BABB YTTBO 18659 Ieee SAT 
Manganeve bronts -_____~-~--2-2-222-2-2222722---- PRA 628762105220 Bas Hardeners and master alloys. —--2--s2272--ss---=--=--_ BANS Sade GaN aes ang Nebel Glverconc ns SCTSCESUITESUERECTSTSNCESES mig apis koe. “ee Lgl Aluminum bronze -—~~22—227222222222222222T0I2 Tost Sirzt__ 68535038 5.675 

Total... -------------- === -------------—_ 187,195 164,284 162,250 126,999 190,758
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Table 30.—Refined copper consumed in the United States, by class of consumer 
(Metric tons) 

Tngots Cokes 
Class of consumer Cathodes. © Wirebars. a ‘and Billets Other Total 

pee slabs 

1982: ‘Wire rod mills 1,028,024 183,876 w w —- 20941 1,282,841 Brassmills-- "172088 = 11,281 85,208 9243082 188 ror "398,205, 
Chemical plants —— = an = — sn 361 381 
Secondary smelters 7 = 3,585, mE 5 182 4,364 Foundries 1440 W 31865 = Ww 2,340 7645 
Miscellaneous! —— 527 Ww 2,686 W Ww 8518 19,726 

Total... __ 1,210,976 __—195,107__——45,089 9243082152 9.888_—_—1,658,142 
1988: ‘Wire rod mills 1,205,290 7.215 w w & 137 1,288,882 

Brass mills. "2823044 12007 = 43,608. 11402 98,501 —- —"800;263 Chemical plants —— Ww =e sa a 608 608 
Secondary smelters 1.030 ae 2itt = -- 4 3,151 Foundries 955 278 3860 ze 3,586 92911258 
Miscellaneous. - 8,153 Ww 3,636 1108 w am 18,312 

‘Total... 1448072 41,895 53.222 115,251——_—101,887 7,692 1,767,469 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
MIncludes iron and steel plants, primary smelters producing alloys other than copper, consumers of copper powder and 

copper shet, and other manufacturers. 

‘Table 31.—Stocks of copper in the United States, December 31 
(Metric tons) 

Bie pa Refined copper 

‘Year in Primary Wire rod. Brass. Aer Xare process Other? Commodity Total ofa Producers mill mills Genoa 

19i9__-_------_-215,000. 64,000 44,000 25,000 9,000 90,000 232,000 
3980 7ZITITIIZ —-BrZ000—49}000 50/000» 22000 10-000 368,000 284,000 ¥9812222Z=Z=ZIZ AT 900 ~—151,000 109,000 26,000 000 170,000 485,000 
3982222" ZZIZITZ 288/000 268000 125.000 25,000 9.000 249,000 676,000 3988 =7—==T=Z2 74000 154000 116,000 26,000 5000 371,000 672,000 

Includes copper in transit from smelters in the United States to refineries therein 
"Includes secondary smelters, chemical plants, foundries, and miscellaneous plants. 

Table 32.—Dealers’ monthly average buying price for copper scrap and consumers’ 
alloy-ingot prices at New York in 1982,' by grade 

(Cents per pound) 
Grade Jan. Feb Mar, Apr. May Tune 

No. 2heavy copper serap ——— B43 51205876 58.99 | 58.BR 4324 
No. I composition scrap (red brass) — 5250 5250 51.80 5050 5030 4518 No. 115 brass ingot (@5555) ————— 92.50 $250 89.11 8850 88.50 86.91 

Taly Aug ‘Sep. —-Oct_——sNov._—~—~iDec.~—=Average 
No.Zheavy copper scrap -—-___- 4712 4649 418848794861 50-75 5073 No. lcomposition scrap(red brass) 4150 «41.50 «41.50 41.50 41:50 41.50 4598 
No, 115 brass ingot (G55) 8407 8441 85.50 85.50 88.55 19.50 86:71 

{Data not available for 1988, 
Source: Metal Statistics, 1983
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Table 33.—Average monthly prices for electrolytic copper in the United States 
and on the London Metal Exchange 

(Cents per pound) 

— "982 888 
Month Domestic delivered London spot* Domestic delivered London spot* 

Cathode Wirebar Cathode High Cathode Wirebar Cathode High 
January-------------- 718278637284 «780877548022 688B TL. 28 
PROMETY Ga T1682 18.78 72.20 12.36 81.05, 84.02 73.09 14.70 
MEN cies iach inntn eres cases 1483 15.86 68.27 68.48 9.4 82.07 71.13 7244 QpelOUTITTITIID meas tr 860 Guana BST 

yy aazza-s = ~—TORSCTHS] RGR) Gat = B93 «85.6S | TT.90 BOOT June2-ZIZ=T=T=TTTIT 008 Has S82sBRSB TUG lee Tas? THe Suly <"TZTTITIIIIITT os HO5 BRE Gas BO1D 95 4G] TTD 
August__—---_--___ ole 69.93 71.00, 63.41 65.81 194 80.54 72.14 4.36 
September _____ = ===> 69.49 ‘TL.06 62.39 64.66 14.38 1159 68.77 10.77 Qetober =" "““T“TTTTZ, ToD RalaaT = Gar) g970 72.898 
OR cia ek: 70.01 12.97 62.15 65.47 MST 14.23 61.88 62.99 December -—2"""777TT77__st__ 1438637461000 BLIB 

Average----------- 728074316557 TA 7653— 19.25.7029 12.13 
‘Based on average monthly rates of exchange. 

Source: Metals Week. 

Table 34.—Average weighted prices of copper delivered 
(Cents per pound) 

ee Lo Domestic Foreign 
‘copper! ‘copper 

GO pec peecctrtmentin sere iirc ter teri le Ne acm ene 93.3 90.1 
AOR eco Soe ee a eee 102.6 £993 
DBD ae eell an en enia eee anaes i onarenremeennaieaeeee 85.1 remo4 
$WGE soe ccs sec lees ween nn-------------- 143 ‘6n1 NOE nc verre nesmen cee es EERSTE 03 a 

"Revised. 
’Producers cathode, delivered. 
Based on Jan.-Nov. monthly averages. 
*Wirebar contract replaced by high-grade contract. 

‘Source: Metals Week.
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‘Table 36.—U.S. exports of copper scrap, by country 
nallayed copper scrap Copperalloy rap 

Bi 1982 1988, ie «CS 
ntry ee FE ST Se Quantity Value Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Getie Uhowe “Tmetrie Uhow metre how metric thou 
tons) sands) tons)” sands) tons) sands) tons) _sands) 

Belgium-Luxembourg ---------_ 2767 $4,185 2429 «$8,587 4,419 $1428 4,742 $8,656 
Brg Tress 8B SOT 
Cente ocean eek. 10,067 10,143 ‘18,873 15,568 ‘11,429 12,713 17,343 20,620 
Lc Rees ee ae: TS, EOF eee 
France 0027 SESE TET TTI ST Bw er 1 ia 
Germany,FederaiRepablicof ---_ 18931588 686744 7,29T ZIT 24639868 

Hong Kong -—— "= -~-= =~ sey “Se 7 18 8230'S B51 
Tali a Soe 5,605 6,010 2,326 2,877 11,105 11,820 3890 4,178 
i se eas a "59 3d 
WAGER 9 i ae 6,721 8,459 3467 3,924 ‘18,601 20,121. 16,117 19,357 
Korea, Repiblicof 1--~--2---- 18,580 10,582 4881218 6ogT eae2 © BB 10,417 
Mexico to ----22-2 o ~~ 2=~ BRL MSR] 8502 NSH BIB sO B4GR 5.004 
Netherlands-"--2--=2--22-2- 585 "882155 TAO 10510531162 
Spain sececz2222zlZZTTT BAT 488 RBBB SMG TG AS 

Sweden =~-"27=22222aaa22> BLD 568] OBS «80415850 GTB 
Switzerland .--.---------.-- - mos ~ — 405, 515, 448 620, 
Taiwan "2 Ttzssscaztzlt2 ABBOT. A,8KB 108208548 120057 1,843 

Lo ‘408 “478 f = 1685 00k 
United Kingdom 2oz2z2atal22> Tak NLC] 

Other .-ne---22a222na anne a8 te 139520189 
Total _---------------- _ S4A19 63484 47,986 66.929 91,592 108.015 80,262 92,189
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Table 38.—Copper: World mine production,’ by country 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

Mmm secant bia te acts et 4.0 153 15.5 16.2 16.5 Algeria 7727 2722222727722227227222 2 2 3 I a 
Angelia 6 Ooo a ee eae 1 2 1 1 2 

‘Australia ---_._-.-.-22------2- == 218 2435 218 2453 2560 
alae oe ee 18 19 26 23 20 
Botswana® _ on ee 14.6 15.6 118 18.4 720.3 
PAE oo ea 53 14 139 19.2 19.0 
Bulgaria... 2 eee 60.0 "62.0 62.0 70.0 70.0 
Pir oo ees ie ™6 B 10 42 
COIN accep nenmmcrmnimanstsisiniie nermnsesneien 636.4 116.4 691.3 6124 625.0 
AM oo Gunes e a ceew ss 1,062.7 1,067.9 1,081.1 1,240.7 1,190.0 
Chines? . oe siren inc pei ss 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 Gulambia So 227 gncsnsosc an soos cnne a 1 1 1 1 

Congo Brazzaville) .----~----22-2----- xo 13 2 1 1 
Gabe teen es Se CE SRUNSTCSERIOGE 28 a3 29 26 30 

Open pet oaence weer ce 12 = ~~ 8 a3 
Cvechoslovakia® ________-------------- 62 66 52 52 52 

Boasdiee 2 ey pee 9 & 1 2 
Finland -~_~~_~_-~=2_22222222222- ad 303 385 3 350 
Prange 1 a 1 2 al 
German Democratic Republic® .-...--.---~ "14.0 TLS 712.0 "13.0 12.0 

Germany, Federal Republic of ____________ 3 13 14 13 12 
Greece ~~~ = === +++ ~ a A sae te 
Guatemele -"---ien 18 8 + eT a 

Honduras --_-_--_-...------------- 14 3 5 5 a 
Hiway! ec ee e ie ae ‘nee on 
India? 777 777777727727 22222 2TTT ad a6 252 45 25 
Indopeds 2022 SULESESSRESTESEIOIEES 602 50 05 9 790 

FO eccrine ocepremennaprrmonereccmciniaictantics 30 10 20 43.0 748.5 
Teles osc soak 48 “4.2 35 16 16 
Bit pening eerie eee =< m4 44 41 48 
Iealy os oe ae 5 8 3 3 a 
BR eso ae sea 59.1 752.6 515 507 746.0 

Korea, North® ________-_--_________- 15.0 15.0 16.0 35.0 15.0 
Korea, Republic of -_---_------------ 5 4 5 = 3 
Malaysia _____-___-.-------------- 5 210 23.6 315 30.0 
Mexioot.cOcU ET TaESOSDRIETS ELEES 307 154 230.5 239.1 250.0 
I ere rene eet eee mremmntncninet en mipiot 217 44.0 "ILS 90.0 104.0 Moguews 25 TT TSTESOAS IONS ISPISOR 70 12 69 210 280 

iran a ree mrt re es 2 2 2 2 2 
Kenia ca es 41g 89.2 46.1 49.8 45.3 
Nepal --------------------------- == oes e) e eo ce ae ee 280 283 282 m4 280 
Papun New Gaines —--- 1708 1468 165.4 170.0 7183.0 
Peru’ _..-.---.------------------ 390.7 366.8 842.1 369.4 7835.6 Philippines =°722220022ITIIIIIIIII 2083 3045 5023 2021 3080 
Peland_—_--2 =o 2-22 325.0 346.1 294.0 ¥ 376.0 380.0 
Portugal coer oou -Venearecnsesce ‘36 30 29 25 2 
EAS nese cairn cnr aarereespasei in contsi 29.0 28.0 210 26.0 21.0 

South Africa, Republic of? ---_-_____- 190.8 200.7 208.7 1887 22108 
TIO eyes ee ea mye ashram ten:nginme 731.3 42.5 509 416 763.9 
Sweden CSU aR TEES aL Cea T EE TIOES 458 as 07 549 55.0 Taiwan 772277 77TTLTTTITIITIITII IE fe 9 Pe5 oy _ 
DY cin aniiin china a maetaneme ar, 314 26.4 31.9 844 725.0 
MURA fn ees 855.0 900.0 7940.0 7970.0 1,000.0 

United Kingdom _--.-..-------------- pa 2 7 6 a 
United States:* 

By concentration or leaching —____-_____ 1,846.5 1,068.5 1877.1 1,015.1 2936.2 
Leaching electrowon)----- ~~ ~~~ == ‘100.1 N18 1611 1319 1019 
‘Yugoslavia’________--_------------- 114 14.8 110.9 119.3 7184.8 
PAR nse k 7430.4 539.5 ‘555.1 519.0 535.0 
Zambia: 
By concentration or leaching —________-- 456.3 471.0 465.8 436.9 423.8 Leaching (electrowon)---~-~~-====== 22 120 18 122 1308 i190 

Rabe oo ean ee 29.6. "26.9 246 247 20.9 

TINE scpesin spices seins seeensinianctiinn 7,690.5 7,189.0 8,190.7 8,071.5 8,027.1 

“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised 
‘Data represent copper content by analysis of concentrates produced except where otherwise noted. Table includes data available through June 20, 1984 
Reported figure. 
Copper content of matte produced. 

See ae cea all metal and 
per content by analysis of concentrates for export plus nonduplicative total of copper content of all metal an etal products produced indigenously from domestic ores and concentrates, 

“Includes copper content of cupriferous pyrite. 
Copper content by analysis of ore mined. 
“Data are for years beginning Mar. 21 of that stated. 

*Less than 1/2 unit. 
Revised to zero.
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Table 39.—Copper: World smelter production,‘ by country 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

Albania, primary? 9g 99 109 ng ng 
‘Argentina, primary --~————~~-~7~772222 ® } ® é 6 
Australia 

Primary.---------~---.--------- "166.3 1749 178.5 175.6 175.0 
Bosnian 27 Sop LALEIEISE WEEET 62 td 50. 48 50 

Tell Saeco eset "a5 1820 1185 1804 1800 Austria, secondary ---------~--~---- 2138 26.1 201 30.0 250 
Belgium 

rimary — .......-~-------~---~---~ 15 a "B "25 22 Secondary 2252 TETETETONITTIOSS 48 493 415 415 470 
PO acs ec ects crreininaareian 49.3 50.0 50.6 750.0 49.2 

Brazil, primary... --------~-~-27_ 72 = —- i 36 100 
Bulgaria 

ile joo cece 610 610 610 610 610 
Secondary=——— ewenneandadtee 30 30 30 30 30 

TOR emnecryntee protege etee ty 64.0 64.0 64.0 64.0 64.0 

Canada: 
PH fabian ncnekokaae ee me 3145 413.7 450.1 394.3 375.0 

ICT cna nnen a ciniine 10.0 19.0 15.0 10.0, 100 

TOR cern emmn i 384.5 492.7 465.1 404.3 385.0 
Chile, primary? _______--------~---- 948.9 953.1 953.8. 1,046.8 1,039.0 
China, yeimary 2 ee 210.0 210.0 210.0 210.0 210.0 

Czechoslovakia:* 
Primary enema ene, 82 18 14 14 14 Beoundagge SCOUT IATSR TEENS IOES 1s 24 24 24 24 

Pela acwccemewat atic 100 100 98 98 98 
Finland: . 
NAIF a ccecery ene emnne 553 249.2 $54.7 66.3 5 
Beocsidieys os oo een, 99 *10.0 "13.0 19.1 126 

Reel anna ome 65.2 59.2 617 854 BTL France, secondary ~~ ~~~" ~77 77> z 30 13 65 70 os 
German Democratic Republic, primary® ______ 718.0 716.0 16.0 17.0 16.0 

Germany, Federal Republic of: 
BMY 2 DoS oecematrseeer 1582 1539 163.1 1618 1600 
Secondary... 222222222 Ll lll 92.5 108.9 88.3 18.2 78.0 

Total __---_______---_----..- 250.7 257.8 2514 240.0 238.0 
‘Hungary, secondary® _.__..-..--__---__ A A a Al A 
India, primary ——~—_-- 2-8 "215 28.5, 25.7 82.6 34.0 
Iran, primary® 12000 232 TSTECTTSEIOEE 1 8 8 135, 35 
Japan: , 
Primary... 853.7 $895 930.0 948.2 9446 
Secondary so — sos seins 67.7 39.8 50.1 96.6 173 

Wiel sce ste ee 921.4 7929.3 980.1 1,044.8 1,061.9 

Korea, North:* 
Bripery 2 osewcvens lunceeauece 150 150 150 150 150 
Secondary_—--_-__-- 0-222 30 30 3.0 30 3.0 

or ee ee en ‘orea, Republic of, primary and secondary ——— —— F 9 
Mexico, primary - —__--__-------L----_ 83.9 85.6 69.2 14 75.0 
Namibia, primary — _~ _-_----_------___ 42.7 40.0 39.7 49.8 $54.2 
Norway, primary (including electrowon) —————— 23 337 520 24 25.0 
Oman, primary___----------___.. = Boat se ae 120 

Peru, primary —.._....-------------- 7339.7 323.1 279.8 294.4 4258.3 
Philippines, primary _-------.--~.----__ =o oe ie 52.2 

Poland: 
Primary? ne 325.0 346.0 315.0 3380 346.0 
Sattaidenye Sica Saas on eS oo 16.0 17.0 15.8 6.0 11.0 

Will sa eee geek 341.0 363.0 330.8 344.0 363.0 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 39,—Copper: World smelter production, by country —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

Portugal: [a eee 51 "1 a1 u 10 
Secondary. .-~-22122-022-222222 4 5 4 4 2 

‘Total eeepc treet 55 8.2 35 15, 12 

Romania: gs me ye aoe 
Prieaty So one eee: 4d 40.7 394 35.0 34.0 
NET sili cinta rmincinri 40 40 40 40 50 

TOP ieee oh oman: 45.1 447 "434 39.0 39.0 
‘South Africa, Republic of, primary —........— 182.8 185.8 185.4 184.7, $205.0 

‘Spain: = = mos pg «Cm =~ apgwane | Srean ee 903 851 srg 1100 1100 
Secondary. -.-.-~~.. ceonneneanecernnees 18.0 18.0 20.0 725.0 30.0 

oo 1083 108.1 1029 135.0 140.0 
‘Sweden: ee ee epee 
Priory sc eos BLT 457 60.6 12.5 710.0 
BORE ete ty, 129 107 13.2, M4 15.0 

a as 56.4 738 899 850 
Taiwan, primary2_7_~2~22222 020 M3 370 581 a5, 430 

Turkey: 
Primary _____-------------------- 216 153 26.7 m9 18.2 
Secondary. - hie dees 6 8 8 4 3 

Till eee ee dewnneeets: 22.2. 15.9 23 25.3 18.5 

USSR. 
PERNT ne a panne rer eee *930.0 "970.0 1,030.0 1,070.0 1,100.0 
Besendary oo 5 sek *90.0 95.0 100.0 *110.0 115.0 

Pelel se eae 1,020.0 1,065.0 1,180.0 1,180.0 1,215.0 

United States: ae eoetyh Gans ae eam 
Bley? eee coe 1,835.6 1,008.4 13168 975.7 4927.7 
Secondary... eeeee---- 60.2 44.9 60.9 45.1 $59.3 

‘Total weese eT 1,895.8 1,058.3 1,877.6 1,020.8 4987.0 
‘Yugoslavia, primary ——-_-------------_ 108.7 93.8 92.5 *92.0 95.0 

Zaire, primary: Blettrowon —-—-----p------------- 21a 235.7 so19 3024 $2916 
Other 222 ee 151.0 162.1 178.5 ULL 175.0 

FO ccs eee SS 3824 447.8 480.4 473.5, $466.6 
Zambia, primary. ------~~---------- 582.1 609.9 560.6 ‘584.7 58L2 
Zimbabwe, primary® —______----------- 285 26.1 23.0 728.2 19.6 

Grand total __________--------- "30189 "7.9463 ~—~°53459 —-B28L0 83089 
Of which: 
‘Primary. "72684 "74848 TST T8492— TABLA 

Eloctrowon ~~ 2--22=2-~ 3814 285.7 ‘301.9 302.4 20186 
Secondary =~" 2= 22722222 roo 4617 459 5100 518.2 
Undifferentiated .....-..-.- "48.2 "64.1 LZ 19.4 103.0 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
*This table includes total production of copper metal at the unrefined stage, including low-grade cathode produced by lectrowinning methods. The smelter feed may be derived from ore, concentrates, copper precipitate or matte (primary), and/or serap Gecondary), To the extant potable, primary and secondary output of each chuntry is shown separately. In some cases, total smeliar production is official ‘reported, but the distribution between primary and secondary has been 

cepjaatd oble includes data available through June, 184 eee 
Argentina presumably produces some smelter co} ‘utilizing its own small mine output together with domestically 

prosted coment copper snd possibly using other set materials including scrap bute loves of sach output cannot Be 
Feltably estimated. Bsimates provided in previous editions are not regarded as reliably based 
Data include electrowon production; estimated to be 35,000 to 45,000 tons per year that is fire-refined and cast into 

wirebars; detailed data are not available 
“Reported figure. 

$F gures for US. primary smelter production may include a small amount of copper derived from precipitates shipped 
directly to the smelter for further processing; production derived from electrowinning and fire-refining i not inclu Copper content of precipitates shipped cell to smlier areas follows, in metric tons 19--12R 314 1880-10788 
198F""118 991, 19621047915 and 1085—89,214. 

‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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‘Table 40.—Copper: World refinery production,’ by country 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

Albania, primary®....--..-.------.--- 15 U1 90 9.0 10.0 

Australia: 
PritADy © xtconeisnnewuioweuts ban "917 1448 1642 1602 1655 
DOMRMAD stir cael vis meet pen Seon 736.2 87.8 26.8 119 34.0 

Total ----.------.------- = 7178.9 182.4 191.0 178.1 199.5 

Austria: 
SMI ici si i 88 798 91 86 14 
BeCUETY 2 oo enn ee nen nes 24.0 34.0 30.0 33.0 40 

ON, seer nnt tyes encemerntnten meen: 828 43.8 89.1 4L6 454 

Belgium: 
PONE onnnnescnansnabacammnas: 818.8 821.7 "368.4 "301.8 995.0 
ROMY oiecneien nnn lee eS, 50.0 52.0 80.0 60.0 80.0 

Total ......--0-------------- 368.8 878.7. 428.4 457.8 455.0 

Brazil: 
Primary ...~-------------------- eo a= ao 26 10.0 
Bocondary..----...-22-0--------- 53.1 63.0 45.0 4A 41.0 

Total ..--- 22a none ennnen---- 58.1 83.0 45.0 51.0 1.0 
‘Bulgaria, primary and secondary* ---_..-... 82.0 68.0 62.0 785.0 85.0 

Canada: 
Pee pita mewwenaee 396.8 "SILT "492.5 "8116 510.8 

Secondary® ......--------------=--, 40.7 4a. 731.9 16.5 83.0 

Total _......---------------- 487.0 556.7 Bee 828.1 9548.8 
Chile, primary .....-----------------, 178.5 810.7 115.6 8516 7818.0 

China:* 
Primary ..---------~.5---------- 255.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 
Secondary......-.-----------------. 25.0 25.0 26.0 25.0 25.0 

‘Total -_--------=--------- 280.0 280.0 230.0 280.0 280.0 
‘Czechoslovakia, primary and secondary —-——-~~ 246 25.6 256 5.6 25.8 

Eaypt, secondary. ._-_--------------+- 20 20 2.0 24 324 

Finland: 
Prinary ...--.----++-+--+------- 33.0 30.5 23.8 38.0 85.0 

Secondary® __---..--------------- 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Total®. ___------------------- 43.0 40.5, 33.8 248.0 45.0 

France: 
Primary* _------ iiss 22.0 23.0 23.0 24.0 22.0 
TOCONARES essence ert nee, 23.4 23.5 28.0 23.1 219 

SEORDE srs mcremnimperesine mannan anneerttnerine 45.4 465 46.0 at 49.9 
German Democratic Republic, primary and SOMME Salaun awe on 51.0 51.0 510 510 51.0 
Germany, Federal Republic of 
Primary _---..------------------ 803.1 302.5 304.1 813.7 7332.8 
Secondary__-~---.-.------------- 79.4 FILS 83.4 80.4 287.9 

TOE swaccceee eee 382.5, "374.0 387.4 894.1 7420.8 
‘Hungary, primary and secondary® __________ 12.0 120, 120 "12.2 12.0 

India: Brimary (electric wirebar) =~ a4 119 14g 151 119 Secondary ~~~ -- 77-2777 46 62 a2 320 109 
Total n-ne 193 232 28.1 m1 210 

ren, primacy? 2022 ooo 3.0 8 & 10 710.0 

Tealy: 
Plast so in eeirene neem 66 20 1.0 — _ 

Secondary? ____~---2----2-2-2=== 90 102 21 186 200 
Metal’. Sees rtsoeta 156 122 230 196 200 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 40.—Copper: World refinery production,’ by country —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

rt usc Country 1979 1980 1981 1982" 1983 — Pte 
Japan: 
Primary 2 858.7 889.5, 930.0 M82 A046 Secondary 2= 222 DTZETETETSSIZISES 130.0 1248 1202 1268 *T 

Total rca 9807 «1014310501 10750 *1,0019 Korea, North, primary and secondary® —.————~ 220 220 220 22.0 220 
Korea, Republic of 
Primary (electrowon) ——— 631 Be 108.0 108 1283, Secondary® —- 20a 202252222205 "129 ust 50. 50 21 

WE eee einereiaeniees "76.0 "79.0 1180 158 1260 
Mexico: 
Primary — 2 18 46 as 64 600 Secondary® __~7TTTITTTIIIIIIIIIIL 100 no 100 Mo 150 

TT ccccsrearastsene were aa 85.6 n3 5A 150 
Norway: 
Primary (electrowon)® "0 58 261 180 20 Secondary! oo os on DDTATIEREC TS "60 "60 60 "60 60 

Wl a canoer ee "210 318 a2 24.0 20 Oman, primary. --_-~_~_-~------ 2 as cs S es 120 
Peru, primary: 2 Oleg ec erecsnneeaneey 1967 1957 56 19k 81582 Blectrowon ——-__~_-~2~-=---2=2-- 38.1 333 334 335, 7326 

OD cinerea cineca i "298 "2290 209.0 29 "1907 Philippines, primary ~~ —~~~1222_2727=2 i -- = — 388 Poland, primarye <0 02222TTTTTTIT 3358 3573 322 3480 357.0 Portugal, primary ~~~ ~~=="""2TDLI=T=o 34 45 49 46 46 
Romania: PEMIREY ia oer raacn iat 420 420 420 400 400 Secondary® —— ">" >TITIIIIIIIIITIIL 243 230 380 200 200 

Total = 663 650 60.0 60.0 600 South Africa, Republic of, primary? ——_~_~>>> 1508 140.9 Mat v2g 1520 
Spain: 
Primary? 28 1260 1887 184 113, 1886 Secondary? ——2—TDIDITITETISSIIIE 78a 7156 150 "206 20.0 

AD or ciecoru neers naga 71543 1621 m9 1586 
Sweden: 
PHI pees cep "4377 "43.2 501 503 500 Secoodary =~" =7=7TZELITI ISAT 52 "25 us 120 320 
ae 759.0 755.7 619 623 62.0 

‘Taiwan: Se mn Ue 
Pilih anos enc aeeene 83 us 452 89.4 300 Secondary® —— ~~ 2LILITZIIIIIITIE 70. 80 80 80 80 

Total enna 153 195 58.2 414 380 ‘Tuiiey, peimary 02 TED E TO SCESEBERIN SS 222 188 242 322 230.0 
USSRS 

Primary————_— "100 "9100 "9600 "10100 1.0300 Secondary. -~ ~~~ 7_~7=7272 2 1700 1100 100 170.0 1700 
Total os ----- "40400 "1,080.0 1,1300 71,1800 1,200 

United Kingdom: Primary 485 sa ss eae os Secondary 222-2 2TITSITIINEITESS 732 93.0 763 m0 68 
Mela eee eee 1217 1613 186.1 1842 1443, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 40.—Copper: World refinery production, by country —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Gomniry 1979 1980 1981 198? 1989 

United States: Primary “ 
Blectrowon -—.--.----------~ 100.1 176 1611 1319 1019 Other... TTITTITITITTTTITTD anes "0978382910049 80802 Secondary ~~~" “>~2~ TT TTLIIITII 498.5 515.1 493.6, 461.5 #4018 

Total ———-——-—---------------__ 2015117808 ——20876 1,604.3 71,5887 
Yugoslavia: 
Primary 22 eee cee tee enna 992 918 907 200 a10 Secondary. — ~~ -222722222IIIIII22 383 395 a19 36.9 327 

Total Se ree 1315 1313 1926 1269 1287 Jali petustey oS OCC SRE OTTERS "13011 "440 1513 150 2267 
Zambia, primary: a Elecirowon ~~. 1320 1248 1222 10g 1190 Other 20 TETEE ES STENT ESE EIEIES 4299 $828 4982 458.7 456.4 

TOE nen pt crs 5619 e078 560.4 seus 8554 Zimbabwe, primary —— ~~ 2-222 2LTTT 30 81 80 23.0 19.0 
Grandtotal __----------------- "90201 "91026 9440 92086 + —=—«9.aaa8 Of whieh: 

Primary_--------------- 74869 "7554 79M8 0 NRT. TTB 
Secondary® ————"""""_T 13615 108.68 «18488 BBL BOT Undifferentiated. ~~ 722222 m6 76 1726 1758 V56 

Estimated, PFreliminary. | "Revised die csate usar ‘This table includes total production of refined copper, whether produced by pyrometallurgical or electrolytic refining methods, and whether derived from primary unrefined copper or from serap. Copper cathode derived from electrowinning 
roceong is alo ineludd, To th extent posible, primary and secondary outpit of each county is shown separataly. in most eases, total refinery production is officially reported, and in some, the distribution between primary and secondary hhag been estimated, Table includes data available through June 20, 1984 

"Reported figure. 
SData may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
‘Data are for years beginning Mar. 21 of that stated. 
Includes electrowon cathode produced from imported matte 
‘May include small quantities of secondary. 1 aa ‘inca Although only primary production is reported, an unknown but small additional output of secondary refined copper say have been produced °





Diatomite 
By Arthur C. Meisinger* 

The quantity of processed diatomite pro- tion. 
duced in 1988, all in four Western States, Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
was 619,000 short tons, a slight increase duction data for diatomite are developed by 
over that in 1982. California continued tobe the Bureau of Mines from one voluntary 
the leading producing State. survey of U.S. plant operations. Of the nine 

Exports of diatomite also increased slight- operations to which a survey request was 
ly and comprised 24% of domestic produc- sent, 100% responded. 

Table 1.—Diatomite sold or used by producers in the United States 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1919) 7580 198 198 1988) 
Domestic production (sales) -.--------------- 1 689 637 ag 19 ‘Total value ofsaies .-----—=--------=----- $90,828 $100,610 $113,010 107,819 _$114.279 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

U.S. production of diatomite increased lock, NV; and Witco Chemical Corp., Inor- 
slightly to 619,000 tons valued at $114 ganic Specialties Div., at Quincy, WA. Diat- 
million. Domestic output was processed at omite was also mined and processed during 
nine plants by seven companies in four the year by Lassenite Industries Inc., Her- 
Western States. California was again the long, CA; Cyprus Diatomite Co., a division 
principal producing State followed by Ne- of Amoco Minerals Co., Fernley, NV; and 
vada, Washington, and Oregon. Oil-Dri Production Co., Christmas Valley, 

The major diatomite producers continued OR. American Resources Equity Corp., Den- 
to be Manville Products Corp., with oper- ver, CO, mined diatomite in Shasta County, 
ations at Lompoc, CA; Grefco Inc., Dicalite. CA, and shipped the unprocessed material 
Div., at Lompoc, CA, and Mina, NV; Eagle- in-State for use as a silica source in making 
Picher Industries Inc. at Sparks and Love- cement. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Apparent domestic consumption of diat- tion and other areas decreased. Filtration 
omite remained essentially unchanged at continued to be the primary domestic mar- 
473,000 tons. Diatomite use as fillers and ket for diatomite. 
insulation increased while its use in filtra- 
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Table 2.—Diatomite sold or used, by principal use 
(Percent of U.S. production) 

TT OCT 880 082 1085 
RE: aiccorsmcnmencmecnirore me samcmmpte mmm 65 66 4 68 66 
Willie: is Se ese se ee 2 a 2B ty a 
I enn cotes psec men rscnesmmncenrennmmpencqeonen min memetnmeormteeecennne 3 3 2 i 3 

OI wade hie ear Iycccacian appari area oie ye 10 un 2 10 

Includes exports. 

PRICES 

The average unit value of sales for proc- to $185. 
essed diatomite increased by $9 per ton 

‘Table 3.—Average annual value per ton’ of diatomite, by use 
‘Use 1981 1982 1983 

Abrasives ____—_-—_-----------------n 22 ene eee w w ae SUEOUTIDSTTSSZSTSSSSSTAISESSTOCSTENETSTSTSSTE HR aT 
Filtration _____------------------------------------- 179.01, 191.85 200.16 FMR ICTEIDISSTUTSEEENECEADRESRETEEETE TE «| ee | iL Lage 
Miscellaneous? - -----—----—------------=----=--~------__H019__ANLS5 11605 
Weighted average ____________-------------+--------- 164.50, 175.63 184.58, 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous.” 

Sees ack aan eae as nn ONTO ee steasione (201 its, catalysts fer or coatings: ‘eggregat 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of processed diatomite by U.S. tons valued at $56,000, with Mexico supply- 
producers increased slightly to 146,000 tons. ing 205 tons of the total. 
The average unit value also increased 
slightly to $216 per ton. The quantity of Table 4.—US. lightly x. —US. exports of diatomite diatomite exported during the year repre- 
sented 24% of US. production. Diatomite riceendshers eae sat Home cee 
was exported to 79 countries, and the fol- Yer Guantiey Vales? 
lowing 5 countries received 62% of the total: 3 re 
Canada, 33,700 tons; Japan, 23,000 tons; {982 ---------------- ie Bas 
Australia, 12,400 tons; the Federal Republic 1982 ---------------- ny Bass 
of Germany, 11,000 tons; and the United 8 ---------------- MSD 

Kingdom, 9,900 tons. 708. Customs 
Imports of diatomite increased 37% to 346 

WORLD REVIEW 

World production of diatomite remained with 16% each. 
at near an estimated 1.7 million tons. The —_____ 
United States produced 87% of the world ~ ‘industry economist, Division of Industria! Minerals. 
output, followed by France and the USS.R.
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Table 5.—Diatomite: World production, by country! 
(Thousand short tons) 

ee eeeeeeSSSSSSSsssSsSSSSSSSSSsssesesssssssesesese Country: 1979 1980 1981 19827 1983¢ a I NOU RL 
ee 5 5 5 5 5 Argentina ~~ ~—"""2TTI2IDIIITIIIE 8 7 5 7 3 Australia SSS DOSETIEC STS STTI ESL 4 3 1 2 2 Brazil (marketable) ______._._-____-_ lo "18 "16 0 1B 18 Ce 2 * 4 2 2 Gite _—_-—--- == ~~ enema i 1 e eo 6 Colombia®__ 1 1 1 1 = Costa Roa 22S UUEETTS ICS IELEEANTS i 1 i 1 i Denmark: 

Diatomite ——— nn os 28 3 = ~- Moler®__ 2.2.22 0222 138 138 138 188 138 
Bat -- = oo @) oz -- a @) France _~~22_7 7-7-7 ~ 72777777222 “20 “240 2 268 285, Germany, Federal Republic of________ = =| "48. 58 aT a7 47 Teelands enna 2 20 2 Ps 2 Heatyt_ S500 SET REESE 33 33 B 2 Kenya _______ 777 er 7) a 2 2 Korea, Republic of ~~~ 2777777777772 26 8 46 sl 6 Mexico."~———° (DTTDIDIIIIIIIIIT EE 48 @ 8 @ 62 WON oa ceo B 8 8 8 8 Portugal 77 7TTTTTITL2TITT III % 3 3 % 3 ON io ies Laighin sine ieen an, 45 45 45 45 45 South Afvies, Republic of --~77-777777 277 7 7 ? 7 1 Spain TEL SESSCCSECESEEIEIE 30 2% @ 0 RB ailand ~~~ >>72ITLTTIIIIITIITIIT 4 2 @ @ @ TaaRe weep mite 250 250 250 a 260 falted Minette? nine con 7 7. 4 1 United Statens OSCE SESEETE STITT ut 689 oat 68 619 

Heil al Mee rears ce "1,665 "1670 1,640 1,666 ert a 
‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 

Mable includes data available through Apr. 11, 1984 
Less than 1/2 unit.





. . 
Feldspar, Nepheline Syenite, 

By Michael J. Potter* 

Total U.S. feldspar output in 1983, includ- tary domestic survey. Of the 16 active 
ing soda, potash, mixed, and feldspar-silica mines, 14, or 88%, responded, representing 
mixtures, was 710,000 short tons with a an estimated 95% of the total production 
value of $22.5 million. The increased level of data for feldspar shown in table 1. The 
housing construction resulted in improved remaining 5% was estimated from prior 
markets for feldspar in ceramic uses and in years’ data adjusted to current industry 
glass fiber for insulation. Imports of crude levels. 
and ground nepheline syenite decreased Legislation and Government. Pro- 
11% to 407,000 tons although total value grams.—According to provisions of the Tax 
increased 2% to $14 million. Reform Act of 1969, which continued in 

Domestic Data Coverage—Domestic pro- force throughout 1983, the depletion rate 
duction data for feldspar are developed by allowed on domestic and foreign feldspar 
the Bureau of Mines by means of a volun- production was 14%. 

‘Table 1.—Salient feldspar and nepheline syenite statistics 

sac ee ra OOD APRN a AIOE AOR 
United States: Feldspar: 

Produced? _._.______..__.._.- sae boa. 740,000 710,000 665,000 615,000 710,000 Value==22222IIITIT—T Thousands” $21,500 $28,200 $21:000 $20,300 $221500 
Exports" -27727TTTIIL IIo Tehore tons "12300 “18000 “id025 “10800 93360 

Value - _—_________-_____ thousanda._ $1,025, $896 $1,110 $989 $856 
Imports for consumption _ __ ______short tons__ 266 404 206 48 64 

Nepali eae ~----------~~- thousands. _ ‘$81 $133 $61 $24 $31 

Imports for consumption .....-short tons. $86,000 504840 506,100 455596 407,351 Value s--=~-7~-~=- thousands. $10,846 §1N284 = $11529 S18 751 $18.97 
‘Consumption, apparent* (feldspar plus nepheline syenite) 

‘thousand short tons 1.264102 1.571060, 108 
World: Production (feldspar) ____--~-_---~-do...- 3,432 "3,481 3,556 8,145 3,842 

Esimated. Preliminary. | "Ravine § 
‘Includes hand-col feldspar, flotation-concentrate feldspar, and feldspar in silica mixt 5 ing feldspar @% Ka0 or higher) spar, flotatic trate | PE spar in feldspar-silica mixtures; includes potash 

*?Measured by quantity produced plus imports, minus exports (rounded figures) 

FELDSPAR 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION spars. Hand-cobbed or hand-sorted feldspar 
: . is usually obtained from pegmatites and is 

Soda feldspar is defined commercially as _ relatively high in KO compared with Na.O. 
containing 7% Na;O or higher; potash feld- Hand cobbing decreased and was a minor 
spar contains 10% KO or higher. However, fraction of total production. Feldspar flota- 
in this report, feldspars containing more tion concentrates, most of the U.S. output, 
than 8% K.O are defined as potash feld- are classified as either soda, potash, or 

325
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“mixed” feldspar, depending on the rela- States and foreign countries, primarily Can- 
tive amounts of Na:O and K,O present. ada and Mexico; of these companies, 3 
Feldspar-silica mixtures, feldspathic sand, produced potash feldspar, and the remain- 
can either be a naturally occurring materi- der produced mixed feldspar or feldspathic 
al, such as sand deposits, or a flotation sand mixtures. North Carolina had five 
product. Total feldspar content of this mix- plants, California had three, and Connecti- 
ture was 25% of total feldspar output dur- cut, Georgia, South Carolina, and South 
ing the year. Dakota each had one. 

Feldspar was mined in six States, led by ‘The data for potash feldspar were collect- 
North Carolina and followed in descending ed from the three U.S. producers of this 
order by Connecticut, Georgia, California, material; some of this feldspar contained 
Oklahoma, and South Dakota. North Caro- less than 10% K:0(8% to 10% K,0). There- 
Tina accounted for 72% of the total. Eleven fore, to publish information on potash feld- 
US. companies operating 16 mines and 12 spar without revealing proprietary compa- 
plants produced feldspar or feldspar-silica ny data, the potash feldspar has a K:O 
mixtures for shipment to more than 31 content of 8% or higher. 

Table 2.—Feldspar' produced in the United States 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

es Hand-cobbed Rie Fessersie Total® 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity ‘Value Quantity Value 

Ge Maca 20 28 580 16,460, uo 4770 140 2,500 
tt i 229 Bee 18.240, 130 780 m0 28200 
1g SPER TREN S i 194 Bos 168850 149000 665 21/000 1982 10 ct ast 18080, wt fou0 615 20/300 
eee 7 wot Rs Ins ite 5265, 710 22/500 

Mncludes potash feldspar (8% KO or higher). 
2Feldspar content. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES An increase in housing construction re- 
st . . sulted in improved markets for plumbing 

‘The majority of users acquired their sup- fixtures, tile, and glass fiber for insulation. 
plies already ground and sized by feldspar However, competition from plastic bottles 
producers, although some manufacturers of kept the output of glass containers flat. 
pottery, soaps, and enamels continued to Because of the cyclical nature of the 
purchase feldspar for grinding to their pre-construction industry, the major outlet for 
ferred specifications in their own mills. A glass fiber, producers of this material were 
substantial portion of the material classi- seeking to build up other markets. Possible 
fied as feldspar-silica mixtures served in outlets for the material are in road repair, 
glassmaking without additional processing. radial tires, roofing and shingles, and 

Significant increases in feldspar ship- reinforced plastic in cars and marine and 
ments were made to Georgia, Illinois, and defense markets.? 

Indiana. Porcelain enamel, another outlet for feld- 
Fifty-eight percent of the total feldspar spar, is used on household equipment such 

consumed in the United States was used in as ranges, laundry equipment, dishwashers, 
glassmaking, including container glass and water heaters, etc. Future outlook for the 
glass fiber; 38% was used in pottery; and enamel industry was described as very good 
the remaining 4% was used in enamels, if the economy stays on track.* 
electrical insulators, ete.
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‘Table 3.—Destination of shipments of feldspar: sold or used by producers in the United 
States, by State 

(hort tons) 
State ii9__1980_—=isB]_—~=«sSR~=« 

Alabama nnn 13.990 21,100 19,600 16,590 14,600 
Gatiferaiec C20 (TSCSEECEETASESES eS ESSETe @ ® « e © Connecticut 2 TDITZTTITTIITIIIIIIII ID 21.600 15.400 g00 agg Ww Florida. -222=2IIITITIITIIITTII IIIT 600 BBO 57700211000 22,700, 

Georgia =="="2==2=2TATTITTTTTII III TIIIID—aao00-—GaT00 300460096800 Mlinois——2=22=TTTTTTTTIIIIITIILIOIIL «B10 $8600 S100 8900. 48,800, Indiana ——7==""TITTTITIITIILIIIIIIIOIII — ass00 384002700 212003200 Kentucky ~~~ ~~~ 2L2LIDDIIIIIDIIIIGIIIII 18100123800 170018400 11:400 Louisiana=—2LILTLTTITITITIIIIIIITIOII e300 14600181300 125300 T400 Maryland. <2 0DI2TTTTIIITIIITIIIIIIIII 600 «00800600500 Moteeclnaasdia =< TS SR RE TET ETT SET aPSaASe W 1100880091300 13200, 
Michigan = ==-27=7LTZTIIIIIIIIIIOIIOII 4000 “2700 ‘Ww 2.000 W Mississippi =————-—-22LIIIIIIIZIIIIIIIIIII ~—vté00 15/500 13.000 153800 15,900 Missoury ———2LITILTITTTITIIIIIIINITIIITT ~—ti600 300300 dti00 «5.000 NewJerey.-—-227"7TTTITITITIITITITIIIID —sa}600 {6006340051700 56,600 New York."—-2—22—"TITTITTIIIIIDIIIIOIID — Beooo = asto0 840078001800 
North Carolina —~~~~72_7 EERUTESSIGe Te Ww W 17000 16,500 20,100 Ohio 8° ITS TTTLTIIEIIIIIIIIIIIIT wagon 640052800 51/800 53,600 Oklahoma 22OLIITIIIIIIIIIIIOIGIIIIIIII = 700 Hoo 87003800 Ww Pennsylvania’ ___-~~~~--_22---==2~=~ 52900 48,200 42900 28}800 83,200 South Carolina ————""7"=7=“7--TTTTTITIIIEet00 1560016400 49008400 ‘Tennessee —-———-------------------2=22- 183400» 18380018100 15,300 WwW 

Texag 2-2-2 TTL ITTTTTITTIIIIITIILID — aosdon—$5}000 8400887700. 900 West Virginia == 2TIZIIIIIILIOIIOTIIDIOIID —salk00 5540081003600 BR I00 Wiswsint oie cs een W Ww W Ww *3:400 
Other destinations?" "22ZTTTETTTITTIIIIIIZ__ e200 97300 15,600 73800147000 

Total_________-___-----------------.__ 744,000 710,000 655,000 610.000.710.000 
|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other destinations.” 
Hincludes potash feldspar (8% Ka0 or higher) 
Data are incompleto; included with “Other destinations.” 
Data are incomplete; Bureau of Mines estimate is 40,000 tons or more; inchided with “Other destinations.” 
‘Data are incomplete; Bureau of Mines estimate is 35,000 tons or more; included with “Other destinations.” 
Data are incomplete; Bureau of Mines estimate is 30,000 tons or more; included with “Other destinations.” 
"Data are incomplete; Bureau of Mines estimate is 45,000 tons or more; included with “Other destinations.” 
“Includes Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Minnesota, Rhode Island, Virginia, States indicated by symbol W, and ‘unspecified States. Also includes exports to Canada, Mexico, and other foreign countries 

Table 4.—Destination of shipments of potash feldspar! sold or used by producers in the 
United States 

(Short tons) 

Destination iig1080~~=~=«SSC*C«RSCSC« 
Mlinois, Indiana, Wisconsin <= 15.500 13,400 11,800 8000 6,000 Maryland, New York, West Virginia —-—~--~~—- 29,500 281200 24/800 21,600 25,800 Massachusetts. nee otaonttat> 1400 Ww w Ww Ww Qhiow 8M TLITITTTITIIITIIIIIIITIIIIID 12000 tod 9.800 goog 00 Penneylvania |—-2L=2==TTIILTLILTTTITTT2 8000820000 too 100 Meshe eon oS TRG EE PESO REESE ETE Ww "00 "200 '200 300 Granda SEES Se nae 5200 4300490033004, 800 Mexieg <--=I“ITILITTILIIIIIOIICIIIIIIID gout Ww 

Other? STTTTTTTIIIITITIIIITIII III _1s}600 18200 17.500 16300 14,100 
Total_—--.-------------------------- 94100 85,000 80,400 65,200 65,200 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
2K.0 content of 8% o higher "Includes Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tenmessee, States indicated hy symbol W, and othe? unspecified States. May also include foreign countries.
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Table 5.—Feldspar' sold or used by producers in the United States, by use 
. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

8 __ 1888 
Use a ee, Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Hand-cobbed: 
Pottery .....--.-.-------------------------- Ww Ww ® 26 Oday =o PEDERPDE SEED SNES ES RSSTSELIEIEL Ww W 4 a 

Telel- sons sew weeteswsmeeceuenese, 10 735, a 453 

Flotation concentrate: Sonn rr algeneov to dnarnarsh aria 
Tee aie nina moM Rte: 212 6,662 (254 7,393 
Pottery ----------------------------+-----+ 227 10,637 249 10,875 
ORIG ek Ce eee eal meinen 18. 1,082, Ww Ww 

DoteP ices ein ea, 458 18,381 Ww Ww 

Feldspar-silica mixtures:* 
Glass... ..------~-~----~.-~---------------+ 125 5,699 1ST 7,570 
Pottery ...-----------------~----=-~-------- Ww Ww 19 1,399 
Other = ..-.-----------++-----------------. Ww Ww WwW bad 

Metal 22s eee onsen eas eeeee scene, 142, 6,884 Ww. Ww 

‘Total: 
Cee iii enninnic saan ae RERUN 337 12,360 410 14,963 Poly -WOoIIOLIITIIIIIITESI SBS Ses 1.300, 
Other! SET ATT ONS CRETE SNES Las 321688 

Gipnd totll age reenw aces caueeeee 610 26,000 70 28.046 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 
includes potash feldspar (8% KO or higher). 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
°Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Feldspar content. 
“Includes container glass and glass fiber. 
Includes enamel, filler, etc., and unknown. 

‘Table 6.—Potash feldspar: sold or used by producers in the United States, by use 
sss sss 1988 

Use Quantity Value Quantity Value (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) 
Pottery ne S800 SBT aat0 2,995 
Ghat SSCL SGE EER ISRENTETRET *  Tneo0 506224100 1.260 
id amet amemcecemmmeeemean (66500 4475 65,200 4,195 

K20 content of 8% or higher. 
Includes glass, enamel, etc. 

PRICES feldspar, per short ton, f.0.b. mine or mill, 
Engineering and Mining Journal, Decem- _°2t/oad lots, bulk, depending on grade: 

ber 1983, listed the following prices for 

Sree ene eee GE 
North Carolina: 

20 mesh, flotation - — __ $27.50 $29.25, 40 mesh, flotation -— 51.00 51.00 200 mesh, flotation ——- 7025 $44.00. 70.25 
Geoppis: 

40 mesh, granular... 51.00 51.00 
200 mesh —— -.. 69.25 69.25 

‘Connecticut: 20'mesh, granular _—_ 3125 39.00 
BA me 50.50 58.25
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FOREIGN TRADE syenite, the United States imported 400 
. 5 tons of “Other mineral fluxes, crushed” 

USS. exports in 1983 classified as feldspar, with a value of $88,900 and 31,100 tons of 
leucite, and nepheline syenite, but presuma- “Other crude natural mineral fluxes” with 
bly mostly feldspar, decreased 13% to about a value of $900,400. 

9,400 tons valued at $856,000. Chief recipi: The tariff schedule in force throughout 
ents were Canada, 57%; Mexico, 13%; Tai- the year for most favored nations provided 
wan, 7%; and the Philippines, 7%. The for a 3.2% ad valorem duty on ground 
remaining 16% was shared among 11 other _ feldspar; imports of unground feldspar were 

countries. admitted duty free. 
In addition to feldspar and nepheline 

Table 7—U.S. exports of feldspar, by country 
a rate 

1982 1985 
Cocnier ‘Short tons Value Short tons Value 

pala eros ea watumnocneewmena= . , 510 $888,900 
Ceonles  ege asecpereerecos Fe, Mes ‘so “18800 
Poona and Windwind iapd 252072 >--- 300° 29300 a = 
71 lala gS EEE 4480 988,400 10 18,600 
Philippiea 2 LSeS 2552 bot nn ammen pee z10 35,400 do 38,400 
Maiane oo oC La oo seco IEEE OCS ENUaEN SE 580 120,000 em 77900 
Veueule’ ----2--c2--;-----neo=eecea ee eeee #20 “61,600 300 30/800, 
(Otero TEU EDS SPREE NCULEE SE ere 1240 75,200 107/600 

Total _-_-_----------- =e -=-- 10,800 989,000 9,860 855,800 
sigs Ol esac reeeeereenengeenenes EE 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of feldspar, by type and country 
sees ES aa err 1982, 1s 

‘Type and country Set van Sh Vane Shot Value SHO Value 

Crude: 
[ee 48 $23,804 z 3 
Iai on noecoeaeoeenerrineeneeserne eee ae me 3 ata 
[a eae = = 15 8,650 

See wcnncesrtlonsharcsne -- 3 18a 
a eee ca 55 Se sh 1406 

Mexico wenn ante hee neemnnnnnensan ne nae ee aoe) 

TUR 2 ann nee iene SRNR 4828804 64 30,798 
—__Msspcganere te Ee 

WORLD REVIEW ‘An increase in demand had taken place 
, 5 in recent years in the use of aplitic flux 

India—Production of feldspar in 1981 materials, especially in the manufacture of 
was approximately 65,000 tons, with two- white-bodied Monocottura tiles. A new com- 
thirds of the output coming from Rajasthan pany, Tekmin Srl, had been formed in late 
State and lesser quantities coming from 1980 from the two original producers of 
eight other States. In Rajasthan, 12 compa-  aplite and eurite. The aplite had lower 
nies produced feldspar from surface peg- alkali and higher silica content than con- 
matite vein occurrences, with significant ventional feldspathic fluxes, and the eurite 
producers including Jain Minerals, Bharat is essentially like the aplite. Consumption 
Mineral Supply Corp., and Golecha Palawat of these fluxes had grown to about 330,000 
& Co. Major end uses were ceramics, 57%, tons per year in 1982. 
and glass, 40%.* The two major feldspar producers were C. 

Italy.—Preliminary figures for feldspar Maffei & Co., with output of about 150,000 
output in 1982 and 1983 showed a signifi- tons per year of soda feldspar going into 
cant increase over those of previous years. mostly sanitaryware and tile bodies, and 
However, much of the increase was attrib- Italmineraria S.p.A., with an output of 
uted to the inclusion of aplite and feld- about 50,000 tons per year of soda feldspar 
spathic sand. going largely into sanitaryware*
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A model-16 Photometric Ore Sorter was Four of the laboratory-scale machines were 
installed at the feldspar plant at the Gius- installed in a pilot plant at the technical 
tino Mine, owned by C. Maffei. Cost for the university in Trondheim and reportedly 
equipment was about $1 million, and mate- gave very good metallurgical results in the rial being handled was in the 3/8-inch to 1- flotation of feldspar and other minerals 
inch size range. Prior to installation of the from quartz.” 
new equipment, hand sorters had been used  Romania.—Soda and potash feldspars 
to remove waste material; however, this were extracted from pegmatites at three 
was effective only for pieces larger than 1- locations. Material was processed by dry- 1/2 inches, representing 30% of the plant grinding in ball mills followed by pneumatic 
feed. A recovery of up to 92% could be classification. A flotation plant had recently 
achieved by photometrically sorting the ore been put into operation at Muntele Rece. 
in the 1/2-inch to 2-inch size range.* Recent research work, with washing or 

A recent development was the use of flotation, on high-potash feldspar pegmatite feldspathic sands in light-bodied, single- ore in the northern part of the country had 
fired Monocottura tiles. The leading produc- yielded a product with a maximum iron 
er. of these sands was Esercizio della Cave oxide, Fe.O,, content of 0.2%." 
Colombara S.p.A., with output of about  Turkey.—The country’s first quartz, feld- 
120,000 tons per year. spar, and kaolin plant was scheduled to 
Norway.—A new laboratory-scale pilot begin operation in August 1988. The Hisar- 

flotation machine was designed by Aker San plant, located at Hissarlik, was esti- Trondelag AS. The cell, with a volume of 1 mated to cost about $4.5 million,* and annu- 
cubic foot, was the successful scaledown of al capacity for feldspar was to be about 
the range of Aker flotation machines, with 13,000 tons per year. 
volumes of 27 cubic feet to 1,416 cubic feet. 

Table 9.—Feldspar: World production, by country! 
(Phousand short tons) 

Country? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983¢ Corte tag 1680981 ae es 
Argentina 222 " 36 2 1 8 
Australia _. 4 4 4 3 3 Attra 60007 RUPEDUIE REET UST ESS oe 8 2 u 3 5 
5 LETTS I 159 113, 167 105 0 Duma TSUREESSSD TESTS Teer % 5 5 3 3 
NI nena or apenas mite aToA Ee “ 2 8 a 1 SMM oi pred esteerrermmees emer enseenFerupeecenen 7 a) 30 a 33 

Bling 222202222002727222TTTTTaS aac 3 2 0 n q Pronto 2 ODDS ES OSE RED Un TSS SPS oeS 2b aL an 191 180 Germany, Federal Hepublic of ~-—~7~77777777 7777 an 2 a a5 BT Gratemoala acc on 12 24 u "138 lu Hong Kong - -- -__-_ 222 1 "18 4 36 29 CR Ric mk Sahay ene 55. 765 65, 49 47 
BEE srs renwernninnunananiyncubes TOuC ue 3 3 2 3 3 a irre st meee emeerpiteenreecizer roaring cerey, 825. 7380 472 864 880 
TOE eat SL thenmr 42 33. 29 33 34 SONU son sepnor nem nen actestnh ieee jenni Se + Oy o <- Korea, Republie of -~_~27727777777777772222 0 8 i 34 i MRL G MERE nto nme meneeaen SEED CRETE “ “a a Ro) ° SN a ee eae enero ee renee 122 129 144 127 120 
PPM sennnnnicanconuu. CoM euse monoLe 6 6 6 on: sen Norway® oT "4 *80 80 80 Pebiiea 0 6c 50 SSO "16 12 pt 10 10 OOD opis eet orn tite SLA ARAL 2 "1T 4 °28 28 Philippines _ _ see toee. “+--+ ----------~ "21 18 Ww °1T AT 
PON cian atcuue sus. Seca 44 44 90 88, 88 Portugal ———__ pear 37 754 49 °47 44 
Herma iia cetecerme are 65, "65 65, 65. 65 South Africa, Republic of -~—— "7 >>~TTTITIIII 52. 758 63 53 50 
SN nero ec rma maroon peteeninsseeppiipniestsiiss 128 14 143 144 135, Srilanka 0022820 SSDS REET escheat 4 i 4 3 NS 
Sweden ____ TTT ITT Tre 65 64 Aa "44 44 SRAMI 5. ntiemacacocncae oer ae 29 "3 at 21 22 
NI ene omnia caesar aba eS 80 80 80 80 80 TN em meer re emerge meesenerome i, 340 340, 350, 360 360, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Feldspar: World production, by country —Continued 
(Thousand short tons) 

7 Countey® a 

Hebed Regn Gare sncororercrcccstt ny me, 
Verbena (2 TTIETEDIGECSESETENSESOSIOTS e i at 3 3 
Zambia —- ~~~ ~~~ ~~ Sesenne esos 7 "1 6 o 6 
Zimbabwe - ~~ --------------.---------- 1 i 3 i i 

Flan EF cease arse eecamcercrie "as 73481556874 RUE 
Rial oa oe eee enero eee ee 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
Yable includes data available through Mar, 19, 1984. 
In addition to the countries listed, Czechoslovakia, and Namibia produce feldspar, but output is not officially reported 

and available general information is inadequate forthe formulation of reliable estimates of output levels 
SS ede roar of gard sti cat oP, eer ea 

Preduch, total eaokmine feldapar production, wag ‘as follows, in thousand short tons: 1979-172 (revised) 1980—150 
Rrevisd), 1981-183 (revised), 1982—€7; and 198890 (estimated). 

‘Less than 1/2 unit. 
Stn addition, the following quantities of aplite were produced, in thousand short tons: 1979436 ; 1980—384; 1981886; 

1982385; and 1983490 (estimated). 
‘Described in source as lump feldspar; does not include nepheline syenite. 
Tincludes pegmatite. Reported figure 

TECHNOLOGY was to reduce the amount of fuel consumed 
. _ in drying the solid material. One chemical, 

‘The Bureau of Mines continued its inves- 4 polyalkoxylated amine, showed very good 
tigation of the recovery of alumina from jaboratory results as a dewatering aid.* 
domestic nonbauxitic resources, including ~~ joint technology agreement between 
anorthosite, a lime-soda feldspar rock. The Qwens-Illinois Inc. (O-I) and Heye Glass Co. 
United States has large reserves of anortho- of Obernkirchen, Federal Republic of Ger- 
site, but its aluminum content is less than many, was expected to result in substantial 
50% soluble in acid, unless a source of increases in the production of high-quality, 
fluoride is added to the acid. A flowsheet lighter weight, narrow-neck glass bottles, 
was developed, including leaching with hy- such as those used by the brewery and soft. 
drochloric acid (HC) and fluoride followed drink industries. Although some develop- 
by crystallization of aluminum chloride, ment work remained, O-I planned to install 
AIC1,*6H,0, from the pregnant liquor by the forming process at company plants in 
HCI gas injection. The source of the fluoride the United States. 
was hydrofluosilicic acid, H:SiFs. Approxi- 0-1 began operation of its third California 
mately 90% of the aluminum values were processing center for reclaimed bottles and 
recovered from the anorthosite when a ratio jars, in Tracy, CA. The company had recy- 
of 0.14 mole of fluorine per mole of alumi- cled about 930 million glass containers in 
num was used."” 1981. O-I’s glass bottles and jars have been 

‘A variety of chemicals was evaluated as comprised of 20% to 25% recycled glass, 
dewatering aids for aqueous slurries of feld- and the company’s goal was to increase this 
spar, feldspar-silica mixtures, and silica to 50% recycled glass.* 
sand. The purpose of the dewatering aid 

NEPHELINE SYENITE 

Nepheline syenite is a quartz-free, light- suitable for these purposes, and U.S. needs 
colored rock that, although resembling are wholly supplied by imports. 
medium-grained granite in texture, consists _In Canada, Indusmin Ltd. and Interna- 
principally of nepheline and alkali feld- tional Minerals & Chemical Corp. (Canada) 
spars, usually in association with minor Ltd. continued to mine nepheline syenite 
amounts of other minerals. Large quantities from the deposit at Blue Mountain, Ontario. 
of nepheline syenite, after processing to Canadian production in 1982 had decreased 
remove contaminants, especially iron- 15% to approximately 570,000 tons valued 
bearing minerals, are consumed in making at $17 million. In 1983, output of nepheline 
glass and ceramics. There is no domestic syenite was 550,000 tons with a value of 
production of nepheline syenite in grades $15.6 million.
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Other than Canada, only two countries, study was to be awarded to a Canadian 
Norway and the U.S.S.R., were known to group. Process technology was reportedly 
have produced significant quantities of also available from Mexico, Sweden, and 
nepheline syenite. Production in the theU.SSR.” 
U.SS.R. was from large deposits in south- —_In the USSR, a process for production 
central Siberia and consisted mostly of of alumina from nepheline was reportedly 
nepheline concentrates containing 25% to developed by scientists at the Research 

30% ALO; as feed for domestic alumina Institute of Leningrad. Operating costs for 
production. Estimated output in 1982 was the process were estimated to be 15% less 
2.75 million tons.** than for production of alumina from baux- 

In Pakistan, a resource of 6 billion tons of _ite."* 
nepheline syenite was established in Koga, _The price for Canadian nepheline syenite, 
Mardan. In addition to possible use in glass grade, bulk, 30 mesh, carlots or truck- 
ceramics, the material was being considered lots, was $20 to $28 per ton, depending on 
as raw material for the production of alumi- iron content, according to Industrial Miner- 
na and soda ash. A contract for a feasibility als (London), December 1983. 

Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption of nepheline syenite 
ge Rare am gg GG 

ear juantity Value Quantity Value m Seto” howe abort” hee 
fons) sands) __tons)__sands) 

1B 8 $25 503.900 $11,504 
RR ee io icenenaai on eaedecunus ea 316 16 455,280 13,735, MB ogee eee 22 1B Go713) 18988 

APLITE 

Aplite is another rock of granitic texture —~iphysical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. containing quartz mixed with varying pro- | *Chemical Week. Glass Fibers Struggle To Build New 
portions of soda or lime-soda feldspar. Ap- Markets. V;182,No.24, June 15,198, p. 82,84, 5 ° e A iver, lain Enamel—Review and, Qutlook Hite, usually unsuitable for use in ceramics, Ax Cerin Soe Bull, vf Noh May 06, DBS 

4 “Clarke, G. § Industrial’ Minerals of India. Inc 
has been used in the manufacture of glass, cut Sadan Net tots Aug: 1988, pp. i149. especially container glass, when sufficiently *Wauon I Troubled Time in Hal's Gas and eram- low in iron. Japan, with an annual produc- ig Justis. Ind. Miner. (London), No, 186, Mar. 1983, pp. 
tion of approximately 400,000 tons, has been “““{ndustrial Minerals (London). Processing/Equipment. 
the world’s foremost producer of aplite. Ne ee. Ney 138. p Fre Sonia Gal Ne 

Aplite of glassmaking quality was pro- Manufacturer. V-360, No, 7103, Apr.8, 1063, pp 25,381 
duced in the United States in 1983 from one _ *Avramescu, C, 1. Calugara, and M. Angelescd. ‘The surface mine. The Feldspar Corp. mined {3fiz#l gers Romani ind nr Landon No 
aplite near Montpelier, Hanover County, _*Value converted from pounds sterling (f) to US. dollars 
VA, and treated the material by wet. *t{herteo! £100—USH50. A, é ated. fal industrial Minerals (London). Company News & Min- arinding, classification, and spiraling to re. era!Notes No 108 Se 188 mo 
move biotite, ilmenite, and rutile, followed ,,,,Risele, J. A, and D. J Bauer. Recovery of Alumina me aie Poa "From Anorthosite by an HCL-F-Gas Sparging Crystalliza- by dewatering and high-intensity magnetic tim parc Bubfines dale, pp ae” i iminate iron-bearing miner- ,, *Mehaffey, J. L. Dewatering Feldspathic Minerals separation to eliminate iron-bearing miner- pom Rta calla Prmee peecereit, Mineral a 6 Applications in Metallurgy, Ca onerete Smelting and 

omestic output in 1 was approxi- ‘Atlante, oA Mer ‘etruk (SME fa En aes: 
mately 7% lower in tonnage than in 1982 fseich, COLI eTiogs op ee iage™ Mm Ens. AIME, 
and marked the fifth consecutive year that Glass Industry. Newsletier. V- 64, No. 8, Aug. 198, 
a decrease took place. The data were compa- '1i___. gy Ovens Processing Center for Recycled ny proprietary and could not be released for Class, V. Gi, No.1. Jan. 1968p. 8 . 
publication. Aplite traditionally has a some- 52 piliver Grade Of la Bones, Cocaine Ge what lower price than feldspar. Industrial #,an 13, ssp. A2. - 
Minerals (London), December 1983, gave a say ais!» Sap'“Pheline Svenite. Min. Eng. v.35, No. 5, 
value of about $24 per ton for glass grade, a Brass, Karachi, Pakistan State Dep. Argram 
bulk, 100% plus 200 mesh, f.o.b. Montpelier, “222, May 5, 1983, pp. 14-1 + | “tgngincering and Mining Journal. In Furope—U SSR. va. V. 184, Nori, Nov. 1983, pid. °



Ferroalloys 

By Gerald F. Murphy’ and Raymond E. Brown’ 

World demand for ferroalloys in 1983 was dent’s upgrading program ordered in late 
only slightly more than the low level of 1982 to maintain domestic ferroalloy fur- 
1982, because of continued weak demand by nace and processing capacity and improve 
the iron and steel industry, the major con- stockpile readiness. 
sumer of ferroalloys. Demand for ferroal- In March, following a request by The 
loys in the United States was greater than Ferroalloys Association, the President, by 
that of most other countries. Overcapacity Executive Order 12413, removed imported 
and oversupply were the main problems high-carbon ferromanganese from special 
confronting world ferroalloy producers in duty-free treatment allowed under the 
1988. Despite this situation, a number of Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) 
countries installed or planned to install for developing countries. In addition, the 
additional ferroalloy capacity. Protectionist order removed two grades of Brazilian 75% 
pressures were aggravated by the high val- ferrosilicon and Brazil’s silicomanganese 
ue of the U.S. dollar, by prolonged unem- from GSP status. 
ployment in Europe, and the need to earn _In November, the U.S. Trade Representa- 
trade surpluses in developing countries to tive, after consultation with the President 
pay off very large debts. and the National Security Council, request- 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- ed the International Trade Commission to 
duction data for ferroalloys are developed conduct an investigation under Section 406 
by the Bureau of Mines by means of month- of the Trade Act of 1974 to determine if 
ly and annual voluntary domestic surveys. recent imports of Soviet 50%-grade ferrosil- 
‘Typical of these surveys are the three sepa- icon had caused market disruptions. Section 
rate monthly surveys for chromium alloys 406 deals with products from centrally 
and metal, manganese alloys and metal, planned economy countries that compete 
and silicon alloys and metal, and the annual unfairly with domestic industry or cause 
survey for ferroalloys. Data presented in market disruptions. 
table 2 represent over 95% of all ferroal- Following an administrative review, the 
loys and ferroalloy metals produced and/or U.S. Department of Commerce directed the 

shipped. U.S. Customs Service to collect cash depos- 
Legislation and Government  Pro- its of 1.53% in countervailing duties on 

grams.—In December, the General Services shipments of ferrochromium (over 3% car- 
Administration (GSA) awarded two con- bon), ferromanganese (over 4% carbon), fer- 
tracts for the upgrading of chromium and__rosilicon manganese, and ferrosilicon (60% 
manganese ores to high-grade ferroalloys. to 80% silicon) from Spain. Also, Commerce 
GSA initiated the solicitation of bids the instructed Customs to collect duties ret- 
previous June. Macalloy Corp., Charleston, _roactively, ranging from 2.14% to 3.09% on 
SC, was awarded an approximate $23 mil- shipments of affected ferroalloys during 
lion contract to convert 121,753 short tons of 1980 and 1981. Commerce made a final 
chromite into about 51,000 tons of high- decision in May. that shipments of ferro- 
carbon ferrochromium, and Elkem Metals chromium from the Republic of South Afri- 
Co., Pittsburgh, PA, received an approxi- ca, between April and December 1981, 
mate $10 million contract to upgrade 48,476 received a subsidy of 0.40% ad valorem but 
tons of manganese ore into about 25,000 directed Customs not to assess countervail- 
tons of high-carbon ferromanganese. These ing duties, since the total subsidy was less 
were the first contracts let under the Presi-_ than 0.50% and considered minimal 

333
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‘The Congressional Budget Office released by U.S. companies in the more promising 
a study dealing with strategic and critical foreign minerals development prospects. Al- 
nonfuel minerals. The study shows that  ternate sources and more effective recycling 
U.S. import dependence is almost total for would help reduce U.S. dependence on the 
minerals such as chromium and manga- Republic of South Africa for these critical 
nese, and others. Moreover, U.S. depend- and strategic materials. 
ence on imported minerals is increasing. 
Several policy options to reduce this de- ‘ 
pendence are examined.? The Library of Table 1.—Government inventory of 
Congress also released a report on’ the ferroalloys, December 31, 1983 
status of the domestic ferroalloy industry. (Thousand short tons) 
The report briefly explains the nature and_§ ————_—, 
development of the ferroalloy industry, ex- Alloy Stock stock Total 
amines its relationship to the steel industry grade PUG 
and output and demand, reviews economic § ——————_""“*____ 
aspects of various national security consid-  Feya:hromium wie eo 
erations, and then examines a number of — [oweatbon'=--2222. 8009819 
policy options.* Feerochvomumslicon =<" “st i 58 

‘The U.S. International Development Co- *qontained colambium) ——_ 8 2 5 
operation Agency's Trade and Development Ferromanganese: 
Program was assessing alternate foreign _ Malumewbon2--~2. “38 = B 
sources for critical and strategic materials, Ferrotungsten “contained tungsten) __ 4 6 4 such as chromium and manganese, among silfcomanganese 77> (24 wow 
others, in an attempt to attract investment§ —— 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Total domestic production of ferroalloys was declared bankrupt at midyear. Affiliat- 
and ferroalloy metals was about 776,000 ed Metals and Minerals Inc., headquarter- 
tons, 7% less than the low levels of 1982. ed in Pittsburgh, PA, began initial produc- 
Weak demand and competition from low- tion of specialty ferroalloys in February at 
priced imports were the main reasons for its Zelienople plant. Initial output included 
the decline in production. Production of the _ferromolybdenum and ferrovanadium. 
bulk. ferroalloys (chromium, manganese, _ Foote Mineral Co.'s plants at Graham, 
and silicon) and their respective metals in WV, and Cambridge, OH, were shut down 
1983 was down by 9% but shipments were for about 1 month owing to a strike that 
up slightly by 3% compared with that of began October 2. The Graham plant pro- 
1982. Demand for bulk ferroalloys and their duced ferrosilicon, while the Cambridge fa- 
respective metals increased by about 10%  cility produced ferrovanadium and ferrobo- 
compared with that of 1982, and imports ron. A new 3-year labor agreement was 
captured a larger share of the domestic ratified by the workers and included wage 
market, 56% compared with 53% in 1982. and benefits concessions. 
Capacity utilization averaged 31%, compar- ‘The Hanna Mining Co. reopened its ferro- 
ed with 84% in 1982. Specialty ferroalloy nickel operation located in Riddle, OR, on 
producers like bulk ferroalloy producers November 7. The facility, which was closed 
also operated at low production levels owing in April 1982, is the only integrated nickel 
to continued weak demand by consuming mine and smelter in the United States. 
industries, primarily iron and steel. Although the nickel market remained unfa- 

Although the domestic ferroalloy indus- vorable, the reopening was made possible by 
try continued to operate at very low produc- a new power contract negotiated with the 
tion rates, two companies began initial Bonneville Power Administration and a 
production of specialty ferroalloys. Ashland new 2-year labor agreement. The power 
Chemical Co., Columbus, OH, began produc- contract calls for Hanna Nickel Smelting 
tion of specialty ferroalloys at its new alu- Co. to operate with a reduced power rate 
minothermic and silicothermic reduction during offpeak hours. The new power rate 
plant in Cleveland, OH, on September 15. amounted to seven mills per kilowatt hour 
Some of the company’s production equip- compared with a previous rate of 20 mills 
ment was acquired from the The Pesses Co., per kilowatt hour. Labor concessions includ- 
a former specialty ferroalloys producer, ed wage and benefits modifications, and a 
scrap processor, and trading firm, which fundamental shift in work rules permitting
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the plant to operate mainly at night and being out of production since November 

during other offpeak hours. 1981. However, no concessions in wages or 
‘Macalloy, Charleston, SC, reported that it benefits were involved. 

will use its $23 million Government con-  SKW Alloys Inc., Niagara Falls, NY, 
tract to convert stockpiled chromium ore to established early in the year an independ 
ferrochromium as the basis of the compa- ent trading subsidiary, SKW Alloys and 
ny's reorganization plan required under Metals Inc, to market the metallurgical 
Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code. products of SKW Canada (Montreal), Murex 
Macalloy filed for protection under Chapter Ltd. (United Kingdom), and SKW Trostberg 
11 in February 1982. Macalloy was the last (Federal Republic of Germany). These com- 
U.S. company to independently produce panies produced ferrochromium, ferrosili- 
50% to 55% charge chrome, the major con, and ferrovanadium. SKW Alloys and 
grade used in steelmaking. Low chrome Metals took over the marketing of SKW 
prices were claimed responsible for idling Alloys’ ferroalloys and other products late 
the two furnaces at its 150,000-ton-per-year in the year. SKW Alloys’ plant in Calvert 

plant. City, KY, was idled by a strike on Septem- 
Ratification of a new labor agreement in | ber 1, and remained down for the rest of the 

July 1983 enabled Ohio Ferro-Alloys Corp., year. The plant produces both 50% and 75% 
Canton, OH, to resume ferrosilicon produc- ferrosilicon and other alloys. However, the 
tion at its Philo, OH, facility, the company’s company indicated that it would reopen the 
only ferrosilicon plant. The plant had been plant utilizing. management personnel in 
idle since late 1982. The contract, which January 1984 whether or not the strike was 
includes all three of the company’s plants, settled. This action was cited as necessary 
called for an immediate wage reduction of since the company stocks were reaching a 
$1.75 per hour and also provides for revi- low level. 
sions in pensions, premium pay, vacation — The Ferroalloys Association reported that 
pay, and other worker benefits. The lengthy its member companies consumed 4.1 billion 
shutdown depleted Ohio Ferro-Alloy’s in- kilowatt hours of electricity, up from 4.0 
ventories of some grades of magnesium billion in 1982. In addition, in 1983, its 
ferrosilicon and had left stocks of other member companies employed 3,800 workers 
grades of regular-grade ferrosilicon and and reported losses amounting to $65 mil- 
magnesium ferrosilicon at very low levels. lion before taxes, compared with 8,500 
The company resumed silicon metal produc- workers and a $32 million profit in 1979. 
tion at its Powhatan Point, OH, plant after 

‘Table 2.—Ferroalloys' produced and shipped from furnaces in the United States 
TTT 

Production Shipments Production Shipmenta 
oy Alloy 

Gross element Gross Value Gross element Gross Value 

Whee tainca Ghee ho GRE ccinca Shere thou, f in i 1 
tons) (average tons) sands) tons) (average tons) Sands) 

pereent) percent) 
Ferromanganese?......- 119,200 82 98,400 $64,961 85,930 ‘81 108,889 $53,757 Silicomangenese ~~—~-~ "68/67 6 ©2900 “4078? w 65 630eT | 2121 
Manganese metal — _- . - _ 18,589, 100 18,085. 25,319 Ww 100 Ww Ww 
Ferrosilicon*_____.___ 298,947 53 317,345, 161,715 314,955. 54 859,115 179,346 

Silicon metal osc TRO BB _BEB0G) N02 TT IRR Se A 
Chromium alloys: ~ 

Ferrochromium ... 91,905. "61 82,853 58,087 19,928, 65 39,510 34,802, 
Other alloys!.-___277380 750 36,961 30,602__16,471 89 18,696 18,645 

Total --.----- 119,285 "58 119.814 83,689 36,399 53 53,206 58,447 
Ferrocolumbium —__——— Ww 65 Ww Ww Ww 64 Ww Ww Kerrophosphorus "~~~. 61,547 25 W W 74902 25 eagt] 7010 
Other ETT IIIIL_tatmh__ Xk 00a 7t_ rane agoot_xx_ torn _akua9 

Grand total wane) «XX ~—~eo60o6 ——<5BRD0 776g —«MK~—«BBTAR—_—B6O,aRO 
"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” XX Not applicable. 
Does not include alloys consumed in the making of other ferroalloys. 
Includes fused-salt electrolytic low- and medium-carbon ferromanganese (massive manganese). 
"Includes miscellaneous silicon alloys. 
‘Includes ferrochromium-silicon, chromium briquets, exothermic chromium additives, other miscellaneous chromium alloys, and chromiurn metal. 
“Includes ferroaluminum, ferroboron and other complex boron additive alloys, ferromolybdenum, ferronickel, ferrotitanium, ferrotungsten, ferovanadium, ferrosireonium, silvery iron, and other miscellaneous alloys
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Table 3.—Producers of ferroalloys in the United States in 1983 

Producer Plant location Products? ‘Type of furnace 

FERROALLOYS (EXCEPT FERROPHOSPHORUS) 
A.Johnson & Co.Ine _--.--------- _ Lionville,PA_---_ FeAl, FeTi,Fe2r-..- Electric, ‘Affiliated Metals and Minerals ine__—~-_  Neweastle, PA —-— FeMo,FeV —-----_ _Metallothermic. 
‘Alabama Alloy Go, Ine ~~ =-—--=2---~ Bessemer, AL" Fei = 2=TTT> ‘Do. 
‘Amina Co- of America, Notes Addy, WA--2-2- Fe8i,8¢ 22DIIIIIE De. 

ne. Ashland Chemical Co....---------- Columbus, OH --. FeB, Feb, FeMo, FeT}, Electric and "FeW, NiCb. metallothermic. 
Atay Manganese Cargo oocisa-- Mobile Ala--—- Behn SiMn ---——- Do, 
AMA Ine, Climax Molybdenum Co Div-—  Langeloth, PA'——~  FeMo----_"_7_Z_ _ Metallothermic. Gabot Corp; KBI Div,, Penn Rare Metal Div Revere, PA|—_""_ Feb _->=7= ===> ‘De. Chyomanco La, Garomium Mining & Woodstock, TN ——_ Fer, FeGrSi_-Z==_ Electric. 

melting Corp. Div. Dow Coratag Corp gn — =~ Sprngfil4.OR.—- Si Do. lem AB Hiker Metals @_=2222227> Allon WV"— °°") oy eb Fey, Feta ‘Ashtabula, OM =| CRESPATSE: EME lectric and 
Marietta, OH == ¢ ESS Yims » ‘electrolytic. 
Niagara Falls, NY —. 

Engelhard Corp, Chemutone Cup -.---  Surmburg, VA, ~-7) FeV ------0---~  Metallthermie, 
Foote Mineral Go, Ferroiioys Ble =2-=" Cambridge, OH ~~~ 

Graham WV ----| Fei FeV, Mn silvery Blestric and 
Niwobatosvie,” Pig iron, other. sectrniyee 

Hanna Mining Co, The: . Henna Nickel Smelting Co--------- Riddle, OR------FeNiFeSi_.--- Elect Silicon Divs -scas--s227c7222 © Wenatchee, WA'=-, FeSi,$i -.--=-=-- ‘Do. 
Interlake ne, Glob Mataliiial Dv <=> Bevery OH --77) pace, Fa, 8 Sin De. may AL = International Minerals & Chemical Corp, Brigeport, AL <7" FeSl 5a on Do, 
Industry Group, TAC Alloys Div. Kimball, TN--""~  FeSi, other?_=27 =~ Do. 
KarreGoo Chemical Corp------.--- Hamilton (b= Mnlc---2222222 Electrolyte. 

jeen), Macalloy Ine ------------------ Charleston,SC... Fer, FeCrSi.--- Electric, Motallurg inc, ShisVéalloy Corp --"~1Newfleld, NJ _"7~ Cr, FeAl, FeB, FeCh””—Metallothermic. 
aa Hee ia 2 FoT;, FeV, other. 

i Pieneshlbye Gibran Besorre So} FeSi,Si -..-----~ © Electric. 
Powhatan Point, OF, 

ennai Ca, Duval Corp-——------- Sahuarita AZo) FeMMo_—-----_-.. Metallothermi. 
esses Co, The _—----=-=-==-=2-=2 Fort Worth, TX=--) FeAl FeB, FeCh, FeMo, Newton Falis, OH — NEON Powe” Electric and Palast, PA, =| ol SD metallothermic. 

Solon, OH -—— ~~~ 
Reactive Metals and Alloy Corp... West Pitsburg PA” FeAl, FeB, Fe, Blectric. 

Reading Alloysing -~------------- Robesonia,PA -.- FeCb, FeV.....---  Metallothermic, Reynolds MetalsCo_~-—-~~"-_-"-_ Sheffield AL-= Si TL TTTI Electric 
Satra Corp, Satralloy Inc Div-—------- Steubenville, OH Fer --- == -— Do. SEDEMASA, Chemetals Corp —2""—27 Kingwood, WV -=> Feb -TT22TI=7_Fugadalt lotro: 
SKW AlloysIne -_--------------  GalvertCity, KY FeGr,FeCeSi,FeMn, etre, Niagara Falls, NY. _ Fei, SiMn 
South Afvican Manganese Amcor Ltd, Rockwood, TN -._ _FeMn, FeSi, SiMn — Do. 
Teledyne In. Teledyne Wah Chang, ‘Albany,OR —--. FeCb_.___.---.- _Metallothermic. 

ny Div Union Carbide Corp, Metals Div... Marietta,OH Rey, Few, other? ects, Magee iain y=} PPeMonet Tes Union Oil Co. of California, Molycorp Ine. Washington, PA. FeB,FeMo Electric and tmetallothermic. 
FERROPHOSPHORUS 

ElectroPhos Corp.-.-----~-~---- PiereeFL_-.-- FeP_..---------_Bleetric. FMC Corp, Industrial Chemical Div ~~~ Pocatello, ===) "de 22 TI IIo Do. 
Monsants Co, Monsanto Industrial Baba TT) a 7 De Chemicals Co Soda Springs, iD __f ~-~~#° ---~~ Occidental Petroleum Corp, Hooker Chemi- Columbia, FN--== =~ --do—— Do. 

‘al Co, Industrial Chemicals Group. Stauffer Chemical Co, Mt. Pleasant, TN—— 
Industrial Chemical Div....-.---- Silver Bow, MT esc os De. Tarpon Springs, FL 
1Cr, Chromium metal; FeAl, ferroaluminum; FeB, ferroboron; FeCb, ferrocolumbium; FeCr, ferrochromium; FeCrSi, ferrochromiumsilicon; FeNn, ferromanganese; FeMo, ferromolybdenum; FeN1, ferronickel; FeP, ferrophosphorus; FeSi, ferrosilicon; Fel}, ferrotitanium; FeV, ferrovanadium: FeW, ferrotungsten; Feds, ferrozirconium; Mn, manganese metal; 

Si,silicon metal; SIMn, silieomanganese. includes specialty silicon alloys, zirconium alloys, and miscellaneous ferroalloys..
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Reported consumption increased over similarly modest recovery in iron foundry 
that of 1982 for all ferroalloy categories activity, and a 42% greater production of 
except silicomanganese, ferroboron, ferro- stainless steel. 
molybdenum, and ferrovanadium. Total Combined consumption for bulk ferroal- 
consumption of ferroalloys and ferroalloy loys and their respective metals, accounting 
metals, on a gross weight basis, increased for about 95% of all ferroalloys and metals 
moderately to 1.46 fnillion tons, about 10% consumed, increased by about one-tenth 
higher than in 1982, The increase was compared with that of 1982. Consumption of 
attributed to the modest recovery of the chromium ferroalloys in stainless steel, its 
steel and ferrous foundry industries and a major end use, increased by a larger per- 
surge in demand for silicon metal by the centage than that for other bulk ferroalloys, 
secondary aluminum industry. The main mainly owing to the increase in stainless 
consumers of ferroalloys were the steel and steel production. Demand for ferronickel, 
ferrous foundry industries, amounting to which is also mainly consumed in the pro- 
90% of total ferroalloy consumption. Raw duction of stainless steel, increased by 
steel production and ferrous castings ship- slightly more than one-fifth compared with 
ments rose by 18% to 85 million tons and that of 1982, Although silicomanganese re- 
8% to 10 million tons, respectively, compar- ported consumption was down in 1988, raw 
ed with 1982 figures. According to usage steel production was up. This decline, in 
patterns of the respective ferroalloys, con- part, may be the result of changing steel- 
sumption trends generally paralleled mod- making technology. 
estly increased raw steel production and a 

Table 4.—U.S. consumption of ferroalloys as additives in 1983, by end use? 
(Short tons of alloys unless otherwise specified) 

End use FeMn SiMn EeSi Fei FeP FeB 

Steel: 
Ratbone eee ee se eee: 841,075, 50,199 261,988 37 9,672 234 
‘Stainless and heat-resisting -___________ 16,327 4418 951,128 1,709 e B 

Other alloy _____--_-------------- 77,360 19,063 931,781 134 1,543, 160 
eel ne eee eee 336, 14 7835, & e& -- 

Ueepedtiedananomnnemer es Mb. AU (02 "ee 
NE cc cesteimite penta scene mansion 435,433 73,955 180,964 3,180 11,222 412 

Get inte oo coc cecakae nnn kn. 15,056 7,993 171,204 38 2,080, WwW 
BRIM OIS i sim ieee ini mn $482 Ww 265, Ww oa Ww 
Alloys (excluding alloy steels and superalloys) __ _ 9,256 1,245, 38,236 197 12 42 
Miscellaneous and unspecified .-----.-.""= 386200 6a.808 aad 

‘Total consumption ...__-__-----_-- 464,613 83,393, 454,567 3,486 15,558 497 
Percent of 1982." "~~ 7777777772 103 9 106 141 122 48 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” 
‘FeMn, ferromanganese including sciageleiaes: and roanganees metal; SiMn, silicomanganese; FeSi, ferrosilicon 

including silicon metal, silvery pig iron, and inoculant alloys; Fel, ferrotitanium; FeP, ferrophosphorus; FeB, ferroboron ingluding other boron materials 
?Part included with “Steel: Unspecified.” 
Included with “‘Steel: Unspecified.” 
*Part included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.”
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‘Table 5.—U.S. consumption of ferroalloys as alloying elements in 1983, by end use! 
(hort tons of contained elements unless otherwise specified) 

End use Gr Feo “RW SiR 
Steel: 
Carbon agg 

Stainless and heat-resisting -..-_-_7.2- 2-2. «188289 8B Tk B81 ST Qtheralloy TTT eas Wet 
Weel ca eee 2817 228 aT 426 a ee 
SRN. actor a meminememmeren: o o a= 12 se 

TA cecncenencnncnnnnimapacnin: SEI 1,108 84 2,699 1,676 14,576 Gist trong = SS TEETESTESIOTESTNSESRSOEES, ae ae 
Superalloys ..-----.---..---..---------- ‘1254 62 W 10 463 330 
Alloys(excluding alloysteelsand superalloys) ~~~" 3186 5 IR B0 
‘Miscellaneous and unspecified... = 902 29 28 1 a 1 

Total consumption ...---------------- 29888402 =—T T1995 
Banentot ea c SOUSSECTISSSE Sa gg "On lad 2 NT "ot 

\W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” 
4FeCr, ferrochromium including other chromium ferroalloys and chromium metal; FeMo, ferromolybdenum including qglelum molybdate PeW,Terotungsten; FeV, ferrovanadiam including other vanaitum-carbon-ion ferrallys; Feb, ferrocolumbium including nickel columbiums; FeNi, ferronickel. 
Included with “Steel: Unspecified.” 
Included with ‘‘Steel: Other alloy.” 
“Included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” 
Part included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” 

Table 6.—Stocks of ferroalloys held by producers and consumers 
in the United States at yearend 

(Short tons) 

Producer Consumer Total 

1982 a eee cd 
88 es ross 8 week —viien) wight) weigh weigh Sigh 

Manganese ferroalloys! 98185 "61143188119 157,850 281,804 218,493 
Me aE 197,726 19,934 28,728 28,053 206,454 107,987 
Ferrochromium’._-..--.------- ¥63,631 38,293 29,082 26,670 92,713 59,963 
Ferrobatnd® (2 cece Ww 183 192 203, 192 386 Ferrophosphords -22=2_=2_7_7_> = 18882 168.2835 MBB 155,167 169,731 

Ferrotitanium ~~~ ~~2~22 222222 W Ww. "81 31 481 "81 
FO ae rere mnceeles 493,364 342,816. 242,947 214,175, 736,311. 556,991 

1982, 1983 1982 1983. 1982, 1983 
(com eon, (com icon com, com tained tained tained tained tained tained 

element) element) element) element) _ element) _ element) 
Ferrocolumbium® -______-.--.. w Ww Ww Ww 380 399 
Ferromolybdenum’ deine entencere 2,195, 2,150, 308 285, 2,503 2,435 Ferroniekel_- ~~ 272722222 Ww Wo Ales 156 lee 756 
Ferrotungsten ,-— 22222227222 w Ww 45 35 4 $5 
Ferrovanadium®....- 2 --— 71,185 1,345 280° 313, 1,465, 1,658 

‘Total... cep ene mieente tite 73,380 3,495, ‘L155. 1,389 "5,515 5,288 

"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Uncludes ferromanganese, silicomanganese, and manganese metal. 
2Part being withheld. 
Includes ferrosilicon, miscellaneous silicon alloys, and silicon metal. 
“Includes other chromium alloys and chromium metal. 
Consumer totals include other boron materials. 
“Consumer totals include nickel columbium, 
Consumer totals include calcium molybdate. 
“Includes other vanadium iron-carbon ferroalloys.
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PRICES. 

Depressed markets and competition 28%, respectively, while that of domestic among producers either prevented price material declined by 4%, 9%, and 3%, increases or pushed prices down for ferroal- respectively. However, the average price for loys, despite rising production costs. Al- these domestic and imported materials in though prices began to firm toward year- 1983 declined by as little as 2% for imported end, they were still lower than those in 75% ferrosilicon to as much as 12% for 50% 1982. In certain instances, ferroalloys were ferrosilicon. reportedly being offered at a substantial — Domestic producers of specialty ferroal- discount from published prices. Posted loys also showed great willingness to dis- prices of individual imported ferroalloys count aggressively and compete with im- Were lower than those of domestically pro- ports. For example, posted prices of domes. 
duced ferroalloys. The average posted price tically produced ferronickel remained con- 
for both domestic and imported high-carbon stant at $3.16 per pound of contained nickel, ferrochromium declined about 20% com- put actual sale prices were reportedly near pared with that of 1982, and imports were $2.00 and listed prices of domestically pro- Priced 5% lower than domestic material. duced ferrovanadium ranged from $3.80 to ‘The listed price quotation for domestic high- $8.50 per pound of contained vanadium, but carbon ferromanganese was meaningless offering prices were reportedly near $4.00. 
and unchanged. However, the average post- Prices for domestic ferroalloys are shown in ed price of high-carbon ferromanganese im- the following tabulation. 
ports was down 17% to $320 per long ton of 
alloy, and the average price of imports was. 
35% less than U.S.-produced alloys compar- Alloy Nentead price ed with a 21% differential in 1982. Year- 19821988 
end price differentials between domestic 5. anuwap a a and imported silicomanganese narrowed {owSarionfemesoricn vooa 84042 from 33% in 1982 to 14% in 1983, but the San RED: Lm am, average price differentials between domes- er long tan of allay means __ 490.00 490.00 tic and imported material widened slightly Ferromolybdenum, dealer export — i ed from 20% in 1982 to 23% in 1983. The price Ferrosilicon, 80% 2=222277~7- “48004800 differential between imported and domestic Ferresilicon, 75% —-"~=~T~~ 700 50% ferrosilicon, 75% ferrosilicon, and sili- per pound contained, excopt an noied otherwive If con metal narrowed as the yearend price of range of prices was quoted, the lowest price sghtaoe imported material rose by 8%, 14%, and 

FOREIGN TRADE 

The trade deficit for ferroalloys increased than double those of 1982. Both regular from $328 million in 1982 to $361 million in grade of 50% ferrosilicon (30% to 60% 1983. However; a deficit of $1 million for silicon) and 75% ferrosilicon (60% to 80% ferroalloy metals in 1982 changed to a silicon) imports increased dramatically, surplus of $14 million in 1983, about triple and double those of 1982, re- The quantity of exported ferroalloys and spectively. Of the chromium ferroalloy im- ferroalloy metals on a gross weight basis ports, only high-carbon ferrochromium increased 57% to about 75,000 tons. The showed an increase, slightly more than quantity and value of exported ferroalloys double those of 1982. Imports of chromium and ferroalloy metals were 7% and 22% of and silicon (99% to 99.7% silicon) metal also the quantity and value of imports, respec- increased dramatically by about two-thirds, tively, compared with 6% and 20%, respec- compared with 1982 totals. Manganese met. tively, in 1982. al imports were little changed. Ferrotita- Total imports of ferroalloys and ferroal- nium and ferrosilicon-titanium imports loy metals increased 20% compared with were about six times those for 1982, while those of 1982, to about 1 million tons. Of the imports of ferromolybdenum decreased by manganese ferroalloy imports, only high- about three-tenths. Ferroalloy and ferroal- carbon ferromanganese showed a decrease, loy metal imports were equal to 69% of by about one-third compared with that of reported consumption, up from 64% in 1982. Imports of silicomanganese were a 1982. 
little more than double, while those of low- Ferroalloy and ferroalloy metals import- carbon ferromanganese were slightly less ed into the United States in 1983 were
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supplied by the following sources: Africa, a comparable decline. The leading suppliers 
35%; Europe, 33%; the Western Hemi- of ferrosilicon were Norway (20%), Brazil 
sphere, 25%; and Asia, 5%, compared with (199%), Canada (19%), and Venezuela (16%), 
43%, 26%, 23%, and 4%, respectively, in compared with 14%, 40%, 14%, and 11%, 
1982, The Republic of South Africa and respectively, in 1982. The principal sources 
Zimbabwe collectively shipped to the Unit- of ferronickel imports were the Dominican 
ed States 73% of its chromium ferroalloys, Republic (41%), New Caledonia (22%), Co- 
up from 64% in 1982. Brazil’s share of lombia (17%), and Japan (9%), compared 
chromium ferroalloy imports to the United with 0%, 59%, 1%, and 40%, respectively, 
States decreased from 12% in 1982 to 3% in in 1982. Major suppliers of ferroalloy metal 
1988, Major sources for imported manga- imports were Canada with 42% and Brazil 
nese ferroalloys were the Republic of South with 21% of the silicon metal compared 
Africa with 29% and France with 24%, with 45% and 8%, respectively, in 1982; the 
compared with 46% and 19%, respectively, Republic of South Africa with 89% and 
in 1982. Europe's overall share increased Canada with 11% of the manganese metal 
from 29% in 1982 to 45% in 1988. The compared with 97% and 2%, respectively, 
Western Hemisphere, Canada, Brazil, and in 1982; and Japan and the United Kingdom 
Mexico furnished 22% of the manganese combined with 77% and China with 11% of 
ferroalloy imports, compared with 19% in the chromium metal, compared with 81% 
1982. Brazil’s and Mexico's shares were up and 8%, respectively, in 1982. 
significantly, while Canada’s share showed 

‘Table 7.—U.S. exports of ferroalloys and ferroalloy metals 

108 ce Oa 
Alley Simon” Uae ahon” ike Shon” Gis fons) sands) tona)__—_sands) tons) ——_aand) 

Ferroalloys: Ferrocerium and alloys_— = no gt 8284 a go Ferrochromium and ferrochromiann- iiconeswn--e-e-ne----- «14098-10881 4048 BR] az Rerromangansse----7777-77-- sages as =a Tasha 
Silicomanganese---~~~------- Bal 2am aha Ferromolybdenum -_~~~22=2227 Boe 298d 128 e165 35 81 Ferrophosphorus TICTIID. 168s gst 1402 ngs a Ferreslicon ©--222-22sc2222> ~~. «16768 1218649821190 TI Ferrovanadiu ~~~~7777777777 a 4397 6 13.496 Ts Tedd 
Remranlleye 66 ccnp OBR SAN ES TE 

‘Total ferroalloys ....-------___ 68226 «SSN —4600 «M088 ——66058_—«41,929 
Metals Manganese... 2628-90 aus gam. gag smn Silicon---22cl22222ss2ss22> BOSOM] Bat) 8885 Ta? OB 
‘Garonne SN OB BR ORO 

Total ferroalloy metals. 111,602 6510057240881 _—=—«.a00 «8.912 
Grand total ___...------- B18 _—‘TaLaba 48202 ~——~61.269~—~—*75AA)~—_—T00AT 

’Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferroalloys and ferroalloy metals 
<< s—~—~—Ss—S~S 

Alloy Gross Content Value CFS, Content Value 
vgight —“ehort (thou. URERY —Gehort’ (thou 
hort — fons) sands) SOT tons) sands) 

Manganese alloys: Ferromanganese containing less than 19% Gabon sew ence ne --ne=- —«8 858889883807 967 «5.957 «$5,410 
Ferromaniganese containing over 1% and lesa than 4% carbon —— ven e590 AAR 1A” -29AEZ— TBS 18,952. 
Ferromanganese containing 4% or more 

carbon Swnewsen nen 462.044” 859185 185,524 805,199 296,668 73,721 
Ferrosilicon-manganese— —.......-----_ 62,095 41,121, 21,471 139,657 191,992, 40,117 
Spiegeleisen ____-_ eaneennnwne 43. @) cS 157 e& 1 

‘Total manganese alloys*___________ 554,846 424,824 175,986 481,421 358,352 183,290 

Ferrosilicon: 8% t0 80% silicon_________________- 641 162204 29 6 uu 
30% to 60% silicon, over 2% magnesium. _ 5,805 2,653, 4,657 13,575, 6372 8,308 
30% to 60% silicon, nec —~-—--------- 11,940 5,984 6,733 34,108 16,449, 9,267 60% to 80% silicon, over 8% calcium ———--- 5.528 «S771 515s OT. «658 Blog 
602% to80% silicon,mec ----------... 80642 -«-BTBLG 2285 © 1064041 TSI 4,72 
80% to 90% silicon camry men mers 698 601 208 20 15 13 Over 90% silicon 22 727777TTTTTTTTT 4906586 = rae 

Total ferrosilicon®____._--------- 76,742 52,348 40,343 159,443 106,012 67,445 

Chromium alloys: 
Ferrockromium containing 3% or more HOON nn nee eee ceeecun- 118491 69,857 55,796 263546 «151,285 © 98,788 
Ferrochromium containing less than 34% CatbO seven ene nnn 2819S AIT 21.699 GTS; TIS BTA 
Ferrosilicon-chromium -2—2—-.2-2-2->___ 6998-27258 1.488 ‘519 "610 

‘Total chromium alloys* ____...---~ 148,304 87,499 80,817 281,741 163,577 109,682 Ferronickel ons etolesz tan 2351 342215 ABABA 16,696 65,264 
Other ferroalloys: mg eee 

Ferrocerium and other cerium alloys. 95 092 us @ 1185 
Ferromolybdenum - — ---~----------- 832 609 6,308 519 399 3,189 Ferrophosphorus -———__—-_---~----~ 2 @ 4 6 @ 10 
Ferrotitanium and ferrosilicon-titanium — _ _ — 152 @ 263 893 ® 1,288 
Ferrotungsten and ferrosilicon‘tungsten ———— 95 i 1b 6 5360 Ferrovanadium =~ === =n 22> 852 609 8/005 att 6816259 
Ferrosireonium -__-=-----------~-- 683 e 881 551 @ 696 
Ferroalloys,nec!__-_ ~~ -- =~ -=----__ 6278 @ 197642318 @__ 14,400 

‘Total other ferroalloys* —.----.---~ 9,003 xX 37,599 5875 XX 27,631 

‘Total ferroalloys? __....-.------_ 810,246 XX 362960 973,114 XX 403,812 
Metals: a a 

Mangenene: 6025 uk 5,226 e 5,218 5,950 @ 5,823 
Silicon (96% to 99% silicon)... ----.~-~ 13,366 @ 18,494 7,585, @ 6,665 Silicon (99% 099.7% silicon). -~_----_-_ «122211828 «19'953 NAB 18,698, 
‘Chromlom 22 oek 1,850 & 10,078 3,092 eo 18,687 

‘Total ferroalloy metais® 82,764 XX 42092 36,590, XX 45374 
Grek o. Seee ee 443,011 ‘XX = — 404,992 1,009,644 XX = 448,686 

XX Not applicable. 
Manganese content only. 
Not recorded. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
“Principally ferrocolumbium. 

WORLD REVIEW 

The world ferroalloy industry continued nology also resulted in less ferroalloy con- 
to be confronted with two main problems, sumption, thereby contributing to reduced 
overcapacity and oversupply, primarily ow- demand for these materials. Despite a 
ing to the continuation of a shrinking world _ shrinking world market for ferroalloys, new 
steel market. Changes in steelmaking tech- capacity was either planned, under con-
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struction, or placed on-line in a number of ferroalloy industry as part of its general 
countries such as Brazil, Egypt, Greece, plan to develop and exploit its abundant 
Iceland, India, the Philippines, and Yugo- natural resources. However, some major 
slavia. Silicon metal, which is also produced _ projects have been delayed owing to lack of 
in submerged arc furnaces like most bulk funding. Brazilian ferroalloy producers 
ferroalloys, is primarily dependent on planned to increase total furnace capacity 
the aluminum industry, which rebounded to 1,000 megavolt amperes (MV*A) by 1990 
strongly in 1983, resulting in increased from 650 MV¢A currently. This expansion, 
demand for silicon metal. Because of the undertaken despite a large world overca- 
shrinking market for their products, in- pacity, elicited sharp criticism from other 
tense competition arose among producers in _ ferroalloy producers. 
their efforts to increase market share and The Caraj4s metallurgical manganese 
recover losses. The three large ferroalloy project has been delayed for 1 year along 
consuming markets, Europe, Japan, andthe with the iron ore project in that area 
United States, have not only stopped grow- because financial considerations forced the 
ing in'the last few years, but have become Government to trim back some of its plans. 
smaller. As a result, many countries have Cia. Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD), the State- 
applied trade restraints to protect their owned minerals company responsible for 
domestic markets. Protectionist pressures the project, claimed a savings of nearly $500 
were aggravated by the high value of the million by shelving the metallurgical man- 
US. dollar, by prolonged high unemploy- ganese project. CVRD officials said the 
ment in Europe, and the need by developing battery-grade manganese ore project will 
countries to earn trade surpluses to pay off continue. Production of this material began 
very large debts. in 1983, and the first exports of ore took 

Following a dacision to raise prices for place in November. 
ferrosilicon exports to the European Eco- _ Empresa de Desenvolvimento de Recursos 
nomic Community (EEC) by producers in Minerais S.A. (CODEMIN) put into oper- 
Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Venezuela, and ation in May the second furnace at its 
Yugoslavia the EEC decided against taking ferronickel plant in Goids following a delay 
protective action on imports of ferrosilicon caused by technical problems. CODEMIN, a 
from these countries. Investigation by the subsidiary of Morro do Niquel S.A. Min- 
EEC had established earlier that dumping eragdo Indastria e Comércio, began export- 
had occurred and that there had been ing some of its ferronickel production be- 
injury to EEC producers. The EEC main- cause of weak domestic demand. Total plant 
tained, however, that the price increases capacity is rated at about 7,700 tons per 
would eliminate injury to EEC ferrosilicon year. Produtos Metaltirgicas S.A., a Brazil- 
producers and also eliminate the dumping ian ferromanganese producer, and Metals 
margin, estimated at 26% for Venezuelan de Goids S.A. have formed a §6 million 
and Yugoslav ferrosilicon exports and at venture, Goiasnibio, to begin producing fer- 
12% for exports from Iceland, Norway, and rocolumbium in 1984. The company plan- 
Sweden. The EEC also set quotas for duty- ed to program the total production for 
free imports of ferrosilicon and other fer- export. Construction of the project, in the 
roalloys and set a minimum price for ferro- Catalao region of Goids, was scheduled to 
silicon imports to protect their members. begin in October 1983. 
Australia.—Comalco Pty. Ltd. and Agnew _Italmagnésio S.A. Indistria e Comércio a 

Clough Ltd. planned to establish a joint miajor ferrosilicon producer engaged mainly 
venture to produce silicon metal. Agnew in export, planned to further expand its 
Clough already controls the silica deposit production of 75% ferrosilicon and silicon 
located near Moora, Western Australia. The metal by installing a second 24-MVeA elec- 
companies have already negotiated power tric furnace at its Varzea da Palma plant in 
contracts with the State Energy Commis- Minas Gerais to produce either about 20,000 
sion. The plant was expected to produce tons of ferrosilicon or about 13,000 tons of 
about 25,000 tons per year, including high- silicon metal. The first furnace was in- 
purity, chemical-grade metal for use in stalled in the first half of 1983. The new 
semiconductors and photovoltaic cells. The furnace was scheduled to begin operating in 
project was expected to be started by mid- late 1984. The company earlier in 1983 
1984 and will be Australia’s first entry into installed a 0.85-MVeA smelting furnace ca- 
silicon metal production.* pable of producing high-purity 90% ferrosi- 

Brazil.—Brazil continued to expand its licon and semiconductor-grade silicon
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metal Cia. de Ferro-Ligas da Bahia S.A., 88,000 tons of chrome ore in 1983 and was 
which had switched two ferrochromium fur- also to supply China with ferrochromium. 
naces to ferrosilicon production early in the In exchange, China will ship cotton, ma- 
year because of poor demand, announced chinery, chemicals, and other products. 
ate in the year that one of the furnaces was This was the first link between the two 
to be reconverted to ferrochromium produc- countries since their ideological split in 
tion. The reconversion to ferrochromium 1978 and was expected to have long-term 
production was in response to a dramatic effects on China's need for chromium. 
increase in demand, both in Brazil and containing products. China also purchased 
worldwide. Ferroligas de Minas Gerais S.A. chrome ore from Madagascar, New Cale- 
(Minasligas) announced plans: that would donia, and Turkey. 
triple its ferrosilicon production of about  Colombia—Cerro Matoso S.A., a joint 
13,000 tons per year by 1985. The expansion venture between the Colombian Govern- 
project was to include the installation of ment, Billiton International Metals BV, and 
two new furnaces that will be capable of Hanna Mining, shut down its 25,000-ton- 
producing 45% to 95% ferrosilicon as well _per-year ferronickel furnaces for repairs in 
as silicon metal. Most of Minasligas’ produc- December 1983. The smelter, which came 
tion was expected to be exported. on-line in June 1982, was operating at about 
CVRD, the Brazilian State mining organi- 80% of capacity. Production was expected to 

zation, planned to build a 25,000-ton-per- resume at the end of January 1984. The 
year ferrosilicon furnace, instead of two pig company announced that all shipments 
jron plants. The ferrosilicon plant was to be were to be made from existing stocks.” 
located at Nova Era. Mitsubishi Mining Co.  Egypt—The Egyptian Ferroalloy Co., a 
was expected to contribute to the required state-owned firm at Edfu on the Nile, ex- 
investment of $25 million, with the entire pected to put on-line two of its planned four 
production destined for the Japanese 21.5-MVeA furnaces by the end of 1984. The 
market. Electrometalur S.A. Indastria e company expected to be operating at full 
Comércio, a ferroalloy producer, began sili- capacity of about 55,000 tons per year of 
con metal production in April 1983 ina new 75%-grade ferrosilicon during 1985. Most of 
5,500-ton-per-year furnace. Later in the the production was to be exported since 
year, the company began building a second only a small portion would be required to 
6,600-ton-per-year silicon metal furnace, . meet Egypt's domestic needs. Low-cost. hy- 
which was scheduled to come on-line by the droelectric power was to be available from 
third quarter of 1984. The major market the Aswan Dam.* 
for the new production was to be Japan. _Finland.—Outokumpu Oy and Etibank of 
Electrometalur also planned to increase Turkey have established a joint marketing 
calcium silicide production from the cur- company in Finland. This marketing agree- 
rent 5,500 tons per year to about 18,000 tons ment followed previous cooperative activi- 
per year. Overall, the largest market for ties in Turkey, which included the modern- 
Electrometalur's silicon materials is the — ization and expansion of the Kefdag chrome 
United States. Camargo Correa S.A. was concentrator and the construction of a high- 
given authorization by the Brazilian Gov- carbon ferrochromium plant at Elazig. 
ernment for construction of a silicon metal Outokumpu Oy planned to double the ca- 
plant in the Carajés region. The facility was pacity of its Tornio ferrochrome plant to 
to have four furnaces, each with a capacity 182,000 tons of charge chrome by 1986. Most 

of 8,800 tons per year. The first was schedul- of the production was to be used in the 
ed to come on-stream by yearend 1985, with company’s stainless steel: plant, which is 
the other three to be completed and to begin _ also at Tornio.* 
production sequentially in 1986. In the  Gabon.—Elkem Metals, United States, 
course of its work on the Tucurui Dam, and Elkem AS, Norway, acquired 6% of 
Camargo Correa located a large deposit of Compagnie Miniére de l’Ogooue S.A. (CO- 
high-purity quartz gravel. Ample supplies MILOG), a Gabonese manganese ore pro- 
of timber are available locally for charcoal, ducer. Other COMILOG owners include 
with relatively cheap hydroelectric power to United States Steel Corp. the Gabonese 
be made available from the Tucurui hydro- Government, and various French compa- 
electric project.* nies. The purchase gives the companies a 

China.—China and Albania signed bilat- dependable supply of high-quality manga- 
eral trade agreements under which Albania nese ore for their ferromanganese oper- 
was to supply China with a minimum of ations, which require about 970,000 tons of
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ore per year.° duction until later in the year because of 
Greece.—Hellenic Ferroalloy S.A., a sub- massive power cuts, when 50% of the power 

sidiary of the state-controlled Hellenic In- required was restored to both charge 
dustrial Mining & Investment Co. (HIMIC), chrome furnaces. FACOR’s plant, at Randia 
began production of ferrochromium at its in Balasore District, Orissa State, has a 45- 
new facility at Tsingeli near Volos early MVeA furnace, built by Tanabe Kakoki Co. 
in 1988. Plant capacity was expected to Ltd, Japan. Production capacity is rated 
reach about 50,000 tons per year of high- at’ 55,000 tons per year of 55%-chromium 
carbon ferrochromium. Chromite feed for charge chrome. Plant output was to be 
the smelter was supplied from HIMIC’s marketed by Marc Rich and Co. and slated 
Skoumtsa mines, with reserves estimated to. for the United States and Japan. IMFA’s 
be 8 to 4 million tons. HIMIC was expand- Plant at Therubali, Orissa State, has a 39- 
ing production of ore from 660 to 1,100 tons MV*A furnace with a capacity of 55,000 
per day to meet the new project’s needs. The tons of charge chrome per year. The new 
ore was concentrated to produce a product furnace, installed in 1982, was originally 
containing 50% to 52% chrome oxide and intended for ferrosilicon production, but 
with a 8:1 chromium-to-iron ratio. A new WS converted to charge chrome to allow 
concentration plant to be put in operation @2tlier production of this material. Produc. 
in 1983 was to convert 275,000 tons of ore tion will be for export only and marketed 
per year into 66,000 tons of concentrate, through Elkem of Norway. Apparently un- 
HIMIC is also exploring and developing two ble to readily procure suitable chromite 
chromite mining sites in the Volos area and cally, the company was granted a Govern- saother begin Marcicube ment permit to import Albanian chromite. 

. IMFA also planned to construct a new The Greek Bank for Industrial Develop- 3 F i 
ment and Tsvetmetproexport, USSR, Charge chrome furnace with an annual agreed to cooperate in the exploration for °APcity of 55,000 tons at Choudar despite 
chromite and other ore deposits in Greece. the conversion of the other furnace.'* Orissa Ghomrened x reece. Mining Corp. a State-owned company, reece's Institute of Geological and Mining }jannea to bring a charge chrome plant on. 
Research put forth a plan for exploration Drang ei PI 
for chromite and several other mineralé for une S27ly in 1885. The plant would have an for chrom ; E annual capacity of 55,000 tons. Technical 
economitdevelopment plan 9808), selaboraton would be provided by Outok 
oe eee et me tance from Kléckner & Co., Federal Repub- 

ral Republic of Germany, for the engineer-“Sandur Manganese and-Iron Ores Ltd. 
ing and supply of two 33-MV*A furnaces hegan producing ferromanganese in its 

Plant with-e cepacty of about 2500 tons Plant in Karnataka, with the total amount 
per year. Final approval of the project by electricity. The company couverted ano of 
the Icelandic Parliament was contingent on its 20-MVeA ferrosilicon furnaces to ferro- 
the company’s success in getting a foreign manganese production. Production was ex- 

eer mas at iced 2g Inn smo. Sate . can m %o ”o - all its raw materials, although the entire ments roan captive tainee: the crea of Uhich 
output will be for export.* are low in phosphorus. 

India—India's bulk ferroalloy industry “"Nava Bharat Ferro Alloys Ltd. Andhra 
was forced to cut back production early in Pradesh, installed a third 16.5-MV*A Soviet 
1983 because of severe power cuts, especial- furnace, apparently to be used for calcium 
ly in Orissa and Karnataka States, which silicon production. Another plant, with a 
are dependent on hydroelectric power. How- capacity of 11,000 tons per year, was sched- 
ever, the massive power cuts were partially _uled to come on-line in Andhra Pradesh." 
restored subsequent to the onset of the — Indonesia—P.T. Aneka Tambang (An- 
monsoon season. tam), a state-owned metal company, termi- 

‘Two ferrochromiui plants started pro- nated its 10-year contract to supply Japan's 
duction in India. Ferro Alloys Corp. Ltd. four nickel smelters at the end of June. The 
(FACOR) and Indian Metals and Ferroal- Japanese agreed to ending the contract, 
loys Ltd. (MFA) commissioned their charge under which the Japanese companies were 
chrome furnace in March and February, to import all of the ferronickel produced by 
respectively. However, there was little pro- Antam at its 4,400-ton-per-year plant, be-
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ginning in 1976. The decline in ferronickel about 327,000 tons and 301,000 tons, respec- 
demand forced Japan to cut its imports by tively. The dominant supplier of ferro- 
50%. Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. Ltd, chrome was the Republic of South Africa, 
Nippon Yakin Kogyo Co., Nippon Mining with Norway and Brazil the leading suppli- 
Co, Ltd., and Pacific Metals Co. Ltd. com- ers of ferrosilicon. 
prise Japan’s four ferronickel producers, Production of ferrochromium continued 
with only Nippon Yakin also being a stain- to decline, while consumption showed an 
less steel producer.” P.T. International increase. As a consequence, Japanese stain- 
Nickel Indonesia, a subsidiary of Inco Ltd., less steel makers are seeking an increase in 
cut back production by about one-half at the the duty-free import quotas for ferro- 
beginning of 1983, owing to weak demand. chrome, beginning April 1, 1984. Awamura 
The plant, which produces 75% nickel Metal Industry Co. Ltd. planned to shut 
matte and ferronickel, planned to operate down one of its two furnaces at its Uji plant. 
only one furnace. The company is a major Japan Metals and Chemicals Co., which had 
supplier of the Japanese market. decided to permanently close its 22,000-ton- 

Italy—Exploration directed by Societa per-year Sakata plant was apparently re- 
per Azioni Minero-Metallurgiche discovered considering this action because of rising 
manganese nodules that contain 40% to demand and prices." Showa Denko K.K. 
41% manganese on the bed of the Tyrrhen- planned to close its Toyama plant, which 
ian Sea between Rome and Sicily. More was idled in August. 
work was planned to determine whether or The Specific Industries Restructure Law 
not the deposit is large enough for economic became effective July 1, replacing the De- 
development. The advantages of these nod- pressed Industries Law. The new law pro- 
ules is that they lie in relatively shallow vides for a reduction of production capacity 
water, about 230 feet, and within Italian in structurally depressed materials pro- 
territorial water. More nodules are ex- ducing industries. The Japanese ferroal- 
pected to be found as exploration proceeds loy industry was designated as one that 
to as deep as 13,000 feet. came under this law. Producers of energy- 

Montedison S.p.A., which had reported intensive products such as silicon metal, 
record losses for 1982, reported that its ferrosilicon, and ferrochromium have been 
ferroalloy division operated at near capaci- unable to compete with imported materials, 
ty in 1988 for ferrochromium production, mainly owing to high electricity costs. Ja- 
44,000 tons. pan’s electric power is produced mostly 
Japan.—The Ministry of International from oil-fired powerplants. MITI was ex- 

‘Trade and Industry (MITD began a stock- pected to review a plan that would further 
pile program for chromium, manganese, reduce Japan’s ferrosilicon capacity by 
molybdenum, nickel, vanadium, and others about 14% to 330,000 tons per year by 1986. 
with the aim of achieving a 60-day con- Nippon Keiso Kogyo K.K., Japan’s only 
sumption volume over a 5-year period. The _ silicon metal producer, ended production at 
system is comprised of a national stockpile its Minamuta plant at the end of 1982. 
financed by the Government, with a 25-day Japanese consumers of the metal subse- 
supply; a joint stockpile financed privately quently called for tariff removal on imports. 
and by the Government, with a 25-day Japan imported an alltime high of about 
supply; and a privately financed stockpile, 88,000 tons of silicon metal in 1983, about a 
with a 10-day supply. MITI, who achieved a 30% increase over that of 1982. The main 
5-day supply in the national and joint stock- suppliers were China, Norway, the Republic 
piles in 1983, planned to add a 2-day supply of South Africa, France, and Brazil. In 
to the national stockpile in 1984. MITI also response to the high level of ferrosilicon 
planned to erect warehouses to store the imports, Japanese ferrosilicon producers 
materials.* MIT!’s duty-free import quotas prepared a report aimed at prompting an 
in fiscal year 1983 for ferrochromium and antidumping investigation against seven 
ferrosilicon were about 24,800 tons and countries.” Kobe Steel Ltd. planned to close 
13,726 tons, respectively. Brazil, China, the its ferroalloy plant at Kochi. The plant 
Philippines, Venezuela, and Zimbabwe are produces ferromanganese and ferrochrome 
the countries likely to benefit from the and has a capacity of 11,000 tons per year. 
quotas. The duty on imports of ferrochro- Though Japan is the Western World’s 
mium and ferrosilicon above the quotas is leading producer of ferromanganese, Japa- 
8% and 3.8%, respectively. Total 1983 im- nese producers were deeply concerned that + 
ports of ferrochrome and ferrosilicon were Nissan Motor Co. Ltd.’s barter arrange-
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ment, in which Mexican ferromanganese tons annually to meet increased demand 
was exchanged for automobile parts, may and build up inventories. 
set a precedent. Autlén, Mexico, was being © New Zealand.—Owing to economic rea- 
replaced by Gabon as a major supplier of sons, Voest-Alpine AG, Austria, dropped its 
manganese ore to Japan. Ferromanganese interest in a joint venture with New Zea- 
producers in Japan have fewer problems land Nickel Smelters Ltd. for a proposed 
since ferromanganese is the least energy ferronickel plant. The 44,000-ton-per-year 
intensive of the bulk ferrdalloys. plant was scheduled for startup in the late 
Japanese import duties on ferrosilicon, 1980's with output to go mainly to the 

ferromolybdenum, ferrotungstén, ferro- Japanese market. 
columbium, and silicochrome were to be — Norway.—In April, Elkem, Orkla Metall 
reduced from 3.8% to 3.7% beginning April AS, Bjélvefossen AS, Hafslund AS, and Ila 
1984, 2 years ahead of schedule. The import _ og Lilleby Smelteverker AS called off their 
duty on ferronickel was to be reduced a merger discussions, which began in Decem- 
more significant amount, from the current ber 1982. A major obstacle was the ques- 
9.3% to 6.5%, moving up the schedule by 3 tion of transfer of power rights to the 
years. Imports of ferronickel amounted to proposed new company; power rights can be 
about 40,000 tons in 1983. transferred only with parliamentary ap- 

Mexico.—Cia. Minera Autlén §.A. de proval. Tinfos Jernverk AS, which produces 
GV. was reported to be seeking joint ven- _ferrochromium, silicomanganese, and ferro- 
ture agreements with U.S. companies as manganese, did not participate in the merg- 
part of its long-range expansion plans. The er talks. Bjélvefossen announced that it 
proposal most likely to attract U.S. firms would stop ferrochromium production by 
centers on development of Autlin’s Noapa the end of 1988, owing to stringent new 
manganese ore deposit in Hildalgo, north- pollution regulations scheduled to take ef- 
east of Mexico City, where the company fect at the beginning of 1984. The company 
already operates one open pit mine. Noapa said that renovations necessary to comply 
ore contains about 28% manganese in the with the new regulations would be too 
form of manganese carbonate. Only an open costly. The four ferrochromium furnaces 
pit and a calcining kiln would be needed to were to be converted to ferrosilicon pro- 
develop it. Other proposals include develop- duction.** 
ment of the company's lower grade Molango _The Finnfnes plant, previously owned by 
deposit, and the expanding of Autlan's re- Fesil-Nord & Co., was brought back on-line 
fining capacity at its ferroalloy plant in in June under new ownership, Finnfjord 
Tampico. Autlén holds the largest manga- Smelterverk AS, which brought the last of 
nese ore reserves in North America. The its three furnaces back into production in 
United States currently imports most of its October, resulting in an additional 24,000 
ferromanganese from the Republic of South tons per year of ferrosilicon production. 
Africa, with a large part of the cost due to Tinfos converted one of its ferrosilicon fur- 
transportation charges. A substantial in- naces to the production of silicon metal, 
crease in Autlan’s ferromanganese capacity resulting in a loss of about 6,000 to 11,000 
would likely result in the company gaining tons of alloy production. Orkla Metall, 
a larger share of the U.S. market. which was forced to shut down one of its two 

New. Caledonia.—Société Métallurgique _ ferrosilicon furnaces owing to weak demand 
le Nickel (SLN) was restructured in May and high electricity costs, was able to nego- 
because of high debts and massive losses on _tiate much cheaper power rates in the first 
its nickel mining operations. Entreprise de quarter of the year. The cheaper power 
Recherches et d’ Activites Petrolieres took a rates combined with firmer ferrosilicon 
70% interest, while Société Nationale Elf prices allowed the company to restart the 
Aquitaine and Imetal reduced their hold- furnace. Elkem resumed silicon metal pro- 
ings from 50% to 15% each. The French duction in its 28,000-ton-per-year furnace at 
Government also granted SLN a 15-year, its Fiskaa Works in March, after a shut- 
$95.5 million loan at reduced rates in order down to repair the furnace lining. The 
to consolidate an estimated $341 million in stoppage caused some delays in meeting 
SLN debts. The loan will convert SLN’s shipments. 
short-term debt into a long-term loan, re- —_Philippines.—Acoje Mining Co. Inc., Pan- 
lieving the strain on its financial position. gasinan, Zambales Province, Luzon, asked 

. SLN announced that. 1983's production the Philippine Securities and Exchange 
would be increased by 8% to about 28,600 Commission to place the company in receiv-
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ership to protect it from debt collection Production was scheduled to begin in Octo- 
suits initiated by creditors. The company ber 1984, with output going to the Japanese 
suffered large losses in 1982 and 1983 and market." 
was heavily in debt. Acoje proposed a plan _Portugal.—Milnorte-Metalurgia do Norte 
for restructuring its debt.** Benguet Consol- §.A.R.L.'s two silicon metal furnaces were 
idated Inc., the leading refractory chromite out of operation in 1983. Cia. Portuguesa de 
producer, started a plant modernization Fornos Electricos S.A.R.L. announced that 
and expansion program at its Masinloc, its production of silicon metal remained at 
Zambales, operations. The expansion and about 13,000 tons per year. Fornos Electri- 
development program was intended to in- cos also was reported to have prepared a 
crease output by about 23% and to upgrade 13,000-ton-per-year furnace for production 
product specifications, especially to produce and was awaiting Government approval for 
material with lower silica specifications. startup. Output would go to the Western 

Ferrochrome Philippines Inc. (FP) began market. 
production at its new smelter operations  Romania.—The Tulcea ferroalloy com- 
at Tagoloan, Misamis Oriental Province, plex has a total capacity of slightly more 
Mindanao. The plant's production capacity than 308,000 tons per year. This includes 
was rated at about .66,000 tons per year. capacity for 162,000 tons per year of ferro- 
Specifications for the ferrochromium prod- manganese, 114,000 tons per year of ferro- 
uct are 61.5% chromium, 8% carbon, 2.9% chromium, 30,000 tons per year of ferrosili- 
silicon, and 0.2% phosphorus and sulfur. con, and 5,200 tons per year of silicon 
The ferrochromium was marketed by Voest- metal.” 
Alpine Intertrading. The ore for the plant Saudi Arabia.—Arabian Shield Develop- 
was to be supplied by Acoje. FPI would be ment Co. reported the completion of prefea- 
totally dependent on imports if Acoje were sibility studies on developing a nickel and 
forced to close its chromite mine owing to iron deposit at Wadi Qatan. Kléckner 
financial problems. FPI’s attempt to obtain Werke AG, Federal Republic of Germany, 
an import permit to buy small amounts of _ was examining the possibility of developing 
Indian and New Caledonian chromite for the mine to produce 220,000 tons per year of 
blending purposes was stalled by the Gov-  ferronickel and 220,000 tons per year of 
ernment’s introduction of import control _ sponge iron.” 
measures limiting the amount of money South Africa, Republic of.—General 
foreign exchange banks can extend in let- Mining Union Corp. Ltd. (Gencor) acquired 
ters of credit per day. The ferroalloy indus- a controlling interest, about a 30% share, in 
try, designated an export industry, was South African Manganese Amcor Ltd. (Sa- 
subject to special treatment. mancor) through an exchange of assets with 

FPI, Ferro-Chemicals Inc, and Maria South African Iron and Steel Industrial 
Christina Chemical Industries Inc. (MCCI) Corp. Ltd. Gencor, which already held a 7% 
suffered critical power shortages early in share of Samancor directly and a 14% 
the year, owing to drought conditions on share through its affiliate Union Corp. In- 
Mindanao, amounting to cutbacks of about vestments, obtained 50% of African Metals, 
50%. By yearend, water levels were about which owns a 39.6% share of Samancor. 
normal. However, it was reported that of Samancor is the world’s largest integrated 
three hydroelectric plants in the region, one _ferroalloys producer. Gencor is the Republic 
was out of operation and one was running of South Africa’s largest producer of chrome 
at reduced rates because of the lack of spare ore and a large ferrochromium producer.” 

parts. Tubatse Ferrochrome (Pty.) Ltd., jointly 
MCCI and two Japanese companies, Nip- owned by Gencor and Union Carbide Corp., 

pon Kokan K.K. and Marubeni Corp., restarted a charge chrome furnace in July 
formed a new company to produce 15,000 and another in September at its Steelpoort, 
tons per year of ferrosilicon. The company, Transvaal, facility, bringing the plant into 
Mindanao Ferroalloy Corp., will modify an full production. Middleburg Steel & Alloys 
MCCI electric carbide furnace to produce Holdings (Pty.) Ltd. (MSA), a member of the 
ferrosilicon. The new plant, 60% owned by Barlow Rand Group, reopened one of its two 
MCCI, was on Mindanao Island to take 7.5-MV*A, low-carbon ferrochromium fur- 
advantage of the low electricity costs. How- naces at the Middleburg plant in July. 
ever, existing ferroalloy producers in the Samancor moved up its planned April 1984 
region already had problems in getting operation of its 48-MV*A charge chrome 
enough power allocated for full production. furnace with a capacity of 30,000 tons per
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year at its Witbank plant in Transvaal to metal in the world market. Ferroaleaciones 
January, in response to increased demand. Espafiolas S.A. (Fesa) planned to bring its 
Consolidated Metallurgical Industry Ltd. second ferrochromium furnace into oper- 
put its idle furnace back on-line in April ation. The company has operated only one 
and has since been operating both of its furnace since August 1982. Fesa purchased 

furnaces.” its ore from Albania and exported one-third 
Work on the development and application _ of its output to other European countries.%* 

of thermal plasma technology for ferrochro-  Sweden.—SKF Steel Engineering AB 
mium production was carried out by the (SKF) was studying the possibility of build- 
Council for Mineral Technology, MSA, and ing a 86,000-ton-per-year ferrochromium 
Samancor. The most important features of plant near Malmo. The company was nego- 
the plasma furnace are the ability to use _tiating with the Swedish Energy Ministry a 
fines and any type of coal. Transvaal power arrangement in which waste heat 
chrome ores are friable, and during mining from the plant would be fed into the district 
and transport, as much as 30% of the heating system. SKF was also discussing 
original ore may end up as fines. Such fines _ the project with potential partners to defray 
require briquetting or pelletizing before capital costs.** Scan Dust AB broke ground 
feeding to a conventional furnace, a costly for a plasma recycling plant in Landskrona, 
process. Samancor started operation of an 8- southern Sweden. SKF's process was to be 
MVeA plasma furnace at its Metalloys used. The plant was to process about 80,000 
plant at Meyerton. The furnace is a trans- tons per year of ironworks and steelworks 
ferred arc type." MSA has been investigat- baghouse dust and other raw material sup- 
ing and developing the use of plasma tech- plied from mills in the Federal Republic of 
nology ‘for ferrochromium production. The Germany, Sweden, and the United King- 
company was installing a 20-MVeA plasma dom. The plant was to recover about 40,000 
de. arc furnace at its Palmiet plant in tons per year of chromium, nickel, molybde- 
Krugersdorp. The furnace, built by ASEA num, and other metals. Full commercial 
AB, Sweden, will have an initial production operation was expected to begin early in 
capacity of about 20,000 tons per year. The 1985." 
company would double its capacity by con- _ Vargon Alloys AB reported operating 
verting its conventional electric arc fur- close to capacity, producing charge chrome 
naces to the plasma arc process.%? at a rate of 110,000 to 130,000 tons per year 
Spain—The Spanish Ministry of Eco- and high-carbon ferrochromium at a rate of 

nomics and Finance established a base price up to about 33,000 tons per year. The 
of 42,000 pesetas per ton for imported ferro- company claims that the high production 
manganese containing less than 75% man- rate was possible owing to the plant’s high 
ganese (Mn) and more than 2% carbon. For efficiency. Vargon operates a 105-MV*A 
ferromanganese imports containing 78% furnace fitted with a heat recovery system 
Mn and 79% Mn, base prices of 43,882 and a second 24-MVeA furnace, with low- 
pesetas and 44,471 pesetas per ton, respec- cost electricity available from Sweden and 
tively, were established. chromite from nearby Finland. 

Hidro Nitro Espafiolas S.A. notified the  Electro-Invest and HIMIC, Greece, was 
Spanish Government in midyear that it establishing a joint venture, Hellenic Scan- 
planned to cease ferrosilicon production dinavian Corp. of Industrial Investment 
unless some agreement was reached on (Helsca) to investigate industrial and min- 
reduced electricity tariffs for the industry. ing projects in Greece. Helsca was expected 
Spanish ferroalloy producers claimed that to trade Swedish equipment and technology 
they were forced to pay higher electricity for Greek metals and minerals, especially 
prices than their European competitors. In ferrochromium and ferronickel.** 
their efforts to obtain reduced electricity | Turkey.—Outokumpu Oy was awarded a 
rates, producers have devised a plan to contract to modernize and expand the Kaf- 
restructure the industry that would reduce dag chrome ore concentrator operated by 
the country’s current production capacity Etibank, the Turkish state-owned mining 
by 50%." Silicio-de Sabon planned to re- company. Outokumpu Oy will supply plan- 
sume silicon metal production for export, ning, equipment supplies, and installation 
after an interval of over a year. The startup supervision. The new concentrator was 
was made possible by a reduction in elec- scheduled for completion in 1986. The pur- 
tricity costs of 1.40 pesetas per kilowatt pose of the project was to ensure supplies of 
hour and sharply improved prices for silicon chrome ore concentrates to the ferrochrome
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smelter at Elazig, also built using the Fin- plant in Kavadarci, Macedonia, had not 
nish company’s technology.» raised production above about 3,500 tons 

Etibank and China’s National Metal and per year by yearend. The plant was design- 
Minerals Import and Export Corp. signed a _ed to produce approximately 24,000 tons per 
contract that calls for Etibank to supply year of nickel contained in ferronickel. The 
China with 50,000 tons of chrome ore. The company cited power restrictions and low 
transaction was part of an economic and prices as reasons for the low production 
technical cooperation agreement reached in _ rates and ceased exporting in midyear. 

December 1982. The central Bank of Turkey —Feronikl at Glogovac, Kosovo, was ex- 
and the Bank of China agreed to open up pected to begin trial production capacity 
reciprocal accounts to handle bilateral runs in July and planned to produce about 
trade deals between the two countries.“ 2,000 tons by yearend 1983. Total produc- 

U.S.S.R.—Construction of the sixth new tion capacity is about 13,000 tons per year of 
electric furnace sold to the USSR. by contained nickel. 
Mitsui, Japan, was completed in the fall. Of Dalmacija Metallurgical Industry plan- 
the six furnaces, four were installed at the ned to bring on-line a new 30-megawatt 
Nikopol Electric Steel Mill, Ukraine, and _ ferrosilicon furnace at its ferroalloy plant at 
two at the Zestafon Steelworks, Georgia. Dugi Rat. The furnace, supplied by Elkem, 
The furnaces, which were built by Tanabe Norway, was to provide an additional 28,000 
Kakoki, Osaka, Japan, each have a 75- to 33,000 tons of ferrosilicon for the export 
MV°A ‘transformer capacity and a produc-  market.** 
tion capacity of 130,000 tons per year. The Zimbabwe.—Mineral Marketing Corp. 
furnaces were to be used mainly to produce (MMC), the new state marketing corpora 
ferromanganese but were also to produce _ tion, began operation on March 7. Ultimate- 
some silicomanganese.** ly, MMC will take over all export marketing 

‘The Soviet Union reportedly began buy- from private mining companies. Only sales 
ing high-grade manganese ore early in the _of gold will be exempt from MMC's supervi- 
year from Gabonese and Australian produc- sion. MMC was to handle most sales as an 
ers. Initial contracts were for 110,000 tons agent and was to charge producers a com- 
each from COMILOG, France, and The mission of less than 1% to cover costs. 

Broken Hill Pty. Ltd. Co. Australia. This Zimbabwe Alloys Ltd. planned to close 
alloy-grade manganese ore was to be used'as one of its ferroalloy furnaces beginning 

feedstock for the new electric furnaces.? October 1. The 30-MV*A furnace has a 
The U.SS.R. shipped 16,647 tons, gross production capacity of about 55,000 tons per 

weight, of 50%-grade ferrosilicon to the year of high-carbon ferrochromium. The 
United States in 1983. shutdown was attributed to a high buildup 

United Kingdom.—The British Govern- of inventories. The surplus power made 
ment announced to Parliament in February available was to be used to produce low- 
the establishment of a strategic materials carbon ferrochromium, a product more in 
stockpile. The British Department of Trade demand. The company has a capacity of 
and Industry, which was responsible for the approximately 24,000 tons per year of the 
stockpiling program, contracted Brandeis- low-carbon material.* Zimbabwe Mining 
Intsel Ltd. of London to procure the strate- and Smelting Co. (Zimasco), the Union Car- 
gic materials. The materials picked for bide subsidiary, will restart its fifth fer- 
stockpiling included chromium and manga- rochromium furnace on January 1, 1984. 
nese, among others. The stockpile pur- Zimasco’s high-carbon ferrochromium out- 
chases were the result of studies started in put was to be raised by about 30,000 tons 
1980 by the Institute of Geological Sciences per year to 150,000 tons. The company 
on the vulnerability of British industry to indicated that demand for the product had 
material supply interruption and a subse- improved steadily in the last few months of 
quent report by the House of Lords in the year. The company has a sixth furnace, 
October 1982° The major recipients of which has not yet been commissioned. How- 
stockpiled manganese and chromium mate- ever, if the sixth furnace was put on-stream, 

rials are British Steel Corp. and British some expansion of mine capacity would be 
Chrome. required. 

Yugoslavia—The new FENI ferronickel
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Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type* 
(Thousand short tons) 

Country,? furnace type,’ and alloy type* 1979 1980 1981 1982” 1983° 

Albania: Electric furnace, ferrochromium® —..___....... NA 4 aL 33 39 

Argentina: Bleetrie furnace: 
Ferromanganese -~.....----------------- 38 26 5 26 25 Silloomonganese (10207577 ISC SSCL GSTISEITIT 1 3 u vt " 
Ferrosilicon ~~~ ~~ 2=2222222222222 222222722 1% 8 i 10 10 Qe ers a OE A PERE UO DIESE 3 2 3 n 0 

re 73 54 38 64 6 
Australia: Electric furnace:* 
RONNE  ce sit a ene nnn 98 104 10 reg, 87 
Biocmiengumane coe 22. 20 “21 "20 22 
Ferrosilicon _____--_~- een ana 21 20 35. 30) 24 

Total____.-------.-----------+------ 188 144 F e126 Fen 183 
Austria: Electric furnace, undistributed® _________-__--_ “10 "NM "18 "5 22 
Belgium: Electric furnace, ferromanganese”... ...- 99 4 ® 99 99 

Brazil: Electric furnace: oe 
Porromanganess ~~ -= =... 225-555 -25- ui 155 ng 182 S127 
Silicomanganese —-_-.-~-1.--222222-s2.02—2 Ml 148 157 190, S184 
Ferrosilicon - -_______--------------------- "14 120 183 127 “178 
lipase on ee y 15 21 20 $23 

Ferrochromitim __--~_-_-~~---.-----2=--== 8 103 ala 85, 
Ferrochromium-silicon...._._____-------------- 8 9 10 3 2 
FEIN eee tenis acim nirmemeiienmnnn eam 13 12 12 12 9 
Other oo fc ee 43 47 at 29 $25 

Tete cc sumac ee aroeEe ss "526 *609 624 620 $654 

Balgarie: Electric furnace:* ‘i ‘“ ” an 
ferromanganese = oes 1 31 
ROI ae nearer Si mergers rea tient ge 18 18 2 22 P-3 Others O28 TOT ene UER NER SEETEaT ES 1 1 1 1 1 
Discs ee cena een: 50. 50 60 60 60 

Canada: Electric furnace: 
OP OI ne ce reece snersernt et cg aneee 45 95 120 116 ns 
RRMA Sere a een 105 158 121 “116 118 

Silicon metal. ~~~=1s2-2222222=22_= > 2 8 a 830, Fy 
oe ea enieawenstclin “4 BB 38 36. 35. 

WDE ssetac sce eee 193 319 310 $208 304 

Chit: Blectrie furnace: 5 ; . , 
RTOUADGARSN a es 5 

Silicomanganese ~~~" """7TITTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 0%) @) @) ay 0) Feredlliotl oe ac ducc i too erste 6 6 3 2 2 
Other oe SEED EET Se eee sas tone 1 1 i i i 

Teldlste cl enon ccunssuseacecsscedlaus, 18 13 ° 6 1 
(China: Furnace type unspecified * 1? 

Rerromanganese”.- nee 6H T5BD THD BLO 
Ferrosilicon —__-_--~~-~--~---------------- 180 7220 7220 215 215 
Bitinng settle eee: 10 "23 25 25 25 
Sear tipear nt session seen ish mms mn 100 7130 "130 180 180 
OAR SoS oe Se ec cous 55 80. 30 80 80 

Metal soot teers See ets 720° "1,108 1,035 "970 990, 
‘Colombia: Electric furnace, ferrosilicon® # _______....- 1 1 i 1 1 

Czechoslovakia: Electric furnace: ae 
Ferromanganese® *_____—____________________ no 0 no 10 10 
Ftrvediloon oe. eee ia 36 35 35 35 35 

Silicon metal® —...... --.------------------ 6 6 6 6 6 
Fervochrottium oo ees. aL 30 30, 30 30 
Other®® ___ soe oeaecntennbeg oe acct eb ape scen se mean 10 10 10 10 10 

ED tanec rse si Nig 198 11 wrt a1 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type" 
—Continued 

(Thousand short tons) 

‘Country,? furnace type,® and allay type sid _—-1080~—~=«BT~=~«*R CT 

Dominican Republic: Electric furnace, ferronickel "2 SL Py 16 60 
Electric furnace, ferrosilicon® ——-_------ 5 %6 % fr « 

Finland: Blectric furnace, ferrochromiums --~---~-———2__ 54 8 Ed 65 
France: i rr a 

Blast furnace: Splegeleisen ———-_--------------------- 2 — 1 1 1 
arvonpagnaiees 2.777 VSETCEDIUUESIIETSES 498 HB 88H 86S Blectrie furnace: 

Silicomanganese™®____ ane Br 22 n 32 32 Ferradligm 2h io coe naan ane 30 8S OBR 
Sllemtinetel 2 oars SERS ENTE Eee 61 66 66 68 0 
Ferrochromium!? —~~~">77TTTTTITTIIIIIIIE 105, 9 30 1 820 
Ober acs a SeIET [ee it 1371115 

Total eee N82 1086 TTB 
German Democratic Republic: Electric furnace: 

Perromangansee® ©0000 eee i Kid 70 @ 
RESO Peters 33 730 730726 B 

Siicanraetal® 202 Uae ACRES PES ROLE Ee eae 4 4 4 3 3 
MerrhrMMhin en 9 een oat en a 22 2 ‘Oibget 2 renee See aes eS ee me 18 

Nota noo Secu eenccenpyaceemeees F165 F1SL Mo 188148 
Germany, Federal Republic of 

Ferrosilicon- -——— TTT TIIIIIIIIII aT 7 55 46 55 
Electric furnace 

Ferromanganese® —-—--..----------- === 38 8 a a a ‘Werrosilieans ws ORs USES TER PRSAPESE EES 55 55 re 36 
Ferrochromium ---_---~-~-~-~-~-~-~----~ 86 66 55 OMB 45 
Other! Goh Sea ae ENE P ETI OEESEIED 56. 55, in) 40 
RU SEY tree eninesemeceie 54058] 

Groece: Blectric furnace, ferronickel ~_2222222I2I2I22 60 5 36856 55 
“Hungary: Electric furnace: : 
Nereis 6 ee ea pap lianmeniene 9 u 2m 2 n 

Silicon metal® ~~~ 7 7TTTTTTTITITITTIT I 2 2 2 2 2 
Other oS 2 SOS SORBET ETC DS RADEE PEER ETE TS 5 3 3 3 2 
RON a ia cerereriae ranean 16 16 n MW 16 leeland: Electric furnace, ferrosilicon ~~ ~~~ ~~77777~2727 "gt at 655 

India: Blectric furnace: Se ee a es Ferromanganese —— 2 6 80ST 
Silicomanganese —-~--~~~~772722727222222220 6 a 15 5 Ferrosilicon -----_2_~2_22_~2_72_72~7_===-- 58 a 66 40 a 

Silicon metal” 252220 7L 32ST TSS TLE 3 3 4 4 4 
Ferrochromium _—__~__-_-2~_~_2.~-.-=---- Bt 8 4 “4 6 Ferrochromiumsilicon- ~~~ -222_2222222222222 4 4 5 4 4 
Other -—-- 2ST TIIDIIIIIIILIEE 1 1 1 1 i 

Mota ea Sat no nnmenmennenenn 03GB TATE 8H Indonesia: Electric furnace, ferronickel-—____-_-_-_ ~~~ 20 20 2 EY 2 
Ital Blast furnace: 

Splegeleisen ——————---___--------------- 3 6 1 1 1 ferromanganése__ ~~~ ~~~~~2222222222~2222 “eT 6 63 60 
Electric furnace: 

Ferromanganese_——— BM u 8 18 Sllicomanganese_- --~-.--~~-_~-~-~~~~-_- 60 50 60 6 oy 
Pereaelllens 0001 SSO SDE SET RETE SEI ESES 89 9 61 0 0 
Silicon metal ~ "77777" TTTTITTIIIIIIIIIIE Y 1 1 w 6 ‘Ferrocrombanl 22205 = SOSET GETS O SITE TENE a 4% il 40 0 
Other!# 02“) DTT TTTTTIITSIDIEISIS IT 2 6 M4 8 10 

Metall accion 32830486 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type 
—Continued 

(Thousand short tons) 

Country,? furnace type," and alloy type* 1979 1980 1981 1982" 1983" 

Japon: Electric furnace: 
Ferromanganese —_.__~---~-~~~-~------------- 665 62T 626 593 8430 
RiengkeNE oe cin ee 330 342, 312 21 6245, 
Bi caer renter teeter terse 352 335 259 212 174 

Sitio apetel 20 GSS, COSTE STC SETG TSS SUISSE 1 1 3 1 a 
Boreothretttt ner eee 403 444 38T 362 335, 
Ferrochromium-silicon_____ -_--------------.-- 14 23 12 lL. 8 
IEE scm neensne meres rermmeigne mmmcrmesei 335 305 269 236 $199 
lhe Soe, 3 26 16 i 12 

‘Total ____. Boy suae seas 2,140, 2119 1,844 1,739 $1,403 

Korea, North: Furnace type unspecified* ** 
‘Tetremangantel oo Sac coe ace 2 7 7 7 7 Ferrosilicon ~~ -~_~~_72_222222222207727- > 8 3 3 B 3 
Pibie acca oe ee es 15 22 22. 22 22 

Total __-- enn wo a1 
Korea, Republic of: Blectric furnace: 

Ferromanganese ——---__--________------.-- 38 60. m on 58 
Werraillleny 2 ie eee ee 42 33, 39 °39 36 

Other -_______---------------------.---- 2B 728 3 °29 48 

Total____----------.-.---- oe 1238 121 141 139 142, 

Mexico: Electric furnace: ee eae ne Ferromanganese = ---------nen eee KS 
SENSORS cen myc re man em meme eh fae 34 34 29 33 33 Ferteltiemn / 07 SO WATONURTACNGES IASLC SS 2 30 31 2 28 
Ferrochromium —_——--_----_---------------- 5 pee é 7 6 
Others soe eee sone 1 2 2 1 1 

/ — recessions 203 204 206. 228 213 
‘New Caledonia: Electric furnace, ferronickel —____ ~~ - ~~ 136 145, 121 "116 3 

Norway: Blectric furnace 
‘Ferromengenint —  ia 312 326 257 224 6247 
nes ER a EERO UE 203 "185 236 238 #199 
Ferrralllenm ie eee "871 "353 346 326 $381 

Silicon metal® ___________-------------+---- 7 94 61 59 $33 
Ferrochromium — ei a nies 1B 12 1B i LJ 
Ferrochromium-silicon_____-___~_-------------- 1 % 1 s sy 
Oller ee ee "33 722 5 12 aT 

WF cod ees eek, 1,070 992 919 812 $987 

Peru: Electric furnace: Ferromanganese = re) 0 
Ferresilicon 2 -~.-~-~--. OS See 1 1 ey ey 

Stilsnsios as enuae: Sas. - 2 1 e%) ey =: 

Philippines: Blectric furnace'* 
Ferrosilicon —.--—--.- eb A RE 20 22 25 30 22 Ferrochromiim —~ ~~ 27227727722222227722272 i i it 8 2 

Metal cise een ears aanareneny 31 38 36 6 «6 
Poland: ‘Blast furnace: 

Spiegeleisen save I Rees, wae 9 8 8 8 8 ferromanganese ~_-=~--=--22-nsnntni BBL 
Electrie furnace:*. 

PREROERRNONNT caer imines nro niin tepsnimani ens Bh 52 52 52 52 Perales SDR Mn SNe apne SRE 6 3 5 55 5 
PERS recente prom rnemermueotnpheenemmer merece, Bt u n te n Ferrochrombun 2°80 277300 SETSTEDIIOINTT 54 Be 82 8 
Other® ween ene, 15 it MW 1 it 

Total’® _____________-___----------- 346 326 326 326 326 

Portugal: Electric furnace: 
Farrmenganee? occu ckcceete ewe 83 82 2 30 30 
iceman a aii sian omarion i 19 20 19 18 
FervedMees oop st ee 28 Pa 26 Pry 25 
See RT os ewes ica ci me tininminetae mince tte ea 35 36 35 35. 36 
Oe ae oom 

Vet ic ccccika enna teemnnaow 163 165 153 ¥ *108 109 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type" 
—Continued 

(Thousand short tons) 

‘Country,? furnace type,” and alloy type 199-1980 ~=~=«BL_—~=C«*ORP—SC‘ RP 

South Africa, Republic of: Furnace type unspecified? 
Ferromanganese®—<——-- nnn iT BTS 496485885 
Silicomanganese®____ ~~ -_1_2_2-22-22-2--- 50 m 55 4 33 
Ferrosilicon*._-_-----~----=-=-~==== = 4 0CiT aT 0 

Silicon metal? © o0 SIDTOTILDSSSzSTETe LITE 39 33 33 33 25 
Ferrochromium® ——~~~_~22222T2IETIIIIIE 860 8828]. BO 
Ferrochromiumsilicon® ——_12DTITITITITIIT2T a1 2 2 22 20 

Othert #08 Naat ee 
Totals 4611786554 __—1,885 1.18 

Spain: Electric furnace: Ferromanganese = -—— = 222 2a wee eee T8518 6 94 
Silicomanganese __~~~777777722222222IZIIIIE il 104 7 a cet Ferrosilicon «~~~ ~2~222220~222222202022222 6136 94 0 0 

Silicon metal’ _____-_----_------------- == 2 22 20 20 20 
Ferrochromium __~_~72_22-22222222222222222 2 8 9 ri 15 Other -- = -- 2222222222222 2TTTTIIIIIIIE 8 7 7 6 3 
Totals nn nee a eee ee 

‘Sweden: Electric furnace: 
Sllbon metal oo sa eevee ety rt 20 18 18 18 
Ferrochromium ~~ ~-~7~~2722222222227222272 209 1598208 2B 
Ferrochromiumsilicon.._-~-1--~-=-~=-----——— 32 9 2 22 

Other =n =n nnn nnn nnn 3 2 3 3 3 
Total!?_____- enna 25819051 

Switzerland: Electric furnace’* Ferrosilicon ——----———--—---------------- 3 3 3 3 3 
Siligon metal 2 7ITIIESETOISIIISIIEOSSOSIE 2 2 2 3 3 

Total 5 5 5 6 6 
‘Taiwan: Blectrie furnace: Ferromanganese --—————-------------------— 28 B 2 19 16 
Ferrocilicomanganese ---~-_-~-.-2~2-----=---~ i 25 16 2 20 
Perreaillen 220222222572 LTCC EEE "34 "3 16 1% 23 

Tete soweolownssessesesesantoee cess 9 9 52 Ea 59 
‘Thailand: Electric furnace: 

Ferromanganese ------------------------- 2 @) ey ay a 
Forrosilicon ....--~---~=.s~==~2s2s2acns=n=~, 3 1) = 

Total ne nen 5 1 ty _ 
‘Turkey: Blectric furnace: 

Foreileon -—. 00 oskencnuoavoesueten ent a ss es 5 5 
Ferrochromiuim® --—-~-~-----~-~------~---- 38 35 a 
Total®... ----- nen en ee en 33 35 Pe 38 

USSR: 
Blasi furnace: 

Spiegeleison® _— = ——-— ee 55 55, 55 55, 55 
Ferromanganese® .____--_--22222--=----- 606 6068S BO Other ornare ne en eE TES oaa ec eese no 110 a se se 

Blectrie furnace 
Ferromanganese® 008010440 71,200 1,270 
Silicomanganese® ———_—~LLTIIIIIIIIIIIIE 33 35 35 35 40 

Ferrosilicon® ~~ =_--= 22-22 4 = ook TIT T50 (800 
Silicon metal® {~~ ~~ 2LDIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 63 6 = 0 0 70 
Ferrochromium®=_~ ~~~ ~~7222272222DT22222 610 Bl 6161680 

Ferrochromiumsilieon® ——~~_>TTTIIIITIIIII 1 WH ey 1 1B 
Otherto er EE TSR TENS SST ETEESS 2402) 

Total __--_--_---_-----------------__399_'asz7_*%3,525 "3,66 3,780 
United Kingdom: 
Blast furnace, ferromanganese ————— =n 150 a 8 67 90 
Electric furnace, undistributed® _____~_~~-_----—- 8 Fo u 2 16 

Métal soassen degen a 168 70 it 19106 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type* 
—Continued 

(Thousand short tons) 
Country,? furnace type,* and alloy type* 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

United States: Electric furnace: 
Ferromanganese ——————— ee BIT 189 193 Ng 986 
Wilionnangensee 2.22 165 188 18 69 Ww 

Ferrosilicon —..-.-------- 222222222 loll llL m2 559 580, 299 $315 Silicon metal -——7"TTLLIITTTTTITITIIIIITID ws ™ 91 
Ferrochromium ~ —.-_-------~.-2------------ PAT 184 164 92 £20 
Ferrochromium-silicon® _____....__--_-... 48 54 62 aT 16 

RE em nmrmesnnemaecnibeemeine 241 245 219° 136 $199 

IT nee teen crest wien mamta 1875 LSAT 1,521 819 $758 
‘Uruguay: Electric furnace, ferrosilicon® —___...-.----_ ) ad) ey ey ey 

Venezuela: Electric furnace: = |Our ee 
FARINA ners nen ennnnio unis * 2 2 & 2 
Silicomanganese ————..-.------- == 1 2 2 "e 2 Parvealioog <2 5—2 2 2 SCSERSTESIIIOIO TS 39 Be 2 

TOR sere neinenmiemenmemis AL 56 2B 56, 56 

‘Togpelavia: Electric furnace: Re ferromanganese n-ne eee 50 3 56 43 43 
Silicomanganess: | 2220S TD TEISETOTIOTSSEDESST 2 36 2 B 26 
Ferrosilicon —...----------22.22 LLL llllill acy 1B 88 B 90 Silom metal= 2-95 =S2CSTECTSIOGS SST aaeGe B 3B 3 3 0 
Rerrodreentne on eecanman nn 12 6 6 55 65 Ferrochromium-ilicon. -_-__~~_~777772277777 7 il 8 7 7 Gir sour oven NERS S eee cere 4 1 i 4 5 

Ls ne i a a 
Zimbabwe: Electric furnace: 
PRR cero resend ciomascmpepaieseeseniemcaiiits 3 3 2 "2 2 
Fertochrominm® 3.22 ooo 2252 e coe 220 287 231 7210 155 

Total nnn BT 
Grand total... -.--_--------------------- "17,664 17,646 16,599 15,332, 15,162, 

Of which: 
Blast furnace: 

Spiegeleisen® _—__.....____________- 69 "69 65 65 65 
Ferromanganes™ """"""""TTTTTTTTITD arms elas 1,468 
Other®? _______ 197 181 55, 46. 55 

‘Total blast furnace ____ ~--------- 1,989. 1,860 1,595, 1,563 1,586 

Electric furnace:!? 
Forromanganese™ = sono sls 3,847 3,673 3,668 3,465, 3,868 
Silicomanganese”®* 9 1,278 T1314 1,261 1,198 1,021 
‘Eeerosifiegt. os oc 3,809 *3,745 3,505 3,115 8,290 Silicon metal ——=7—7—TTLTTTTTTTTTTTT eg «ean G00 “4059 
Ferrochromium®? .__ = 3,302 73,344 3,164 2,921 2,765 
Ferrochromium-silicon™ #° 156 163 151 109 95. 
Ferronickel®______ 636 7590 584 460 443 
Ot enon copes oeccouoe 961 *993 941 862 960 
Undisteibuted ~""777TTTTITIIIOTITIS tM 2 2 38 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type! 
—Continued 

(Thousand short tons) 

Country? furnace type? and alloy type 1979-1980 —~+1081 «isa? aoa 

‘Total electricfurnace "146. "14485 13,851 1687 12,574 Furnace type unspecified 
Ferromanganese™™ 10681800458 1082 1002 

“Eetimated, Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available.  W Withheld to avoid disclosing com eta data; included with “Other.” SSN EI. 
‘YTable includes data available through June 3, 1984, 
In addition to the countries listed, Romania is known to produce electrie furnace ferroalloys, but output is not reported augnttativey and no basa ovale for eimation ' 
to the extent possible, ferroalloy production of each country has been separated according to the furnace type from whih production is thained.prodacion derived trom metalloermie operations includ wih electric furnace roduction 

aj tht tent posible, ferrouloy production of each country has been separated soa to show individually the following major types of ferroalioys:splegeleisen, ferromanganese, silicomanganese, ferrosilicon, silicon metal, ferrochro- rium, ferrochromfumeailicon, and ferronickelFérronlloys ther than thowe listed that have been identified specifically ‘eure, well a thowefreallayy ne idptifedypecfaly bu which defintely exclude thowe lied previowty inthis Feonot, have been reported a "Other. For counties fOr which one gr more of the naiidual feroaioys Ted 
separately in this footnote have been inseparable from some other ferroalloys owing to the nation's reporting system, Such deviations are indicated by individual footnote. In instances where feroaloy ‘production hes not been subdivided i 
sources, and where, no basis is available for estimation of individual component ferroalloys, the entry has been reported as"Undistributed”” 

"Data for year ending Nov. 90 of that stated. 
‘Reported figure. 
7Reported as blast furnace ferromanganese and spiegeleisen but believed tobe electric furnace output. 
includes siicomanganese. 
“Includes ferrochromium-slicon and ferronickel, if any was produced. 
2s than 1/2 unit 
2A fare been, oy production fr China, North Kore, andthe Republi 2Alchough furnace type has not ified for any ferroalloy production for Chis rea, and the Republic ‘ot South Aiea, ll outplt of thse countries nso been nsluded under chose farwace (and metallotheringo ourput eacapt for their production of ferromanganese, which is reported separately. 
"SIncludes ferrochromiumailicon, if any was produced, 
"Colombia is reported to produce ferromanganese alo, but output i not reported quantitatively and no basis is availabe for estimation 
‘Totals for 1979-8 represent estimates for silicon metal plus reported totals forall other types. 
2SIncludessilicospiegeleisen. 
2 ncludes ferronickel, if any was produced. 
Series excludes calcium silicide. 
‘88stimated figures based on reported exports and an sllowance for domestic use. 
2°Ferrovanadium only, other minor ferroalioys may be produced, but no basis is available for estimation 
Soviet production of electric furnace ferroalloys is not reported: estimates provided are based on crude source spaterial production ad avlabity fr consumption including eximats) and upon reported feromiy tro, ncuding ita from tr er countries, 
‘US. production of ferronickel eannot be reported separately in order to conceal corporate proprietary information, 
US. output of ferrochromium silicon includes chromium briquets, exothermic chromium additives, other miscella- neous chromium alloys, and chromium metal 
“Sineludesferronickel. 
2Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
2*Spiegeleisen for the Federal Republic of Germany is included with blast furnace ferromanganese. 
"Includes the following quantities specifically identified as ferrosilicon: 197987; 1980—~T1; 1981—55; 1982—46; and 1983—55. The remainders are not identified except that they are not spiegeleisen or ferromanganese. 

aur ferromanganese includes silcomanganese if any was produced) for countries carrying fotnote 8 on ferromanganese ata line 
2includessilicospiegeleisen for France. 

ferTerechromium includes ferechromiumailicon (if any was produced) for countries carrying footnote 18 on ferrochromium data line. 
3Other” includes ferronickel production for France, Norway, the USSR, and the United States. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Because of escalating power costs and costly beneficiation either by briquetting 
depletion of high-grade deposits of raw ma- or pelletizing before being fed to a conven- 
terials, research investigations have been tional submerged arc furnace. Plasma arc 
directed toward development of processes smelting is currently being investigated as 
that are less energy intensive or incorpo- a method of producing ferroalloys. The 
rate waste heat recovery systems, and are plasma process can directly process fines 
capable of using lower grade raw materials. without agglomeration. 
Process fines and fine ores normally require Kawasaki Steel Corp., Japan, has devel-
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oped an alternative process to the energy- town, Nu, is supplying 100 tons of amor- 
intensive, submerged arc furnace method phous metal ribbon for the program under a 
for production of bulk ferroalloys. The new separate contract with EPRI” 
technology breaks up the blast furnace Nippon Mining, Japan, has reduced the 
operation into two processes: a prereduction cost of producing ferronickel at its 1,400- 
furnace and a main smelting-reduction fur- ton-per-year smelter at Saganoseki. The 
nace. The new. process can treat fine ores Company began using a new technology in 
directly using low-grade coke and nonmet- November 1982 that employs only a blast allurgical-grade coal, supplemented with {wrnace rather than a combination of a 
hydrocarbons such as methane to achieve blast furnace and converter.* 
the high temperatures necessary to convert ip. scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals 
such ores as chromite to the ferroalloy form. U8" Gongress. Congressional Budget Office. Strategic 
Chromium ores are 30% to 50% reduced and Critical Nonfuel Minerals: Problems and Policy Alter- 
before leaving the prereduction furnace, “Cantor, D. J B, A. Gelb, G. L. Guenther, and D. K. 
and then injected into the high-temperature ante The Ferroalioy Industry: Current Conditions and 
zone inside the lower portion of the main May 10, 1983, 1 pp. i : 
smelting-reduction furnace. When applied Metal Bulletin London) No, $897, Nov. 11,198, p18. 
to ferroalloy production such as ferrochro- ‘American Metal Markel. V. $1, No. 89, May 6, 1988, 
mium and ferromanganese, it eliminates P-15.1. week v.64,No, 50, Dec. 12, 1988, p. 1 
seine are smelting, wath a eanseatieat ‘Metal Bulletin Monthly (London)” No. 196, Dee. 1988, 
claimed energy savings of as much as 50%. : : 
The system is also adaptable to the produc Mgt} Bulletin London) No. 6820, Oct. 1, 1983, p19. 
tion of pig iron.** soeEngingering and Mining Journal. V. 184, No. 7, July 

The General Electric Co. is involved in a *22.T utietin London), No. 6806, July 2, 1988, . 11 
$6.6 million development program that en- _ Metal Bulletin Monthly (London). No. 158, Nov. 1983, 
tails producing 1,000 25-kilovolt-ampere  "idtive'tex Report. V. 15, No. 8519, July 2, 1988.16 
amorphous metal transformers within a _ !Metal Bulletin Monthly (London). No. 149, May 1983, 
period of 39 months. The Electric Power {Space 01 of work cited in footnote 18 
Research Institute (EPRD, Palo Alto, CA, is "Metals Week. V.54, No. 2, July 18 1988, p.7 
the main sponsor of the program, with the ispan Meta Jamal V. if No 5, Jan, 2, 1984p. 8 
balance of the funds coming from the Em- eMetal Bulletin London No. 6820, Sept. 13, 1983, p. 22. 
pire State Electric Energy Research Corp. 2, Work cited in footnote: 
Core losses can be reduced by about 70% siete Buletin Candons Ne. 6808, et. 1, 1965, p. 28 
using amorphous metal instead of the usual 3¢=—~.No.6190,May 24,198, p.17. 
silicon steel strip, greatly enhancing the 1933, n4s°°"™™6 "4 Mining Journal. V. 184, No. 8, Aug. 
transformer’s overall efficiency in changing Metals Week V4, No, 42 Oct-17 1983 p.2.5 
electricity from one voltage to another. — 2Mining Magazine, V, 149, No. 41, Oct. 983, p. 228, 
Amorphous metals have a random struc- "Pages 85 and 86 of work cited in footnote 25 
ture achieved by rapid cooling. Molten alloy 31,¢ Tex Report V. 15, No. 2584, Nov. 4, beroeen 
at about 2,300° F is squirted onto a rapidly _**Metal Bulletin Monthly (London). No. 151, July 1983, 
spinning wheel at about 60° F. The alloy ” S3\ssta1 patletin (London), No, 6822, Sept. 20,198, p. 15 
hardens into a 1-mil ribbon in about one- — %———. No. 6792, June 3,1983,p.15. 
thousandth of a second before it has time to Si7—~- No 6191, May 21, 1984p. 21 
crystallize, However, the material becomes Ne St dane 108 v1 
very brittle after it is annealed and is very _ 3. No. 6821, Sept. 16, 1983, p. 19. 
stress sensitive. Ease of magnetization is _p.1gx'™ Suletn Monthly (London) No. 154, Oct. 1985, 
the key property of the amorphous metal ‘Mining Journal. V. 900, No. 7704, Apr. 15, 1983, p.257 
used for transformer cores. Very little heat _ ‘shftel Bulletin London) No, 6810, Aug. 5, 1282.11 energy is generated and lost in the process _“*Mining Magazine. V. 148, No. 8, Mar. 1988, p. 187 of magnetizing the core to induce vollage sella tiny 0 8p 
in the transformer’s secondary windings. ‘iron and Stool Engineer. 60, No. 5, May 1983, p. 68. 
Melting and casting are the only steps World Mote. aaa ee er a 
required for producing amorphous ribbon, Chemical and Engineering News: V. 61, No. 30, July 25, 
while production of silicon steel strip re- MPa Week v.55, No.2, Jan. 9, 1984, p.7 
quires up to six steps. Allied Corp., Morris-



By Lawrence Pelham* 

Shipments of domestic fluorspar decreas- production, fluorspar briquet production, 
ed by an estimated 21% to a 50-year record and fluorspar consumption. Of the 4 fluor- 
low. Fluorspar was recovered by one major spar mining operations, 20 fluosilicic acid 
producer and three small producers. Domes- producers, and 4 briquet producers to which 
tic fluosilicic acid (H.SiF,) recovery, a by- a survey request was sent for the 3 produc- 
product of some phosphoric acid and hydro- _ tion surveys, 100% responded, representing 
fluoric acid (HF) plants, increased. In the 100% of the production data shown in table 
chemical industry, fluosilicic acid continued 1. The consumption survey was sent to 
to augment fluorspar as a source of fluorine. approximately 160 operations quarterly and 

The United States continued to depend on 44 additional operations annually. Of the 
foreign sources for over 85% of its fluorspar operations surveyed quarterly, 75% re- 
requirements. Imports decreased by 17%. sponded for both the first and second quar- 
Mongolia surpassed Mexico as the world’s ters; 71% responded for the third quarter; 
largest producer of fluorspar. and 64% responded for the fourth quarter. 

Domestic Data Coverage—Domestic pro- Of the 44 operations surveyed annually, 
duction data for fluorspar are developed by 39% responded. Together, quarterly and 
the Bureau of Mines from four separate, annual responses represented 92% of the 
voluntary surveys of U.S. operations. Sur- apparent consumption data shown in table 
veys are conducted to obtain fluorspar mine 1. 
production and shipments, fluosilicie acid 

Table 1.—Salient fluorspar statistics* 

se OE ee 
United States Production: ‘Mine production... short. tons. 407054 51002 a5ane © tg9,r14 w Material benefciaged ~~" "do 355685 «S220 «41805831726 W Material recovered <-"--~~~—do---- 10800) “e888. == L128 10816 W 

Finished (shipments) ———__ ___do____ 109,299 92,685 115,404 T1017 °61,000 
‘Value f.0.b. mine __ __ _ thousands__ $12,162 $12,611 $18,412 $13,293 *$10,000 iDipoite core EES eet toe ida = “itses Sino. Store © 9386 Value = === 222777227 housands. — 31559 $1660 ST si $104 $2 Imports forconsumplion ___ short tons - «102.085 «OSI SHTRR SARIS asSTA 

Value?_________.____ thousands__ $80,090, $94,103 $104,938 (367,665 $47,082 Consumption Feporied) ——~~"Tehort tons — «1488451 «TOGA “0aR855 | BRO.SOS «SOL IT 
‘Soosametlor (apparent)? ________do____ 1,090,665 1,017,559 897,572 618,493 613,705 Stocks Bee. 8: ‘Domestic mines: Gruden ---------do. 65619104 ONENB 6A 0N Ww Finished” 2227727777 772@00722 340) 8030 18ak 10816 Ww Consumer =-2222=277277TTden==~ | apes aeR8Ss «1 207 OT RY 99.258 

World: Production —-—_-~-------_do____ "5,083,475 "5,309,592 5,259,983 4,713,330 °4,741,408 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Dies bet insite fluosilicic acid (H»SiFs) or imports of hydrofluoric acid (HF) and cryolite. 
Ci. port. *Apparent consumption includes finished shipments plus imports, minus exports, minus consumer stocks difference 

357
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Legislation and Government Pro- uncertainty of the role of chlorofluorocar- 
grams.—At yearend, the National Defense _ bons in the depletion of stratospheric ozone. 
Stockpile inventory was unchanged from As in previous years, a 22% depletion 
1982 levels at 895,983 short tons of acid allowance was granted against Federal in- 
grade and 411,738 tons of metallurgical come tax applied to the mining of domestic 
grade. The stockpile goals for fluorspar fluorspar compared with a 14% allowance 
remained at 1.4 million tons for acid grade _ for foreign production. 
and 1.7 million tons for metallurgical grade. U.S. import duties remained in effect for 
Fluorspar continued to be listed as a priori- all grades of fluorspar. The duty was $1.875 
ty material to be acquired. per ton for acid grade and 13.5% ad valorem 

The ban continued on the sale and manu- _ for ceramic and metallurgical grades. A bill, 
facture of “nonessential” aerosol products H.R. 2947, was introduced in the U.S. House 
containing chlorofluorocarbons (CFC). The of Representatives on May 9 to suspend the 
ban was instituted in 1979 because of the duty on all grades of imported fluorspar. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Shipments of finished fluorspar from do- fans. 
mestic mining operations were at their In the West, J. Irving Crowell, Jr. and 
lowest level in 50 years. Illinois remained Sons continued to operate its Crowell-Daisy 
the leading producing State, accounting for Mine in Nye County, NV, and D & F Miner- 
well over 90% of all U.S. shipments. Data als Co. continued operations at its Paisano 
on shipments of fluorspar by State and Mines, south of Alpine, TX. 
grade are withheld to avoid disclosing com- Reported shipments of fluorspar briquets 
pany proprietary data. for use in steel furnaces were approximate- 
Ozark-Mahoning Co., the Nation’s largest ly 74,000 tons—the same as in 1982. Bri- 

fluorspar producer, continued to operate quets were produced by two plants. owned 
mines and plants in Pope and Hardin Coun- by Cametco Inc., one plant owned by Mer- 
ties, IL. The only other active fluorspar cier Corp., and one plant owned by Oglebay 
producer in Illinois was the Hastie Truck- Norton Co. 
ing and Mining Co., which operated near Eighteen plants processing phosphate 
Cave-In-Rock. The Inverness Mining Co. rock for the production of phosphoric acid 
mines near Cave-In-Rock remained closed and 2 plants producing hydrofluoric acid 
except for a skeleton work force and super- sold or used nearly 66,600 tons of byproduct 
visory personnel who maintained custodial __ fluosilicic acid valued at $4.6 million. 
care of the mine pumps and ventilating 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Acid-grade fluorspar, containing greater Reported domestic consumption of fluor- 
than 97% calcium fluoride (CaF.), was used spar increased 6%. Consumption by chemi- 
as feedstock in the manufacture of hydro- cal manufacturers in Texas increased sig- 
fluoric acid, the key ingredient in the manu- nificantly. The hydrofluoric acid and steel 
facture of fluorine chemicals for the alumi- - industries accounted for 64% and 34%, 
num, fluorochemical, and uranium indus- respectively, of demand. According to the 
tries. Ceramic-grade fluorspar, containing American Iron and Steel Institute (AISD, 
85% to 95% calcium fluoride, was used in raw steel production increased 14% to 83.4 
the ceramics industry for the production of million tons. A comparison of the AISI data 
glass and enamel. Metallurgical-grade with fluorspar consumption data collected 
fluorspar, containing 60% to 85% or more _ in the Bureau of Mines canvass of U.S. steel 
calcium fluoride, was used primarily by the _ producers shows, on the average, a decreas- 
iron and steel industry as a flux. Tradition- ing rate of fluorspar consumption per ton of 
ally, U.S. steelmakers have used metallurgi- raw steel produced during 1981-83. On the 
cal-grade fluorspar containing a minimum _ basis of furnace type, the average fluorspar 
of 70% effective calcium fluoride; however, consumption per ton of raw steel was as 
lower grade material and briquets have follows: 
gained widespread usage.
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Fluosilicie acid was used in water fluori- 
Fluorspar consumption dation (44%), the aluminum industry (20%), 

Type offurnace __(pounds pershoritem)_ the production of sodium  silicofluoride 
—______18_1082__ 1883 (1492), and miscellaneous (22%). 
Open hearth... 990 989 644 _ E. I du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc., the 
Byeigguyeen ~--------- 639 363 419 Jargest producer of fluorocarbon intermedi- 

Wonnrnnmnnnnn = ates and derivatives, announced construc- 
Industry average ——_ 6.02 548430 tion by 1985 at its Corpus Christi, TX, plant 

ne to increase capacity for manufacture of 
Steel production in electric furnaces fluorocarbon precursors. Du Pont also in- 

shows an increasing rate of fluorspar con- created a ea on. sane oe 
sumption. mond, VA, for Teflon fluorocarbon fiber by 

In the ceramics industry, fluorspar was nearly 40% to 2 million pounds per year.? 
used as a flux and as an opacifier in the  Warner-Lambert Co. acquired worldwide 
production of flint glass, white or opal glass, marketing rights to a synthetic fluorinated pal gl 
and enamels. Fluorspar was used in the macrolide antibiotic developed by Italy’s 
manufacture of glass fibers, aluminum, ce- Pierrel S.p.A. The new macrolide is synthe- 
ment, and brick, and was also used in the _ sized from erythromycin. Initial studies sug- 
melt shop by the foundry industry. ___ gested that the substance resists breakdown 

Seven companies produced hydrofluoric by gastric acid. Warner-Lambert planned to 
acid in 11 plants. The U.S. Department of conduct the required tests to gain approval 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, reported from the U.S. Food and Drug Administra- 
that hydrofluoric acid “produced and _ tion for U.S. distribution of the product.‘ 
withdrawn from the system” amounted to Air Product & Chemicals Inc. has com- 
approximately 146,800 tons on an anhy- pleted construction of the world’s largest 
drous basis, compared with 138,500 tons in tetrafluoromethane (CF,) plant at Home- 
1982. Imports of hydrofluoric acid amount- town, PA, and the first commercial plant to 

ed to eo tons, an 11 decreas: five Produce the gas by direct fluorination of 
Chlorofluorocarbons production, by five carbon. Du Pont, the only other producer, 

Companies, was a major end use of hydro- was making tetrafluoromethane by a hydro- 
nntonal Tate Cont fats, pros. So fuode exchange proc, Teta 
tion of trichlorofluoromethane (F-11) in- To™ethane was used in plasma etching, a creased 13% to 80,600 tons; dichlorodifue, TAPidly developing technology for etching 
een 4 : Sena and stripping semiconductors. The semicon- romethane (F-12) output increased 18% to Ghose Pyne, Weed 
148,000 tons; and chlorodifluoromethane (UC industry was switching to dry pro- 
F-22) production increased 26% to 117,800 Guection processes in which radio frequen- 2 E al cies excite tetrafluoromethane and other 
tons, Total estimated US. demand for all faorine and chlorine compounds into high- fluorocarbons, increased 12% to 421,000 jyvwune ane conorin 
tons. Reportedly, refrigerants accounted for es ‘ ‘ : ; " 8M Corp’s Specialty Chemical Div. A dened fem orig oes 2% vom one tae vant a ot lant gas,.B%; aarosol propellants, 8%: food: Aly designed to manufacture two chemical- 
freezants, 1%; and miscellaneous, 3%," reeittant products for.the rubber industry 

Another major use of hydrofluoric acid ‘ Huoroslastomer used in pemerllie 
was in the synthesis of fluorine chemicals ducting-system expansion joints for pollu- 
used in aluminum reduction cells. An esti- prairies and : general purpose gum- 
mated 40 to 60 pounds of fluorine was without curatives.* consumed for each ton of aluminum pro. __ Allied Chemical Co., a subsidiary of Al- 
duced. PFO” ied Corp., began operation of a pilot plant 

Hydrofluoric acid was consumed concen- in Metropolis, IL, to develop products based 
trating uranium isotope 235 for use as on fluorinated carbon (CF,). The plant, with 
nuclear fuel. It was also used in stainless a design capacity of several thousand 
steel pickling, petroleum alkylation, glass pounds per year, was built to provide anoth- 
etching, oil and gas well treatment, and in er domestic source of fluorinated carbon, 
the manufacture of a host of fluorine chemi- stimulate faster development of uses for 
cals used in dielectrics, metallurgy, wood fluorinated carbon, and provide operating 
preservatives, pesticides, mouthwashes and experience of a commercial plant. One use 
decay-preventing dentifrices, plastics, and of fluorinated carbon had been in hign- 
water fluoridation. energy batteries.
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Table 2.—U.S. consumption (reported) of fluorspar, by end use 
(Short tons) 

Containing more Containing not than eo morethandt al 2ias calcium uo calcium fluor 
RUS (CaF2) 1 ANE cei eae 

1S C=C 
Hyper add (i) Seeesesagtecaseeece 311,641 360,832 ie —— 811,641 360,832 
Glass and fiberglass... ------------------ 3.877 4,063. 1,996 1,628 5873 5,691 
Enamel and pottery... ----------------- w Ww 1,009 1,227 1,009 1,227 
Welding rod coatings -7==z2--22---22zs--2 BDSM BRR BR TB 

Primaty aluminum and magnediam ——~~°"W>7T7 Wee et seat sal ron and steel castings === 27_~ 27722 a a RE gg 19403164 
Open-hearth furnaces —-— ~~. ee es W 30,201 19,174 30,201 19,174 Basic exygen furnaces ~-~~~—-~772_7277227 Wo uT35  toaltes 127955 108/084 Electscfirnaces S222 27-222saa2-2T>~ eke“ "Boe "Bala “AB Other ne occciscccctccccccccat__ Theo“ soo 10 od 

Total 2a ennnnnnnwne----2 STO) 881926 208,165 182261 50565 564187 Stocks, Dee.8122= 222 222222TITTIIOII oslo “40488 Towtses“sein60aorsen “90,253 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 

Table 3—U.S. consumption (reported) of subacid grades of fluorspar in 1983, by end use 
(Short tons) 

Caan not more than 97% calc 
End use or product. secre sp NOOBS CD Flotation Lumpor  Briquetsor concentrates gravel pellets, 

‘Chemicals and allied products: Welding fluxes 1.282 ee 2 
Glass, eramie, bricks ae nt Ua een 1613 15 oes Other giase clay produeis_~~~777722T222I2TIIITIIIITICT reat 2 = 
Primary metas Thor andetee! foundries ...-------------------=------ a 10,381 6.460 
Steel mills: Basic oxygen furnaces 2 onnneee eee _ TMs  s7gi9 Blecte furnaces 722222022722222——7~=--2-- a 222 to tn Opensbearth furnaces” --~~~~-772222222227T20022007 it 18856 140 

Other identified end uses . -.-~----+--------------.- 5. 6 813 on 

eal os eer epee rei 669280 ,720 

Table 4.—U.S. consumption of fluorspar (domestic and foreign), by State 

(Short tons) 
oo Bate 

Alabama, Kent, Tennessee <a n 
Arizona, Colorado, Utah - — - ——-.-—-------------~-----~------------- 9,677 8,083 Atkansts, Kansas; Louisians, Missoarl -2=2~—222—222—222TTTTTTIIITTII a 2.88 
RNR ap a cert mnie en coer nem parm me 4,380 w Connecticut, Massachusetta, New Vork, Rhode aland ~~~777777727777772222222 3365 gtr Tigo cence New MOmg MPOGSUNMMEDIDIIOUIIIOCOOIIIOOIOOTD «ass eg 

Qhio 5 akigina --22o noon nnn 6,605, 54,088 
Pottopinnie oe ceo ESro ae RELSRTGSEUARETTRETSSETEE OTS: Uae ang 

Weetvirgiia 22777TTTTTTIIIIIITISSIIIIIIIII LISI: 
Clee oo cop au eRe L ee eee cee 11,140 31,113 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
‘Includes Iowa, Maryland, Virginia, Wisconsin, and data indicated by symbol W.
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STOCKS 

Fluorspar consumer stocks decreased 52% to about 99,000 tons. 

PRICES 

Domestic producer prices of ceramic- Marketing Reporter (CMR) were $0.6875 
grade and acid-grade fluorspar reported per pound for anhydrous hydrogen fluoride 
in the Engineering and Mining Journal and $43.00 per 100 pounds for aqueous 
(E&MJ) remained at 1982 levels during the hydrofluoric acid, 70%, in tanks. The CMR 
year. Reported prices of metallurgical-grade yearend price for cryolite was $550 per ton. 
fluorspar increased by 14%. E&MJ yearend CMR yearend price quotations for fluosilicic 
price quotations serve as a general guide, acid were $151.00 per ton for 15-gallon 
but do not necessarily reflect actual trans- drums, 30% basis, and $110.00 per ton for 

actions. tanks, 23% basis. 
‘Yearend price quotations in the Chemical 

Table 5.—Prices of domestic and imported fluorspar 
Dollars per short ton) 

wee 1988 
Domestic, fo. Illinois Kentucky: 
Metallurgical: 70% effective CaF, briquets = ween no 125 Ceramic, variable calcite and silica: 

8806 00 00% ORS ae antenna ailinenmnenerensie ee 300 100 
95% to 96% CaFa———— ~~~ LLTLIIIITITTITINITIIINIIIII 170 370 
91% CaP oc cnnanncenen son eceSesenegeoceon Semele 1 «TE SkaTS 

‘Acid, dry basis, 97% CaP: 
Carloads non nee 180 180 

88% effective Cas briquets —--—-_...--_-~~_--__~~-~--- 19 179 
Buropean and South African: Acid, eri contracts °777OTOTTTTTTTTTTTIITTD ans ag aao.ieo 

“Metallurgical: 
10% effective CaPs, fob. vessel, Tampico... ------------ 1184 80.06, 
10% effective CaF, fob, cars, Mexican border ~~~ ----~-~-=---~-~ 107.40 7563 Acid, bulk: 97+, Mexiean border _—— TDL TTTTTITTITIIIIIDssandanoz 10888 

2C.if. cast coast, Great Lakes, and gulf ports. 
U.S. import duty, insurance, and freight not included. 
‘Source: Engineering and Mining Journal, Dec. 1982 and 1988. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

According to Bureau of the Census data, Republic of South Africa supplied 25%; 
US. fluorspar exports of all grades decreas- Italy, 8%; China, 7%; Spain, 6%; and Mo- 
ed 13% to 9,200 tons. Synthetic cryolite rocco, 4%. Small quantities were also im- 
exports totaled 31,500 tons valued at $5.2 ported from Denmark and France. 

million. Imports for consumption of hydrofluoric 
Imports for consumption of fluorspar de- acid decreased 11%. Mexico and Canada 

clined by 17%. Acid-grade imports were continued to be the major suppliers of 
down 6%, and imports of subacid-grade imported hydrofluoric acid. Imports for con- 
material were down 50%. Imports from sumption of natural and synthetic cryolite 
Mexico, the largest foreign supplier, were increased 16%. Japan, Denmark, and Cana- 
48% of the combined fluorspar total. The da were the leading suppliers.
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‘Table 6—U.S. exports of fluorspar, by country 
198 188s 

Country “Quantity VYatue Quantity ya 
Goria Value BORNE) Value 

fominlia sos .2seseseenee neaeeneuaneeeoe a0 $2900 26 
Quupllas----ocvcvcnnconconoccncTTTTTTTTTD oath tase LLB 
Gasecocciasnsassarmeer soc sesssesae tas for “Toast sR 
Guba — nn eaanice es = 3 80 
Dominican Rapuig >>> ° 72S 022 oo2TooaSoc Bi Bae 868 

mang, Federal Repablical ~~~~277727722222272 y 1 
Cee eee cnc cneconmaaterasee o 14520 a a0 

Tanwand ond Windward la E22 SEES OS ISZS SETS * an 3 m8 
Walger cree cicos eumasranonace et Je di 
ee King tated -- -- ae ee 

nftel Ringoes 222 Seas cree re aneeDERaT ANTES =a si t wh 
Nene nner ct coeennaneesanamen ees Bias a Tits 

Total nn eee enenee NORTH 1088855288 

Table 7.U.S. imports for consumption of fluorspar, by country and customs district, 

ie ee 
— Value Value 

Country andeustoms district Quantity envanneds) Geant, (thousands) 
horton) Same GE Sass CHE 

CONTAINING MORE THAN 979 CALCIUM FLUORIDE (CaF) 
Canada: Bete Guise eemneie 4 st # . -- 
Teena ecuece ae a i Ea a6 = 
Beatle --------..---.-- 3 3 4 zh ne ex 

ee a 4 5 Ze 23 as 
China: Balinore actus Smears 220 a1 45 -- - _ 

Houston 777 72722220222 6216 es a a eC) 
Masses | ON cs 7958 688 70 

Denmarky Deizeit. = ========= eo é 4630 Bs 285 
Pranoe: Houston —~~2222222—> z se g 350 <3 38 
TeaeHiousion = 272TTT77v7>__—an dst iR SAT 8886 
Mexico: Det 1928 °° 108 _ - __ 
Sa A Ts 
Tarlo 2vvz2o2vv22a22 «SDT ate Tt Tre 
Now Grisans 277772722222 a n i ieare teres 

Total ------------sMTaBL~=~*«ROTR.=S=SC«RORSSCTSNGS MT 2a BB 
MoroccotNew Ovicans2222==77___‘“Wwaos_— Moon's Stel 21029 

South Aftica, Republic of 
Howton PEE angsa aa are goes. 
Eee ccSSICTITTCETS «aie Tim. ds ns = ~ 
NewOrieans 2272227777. 663 EKG 160TS TD STS RE 
Biladelphiao-22cs222222__‘Ieaud tad 0 380 
Total nnn 160724 «18108 AATA—1.AHG_—SOSTS 1216 

Spain: “Cleveland ------------ 8828287588 
El Paso____-_~--------- —= —— is 1 cy Q) Neon SEEESS aa a 10301 821080 

Total SOGGADU, 807 
Grandtotal_____-. 40807 —<tS2d—~—«a CRE ~S~CRATS CAO 

‘CONTAINING NOT MORE THAN 07% CALCIUM FLUORIDE CaF.) 
China: Baltimore 15688 on gta 462 145 

RewOneans 2222272272750 sno Bs 1808 na 
ee 79,146 4,550 674 24,376 1,887 1,765 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of fluorspar, by country and customs district 
—Continued 

1982 1988 
. Vi iue Country and custome district Quantity (dies) Quantity fiueceans) (hort tons) A) __ghrort tons) ————“housands)_ Customs Cif Customs Gi 

CONTAINING NOT MORE THAN 97% CALCIUM FLUORIDE (CaF2)—Continued 
Italy: Los Angeles ——— 26 $8 $10 2s se = 

Mexico: ae 
Baltimore -——-—------. 3,381 240 223 a = _ 
iPass SSTESTSTT INT 14128 1,253 1,258 11,084 $659 3659 
Laredo ——~22~IIZIIIIII2 30,463 azo 3210 «12,010 1086 1086 New Orleans -———2—~—_7 5836 52 ‘341 20l546 1606 2005, 

San Diego ------------ ~~ = -- me 220 28 2 
Tota 53,808 5A15 5,687 43,800 3at4 3778 South Africa, Republic of New Or 

ean nee enna 2,656 151 200 -- -- = 
Grand total... 185,686 10,180 i267 68,176 4761 5,588 

"Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 8.-U.S. imports for consumption of hydrofluoric acid (HF), by country 

1982 1988 
Country ‘Quantity Value, cif. Quantity Value, cif 

(short tons) (thousands) __(horttons)_—_—_(thousands) 
Bf neem 1 @ = pes 

ae 34,259 $25,989 31,708 $91,612 Germany, Federal Republic of -_~~=222 1 4 Oy 1 Japan nnn 3,560 8,087 2,990 2546 Korea, Republic of 2 ~~2222IIIII2I22 fs ee 1 4 
Mexico -— 7 2>DTTTTTTIIIIIE 65,188 63,198 56,282 45,194 Spats gio go OTECIEELSEES i ms 568 443 

ited Kingdom -—-—-~-------- ~~~ = a 50, 43 
Avalurvens sone 102,958 101,672 91,566 79,158 

"Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of cryolite,t by country 

1982 1988 
Country ‘Quantity Value, cif juantit Value, cif horttons __houands) hort) Caousend) 

Canada 892 $519 3437 $816 a 216 181 92 83 
Denmare = — = 22722 T TTT ITIIIE 1,082 925 2,890 4,756 
Germany, Federal Republic of ——=727 49 36 62 25 
Greenland - ne 66 53 J ae 
dayan <0 5730S SDESSO aE 3681 2,460 2,895 1,858 Netherlands —_~7"7272222222I2222 89 54 102 81 
Norway. SDST EET TIITIRGSTSIES = ae 36 8 
Sweden ————2LILIIITIIIIIIIIIIE Gi 8 2 = United Kingdom — -—~=~7TTIT TIL I 2 8 a ist 

ee 6218, 74,266 7199 4,784 
4Only the material from Denmark is natural cryolite; all other material is synthetic. 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent: rounding.
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WORLD REVIEW 

World production of fluorspar remained grade and metallurgical-grade fluorspar by 
near 4.7 million tons. Based on revised 1982 29% and 23%, respectively. The price reduc- 
data and 1983 estimates, Mongolia surpass- tion was the first since the inception of the 
ed Mexico as the world’s leading fluorspar Mexican Fluorspar histitute and the official 
producer, followed by, in descending order, Mexican Producer Price in 1974, Cia. Min- 
the USSR, China, and the Republic of era Las Cuevas 8.A., operating the world’s 
South Africa. Fluorspar was produced com- largest fluorspar mine, concentrated on 
mercially in approximately 30 nations mine development. About 7 major fluorspar 

worldwide. mines dominated the Mexican industry, 
Mexico.—Mexican. fluorspar producers which included over 150 other small mines 

began the year by reducing the price of acid- and workings throughout the country. 

Table 10,—Sales of Mexican fluorspar, by grade 
(Short tons) 

Grade Wwis 1980 ise” 1am 10S 
Reid SESE 864808 582765 398,732 BH9.740 QGtamis 227TTTLTTITTTIIITITITTTIC ITIL IIeee TITS Sagas ower toot “arn “sltee Mecaltrgical 2777777777TTTTTTTTTTTIITTTTTIIIIII IE 08s 2218 pole azoeTs 118944 Stibmetallurgical----~-~_22-22722222c22 2222222222. 198486 236/470 211,505 116,080 98,367 

"Revised, 
Source: Instituto Mexicano de a Forta 

Netherlands.—Du Pont de Nemours (Ne- complicated by environmental consider- 
derland) BV was building a fluoroelastomer ations and technical problems. Fluorine 
plant at its Dordrecht works, which, when could be recovered either by (1) concentrat- 
completed in 1986, is tobe one of the largest ing the phosphoric acid and subsequent 
and most fully integrated fluoroproducts fluorine extraction in the gas phase or (2) 
manufacturing facilities in the world. The binding the fluorine in silicon fluoride salts 
facility was designed to nearly double Du of alkaline-earth metals such as magnesium 
Pont’s worldwide annual capacity for the silicofluoride. Tests of the first approach 
fluoroelastomer product to more than 10 yielded no more than 50% of the fluorine in 
million pounds, enlarge facilities for fluoro-. the phosphoric acid, but the second ap- 
carbon copolymers, and double capacity for proach yielded approximately 90% of the 
fluorochemical intermediates.” fluorine? 
US.S.R.—A simplified technique devised _ United Kingdom.—Imperial Chemical In- 

by Soviet researchers for the production of dustries planned to build a new hydrofluor- 
magnesium fluoride (MgF:), reacting ammo- ic acid plant to replace existing capacity at 
nium fluoride with magnesium hydrocar- Runcorn, Cheshire. The plant, scheduled for 
bonate, yielded a 95%-pure product with completion in 1985, was in response to a 
not more than 0.5% each of calcium, ferric wider use of chlorofluorocarbons as refriger- 
oxide, and ammonia. Tests indicated that ants. According to the United Kingdom 
the lower purity magnesium fluoride could Customs and Excise Statistical Office, the 
be substituted for more expensive reagent- United Kingdom imported 12,000 tons of 
grade magnesium fluoride in the salt-bath fluorspar from France, the Republic of 
tempering of high-speed steel.* South Africa, and Spain, and exported 

Recovery of fluorine from Soviet phos- 13,000 tons to the Federal Republic of Ger- 
phate rock resources was reported to be many and the Netherlands.
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Table 11.—Fluorspar: World production, by country and grade* 
(Short tons) 

Country? and grade® 1919 1980 1981 1982? 1988" 
Argentines secon nnn anne 41,972 17,050 22.878 26,185 26,500 

Brazil Aeid grade oogcrcccccocccsccttt 29599 96078-99932 gag 43,000 
Metellurgical grade - ~~~"77=777T7II=T 28,161 24956 19.184 2,589 28,000 

Total -...------------------__%57,760 "61,084 ___—59,116__—64,078__—_—66,000 
Chine: Acid grade’ — ogg -ceoeccccceeo 66,000 88,000 «88,000» 88,000 88,000 

Metallurgical grade®____----------_ 440,000 _440,000-_—440,000_—_—440,000_440,000 
Total -.-------------------- 506,000 528,000 528,000 528,000 528,000 

Geechoslovakia® ---2--22--222-2-2--- 106,000 106,000 106,000 106,000 106,000 
Egypt ------2202IIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIL 152 1,981, 590 99 110 

France: 
Acid andcaramicgrades ----..------- 7304 M7BBB = TBEGeD_— 17735 17g 
‘Metallurgical grade-.-2-2722222727Z7___igzig_——0e.gia 965290825 88,000 

Total ------aw-p------------ 285722284947 «842 68,550 284,000 
German Democratic Republics —“7"-"-""712 140000 110000130000 4000010000 
Germany, Federal Republic of marketable) ~~ ~~ @9e85 8648 86,685 © "79,800 0,000 
WW a enanenennan-neneneccuace 397 i440 "322 380 380 

India: Abid rode, —- =~ --------------- 1215 "3612 14711 18,676 18,000 
Metallurgical grade — -—-—-2-2=ZIZI221 roa 5,801 5,924 6,294 6,600 

NAL caro nnesemmncereiintenmane 19,196__"18.918 20,685 19970___ 19,600 
Healy: id grade —_-------------------- 48,084 187,540 142.019 «147,850 148,800 

Ceramic grads = ~~ ~222LILIIIIIIIII 7589 1/060 a ny ci 
Metallurgical grade - -— ~~ -~~7"7727277 45809 28.912 80,08 9,80_—_—88,000 

Total _-------- nnn -nnn-----= 201492167512 __——181,037___—184,080_ 176,800 
Kenya: Aeid rade o----------------- Tana 102,982 «105,849 97,804 88,200 Metallurgical grade ~~~ ~2~2I2~2~I==2 10,266 — ee ae = 

Total 84998 102,932 «105849 97,804 88,200 
Korea, North, metallurgical grade® —_ ~~~" 44000 44,000 «44,000» 441000 44,000 
Korea, Republic of, metallurgical grade ——————— 9815 7.619 7125 76 4,400 Menico,allgrades’---—-~c----2.2---- —«964789—«1010,218 1,019,476 695.983 667/000 
‘Mongolia, metallurgical grade®--__.---.-- 625,000 666,000 °656,000 "739,000 761,000 
‘Morocco, acid grade... ---------~-—— 691688 «= 70,989 78.524 «55.836 «—_70,200 
Pakistan. -—--~--~7~~~---~-—-—— "461 13305, 391 ‘908 880 
Romania, metallurgical grade® ———___~_Z—_ 22000 22,000 22,000 _—=—22,.000__—_—22,000 
South Africa, Republic of: ‘Acid grade —-------------------_- 426,980 «517,785 497,819 «828,882 263,600 Ceramic grade ~~~ ~~~722722222222I7 91344 9798, 64d 10,618, 7300 

Metallurgical grade — ~~~ ~~ ~-~>~==- 60,991 4860442758 0,188 81,200 
Total -----------------------_497,265_ 576197 _547,821_—_— 364,683 __ 902,100 

Spain: Acid grade c-----------------_ MAS 75S aa aT at gy 165,000 Metallurgical grade _2—_~77ZTZT==> 41469 44/361 47/963__40;868_——_ 41,000 
Total 2 ------------------___ 202693 _——269,789 288.484 214157 206,000 

‘Thailand: Api grade goonoeceeeecocoooo 62862 66,258» gga? sast4 90,000 
Metallurgical grade =—2""7TTTTTTTIIIZ ssa 190461 _——178.405—— 176.084 __—_ 198,000 

Total - ween ne-n------ 258218. —««GITID «234,282 265,998 88,000 
Tunisia acid grade <= --22-o2oo222 37,267 43487 38409 36,607 87,500 

‘Turkey, metallurgical grade ~~~ ~~""">"7~ 6,834 "14d 2389 _*2200 2200 
USSRE —.-.-------_----2-----2-=____678000___878,000__—_—585,000__—_—595,000_595,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Fluorspar: World production, by country and grade! —Continued 
(Short tons) 

Country? and grade* 1979) 1980 1981 1982" 988° 

United Kingdom: 
eidgrade AGH 151,016 97,000 N. Motallurgicalgrade----7727227777772 ABR THUS Se NA NA 
a. a a ae 

Total n= 69 581A (108, 2 United States Ghipmenis) “277777722222 Tawa “82683 “Hronr ER 
Uruguay® -__----- 2 85 89. 30 88 88 

Grand total __ ------+------ "5,088,475 "5,909,592 5,259,983 4,713,330 4,741,408 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _NA Not available. 
YTable includes data available through May 2, 1984. In addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria is believed to have produced fluorspar, but production is not officially reported, and available information is inadequate forthe formulation a reliable estimates of output levels. 
"An effort has been made to subdivide production of all countries by grade (acid, ceramic, and/or metallurgical), Where 

his infeeemata is not available in official reports of the subject country, the data have been entered without qualifying 

“Series revised. Data presented are marketable concentrates. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Allied Corp. was awarded the National nontoxic fluorinated compounds as insulat- 
Environmental Industry Award presented ing media for electric power transmission 
by the President's Council on Environmen- facilities. 
tal Quality and the Environmental Industry _ Researchers at the Argonne National 
Council for creating a usable product from Laboratory in Illinois measured for the first 
two wastes. At its plant in Metropolis, IL, time the rate of reaction between fluorine 
Allied developed a technology to treat one and water. The reaction half-time was de- 
plant waste stream with a second hazardous termined to be 7 X 10~* second, or more 
waste stream to produce 8,000 tons annual- than 1,000 times faster than the reactions of 
ly of synthetic fluorspar. This was to be the heavier halogens—chlorine, bromine, 
used for anhydrous hydrofluoric acid pro- and iodine—with water. The reaction was 
duction at another Allied plant. The Me- 50 fast that stirring and convection did not 
tropolis plant produced uranium hexafluo- affect it, yet it was slow enough for other 
ride and numerous other inorganic fluo- molecules to capture the fluorine before it 
rides, including sulfur hexafluoride. reacted with the water. The researchers 

The Los Alamos National Laboratory de- suggested the possibility of using fluorine in 
veloped a new method of bonding diamonds @queous solution as a fluorinating agent, a 
to metal that was used to produce diamond reaction previously believed too violent and 
grinding wheels. The process consisted of ‘difficult to control.* 
reacting fluorine atoms with the surfaces of ots itr Minerale ° hs ‘ ; cal scientist, Division of Industrial Miner: diamonds, bonding the fluorinated dia —sChemcal Bfarketing Reportar V- 228, No 10, 98, 
monds together with a fluorocarbon resin, PB en was og 

i 4 " 5 Chemical Week. V. 133, No. 7, 1983, and bonding the dried material to an alumi- V. 183, No.12, 1983, p-21. 
num grinding wheel. The diamond fluoro- #182, No.20, 1983, p. 56. 
carbon material was then physically com-  {=—~- V.182, No.8, 1983,p.19. 
pressed and embedded into the aluminum ae eee ee ee ows and 
using a hot press. Grinding wheels made by 1, M. Sarmanova. Production of Magnesium Fluorine for 
the new process proved effective and long Nitg!Zadgstrument Industry, Khim. Promst, Moscow, 
wearing and were less expensive to produce _, *Rodin, V. I, M. N. Tsybina, N. I Kraynev, L. N. 
than traditional diamond wheels. routing Extrgton ‘phaaphorie Aci from Now Forms 

Researchers at the State University of of Phowphate Haw Matera. Khim. Promst, Moscow, 
New York, Stony Brook, tested steroid “YeGhemical Marketing Reporter, Allied orp, Wins Ex 
fluoroderivatives as possible highly specific _yironmental Award for Its Pollution Control Efforts in 
insecticides that would be nontoxic to other MH@8.¥,234.No 10,1085 p. 21. iuorine Method 

organisms.* Bonds Diamonds to Metal. V. 61, No. 8, 1985, p. 48. 
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory was y_61,No io: 1oh eee amt Steroids Kull Insect Pest. 

conducting research on high-dielectric and. V. 61, No. 14,1983, p. 18



By Luke Baumgardner* 

Gallium in the form of metal or metallic by the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary 
compounds was used in the United States survey of U.S. operations. Of the 41 oper- 
primarily in the production of solid-state ations to which a survey request was sent, 
electronic devices. Although the predomi- 17 responded, representing an estimated 
nant use was in light-emitting diodes, a 42% of the total consumption shown in 
large potential market may be developed in tables 1, 2, and 3, Consumption for the 24 
the manufacture of microwave devices, so- nonrespondents was estimated using 1983 
lar cells, lasers, and integrated circuit chips. import data and information on production 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic con- and domestic consumption trends. 
sumption data for gallium were developed 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. gallium statistics 
(Kilograms unless otherwise specified) 

i i OL EON cat NO 
Production — =o. ate NA NA NA NA NA Imports for consumption ——— a 6,401 6173 5.586 5,199 1288 
Consumption = Bae Shaan "9050 TBBI0 "8810. «6560 6425 Price per kilogram_—--—~-=~s-~0 2202 $510 3510-8630 $630 $690 $525 

"Revised. NA Not available. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

The sole U.S. producer of gallium metal copper mine near St. George, UT, by the 
in 1983 was Eagle-Picher Industries Inc. first quarter of 19852 According to the 
‘The company’s plant in Quapaw, OK, re- company’s plans, material from the mine 
covered gallium from zine production resi- dump was to be treated in a newly con- 
dues. Domestic demand and production structed mill during the first 2 years of 
both apparently declined in 1983. A Canadi- . operation. Underground ore in place, devel- 
an firm, Musto Explorations Ltd., Vancou- oped by diamond drilling, was expected to 
ver, British Columbia, planned to recover provide feed to the mill after the first 2 
gallium and germanium from an abandoned years. 

CONSUMPTION 

Gallium and its compounds, particularly _ speed of silicon chips, there are a number of 
gallium arsenide (GaAs), received consider- applications that could materially increase 
able attention during the year from re- the demand for gallium. These include inte- 
search and development units of the elec- grated circuits, lasers, solar cells, infrared 
tronics industry. Because gallium arsenide light-emitting diodes, and amplifiers in 
chips can handle very high frequencies and _ fiber optic communication systems. 
can operate at more than five times the 

367
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Table 2.—U.S. consumption of 
gallium, by end use 

(Kilograms) 

Bnd use 198119821988 
Specialty alloys. .----~~ 2 27 43 Gadel -—nnnnnn- gad ny all 
Research and development ~ - 490, 440 410 
Unspecified .---------_— 7 BT_ BT 

Total .-.--------- "6,810 76,660 6,425 

Revised. 
‘Light-emitting diodes, semiconductors, and other 

clecironie devices 

Table 3.—Stocks, receipts, and consumption of gallium* 
(Kilograms) 

Purity Begs Receipta COP Tae 

1982: 
WAND ooo conse bo kn cceesee Hg Bt eB 106 pli ceccssocsssaa tse arse acaasecss 4 rt u 4 
Ein kan cbanninnieneanenwadasne o> 5 15 15 5 
99,9909%-99.99909% --.-_.----_-------------- 1,785 6,498 76,548 L740 

Tet anne nn cnnennnencenennesensenen= 1918 6,602 6,660 1,855 

1988: 
NI em re em rene em ereerstem mere nee este 106 a 45 109 

MoS ere aici arm ines 4 14 Mu 4 
99.999%_— = ee 5 19 20 4 
99.9999%-09.99009% _._____-_-.--_------------ 1,740, 6,368 6,846 1,762 

Rl a ane 1,855, 6,449 6,425, 1,879 

Revised. 
Consumers only. 

PRICES 

In January 1983, the American Metal Picher announced’ a reduction in its price 
Market (AMM) quoted a price of $630 per to $525 per kilogram for 99.99999%-pure 
kilogram for 99.999%-pure gallium metal in _ metal in lots of 100 kilograms, and this price 
100-kilogram lots. On August 1, 1983, Eagle- was quoted by AMM through yearend, 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Significant quantities of gallium metal than 40% over 1982 imports, with Switzer- 
and its compounds are exported in the form land, the Federal Republic of Germany, and 
of electronic and electrical components. Ex- France supplying about 80% of the total. 
port data on gallium waste, scrap, and The average value increased to $438 per 
crude metal are combined with other metal kilogram in 1983 from $377 per kilogram in 
exports and cannot be separately identified. 1982. 

US. imports of gallium increased by more
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Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of gallium 
(unwrought, waste and serap), by country 

‘Co 1982 1983 

ee Kilograms Value ‘Kilograme Value 

EES unin oot eee eS euneeko oe 379 $177,074 219 $180,640 
CNRS oie nin eee eee a <= 500 157,264 (Soe pea eee eee ere 110.08 a3 bou384 
Germany, Federal Republic of ...------------------ 1,448, 669,406. 918 415,094, 
(ete oo Se ee Se ee eas 48 16,267 M6 62,465. Bee ona ~ ~~~ eae oenereeeeeoeee us Stan a “ Epive lag 2 DUS TITO NISRA DETON TAT TEONC? ode sotosT = ASL. 
‘United Kingdom ......-------~-~~.------------, 267 97,129 468 168,001 

DN erred a ermemcr mr ipeeenmenran mentee 5,199 1,958,481 7,204 8,194,576. 

WORLD REVIEW 

During 1988, world production and con- 99.99999%-pure gallium and gallium oxide. 
sumption of gallium appeared to decline The latter plant was designed to produce 5 
moderately. This did not, however, delay tons of high-purity gallium annually using 
the construction of new gallium processing crude gallium recovered from VAW’s Bayer 
capacity in Europe and Japan. alumina plant at Schwandorf. 
Germany, Federal Republic of—Preus-  Japan.—Sumitomo Chemical Co. an- 

sag Metall AG announced the October open- nounced the opening in October of a new 
ing of a new plant in Langelshiem that will plant to extract and refine from Bayer plant 
recover and refine to 99.9999% purity about liquor 99.9%- to 99.99%-pure gallium. The 
5 tons per year of gallium from gallium designed annual capacity of 10 tons of 
arsenide scrap. Also in Germany, Inter- gallium was the largest in the world. In 
national Gallium GmbH, jointly owned northern Japan, Dowa Mining Co. Ltd. was 
by NV Billiton Maatschappij and Ver- installing gallium and indium recovery sy- 
einigte Aluminium Werke AG (VAW), stems at its zinc smelting plant. Gallium 
planned to startup at yearend 1983 a new capacity was not announced. 
plant at Lunen to produce 99.9999%- and 

TECHNOLOGY 

Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd., Japan, discussed.* Chemical vapor deposition tech- 
reportedly developed a method to produce niques for fabricating high-efficiency gal- 
large 2- to 3-inch-diameter gallium arsenide _ lium arsenide solar cells, with a high power- 
crystals that are virtually free of disloca- to-weight ratio, were described. 
tions. High dislocation density, which de- 
grades the efficiency of the semiconductor Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals 
chip, has been a major barrier to broad ‘Mining Journal. V. 01, No. 7735, Nov. 18, 1988, p. 865 
acceptance by the electronics industry of _ .,$ekinobu, M; and K. Matsumoto: Gas Crystal Growth 
gallium arsenide crystals. Electrical and fag. 2¢No 201, Sept 1983, pp 3237. 
bulk characteristics following heat treat- panerdling, 8. Je Wang, and a aL teh ie 

ment of crystals produced by both the  Pilsiency, Thin-Film GaAs Solar Cells, J Solar, En 
Bridgeman and Chochralski methods were "Tas ABMED v- 105 No.S, Aug 198, pp. 257-248





Gem Stones 

By J. W. Pressler! 

The value of gem stones and mineral turers. 

specimens produced in the United States Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

during 1983 was estimated to be $7.4 mil- duction data for gem stones were developed 
lion, a 3% increase compared with that of by the Bureau of Mines from the production 

1982. Turquoise and peridot production of Gem Stones survey, a voluntary survey of 
decreased while tourmaline, sapphire, and U.S. operations. Of the 46 operations to 
opal production increased. Amateur collec- which a survey request was sent, 43% 

tors accounted for much of the activity in responded, representing an estimated 35% 
many States. Small mine operators pro- of the total production indicated in the text. 

duced jade, opal, sapphire, tourmaline, and Production for the 23 nonrespondents was 

turquoise, which they sold mainly to whole- estimated using reported prior year produc- 
sale and retail outlets, in gem and mineral tion levels adjusted by trends in employ- 
shops, gem shows, and to jewelry manufac- ment and other guidelines. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Mines and collectors in 46 States produc- panners who found 735 pounds of gem 
ed gem materials with an estimated value garnet, most of which was asteriated, with 

of $1,000 or more in each State. Eleven the balance faceting grade. The garnet area 
States supplied 91% of the total value as consisted of three gulches, with one being 
follows: Arizona, $2.8 million; Nevada, $1.2 especially noted for large stones. The 15 
million; Oregon, $600,000; Maine, $500,000; largest stones reported during the season 
California and Montana, $300,000 each; ranged from 4 to 18 ounces. Because of the 

Wyoming, $250,000; Texas, $225,000; and cold weather, the area was opened for about 
Arkansas, New Mexico, and Washington, 100 days from May to September during 
$200,000 each. Estimated production in- 1983. 
creased 33% in Idaho and Montana, 20% in About 100 kimberlite pipes, 14 of them 
California and Oregon, and 13% in Texas. yielding diamonds, were discovered in Wyo- 

Park authorities at the Crater of Dia- ming since 1960 by private companies and 
monds Park in Pike County, AR, reported the ‘Wyoming Geological Survey, utilizing 
that 89,500 people visited the park and heavy mineral stream sediment sampling, 
recovered, by washing, screening and pan- detailed geological mapping, and bulk sam. 
ning, 1,501 diamonds, a 9% increase over ple testing. In 1983, the University of Wyo- 

that of 1983, with a total weight of 315 ming, the ‘Wyoming Geological Survey, and 
carats. The largest was a 6.2-carat white the National Aeronautics and Space Ad- 
stone of undetermined value. The next four ministration were working on an airborne 
largest diamonds, one white, two yellows, remote-sensing project for detection of kim- 
and one brown, ranged from 4.2 to 5.63 berlite. Three 100-square-mile plots near 

carats. The total diamonds recovered aver- the Wyoming-Colorado border had been 
aged 21 points compared with 19 points in covered from an altitude of 2,000 feet and 
1982. The “dig for fee” operations remained the images received were being analyzed by 

popular. computer. This airborne technique may pro- 
In Emerald Creek, ID, the U.S. Forest vide a more efficient and rapid means of 

Service issued 867 permits to diggers and exploring for additional kimberlite occur- 
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rences.? Bulk sampling and testing of about nological University laboratory to deter- 
10,000 short tons from the 14 diamondif- mine its diamond content.’ 
erous kimberlites to date had yiélded only _ Montana continued to be the largest pro- 
an average of 0.01 carat per short ton, well ducer of gem-quality sapphire in the United 
below economic viability. The largest stone States. Two companies, Intergem Inc. of 
found weighed about 1 carat, and was of Denver, CO, and Big Blue Sapphire Co. Inc. 
industrial grade. of Great Falls, MT, tested their properties 

‘The Michigan Department of Natural on Yogo Gulch, near Lewiston, Fergus 
Resources announced that there was evi- County, MT. Some high-quality Kashmiri- 
dence that kimberlite had been found in the blue sapphires were recovered, although the 
Crystal Falls area of Iron County, MI..Dow total corundum content of the ore was less 
Chemical Co. planned to mine a 30-ton than 10 carats per ton. 
sample for processing at the Michigan Tech- 

CONSUMPTION 

Domestic gem stones output went toama- mand for small, lower quality diamond 
teur and commercial rock, mineral, and goods was high, but the demand for larger 
gem stone collections, objects of art, and _ stones of good quality was restricted. 
jewelry. Value of apparent consumption U.S. consumption of colored stones in- 
(domestic production plus imports minus creased slightly. However, the value of all 
exports and reexports) increased 30% to imported gem stones, other than diamond, 
$2,182 million. increased 24%, with sapphire leading the 

‘Jewelry store sales increased 5% to $8.9 way. Annual sales of emerald continued to 
billion, and jewelry containing pearls and be almost equal to those of ruby and sap- 
diamonds increased almost 10%. The phire combined. 
Christmas trade was particularly good. De- 

PRICES 

‘The US. price of 1.0-carat, D-flawless, hundred of these perfect I-carat stones have 
investment-grade diamond fluctuated be- been available each year, and their value 
tween $13,000 and $19,000 per carat, and at may have amounted to less than 0.2% of the 
yearend was $13,500 per carat, a decrease of total market. 
32% for the year. However, only a few 

Table 1—Prices of U.S. cut diamonds, by size and quality 
. range ‘Median price per carat Description, Clarity?__Prserange __Median price per carat! Carat weight “3 ms) Perecarat? Janus December color’ (GiAterms) PEF SBFa mug’ Desguber 

QOLODE saayeeceswe sete seeee Gt VS; $400- $613, $601 $490 
(04.08 --_7__2222aa=a22aas a Gi Si; 400. 520 400 450 fob ages TST PESEE near GI Vs: 450.770 525 580 i cee ne ea GI Sk 410-610, 450 a5 
Me ga en Sea GI Vs; 700. 1,300 750 835 nega sooo Ct GI Si; 500. 1195 650 690 be BLIITTIIII Gi vs 715 1470 340 965 
Da ag PIRES ESER EO PRETAT Gi Sl; 650- 1350 150 770 9. 35222222 GI Vs: 815-1700 1250 1,250 2p ap IS EEUU IRIAN SoEE G1 Sli 785 1570 1000 1050 
A6- 55 egeoe sees cere GI ‘VS: —1,450- 2,850 1,900 2,000 aos bes DOSES TERETE CCIE TEISICS GI Si; "900. 1345 180 1545 Se GI V8; 1,800. 010 21250 21500 
SW. ee GI Sh _1,400- 2,465 1,750 1,950 
SOI a cscsnccssnen eeniannmiennesen D FL 18,000-19,000 19,750 13,500 ioetag Soe SeSSeTESTEEAT z vs; "€s00. 8200, 7/300 7,300 
TRIE ae coer emma: G VS: 3,500- 5,200 3,900 4,200 
IDF TB nro ihn iis cnet H VS2 2,400. 4,800 3,200 8,300 Lon lag SS UeaSEEe eee i ‘si; 2000. 3800 25600 25500 BOAR re eae 

“Gemological Institute of America (GIA) color grades: D—coloress; E—rare white; G-1—traces of eoor. 
Clarity: FL—no blemishes; VVSi—very, very slightly included; VS;—very slightly included; VSz—very slightly 

included, but more visible; Sl:—slightly included. 
‘SJewelers’ Circular-Keystone, v. 155, No. 2, Feb. 1984, p. 124. These figures represent a sampling of net prices that 

digmond deolers in various U.S cities charged their customers during the month 
“Th.2 Diamond Registry Bulletin, v. 14, No. 1, Dec. 31, 1982, and v. 15, No. 1, Jan, 1984,
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Prices for colored stones experienced lit- _bian emerald continued at a median price of 
tle change during the year. $1,500 per carat. 

The unit value of Colombian and Zam- 

Table 2.—Prices of U.S. cut colored gem stones, by size 

Gem stor Carat Price range carat 
nm stone weight Fir{gs, January January 

at 1383 1984 m eg OE 

gen 
Commercial®______ wren peraveear weceericiinierstienvi ai ee 550-1500 NA 550 

Peridot. So SE gee se ae NA 

Commercial®________ ee Sr caemnccnets 4 330-660 NA 330 
Sapphire: 

(oumalion pl --W-2—oooosrscoeecscccosnacnneee Ta 
Jean cet ita ab NS WTO IS WN) RL iw, a ‘ Jewelers’ Circular-t ne, V. 3, No. 2, 2, p. 154; v. , No. 2, Fet , ese ires represent a snsiplg snot es cat aan EO 10 3 BSS 04, Ne 2 Fo 108 7, Thee gure nore 
The Gemstone Registry Bulletin, v. 11, No. 2, Jan. 1984. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

The declared customs value of U.S. im- of ruby imports increased 2% to $67 million, 
ports of rough and polished natural dia- and sapphire imports increased 35% to $85 
mond, excluding industrial diamond, in- million. Average carat values increased 
creased 19% to $2.3 billion. Total polished 14% for emerald to $63, but decreased 30% 
diamond imports, principally from Belgium- for ruby to $24, and remained virtually 
Luxembourg, 32%; Israel, 24%; and India, unchanged for sapphire at $25. 
23%; were valued at $2.0.billion. Imports in Export value of all gem materials other 
the over-0.5-carat category, mostly from than diamond remained virtually unchang- 
Belgium-Luxembourg, 38%; Israel, 18%; ed at $66.8 million. Of this total, other 
and Switzerland, 15%; increased 17% in precious and semiprecious stones, cut but 
value to $741 million. Imports in the less- unset, were valued at $33.3 million; other 
than-0.5-carat group, mostly from India, natural precious and semiprecious stones, 
36%; Belgium-Luxembourg, 29%; and Isra- not set or cut, $14.3 million; synthetic gem 
el, 28%; increased 23% in value to $1.2 stones and materials for jewelry, cut, $3.7 
billion. Imports of rough natural diamond, million; pearls, natural, cultured, or syn- 
84% from the Republic of South Africa, thetic, not strung or set, $1.8 million; and 
increased 15% in caratage and 6% in value. other, $13.7 million. Reexports of all gem 
A slight decrease in carat value for South materials, other than diamond, remained 
African imports, from $345 to $336, was almost unchanged at $42.2 million. Reex- 

indicated. port categories were precious and semipre- 
The total value of emerald imports in- cious stones, cut but unset, $31.1 million; 

creased 11% to $134 million. The total value and other, $7.9 million.
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Table 3.—U.S. exports and reexports of diamond (exclusive of industrial diamond), 
by country 

1982 1988 
Country ‘Quantity Value ‘Quantity Value 

‘earats) (millions) (carats) (millions) 

caren oe mw ium-Luxembourg —--------~-----------~ 65 108 50.5 
Cound ee SESS SEgET TT 10,93 58 Teas 00 
France: eine wenmegh Seu Sete 4,990 98 4,094 99 
Germany, Federal Republic of . ..---------~~~--- 1,961 3.5 3,626 5.0 
Hong Kong ~-.----------~--~----------- 47,895 100.0 58,851 87.0 
Israel ~~ 7~ ~~~ ~~7 722 a2naane an 20,353 58 ‘ane 392 
Jepen Ooo SSDS ISIS ISScoSct man wo agen 623 

jingapore —-_------=-~---~----=---=- ~~ 5 7 ; 115 
Beaten 2 = BERT EISESTTNG es 123 3 1198 Th 
Gyiwerand ,-7--~-----sen soso eee ca le 13688 484 wats 68 
Thailand ET SOUP aes ee a 428 a 3508 33 
United Arab Emirates” 7222DIIDIII27I27I022 819 5 1035 7 
United Kingdom --- ~~~ 7272--22=2-----=--~ 4.180 91 Bast 93 

Other _..-..----------~.----~--------- 74,128 6.5 2.912 60 

Mela) ovowteseesscawecce secs. mates 184,871 2928 324,373 3128 

Reexports: a a 
‘Belgium-Luxembourg —-- ~~~... teeta 41,368,040 108.0 11,311,578 84.6 

Canada -___--..- Leceet Wepre cite 5.17 16 10,145 pha 
fone "SEES ry ec 11864 8 10,613 1 
Germany, Federal Republicof _=277272777722777 181 15 25919 23 
HongKong --.------~2722-222-== 2a 112431 48 83,300 280 
ig © CPRDS TENOR TRI SEESEETOTEE SN 13 226.98 61 
a 338/034 est Basar st 
depen. 5 33 -sese ee ‘TT,687 268 92,934 11.0 
Netheiands-_~_~_~~~~~~-2-222222222222 21804 46 5440T 4 
Swiserland "25g ET ag TST SEPT SORE SE EES agar 393 31.667 at 
‘United Kingdom ~~ -~------------.~-------- 69,113, 252 3,474 26.9 
Other. -.-------+-+------------------ 771,697 79.4 24,095, 59 

Total. ----------nneeneneenn----- 2498178 ‘M57 2AG4,76 2496 
OM ee a tren 

"Revised. 
‘Artificially inflated in 1982 by auction of approximately 1.2 million carats of US. Government stockpile diamond 

stones with subsequent reexports as gem stones to Belgium-Luxembourg. In 1983, 1 million carats was similarly 
lictioned and reexported to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of diamond, by kind and country 
ea Econ i982 1s 

‘Kind and country Quantity Value Quantity Value 
‘earats) (millions) (carats) (millions) 

Rough or uncut, natural! 
WBelgium-Luxembourg —.-.----------------- mat $258 Mit sug 
reall oceoneoocan coat Sane ESGIESOTS 251 3 2.250 a 

Cape Verde 222222 DLTLTTIITTIE III 2 a 3,400 1 
Goloeaian 2 ES SLSOL TERT OSSD a Se 21413 1 
€ongo 2-2-2222 388 ii 8690 27 
Dominican Republie | 222222222222227722720- ae se 2381 1 
Guyana ~~» 022222222222a2nnnan = 116 i 989 3 
Merpel ccs 2 UE DENNEN TNE SDT PETE 2128 43 91651 16 
Netherlands—__-__..---..-.--~-------- 6,581 44 1,585, 21 

South Africa, Republic of __ _______--.....---- ‘519,815, 7199.9 129,547 253 
Switwerland | -----------2-2--2222222--= 6955, 68 13.085 26 
United Kingdom 2--2—222222222DIIIIIIII Tiss 193 a3 134 

5 Cr panel seats nee 38,156 28 65,908 32 
Others oo no 773,235 "LT 10,866 58 

Total —- enn 890,720 2166 1,025,650 292.1 

Cut but unset, not over 0.5 carat: 
Belgium-Luxembourg . ....-----------------~ 954,156, 323.6 1,126,400 358.7 
Hong Kong ~~ ------------------~------- 27,196 11.0 29,957 BO 

India ---_--------------------------- 1,229,187 gm14 2,158,148 440.8 
Mees SSUESCDS TAGE aan ee, ARRIOE Bisa Loa7aT 3424 
South Africa, Republicof -———_272D72TTIIZ=2 49611 2 ‘18 243 
Switzerland ~~. -222-22222--- =~ === ata 184 44368 180 

Unhed Kingdon 2228S TLTTLMLIGTISEEENEES 39,080, 165 aiatt a2 
NONI a ance meen wermenen op ere menencomarere tore, 87,427 30.4 110,488 31.1 

Total ____----~----~-~--------------. 3,263,559 1,007.9 4,588,882, 1,241.4 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 4.—U-S. imports for consumption of diamond, by kind and country —Continued 
88 

‘Kind and country Quantity Value Quantity Value carats) (llins) carats) milion ts teins carats) rithionsy 
ut but unset, over 0.5 carat Coelpumscombourg t= zszeg §2507 —a.0es gona Hong Kong 2----eco2222oPcEET TESTIS 3117 28 135 28 India oe 2TLLIIEIIIIIIIITIITIIIII ae 78 seer is I ho anh een SES 111,084 95.7 165,641 132.1 Netheriands =~ —=2-77"7"77TTTTTIITIT2 Te 165 “Toga iss South Africa, Republicef—7722222TTTTTTTTT RR sit BB a Switzerland w---=-2222 22222 Laliiscaall* ae S13 Braet ui United Ringdows -222222222222222220222222 Bie ee baa 588 Ohervece xe DOEUSTRGTEOM eget. AR 3 Bor a 

ee ey e331 6907 7413 reece Oates a 
Revised. 
‘Includes some natural advanced diamond, 
Less than one-tenth unit. 

Table 5.—U.S. imports of natural precious and semiprecious gem stones, other than diamond, by kind and country 
8888 ind and country anti Valoe Quantity —Vatuo— ‘carats! (million) _earats)_caifions) ents) nitions) carats) ction Emerald Belgium-Luxembourg ==. 5302 $15 40a $16 Bul oe Se CeROTE TREES «eas ST | iesi4 80 Golombia”=2222TIIITTLTTLLIriat Ta ats hss a [3 Rana eee eae 12968 23 7/308 22 Germany, Federal Republicof2—22TTI=277——777> ST 32 ah an Hong Wong wne-nree ne 22nTTTTTTTTTTTTD 88s 5 ae 61 Inline ecReRUEOESASERENACGCCIUGVGSct | alae Hs zis Bs Iprael OOOO 2DOTTTTTTIIIIIITITT aR mi Merias ir South Afi Repablico®”~777722222I2TT2I22 Re 4 “T9t0 3 Switserand= 0-2 - = OTTTTITTTD RT MB ati ms ON erent tine neoeeen ne noe 61 a) 78,853 e) Thailand —=2~"OTTTTTTTIIITTTTTIT glk 18 Gao 22 United Kingdoms <=27727TTT“TTTTITT RB 39 Sats 110 iat oa Sed eS "54,507 6.1 33,662, 68 

Ti eee cau RIM 1282116900 14a 
Ruby: Austria 2° wasor 2 (Colanbie as TOnSanasereTaranIeR Tee vt & "yar 2 Germany, Federal Repablicot—~~~~~77-777-7-. 5.084 1s Bats 15 Boog img <cenceae- SOSDISDSOUITAITS® «aa Si rapaar 49 India TTLTTTTTIIICITIIEIIIIIIIo a1 as 33 Mitel cnn STEEN 25 58 1 ate WZ Bwitewiend <-22222222-“TTTTITIIIoa ee tale a3 Thailand <227"2OWTTTTTLIIIIITIIIT ee 22 eal 380 United Kingdom -—272T7TTTTTTITIITITaar MARS 36 igre al Othe Soo nna ien Fez194 "46 61243 68 Bias Total nnn 1888 283 058 2786,612 668 
‘Sapphire: RR mesa percep 3819 ry) 6 Aosta’ 2222222TIITTTITIiacn 2 Ss 1 Belgiumvisxembourg "--""~27TTI27TTTTTT HB aes x0 Brea Oooo lcceeee 4,022 ey 11,080, @) [> "a ee 4 1b 8 Colennig SEDER aT aRENDE ENTE ac 0 er] 1 Branoe <7 2222DD7TTTTIIISIIITIIIIIT re ito 25 Germepy Fired Ropbieor=<———TTTToT He eiahs 23 ig Ramg oc cuct nd 965 167305 Gl commen nee CONSETT «Be 24 ahaa 21 Wied icecCeDTanGi ene eres | NR ec 3 Srilanka —-— ~~ 07" TT TTITIIII III LITT 41,938 40 48,377 43 Swtiserland SoC CTSASSIETSISISEETE Tete 68575 184 244,025 us Thailand ___ ~~~ _ 777 TTT TTT TTTTI Tat 1,749,651 22.3, 2,456,096 327 United Kingdoms ——22222TTIITZTIIIz MBG a0 a8 99 a3 Owe cole cea ce seaas ee 716,543, 3.6, 50,736 13 

TORR snc carneetanarcn TE ea a 2,580,950 63.3 3,470,558. 85.2 

See footnotes at end af table
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Table 5.—U.S. imports of natural precious and semiprecious gem stones, other than 
diamond, by kind and country —Continued 

ise 1a 
Kindend county Guay ae ea 

Seaey lions, Taras’ lions) 

Other: Rough, uncut Mistral 309 s10 
SalgianLaxaaibourg -~727222722222TTI2 4 4 Bel nen nee a i Qgeaaa SSUDE DE SeIaeteces soca ‘ i Gisg nee NA aM NA 73 
Sieg hong 2200S aPETSEESSS ESSE i 3 | itclon geet ten emeceane ee 7 3 
Brusedaad 72-77 777777277~2-2-o = 28 a pombe oe 2 os coon eae nEERETEEETS 3 3 Other 222222222 50 25 

Wola anne NA 187 NA 267 
Ct, got and unset: a aaa 

Re ie cancer onlicouael 24 2 
Brea =22722222222TTIIIIIIIIIIITE 151 25 
Chine 2S 0EE eee cORETE TERETE 16 23 

Germany, Federal Hepabie of --7-----77 27 109 18 Boge ete ree eee EeTSOSSSSSIATE i BS Bene Rene eee eenneer eee NA at NA 45 
Sapa 2220522 DESSERT aut 1528 
Setteoriand ~~~ SpSPeeSeTesriete a4 a5 
faiwan 7721777277 n-=ananene ee ul a3 
Pralend 20727 TSTS SL SaSeS TESS 22 26 

Olin sa --c22seetcnoazosoenee aan nba 58 
Total _----------------------ee NA 1589 NA 215 

Revised, NA Not available ess than one-tenth uni 

Table 6.—Value of U.S. imports of 
synthetic and imitation gem stones, by 

country 
(Mition dollars 

County is 1988 
Synthetie, cut but unset Auta 1B Rewescccecaetanr Gormany, Federal Republica = 53D Eevee ess AP Wen Ropbiicoi=----2-22 dT Byomesiecccccccctite? «ag ae Glen cZooATTTIITIT se 

Total ____ = ann 242205 
Tnitation: — Ruta TOD Grechostovaiia 7 == ---~ $12 Germany, Federal Republica’ «80 da Sena e eee os i R Oe TTTTatiiit__ a 

Total --------------- 48 
Revised
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Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of precious and semiprecious gem stones 
(Thousand carats and thousand dollars) 

3 i982 198 
eo “Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Diamonds: 
Rough or uncut ——_—__- 81 e577 «1026 o.ga7 Gata’ uheete 2" “DTPTOTEDEIISTSSSTSIIE IIE 3745 1.641085 «5.289 1,080,686 Emeralds: Cut but unset ~~~ >> 7777777777 7To TTT TaTt zier "120809 BIT "184130 oral: Cut but unset, and cameos suitable for sein jewelry ~~~ NA “2804 NA 2584 Rabies and sapphires: Cutbut unset. == oa 451d 108,794 G57 151,981 Marcaites —°° 0°" WTO 00S DLITIOIIIIIIIIIIED NA 38 NA 121 earl Natural —— ene NA 3,008 NA 3019 Gulnned E220 TAGES SEG ETI S IST NA 974i NA 162333 ‘lraitatieg Gos c scene NA “T4858 NA 8015 Other precious and semiprecious stones: Bitgh uneit. ce nnna ee cen gota scececesd NA 19,769 NA 26700 Gut, set and unset ——>"=>"7~ LL LT LILIIIIIIIIIIIE NA "60,300 NA 58988 Synthetic: 

Cut but unset? —— = 26708 28,288 «86,787 «18,948 Cee one SPADES I TESA SESSETEUSENT TESS NA "396 NA 1586 Imitation gem stones - ~~ —~~77" TTT TTIIIIIOIIII III NA___ 111,990 NA 1281 
Motel eerie tse XX 2,984,452 XX 2,856,454 

"Revised. NANot available. XX Not applicable. 
MIncludes 4.985 carats of other natural diamond, advanced, valued at $897,000 in 1982, and 16,799 carats valued at $759,200 in 1983. 
*uantity in thousands of stones. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Angola.—It was estimated that diamond some heavy media separators being em- 
production by Companhia de Diamantes de ployed? 
Angola (DIAMANG) remained unchanged Australia.—The Western Australia State 
at 1.2 million carats, with a reduced value Government approved the Argyle Diamond 
because of the depressed state of the inter- Mines Joint Venture’s mining project com- 
national diamond market. DIAMANG had mencement of the AK-1 kimberlite pipe, 
retained over 600 expatriate workers since with an estimated $440 million investment. 
1978 in an effort to improve productivity, The project involves preparation of the 
principally in Lunda-Norte Province, near Argyle kimberlite pipe for commercial min- 
the Zairean border. Illicit theft and traf- ing and construction of a 3.3-million-short- 
ficking was reportedly encouraged by the ton-per-year treatment plant, together with 
Unita insurgents, who almost certainly ancillary infrastructure and services. Ex- 
derived substantial income from these pected to be in production in 1986, the 

activities.« Project's annual output will eventually 
DIAMANG’s total work force, about reach 25 million carats of diamond per year, 

17,000, operated several mines within a with a minimum life of 20 years. Reserves 
50,000-square-kilometer concession in _are over 500 million short tons. Argyle was 
Lunda-Norte Province, with three mining the richest diamond mine in the world in 
divisions, at Andrada, Lucapa, and Cuango. terms of carats per ton of ore.* 
Most of the diamonds were recovered from Shortly after it approved the project, the 
alluvial terrace and riverbed gravels. The state purchased Northern Mining Corp. 
average grade was about 0.2 to 0.3 carat per N.L.’s 5% interest in the Argyle project for 
cubic meter, with some rich pockets yield- $38 million, most of which was to be covered 
ing up to 100 carats per cubic meter. Ample by advance royalties on production. West- 
alluvial reserves remained, and there was ern Australia’s Prime Minister stated that 
no haste to work the extensive kimberlite the investment was the first step in the 
discovered during operations. Limited min- creation of the Western Australian Devel- 
ing of the weathered kimberlite tops was opment Corp. designed to hold equity stakes 
carried out, and one of the largest pipes in all natural resource projects.” 
in the world—Camofuca Camazombo—was Commercial production of diamond from 
still being explored. Alluvial diamond re- Argyle’s Upper Smoke Creek alluvial depos- 
covery methods were conventional, with it commenced on January 1, 1983, at an
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expanded rate of 4,400 short tons of ore per yearend was about $600 million. This was 
day. By yearend, 1.18 million short tons of principally because the world market for 
ore had yielded 6.15 million carats of dia- larger stones was weak, while the small 
mond. It was planned to continue alluvial gem and near-gem material was very 
operations for 3 years, and to phase in with strong. Botswana’s diamond exports consti- 
the kimberlite mining operation.» tuted about two-thirds of its total foreign 

Argyle’s diamond quality had been esti- exchange earnings." 
mated through the testing and exploration New diamond sorting and evaluation fa- 
phase as 10% gem and 20% to 25% near- cilities were established for all of Botswa- 
gem. However, a yearend report by the na’s production, and Mabrodium of Belgium 
Australian Bureau of Mineral Resources ‘was granted permission to establish a small 
reestimated the quality to be 45% gem and diamond cutting and polishing factory. The 
cheap-gem, with the balance being industri- first polished stone was produced in 1981 by 
al stones and grit.” the company’s subsidiary, Diamond Manu- 

De Beers Central Selling Organisation facturing Co., in Gabarone.”? 
(CSO) had a purchasing and marketing Evaluation of the DK7 kimberlite pipe 
contract with the Argyle Diamond Sales near Jwaneng was near final evaluation at 
Ltd. for 95% of the gem and 75% of the yearend 1983, and an agreement by De 
cheap-gem and industrial diamond stones Beers and Falconbridge Explorations 
covering the period of alluvial production Botswana resulted in continuing examina- 
and 5 years of large-scale mining of the tion and evaluation of other licensed areas. 
AK-1 kimberlite pipe through 1990, which Central African Republic.—The princi- 
was estimated to have an annual produc- pal mining industry of the Central African 
tion rate of 25 million carats. It was ex- Republic was diamond. State revenues from 
pected that Australia would be the world’s this production continued to erode. Ilicit 
largest producer of natural diamond com- mining and trafficking was substantial. Re- 
mencing in 1986. ported production has been as high as 

Two other companies reported diamond 524,000 carats in 1974, but in 1982, this had 
production from their exploration activities. fallen to 277,000 carats. This decrease had 
‘The Bow River joint venture of Freeport of encouraged the Government to attract for- 
Australia Pty. Inc. and Gem Exploration & eign investment. The major marketing co- 
Minerals Ltd. recovered 2,177 diamonds operative consisting of nine companies pro- 
with a total weight of 367 carats from 2,250 duced 264,900 carats in 1983, and five other 
tons of ore at Limestone Creek near the companies produced 30,500 carats. A 1981 
Argyle deposit. Afro-West Mining Ltd. also World Bank International Development As- 
reported recovery of diamonds from claims sociation’s $4 million technical assistance 
along Smoke Creek, downstream from the project loan had included a portion for 
Argyle project.1° diamond exploration and a feasibility study. 
Botswana.—Botswana not only became The final report, submitted in 1983 by a 

the world’s second largest producer of natu- Canadian contractor, was confidential.° 
ral diamond, but the world’s second largest China.—A new diamond cutting and pol- 
producer of gem diamond. Three mines— _ ishing plant was installed in Beijing in 1981, 
Jwaneng, Letlhakane, and Orapa—reported financed by the Dresdner Bank of the Fede- 
production of 10.73 million carats, valued at _ ral Republic of Germany. The joint venture 
$491 million, of which 4.8 million carats consisted of the China National Arts and 
was of gem quality. The new Debswana’s Crafts Import and Export Corp. and the 
(De Beers-Government of Botswana joint export firm F. K. Narasimham from Frank- 
venture) Jwaneng diamond mine west of furt Main, and Franz Amann of Brucken 
Gabarone exceeded its nameplate capacity, Pfalz. The plant consisted of several hun- 
and because of improved recovery processes, dred cutting and polishing machines from 
greatly increased its production ratio of Franz Amann and included a training 
small gem diamonds. Jwaneng produced school for several hundred students. It was 
almost 5.9 million carats of diamond, and estimated that the indigenous supply of 
another increase of up to 6.5 million carats rough diamond consisted of 20% gem and 
was predicted for 1984, after which produc- near-gem quality, thus making approxi- 
tion would level off. In 1983, the Govern- mately 500,000 carats available for cutting. 
ment of Botswana was forced to stockpile There was no domestic demand for cut 
about one-third of its gem production, and diamond or diamond jewelry. 
the total value of its cumulative stockpile at China had an ambitious plan for develop-
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ment of modern cutting and polishing alluvial deposit is located in the 
plants using low-cost labor for an export- Kissidougou area in southeast Guinea near 
oriented industry. The plan also included ° the Sierra Leone border. Initial prospecting 
manufacture of diamond machinery and and exploration indicated that average ex- 

tools.** pected size of stone was 0.8 to 1 carat with 
Colombia.—Smuggling of valuable emer- an estimated value of $185 to $200 per 

alds from Colombia continued to make true carat. Marketing of the stones was to be 
production and revenues difficult to assess. done by Aredor Sales Pty. Ltd. of Basel, 
Export revenues from all precious stones, Switzerland, ard managed by Industrial 
principally emeralds, declined in 1982 by Diamond of London.” 
17% to $43 million." The U.S. Overseas Private Investment 
Gabon.—The Government of Gabon re- Corp., after a detailed feasibility survey, 

ported that 25,913 carats of diamond had was providing political risk insurance to 
been produced in 1979 with a unit value of Bridge Oil's investment.* 
$16.53 per carat. No diamond production —_India.—The flourishing diamond cutting 
has been reported in recent years. and polishing industry exported 5.4 million 
Ghana.—Ghana Consolidated Diamonds carats of finished stones valued at $1.1 

Ltd., a Government corporation that oper- billion, which required 27 million carats of 
ated a diamond placer deposit at Akwatia, imported rough stones as the raw material. 
reported that production of primarily indus- This indicated an approximate recovery of 
trial diamond decreased to an estimated 20% from rough to finished stone. The 
300,000 carats from 836,000 carats in 1981. number of Indian gem skilled workers had 
The original Akwatia Valley placer gravel increased to 350,000, most of whom reside in 
deposits were essentially depleted. Mining the Palanpur-Bombay area. The trade and 
in 1983 was within a thin Akwatia terrace industry was dominated by 250 related fam- 

+ gravel pay zone. Current reserves were ilies, also from the Palanpur area.” India 
expected to be mined out within 10 years. was the leading importer and exporter of 
Additional lower grade placer resources diamonds in the world. Both private and 
averaging 1 to 1.4 carats per cubic meter governmental buyers were searching the 
were known to occur in the Birim Valley. world to establish continuous supplies of 
A United Nations Development Program rough. India’s Minerals and Metals Trading 
team investigated these resources and Corp. (MMTC) continued its attempts to 
found that development would require sub- conclude agreements with African diamond 
stantial new foreign investment. producing countries to bypass the hold De 
Guinea—Aredor-Guinea S.A. was ex- Beers’ Diamond Trading Corp. and CSO 

pected to begin commercial production of its have on the: world market. However, little 
$80 million alluvial diamond project in the progress had been achieved. Recent reports 
first quarter of 1984. The Aredor-Guinea * from Australia showed similar failure of the 
alluvial gravel mining was to be accom: MMTC for direct buying. 
plished by three 7-cubic-yard draglines with Despite efforts by the Indian Government 
140-foot booms, and loaded into 40-ton artic- to increase diamond mining, annual produc- 
ulated vehicles for delivery to the nearby tion had averaged only about 14,700 carats 
recovery plant. The plant consisted of a during the 1981-83 period. The largest sin- 
main recovery facility containing a heavy _ gle diamond found during the period was a 
media separator, a washing section, a feed 29-carat gem quality from Majhgawan.”” 
section, and a separator house. Indonesia.—The Anaconda Co. was ex- 

Fifty percent of the Aredor-Guinea was _ ploring for diamond in central Kalimantan. 
owned by the Government of Guinea, and Indonesia had produced about 15,000 carats 
50% by Aredor Holdings Ltd. of Australia. of principally gem diamond from the alluvi- 
Aredor Holdings in turn was owned 79.2% al gravels in recent years, and had been a 
by Bridge Oil Ltd., 11.3% by the World producer of diamond since the 17th cen- 
Bank’s International Finance Corp., 5% by tury." 
Industrial Diamond Co. of the United King- __Israel.—Imports of rough diamond in Is- 
dom, 3.5% by Bankers Trust Australia (UK) _rael increased 37% to $782 million. Exports 
Ltd., and 1% by Simonius Vischer of Basel, of cut and polished diamond goods increased 
Switzerland. With a production rate of 11% to 10 billion. However, about $100 
250,000 carats per year from 440,000 short million of the commodity trade deficit in- 
tons of gravel, Aredor-Guinea had sufficient crease could be traced to the diamond 
reserves for 14 years of operations. The trade.”*
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Ivory Coast.—The Government of Ivory cost in excess of $100 million. The project 
Coast reported that 48,000 carats of dia- was to be handled by the Guinean National 
mond had been produced in 1979. No appar- | Diamond Mining Co., which was 60% owned 
ent production has been reported in recent. by the Government, and 40% owned by 

years. Sierra Leone Selection Trust (a subsidiary 
Liberia:—Two alluvial diamond mining of British Petroleum Minerals Co.). Finane- 

areas were in operation, at Takpormah on ing was to be obtained from European 
the Lofa River 130 kilometers northwest of banking institutions, with loan guarantees 
Monrovia and at Gbapa south of Nimba. by U.S. Overseas Private Investment. The 
Most gravels were screened, washed, and feasibility of sinking a cheaper inclined 
jigged or panned by hand. In 1982, 780 shaft, rather than a vertical shaft, was 
diamond mining licensees produced 433,000 being investigated.” 
carats valued at $26 million. Gem-quality,2-. _ South Africa, Republic of.—Substantial 
carat diamonds were produced from Tak- increases in diamond production at the 
pormah and up to 6 carats from Gbapa. largest mine of De Beers, the Finsch, result- 
Reported production decreased 24% in 1988 ed in a 13% increase in South African 
compared with that of 1982. diamond production to 10.3 million carats. 
Mali.—The Malian Ministry of Energy Higher throughput and grade improve- 

and Mines and the French Office for Geo- ments resulted in recovery of more small 
logical and Mining Exploration signed an _ gem diamond for the improving world mar- 
agreement in Bamako to conduct diamond ket. However, De Beers’ rough diamond 
exploration and extraction in the Kenieba stocks increased 10% to a total of $1.85 

area.# million. The farm Letitia kimberlite explo- 
Namibia.—Despite the De Beers’ CDM ration was terminated at yearend by De 

(Pty.) Ltd’s temporary cutback near Beers, but exploration of the farm Venetia 
Oranjemund, 10.6 million short tons of continued. De Beers was also a successful * 
gravel and conglomerate were processed to bidder in two deepwater marine diamond 
produce 963,000 carats of diamond, a reduc- _ prospecting concessions situated off the Na- 
tion of 5%. The No. 4 plant foreshore maqualand coast. Preliminary investigation 
mining face was maintained in operation was to require profiling of the coastal shore 
throughout the year and extended about for location of gravel beds or heavy mineral 
130 meters seawards of the high water concentrations.*” A 471-carat flawless white 
mark, and mining operations were starting diamond was found in a crusher at De 

to extend the seawall further westward into Beers’ Premier Mine near Pretoria. A 72- 
the sea. Operational bedrock depth was 15 carat flawless white diamond had been 
meters below mean sea level. The ratio of found earlier in the year.” 
gem to industrial quality was maintained at _ There was spirited bidding on the shal- 
959.3 low, mid-, and deepwater concessions on the 

Pakistan.—In the previous few years, Namaqualand coastline offered and award- 
Pakistan had emerged as an important ed by the South African Government during 
world producer of precious gem stones. In the year. Bid awards were made to large 
1981, exports were $6.2 million of principal- companies and small independents such as 
ly aquamarine, emerald, ruby, and topaz. De Beers, Newmont Mining Corp., O’Okiep 
The Gemstone Corp. of Pakistan, a Govern- Copper Co. Ltd., Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. Ltd., 
ment corporation, had been set up in 1979to Terra Marina Mining Co. Ltd., and Ocea- 
promote the production of gem materials. neering International Ltd. 
Most of the gem stones were found in the  Mafikeng Diamonds Ltd. was test mining 
northern areas of the country close to the _an alluvial diamond deposit near Mafikeng, 

Himalayas. Bophuthatswana. Rio Tinto’s subsidiary, 
Sierra Leone.—Sierra Leone’s diamond Rio Tinto South Africa, was managing the 

production decreased ‘from about 800,000 daily throughput of 1,400 short tons of 
carats annually in 1978-79 to an estimated gravel. The test duration was to be a full 
215,000 carats in 1983. Estimated to be 70% year. ‘The 2,300-hectare lease contained 
gem quality, illicit mining and trafficking about 27 million short tons of gravel.” 
in Yengema and Tonge was reported to be Two kimberlite pipes, previously. aban- 
uncontrollable. A new Kono kimberlite doned by De Beers as uneconomic, were 
mining project was organized in 1983 by being retested by Trans Hex Group Ltd. of 
Sierra Leone Selection Trust and the Gov- Cape Town. The Swaziland Government 
ernment of Guinea, which was projected to issued a license to Trans Hex for the mining
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of the Ehlane and Dokolwayo pipes.” Zaire.—Zaire was the world’s largest pro- 
Sri Lanka.—Sri Lanka, previously Cey- ducer of natural and industrial diamond. 

lon, has been a world-class producer of gem Société Miniére de Bakwanga’s (MIBA) dia- 
stones since ancient times. Most important mond mine was at Mbuji Mayi on the river 
are sapphire, ruby, chrysoberyl, beryl, and of the same name. MIBA continued its 
spinel. Other gem stones include aquama- program to develop kimberlite deposits, be- 
rine, garnet, moonstone, topaz, tourmaline, cause of the declining alluvial reserves. A 
and zircon. These precious stones are found _ new $8 mhillion dredge, put into operation on 
in the layers of older alluvium and river the river, was expected to extend MIBA’s 
gravels of Quaternary age in the valleys of life for alluvial mining by allowing the 
the Ratnapura district in southwest Sri mining of adjacent river flats and terraces. 
Lanka. The operations are a mixture of The new dredge had an annual capacity of 1 
Government corporations, overseas joint million cubic meters and an operating 
ventures, and private entrepreneurs. Some depth of 28 feet.* 
priority has been given to the areas to be MIBA, 20% owned by Sibeka of Belgium 
inundated by the Majaweli and Samanala and 80% by the Zairean Government, 
Wewa irrigation projects. Regular gem auc- mined 1.4 million cubic meters of alluvials 
tions have been held since 1980." The State for a production of 5.5 million carats of 
Gem Corp. is significantly involved in the diamond. Fourteen private offices pur- 
industry, but most of the production comes chased 5.9 million carats of artisanal dia- 
from the small miners. Simple hand wash- monds worth over $71 million. In previous 
ing processes are employed. Estimated 1981 years, most of these diamonds had been 
exports and tourist sales were $91 million, smuggled out of Zaire. The quality of the 
an increase of 31% compared with that of combined diamond production of MIBA and 

1980. 14 private offices was estimated to be 71% 
In 1983, a large deposit of high-quality industrial stones and bort and the balance 

blue sapphires was discovered near the gem and cheap-gem. The Société Zairoise de 
village of Aluth Nuwara in southern Sri Commercialisation de Minerais (Sozacom), 
Lanka. It was reported that many million- Zaire’s diamond marketing organization, 
aires were created overnight, and as many which had taken over the independent mar- 
as 10,000 people became rich. As much as keting companies in Kinshasa and Tshika- 
90% of the gems were smuggled out of the pa, reported a 58% decrease in diamond 

country. sales for a total of 423,000 carats of dia- 
U.S.8.R.—Soviet diamond output increas- mond, 60% gem quality. Despite the Gov- 

ed 1% to 10.7 million carats, with no indica-__ ernment’s efforts, illicit mining and traf- 
tion of any new diamond mining develop- ficking of gem diamonds continued to be 
ment. The Soviet method of diamond mar- substantial." Sozacom moved the sorting 
keting had not changed for 20 years, with and grading of diamond from the Centre 
both polished diamonds and rough gems’ National d’Expertise office in Kinshasa 
sold via Geneva and Antwerp. The Antwerp to the Miba Mine Headquarters in Mbuji 
Diamond Association reported that rough Mayi.** 
diamond supplies from the U.S.S.R. were _ Zambia.—Since 1974, emerald production 
larger in 1983 than those from De Beers. from the Kafubu area of the Copperbelt had 
Shipments of packets of Soviet cut stones in increased significantly, with about 18 
Antwerp indicated a somewhat lower quali- known deposits being mined in 1983. The 
ty, which may be a market phenomenon estimated value of emerald production was 
because of the higher demand for lower $100 million, with only 10% of the output 
quality goods.** reaching the official market. The bulk of 

A 95-carat gem diamond was found in the emerald was reportedly being mined 
Yakutsk, Siberia illegally and smuggled out of the country.
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TECHNOLOGY 

Heat treatment was one of the first meth- ogy, 5 gp "4" 1988 Mining Annual Review. June 
ods people used to alter the appearance of De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd, 1983 Annual Report 
gem stones. The Romans soaked ordinary ist} 5, embassy, Bangui, Central African Republic. State agate in honey and heated it to produce Dep. Ainram Adé, closure 1 July 90108, p 2” 
black stone capable of taking a high polish. _7,toreisn Bro dont Information Serie bere Noncies 
‘Throughout history, low levels of heat have p. Bs ee. qotoa mmimaats am ewe dirwn : retariat General. Ministere De L'Energie Des Mines been used to alter or improve the color of _g Geclogie. Statistiques De Diamants Bt Or. Annee 1988, aquamarine, quartz, sapphire, topaz, and  p.1) . ; 
zircon, High technology has now improved  ,.,piamond World, Rapid, Resolute Chinese Diamond 
this technique so that much more dramatic | Dimond News and SA Jeweller ohannesbure). China OE i 48, No.9, dune 1980, pp. 8.11. 
changes can be effected. It is likely that 18Mining Journal (London). Colombia. Slow But Sure. V. 
most modern-colored gem stones are treated 301, No. 7/38, Sept. 30, 1983. p. 235, 
by heat, or other means, and that detection, 5,U.8. Prmbessy, Libreville, Gabon. State Dep. Airgram 
can only be done by professional gemolo- Mining dournal {Gondon), Diamond Project on Sched- ite, i ule, V. 801, No, 7140, Dec, 23, 1988, pp. 451-458, gists, A tabulation of all gem stones and Wt titra Minerals (London), ‘Diamond Start-Up and their reaction to heat treatment and/or caOSales No 197, Feb 1064.10 
radiation, including detection methods, was "Mining Magazine (London). Panorama. Aredor Dia- : : mond Project, Guinea Nears StartUp. Feb 1084, pp. 118 published. Ethical practices of the industry gr? Pree Up. PP. 

i in li sdge The New York Times. Gem Trade, Lagal and llega, Wore discussed in light of the knowledge 5, Ney at iss Ne eae dan Pele 2 
at the general public is not aware of this | 3805 "bmbaasy, Delhi, India. State ep. ‘Telegram 

color enhancement as compared with a Oil Soc fold Jan § lds.” 8" OT" 
0 Embasty, Jakarta, Indonesia, le natural gem stone.‘ . ram 16198, Oct. 6, 1988 . ‘The Confederation Internationale de la TUS Embassy, Tel Avis, lseel. State Dep. Telegram 

Bijouterie, Dimants, Perles et Pierres %3),an. 18,1984 p 
aed xe #8U,S. Embassy, Bamako, Mali, State Dep. Telegram (CIBJO) is composed of jewelry trade associ- 1813, Mar. 31, 1988 oe 

ations from 23 countries. The American “De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd. 1983 Annual Re 
Gem Trade Association, the largest associa- "world Mining. Gem Industry Has Made Recent Major 
tion of colored stone dealers in the United — Progress. V.86, No. 10, Oct. 1986, p. $9 
States, voted to adopt the CIBJO definitions 39, 04), Condon” Sierra Leone's Open Sesame, Jan. 
and rules of application. One of the defini- be, Bors Conoliated Mines Lid, 1968 Annual Re- u 4 One port. 53 pp 
tions was article 7 prohibiting use of the 5iccverment Gazette. Republic of South Aftiea. No. term “‘semiprecious,” indicating that the 7615 JulyZ ide pat" 7" 0" Oo 
term “semiprecious” is unauthorized and Mining Annual Review. June 1983, pp. 386-387. 
false and must never be used.** Industrial Minerals (London) Test Diamond Mining 

by RTZ. No. 1983, Oct. 1983, p. 11. ——— : seen Biamonds trom Mifikeng, No. 195, Dec. 1988, 
‘Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals pis. 

‘2The Riverton Ranger. June 17, 1983, p. 1 ‘Mining Journal (London). Industry in Action. V. 301, 
iron Mountain, Michigan, News. Evidence of Kimber. No. 7125, Sept 8, 1983, p.188, 

lite in Iron County. Apr. 16, 1983, p. 1. 1. Sri Lanka. 1983 Mining Annual Review. June 
‘Helmore, R. The Reorganization of Mining in Angola. 1983, p. 380. 

Min. Mag. (London), v. 148, No. 4, Apr. 1983, pp. 298-303. "Clarke, G. Sri Lanka's Industrial Mineralsp—Much 
®Mining Week, Mining Journal (London). Smuggling Potential To Be Realized. Ind. Miner. (London), No. 193, ‘Thwarts Efforts to Raise Diamond Output. V. 305 No. Oct, 1983, pp. 67,71 Tibbs Mar. 2, 1984, pp. 197198. Penny Sice Journal. Out ofthe Blue, A.“Gem Rush” 
SCRA Limited. Argyle Diamond Mines Joint Venture, Hits a Poor Village in Sti Lanka. V. 2, No. 26, Dec. 1983, Production Report. Fourth Quarter 1983 Bress Release, p. 25. 

Sap. 31, 1984.4 pp. Mining Journal (London), Gemstones. 1983 Mining 
TJewelers’ Circular-Keystone. West Australia OK’s Ar- Annual Review. June 1983, p. 120. 

gyle Expansion; Buys 5% Stake. V. 154, No. 11, Nov. 1983, *®Chamber of Mines, Manila, Philippines. Newsletter. 
pH. ‘Dec. 1983, p. 6. 

Industrial Minerals (London). World of Minerals. No. %6Mining Journal (London). Zaire. V. 300, No. 7712, June 198, Mar, 1984, p.. 10,1983, 391 
U.S. Embassy, Canberra, Australia. State Dep. Airgram World Mining: ‘What's Going on in World Mining. ASST, Apr d, 1064p. 3 of enclosure V. 38, No.2, Feb. 1083, p57 
Mining Journal (London). Industry in Action. V. 301, “*The Economist. De Beers is Zaire's Best Friend. AF No. 7189, Now. 4 1985, p. 329. Press Clipe V. 18, No. 11, Mar 25, 185, p. 13, 2 Bow River JV Diamond Find. Industry in Action. "* Mining Journal (London). Zambia, 1988 Mining Annu- V.g01, No. 790, Oct 14, 1988p. 288 al Review June 1983, p 408 
‘UMmusi, P. S. Vico President and Minister of Finance _ "Huffer, H. Treated Gems: Why Not Face the Facts? and ‘Development. Planning, Government of Botswana, Jewelers’ Circular-Keystone, v. 184 No. oy May 1983, Budget Speech, 1984, p. 5. p, 3-80. 
‘Mining Journal (London). Sales and Contracts. V. 302, ‘1Jewelers’ Circular-Ke ne. CIBJO Definitions and 

No, 751, Mar. 9,1984, p. 161 Rules of Application, V. 158, No, Feb, 1984, p. 120.





By J. M. Lucas? 

‘The lingering effects of the world econom- began production or reached peak produc- 
ic recession on the mineral industry en- tive capacity. Conversely, the demand for 
couraged many fuel and nonfuel mineral gold-bearing products generally declined, 
producers to focus their attention on explo- both in the United States and abroad, re- 
ration for gold and silver. Hence, 1988 was’ flecting the influence of international eco- 
marked by new, mostly amall, discoveries of nomic and political events as well as on- 

gold. going technological changes in the manner 
Domestic gold mine production of about 2 in which gold is consumed. The price of 

million ounces,” was the highest since 1958, gold, though characteristically erratic in its 
The tonnage* of gold-bearing ore mined in daily progress, increased 18% over the aver- 
1988 increased by over 80% as new mines age for 1982. 

Table 1.—Salient gold statistics 
eter a a ec 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1988 

United States: 
‘Mine production_._.. thousand troy ounces__ 964 970 1,879. 71,466 1,987. 

Value _-.-..--~-~~-~~-- thousands. _ $296,550 $594,050 $633,918 "$550,968 $829,929 
Percentage derived from: 

Precious metals ores. -------=- == 58 66, n 80 88 
Basemetal ores ~~~ _7~72~~-~-7- 4 En 2 1 u 
Pleceetc wu ceaoncocecsoee sens 1 2 2 3 3 

Refinery production: 
Domestic and foreign ores 

thousand troy ounces. 878 81 805 19 392, 
Secondary (old scrap) ...-----~--do____ 1,675 2,184 1,610 FL Add 1,880 

Exports: 
Refined -22 222 slseslc del 15,590 4,702, 5,238 1,687 1,881 

Other 7277 = 27772 2TTTIT Tae TI2 2 a? 992883 258 
Imports for consumption: 

FER nies ner Lire cen ining spe 4374 4,090 4,164 4,238 8,599 
Other... - 5 256. 452 488, 682 994 

Gold contained in imported coins ——— "do 2790 = 8081612 2.008 1.088 
Net deliveries from foreign stocks in Federal Reserve Bank nen do 4017.1, 890 20 
‘Stocks, Dec. 81: 
Bey en 868, 872 685, 716 630, Futures exchange -—--— 22222 =de0-4~ ais 4988 AMD 28082580 

Department of the Tresaury gold medallion sales* nee = 338 189 63 634 
Consumption in industry and the arts_ do... 4,785 3215 3,276 73,423 3,060 

Price:* Average per'troy ounce ~--_.--.---- $307.50, ($612.56 $459.64 $375.91 $424.00, 
reporment! eee ene nena e 3,200 5,500 7,500 6,800 5,200 

orld: 
‘Production, mine __.. thousand troy ounces__ 38,830 89,205, 41,249 48,057 44,533, 
Official reserves® ______million troy ounces__ 1145.1 1,149.0 1,148.3 FL143.5 1,140.6 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1 Unfabricated refined gold held by refiners, fabricators, and dealers. 
Sales program began July 15, 1980. 
Engelhard Industries quotation. 
{Mibe Safety and Health Administration, 

snnlleld by market economy country centr and Governments and international monetary organizations. Source: 

385
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Table 2.—Volume of U.S. gold futures trading 
(Million troy ounces) 

Exchange Location 1979 —+1980_~—~=«SR_—~=C«édSRSSC*«t 
Commodity Exchange ne... NewYork 65415 T8872 1041.67 121240 1088.28 
New York Mercantile Exchange -—-—----  _-~-do 21 ® _ ~ ~ 
International Monetary Market®_---.--. Chicago --. 85587 25435 2518215985 940 Chicago Board of Trade = TTD do 71080 75 aT 9605 Mid-America Commodity Exchange --—-__ Lo 1___— 6658615597818 

Total --------------------n---n-n-----=— 02718 1,065.08 1,810.55 1,880.44 1,159.42 
Leas than 5,000 troy ounces. Trading in gold futures was terminated in Jan. 1980. 
2A division of the Chicago Merchantile Exchange. 

Domestic Data Coverage—Domestic U.S. Bullion Depository at West Point, NY. 
mine production data for gold are developed They were authorized by Public Law 97-220, 
by the Bureau of Mines from two separate, the Olympic Commemorative Coin Act, 
voluntary surveys of U.S. operations. Typi-_ which provided for the minting and sale of 
cal of these surveys is the lode-mine produc- more than 50 million gold coins by the U.S. 
tion survey of gold, silver, copper, lead, and Department of the Treasury. In authorizing 
zine mines. Of the 134 lode gold producers the Olympic coin program, which also au- 
in operation in 1983 to which a survey  thorizes the minting and sale of silver coins, 
request was sent, 51% responded, repre- Congress provided that at least $50 from the 
senting 96% of the total mine production sale of each gold coin was to go toward the 
shown in tables 3, 4,6, and 7. Production for support of U.S. athletes at the Olympic 
the 65 nonrespondents was estimated, using games to be held in Los Angeles in 1984. 
reported prior year production levels, ad- Although the new Olympic Gold Eagle coin 
justed by trends in employment and other bearing a 1984 date and containing 0.484 
guidelines such as company annual reports, troy ounce of gold, went on sale to the 
the news media, and State agency reports. public in October 1982, actual delivery to 

Legislation and Government Pro- purchasers was to begin in 1984. 
grams.—The Nevada Legislature amended On December 20, 1983, the Commodity 
the State tax on minerals to ensure that Futures Trading Commission approved the 
when minerals, such as gold and:silver, are _ trading of gold coin futures contracts on the 
removed from Nevada, whether sold or not, Chicago Mercantile Exchange and the Com- 
exchanged, or used in a manufacturing modity Exchange Inc. in New York. By 
Process, the mine operator must pay a tax yearend, neither exchange had begun to 

on their value. offer a gold-coin-based contract; however, 
On September 13, the first U.S. gold coins both had prepared tentative arrangements 

to be minted since 1933 were struck at the under which contracts would be proffered. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Nevada was once again the Nation’s prin- _ploration. The favorable domestic economic 
cipal gold producer, and 1983 marked the and political climate also served to attract 
fourth consecutive year in which that foreign exploration companies, principally 
State’s gold mine production exceeded that Canadian. Nevada was the focal point of 
of the previous year. Exploration for new attention for the exploration for gold. 
domestic sources of gold continued at record The 25 largest domestic gold mines pro- 
high levels throughout the country and duced 90% of all the gold mined in the 
especially in the Western States and Alas- United States during 1983. The top 10 mines 
ka. A number of base metal producers as accounted for 69% of the total gold produc- 
well as some companies traditionally ed. The average recovery grade of gold ores 
involved only with fuels and other nonme- mined in lode mines was 0.05 ounce per 
tallic minerals directed some of their explo- short ton, while placer mines averaged 
ration budgets toward precious metals ex- 0.009 ounce per cubic yard of gravel washed.
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Table 3.—Mine production of gold in the United States, by State 
(Troy ounces) 

oT ate 195 1980 gat 1982 i988 
Aluka -------------------- 6.675 12881 25,581 30518 34,702 
‘frigona = TT OSTISIIELIIIIS 101840 79.651 00's89 61,050 Br901 Galiforniac == 22222222ZZIZ=72 3010 ‘4078 6271 toss 38448 
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NN nearer emer 964,390 969,782, 1,879,161 ¥1,465,686 1,957,879, 

"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid diselésing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 

Alaska.—One lode mine, the Independ- ed to recover both gold and silver from the 
ence Mine near Palmer, produced a small _ tailings dumps of the old mine. The dumps, 
quantity of lode gold, but most of the gold which are largely offshore in the Gastineau 
produced in Alaska was recovered in metal- Channel, contain a considerable quantity of 
lic form from placer mining operations. gold left over from earlier, less efficient gold 
Eight bucketline dredges, three large and _ recovery operations. 
five smaller ones, mined gold near Nome, At yearend, Noranda Mining Inc. was 
the Hogatza River, and Nyac. An estimated awaiting Government approval of its joint- 
2,000 people were employed by the placer venture plan of operation for the new 
mining industry. Active gold mining oper- Greens Creek Mine on Admiralty Island, 
ations in the State, excluding recreational southwest of Juneau. The planned 300- to 
placer mines, probably numbered more 800-ton-per-day underground operation was 
than 300. More than 800 mining licenses, expected to produce silver, gold, lead, zinc, 
mostly for placer mining, were issued by the and copper and was to employ about 300 
State during the year. people when it comes on-stream in 1987. 

Reported gold production was 34,702 Further to the southwest of Juneau, on 
ounces, valued at about $15 million, com- Chichagof Island, Queenstake Resources 
pared with 30,518 ounces in 1982, valued at Inc. conducted an extensive program of 
about $11.5 million. However, an informal underground and surface exploration and 
field survey of Alaskan gold producers by evaluation at the old Chichagof gold mine, 
the Alaska State Division of Geological and which was one of Alaska's most productive 
Geophysical Surveys suggested quite a dif gold mines until its closure by the War 
ferent production figure. The survey indi- Measures Act in 1942. Queenstake discover- 
cated that nearly 169,000 ounces of gold, ed many favorable gold targets, and sam- 
valued at about $70 million, was recovered pling of the old mine tailings yielded fur- 
from Alaskan gold deposits, mostly placer ther promising results. One-half mile north, 
deposits, during 1983, compared with Enserch Exploration Inc. conducted further 
175,000 ounces in 1982, indicated by asimi- exploration at the old Hirst-Chichagof 
lar survey. Nearly 11,000 mining claims Mine. 
were recorded in 1983 compared with about On Unga Island, in the Aleutian Islands, 
15,000 in 1982. An estimated $21 million about 550 miles west of Anchorage, Alaska 
was spent in the State on exploration for Apollo Gold Mines Ltd. reported encourag- 
precious metals. The much lower produc- ing assays following completion of a 20,000- 
tion figure reported on a voluntary basis to foot exploration drilling program at its 
the Bureau of Mines by producers reflects a _ island claims. A comprehensive drilling pro- 
perennial reporting problem aggravated by gram, to fill in details missed by the earlier 
the remote location of most of the mining program, was planned. 

operations. Along Valdez Creek, 160 miles northwest 
Near the Alaska Gastineau Mine, south of Anchorage, a consortium of Canadian- 

of Juneau, Juneau Mining Co. completed based miners, including Camindex Mines, 
construction of a retreatment plant design- conducted a drilling program that delineat-
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ed two separate channels of payable placer was at Ash Peak in Greenlee County, anoth- 
gravels. Some gold was recovered inciden- er was at Bisbee in Cochise County, and 
tally during exploration of the 1,200-acre several new properties were under investi- 
Property, gation in Cochise County. The Small Mines 

Along Tobin Creek, in the Chandalar Div. was formed in 1981 to acquire and 
District, the mechanized placer mine of | develop ore bodies, especially those . with 
Canadian Barranca Corp. Ltd., consisting of gold and silver, that can be brought into 
71 claims along 16 miles of creekbeds, re- production quickly and with a relatively 
portedly yielded 2,129 ounces of gold during _ low capital expenditure. 
the 90-day operating season. Studies by the Ranchers Gold and Silver Exploration 
company indicated that a minimum of Program, a New Mexico limited partner- 
100,000 ounces of recoverable gold exists on ship, continued to investigate its Mystic 
the property, which is jointly held with property, 9 miles north of Sun City, near 
Little Squaw Gold Mining Co. Work on the Phoenix. The partnership acquired rights to 
complex underground lode deposits on the additional acreage near the original Mystic 
Property was confined to the 200-foot level property. The southern portion of the prop- 
and to an associated surface prospect. Ac- . erty, including the original Mystic holdings, 
cess to these remote claims, located about on which drilling was performed, contains 
200 miles north of Fairbanks, was both about 4,600 acres, and was designated “Mys- 
difficult and expensive; bulldozer sled trains tic I.” The northerly portion, or about 
were employed to bring in heavy equipment 18,000 acres, was designated “Mystic II.” 
during the winter, and aircraft were used Although drilling on the original Mystic 
during the dry summer season to transport property indicated significant gold mineral- 
personnel and supplies. ization, further study will reportedly be 

Noranda Mining’s 62.5%-owned North-. necessary to determine if a commercially 
land Gold Dredging Ltd., which recovered minable deposit of gold exists. 
nearly 2,000 ounces of gold from Tuluksac California.—Site preparation and con- 
River gravels in 1982, produced only 190 struction at Homestake Mining Co.'s $250 
ounces in 1988. Delays in obtaining permits million McLaughlin gold mine in northern 
forced Noranda Mining to cancel funding California proceeded smoothly toward the 
for the seasonal operations. scheduled early 1985 startup date. Home- 

Delta Smelting and Refining Inc. a sub- stake's discovery of the 3.2-million-ounce 
sidiary of Delta Smelting and Refining Ltd. deposit was the largest gold find in Califor- 
of Richmond, British Columbia, Canada, nia to date in this century. Located north of 
filed for bankruptcy. Many Alaska placer Knoxville, at the juncture of Napa, Lake, 
miners with precious metals on deposit with and Yolo Counties, the new mining and 
the firm experienced difficulty in financing milling complex was expected to produce 
their upcoming seasonal operations. over 200,000 ounces of gold per year; this 

Mining claim status packets were issued _ production combined with the approximate- 
for 11 quadrangles of the Alaskan interior, ly 300,000 ounces produced annually at 
which showed active and abandoned claims Homestake’s principal gold mine in South 
from 1900 to 1979.4 Dakota would make Homestake the largest 

Arizona.—Despite the lower production gold producer in the Nation. Recovery of 
of copper in Arizona, where gold is an gold from McLaughlin ore will entail oxida- 
important byproduct, gold production in- tion of the finely ground ore at high pres- 
creased. Exploration for gold and silver sure and temperatures in giant autoclaves. 
continued throughout the State, but was Use of the autoclave process to recover the 
especially intense in Yuma County and in McLaughlin gold will mark the first time 
the newly created County of La Paz, formed that this technology has been used on a 
from the northern half of old Yuma County. commercial scale. The company reportedly 
Mining and exploration activities in the expected a gold recovery rate of better than 
nearby Cargo Muchacho and other mining 90% using the new process, 
districts of Imperial County, CA, sparked At Jamestown, in Tuolumne County, 200 
some of the interest in geologically continu- miles east of San Francisco, Sonora Mining 
ous adjoining districts in Arizona. Co. purchased New Jersey Zinc Exploration 

The Small Mines Div. of Phelps Dodge Co.'s interests in the old Crystalline, Jump- 
Corp. reported that it produced 5,600 ounces er, Harvard, and Dutch-App gold mines, 
of gold and 250,000 ounces of silver from its then announced plans to begin surface min- 
several small mines in Arizona; one of these ing at a rate of 5,000 tons per day by late
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1984. The old mines, known collectively as In August, Hecla Mining Co. of Wallace, 
the Jamestown Mine, were expected to yield ID, signed an agreement with Texasgulf Inc. 
about 120,000 ounces of gold and 140,000 under which Hecla assumed active manage- 
ounces of silver per year. ment of properties held by Texasgulf and 

Gold Fields Mining Corp. continued eval- the Golden Cycle Corp., operating jointly as 
uation of its Mesquite gold deposit, discover- the Cripple Creek and Victor Gold Mining 
ed in 1981, and announced that preliminary Co. The properties, including the Ajax and 
studies at the Imperial County property Cresson Mines and the Carlton mill, are all 
point to a production rate of about 100,000 in the Cripple Creek mining district of 
ounces of gold per year beginning about Teller County. Hecla agreed to increase the 
mid-1986. Open pit mining methods and productive capacity of the existing mines 
heap leaching will be employed at the new and conduct further exploration and devel- 
mine. opment. 

A multitude of other gold prospects in Idaho.—At Yellow Pine, on Thunder 
California, many former producing mines, Mountain in Valley County, Arivaca Silver 
were undergoing extensive exploration and Mines Ltd. and Copper Lake Explorations 
development. Among those approaching Ltd., both of Vancouver, British Columbia, 
production in the near future were Inca Canada, completed modifications to the 
Resources Inc.’s Rich Gulch property in Dewey gold mill and began milling stockpil- 
Plumas County, Terramar Resources ed ore from the nearby Dewey open pit. 
Corp.'s Reid Mine near Redding in Shasta Also in Valley County, near the old settle- 
County, and’ the San Juan Ridge placer ment of Stibnite, the West End gold mine of 
property of Placer Services Corp. near Ne- TRV Minerals Corp., operated by majority 
vada City. partner Superior Mining Co., resumed sea- 

Individuals mining placer gold with small sonal production in mid-May; this surface- 
floating suction dredges, a popular full-time mining, heap-leaching operation, which be- 
and recreational pursuit in many parts of gan producing in 1982, was expected to yield 
California, had a relatively successful year over 30,000 ounces annually. Operators of 
as witnessed by the recovery of several the Golden Chest group of patented claims 
large nuggets; the largest, a 53-ounce mass, near Murray, north of the Coeur d’Alene 
was recovered from a small stream near mining district, began limited placer min- 
Alleghany in Sierra County. ing operations adjacent to the workings of 

Colorado.—Gold continued to be sought the old Golden Chest Mine, a former pro- 
with vigor in Colorado’s historic mining ducer. The feasibility of recovering gold 
districts. Exploration companies seeking or from the old mine dumps on the property 
developing gold prospects were active inthe was also studied. As in previous years, 
Jamestown and Gold Hill-Sugarloaf mining exploration for precious metals continued 
districts of Boulder County, in the old Alma throughout geologically favorable areas of 
District of Park County near Fairplay, in the State. 
the Cripple Creek District of Teller County, An open file report by the U.S. Geological 
in the Montrose-Ouray region of west- Survey indicated that traces of gold and 
central Colorado, and in Custer County in other metals detected in Douglas fir trees 
south-central Colorado. and certain grasses on Red Mountain, in 

‘The decades-old discovery by State high- Valley County, may indicate the presence of 
way workers of fine gold in a sand and low-grade gold deposits as well as serve as a 
gravel deposit along the Arkansas River guide for biogeochemical exploration in oth- 
eventually led to the 1983 startup of a small . er areas with similar suites of vegetation.* 
gold dredging operation by the Petro Fund- Montana.—In February, Placer U.S. 
ing Corp. and its partner, Colorado Gold Inc.'s (formerly Placer Amex Inc.) wholly 
Brokers. The mine operators estimated that owned Golden Sunlight Mines Inc. began 
the small deposit, located near Las Animas full-scale open pit mining operations at the 
in southeastern Colorado, contains in excess new Golden Sunlight gold mine east of 
of 12,000 ounces of gold. Whitehall in Jefferson County. No major 

Near Silverton, Standard Metals Corp. of _ problems were encountered during startup, 
New York, operator of Colorado's largest and design throughput of 5,000 tons per day 
gold mine, the Sunnyside, operated atanew was maintained throughout the year. A 
record high level, producing an average total of 79,700 ounces of gold was produced 
of 25,000 to 28,000 tons of ore per month during this first year of operation. 
throughout the year. In the Little Rockies District of Phillips
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County, Zortman & Landusky Mining Co. ed the original dual-circuit mill to an im- 
continued to increase its rate of precious proved single-circuit design that was ex- 
metals production. The company’s two open _ pected to improve overall gold recovery and 
pit, heap-leaching operations, which oper- afford greater flexibility in handling the 
ate on a seasonal basis from February or carbonaceous and oxide ores being mined. 
March through mid-September, produced a The average grade of the ore mined was 
record high 177,000 ounces of gold and 0.274 ounce per ton. 
186,000 ounces of silver, up 10,000 ounces Carlin Gold Mining Co., a wholly owned 
and 46,000 ounces, respectively, over 1982 subsidiary of Newmont Mining Corp., pro- 
production. The cutoff grade of the ore, duced about 165,000 ounces of gold, mostly 
bearing microscopic particles of gold, is 0.01 from the Carlin, Maggie Creek, and Blue 
ounce per ton. Star pits. Included in this total was 37,000 

In Silver Bow County, southwest of Butte, ounces recovered by heap leaching lower 
Montoro Gold Co. was in the public-hearing _ grade ores from several company properties 
stage of permitting for its proposed 50,000- in the area, including test ores from the 
ounce-per-year open pit, heap-leaching op- Gold Quarry deposit, which has been under- 
eration at German Gulch. Montoro Gold, of going evaiuation and engineering studies 
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, hop- since its discovery by Newmont geologists in 
ed to have the new mine, designated “Beal 1980. Mining of this large, complex ore 
Mine,” in operation by late 1985. body, estimated to contain about 8 million 

‘Three miles north of Cooke City, in Car- ounces of gold, was planned to begin in late 
bon County, Ranchers Exploration and De- 1985. Pending finalization of the program to 
velopment Corp. of Albuquerque, NM, re- develop the Gold Quarry deposit, the com- 
ported that drilling at the Golden Grizzly pany deferred further evaluation of its Rain 
deposit appeared to have delineated a rela- deposit, located 20 miles south of the Gold 
tively small deposit, which is uneconomical Quarry. 
at current gold prices. In February, Nerco Minerals Co., a whol- 

In Park County, Homestake continued ly owned subsidiary of Nerco Inc., a mining 
development and environmental assess- subsidiary of the Pacific Power and Light 
ment studies on the Jardine gold deposit, an Co., bought out Occidental Minerals Corp., 
old gold mining camp near Gardiner next to including Occidental’s 50% interest in the 
Yellowstone National Park. Alligator Ridge gold mine in White Pine 

The number of exploration licenses County. The remaining 50% interest in the 
granted by the State increased from 161 mine, which began production in 1981, was 
licenses to 64 companies in 1982 to 201 controlled by the operating partner, Amsel- 
licenses to 78 companies in 1983. Explora- co Minerals Inc. 
tion activity, as well as activity associated At the Round Mountain gold mine, the 
with the opening or development of small operator, the Smokey Valley Div. of Loui- 
lode and placer mines, was concentrated in siana Land & Exploration Co., continued to 
the western half of the State. achieve dramatic increases in gold output, 
Nevada.—At least seven new mines were with production rising from about 72,000 

opened and several new deposits were dis- ounces in 1982 to over 98,000 ounces in 1983. 
covered. A few established producers Production at the heap-leaching facility was 
announced plans to expand their productive _ scheduled to exceed 100,000 ounces in 1984. 
capacities. Of the top 25 gold producers in At Battle Mountain, near Lander, the 
the Nation during 1983, 10 were in Nevada. Metals Div. of the Duval Corp. continued 

Freeport Gold Co.’s Enfield Bell (Jerritt _premining stripping of the company’s Forti- 
Canyon) Mine, in the Independence Moun- tude gold discovery announced in 1981. Gold 
tains north of Elko, achieved record high production at Duval’s nearby Battle Moun- 
production in 1988 of 262,000 ounces, 31% tain gold mine amounted to approximately 
greater than its rated capacity of 200,000 80,000 ounces in 1983. 
ounces. The 2-year-old mining and milling —_Early in the year, Cortez Gold Mines, a 
complex was the largest gold producer in subsidiary of Placer U.S. Inc., began open 
Nevada and the second largest in the Na- pit mining of gold ore from its new Horse 
tion. Ownership of the operation is divided Canyon ore body. Prior to the opening of the 
between Freeport Gold (70%), a subsidiary mine, feed for the mill at Cortez was derived 
of Freeport-McMoRan Oil & Gas Co., and from old dumps in the nearby Gold Acres 
FMC Gold Co. (80%), a subsidiary of FMC _ area of the Bullion mining district. In May, 
Corp. During the year, Freeport convert- the Cortez carbon-in-leach mill switched
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from the lower grade dump material tothe During the year, there were numerous 
higher grade Horse Canyon ore. The compa- gold prospects throughout the State in vari- 
ny expects to recover about 40,000 ounces of | ous.stages of exploration and development. 
gold per year once the mine is fully opera- Included among the recent discoveries were 
tional and the mill has been tuned to ac- the Bluebird property of Kinetic Minerals 
commodate the higher grade feed. Inc., adjacent to Battle Mountain in Lander 

On the famed Comstock Lode, old under- . County; the Santa Fe Prospect of Westley 
ground dumps of gold-bearing gob or waste Mines Ltd. and Lacana Mining Inc.; Dee 
as well as new areas of commercial mineral- Gold Mining Co.’s new mine complex under 
ization were the objectives of mining oper- construction at Boulder Creek in western 
ations begun by the United Mining Corp. Elko County; Placer U.S. Inc.'s Bald Moun- 
(UMC) in tunnels of the New Savage Mine tain property in White Pine County where 
underlying Virginia City. In April, the com- heap-leaching tests on crude ore began in 
pany began processing gold-bearing ores at October; the Buckhorn property of Cominco 
its newly acquired 750-ton-per-day mill at American Incorporated in Eureka County, 
American Flat. In January, the new mill southwest of Carlin, due on-stream in 1984; 
and several nearby surface and under- and Pacific Silver Corp.'s underground 
ground properties were acquired by UMC, Buckskin Mine near Yerington, which was 
with the result that for the first time, all undergoing rehabilitation after having been 
the operating mining properties in the Com- closed for over 60 years. 
stock Lode were controlled by a single  Oregon.—Nearly 60% of the active min- 
owner. However, the subsequent discovery ing operations in Oregon, excluding produc- 
in May of high-grade gold elsewhere on the _ ers of sand and gravel and stone, listed gold 
Comstock resulted in a flurry of claim as their principal product. Several small 
staking and exploration by other compa- _lode gold mines were intermittently worked 
nies. during the spring and summer of 1983; the 

In midyear, under an exploration and Pyx Mine in Grant County and the Thoma- 
development agreement with Klondex Goldson Mine in Baker County continued small- 
and Silver Mining Co., Minex Resources scale operations. In southwestern Oregon, 
Inc. of Riverton, WY, began mining and the Sunny Valley Mining and Development 
heap-leaching operations at Klondex’s Fire Co. shipped a small amount of gold ore from 
Creek gold property southwest of Carlin. In the Greenback Mine in Josephine County, 
October, as the first part of a three-phase while small-scale placer operations in 
exploration and development plan, Minex Josephine and adjoining Douglas Counties 
completed leaching 10,000 tons of ore and provided most of the State's production. In 
poured its first bar of gold. In a joint Baker County, UNC Resources Inc. acquir- 
venture between Centennial Minerals Ltd. ed full ownership of the Cornucopia ‘gold 
and Electra Northwest Resources Ltd., both mine and planned to begin operations there 
of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, in 1985. 
open pit mining and heap-leaching oper- The level of gold exploration activity 
ations were begun at the Aurora gold and _ noted in Oregon in 1983 increased over that 
silver property in Mineral: County. The of 1982. Exploration was conducted at near- 
consortium expected to produce about 7,000 ly 50 sites, concentrated mostly in south- 
ounces from the property during 1983, and western Oregon and in east-central Oregon 
more in 1984. A number of other small open _on the Grant-Baker County line. The princi- 
pit, heap-leaching . operations similar to pal thrust was directed not only toward the 
those above also began operating in the old established gold districts, but also to- 

State in 1983. ward favorable ground in Harney, Lake, 
At the Gooseberry Mine in Storey Coun- and Malheur Counties where many new 

ty, underground rehabilitation and infra- gold prospects have been discovered since 
structural upgrading were completed, and the recognition there, in 1978, of epithermal 
the mine was returned to productive gold mineralization. Among the companies 
status in August by its new owner, Asa- actively engaged in advanced stages of gold 
mera Inc. Both mine production and mill exploration in Oregon were the American 
throughput increased steadily toward year- Copper and Nickel Co., a subsidiary of Inco 
end, with the mill attaining its fully rated Ltd; Nerco, a subsidiary of the Pacific 
capacity of 350 tons per day and an 85% Power and Light of Portland; and Silver 
recovery of the contained precious metal King Mines Inc., which acquired the two- 
values. thirds interest that Texasgulf held in the
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Iron Dyke Mine, a recent past producer of per ton. 
gold and copper. The Utah Copper Div. of Kennecott, own- 

South Dakota.—Despite the increasing er of the Bingham Canyon Mine, near Salt 
number of large new gold mines starting up Lake City, was again the largest producer of 
in other Western States, South Dakota's byproduct gold, and ranked third among all 
Homestake Mine at Lead retained its posi- gold producers. 
tion-as the Nation’s number one producer. © Noranda Mining’s small open pit gold 
Homestake reported the production of property at Tecoma, UT, progressed to the 
307,494 ounces of gold in 1983, compared point where a production decision was ex- 
with 185,039 ounces in 1982, when 4 months pected in 1984. Gold exploration in Utah 
of production was lost owing to a strike. continued to expand in 1983. In the East 
During 1983, the average grade of ore Tintic mining district in Utah County, Sun- 
mined at Homestake increased 7%. Produc- shine Mining Co., of Idaho, took an option 
tivity increased by an average of 1.01 tons on a large tract of land containing the 
per worker-shift, or 18%. The gold recovery Trixie Mine, a former gold producer closed 
rate also improved by 2%, to 96.1%. Explo- in late 1982, and the Homansville Fault 
ration of the mine’s original opencut, first area, targeted by Sunshine for exploratory 
opened in 1877, continued throughout the drilling. To the southwest, in Beaver Coun- 

year. ty, a joint venture between Horn Silver 
West of Lead, at an elevation of 6,000 feet, Mines Inc. and Toledo Mining Co. was 

Wharf Resources USA Inc., of Helena, MT, formed to explore the base and precious 
advanced from an experimental stage to full metals potential of properties held by Tole- 
production at the Annie Creek gold mine. do near Milford; many of the properties 
Production at the new open pit, heap- _ were former precious metals producers. 
leaching operation was expected to be about - Washington.—Of the nine mining proj- 
18,000 ounces per year initially. Over ects under production or development in 
500,000 tons of ore was to be mined and . Washington, five were properties where 
processed annually. The company, in part- ‘gold was the principal commodity. Similar- 
nership with Homestake, also holds the ly, gold and silver were the commodities 
adjoining Bald Mountain property, a poten- most sought after by the 60 to 80 mining 

tial gold producer. companies actively exploring in the State. 
Also west of Lead, Viable Resources Inc. Predevelopment exploration was funded at 

of Casper, WY, and Freeport Exploration essentially the same level as in 1982, but 
Co. were reported to have intersected signif there were more firms contributing to the 
icant gold values on their Richmond Hill effort in 1983. The area around Wenatchee, 
Prospect. Near Galena, Lacana Mining Chelan County, continued to be the focal 
Corp., of Ontario, Canada, acquired the Gilt point of both exploration and of mineral 
Edge gold property, which contains open pit land acquisition. More than one-half of the 
ore reserves of 10 million tons grading 0.05 money spent for gold and silver exploration 
ounce per ton. Exploration and metallurgi- was invested in Chelan County as numerous 
cal evaluation were expected to continue companies responded to the spectacular 
into 1984. drilling results announced early in the year 
Utah.—The principal development relat- from what is now the Cannon Mine, under 

ing to gold in Utah in 1983 was the July 22 development near Wenatchee. The news 
dedication of the new Mercur gold mine by from the Cannon Mine led to the filing of 
Getty Mining Co., a subsidiary of Getty Oil over 1,000 mining claims in March alone. 
Co., and Getty’s joint-venture partner, Gold State sources reported that 19 companies 
Standard Inc., of Salt Lake City. The new were actively exploring for gold in Chelan 
mine, which was expected to produce 80,000 County, whereas a similar report in 1982 
ounces of gold per year for 14 or 15 years, is listed only 2. At least 45 other companies 
at the old mining camp of Mercur, about 25 were known to hold land positions in the 
miles south of Tooele. Construction of the county by yearend. 
$90 million open pit mine began in August Encouraged by the results of their explo- 
1981, and its first gold bar was poured in ration at the Cannon Mine, joint venturers 
April 1983. Vat leaching, carbon-in-leach, Asamera Inc., of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 
and electrowinning were employed at the and Breakwater Resources Ltd., of Vancou- 
3,000-ton-per-day mill to recover gold, which ver, British Columbia, Canada, forged 
occurs in the ore as micron-sized particles at ahead with both exploration and develop- 
an overall ore grade of 0.09 ounce of gold ment, adding new gold reserves and more
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than 1 mile of new underground workings, $17 to $20 million. 
as well as initiating the construction of a _ Gold exploration activity in northern 
new decline and a 22-foot-diameter shaft. Minnesota intensified during the year as 
Milling and surface support facilities were numerous major mining and exploration 
also in the initial stages of development companies expanded their search there for 
toward yearend. Initial production was precious metals. Thousands of acres of land 
targeted to begin in early 1985, thought to be underlain by gold-bearing 

Elsewhere in Washington, Hecla an- greenstone formations similar to those 
nounced in late 1988 that it would close its being explored around Hemlo in nearby 
Knob Hill Mine at Republic in mid-1984. southern Ontario, Canada, have been leased 
The mine produced about 14,000 ounces of from the State in Beltrami, Itasca, Koo- 
gold and about 80,000 ounces of byproduct chiching, Lake, Lake of the Woods, Roseau, 
silver during 1983, but ore reserves were and St. Louis Counties. Geological and geo- 
near depletion. Nearby, Crown Resources physical surveys were proceeding in this 
Corp., of Denver, began producing gold and northern State area, generally between In- 
silver from the old Seattle Mine and was ternational Falls and Ely. 
involved in joint-venture developments at _ The Piedmont areas of Virginia, North 
the South Penn and Granny properties. In Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Ala- 
northern Ferry County, Vulcan Mountain bama continued to receive attention from a 
Inc., of Lamona, WA, began gold and silver number of companies seeking gold. Some of 
production using heap-leaching technology the major gold producers have maintained 
at the Gold Dike Mine. Considerable atten- exploration offices in the South for several 
tion was drawn to the Junction Reef Pros- years. Near Goldvein in Fauquier County, 
pect of Veronex Resources Ltd., of Vancou- VA, Callahan Mining Corp. drilled explor- 
ver, British Columbia, Canada, and Rexcon _atory holes around the old Franklin Mine, a 
Inc., of Spokane, where exploration discov- former producer first opened in 1835, and 
ered anomalously high gold values dissemi- explored the Little Elliot Mine several 
nated in a stockwork system and some miles to the south. In the same general 
visible gold in an associated vein system. area, Phelps Dodge was reported to have 
The prospect is geologically interesting as a conducted geological reconnaissance around 
potentially mineralized basement high sur- its holdings encompassing the old Culpeper 
rounded by Columbia River basalt flows. Mine near Mine Run, off the Rapidan River 

Other States.—In Marquette County, MI, in Culpeper County. Walnut Creek Mining 
Callahan Mining Corp. completed its study Inc. continued to develop its gold interests 
on reopening the Ropes gold mine and in Orange County, VA, near Rhodesville 
announced its decision to spend $3.1 million and Wilderness. There were persistent ru- 
for rehabilitation of the former gold produc- mors reported during the year to the Vir- 
er. Production was expected to begin, at a ginia State Geologist of coarse gold being 
rate of 30,000 to 35,000 ounces per year, in recovered by recreational panners operat- 
1985. Total capital costs required to bring ing along various streams in Buckingham 
the property on-stream at a rate of 1,000 County. 
tons per day was expected to range from 

Table 4.—Mine production of gold in the United States, by month 
(roy ounces) 

Month 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Janvary—-----_---------------------- TA82T—TT922— 98887 106,956 181.404 
NET 6 secs rnronninniieninemnam eee 68,850 78,301 98,385, 109,407 128,668, March "22LDITITITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL2 e567 sodd— 118-200 188'086 150340 

April. _.. Sore et anata ne wean 75,222 89,477 110,866 *136,674 158,566 
MAY eas eenememsonanns 76,153 93,054 108,291 7148,212 175,893. 
dee eee eee es 76,500 83,279 119,676, 116,925, 174,895 
SOE an -coceced enerpene ecm anoneemeemansmsaner ay ati etate 79,557 59,595. 126,675, 114,845, 115,474 
Magna 8 ce oct oti 92,974 57,130 125,505, *114,538 187,764 
NII casas eevrcennten retresntinins a 88,654 73,888, 124,629, *108,024 184,971 

October _--. =-------_---------------+ 92,331 84,161 123,201 127,928 179,387 
Boveuiee.. 26 es 85,370 83,366 119,886 127,843, 162,163 
ORI ee cemeteries 81,885, 102,569 113,960, 120,268 147,854 

TORR, cn secpenvenininemsarnmmninnon a massnsiccnnuiss 964,390 969,782 1,379,161 "1,465,686 1,957,379 

"Revised.
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Table 8.—Gold produced in the United States by cyanidation: 
_ ing in vata, tanksand Leaching in vats, tans,and Leaching in open heaps or dummpe? 

Year “Oretreated ——«Gold_|—S”SCre treated Gu cy, “Ghousand recovered’ and Gl recovered 
short tons) {troy ounces) short tons) (troy ounces) pe et atin” eee eat) 

19 5,058,973 451,740 1615027 ogi igo SPAR Sa TERETE OEE 1 860'153 483,113 910497 02 1981 __ ween nen nnn nee 7,023,836 648,334 8,875,892, (264,408 jt pee vee elope tenee ca 7/818.088 Toes 12304399 sov033 agen Soon Secor 11485384 1066518 157726120 500,508 — ee __ _e AT  ___ 
Preliminary. 
}May include small quantities recovered by leaching with thiourea, by bicextraction, and by Proprietary processes. 
includes autoclaves. 
"May include old tailings and waste ore dumps, 
“May include small quantities recovered by gravity methods, 

Table 9.—Gold produced at placer mines in the United States, by method of recovery! 
es 

Material Gold recoverable 
Mines washed “Thow Average Method of recovery produc. Wish hound Tow Yalue Agog 

ing cubic troy a subie yards) AfO¥, sands) Per ex ccs eed 
Bucketline dredging: 
Deane SSE ie 2 3 415 3 $977 $2056 DE actrees 2 3 7 93 ms io qWBlsne Ne SCe RETURNS Sete 3 5 7219 15 aa 3013 i920 70 DTTTTTTITTTTTTITT ITE & 8 tT BaD 119 eu 3 4° ams 30 ast 2615 line dredging: PY a saanaterscisains 3 0 Ha San 1980___ ee 3 u 355 6 3,879 55.780 TM eee 4: ¥ 330 3 1,200 518.023 OI were mreeen etm pncein oe esedsanaas 3 4 ¥ tag a 1,188 ¥ 518.960 By niaiy wenae----- +88. 2 13, “110 3 1,333. 53.481 licking: We cecasnesseeg lice 8 8 m2 613 3.480 y9g0"77TTITTTTIIIIIIIST ISITE u 4 #3 42a? Bea Appi DU 27s Soren aTER ST ETPRERS 1 1 mT ‘526 dors wae 4 4 mS 139 8.025 no igosatiginis 1 1 3 8 nT 43.382 lonflosting washing plantar NEIB oe a es crt ree 7 8 oe 225 s2988 BOO ere 1 1 3605 311 1981___. fa ettasielinan 9 13 3894 = 4,438 4.869 1982. 10 iW 805 13, 4829 6.000 a Uses precoated 5 5 646 13 5,406, 8.364 

‘nad band metho sucuee edge Wien ee ann 3 3 4 © 5 1281 DO sss is oie es rccn oS etaneS 2 2 3 oO 33. 12.473 ieee gore é 7 ws SY 401 3738 WOE cent meenenann cs aaenae 1b 15 30 oe 14 5.848 I. =--+--------- B ers "167 3 1,437 7.831 ‘Total placers:” 
1979 2B 82 2784 410 2,930 52.639 NMR oe. 2B 40 23994 aT 10,394 57.220 a 2% 3 293395 2918296 sm19 sea SDDS SUSLTO REA SER TESTES 3 S355 8B das 2.475 TORE accom snennecnnmrraten opeteecsinaneassciins Er 47 95,711 “49 20,804 53.454 a Oe 

"Revised. $Data are only for those mines that report annually on the Bureau of Mines voluntary survey; there are many more, ‘usually smaller and less well-established operations, mainly in Alaska, that do not report ‘2Does not include platinum bearing material from which byproduct gold was recovered. 
Excludes tonnage of material treated at commercial sand and gravel operations recovering byproduct gold. 
‘Hncludes gold recovered at commercial sand and gravel operations. {Gold recovered as a byproduct at sand and gravel operations not used in calculating average value per cubic yard 

‘Less than 1/2 unit. "Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 10.—U.S. refinery production of gold 
(housand troy ounces) 

_ Ea 
Concentrates and ores: Domestie 0 —— =o eee eee een 79 oT8 or 18 B5 
Festign oboe eeac un SaSTorses scene 3 4 4 1 7 

Obbeetag An nn Pe aoe 1,675 2,184 1,610. 14dd 1,380 Newarep Sc ecchai ccamn Dut aetna zee 1208 Ves 1a7 8G 1580 
Mekal sentenced Sec etree eens 3761 4612 3,890 73,760 3,858 

"Reviced 
4.08 cane in 18) 282357 ounces n 88 ad 2180 cane in IRL, Retin acy tented in Se 

Data may not add to totale shown because of independent rounding. 

In North Carolina, the Canadian-based and exploration interests at the old Haile 
companies Petromet International Inc. and Mine, 3 miles northeast of Kershaw in 
Canorex International Inc. optioned the old Lancaster County. There was also some 
Portis Mine in Franklin County, north activity centered around the old Brewer 
of Raleigh. The partners completed some Mine in adjoining Chesterfield County. 
drilling and trenching during the year. To Developments in Georgia and Alabama 
the southwest in Montgomery County, Cor- were generally restricted to recreational 
vette Petroleum Corp. and Harlin Re- gold mining and some unobtrusive explora- 
sources Inc., both of Vancouver, British _ tion by various corporate interests. 
Columbia, Canada, conducted drilling and Refinery production of gold recovered 
geophysical tests on their holdings at the from foreign and domestic ores increased 
old Montgomery Mine, while the old Howie. substantially during the year as domestic 
gold mine in nearby Union County received mines increased their output. Gold refined 
attention from Yellowknife Bear Resources, from old scrap declined somewhat from the 
also of Canada. There were also reports of 1982 level, while gold recovered from new 
corporate gold exploration activities in scrap was essentially unchanged. In Salt 
Rowan and Cabarrus Counties. Lake City, UT, Johnson Matthey Refining 

In South Carolina, Amselco Minerals, a Co. began operating its new gold and silver 
subsidiary of British Petroleum Ltd., was refinery. The new $10 million facility had 
exploring and evaluating gold prospects an annual capacity of 1 million ounces of 
near Ridgeway, while Piedmont Land and gold and 4 million ounces of silver. 
Exploration pursued development permits 

CONSUMPTION 

The decline in domestic gold jewelry de- or for export. An estimated 2.5 million 
mand, where gold may assume a dual role ounces of gold coin was believed to have 
as an item of adornment and one of invest: been absorbed by the private sector, exclu- 
ment, may perhaps be attributed in part to _ sive of industry. 
the widespread availability of a wide range The volume of gold futures contracts 
of alternative investments. Declines in traded on U.S. futures exchange markets 
those sectors where gold is an important, if began 1983 at record levels; in January, 
not vital, constituent of many industrial nearly 160 million ounces was traded. 
products such as electronics, probably mir- However, trading activity generally trailed 
rors the poor demand for many industrial off toward yearend, with December volumes 

products in 1983. down by one-half or more from January 
The net quantities of gold bullion and _ levels on most exchanges. Following a Com- 

gold in coins for investment purposes that modity Futures Exchange Commission rul- 
flow to or from the private sector, excluding ing that allowed the trading of gold options 
industry, are not reported. It was estimated to begin in 1982, gold option trading began 
that the purchases of gold bullion for invest- in earnest in 1983, increasing in popularity 
ment purposes were more than offset by toward yearend. 
sales by investors to industrial purchasers
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Table 11.—U.S. consumption of gold,‘ by end use 

(Thousand troy ounces) 
a 

Jewelry and the arta: 
Fine gid fr decbroplaliog” ~~ cormmomz: FB gg MRS Goldfiled andotber- 77777777TTT7TTT7T__ a 26 236 20 2 

AOE ceatrnccceeetesecees «© RARE. 1,505 1,730 31,954 1,668 Dental e222 777 22272 2T aaa I Be 33 60 
Industrial: ee lye eS meee a Keretgold 28 50 6 4 

Fine gold for electroplating. --——=~2~~T~ILIT2 a9 592 528 "389 344 Goldfilled and other == 7_2~—2-=a-aa_ BA 6st fo 049 a0 
WO aces mncniretenenntausee TOG 1287 4,210 1,302 1,028 

‘Small items for investment* ____________-_--___ 45 82 22 9 4 

"Revised. 
Gold consumed in fabricated products only; does not include monetary bullion. 
Data may include estimates. Data do not add to total ehown because of independent rounding. 
“Fabricated bars, medallions, coins, etc. 

STOCKS 

Official.—The decline in stocks of bullion Bank for International Settlements, totaled 
held by the US. Department of the Treas- 1.141 billion ounces at yearend 1983. IMF 
ury was attributed in part to the use of bullion stocks at yearend 1983 were essen- 
bullion stocks to satisfy the minting re- tially unchanged from stocks held at the 
quirements of both the Department's gold close of 1982. 
medallion sales program and the new gold — Commercial—The substantial liquida- 
coin commemorating the 1984 Olympic tion of industrial stocks of refined gold 
Games. probably reflected reduced expectations and 

Official gold reserves of the market econo- a decision by the industry to maintain lower 
my countries, including stocks held by the _ inventories. 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the 

Table 12.—Yearend stocks of gold in the United States 
(Thousand troy ounces) 
8a 

Industry 868 er 635 16 630 Futures exchange 2 -227p2222222727TT772 ats geet aus 80 
Department of the Treasury’ —""""""""_TTIT_yed6d 26,8306 © 264046 ©——268,406 
Earmarked gold® _____~__ 0-2 2----__-_ 359,285 354,453 850,640 348,555 341,402 

‘Mncludes gold in Exchange Stabilization Fund. 
Gold held for foreign and international official accounts at New York Federal Reserve Bank. 

PRICES 

The Engelhard Industries price for gold, or to 1980. The Engelhard-London daily 
though lower in 1981 through 1983 than the final gold price began 1983 at $449.50, 
record high level of $850 set in early 1980, peaked at $509.25 in mid-February, declined 
remained well above levels established pri- erratically to the year’s low of $874.65 in
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November, and closed the year at $382.25. bullion reserves; in 1983, the United States 
‘The average price for the year was $424.00 _ was the only holder of large gold stocks still 
per troy ounce. Since 1979, nearly all of valuing its bullion at a fixed price ($42.22 
the industrialized nations have adopted per ounce). 
market-related prices for evaluation of their 

Table 13.—U.S. gold prices 
olla per troy ounce) 

Period Tow High Average 
WW ecteecee cee ||| SO Wgeo0WTTLIIIIIIIIIIIIILISIIITIIIT IIIa Tecan «BERD om ae Wl ee IST SESDREETOSTGES ST UDEPATSSSTIAT 6 eases ise SESSCSTIELIELELISET ccc ae aa ara 
ae —————— 
ID occ neo ec itm it inc bm nica sce sk 449.50 499.50 479.84 Fone CSE Ue ey aut March 20222222IZ7TTTITIIIIIITIIIIITTT Wee fy-22STTTTTDDIIIIEITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE «= aloo ans arr 
MOND on ene rekoeecnananuabnennnaaneeee, 400.25, 423.50 412.84 
Pe cue od wisk gent mri ein eer er myer 410.75, 430.50, 423.41 

fotebeesoT2ecoo iseigcsinccceerorcttocococecss. fie | fae te 
October __ ~~~ IIIIIILIIITITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 382.00 401.40 993.98 November [TZTTTIITITIIIIIISIIIIIGIIIIIIIIIITIII aes Sa Desember 22-22TTTTTTTITTITIIIIIIIIIIIISIIIIITIII_ 00am Base 

ee ne On ee 
*Bngelhard Industries daily quotation 

FOREIGN TRADE 

In addition to 3.6 million ounces of re- was also imported; of this total, 52% came 
fined gold imported during the year, an from the Republic of South Africa, 82% 
estimated 2 million ounces of gold in coins from Canada, and 4% from Mexico. 

Table 14.—U.S. exports of gold, by country 
‘Ore base bullion, ‘Refined 

‘scrap bullion Soe 
Year and country 7 yaw. Value Value oe, tho SY tho TY thou 

sands) s sands) sands) 

Wy oonser szsrasl 158m872 s402n50e 16,401,909 4,907,884 eo “TTTDIIIIIITTTIIT alee “Sos “Crooier “Brerast “ettessr “Sear se Yee 22TTTTIITTTIIIIIIIOIIID hasan «Brose Skaribes | Boor'sst Gasroos | Suri see Yee [TTTIIIIITIIIIIIIIOIIT asso agetite _Yesrter “sooger _gotoiseu _ howo‘oee 
1983: Se um (ok) | OU!OUC™**~Sst:S*~<~=;S;CSt*‘«sé‘ |! 

Belgium-Luxembourg____----_.~ 127,485 51,104 oa a 127,485 51,104 Bradlee 72 aaa2aaoe S38 2 216i yeild “rom? Ganade 2--“ZTTIIIIIIIIIII «srg oud args 1450810 GRRL oes Testa 
Oc rcseti ea 181,039 54,775 84 31 181,123 54,806 Germany, Federal Repablisof ---~- "base “850008 aa asia “Ga 
TRAE cas ncater cc catameasoee 59 10 8,507 3,597 8,566 3,607 Japan “272TTZITTTITTTIT att «alsa B'808 are? 8 OBL 
ON sie oie cee femmes nce ete < 3,585, 1,495. 3,535, 1,495 Sweden <--277=2227----7> 1g 68g aw 2 1 16082 Bat Swiveriand—-~777"7TTTITITZ Rao) ed erpt sage?) ge at 
‘United Kingdom —— =. 839,869 146,901 895, 303 340,764 147,204 
TRIN a igre ote ee ae 63,797 27,990 63,797 27,990 Other = S2TTIIIIIIIIIITI_ seas“ B “Seto 

WAR ise Casement 1,257,800 501,016 1,881,283 825,418 3,189,083 1,826,484 

‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of gold, by country 

re base bullion, ——~S*«*R ined SSC 
scrap, bullion Total 

‘Year and country ‘Value Value Value 
roy, thou. = (OY, thou. © SFY, (thou. 
ounces sands) NCES sands) sands) 

1979 __---..---------------- 255896 $79,534 4,878,802 $1,400,669 4,629,698 $1,480,203 iggo [TTT TTTITTIIIIIIIIIID 451509 B4si230 alog0488 “ziso6ise9 4,541,997 | °2°750,120 
1981 [TTTTTTTTTITTIITIIITIID asters «= aia'geT | ieaaTe © 11942560 4652151 2.157.487 
1982 [TTTTTITTTTTTITTTIIIII_eaeleer_—2azgas—azsrre69 650.719 920,330 1/898,604 
1983: 
PAN PRBHIRN acres 3122 122315478 6882 18,600 8,105 
Belgium-Luxembourg_—-—-—~____ g172 3401111588 5O'984 1191755 4A Bolivia. ~~~ === 25,157 8439 ©5083 «10,187 50240 BT 
Canada |====ITIITI=TTT=TTTeRag7 ©4947 ,.918262 «837/351 -2276,759 986,768 

Chile. --2=IIIIZIIIIIIIIT seis ezia29 | "s7105 gas? © “311183 181,666 
Colombia - 222222 TETSIIETEEE 1,672 694 TOU 2.881 8683 ‘3575, 
Dominican Republic —"-"""""" 207/903 88,197 B7.08G 15750 244/989 108,947 Frances --— 22D o aaa. ABI 5,568 2191 ‘940 15/308 6508 
Germany, Federal Republic of -~""~ 41952 740 ‘IT 25152697815 
Guyana 20sec STEED 31569 2,826 856 125560 4,425 
Hong Kong --~—-_~~">"777=7> 2m0 ‘981 6577 RATS «68.087 ©8463 dapen 2 3c CURD RRREDEIEE ATES 1430 450 «73841-82587 «= T5211 «BR, 
Korea, Republic of= ~~~ ——-~~-—~~ 2369 2g 6a TAT Bi 
Mexico. _—— ~~" "777 TIIIIIIT 12/404 agit 5,428 2877 YTBS2 7188 
Netherlands’ 2252 ST TISSUTETES 5 TL 20972 10,615.02. 10,626 
Nicaragua —_~~>~>~"7"7=TIII -_ ae 5,069 2381 5,069 2381 Panamacs 270 SET SeEUE TERT i 35 «15,000 50215446 Bret 
Peru..0227TTLIIIIITTTID 45685 dd 88S TAA 2000S 
Philippines -——-—""""""""""T> aL] 15,923 es — 41,151 15,928 South Africa, Republic of —————~ ~~ 8146 3394 26,548 2.161. BH692 15,555, 
Switzerland 7 = >To TT TT 1434 ‘Sor 835170 147,108 «836,604. 4TTIO 
United Kingdom_——"~"27~IZI2 (an eas 8689 18198 5496 33811 14.195 
Urugay coe eee 2.358 460 GOS.644 266,519 605.997 266,978 
Veneauela ——""""""TZTIITIZ ads 910017248, Dad 848314994 
Nuposlavia =272222=IIIA ooo re —- 29695 «12,889 29,695 «12RD 

SOUGDSERGUSEEC ERGs ges 6,660 11,826 4819 38,249 11,889 
Total! __--------------. 998,798 401,548 3,509,188 1,575,570 4,592,981 1,977,118 

*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 16.—Value of U.S. gold trade 
(Thousand dollars) 

Timports? for = Sport consumption 
1919 _____________---------------------- = 4,907,864 1,480,208 
leg SEES S sea Saas SUSE os ee RES 3i6a7. 932 2°750,120 LOB ronerremerinin tr aerate 3071886 2157487 aaa PSs TRE SAGe SEE ADE VEELU SEE ase Gee ee 1,089,086 1g93'604 ANS, eneriemmarsonnanoanaaesnaemaenenmnne ee 1.926434 L978 

AValues of general imports were as follows: $1,506,716,888 (1979), $2,795,549,207 (1980), $2,197,944,569 (1981), $1,940,356,815 1982), and $1 998,509,87 G98). me : 

WORLD REVIEW 

‘The upward course of world mine produc- purchasers in the market economy coun- 
tion continued in 1983, with the Republic of tries in 1983 was about 42 million ounces;* 
South Africa accounting for about 50% of of this total, about 35 million ounces was 
the world mine output, and the USS.R., mined in the market economy countries; 3 
Canada, the United States, China, Brazil, million ounces originated as net trade with 
and 58 other countries accounting for the the centrally planned economy countries 

remainder. such as the U.S.S.R., China, and North 
Consolidated Gold Fields’ annual summa- Korea; and net sales of gold to the market 

ry of world gold supply and demand report-. from official or governmental sources 
ed that the supply of gold (excluding most amounted to about 3.8 million ounces. 
secondary gold) available to commercial Again, as in years past, most of the gold
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entering the market from the Republic of ounces from the demand level estimated for 
South Africa, the U.S.S.R., and several 1982. Gold consumed in the developed and 
other producing countries continued to be developing countries, combined, of the mar- 
traded through Switzerland, England, and ket economy world was divided, in millions 
other Western European countries. of troy ounces, between the following end- 

According to the Consolidated Gold use categories: jewelry, 19.2; electronics, 3.1; 
Fields’ report, the demand for gold in the dental, 1.7; other industrial and decorative 
commercial sector of the market economy uses, 1.9; medallions and unofficial coins, 
countries during 1983 was about 32.2 mil- 1.0; and official coins, 5.3. 
lion ounces, a decline of about 2.8 million 

Table 17.—Gold: World mine production, by country* 
(Troy ounces) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 198 1983 
Argentina 10140 1062214757 20819 21,000 Australia IDITIIIIIIIIIDITITIIIIII —sgeigo = sarlest © sao7a7 © see.815 1,088,250 Bolivia ~~" "TTTIIITTILTTIIE 30819 5201566872 d0,148 «849,678 Brasil? #27—7I2~TLT_TTTTTTTTITIITZ 20/000 1,800,000 1,200,000 1,500,000 1,600,000, i 133 130 “100 $100 100 Guneroee 27 == TZTZESITSTSTITNETTEEE 7 72 316 $300, 300 Canada =~ =" TTT 044.205 exzari 1672808 2,081,280 2274480 Central African Repablie- -—~~2~222D22222 2181” ©2/000 1386 100” #2492 Chile ETE TT TTT TIIIIITT —aao5 a0 aoola7s 5485509 562600, Ghing® 82777 7TTTTTTTTTTIITIIIIIITT 200,000 -225;000 1,700,000 1,800,000 1,900,000 Golombia —==7Z=TITIIIIIII IIIT eais69 ©5049 “sza'zieas1gss Baaa'T9 Cesgg SU DS SEST IEEE SEPP EIESSE ° ° 98 83 80 SNE ms ces "16,700 "18,000 "20,000 27,000 30,000 Dominican Republics———""""—LT~~L=T7T=ageiogz~——g9}603 «= ao7'818 880.254 48.085, Beuador 22 22a nn nan ana "2951 "2476 2347 * #23300 2100 WhSaivodor 2 2D TITESE ICT Te 2720 2492 3883, 3300 3,000 Ethiopia =~ ~—>~7=TTILILIIIIIIIIII srg10 | °9}000 «41880 * 12.000 © 14,000. Ri -STTLIIIIIIIIEIIITITITITITT aes "3999 g0's95 46.821 50,000 Finland --~~~-~~-~~~--72-2-2 2 283254188 BLO 36.780 57.000 France 252525 I0LEIESSCET ES 54109 «37301865362 «BT967 70/000, French Guiana -—">">TTDTIIITIII I 5,000 4000 49004000 4,000 Goboa een a2 SSeS SSSR DIIGIE ‘964 553 #550 ‘550 550 Germany, Federal Republic of. __——~_ ~~ 2,35 2,964 3,051 1818 1,900 Ghana —"--——— OL UTITIIIIIIIIID —*asr000 958,000 341000 881,000 309000 Guyana ~~~ 2272772 ~TTTTTTI IIIT 10398 “11 003 “19,288 8,633 9,000 Hondurag 27297 TSSETOSTIOTITSSTSET 1501 202 1579 Um 17700 Hungary ~~ ~TDLTITITIIIIIIIILIT 60000 60,000 60,000 50,000 30,000 Todigh =e SET SIRE SETS SaT EASES 84781 78884 «= 79875 71.935 63,000 Indonesia?” ~~ ~~~ LTLTIIIITEIII IT Torzie 5898854240 T1819 78.800, Japan. -2-2TTTTTTTTTIIII III aga8tog9 = aazee = 104.186 100.92 Kenya _ 777777 77WTTTITTILIILIII 200 125 #100 21 20 Korea, North® ——"—"“"""~-_""TTLTD 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 i¢,000 Korea, Republicof® ——-—"""7"TTTTTTTTT egos, = an ztT asap 55.749 601000 Dibeclas oc eusk oe eten 1,086 Tas 186 F166 315,400 Madagascar ~~~ >~DDTDTTTTIIIIIIII 125 14 “10 F410 110 Malaysia: 

Peninsular Malaysia = 5,498 4.621 5,691 584 5,600 Seheh 2502 -ne 520022 coasts 55.292 60.905 «68915 70:00 70,000 Sarawak. _~~~~-~~-~~.2222_-2==e 7063 378 82 26 100 Males 20 ee 75000 "10,000 16,000 "13,000° 13,000 Mexico —<—CLTTIT=T=TITTTITIIITIIL sage = gs.go aoe) s6-248 208000 New Zeaiand ~~ ~~7"2I77TTI2IIZIII 6.998 619 eon 115 8,000 Nicaragua-—°— 27272777 2ITLIIIIIL 61,085 59,904 "62.000 51849346742 PapuaNew Guinea “—""""""TTIL“T“TTl 680496451707 40.825——«569,588 5821000 Peru ———_--7TTTLILLITITITTvanesé = Fiazoa.—17605T 164.547 165,000 Philippines ——-_-~"""—TUTTLIIIIT_TI_ 585,168 “645.806 75R451 = 8344499 01710 Portugsl------~-=---02222222ao => 107706 8855 10,931 67783 7,000 Romania® ~~~" DTTIITTTTIIIIIIILE 65,000 65,000 65,000 65,000 65,000 Binoie ——— 2-0 SEES TESTES ‘472 948 1,204 286 623 Sierra Leone! ~~~" "TTT DTITTTTTTTTT NA 407 3,435, 8,730 9,000 Solomon lelendg 202 CEES SEER SELIETT 1078 1,098 1050 F110 1,100 South Africa, Republic of ———""“7""""7_> 26171179 21,669,468 21,121157 21,855111 %21,847'310 Pe pec 91404 "108,154" 98381” 108,508 110,000, Sudant__ ~~ >" 2TTDITITTTTII TTT ‘300 ‘300 300 ‘400 500 Surinatie 520720 SGTRSSSET EES IE 300 350 380 599 600 Sweden _-—"" ~~ TTTTTTTTITTII I 70000 70,000» 70,000 * 877,160 77,000 Taiwan’ 22 SLSESTEEPREITSTISI EIT W423 RRR 56695. TLTTO «952,961 LS 322 46 F400 =F S500 ‘300 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 17.—Gold: World mine production, by country! —Continued 
(Troy ounces) 

Country? 1999 1980 198i 19 1989" 

USSRS __----------------------- 460,000 § 800.000 8,425,000 8,950,000 8,600,000 
United States =D 77222TZTTTTTIIITII2"esaigg0 ©“ genszse + grali61 1,465,686 1,957,979 
Vewintlacg oo ooo ge SSeS See oe 14989 "13,565, 18,826 27,993 25,000 
Fignelatie occa eee 138,987 106,226 115,164 *122,000 120,000 
Belts. -- = swan teoestoecesksl 773,368 *40,864 64,430 62,233 60,000 
Table ooo ae eee 7,983 10,576 10,545 13,489 910,159 

Zimbabwe ————.---—--------~-~=~~~___388,000_368,000_371,000_426,000_ 480,000 
Total _..-----------~--~---- "38,329,566 "89,204,777 41,249,456 43,056,677 44,523,309 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
$rabid medindes dete aralbie taurough Mey #0, ee “is cassis sasbeatte SBN: Ne Poland, 
* is in Bul ;, Burma, ' os the: an. jocratic Republic, Guine jorway, Poland, 

Senegal. ‘Thailand, snd several other countries However, avaiable data are insufficient to make reliable output 
estimates, 
“Greil poring figures ae fom, in try ounce s5n9-107 88 3960-19148, 1061-14060 
1962 ds H08: sal mines (arimnposs 1979--96,294 1880--810,104, 1081-414, 1982671582. yee 
Very conservative estimate of output 1979-80; total national production probably is much greater than these 

estimates, but no basis for quantification ofthe balance of output is available; 1981-88 based on estimates prepared by the 
Gold Institute, Washington, DC 

"Revised to zero. 
"Data are for year ending July 6 of that stated. 
®Refinery output. 
‘Bxcludes production from socalled “people's mines.” 
ats Figures are based on gold taxed for export and include gold entering Liberia undocumented from Sierra Leone 

ines. 
“ee ‘estimates of gold produced in Sierra Leone, which is moved through undocumented channels for sale in 

Australia.—Gold exploration, especially carbon-in-pulp plant adjacent to the mill 
in Western Australia, was unusually in- was begun and completed in 1983. An addi- 
tense; scores of both new and long-familiar tional 18,000 ounces of gold per year was 
gold prospects were under investigation, expected from this new facility. On the 
and efforts to discover or rediscover new Western Leases area of the Fimiston prop- 
commercial deposits continued to be re- erty, a new open pit operation was being 
warded. According to Government sources, developed to recover shallow, remnant, ox- 
most of the mining companies operating in idized vein material, small gold lodes not 
1983 were either directly or indirectly mined in previous underground work, and 
involved in gold exploration; as in other gold-bearing fill material. 
countries, principal corporate exploration Western Mining Corp. Holdings Ltd. 
objectives were the discovery of additional (WMC), with a long history of involvement 
gold reserves at established mines and/or in Australian gold mining, continued, 
the discovery of large near-surface, low- through various group affiliations, to in- 
grade deposits suitable for mining by crease its gold production to 431,554 ounces 
open pit methods and processing by heap- in the 1982-83 financial year versus 290,840 
leaching techniques. ounces in 1981-82. Several new gold mining 

‘Western Australia was the principal gold- operations in the area from Kalgoorlie 
producing State. Kalgoorlie Mining Associ- south to Kambalda were developed by WMC 
ates (KMA), Australia's largest gold- over the past 3 years to produce over 
producing company, operated two mines in 100,000 ounces per year. Gold production 
Kalgoorlie, Western Australia; the largest, from the Victory, Great Boulder, and Sand 
the 1,800-foot-deep Mount Charlotte oper- King Mines, operated by WMC's 100%- 
ation, produced 121,842 ounces of gold in owned subsidiary, Great Boulder Holdings 
1983, compared with 134,548 ounces in 1982, Ltd., increased from 26,520 ounces in 1981- 
Work on the new 4,000-foot Cassidy produc- 82 to 87,184 ounces in the 1982-88 reporting 
tion and service shaft at Mount Charlotte period; production from the company’s 

was ahead of the scheduled 1987 completion Lancefield Mine near Laverton, Western 
date. The smaller mine, the Fimiston, locat- Australia, nearly tripled to 29,000 ounces 
ed 8 miles from the Mount Charlotte prop- during the same period. 
erty, produced 68,643 ounces in 1983 and _ Sharply increased production was also a 
62,622 ounces in 1982. At KMA’s Oroya feature of several medium-sized Western 
mill, which serves both the Fimiston leases Australia mines, such as Hill 50's mines at 
and Mount Charlotte, construction of anew Mount Magnet, Whim Greek Consolidated’s
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mines at Meekathara, and Metana Mineral leads.” To date, this new approach to gold 
N.L’s placer operation at Nullagine. East recovery, which eliminates problems asso- 
of Nullagine, at the Telfer gold mine of ciated with ore removal, faces many techni- 
Newmont Pty. Ltd. and Dampier Mining cal and environmental hurdles before gold 
Co. Ltd., declining ore grade was reflected production can be realized. 
in a 15% decline in production. Newmont _ Bolivia.—At the end of 1982, the Bolivian 
planned to begin heap-leaching operations Government, through the Ministry of Mines 
in 1984 to recover gold values from Telfer’s and Metallurgy and the Corporacion Min- 
low-grade reserves. At Lake Grace, south- era de Bolivia, started a program to develop 
west of Kalgoorlie, Otter Exploration N.L. the nation’s gold resources. The program, 
commissioned a new carbon-in-pulp plant named “The March Towards Gold,” was 
and began producing gold from ore mined at _ given top priority. Primary objectives of the 
Griffin’s Find. Numerous other small oper- program were to explore placer gold depos- 
ations began production throughout the its along the Itenez-Guaporé River Valley 
goldfields of Western Australia as well as along the Bolivian-Brazilian border as well 
those of other Australian States. as promising areas along the Madre de Dios 

Near the town of Leonora, north of Kal- River flowing northeastward out of the rich 
goorlie, at the Harbour Lights gold depos- placer mining areas of neighboring Peru. 
it, which is due on-stream in 1985, Carr A Government commission reported that a 
Boyd Minerals Ltd. and Esso Australia Inc. brief study of the targeted areas indicated a 
of Australia started shaft sinking and the favorable potential for substantial gold pro- 
lateral development necessary to obtain duction. Most of the gold presently recov- 
bulk ore samples for testing. Also near ered in Bolivia is produced by gold mining 
Leonora, at the famous old Sons of Gwalia cooperatives operating along the Tipuani 
Mine, a new company, Sons of Gwalia N.L., River, 75 miles north of La Paz, and by a 30- 
conducted exploration around the old depos- year-old dredge operated by Compaiiia Min- 
it and evaluated the considerable tailings era del Sur S.A. on the Kaka River. The 
dumps for possible retreatment. Another Bolivian Geological Survey has been active- 
former gold producer under evaluation for _ ly exploring gold areas of Bolivia since 1962 
possible reopening was the Big Bell Mine and has assembled a roster of gold deposits 
near Cue, Western Australia. At Cowarna’ with possible commercial value. 
Downs Station near Karonie, Western Aus- _Early in the year, ground was broken to 
tralia, 60 miles east of Kalgoorlie, Freeport commence open pit mining at the new Inti 
of Australia Pty. Inc, a subsidiary of Raymi gold and silver deposit about 30 
Freeport-McMoRan, reported that general- miles northwest of the city of Oruro. The 
ly disappointing results were obtained by a project, located along the banks of the 
drilling program at its Karonie Prospect. Desaguadero River, is a 50-50 joint venture 
‘The company was also working on 15 other, between Bolivian-owned Empresa Minera 
mostly gold, prospects in Australia. Unificada $.A. and the U.S. company West- 

Elsewhere in Australia, Placer Develop- world of Texas. This new project is the first 
ment Ltd.’s $185 million Kidston gold prop- in many years to be developed with foreign 
erty in northeast Queensland was scheduled equity. The venture was expected to recover 
to begin production in 1985 at an annual about 82,000 ounces of gold and 130,000 
rate of about 270,000 ounces each of gold ounces of silver for each year of the estimat- 
and silver. To comply with Australia’s for- ed 10-year lifespan of the mine. The total 
eign investment regulations, Placer Devel- capital investment was about $4 million. 
opment must sell a 45% interest in the Toward yearend, the Government was plan- 
mine to Australian interests. In the North- ning to establish a Government-owned gold 
ern Territory, Peko-Wallsend Ltd. produced mining company to oversee operations on 
‘over 80,000 ounces of gold at the Tennant the Mapiri and Kaka Rivers in La Paz; the 
Creek Mine; some copper and bismuth were company was to be called Yacimientos 
also recovered. The company was consid- Auriferos Bolivianos. The Government, 
ering the possible development of its Ex- through the Central Bank, also considered 
plorer 46 gold deposit near Tennant Creek. _regulations and incentives aimed at reduc- 

In Victoria’s Central and Western gold ing the smuggling of newly mined gold out 
districts, CRA Ltd. of Australia researched of the country. 
the possibility of applying in situ solution  Brazil.—At the Serra Pelada gold mine in 
mining techniques to recover deeply buried the State of Pard, where estimates of the 
alluvial gold from Victoria’s so-called “deep numbers of independent miners, or garim-
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pieros, working tiny individual claims rang- of the country, and several finds were re- 
ed from 20,000 to 40,000, nearly 100,000 ported during 1983. Corporate exploration 
ounces of gold was recovered in 1983, entire- for Brazilian gold deposits also flourished 
ly by age-old hand mining methods. Efforts during the year. In the Crixas region of the 
by the Brazilian Government to improve State of Gois, Inco and Kennecott agreed 
the safety of the miners were set back in to jointly explore Inco’s Crixas deposit, dis- 
September when an earthslide took the covered as a result of extensive regional 
lives of 19 miners and injured 56 others. exploration and detailed surveys and drill- 
Shortly thereafter, Government actions, in- ing. Among the foreign companies explor- 
tended to close the mining operation com- ing for gold, or developing deposits, were 
pletely, were reversed after heavy opposi- subsidiaries of British Petroleum, General 
tion and lobbying by mining unions and Union Mining Corp. Utah International 
Brazilian legislators. In September, in the _ Inc., Aoki Construction Co. Ltd., and others. 
midst of this controversial period, a garim-  Canada.—The recent Hemlo discovery 
piero found Brazil’s largest-ever gold nug- and a general lack of interest in most other 
get, which weighed over 137 pounds. The minerals served to further stimulate gold 
nugget was purchased by the Federal Sav- exploration during the year. The north 
ings Bank for nearly $1 million. Another shore area of Lake Superior, around the 
nugget weighing nearly 80 pounds had been former Ontario railroad station of Hemlo, 
found earlier in June, also at Serra Pelada. continued to be the scene of intensive land 
Mining accidents, mostly mudslides, at acquisition and prospecting, and, as noted 
unregulated diggings in the States of Minas in the “Domestic Production” section, this 
Gerais, Paré, and Rondénia also claimed considerable interest spilled over into 
the lives of a number of prospectors. Ban- Minnesota. At yearend, over 200 companies 

dits attacked exploration and mining camps were estimated to hold positions in the 
and nearly one-half dozen garimpieros were Hemlo area—more than double the number 
killed by robbers. Nevertheless, gold seek- estimated to have been involved there at 
ers continued to pour into both the new the close of 1982. At Hemlo, Noranda Mines 
and established gold mining camps along Ltd., in a joint venture with Goliath Gold 
the rivers and in the jungles of Amapé, Mines Ltd. and Golden Sceptre Resources 
Amazonas, Goids, Mato Grosso, Minas Ltd. began work on an estimated $200 
Gerais, Para, Rondénia, and elsewhere. million development project expected to 
Corporations such as Paranapanema S.A. lead to the production of 300,000 ounces of 
Mineracao, Inddstria e Construgao, Brazil’s gold per year beginning in early 1985. 
largest tin producer, and Mineracéo Bruma- Noranda Mines’ 1983 work included begin- 
dinho S.A., Paranapanema’s largest com- ning construction in a 8,200-foot shaft and a 
petitor, as well as both large and small 1,100-ton-per-day mill to be known as the 
domestic and foreign companies, operated Golden Giant mill. Nearby, Teck Corp., in a 
dredges and other placer mining machinery joint venture with International Corona 
throughout the same general area. Resources Ltd., also began mill and shaft 

Lode gold mining in Brazil continued to construction. The area’s third developer, 
increase but not as rapidly as placer mining Lac Minerals Ltd., continued its drilling 
had increased over recent years. Mineragao program while a feasibility study, nearly 
Morro Velho S.A. (MMV), a subsidiary completed at yearend, focused on the capi- 
of Anglo American Corp. do Brasil Ltda. tal projects required to develop Lac’s 
“(which operates Brazil’s largest under- claims. So far, these three companies alone 
ground mine, the Morro Velho, and oth- proved over 15 million ounces in gold re- 
er mines near Belo Horizonte, in Minas serves. 
Gerais, and at Jacobina in Bahia), produced _ In other developments in Ontario, the 
about 170,000 ounces in 1983. Near Sabaré, Detour Lake joint venture, 150 miles north- 
in Minas Gerais, MMV began reopening the _ east of Timmins, began production; nearly 
Cuiaba and Raposos gold mines and ex- 200,000 ounces per year was expected by 
pected to double their combined productive 1987. Also near Timmins, ASARCO Incorpo- 
capacities to about 110,000 tons of ore per rated decided to bring its new Aquarius gold 

month, mine into production beginning in early 
Geologists from Government-ontrolled 1984. A number of small gold mines were 

mineral and exploration companies con- brought on-stream elsewhere in the Prov- 
tinued to conduct exploration for gold ince during the year. 
throughout the geologically favorable areas —_In Quebec, Aiquebelle Resources Inc. and
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Muscocho Explorations Ltd. began produc- collectives. Gold prospectors were estimated 
tion at their gold properties. In the Atlantic to be active in over 200 Chinese counties. In 
and Prairie Provinces and British Colum- Zhaoyuan County of Shandong Province, a 
bia, several small gold mines began produe- large gold deposit was reported to have been 
tion, one closed, and several more were discovered in late 1982 by the Number 6 
undergoing exploration. Placer mining ac- Geological Team of the Shandong Province 
tivities in the Yukon continued at a brisk Bureau of Geology. The find, designated 
pace with nearly 200 placer sites near “Hedong Gold Mine,” was discovered in an 
Dawson City, Mayo, and Burwash under area known locally as “The Home of Gold. 
production during the season between early In a related 1982 development, a peasant 
May and the end of October. In the North- in Heilongjiang, the northeastern-most 
west Territories, the small but high-grade Province, found a 107-ounce gold nugget— 
Salmita Mine of Giant Yellowknife Mines China's largest ever; 29-ounce and 48-ounce 
Ltd. at Matthew Lake began production. At nuggets were also reported to have been 
Contwoyto Lake, Echo Bay Mines Ltd. con- found in Changsha and Shaanxi Provinces, 
tinued to bring its new Lupin Mine up to its respectively, during 1983. According to sev- 
planned capacity of nearly 160,000 ounces eral sources, five bucketline dredges, three 
per year, and Camchib Resources Inc.’s recently imported and two of older Chinese 
Cullaton Lake Mine began commercial pro- manufacture, were operating on placer de- 
duction in January. posits in Heilongjiang Province. In addition 

Chile.—El Indio Mining Co,, the leading to news of gold developments in Shandong 
gold and silver producer, owned by St. Joe and Heilongjiang during 1983, reports of 
International Corp. (82.15%), a subsidiary of gold mining activities also covered seven 
Fluor Corp., and by private Chilean inves- additional Provinces. The cities of Beijing, 

tors (17.85%), completed its first full year of Shanghai, and Tianjin were reported to 
full-scale production in mid-1983, shipping have recovered about 4,500 ounces of gold 
an estimated 24,000 tons of direct shipping and about 1 million ounces of silver from 
ore bearing &2 ounces of gold per ton to various collected waste materials. A new 
smelters in the United States, and concen- technique was reported to have been devel- 
trates bearing gold, silver, and copper to oped that improved the recovery of gold and 
smelters in the United States, Japan, Ger- silver from anode mud generated at a Yun- 
many, and Chile. The mine is east of La nan copper smelter. Developers of the tech- 
Serena near the Argentine border at an nique received an award from the Chinese 
elevation of 13,000 feet. In addition to hav- Ministry of Metallurgy.” 
ing large ore reserves at El Indio, the com- _ Costa Rica—Near Esperanza, Kappes, 
pany is exploring several nearby depos- Cassiday and Associates, of Reno, NV, oper- 
its containing gold, silver, and copper. Near _ ators of the Santa Clara gold mine, installed 
Huasco, 150 miles north of El Indio, St. Joe a continuous-drum agglomerator, which 
Minerals Corp., Cia Minera Mantos Blancos produced @ substantial increase in gold 
S.A., and Anglo American conducted explo- recovery from the clayey, gold-bearing sap- 
ration and feasibility studies on their El _rolite being mined there. Heap leaching of 
Nevado gold, silver, and copper deposit. In the ore using the agglomeration technique 
its company annual report, CRA of Austral- entails binding finer ore particles together 
ia reported that bulk sampling of alluvial with a weak portland cement additive. The 
gravels at its Rio del Oro Prospect did not property owners, United Hearne Resources 
confirm the grade continuity indicated by Ltd. of New York and Vancouver, British 
earlier testing. Columbia, Canada, expected that over 700 
China.—The Government reportedly con- ounces of gold would be recovered per 

tinued to encourage the discovery and de- month utilizing the agglomeration tech- 
velopment of gold deposits. Several sources nique, which reportedly raised the overall 
reported that three major gold mines were gold recovery rate to over 75%. In April, at 
under development by North American en- Pueblo Nuevo, about 40 miles southeast of 
gineering contractors in the eastern Prov- San Juan, Starmark Resources Ltd. began a 
ince of Shandong, utilizing imported tech- 1-year drilling and sampling program aim- 
nology and equipment. Shandong Province ed at assessing ore reserves thought to 
alone was reported to produce about 475,000 exceed 8.5 million tons grading 18% copper, 
ounces of gold. Of the 26 mines operating in 18 ounces per ton of silver, and 0.09 ounce 
the Province’s Yantai Prefecture, 22 report- per ton of gold. 
edly were owned and operated by rural Dominican Republic.—In early 1983, the
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Government announced a new mining poli- ther decline in the grade of gold ore mined. 
cy intended to stimulate private sector in- At the present level of production, proven 
vestment in mineral development; the Di- gold reserves of both the Kolar and the 
rectorate General of Mining retained basic Hutti Goldfields will last for another 15 to 
responsibility for identification, develop- 18 years. To supplement these depleting 
ment, and control of the country’s mineral _ reserves, the Geological Survey of India, in 
resources. Gold production at the Pueblo collaboration with the Mineral Exploration 
Viejo gold and silver mine, administered by Corp., conducted exploration in favorable 
the Government, declined somewhat from areas of both goldfields. Other exploration 
that of 1982 to 348,065 ounces. Reserves of conducted by Government agencies discov- 
oxide ore were expected to be exhausted in5 ered significant gold mineralization in the 
years at present rates of production, so States of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, and 
studies were underway to develop a suitable Kerala, and gold mines were under develop- 
process for recovering gold and silver from ment in the Chittoor and Anantapur Dis- 
the, as yet unexploited, reserves of sulfide _tricts of Andhra Pradesh. Smuggling of gold 
ore. The new $5 million gold refinery at the into India, intensified by high Indian prices, 
mine was completed and ready to operate in continued to be a problem. 
mid-1983; however, its use was postponed, _ Japan.—Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co. 
apparently for economic reasons. The Gov- Ltd. announced the discovery of a new gold 
ernment had several precious metals explo- deposit, of undetermined size, on the south- 
ration projects underway throughout the ern island of Kyushu, near the town of 
country, including an offshore survey for Hishikari, in Kogashima Prefecture. Pre- 
favorable placer gold environments by the liminary drilling at the prospect, which is 
USS. Geological Survey. located near a similar discovery made in 
Fiji—WMC of Australia, entered into a 1982 by Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. Ltd., 

joint venture with Emperor Gold Mining indicated gold values ranging as high as 3.7 
Co. Ltd. and assumed operation and man- ounces per ton. At its nearby deposit, Sumi- 
agement of the Emperor Mine at Vatukoula tomo planned to begin gold production as 
on the northern end of the main island of early as the fall of 1984. About 90% of 
Viti Levu. The company also acquired a Japan's reported primary gold production 
50% interest in a separate venture with was derived as a byproduct from imported 
Emperor to explore for gold near Vatukou- ores and concentrates, mostly copper. 

la. Mali.—A contract to explore and develop 
France.—The results of a completed mod- lode and placer deposits in the Kalana 

ernization plan at France’s oldest gold region in the southwest was signed between 
producer, the Salsigne Mine near Carcas- the Malian Government and a US. firm, 
sonne, the startup of a new gold mine, the World Mining and Development Co. Inc. 
Bourneix Mine, in the Province of Haute The concession area is near the Kalana 
Vienne, both in 1982, and the attainment of gold mine where the state-owned Société 
full-capacity production at both operations Nationale de Recherches Miniéres mines 
during 1983 were reflected in France's mine gold, with technical assistance from the 
production for those 2 years. Recent explo- Soviet Union. 
ration for gold by the stateowned Com- Papua New Guinea.—In the North Solo- 
pagnie Francaise de Mines, which also owns . mons Province, the largest gold producer, 
shares in these two gold mines, resulted in Bougainville Copper Ltd., produced 578,778 
the discovery of new gold deposits near the ounces of byproduct gold, up slightly from 
Bourneix Mine. production reported in 1982. This large open 

India.—Except for a small quantity of pit copper mine is at Panguna in the high- 
gold recovered as a byproduct of copper lands of north-central Bougainville Island. 
mining by Hindustan Copper Ltd., the en- On the mainland, near the border with 
tire gold production of India came from the Indonesia, Ok Tedi Mining Ltd., a consor- 
Government-owned Bharat Gold Mines Ltd. tium of international mining companies 
(BGML) and the Karnataka State Govern- and the Government, proceeded with con- 
ment-owned Hutti Gold Mines Co. Ltd. Dur- struction of the gold processing plant, town- 
ing 1988, BGML, which operates mines in site, and other facilities needed to bring the 
the Kolar Goldfield of the State of Andhra new $1.8 billion Ok Tedi gold-copper mine 
Pradesh, contended with drought condi- into production. Despite delays resulting 
tions, labor unrest in July and October, from landslides and drought, production 
disruption in the power supply, and a fur- was expected to begin at this remote mine-
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site in early 1984. The first year’s output Mankayan, in Benguet Province, Luzon. 
from the gold-rich cap was expected to Several areas of the island continued in the 
amount to about 850,000 ounces of unrefin- grip of a classic gold rush, and in one area, 
ed gold and silver doré. At Wau, in the southwest of Manila, to where an estimated 
Province of North-East New Guinea, New 7,000 gold seekers had rushed, a gold mine 
Guinea Goldfields, a 50-50 joint venture tunnel reportedly collapsed, trapping 70 
between Consolidated Gold Fields PLC and _ persons and killing 13 others. 
Renison Goldfields Consolidated Ltd., pro- Saudi Arabia.—At Mahd adh Dhahab, 
duced a small quantity of gold and silver 170 miles northeast of Jeddah, Gold Fields 
and completed a major assessment of its Mahd adh Dhahab Ltd. was granted a 
limited reserves of low-grade ore. contract by General Petroleum and Mineral 

At the Porgera joint venture near Mount Organization (Petromin), the state-owned 
Hagen in the Central Highlands, Placer mining company, to commence prepara- 
(PNG) Pty. Ltd. a subsidiary of Placer tions for starting up the Mahd adh Dhahab 
Development, reported that limited drilling gold mine. The mine, which was officially 
over a length of over 1,600 feet had indicat- opened on April 30, 1983, was developed 
ed an average undiluted gold grade of 0.23 around a group of gold deposits that have 
‘ounce per ton. The geological reserves for been mined on-and-off for over 3,000 years 
the entire Porgera deposit were calculated and that are known collectively as The 
to be 65 million tons containing, on average, Cradle of Gold. The 400-ton-per-day oper- 
0.10 ounce of gold and 0.42 ounce of silver ation was expected to yield about 100,000 
per ton. Further drilling was planned for ounces of gold per year starting in late 1985 
1984. At Misima Island, southeast of the or early 1986; silver, copper, and zinc were 
mainland, a program of trenching, channel also expected to be produced during the 
sampling, and drilling was carried out by estimated 10-year lifespan of the deposit. In 
Placer and its equal partner, CRA Explora- the extreme south of the Kingdom, in the 
tion Pty. Ltd. Old underground workings on region bordering Yemen (Sanaa), also an 
the property were reopened and sampled to ancient center of gold mining, studies were 
test an extension of mineralization, which underway at gold prospects at Jabal Guyan 
was expected to produce additional reserves and Al Masane. The Al Masane deposit, 
of average-grade mineralization. Prelimi- which has been explored and evaluated by 
nary estimates of Misima Island reserves the Arabian Shield Development Co. and 
were 38.6 million tons bearing 0.042 ounce Petromin, was under study for possible 
per ton of gold and 0.48 ounce per ton of development. 
silver. On Lihir Island, north of the island _In early 1983, the Governments of Saudi 
of New Ireland, Kennecott Explorations Arabia and the Sudan had under consider- 
(Australia) Ltd. and Niugini Mining Ltd.; of _ ation a proposal for a pilot plant for mining 
Australia, in a joint venture, 88% owned by _and processing metalliferous muds from the 
Kennecott, explored a low-grade gold depos- bottom of the Atlantis II Deep, a fault zone 
it. Drilling indicated significant intervals of in the Red Sea. The targeted zone, which 
near-surface gold mineralization. lies at a depth of 2,000 to 6,600 feet below 

Philippines.—Several copper-gold mining sea level, may yield muds containing gold, 
operations were idle during the year, but silver, copper, lead, and cadmium. A gold 
the largest copper-gold producers, Philex price in excess of $450 per ounce would 
Mining Corp., Benguet Corp., and Atlas reportedly be necessary to make a recovery 
Consolidated Mining Development Corp., effort economically feasible; also, successful 
continued to recover gold in conjunction pilot plant tests of both metal recovery and 
with their copper operations. Several environmentally acceptable mining proc- 
copper-gold mines that began production in esses would be required. 
1982 attained full byproduct gold produc- South Africa, Republic of. —Inflation, ris- 
tion during 1983. As in recent years, explo- ing mining costs, relatively stagnant gold 
ration for new gold deposits was pursued by _ prices, and a severe prolonged drought com- 
both domestic and foreign corporations as bined to make 1983 a year of reduced 
well as by individual prospectors. Renison expectations for South African gold mines. 
Goldfields, an Australian subsidiary of Con- The cyclical economic downturn, which be- 
solidated Gold Fields PLC., in a joint ven- gan in late 1981 and continued through 
ture with Tirad Minerals Inc. a Philippine 1982, deepened in 1983. Despite these nega- 
company, began drilling and exploration of tive events, many of the major South Afri- 
a copper and gold prospect in Guinaoang, can gold mining houses continued to invest
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heavily in capital expenditures aimed at average, about 0.30 ounce of gold per ton. 
prolonging the life of operations, as well as _In the Orange Free State, Gencor brought 

enhancing productive capacities. In his bud- its $410 million Beatrix Mine one step 
get address for 1983, the South African closer toward its scheduled startup in early 
Director of Finance announced plans to 1984. The new mine was expected to pro- 
reduce the State assistance program in duce about 22 million tons of gold ore per 
which marginal gold mines can receive year, from which nearly 400,000 ounces of 
substantial aid from the Government. Since metal was to be recovered. At the mill of 
its inception 16 years ago, this aid had Gencor’s St. Helena Mine, a new 300,000- 
allowed some marginal mines, which might ton-per-month carbon-in-pulp and pyrite 
have otherwise been forced to close, to flotation plant was commissioned in early 
remain in production. In a move aimed at 1983. These improvements were expected to 
reducing the problems associated with the increase the productive capacity and effi- 
wide fluctuations that occur in the ex- ciency of both the St. Helena and Unisel 
change value of the South African rand Mines. Exploration for new gold deposits or 
versus the U.S. dollar, the South African for extensions to known producing horizons 
Reserve Bank began, on September 5, pay- continued throughout the country. An in- 
ing the country's gold mines in US. dollars tensive exploration and drilling program, 
rather than in rands for their bullion out- begun some 5 years earlier by Gold Fields of 
put. This change may allow some mines to South Africa, west of its Kloof Mine, con- 
participate in more currency trading and tinued; other mining companies were also 
thereby increase their financial flexibility showing an interest in this area, which lies 
and enhance their earnings potential. To west of Johannesburg, in the Potchefstroom 
reduce their vulnerability to gold price region of Transvaal, and extends toward 
fluctuations and stabilize their revenues, Fochville on the Far West Rand. In March, 
many gold producers again sold a portion of Rand Mines announced that the company 
their production on various international planned to prospect for gold and other 
futures markets. minerals under the southern, suburbs of 

‘The 34 mines and 1 metallurgical recov- Johannesburg. 
ery operation that were members of the  Sudan.—The gold potential of the Sudan 
Chamber of Mines accounted for 97.7% of has received an increasing amount of atten- 
all South African gold production. The total _ tion over the past few years. Many ancient 
ore milled, including ore milled by produc- gold mines, some dating back to Pharaonic 
ers of byproduct and coproduct uranium, times, are scattered throughout the hills 
amounted to 110.1 million tons, averaging and lowlands bordering the Red Sea as well 
0.22 ounce of gold per ton; in 1982, 104.7 as along the Nile River Valley. In March, 
million tons, averaging 0.20 ounce per ton limited small-scale mining and gold produc- 
was milled. Working costs for South African tion was begun by a joint-venture team 
gold mines in 1983 averaged, in South comprised of the state-owned Sudanese 
African rands (R),* R288.88 (US$214.77) per Mining Corp. and the U.S. company Minex 
ounce and ranged from R131.07 (US$117.84) Corp. at gold deposits near Gebeit in the 
per ounce at East Driefontein to R459.26 Red Sea Hills. Toward yearend, Greenwich 
(US$445.29) per ounce at East Rand Pty. Resources of Canada, through its United 
Ltd. Production by the six major'mining Kingdom-based Minex Developments PLC, 
groups was as follows, in million ounces: began diamond drilling at its gold prospects 
Anglo American of South Africa Ltd., 7.9; at Gabotilo, also near the Red Sea. A 
Gold Fields of South Africa Ltd., 4.4;Gener- Belgian-Sudanese joint venture explored for 
al Mining Union Corp. Ltd. (Gencor), 3.6; placer gold near Kapoeta in south Sudan. 
Rand Mines Ltd., 2.2; Johannesburg Con- _ U.S.S.R.—Net exports of gold from the 
solidated Investment Co. Ltd. 1.5; and centrally planned economy countries to the 
Anglo‘Transvaal Consolidated Investment market economy countries were estimated 
Co, Ltd., 1.2. to have been about 3 million ounces in 1983, 

‘The largest producing mines, in million down from the nearly 7 million and 9 
ounces of gold output, were Vaal Reefs, 2.6; million net ounces during 1982 and 1981, 
Driefontien Consolidated, 24; Western respectively. 
Holdings, 1.3; Western Deep Levels, 1.3;and Gold nuggets of varying size and purity 
Harmony, 1.0. Estimates of fully developed and of Soviet origin were reported to be 
or blocked-out gold ore reserves reported by available for sale to Westerners at the 
the Chamber of\Mines at the close of 1983 Soviet Union’s Wozchod Bank in Zurich, 
totaled 594 million tons, containing, on Switzerland.
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TECHNOLOGY 

‘The Bureau of Mines continued to publish have been made over the years in such 
ra * a results of research conducted to improve diverse environments as Minas Gerais, Bra- 

methods of recovering gold from primary il, and in permafrost regions such as in the 
and secondary sources. A method to remove Brooks Range of Alaska. 
cyanide and heavy metals from mineral A new type of electrical contact brush 
processing waste waters was developed, by was patented for use in high-performance 
which hydrogen peroxide and sodium thio- devices. The brush, which exhibits charac- 
sulfate are added to cyanide-bearing waste teristics greatly superior to brushes avail- 
water to convert the cyanide to nontoxic able until now, consists of gold fibers finer 
thiocyanate. The Bureau developed a new than a human hair bunched or bundled 
approach to the economic recovery of gold together and protruding from a solid ma- 
and silver from scrapped electronic equip- trix, such as copper. ; 
ment by utilizing a mechanical processing __ The Gold Bulletin, a quarterly journal of 
system adapted from current mineral proc- the International Gold Corp. Ltd., contained 

essing technology. The Bureau operated a Variety of articles and abstracts of patents, 
pilot plant at feed rates of up to 500 pounds Fn new or improved gold uses and tech- 
per hour of scrap composed of obsolete ology." Articles dealing with various his- 
military electronic gear, concentrating into trical aspects of gold technology were also 
marketable “fractions” the metals present Presented. 
in the electronic units.” Electronic scrap sp, ss piv: 
concentrates generated in the mechanical  *unce mean try ounce nro Metale 
processing system referenced above were  *Shorttons. 
subjected to various hydrometallurgical oi oP Nena Hetilty, contact the Alaska, Depart: 
processes to separate and remove the base Geophysical Surveys, Bx 80007, College, AK 99708 
metal fraction of the scrap and thereby on Geology’ Geochemical Explonition, and Bopescbeameal 
produce a high-grade end product bearing Exploration of the Red Mountain Stockwork, Yellow Pine 
essentially all of the contained precious PtSi, {aie County: Maho. US. Geol. Surv. OFR 83 
metal values." The Bureau presented in- “DuBoulay, L. Gold 1984. Consolidated Gold Fields PLC, 
formation on five commercial gold min- gam MEO PP iting Plant and Kunming 
ing operations that have benefited from Metallurgical Research Institute Develop New Tech. 
the Bureau-developed agglomeration heap- ave 12, Treat Copper Anode Mud. Yunnan Ribao, Kun- 
leaching technology for extracting gold and _“ "Values have heen converted from South African rands 
silver from primary ore. The operations @{2.U'S dollars at the rate of R100 USS0.8991 for 1983, 
described represent a cross section of cur- 400" RES i 

rent state-of-the-art heap-leaching prac- Minor Fe JB Demerel ol Cranley ded Metals Dee 

A study by US. Goologial Survey scen- pa Rt. Nf Amis ia 
tists of placer gold deposits in Alaska sug- aly Processed Mixed Electronic Scrap. BuMines RI 8788, 
gested that under certain optimum chemi- “Syin?Pa 1 s,m w. Dunning, Jr, and H. V. Makar 
cal and physical conditions, bacteria pres- Hydrometaliurgical Tyeatment_of Blectroniec ‘Sserap Con: 
ent at the deposit site may be instrumental {say Top nine Precious Metals. BoMines RI 6751, 
in bringing about deposition of gold from tes ED, bland JA, Bele 
gold-bearing waters draining or percolating _Afglameration-Heap Leaching Operations in ous 
through near-surface channels or fractures tintin, Te JC Aner ad WL. Campbell 

theory of bacterial participation in the US. Geol Sury. Denver, CO. Paper entitled Bug Nuggets, 
development of some placer gold deposits Ener SM oct ote ties Eovifon. Bogen, 
helps to explain the common observation ,,,.Wilsdor D. H. G. F. Wilsdorf; and C. M. AAdking 

= & ed to The University of Virginis Eke that some placer deposits can reconstitute Sr bat alot No. 10 audited 
emselves 20 or 30 years following min- _,,{tisterational Gold Corp Lid. Gold Bulletin. Marshal- 

ing.” Observations of this phenomenon  {0gp “PUM %f South Africa, v- 16, Nos. 14, 1988,





By Harold A. Taylor, Jr.’ 

Apparent consumption of natural graph- kinds of imported graphites rose while oth- 
ite decreased 20% in 1983 to 34,000 short ers dropped. 
tons. An amorphous graphite wes mined Production of manufactured graphite in- 
domestically for the second consecutive creased 7% to 228,000 tons valued at $553 
year. All natural graphites, including crys- million. Production of graphite fibers in- 
talline flake, were in more than adequate creased 18% to 927 tons valued at $48 
supply as demand by industrial users lagged million. 
behind economic recovery. Prices of some 

‘Table 1.—Salient natural graphite statistics 
oT 
United States: Production —_.-__.,.-.- -short tons w ss se Ww Ww 

Apparent consumption? ....______do____ 77,562 52,438 754,815 942,815, 784,151 | io aca a Sane Yoat 3/623 ese) | 1ns4d 10.888 91485 
Value ------.--------_ thousands. _ $8,741 $8,695, 34,438 $4,099 $3,455 

Imports for consumption __ __ _ short tons... 36,185 61,318 365,659 959,150 243,586 
Value... .....--.~..... thousands _ $13,035, $15,765 $19,093 815,676 $11,921 World: Production =—~-—~-2~-—short tone 600.522 "673,060 «663457 | PEABLGTA —"G45,383 

“Estimated. Preliminat "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosi mn riet lat ‘Excludes domestic production, which was relatively small. es 
"Data do not include artificial graphite. 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- total production data shown in table 4. 
duction data for synthetic graphite were Production for the two nonrespondents was 
developed by the Bureau of Mines from a _ believed to be small and was not included. 
voluntary survey of domestic producers, Legislation and Government Pro- 
titled “Synthetic Graphite.” Of the 39 oper- _grams.—No acquisitions or disposals of stra- 
ations to which a survey request was sent, tegic graphite occurred during the year. 
95% responded, representing 100% of the 

Table 2.—U.S. Government stockpile goals and yearend stocks of natural graphite 
in 1983, by type 

(Ghort tons) 
National 

‘Type Goal stockpile inventory 
Madagascar crystalline flake ————--—02-20eeeeeeeeneeeeeeeee eee 20,000 TTB 

Sri Lanka amorphous lump ~~ - — a wne mene nn nan eee eee eee 6,300 5,443 
Crystalline, other than Madagascar and Sri Lanka ______ ____---_-__-_------_ 2,800 1,933 Nowbockpliegredevall ypen cco nS a 335 

Source: General Services Administration. Inventory of Stockpile Materials as of Dec. 31, 1988. 

413
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

United Minerals Co. again produced siz- the new plant. 
able amounts of low-grade amorphous gra- _ Courtaulds Ltd. formed a joint venture 
phitic material on an intermittent basis by with Dexter Corp. of Windsor ‘Locks, CT, 
open pit mining from the claims of National to produce and market graphite fiber. 
Minerals Corp. near Townsend, MT.Graph- Courtaulds would contribute its polyacry- 
ite Sales Inc. marketed the material, which _lonitrile precursor and graphite fiber pro- 
averaged 25% fixed carbon and was sold to duction facilities in the United Kingdom 
a variety of users, mostly steel-related. The _ and Dexter would contribute its resins busi- 

material was not beneficiated before sale, ness, technology, and marketing expertise 
but merely dried, crushed and sized. There _ to the venture, which was to be titled Hysol 
is enough minable material to last indefi- Grafil. A new 165-ton-per-year capacity 
nitely; reserves were estimated by the firm aerospace-grade graphite fiber plant was 

to be over 2 million tons. scheduled to go on-stream in the United 
Output of manufactured graphite increas- States in late 1984. Hysol Grafil would 

ed 7% to about 228,000 tons, at 37 plants, become the world’s first vertically inte- 
with a likelihood of some unreported pro- grated producer of graphite fiber compos- 
duction for in-house use. ites, manufacturing the fiber, the resin, and 

Production of all kinds of graphite fiber composites, tailored to fit customers needs. 
and cloth increased 13% to 927 tons. The U.S. Department of Energy issued 

Wickes Co. announced the sale of the the results of its second study of the Nar- 
Engineered Materials Div., its metallurgical ragansett Basin anthracite-amorphous 
product line including graphite, to McClain graphite resources, this time emphasizing 
Corp., a closely held firm located in Wood- the mining aspects. In the Portsmouth, RI, 
stock, IL. The sale was approved by the U.S. area, 24 anthracite-amorphous graphite 
Bankruptcy Court. Wickes retained its Gra- seams were discovered ranging from 2 to 12 
phitar product line of carbon-graphite feet thick with an average of 5.6 feet. The 
parts, although it too was for sale. seams are part of a complex northeast- 

Great Lakes Carbon Corp. announced trending, southerly plunging fold. The ash 
plans to build a 400-ton-per-year capacity content ranged from 14% to 56%, most of it 
“Fortafil” graphite fiber plant in Roane quartz, and was probably removable by 
County, TN. The plant, scheduled to go on- washing. The most feasible method of min- 
stream in June 1984, was designed to readi- ing the deposits would be open pit because 
ly accommodate significant additional ca- the incompetency of the roof and floor rock 
pacity. The same process that had been would make underground mining difficult. 
developed and used at the company’s Eliz- Some of the material is suitable for use as 
abethton facility, and based on polyacrylo- graphite and some as fuels.” 
nitrile as raw material, was being used in 

Table 3.—Principal producers of manufactured graphite in 1983 

egg Pleated Cae 
Airco Carbon, division of Aircolne.--- Niagara Falls, NY | Anodes, electrodes, erucibles, motor BocvensSeene cit Rigutamne Pao 2 } Trane eration tnmachind 

Aveo Carp. Avco Specialty Materials Div Lowell, Ma ~—--_--_-_Highmodulus fibers. RigCovorundum Coy Graphite Prodtes Sanborn SY Milorrshes, machined haps, 

Coles CORP ~—Wnn-7oaoanoan> RAR HHINGG 7272277} ih modutus fibers. past Mata ing -=722227 Biddeford Me™_°777777! High modulus fibers and cloth Fiber Nechqolory Corp 222722727772 rove 777 27 BP Gooch O Beelracred Syaiema Div, Santa ReSprings,CA ~~~ Other. 
‘Super Temy Operation: 

Great Lakes Carbon Corp ----.-----__ Elizabethton, TN... pr euneiri Dirt impinge NGLZ77"77" ) Anodes, electrodes, powder, crucibles, 
Bi ae ecaes ‘Niagara Falls, NY —--__— cathodes, high-modulus fibers, 
Tape ne ae Orr AR occ | unmachined shapes, other, Dococsczocozzsscccocot | Reattond Ga 72777227) Powder Herceetng 277TTTTTaonooT | BARR oF IIII. le ecatua ten 

HITCO Materials Group, ARMOO Inc__ _ Gardena, CA__________ ‘Cloth and high-modulus fibers. Phase Minerals Pigments MeteleDiv ~ Easton BA”™~~77777_ Other Crs rtonca TM MOND * Gieeind, 9: ——~——-=> Mar rashes, unmachined shapes, ther, 
See footnote atend of table.
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Table 3.—Principal producers of manufactured graphite in 1983 —Continued 
Company Plant location Product 

Polycarbon Ine. --.----. NorthHollywood,CA Cloth SigriCarbon Gorp=72"="2=2722222 MMdtinan RY" ~-~> Blthroes and other ‘The Stackpole Corp, Caron Biv -~~<<< LowallMA, = >=7TTII=Zy Highsmodules fibers, anodes, motor si Diatiaiiaes nae Sepia PACIIOT Brushes, machined shapes aperior Graphite Co" ~-~~~7>7272  Ghieagorte == 27 2222 "Doorn en oon 2222 L2222~—Hopaiertion RY 227777—} Powder and other Ss ee inion Carbide Corp==~_——-7-22222 ~~ Glarkaburg, WW_2 222227 Dplecsesceieceiocl 087 Ganesan coos Do 2-TTTLIIITTTIT ITIL Gohumbia, PN 7TTIIIT | Anodes, electrodes, unmachined shapes, Do LOLLIIIIIOTIOIIIIOIIIT _ Raetoria, OH 7=—27=IT | Motor brushes, powder cloth, Do [7ITTITTIIIIIIIIIIIIZ Greenville, 80 ~= {| high-modulus fibers, other. Do -22ILLETIIIIIIIICIIIIT  Nikgera Malia NY IZDD2 Bo CCLLScciSSSULCESIITIE:  Yabteon PR 
‘Cloth includes low modulus fibers; electri motor brushes include machined shapes; crucibles include essa. 

Table 4—U-S. production of manufactured graphite, by use 
Tae Toa 

vs Gugntity Value Quantity Value i ‘short (thou “short” thou tons) sands) fons) sand) 
thetic graphite products: Priel cad pesseeemerncau sz sim ang sua. Galioieg © 5205s Seon ee W w W Ww loth and fibers owmodulus) 27 777222222222727 ae 17,206 18 142i Grucbles, vessels refractories © 2777727722772 277 Ww W Ww W imams | OF FF Electric motor bristies and machined shapes ~~~ ~~~ Electrodes «0 vnnes en nnnnnn seems nannasao2 188980 «BSRARG | 15RTAETOABD Graphite aricles =~ 7—=> 2272 722722777722272 ne 2888 a8 High modulus brs —— poaUS Ea SSO eter ees fais "amt wi BE Unmachined graphite shapes ~~ ~~~ 77 1s 41991 , sae Other oes eodae ona aneaUB RE TES sie suit a686 BOTA 

Total 2 BRS 58GB 18RITA AS 44 Synthetic graphite powder and crap .--~==—=--2 2 is6a BIOs aT 
Grand total -----.--_------------------ "218408 "560854 ——-aeTGe1 652810 oe ereerscrecenes TAN TOR DAE seb 

Revised, W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other” 

Table 5.—U.S. production of graphite fibers 
pent cee eee Se 

‘be High-modulus fibers Total 
Year ay A, a c Quamtity— Vaiug  QURRUY —_Varge  Quanllly yg, ‘short ‘short short jalue hort thousands) —“$REF—anousands) SPOT enous) ta tO» ORO 

IRE cxousnemeerieogent 102 $600 4% $450 48 $11,050 Win nnn nnn 153 9.400 8 “Aer go Fars eam 13s 10;600 & 4600 30815200 Bong 222 1 11376, H 3510 30013248 Ter SST ERE CIDR TEES SSE 135 3300 % 4330 130 imcccone rit 8700 us 104 29 aise Wp nae 169 10,088 18 13,001 83120 asp 22TSESETILSIEISTITZ 111358 aoe rt Rass 4961222 TTTTD TITS 21815398 a0 20130 ees arose ig STC TER ESET 2211708 ren "30.091 ‘Tarte 18202 iss ert 73) B88 set a8oTL lee a 
"Revised
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Apparent consumption of natural graph- ary uses of natural graphite—refractories, 
ite, excluding domestic production, decreas- foundries, and steelmaking—accounted for 
ed 20% to 34,000 tons. Reported consump- 53% of reported consumption. The reported 
tion of natural graphite decreased 6% to use of amorphous graphite in steelmaking 
about 36,000 tons. The three major custom- decreased 73% to 2,571 tons. 

Table 6.—U.S. consumption of natural graphite, by use 

Graalline ‘Amorphous? Total® Use I Se SE Quant Valuo ~ Quantity Value Quantity Value (PPS _cenkinands) Gorttodey (Chocrands) Rorttobs) _ Qhousends 
1982 

Batteries === w w w Ww 1g 83920 Brake linings =7~772222=— 7 seco 1g80 gel 880 2250 Carbon products) = ==== 22 201 38 561 501 62 a0 
Cructbles retort, appar, tleeves;noelen Pen 2635 2410 a <- _,260 2470 

Foundriest- =~ 222222222 302 Hol gdtl iT Magus "2,002 
Lubricants = -222222272 "ou "1455 Bang 1505 TL 2.680, 
Benda = SSETSISST ES 1868 1850 a0 ist 87 208 

Powdered mitaie - 7-227 318 59 160 00 6s 189 Refractories ----2-===2== Ww w Ww W168 219 Babbar foe succes cosae us 1" 20 5 285 252 
Steelmaking -~~7~22===~ 238 1 9868 a) gat pais 
Oiled Soca acne saa nao" "HET os "2016186 ‘Withheld uses _==7=7==277 set Toa 3.908 aa = 

ee Topo "61 “26008 —F13at1_—ez04 25,082 
1988 

Botteries -_------------ w w Ww wo 20m 3600 Brake linings ~~ ~======= 286 saa aks 8858 2934 Carbon producta © 7777777 a a5 349 ait 760 1102 
Gruclbies, retorts, stoppers, ‘sleeves, nowt === 1.984 1307 -_ -- —1g8s 1307 Foundries’ 77a “a2 gk] 3s 
Lubricants #22 ~ 277222222 1392 yest 208 TBS 2923 Bendis "~~~ 7222==2=- Tass 214 208 ie Mas 2a Powdered metals -~~7~77=~ “80 a8 i 331 oe a8 Refractories =~ 22=22===~ w W W Ww 8802 3650 Haoeer e270 cone 260 ae w 2 361 96, Steelmeking=~~727777777 20 Bt wad a Other" <e 2 22222anae a 10801315) 2860 2239 Withheld aes" 777772227 2533 Bias Sat 565 oe = 

ee nem ——«eae2—=S2a 018] HOT 25.498 
"Revised _W Withheld to avold disclosing company proprietary dat: included with “Withheld uses.” 
Apoludes mixtures of natural and manufactured graphite, 
Data may not ad to totels shown because of independent rounding, Dncludes bearings and cazbon brushes. 
‘includes foundry facings. Sncludes ammunition, packings and seed coating: SThelads pint and glib, aniknock and ster compounds, slering and/or wed, electeal and electronic products mechanical products, magnetic tape, and small packages
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PRICES 

Because graphite prices were often nego- Prices for other natural imported graphite 
tiated between the buyer and seller, pub- (mostly fine crystalline flake and dust) rose 
lished price quotations have been given as a 9% from $518 (revised) to $564 per ton. 
range. Another source of price information Union Carbide Corp. announced price 
has been average customs unit values for increases for its ‘“Thornel” pitch-based fi 
imported graphites, mainly unprocessed bers, effective June 1, 1983: P25 4k, from 

material. $17 to $26 per pound; P50 1k, from $150 to 
Average prices of natural graphite im- $350 per pound; P55 2k, from $27.50 to $55 

ports displayed no clear trend. Prices for per pound; P55 4k, from $18 to $86 per 
crystalline flake graphite dropped 16% to pound; and P75 2k, from $170 to $225 per 
$550 per ton. Prices for Mexican amorphous pound. The reason cited was that the sales 
graphite rose slightly to $56 per ton. Aver- volume necessary for low-cost production 
age prices for all types of Sri Lankan lump was not attained, 
graphite dropped 23% to $1,158 per ton. 

Table 7.—Representative yearend graphite prices 
(Per short ton) 

1982 1988 

Flake and 1 ite, ‘ 
acc cenaaenemrnaanienawag S272S1542 $541,542 

Germany, Federal Republic of... ------------------------e B18 2,722 818- 8,175 
MUN occ anine can neokncccane dave nanan enwaae! 249-726 227. 644 Remiren soso fiat ersstesss sree ear Pe sie iat 

Asmgrabog nbadla, sxyplacraielline graphite G09 S896 carbon ~~~ Bea gE 
Korea, Republicof bags) -- seen nn seen en 82 109 82 109 
Menich ull) 2 02 se- os JEOTE ES ACE se eIeC RET eee eae T1098 Be Ot 

*F.o.b, foreign port or border. 

Source: Engineering and Mining Journal V. 18, No.2, Dec. 1989, p21 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of both natural and artificial imported crystalline flake graphite, the 
graphite decreased. Exports to Canada and largest category by value, decreased 35% by 
Venezuela decreased significantly. Exports tonnage, mainly because of decreased ship- 
of natural graphite to the Federal Republic ments from Brazil and Madagascar. 

of Germany increased significantly. Exports of graphite electrodes totaled 
Imports of natural graphite decreased 49,158 tons valued at $79.6 million, of which 

18% to 43,586 tons. Shipments from Mexico, 6,269 tons (§10.3 million) went to Venezuela; 
the largest supplier by volume, decreased 7,975 tons ($16.7 million) to Argentina; 
significantly, 29%, to 22,124 tons. This was 4,358 tons ($7.4 million) to Brazil; 3,594 tons 
partially replaced by increased imports of (86.9 million) to Canada; and the balance, 
amorphous graphite from China, Hong to other destinations. 
Kong, and Taiwan. The total tonnage of
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Table 8.—U.S. exports of natural and artificial graphite, by country 
Natural? Artificial Total 

‘Count inti} Quantity rantity i Shot’ vatue = “hore” — Value abort” Value fons) tons) tons) 

Sanad saa sigope12 16s Suan arag ON ena cent 605,612 5 3 1,842,896 
Germany, Federal Republic of "254 167,653 630 "b49'149 ‘84 * “16,795 Tage e 16 | SLI6 33 at sot wo “Sta Japan” = 2222222 490 alsgot as saa oT 1oan4se 
MG in an anc 1,080, 374,829 347 145,537 1427 520,366 Netherlands ~~~" 777777777 123699 5 BOBS 1“ anee United Kingdom ~—~~——— >>> 386 208.950 208 ust 5a staal Veneniela © 2222722772 Lies gan 09 #2 BT38L 116s Baar Other 2222222222222 Yoo fennel aorrasg ae TonetT 

Total_------------- 10888 —_—4008,747 547 2,510,786 15,982 6,600,489 
1983: Seren ern egy ernment Se Canada 3.848 1,208,804 1108 sT4gTG 951 ast 440 Germany, Federal Republic of —— Zao "0511468 12 Beaman 708 T61 Malye wn ne a3 TRS 53 ease we" Baa07 daggsi cs UURCTELEESISNET 239 an 1B sit 425,096 a6 6sL0i2 Mexico == 2727222=2222 961 398,498 4 “48904 101s 446340 

Netherlands. ...-.--..-- 34 4,978 186 95,736, 220 100,709 United Kingdom © 22>_2772> 453 168,110 123138003 Bes Venesuela © "~~~ 2 7=2=== Ss s05 3 ate ec 
NNR Cains acer 1,130 539,869 2177 893,334 3,307 1,433,203 

Total __ = 9485 GA548K9 «4516 —«23007,208 «18.951 5,850,142 
‘Amorphous, crystalline flake, lump or chip, and natural, not elsewhere classified. 

‘Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of natural graphite, by country 
 —alline  Lampor” Other nataral talline Lumpor 1 ome chippfdut — rudeand” Amorphous ‘Total 

Countey Quan Vatue QS yatue QU8 Vatue 88" Vaiue QUA Value 
& Wee Ge Ge ee oe ee 
hort sands) GRO sands) ‘SHOT sands) BOF sands) GORE sands) 

1981 enw nn ne "10,687 '86859 1471 $2220 15.874 $8,208 88,127 _$1,792_*65,659 *819,008, 
1982: SSSR IR ERS INT ET 

‘Australia .——.---. -- -- e 1 = e 1 ‘Austria ooo ee a is ae ee Bra -"777777-7> amd agih aaa aget Caio 2assese 2 Se Se Ee China =~ 408 22 77 TT gat a8 TTT th 4.86 Ls a Finland ---==-2-=> 2 = ww 5 a ee Zh Bs Germany, Federal Republicof 109s az wR Hong Kong ---==2> : 531210 Bol 210 a Ts a a a ne ane an} a ee OE Sapen=2=2ZTZTTD RC]: 2199 pat Madagascar ----2-_ ade? aia DTDs ga 190 Mexico 2277777> EEE rr MoH on, ,640 sia 2856 Neerland 20-27 OB Nowaycsccccceee> ls cet neo South Africa, Republicof = <> 2 =a Silankac’s- === > 1,688 nn met) 
‘Sweden sane ne ae =o rs 63 185 ne a 63 185 
Switzerland —------~ _ _- cone — eo 1 _ = ee 1 Tine SE SD ST Ee a OG ne - an  f 

United Kingdom: -_— So @ of De 
Zimbabwe... = i me == n6 49 oe sy 649 

‘Total? _-_-.----__10,771__ 7,056 167 1,140 11,263 5,885 30,349 1,645 753,150 _ 715,676 

it so a 4 Filiiocosceen. "se me eee Role ee oe ‘Austria = ————~~o 7 ae = a 8 tf % Belgium-Laxemboure ft Se ee oe ee ue, Sd Brass ~~ 1682 198 aT] TT 0m oad 
Canada ——~--~-_--_ 7 7 tm ae ‘953 623 = = 960 630 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of natural graphite, by country —Continued 
aT Other natural Crystalline Lump or a : 

flake chippy dust = ugea—— Amorph eal 
Country. Quan- Quan: Quan yajge Quan- Quan- Value Value Value Value Value 

ity hou (YY, thou. HY, thou HY, thou «EY, (thous hort (chort hort (hort (short, hort sands) (GROt sands) ROT sands) HORE sands) ($HOT! sands) 

1988 —Continued 
Ching -.--------. 8684 $1740. 811 $1,893 8,152 $200 10,147 $3,893 Gambia 22222272222 TE eal Be 5G 
France-- 2 -—~ 77777 : DTD ID et aT eT 358 Germany, Federal 
Republicof—---- 1 - 88 BB 838857 HongKong--2272TD aw OB 

fod 72 SoS oe ie LD lw ta 
GaN enn SY ge Ss of aa oO 38 Fae”: 
ee <2 1486186 sl Il 1667 886 a 5 gag 1638 acne Gy 76 wT. 55 Sins & g Malaysia ——-"7"""> 40 LE Mexico, —=" 722227 2 Il 2 HB oad HT mesat ast 
Netherlands —-"777=> 22 IT x 1 4 ee ah 
Norway. 2 = 2-777 5 S = fm ‘ae. te Se ow ae South Aice,Repiblicof = 2 TZ Tg ahah Srilanka. cn D> Ll BLO ne ee | 
Sweden = 7272TZTD IL Bo ee Te § W =  *s 'e Switerand ———----> 2 4 Taiwan --c2---atl BB HH United Kingdom=-—722 o @ TM 

Zimbabwe. === Sipe See 13788 
Total... 7,084 3866751 870«10,12 BTL BET 147A 43,586 11,921 

"Revised. 
3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
2Data do not include artificial graphite 
Less than 1/2 unit 

Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption of artificial graphite and graphite electrodes, by 
country 

‘Artificial graphite Graphite electrodes 
Country Quantity Value ‘Quantity ‘Value Ghort tons) thousands) (hort tons) _ (thousands) 

1982: 
PE on nee e 33 ot ae Gapada 2ST ns 253 3578 92,5328 ee EES 6s 27 "730, 1048 Germany, Federal Republic of ~~~12227777727= ps ist 3,100 set YY neem eee os ee 3686 414 depen’ 02 S2DEE. SEEDS TT SCSSE SES TETIC 8 1997 18,462 391405, Mexico ~~ 27777 2777TTTIIIITIIIITIIIIT @ ° <= ae Netherlands = 227° STSSSELIOSOSZEIC ISOS 2 58 = a Singapore —— ~~ 2_LTDLILIIIIIIIITIIOIIIE 19 29 at = 

Guinean co a2 8-9 22 oe SoDSEET TEES 1658 2,360 = ze United Kingdom — ~~ ~~ IITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT ° 2 _ — QB one nnnnimn nn enemaemec ewe ae Es 806 1,356 
Total _—-_- =. 23341 5,098 30,362 51,198 

1988: 
orale 2 Seen ee eh eae ° m5 -- be Austria —~—>""TTTTTTLI TITLE ss 1 = a 

Belgium SOE TELTIIIE TOSS aa 36 = =~ [a 134 22 76 a6 China 7 SS 22STE EIS EEE TEESE 198 259 50 ot 
France -— == 72-2022 “7 77 W TT TTIITII I 2 7 -- a= Germany, Federal Republic of -— 1722222222272 st 328 2915 4308 Hinly oo csce cone oeen ee coos -- Z 216 3187 
apan— ==> =o 2222 T TATTLE Bi 1588 23118 48724 Netherlands -~ 722220 0L TITTIES 0 8 =e as 

Sweden 722222222 W2oo ooo oo aw wt as, a2 ee Ee oe oe = ee United Kingdom ~~~ 2 2222IIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 1 31 ze a Others Coe uece hi eu Eee CRIT RR ESS = ie 4g 508 
Wile ese eee eae eee 5,142 28,128 34127 57,040 

"Less than 1/2-unit. 
"Data donot add to total chown because of independent rounding.
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WORLD PRODUCTION 

World supplies of graphite were generally parts of Kenya by the Association of Geo- 
sufficient to meet demand. A number of scientists for International Development- 
new plants and expansions were announced Network for Small Scale Mining, an infor- 
for graphite fiber. mal nongovernmental group linking gov- 

Australia.—Conzinc Riotinto of Australia ernment, academic, and the private sector. 
Ltd., 58% owned by Rio Tinto Zinc Ltd. a Madagasear.—Société Miniére de la 
major international mining conglomerate, Grand Ile, one of the two major Madagascan 
was investigating a graphite deposit at Mik-. producers of crystalline flake graphite, was 
kira, in the State of South Australia. Labo- expected to expand its graphite production 
ratory tests showed a marketable product when the recently acquired Sahanavo Mine 
could be produced. begins to produce. It also acquired $500,000 
France.—Construction work on a graph- worth of mining equipment from a Swedish 

ite fiber plant, a joint venture of Hercules contractor that had completed its project in 
Inc. and Pechiney Ugine Kuhlmann, was Madagascar. Other producers had idle 
stopped because of a low demand for the equipment because of a lack of spare parts. 
product. The plant structure had been com- Open pit mining was hindered by an 
pleted but no equipment was installed. unusual number of floods and cyclones. 

The joint venture of Toray Industries Inc. Improvements in Government fiscal and 
and Société Nationale Elf Aquitaine se- investment policies and a new Chinese-built 
lected a site at Abidos, near Lacq in south- road from the port of Tamatave to the 
west France, to construct a graphite fiber interior made additional investment to ex- 

plant. pand graphite production more feasible. 
India.—Most graphite produced in India © Romania.—For the first time in many 

was the finer crystalline flake and its co- years, information was published in a prom- 
product crystalline dust (functionally amor- inent western journal on Romanian graph- 
phous). Some lump graphite was sporadical- ite. Graphite occurs in the geological unit 
ly produced, and some Sonoran-type amor- called the Autochthonous Crystalline in the 
phous graphite may have been produced. South Carpathian Mountains, near Baia de 
About 68% of the graphite was mined in Fier and Polovragi. The graphite occurs in 
Orissa State, and most of the balance in _lens-shaped graphite schist bodies conform- 
Bihar State. Most of the mines were small ably intercalated between gneisses, mica 
and shallow and used hand labor. The few schists, and carbonatic rocks. The graphite 
beneficiation plants used simple processing found in the schists runs from crystalline 

technology. dust to fine crystalline flake and ranges 
Much of the graphite was consumed from 26% to 42% carbon. It has been re- 

domestically, principally in the foundry, covered from both underground and open 
pencilmaking, steel, and refractory crucible pit mines and beneficiated by flotation to 
industries. Tamil Nadu Minerals Ltd. re- obtain a concentrate containing at least 
ported opening a large mine, to be followed 70% carbon. Further processing has yielded 
by a beneficiation plant expected to come concentrates containing over 80% carbon. 
on-stream in 1984.* Research was underway to obtain a concen- 

Japan.—Mitsubishi: Chemical Corp. an- trate containing over 90% carbon.* 
nounced plans to build a 1,100-ton-per-year South Africa, Republic of.—Kobar Min- 
graphite fiber plant at an undisclosed loca- ing (Pty.) Ltd. discovered an amorphous 
tion in Japan. The plant would utilize new graphite deposit at Mtubatuba, 30 miles 
technology to produce a pitch-based fiber at from Richards Bay. Reserves of 22 million 
less than one-half the cost of producipg tons were proven by drilling. The company 
state-of-the-art fibers made from polyacry- planned to begin producing an unbenefici- 
lonitrile. The plant, scheduled to come on- ated amorphous graphite product averaging 
stream in 1984, was expected to market its 63.5% carbon and 30% ash by the latter 
fibers to the aerospace and automobile in- part of 1984. The product was to be crushed 

dustries. to a range of minus 1-inch to dust and sold 
Kenya.—A dry beneficiation process uti- to various refiners and manufacturers as a 

lizing air classification and pneumatic raw feedstock. The company. planned to 
tabling followed by flotation was being de- erect a beneficiation plant if there was 
veloped for use at graphite mines in arid _ sufficient demand. The beneficiated product
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would average 85% carbon and 10% ash. to set up graphite product plants that would 
Some associated low-volatile anthracite was _ship to overseas markets. A small graphite 
expected to also be recoverable.* crucible plant, owned by the Ceylon Ceram- 

Sri Lanka.—All graphite was recovered _ ic Corp., served only local markets.* 
by the State Mining and Mineral Develop-  Sudan.—For the first time, the existence 
ment Corp. (SMMDC) from two under- of a graphite mine in the Sudan was made 
ground mines. Bogala, the larger, and known. The Sudanese Mining Corp. of 
Kahatagaha-Kolongaha, were both located Khartoum owns a 1,100-ton-per-year capaci- 
northeast of the capital city of Colombo. ty graphite and mica mine in the Shereik 
The lump graphite was beneficiated by area through its Mica Project subsidiary. 
hand sorting, although some graphite was United Kingdom.—Courtaulds announc- 
recovered from mine waste by flotation at ed plans to expand the capacity of its 

Bogala. graphite fibers plant near Coventry by fall 
An Asian Development Bank project to 1983 from 220 to 385 tons per year at a cost 

expand lump graphite mining was‘delayed _ of $4.6 million. Part of the cost was covered 
because Sri Lanka lacked the funds to by a Government grant under the Industry 
finance its portion of the project. Small Act of 1972. Courtaulds planned to market a 
miners were encouraged to open abandoned sizable part of its output in the United 
workings, with SMMDC handling sales and States through a joint venture with Dexter 
providing technical advice. A private sector Corp. Courtaulds was a large producer of 
plant to convert up to 1,300 tons per year of the polyacrylonitrile precursor used in the 
lump graphite into flake was being set up. plant. 
SMMDC was looking for foreign associates 

‘Table 11.—Graphite: World production, by country? 
(Short tons) 

Country? 199) 3980 1981 198? 198" 
Argentina === n 6 2 13 4 

‘Austria sc D oes ELSE SSEEDE 44,664 40454 25,248 26958, 21.560 
Brazil (marketable) ______------..~- 11,979 23,473 19,289 16,990 22,000 
Mar ca cee oie 295 482 1,568 308 330, 
China® memareeneneingen 201,000 176,000, ¥208,000 204,000 204,000, 
‘Cuechoslovakia® _______-_-------.. 49,600 49,600 49,600 49,600 49,600 
Germany, Federal Republic off —________ 4,047 6,270 9,024 12,845, 13,000, 
India mine)® a 5225 60,391 62004 51785 38,600 Leal ere ue eee een 4522 4362 ‘3891 3,588 3700 

Korea, North® ___________________ 28,000 28,000 28,000 28,000 28,000 
Korea, Republic of: Amores = sseeesceeaues ah 59,189 65,209 31,538 29,088 33,100 Crystalline flake ~~~ =~ "277772777 2104 15%5 928 ‘91 880 
Spottessrars Soc eSSe eee ee ee se eee 15,699 18,506 14,698 16,925, 714,984 

exico: 
Amorpbos he oaks = 56,086 *49,059 45,351, 37,886 37,500 
Crystaline flake _._-___--------- a 384 1,270 1,989 1,650 

ROPWEE Ss eae 13,109 11,471 9,552, 8,200 78,885 
RON csr tains tiene mon ished 18,670 18,800, 13,800 13,800 13,900 

South Africs, Republic of_—-—-- ~~ ~~~ ~_ 434 - t a 
Sri Lanka = fain 10,364 8,591 8,348 9,704 8,800 Thailand-—~~~~-~~77772-272 - 2286 1984 604 80 
TREY ieee ae NA NA ‘NA 3,704 3,700 
USSRE. heer inererererere a 110,000 110,000, 115,000 115,000 120,000 United States ~~~ 77777777 TZTTITE W s = W Ww 
‘Zimbabwe . --.-...-------------- 6,324 8141 12,366 9,066 14,300 

Total areenecreracrneennares 690,522 "678,060 «—«G6R.A5T|~—««AG OTA 45.838 

a ne Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 

*Table includes data available through May 23, 1984. 
in addition to the countries listed, Namibia may bave produced graphite during the period covered by this table, but 

quiput is unreported, and available general information is inadequate for formolation of reliable estimates of output 
Does not include the following quantities sold directly without beneficiation, in short tons: 1979—93,840; 1980—6,600; 1981-~17,988; 1982—6 758; 1985-—"not available, 
‘Data are for fiscal year beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. 
SData presented represent estimated marketable projuct derived from raw graphite mined indigenously, asuming that marketable output equals one-half of officially reported raw graphite production. 
“Indian marketable production is about 30% of mine production. 
7 Reported figure.
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RK Technologies Ltd., formerly RK Tex- demand for a cheaper, lower quality fiber 
tiles, built and brought on-stream a 220-ton- suitable for certain automotive, sporting 
per-year capacity graphite fiber plant near goods, and industrial markets. Some aero- 
Inverness, Scotland. The location was cho- space-grade graphite fiber was also ex- 
sen because of a Government investment pected to be made. About 80% of the output 
grant covering 35% of the construction cost. _ was to be exported; much of it to the United 
‘The plant was expected to be brought up to States. 
full capacity over several years to serve 

TECHNOLOGY 

Three major new technologies were an- graphite fiber utilize expensive textile 
nounced, two of which have the potential of threads such as polyacrylonitrile, rayon, or 
increasing the long-term demand for graph- cheaper but more impure pitch that can 
ite fiber and one of which could greatly cause imperfections in the graphite fiber. 
decrease the long-term demand for graphite Another new process reported last year 
electrodes. At present, processes for manu- involves heating benzene to a high tempera- 
facturing graphite fiber are expensive, and ture to deposit carbon on a metal catalyst 
also require use of expensive raw materials. in strands that are then heat treated and 
Further, the methods of fabrication of  graphitized. 
graphite fiber composite parts are complex, A new process called Magnaweave that 
requiring extensive use of hand labor, and weaves graphite fiber into multidimension- 
are not easily automated. A relatively sim- al reinforcements was announced. Unlike 
ple manufacturing process for producing the prepreg in common use with significant 
graphite fiber using natural gas as a raw tensile strength only in the fiber direction, 
material and a simple fabrication process the Magnaweave reinforcement has signifi- 
that gives better graphite fiber composite cant tensile strength in all three directions. 
parts by weaving the fiber are both major Therefore, the graphite fiber composites 
new developments in graphite fiber technol- made with Magnaweave cannot delaminate 
ogy. The electric arc furnace now has a full- and are much less limited in the torsion or 
scale competitor that does not use graphite shear stress modes. The working principle 
electrodes, the plasma arc furnace. of Magnaweave involves weaving the graph- 

General Motors Research Laboratories _ ite fiber with no sudden directional changes 
discovered a method for growing graphite of the sort that would prevent the weaving 
fibers by pyrolysis of natural gas. The dis- of a stiff fiber such as graphite fiber; the 
covery came about during an experiment to process forms a braid of graphite fiber. 
determine the speed that carbon diffuses Magnaswirl, the circular counterpart of 
through stainless steel. The experimental Magnaweave, makes reinforcements for 
apparatus continuously introduced carbon parts such as pipe, cylinders, and domes. 
in the form of natural gas to the inside The processes can be used to produce low- 
surface of a steel tube while simultaneously cost, high-performance composites simply 
extracting carbon from the outside surface and rapidly. Cost savings result from a 
of the tube. After running the experiment reduced need for labor, eliminating the 
for some hours during one trial, graphite layup step in prepregging, and being able to 
fibers were discovered inside the tube. Fiber _ make the reinforcement at high speed.” 
growth began as tiny hollow filaments Plasma arc steel furnaces that do not use 
about 0.1 micrometer in diameter. Even graphite electrodes have been developed. 
though the phenomenon was studied exten- Several small units were in use in steel 
sively, the fiber growth mechanism remain- production in Europe, and Voest-Alpine AG 
ed unknown. However, most of the fila- was studying it for full-scale production at 
ments contained a metal or metal carbide its Linz, Austria, steelworks. The plasma 
particle that apparently catalyzed growth. furnace is an electric arc furnace in which 
‘The particle itself appeared to form at or be the graphite electrodes are replaced by 
released from the inner surface of the steel water-cooled metallic electrodes that are 
tube through a type of high-temperature only slightly consumed. The conventional 
surface erosion called metal dusting corro- electric arc is replaced by a plasma arc. The 
sion. This process could be of great commer- advantages of the plasma furnace are mini- 
cial significance if it could be developed into mal electrode consumption, higher yield of 
an inexpensive full-scale operation. Com- steel because of an inert gas atmosphere 
mercially important processes for making and the ability to melt with a minimum of
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slag, a lower noise level, and less dust and posited ionically on surface-treated graphite 
waste gas generated. The plasma arc fur- fiber in order to obtain a surface containing 
nace also has advantages when applied to discrete rubber particles. Elastomer flow 
ferroalloy production, instead of the electric and filament agglomeration during drying 
are furnace, because any fines used as feed caused some trouble.’” 
do not have to be agglomerated and higher —————— 
product quality is obtained. If plasma arc {Physical scientist, Division of Industri] Minerals 
fureace replaced the conventional ae for. Pith, asm doe ahaa 
nace on a broad scale, consumption of naceous ress, Narragansett Basin, MA, : ‘ Ri Final Report, Oct, 191@Apr 30, 1081. West 

srapllte letgode ould atop racic Gracy i icp gna ise of graphite fiber composites in liquid . ‘Clarke, G. M. The Industrial Minerals of Indi Ind 
rocket engines could result in a significant Miqy, Condon) No, 10) Rug. 198%, Po seccu. The 
weight reduction and therefore improved Hagustrial Minerals of: ‘Romania. Ind. Miner. (fondon), No. 

payload capabilities and better engine  '“Siadusrial Moerals London) A New Graphite Deposit 
thrust to weight ratios. The types of engines at Mtubatuba, No. 192, Sept. 1983, p. 17. 
studied were earth-to-orbit hydrocarbon en- q.,viit 8, Sq,tankais Industrial Minerals. Ind. Miner 
gines and orbit-to-orbit LOX/H, engines. ?Wehrenberg, R. H. Composites Get Stronger With 3-D 
Graphite fiber composites could be used  Reipforcement. Mater. Eng, v. 97, No. 1, Jan. 1988, 
directly for some components, and addition- "*Meial Bulletin Monthly, Voest-Alpine's Plasma Plant 
al research could lead to the use of addition- Nejih.sune 7; PBS ataterial Application for 
al components.* jguid Rocket Bagines Rockwell Int, Canoga Park, CA, 

‘The impact strength of a graphite fiber D%G,i06) [4 pps NTIS NSS 16882(4 i : i al JT hunt Graphite Fiber Surface 
composite was improved by coating the Treatment to_ improve pect Strength and Fracture ‘ ie Resistance in Subsequent Composites ney Wi fiber surface with a rubber. The elastomeric fineton, DE, Dee 108, 42 pps NTIS NSE IIE) 
particles were made into lattices and de-





By J. W. Pressler' 

The gypsum industry, spurred by lower _ million tons. Total value of gypsum product 
interest rates and released pent-up demand _ exports increased 9% to $32.1 million. 
for housing, with 1.7 million public and Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
private housing unit starts in 1983, ended duction data for gypsum are developed by 
the year with record shipments of gypsum the Bureau of Mines from a survey of US. 
wallboard, 16.8 billion square feet, an in- gypsum operations. Of the 134 operations to 
crease of 28%. Output of crude gypsum and which an annual survey request was sent, 
calcined gypsum also increased. Sales of 99% responded, representing 99% of the 
gypsum products increased 26% to 21.8 total production shown in tables 1 and 2. 
million short tons valued at $1.6 billion. Production for nonrespondents was esti- 
Imports of crude gypsum increased 20% to8 mated using prior year production data. 

Table 1.—Salient gypsum statistics 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

~—“—=“‘“‘C™S™*™*™C™S™SCSCSC*S—~=~=*idRSCS*~*‘aS*~«i SSC 

United States: 
Active mines and plantat 13 m4 us 109 m 

Mined --------------------------- 1469012878 1IsT 1058812884 Vaiue--7-7=27 272 TITIEIIET — saa's6s 51091059 08101 e981 g10r 361 
Imports for consumption ———"""777777TTTTT tg ats soa Bas en caeappotec evpmum sales <LOTIIIIIIIIITET co 3 96 ‘a7 "760 
Produced 0 eee MSS nets near 11263 13902 Value=-——~-=-2222LTTTIIIIIIII_ saaatteT  so70'g24 _go4g'i4o 196488 _ $270"196 

Products sold (value) ---~-~_2LZTILIZITIIIIZ stger ges si,zare49 1,196,236 $i,121'775. $1,606,605 
Exports (value) "7 — 77" “TTTTTTTTTIIIIID geese “saree “easase "palsgo *gaetowe Imports for consumption value) -—-—-~~~_777Z2 femora © 51/880 StI FaaeLG §— eT-BBO World? Production --~------~-===2272- ¥a8.589 36/530 © 8slo48 = Prasg70 Fa 824 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Rech mine, calcining plant, or combination mine and plant is counted as one establishment; includes plants that sold byproduct gypsum: 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

The United States remained the world’s and plants at yearend were 3 million tons. 
leading producer of gypsum, accounting for Leading companies were United States 
159 of the total world output. Gypsum Co., 12 mines; National Gypsum 

Forty-two companies mined crude gyp- Co.,7 mines; Georgia-Pacific Corp., 6 mines; 
sum at 69 mines in 22 States. Production Celotex Corp. (a subsidiary of Jim Walter 
increased 22%. Leading producing States Corp.) and Genstar Building Materials Co., 
were Texas, Iowa, Oklahoma, California, 3 mines each; and Weyerhaeuser Co., 1 
Michigan, and Indiana. These six States mine. These 6 companies, operating 32 
produced more than 1 million tonseach and mines, produced 80% of the total crude 
together accounted for 65% of total domes- gypsum. 
tic production. Stocks of crude ore at mines Leading individual mines were United 
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States Gypsum’s Plaster City Mine, Imperi- anamid Co. in Georgia; Glidden Pigments 
al County, CA; United States Gypsum’s Div. of SCM Corp. in Maryland; and Texas. 
Sweetwater Mine, Nolan County, TX; Unit- gulf Inc. in North Caroline. Some byproduct 
ed States Gypsum’s Shoals Mine, Martin gypsum was mixed with natural gypsum 
County, IN; United States Gypsum's Ala- and commercially used in the manufacture 
baster Mine, losco County, MI; Georgia- of wallboard at United States Gypsum's 
Pacific's Acme Mine, Hardeman County, Baltimore, MD, plant using byproduct gyp- 
TTX; Weyerhacuser's Briar Mine, Howard sum obtained from SCM's Glidden Pig- 
County, AR; National Gypsum’s Sun City ments’ plant in Baltimore. 
Mine, Barber County, KS; National Gyp- _ Owing to increased demand for gypsum 
sum’s Shoals Mine, Martin County, IN; Wallboard, all plants that had been closed in 
United States Gypsum’s Southard Mine, 1982 were reopened in 1983. The capacity of 
Blaine County, OK; and United States Gyp- ne new gypsum wallboard plant combined 
sum’s Fort Dodge Mine, Webster County, With the capacities of the reopened plants 
IA. These 10 mines accounted for 44% of the Tesulted in an 8% increase in domestic 
national total. Average output per mine for ¢@Pacity of operating wallboard plants to 20 

the 69 U.S. mines increased 24% to 186,700 _ billion square feet. Total wallboard produc- 
tone: tion was 16.8 billion square feet, indicating 

Fourteen companies calcined gypsum at 8 84% utilization of operating capacity. 
70 plants in 30 States, principally for the This was a new record, slightly more than 
manufacture of gypsum wallboard and plas- that produced in 1979. or 
ter. Caleine output increased 24% in ton- , Windsor Gypsum Co. brought its new 
nage and 87% in value. Leading States were S¥psum wallboard plant in aueeney, | 
Texas, California, Iowa, and Florida, These Stream in the fourth quarter. Based on 
4 States, with 20 plants, accounted for 37% | Purchased gypsum re a re Sibel yo ofthe net onal output 300 million square feet of wallboard per 

qentins, Commanies ‘ware “United. Beats *SHomtar Inc. of Montreal, Canada, had 
Planta; Georgia Pacific, 9 plants; Genstar, 5 Purchased the Grand Rapids Mine and wall- 

ants; and Celotex, 4 plants. These 5 com- board, plant of Grand Rapids Gypsum Co 2 5 com- for $2.7 million in 1981. It remained dor- 
ie ae ere accounted for rant until Domtar rehabilitated the under- 

as . . ground mine, and renovated the 120-mil- 
Leading individual plants were United jion-square-foot capacity wallboard plant in 

States Gypsum’s Plaster City plant, Imperi- 1983 at a cost of $3.8 million. It was opera- 
al County, CA; United States Gypsum’s tional at yearend. The La Porte County, IN, 
Sweetwater plant, Nolan County, TX; Plan Commission approved a rezoning per- United States Gypsum’s Jacksonville plant, mit in September for United States Gypsum 

Darel County, FL | Weverhisuiers Brie t» operate a gypsum oe a saa a 
nt, 1 AR; gypsum wallboard plant in Center Town- 

Pacific's Acme plant, Hardeman County, ship. It was estimated by the company that 
oa nied Bates crm 's Shoals plant, the facilities would be operational in 2 to 3 

fartin County, IN; National Gypsum’s years, 
Tampa plant, Hillsborough County, FL;. "The Hamlim wallboard plant of South- 
United States Gypsum's Stony Point plant, west Gypsum Co. in Fisher County, TX, was 
Rockland County, NY; National Gypsum’s dismantled. 
Schoals plant, Martin County, IN; and Na- Reflecting sporadic markets for crude 
Hoel cypaums Medicine Tone plant, base gypsum sold for cement or agricultural use, 

r County, KS. These 10 plants accounted several gypsum mines were closed, or re- 
for 30% of the national production. Average mained closed during the year. Glen C. 
calcine production for the 70 US. plants Archer Gypsum Co. in California remained 
was 198,600 tons, a 22% increase. closed. Ernest W. Munroe, Joe C. Lackey, 

The following companies sold a total of Colorado Lien Co., and U.S. Soil Condition- 
760,000 tons of byproduct gypsum, valued at ing Co., all in Colorado, were dormant. E. J. 
$7.1 million, principally for agricultural Wilson & Sons’ Lidy Hot Springs Mine in 
use, but some for gypsum wallboard manu- Lemhi County, ID, was closed. Raymond 
facturing: Allied Chemical Corp. and J. R. Schweitzer Gypsum Co.'s Cement Mine in 
Simplot Co., both in California; Occidental Caddo County, OK, and Walton Gypsum 
Petroleum Corp. in Florida; American Cy- Co.'s O'Keene Mine in Blaine County, OK,
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were dormant. ganic Fertilizers Co. The ore was used for 
Western Plains Materials’ McFaddin agricultural purposes 

Mine in Woodward County, OK, produced United States Gypsum reopened the 
mainly gypsum rock from its quarry for Fremont wallboard plant in Alameda Coun- 
road construction use, but some was sold forty, CA, which it had previously purchased 
‘use as a cement set retarder. from Genstar. It was scheduled to operate 

Victor Material Co. sold its Amboy Mine on calcine from United States Gypsum's 
in San Bernardino County, CA, to CV Or- Empire plant in Pershing County, NV. 

Table 2.—Crude gypsum mined in the United States, by State 

SS 
ei Sa ae ae Vane Asie an sine Gia gta, Sag Ens lee, 

BBB rose mecn re ciriecterceicsiee 4 15 $1,205, 4 265 $1,929 ii necmorrdsasinees SS oe a a ae 
ANI creer mene eee: 10 1,088 10,614 10 1,218 10,668 GUE castrate 

Dakota, Washington_________ 10 264 2,381 7 (349 2,865 
Indiana, New York, Ohio, Virginia — 5 1491 12,936 5 1,766 18,699 [pans Now York Os Wi : ote f ie ue 

Niligaitinentee anaes wee 4 682, 5,150 4 1,097 8,104 Mibipa sess PSS foe Be =f ee 
DSW MID in nin m ener winsenate: 3 198, ‘887 3 169 1,016 Ne Mei scorer ircna Sgt ae ge + git Seen SSSRESSESTEz fete $e ie pee eeerer a tie nies i 8 woo: UB 

Total SimereU esos 0 10,588 89,181 69 12,884 101,861 

i oc ll Rao apa OE 

Table 3.—Calcined gypsum produced in the United States, by State 

Se 
State Active Quantity Value ‘Active pactiey Value, Aetie Gamma gg Qala, Agee ats Nae, 

‘fama Conan er ei, sean Cer er Mae. a i ee we cnn eas Yaa 
Louisiana, Oklahoma _ tie 12 2,226 (85,787 12 2178 49,565, caine, Oltbone owen nn ee ee See arid Nak ere rE Ne ee eee ee 

Florida - smenerpennnermeant 3 TT 14,231 8 1,004 21,351 ise castomrcnsoe $B. Web Se Groin ooo a ae ee ee Steassccacnce iapate 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania (1983) _ 4 516 11,399, 5 630, 13,312 ah anes Penn 4 ge ne Be as eee poate Wasig = :. 2 Be ee Nort. Washinton Wise —~ Bo Rn eh ae Meigen a a a a elapse + 2 ee ike 

TUM cocoon mceee 5 1,326 20,318 6 1,509 26,852, 

TAR sicirsncnemecannatinnce 69 11,243, 196,488 70 13,902, 270,136 

*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding,
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Figure 1.—Supply of crude gypsum in the United States. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Apparent consumption, production plus three regions accounted for 65% of the 
net imports plus industry stock changes, of total. For agricultural gypsum, the Pacific 
crude gypsum increased 26% to 21.8 million region accounted for 58% of total sales. 
tons, Net imports provided 36% of the crude Of the total calcined gypsum, 96% was 
gypsum consumed. Apparent consumption used for prefabricated products and 4% for 
of calcined gypsum increased 24% to 13.8 industrial and building plasters. Of the 
million tons. prefabricated products, based upon surface 

Yearend stocks of crude gypsum at mines square feet, 70% was regular wallboard, 
and calcining plants were 3 million tons. Of 19% was fire-resistant Type X wallboard, 
this, 61% was at calcining plants in coastal 5% was 5/16-inch mobile home board, and 

States. 6% was lath, veneer base, sheathing, and 
Of the total gypsum products sold or used, predecorated wallboard. Of the regular 
5.5 million tons, 25%, was uncalcined. Of wallboard, 83% was 1/2-inch and 11% was 
the total uncalcined gypsum, 72% was used 5/8-inch. ‘The leading sales regions for pre- 
for portland cement and 24% was used in fabricated products were the South Atlan- 
agriculture. Leading sales regions for gyp- tic, West South-Central, and Pacific and 
sum used in cement were the South Atlan- accounted for 55% of the total. 
tic, West South-Central, and Pacific; these
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‘Table 4.—Gypsum products (made from domestic, imported, and byproduct gypsum) 
sold or used in the United States, by use 

(Thousand shor tons and thousand dollars) 
88s 

= Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Unegleine: Gorand cement. eee BRT (85685 95 sa70 

RREROUNER se ott es meni espe cman pices 1,301 16,951 1,309 18,284 fiers and miscelianeous -~~7777777772727777 ‘aa 5768 19 3967 
Total eee AOTC Sast 64001 Caleined Industral plaster == 6820950 see __atse 

aiding plaster ~ Begtler ess ond ered ouaccuseaeue wes cue BSB 15814906 Poured gypsum cement and condrele__~~~7~7=~ | eadt 6 iar 
Yeneer Ban ne nmenepossooaa-a Re S Was Plaster aid Keene cement -=_~2-7227 SO : 21 Co aie atten corre & 3 3 Lise 
Total mp sia wags 

Prefabricated products? —_ =e 12,222 3,001,071 15,673 1,469,174 

DO UN is cir ta raisin cae wna 12,909 1,063,371 416,381 1,541,584 

Seed tell sas conn yeees 17,400 1,121,775. 421,843 1,605,605 

{Includes most of 697,201 tons of byproduct gypsum in 1982 and most of 760,116 tons in 1983. ethan 2 ui. ae “ 
Aincludes weight of paper, metal, or other materials, and some byproduct gypsum. ‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding 

Table 5.—Prefabricated gypsum products sold or used in the United States 
OOO TTF a 
Product Thousand ‘Thousand Value Thousand’ Thousand’ Value Square shore hoe equare’ short bows Teet tons! sands) feet tons! _sands) 

Lath 
3/8 inch ________ annie: 87,877 2 $8,360 ‘47,580, 36 $4,981 Hapa wcosccrnnr tegen tase Zins 2 Fa dao a 8880 

Set a. pete 39,482, 31 3,534 146,710 126 14,912 Vener bore 227 DEEETEIIIIIE gos = ht ots taguls eta Sheathings--—~7~~aavvsv =a Sod SSNS 
Regular eypsurboord —— Water t cm wnaseec mR 459 sex goog aes gs0 Veinch=-- = --2-2-2TTTTL ante amt ae fase rsa S/einch=-2227727722TTTTILT oad 05 “egies Usisce «= a0p Targa pe aciacbecreteoet eee shirt 3 alis  ““ss'er0 1 atod 
SI os cgpenacreemsecmepwie 128,348 131 10,148 130,269 14 11,744 

Total? —______------..- 9,077,256 8,061 631,893 11,678,767 10,481 964,974 ‘Type X aypsumboard 2227-1777 BMtoon «= Sore asart | 'wbaears «BSG og Predocofeted wallboard rn Het oro 1s “aso “tigasy «Nop “asag8 S/iinch mobilehome biard-------- eon Hbos Rat 708 e308 Ghecicmereretstc: Ann Ti “gots 20 3 Sb 
Grand total _..______--. 18,085,901 12222 1001071 16,765,088 15,673 1,469,174 

“Includes weight of paper metal, or other materia 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. Aineludes 1/47/16, and 8/4inch gypoumboard
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Figure 2.—Sales of gypsum products, by use. 

ENERGY 

Efficient production scheduling, superior the same at 2.62 million British thermal 
insulation, and energy-saving processing units. 
equipment such as one-step drying and As reported by the Gypsum Association, 
calcining continued to approximate the fuel sources for the gypsum industry were 
same utilization of energy per unit of wall- natural gas, 81.6%; electricity, 6%; pro- 
board as in the past few years. Energy pane, 3%; No. 2 fuel oil, 2.6%; No. 4 and No. 
consumption per thousand square feet of 6 fuel oil, 3%; and coal, 3.8%. 
gypsum wallboard sales remained virtually 

PRICES 

On an average value per ton basis, crude Quoted prices for gypsum products were 
gypsum decreased 7% to $7.87, calcined published monthly in Engineering News- 
gypsum increased 11% to $19.43, and by- Record. Prices in December, based on truck 
product gypsum sold increased 19% to lots delivered to the job, showed a wide 

$9.39. range. Regular 1/2-inch wallboard prices 
‘The average value of gypsum products ranged from $108 per thousand square feet 

sold or used increased 14% to $73.51 per at Los Angeles to $190 at Atlanta. Average 

ton. Prefabricated products were valued at price in December for 20 cities was $139.20 

$93.74 per ton, industrial plasters at $96.80 per thousand square feet, with some minor 
per ton, building plaster at $108.57 per ton, discounts for prompt payment. 
and uncalcined products at $11.72 per ton.
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FOREIGN TRADE 

‘The gypsum industry continued to rely on _sidiaries of U.S. companies in Canada and 
imports of crude gypsum rock for a signifi- Mexico. 
cant fraction, 36%, of apparent consump- _Total value of gypsum and gypsum prod- 
tion. Imports of crude gypsum, principally ucts imported was $87.9 million, an-increase 
from Canada, 68%; Mexico, 19%; and Spain, of 64%. Gypsum wallboard imports from 
12%, increased 20% to 8 million tons. Span- Canada were 314 million square feet, an 
ish imports into the South Atlantic Coast 87% increase. Total value of gypsum prod- 
States increased significantly. Most of the uct exports to all countries was $32 million, 
imported crude gypsum was mined by sub- a 9% increase. 

‘Table 6.—U.S. exports of gypsum and gypsum products 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Crude, crashed, oe 
ia? —__trealcined__factures,  T3tap 

Quantity Value BES. 

1981-2 157 14590085 A3a 
WES ee ee 123 13,319 16,231 29,550 1983 -_ 111212 s2222s2s22s2222s2ee2saeseee Tig RaeT 2088 
suihggludes sypsum or plaster building boards and lath (TSUSA 2457000) and articles, nap, of plaster of pars (TSUSA 

‘Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of gypsum and gypsum products 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Other 
Ground or Alabaster ir manu- 

Year Grade caleined maniac: eee ractureg, Teal 
ant jue Quantity Value (value alu) spi? Yale Quantity Value “Quantity Val (alte) nape 

1st 7,608 89,266 2 339 1198419 2527 51,720 
dee 6,718 35,981 2 304 1,120 13,556 2,685 58,646 
TID i 5 eno 8,081 56,960 4 305 1,922 26,200 2,492 $87,880, 

‘Uncludes imports of jet manufactures, which are believed to be negligible. 
Includes gypsum or plaster building boards and lath (TSUSA 245.7000). 
Comprised of articles, np, ofpasterof paris, with or without reinforcement (TSUSA 5125100, 512.500, 5124100, 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of crude gypsum, by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

iia i982 ies Country a a ‘Quantity Value Quantity Value 
ORS erence N RENE ITY 5,283 28,887 5AT6 43,231 Dominicah Repablee oo ta esc saan eTeESne PTE TTEae 38 ‘350 10 119 
Jamaica ==? 722222222222 TSTTTIIII IIE : iu 163 2 1b 
Menien OZR USCCSORIGENDEDETASETSUODIUESEDIOST Gi dpe as ae 
Spain__-.--_ men girteeecesecnten mi nese retect i 269 L116 955 6,895 Ohad as 2 ee POTS E SS iiat REST EaTSE } 2 } 2 

Petal onsen cece se pees ones scence seule 6718, 35,981 8,031 956,960, 

Mncludes anhydrite. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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WORLD REVIEW 

Production of gypsum from small deposits International Development Loan.* 
in the developing countries has been inter- _India.—Rajasthan was the major gypsum 
mittent and often unreported. Total world producing State with about 94% of India’s 
production figures might be somewhat low production. The balance was accounted for 
because, in many countries, significant by Tamil Nadu State. Over 90% of the 
mine production was consumed captively in natural gypsum output was consumed by 
integrated industrial plants producing wall- the cement industry, with small amounts 
board, plaster, and plaster products, and used in fertilizers, ceramics, and plaster of 
was unreported. paris. Five companies operated eleven 
‘Australia. Australia hes been a net ex- mines in Rajasthan, and 1 company had 
porter of crude gypsum in recent years. Of several Sparationt Z Tamil Nadu. ja sat 
the 2 million tons produced in 1983, an tion to the natural gypsum production, 
estimated 85% was exported, principally as ‘India had substantial production of phos- 
a cement set retardant, to Indonesia, New phosypeur 1.6 million tons, ana 300,000 
Zealand, and Singapore. ns of marine gypsum, a byproduct of eal 
Canada.—Canada was the second leading Production. Only 400,000 tons per year of 

producer of crude gypsum, accounting for Phosphogypsum wes used as agricultural 
109% of the world total with shipments of 7,5 fertilizer and cement, but most of the 
naillion tons, a 19% increase, United States marine gypsum was used in the cement 
Gypsum merged the gypsum rock and wall. industry. . 
board interests of its Canadian Gypsum Co. aos. The Vietnamese Government has 
Ltd. subsidiary with Westroc Industries Ltd, Sseisted the Laos Government in the devel: 
‘Westroc was a subsidiary of BPB Industries crn enlve ok Done Elen. rae see ae 

Pre teen Cae ipedons, which alto Production has been over 190,000 tons for 
Gypsum was to have 70% of the merged ‘he 4-year period 1960-88, principally for 
company, and BPB the balance.* eaten. ‘The tien Ghaa't st rain Pakistan.—The Dera Ghazi Khan Hills in Canada exported 5.5 million tons of crude p.ivan Pakisten, wore estimated to com 
gypsum from Nova Scotia and Newfound. ino) “austen, i ; tain 20 million tons of commercial gypsum. land to the Atlantic and Gulf Coast States, ee recent survey was completed for the 
principally to gypsum wallboard plants. Government with a preliminary reconnais- 
Conese alee omoried gore i pale sance of gypsum deposits in Sufaid Koh, 
Bites, mh i % less than the record year ot Rakhi Munh, Spintangi, Khewra, Burihkel, 

ares, Only vie less than the record year of and Kohat. Sufficient reserves for antici- 
1979. All Canadian gypsum wallboard man- pated market needs was indicated. A $36 
ufacturers were members of the Gypsum million joint venture, prepared by the Association in the United States, which Punjab Mineral Development Corp. and 
announced that yearend Canadian wall- financed by the Asian Development Bank, board capacity was 3.5 billion square feet, a was being solicited from the private sector 
2% decrease. = ae for production of 750,000 tons of gypsum per China.—An estimated 440-million-short- years 
ton gypsum deposit had been discovered in ~ ‘Thailand.—Thailand’s gypsum produc- 
1982 in Longyao County, Hubei Province, 4 tion increased 1% to 838,000 tons. Over 
miles from the Peking-Canton railway. 518,000 tons was exported to Southeast 
Approximately 880,000 tons was consumed Asian countries—Indonesia, 32%; Malaysia, 
in 1983 in Hubei by the cement and building 28%; Taiwan, 21%; and the Philippines, 
materials industries Additional gypsum Hong Kong, and Singapore, the remaining 
reserves of 200 million tons each were 19%—principally for use as a set retarder 
discovered in 1983 in Xiangfen County and in cement.* 
2 porthera Tibet in Ngari and Nagqu U.S.S.R.—In order to utilize its extensive 
refectures.* reserves of gypsum and phosphogypsum, 
Egypt.—Sinai Manganese Co. had se- the Soviet Union was continuing the con- 

lected a contractor for construction of a struction of gypsum block manufacturing 
330,000-ton-per-year calcining plant at the plants to supply building blocks for agricul- 
Ras Malaab gypsum mine in the Sinai tural buildings. The first plant was built in 
Peninsula. Equipment costs were to be fi- Krasnoufimsk, Sverdlovsk Oblast’, for use 

nanced by a $10 million U.S. Agency for in the construction of over 1,000 agricul-
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tural buildings in the Urals. The gypsum dioactive Waste Executive, the British 
blocks were to replace cement blocks, manu- state-owned nuclear waste agency, was con- 
facture of which requires four times the fuel ducting a safety and feasibility study for the 
cost and twice the labor cost of gypsum disposal of radioactive waste in an unused 

blocks.1° Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd.’s anhy- 
United Kingdom.—Nuclear Industry Ra- drite mine in the northeast of England." 

Table 9.—Gypsum: World production, by country! 
(Thousand short tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1988" 
Athanibten 2220222 eecnsueecetes 2s os as 3 6 

AlN rw instant cones ree a9 225 20 220 25 
be 28 8 22 "ap 2 
Asgenting==7II=IIIIIICIITOISIIIEIE 48 1,028 789 819 2667 
Australie -22IDIIIIIIIDIIIDITIOIIE 1,856 1448 1391 1,807 1980 

‘Auitlal—<ocosscccoucclesseaasees 380 319 ‘82 802 28 
Belpumé 97200222 22TCCCIIIIIIIIII a2 192 yo FBG 160 

Solve. 222222222 2TSTCISSIe SESE ‘1 1 1 1 1 
Beil wncawuscaccsocetrasssncnne 5B 601 $50 750 710 
Bulgerfa>722TIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII2 aL 38 386 4 410 

anada (shipmenta}® .-—.------~------- x 3, i ( y [ship Sto penataeeape nee 19 218 ‘he 38 75 Ghing -7ITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEES 4,000 8,700 3,800 8,900 4,000 
Oolombla, Goacccccaneccaccdccaacole 288 "280 208 381 ¥aa1 
Qubs _2DTTTTIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 100 184 "4s, 0 M5 
Cyprus S223 SSEESIIEIID IEEE SESIESE 8 48 44 33 95 

Czechoslovakia "22 DIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 808 884 845 875 880 
Dominican Republic ~~ ~=77222222III22 198, 258- 225 280 280 
Eouador ..-...------~------------- 1 7 2 2 2 
Boyt SS SCITZICIIS IIE arr 1088 1041 1,028 "95 

El Salvador -—--~772LITIIIIIIIIIIIIE 8 10 7 6 8 
Beniopla 2° 2ESSSC TEI SESOESI IIIS 1 1 5 5 5 
France! 2202220 222TTIITIIIIOIIIE 6,154 "1,155 6776 6.681 6,600, German Democratic Republic _=72~=7=2727 397 397 397 397 400 
Germany, Federal Republic of (marketable) ———— 2.481 2,480 2,128 1897 2,000 
Gromaccoo oie astencessenceee oe 666 585, 351 551 550 Gustenialg ~~ 22IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIS 8 31 32 31 30 
Honduras’ 22202025002 oac cose asce 25 % "22 "22 2% 
Indie ceo ce ae eee 967 955, 1045 107041145 Tan 25S oo Seco enc ene 7100 7,100 6600 ——*5,500 6,000 

Trent 2 C00 SUS RESEE SaDUESERIO EST 180 190 190 190 190 
Yreland= = >7LTDTTITIITTTTIIIINIIIT 460 an 397 *400 400 firasl SSDI STSESISSTTEEEATETIES TE 80 #90 46 a7 50 italy ~~ DTDIDTIIIIIDIIEDILILIIIE 1680 4,801 3,702 1at2 4400 Samaiea ESE TEASE 52 116 206 207 49 dapat aoa nnn sonus scl e LC UES SES 6915 6,730 6,765, 1014 7300 Jordan” ~272TLTTITTIIIIIIIIITIAT 40 "50 58 44 245 
Kenyat 0002202 DEETIESIISEIE © o oO ® 1 

Korea, Republic of "~~~ ~>~7ZTIIIIIIIE 680 700 00 00 3,000 
Leoni owe enn SSELUESEE SSSI ae 2 pis 0 80 
Lebanon -_~~~~-12~2--a2a2n2a no ii i 1 6 80 
po eee tga mane er em aL "380 180 x0 165 Lusembourg com aanaaeeen ooo oaae 1 1 1 0 0 Mauritania ~~~" "7777TTTTIIIIIII22 18 18 2 % 4 

Mexioos gc0 220 SCE SPEEA ISTRL EES 2208 "2,908, 2685 2,05 2,600 
Mongoliat =~ LTDTIIIITIIIIIIIIIT 31 "33 "35 35 35 
Nicaragua? ~~~ >" 77TITIIIIIIIITITIT 40 4 33 222 2 
Nigetile weatensec ne -32- coe SUnOOE AS 3 *3 3 3 3 Pakistan —— ~~ —~ oem 318 26 433, Er "358, Paraguay 2-02 = SE TETETEDIET 2 18 i 1 7 Pera ——- 2-020 TDTDTIILIIIIEIIIII "240 309 386 400 400 
Philippines == 227 TITETSISICTETIITE 121 1 12 121 121 

Poland? * "2 >TDTTIIITITII III 1,500 1430 3430 "1490 1,430 Portugal SEDTEEI TELE LCIESEE STE TS 265 251 268 $500 ‘300 ROAM neni arene Sean atncua e 2061 76°80 «91,800 3,800 Saudi Arabia Sete ome 381 331 386 400 "400 South Africa, Republic of. -~722222222222 416 499 ez 590 251 Spain, —-7-—-__-TTTTTTIITILILIE "5918 "5815 5751 5,566 5,500 
Sudan’ 20 35S EETAIETIST OSES u i 1 fd W 
Switzerland® —_ ~~~ -~7222-2-22 = n 88 95, 20 30 Spring ces UATE TETETSETES TE as 0 87 88 *90 2498 TARO se scsset eee Puaeae cores Sess 3 9 1 2 5 
Mansanin ose Soe so occ cao ses 10 RB 13 213 B 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 9.—Gypsum: World production, by country! —Continued 
(Thousand short tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983" 

Thailand _ eter gerne nsernaoe 388 454 596 831 7838 Tommie 2 TTT SEESETEISOTT 66 3% 33 3 5 Turkey_~~~2=7 =n “70 80 100 100 233 
USSR oc ee ace 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 
United Kingdom’ __-________.. ecco tee 3,858 3,800 3245 3,021 3,400 
United Mate? ooo acc 14,630 12,376 1,497 10,588 712,884 Venentela----===7222=277 22222 at 128 2 11 190 
Vietnam® _  .._ _ Aitomioc arian REE ty Ww 17 ¥30 30 Yemen Arab Republic -~~~7777777777 : Z 2 4 4 
Vegelavia ce SSS RISOTEDEISEE & & ‘1 705 700 
@ajre ae o oO eo - 
SN San ---, @ -- =e = -- 

Teta oan awe sn an nee posse suse 788,589 *86,530 83,948 78,970 85,824 

‘Estimated. . Preliminary. "Revised. 
Mfable includes data available through June 27,1984, 
?Reported figure. 
Includes anhydrite. ‘Data are for Years beginning Apr. 1 of that stated 
seen ‘byproduct gypsum. (In the case of Japan, byproduct gypsum was virtually all gypsum consumed during 1979 

"Revised to zero. 
"Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘Series revised to represent sum of (1) mine product sold without beneficiation and (2) output of concentrates. Excludes byproduct gypsum. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Norgips BV of the Netherlands was con- search at its Tuscaloosa Research Center to 
structing a $2.2 million pilot plant for the identify and develop more extensive uses 
production of a-hemihydrate gypsum at the . for phosphogypsum. Mixtures containing a 
Veendam site of Magnesia International maximum of 50% phosphogypsum, 6% to 
BV, which planned to utilize byproduct 10% lime, and the remainder fly ash had 
gypsum from its magnesia plant. If success- aggregate compressive strengths as high as 
ful, Norgips expects to build a 110,000-ton- 4,800 pounds per square inch.** 
per-year commercial plant by 1985. The ————____ 
technology is based on a West German Physica scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 
patent for the production of a-hemihydrate _g,lndustzial Minerals, London) US. Canadian/Britsh 
gypsum for use in high-volume markets ““"" "Gonpany ‘News ‘and Mineral Notes. No. 199, 
such as fireproof doors and cement for Apr. 1984, p79 

* . ‘4. Company News and Mineral Notes. No. 5 chipboard production. Dec in ay Neves ital Mioent Notes, No, 196 
Research testing conducted by the Texas _,,-— Company News and Mineral Notes, No. 196 Jan. 

Transportation Institute at College Station, ‘SUB, Embassy, Cairo, Egypt. State Dep. Telegram 10074, 
TX, indicated that large tonnages of by- Apr.1, 1984. a “Clarke, G. M. The Industrial Minerals of India. ind product phosphogypsum and fluorogypsum — miner. (London). No. 191, Aug. 1988, p31 can be used as road base material for as _ ‘Wietiane PASASON (Laos). SRV-Aided Gypsum Mining 
little as one-third the cost of crushed lime-_ M,Sgvannalthet Described: Jan. 1964, p. 2 Rented ! ining Journal (London), Pakistan's Mining Plans. stone. Comparison of road bases on residen-_, 301, No. 1/130, Oct 14,1983, p. 215, 

Fi indi US. Embassy, Bangkok, Thailand, State Dep. Airgram tial streets in La Porte, TX, indicated that US EmBensy, Banglok. Th 
byproduct base sections performed very “industrial Minerals (London). Company News and 
well. The phosphogypsum was stabilized by Mineral Notes. No. 190 July 1983, p72. 
additions of 15% to 30% of fly ash and 5% — Dec 1983, poet’ New! and Mineral Notes, No, 199, 
to 10% of portland cement, followed by | !#—— Test Plant for Alpha-Gypsum. No. 186, Mar seresttt real ane 1988, pp. tite 
spreading, rototilling, and compacting. ““siingineering News Record, Road Use for Waste By- Fluorogypsum stabilization required no ad- Products? V-211, No 20, Nov. 17,1983, pp. 18.14 
ditional cementitious materials. Cost sav- My, Ax 3.8 Sweeney and. RGable: Synthetic 
ings came primarily from lower delivery _ izer Waste. Presented at Soc. Min. Eng. Fall Meeting and costs.2* Eahiit Sant Lao City OF, Oct. 1851, 108, Soe Min Eng. AIME preprint $9°900, 15 The U.S. Bureau of Mines conducted ree“ IME PP a



Helium 

By William D. Leachman? and Philip C. Tully? 

Grade-A helium (99.995% or better) sales operations as well as the High Purity Heli- 
volume in the United States by private um survey, a single, voluntary canvass of 
industry and the Bureau of Mines was 995 private U.S. operations. Of the seven oper- 

million cubic feet (MMcf) in 1983.2 Grade-A ations to which a survey request was sent, 
helium exports by private producers were 100% responded, and those data plus data 
368 MMcf for total sales of 1,363 MMcf of from the Bureau's operations represent 
US. helium. The Bureau’s price, f.o.b. 100% of the total production data shown in 
plant, for Grade-A helium was $37.50 per table 2. 
thousand cubic feet (Mcf). The price of Legislation and. Government Pro- 

Grade-A helium gas sold by private produc- grams.—The Government's program for 
ers was about $35 per Mcf at the end of the storage of private crude helium in. the 

year, and the price of liquid helium aver- Government’s helium storage facilities at 

aged $55 per Mcf gaseous equivalent with the Cliffside Field near Amarillo, TX, was 
some producers posting surcharges to these critical in supplying helium for the private 

prices. helium market. Private crude helium pre- 
Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- viously stored under contract with the Gov- 

duction data for helium are developed by ernment was delivered back to the owners 
the Bureau of Mines from records of its own _ for purification and sale to private industry. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

In 1983, there were 11 privately owned natural gas increased because two private 
domestic helium plants, which were oper- crude helium plants that were temporarily 

ated by 9 companies. One new crude helium shut down owing to the lack of natural gas 

plant, Phillips Petroleum Co.'s Dumas liquids markets resumed operation and 
plant, was started during the year. Seven Phillips Petroleum’s Dumas plant initiated 
privately owned plants and one Bureau operations. Most of the natural gas process- 
plant extracted helium from natural gas. ed for helium extraction came from gas- 
Both private and Bureau plants use cryo- fields in Kansas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, 
genic extraction processes. Pr ssure-swing- and Texas. 
adsorption is used for helium purification at The Bureau awarded a contract for a 

two private helium plants and the Bureau’s _pressure-swing-adsorption helium purifica- 
plant. Cryogenic purification is used by tion unit in 1979. The unit was installed at 

other producers. The Bureau and five of the the Masterson, TX, Exell plant during 1980, 
six private plants that produce Grade-A accepted in 1981, and has operated satisfac- 
helium also liquefy helium. They are Air _torily. A new cryogenic helium purification 
Products and Chemicals Inc., Hansford unit and helium liquefier, also purchased 

County, TX; Cities Service Cryogenics Inc., under contract, were installed at the Bu- 
Ulysses, KS; Kansas Refined Helium Co, reau’s Exell plant. The new cryogenic puri- 
Otis, KS; Helium Sales Inc., now owned by fier was accepted in 1983. The liquefier was 
Union Carbide Corp. and operated by Heli- accepted in 1981 and has operated satisfac- 

um Sales, Elkhart, KS; and Union Carbide, _torily. A wet-expansion engine is presently 
Linde Div., Bushton, KS. being procured for the liquefier to increase 

The volume of helium recovered from its output. 

435
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Table 1.—Ownership and location of helium extraction plants in the United States 
inl 

Category and owner or operator Location Product parity 
Government-owned: 
‘Bureau of Mines. __-__---------------- Masterson, TX------- Crude and Grade-A helium.* Doce —UeSTITCTITISIICIOIT ayes OW! ——“TATTo2 elie fan car malenance 

Private industry: _ ‘Air Producta and Chemicals Inc ..--.—:----- Hansford County, TX... Grade-A helium, 
Cities Service Cryogenics Inc _-------------  ScottCity,KS--.---- Crude helium? 

Do ~-.-~-.-.-----~=------------ Ulysses, KS.....-.--  Grade-A helium.’ 
Cities Service Helex Inc -.---------------  =---fo---.------. Crude helium, 
Kansas Refined Helium Co -.------------- Otis, KS____-_-__-.  Grade-A helium. 

Navajo Refined Helium Co____--.-.------- Shiprock, NMC -------  Grade-A helium. Northern Helex Co -=---22c22-ccsccs2222 © Bushton,RS-77777> Grade helium, 
Phillips Petroleum Co? ---.---..-------- Dumas, TX.-.-----_ Do, 

Do ~.---.---------------------- Hansford County, TX___ Do, 
‘Union Carbide Corp., Linde Div..-...-------  Bushton, KS_-------  Grade-A helium.* 

DE cacencnsensenanicvedannownnn: BANNRTE weimmonn ‘Do. 

Ancluding liquefaction. 
Output is piped to Cities Service Cryogenics Inc. plant at My KS, for purification, 
"Phillips Petroleum Co.'s Daseas lan initially operated in June 1988, 
‘Grade-A helium facility sold to Union Carbide Corp. Aug. 17, 1988, 

‘Table 2.—Hellum recovery in the United States! 
(Thousand cubic feet) 

1979 1980 1081 1982 1983 

‘Crude helium: Bureau of Mines: 
TIONS concen nena 84,868 22,887 -257,709 __*-850,285, 215,714 

Private indpatey 
‘Stored by Bureau of Mines___.-.-_-- 787,128, 688,956, 452,880 118,261 282,018 
WE on ee ene neces, 180,840 266,898 804,987 724,118 729,184 

‘Total private industry storage _____ 606,288 367,058 ‘147,898 -610,852 447,116 Totel ade hel 2 M==--~ Bernat Saoigas | ousoe | peloeT “Tae 880 
‘Stored private crude helium withdrawn from 

storage and purified by the Bureau of Mines forredelivery to industry=-.---<.---~-  -282,820-200,612——-80,208 51,284 65,015 
Grade-A helium: ‘Bureau of Minessold_______-...----- 209680 187785 —_pangao = gogom. an a8 

Private industry sold_ 22 - 890,160. 986,601 1,014,543 939,496 1,120,955 

Totalsold --------------- 009840 «174,996 «1,255,428 1.244567 1,960,688 
‘Total stored. ......------.-- 418,831 189,333 190,114 _*-1,012,321 ~T87 B45 

Grand total recovery ..------=- 1618671 1,868,669 1,065,800 "282246 OT4.848 

Nefete munbon a \hirawa from the Governments underground he fait a partally ‘Negative numt lenote net withdrawal from jent’s undergrount lium storage facility, a pat 
depleted natural gas reservoir in Cliffside Field near Amarillo, TX.
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‘Table 3.—Summary of Bureau of Mines helium plant operations 
(Phousand cubic fee) 

ee ee ert, 
Tea 19m 13a a 

Suppl Teientory atheginning of period! -eeeenenenennnnnnnn=__ 146101485 8 
Helium recovered 

‘Exell plant: Grade-A? _____--_---------------------- 7,19 362,298 308,780 
Keyes plant: Gide cA tcacrenmermcetces TIRE -- 

Grade-A8_~—272TT2TTTIICT IIT _asiaas z 
‘Total recovered <-a----naea-------------- SOMO, 862208 (806,780 

Hitium returned in containers (ned) 7~~2777272277777777277_“salase = i 
Total supply —---- ene ----e een __ 8888 T LEB 

Disposal: ‘Beles of Grade-A helium —___--------------nneea--n---- 0880 BOOT PAL TB Redelivered to private producers ~_-7----222-2_22_ss22--_ 80208 5128 65015 Netdeliveries tohelium conservation system =. 22—22=2=2-_2-~--~—«B.aTS ge ae 
Inventory atend of period? === ~~~ 22s -aa-aa-an—=__ 14878 20568 22,400 

Total nnn en nnnnnn nnn ~ 857898 FTGSTS 820,148 

At Amarillo and Exell helium plants. 
Includes 67,591 Mcf purified for private industry in 1981, 51,234 Mcf in 1982, and 65,015 Mef in 1983, 
Includes 12,617 Mcf purified for private industry in 1981. Gas processing shut down Sept. 1981. 
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Figure 1.—Helium recovery in the United States, 1960-83.
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1 WYOMING \ KANSAS 4 
‘9 Riley Ridge Area Otis~gjme~Bushton 
| @Church Buttes Field| = 
i y- = oe *GreatBend 
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2 Shiprock Kéyes” Ps Guymon 
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Helium —bearing 

BD Aauralgastiolds TEXAS 

Figure 2.—Major U.S. helium-bearing natural gas fields. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

‘The major domestic end uses of helium the first helium price increase in more than 
were cryogenics, welding, and pressurizing 20 years. The $37.50 per Mef price remained 
and purging. Minor uses included synthetic in effect throughout 1983. Private produc- 
breathing mixtures, chromatography, leak ers’ price for Grade-A helium was about $35 
detection, lifting gas, heat transfer, and per Mef at yearend. The price of liquid 
controlled atmospheres. The Pacific and helium averaged $55 per Mcf gaseous equiv- 
gulf coast States were the principal areas alent, plus possible surcharges. 
for helium demand. All Grade-A gaseous helium sold by the 

‘The Federal agencies purchase their ma- Bureau was shipped in cylinders, special 
jor helium requirements from the Bureau of railway tank cars, or highway tube semi- 
‘Mines. Direct helium purchases by the US. trailers. Liquid helium was shipped in de- 
Department of Energy, the US. Depart- wars and semitrailers from the Exell heli- 
ment of Defense, the National Aeronautics um plant. Private industrial gas distribu- 
and Space Administration, and the Nation- tors shipped helium as gas or liquid. Much 
al Weather Service constituted most of the of the private helium was transported in 
Bureau’s Grade-A helium sales. All of the liquid form by semitrailers to distribution 
remaining sales to Federal agencies were centers, where a portion was gasified and 
through private helium distributors, which compressed into trailers and small cylinders 
purchased equivalent volumes of Bureau for delivery to the end user. 
helium under contracts described in the 
Code of Federal Regulations (80 CFR 602). . r 
Scat of the private clatributors also have «Tons tc Totelenies of Grads: elise 
General Services Administration helium Gamuasaistnes 
supply contracts. These contracts make rel- 
atively small volumes of helium readily — Year ——=CWolue 
available to Federal installations at reduced | —S~S~“~*~“‘~‘“<; TOS 
freight charges. (1 eet ce ac 5b 

The Bureau price, fob. plant, for Grade- 198) ——-2.2722222-oo22oo----- 888 
A helium was increased from $35 per Mcfto $84 77-77-777777777777772272> oe 
$87.50 per Mcf effective October 1, 1982, ———————_
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‘Table 5.—Bureau of Mines sales of Grade-A helium, by purchaser 

(Thousand eubie oot) 
ooo rhe 

Federal agencies: . ‘Beportment of Defense = -------o----e------- 2S BBS TE Department of Energy ——7———7777TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTITT aaa 3281 Retional Aeronautics and Space Admiisiration <—~—~~~~~777772 aaah aa Rou National Weather Service" ==> To0e torr St Ope Bete sine sg eaeence a coaeee eS 261 asi 2051 
Total nnn ETHOS BIO. «TIB 

Federal agency sales supplied by private-contract helium distributors? ___ 68,551 136,359 59,059 [Scr 1H ne 2509 2.002 2316 
Grand total... === enn eee ORD ~—«*MOEOT CTD 

‘Table identifies purchaser, which is not necessarily a Federal helium user. 
Purchased from the Bureau of Mines by commercial firms and redistributed to Federal installations under contract authority of 10 CFR 003 

ESTIMATED TOTAL HELIUM USED 
995 million cu . ft. 

Welding 

193 
Cryogenics 

329 

Controlled 
25 _atmospheres| 

179 

Pressurizing 
44 and purging 

34 i 37 

Chroma- 
tography, 

Heat Synthetic _ 
ftranster/ breathing ues 

mixtures 

Figure 3.—Estimated helium consumption in the United States in 1983, by end use 
(million cubic feet).
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CONSERVATION 

The volume of helium stored for future under contract, Bureau helium extracted in 
use in the Bureau of Mines helium conser- excess of sales, and privately owned helium 
vation storage system, which includes the stored under contract. During 1988, 282 
conservation pipeline network and the Cliff. MMcf of private helium was delivered to 
side Field near Amarillo, TX, totaled more the Bureau’s helium conservation storage 
than 88 billion cubic feet (Bef) at yearend. system and 794 MMef was withdrawn, for a 
The conservation storage system contains net decrease of 512 MMcf of private helium 
crude helium purchased by the Bureau in storage. 

Table 6.—Summary of Bureau of Mines helium conservation storage system! operations 
(Thousand cubic feet) 

eg i982 —«1eS 
Helium in conservation storage system at beginning of peri Stored ender BurcaufiMiscccpnmervate progas °__gagld seagT610  a5tenaTs Stored for private producers undercontract © ess -l722s2222s22__BeeRdae AST Tad“ SATO.ORS 

Total = nen een AAG THO 40275804 99,265,013 
Input to system: 

‘Net deliveries from Bureau of Mines plants. .________.__-..--_ 81,745,704 850,235 275,714 
‘Stored for private producers under contract — ~~~ —w0-----=~=~~ "1,940,492 113,261___282,018 

RIP once nat rere epi une 194,788 236,974 6,304 
Redelivery of helium stored for private producers under contract® _____._ 385,194 ~T15 BAT ~794,149 

Net addition to system? ___ 2s wn we =~ 190,406 1,012,321 ~787,845 

Helium in conservation storage system at end of peri “Tn cimewen pesumeas  spenenet Stored under Bureau Mines cogervation progam 96497610 95787875 9511661 Stored for private producers under contract © === ~~ T__ Stites “Sarsiess—"280e;307 
ne ne me 

Crude helium is injected into or withdrawn from the Government’ underground helium storage facility, a partially depleted natural gas reservoir a Cifsde Feld near Amarillo, TX Negative numbers denote net withdrawal from storage. 
"Includes 1,518,008 Mef of helium (minus 2%) originally accepted under court order but returned to private producers under terms of court settlements. 

RESOURCES 

Domestic measured and indicated identi- Buttes Field in Wyoming, and the Cliffside 
fied helium resources as of January 1, 1983, Field in Texas. 
are estimated to be 449 Bef. The resources © Most of the domestic helium resources 
included measured reserves and indicated are located in the midcontinent and Rocky 
resources estimated to be 222 and 8 Bef, Mountain regions of the United States. The 
respectively, in natural gas with a mini- measured helium reserves are located in 
mum helium content of 0.3%. The meas- approximately 78 gasfields in 10 States. 
ured reserves included 38 Bef stored in the About 94% of these reserves is contained in 
Bureau’s helium conservation storage sys- the Hugoton Field in Kansas, Oklahoma, 
tem. Measured helium resources in natural and Texas; the Keyes Field in Oklahoma; 
gas with a helium content of less than 0.3% the Panhandle and Cliffside Fields in Texas; 
are estimated to be 45 Bef. Indicated helium and the Riley Ridge area in Wyoming. The 
resources in natural gas with helium con- Bureau analyzed a total of 407 natural gas 
tent of less than 0.3% are estimated to be samples from 25 States and 2 foreign coun- 
114 Bef. Approximately 95% of the domestic tries during the year in conjunction with a 
helium resources under Federal ownership program to survey and identify possible new 
are in the Riley Ridge area and Church sources of helium.
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FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of Grade-A helium, all by private exploration for oil and gas, especially in the 
industry, decreased by 2.7% to 368 MMcf. A’ North Sea. 
little over 56% of the exported helium was 

i . Belgium-Luxembourg, — ee akek wader oie Table 7.—U.S. exports of Grade-A helium 
tively, received more than 94% of the Euro- Million cubic feet) 
pean helium imports. Twenty-four percent, ————— 5, 
of the U.S. helium exports went to Asia, 6% —§ ——————________“"uime 
to Central and South America, 4% to Aus- 1918 -—-——----------____---- 25 
tralia, New Zealand, the Middle East, and 9g) 777777277777777777777777 339 North America, and less than 1% each to 1982 -~===—WW-o-S-2vSSIIIIIE ae 
Africa and the Caribbean. The shipments of 9S =~-===~~>---~-----------~ 888 
large volumes of helium to Western Europe Source: Bureau ofthe Census 
were attributed to helium’s use in breathing 
mixtures for diving and for welding in the 

WORLD REVIEW 

World production of helium, excluding Poland. The remainder was attributed to 
the United States, was estimated to be 100 other central economy countries. 
MMcf, most of which was extracted in 

TECHNOLOGY 

Four more successful space shuttle continuous stable operations needed for 
launches were made by the National Aero- testing. The Electric Power Research Insti- 
nautics and Space Administration using tute terminated its contract with Westing- Bureau of Mines helium. The Challenger house Electric Corp. for the development of Space Shuttle was launched three times a 270-megawatt commercial supercon- and the Columbia Orbiter was launched ducting generator in August. Supercon- 

once. oes * ducting magnet development for fusion and The Fermi National Accelerator Labora- magnetohydrodynamic systems is proceed- tory near Batavia, IL, completed the instal- ing at several other Department of Energy 
lation of superconducting magnets in a 4- national laboratories. 
rae ane that i designed to accelerate In the field of medicine, nuclear magnetic 
Enea sca Soe (TeV). resonance (NMR) is one of the most exciting 

. : new diagnostic “techniques. NMR is the 
BOS TeV. The Depaceee a emons tendency for cores of atoms to vibrate 
currently planning a new accelerator called When Placed in a strong meagre es ore. 
the Super Superconducting Collider (SSC), Probed with radio waves. Liquid helium is 
which will have a ring about 100 miles long _USe4 to provide cooling for superconducting 
and accelerate protons to 20 TeV. Liquid | ™agnets used in the equipment. Images are helium is expected to be used to attain SUPerior in some cases to those obtained 
temperatures required for superconducting Using computerized axial tomography (CAT) magnets in the installation. The Brook. Scanners, but NMR does not emit radiation. 
haven Colliding Beam Accelerator was can- There were 15 NMR systems being used in 
celed as a result of the inception of the SSC. _linical research at the end of the year. This 
Work on the Stanford Linear Accelerator ™arket is expected to grow rapidly. 
will continue. —— Bonneville Power Administration’s super- _,ibemiel engine, Helium Feld Operations, Amari, 
conducting magnetic energy storage project" *Program analysis officer, Helium Field Operations, was canceled because of unreliable cryo- Amarillo, Tx 
genic refrigeration equipment. Erratic oper- _,.,Al bellum volumes herein reported at 14.7 pounds per 
ation of the helium liquefier did not permit





Iodine 
By Phyllis A. Lyday* 

Apparent domestic consumption of iodine _ had authorized GSA to sell 2,213,000 pounds 
increased during the year. Three producers of the excess iodine for domestic use. The 
of crude iodine supplied less than one-half authorization allowed the sale of 1 million 
of domestic demand; the remainder was pounds in fiscal years 1982 and 1983. In 
imported. The General Services Adminis- May 1982, GSA removed the domestic re- 
tration (GSA) continued sales of excess io- striction clause. During 1983, 50,000 pounds 
dine from the National Defense Stockpile. of stockpile-grade excess iodine was sold for 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- $244,300. At yearend, 1.2 million of the 7.5 
duction data for iodine were developed by _ million pounds in inventory remained avail- 
the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary able for disposal. 
survey of U.S. operations. Of the three The U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
operations to which a survey request was (FDA) reviewed the listing of Red No. 3 dye. 
sent, 67% responded, representing an esti- Red No. 8, or erythrosine, has a grape-like 
mated 88% of the total production. Produc- color and contains 58% iodine, by weight. 
tion for the nonrespondent was estimated Erythrosine had been used in carbonated 
using reported prior year production levels soft drinks, powdered drinks, gelatin des- 
adjusted by trends in employment and oth- serts, icings, and pet foods. If the listing 
er guidelines. were to be revoked, Red No. 40, the only red 

Legislation and Government Pro- dye remaining on the permanent list, could 
grams.—The U.S. National Defense Stock- substitute, but it has a brick-red color. 
pile contained 7.5 million pounds of crude The FDA continued to analyze foods for 
iodine valued at $51 million in inventory at elements, including iodine, to determine the 
yearend. The stockpile goal remained at 5.8 degree of chemical contamination in the 
million pounds. In 1981, the U.S. Congress _ diet of the U.S. population. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

The Dow Chemical Co. continued to re- of United Resources Industry Co., 50%; and 
cover iodine from mineral-rich brines as a Inorgchem Development Inc., a wholly own- 
byproduct of bromine and other salts such ed subsidiary of Mitsui & Co. (United 
as sodium, magnesium, and calcium-mag- States), 10%. 
nesium compounds. Dow's iodine produc- Woodward Iodine Operations increased 
tion decreased during the year. sales and reduced the large inventories 

North American Brine Resources operat- accumulated during 1982. Woodward was a 
ed two miniplants at Dover and Hennessey joint. venture between Amoco Production 
in Kingfisher County, OK. The plants in Co., 49%, and PPG Industries Inc., 51%. 
operation were located at oilfield rein- lodine of greater than 99.9% purity was 
jection disposal sites. The brines, containing recovered by a conventional process with 
between 135 and 900 parts per million of proprietary refinements from brine associ- 
iodine, were processed before reinjection ated with natural gas. Production was less 
into the ground. North American was a than the 2 million pounds per year of 
joint venture among Beard Oil Co., 40%; capacity. 
Godoe USA Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary 

443,
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Establishing an accurate end-use pattern est domestic consumers of crude iodine, 
was inhibited because intermediate iodine announced the availability of periodates for 
compounds were marketed before reaching use as oxidizing agents and alkyl iodides. 
their ultimate end uses. The downstream Deepwater specialized in the production of 
uses of iodine continued to be animal feed more than 40 iodides, as well as high-purity 
supplements, catalysts, pharmaceuticals, elemental iodine. Shipments from the plant 
sanitary and industrial disinfectants, stabi- were primarily by truck. 
lizers, inks and colorants, photographic West Chemical Products Inc. signed an 
equipment, and other uses, Other uses in- exclusive licensing agreement for Dow B. 
cluded production of high-purity metals, Hickam Inc. to use West's low-iodine germi- 
motor fuels, iodized salt, smog inhibitors, cide. West also granted Mitsui of Japan an 
and lubricants. Iodine also had application exclusive license for making and selling the 
in cloud seeding and radiopaque diagnosis same germicide. Mitsui was limited to sell- 
in medicine. ing the product in China, Hong Kong, and 

Deepwater Chemical Co., one of the larg- Japan. 

Table 1.—Crude iodine consumed in the United States, by product 

wee ee 
Con Con- 

Product Number 25P Number SUP 
of (thou- of (thou- plants @80U- panes thou 

pounds) pouns) 
Reported consumption: Wonubdined wiing © 2cuct lal eee nantetngsn-—-—- som 8 ae Polemium bile sono e neo ee 5 aR 8 1.920 Pre ae ea eee ee ams ie Giber inorganic souponsds -~-~~~~=2-~~7 7227227272722 94 dont 
Ethylenediamine dihydriodide —_ = 4 137 4 736 

‘Organic compounds ~ - ~~ ~~~ --~----------------=---___l4_1,90__ 201,890 
SER cere recpenrryr mnt rere pemner ory Seaie remem eenceteet tt 128 5,182, 331, 5,701 Appeatensiajise [722IZTIIITTTT laa 

XX Not applicable 
4Nonadditive total because some plants produce more than one product. 

PRICES 

Published U.S. iodine prices remained 
between $6.35 and $7.26 per pound. Dis 3 
counted market prices reported by industry, § —————— itt 
were $5.50 per pound. Custom values of inion locate, FOC dena, a,b. wares #650 
iodine imported from Japan ranged from wos soos Sennen gon 
$4.47 to $6.70 per pound; the average price _Jodine eride, drums <—==————-=7">> ga. cforms Ns 800 pound drums Fo, was $5.66 per pound. Custom values for ic ponies 21.5021.15 
iodine imported from Chile ranged from  Pojastium iodide USP. granular, crystals, 5 4 
$4.17 to $5.90 per pound; the average price nablizelimine USP’ ganani05. Oo ora ea ae Te was $4.97 per pound. GSA sold iodine dur- pind drums, works vo 
ing the year from stockpile excesses for “pound ots, drums freight eualized -__9.A011.85 
prices that ranged from $4.70 to $5.31 per ————————_____________ 
Pound; the average price was 8487 per mits nal peat, empnatin, uai pound. The quoted yearend U.S. prices for and/or ansewhat diferent price quotations 
iodine and its primary compounds were a8 source: Chemical Marketing Reporter. V. 24, No. 26 follows: ec 26,1988, pp. 28.
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FOREIGN TRADE 

‘The United States continued to be de- produced as a byproduct of nitrate produc- 
pendent on imports primarily from Chile tion. The U.S. Customs Service was to 
and Japan to supplement domestic produc- require a cash deposit, bond, or other securi- 
tion. Imports of crude iodine increased sig- ty in the amount of $0.45 per short ton for 
nificantly as a result of increased demand agricultural-grade sodium nitrate and 
owing to the improved state of the economy. $39.08 per short ton for industrial-grade 

On January 28, the U.S. International sodium nitrate. According to the Chilean 
Trade Commission (ITC) announced a final Nitrate Sales Corp. the dumping margin 
determination that sodium nitrate import- assessed on Chilean sodium nitrate by the 
ed in 1982 from Chile had been sold at less ITC was minimal and did not affect sales of 
than fair market value, Chilean iodine was _ nitrate or iodine during 1983. 

Table 2.—U.S. imports for consumption of crude iodine, resublimed iodine, and 
compounds, by country 

(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 
ae: ane 

my Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Iodine, potassium 
Ganhie secre yen naaape ete © 1 2 rr 
Germany, Federal Republic of -....-------~------------- e 2 e } 
fg dtc ce i 5 0 50 
Teraal --.--------------------------------------. Q 6 ae ae 

[re ee err Gmc ee Ee 3 8 3 a 
Japan 222 TITTTI Sa ee | 

ted Ringoes ----=--7“DTTITISSILESETIOII__ i 2 
‘Total® __________----. WeupnceeueenE 55 329, 121 647 

Todine, crude: 
Canada .-----------.------------------------+--- a) 8 @) 2 Ghle 222TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTELITIOIIIIII IITs amet 698s 
Ghia 32222 S250 SEC SERS So epee -- * 18 
Senn een” Ba! ae aes 
Mosieg 2202-2 D0 -e-canmenneeorennsoseeeenenen 2 We ee 

otal? annem nnn AEBS __ 6218 __ 94,089 
Iodine, resublimed — 
Canada .-_.---------------~-.------------------ Ea a a eC) open SE cape ae geen omen mS a 6 

a a a 
Poti eeawcmaner dimer msgeueenanmeeranamanes 2 16 45266 

"Revised. 
4Less than 1/2 unit. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Chile —Production of crude iodine, 99.5% and trucks. The ore was transported to a 
pure, as a byproduct of nitrate and borax crushing plant that operated 20 hours per 
production, continued at the Maria Elena day. Both plants used the Guggenheim proc- 
and Pedro de Valdivia Mines. The Chilean ess. The salts were dissolved in hot water, 
caliche deposits that. contained the iodine sodium sulfate was extracted, and then 
were the only commercial-size deposits of - nitrates were precipitated by lowering the 
nitrate in the world. The Sociedad Quimica temperature. The nitrate precipitate con- 
y Minera de Chile (SOQUIMICH) was the tained 90% sodium nitrate and 6% water. 
sole iodine producer. The caliche was drilled ‘The nitrate was smelted in reverberatory 
and blasted using ANFO explosives and furnaces to 500° C and sprayed through 
removed by bulldozers, draglines, shovels, currents of cold air to form a prill. The
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iodine was contained in the form of sodium was 9 million pounds per year of iodine. iodate and remained dissolved in the hot United Resources Industry Co. operated two liquor. Sodium iodide was produced by plants in Chiba Prefecture that used the 
burning sulfur to produce sulfur dioxide blowing out process with an estimated io- 
that reacted with the sodium iodate. The dine capacity of 4 million pounds per year. addition of leach liquor produced elemental Nippon Natural Gas Industry Co. operated iodine. Magnesium sulfate (Epsom Salts) four plants in Chiba Prefecture that used 
was produced as a byproduct of the process the ion exchange process with 3 million 
in solar evaporative ponds located at Coya pounds per year of iodine capacity. Kanto Sur, Natural Gas Development Co. operated two 

Domestic consumption of iodine in 1982 plants in Chiba Prefecture that used the ion 
was 79,000 pounds. During 1982, 2.6 million exchange process with an estimated iodine 
pounds was exported to Europe, 454,000 capacity of 2 million pounds per year. Nip- 
pounds to Latin America, and 534,000 to pon Chemical Co. operated one plant in Asia? During 1983, 5 million pounds of Chiba Prefecture that used the blowing out iodine was exported to Europe and 460,000 process with an estimated iodine capacity of 
pounds went to Latin America. 1 million pounds per year. Nippon Halogen 
Japan.—Japan continued to account for Chemical Co. operated one plant in Niigata 

approximately 58% of the world production Prefecture that used the blowing out proc- 
of crude iodine, exclusive of U.S. produc: ess with an estimated iodine capacity of 
tion, and maintained its place as the world’s 800,000 pounds per year. 
largest producer. Six companies operated _ Ise undertook a program to develop iodine 
seventeen plants with a total production derivatives. Iodine accounted for approxi- 
capacity of 20 million pounds per year. All mately 70% of the company’s total sales. Ise 
production was from subsurface brine as a signed an agreement with Asahi Glass Co. 
byproduct of natural gas production. Ise for basic research and introduced a prilled 
Chemical Industry Co. operated seven form of iodine that was chemically equiva- 
plants in Chiba, Niigata, and Miyazaki lent to the flaked form, but had physical 
Prefectures that used the blowing out proc- advantages in that it was freer flowing and 
ess. The estimated capacity of these plants produced less dust. 

Table 3.—Crude iodine: World production, by country! 
(Thousand pounds) 

Country? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983" 

Chile eeeeen”CISSSCTBSS*CSSC TBC 
Chie nai oe eee 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 a ea sauce 38 03 6 x ot 
open, 0 Dae ROSAC RAS nae 1371914885 "1528 1582016084 
NE a eurcnencneincameniauitamenetans 4,400, 4,400 4,400 4,400 4,400 Ualied Saban oe TSE SITS : w w w W W 

Teel ccewiceascssey Danae: 24,548 725,584 26,510 27,016 27,491 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Table includes data available through June 6, 1984, An addition tothe countries ited, New Zealand aloo produces clemental iodine, but preduction data are not available ang avaiable information is nadoquate for formulations reiabls etna of carpe ers 
Reported figure. 
“Excludes U.S. production. 

TECHNOLOGY 

A US, patent claimed the use of an ver from photographic and other solutions.* 
aqueous solution of hydrogen iodide and ————— 
iodine to recover gold. The solution dissoly- _ \Physicl scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals 
ed the gold but left associated elements ort Site Bep Aigam Ais Dec O1308,65 pp 
such as molybdenum and tungsten in the , ‘Vanderpool, C.D. BB. Martin and. ye Singerlch 
solid state. sng oa Us Pat 5.60, 8a ay 
Another U.S. patent claimed the use of an ne, M, (assigned to Calgon Carbon Corp, A) 

iodine impregnated absorbent to recover ail, SESrsamega Wes ualoen Amprstggss Non Carbo



By F.L. Klinger* 

US. production and consumption of iron _Iron ore production and trade continued 
ore increased moderately in 1983, owing toa to decline in the rest of the world as demand 
rise in demand for iron and steel. Employ- for iron and steel receded in Western Eu- 
ment remained relatively low, and output of rope and Japan. Iron ore prices declined 
ore was less than 50% of capacity, but and ocean freight rates remained low. Iron 
productivity increased. Several mines were ore production was substantially less than 
closed, and the future of others was uncer- capacity, and except for Brazil and a few 
tain as the ore and steel industries sought to other countries, there was little investment 
improve efficiency through company merg- in new production facilities. New markets 
ers and closure of ironmaking plants. By for iron ore continued to grow in some less 
yearend, iron ore mining had virtually industrialized countries, owing to construc- 
ceased in the western half of the country. _tion of direct-reduction plants. 

Table 1—Salient iron ore statistics 
(Trousand long tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

199 i980 198 1982 1385 
United States: ae ey 

Tron ore (usable,' less than 5% manganese}: Production, csenanS% manganese ggg. 6,618 T3TA 548m 62 
Shipmente!---2ss222ssss2-> | S821 OLGA TEI] B5 TB 4a 06 
nc erage value a mines 

= dollars per ton $82.64 $36.56 $40.89 ‘$41.72 $48.61 
BipetaUicnecsaneee ee Extn 12 
imp tee oasuinplin <= ------- «gone «| Mages | Mabe Ne aaa nports for consumption ~~~~==-==> : 2 : Value Peo =--TT====7geesayssrizaassadTaTT © STORT $4873 
Consumption Groa oreand agglomerates) “T25451- ORBTS “TOMS © 6BGIB 70-820 
Stocks, Bee. 3: Aiminest —-<-------------- «d= Bag 9.000 

Ateonsaming plants =-227~--7_ 8863 B5TOG | «Bg0s | GeB ate 
AVUG docks coco noo ocokee Bale 8085 TL 313) 8.iTa 

Manganiferous iron ore (6 to 95% manganese) Shipments = -— = ——————-— 215 155 156, 2B 30 
‘World: Production ———— meng *888,789, 876,894 ‘841,579 769,149 9729,642 

‘Estimated, Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Direct-shipping ore, concentrates, agglomerates, and byproduct ore. 
Includes byproduct ore. 3Bxcludes byproduct ore. 
‘These stocks are not comparable to those of previous years owing tothe reclassification of some stocks from the usable 

to the byproduct category 
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Figure 1.—U.S. iron ore production and imports for consumption. 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- grams.—Depletion allowances for domestic 
duction data for iron ore are developed by and foreign operations of the iron mining 
the Bureau of Mines from three separate, industry were to be reduced by 15%, effec- 
voluntary surveys of U.S. operations. The tive January 1, 1984, under the Tax Equity 
annual Iron Ore Survey (1066-A) provides and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982. The 
the basic data used in this report. Of ap- depletion allowance was to be reduced to 
proximately 71 addressees to whom the 12.75% for domestic operations and to 
1066-A form was sent, 55 responded, repre- 11.9% for foreign operations. 
senting 99.9% of total production shown in Under the proposed Fair Trade in Steel 
tables 1 through 6. Production for nonre- Act of 1983 (H.R. 4352), U.S. imports of iron 
spondents was estimated using data from ore would be limited to 15% of apparent 
railroad reports and reported production domestic supply. Apparent domestic supply 
levels in prior years, supplemented by em- was defined as domestic shipments plus 
ployment data, mine inspection reports, and imports minus exports. The 15% limitation 
information from consumers. Consumption excluded imports from Canada. By yearend, 
data are provided by the annual Blast the proposed limitation on iron ore was 
Furnace and Steel Furnace Survey (1067-A). raised to 25% including imports from Cana- 
Data coverage for this survey is reported in da. The revised version of the proposed act 
the “Tron and Steel” chapter. was reintroduced as H.R. 5081 and S. 2380. 

Legislation and Government Pro- 

EMPLOYMENT 
Statistics on employment and productivi- workers employed at mines, concentrators, 

ty in the U.S. iron ore industry in 1983 are and pelletizing plants, and in repair and 
shown in table 2. Quarterly employment maintenance shops, but do not include ap- 
data were supplied by the Mine Safety and proximately 1,000 persons engaged in man- 
Health Administration of the U.S. Depart- agement, research facilities, or in office 
ment of Labor, from reports received from work at mines and plants. 
producers. The statistics include production Average quarterly employment and total
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hours worked in 1983 were about 13% less ployment is reduced to a minimum, the 
than in 1982, but production of crude and _ potential productivity of highly mechanized 
usable ore increased by 5%. The result was operations may be realized even at low 
a marked increase in productivity compared production levels. This appears to have 
with that of 1982. Productivity for usable happened in, 1983. 
ore appeared to increase by 28% for the Production data for crude ore were revis- 
industry as a whole, 80% for the Lake ed by one producer after publication of the 
Superior district, and 32% for Minnesota. . Minerals Yearbook for 1982. Consequently, 
Such gains are unusual in the iron ore productivity data for crude ore appearing in 
industry, where productivity has been rela- table 2 for that year have been revised. 
tively stable for the last 12 years, and they Production totals for crude ore (tables 3 and 
are also surprising because few mines op- 4) in 1982 should read as follows, in thou- 
erated continuously in 1983. Although em- sand long tons:? 77,520 for Minnesota, 
ployment data are not believed to be pre- 99,871 for the Lake Superior district, and 
cise, it seems unlikely that the data could be 109,856 for the United States. Productivity 
understated by more than 5%; it is there- data (table 2) for crude ore should read as 
fore assumed that productivity increased by _ follows, in thousand tons: 6.71 for Minneso- 
at least 20% in 1983. Drastic cuts in employ- ta, 6.81 for the Lake Superior district, and 
ment have been made since 1981 by all of 6.37 for the United States. 
the major mining companies, and as em- 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

USS. production of iron ore increased in estimated at 93 million tons including 82 
1983, but the rise in output was less than million tons of pellets. Owing to reduced 
the 18% increase in production of iron and employment levels, effective capacity for 
steel, compared with that of 1982. The lagin pellets was probably less than 70 million 
production was caused by the availability of tons. 
large stocks of ore that had accumulated at An average of 3.08 tons of crude ore was 
mines and consuming plants during 1982. mined for each ton of usable ore produced 
Iron ore production rose sharply in the first compared with 3.1 tons in 1981 and 1982. 
5 months of 1983 to keep pace with the Leveling-off of this ratio results from the 
surging production of iron and steel, but as almost exclusive use of taconite-type ores 
demand for steel leveled off, mine produc- for production of usable ore products. The 
tion declined in the last 6 months of the ratio increased annually through 1980, as 
year, and stocks were used to maintain a _ production of pellets from taconite-type ores 
relatively high volume of shipments. By gradually replaced production of direct- 
yearend, shipments exceeded production by shipping ores and concentrates. Taconite- 
7 million tons and were 25% higher than type crude ore mined in Minnesota, Michi- 
shipments in 1982. The depletion of stocks gan, and Wyoming accounted for 97% of the 
at the mines set the stage for a rapid expan- crude ore mined in 1983, and pellets pro- 
sion of mine output if needed to support a duced from this ore accounted for 95% of 
rise in demand for steel in 1984. In 1988, usable ore output. U.S. output of pellets was 
however, output of usable ore was only 36.3 million tons, 97% of usable output. 
about 40% of annual production capacity, Minnesota produced 70% of the national 
which was estimated at 97 million tons on output, Michigan produced 25%, and the 
January 1. remainder was produced in five other 

Iron ore was produced by 20 open pit States. Average iron content of usable ore 
mines and 1 underground mine. Fourteen produced was 64.3%, compared with 63.6% 
mines produced ore for the iron and steel in 1981 and 63.9% in 1982. 
industry, but only 2 were operated for the In Minnesota, all eight taconite mines 
full 12 months. Eight mines were idle but and associated pelletizing plants were op- 
shipped ore from stockpiles. Twelve of the erated, but each was idle for part of the 
country’s fourteen pelletizing plants were year. The pattern of sporadic production 
operated and accounted for 97% of all was similar to that of 1982, but production 
usable ore produced. Two taconite mines of pellets in 1983 was about 3 million tons 
and associated pelletizing plants were per- higher. Operating periods of the various 
manently closed by yearend, as were two producers are shown in the accompanying 
mines that produced direct-shipping ore.’ tabulation. 
USS. production capacity at yearend was
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imately 38.6%, but because the production 
Operating capacity of JOC is much larger than that of 

Meer ae fei, -Eveleth Mines, Armco would reduce its 
—_~____——— overall iron ore commitments by up to 

Reserve Mining Co Peter i, 7824p" 750,000 tons annually. Eveleth Mines is 
Pickands Mather & ne ‘Apr-80ct.1. owned 60% by Eveleth Expansion and 49% Commer. by Eveleth Taconite Co. 

Do -------— Hibbing Sap. 1-285 A proposed merger of LTV Corp. and 
oats, Pr 170c. Republic Steel Corp., announced in 1983, 

United States Steel -Minntae Jan. 1f-Sept. would affect ownership of several iron ore 
P pee mines in Michigan, Minnesota, and in east- 

Oslebay Norton Co Bvaeth Jan; July, ern Canada. J&L, which is owned by LTV, 
ines. Dee. 81. operates the McKinley Extension Mine and 

Tnlgnd Steel Mining Minorea Jan. -Augs7: wns a 35% share of Erie in Minnesota; it 
_ 25 also owns 35% of the Empire Mine and 12% 

‘TegHanns Mining: “Nethnal ‘Mgr-20-Dee. of the Tilden Mine in Michigan; and 15.6% 
Do -------- Butler Apr.l00ct. and 6.29%, respectively, of Wabush Mines 

——______aomite and IOC in Canada. Republic Steel owns 
50% of Reserve and 16% of Hibbing Taco- 

Several Minnesota producers operated nite Co. in Minnesota, in addition to 6.29% 
well below the rated capacity of their mines of IOC. Combined ownership of the compa- 
and plants, and recalled only part of their _ nies in U.S. and Canadian mines was equiv- 
work forces. Reserve Mining Co. and Erie alent to an estimated.18 million tons of 
‘Mining Co. operations, which were resumed annual production capacity. 
after shutdowns of 6 months and 9 months, In Michigan, The Cleveland-Cliffs Iron 
respectively, operated at about 40% of ca- Co. (CCI) operated the Empire and Tilden 
pacity. Pickands Mather & Co. indicated Mines throughout the year. Both mines 
that effective capacity of Erie was reduced were operated at less than capacity. The 
to 8 million tons of pellets per year com- Republic Mine remained idle. Ownership of 
pared with installed capacity of 11 million all three mine ventures was changed by 
tons. United States Steel Corp. reduced yearend. CCI reduced its share of the Em- 
effective capacity at Minntac by one-third pire Iron Mining Co. to 15% from 60%; 
to’ about 12.5 million tons of pellets per increased its share of Tilden Mining Co. to 
year, and recalled about one-half of its 39% from 20%; and became sole owner of 
former work force of 4,000. Production ca- the Marquette Iron Mining Partnership, 
pacity at the National Steel pellet plant was which includes the Republic Mine. J&L 
reduced to 4 million tons per year from the acquired a 35% interest in. Empire while 5.8million-ton level installed in 1977. Evel- reducing its share of Tilden to 12% from 
eth Mines operated at about 80% of its 6- 974. Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel Corp. 
million-ton-per-year pellet capacity. acquired a 10% interest in Empire and ‘Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. (ORL) began 20quired * A : reduced its share of Tilden to 4% from 8%. production of hematite concentrates at the (yenorni» sh fetter ‘peticinedt 
McKinley Extension Mine, near Aurora, maui 
MN, in May and produced nearly 900,000 aes ‘Were une! ey Sivek Pall 
tons before closing down for the winter. No _1n Wisconsin, the Black River Falls taco- other “natural ore’’ mines were in produc. Rite mine and pelletizing plant were perma- 
tion on the Mesabi Range, although several ently closed October 28 by Jackson County hipped concentrates from stockpiles. Tron Co, a subsidiary of Inland Steel Co. 

In a development affecting ownership of The mine and plant had been idle since 
Eveleth Mines, Armeo Inc. announced in April 1982, About 275 employees were af- 
September that an agreement in principle fected. Nominal production capacity at 
had been reached with Dominion Foundries Black River Falls was 750,000 tons of pellets 
& Steel Co. Ltd. (Dofasco) of Canada, to Per year. 
exchange ownership interests in Eveleth In Wyoming and Utah, U.S. Steel an- 
Expansion Co. and the Iron Ore Company of nounced that mines of its Western Ore 
Canada (100). Armco would assume Dofas- Operations would be permanently closed. 
co's 16% interest in Eveleth Expansion, and Although formal closure was scheduled for 
Dofasco would assume Armco’s 6.07% inter- April 1984, mining and pelletizing oper- 
est in IOC. The exchange would increase ations at Atlantic City, WY, ended on Octo- 
Armco’s share in Eveleth Mines to approx- ber 1, and about 500 employees were laid
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off. Production capacity of the plant was continued to operate its underground mine 
about 1.7 million tons of pellets per year. near Sullivan. After several months of in- 
‘The company's direct-shipping ore mines termittent operation, regular production 
near Cedar City, UT, had been idle since was resumed by March 1983 and continued 
mid-1982 when all but three employees through yearend. The company changed its 
were laid off. Production capacity of these production process by substituting mag- 
mines was estimated at 1.5 million tons per _nesia-rich olivine for quartz in the pelletiz- 
year. By the end of October, U.S. Steel’s ing mix. “Olivine pellets,” as developed in 
Geneva works at Provo, UT, was being Sweden and tested in European blast fur- 
supplied with pellets from the Minntac naces since 1981, were reported to increase 

Mine in Minnesota. smelting efficiency in some plants. The 
In December, the Crane Co. announced olivine pellets made at Pea Ridge were 

that blast furnaces of CF&I Steel Corp. at being tested in blast furnaces of Granite 
Pueblo, CO, would be closed permanently. City Steel Corp., a division of National Steel 
The furnaces had been idle since 1982. Corp., in 1983. 
Although mines were not specifically men- _ In Texas, Lone Star Steel Co. resumed 
tioned, the announcement made it virtually limited production of iron ore in December. 
certain that CF&I’s iron mines in Wyoming The company’s mines and blast furnace at 
and Utah would not be reopened. The Sun- Lone Star had been idle since August 1982 
rise underground mine at Guernsey, WY, In California, Kaiser Steel Corp. continued 
had been idle since July 1980, and the to ship concentrates from stockpiles at Ea- 
Comstock open pit near Cedar City, UT, had gle Mountain to the Fontana steelworks. 
been idle since January 1981. Annual pro- The shipments ended in October when the 
duction capacity was estimated at 750,000 blast furnace was shut down. With termina- 
tons of concentrates at the Sunrise Mine, tion of ironmaking at Fontana, the only 
and 1.5 million tons of direct-shipping ore at blast furnaces operating west of the Mis- 
the Comstock Mine. sissippi River at yearend were located at 

In Missouri, Pea Ridge Iron Ore Co. Lone Star, TX, and Provo, UT. 

CONSUMPTION 

Consumption of iron ore and agglomer- probably higher than that of 1982. Although 
ates increased moderately as demand for specific data were incompletely reported, 
iron and steel recovered from the low levels the average iron content of ore and agglom- 
of 1982. With the number of operating blast erates charged to ironmaking and steelmak- 
furnaces rising from 33 to 52 during the ing furnaces was estimated at 61% com- 
first quarter, monthly consumption of iron pared with an estimated 60% in 1982. In 
ore rose 34% to 5.2 million tons, then av- addition, about 0.2 million tons of manga- 
eraged 5.35 million tons during the rest of niferous iron ore was consumed in blast 
the year. furnaces. Of the 61.2 million tons of prima- 

Pellets made up a larger share of furnace ry ore consumed by the iron and steel 
burdens in 1983, accounting for 73% of the industry, approximately 68% was of domes- 
iron ore and agglomerates charged, com- tic origin, 19% came from Canada, and 13% 
pared with 68% in 1982, Consumption of came from other countries. 
sinter totaled 16.2 million tons, slightly In table 11, the difference in weight 
more than in 1982, but the proportion of between iron ore consumed and sinter pro- 
sinter in total consumption was less. The duced is due to elimination of moisture and 
quantity of natural coarse ore charged di- the addition of other materials to the sinter 
rectly to ironmaking and steelmaking fur- mix. Consumption of other materials re- 
naces totaled 2.1 million tons, more than ported in sintering plants in 1983, in million 
50% less than in 1982. The quantity of iron tons, was as follows: limestone, dolomite, 
ore used in production of sinter also increas- and other fluxes, 3.6; mill scale, 2.1; slag, 
ed to 9.6 million tons, although production 1.5; and flue dust, 0.8. Consumption of coke 
of sinter declined slightly compared with breeze was estimated at 1 million tons. 
that of 1982. These comparisons indicate Consumption of bentonite and coal in iron 
that the average iron content of iron ore ore pelletizing plants was estimated at 
and agglomerates consumed in 1983 was 292,000 tons and 200,000 tons, respectively.
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STOCKS 

Stocks of iron ore and agglomerates re- reported for previous years, owing to reclas- 
ported at U.S. mines, docks, and consuming sification of some stocks from the usable to 
plants declined by about 13.5 million tons, the byproduct category. This ore was pre- 
as producers and consumers sought to re- viously classified as usable ore because it 
duce inventories and associated carrying was used for production of iron and steel, 
charges. The drawdown of stocks was about but owing to its content of objectionable 
twice that of 1982 and accounted for about impurities, it is no longer likely to be used 
20% of consumption. The increased use of for this purpose; it was therefore reclassi- 
stocks in 1983 was mainly responsible for fied as byproduct ore. The change in classifi- 
the relatively weak increase in mine pro- cation primarily affects mine stocks. Stock 
duction, the strong increase in mine ship- data for 1982 and previous years were not 
ments, and the decline of imports, compared _ changed to avoid disclosing company propri- 
with those of 1982. Yearend stocks at mines etary information. 
and consuming plants were the lowest in Mine stocks reported in these tables do 
many years. Stocks reported at US. receiv- not include unagglomerated concentrates at 
ing docks and consuming plants at yearend _ pelletizing plants because such concentrates 
included 17.7 million tons of domestic ores, are considered to be intermediate products. 
6 million tons of Canadian ores, and 4.9 Stocks of this material at yearend totaled 
million tons of other foreign ores. about 900,000 tons compared with 1.3 mil- 

Total mine stocks reported in tables 1 and _ lion tons reported on January 1. 
18 at yearend are not comparable to those 

TRANSPORTATION 

Vessel shipments of iron ore from U.S. __ Efficiency of transportation of iron ore on 
ports on the upper Great Lakes totaled 41 the Great Lakes continued to improve, with 
million tons, nearly 10 million tons more increased use of larger self-unloading ves- 
than in 1982, Approximately 90% was des- sels and improved materials handling sys- 
tined for U.S. consumers and the rest was tems at loading and receiving ports. Con- 
destined for Canada, Shipments of iron ore struction of new ship-loading facilities at 
from eastern Canada through the St. Law- Duluth, MN, was completed in 1983, and 
rence Seaway to U.S. ports on the Great the first 1,000-foot ore carrier was loaded in 
Lakes during the year were estimated at 6 June. Previously, the largest cargo loaded 
million tons. at Duluth was about 31,000 tons, but car- 

Ore shipments from all seven U.S. ports goes of up to 62,000 tons were loaded during 
on the upper Great Lakes increased from the Jatter part of the year. The trend toward 
the levels oe Increases ranged from increasing average size of cargoes loaded at nearly 4 million tons at Two Harbors to Upper lake ports between 1972 and 1982 is 
237,000 tons at Taconite Harbor. Tonnage oP Po oa, Pure ee 
shipped from each port is shown as follows, 3° /0/0WS,4n lone tons: 
in thousand long tons: 

‘Average cargo of iron ore 
Ss Port shipped 

oe Bet Dig oat me 

a ae lath, MN . Harbors MN. ~~ === : : 
Proligrom anc: ABE BOSas Sige Sliver Bay MN <--> nee say Siner Be MiN =~ Abed Dect grit Savane Raptor MN eg SAG 

Taconite Harbor, ~~ Apr.2Dee.30 SBI Afaruetie, nil ~= 27 Weise Bde 
Superior, WI... Apr.5 Dec. 21 863 Escanaba, MI ~-~----~ ieee. S12) 
Marquet, MIC—=> Man Jan, 89509 
Becanaba, MI. Apr. 18 sanz 1166 Source: Lake Carriers’ Assocation annual reports. 

D 
otal. nz __USS. vessel freight rates for iron ore were 

sooo == _19)7 unchanged from those in effect during 1982. 
"Bxeludes 71,000 long tons shipped in Jan, 1984 Bulk vessel rates to lower lake ports, per 

long ton, were therefore $7.13 from Duluth 
shaurees, Americar fron. Ore Association and various 444 Superior, $5.75 from Marquette, and
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$5.42 from Escanaba. The basic rate from the rate from Toledo to Middletown was 
Escanaba to lower Lake Michigan ports unchanged at $7.14 per ton. All-rail freight 
remained at $4.28. The vessel freight rate rates to major consuming districts from the 
from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Lake Erie Marquette and Mesabi Ranges, and from 
ports remained at $3.01 per ton, but toll’ east and gulf coast ports, were unchanged. 
charges on the St. Lawrence Seaway be- Volume rates from Michigan and Minneso- 
tween Montreal and Lake Erie increased by ta to Chicago and Granite City were $12 to 
9 cents in 1983 to $1.24 per ton. $13 per ton. Storage charges for pellets at 

Published railway freight rates for pellets upper lake ports increased by 6% to 24%, 
from mines to shipping ports increased by while handling charges to lower lake ports 
7% to 11% in Michigan and by about 6% in increased only slightly, and some dockage 
Minnesota compared with rates in 1982. charges for self-unloading vessels were 
The volume rate for pellets from the Mar- sharply reduced. 
quette Range to Escanaba was $2.52 per Published ocean freight rates for iron ore, 
Jong ton, while the rate from the western from. eastern Canada to U.S. ports north of 
Mesabi Range to Duluth-Superior was $4.85 Hatteras were $3.50 to $3.75 per ton, but 
per ton. Volume rates from Lake Erie ports actual rates paid appeared to range from 
to the Pittsburgh and Wheeling districts $1.75 to $2.75 per ton. Some shipments from 
increased about 14% to $10.14 per ton, but Brazil were reported at about $5 per ton. 

PRICES 

Published prices for Lake Superior iron The average f.0.b. mine value of usable 
ore pellets remained at the levels establish- ore shipped from domestic mines was esti- 
ed in early 1982. The price of pellets there- mated at $43.61 per long ton, equivalent to 
fore ranged from 80.5 to 86.9 cents per long about 68.8 cents per Itu of iron. This was 
ton unit (Itu) of iron, natural, delivered rail- about 5% higher than the average value in 
of-vessel at lower lake ports, with four 1982, as pellets made up a larger share of 
producers quoting the higher price and production in 1983. Average values are 
Pickands Mather quoting the lower price. principally based on producers’ statements 
‘The range in unit price was equivalent to and should approximate the average com- 
approximately $50.71 to $54.75 per long ton mercial selling price less the cost of mine-to- 
for pellets containing 63% iron. market transportation. Because pellets now 

Effective August 1, J&L reduced its prices comprise more than 90% of usable ore 
for Mesabi non-Bessemer ore to $30.03 per shipments, the average value is not repre- 
long ton of coarse ore and $31.58 for fines. sentative of other products such as concen- 
The new prices represented declines of 7.7% trates and direct-shipping ore. Average 
and 8%, respectively, compared with the f..b. mine value of the latter products in 
previously published price of $32.53, and it 1983 was about $21 per long ton. 
was the first time that the price of fines was _ Prices for most Canadian and other for- 
higher than the price of coarse ore of this eign ores marketed in the United States in 
grade. The price change appeared to be of 1983 were not available. The published 
little significance, however, because the price of Wabush pellets, f.o.b. Pointe Noire, 
market for Mesabi non-Bessemer ore was Quebec, remained unchanged at 63.5 cents 
largely restricted to J&L’s own plants. U.S. per Itu, equivalent to about $40.60 per long 
Steel and CCI continued to list prices for ton. The average f.o.b. value of all Canadian 
this grade of ore at the 1981 levels of $32.53 ores imported by the United States, as 
and $32.25 per long ton, respectively, al- determined from data compiled by the Bu- 
though neither company produced it in reau of the Census, was $38.44 per ton. Data 
1983. The published price of other Lake from the same source indicated average 
Superior ores, including Old Range non- f.o.b. values of $18.18 per ton for Liberian 
Bessemer and manganiferous grades, re- ores and $23.66 per ton for Brazilian ores. 
mained at $32.78 per gross ton, but no Comparable data for Venezuelan ores were 
production was reported. As the prices of not determinable, because the statistics in- 
Lake Superior ore, other than pellets, are clude some shipments of direct-reduced iron 
based on a natural iron content of 51.5%, (DRI) and a large tonnage of iron ore valued 
delivered prices of the ores mentioned above on a c.if. or higher basis. Prices for Canadi- 
ranged from 58.31 to 63.65 cents per Itu in an and other foreign ores are usually lower 
1983. than published prices for U.S. Lake Supe-
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rior ores, partly because foreign ore prices Published prices of DRI, fob. George- 
are quoted on an f.o.b. basis, whereas U.S. town, SC; Contrecoeur, Quebec; and Point 
prices include transportation charges to Lisas, Trinidad, were unchanged from those 
lower lake ports. reported in 1982. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

USS. exports of iron ore increased by 19% Eastern United States. The net reduction in 
compared with those of 1982, owing to rising _ imports through ports on the east and gulf 
demand from the Canadian iron and steel coasts was 2.3 million tons, with the princi- 
industry. Virtually all exports consisted of pal reductions occurring in the Philadel- 
pellets shipped on the Great Lakes toCana- phia and Mobile districts. Net imports 
dian steel companies that are partners in through the Great Lakes increased by 1.1 
taconite projects in Minnesota and Michi- million tons owing to a large increase in 

gan. shipments through the Cleveland district; 
US. imports for consumption of iron ore imports through other districts declined, 

declined for the second consecutive year _ particularly through the Chicago district. 
and were the lowest in 29 years. The decline Imports of iron ore from Venezuela, 
was partly due to efforts by steel companies which had ceased in August 1982, were 
to reduce the large stocks of ore at U.S. resumed in May 1983 following negotiation 
mines and consuming plants in the Great of a new sales contract by the Venezuelan 
Lakes region, but it was partly due to producer with U.S. Steel. The contract re- 
shutdowns of blast furnaces at some inte- quires U.S. Steel to purchase 3 million tons 
grated steel plants in the Southern and of ore per year for 11 years. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World production of iron ore continued to _ tively low prices for ferrous scrap continued 
decline in 1983 and was the lowest in 11 to limit production of DRI, but several 
years. World trade declined to an estimated _direct-reduction plants were completed and 
300 million tons, about 2% less than in others were under construction in at least 
1982. Although imports of iron ore by Ja- eight countries. These plants are creating a 
pan, the European Communities, and the sizable market for iron ore containing up- 
United States declined by a total of about 21 wards of 68% iron and have led to construc- 
million tons, world exports fell by only _ tion of special beneficiating plants in sever- 
about 7 million tons as some exporters were a] countries. Direct-reduction plants con- 
able to increase sales to alternative mar- sumed an estimated 12 million tons of ore, kets. Australia was the leading exporter, ut the potential market is expected to 
followed by Brazil, with each country re- exceed 30 million tons by 1986. 
poring) exports of A the than 70 million “Most iron ore prices under Japanese and 
tons. Japan remained the principal import” West European contracts were reduced by 
er, receiving 107 million tons. Reduced de- 11, to 14% compared with prices in 1982. mand for iron ore caused production to B i decline in most of the major producing The 1983 prices, fo.b. per Itu of contained 
reaess iron, ranged from about 2 to Bh cents foe 

‘World production of iron ore pellets was inter fines, 26 to 34 cents for lump ore, 
estimated at 157 million tons, about 60% of bak Arnel for pellets, and 22 to 23 cents for 
installed capacity. Owing to relatively high a “ 
production costs, competition from lower _ Ocean freight rates remained low. Rates 
priced lump ore and sinter fines, and gener- for spot charterings, as published by various 
ally weak demand, many plants were oper- 80UFces, indicated the following ranges, per 
ated well below capacity and others were ton: for shipments to Western Europe from 
closed for most or all of the year. New Brazil, $5.75 to $6.50 for cargoes of 50,000 to 
plants were under construction, however, in 65,000 tons, and $4.50 to $6.00 for cargoes of 
Mexico, Bahrain, India, the U.S.S.R., and 80,000 to 155,000 tons; from eastern Canada, 
the Republic of South Africa. $3.00 to $4.25 for cargoes of 100,000 to 

World production of DRI was estimated 160,000 tons; from Norway, $1.75 to $2.30 
by Midrex Corp. at 7.7 million tons, approx- for 90,000 to 100,000 tons; and from Austral- 
imately 40% of production capacity. Rela- ia, $6.50 to $8.75 for 100,000 to 150,000 tons.
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Rates for cargoes destined for Japan ranged due to completion of a new steelworks by 
between $7 and $9 for 130,000 to 150,000 Cia. Siderdrgica de Tubarao (CST) in 1983. 
tons from Brazil and eastern Canada, and Cia. Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD) contracted to 
from $5.25 to $6 for 220,000 tons from supply CST with 48 million tons of ore 
Brazil. Rates of $5 to $6 were reported for during a period of 10 years. The ore will be 
shipments of 100,000 to 150,000 tons from produced at the Capanema Mine, which 
‘Australia to the Republic of Korea. began production in 1982, and the Timbope- 

‘Australia.—A sharp decline in production ba Mine, which was expected to begin pro- 
appeared to be caused mainly by strikes, duction in 1984, 
which affected the two largest producing _ CVRD's Carajds project in northern Bra- 
companies during the summer, but declin- il was reported to be 53% completed in 
ing domestic demand and large stocks of ore 1983. Production of iron ore at Carajés was 
were also contributing factors. Production expected to begin in 1986 at the rate of 15 
by Mt. Newman Iron Ore Pty. Ltd. declined million tons per year. Production capacity 
by 34%, and that by Hamersley Iron Pty. of 35 million tons per year was scheduled to 
Ltd. was 11% less than in 1982. Production be available in 1988. 
by company was as follows, in million tons: Brazilian production of iron ore in 1983 
Hamersley, 29.4; Mt. Newman, 18.4; Cliffs included an estimated 14 million tons of 
Robe River Iron Associates, 12.9; The Bro- pellets, most of which were produced at 
ken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. (BHP), 5.1; and Tubarao by CVRD in joint ventures with 
Savage River Mines, 2.2. Production by Japanese, Italian, and Spanish companies. 
Goldsworthy Mining Ltd. was estimated at Production of pellets by Ferteco Mineracdo 
4.5 million tons. S.A. in Minas Gerais was 2.5 million tons, 
Exports of Australian ore to Japan declin- and Samarco produced 1.8 million tons at 

ed, but shipments increased to other coun- Ponta Ubu. 
tries in the Far East and also to Western _Iron ore shipments by Brazilian produc- 
Europe, compared with those of 1982. Ex- ‘ers were as follows, in million tons: CVRD, 
ports totaled 73.1 million tons. Domestic 52.4; Mineragdes Brasileiras Reunidas S.A, 
consumption declined about 15% to less 12.3; Ferteco, 88; S.A. Mineracdo da Trin 
than 8 million tons. dade, 6.5; Samarco, 4.4; Cia. Siderirgica 
BHP closed the Koolyancbbing Mine in Nacional, 4.0; and Wm. H. Miller S.A., 0.6. 

‘August. The company also announced plans. Canada.—Production and exports of iron 
to purchase Utah International Inc. from ore were slightly less than in 1982 as de- 
the General Electric Co. Utah Internation- mand from the United States and Western 
al’s iron ore interests include one-third of Europe remained low. Canadian consump- 
Goldsworthy Mining, 49% of Samarco Min- tion increased to about 14 million tons, of 
eracdo S.A. in Brazil, and a majority share which about 25% was imported from the 
of Waipipi Iron Sands Ltd. in New Zealand. United States. 

Port facilities in Western Australia were Owing to weak export demand, most Ca- 
being improved by the Hamersley, Mt. New- _nadian mines suspended operations for 1 to 
man, and Robe River companies, to permit 3 months in the last half of the year, and 
loading larger cargoes of iron ore for export. about 1,800 employees were laid off by 
At Dampier, Hamersley's project at East yearend. Total output of iron ore was esti- 
Intercourse Island was completed in 1983, mated at about 55% of production capacity. 
and a cargo of 196,000 tons was loaded in Shipments of iron ore products, by produc- 
December. Robe River's project at Port er, were as follows, in million tons: IOC, 13.5 
Walcott and Mt. Newman's project at Port including 6.7 of pellets, 5.5 of concentrates, 
Hedland were expected to be completed in and 1.3 of direct-shipping ore; Quebec Car- 

1984, tier Mining Co., 6.8 including 6.4 of concen- 
Brazil.—Production and exports of iron trates from Mount Wright; Pickands Math- 

ore declined owing to reduced shipments to er, 5.9 of pellets including 5.1 from Wabush 
Japan and Western Europe compared with Mines; Sidbec-Normines Inc., 3.5 of pellets 
those of 1982. By yearend, however, exports including about 0.3 of low-silica pellets; 
had risen to an estimated 71 million tons, Dofasco, 1.6 of pellets from the Adams and 
only slightly less than in 1982, as shipments Sherman Mines; The Algoma Steel Corp. 
to Eastern Europe were increased by 60% to Ltd., 1.2 of sinter from Wawa; and Falcon- 
more than 7 million tons. bridge Ltd., 0.5 from the Wesfrob Mine. Inco 

Consumption of iron ore in Brazil was Ltd. shipped about 152,000 tons of pellets 
estimated at 16.5 million tons, about 25% from its stockpile at Sudbury. 
more than in 1982. Part of the increase was
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The Wesfrob Mine at Tasu, British Co- tons. 
lumbia, was closed October 5 owing to — Imports of iron ore from overseas sources 
exhaustion of economic ore reserves. About by EC countries were as follows, in million 
135 employees were affected. IOC’s concen- tons: about 35 by the Federal Republic of 
trator and pelletizing plant at Sept-lles Germany, 15 by Italy, 13 by the United 
remained idle as did Stelco Inc.'s direct- Kingdom, 12 by Belgium-Luxembourg, 10 
reduction plant at Bruce Lake. Sidbec-Dosco by France, and 5 by the Netherlands. 

Inc. produced 588,000 tons of DRI at Contre- France exported about 5 million tons of iron 
coeur. Owing to financial losses, the com- ore from the Lorraine district to Belgium- 
mercial viability of Sidbec-Normines was Luxembourg, but shipments to the Federal 
being reviewed by the Quebec government, Republic of Germany stopped. 
which owns a controlling interest in the India. —Exports of iron ore totaled about 
company. Borealis Exploration Ltd. con- 20,8 million tons, about 3.6 million tons less 
tinued development work on magnetite de- _ than in 1982, as shipments were reduced to 
posits of the Melville Peninsula in North- Japan and Romania. Exports included 10.8 
west Territories. Tests conducted on Mel-  jnillion tons from Goa, 5.7 million tons by 
ville ore at the Ontario Research Founda- the National Mineral Development Corp. 
tion indicated that concentrates containing {q. (NMDC) from the Bailadila and Doni- 
71% iron could be produced by magnetic tmalai Mines, and 1.3 million tons by Kud- 
oul SuIpRIeitA dpinen oes pesauatdny remukh Iron Ore Co. Ltd. The Kudremukh 

— ‘on ore pr ini 
Gia, Mingra del Pecifico S.A. in 1983 totaled Petletizing plant was scheduled for comple 
5.5 million tons including 2.9 million tons of was exporting ‘concentrates: mainly to eau, 
pellets and 1.5 million tons of lump ore. {ries in Bastern Europe. 
Exports to Japan totaled 4.6 million tons, NMDC was preparing the Bailadila No. 

and the remainder was shipped for con- 11.¢ Mine to supplement and eventually 
sumption at Huachipato. replace production from Bailadila No. 14. 
China.—The Chinese Government was production capacity of the No. 11-C Mine is considering direct investment in the Aus-- {0 snout 3.2 million tons annually of ore 

tralian iron ore industry. Interest was indi- Se of Ge: ne cd Eo Ge 
cated in high-grade deposits that have not Balledile Ne & the ap el " ceatalli 
yet been developed. China imported about 3 hanulla Sob Suey a3 ii a r ng 

Fl ton fron re orm hua ne 1983. : 
Egypt—A contract for construction of a tionandexport. ; 

Midrex direct-reduction plant at ELDikhei- ‘The coal-based direct-reduction plant at la was awarded to Kobe Steel Ltd. of Japan Orissa Sponge Iron Ltd. was completed and 
by the Alexandria National Steel Co. An began operating in March. The plant was 
electric steelworks will also be built. Both designed by Allis-Chalmers Corp. and has a 
plants were to be completed by 1987. Loans production capacity of 150,000 tons per 

for the project included $165 million from Year . 
the International Bank for Reconstruction _ Indonesia—P.T. Krakatau Steel, which 
and Development (World Bank) and $102 operates a large direct-reduction plant at 
million from the International Finance Cilegon, contracted with Luossavaara Kiir- 

Corp. unavaara AB (LKAB) of Sweden for a sup- 
European Communities (EC).—Iron ore Ply of about 700,000 tons of iron ore pellets 

production, trade, and consumption in the _ Per year for 5 years beginning in 1984. 
EC continued to decline. Compared with  Japan.—Imports of iron ore totaled 107.5 
that of 1982, production declined by 19% million tons in 1983, about, 12 million tons 
while imports from other countries declined less than in 1982. Imports included 49 
by about 8% to an estimated 89 million million tons from Australia, 23 million tons 
tons. The decline in EC consumption, as from Brazil, and 14.5 million tons from 

estimated from production of pig iron, was India. Consumption of imported ore was 
only 3% because consumption increased in estimated at about 103 million tons includ- 
some member countries, notably the United ing 9.6 million tons of pellets. Japanese 
Kingdom. Compared with 1979 levels, how- long-term contracts with foreign iron ore 
ever, EC production of iron ore in 1983 producers covered about 780 million tons of 
declined by 21 million tons, imports of ore ore from 1984 through 1992. 
declined by 36 million tons, and consump- _ Korea, Republic of.—In 1983, Pohang 
tion declined by an estimated 40 million Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. began construction
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of port facilities for an integrated steel- large direct-reduction plant and a threefold 
works at Kwangyang. A blast furnace was expansion of pelletizing capacity at Lazaro 
ordered, and a 4.3-million-ton-per-year Cardenas. 
sintering plant was scheduled to be built by _In Colima, Las Encinas S.A. was increas- 
1987. The new plant could increase Korean ing pelletizing capacity at Alzada to 18 
import requirements to 15 million tons of million tons per year. In 1988, the company 
iron ore annually by 1988. Imports and shipped 1.5 million tons of pellets to direct- 
consumption of iron ore in’ 1983 were esti- reduction plants at Puebla and Monterrey. 
mated at 10 million tons and 11 million New Zealand.—New Zealand Steel Min- 
tons, respectively. ing Ltd. (NZS) was increasing production 

Liberia.—Production and exports of iron capacity for beach-sand magnetite concen- 
ore continued to decline. Shipments by trates to 1.5 million tons per year at Waika- 
producers were as follows, in million tons: to North Head. Increased production was 
Bong Mining Co., 7.6 including 2.85 of pel- intended to supply concentrates to four new 
lets; Lameo Joint Venture (LJV), 6.8; and direct-reduction kilns being built at the 
National Iron Ore Co. Ltd., 1.1. Glenbrook steelworks. The concentrates 

Poor market conditions and rising costs contain small quantities of vanadium, 
forced LJV to reduce operating levels and to which NZS plans to recover in slag from its 
lay off one-third of its employees. Both LJV ironmaking plant. Completion of the mine 
and Bong expected ore reserves at present project was scheduled for August 1984. The 
mining locations to be exhausted by 1988.In reduction kilns and ironmaking plant were 
1983, a study funded by the EC examined expected to be completed in 1985. 
the feasibility of integrating operations of Norway.—Production and exports of iron 
LJV and Bong, using Bong’s concentrating ore increased. A/S Sydvaranger produced 
plant to process crude ore mined from 2.3 million tons of pellets at Kirkenes and 
LJV’s western concession areas. The conclu- shipped 2.6 million tons, mostly to EC coun- 
sion was that the cost would probably be too tries. A/S Norsk Jernverk produced 1.05 

high. million tons of concentrate, exported 0.3 
Malaysia.—Construction of two direct- million tons, and consumed 0.85 million 

reduction plants was continued. On Labuan tons for production of pig iron. The compa- 
Island, Sabah Gas Industries Sdn. Bhd. ny began producing special magnetite con- 
(SGD expected to begin production of DRI in centrates containing 71.7% iron, by flota- 
early 1984. The plant will have a production _ tion. Fosdalens Bergverks-Aktieselskab pro- 
capacity of 640,000 tons of briquets per year, duced 232,000 tons of magnetite concen- 
intended primarily for export. SGI con- trates at Malm and exported about 272,000 
tracted with CVRD of Brazil for a supply of tons, largely for use as heavy media in coal 
about 300,000 tons of iron ore per year for 5 preparation plants. 

years. Peru.—Exports of iron ore by Empresa 
At Trengganu, on the east coast of the Minera del Hierro del Pera (Hierro Pera) 

Malay Peninsula, a reduction plant being declined to 4.1 million tons, of which about 
built for Heavy Industries Corp. of Malaysia 47% was shipped to the Republic of Korea 
Bhd. was scheduled for completion in 1985. and 40% was shipped to Japan. As in 1982, 
Production capacity of this plant is to be sinter fines made up about 58% of exports, 
about 590,000 tons of DRI per year. 22% consisted of pellets, and the remainder 

Mexico.—Construction of iron ore con- consisted of pellet feed. About 195,000 tons 
centrating and pelletizing plants was con- was shipped for consumption at Chimbote. 
tinued. In northern Mexico, a $-million-ton- _ Sulfide concentrates containing about 
per-year pelletizing plant was completed at 28% copper and small quantities of cobalt 
Monclova. This plant will receive concen- were being recovered by flotation of fine 
trates by pipeline from La Perla, where a tailings from the magnetite concentrator. 
new concentrator was completed in 1982, About 2,150 tons of sulfide concentrates was 
and from the Hercules Mine where a new reportedly recovered in 1982. In 1983, a 
concentrator was under construction. The $400,000 grant was made to Hierro Pera, 
first shipment of concentrates by pipeline under the U.S. Trade Development Pro- 
from La Perla took place in May 1983. gram, to study the feasibility of recovering 

In Michoacan, several plants were ex- copper and cobalt. The company will con- 
pected to be completed in 1984 as part ofthe tribute up to $100,000. The study will be 
second stage of expansion of the steelworks made by Bechtel Corp. 
at Lazaro Cardenas. The plants include an Saudi Arabia.—The second module of a 
iron ore concentrator at Ferrotepec and a Midrex direct-reduction plant was com-
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pleted at Al Jubail in May for Saudi Iron have a production capacity of about 600,000 
and Steel Co. Production capacity of the _ tons per year. 
plant is now about 785,000 tons of DRI per Spain.—Iron ore production, trade, and 
year; output in 1983 was about 345,000 tons. consumption declined in 1983. Imports were 
Imports of iron ore were estimated at estimated at 3.8 million tons, mostly from 
600,000 tons, mostly from Brazil. Brazil and Liberia. Exports were about 1.7 

‘A pilot beneficiation plant for concentrat- million tons, including 1.2 million tons by 
ing iron ore from the Wadi Sawawin depos- Cia. Andaluza de Minas S.A. (CAM) from 
its was being assembled at Al Muwaylih on Almeria and 468,000 tons by Cia. Minera de 
the Red Sea coast. The plant will treat upto Sierra Menera from Sagunto. Spanish con- 
5 tons of ore per hour, using desalinated sumption declined about 10% to an esti- 
water and a process of selective flocculation mated 9.8 million tons. 
and anionic flotation developed by the U.S. _ Plans to build a pelletizing plant at 
Bureau of Mines for beneficiation of oxidiz- Fregenal de la Sierra in Badajoz appeared 
ed taconite in Minnesota. The plant is to to have been canceled. Instead, construction 
operate for about 1 year, and if tests are of a concentrator was proposed for produc- 
successful, a commercial plant may be built tion of sinter fines from crude ore mined at 
to produce 1.2 million tons of pellets per the Cala and La Berrona Mines. At Alquife, 
year. The project is being conducted by CAM was installing high-intensity magnet- 
British Steel Corp. under a contract with ic separators at its Marquesado plant to 
the Saudi Arabian Government. raise iron content of fines to a minimum of 

Sierra Leone.—After production of iron 54% and to reduce alkali content to a 
ore concentrates began at Marampa in late maximum of 0.4%. At Bodovalle, Altos 
1982, exports of about 350,000 tons were Hornos de Vizcaya S.A. (AHV) produced 1.5 
reported in 1983. Most shipments went to million tons of siderite concentrates con- 
the Federal Republic of Germany, France, taining 39.1% iron and 3.7% silica from 2.3 
and Austria. The exports were the first million tons of crude ore. Concentration was 
from Sierra Leone since 1975. by heavy-media and high-intensity magnet- 

South Africa, Republic of—Production ic methods. AHV also produced 322,000 tons 
of iron ore was sharply reduced owing to of oxide ore from mines in Santander and 
declines of about 40% in exports and 20% in Murcia. 
local sales compared with 1982 levels. Ex-  Sweden.—Iron ore shipments increased 
ports were estimated at 7 million tons, 4 to 17.1 million tons, but production declined 
million tons less than in 1982 owing to as producers reduced the large stocks of ore 
reduced sales to Japan and the EC. Con- that had accumulated in 1982. Stocks were 
sumption declined to an estimated 8 million reduced 0% to 7.4 million tons by yearend. 
tons as several blast furnaces were closed at Exports totaled 14.4 million tons in 1983, 
Newcastle and Pretoria by Iscor Ltd. Ship- with about 9.7 million tons destined for 
ments of iron ore by Iscor totaled 13.2 EC countries. About 2.7 million tons was 
million tons including 10.9 million tons shipped for consumption in Sweden. 
from the Sishen Mine and 2.3 million tons  LKAB produced 11 million tons of ore 
from the Thabazimbi Mine. Highveld Steel products including 4.9 million tons of pel- 
and Vanadium Corp. Ltd. reduced produe- lets. Six million tons was produced at Kiru- 
tion at the Mapochs Mine to about 900,000 na and 4.8 million tons at Malmberget. The 
tons, and Associated Manganese Mines of mine and pelletizing plant at Svappavaara 
South Africa Ltd. shipped 750,000 tons of were closed February 1, for an indefinite 
iron ore from mines near Postmasburg. period. Exports by LKAB totaled 12.5 mil- 

‘One coal-based direct-reduction plant was lion tons including 3.5 million tons of pel- 
completed and two others were under con- lets. 
struction. Scaw Metals Ltd. began operating _In central Sweden, Svenskt Stal AB 
its 75,000-ton-per-year plant at Germiston, shipped 1.6 million tons of ore products for 
in July. Iscor’s 600,000-ton-per-year plant at export and 1.1 million tons for local con- 
Vanderbijlpark was expected to be complet- sumption. About 80% of the total was 
ed in 1984. Union Steel Corp.’s 250,000-ton shipped from Gréingesberg and the rest was 
plasma-arc plant at Vereeniging was sched- shipped from the Dannemora Mine, 
uled for completion in mid-1985. Iron ore Taiwan.—Imports of iron ore rose to 4.9 
pellets for the latter plant will be made million tons in 1983, as China Steel Corp.'s 
from byproduct magnetite recovered at the new blast furnace at Kaohsiung was oper- 
Palabora Mine. The pelletizing plant, also ated for the first full year. Production of pig 
under construction at Vereeniging, is to iron in Taiwan was 80% more than in 1982.
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U.S.S.R.—The first of four Midrex direct- zas, from ore fines supplied by Ferrominera. 
reduction plants under construction at — Ferrominera continued preparations to 
Stary Oskol, near Kursk, was completed begin mining at San Isidro in 1985. Ores 
late in the year. The plant has a production from Cerro Bolivar and San Isidro will be 
capacity of 400,000 tons of DRI per year. blended to reduce the average phosphorus 
Earlier in the year, a pelletizing plant was content of ore products shipped. Average 
completed at the same site. The plant has a phosphorus content of Cerro Bolivar ore 
production capacity of 2.5 million tons of mined in 1983 was 0.119%. Ore at San Isidro 
pellets per year and was designed to supply contains about 0.06% phosphorus. 
ore to the four reduction plants. Ore feed for Zimbabwe.—The Government announced 
the pelletizing plant is to be supplied by that $180 million would be spent to improve 
slurry pipeline from the Lebedi iron ore operations of Zimbabwe Iron and Steel Co. 
complex, about 15 miles away. Production Ltd. during the next 3 to 5 years. About one- 
of iron ore concentrates containing 70% half of this sum was intended for construc- 
iron was reportedly underway at the Lebedi tion of a new sinter plant and to increase 

complex. iron ore production from the Ripple Creek 
Venezuela.—Shipments of iron ore pro- deposits near Redcliff. Most of the ore now 

duced by C.V.G. Ferrominera Orinoco C.A. smelted at Redcliff comes from the Buchwa 
declined to about 9.4 million tons. Exports deposits, about 125 miles to the south; under 
were estimated at 6 million tons, of which the new plan, Ripple Creek ore would make 
3.8 million tons was shipped to EC countries up about 80% of supply. Ore shipments to 
and most of the remainder was shipped to Redcliff in 1983 totaled 1.03 million tons, of 
the United States and Spain. Consumption which 84% was produced at Buchwa and 
was estimated at 3.8 million tons. C.V.G.- the remainder was produced at Ripple 
Siderdrgica del Orinoco C.A. produced Creek. 
about 3.4 million tons of pellets at Matan- 

TECHNOLOGY 

Economic recessions in the iron ore and _Direct-reduction plants have been built in 
steel industries reduced funds for research at least 20 countries. Total production ca- 
and development and delayed many invest- pacity for DRI was about 19 million tons at 
ments in new plant and equipment, but yearend and another 7 million tons of ca- 
technological improvements continued tobe pacity was expected to be completed by 
reported from various sectors of the iron ore 1986. 
industries in the United States and abroad. © WHIMS is used to concentrate hematite 

Continuing trends included increased use or other weakly magnetic iron minerals. In 
of flotation and wet high-intensity magnetic addition to the Mexican plant mentioned 
separation (WHIMS) for production of iron above, WHIMS was being installed at the 
ore concentrates, increased use of fine Marquesado plant in Spain and was also 
screens to upgrade concentrates before pel- installed in China by Jiuquan Iron & Steel 
letizing, installation of heat recuperative _ Co. Since 1972, when the first commercial 
systems to reduce fuel consumption in pel- WHIMS plant was completed in Brazil, the 
letizing plants, increasing number of direct- process was installed at iron ore concentra- 
reduction plants, improvement of port facil- tors in Australia, Canada, Liberia, Spain, 
ities to permit loading and unloading of the U.SS.R., and the United States, and 
larger iron ore carriers, pipeline transport more recently in Norway, Sierra Leone, and 
of concentrates, and increasing use of com- Mexico. Two plants operating in Brazil have 
puters for mining and process control. a total processing capacity of about 40 

Several plants have been built in the last million tons of crude ore per year. The only 
few years for production of high-grade hem- commercial unit operated in the United 
atite or magnetite concentrates contain- States was installed in 1976 at the Sunrise 
ing 69% to 71% iron. Two plants were built plant in Wyoming, but has not operated 
in Norway, one each in Brazil and the since 1980 when the mine was closed. 
USSR,, and a fifth was nearing completion __Beneficiation tests by the Bureau of 
in Mexico. Most were expected to supply ore Mines on oxidized taconite from the west- 
to direct-reduction plants. Flotation is ern Mesabi Range indicated that flotation, 
used for magnetite, with flotation and/or with or without WHIMS, can produce ac- 
WHIMS used for hematite. ceptable concentrates from this material.
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The Bureau’s flotation process will be used results at some furnaces were inconclusive, 
ina pilot plant in Saudi Arabia (see “World and an increase in coke consumption was 
Review”). Research on’ oxidized taconite was _ reported at one furnace.* 
continued in 1983. Geology, mineralogy, and Plasma technology will be used on the 
liberation characteristics. were compared Mesabi Range to test the feasibility of 
with results of beneficiation tests. It was producing iron directly from taconite con- 
found that oxidized taconite in which the centrates. Pilot plant tests will be made by 
ratio of hematite to goethite was higher Pickands Mather at its Hibbing laboratory, 
than 2 to 1, and which contained 1% or less_ with plasma technology supplied by West- 
of residual magnetite, yielded acceptable inghouse Electric Corp. and electricity sup- 
concentrates. The study concluded that ox- plied by Minnesota Power. A loan of $1.38 
idized taconite, selectively mined and bene- million was granted for the project by the 
ficiated, represents a large subeconomic Iron Range Resources & Rehabilitation 
resource of recoverable iron.‘ Board. Completion of testing was expected 

At the Minntac concentrator in Minneso- by late 1984. If the tests are successful, 
ta, fine screening has now been installed on plans are to build a demonstration plant 
most of the plant’s 18 concentrating lines with production capacity of 100,000 tons of 
and has improved the grade of final concen- _ iron per year. Plasma technology was being 
trate. The use of vibrating sandwich-type _ installed in a reduction plant in the Repub- 
screens was found to improve metallurgical lic of South Africa, and its possible use was 
results and to reduce space requirements being studied in Canada, Yugoslavia, and 
compared to intermittently rapped screens.’ other countries because it permits flexibili- 
Heat recuperation systems were also in- ty in the choice of fuel, iron ore feed, and 
stalled that substantially reduced fuel re- the type of iron produced. These advantages 
quirements of the pelletizing kilns. may offset relatively high requirements for 

At the Tilden concentrator in Michigan, electricity. 
consumption of bentonite was reduced to 8 Drastic modifications of the Reserve con- 
pounds per long ton of concentrates in 1983, centrator at Silver Bay, MN, including in- 
compared with 24 pounds in 1975 and 16 troduction of dry cobbing, flotation, and fine 
pounds in 1978. The reduction was achieved screening sections, as well as a new system 
mainly by lowering the moisture content of of tailings disposal, greatly increased proc- 
filtered concentrate as fed to the balling ess complexity and the need for monitoring 
drums, and partly by switching to bentonite and centralized control. This was achieved 
having greater capacity to absorb water. by the use of computers, through a distrib- 
Current savings per pound of bentonite uted control system based on a network of 
reduction was estimated at $280,000 annu- independent control systems connected to a 
ally, assuming capacity production of 8 central control room. Through centralized 
million tons of pellets. In addition to cost display, personnel requirements to monitor 
savings, the drop in bentonite consumption operations are minimized. New process con- 
since 1976 reduced alkali content by about trols are designed to maintain final iron 
360,000 pounds per million tons of pellets.* content of concentrate to within plus or 

In 1983, Pea Ridge Iron Ore Co. produced minus 0.25%. 
olivine pellets, in which magnesian olivine §—_——— 
was substituted for the silica previously {Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metal. 
added to magnetite concentrate. The pellets  4,,U wes otherwise speified, the unit of weight used in 
were tested in blast furnaces of Granite City Reported in 1982 chapter as $01 tons; revised after 
Steel Corp. Although detailed results were publication when, ong producer indicated that production 
not available, the pellet producer stated’ srjgnaliyroported. "us Tne” (ons fesier Sh 
that use of the pellets contributed to lower COE Eee a an estines Rt 
carbon consumption in the blast furnace, 5, 1968 26» w. gal Recont Aopizationa ot 
and that the use of olivine improved low- _,, "Weinert, J. D., a .pplications of 
temperature breakdown and intermediate Ming Sympasum, Univershy of Manas, Bath, 
reduction properties of the pellets without MN, Jan. 18, 
significantly affecting efficiency of pellet at tee "AIME Hesse Ne Site ee hae ce 
production. Olivine pellets were developed Feb. 1984 : 
in Sweden in 1981. In subsequent tests at pasieTbieh t+ Wo Jr, Production and Quality of Olivine 
several European blast furnaces, use of Meeting of Minnesota Setion, Duluth, MN, Jan. 1, 1084 
pellets was reported to have increased out- itil Bulletin Monthly. LCAB's Pah for Olivine: No 
put of pig iron by up to 2.9% and to have "chu BN! Concentrating Process Control Reserve 
reduced consumption of coke by up to 14 Mining Co. Min. Eng. v. 39, No, 9, Sept. 1983, pp. 1296: 
kilograms per metric ton of hot metal. Test
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Table 3.—Crude iron ore’ mined in the United States in 1983, by district, 
State, and mining method 

(Thousand long tons and exclusive of ore containing 5% or more manganese) 

i it Under. Total District and State Open pit Under Toul 

Lake Superior: Mibblgen oer: | EL 2 2754 
Minnesota -~ "77 7777TTTIIIIITIIITTIIIETTII I __miaie z 84416 

Weal ssa eneanreremmete renee «EID ty 111,570 
Other States: Missouri. megenreneccnonesaceeeee =: 1,288 1,288 
Other! 7 STTESNEESETSISISEDTEITESIECESTSISESESETE “gee = 2676 

Metall socceecseeesceeete eee ROT 1.288 3.968 
Grand total? __________-_---2--2----------------- AB 1,288 115,534 

2Bxcludes byproduct oe. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Includes California, Montana, Nevada, Texas, and Wyoming. 

‘Table 4.—Crude iron ore! mined in the United States in 1983, by district, 
State, and variety 

(Thousand long tons and exclusive of ore containing 5% or more manganese unless otherwise specified) 
Number District and State of Hematite Limonite? Magnetite 4, Total ian quantity® 

Lake Superior: Michigan ~—-.------------------- 2 ag -- 16038 Bsa 
Minnesota. ~~~ 777 RES 9 1402 = a2954 BEAIC 

Total ----- 2 u 12,588 =-__98987__111,570 
Other States: 5 i 1 wk = 1,288 1,288 
[A 8 cy Ww 2246 2676 

re 8 429 w 3,584 3,968, 
Grand total. 2 18,018 Ww (toRs2 115,584 

|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Hematite.” 
3Bxcludes byproduct ore. 
includes siderite ore. 
8Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
“Includes California, Montana, Nevada, Texas, and Wyoming.
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Table 5.—Usable iron ore' produced in the United States in 1983, 
by district, State, and variety 

(Thousand long tons and exclusive of ore containing 6% or more manganese) 
a — = Leal Total District and State Hematite Limonitet Magnetite 4 Toi, 
Lake Superior: 

a 4a : 5,008 9.339 Mionenas 22 °SSS2So¢SSsceeeetese tse 565, 25390 26,255 
SH? os cemcnindonmmnese Nee 5195, < 30,399 35,594 

Other States: Missouri —— =n -- 801 801 OE cman anand nee one eae 204 Ww 963. 1,167 
Total 208 Ww 1764 1,968 
TE nein incnceanccomcumanermwann: 5,899 Ww 32,162 87,562 a OO 

|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Hematite” 
Ancludes byproduct ore. 
“Ineludes siderite ore. Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. “Includes California, Montana, Nevada, New York, Texas, and Wyoming. 

Table 6.—Usable iron ore! produced in the United States in 1983, 
by district, State, and type of product 

(Exclusive of ore containing 5% or more manganese) 
a 

Direct 
shipping Concentrates Asslomer’ Average 

District and State hia ehusend (thousand content (engtsand "Tog Tong” (oaturad, dong. a tons) “peroent $A or Percent 
Lake Superior: Michigan a2 a2 2 oes nsecuumnsauanluvene = _ 9.339 645 Minnesota” ~~ 222222222I2TIIIIITIIIIIT IL 2 868 25,590 ba 

Total or average =n __ 865, 34,729 6a 
Other States: SS Missouri se 88 ue 655 et loo neeca a esees cue eS 41 26 850 60.3 

Total or average -——- nana 41 334 1,592 624 
Grand total or average =e a 7.199 36,321 a3 ere as 

jIncludes byproduct ore. 
includes California, Montana, Nevada, New York, Texas, and Wyoming
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Table 8.—Usable iron ore produced in the U.S. Lake Superior district, by range 
(Thousand long tons and exclusive ater 1905 of ore containing 5% or more manganese) 

he eee ayes Exes ieee Bae Mar. Menom- Ver. Spring BE ‘i a a ee ee 
18541976 _..---- 488786 820.467 2094 103,528 3,006.258 10,896 U9 5811 4,578,722 aor. 2TZIIL“gg0 "2520 == ee 88 TT G90 as 852 Yet 22TTTTIT dara B28 rr lege DID 860 aT 
Yore2ZITZIIII. too «Boge £5 Tl ggg TDD THB ¥980022LTIITIIZ 4450 Toto = Tl dpiee = LDL gaa 3961-2222ZIIIIZ 16,508 15 = Tl gigs Tl ah are WEGSEEOLSSSE “eae yk TD ID geass Tl 3988.2 22TIIIIIZ_ sigs nn = Zl begs 
Total .------ 599,820 829,844 820,894 108,528 9,888,172 70,898 8149 9,718 4,768,908 

*Data may not ad to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 9.—Average analyses of total tonnage’ of all grades of iron ore shipped from 
the U.S, Lake Superior district 

i Your a 
Yongtona) Tron Phosphorus Silica ‘Manganese Alumina Moisture 

Pe 17,887 62.55 0.081 am 09 0.35 261 Baby SCS Sooo oe 61,588 6298 008 588 8 2 257 SPSL Soe 6425 68.18 ‘020 50 M 0 289 39gg (TDIITIIIIE 2178 68.50 ‘018 B40 ‘i a 260 aoa 22IDT EE Iao agus 63.52 ‘018 585 2 2 264 
‘$Railroad weight—growe tons, 
Aron and molature on natural basis; phosphorus, silica, mangenese, and alumina on dried basis. 
Source: American Iron Ore Association, 

Table 10.—U.S. consumption of iron ore and agglomerates in 1983, by State 
‘Thousand long tons and exclusive of ore containing 5% or more manganese) 

Tron ore and 7 Eotnrtact 
Sate concentrates! Agslomerates! _ Miscela- Total, 

Blast ‘Steel Blast ‘Steel heous* reportable’ furnace furnace furnace furnace 
Alabame, Kentucky, Texas ————___. w w w w w w 

Galifornta, Colorado, Utah-———————7 w w wo Ww w Mlinois, Indiana, Michigan ~~~ ~~~ 56 Bl 89,082 Ww w 33,138 Maryland, New York, Bennsyivanias-- 1,548 2 183389 31 w ibaot Ohigand West Virginia ----- == 104 wW 14334 Ww w 16128 Undistributed ==. 222722 2aa 82 n 4908 4 885 8,258 
ee ee 94 65,721 96885 70,629 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” 
SExcludes pellets or other agglomerated products 
includes 48,849,216 lang tons of pellets produced at U.S. mines and 677,869 long tons of foreign pellets and other lomerates. “includes, Iron ore consumed in production of cement and dires-reduced iron, and iron ore shipped for use in manufacturing paint, ferrites, heavy media, cattle feed, refractory and weighting materials, and lead blast furnaces. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 11.—Iron ore consumed in production of sinter at iron and steel plants in the 
United States in 1983, by State 

(Thousand long tons) 
Se Tron ore Sinter 

State consumed? produced 

Alabama, Kentucky, Texas. en Ww Ww Galeria, Golveads, User 22 ERTS TOUTE STEIN TSE SRS SERENE IIE Ww W ino indiana, Michigan <= 222 O2TIIII CIITnIaat 3,501 1368 Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania -~--~--~-2222222722272222202 50 Si 
Ohio and West Virginia__ -_________------------. S oe 898 1,618 Upllstiiuted: 2a oon OR peasy eens nae as 968 tut 

‘Total® - i ates or arate Raecantareacieen 9,616 15,859 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” 
Hncludes domestic and foreign ores. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 12.—Beneficiated iron ore! shipped ‘Table 13.—Stocks of usable iron ore! at 
from mines in the United States US. mines, December 31, by district 

(Exclusive of ore containing 5% or more manganese) (Paousand long tons) 

Beneficated Total Papportign "District 18821868 ore iron ore 
i (thousand thousand “lated OFe Lake Superior-—-—------ 7,809 320 

Tongtons) —Tongtons) 8a, Other States === 4320 289 

nnn BA gem sey none 1980777777 ‘ 5 7 Weel---=2> TH east Se6 {Excludes byproduct ore 
ia 35,381 35,756 98.0 These stocks are not comparable to those of previous 8 years owing to the reclassification of some stocks from the 
ist aiseee Ral St ee . ‘usable to the byproduct category. 

*Beneficiated by further treatment than cane crush- ingland screening. Brcudes byproduct ore in 1819 and 
Table 15.—Average value of usable iron 

5 ‘ ore! shipped from mines or beneficiating 
Table 14.—Production’ of iron ore plants in the United States in 1983 

agglomerates in the United States, by type Ciliary por dang tox} 
(Thousand long tons) densities 

Sennen nS, Take Superior Other, 
“Reglomerates produced ‘Type of ore Re Superior Other, 

Dee 1982 ——«s8 rect shipping w 13.54 
Sinter rigg0° —agaso pelea =o a Be 
Pellets 2-2 BRT aga, “Peeeneenscesere: AE __ SE 

Tot W89t5 +5251 q,W, Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
iz 4F.0.b. mine or plant. Excludes byproduct ore. 

:Production at mines and consuming plants. “Includes California, Colorado, Missouri, Montana, 
Includes 7,536,459 long tons of self-fluxing sinter. ‘Nevada, Texas, Utah, and Wyoming. 
Includes 7,982,969 long tons of self-fluxing sinter. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 16.—U.S. exports of iron ore, by country 
(Thousand long tons and thousand dollars) 

—_—_ 108i 1982 1 Country SS SS 
Quantity, Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

CI csc nresermte orn ee megeomte 5,529 243,527 3,178 150,200 3,780 182,490 
‘France - - ——— <n eo 2 @ 6 Qo 6 
Germany, Federal Republic of -__— Q 3 a _ a 1 
Jepen=— ne fO) 2 a at 

Mexico ___-_----~. == Wy 720 1 87 @ 4 
Nanay oo Sao iGo ss eas ay 59 ie as = 

Taiwan --—.~--------- 2 aes o i ae = 
United Kingdom —___------__ a 21 e 21 e 5 
Ci a a a 5 351 $ 227 i 239 

ae 5,546 244,685 8,178 150,522 3,781 182,744 

Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 17.—U.S. imports for consumption of iron ore, by country 
‘(Thousand long tons and thousand dollars) 

‘Goontry 1981 30a 1083 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Australia__ wipers merge ne a a 4 pom . Bead 222 7EOTEETISIELIS 1738 sa.g87 2 25339 186 30,188 
Canada ~—====22"2======- 1881507974 9281 59,708 ass sb0idr2 
Gone.” “=TSIIZESLISUELEES a2 6,329 a ons me ce Liberia -=—-2222222222=222 2360 95/505 2800 43,036 12s 
Pera ...--~----~-------~ 7 2,402, 85 1,057 e 5 South Africa, Republic of ~~~ ic co 2 1083 a -- 

Sweden 0-2 aaa a 2318 a 201 8 1540 
Venezuela a 5,071 140,931, 71,643 736,768 71,833 342,934 Ott sec eo pee eae 8 251 } 7 3 102 

ite ee el 28,328 947,917 14,501 470,847 13,246 445,731 

Less than 1/2 unit. 
Excludes approximately 175,000 long tons of direct-reduced iron valued at $24,000,000, originally reported as iron ore. 
*'Bycludes approximately 82,000 long tons of sponge iron valued at $8,516,000, originally reported as iron ore. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 18,—U.S. imports for consumption of iron ore, by customs district 
‘Thousand long tons and thousand dollars) 

a ae Customs district ea ON nO 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity, Value 

Baltimore —..------------— 5421 212.960 3451 118,425 8062 63.216 Buffalo ~~~ ~=~=22222IIITI 29 “13098 299 57191 195 3/862 
Gia. ane 3,854 128,320 2,667 91,454 1,625 52,357 Gleveland 22222222 22222222 490519616 20s = T7001 aa i971 

Detroit ~—~2=7222202222222 "103 25,308 228 4878 182 4480 
Galveston 2 nas. 123 2,579 Se = x as Houston ~~~ ~=7222I2ZI0T 715 30,808 He 468d 3 1108 Mobile’ 92572550 SEESEEE=E BMT BLAS 4218491584 525 STI 
New Orleans 2222222222277 281 577 5, 9915, 51312369 Philadelphia_=~~— 222227227 7218 208908 3497 92002 2463 98,968 
Wilmington, NC. 222202227222 425 13,828 16 2949 : ae Other 222222 2TIIL 38 1205 18 43198 a 3,168 
‘Total? emcee eter 28,328 947,917 14,501 470,847 18,246 ‘445,781 

*Data may not add to totals shown beceuse of independent rounding.
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A . 
Iron Oxide Pigments 

By William I. Spinrad, Jr.* 

US. mine production, shipments, and USS. imports for consumption of selected 
value of crude iron oxide pigments decreas- iron oxide pigments and U.S. exports of 

ed in 1988, while total domestic shipments pigment-grade iron oxides and hydroxides 
and value of finished iron oxides and iron increased over 1982 levels. An unfavorable 
oxides from steel plant wastes increased trade balance continued, as U.S. imports 
compared with those of 1982. Synthetic iron greatly exceeded U‘S. exports. World mine 
oxides, which comprised 63% of all iron production of natural iron oxide pigments 
oxides shipped, experienced increases in all for reporting countries declined in 1983 
grades of material. Most domestic producers compared with that of 1982. 

of finished iren oxide pigments experienced Domestic Data Coverage.—Mine produc- 
increases in shipments, while one produced tion and sales data for crude iron oxide 
no iron oxide pigments. Columbian Chemi- pigments and sales data for finished iron 
cals Co. was sold by Cities Service Co. to oxide pigments and iron oxides from steel 

Consolidated Mining and Industries Co. plant wastes were compiled from voluntary 
and E. IL. du Pont de Nemours & Co. an- responses received from an annual survey nounced plans to sell its iron oxide facility of U.S. producers conducted by the Bureau in Newark, NJ, to Heubach Ine. of Mines, Responses for crude iron oxide 
Consumption of iron oxide pigments con- mine production and sales data were receiv- 

tinued to be greatest in paint and coatings ed from five companies representing 100% 
followed, in order of ranking, by construc- of all producers that are known to mine 
tion materials; colorants for plastics, rub- and/or ship crude iron oxide pigments in 
ber, paper, textiles, glass, and ceramics; the United States, as shown in table 1. Of ferrites and other magnetic and electronic the 19 companies canvassed for finished applications; animal feed and fertilizers; iron oxide pigments sales data in 1983, and other varied end uses. 100% responded, representing 100% of the Domestic list prices for iron oxides re. total production shown in table 2. Of the mained stable for the first three quarters of five companies canvassed for sales data for the year, with price increases taking effect iron oxides recovered from steel plant in the fourth quarter to counter inflation- wastes, including steel plant dust and re- ary costs in raw materials, labor, and ener- generator oxide, 100% responded, repre. 

gy. senting 100% of the total production shown. 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. iron oxide pigments statistics 

as ae a a es oe a ets 
Gredcpigmentosidaraad eR a Value —.-___-_____“ thousands. $2578 «$8.27 $2285, $2'702 «$2368 
Tron oxides from steel plant wastes__short tons__ 25,186 20,717 20,879 12,974 13,178 | Value ~~~ .0--- ~~~ thousands — 31:708, 31,394 $1,637 $972 S141 
Finished pigments sold ______— short tons__ 156,086. 136,336 141,252, *116,007 136,343 

Value —______-...._____ thousands__ $94,175 $97,270 $120,859 *$108,164 $181,853 
a =+-----~-----~-~-~~~_short tons. 4,852 5,046, 4,967 9,065 12,661 

falue _________________ thousands. _— $7,359 $9,182, ‘$11,704 $17,795 $20,692 
Imports for consumption ——_——__ short ‘tona__ 55,377 39,446 39,661 25,855, 30,747 

falue ___.__...________thousanda__ ($24,341 $20,085 ($18,915 $18,330 $16,684 ai serecnnnnaiinnc themed S2Kbel20085 sas $18,800 seme 
"Revised. 
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in the text discussion under Domestic Pro- but do not participate in the Bureau of 
duction. An additional small number of Mines annual canvass. No estimates are 
regenerator oxide plants are known to exist available for these plants. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Mine Production of crude iron oxide pig- 58% in quantity over that of 1982. Most 
ments decreased 50% and shipments de- domestic producers canvassed showed in- 
creased 41% in quantity and 12% in value creases in shipments of finished iron oxide 
from that of 1982. Most of these decreases pigments in 1988, with one producing no 
were attributed to a loss of sales in a major iron oxide pigments. 
product line by one producer. Four compa- —_Iron oxides recovered from steel plant 
nies in Georgia, Missouri, and Virginia wastes, that is, steel plant dust and regen- 
mined and shipped various grades of umber erator oxides, increased 2% to 18,178 short 
and ocher, magnetite, and sienna and um- tons in 1983 compared with that of 1982 and 
ber, respectively. Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. was valued at $1.14'million. One of the five 
continued to ship hematite from a stockpile companies canvassed reported no produc- 
at its Mather Mine in northern Michigan, tion in 1983, and one producer permanently 
which permanently closed in 1979. shut down because of economic reasons. 

Total domestic shipments of finished iron — In 1983, Columbian Chemicals was sold 
oxide pigments increased 18% in quantity by Cities Service to Consolidated Mining, a 
and 22% in value in 1983 compared with privately owned international company 
that of 1982. Synthetic iron oxide, which involved in mining, industry, and natural 
constituted 63% of all shipments, increased resource trading. Columbian Chemicals will 
25% in quantity and 23% in value, while continue to operate as an independent busi- 
natural iron oxide pigments increased 6% ness under the present management. It was 
in quantity and 15% in value compared reported in 1983 that Du Pont planned to 
with 1982 levels. A notable increase in sell its color pigment businesses to various 
naturals occurred in ocher, which increased companies in early 1984. Included among 

Table 2.—Finished iron oxide pigments sold by processors in the United States, by kind 
—_ 1982 2 

Kind any ae ey ve 
Gem cosusande Portions hounds) 

Natural: Black: Magnetite nn en ($1,028 50m $809 
a 10,739 3.615 9,794 392 

Umbers: 
Burnt _________________------.--- 2,983 2,139 3451 2,626 

pep BAN -oooooneee eS SSSEEECIOIOIIS 09 52 Yau 201 
Brom arid? oe 20,162 2,403 22,019 3,602 Sienna, burnt _-—--~~~~-~--2==22222222 ‘15 ee7 n6 510 

‘Yellow: Doha essen Grave enroute dig ar 851 11581 14a 
ee 

UI pre eens seers mneretetvme merece epi: 47,424 14,617 50,291 £13,336 

Synthetic: S wmen ous Fons 
Meet Semmens 10,675, 713,485, 14,705, 19,109: 
Red:lronoxide_—_""~—"TTTTITTTTTTIIITTI as 81.798 31,519 43.224 
Yellow: ronenidle_—__-- 55-2 20,403, "24,373, 24,104 30,081 
Other: Specialty oxides® .......------------- 13,130, 726,895 15,724 26,103 

a rs 
tie-up «yO ee 

Grandtotal_________--_--------- "116007 108,164 196568 ‘191,858 

Revised. W Withheld to avoic sing comy 
Mncludes Vandyke own e cieslening comps peoeritany dete: 
‘neludes pyrite cinder. 

‘Bata dot oll shown because oi Pasa aerate oho ming 
“Includes mixtures of natural and synthetic iron oxides.
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these sales is Du Pont’s iron oxide facilityin Heubach GmbH & Co. KG, Langelsheim, 
Newark, NJ, which will be sold to Heubach, Federal Republic of Germany, a producer of 
a newly formed U.S. branch of Dr. Hans inorganic pigments. 

‘Table 3.—Producers of iron oxide pigments in the United States in 1983 

rs Producer “Mailing address Plant location 
Finished pigments: "BASF Wyandotte Corp., Pigments Div — 0Chery HAL A, ‘Wyandotte, MI. 
Blue Ridge Tale Co. Inc ---------~ Bec aoe Henry, VA. 
Chemalloy Co.Ine -..---------- Box do Bryn Mawr, PA. Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 Columbian ChemicalsCo Box 7 St. Louis, MO, and Monmouth 

‘Tulse, OK 74102 ‘Sunetion, NJ. 
Combustion Engineering Inc, 901 Bast 8th Ave. Camden, NJ. ‘CE Minerals Div. King of Prussia, PA 19406 : DOS Color & Supply Co. Ine... 1080 Bag Bay 8, Milwaukee, WI. 
E.I.du Pont de Nemours & Co Pigments Boyt Newark, NJ. 

i ~—---= Rifitington, DE 10808 . Ferro Corp, Ottawa Chemical Div. 100 North Wheeling St. ‘Toledo, OH. 
‘Toledo, OH 43605 

Foote MineralCo_.---------- Route 100 Exton, PA. Exton, PA 19841 
Hoover Color Corp ------------- Box 218 Hiiwassee, VA. Hiwwasoee, VA 24947 
Mobay Chemical Corp-....--._ Penn Lincoln Parkway West New Martinsville, WV. ittaburgh, PA 15205 New Riverside Ochre Co.....---- Box 387 Cartersville, GA. 
Pfizer In, Minerals, Pigments estat aise ile, CA; East ‘eats Ds New York, NY 10017 Be Tou aston PAs 
Prince Manufacturing Co--------~ TOO LabD St ap Quine Hand 
Reichard-Coulston Inc_...----- 1421 Mauch Chunk Ra. Bethlehem, PA. 

St Joe ead Ca, Pea Ridge tron OreCo 7180 Rong its Sullivan, MO. 
: Clayton, MO 63105 a 

George B. Smith Color Co-..------ Route 75, Box 396 Maple Park, IL. 
Kirkland, IL 60146 Solomon Grind-Chem Service Inc Box. 1768 Springfield, IL. 

Sterling Drug Inc, Hilton-Davia 3Eto Fasedon Farm Ra Cincinnati, OH. 
crostini : Gineinnati, OH 45287 . 3 

Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. Mather Mine 1460 Union Commerce Bldg. Negmunee, MI 
nd Pioneer Plant closed July 81, Cleveland, OH 44115 

Hoover Color Corp nna ------ Box 218 Hiiwassee, VA. Hiwassee, VA 24947 
New Riverside Ochre Co... Box 381 Cartersville, GA. 

St Joo Lead Co, Pon Ridge ion OreCo Sh Formth Blvd. Salivan, MO. 
‘ Gayton, MO 68108 ane Virginia Barth Pigments Co ---_._ Bor 1408 Hilleville, VA. 

Pulaski, VA 24901 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Iron oxide pigment data on consumption, paint usage including automotive output, 
shown as percentages by end use of reported housing starts, do-it-yourself home improve- 
shipments in table 4, are estimates since ment markets, household furniture, and 
some producers keep less detailed data con- household appliances. Shipments of paint, 

cerning end-use breakdowns than others. varnish, and lacquer, reported by the U.S. 
Consumption of iron oxide pigments in Department of Commerce,’ totaled 923 mil- 

paint and coatings continued to be the lion gallons valued at $8.6 billion in 1983, 
largest end use for iron oxide pigments, up 2% in quantity and 4% in value over 
especially for synthetic iron oxides. This 1982 levels. Of this total, architectural coat- 
end use comprised 38% of total iron oxide ings comprised 463 million gallons, repre- 
usage in 1983 and totaled 45,839 tons, up senting 50% of total shipments; product 
20% over the 1982 level of 37,772 tons. coatings and original equipment manufac- 
Rebounds were experienced in most areas of ture constituted 381 million gallons, repre-
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senting 36% of total shipments; and 129 tiles, glass, and ceramics accounted for 14% 
million gallons, or 14% of total shipments, of reported iron oxide pigment consump- 
‘were special-purpose coatings. tion, increasing 20% in 1988 to 19,805 tons 

Construction materials accounted for compared with 16,350 tons in 1982. 
24% of iron oxide pigment consumption, Iron oxide usage in ferrites and other 
increasing 44% in 1983 to 32,530 tons com- magnetic and electronic applications, albeit 
pared with 22,610 tons in 1982. According to capturing a smaller market share (12%) of 

the F. W. Dodge Div. of McGraw-Hill Infor- reported iron oxide pigments consumed, 
mation Systems Co., newly started construc- increased slightly in quantity in 1983 to 
tion in 1983 reached a record $193 billion, 15,851 tons compared with 15,448 tons in 
increasing 23% in value over 1982 levels. 1982. Increases in magnetic tape and mag- 
Residential housing, which represented the _ netic ink applications were somewhat offset 
largest growth area of construction, grew by decreased shipments of finished iron 
57% in volume and value to 1.7 million new _ oxide for ferrite consumption. 
dwelling units valued at $93.2 billion, The remaining 17% of reported iron oxide 
Nonresidential building and nonbuilding pigment consumption was used in the man- 
construction grew 4% and 1% in value, ufacture of industrial chemicals, animal 
respectively.* feed and fertilizers, foundry sands, cosmet- 

Colorants for plastics, rubber, paper, tex- _ ics, jeweler’s rouge, and other end uses. 

Table 4.—Estimated iron oxide pigment consumption, by end use, as a percentage of 
reported shipments 

“Ail Nataral Synthetic eae: fronoxides __ironoxides_ _ironoxidea 
Toe 1989 1982 1985 "1962 1988 

Sa Ow Construction materials (Cement, mariar, preformed concrete, Tooing granules) nnn ene enn. | 72D HOB Ferritosandother magnsticand electronic applications 132s GBB Colorants for plastica rubber, paper textiles, glass,ceramica-- «sak Industrial chemicals(guchascatalysts)—--"--—--------- 5B HOO Animal feedand fertilizers .--1-------2--------->—(i aK CaS Booigapec esse eseereoc A ce Other Gheluding coometics andjoweler'srouge)--==--==-=>__ 
Total enn ---n--na----------- 10100100100 00100 

"Revised. 

PRICES 

Domestic list prices for iron oxide pig- iron oxide pigment markets, price increases 
ments remained stable for the first three were announced late in the fourth quarter 
quarters of the year. Price increases were by major producers to counter inflationary 
rumored as markets steadily improved, but costs in raw materials, labor, and energy. 
competitive low-valued imports resulting On November 15, Pfizer Inc. reportedly 
from a strong U.S. dollar caused-continued increased its natural and synthetic iron 
discounting within iron oxide lines. How- oxide grades by 5%, with Mobay Chemical 
ever, price firming through the removal of Corp. and Columbian Chemicals announc- 
temporary discounts increased during this ing similar 5% increases for their iron oxide 
period. With continual improvement within products, effective December 1.
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‘Table 5.—Prices quoted on finished iron oxide pigments, per pound, bulk shipments, December 31, 1983 
lee OSOnNnnwoOowlzwewe 

Black 
RD cia i ia ina 90.2700 a 

MopeeaClresssyaiospreraemascngecoremenncazecoeeseos |” eg) OD 
Bregreund iron ore 1300 50 ie mame 

inns, MR Ne oc a ee eS ae “4500 

Eeetnine bees Crepes ee te aR 
Unber, Turkieh tarnt 202720020 a0 S00 Ta 7oT Te ree ees 350 ‘5200 

Rod Mndvke brown —- ~~ 2222222222 2I ooo n anna naa aac ia naee 4000, am 

Domestic natural, micronized __.____-.---------------------- i 2315 
-Binggenienncrecnseenecovooooaao STITT = 

Yeribetc ss00 [oe = St 
‘Source: American Paint and Coatings Journal. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Annet trade deficit for iron oxide pigments iron oxide pigments were received from 22 
continued and increased in the United countries, increasing 19% in quantity’ and 
States in 1983. U.S. imports of selected iron 25% in value compared with that of 1982. 
oxide pigments for consumption exceeded Unit values decreased in many of the natu- 
US. exports of pigment-grade iron oxides by ral and synthetic categories. Monthly im- 
18,086 tons. This was attributed, in part, to port levels were above corresponding 1982 

the combination of a strong U.S. dollar and levels in all but the first month of 1983. 
import price trimming brought about by a Synthetic iron oxides, which comprised 78% 
strong rebound in the U.S. economy com- of these imports, increased 8% in quantity 

pared with foreign economies. and 26% in value compared with that of 
USS. exports of pigment-grade iron oxides 1982, and were received mainly from the 

and hydroxides reached a record level in Federal Republic of Germany, Canada, Ja- 
1988, increasing 40% in quantity and 16% pan, and Mexico. US. imports of natural 
in value compared with that of 1982. U.S. iron oxides increased 61% in quantity and exports were received by 49 countries, with 18% in value over 1982 levels to their Europe, Asia, and other North American highest levels in 4 years. These imports countries representing the largest foreign were received chiefly from Cyprus, the markets. Chief destinations included the Federal Republic of Germany, and Spain, Federal Republic of Germany, Canada, and which accounted for 94% of all imports of the United Kingdom. Exports of pigment- natural iron oxides. Notable increases, 

grade iron oxides to the Federal Republic of which led to the large overall gain in im. 
Germany increased 56% over 1982 levels ports of natural iron oxides, include an 85% 

and had an average value of 81 cents per increase in crude umber and an 82% in- pound, an 11% increase over 1982 values. crease in Vandyke brown. Sienna was Exports of other grades of iron oxides and received from Italy and all Vandyke brown hydroxides decreased 28% in quantity and imported was received from the Federal 29% in value compared with that of 1982. Republic of Germany. Minor amounts of 
Main. destinations were Japan, Belgium- crude and synthetic iron oxides were report- 
Luxembourg, Canada, and the United King- edly received and stored at bonded ware- dom. houses for future consumption. 

USS. imports for consumption of selected
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Table 6.—U.S. exports of iron oxides and hydroxides, by country 
OO —a—n—Y— 

1982 1983 

—Piementerade_ __Othergrade_ __Pigment grade ___Other grade Country ‘Quan- ‘Quan ‘Quan ‘Quan- 
wy, howe uty, lone (G, | Gme By Yalu Geert sands) GORE ands) BORE ands) hort Stes = tt 

ip sissies si ‘154 $103 48 1 ‘55 ‘$37 me es ‘Atgentina 2~777777777777 ne 2 5 2 % i 
Sgiemisaabay ------ «Ot Brahesssnes Tota onto 

Gaile’ <OTTUTTITTTT games ms Gumcssea Ee ae a ee Galombia=-"722TTZ-TZT2 aw’ 3 2 wm Om OE 3 
‘Czechoslovakia —__—_ ~~ _= => me ae —— - eo 1 20 7 Denmark --->7272~~7 77 6 #8 7 5 8 wt 8 2 Bousdor=222722222777222 wo B - 2 & % F i feo B2 @ = 2 SF 8 8 jador=——=~727=22277 hog° Gi g at “@ &. Viohad = 2SC IETS 5 a a | 

Goma Finkpaice- so oe ig 7 8 8 8 1 ic of —— HongiKong----—- oes? SR SUS 
belt 3 annus 2 8 “ 38 23 81 oe -- a, a Oc a Beiter | Li agp ious Sasa ae 7 oe me Maly-22ITTIIIIID es ws ise OS 
Gem e2--o-n“TTTToT> kane oman ask ak sad Korea, epublica —"""----- “tp “por Ses tang HRS Malaysia = ~~~~7777~ bo Ot Manito 2 2c oo5 55002 SESSE ee ee a a ‘Netherlands -~~7777777777 7 8S 45st hey CUE CUS SU 

Panama ~~ ~~=27TT72222 400% 4 i i 3 io 3 
nee | CU i 3 ob op 4 $ Seudt Arabia ~~-~~7777777 1 4 2 8 3 Uo ee Singapore_._.__ ~~~" "=""""~ 46 B88 5 B 34 108 3 386 South Ace pbc of -=-—> i i 7 tm 

gta Se le as 47 Seis saa? 9 41 e 1 
Ree lB UY pawen DS2STSSTSTIT a Telland “CT-TB BR HP Tad ooersecoeres OR ae 3 a ES Be Pees oasis ~~~ - nae aes eT 152 ae <+ pe tee United Arabiimirates-—---7= ee 
‘United Kingdom ___—-—-"_> 643 4,574 24 637 892, 5,583, 817 618 Venamusla - =D TIIIIT 168 231 108 14 187 19 7 233 Olher SoSES UES Aen “0 _ 16 M3 34 8 18 28 ——S eas 

el esi 9,065 17,795 6679 = 18,237 12,661 20,692 4,799 12,882 STO 1B 2eT 1ST atao este 
"Revised. Mem than 1/2 unit. 

**Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Souree: US. Bureau ofthe Census.
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Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of selected iron oxide pigments 
i 

‘Pigment Quantit Value. Quantity Value 
(short tans) (thousands) jort tons) (thousands) 

‘Natural: 
‘Crude: 

TI. cssscsrceslenccitcnsennsacateteearmenes 9 $9 ® @ 

Ce eo adi Py eait Ss | 9 ea nesenese nae mead et ite rt 3 
MPMI oer es ane 3,524 635. 6415 969 

Finished: — 
fo eee a 8 = 

Gib eter Sean eneeaeoaese 8 a 1st 29 
Wola 7600 a9 1976 7 

thetic 
PT ao crer noe corpectnrcammes 14050 682 508 255 

Bhs ictecdee no eetinem ee 4,763 8,186, 4,453 2,781 
TOME ni 5,988 3,873 7,640 5121 
DEF iicrnneniccnncetntamunemanaiee 8,840 4,195. 9,760 6871 

Welal eee 2681 T1886 2.856 gt 
Grond total SSC TSC 

Less than 1/2 unit. 
"Includes synthetic brown oxides, transparent oxides, and magnetic and precursor oxides. 

‘Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of iron oxide and iron hydroxide pigments, 
by country 

Natural Synthetic 

1982 1983 1982 1988 

Country 7 z ar 

tons) sands) tons) sande) tons) ‘sandie) tons) anc) 

RE ecm eceee at ie 20 $10 98 4 58 $23 a le hl lCURlU C8 f° oe 
Belgium-Luxembourg — — — ——_ 22 6 21 6 - oa 5B it 
BR oa am ak ee ots 19 13 56 31 

INE correo merece ees eip wom 91 82 26 13, 8,770 2,564 1,461 1,987 

Germany Fedoraiepabiicot. = ater 108 189.08 Goek «toes faye eee ae SRR SOR, tate 
WBS ee nn 60 3 ay 1441 2,748 3,127 6,086, Mec BB OM Ft Stee SS 
Netherlands ____________ 1 25 4 iw oe toe 20 6 
Sete oe is ees 6 3 sae eee eS ties Sout Rhica,Hopablicof ~~ a eee ee ee ee 

Spat nie 57120 BT 8 2 160 39 
Inited Kingdom —--______ 157 6 a7 3 220 138 424 239 
ONE atc iircned 2 2 21 5 2 7 10 199 

WM sccm 5214 ‘1444 8,891 1,106 20,641 11,886 22,356 14,978 

‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World mine production of natural iron doubtedly produce natural iron oxide pig- 
oxides for reporting countries decreased in ments including, but not limited to, the 

1988 compared with that of 1982. In addi- centrally planned economy countries. Natu- 
tion to these countries, other countries un- ral red iron oxide was produced principally
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by India and Spain; yellow ocher was pro- 1982. The main growth areas, magnetic 
duced primarily by the Republic of South materials, printing inks, and paper, were 
Africa, France, Cyprus, Spain, and the Unit- estimated to have increased 10%, 4%, and 
ed States; and sienna was produced mainly 3%, respectively, offsetting moderate de- 
by Cyprus and Italy. Cyprus was the major _clines expected in iron oxide pigment usage 
umber producer, Austria was the principal in roads, ceramics, and synthetic resins, 
micaceous iron oxide producer, and the Exports were estimated to have declined 
Federal Republic of Germany was the main 2% from 1982 levels. Domestic end usage of 
Vandyke brown producer. iron oxide, based on estimated domestic 

Of coloring agents, synthetic iron oxides sales, indicated that 79% of iron oxide sold 
accounted for approximately 75% of all was used in magnetic materials, 11% in 
colored inorganic world production capacity paints, 3% in roads, and 2% in building 
because of their variety of colors, overall materials, with the remaining 5% used in 
properties, and low cost.‘ Principal world printing inks, synthetic resins, ceramics, 
producers of synthetic iron oxides included paper, and other end uses. Major iron oxide 
the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, producers in Japan include Rikon Sangyo, 

the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Chemelite Kogyo, Morishita Bengara Kog- 
Japan.—Domestic sales of synthetic iron yo, Koden Kogyo, Nihon Bengara Kogyo, 

oxides were ‘expected to increase 6% to Nishiumi Kogyo, and Titanium Kogyo. 
143,100 tons in 1983, compared with that of 

Table 9.—Natural iron oxide pigments: World mine production, by country* 
Short tons) 

Country? 1979 1980) 1981 io ——«s8S 
Argentina... 963 1,053 815 102 1,050 ‘Aumbralia 07000 SUS LTETODE ISITE U5 58 925 oe 8 
‘Austria ~--~~727222222 22 2222TTTTIE 13556 1208) «12,478 10,549 10,600 Breall 22 TTCT EE TIS SES EaT Sa aSe 8:03 TAB 4513 * 4600 4600 

Canada ~~ 22 O LITTLE 3,000 31100 8.100 3.100 33100 
(Cilla 20 SET OPER ECT TOSIOGS 2355 906 5390 2.605 2900 Qyprus == TTITTITIITIIIIIIIIOII aoe eons aos ON aR0M 
Eaypt --2—2- sence eacad 164 139 #140 “160 "140 

France? "77777 TTTTTTIII —aga00 6003658015400 14800 
Germany, Federal Republic of ————-""""""" gags. atios aos ado 22,000 

Indig ss SSS STIIIIIOIII —twdesBoT RTT «BABA 98,000 
fran’ #2222 22DDIOIIIIII 1100 550 550 ‘550 60 
Bali Soo oe SEC aL Saoz SSeS EIESZLIE 1100 1100 "1,000 900 1,000 Mofoceo ~~ 7227222 72272TIIIIIIIZI 2 183 ~ —— a 

Pabstans 220 22 So SPS SeeE RT EOGTOTE 48 39 6 x 
Beetngal 352s oes SLES 65 m2 65 55 55 South Ati, Ropablbs a= -—>~—=TTWTAoo- 2492 1510 3,180 2858 1,980 

Other eee OST IO, 9071000 
Red iron oxide’ ———""""7"TTZTITIZ2atg00 ©2600 ©2600 * =~ 25.000 22,000 United States -—"TITTLITTIITIIIII agen alone aaa GAT 

Zimbabwe® -_ ~~~ =~ === ¥550 Fao * £1820 1100 1,100 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
"Table includes data available through Apr. 12, 1984. 
Zn addition tothe countries Inted, a eouideable number of others undoubtedly produce iron oxide pigments, but ‘output is not reported, and no basis is available for formulating eatimates of output levels. Such countries include (but are ‘ot limited ta) China and the USS.R. Bocuse unreported output is probably sobetantial, ths table i not added fo 

P*Sincludes Vandyke brown. 
‘Iranian calendar year (Mar. 21 to Mar. 20), beginning inthe year state. 
‘Roported figure. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Conventional methods of shipping iron ed include quick, clean, and dust-free un- 
oxide pigments, that is, bulk dry shipments, loading; reduction of necessary warehouse 
are being replaced in some instances by space; simplified inventory control; reduced 
slurries, aqueous solutions of 60% or more dust. and disposal problems; improved pig- 
solids by weight. By using slurries, cost ment distribution to use stations; and elimi- 
savings of 20% or more in handling and nation of a dispersion step. High-solid solu- 
storage can be realized through the elimina- tions are employed to minimize the cost of 
tion of production processing steps, thus shipping water, allow its use in high-solids 
saving on energy, personnel, and house- paint formulation, and allow its compatabil- 
keeping costs. Typical improvements offer- ity with other slurry products. These slur-
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ries, which can be used by most end users Materials (ASTM) Subcommitee DoLS? on 
h the coatings, construction, anc Artist Paint terials. 

chemical industries, can be shipped by tank first, D4302, Specification for Artist Oil and 
trucks, tank cars, and drums and can be Acrylic Emulsion Paints, lists pigments 
stored in bulk storage tanks, tote tanks, or that are suitable for use in first-quality 
drums¢ artist paints, along with labeling informa- 

Pigments of consistent quality are a pri-. tion for artist paint manufacturers and 
mary concern to pigment manufacturers, consumers, The second, D4308, Test Meth 
requiring continuing technology updates to ods for Light Fastness of Pigmen se in 
ensure their compatability with a variety of Artist Paints, introduces the test meth 
color systems used by the various consum- that were employed to identify the list of 
ing industries. Color and chemical stability Pigments seriene inte’ in Det ah , 
are of prime importance, as in-process tem- e second edition of Classification an 
peratures for induetries earvicod range from Sosmical Deseineios of the Mized Meal 
room tet ture to 1,300° Oxide organi Pigme a 
requirements include ‘aonreactivit’ ‘when, provides classification and nomenclature 
subjected to ultraviolet light, heat, reducing for all colored ineeganic. amined ae oases 
tmospheres, molten glass, and manufactured, imported, essed 

exposure to alkalis, acids, and ervanie the United States, has boen published by 
solvents. To produce a high-quality pig- the Dry Color Manufacturers’ Association. 
ment, numerous test measurements are bara a fet tee ese complex 

i igment ing metal oxides supe Weroncrlih maces eee | crides, ceramic staing crass erlns, e, 
Fer ee eat manuineturing cuntrals, Frye boon clamsified so aadaned sesevateg including tests for raw materials suitability, have been class index es 

ap peep ea peep eel particle size adjustment, effective washing, ° ti : ot Serv- 
7 i ice Registry Numbers from the Toxic Sub- 

oe ends. ee re arem™ stances Control Act Inventory and “Colour 
articular ita. Index” Generic Names and Constitution 

Particular customer plant process, quantite:, 1 aia pablished by this Bocioty of Dyers tive color measurement by use of instru- nd Color pul ath yo e "Resnciat 
mentation, and color limits measurements orreciiie Chau Sen en 

i ee Of customer: acceptable in included, where available, An appér- 
effici i i i for the 14 An efficient solvent extraction recovery ‘ix of crystal structure diagrams for 

Process for the removal of high-purity iron fr¥stal classes covered complete this pub- 
and iron oxide during acid recovery from : . ‘ckle li 5 Volume 4 of the Raw Materials Data 
Faete- picks Honors bes been described by 1, oak Series cuapilel by the National 

on Rolex Co. Lidl (NEO), Tokyo, Japen. printing Ink Research. Taatitate and syom- 
Tig Process ras developed by NSC in coop. sored by the National Association of Print 

De ero. ing Manufacturers was published in 1983. 
Kansai University, Osaka, and a pilot plant Tei. g74-nage handbook contains informa. ras built jointly with Kawasaki Steel Corp. s:07 on 953 generic pigments, including 176 in 1982 at their plant in Chiba under the Quacie and TT inenomie clement Dats 
ee ee ee tae ar pe Te covered include physical data, fastness data, 
volves selectively extracting ferric ions by _°°!0! Petmanency, and sources of supply. 
an organic extractant, preforably an alkyl  ~ ipsa nash, Divnin of Perro Moule Phosphoric acid; stripping. the ferric ions | *U Sureaw of in Geum (Bop. Commer). Paint 
from the organic extractant by use of an ‘Vigra oie Farce ep MSE nowt 
aqueous solution containing ammonium flu- Onptzacta Up 230 V-68 No. 38 Jan, 80, i964, pp. 9,12 oride compounds; crystallizing the ammo- ‘Schmidt L. K. Synthetic Inorganic Pigment Production 

extractant; and thermally decomposing the formation, Serviess Ltd. (London), Roskil's 
crystal, under low temperature, in en oxi- Began aoe De Sap 8. Simp: tn = 

izing environment to produce high-purity *Toubill,, Iron Oxide Slurries—An Overview. 
iron oxide or a reducing environment to (lin Slr Curls Pgmene Masia 
produce iron. Thermal decomposition starts ing Plant. Ceram. Bull., v. 62, No. 12, 1983, pp. 1338-1340. 

at 180° C, and finishes at 880° C producing a syanduris "Avetahle for Atay Sn ey final product size ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 Mar Siseap.gt. | One Pans ie 
meee . aad Cocoa Beinn ar eens Gere Two new standards concerning pigment Inggyanic Colored Pigments. 24 ed, Jan, n-1982 68 

usage in artist paints have been prepared ational Atseiation of Printing Ink Manufacturers 
by the American Society for Testing and yet {ii2™ Mater. Data Handbook. Volume 4—Pigments





By Frederick J. Schottman* 

Steel production and shipments recovered ly Canada and several developing countries. 
somewhat from the very low levels of 1982. The U.S. specialty steel industry was grant- 

However, production remained at less than ed import protection by extra tariffs and 
60% of capability. Shipments of steel to quotas, and other parts of the steel industry 

consumer goods industries increased but sought trade law protection against alleged- 

those to many capital goods industries ly unfairly traded imports. The steel indus- 

decreased further because of unused capaci- tries in most mature industrialized coun- 

ty or excess inventories in those industries. tries suffered from excess capacity. Al- 

The steel industry as a whole was unprofit- though some new capacity was being added 
able and some older plants were closed. in developing countries, excess world capac- 

Imports from Japan and the European ity and international financial problems 
Economic Community (EEC), which have delayed other projects. 

supplied one-half of U.S. imports, declined Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- 

but the difference was made up by increas- ta for the iron and steel industry are devel- 

ed imports from other countries, particular oped by the Bureau of Mines from the 

Table 1.—Salient iron and steel statistics 
(Thousand short tone unless otherwise specified) 

1979 1980 1981 12 1988 

Unied States: 
8 Production..--------------- egg7s 68.609 T3755 43.842 4.770 
‘Shipments .___~-—-~-~-~-2~777 sivel = 6943 THIS gad _aa.08 

‘Annual average composite price, per ton. $208.00 $208.00 «$204.66 «$218.00 $218.00 
Boporte! Seeman 105 73 16 54 6 
Imports for consumption®. -— ~~~ a6 400, 468 322, 22 

Steel? i a 
Production of raw steel: 

Carbone seee------------ 16226948892 O41 8,788 
Stainless =~ 2222222IIIIII2 2101 1701 1788 1285 1750 
Allother alioy 2 2~2222227—2=— 1800815445 17.628 9198 si082 

Total_---------------- 1888411189510 828 | 4STT BAIS 
Capability utilization’ ~" ~“percent_— 12 28 783 84 362 
Necchipments of steel mil product 100,282 «88.853 88,450 «1,067,584 
Finished steel annual average composite 
price-------.- conta per pound! «20006 «L655 24.924 25ATL_ 26.190 

‘Exports of major iron and steel products? — 3,400 4128 3,551 ‘2.387 1,589 
‘Imports of major iron and steel products? — 18428 «163558187 BRD, 964 

‘World production: 
Pigiton -------------------~---- 7586800 "5644900 551,900 502400 $505,000 
Raw steel Gngois and castings) ~~~ "821,091 "786891 «776,905 P70T|0B1_——*724,480 
—————————————— 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
ron Age, 
"Bureau of the Census. 
American Iron and Steel Institute (AISD. 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
Raw steel production capability is defined by AISI as the tonnage capability to produce raw steel for @ sustained full 

order book. 
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annual Blast Furnace and Steel Furnace plant. The owner of the plant is allowed to Report. Of the 46 steel operations to which a choose the most economical means to meet survey request was sent, 91% responded, the overall standard, although emissions representing 96% of the total production from some of the individual sources may shown in table 1. Production’ for nonre- exceed source standards. spondents was estimated using data from A negotiated agreement apparently clear- prior year reports and from published infor- ed the way for bubble plans for steel indus- mation. try water pollution. A private group had Legislation and Government Pro- objected to the plans originally proposed, grams.—The U.S. Department of Transpor- but agreed not to challenge the plans in tation issued final regulations under the court if they resulted in an overall 15% Surface Transportation Act of 1982 requir- reduction in ordinary pollutants and a 10% ing that only domestic steel be used in reduction in toxic pollutants compared with highway projects built with Federal funds the application of source emissions stand unless the use of imported materials would ards. As originally proposed by EPA and reduce the overall cost by at least 25%. industry, the bubble plans would reduce States could request waivers from the regu- costs to industry but would result in the lations in special cases, but the regulations same total emissions. were expected to effectively ban foreign The EPA issued proposed new air pollu- steel in this use. tion standards for new, modified, or rebuilt The US. Supreme Court agreed to consid- electric arc furnaces and argon oxygen de- er whether “bubble” plans are permitted carburization (AOD) vessels for steelmak- for air pollution control in regions where ing. The new standards were estimated to air pollution already exceeds Federal stand- reduce emissions by almost one-half com- ards. The Environmental Protection Agen- pared with those permitted under cur- cy (EPA) had approved several such plans rent regulations. EPA estimated that the but a lower court ruled that the plans are strengthened regulations would add 21 not permitted under the Clean Air Act. cents per short ton of billet to the cost of Under a bubble plan, total emissions of a carbon steel and 37 cents per ton to the cost pollutant from an entire plant are regulat- of specialty steel.? ed rather than from each source in the 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Production and shipments of steel recov- For example, shipments to the automotive ered from the very low levels of 1982, but and appliance industries rose 30% and 21%, remained below the levels of other recent respectively, but shipments to the machin. years. Raw steel production was over 150 ery and rail industries each declined about million tons in 1973 and over 120 million 10%. Shipments to the oil and gas industry tons as recently as 1981, compared with less dropped a further 60% as the industry than 85 million tons in 1983. Steel produc- worked off excess stocks. tion increased steadily during the first Domestic shipments of iron castings in- quarter of the year, from 34% of capability creased about 12% compared with those of in December 1982 to 56% in March 1983, 1982, but shipments of steel castings contin- but then plateaued below 60% of capability ued to decline, according to U.S. Depart- the rest of the year and averaged only ment of Commerce data. Shipments includ- 56.2% of capability for the entire year. ed 7.24 million tons of gray iron, 1.99 Production continued to shift away from million tons of ductile iron, 0.29 million tons the older open-hearth furnaces, which pro- of malleable iron, and 0.73 million tons of duced only 7.0% of domestic steel, toward steel castings. basic oxygen furnaces and electric furnaces, _ The steel industry continued to suffer which produced 61.5% and 31.5%, respec- heavy financial losses. According to an tively. The use of continuous casting rose to American Iron and Steel Institute (AISD 32.1% of raw steel production. survey of companies that produce about Total shipments increased by only 10%, 80% of domestic steel, these companies had compared with those of 1982. Although a steel segment operating loss of $1.9 billion shipments to most consumer goods indus- on sales of $27.3 billion. Although ship- tries increased strongly, shipments to some ments of steel increased, the value of sales capital goods markets continued to decline. declined because of lower average prices.
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Capital spending by these firms for their Corp. (USS) announced that it would perma- 
steel segments declined again to $1.9 billion nently close about 20% of its raw steel 

“from $2.2 billion in 1982 and about $2.4 capacity and 23 finishing and fabricating 
billion in each of the 3 preceding years. mills by April 1984. Full-capacity employ- 

The steel industry continued to re- ment would be cut by about 15,000. The 
structure to reduce costs and to adjust their closures were to include blast furnaces at 
capacity to the demand expected in years Fairfield, AL; Gary, IN; Chicago, IL; and the 
ahead. Less economical facilities were clos: Mon Valley Works near Pittsburgh, PA; 
ed and mergers were proposed. Major U.S. and basic oxygen furnace shops at Chicago 
steel companies negotiated with foreign and the Mon Valley Works. Various rod 
companies as potential sources of invest- mills were to be closed and wire and rail 
ment capital and as a possible source of were to be eliminated as USS products. A 
semifinished steel to replace higher cost proposed rail mill for the South Works in 
raw steel now produced in domestic plants. Chicago was canceled and all other oper- 
Many steel companies reduced employ- ations there except an electric furnace shop 

ment costs by eliminating jobs and by re- and a structural mill were to be closed. 
ductions in wages, salaries, and other bene- _Earlier in 1983, USS proposed and then 
fits. Most steel companies received conces- dropped a deal with the British Steel Corp. 
sions from their unionized workers during (BSC) for BSC to invest in USS plants and to 
1982 or 1983. In March 1983, the United supply semifinished slabs to USS's Fairless, 
Steelworkers of America and a bargaining PA, plant. The proposal aroused strong 
group of seven of the largest steel compa- opposition from labor despite USS’s argu- 
nies agreed on a new 4l-month contract ment that the plant’s blast furnaces and 
that reduced the basic wage rates by $1.25 open-hearth furnaces were outdated and 
per hour at the beginning of the contract that the entire plant might be closed unless 
and reduced paid time off. Cost-of-living slabs were bought from outside. 
allowances were eliminated in the first year _ Other companies closed integrated plants 
of the contract and limited in later years.In during the year. All operations except a rod 
return, the companies provided additional mill and a galvanizing line at Bethlehem 
funds for laid off workers’ benefits. For the Steel Corp.'s Lackawanna, NY, plant were 
whole industry, AISI reported that the aver- closed. Kaiser Steel Corp. ended all produc- 
age total employment cost per hour worked tion operations at its Fontana, CA, plant, 
by an hourly employee declined from $23.78 but there was outside interest to buy and 
in 1982 to $22.21 in 1983. Meanwhile, aver- reopen at least the finishing mills. CF&I 
age employment in the steel industry de- Steel Corp. closed the blast furnaces and 
clined from 289,000 in 1982 to 242,700 in basic oxygen furnaces at Pueblo, CO. CF&I 
1983, of which 198,500 were hourly employ- continued to operate its two electric fur- 
ees in 1982 and 168,900 in 1983. Hourly naces but capacity was cut by more than 
employment had reached a low of 151,000 in one-half and certain products were discon- 
November 1982 and had increased in 1983 tinued. Armco Inc. began phasing out its 

as production increased. 1.5-million-ton-per-year plant at Houston, 
Republic Steel Corp. and the Jones & TX. Armco also planned to consolidate oper- 

Laughlin Steel Corp. (J&L), a subsidiary of ations at Ashland, KY, and Middletown, 
LTV Corp., the fourth and third largest OH, and to phase out an open-hearth shop 
domestic steel companies, agr ed to merge. at Middletown and the hot strip mill at 
The two companies had a combined raw Ashland. 
steel capacity of over 24 million tons per _ The domestic steel industry was greatly 
year, about one-sixth of the U.S. total. increasing its capacity for continuous cast- 
However, it was expected by industry ana- ing. Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp. 
lysts that if the merger were completed, a achieved capacity to continuously cast 
significant amount of capacity would be 100% of its raw steel production with a new 
closed. During the year, J&L shut down its _ slab caster at Steubenville, OH, and a bloom 
Warren, MI, stainless steel plant after it caster at Monessen, PA. J&L added 3.1 
had reopened the melt shop at Midland, PA, million tons per year of capacity with two 
that J&L bought from the Crucible Steel new variable-width slab casters at the Indi- 
Div. of Colt Industries Inc. Republic perma- an Harbor Works, East Chicago, IN. Repub- 
nently closed its inactive Buffalo, NY, steel lic started a 1.8-million-ton-per-year slab 

mill. caster at Cleveland, OH. USS completed a 
Late in the year, United States Steel caster for 500,000 tons per year of rounds
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for the pipe mill at the Lorain-Cuyahoga of the company outside the steel industry. (Ohio) Works. Armco's new caster at Ash- ‘The steel segment of the company became a land was designed to: produce 720,000 tons subsidiary under the old name, National Per year of blooms for a pipe mill but Steel Corp. The employees of the Weirton modifications to allow casting slabs also Div., Weirton, WV, of National agreed to were being studied. A horizontal caster for buy the plant using an employee stock stainless steel was started at Armco’s Balti ownership plan (ESOP). National had more, MD, plant. Newly approved or plan- announced that it would not make further ned casters included two at Inland Steel investment at Weirton, implying that the Co.'s Indiana Harbor plant; one each at plant would close unless it could be cold. USS's Gary, IN, and Fairfield, AL, plants; ESOP's are a form of corporate ownership one at the Dearborn, MI, plant of Rouge that are given special tax treatment to Steel Co; and one each at Bethlehem’s encourage employee participation. To ob- Sparrows Point, MD, and Burns Harbor, IN, tain loans to finance the ESOP, the workers Plante. approved a new G-year contract that re- Two continuous annealing lines for sheet duced labor costs about 20%. The new steel began operations. Inland Steel started company, to be called the Weirton Steel a line with a capacity of 400,000 tons per Corp., would be the largest employee-owned 
year at Indiana Harbor, IN, and Bethlehem corporation in the United States and the started a similar line with a capacity of 10th largest domestic steel company. 600,000 tons per year at Burns Harbor, IN. Several smaller steel companies entered Continuous annealing can produce steel bankruptcy during the year. Korf Indus- with more uniform properties and can pro- tries Inc. was forced to sell its assets after 
duce types of steel that are not practical its parent company in the Federal Republic using batch annealing. of Germany went bankrupt. Kori’s George- Carpenter Technology Inc. and Armco town Texas Steel Corp. subsidiary minimill began production of specialty steel using . in Beaumont, TX, was sold to Cargill Inc. new rotary forges. Compared with conven- which merged it into its North Star Steel tional forging, the rotary forges have much Co. Korf’s Midrex Corp., developer of one of higher productivity and produce products the most successful direct-reduced iron with superior dimension control and (DRI) processes, was sold to Kobe Steel Ltd. straightness. of Japan. Korf retained its other minimill, Almost 1 million tons of seamless pipe Georgetown Steel Corp., Georgetown, SC, capacity was added during the year. A new and other subsidiaries. However, a group of 600,000-ton-per-year plant was opened by Kuwaiti investors that had held 30% inter- USS at its Fairfield, AL, steel mill. J&L est in Korf increased their interest to 51%. completed a renovation of its pipe mill at its The reorganized company was then re- Campbell Works, Youngstown, OH. Capaci- named Georgetown Industries Inc. ty of the plant was approximately doubled Phoenix Steel Corp. filed for Chapter 11 to 660,000 tons per year, while employment bankruptcy after Creusot Loire S.A. of was reduced from 1,500 to 1,000. On the France, which owned 56% of Phoenix, de- other hand, Armco canceled most of its $671 clined to provide additional financial sup- million project to increase pipe capacity port. Phoenix produced plate and pipe, two because of the poor market since early 1982. products for which markets were particu- National Steel Corp. planned an electro- _ larly depressed and slow to recover. lytic galvanizing line for sheet up to 72 Guterl Special Steel Corp., Lockport, NY, inches wide at the Great Lakes Steel Div. at was forced into bankruptcy, and late in the Ecorse, MI. It also planned to modify its 48-year a court ordered the sale of the firm’s inch hot-dip galvanizing line at its Midwest assets to satisfy its debts. Marion Steel Co., Steel Div., Portage, IN, to increase capacity Marion, OH, also filed for Chapter 11 bank- 75,000 tons per year. Galvanized steel was ruptcy. The plant was formerly owned by seen as a growing market because of efforts Armco and had reopened as an independent by the automotive industry to increase the company in 1982. Two other minimills were corrosion resistance of their products. New- sold. The Connors Steel Co. plant in Bir- ly designed automobiles made extensive use mingham, AL, was closed by its parent, H. of galvanized steel, K. Porter Co. Inc. and then purchased by In a corporate reorganization, National Commercial Metals Co. and reopened as Steel Corp. was renamed National Inter- SMI Inc. The Thomas Steel Corp. purchased group Inc., emphasizing the diversification the Lemont Manufacturing Co. minimill,
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Lemont, IL, from Ceso Corp. million tons of iron ore was consumed by 
Rhode Island Forging Steel Inc. reopened agglomerating plants at or near blast fur- 

the former Washburn Wire Co., Providence, maces in producing 17.8 million tons of 
RI, to produce specialized ingots for forging. agglomerates. Other materials consumed by 
‘The company intended to provide types and _agglomerating plants were 2.4 million tons 
sizes of ingots unavailable from larger pro- of mill scale, 0.9 million tons of flue dust, 0.8 
ducers. Similarly, McDonald Steel Corp., million tons of coke breeze, 7,000 tons of 
Youngstown, OH, was producing nonstand- anthracite, and 4.1 million tons of fluxes. 
ard section bars in a former USS plant. The Blast-furnace oxygen consumption to- 
company had started one bar mill in 1981 taled 16.2 billion cubic feet according to 
and reactivated a second in 1983. AISI. Blast furnaces, through tuyere injec- 

Ohio River Steel Corp. opened a 400,000- tion, consumed 14.3 billion cubic feet of 
ton-per-year structural mill in Calvert City, natural gas; 3.5 billion cubic feet of coke 
KY. Hunt Steel Corp. started its new pipe oven gas; 101 million gallons of oil; 41.1 
mill installed at the old Briar Hill Works of million gallons of tar, pitch, and miscella- 
Youngstown Sheet and Tube near Youngs- neous fuels; and 121,000 tons of bituminous 
town, OH. The plant can produce 360,000 coal. 
tons per year of seamless oil country casing. Materials Used in Steelmaking.—Accord- 

Preliminary work was begun on a_ ing to AISI, steelmaking furnaces consumed 
250,000-ton-per-year seamless tube mill 0.19 million tons of fluorspar, 0.70 million 
being built in Little, Rock, AR, by York- tons of limestone, 4.33 million tons of lime, 
Hanover Seamless Tube Inc., with produc- 0.66 million tons of other fluxes, and 118 
tion planned in 1986. The owners of Tubular billion cubic feet of oxygen. Metalliferrous 
Corp. of America were also planning a materials consumed in domestic steel fur- 
250,000- to 300,000-ton-per-year seamless naces, per ton of raw steel produced, aver- 
pipe mill for either Tennessee or Arkansas. _ aged 1,142 pounds of pig iron, 1,070 pounds 

Materials Used in Ironmaking.—Domes- of scrap, 25 pounds of ferroalloys, and 6 
tic pellets charged to blast furnaces in 1983 pounds of ore and agglomerates. The revis- 
totaled 49.0 million tons, and sinter charged _ed figures for 1982 were 1,137 pounds of pig 
amounted to 18.2 million tons. Pellets and iron, 1,083 pounds of scrap, 25 pounds of 
other agglomerates from foreign sources ferroalloys, and 5 pounds of ore and agglom- 
amounted to 6.4 million tons. A total of 10.8 erates. 

PRICES 

The annual average composite price for relatively strong demand and list prices 
finished steel in 1983, as reported by Iron were increased by over 15%. Iron Age listed 
Age, was 26.190 cents per pound. This price yearend prices for hot-rolled sheet and strip 
was 3.6% higher than that of 1982, the at 23.75 cents per pound, cold-rolled sheet at 
smallest increase since 1973. The composite 28.15 cents per pound, and galvanized sheet 
price increased from 25.297 cents per pound _ at 30.30 cents per pound. 
at yearend 1982 to 26.822 cents per pound at Demand for structural shapes and plates 
yearend 1983. The composite price for pig did not improve as much as that for sheet 
iron remained unchanged at $218 per short and strip, and prices for these steel products 

ton. remained depressed. Most list prices for 
Most steel continued to be sold at dis- structural remained unchanged during the 

counts from list prices because of continued year and one major producer reduced list 
weak demand and the availability of low- prices about 5% to bring list prices closer in 
priced imported steel. Earlier in the year, line with transaction prices. New produc- 
discounts of 20% were common, and dis- tion of medium-weight sections by some 
counts up to 40% off list for certain prod- minimills put additional pressure on the 
ucts were reported. major integrated mills to restrain prices on 

Prices for sheet and strip strengthened these products. Yearend prices for structur- 
during the year because of improved de- al shapes and plates were 23.90 and 25.75 
mand by consumer goods producers. List cents per pound, respectively. 
prices were raised about 6% in February List prices for minimill products such as 
and by about 7% in September, and dis- reinforcing bars, merchant bars, and light 
counts decreased. Galvanized steel was in shapes generally reflected true transaction
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prices. Prices for most of these products producers in local markets. Some reinfore- 
were increased several times during the ing bars reportedly sold for less than 10 
year by small steps (0.5 to 1.0 cent per cents per pound with prices about 11 cents 
pound) as demand improved and the mini- per pound common in the second half of the 
mills’ cost for scrap increased. However, year. Merchant bars were priced at about 13 
there were exceptions as producers respond- to 14 cents per pound. 
ed to competition from imports or other 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of major iron and steel products export to pay their foreign debts, and cur- 
from the United States continued to decline rency devaluations effectively reduced the 
because of generally weak foreign markets, price of their products. 
strong competition from foreign producers, The domestic steel industry continued to 
and a strong U.S. dollar. Asin earlier years, request relief from allegedly unfairly traded 
Canada and Mexico were the most impor- steel using antidumping and countervailing 
tant importers of U.S. steel. However, ex- duty cases. While Japan was reducing its 
ports to Mexico and to other Latin Ameri- exports and most exports from the EEC 
can countries decreased by more than one- were restrained by the 1982 agreement, 
half. Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Egypt, Tai- cases were pursued against other countries 
wan, the Republic of Korea, and Italy were including Argentina, Brazil, the Republic of 
other important markets for U.S. steel. Korea, Mexico, the Republic of South Afri- 

Total imports of major iron and steel ca, Spain, and Trinidad and Tobago. 
products increased slightly compared with Relations with the EEC continued to be 
those of 1982, but they represented a some- strained. by steel trade issues. One US. 
what smaller share of the U.S. market. company that was not a party to the 1982 
Steel continued to be available in the world agreement filed an antidumping case 
market at depressed prices and the high against steel plate from the EEC countries. 
value of the U.S. dollar for foreign exchange U.S. producers were also concerned about 
made imported steel attractive to U.S. con- imports of semifinished ingots and slabs 
sumers. Imports of pipe and tube were down _ and of pipes and tubes, products that were 
significantly because of excess stocks of oil- not controlled by the 1982 agreement, and 
country tubular goods on the market but diplomatic discussions were held with the 
imports of sheet increased, reflecting im- EEC. 
proved consumption in consumer goods in- The U.S. Trade Representative declined 

dustries. to initiate an investigation based on a.sec- 
Although imports of steel mill products tion 301 petition against Japan and the 

from Japan and the EEC decreased, total EEC. The petition alledged that trade agree- 
imports increased. Imports of most steel ments between Japan and the EEC had 
products from the EEC were restricted by a caused steel to be diverted to the US. 
trade agreement signed in late 1982. Im- market. Although there was evidence that 
ports from Japan declined from 5.2 million Japan had agreed to limit its exports of 
tons in 1982 to 4.2 million tons. Those from steel to the EEC, the petition did not show 
the EEC declined from 5.6 million tons to that the agreement had injured the US. 
4.1 million tons. Among the EEC countries, industry. 
the Federal Republic of Germany, France, _As the result of a section 201 investiga- 
and Belgium-Luxembourg supplied 1.4 mil- tion, restrictions were imposed in July on 
lion tons, 0.9 million tons, and 0.6 million imports of various specialty steels. The 
tons, respectively. Imports of steel mill restrictions were to last 4 years. They in- 
products increased from Canada and from cluded a tariff (in addition to normal ducies) 
several newly industrialized countries. Im- of 10% ad valorem in the first year decreas- 
ports from Canada and the Republic of ing to 4% in the fourth year on stainless 
Korea rose to 2.4 million tons and 1.7 steel sheet and strip. A similar tariff begin- 
million tons, respectively. Imports from ning at 8% and staged down to 4% was 
Brazil doubled to 1.3 million tons and those applied to imports of stainless steel plates. 
from Mexico increased by a factor of 5 to 0.7 Global quotas were set on imports of alloy 
million tons. Brazil and Mexico, as well as tool steel and stainless steel bars and rods, 
other less developed countries, needed to with the quotas set to increase 3% per year.
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In 1982, imports had supplied 30% to 50% | Argentina, Spain, and Sweden. On the oth- 
of apparent consumption of the products er hand, the EEC countries asked for com- 
covered by quotas. The quotas were set as pensation from the United States for their 
much as 44% below 1982 import levels. lost trade caused by the restrictions. Al- 
Although the quotas were initially set on a though trade restraints such as those under 
worldwide basis, the United States offered section 201 are permitted under the Gener- 
to negotiate orderly marketing agreements al Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, other 
(OMA's) with individual countries to give countries affected by the restraints are 
such countries specific quotas. Such OMA’s entitled to compensation or are allowed to 
were reached with Japan, Canada, Poland, retaliate. 

WORLD REVIEW 

After 3 years of decline, world production closed. Employment would be reduced by 
of raw steel recovered slightly in 1983. about 8,000 from the current 22,000. The 
However, much of the recovery was in Belgian Government in 1983 negotiated to 
Canada and the United States. Production integrate the operations of CS with ARBED 
declined in many European countries and SA of Luxembourg and Hoogovens IJmui- 
Japan. Free market prices remained low den BV of the Netherlands. Although an 
and most steel producers operated at a actual merger of the companies was unlike- 
financial loss. Governments increased their ly, they may cooperate in trading off pro- 
intervention in markets and their invest- duction quotas and in coordinating plant 
ments in steel companies in order to pre- closings. 
serve employment. Capacity in most indus- _ Brazil.—Production began at the new 
trialized countries was reduced while some Cia. Siderargica de Tubarfo plant in 
projects adding new capacity in developing _Vitdria City. The plant has a single 160,000- 
countries continued. However, the weak cubic-foot blast furnace and two 310-ton 
market and the already heavy international oxygen furnaces and has a capacity of 3.7 
debts of some countries caused other proj- million tons per year of raw steel and 3.3 
ects to be delayed. million tons per year of slabs. The slabs are 
Australia.—The Government of Australia _ to be sent to other Brazilian mills and to be 

announced a program to assist the Austral- exported for finishing. Tubardo is owned by 
ian steel industry. The program was con- the Brazilian state steel company Sid- 
tingent on cooperation from the steel indus- erargia Brasileira S.A. (51%), Kawasaki 
try by investment in modernization and Steel Corp. (24.5%), and Societa Finanziaria 
from labor by improved productivity. Begin- Siderurgica p.A. (Finsider) of Italy (24.5%). 
ning January 1984, and continuing for 5 The new 700,000-ton-per-year electric fur- 
years, the Government would pay a bounty nace steel mill being built by Siderargica 
to Australian steel companies on the sale of Mendes Junior S.A. was nearing completion 
certain products. The bounty could be as and was expected to start production in 
high as 20% of the sale price if sales were early 1984. 
very weak, but would decrease to zero if  Canada.—Two new hot-strip mills, each 
sales were very strong. The Government with a capacity of about 1 million tons per 
would also consider tariff quotas on imports year, began operating in 1983. Stelco Inc. 
if imports exceeded 20% of the market. The _ started its $250 million, 80-inch strip mill at 
new program was at the request of The the greenfield Lake Erie plant at Nanti- 
Broken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. (BHP). Until 1983, coke, Ontario, and Dofasco Inc. completed a 
BHP, including its subsidiaries, was the $360 million mill at its Hamilton, Ontario, 
only steelmaker in Australia. However, one _ plant. The Algoma Steel Corp. Ltd. suspend- 
minimill began operations in 1983 and a ed construction on a new $240 million 
second was expected to be built using equip- seamless tube mill until the market im- 
ment from an unused plant in France. proves. Algoma’s tube division was reported 

Belgium.—State-controlled _ Cockerill- operating at about one-half of capacity. 
Sambre S.A. (CS) was planning to reduce its. Sydney Steel Corp. received $77 million in 
capacity by 1.5 million tons per year down Provincial and Federal aid to modernize its 
to about 5.5 million tons in 1985. Two plant at Sydney, Nova Scotia. However, 
oxygen furnace shops at Liége and Charle- only one of the plant’s two blast furnaces 
roi and various other operations were tobe will be rebuilt. As a result, the plant's
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capacity will be cut by one-half to 500,000 Republic of Germany had complained that 
tons per year. its industry was threatened by subsidized 
China.—Production of steel began at the steel from other member countries. The 

the Baoshan steel mill near Shanghai. The EEC in 1983 continued other market con- 
first phase of the project will have a capaci- trols including production quotas, import 
ty of 3.3 million tons of raw steel per year agreements with nonmember countries, and 
and was expected to be in full operation in _ pricing regulations. 
1985. Work will also proceed with the sec- Independent steel companies, usually 
ond phase of the plant, which will double its small electric furnace steel mills, complain- 
capacity. The Baoshan project has been ed that the EEC regulations did not allow 
subject to many delays. The first phase was them to operate at profitable levels despite 
originally intended to start up in 1982 and _ their lower costs compared with those of the 
in 1981 the second phase was suspended state subsidized companies. 
indefinitely. France.—The two major state-owned 

Egypt.—Contracts were being negotiated steel groups, Union Sidérurgique du Nord 
for equipment for the new Alexandria Na- et de l'Est de la France and Aciéries et 
tional Steel Co. steelworks at El Dikheila. Laminoirs de Lorraine-SACILOR, further 
‘The plant will use a DRI plant and electric consolidated their ownership of the French 
furnaces to produce 930,000 tons per year steel industry. Privately owned Creusot 
of raw steel for bars and rod. Completion Loire was near bankruptcy and sold almost 
is planned for 1986. Nile Steel Co. in all of its steelmaking plants to the two state 
1983 received Government approval for a groups. 
490,000-ton-per-year minimill near Cairo. A 1982 plan, which projected 1986 produc- 
The plant will use imported scrap and is tion of 26 million tons of steel and called for 
scheduled to begin operation in 1985. layoffs of 12,000 steelworkers, was report- 

European Economic Community.— edly viewed as unrealistic, and an addition- 
Under a 1981 agreement, the EEC Commis- _ al 10,000 layoffs were expected. 
sion directed EEC member countries to Germany, Federal Republic of —German 
reduce their combined raw steel capacity by steel companies planned restructuring pro- 
30.4 million tons per year by 1985, a 16% grams to reduce capacity. A report commis- 
reduction from the 1980 capacity of 186 sioned by the industry recommended that 
million tons per year. The EEC countries the five largest steel companies be merged 
had agreed in 1982 to reduce steel capacity, into two. However, merger negotiations be- 
but national plans submitted to the Com- tween the companies were unsuccessful. 
mission in June 1983 proposed cuts totaling Individual companies did announce major 
only 20.4 million tons per year. The EEC cutbacks. Thyssen Stahl AG, the largest 
ordered reductions of 6.6 million for the German steelmaker, will cut its capacity by 
Federal Republic of Germany, 6.5 million 30% to about 12 million tons per year. The 
for Italy, 5.0 million for the United King- German Government received approval 
dom, 3.5 million for Belgium, 2.59 million from the EEC to provide up to $14 billion in 
for France, 1.1 million for the Netherlands, financial assistance for restructuring but 
1.1 million for Luxembourg, and 0.1 million intended to provide about $1.2 billion for 
for Denmark. The cuts ranged from 7% of costs resulting from layoffs and for grants 
1980 capacity for Denmark to almost 20% for capital investments to improve efficien- 
for France and the United Kingdom. No cy. 
cuts were ordered for Greece and Ireland, Korf Industries & Handel GmbH and 
which have very small steel industries. The some of its subsidiaries were forced into 
intent of the cuts was to make the EEC steel bankruptcy. The two Korf minimills, Ba- 
industry profitable by eliminating excess dische Stahlwerke AG and Hamburger 
capacity and to eliminate state subsidies by Stahlwerke GmbH were reorganized as in- 
the end of 1985. dependent companies. 

The EEC was to strengthen its controls, India.—Construction and modernization 
beginning January 1984, on the EEC steel projects of the Steel Authority of India Ltd. 
market by imposing minimum prices on (SAIL) were reportedly delayed by a reduc- 
products that make up about 40% of EEC tion in funds available for investment after 
production. At the insistence of the Federal SAIL lost $100 million in fiscal year 1982-83. 
Republic of Germany, the EEC was to im- Two 330-ton oxygen furnaces were commis- 
pose a system requiring documents showing sioned at Bokaro raising capacity there to 
the origin of steel shipments. The Federal 4.4 million tons per year, but that expan-
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sion program was behind schedule. The near capacity despite the world steel reces- 
three planned integrated steelworks at sion. 
Visakhapatnam, Vijayanagar, and Daitari © Luxembourg.—The Government of Lux- 
were expected to be delayed: because of lack embourg became the largest shareholder in 
of funds. ARBED when it increased its holdings from 

Orissa Sponge Iron Ltd. began operation about 2% to about 22% of the company’s 
of its gas- and coal-fueled, 170,000-ton-per- stock. ARBED is the major steel producer in 
year, Accar process DRI plant in Orissa. Luxembourg and employs over 10% of 
Meanwhile, the Government suggested that Luxembourg’s work force. 
a network of DRI plants be built to supply  Mexico.—Production of seamless tube be- 
India’s electric furnace minimills with iron. gan at Tubos de Acero de México S.A. at 

Italy.—State-owned Finsider planned to Veracruz. The tube mill had an initial 
reduce employment by one-fourth in its capacity of 290,000 tons per year but is 
plans to meet EEC required cuts in capaci- intended to be expanded to over 700,000 
ty. Blast furnaces, oxygen furnaces, and the _ tons per year. A new melt shop and a second 
hot-strip mill at Cornigliano were to be DRI plant were under construction at the 
closed for a reduction in capacity of 2 site. Although seamless tube from the plant 
million tons per year. The company was was intended primarily for the Mexican 
seeking higher production quotas from the petroleum industry; it was also exported to 
EEC to allow the reopening of the newly the United States and other countries. 
renovated integrated steel mill at Bagnoli.  Pakistan—The first phase of the state- 
Meanwhile, the Government offered finan- owned Bin Qasim integrated steel mill was 
cial incentives to the private sector to re- expected to be completed in 1984. A blast 
duce their capacity. A group of private steel furnace began production of pig iron in 1982 
mills proposed a syndicate to operate one and steel production began in 1983. The 
blast furnace, oxygen furnaces, and a con- initial phase has a capacity of 1.2 million 
tinuous caster at Cornigliano to produce _ tons per year, but the plant was designed to 
semifinished steel for their rolling mills. be expanded to 2.2 million tons per year. 
The companies would close their own melt Private companies proposed a spiral weld 

shops. pipe mill and a seamless pipe mill that 
Japan.—Steel production in Japan declin- would use the newly available domestically 

ed for the fourth year in a row. Capital produced steel. 
investment by the six largest steel compa- —_Philippines.—Contracts were signed for 
nies declined about 4% in fiscal year 1983 equipment for the new integrated Iigan 
and planned investment in fiscal year 1984 City steelworks of the National Steel Corp. 
was to be reduced a further 30%. Invest- of the Philippines, but the project was 
ment was being reduced in part because of threatened by lack of funds. Much of the 
the completion of several major projects, estimated $1.5 billion needed for the project 
but also because of restructuring for lower depended on loans from countries supplying 
demand. Most investment was in moderni- equipment and from international financial 
zation or replacement capacity; however, organizations. The DRL-based plant had a 
new capacity was added for products such planned capacity of 1.5 million tons per 
as galvanized steel that had growing mar- year. 
kets Nippon Steel Corp. and Nippon Kokan "South Africa, Republic of—Iron produc- 
KK. completed new seamless tube mills. tion capacity in the Republic of South 
‘These projects had begun when seamless Africa was being shifted to DRI processes. 
tube was in short supply but were complet- Scaw Metals Ltd. started production at its 
ed during a period of deeply depressed new 80,000-ton-per-year, coal-fueled DRI 
demand. plant. Work was continuing on a 330,000- 

Korea, Republic of.—Pohang Iron and ton-per-year plasma DRI plant for Union 
Steel Co. Ltd. (Posco) negotiated with equip- Steel Corp. with completion expected in 
ment suppliers and contractors for con- 1985. The commissioning of new raw steel 
tracts for a second integrated steel mill to capacity at Highveld Steel and Vanadium 
be built at Kwang Yang. The first stage of Corp. Ltd. including three additional prere- 
the new Posco mill is planned to have a duction kilns and another electric smelting 
capacity of 2.7 million tons per year and is furnace, was delayed because of low de- 
to be completed in 1988. Meanwhile, the mand. Meanwhile, the largest steel produc- 
Posco steel mill at Pohang was one of the er, South African Iron.and Steel Industrial 
world’s lowest cost producers and operated Corp. Ltd., reduced its capacity by 15% to
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about 7 million tons per year and planned _ tinued on an electric furnace melt shop. The to phase out a number of blast furnaces, plant will have an initial capacity of 18 obsolete steel furnaces, and other facilities million tons per year of DRI and is planned as its new DRI units and electric furnace _ to be expanded to 3.6 million tons in 1987. A come on-stream. new 2.4-million-ton-per-year oxygen furnace Spain.—The Government announced a shop was completed at Dneprodzerzhinsk to restructuring plan for the steel industry replace open-hearth and Bessemer fur. that included the elimination of 9,000 to naces. Major renovations and expansion 10,000 jobs and blast furnaces and steel programs continued at the Magnitogorsk furnaces of Altos Hornos del Mediterraneo and Kuznetsk plants. 
S.A. at Sagunto. However, the plan also United Kingdom.—BSC continued to op- provided $4 billion in financial aid from the erate at a loss and some facilities were 
Government for restructuring and moderni- closed. The company and Government con- zation. sidered closing entirely one of the BSC’s five Sweden.—The four largest stainless steel integrated steel mills. Programs continued producers negotiated to consolidate into two in the specialty steel sector and in the steel groups, but had not completed the mergers casting industry to reduce excess capacity. by yearend. The plan would merge Fagersta In specialty steel, BSC and private compa- AB, Nyby Uddeholm AB, Sandvik AB, and nies formed a joint venture to buy another 
Avesta Jernverks AB into one group mak- plant with the expectation of closing it. A ___ ing raw stainless steel and plate and a program in the steel foundry industry used 

* second making coils, pipe, and tube. Com- money from the Government and private 
pletion of the merger was delayed by lack of industry to provide financial incentives for 
final agreement on financial arrangements _ other foundries to close. 
in the complex mergers, Venezuela.—The first phase of the 
Taiwan.—China Steel Corp. planned to go Empresa Siderargica de Zulia C.A., also 

ahead in 1984 with construction of the known as Siderzulia, coal and steel project 
third-stage expansion of its integrated steel was postponed because of Venezuela’s al- 
plant. The expansion is expected to require ready heavy international debt and weak 
4 years and will increase capacity by 70% to demand for steel. The first stage was to 
6.3 million tons per year. include a 580,000-ton-per-year rolling mill 

U.S.S.R.—-The first of four Midrex DRI using semifinished steel from other Vene- 
units at the Oskol Electro-Metallurgical zuelan plants. 
Combine began operations, and work con- 

TECHNOLOGY 

Various Government agencies and the rolling. The U.S. Department of Energy was 
AISI are proceeding with a joint program to supporting four programs to cast strip develop new types of sensors for the steel about 0.05 inch thick, and a similar pro- industry. Program goals include develop- gram .was being carried out by private ment of systems that can provide almost companies.‘ Thin slab casters were reported 
instantaneous chemical analyses of molten to be operating on an experimental basis steel in a ladle or furnace, that provide that could produce slab as thin as 1-1/2 
three-dimension location of internal defects, inches. * 
that measure the internal temperatures of Two rotary wheel-and-belt casting ma- 
solid and solidifying steel, and that can chines were in use in Japan. The machine is 
inspect for surface defects during hot- claimed to lower operating costs and the 
rolling operations. If successful, the new relatively high casting speed and a high 
sensors will improve quality control, in- billet temperature make the new caster 
crease productivity, and increase efficien- better suited than a conventional casting 
cys machine to feed billet directly into a rolling 

Techniques to cast thin strip and sheet mill. Such direct rolling could reduce ener- 
were under development. In contrast to gy consumption and increase yield of fin- 
conventional continuously cast slab, which ished steel.* 
is several inches thick, the product of the High-quality heavy plates weighing be- 
new processes would be much closer to the tween 20 and 110 tons can be produced 
thickness of the finished product, and there- _ using horizontal insulated molds that cause 
fore would require less reduction during the ingot to solidify gradually from the
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bottom to the top. Inclusion and other for the torches was less than the cost of 
defects accumulate near the top where they _ conventional carbon electrodes. The process 
can be removed leaving a clean ingot suit- reportedly results in higher yield from the 
able for critical applications such as pres- metal charged; reduced noise, dust, and 
sure vessels or offshore platforms.” exhaust gas; and lower powerline flicker." 

Hot metal from the blast furnace was ————— 
being treated to reduce the phosphorus and {Physical sientist, Division of Ferrous Metals 
silicon content before refining in the oxgyen cy HaetelinsfSiandards of Postormanee or New Sakon: 
furnace. Like external desulfurization, sty Sources; Steel Plants, Blectric Are Furnaces and 

i . n- =n. Decarburization Ve 'V. 48, No. 160, which had become a well-established prac: AETORES p'stsestann, vet No 18 
tice, external dephosphorization and desili- ,’McManus, G. J. Sensors in Steel: Where a Picture is a orth More Than a Thousand Words. Tron Age, v.26, No. conization allowed the production of high- Wy°Niu"SToarm'paeMeos 
quality steel while improving the efficiency + Cau Sheet Be Continuously Cast? Iron Age, 
of steelmaking in the oxygen furnace Takue- G2 Nason ae Sty Direct-Cast Strip 

New variations icati ‘Am: Met Mark, v.91, NO, 181, July, 1963, p-4 s of and applications for A.Met Mark,y.91,N0.181 July 798, 
oxgyen steelmaking processes were devel- in MiniMills Am Met. Mark, v. 91, No. 185, Sept. 22, 
oped. A top-and-bottom blown converter  1988,p.4 
and top-blown, bottomstirred converters Madline Nog Available Prom Wort Baglwering 1 
were used to produce stainless steel.” Ad- No.8 Aug 1860 ptt 
vantages of the AOD for carbon and low- qaqa Seu eigen qgpiom” NEE s Ultra Heavy Plate, No 
alloy steels were reported.° The AOD proc- 38'Metal Producing. The Latest Wrinkle in Heavy Plate 

ified to use air to replace part of — Prguction,¥-21, No 0, Out. 968, p13 the vee moa ait . pI pal ae "Besale, K. sft Nakashima, Ma Noes ¥, Tekerel and 
e commercial nitrogen and oxygen nor- tira ’A Look at Nippon ig New Optimi- 

mally used, resulting in lower raw materi- i,Pefining Process. Iron & Steelmaker, v.10, BerB ate 
als cost." “awaharada, A. S, Ogura, R.Asaho, M.Saigusn, and 

Several new electrie-furnace technologies Ficciic umace Pax, 41 tetris Mir Bee 69, 1989. 
offer savings on electrode costs compared _Irqy and See Sox AINE, Warrendale, PA, 6, pp. 51-, 
with conventional electric furnaces. The ac Buln Mang Saini Stal ron Ra ‘ 
oxidation of electrodes in conventional fur- No,20 Dee. 5 198, pp MP-12 MP2 = 
naces can be reduced by protective coat- Wrggh Crton and Low Aly Sls ron & Soka, ings." Direct current (de) electric furnaces v.10, No.4, Apr. 1983, pp. 2025. 
with conductive bottom refractories require g,patiste'ior Sitrogen'im te AOD. Paper i Hlocte 
only a single exposed electrode and lower Furnace Proc, v.41 Detrot, Ml, Dee. 69, 1088) Iron and 
electrode costs. Other advantages claimed S'99150e AIME, Warrendale, TA. TH64 pp O70 ec. 
for the de furnaces include lower noise, and _ trodes to Reduce Graphite Consuraption. Iron &Steelmak- 
lower flicker loads on powerlines. Com- "2 No HMM D Gest Technical and Economi- 
mercial-scale tests were conducted with a al Aspects Regarding the Practical Application of « DC 
50-ton furnace using plasma torches rather Elesi"g fire Furnace, Paper ih tron and Steel Sec. 
than conventional electrodes. Wear of the AIME, Warrendale, PA, 1984, pp, 225207. 
tungsten electrodes in the plasma torches jy, Mét4) Bulletis Monthly, Voest-Alpine's Plasma Plant 
was reported to be minimal, and total cost ’ ‘ 

Table 2.—Pig iron produced and shipped in the United States in 1983, by State 

Production ——Shipped from furnsee® average value State (Ghousand ~~ Quantity, Value per ton at shortens) howard qpauanag) “furnace 

go reece erreurs 2743 zis 512072 13598 fouana occucscusce saeco seosace 16385 16398 ztere 199.80, Michigan -~~--27~~--22s2222s2=22=2-= 483 ‘aes ‘asiee1 i917 Ghige 7 OnE BR SER Gene UESE TSS sao, aaa ans1 49 201 Pennaylvania’ =~ ~~~" 7>72TTZIIII22 6962 Tuo tage's0 20089 ee Te Tino 360,045 Bie 
Alabama, Kentucky, Maryland, New York, West: 
Nisgiala,—nptcc boars: errata AO FARE TI OOARD ROE, 
‘Total or average ---~-------------~ 4870 49081 10,970,948 20519
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Table 3.—Foreign iron ore and 
manganiferous iron ore 

(excluding agglomerates) consumed in 
manufacturing pig iron 

in the United States, by source 
(Thousand short tons) 

Source 1982? 1983? 

Brazil ______---------- 197 12 
Cemeda 1876 2,185 
Venezuela —...--------~ 117. 1,157 
Other couniries ~~ "=7777> 59 9 

Petal 2 ese 38,302 3,453 

+Excludes 7,931,805 tons used in making agglomerates. 
Excludes 8,862,921 tons used in making agglomerates. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independ- 

ent rounding. 

Table 4.—Pig iron shipped from blast furnaces in the United States, by grade! 

1982 1985 
Grade uantity Value Juantity, Value 

Soman Total ‘Average Sroana Total ‘Average short tons) thousands) _‘perton hort tons) (thousands) ‘per ton 
Pointy cence tees os 195 $89,899 $204.30 1238 $25969 $211.13 
Basic —_-___2 2 LL Lit 42,184 8,799,327 208.59 47,915, 9,835,227 205.26 
Bessemer——— —-- oo 572 105,288 184.07 Ww Ww Ww Low phosphorus ~~~ ~~~ ~~" >> Ww Ww Ww Ww Ww w 
Mallesibe 37 CaP OTETT SES 368 80,700 21929, Ww w w 
Alllother (not ferroalioys) -~———~— 3302568819756 1043209747 201.10 

Total or average —-—-—----- 43.449 95050897 208.31 49,081 10,070,943 205.19 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “All other.” 
‘Includes molten iron transferred directly to steel furnaces.
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Table 6.—Number of blast furnaces in the United States, by State 
SS 

1982, 1983 
State Tn Outof “Ta Onto? a 

blast? Dlast ‘Total blast* blast. Total ce err a RS aR Etat 
Mite: piccicmnncsiacecEbesa 24 5 6 1 5 6 SOI nem rertenee mire nips simone 1 3 - 2 2 4 CRED Science conan ne ee -3 4 4 - — 4 Mlinois _--—~— 2 2 6 8 4 1 5 
aplasa wna ----- =e === 3 ag 7 a z 18 tacky estos 2 Se 2 Maryland. ———~——~-~~~--2-2-2--2---- : 2 3 ; 3 4 PNA a ticeacm 6 3 9 New York. --227722227227777777777777 i 8 9 1 3 4 Sd EIR EDS re ERE SET TT, By 10 21 2 6 18 Pennsylvania --______.....2_2-=ol ilo 7 38 40 9 2 a Mesan os SUSLESDET TT Toa T aT SEL Ey 1 1 2 Pe 2 2 Dial goo oon i 2 3 i 3 3 
Wet VaR cg nomenon ecu 2 2 4 2 2 4 
Total... === eee 2 6 (138 52 4100 ———SS Ee 

Im blast for 180 days or more during the year. 

Table 7.— U.S. steel production, by type of furnace 
(Thousand short tons) 

ac ee at EO ees . Basie 
Year Open. oxygen Electric. =Total 

hearth converter ——— crt 
TOP crocs sh eosiemearanna nia rem asaieaiag aasies 19,158 83,256 (33,927 136,341 
WD s+ 8 meneame nen nena 13,054 67,615, 31,166 111,835 
FOB en cen piven pe Se ee 18,452 73,231 34,145, 120,828 Wercraskeceteeees 6045909 BSB “rT 
BIE ecclesia ieee none aR eee 5,951 52,050 26,615 184,615 a ee ar eel soe OM 

Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: American Iron and Steel Institute. 

‘Table 8.—Metalliferous materials consumed in steel furnaces' in the United States 
(Thousand short tons) 

pac car ee ees 
‘Agglomerates? vere ron Year i OE ge SN yin, TE aeltea ‘Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign alloys' scrap - $$ rire Persie 

TY wicccncecsuateccences 409 146 7% 81.948 1978 mn5 10 Sucecuiescoe sae & m1 56553603 61930 
DIB crete niin trer-etminics ra 207 43 34 71,284 1,663 63,195 
UAB Soe Se 2 64 81 58 742,395, oT 40,379 1989 -277DT77T=T TIS 3 96 % 3348300 1,063 45.380 nc ca che ete ce aE aye AEE 

"Revised. 
"Basic oxygen converter, open-hearth, and electric furnace. 
roaasued integrated steel Pant ‘only, = < 7 4 
*Inclue ferromanganese, spiegeleisen, silicomanganese, manganese metal, ferrosilicon, ferrochromium, anc ferromolybdenum. Includes ferroalloys added to steel outeide the furnace.
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Table 9.—U.S. consumption of pig iron, by type of furnace or other use 
SC SC 

‘Type of furnace pe OO a 
other use Thousand Percent Thousand Percent ‘Thousand Percont Shorttons _oftotal__shorttons__oftotal__ short tons __of total 

Basic oxygen converter... ‘62,162 228 98.58 8 44396 385 
‘Qpeuvbeerth eeeenee cee 8,867 us 8,635 82 3,918 18 ten 777 7a 7a 583 8 $06 i 341 t 
Gupola 222 2ET TTS SIIITET 635 2 “a1 ih 25 3 
Air and other furnaces*_______ 254 3 M1 3 91 = 
Direct castings*____________ 2,489 33 1,102 25 965, 19 

Total® —_-__ nm 75,040 100.0 44,409 100.0 50,070, 100.0 

‘Includes vacuum-melting furnaces and miscellaneous melting processes. 
Castings made directly from blast furnace hot metal. Includes ingot molds and stools. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 10.—U.S. consumption of pig iron, 
by State 

(Thousand short tons) 
State 1982 1983 

Arkaneas__—---——--———- 1 1 Gonneeieat —2222=222=> § 5 
fiinae Poseesc cou 2,751 3,285 Indianaz2c227~-~--7-~SS«18'600 8507 
Iowa cook Py aT 
Kanes .....----------- 5 3 

Maine. eee e ® 
“Massachusetts.._____--.. ace 13. 

Michigan .___---------- 4,212 4,535, 
Minnesota —_-—_—_--_--~ 18 20 

on le ae £ 3 low deresy 22_~a_a= aa 
Ney tok ee suena e 1,008 886 
Riis: 8,142 9,528 Gusbaaa 22220 vo TTS io 10 
Pennsylvania ~~~ -=--> BHT TOT 
Gee Wisconsin === 2222222222 50 a 
Undistributed® _____.._.. 8,261 3,043 

MIO ei crmasamerenie 44,409, 50,070 

"Includes molten pig iron used for ingot molds and direct 
castings 

Stee than 1/2unit. 
“Includes Alabama, California, Colorado, Florida, Ken- 

tucky, Maryland, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Ore- fe, Hoe signg South Carling, Tenneneo, ‘Utah, 
fashington, and West Virginia. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent 

rounding.
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Table 11.—U.S. exports of major iron and steel products 

8 1982 es 
Product “as in. Gmy “a Gals vale Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Ghorttons) (housands) (hort tone) (Chousands) hort tons) (thousands) 

Stel mil product Ingots, booms billet slabs sheet 
IS nnn nwnv nn nn =~ BAO,6OD «154512 «862299 «$82.68 © LoaT5g«—(gar.ea8 Wirerods ("2=7-"=--2=> ings ales “2550 “18.374 con 126 Structural shapes, J inches and 

over ~ 181,384 80,328 56,399 36,992 47,024 30,478, 
Structural shapes, under inches ©» 16176—=—‘16,065 980 «1L761 = 21801 Be.04T 

Sheet piling —-_~____-____ 7,607 9,654 5,623 3,406 2,097 ‘1,627 Platesso ve ---—--------- 104896. 7OR— aT 98D SAT «ogee gL eT 
Raileandirack accessories --_ «7825-51608 © 8849035258 «Iw al6 TS 8B Wheels andazleseoo === 77390, 2785 2m 11501 1358 81040 Goncretereinforeing bars" «a7 IT” = 419 = 147402807055 93340 
Bars carbon, hotrofied----—  9Yoal 48587 ©3014-8083 3R502aT'Ta9 Bars alloy hotrolied ---—--_ BIB B7798«dskane 41.903 B8'902 AL 608 Bars coldfinished-.------- aaa «= «Sug. T7400 «Bsa Osey OWS ‘Hollow dill steel ~~ >>" 222 ‘4518 278 Yast 3.508 1818 ‘3279 Pipeandtubing-—--"-_-__ 73447 aLaTd © 430,630 T91/252«—a87'967 404 819 
ieumiacis (e of 38 ge ae Te Nails, brads, spikes, staples—-—— 11.948 ‘ ‘i : : 24306 
Blackplate — ——~.——-.-..-—— 89,717 25,711. (71,888 17,897 60,929 18,704 ‘Tinplate and terneplate———-__ 81089 «280.988 HO.IT = LIST SES BB RDG 
Sheets, hot-rolled __-_______ 195,294 105,394 62,191. 42,744 42,544 32,984 
Sheets cold-rolled -=—=---= “a4 S988 TT «BRB BOAT] ST 198 Strip,hotrolled-.--—~""""~gisgs ss Bab5B args S709 «186808 
Strip, cold-rolled —_________ 51,534, 73,855, 25,421 42,991 26,152, 42,255 
Plates, sheets, strip, galvanized, 
coated or clad_ ~~ 131,266 94,686, 67,395, 51,447 18,142, 55,665 

lepers. 2,908,863 12,275,267 1,842,313 1,601,431 1,198,623 1,054,794 

Other steel products: i aa a a 
Plates andsheets, fabricated... 40244 «66,404 RNG 52.885 21.990 89.992 Structural shapes, fabricated: «72/888 990,528 «119,303 268,673.83 188,087 ‘Architectural and ornamental 
IN ra cope ns enmorcrnem 10,193 23,998 5,578 14,609 3,643 15,178 Sashesand frames --—"22Z2 04 SNL T Bt 3197 38,069 

Pipe and tube fittings —-_____ 50,716 300,810 41,578, 293,573 22,831 141,646 
Pipe and tubing, coated or lined — 19,470 23,806 16,037 21,680 13,025 17,583 Boltsandnute<- ~~ T0254 «18442 «TOOL Ad'964 «= T2OT3 0m Da Forgings -~---2-2-222- «= BB195.|sd4dgz0 4089 g9.2t7 = 88.048 Ba GCaststeel roils ~~~ 777227 S014 esi 3206 10,987 om Bat 
Railway track material ————__ 4458 7,386 6611 1,544 3,215 4,788 

Mis comosom as, 448,796 31,138,745, 342,406 913,111 246,642 553,894 

Tron products: ge 
Cast-iron pipes, tubes, fittings __ 95,386, 145,519 118,185, 160,091, 85,513 128,523 Troncastings ==> _—*TUS621_——BB99B_——ONSAB_——80.5RZ—SBBMA AO BO 

Total—------------___ 208.907 234,517 8.738961 143,857 _——«174, 389 
Grandtotal_._____--_- 9,556,506 13,648,528 2,967,452 2,794,155 1,589,122 1,788,077 

*Data do not ada to total shown beeause of independent rounding. 

Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of pig iron, by country 
= eS 1982 1988 

‘Country ‘Quantity Value Quantity: Value Quantity Value 
(short tons) (thousands) _(Ghorttons)_(thousands) _(Ghort tons) (thousands) 

Australia. 3101 3470 8,506 $527 —_ a BelgiumLaxembourg -—~~~~77~ 2 2 1202 200 a5 3135 Brailes se TZTToT> 188951 SAMS BIS 138955 
Ganada=2""7TTTTTTTTTT= barat? = aBléss = aT'ga ©2995 odlgoe «18,008 China osu SERED SESSA a m-  ATHG "1560 ae a Franca 22072372 4838 Ti Tap 39 Tm iot South Aivica, Republic of -~~ >>” 45,988 so 185, 23968 9,650 1,259 Brot. voc eueonc Snceae 4526 "430, os ae ste a 
Venezuela --~22222222==22> 2204 236 me ro : (Otbar 2-2 SEE SSPSEREIOSETE 2 a H ® % io 
TEI nest arecsasni niet ra 468,125 71,013 $21,702 48,940 242,114 31,917 

*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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‘Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of major iron and steel products 
19a 1982 Toa 

Product ‘Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Ghorttons) (thousands) (hort tons) (thousands) (hort tons) (thousands) 

a anata tee 3s, blooms, billets, sabe, sheet Bre ce ets slabs set —rgoos2 $213449 «716,588 ««S180812 822.483 $178,621 
RR tree ce, 888,456 388,315 961,768 366,267 1,188,918 392,317 
Structural shapes, finches and Over non ee  nne - —-L976:769 27/669 1483486 44.550 1,489,228 425.55 
‘Structural shapes, under 3 inches 105,412 38,027 59,711 21,732 88,288 29,298 Sheet piling enn Se7lg 40,512,114 864 «BOBO. «6.050 ars 
TUN ee ek 2,447,687 900,595, 1,619,588 565,989 1,893,378 358,945 Rails and track accessories -—- "282571 —«oal7ss "320,358 15445168999 56,528 Wheelsandaries--- ~~ 3570230855 19.905 18.682 500 780 Concrete reinforcing bars---- «B2GAT © ABAIS 5.07 12.700 BR Oe 30,12 
Bars, carbon, hotrolied -----_ 418000 «168516 «207403118793 SARI _109,504 
Bars, alloy, hot-rolled _______ 176,571 119,706 164,414 112,848 189,806 87,275, Bars cold-finished -------- 281278 «219098 §«— «218317 = BAT OI2- «OKT «160,887 

Hollow drill steel ~~~ 7~7777 Yaee 1588 1462 1761 tia we Welded pipe and tubing. 2740842 1aud'arT © aazdTas «1 azeae ape 16 ©_505,i78 Other pipeand tubing -"_-Sg27'786 SATs] © D9eA56 © ONL RES © 1124.265 60.002 Wire trenn nell algae 5821889 “a4o;5a0“'zTLaB9 478776 816,761 Wirenaila=--"7"7"-""= agar To0loas agen 14040114998 Wire fencing, galvanized ~~~ 5.446 619 3457 5825 107762 6901 Backplate ~~" gag avass = 110885 s.ase_ 170.4006. 309 Tinplate and vernepiate-—---- «—-2SHALd «180,300 BIBS ISLTIS as 168,418 
Sheets, hot-rolled —__- -_-__ 1,628,141. 526,902 1,855,024 421,498 2,080,684 545,735 Sheeta,coldrolied ——-------  UY628016 720,856 708,708.» TAT-464 425,167 886,228 
Sheets, coated Gnclading Walvanized "1,908,588 604,048 1,227,867 «58,108 2.050.275 863,471 Strip, carbon, hot-rolled ~~ 2098410718” 215655 309” 82580 L401 Stripearbon,coldrolied ----- 50866 ©0218 © 49,209 45.368 66000189 
Strip, alloy, ot-or cold-rolled (includingstainiess)- 23087-42882, 87S 48,186 = TT9B SS aT,44T 

Plates, sheet, strip, electro- iytically coated other than within Jeadorzine)-----__—86,505_—«82,502_—«5T884__—84,006_—T.0BT_——G. 4B 
Total__.------------__19808.872 10,247,660 _16,506292 947,182 17,084,988 6,390,696 

Other steel products: "Plates, sheets, trip, fabricated — 482 5,528 4016 54a7 5,536 4,490 Structural shapes fabricated «168779 «179,719. «148,506 188/589-2829 «155,908 
Pipe pain - rere ces 131,829 221,691. 112,680 192,912 71,161 92,146 
Hei co Me oe 1,928 8,952 105 488,282, 282 2,187 

Bale ties made from strip —— ___ 1,390 1,190 1,197 1,028, 643 546 Nail brads spikes, stapes fackanotofwire-"---___ 1628127091335 013,407 a.977 Roltsnute,rivels, washers, ei 45743401390 BRST. «ATL TIO. AS0TOT. ATS. IBT 
Bae 51,772, 38,601 45,910 33,897 28,800 20,730 

Total n----- 822806954618 144,790 «1842878 804005 795,481 
Tron products: ‘Castiron pipes tubes, fittings «25.554 TSIS 2858] LIT «80.699 Ba185 

Troneatting =" n= -o> Tota ToT T2108 ara T,608 
Total..-------------____ 96761 ‘88957 _—*104,882 —104285 «125871 _—_—_—*108,848 

Grand total... 20,817,528 11,286,285 17,885,464 10,894,295 17,963,854 7,237,965 

‘Table 14.—Pig iron: World production, by country 
(Thousand short tons) 

Countey™ cz) 1980 1981 1982? +1085" 
Algeria -...-.--.----------------. "548 "137 989 992 1,000, 
Axgeelind ee 2,136 1,976 1,914 2,090 42,062 
‘Australia 77 TITIITITIITTIITIIIIIE 8610 Te12 7529 6,565, $5,561 
Mille oo 4,081 3,342 3,832 3434 3,362 Belgium =2---2227222222T22TT2TT2 hate aoa sous Bot 
Bel oe 13,270 14,286 12,150 12,185 14,539 Bulgaria ~~~ 22722222222222222222 1598 1683 667 Ynt To Banog Soin es arene cera = ae 4 15 15 
Ganada20LTLIIIIITIIITIITIITIITI nae t0.140 ggls 0,448 Chile. 2 TT IILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 64 m4 42 500 00 
hina CIIIIISIINIINIICIIIIIO ads ant 97,686 aT a8 
Colombia — ~~ ---- nemnreins *266 *308 ORT am dogg Ceechoslovaiia==227722TTTZTTIIIITIT tweeted 9990 9821 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 14.Pig iron: World production, by country! —Continued 
(Thousand short tons) 

Country? 1979 1980, 1981 1982” 1983" 

Byypt =e 6a m m 125 138 Filend Soi Seen nee TT TS 2ut 2206 2,180 2157 2.205 
RNs oo ccoccceeceecesese ull 20,906 20,580 18,697 16,569 14,808 
German Democratic Republic’ ___________. 2,630 2,709 2,691 2,369 2,205 
Germany, Federal Republic of... --------- 88,765 37,339 35,1387 30,447 29,321 
TIN ne eile merece 362 7 8334 $330 ©3830, 330 
Hungary oe cuccus ce eege 0SELe 2611 2t 2alT 24d 49356 
Mini reas cca pas conenaciensoninliea sean sentient 9,643 9,362 10,443 10,582 10,472 
Tran? sce Succcosuouislaaescedsae ‘900 ‘200 ‘600, F700 ‘200 Wtaly -oozz2zs2222l22ZZZTTZITIIII gas gage 818 aTaT a 886 
Jepan -.-~ 5+ = 92,402 95,946 88,239 85,603 79,805, 
Mie HORE eset pence eee 3,200 3,300 3,300 3,300 8,300 
Korea, Republic of _ ..----------------~ 5,581 6,148 8,739 9,309 8845 
‘Lammnbourg".... -— = ne = 4,190 73,983 3,185. 2,852 2,557 
ME oe cece iniennimarn ae 5541 5,815, 6,044 5,625 45,549 
Morocco =~ = 7222 22202222TTTTTIIITE 8 8 18 13 iT Hethedansds OD “SATTTETERISSELOIONS 5307 qa sou 3987 4090 

New Zealand’ —— = 30 ag "165 165 165 
Rerweg on ee mT "615 626 582 551 
Pakistan... ....-------------------- = ae 420 °380 880 
Peto 283 288 195 3226 4153 
Poland____-_...-....------------- 712,706 13,176, 10,308 9,895. 9,370 Poepagel [ESOC SS STIS SETTEESTEN TST 203 385 52 ost 391 
Romania_~~—72-~72~22222222222 222 9187 9.984 9.768 9.521 9.500 South Africe, Republic of_.~--—-----2=2-- 77150 82a a9 ‘Taba 56 
Gpincolecsccencocesciee. «=| Ae 408 780 6604 #5950, 

pe cpr nnicarren manne mmpme 3,343 2,685 1,896 2,069 2,094 Syieedend 2 oo oS SATE SISO SEZE 3 ‘2 33 fs i Taiwan -~-22222222-22=22222 22 1980 1851 1s 2gm 2916 
Phelend) =~ SSTOETTIST ATES TOTES ESS 33 20 Hw 7 3 
Tunisia 277777 2TTTTIIIIITTIIT IE 185 168 16 10 165 
fo gaara iaeeeseee Same earn eS 2456 229 2154 2067 3,296 
USS ----TLTTTIIITIIIIIIII IIT «ogo ng 259—ngirgz Taz 121.805 United Kingdom=-----2----2---2a-2-. 4B 7008 10,439 239 Tare United States -2=222sl22zstooaaa>~= «BROTH RGN] TRTEG | a8BM 48.770 
DIE snes cceecetrurnphtnsibipaieennernintein: 1,468, 2,609 2458 2,598 $2476 

Yugoslavia —----.--..-..----------- 2,603 "2,673 3,105 2,968 $3,136 
Zimbebwe® ~-_ ~~~ ---~-~--= sone 660 660 40 00 '330 

RE air reee steerer Screener *586,300 7564,800 551,900 502,400 505,000 

“Estimated, Preliminary. "Revised. 
ie ‘excludes ferroalloy production except where otherwise noted. Table includes data available through May 30, 

‘2[n addition to the countries listed, Vietnam and Zaire have facilities to produce pig iron and may have produced 
limited quantities during 1970-8, pat ovtput is not reported and available general information is not adequate to permit 
formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 

Includes sponge iron output. 
‘Reported figure. 
SIncludes blast furnace ferroelloys. 

“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 15.—Raw steel: World production, by country? 
(Thousand short tons) 

‘Country* 1979 1980 1981 198?” 1988 

AI scans estan Sreemmienereenengna "347 "423 515 "630 660 
Angola® ._....-------------------- n it n i te Areatins SUSE S Tae oe eco aaeeee ease 3581 2918 2788 sail 3.20 
Australia —---------- apenas 8,956 "8371 8416 7,023 $6,177 
RINE coc meme ees 5,420 5,097 5,132 4,694 $4,862 
Bangladesh® ______________. ais 139 152 153 120 “52 

Belgium -..--—-------------------- 714,940, 713,585, 18,548, *10,900 411,194 
Pee 5 on wat cl eon see ees 15,315, 16,908 14,584 14,319 416,159 Bae ee a 2198 2500 2138 B48 2300 
Cmmali ooo ase eae 17123 M512 16,326 12,965 14,140, Ghile---=22222722772ITTIIIIIIIIIE "T24 ng n0 ‘aT "680 
Ching 2=222222neT TT TTTTTTIITIZ 88a tk w9,242a0.900 44 040 
Colombia 277272222ITIIEITIIITIIITI 309 46 485 “91 489 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15.—Raw steel:' World production, by country? Continued 
(Thousand short tons) 

ee rN peepee anes ca 
Country? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

Cuba ——— +e 362 335, 364 332, 390 
Cutheilowskie scl 16,333, 16,783. 16,832 16,526, "16,561 
TION nr en erica s cteasalioeaitnon ‘886. 809 675, 617 $543 
leas corse sa e Be 520 C7 
ElSalvador® ______ 7 15 15 eS 3 6 
FINE ocrin semmenirina oe eo 2,755 2,766 2,676 2,661 42,663 
France... TT 25,750 25,547 23,433 20,300 19,414 German DemgsratieRapiblig == ——TTLTTTI=> tae 8.050 ‘8251 7902 7100 
‘Germany, Federal Republic of —— ~~~ >>> 50,750 48,323 45,867 39,551 $39,386, Gregee saa counts aera SET OREETGT Te 1102 1081 002 1003 1010 Hong Kong* —~~>"~7~777TTTTTIITIT TE 130 130 130 180 130 
SOMME 5 icnsinnnooacnke Coaoeeuaaee 4,308 4,149 4018 4,082, $3,987 
FI ror mentee rece nite EER 11,019 10,384 Fe11,442 1811 $11,359, RUM i LS ete aspgreeeeeee 336, 397 551 * 8550 ‘550, 
PIO rsa seciserionisntstinl ii kaieki aS 41,576 1,300 *1,300 1,300 1,500 
Frey? = net eee 388, 287 50 50 50 Deland 2 CORDES oa ERIE STEIS AEE i 2 3 é 6 
IRE Sohne eee eee 118 127 126 #100 165 
TAY. osc pk oer eS 26,731 29,212 27,812 26,434 428,801 
SAE. etn nnn nana 128,181 122,792 112,078, 109,783 $107,105. 
WON base es *89. 795 *149 154 150 
NI is icc ream NEARS n ln u pa py 

Korea, North® ________ 3,700, 3,900 3,900 *3,900 3,900 
Korea, Republic of. -____ > "TTT LLIL 8,389 9,434 1,854 12,955, 418,134 Luxembourg - --_-----~--.---------- 5,456 5,092 4,178 3,869 $3,682 
Moleyeie oo os. 4208 230 230, 230 230, 
II a= remeron Soy tmasen eon 7845, 1,888 8,383 1169 $7,625 
Mate oS Se a 7 7 1 7 1 
DRRRNEIN. cx is ssep tener nenrciiicanone cieones 6,400 580) 6,032 4,799 $4,936 New Zealand - -________ ne —-—-—— 244 #239 255 218 4257 
CONGR sie anenianii nasneeodoue 1 WT it 110 150 Norway -~~7~72DTDIITIIIII TIT 1015, oa 935 847 +988, 
PR Soto oe eae 33 33 44 44 390 

{5 TE 481 "493 401 302, 320, Philyplaes CODES SSTLET ESET SE 438 364 336 £390 390 TOM ces accel intense 21,184 21,479 11,827 16,309, 414,991 
‘Portogal 22. -- 5 115 7120 607 556. 4734 GRE EERE a8 485 99 Bad 520 
OR mitochon meee ese 14,230 14,523, 14,358 14,891 14,440 
Bee AM opps 50 55 80 110 440 ‘Singapore -...___________ 1 7777 327 875 386 $385 385 South Africa, Repubiie of. ——— 777277777 9775 9,996 9.925 aut 47721 
TI nn casper rreerremnnnm man eco ate sammie 13,563, 13,874 14,233 14,506. 14,034 Amtdte oe eae 5,101 4,665 4,150 4,300 “4,641 NE as neni meneame aT 1,024 1,065 1047 1,050 Syria’ Se ic ores mentemenep ee maemmeneen 7120 *120 *120 4109 110 IWR mm ow 3,512 3,767 3,465, 4,495, $5,530 Theiend .—c-2.--—___----_-___— 485, 496 331 344 320 ‘Trinidad and Tobago —_--_— ~~~ ~~ aoe 3 58 188 241 Tunisia —- nn assole ib 196 196 121 182 RE dont ics mec conn 2,641 2,795, 2,605 3,081 $3,904 USSR ---____-- Sr 164,353 163,077 163,632 162,221. 168,650 ‘United Kington oo 23,631 12,482 17,170 15,106 416,527 United States_ 222 136,841 111,835 120,828, 14,577 434,615, Wraguay 1 SRE EERE ET ESAPEDSSDOTS 15 8 15 22 ‘8 Verenitle — enn 1,625 1,967 2,003 2,531 $2,476 NN a ee 120 130 120 *130 10 STINE or csemenmrerenien encctenee 3,899 4,006 4,383, 4,244 $4,558 Uimbebwe ETI 816 886 "62 582 500 

SMR is rire ie *821,091 786,831 776,905. 707,081 724,480 aaa A 
Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
*Steel formed in first solid state after melting, suitable for further Processing or sale; for some countries, includes ‘material reported as “liquid etel,” presumably measured in the molten state prior to cooling in any specific forma, Table includes data available through May 90, 1984 
“In addition to the countries listed, Ghana, Libya, and Mozambique are shown to have steelmaking plants, but available data is insufficient to make reliable production estimates. Burma reportedly has a remelt capacity of 40,000 

tons; however, plant output, if any, is not known. 
‘Reported figure. 
Data are for year ending June 80 of that stated.





By Franklin D. Cooper 

~ In 1983, brokers, dealers, and other out- request was sent, 69% responded, repre- 
side sources supplied domestic consumers senting an estimated 81% of the total con- 
with 32.8 million tons? of all types of ferrous sumption shown in table 2 for three types of 
scrap at a delivered value of approximately scrap consumers. Consumption for the 
$2.34 billion, while exporting 7.5 million nonrespondents was estimated using prior 
tons valued at $637 million. In 1982,domes- reports adjusted by industry trends. An 
tic consumers received 27.5 million tons ata estimation error is also contained in the 
delivered value of approximately $1.8 bil- difference between the reported total con- 
lion while exports of 6.8 million tons were sumption of purchased and home scrap and 
valued at $610 million. the sum of scrap receipts plus home scrap 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- production, less scrap shipments, and ad- 
duction data for ferrous scrap are developed justments for stock changes. For scrap con- 
by the Bureau of Mines from voluntary sumption data shown in table 2, this differ- 
monthly or annual surveys of U.S. oper- ence amounted to 0.5%, 6.4%, and 0.2% for 
ations. Of the operations to which a survey _ the three user industries. 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. iron and steel scrap and pig iron statistics 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1979 1980 198) 1082 1988 
Stocks, Dee. $1: 

Scrap at consumer plants —______ 8,724 8018, aus 6418 5,807 ig iron at consumer and supplier plants ~~ —— ‘881 889, 859 22 345 
Total ——— 9,605 8,907 8977 7,040 6,152 

Congumption: ee ee EC ce Betepe saan pice watwual ances 98901 83710 85,097 56888 61,782 Pigiron ~~ DIDTEESSIIIIIT 87458 68105875040. 44409 —«5OLOTO. Exports: 
‘Scrap (excludes rerolling material and ships, boats, other vessels for scrapping) = 11,054 nis 6,415 6,804 71520 Value... ------ "2" _7_ >= g1142i06 $1,225,041 seasieed © 610,302 sa6,728 Imports for consumption: ‘Scrap (includes tinplate and terneplate)_____ 760 582 556 "a4 641 Value-.-------------------=_ $0804 $61,192 362,126 $88,020 $48,219 
Revised. 

Legislation and Government Pro- freight reductions and refunds, including 
grams.—The President in January signed _ interest, as nonferrous scrap metal. In addi- 
legislation backdated to June 1981 extend- tion to immediate rate reductions, the deci- 
ing the suspension of duty on U.S. imports sion meant that an estimated several mil- 
of all scrap metals without a time limit and lion dollars would be refunded to scrap 
permitting U.S. scrap importers to obtain shippers because of excessive rates charged 
refunds on duties paid. The Interstate Com- _ since June 1981. 
merce Commission (ICC) in late September In April 1983, representatives of the Na- 
ruled that'shipments of automobile shred- tional Association of Recycling Industries 
der scrap were eligible for the same railroad (NARI and the Institute of Scrap Iron and 

501
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Steel (ISIS) joined in a vigorous request for fically with metallic scrap. The House- 
repeal of the Findley Amendment, Section passed amendment formalized the hearing 
(©), of the Export Administration Act of process required prior to undertaking moni- 
1979, The Ferrous Scrap Consumers Coali- toring or controls of metallic scrap exports; 
tion was the strongest backer of the Findley required a definition of terms such as short- 
amendment with the American Iron and age and inflationary impact; required spe- 
Steel Institute (AIS maintaining a quieter _ cific findings by the Secretary of Commerce; 
position. However, the outlook was that the and required publications of these findings. 
monitoring and control of ferrous scrap ‘The U.S. Senate:in December had not start- 
exports would remain in the act, although _ ed floor debate on its version of the Export 
probably more tightly defined. ‘The U.S. Administration Act of 1979, the second 
House of Representatives on October 27, extension of which expired on October 14, 
supported an ISIS amendment strengthen- 1983. 
ing the short supply provision dealing speci- 

AVAILABLE SUPPLY, CONSUMPTION, AND STOCKS 

The ferrous scrap industry and the do- pressure on some small dealers and proces- 
mestic steel and ferrous casting industry sors who dropped out of the competition in 
were in a period of rapid transition and this, the second year of a small volume 
major structural changes. market. 

The ferrous scrap industry showed a The cost of collecting and processing fer- 
trend toward fewer small dealers in remote rous scrap increased following the steel 
areas because scrap processing had become industry's changed structure and technolo- 
a capital intensive business requiring large gy. Fewer people participated in scrap col- 
complicated equipment and computerized lection because smaller overall demand for 
cost and accounting systems. Many large scrap had an adverse effect on the scrap 
wholesale processors acted as their own industry whose economic survival was gov- 
brokers for direct sales to steel mills. The erned by the economies of scale. Some U.S. 
continued existence of processors of obsolete steelmakers moved to the elimination of 
scrap depended on high enough delivered duplicate handling and inventories by re- 
prices to domestic consumers and the con- course to the “just-in-time” delivery sys- 
tinued existence of an export market. A tems. The resulting principal benefit ensur- 
small increase in the number and larger ed the movement of industrial scrap imme- 
output capability of multiyard processors diately to steelmaking furnaces that other- 
necessitated capital for additional equip- wise would have gone to the plants’ stock- 
ment and parts to produce the higher quali- piles. Consignment sales or deliveries of 
ty scrap specified by domestic steel and ferrous scrap at unusually high levels in the 
ferrous castings producers and for some U.S. major steelmaking regions involved an 
grades exported. estimated 20% of all ferrous scrap to Mid- 

‘The ferrous scrap industry on an average west consumers. Consignments were not 
fared somewhat better than in 1982 because favored in the Southeast or Southwest 
of increased shipments to domestic consum- where minimills were the principal consum- 
ers. Manufacturing sectors showing gains in ers. Many domestic steel mills preferred 
outputs included aircraft, automobiles, coal diminished stocks of scrap, with the result 
mining equipment, household appliances, that large-tonnage scrap processors held 
iron castings, materials handling equip- large stocks of processed scrap to ensure 
ment, other corisumer goods and materials, short-time-order shipments. Currently, the 
and other steel products. Sectors with lower available general purpose gondola cars suf- 
output than in 1982 included capital goods, _ ficed to move scrap and finished steel. 
construction and farm equipment, contain- _U.S. ferrous scrap exporters encountered 
ers, heavy trucks, nonelectrical machinery, increased competition from the surplus 
oilfields and gasfields tubular goods, rail- scrap available in economically depressed 
road equipment, shipbuilding, and steel Western European countries; growing ex- 
castings. ports from the Netherlands, the USSR, 

Reportedly, scrap dealers were paying and the United Kingdom to the Far East; 
about $22 to $25 per ton total for processing _ and increased shipbreaking in the Far East. 
costs and transportation to the consumer. The latter was favored by smaller labor 
Price weakness and changing patterns in costs and ocean freight rates to Japan, the 
distribution and consumption put financial Republic of Korea, and Taiwan, three coun-
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tries who collectively received a large por- to be free of zinc and paint and not to 
tion of U.S. scrap exports in the past 3 exceed 60 inches periphery. Brokers imme- 

years. diately increased the price of No. 1 bundles 
The quality of ferrous scrap demanded by by $10 per gross ton delivered above the 

domestic consumers and some scrap export- Pittsburgh area price of 2 weeks earlier, 
ers, particularly as affected by the total resulting in objections by Jones and Laugh- 
content of tramp elements, appeared to be _ lin. 
related to three trends: the increasingly The intensive effort by Birmingham, AL, 
restrictive quality demands on existing area steelmakers in midyear to upgrade 
steel grades; a widening of the product their scrap purchases resulted in price in- 
spectrum to produce more sophisticated, creases of No. 1 bundles and No. 1 railroad 
higher value steels; and the economic neces- heavy melting grades. 
sity of minimizing out-of-specification prod- _A 5,000-ton order by Armco Inc., Houston, 

uct. TX, in September immediately impacted 
Such quality-related issues have led to the normal scrap demand by Southwestern 

controversy over two key questions regard- United States minimills who turned to 
ing scrap consumption—whether a suffi- lower-priced bundles, turnings, and shred- 
cient volume of high-quality scrap will be ded scrap. This forced scrap processors to 
available to satisfy the indicated need and change their traditional processing prac- 
whether the overall quality of domestic tices to meet the specified maximum con- 
scrap is declining. tents of galvanized, cast iron, and dirt in the 

Some examples given of trends in prog- lower-priced grades. 
ress that could result in an overall buildup The Connors Steel Co. minimill in Bir- 
in residual tramp elements in scrap include mingham, AL, announced its closure in 
the adoption of continuous casting and oth- August and canceled its outstanding orders 
er yield-improvement. measures, especially for No. 1 heavy melting, No. 1 bundles, and 
in integrated mills, which reduce the avail- _dealer-processed grades of railroad scrap. In 
ability of low residual revert scrap and midyear, one ingot-mold producer in Penn- 
place greater dependence on purchased ob- sylvania preferred to melt substantial ton- 
solete scrap in the charge; and the increased _nages of scrap-rail, ingot-mold scrap, and 
use of certain alloy and coated steels, es- heavy plate scrap. Generally, in midyear, 
pecially in the automotive industry, which consumers were demanding and receiving 
result in increased residual tramp elements _ premium grades of scrap as free as possible 
in prompt industrial scrap in the short term from tramp metals and other contamina- 
and in obsolete scrap in the long term. tion. 

The current typical residual content of _ One unusual sale of scrap was made in 
selected charge materials for electric steel- July by the Grant Oil Country Tubular 
making was reported. Combined chromium, Corp., Houston, TX, who sold 6,000 tons of 
copper, molybdenum, and tin residual con- alloy steel pipe for about $40 per ton, (about 
tents ranged from 0.02% in direct-reduction 1% of the original cost), reportedly for tax 
iron (DRI) to 0.73% in No. 2 heavy melting reasons and inventory reduction. Most of 
steel scrap? the pipe was to be used as fence posts and 

The slow but growing interest for both cattle guards and only a small tonnage was 
improving and maintaining the quality of destined for steelmaking purposes. 
top grades of scrap, principally No. 1 bun- Resource Recovery Inc., Dade County, FL, 
dles and No. 1 busheling, was evidenced by sold 900 tons per week of incinerated fer- 
several unrelated developments: Several _rous scrap at $20 per ton. 
minimills producing wire rod operated their According to ISIS, the U.S. ferrous scrap 
own purchasing and processing activities to processing capability was 140 million tons 
control quality and supply; General Motors per year based on a two-shift-per-day oper- 
Corp.'s Central Foundry Div., in adetermin- ation. On a one-shift-per-day basis, the in- 
ed move to boost the quality of its finished dustry could shred, shear, bale, crush, bri- 
products, warned its scrap suppliers in Jan- quet, break, and torch 70 million tons per 
uary that rejections, deviations, and poor year. Hammers for medium-size shredders 
quality would not be tolerated; anda Febru- cost $1.17 to $1.35 per automobile hulk 
ary substantial purchase at $92 per gross shredded, while the maintenance cost ex- 
ton delivered to Jones and Laughlin Steel cluding hammers was $1.25 to $1.67 per ton 
Corp.'s electric are furnace plants, which of product. The investments for medium- 
specified that 150-pound No. 1 bundles were _ size shredders were approximately §1.7 mil-
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lion for a 5,000- to 6,000-ton-per-month out- equipment from an MRI facility in San 
put; $2.0 million for a 10,000- to 15,000-ton- Francisco, CA, while Vulcan Materials Co., 
per-month output; and $3.0 million for a Birmingham, AL, purchased a MRI scrap 
20,000-ton-per-month output. yard in Elizabeth, NJ. Cozzi Iron and Metal 

The distribution of several major grades Inc. acquired Snyder Iron and Steel Co., 
of scrap supplied by brokers, dealers, and Chicago, IL, thereby increasing the expand- 
other outside sources was as follows, in ed firm’s capacity to 50,000 tons per month. 
thousand tons: Cascade Steel Rolling Mills, McMinnville, 

OR, contracted with Schnitzer Steel Prod- 
eT tets Co. for 300,000 tons per year of pre- 

Domes: pared scrap. Schiavone-Bonomo Corp., 
are siaon, Barents Total Jersey City, NJ, installed a Wang VS 80 

———————————_ computer system to provide on-line data 
No. Lheavy melting--- 7. M83 «soéir- and Bureau of the Census reports. Luria 
Nolbundes---"--- 8701 206-5913 Bros, sold its Brooklyn, NY, yard to the 
Redbeedec soo Le 220-1278 newly formed Newton Steel Co. Metal scrap 
irgings=--="-—- 698 3B 1489_processors in Virginia maintained their sta- 

Shredded ---..-.-_2498 2,029 4.522 tus as manufacturers and continued to be 
Total... 19.698 5602 25200 exempt from Virginia’s sales tax based on 

Value =~" "millions. $12,973 __*$403_$13376 evidence presented to the State Tax Com- 

‘piesa missioner. 
Traders and processors of ferrous scrap 

who filed for Chapter 7 (liquidation) in 
‘The scrap industry’s low-capacity operat- Bankruptcy Court included United Stain- 

ing rate in 1982 and the first half of 1983 less & Alloy Inc., Matthews, NC; and those 
resulted in mergers and consolidations of filing for Chapter 11 (reorganization) in- 
some processors and brokerage firms. In cluded Intercontinental Metals Trading 
March, Steelmet Inc. sold its Metals Proc- Corp., Charlotte, NC, and Amex Co., Corpus 
essing Co. subsidiary to Mare Rich and Co. Christi, TX. 
International for $9 million, with yards _ In June, NARI and ISIS jointly urged the 
capable of processing 400,000 tons of scrap Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to 
per year at Providence, RI, and Worcester, exempt scrap aluminum, copper, iron and 
MA. In February, Steelmet, one of the steel, stainless steel, and other metals from 
largest processors and brokers of stainless a new definition of hazardous metals in 
steel scrap, filed for reorganization under EPA's proposed rigid regulations. 
Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code. Several unrelated substances affecting 
On August 22, Luria Bros. and Co., Cleve- safety in the processing or use of ferrous 
land, OH, the Nation’s largest ferrous scrap scrap made news headlines. At The Auburn 
processor and broker, entered the stainless Steel Co. minimill in Auburn, NY, on Feb- 
steel scrap market by a joint venture with ruary 21, 60 tons of radioactive scrap was 
the 65-year-old Matlow Co., Syracuse, NY, melted containing cobalt 60 that was traced 
In June the David J. Joseph Co., Cincinnati, to obsolete hospital equipment in the scrap 
OH, the country’s second largest processor- charged into two electric furnaces. An ex- 
broker, opened a nonferrous metals and amination of 60 workers in the plant show- 
stainless steel scrap brokerage office in San ed that body exposure was less than the 

Francisco. New York State's minimum for radioactiv- 
The Samuel G. Keywell Co., Detroit, MI, a _ ity level. The contaminated billets, 40 tons 

specialty steel scrap processing firm, moved of baghouse dust, and a substantial amount 
its facility from Warren, MI, to Midland, of slag were moved to a federally approved 
PA, because of the closing of the Jones and disposal site and 60 tons of unmelted scrap 
Laughlin, Warren, MI, melt shop. Albany was sent to an isolated area of the steel 
Alloys and Stainless Inc., a new company plant. A 3-week cleanup period cost the 
engaged in the preparation and processing company $1.2 million. 
of stainless steel scrap, began operating in _ISIS continued to oppose the installation 
Watervliet, NY, in the former facility of of air bags in automobiles because the 
Columbia Iron and Metal Co. Proler Inter- presence of a cannister containing sodium 
national Corp., Houston, TX, bought the azide as the propellant posed a threat to life 
scrap facilities of Metal Recovery Inc. (MRI) and property when processing an automo- 
in Seattle, WA, and Tampa, FL, as well as _ bile hulk.
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The EPA sealed off the site of the Brady anism for shears by the Enterprise Co., 
Iron and Metal Inc. in Newark, NJ, after Santa Ana, CA; a new Mosley 330 shear 
1,000 to 5,000 parts per billion of dioxin was made by Hustler Conveyor Co. and installed 
found in soil samples taken in the scrap by a scrap processor in Toledo, OH; the 
yard in mid-October. New Jersey officials Newell Double Feed Roll shredder devel- 
stated that the toxic chemical had been oped by Newell Manufacturing Co., San 
contained in scrapped vessels and piping Antonio, TX; new spectrometers by Bausch 
received from several chemical companies. and Lomb Optical Co., ARL Div., Sunland, 

Installed capacity and new equipment or CA; the Clandon Metascop, a portable unit 
processes available to the ferrous scrap distributed by Jack J. Levand Steel and 
industry indicated that the annual U.S. Supply Corp., Los Angeles, CA; and the 
ferrous scrap-processing capacity in late EDXRF X-ray spectrometer by Kevex Corp., 
1983, on a one-shift-per-day operating basis, Foster City, CA. 
au as follows; in million tons: The world renowned firm, Thyssen Hen- 

schel, of Kassel, Federal Republic of Ger- 
——____________ many, continued to offer proven types of 

Equipment Capacity hydraulic guillotine shears, hydraulic bal- 
Type Number ing presses, and scrap grinders, while Offici- 

Bales i200 ag0-28 Metallica S.p.A., Bologna, Italy, offered 
Hydraulic guillotine shears ——— +1000 170 its Model AL-40 baler to produce small 
lei Sets oon on nse eh 142 bales of ferrous scrap. 

‘Turnings crushers .——---<2=— 150 22 Activities associated with trade associa- 
——- SVX—XxX—— tions and other ferrous scrap-related groups 

included a February meeting of representa- 
‘The Luntz Corp. of Cleveland, OH, in- tives of AISI and the 1,223-member ISIS 

stalled “the largest shear in the world,” with officials of the U.S. Department of 
reportedly capable of cutting railroad cars, Defense and the U.S. Department of Com- 
at a total cost of $3 million, including merce to seek support to have U.S. railroads 
components and train tracks. increase the number of gondola cars avail- 

‘New scrap processing equipment made by _able to the scrap and steel industries. Also, 
US. manufacturers included heavy-duty ISIS expressed extreme disappointment 
balers made by Mac Corp., Grand Prairie, with the U.S. Department of Transporta- 
TX, and the Balemaster Div. of East Chica- tion’s study of alternatives to replace the 
go Machine Tool Corp; the LS-3400 SL vehicle use tax effective July 1, 1984, en- 
hydraulic scrap crane developed by FMC acted by the Surface Transportation Assist- 
Corp., Cable Crane and Excavator Div., ance Act of 1982. 
Cedar Rapids, IA; Models 300 SH, 325 SH, Scrap-related publications included an 
and 350 SH hydraulic scrap handlers by the ISIS safety manual advising shredder oper- 
Bucyrus-Erie Co., Milwaukee, WI; the Ro- ations to reject all vehicles with fuel tanks; 
Con process by WCS International, Ana- a study by Arthur D. Little Inc. in collabora- 
heim, CA, for loading scrap for export; a tion with the Automobile Dismantlers and 
new concept of a locomotive crane by the Recyclers Association on the used parts 
American Hoist and Derrick Co., St. Paul, industry; a report on automobile shredder 
MN; a new Bulldog Metals Cleaning System residue prepared by the Metal Scrap Re- 
offered by Hammermills Inc., Cedar Rapids, search and Education Foundation, the re- 
IA; the Model RB-120 Automatic Rail search arm of ISIS; and the recovery of 
Breaker by Harris Press and Shear Inc., nonmagnetic metals from automobile 
Cordele, GA; the American Model 480 Grab _ shredder rejects. 
upperworks for locomotive cranes by Amer- Steel mills accounted for 74.3% of all 
ican Hoist and Derrick Co., St. Paul, MN; scrap received from brokers, dealers, and 
the Weigh Mate 82 computerized weighing _ other outside sources; steel foundries receiv- 
and billing system, a product of Ameacon ed 3.2% and iron castings producers receiv- 
Inc., Round Rock, TX; the Triple R Recycle ed 22.5%. 
System by Delano D. Van Over and Associ- The apparent consumption of scrap, in 
ates Ltd., Minden, NV; the P- and S-types of million tons, consisted of 34.2 net receipts, 
Allied-Gator shears by Allied-Gator Inc., 27.3 home scrap, and 0.6 withdrawals from 
Youngstown, OH; a stroke adjustor mech- _ stock for a total of 62.1.
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Stocks of ferrous scrap and stainless steel _ as follows, in thousand short tons: . 
scrap held by domestic consumers were 

Ferrous SSSS*«taindews steel 

Steel manufacturers sone 5.388 4849 9 104 Steel castings manufacturers = =~ 5 153, 138 6 6 Tron castings manufacturers ~~~ ~~~" >"" o> ‘88 708, 2 2 
‘Total —— = secret 6319 5,695 99 ne 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding, 

TRANSPORTATION 

Gondola cars owned by Class I railroads to the Federal Railroad Administration’s 
totaled 129,428 at yearend compared with Local Rail Association Program for fiscal 
134,763 units on December 31, 1982. Class II year 1984, primarily to rehabilitate 23,000 
railroads, switching terminal companies, miles of branch lines. 
and private owners had 42,131 gondolas at Several factors seriously affected rail car 
yearend compared with 42,168 units on builders and their purchases of iron cast- 
December 31, 1982. In the third quarter, ings and, steel- products. The continued 
Class I railroads scrapped 170 gondolas and slump in the domestic mill shipments of 
added 50 units to their fleet. The relatively almost every product sold to the railroads 
low rate of finished steel production and and to carbuilders dwindled to the lowest 
increased shipments of ferrous scrap by level in many years. The market for railcar 
trucks and barges precluded a shortage of wheels and axles continued at a low level. 
gondola cars. In 1982, 71,496 tons of forged wheels and 

ISIS, whose members processed and 30,874 tons of axles were shipped from 
shipped about 90% to 95% of the ferrous domestic mills, while shipments of wheels 
scrap sold domestically or for export, ob- through April were 40% less than in the 
jected to the Waterways Freight Bureau's first 4 months of 1982 and shipments of 
Proposal No. 7312 whereby shippers would axles were down 63%. 
be obligated to pay the same barge rates as The major problem was a surplus of rail 
those charged for finished iron and steel cars owned and stored by Class I railroads 
products. The proposed rates would be in- that totaled 263,000 on January 1 and 
creased by 31% to 57%, representing about 178,000 at.yearend. As a result, their few 
$1.56 to $3.97 per ton. new orders were principally for specialty 

The Chessie System Railroads Corp. use cars. For example, new cars on order 
(CSX) filed an application in November August 31, 1983, totaled 3,851 compared 
with the ICC to assume control of American _ with 5,175 on August 31, 1982. In the first 8 
Commercial Lines Inc., one of the largest months of 1982, 14,927 cars were delivered, 
transportation companies having 1,600 considerably more than the 3,316 delivered 
barges and 61 tugboats on inland water- in the first 8 months of 1983. On December 

ways. 31, 1983, revenue freight cars of all types 
In July, Consolidated Rail Corp. publish- totaled 1,542,278 compared with 1,587,537 

ed a 38-page booklet simplifying numerous on December 31, 1982. 
tariffs on ferrous scrap. CSX, in December, The Seaboard System ordered 300 coal 
released an illustrated booklet showing the cars having aluminum bodies from Santee 
specifications and chemistry of the ferrous Cooper, the South Carolina Public Service 
scrap offered for CSX’s monthly sales. An Authority, for which the cars will be built 
ISIS transportation manual cautioned by Portec. The Santa Fe Railroad was con- 
against overloading rail cars with scrap. verting 350 bulkhead flatcars into single- 

By 1985, L. B. Foster Co. expected to trailer platforms and the Norfolk Southern 
recover usable components and scrap from Railroad completed the transformation of 
3,000 miles of abandoned railroads. 500, 50-foot boxcars into 250 articulated 

In December, the U.S. Department of single-platform intermodal cars. |, 
Transportation allocated $12.5 million
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PRICES 

‘The calculated weighted delivered price _as they increased their consumption of iron 
for all types of ferrous scrap received in ore. In November, unexpected purchases by 
1983 by domestic consumers from brokers, several minimills in the Southeastern 
dealers, and other outside sources was as States pulled scrap from distant markets 
follows: and distorted local price relationships. 

Pittsburgh area scrap consumers in Au- 
«Gust lessened their interest in near-term anti ered value i Consumer Cnguand—__Delteredvate_Goliveries of No. 1 grades. This caused a $2 

short Oe anillions) per gross ton decrease in price in that area. 
In late December, substantial tonnages of 

Palme sia sis $1,785 ferrous scrap were purchased for delivery to 
Steel castings man the long-idle electric furnaces of Jones and 
ioe ne as 59 Laughlin’s Pittsburgh works. The firm re- 
Wacturers 7,385 64 475 portedly paid $120 per gross ton delivered 
Total or aver. for both No. 1 busheling and No. 1 dealer 

age 82,808 7 2840 bundles. 
AN —__ Because ferrous scrap prices in the first 

Receipts of all t f teq three quarters of 1983 were cheaper than 
for $25 to $26 of the $527 per ton average blast furnace iron, steelmakers used more 
price of finished steel shipments; for $114 to Scrap in their furnaces. Steelmakers pre- 
$115 per ton of steel castings shipped; and ferred top grades of scrap for maximum 
$58 to $54 per ton of iron castings shipped. Productivity and were willing to pay more 
Total domestic receipts were 14% greater for them. The startup of several blast fur- 
than in 1982. A $3 per gross ton increase in _naces increased the consumption of iron ore 
bids for No. 1 automobile bundles in Novem- resulting in a smaller demand for mill 
ber reflected the interest by a few steel grades of scrap. 
mills in some areas of the country for prime The range of values of the four major 
industrial grades almost to the exclusion of grades received by domestic purchasers 
dealer grades. By October, large integrated from brokers, dealers, and other outside 
mills restrained their enthusiasm for scrap sources was as follows: 

‘ Quantity Value “Monthly values (per short ton) 
Gree GRUB, (cline) “Minimum — Maximum Average” 

No. 1 heavy melting. 1515 1 61 1 $4 Nel bondes 2+ CE SSC 7EECSERDE INEST sit i) e ot % Shredded Seoeee ce 2408 ie 5s 2 
No.1 busheling_~--------------------___ NG 

Total __-_—-—----- no 11431 1.258 XX XX XX 
XX Not applicable
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Figure 1.—Raw steel production (AISD), total iron and steel scrap consumption, pig iron 
consumption, home scrap production, and net scrap receipts. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

According to the Bureau of the Census, _ The customs value of total scrap exports 
ferrous scrap exports totaled 7.5 million from the United States averaged $84.67 per 
tons, up 11% over those of 1982. Exports, in ton compared with $89.70 per ton in 1982, 
thousand tons, ranged from 805 in June to The tonnages and values were as follows: 
372 in February. 

Quantity —__cunome value 
short. Total Average Type on) howe “perehore sands) ton. 

Ferrous..._.... 7,352,942 $577,506 $78.54 Stainlesssteel—"""""soasdaaor 549.88 Alloy stool (exclu 
ing stainless) s6sz 15146 74.48 
Total oraverage. 7,519.02 696/723 «84.67
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Japan, the Republic of Korea, and Turkey exported from 41 customs districts located 
collectively received 4,676,483 tons valued in the 5 geographic areas and the leading 
at $347,455,000 of the total scrap exported. _ district in each area were as follows: 

‘The tonnages and values of total scrap 

an ter of Quantity Gustome Average 
‘Area and Nunoms, Gowan valve’ customs leading district Gites shortens) (housands) | YUE per 

Bad cone So res ascc maaan eeeerueen 15 2918 $287,271 «$8148 
New PIG NY. enna se en xx Taos “11/019 "78.85 

Geet ales oe oceania cconwnence 5 905 58,914 65.10 
DOG MS eer acim semen eich min: tiin heim es baseline XxX 464 27,688 59.67 

Wife oo occ olpe cco cceosuLoce 5 641 50,799 79.25 
New Orleans, LA _______- Ll llllllll lillie xX 412 81,662 76.85 
BMA ec ckcc cee eco udannanumant 9 684 52,019 82.05 

Laredo, TX -_--------------------------- XX 865 31,589 86.55 
ONO na acca eos ¥. 2,427 287,720 97.95 

‘Los Angeles, CA____ 2-222 LLL lll lll iill. XX 906 96,910 108.96 

Total I ee Al 7,520 686,723 84.67 Total or average 8 leading Sahi_ 2277777222222 xk 8855 ees kT 
‘XX Not applicable. 

The tonnages and values of stainless steel exported from the five geographic areas 
scrap and alloy steel scrap (except stainless) were as follows: 

agus Cottasrab - 

= Sos 
ton) 

East coast: 
‘Stainless steel _ ___ 23,760 $12,775 $587.67 
Alloy steel —__-__ 14,530 4,730, 825.58 Great Lakes: 

‘Stainless steel _ 5 aT) 262k 4a7 02 
Alloy steel ______ 11,810 1,652 146.07 

Gulf coast: 
Stainless steel ____ 6,540, 3,675, 561.93 

Alloy steel -.--~ 7,670 1,434 186.96 
Inland: 

‘Stainless steel ____ 2,580 1,888 712.40 
Alloy steel ______ 15,120 1844 121.96 West canst: 
Stainless steel __.._ 41,400 28,668 571.69 
Alloy steel "77" 88300 “51d_—_146.96 

‘Total or average 
stainless steel 80,150 44,580 556.21 ‘Total or average 
alloy steel_—-_ 86,830 15,274 115.91 

Imports of ferrous scrap totaled 640,745 tively handled 169,117 tons. Canada sup- 
tons valued at $48,218,681. The Detroit plied 589,645 tons valued at $41,754,057, 
customs district handled 326,399 tons; the Mexico supplied 32,590 tons valued at 
Seattle customs district handled 145,229 $2,061,142; and 18,510 tons valued at 
tons; and 29 other customs districts collec- $4,408,412 came from 22 other countries. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Foreign-made processing equipment and by foreign manufacturers in 1983 included 
additional shipbreaking activities contribut- the Elden Shear Nibble M-7 by E. Laursen 
ed to the worldwide ferrous scrap supply, Masinfabrik of Denmark for the mechanical 
portending stiff competition as early as 1986 separation of ferrous and nonferrous met- 
for some grades of scrap exported from the als. More than 700 scrap shears manufac- 
United States to the Far East. tured by Lindemann KG GmbH & Co., Dus- 
New scrap processing equipment offered _ seldorf, Federal Republic of Germany, were
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in operation throughout the world. Linde- totaling 400,000 deadweight tons at prices 
mann’s equipment was marketed in the ranging from $103 to $109 per long ton. Two 
United States by Lindemann of America new yards in the Shanghai area bid for 
Inc., Barrington, IL. VLCC on the open market without success. 
Lindemann was manufacturing a new Most of the tonnage of VLCC was outside 

type of baling press for a large East Europe- Far Eastern waters and increasing competi- 
an state organization to compact 85,000 to tion for such vessels among the Republic of 
118,550 pounds per square inch tensile Korea, Taiwan, and other breakers increas- 
strength steel turnings. The maximum pres- ed the prices of such vessels. China invited 
sure force of the baler at 1,800 metric tons the Shipbuilders Association of Japan to 
produces a bale density of 312 pounds per send a survey team to advise on extending 
cubic foot. The usual bale weight will range _ the industry. 
from 110 to 182 pounds depending on bale —_Greece’s Economic Ministry announced 
length, at an output rate between 6 and 7 three new shipscrapping ventures costing 
tons per hour. $23 million. One, by Greece, the Republic of 

Thyssen Henschel, Kassel, Federal Re- Korea, and Taiwan interests, was a venture 
public of Germany, received an order for in AlexandroGpolis having a 400,000-ton- 
four balers from Société Nationale de Side- per-year scrap output; a second activity in 
rurgie of Algeria, for delivery at I-month Crete would produce 200,000 tons per year 
intervals beginning in September. of scrap; and a third on an unidentified 

J. McIntyre Machinery Ltd. of Notting- Aegean island would produce 78,000 tons 
ham, England, developed a high-speed 5025 per year. Greece’s state commercial bank 
metal baler, three of which were purchased reportedly was involved in a project to 
by scrap processors in England by midyear. construct a breaking yard of unknown out- 
Sheppards Waste Recovery Services Ltd. put in Eleusis near Athens. These ventures 
Rochdale, England, ordered a 250-ton-per- would suffice to serve Greece's steel indus- 
hour shredder scheduled for operation in try and Turkish steelworks near Istanbul 
April 1984. J. A. Williams & Sons Ltd. and Izmir, although political difficulties 
Industrial Services in 1983 introduced to could be an obstacle. 3 
the United Kingdom a materials-handling — The Japanese Government attempted to 
crane featuring a counterbalance weight further induce the country’s shipowners to 
linked to the forward arm. This equilibrium scrap their obsolete vessels to stimulate 
crane was made by Sobemai in Belgium. Japan’s shipbreaking industry. Under the 

‘Taiwan continued to dominate shipbreak- old program the response was poor, with 
ing, although its share was reduced by only 250,000 tons scrapped out of 3 million 
approximately 30%. The Republic of Ko- tons targeted for demolition by the end of 
rea's shipbreakers achieved a share of 25% the fiscal year (September 1984). Most Japa- 
during the year, while Bangladesh, India, nese tankers sold for breaking went to 
and Pakistan shipbreakers collectively Taiwan for approximately $116 per ton. 
accounted for about 11%. China and Thai- Inchon Iron & Steel Co. Ltd., a subsidiary 
land began to make their presence felt in of the Hyundai Corp., the world’s leading 
the market, with China establishing a share shipbreaker and the Republic of Korea’s 
of 5%. Most of the increases occurred in the largest shipbuilder, increased its ship- 
first half of the year, with activity declining demolition activities to 1.12 million tons per 
in the last quarter, particularly for very year in 1982. Inchon, with seven berths, 

large cargo carriers (VLCC). planned to increase its annual breaking 
Prices reversed the trend of 1982, rising _ activity to 2.24 million tons. Prices paid in 

steadily throughout the year, by about $40 1983 for obsolete ships ranged from $65 to 
per long deadweight ton for sales to the $88 per ton for small tonnage vessels to $107 
Republic of Korea and Taiwan breakers, to $113 per ton for VLCC. Gas and vapor 
and by $22 per ton for sales to Pakistan and removal from tankers added approximately 
Spain. In September, following the cessa- $1 to $2 per ton to the purchase price. 
tion of the Taiwan shipbreaking cartel,  Shipbreaking activity in India’s Gujarat 
China Dismantled Vessel Trading Corp. State boomed by midyear with 13 ships 
(CDVTO), many breakers expected prices to already beached and 47 more scheduled for 
increase considerably as a result of increas- breaking by yearend. Of India’s 700,000-ton- 
ed competition; however, prices remained per-year target, Gujarat was expected to 
fairly stable thereafter. produce 300,000 tons per year in new yards 

China's rapidly developing shipbreaking near Bhavnager and Jamnagar. This up- 
industry by midyear had purchased 11 ships turn was a bonus for local rerollers who
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obtained suitable scrap from the yards. withdrew from the system and commenced 
Plans were made for a new yard costing $2.3 individual purchase negotiations that in- 
million to handle ships up to 12,000 dead- cluded four American Oil Co. tankers, one 
weight tons at the Port of Haldia in West of which was only 4 years old, at $117 per 
Bengal. This yard will be built either by a ton. Previously, CDVTC bought obsolete 
private company or by the state-owned ships for breaking and then auctioned them 
Metal Scrap Trade Corp. Ltd. (MSTC) of among its members in the Far East. 
Calcutta. The Great Eastern Shipping Co. The Taiwan Government banned the im- 
recommended that the Indian Government _ port of parts of obsolete ships in containers. 
scrap 200 poor-fuel-efficiency vessels built At midyear, breakers held 55 obsolete ships 
in the 1970’s. Most vessels broken in India aggregating 1 million long tons. By mid- 
were bought from foreign shipowners. August, stocks of 51 vessels totaled 954,000 

A Pakistani Government committee rec- long tons and purchase prices were leveling 
ommended that the budget decision made in _ off. In February, the CDVTC paid $71 to $82 
July be reversed to decrease the customs per ton for large tonnage vessels. Prices 
duty on vessels for scrapping from 85% to paid in India and Pakistan increased from 
50% and the import duty be levied at a $49 to $70 per ton in January to $60 to $82 
fixed rate based on a deadweight ton in- in May. 
stead of ad valorem basis. Pakistan’s ship» A group of foreign and Thai investors 
breaking industry supplied 90% of the fer- intended to invest $13 million in a 600,000- 
rous metal requirements of the country’s ton-per-year breaking facility at Prachaub 
rolling mills. The demand for ship scrap Khiri Khan, Thailand, near a site favored 
was currently about 1 million tons per year for a planned integrated steelworks. The 
representing $21 million in custom duties. breakers planned to buy obsolete ships in 
The Gadani Beach shipbreaking activity, Hong Kong and Taiwan and sell rerollable 
including beaching facilities, said to-be the _ plate and scrap steel to domestic and over- 
world’s second largest facility, was given a seas customers. One VLCC was bought for 
$15 million grant by the Muslim Commer- $109 per ton for breaking on the island of 
cial Bank to expand capacity. Gadani’s Sri Racha. 
shipbreaking scrapped 6 vessels in 1973 and _Vessel demolition practices by Shipbreak- 
154 in 1982-83. ing (Queensborough) Ltd. were cited for 

The number of tankers that eventually _ safety violations during the breaking of the 
could have been laid up or scrapped was British aircraft carrier Ark Royal at Cairn- 
reduced by Saudi Arabia’s precautionary yan, Scotland. Meanwhile, the United King- 
step in the last 2 months requiring the dom Ministry of Defense imposed new regu- 
loading and shipping of an emergency float-_ lations on the sale of those obsolete ships 
ing stockpile of 50 million barrels of crude _ posing the asbestos hazard. 
oil. Thirty tankers were leased for this A new joint Venezuelan-Spanish venture 
purpose at a daily charge of $17,000 foreach shipbreaking company, Astilleros Navales 
tanker. Some of the loaded vessels were Venezolanos S.A., planned in November to 
outside the entrance of the Persian Gulf start breaking vessels up to 60,000 dead- 
and others were enroute to Bantrey Bay in weight tons at Los Taques in the Paraguana 
Ireland, the Carribean area, and Okinawa, Peninsula. A part of the 100,000-ton-per- 
Japan. year scrap output would go to state-owned 

‘A planned Spanish expansion program, steelmaker C.V.G. Siderdrgica del Orinoco 
involving sites at Barcelona, El Ferral, Gi- C.A., whose imports were 30,000 tons per 
jon, and Santander, could revive the ship- year. 
breaking industry and enable the industry European Communities (EC).—The Eu- 
to scrap 10 VLCC annually. Ships received ropean Independent Steelworks Associa- 
for breaking in the first half of the year tion, principally representing minimills, re- 
totaled 195,000 tons compared with 150,000 quested the EC to impose a ban on exports 
tons in the same 1982 period. of ferrous scrap to nonallied countries. Brit- 

Far Eastern shipbreaking markets before _ ish scrap merchants objected to the request, 
October were unsettled because of dissatis- claiming that exports to nonallied countries 
faction with Taiwan’s CDVTC cartel that have provided the only outlet for the excess 
was formed September 24, 1982. Finally, in of scrap in the United Kingdom. Converse- 
late November, 57 of the 60 total CDVTC ly, the British Steel Corp. (BSC) claimed 
members voted to abolish the system of that exports resulted in periodic shortages 
unified purchasing and revert to a free of higher grades of scrap. Spain, a non-EC 
trade system. Four members of CDVTC country, was the destination for 70% of
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scrap exported by British merchants who mand and is a factor that could bring about 
claimed that exports were the key factor in a drastic reduction in the use of iron ore in 
their return to profitability. Reportedly, the steelmaking. 
president of Deumu Deutsche Erzund — Franee—French steelmakers were not 
Metall-Union GmbH, one of the three larg- interested in increasing electric-furnace ca- 
est ferrous scrap companies in the Federal pacity, preferring instead the blast-furnace 
Republic of Germany, stated that no steel route. The use of the dominant L-D steel- 
mill in Europe had suffered from an inade- making process left France with a large 
quate scrap supply in 1983 as a result of the surplus of scrap for export in 1982, of which 
tise of exports to nonallied countries. Repre- 2.65 million tons went to EC countries and 
sentatives of Belgium-Luxembourg met 750,000 tons went to nonallied countries. 
November 80 to discuss the availability of Germany, Federal Republic of.—Exports 
scrap in these countries, which are tradi- of ferrous scrap in 1982 comprised 2,701,000 
tionally net importers of scrap. tons to EC members and 388,000 tons to 

‘Serap purchases, including imports, with- nonallied countries, while exports in the 
in the BC totaled 27.9 million tons in 1982 first half of the year totaled 1,499,000 tons. 
compared with 29.0 million tons in 1981, Higher price levels abroad attracted ferrous 
Jtalian consumers purchased 11.4 million scrap away from the domestic market 
tons in 1982 and 11.5 million tons in 1981, where Ruhr steelmakers in May and July 
Stainless steel scrap was in short supply in held to their purchases of grade 0 scrap, at 
Northern Europe, but prices in 1988 were least one-eighth inch thick, at $45 per ton. 
not high enough to interest U.S. suppliers. In October, the steelmakers had to pay $58 
Some scrap dealers increased their exports per ton for grade 0 scrap. 
of ferrous scrap to cope with the sluggish The Tinplate Information Center tested a 
steelmaking rate in Europe, thereby slow- mobile, lightweight shredder to increase the 
{ing the rise in U.S. steel scrap export prices. iron content of municipal incinerator resi- 
In Belgium, steclmakers, aided by Govern- due from the normal 50% to a 70% level. 
ment subsidies, were purchasing ferrous The steel industry removed its 250,000-ton- 
scrap abroad, while the Netherlands export- per-year minimum on incinerated scrap 
ed scrap to the Far East on a large scale. that it was obliged to take. 

‘The International Iron and Steel Insti- _ Greece—The American exporter, Hugo 
tute, Brussels, Belgium, published a report Neu, shipped 22,000 tons of shredded scrap 
titled “Scrap and the Steel Industry.” The to Greece in September at about $88.50 per 
report included trends and prospects for ton, fo.b. U.S. east coast, corresponding 
serap and other solid metallics used in the _ with the lowest price quoted by U.S. export- 
iron and steel industry. ers for No. 1 heavy melting steel scrap. 

‘The President of the Bureau Internation- _ Hong Kong.—The scrap market was dom- 
al de la Recuperation (BIR), in a European inated by the minimill of Shui Wing Steel 
electric steel conference in September at Ltd., which consumed 60% of the colony's 
‘Aachen, Federal Republic of Germany, stat- 25,000-ton-per-month scrap arisings. This 
ed that the current world annual consump- steelmaker in midyear began taking sup- 
tion of ferrous scrap was about 386 million plies direct, from collectors, in a move to 
tons, 90% of which was used in the steel bypass local scrap merchants and stabilize 
industry. He further stated that from 1972 supplies. 
to 1981, world consumption of scrap, as. a _India.—MSTC predicted that India would 
percentage of raw steel produced, fell from import about 772,000 tons of ferrous scrap 
44% to 40% as a result of the decline in in the fiscal year starting April 1, and that 
oper-hearth steelmaking operations that no stainless steel scrap would be imported 
was not matched by a corresponding reduc- because the 65% import duty made it un- 
tion in blast furnace capacity, growth in the economical. MSTC expected that India’s 
use of DRI, the use of more pig iron in minimills would need, in the same fiscal 
electric furnaces, and a reduction in home year, 1,102,000 total tons comprising im- 
scrap production because of the growth of ported scrap and ships for breaking. 
continuous casting. A director of the West — Indonesia.—The electric-furnace_steel- 
German Iron and Steelmakers Association, maker, Ispat, made its second import pur- 
at the spring convention of BIR in Ham- chase for August shipment of 18,000 tons of 

burg, Federal Republic of Germany, stated shredded scrap from U.S. gulf exporter, 
that the U.S. ferrous scrap reservoir serves Southern Scrap, through the trader, Kléck- 
as a supply buffer for the rest of the world. ner & Co. of the Federal Republic of Ger- 
US. scrap-processing capacity exceeds de- many, for $104 to $105 c.if. per metric ton.
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An earlier import purchase was made from ments in the July 1983 to February 1984 
Hugo Neu, a U.S. west coast exporter. Ispat period. In the same time period, export 
estimated its imports at 110,000 tons. Ex- prices offered, f..b. U.S. west coast ports, 
cept for stringent Indonesian discharge reg- were $89 to $91 to which were added freight 
ulations permitting no vessels other than rates of $16.40 to $17.40 per ton. Other 
ferrous scrap carriers, Kléckner might in- freight rates, per ton, for ferrous scrap 
stead have bought a cargo from Hugo Neu. destined for Japan were $22 from Cardiff, 
Indonesia’s state-run electric-furnace steel- Wales; $20 from Liverpool, England; and 
maker, P.T. Krakatau Steel, contracted $16 from Rotterdam, Netherlands. 
with Hugo Neu via the Japanese trader, © The Japan Iron and Steel Federation 
Nissho-Iwai Corp., for a 25,000- to 28,000-ton reported in 1988 that in the first 10 months 
cargo comprising three-fourths No. 1 heavy Japan exported 98,700 tons of ferrous scrap 
melting and one-fourth shredded for $104 to . including 1,084 tons of alloy steel scrap, of 
$105 per ton. which 447 tons went to Taiwan. The Federa- 

Italy.—Italy imported 4.3 million tons of tion reported total imports of ferrous scrap 
ferrous scrap from EC countries and 1.1 in the same time period as 8.36 million tons, 
million tons from nonallied countries in which included 105,000 tons of alloy steel 
1982. According to Assofermat, the Italian scrap, of which 52,000 tons came from the 
scrap federation, collection of scrap in Italy United States, 18,000 tons from Taiwan, and 
in 1988 was halved in some areas because of 12,000 tons from Hong Kong. Imports in the 
closures of many metalworking companies. first 10 months of all types of ferrous scrap 
Supplies from France were affected by from the United States totaled 2,058,034 
France's industrial recession; scrap from tons, while 445,800 tons came from the 
the Federal Republic of Germany was ab- U.S.S.R. at about $95 per ton. The Federa- 
sent from the Italian market, while Austria tion reported that at the end of August, pig 
and other nonallied countries offered high- iron and ferrous scrap stocks totaled 7.5 
er prices than did Italy. The supply of scrap million tons after decreasing for 5 consecu- 
was small and, because the demand and tive months. Nippon Steel Corp., Kawasaki 
domestic prices had fallen, Italian steel- Steel Corp., and Daido Steel Co. Ltd. paid 
makers requested a temporary ban on EC $576 to $584 per ton for cutgrade 18/8 
exports of ferrous scrap. The requests were stainless steel scrap during May through 
studied by an EC committee, whose 10 November, while U.S. prices remained at 
members were not expected to remove the $590 to $617 c.if. per ton from U.S. east 
ban. Because the prices paid in Italy for coast and gulf ports. Nippon Steel intended 
French and West German scrap had nearly _ to reduce the number of trading companies 
doubled, any ban on EC exports to nonallied and wholesalers handling its stainless steel 
countries would have an immediate effect scrap purchases from 20 to 8 companies, 
resulting in India and Spain turning to U.S. namely, Nittelsu Shoji, Nissho-Iwai, and 
dealers for additional scrap requirements. Hishisau Shoji, on or after October 1. Other 
To counter the EC ban on exports, Italian _ companies were to furnish such scrap to 
consumers bought 60,000 tons of U.S. scrap these three companies as subordinate sup- 
for December delivery. pliers. 
Japan.—Some Japanese steelmakers in- Korea, Republic of.—The delivered price 

creasingly depended on imports because of of ferrous scrap for 10,000- to 36,000-ton 
the deterioration in quality of domestically cargoes received from U.S. east coast ports 
produced scrap. These steelmakers intended averaged $110 per ton; U.S. west coast ports, 
to level off the prices of such scrap by $111; and USS. gulf ports, $108. Freight 
continuing sporadic purchases. rates, including the cost of lay days during 

Japanese imports of steel scrap totaled loading and unloading, were approximately 
4.3 million tons. Principal suppliers were $21 per ton from east coast ports, $17.50 
the United States, 59%; the U.S.S.R., 10%; from west coast ports, $18.50 from Tacoma, 
and the Netherlands, 9%. WA, and $23.25 from Great Lakes ports. A 

Freight rates on 20,000- to 45,000-ton ‘few shipments of ferrous scrap from Middle 
cargoes of ferrous scrap to Japan included _and Near East sources were delivered at $93 
the cost of the lay days required during per ton, and several shipments delivered 
loading and unloading operations at rates of from England brought $99 per ton. Many 
2,500 to 4,500 tons per day. Export price cargoes from the United States comprised 
offers, f0.b. U.S. east coast ports, were $86 up to one-third motor blocks, a type of scrap 
to $88 per ton, with ocean freight costs rang- preferred by some Republic of Korea steel- 
ing from $20.80 to $22.40 per ton for ship- makers who paid about $3 per ton more for
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it than for No. 1 heavy melting scrap. on railroad cars. 
Consumers of ferrous scrap held up pur- South Africa, Republic of.—In March, 
chases of scrap in midyear because of a the South African Iron and Steel Industrial 
change in the country’s monetary policy, Corp. Ltd. (Iscor) pulled out of the ferrous 
after which customers paid about $12 more scrap buying cartel, Ferrous Scrap Distribu- 
per ton for scrap contracted near yearend tors (FSD), taking with it its associated 
compared with midyear contracts. companies Cape Town Iron and Steel Works 
Mexico.—The Hylsa Steel Group, Mon- (Pty.) Ltd. and the Union Steel Corp. (of 

terrey, in January bought 34,500 tons of South Africa) Ltd. FSD, which formerly 
ferrous scrap from three U.S. companies bought about 95% of the Republic of South 
thereby breaking the freeze in scrap trade Africa's ferrous scrap, was investigated by 
prompted by devaluation of the peso in the country’s Competition Board. Iscor’s 
‘August 1982. The group paid for the first. main quarrel with FSD was its low alloca- 
shipment in dollars after obtaining a prefer- tion of scrap from the cartel’s intake. The 
ential exchange rate from the Mexican Republic of South Africa, normally short of 
Government. The second shipment was paid scrap, had several DRI projects underway 
for at the regular exchange rate by cash in for Dunswart Iron and Steel Works Ltd. and 
advance and letters of credit, indicating Scrap Metal that were scheduled for com- 
that the group greatly needed the scrap pletion in 1985. Iscor, with 1-million tons of 
because of withdrawals from its stocks since ferrous scrap in stock in 1983, was seeking 
August 1982. In April 1983, Hylsa formed long-term supply agreements with South 
Transamerica Trading Co. Inc., a scrap Africa Transport Services, the state-railway 
brokerage firm to act as an exclusive broker group. In April, two of the country’s leading 
for its U.S. scrap purchases. Previously, scrap merchants, Jeepe Metals and Rand 
Hylsa had dealt with five or six brokers who Scrap, bypassed the cartel to conduct their 
objected to the limiting of competition by combined 40,000- to 50,000-ton-per-month 
Hylsa’s action. In June, the need for scrap _ trade direct with the steelmakers. By year- 
in Mexico was undiminished even though end, Scaw Metals Ltd., a steelmaker, bought 
the country’s DRI plants and domestic scrap Rand Scrap and Germiston Scrap, while 
sources essentially met the demand by the Davsteel, another steelmaker, bought Jeepe 

steelmakers. Metals and Hercules, to secure their future 
‘Netherlands.—Exports to Japan and the scrap supplies. In the past, FSD paid one 

Republic of Korea were facilitated for large- countrywide price for scrap and then paid 
scale processors such as Heuvelman and the rail freight direct to steelmakers in the 
Holland-VUY who had yards on deep water. Gold Reef area of the Transvaal, at rates 
The Pamatex-Thomas-AVI shredder-owner ranging from $24 per ton from Durban, $32 
combination took an important part innon- from Eastern Cape Province, and $40 from 
allied countries exports. In the first 6 Western Cape Province. Following the col- 
months, the Netherlands exported 288,000 lapse of the FSD cartel, Chick’s Scrap Met- 
tons to EC countries and 575,000 metric als turned to exports at a 50,000-ton-per- 
tons to nonallied countries, including year rate from Port Elizabeth, East London, 
202,000 tons to India. Rotterdam had excel- and Durban. 
lent transshipment facilities to load large _ Spain.—About 70% of Spain's imports of 
vessels from barges and small vessels arriv- ferrous scrap came from the United King- 
ing from the Federal Republic of Germany dom, whose Government insured exporters 
and other North European nations. Exports against risky payments for cargoes to about 
to Japan brought only $4.50 to $9 per ton 30 privately owned Spanish minimills. Be- 
more than domestic prices in Western Eu- cause of Spain's large imports, the EC 
rope, because the Government maintained proposed that a common market in scrap be 
its policy of total export freedom for ferrous effective for a 5-year transitional. period 
and alloy scrap worldwide. In October, a following Spain’s joining the EC. Spain had 
47,000-ton cargo of No. 1 scrap left Rotter- freedom of supply because most EC scrap 
dam for Japan, reportedly the largest single exporting regulations had been lifted owing 
cargo of scrap ever loaded in Continental to the weakness of EC internal consump- 
Europe. Unloading from barges onto ocean tion. In February, the movement of scrap at 
vessels required less than 2 days at a rate of ports was unsatisfactory, with about 25 
25,000 tons per day. Exports to the Brescian vessels incurring demurrage while waiting 
area of northern Italy remained strong to unload. 
using the 500-mile barge haul to Basel,  Sweden.—Sweden’s ferrous scrap buying 
Switzerland, and subsequent transshipment agency, Jarnbruksfornadenheter, in Decem-
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ber contracted with the USSR. for first- proached some United Kingdom scrap mer- 
quarter 1984 delivery of 45,000 tons of scrap chants for 1.0 to 1.5 million tons per year, 
at unknown price levels. Sweden's purchase mostly comprising shredded scrap. Duru 

of Soviet scrap increased from 12,624 tons in Tezel chose the United Kingdom as the 
1981 to 187,246 tons in 1982. main source rather than the United States 
Taiwan.—In 1983, steelmakers paid ap- because of the lower freight costs involved. 

proximately $105.50 per ton for scrap from The company considered buying ships in 
US. east coast ports including $22.90 for the United Kingdom for dismantling in 
ocean freight plus lay charges for 20,000-ton Turkey, using such ships to transport the 
cargoes; 21,000-ton cargoes from U.S. west United Kingdom scrap to Turkey. Imports 
coast ports cost $96 per ton including $17.45 of the United Kingdom's scrap to Turkey in 
for ocean rates and lay charges; and 19,500- the first half of 1983 were 112,000 tons at 
ton cargoes from U.S. gulf ports cost $106 approximately $80 per ton. 
per ton including $25 for ocean rates plus U.S.S.R.—Based on scattered informa- 
lay charges. In midyear steelmakers paid tion, the U.S.S.R. continued to be a growing 
approximately $117 to $119 per ton for steel competitor in worldwide ferrous serap ex- 
plate from Taiwanese shipbreakers and ports. Total exports in 1981 were 2.7 million 
$101 to $103 per ton for city-generated scrap tons. In 1982, exports to Italy were 819,735 
from other sources. U.S. ferrous scrap ex- tons, representing a moderate portion of the 
ports to Taiwan totaled 499,475 tons. Italian market. Soviet exports to Japan 

‘Trinidad and Tobago.—Trinidad was ex- were about 230,000 tons. In the first 10 
pected to import 25,000 to 30,000 tons of months of 1983, Soviet exports of ordinary 
scrap for the Iron and Steel Co. of Trinidad steel scrap to Japan were 445,800 tons, 
and Tobago (Iscott) steelmaking shop, prin- considerably more than the 241,000 tons 
cipally from the United States. Ferrous shipped by Australia to Japan in the same 
materials used in this shop were about 80% time period. Reportedly, this significant 
DRI and 20% scrap. Trinidad had no indige- increase was explained by the “supreme 
nous scrap industry, and Iscott was unwill- quality” of Soviet No. 1 and No. 2 grades of 
ing to set up a shredder for scrap that could scrap and by the Soviet Government's con- 
be obtained cheaply from other Caricom _ sistent policy of undercutting U'S. prices to 
(Caribbean Common Market) countries, Japan by $5 to $10 per ton. The Soviets also 
where collection was a problem. Texaco gained a sizable share of the scrap imported 
offered Iscott about 25,000 tons of scrap that by Spain. 
would have to be collected and processed by United Kingdom.—Exports of ferrous 
Texaco. scrap in 1982 comprised 514,000 tons to EC 
Turkey.—The ferrous scrap industry re- countries and 2,717,000 tons to nonallied 

portedly was totally disorganized. The larg- countries. Of the 882,000-ton production of 
est merchants could deliver only 3,000 to shredded scrap, 496,000 tons was exported. 
5,000 tons per month, most of which was In the first half of the year, 331,000 tons 
rated poor quality, while most merchants went to EC countries and 1,814,000 tons 
had smaller outputs. The normal practice went to nonallied countries. Purchases by 
was to receive scrap in lorry-load lots with domestic consumers, who were largely 
the quality and price determined on an ad concerned with quality, were at a 3.6- 
hoc basis. Steelmakers sited near the coast _million-ton annual rate. Exports increased 
relied largely on imported scrap, which after the devaluation of the British pound 
accounted for 60% to 85% of their consump- in January and the termination of the 
tion. Inland steelmakers depended entirely London dock strike in late April that al- 
on domestic scrap. lowed the use of larger vessels. Exports 

Turkish steelmakers imported about 1.1 totaled 42 million tons valued at $282 
million tons of ferrous scrap in 1982 of million. The British Scrap Federation (BSF) 
which 78% was purchased by the five larg- claimed that the United Kingdom was a net 
est private sector companies comprising scrap exporter, second only to the United 
Cukurova Celik, Colakoglu Metalurji AS, States, and that the Government should 
Metas Izmir Metalurji Fabrikasi TAS, Asil support better scrap handling facilities at 
Celik Sanayi ve Ticaret AS, and Tuben docks. The BSF, in assessing claims that the 
Celik. Smailer tonnage mills, comprising United Kingdom’s scrap shipments to Spain 
Icdas, Istanbul Metalurgi, Elektro-Metal were short-weight, sent observers to the 
Sanayii AS, and Electrofer, collectively im- Basque port of Pasaje to check the weights 
ported 145,000 tons in 1982. The Turkish of 20 cargoes during unloading. In October, 
import-export company Duru Tezel ap- the largest scrap cargo ever shipped from
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the United Kingdom left Liverpool for Ja-  million-ton-per-year total capacity based on 
pan with 36,500 tons comprising mainly No. a one-shift operation. 
1 and No. 2 grades. The cargo was loaded by _In May, ELG Metals, Federal Republic of 
Sheppard Waste Recovery and the delivered Germany, a stainless and alloy scrap con- 
cost was about $104 per ton c.i.f. A size limit . cern, began scrap collection in Manchester, 
on the United Kingdom's cargoes to Japan England, and in May, Thos. W. Ward, an 
was evident because of the general limit of affiliate of Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. Ltd. of 
Japanese unloading facilities. Shippers con- Chile, sold its scrap operations near Port- 
tracted for small vessels to handle scrap to land, England, to H. Williams and Sons 
Northern European ports where buyers pre- (Hitchin) Ltd. The Portland yard was within 
ferred smaller and less costly cargoes. A BSC's direct-supplier network. In March, 
midyear decline in freight rates of $3 to $5 seven scrap yards were sold by Thos. W. 
per ton encouraged exports to the Far East Ward to the Bird Group comprising yards at 
that brought British shippers $84 to $85 per Birmingham, Grantham, Ilkeston, London, 
ton, fo.b. for No. 1 grade. Turkey was seen Peterborough, Scunthorpe, and Sheffield. 
as a useful alternative to Spain for the The Bird Group completed its $8 million 
United Kingdom scrap. restructuring and modernization program 

Prices of scrap to British consumers were after large-capacity scrap-processing equip- 
a problem because of their volatility. BSC ment started operation in several yards. 
was no longer a dominant force in the However, the group's outstanding achieve- 
United Kingdom's ferrous scrap market and ment was a new scrap cleansing process 
reacted to market changes rather than designed to upgrade lower grades of scrap to 
leading them as in the past. Some other medium-quality grades. Details of this proc- 
steelmakers deliberately consumed scrap ess were not available. Coopers (Metals) Ltd. 
from their stocks during the summer and Robinson and Hannon Ltd. amalgamat- 
months to reduce the upward pressure on ed their dockside interests at Tyne Dock, 
scrap prices because of the significant de- South Shields, and Sunderland in northeast 
mand for exports to Spain. Reportedly, 50% England. Brasway Ltd. sold its Cardiff dock 
of some steelmakers’ home scrap was ex- operations to Hartlepool Steel. Thos. Hill 
ported. In April, BSC obtained a $1.50 per and Co. expanded its export potential by 
ton price reduction for scrap for May deliv- leasing dock facilities at Kings Lynn, 
ery, but in August paid $8 to $12 per ton Norfolk, England, to permit loading scrap 
more to expedite deliveries. In September, cargoes up to 2,500 tons to serve markets in 
following a $15 per ton decline in export Western Europe, Italy, and Spain. 
prices to northern Spain, British steelmak- __The scrap supply-demand situation in the 
ers offered $4 to $8 per ton less for scrap for United Kingdom was strongly influenced by 
October delivery. the decline in demand by the domestic 

In mid-March, an increase in the London ferrous industries following violent fluctua- 
Metal Exchange (LME) quotations for vir- _ tions in short-term demand, fluctuations in 
gin nickel increased the United Kingdom the quantity of scrap collected in response 
price of 18/8 stainless steel solids scrap to to price changes, a diminishing difference 
$476 per ton, an increase over the $454 per between BSC and private sector purchasing 
ton, f.6.b. Europe, a week earlier. The in- requirements, and a declining influence by 
crease was attributed to merchant specula- both groups on British prices. Uncollected 
tion because the United Kingdom’s steel- scrap was accumulated to form a large 
makers held adequate stocks. Metal Bulle- available supply resource awaiting price 
tin prices quoted in May were down to $408 _ increases to make collection attractive. The 
to $435 per ton of 18/8 solids. percentage of British scrap that was export- 

The United Kingdom’s scrap industry ed followed a 21% annual trend in the 1972- 
had 46 ferrous scrap shredders rated at 1- 82 period. 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Bureau of Mines and NARI agreed in $600,000 was funded by the Bureau for the 
April 1983 to extend their scrap metals scrap metals research program. 
research program for an additional 2 years. | Bausch and Lomb, Rochester, NY, devel- 

A portion of the program will include the oped the 3600 Mobile Metal Analyzer per- 
recovery of chromium, cobalt, and nickel mitting nondestructive and automatic com- 
from stainless steel scrap and superalloy position analysis of alloys in virtually all 
wastes and the recycling of material from situations. Hundreds of alloys, including 
scrap automobiles. In the past 2 years about those containing light elements such as
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aluminum, carbon, magnesium, and silicon, processing industries in the United King- 
can be identified by the unit. The instru- dom. The argon-oxygen-decarburization 
ment has four testing modes: Fast Profile, (AOD) process uses a variety of metal 
Alloysort, Pass-Fail, and Quantitative. The sources including grinding dust, foundry 
3600 Analyzer features an accessory 2 scrap, and billet croppings."? 
kilowatt motor generator for situations Spectro GmbH of the Federal Republic of 
where electricity isnot available* ii Germany was marketing a small mobile 

Systems Alternations, Toledo, OH, in spectrometer called Spectrotest-L. The 
midyear, nationally marketed its industrial small mobile spectrometer was developed 
scrap data base system. The system, devel- primarily for product-mix control and metal 
oped in cooperation with scrap businesses in sorting identification.* 
California, Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylva- Daido Steel, Nagoya, Japan, designed and 
nia, was versatile for all recycled materials — installed a commercial-scale scrap preheat- 
wcaing Srerations such as brokering and er to use the sensible heat in. the exhaust 
me a a tiple yard operations, and gas from a 25-metric-ton arc furnace. Tests 
roceesing, F confirmed that the higher the ratio of light 
sections. Eleotete Con aancunged scrap in the charge, the higher the heating 
een on it oat study i plasma efficiency. The full-scale preheater in com- 
la at ite Pittecarsh, PA. ‘on-per-1 ho eitor: mercial operations achieved reduction of 

This demon pede eel tp seemaking fine by 8 minutes per et 
increase the use of low-cost iron chips and POWeT consumption by 50 kilowatt hours 
borings as charge material. The $2 million Per {on of charge, electrode consumption by 
project, scheduled for operation in late 1984, Qcnatnestion be lide, and oe overall once 
is being funded by Westinghouse, the Elec- [04 i OE aeiideicatal P48 oer ta £0 ° 
tric Power Research Institute, and General charge!" DICEDEREREEIENY Ea pets LONE OS 
Motors. Reportedly, the improved efficien- . ‘ cy of plasma torches may permit as much __ Research on ferrous scrap preheating for 
as 70% chips and borings in the cupola #7,Slectric are furnace Py Toshin Steel Co. 

charge. . and Nippon Kokan K.K., Tokyo, Japan, 

Plasma technology was tested in 1983 by Tesulted in a process, using gas recycling, to Voest-Alpine AG at Linz, Austria, in a handle scrap without the environmental 
serap-consuming pilot plant rated at a total Problems associated with secondary gas 
annual raw steel output of 150,000 tons. The ®mission. The process reduced power con- electrodeless plasma melting furnace pro. sumption by 86 to 45 kilowatt hours per ton, 
vided an alternative method to produce teduced electrode consumption by 0.2 to 0.6 
steels of various qualities. kilogram per ton, and reduced steelmaking 

Aciéries et Laminoirs de Lorraine (Gaci-_ time by 8 minutes.'* 
lor) was experimenting with a 100% scrap —————— 
charge in its No. 3 Rombas blast furnace at 3p 7sitl scientist Division of Ferrous Metals. 
Moselle, France, in an attempt to reduce _ Brown, J. W., and RL. Reddy. The Future of Direct 
production costs to a level comparable to Reduced iron in North’ America. Tron and Steelmaker, 
those of electric-furnace shops. Two months “asi2c DK and ‘JW, Steiner. A Water Elutriator of experiments were scheduled to start in System for Recovering Nonmagnetic Metals From Auto- 
September using 70,000 to 100,000 tons of ™pbile Shredder Rejects, BuMines RLST72, 1989, 22 pp. 
various grades of scrap including low Extend Joint Research, V.91, No.1, Apr. 15,1985, p.2. 
grades.° Results of the experiments are wie ‘Analyzer to be Shown. V. 91, No. 13, 
unknown. ee oe —_, New Recycli ms Offer 0. 

‘A process was developed by Melton Mow- July 20,1868 pore eee ered VM, No. 140, 
bray, Leicestershire, England, to reconsti- .,’~——. GM. Westinghouse to Try Foundry Plasma 
tute steel chips into forms without melting. Veer. .° No Si Bp 2s. ‘Steelmaking 
In the process, chips are fragmented into a Complex in Linz. V.'72, No. 47, Nov. 19, 1988, p 6. 
clean, coarse powder that is compacted into — oaa's2! Bulletin endow) Saeilor Tries Scrap to Cut 
billets, which after heating can be forged or wokounaey Management & Technology. Reclaim Chips 
extruded. Reportedly, the energy required Without Melting. V. 111, No. 4, Apr. 1983, p. 63. 
for the reconstituted steel is 60% of that for Reclamation’ Viiii No, amr toes, fe cane, °F TAP 
basic wrought steel and the cost is 50% less feet meieae. Metal Mecest New Mobile peer onieiet 
than for conventional castings. Lion and Gooel Babine: Bong Prte ici 

Wiggin Steel and Alloys, Birmingham, Gus fem Hletric Ae Furnaces V Sa NaH Row 1988 
England, offered a metal reclamation proc- "461 
ess to foundries, forges, and other metal- v.60,Nod, ape aosiipp isaye, ect AT® Furnace
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Table 2.—U.S. consumer receipts, production, consumption, shipments, and stocks of 
iron and steel scrap and pig iron in 1983, by grade 

(Thousand short tons) 

TReceipta ofscrap Production of home sorap 
Obsolete Consumnp- 

Recireue —S€F4P(in- tion of both 
probes, ciier 80M Sotmoide,  RUURRAWEL Ship. nding Grade doles, oni serap Roos,” evans mentsof stocks, 
other’ com TRIE sera irom cludes re- SFP Dee. i 

gutside any current op. Mdeaul circulating sources plants SURG? ment rap) 
ings, ete) 

MANUFACTURERS OF PIG IRON AND RAW STEEL AND ‘CASTINGS 
Carbon ste! ‘Low-phosphorus plate and 

punchings —__—--_-__ 301 @ 13 L 318 7 21 Gut structural and plate 354150 381 2 1433 1b 19 
No. I heavy melting steel —— 73801271 8,505 4% RTL 1831570 No. 2heavy melting steel —— vgs 1 "06 4 26rd pst 28 
No. land electri-furnace bundles ve 5504 209 2018 6 7088184 190 No.2 and all other bundles 0985 7 — 2008 5 ba 
Blectrie furnace | foot and 

under (not bundles) — —__ 22 3 a Ls 4 rg 4 Railroad rails == 2 mw 2 2 5 113 z 8 
‘Turnings and borings _ —__ 653 Ww 136 e 844 10 0 
Slag scrap (Fe content 70%). 730 19 2,670 1 3,072 329 192 
Shredded or feagmentized.-— 155564 31 ad 2280 4 24 No.l busheling =~ YB8 “50 158 i 299 a 105 All other carbon steel scrap 1296458 5st a Ta a8 498 

Stainless steel scrap —-_____ 479 18 505 QO 973 30 104 
Alloy steel (except stainless) —— ue 130 896 32 sl ae 28 ingot mold and stool serap. ~~ 2308 67 et 1B0s 829 Sat 
Machinery and cupola cst ron mE 3 1 3 1 1 Cast iron borings = 138 50 e we ast 20 

Other iron serap .- == 210134 243 i “9 let 182 
‘Other mixed scrap ..--—-_~ 445 134 165, ® 176 iL aT 

TP cceisn 24,871 8,875 22,941 934 348,996, 3,428 4,953 

MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL CASTINGS 
Carbon steel 

‘Low-phosphorus plate and punchings «on 318 12 ay 426 3 au 
‘Cut structural and plate_—— 83 4 6 J 100 o ae 
No. Lheavy melting steel 3 8 2 aE ns 2s 3 
No. 2 heavy melting steel —— BL 1 x a ae 6 No. 1 and electric furnace 
bundles - 12 eo 2 a u 1 

No. 2 and all other bundles — es a 5 1 a ° Blectrie furnace 1 foot and 
under (not bundles) - - __ 52 e 16 oe 67 @ 2 

Railroad rails _________ 6 se See ke 4 oe @ 
‘Turnings and borings — ___ 24 13 = 29 4 2 Slag serap (Fe content 7026). a RE ® ae ae eo 6 Shredded or fragmentized —— LL a = 8 ae 5 
No. 1 busheling ———-_-___ 18 ke me 8 eo 2 All other carbon sicelserap . aoa iat = 33h 1 35 

Stainless steel scrap === 8 4 u = 25 ® 6 
Alloy steel (except stainless) __ 2B a 65. eo 6 e a 
Ingot mold and stool scrap ~~. 1 ae e to 2 e@) @. 

Machinery and cupola cast iron 19 ae @) ~ 19 se a) 
Cast iron borings —________ 62 @ ty a 68 an. + Motor blocks ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ Go 2 se Pt o oe ° 
Other iron serap ~~ ~~~ => BO iw = 4 a 8 
‘Other mixed scrap —--—---_ @) s 7 a 7 ae eo 

TAP cn wamwame 1,052 ul 439 e 1415 u 144 

TRON FOUNDRIES AND. MISCELLANEOUS USERS 
Carbon steel: ‘Low-phosphorus plate and 

unchings rn sa 65 1 691 10 30 ut structural and plate—— sl 6 a 1 1016 1 s, 
No. 1 heavy melting steel _ _ 46 22 64 e 99 40 i 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—U.S. consumer receipts, production, consumption, shipments, and stocks of 
iron and steel scrap and pig iron in 1983, by grade —Continued 

(Thousand short tons) 

Receipts of scrap __ Production of home scrap 
Obsolete Consump- o From Récier SPUN Hon ofbath rom om cludesin- pure! 

brokers, other "#8ME— got molds, ‘andhome Ship. Ending Grade dealers, own. Sc12P “stools,” Seraptine Memtsof stocks, other’ com. “RUILINE  sorap from — cludesre. —SeFAP—Dee. Si 
guts Peny urrontop- OeamP. circulating 
sources plan ‘ment ‘rap) erations = ent P 

ings, ete) 

IRON FOUNDRIES AND 
MISCELLANEOUS USERS — 

‘Continued 
Carbon steel Continued 

No. 2heavy melting steel ._ oo 9 1 55 1 4 
No. | and electric-turnace 

bundles on 102387 a ® 340 ° 8 No. 2 and ail other bundles, 158 6 a & 169 2 Py 
Electric furnace 1 foot and 

under (not bundles) ———— we 1 w 158 3 5 
Railroad rails —— : we) 7 a 163 ® 8 
‘Turnings and borings ———~ 221 2 7 1 235 8 33 Slag crap Fe content 70%) 2 1 - 25 i T 
Shredded or fragmentized. 118 4 e B 838 ak aT 
No.l busheling om 62 2 668 18 9 All other earbon sieel serap_ 58096 59 z Wi a 40 

Stainless steel scrap —————— — a) 2 6 7 eo 2 
Alloy steel (except stainless) —— 2 ay 6 1 25 4 n 
Ingot mold and stool scrap —— Mg LL 75 1 22 1 33 
‘Machinery and cupola cast iron 186 i 246 2 a 1 95 
Cast iron borings - 643197 98, 1 819 29 40 Motor blocks ~~ 7227 510-808 364 se 1096 8 u 

Other iron scrap ~~ ~~~ > === 56862 1,106 ai 1788 2 & 
Other mixed serap — = 22> 8 632 4 18 7 a 

OI on reece 7,885 1,125 2879 370 166, m0 

‘TOTAL—ALL TYPES OF 
MANUFACTURERS* 

Carbon steel: 
‘Low-phosphorus plate and 
punchings = 124586 200 2 1,434 20 85, 

Gut structural and plate—— yas 230 385 2 2519 16 ar 
No.l heavy melting steel — — 751s 1,298 8588 4516083 1,869 1,884 No. 2heavy melting steel —— ger "1 716 5 2m 2 258 No. Land electrie-furnace 
binders ror 416 2,048 6 7,999 154 799 No. 2and all other bundles — 10584 7 i ait 3 128 Blectrie furnace 1 foot and 
under (not bundles) ———— me ot yw 2 249 ° 10 Railroad rails 258 2 9 é 340 3 8 

‘Tamings and borings —— 88 19 156 1 1107 22 104 
Slag scrap (Fe content 709%)_ 4 179 2,670 1 3097 830 199 Shredded or fragmentized— 24838 51 est ne 
No. Lbusheling ime 78 214 i y97d 109 6 
All other carbon steel scrap 2086 558 6,064 a 8288 430 512 Stainless steel scrap ————— 4219 528 ° 1005, 31 11g Alloy steel (except stainless) — 196 180 967 33 T2526 a8 Ingot mold and stool scrap — ~~ 432369 692 828 g3 530 360 

Machinery and cupola cat iron 806 4 249 3 992 2 102 
Cast iron borings» 869208 166 1 1165187 66 

Motor blocks_—— ~~~ >"77> 510309 364 <5 1087 8 4 Other iron serap ———-—-—— sor 197 1,386, 8 2215 194 284 
‘Other mized scrap —_-—_——~ 919196 805, 4 1957 Fy 83 

Grand total? 82808 5011 26,259 988 61,782 3,600 5807 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Internal evaluation indicates that scrap consumption is understated by approximately 1.9 million short tons. 
‘Internal evaluation indicates that scrap consumption is overstated by approximately 11,000 short tons. 
SInternal evaluation indicates that scrap consumption is understated by approximately 1.0 million short tons. 
‘Internal evaluation indicates that total scrap consumption is understated by approximately 2.9 million short tons.
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Table 3—U.S. consumer receipts, production, consumption, shipments, and stocks of pig 
iron and direct-reduced iron in 1983 

(Thousand short tons) 
eee a ee A F Produc” Consump Ship. Stocks, 

Receipts Pion’ tion” memta__ Dee. 31 

‘MANUFACTURERS OF PIG IRON AND RAW 
‘STEEL AND CASTINGS 

i Bon: sei eereeeteewe nc aee—cmemnenas s19 48,770 48.991 998 258 
‘MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL CASTINGS 

Pigiron --_..~-----—--==----= ana o ud 6 3 
IRON FOUNDRIES AND MISCELLANEOUS USERS 

Piditoa coe AR 1,086 -- eB a 

‘TOTAL—ALL TYPES OF MANUFACTURERS 
Pipher OES wee 2069 487770 50.070 1.074 345, 

Direct reduced or prereduced iron -————~~--—--—— 184 = 38 130 
Direct reiaied or remedied Won. oc oenerscoss 

‘Table 4.—Consumption of iron and steel scrap and pig iron in the United States 
in 1983, by type of furnace or other use 

(Thousand short tons) 
FE Manufacturers of nf Manufacturers Iron 

ig iron and, of steel. foundries and otal 
‘Type effarmace rareeaane castings _ miscellaneous users all types! 

scrap RR Seep PR Soraya SeeP ro ee ie ie Oe ee 
Blast furnace? 8125, si ee cs — 8125 E 
Basic oxygen process —____ 16,219 44,330 meet ns se - 16,219 44,330 
Openshearth furnace-""7""- 3315 “S18 w OW = a5 Sais 
Electricfurnace-----——--- "25,786 s2 «1319 62—=Ss« SIT (8.819 ‘341 
Cupola furnace --———- =~ 6 100 ‘a 1 = 35 T855, co 
(Other (including ir furnace” — 585 2 61 ee ‘91 

Direct castings’ === => = si cee er ee 985 
‘Total’ ______.. sais 48,996 48,991 1415 63 11,370 1,016 61,782 50,070 

W Withheld to avoid dsclosing company proprietary data; included with “Blectric furnace.” 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
includes consumption in blast furnaces producing pig iron. includes serap and pig iron processed in metallurgical blast cupolas and used in oxygen converters. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. Internal evaluation indicates that scrap consumption in electric furnaces operated by manufacturers of pig iron and rag nth and candnen muniestaod by ppeorinatsiy 9 milianaber ions, er 
“ineludes vacuum melting furnaces and miscellaneous uses. 
"Ineludes ingot molds and stools, 

‘Table 5.—Proportion of iron and steel 
scrap and pig iron used in furnaces in the 

United States in 1983 
@ercent) 

~ Typecffumace __-Serap_Pigivon 
Basic oxygen caeennees BB TBR 
‘Open-hearth furnace =~ 272 457548 Qletietumacs --n---nz> SLL 

Gopole furnace ooo = TTT Other including airfurnacey -—--. 807 83
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‘Table 6.—Iron and steel scrap supply’ available for consumption in 1983, 
by region and State 
(Thousand short tons) 

min ofc Prodaction of home aap ar 
Obsolete ma New Recireu- (includes i> DD yee, fom “lta” “Snget” total Ship, ‘ava? Region and State brokers, ther crap molds, Hew, ERS he for Gem remlting ols) supply? conn Se epee “See” sgn nt Se cutside “ints” current Og ‘tos operations equipment, Perens te) 

‘New England and Middle Atiantic Cone Mate, Massachusetts, ‘New Hampshire New Jessy, NewYork Rhodelsiaad 1359 az 5 1858 ons Penneylvenia ns nano> oad wee 1038508 
MPF ccs eee, 5,401 1,073 5475. 194 12,143 1,469 10,674 

North Central: a a aa iiss eas kT su a5 239 SL Indien 2227oo7227227> BSB ae Set tt Towa Rana, Michigan, Minnesota Miss Neroska 508 agen 74 gos 185 spe oneecccccccczcccza LB oats = Bowles Weedusie 2-222222222007__ “aL St meee 
Total® _____-.------ 16,294 2918 16,085 600 35,897 L611 34,286 South Atlstic Delaware, Flotide, Georea, Margiand, Nort Cardina, Soudh Caroline, Virginia, WostViginia "a6 te n.08 78 589 0540 south Conta ‘Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, : Toulsiana, Misssipe, Stishoms, Tennesse, Tox, an a 4814851757810 Mountats and Basle "Arona Calorie, Colorado, Havas Montane. Nevedas Oregon; Utah, Washingion 2.9044. 048 603600 at _.54 

Grand total? __... ahve 32,808 5,011 26,259 988 65,065 8,600 61,465 

“New supply available for consumption i a net figure computed by adding production to reeipia and deducting sera ARS et Sala rear aR aa SS SRR 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
"Includes scrap shipped, transferred, or otherwise disposed of during the year. 

Table 7.Consumption of iron and steel serap and pig iron’ in 1983, by region and State 
(Thousand short tons) 
a 

Reson nd tae SE ewe St 
BerapPigiron Scrap Pigivon Scrap Pigiron Scrap Pig iron 

New England and Middle Atlantic Connecticut Maine Mascachtctis ‘New Hampenira New deste, NewYork Rhodelsiand "1029 ggo a? gga Pennuplvanin sso" 07a pase at att ST 
‘Total® aaa sais its 9,293, 1125 178 8 1,613 251__11,084 7,983 

North Central Se linois “—___________._ 4934 3035 asp) 58a .98] gas 
Indiana _____ ese 8132 16,428 106 42 898 3 8,636 16,507 Towa, Ransas Hchigon, Minneso. Ta Misoour Nebraska "5672489161120 Drage Ohne escort RR Soo" RSs SSE A 

‘Total? --______...... 26,281 38.258 694 48 7,070 650 © 34,045 33,951 

See fotnites at end of table
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Table 7.—Consumption of iron and steel scrap and pig iron’ in 1983, by region and State 
—Continued 

(Thousand short tons) 
Pig iron and Tron foundries ingots —Steel casi and miscelia ‘Total? Region and State Endcacings —“lestings coun snes 

Scrap Pigiron” Scrap Pigiron  Serap Pigiron”Serap_Pigiron 

South Atlante, 
Marsland, North Carolina South Caroline, Virgina, West Virginia. re 5 69 BBSB BL 

South Central: ‘Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Teratereen ene 17848881 BIB. 2 unt 72686458 Mountain and Pacific "Arizona, California, Colorado, ‘Hawaii, Montane, Nevada, Oregon; Utah, Washington 3,252 _—1,682_176 185228781688 
Grandtotal?_______-_ 48906 4899141415 «63870 _—«016 == SZ «80,070 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “South Central region. 
Hinchudes molten pig iron used for ingot molds and direct castings. "Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Less than 1/2 unit 
‘Tmeludes South Atlantic region. 

‘Table 8.—Consumer stocks of iron and steel scrap and pig iron, December 31, 1983, 
by region and State 
(Thousand short tons) 

a stecl(ex Stain- Alloysteel Castiron Other Total pig iron Region and State cludesre- “less” “(excludes Gneludes grades of scrap, Pig ipo rolling steel stainless) borings) serap’ stocks 

‘New England and Middle Atlantic: ‘Connecticut, Maine, Masse 
setts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode sland -— 136 19 " 2 2 aT Pennsylvania ~~ ~--=222=— aa? i 198, 5 use 8 

‘Total! ior 86 194 239 5 1ga2 se 
North Contral: "gue tame”! wy uC aa ae Tlinois == srw 6 43 wo Indiang=——~ =~ 27=7-o = 22> Bae 4 6 169 1 lO 

Towa, Kansas, Michigan, Minne sola, Missouri, Nebraska = 480 1 @ 82 uo mB Qhion’ nnn e nnn naan 469 8 a 86 9 bet 
Wiseoasla 2222222222222 un W ® 7 Ww 19 3 

lbh ere a 208 0 88T 2 2580187 
South Atantic: Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Marsan, Novth Carli, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia == 4502 u 1% 256 8 
South Central “Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, ‘Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklaho- ma, Tennesdoo, Texas oa OW 6 138 wos 
Mountain and Pacific ‘Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Montane, Nevada, Ore- gon, Utab, Washington = 288 2 12 50 2s 1 

Grand total’ = as 2 318 886 3 6807S 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “South Atlantic region.” 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. Leas than 1/2 unit 
*Ineludes South Central region,
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Table 9.—U.S. average monthly price and composite price for No. 1 heavy melting serap 
in 1983 

(Pee long ton) 

Month Chiago _Pitaburgh—Phiadel Compete 
Tenaya seo ear ae 7 Ss614 $61.86 «$50.76 850.5 Feiruty ee 7.00 70:39 6189 66.43 Manabe 20 era 7 Ses eee See STORET 77.70 T70 6800 aan 
Apel: ene ccneeen=senee 7033 7400 3.00 1038 May SCTE cree Ee 85.00 io12 66.19 oot domose SCOTS ese 0.52 250 8.00 5867 Guly 2-277 2TS TTI TT TELESIS 70.08 430 66.00 ‘70.9 ‘aapane S22 SSS s 7400 8120 63.35 485 Saptaniber 2 25250 TE STESSESSESLIIISECIOIS 78.00 52.38 73.00 178 
Oetaber 222 2TTLITTI IIIT 300 2295 73.00 1198 Novambay 2.2597 SSS25S5EEPSOSETT 7830 8598 T4380 79.68 Dooouben 0220/0288 See RECSST Slane casos 54.00 9136 a7 8599 
‘aves $84 aa ee Tae 76.99 e931 791 ‘Average 1982 [21027DIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IL o08 oat 66.94 6373 
*Composite price, Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia. American Metal Market, Mar. 8, 1984, 

Table 10.—U.S. exports' of iron and steel scrap, by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1979 1880 1981 1082, 1985 Country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Canada... 86160215190 BT SOT «= TST BRAGS OT 00689 TIT Greece""" 5005288555 S7a «aT B552 BOR CAST «TS R2IB Italy ---~ 1186 124361 892 101,865 34 “DoT 12 2972 8 4395 
Japes === BR 50550 28S asada tBL Trea .s80 145.085 2600 21857 

Hepublicof 1418 1524831786 19245121 114796—gBR ISIS LATS 121,051 Mexico 8145008184 TarzT3 06 Moaza) «koala? “38017 Spaine---- 1400 wzhse2 «103 Tiasa? == 34 B4'5TO «BER GLGIG «= 856.2284 Taiwan --- "470.004 "980135716 «Td SOTA SR TIS H90 5 888 Turkey-—= Baas? BIS BT BSS BST LEH]. 818 TOD «BOB Other 1071 ater 1628307 TA_—MzTd—T_toets—T5K_0767 
‘Total? 1,054 1,142,406 11,168 1,225,941 6.415 698,644 6 804 610,802 7,520 636,128 

‘$Excludes rerolling material and ships, boats and other vessels for scrapping. *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 12.—U.S. exports of rerolling material (scrap), by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Count I ON 
‘ntry “Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Korea, Republic of 2 ie 4 538 we ae eee 5462 Mexico. ——— st 8614 65 10848 85 10,267 38 5.280 357 Pakistan -— ~~~ ei, Bae 2185 Bs ae a ae sey ee Other == === iT 1486 41st a 267 ie 
Total -- 1 1022 © 86 12,768 st 10.881 537,969 34 494 

‘Starting in 1978, exports of rerolling material are not comparable with those of previous years because of a change of clagsfiation by the Burea of the Census mm pe 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of iron and steel scrap,’ by country 

1982 oy 
Country ‘Quantity Value Quantity Value 

(hort tons) __(thousands)__—_(ehort tons) (thousands) 
Austria 2 25 sug 16 3258 Belgium Luxembourg ———=—~~=~=—— 36 2 422 i Canada oor ooo *389,661 "92.011 589,645, 41,754 
Germany, Federal Republic of = "> =~ FUT ¥o49 2027 94 
Topea oe Uee OES eTE Pas "93 1346 2684 
Maid sore screenname nina 65,805, "3.904 82590 2.061 
Netherlands Soo 2e0 2c 250520505 1 10 ® a Panetta ee 6,002 a es a 
Swoden s—~-==27~~22222222I=C 325, 9 Bi io United Kingdom= ~~ ~722222222=2 3.967 235 2,236 396 

Other Seon SRN IETS EEE EEE 76798 71,029 12113 913 
Teall swcoovencerseesscsee 414,038 *38,020 640,745 48,219 

"Revised 
MIncludes tinplate and terneplate, 
ees than 1/2 unit. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 14.—Iron and steel scrap consumption in selected countries! 
(Thousand short tons) 

Continent, country group, and country 1978 1979) 1980 19a 1982 
North America: Z 
ated © 992d ull 8,622 9.145, 9,395 8,238, 6.261 
United States? ® @ 22 27D ITI TT TITS 99223 98901 = BRTIO- 8508756, 886 

Latin America 
Argentina 15231621 sig T8230 81,490 
Braet 2205557 SSS ZETOCE STOLE 5800 64s; 7170 F8g190 080 Chile -22TILIIII III 07 04 82098220 40 
Golombia ——>=TLIIIITIIIIIIT 188 261 sn F205 #210 

Mexico. wamierenmeseecst 8,097 205 2.845 82.490 "2,810 
Por 025 SEE EIESEED ERT OROST 150, 230, 4a F430 $90 
Uruguay. =~ = ~~~ 3T 55 rt 820 "30, 

‘Venumusia® S255 2er een eT Te 602 1,052,068 91,990 *1,500 
pu ettral America et farther dette’ ~~ 61 S128 854 P50 "50 nurope: 

‘Buropean Eegnomic Community: 
Belgian eee 4,182 4467 4065 4188 4,586 
Denmark? —— ~~~ ~~ DIDI TILL 31068 #998, 304 "58 590 Branca SC ESEOES OLEAN EES 9018 941 8748 8,040, 1016 

Germany, Federal Republic of? —— 2a e899 aol aga SBA 
Grespeti cy rR EN 300 330 310 200 '300 Ieland-——-~---~-------= 81 1993 193 4 2076 
ely co Sor CoE LS TRS RSEET 17go7 1792819825 1779916 94 
Luxembourg. == 942 1968 1138 1458 17450 Netherlands_— ~~ 277727ZIZI2 2030 2166 2025 1961 1584 
United Kingdom —— ~~ ~~~ ~~ = we902 1676110288 anak 408 European Free Trade Association’ 
Austria. anne nnn == 1,928 208 = go "1.910 1.807 i ae ae ee 592 513 88 ‘307 758 
Necway co ne SEETST ESE “290 607 526 29551 597 
Ea a seme 491 520 7564 2450 440 
Sweden _—— ~~ >TIIIIZ 2872 3045 *2,835, 292 "3.030, 
Switzerland ~~ ~_22-~---2- o0 870 “909 8948 38515 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 14.—Iron and steel scrap consumption in selected countries: —Continued 
(Thousand short tons) 

Continent, country group, and country 198 1979) 1080 198 1982, 
Burope —Continued 

‘Council for Mutual Economic Assistance: 
Bulgaria 120 805, 860 800 830 Czocheslovakia® 88 =~ ~~~ >> oo 8173 8.438 8.884 8244 8186 ‘German Democratic Republic ~~~ 5,040 5.545 38a 5816 5649 Hungary 2566 2595 2508 235 26 Belang SS S2SGP ORTETES pis 197 ALSIT 2.508 9.098 
Romanig® =~ 2-22-27 4080 41190 4.300 4250 4.240 

omUS8R*.2O2ITIIIIIIIII 54450 531020 "56630 56,900. 56,500, 
Spain ——-------~--------- 8726 7961 399.195 9993 "10,150 Yugoslavia. -—— ~~~ 2-2 2ooT 2249 2 22st Bisa 2245 

‘fen: South Africa, Republi of 8 ~——~ "5656 "3062 T8974 BBB 8.060 
Ghing®___ 8000 "3700 "9.400 *9,000 9.400 
Indi Co TGSSTETOEECESEIGEET 400 4900 ‘4080 4100 $200 
Sapan§_— == 43550292 aRZOL HIG ABD 
Korea, Republic of = ~~~ T~TT2o=T 1.860 1,800 2200 2700 33300 
Taiwant 0 2 IIIT 00 ‘300 3200 F100 1.400 one I mor 74,500 T1300 81764 1/900 
‘Australia == pass 10039 tagTo tag "2,070 

New Zealand --_—--~----==-=-— ese ico i605, #360 
Telecare ‘aet,701 T3604 359,607 TRAN 818.072 

TO ikerwte ope cf ion, snd steel seep uli in the 1Unless otherwise specified, igures represent actual ‘consumption of iron, and steel serap utilized in 
production of pig iron rveligscrado on fountry pofct and rorled see a ell ab oer apedfied ute a the steel industry and by other unspecified industries as reported by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe in its Annual Bulletin of Stee! Statistics for Europe, v. 10, 1982, New York, 1983, 87 pp. which is the source ofall data unless otherwise specified, All estimates are by the Bureau of Mines, 

"Bxcludes scrap consumed by steel rerollers 
SBxcludes scrap consumed by iron foundries. “Bxcludes serap consumed within the steel industry for purposes other than the manufacture of pig iron, ferroalloys, crude steel, foundry products, and relied steel details on use Rot available 
SBxcludes scrap consumed outside the stee! industry. ‘Bureau of Mines data 
Except where individually sperfed as an eatimate orgs being derived from anather source, data are from Instituto Latino. Americano del Fierro y'el Acero. Statistical Yearbook of Steelmaking and Iron Ore Mining in Latin America 1861 Santiago, 1982, 160 pp Soares doesnot provide details on what is included; presumably figures include total steel industry ferro serap consumption but exclude serap used outside the sacl Indust 
iron and Steel Statistics Bureau (United Kingdom). International Steel Statistics, Selected Central and South American countries, 1981- London, 1981, 76 pp. 
includes scrap used in production of stesl casting at shipyards, but excludes scrap, if any, used in the production of pig 
“Organization for Beonomic Cooperation and Development. The Iron and Steel Industry in 1919, Paris, 1980, 40 pp. ‘The Irom and Steel Indostry in 1980 Paris, 198, 40 pp, he Iron and Steel industry in 198, Pars, 1983, 40 pp,The Iron 

ang Steel Industry in 1982, Paris, 1984, 2 pp. tout lgludes 8 98500 short tans reported for use in production of pig iron snd crude ste, and an estimated 110000 short 
‘iron and Steel Statistics Bureau (United Kingdom), International Steel Staistis, Republic of South Africa, 1981, p. 4 
Excludes a substantial tonnage derived from shipbreaking (possibly of the order of several million short tons annually for electricsturnace-equipped stel mill)
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‘Table 15.—Iron and steel serap exports, by selected countries* 
(Thousand short tons) 

ne EES SS oo 
Continent, country group, and country 198 199 1880) 18a ie 

North America: Canada ~~ --5------------------~ 963 1,139 365 632 2689 
United States? 8. ~ 77D TTTITTIIIIE 9s Ue 2 TATE 6887 

Latin America: 
Merieet 2 icine we tanweeeoat = ° 1 4 2 2 

Europe’ Buropean Economic Community 
Belgium-Luxembourg -———————-~~—— 585, 606 502 er 59 
Denmark-——-----2-2-=2----~—- 89 190 10 204 a1 

frane soc occ ceecs ee emcnnee 4088 3.887 3.651 3.510 839 
Germany, Federal Republic of -——~~~"~ 3.048 3.305 8302 06 3160 
Greece == ===~=----- 2 oe ® o 1 2 
Ireland ~~~ 7TTTII LLL 80 9 98 80 6 
Haly 2 SoGere S22 PETES 8 13 A 25 18 
Netherlands — ~~~ =2—22I2IIIIIE raul 1358 gle 1580 800 

Unite Kingdom 3-52 po oSoSSSo 1725 145 s}092 ame 8387 
Buropean Free Trade Association: 

DRA oes emer 9 W it u 1 
Finland 222222 2022S TESTES 1 3 o ° o 
Norway ---__~~2=-2-22--===== 40 & 42 35 35 
Portugal --------~----=----=—~ n 6 6 6 a0 
Sweden__~~--------2--~-=-—— 36, o B 6 29 
Switzerland ~~~ 7 >~>=7=7o2ToT % 10 1 Mi 16 

Council for Mutual Beonomie Assistance: 
Bulgaria ——— === === =~ 184 3 m 87 63 
Cuechestovakia® == =o 126 137 109 113 "100 
German Democratic Republie® — ~~~ — 15 57 i 2 "20 
Hungary 6 4 a 35 58 
Folands -CoSc aE TIGRE 15 2 6 B 50. 
Romanig® |= =~ ~~~ 27TIL= 3 1 0) 6 ® 

om SSRI =o -oIT SS Scoaccae 1849 2,190 256 "2681 2,859 

Gland coseduoweesncwee dees! - 5 3 3 4 
Spain. -—-~~-~---=--= a i } 1 4 1 

tea: PMN == SE Seen aT 52 50 65 *60 

‘Moroces? —— === n ane -= === 50 98 38 8 0 
ns Santh Alec, Repl o® -—o 22a 8 1 1 2 * 

Chine’ === === oO o n 10 S10 
Hong Kong? —__~_~~-—-~~--2--=-= 815 a 802 ga 300 
India... ----=22--2------ = 31 2 2 “10 0 
fodmadis® 00 S00 STTIITSIEESS 7 be 1 on « 
gape 2S ee annnandean 181 is 195 206 188 

Korea, Republic off —— ~~~ ——777—— == 9 4 10 2 155 
Malays ewe noe 8 16 be 8 7 

Philippines ----~-~~=7—2-222 222020 3 3 2 2 2 
Singapore® _— ~~ ~_2=22ITILIL 2-2 4 2 6 2 9 

Taiwan? 7D 12 9 u M4 463 
Thalland’ 22527 STTCIESTETIITE oe = 1 2 9 

Oceanis: 
‘Australia? _---__-----~-------+~ 155 oF 600 708 *700 
sy 2 5 9 3 $3 

Meal. cascode eee 25038 ——«-26,698T28,950 = TR5.281 2.866 
ae OE 

“Estimated. "Revised. 
“Unless othorwie spciied, source is United Nations Boonomie Commission for Hurope, Annual Bulletin of Steel 

Statistis for Europe 1982, v. 10, New York, 1983, 38 pp. 
official trade returns of subject country. 
includes rerolling material 
‘Les than 1/2 unit. Partial figure; compiled from import statistics of trading partner countries,
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Table 16.—Iron and steel scrap imports, by selected countries* 
(Thousand short tons) 

Continent, country group, and country 1978 1979 1980 1981 1882) 
North America: Canada = 1,052 156 11g 94 7500 United States? ~~~ 77TTTTITIIIIIIE "794 "Tel 582 556 468 Latin America: 

Argentina’ -— 22a -seneeanaris 8 a 2 2 1 
Braail?_—_272I2IIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIE © o 2 8 8 Gilg = a= sea nes == cepa en Ene ae 8 to “10 10 10 
Golombie => TLIITIIIIIIIIIIIIE 2 25 14 33 $30 
Soba n noe nance see eSeaTaES “92 “80 495 100 #100 

Mesto? Oo TS SOT SSSE TET 831 398 Po 25 96 Pergo 2 a ve ee a a 336 "35 a8 Veuatetis# -——----n = ecnannns noes 5 Ea 86 55 "50 Burope: Biropean Bomomie Community igium-Luxembourg -—-- 1079 1,069 27 1054 m8 
Denmark-------=2-27=-2---==- 290 318 239 198 296 
iivnaaiaaw | Rt any, jeof-~2=T==e 5 y x Grescg naan annwerooonaa 218 254 268 317 ie Ireland ~~ -— 222 222222T22IIIII2 10 6 9 4 2 Bay ooogo--ssoneesneeeoaa 1288 7.598 8,168 6107 eat Nethetlands—~""[TTIIITIIIIIZZ 188 188 170 282 24 United Ringdog >=—>=52o222IIII a 2 8 8 al Buropean Free Frade Association! 
Mubtrig = nae nen nnn nnn aa 149 188 187 429 Winland’ 25225552202 225 C0S0005 4 98 WwW 8 6 Norway == 72IIIIIIIIIIIOIIIC i 3 88 8 4 
Dorgan = oon = 5 CTIES 73 161 164 94 gt 
Swelen.o 0-2 —=2-n22na2on sansa 180 148 4 za 583 Switzerland --~~~2~272722IITII2 98 18 ui 125 ng Council for Mutual Beonomiis Assistance: 
[= rr peaaue gee amen a a 8 5 “5 poewn pe ocudtesad 4 62 4 German Democratic Republic —~~—-~-~ 602 780 1001 184 502 Mungary Senne eee eee ae 3 7 4 189 1 Boland 22222222 ST TEEESTSLSEEE 10 1 250 58 8 Romania = -===772=27ITLIIIIIE 9 u 2 is os 

USAR. S20 S STL SISTIETSETS 21 "22 cy a % Other! 
Opa Sancta zeit 3,805 4g95 Tada 5,900 

Atvog, Tueslava OTITIS 443 292 38 528 “500 
Hyp cose wee accn eee 46 1B 4 B Mu Moreees ~~ 2222222220DITIIIIIIII 1 o eo 2 bat 

‘ant Altea, Republic o@ —=7777TT7777> 8 9 a1 “4 30 
Chg oS coca e needa 19 6 2 2 = 
Hong Kong? ~~~ =~" DI" TTIIIIIIIIL 139 16 103 104 1 pT inate see 19 160 "130 "100 "100 
a 89 33 43 69 250 Uapen) 22 7D ae aSae eeeURE SOPs TOTE 3,559 8,688 3281 1914 282 Korea, Republic of ~-~~~7>~722722> 1867 1142 2130 2546 1994 Malaysia -- 2-5 e002 SPEOTESTETS 3 7 5 60 28 Palitan = SSD ISS CESS GERUSESSEL 181 189 368 3534 *500 Philippines? _-~>~7DTTTTLTTIIo 8 305 10 10 10 
Singapore? .>~TIITTIIITIIIIIII 108 120 190 86 108 

Talwan?  _-2LTILTIIIITIIITIIIIIL 636, as 1858 ot ns 
‘Thalland® 2 LIST STESITIESE IESE 884 ers 373 460 429 Tuway_——-2-222222-2==-2== aaa 356 599 381 519 "500 Oceania: 
Australie? 1 1 1 1 2 
New Zealand# ~~" 2~72DITZIIIIIIIIL 19 1 6 5 5 

Total ------------------- "269819280 FRG BL (25,885 
TBstimated "Revised 
{Unless otherwise specified, souree is United Nations Economic Commission for Europe. Annual Bulletin of Stee! ogi See mesh ae ta ™ Zofficial trade returns of subject country. Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘Partial figures; compiled from export statistics of trading partner countries. 
SOfficially reported, but may be an incomplete figure. 
‘Partial figure; compiled from incomplete returns of subject country and export statistics of trading partner countries.



By Michael J. Potter‘ 

Kyanite, andalusite, and sillimanite are are no longer collected as a separate catego- 
anhydrous aluminum silicate minerals that ry by the Bureau of the Census. 
are alike in both composition and use pat- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
terns and have the same chemical formula, duction data for kyanite and synthetic mul- 
Al,0,*Si0;, Related materials include syn- lite are developed by the Bureau of Mines 
thetic mullite, dumortierite, and topaz, also by means of two separate, voluntary, domes- 
classified as aluminum silicates, although tic surveys. In the kyanite survey, of the 
the last two additionally contain substan- three active mines canvassed, none respond- 
tial proportions of boron and fluorine, re- oq, ‘These mines were operated by two 
spectively. All of these kyanite-group sub- companies, An estimate of total production 
ee epee for was made by the Bureau of Mines using 
highalumine refractories, but no recordin ee ee 
recent years exists of significant utilization . ae 
of either dumortierite or topaz for this 1 the synthetic mullite survey, of the F i five canvassed operations, three, or 60%, purpose in the United States. ‘Although publi mn incom. Tesponded and accounted for 6% of the total published statistics are incom- . 2 
plete, the United States, the Republic of Production data shown in table 1. The 
South Africa, and India appear to be the Percentage of production that was estimat- 
leading world producers of kyanitegroup . ©d, 94%, was arrived at by using prior year 
minerals. The U.S.S.R. and perhaps a few Production levels adjusted by the trend of 
other industrialized nations are also pre- the minerals economy. 
sumed to produce significant quantities of Legislation and Government Pro- 

these materials. grams.—The allowable depletion rates for 
US. kyanite output in 1983 was esti- kyanite, established by the Tax Reform Act 

mated to be approximately the same as in of 1969 and unchanged through 1983, were 
1982. Export and import data since 1977 for 22% for domestic production and 14% for 
kyanite and mullite-containing materials foreign operations. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Kyanite was produced in the United lite. Fused synthetic mullite is made by 
States at three open pit mines, two in melting Bayer process alumina and silica, 
Virginia and one in Georgia. Kyanite Min- or bauxite and kaolin in an electric furnace 
ing Corp. operated the Willis Mountain and at about 3,450° F. High-temperature sin- 
East Ridge Mines in Buckingham County, tered synthetic mullite is prepared by sin- 
VA. CE Minerals Inc. operated the Graves tering mixtures of alumina and kaolin, 
Mountain Mine in Lincoln County, GA. bauxite and kaolin, or alumina, kaolin, and 

‘The tonnage of domestic kyanite was kyanite above 3,180° F, Low-temperature 
estimated to be approximately 100,000 tons, sintered synthetic mullite is made by sin- 
the same as in 1982.? tering siliceous bauxite or mixtures of baux- 

There are three types of synthetic mul- ite and kaolin above 2,820° F. 

529
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Output of synthetic mullite in 1983 was Americus, GA, and Harbison-Walker Re- 
largely of the high-temperature sintered fractories Co., at Eufaula, AL. Electric- variety, and the two producers of this mate- furnace-fused mullite was produced by the 
rial were believed to be CE Minerals, at Carborundum Co. at Niagara Falls, NY. 

Table 1.—Synthetic mullite production in 
the United States 

Year ae! ee 
tons) sands) 

qe a8 8875, 
Seo0-CSSEESIEUOTIOT: "ata S012 Peace | ago 8050 Yse2LITLIIIIIIII2 ooo 5350 
398° 22 TLIIIIIIIIZ2 000 700 

*Batimated. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Kyanite and related materials were con- fractory applications such as for high- 
sumed mostly in the manufacture of high-temperature mortars or cements, ramming 
alumina or mullite-class refractories and in mixes, and castable refractories, or with 
lesser quantities as ingredients in ceramic clays and other ingredients in refractory 
compositions. U.S. kyanite, already ground compositions for making kiln furniture, in- 
to minus 35 mesh as required by the flota-_sulating brick, firebrick, and a wide variety 
tion process used in its separation and of other articles. More finely ground materi- 
recovery, was marketed either in this raw al, minus 200 mesh, was used in body 
form or, after heat treatment, as mullite, mixes for sanitary porcelains, wall tile, 
sometimes further reduced in particle size investment-casting molds, and miscella- 
before use. In the 35- to 48mesh range, neous special-purpose ceramics, 
kyanite was used mostly in monolithic re- 

PRICES 

Engineering and Mining Journal, De- — The December 1983 issue of Industrial 
cember 1983, listed prices for kyanite, f.0.b. Minerals (London) quoted kyanite-group 
Georgia, ranging from $85 to $137 per short prices approximately equivalent to. the . ton for bulk shipments and $9 more per ton following? 
for bagged material. 

Per short ton 
Andalusite, Transvaal, 52% to 54% 

AlzOs, bulk, c.i.f. main European port... $95 
‘Andalusite, Transvaal, 60% Alz0s, ei. 
‘main European port —— neo 122 
Sillimanite, South African, 70% Alz0s, ‘bags, c.f’ main European port <—___ 259 
US. kyanite, 59% to 62% Alas, 35-325 Tyler 
ssh, raw andor calcined, Wong on 

UB hyanite, fob plant, carlois’ ~~~ Hew wooo ececctascces: Tet 
Galeined“"7""TTTTLITTITIII ae
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FOREIGN TRADE 

‘An estimated one-third of U.S. production Federal Republic of Germany. Imports were 
of kyanite and mullite-containing materials _ estimated to be insignificant. 
was shipped overseas, primarily to the 

WORLD REVIEW 

India.—Sillimanite minerals described in included on history, geology, reserves, min- 
a journal article included producing compa- ing, processing, and sales.* 
nies; 1980 and 1981 production tonnages United Kingdom.—Imports of kyanite- 
and values for kyanite and sillimanite, by _ group minerals in 1981 were approximately 
State; and exports for 1979 to 1981.* 42,000 tons. Principal countries of origin 

‘The Indian Rare Earths Ltd. sands proj- and the share supplied were the Republic of 
ect at Orissa required the installation of a South Africa, 40%; France, 84%; and the 
dredge and wet concentration unit with a United States, 7%. In 1982, imports of 
capacity of 500 tons per hour. Heavy miner-  kyanite-group minerals were 38,700 tons. 
al content of the sand was 20% with the Principal countries of origin and the share 
remainder consisting of quartz. The second supplied were the Republic of South Africa, 
stage of the project will require a heavy 53%; France, 29%; and the United States, 
mineral sand separation plant and was 10%. 
expected to yield 33,000 tons per year Colin Stewart Minerals Ltd. was appoint- 
of sillimanite and various other heavy ed official distributor for the United King- 

minerals.* dom of andalusite produced by Rand Lon- 
‘The Lapso Buru kyanite operation of don Andalusite Ltd. The Al.O, content of 

Hindustan Copper Ltd. located in the the product was guaranteed at a minimum 
Singhbhum District of Bihar State, was of 59%, and the Fe.O; content at a maxi- 
described in a journal article. Output was mum of 0.9%. 
about 20,000 tons per year. Project history, —_—_—_— 
geology, mining methods, and washing were _ Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. eonbed® a imebsngch Siimanite Minerals Min, Anau. Re. 
‘Japan.—Consumption of sillimanite, an- _ *Whore necessary, values have been converted from 

dalusite, and/or kyanite was approximately Pounds sterling (f) par metric ton to U.S. dollars per short 
17,600 tons per year from 1980 to 1982. T'Glark ‘GM. The Indurral Minerals of India, Ind. 
Consumption of synthetic mullite was ap- Miper. (Condon), No. 19, Aug. 1983, pp 42-48, 51, 
proximately $8,000 tons per year in 1980 199f'Novi89, Junel983 ppiti3. net Ones fF 
and 1981 and 29,000 tons in 1982.7 *Mining Magazine (London). Lay Buru Kyanite. 

South Africa, Republic of Total anda “iain Ranke tere a2 No 
lusite production decreased an estimated 19) JuneiO8@,p 1b 
31% compared with that of 1982. Miner. (London), Nor 81, Apr. 1983, pp. 4041) 

‘A journal article described the andalusite “industrial Minerals (London), United Kingdom Indus 
operation of Rand London Andalusite Ltd. ‘tigi Mineral Statistics. No. 187, Apr. 1988, p00. 
in the State of Lebowa. Infoi nation was Mar i963;p 61" News © Mineral Notes. No. 186,
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Table 2.—Kyanite: World production, by country? 
(Short tons) 

‘Country? and commodity 1979 1980 1981 1982 1985 
‘Australia: Sillimanite® 626 9 365 863 880 
Brasil: Kyanitet ~—-__9--~~-~-- == 192 4707 1758 %2000, 1,850 
France: yaniteandalusie™—~>777“W=7777 83100 38,100» 83,100»—— 83,100 «88,100 india 

Kani ----no-22-nnn2eenno- 448T¢ 51,282 42.200 «7245 —_«88,600 Silinenity—— onan ins2 = id’8i5 Boss 15,400 Kores, Republic of Andafusita --~~77~22222 6 90 7 36 55 South Africa, Republic of: ‘Andalusite —-----—-------------- 147,905 216622918 "175/700 «121,800 
Sillimanite — ~~~ ~>>77>=2TTTTTTTTE 2usrt = Y7851 «17090124500 4400 Spain Andalui ——>7—OTTTITTTITTT 5908 7188 6780 5821 53500 
ited States: Kyanite =n w w w Ww w Synthetic mallite -222T2IIIIIIIIIIII 40,660 40,540 ——42.000——27,000 28,000 
“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Owing to incomplete reporting, ths table has not been totaled. Table includes data available through Mar. 28, 1984 
in aditon tothe counties lisa, « numberof ther nations produc kyante and related materials, but output isnot reported quantitatively and no reliable bess is available for estimation of output levels. 
jn addition, eillimanite clay (also called kaolinized sllimenite) is produced, but output is not reported quantitatively, angaatable [formation iadaguae forthe formulation of rlabeetimatinof output evel. 

os reflocta output of marketable products lution (ag reported in ions of this chapter) wos as followas in short tone 1918 B68 1900 05168" sBB1- Bone; 1082 2,000 etinavey and 1986-8000 ontimated



By William D. Woodbury* 

Domestic mine output of recoverable lead als declined significantly for the fourth 
declined by over 60,000 metric tons in 1983 consecutive year, owing to a continued 
and was the lowest production in a non- shortage of scrap at acceptable prices. Sec- 
strike year since the mines in southeast ondary production declined to less than two- 
Missouri reached significant production lev- thirds that of 1979, and during 1983, virtual- 
els in 1969. The decline was attributed to ly all plants curtailed production, operated 
the closure for economic reasons of the intermittently, -or temporarily closed for 
‘Nation’s second-largest lead mine at Sweet- long periods. Secondary refined production 
water, MO, in March. Total primary refin- was the lowest since 1968. Consumption of 
ery output from domestic and foreign raw lead for storage batteries, the major end 
materials, however, was about the same as _use, increased by over 100,000 tons. 
that of 1982. Production from scrap materi- 

Table 1—Salient lead statisties 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a TOTNONwTwTc..0WW a 
United States: Production: 

‘Domestic ores, recoverable lead content _ _ __ 525,569 550,366 445,535 512,516 449,038 Value"... thousands $600,029 $518,189 S958'S01 "SDBRGTO s214008 Primary lead (refined) 
rom domesticores and base bullion... 529,910 508,168 440.298 459,865 459.398, Fromforeig ores and bave bullion ~~~ 4641 S942T-, “5,085 “52.209 55.207 Antimonial lead (primary lead conten) ~~~ 2596 5 3008 aaa W Secondary lesd(leadcontent)--"----~ —««SOL388«« 157864 OS—STH-ZTB 503,501 

Exports (lead content): Veadoreandconcentrates $2902 27,815 33043. «Basiod one Veadmaterialsexcluding scrap ---_----_ Wei teetes bate Saeae BOLL Imports, general 
Teadinoreand matte... «5.998409 RSIS BOT IG Lead in base bullion ----~~~2227 7227 1681 206 448 9 3 
Lead in pies, bars,’ reclaimed scrap ———___ 198,844 88,995, 107,185 99,587 179,485 Stocks, Dee. i lead content) 

‘Atprimary smeltersand refineries... 89.822 «135004 dozor_-—eg97 106682 AtConsumers and seconderysmelters"-"-~ e898 Teand tase «= a'b0g dott Consumption of metal primary and secondary ~- 138835 1070203161101 o7sbs _1.14B.I8T 
Price: Common lead, average, cents per pound? _ 52.64 42.46 36.58 25.54 21.68 World Production: 

Mine -_____... thousand metric tons__ 8,450.6 3,448.2, 3,349.4 734080 3,324.4 
Refinery? ______.._._______do._... 8,297.5 "3,172.9 3,124.0 3.1498 — °3,204.6 
Secondary refinery —_-_______ do. ___ "2,414.6 2,257.0 2211.5 2077.6 — °2,024.7 Price: London Metal Exchange, pure lead, average, ents per pound ere ene 5i52 41.21 33304661927 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
‘includes Bureau of Mines estimate of 42,000 metric tons of pigs and bars (lead content) of U.S. brands returned from. the London Metal Exchange 
?Metals Week. Average transactions on a delivered basis. 
*Primary metal production only. Includes secondary metal production where inseparably included in country total 
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The U.S. producer prices gradually de- worker blood-lead-level MRP standard of 
clined during the first half of 1983, bot- the Occupational Safety and Health Admin- 
tomed in July at the lowest level since  istration’s (OSHA) 1979 Lead Standard be- 
January and February 1976, but recovered came effective. In some plants the standard 
in the last quarter to about 3 cents per reportedly could temporarily idle up to 30% 
pound above the beginning of the year. The of the work force with pay, according to 
average U.S. transactions price for the year industry, but for most plants, the impact 
was the lowest since 1975 and the second will be significantly less. The standard was 
lowest of the century in 1972 constant applied to all producers and consumers of 
dollars. London Metal Exchange (LME) lead regulated by OSHA. Also affecting the 
cash quotations for lead averaged 2.4 cents industry was the decision by OSHA to 
per pound less than U.S. prices for the year retain the in-plant air-lead permissible ex- 
and about 6.5 cents per pound less in the posure limit (PEL), but not to enforce ulti- 
fourth quarter, which triggered record-high mate compliance solely by engineering con- 
imports of pig lead from the LME during trols as originally scheduled. Compliance 
November and December. plans with the PEL based on variable mix- 

During the year, the final phase of the in- tures of engineering controls with supple- 
plant worker blood-lead-level standard for mental work practice and administrative 
medical removal protection (MRP), which controls, including worker self-protection 
affected all plants of the lead-producing and devices, were to be negotiated on a plant-by- 
consuming sectors, went into effect. For the plant basis with organized labor input, a 
second consecutive year, a major technolog- significantly less costly approach at most 
ic innovation was introduced in the domes- plants. 
tic automotive replacement battery market, On February 17, the Environmental Pro- 
reportedly the first truly “maintenance- tection Agency (EPA) published proposed 
free” lead-acid system. specific point source effluent limitations, 

Domestic Data Coverage—Domestic da- pretreatment standards, and new source 
ta for lead are developed by the Bureau of _ performance standards for nonferrous met- 
Mines from five voluntary surveys of U.S. als manufacturers for compliance with the 
operations. Typical of these are the com- 1977 Clean Water Act requirements. Com- 
bined monthly and annual secondary smelt- _pliance with these standards, together with 
er and consumer surveys. Of the 324 con- similar proposed guidelines for battery 
sumer plants to which a survey request was manufacturers published on November 10, 
sent, 90% responded, representing 96% of 1982, utilizing best available technology 
the primary and secondary lead consump- standards, was expected to be required by 
tion shown in tables 1, 13, 14, 15, and 16. Of mid-1984. On April 4, 1983, EPA also pub- 
the 78 secondary producer plants to which a lished proposed rules for hazardous waste 
survey request was sent, 60% responded, management affecting secondary lead 
representing 83% of the total secondary smelters and the lead-acid battery recycling 
lead production shown in tables 1, 11, and sector in general, to implement applicable 
12. Production and consumption for the sections of the 1976 Resource Conservation 
nonrespondents were estimated using re- and Recovery Act. Compliance was also 
ported prior year production levels adjusted expected to be mandated in 1984 and re- 
by general industry trends. portedly was the most troublesome to the 

Legislation and Government Pro- secondary lead and battery recycling indus- 
grams.—Four significant actions by U.S. tries of the pending rulemakings at year- 
Government agencies during 1983 had im- end. 
mediate and/or potentially severe long- The National Defense Stockpile during 
term consequences to the domestic lead 1983 remained at 545,000 tons, about 55% of 
industry. On March 1, the final phase of the the current authorized goal. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

MINE PRODUCTION at Sweetwater, MO. Eight lead mines in 
. | . Missouri, including St. Joe Lead Co.’s new 

The decline in U.S. mine production of Viburnum No. 35 Mine at Bixby, MO, which 
recoverable lead reflected the low world- yielded development ore in the second half 
wide demand for lead. Unfavorable econom- of the year, produced 91% of the domestic 
ic conditions forced the closing in early total. Lead-producing mines in Idaho and 
March of the Nation's second-largest lead Missouri together accounted for 97% of the 
mine, Ozark Lead Co’s Milliken Mine, total U.S. mine output.
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According to AMAX Lead Co. of Mis- _nitely suspended in the first week of March 
souri’s annual report, the Buick Mine in owing to unfavorable economic conditions. 
Tron County, MO, equally owned by AMAX, According to Standard Oil Co. of Ohio’s 
the operator, and Homestake Mining Co., (Sohio) annual report, the mine produced 
continued to be the Nation’s largest single 10,250 tons of lead in concentrates. Ozark 
lead-producing unit, milling 1.93 million Lead is wholly owned by Kennecott, which 
tons of ore at an average grade of 7.9% lead, is a subsidiary of Sohio. Milliken’s concen- 
down 6% in volume but upgraded 0.3% in trates were purchased on contract by Asar- 
metal content over that of 1982. Estimated _ co for processing at its Glover, MO, smelter- 
reserves of the mine at yearend were re- refinery. 
ported to be 84.5 million tons of ore at an Hecla Mining Co. reported that its Lucky 
average grade of 5.7% lead. Contained met- Friday unit in Shoshone County, ID, pro- 
al production at 147,000 tons of lead in duced 233,375 tons of silver ore with a grade 
concentrates was only down 2% from that of 11.3% lead. That was the highest ore 
of 1982 owing to the slightly higher average production in the mine’s history and repre- 
grade of the ore hoisted. sented 26,000 tons of contained lead and 

St. Joe Lead, the largest integrated pro- 5.08 million troy ounces of recovered silver. 
ducer of lead in the United States, operated The new record was attributed to the first- 
three lead mine and milling complexes in stage completion of the new deep shaft to 
southeastern Missouri, producing 196,000 6,205 feet on April 27. Development of the 
tons of lead in concentrates during its fiscal 4,900-foot and 5,100-foot levels began at 
year ending October 31, 1983, according to midyear, and the first ore was hoisted on 
parent Fluor Corp.’s annual report, an in- October 10. The shaft was designed so that 
crease of 4% over that of 1982. The three _ it could be extended to an ultimate depth of 
mills treated 4.17 million tons of ore from 7,500 feet, permit a 35% increase in mine 
five captive mines averaging about 4.8% capacity, and also enhance further explora- 
lead during the year. Total estimated mill tion and future development of large com- 
capacity was 20,000 tons of ore per day. St. pany holdings surrounding Lucky Friday. 
Joe Lead had proven domestic reserves of Ore reserves at the end of 1983 were 470,000 
56.3 million tons of ore containing 5.0% tons at an average grade of 12.2% lead, up 
lead at fiscal yearend. The Fletcher Mine in 3% from that of 1982. An extensive explora- 
Reynolds County, MO, was the Nation’s tion program from the new shaft levels was 
second-largest producing lead mine during _ to be started in 1984 as, for the first time in 
the year. the history of the mine, adequate hoisting 

The third-largest producing lead mine capacity to allow exploration waste to be 
was Cominco American Incorporated and hoisted was available. According to Hecla, 
Dresser Industries Inc.’s equally owned this program promised to be the greatest 
Magmont Mine in Iron County, MO, which opportunity for discovery of new high-grade 
milled 1.04 million tons of ore at an average _ silver-lead veins ever to be presented to the 
grade of 7.2% lead, according to Cominco’s company. Exploration was also to continue 
annual report. Lead concentrate production during 1984 on seven additional projects in 
increased 17% to 94,600 tons owing to the Colorado, Montana, Washington, and Que- 
significantly higher average grade of the bec, Canada. Hecla’s Leadville unit, known 
ore mined compared with that of 1982. as the Sherman Mine, or Sherman Tunnel, 
Production began late in 1983 from the new, which was operated on a 60%-equity basis 
higher grade West area after completion of for Leadville Corp. in Lake County, CO, and 
a 2-mile haulage drift from the main shaft. which had ceased production in January 
As a result, the published measured and 1982, resumed production in June 1983 at a 
indicated yearend reserves increased nearly _ rate of 120 tons of ore per day grading 0.5% 
20% to 6,200,000 tons, with an average lead as a byproduct of silver ore grading 
grade of 8.0% lead. On November 1, Comin- over 15 troy ounces per short ton. This level 
co, the operator, signed a toll agreement of production was expected to be maintain- 
with the ASARCO Incorporated smelter- ed through 1984. 
refinery at Glover, MO, to replace the  Asarco, which had suspended under- 
expired contract with the adjacent AMAX ground development at its new, large West 
plant at Boss, MO. Fork Mine in southeast Missouri in October 

At Ozark Lead’s Milliken Mine in Reyn- 1982, placed the project on standby status in 
olds County, MO, normally the Nation’s June 1983 after completion of the mill and 
second-largest lead-producing mine with other surface facilities. In October, howev- 
82,000 tons capacity, production was indefi- er, Asarco started dewatering operations
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and was to continue with construction of Omaha refinery where 90,000 tons of lead Permanent underground facilities through metal was produced. Foreign concentrates 1984, The mine reportedly could be on- came from Peru, Australia, Honduras, and stream by late 1985 at a capacity of 46,000 Canada, in order of significance, but those tons of lead in concentrates per year. The imported for domestic consumption were reserves were estimated at 13.6 million tons virtually all from Asarco’s direct Peruvian grading 5.5% lead and 1.2% zinc, accord- interests or long-term relationships. The ing to Asarco. Mill capacity was estimated Glover smelterrefinery complex produced at 3,450 tons of ore per day. Output at 91,000 tons of lead metal, and the compa- the Leadville Mine in Colorado, formerly ny’s total refined production was down 13% known as the Resurrection Mine, which or 26,850 tons compared with that of 1982. 
Asarco operated under a 50%-owned joint This was directly attributed to the closure venture, produced near its capacity of 6,000 of Ozark Lead’s Milliken Mine on March 1, tons of lead in concentrates in 1983. 1983, which had been Glover's prime pur- 

chased feed source. The Glover plant was 
‘SMELTER AND REFINERY PRODUCTION iamediatey faved fe carta operations, 

—Duri st. and temporarily suspended operations from 
smelterreinery at Herculaneum, MO, the August 15 until September 18. tll con Nation's largest, with a rated capacity of {7a¢t was signed on November 1 with 204,000 tons per year, produced 206,600 tons Cominco-Dresser_ to Mem oud. rerine: com 
of lead metal according to the company’s inca non Ses whee October 81 fiscal yearend 10K Report filed current contract had expired with AMAX- 
with the Securities and Exchange Commis- Homestake’s Boss smelter-refinery. Al- 
sion. At Boss, MO, the AMAX-Homestake though the Magmont Mine and the Milli- 
smelter-refinery produced 129,700 tons of ken Mine are about equal in capacity, the 
lead metal, also slightly over plant capacity, ae eat of tig ele oe ae ‘Asareo 
which was rated at 127,000 tons, and about could have as much as 80,000 tons less of its 
12% over that of 1982. At the smelter, a new on ee fomerkst anual, Avance weal 
elemental sodium drossing process was in- Tefined lead production was 70% of esti- 
troduced that materially iecroased recovery mated capacity” 
and eliminated a drossing process step, 1 ee Darin ine yee ennnene 
which also reduced costs, according to closure was announced for two plants wit 
Homestake’s annual report. Total produc- @ combined capacity of 31,000 tons, but at 
tion at the plant broke the record-high yearend, total refined secondary metal ca- 
achieved in 1975 by over 6,000 tons. In mid- pacity was still estimated to be over 1.2 
November, the plant’s long-term commit- million. fone At parang, lere sere 27 
ment to Cominco-Dresser to set aside one- “major” producers who owned and/or op- 
half of its capacity for toll of lead concen- erated 42 plants ranging from 5,000 to 
trates from the adjacent Magmont Mine 68,000 tons in annual capacity, averaging 
expired, and from that point, the smelter- just under 30,000 tons, and who scoonted 
refinery became totally committed to proc- for about 99% of U.S. secondary lead pro- 
essing concentrates from AMAX-Home- duction. On December 1, Bergsoe Metal 
take's own Buick Mf Corp. of Portland, OR, ed hi stake’s own Buick Mine. rp. of Portland, OR, assumed ownership 
Asarco reported that its three smelters, and operation of RSR Corp.'s 33,000-ton-per- 

one each at East Helena, MT, El Paso, TX, year Seattle, WA, smelter-refinery under a 
and Glover, MO, produced 188,000 tons of Federal Trade Commission divestiture or- 
lead bullion in 1983. The El Paso and East der. At that time, Bergsoe became the only 

Helena gperations, | which custom. tell lange secondary Teed producer in the Pacifle 
concentrates from domestic and foreign Northwest and had a total capacity of 
sources, shipped the bullion to Asarco's 60,000 tons per year in that area. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

The increase in domestic consumption of the year to 56.1 million units, and ship- 
lead was attributed to a 15% increase in ments of original equipment automotive 
demand for use in all types of lead-acid batteries increased 29% to 10.8 million 
storage batteries. According to Battery units. Those increases, together with consid- 
Council International, shipments of replace- erably increased demand for wrought lead 
ment automotive batteries, the largest sin- products in construction and pigments for 
gle end use of lead, increased 3.5% during paints and glass or ceramic products, were
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partially offset by a decline of 30,000 tons in oxide inventories, which was reflected by 
consumption. of lead in gasoline additives. the record-high fourth quarter consumption 
Use of lead in casting metals also declined by the battery manufacturers. The use of 
significantly, but all other end uses remain- _lead in each SLI unit was estimated to have 
ed about level compared with those of 1982. _ actually declined slightly owing to continu- 

Although consumption of lead for the ing technologic improvements. Lead in in- 
manufacture of all types of storage batteries dustrial and traction batteries represented 
represented 70% of total demand in 1983 10.8% of the total used for batteries, and 
compared with 65% in 1982, the gain was consumption of lead increased 22.6% in 
attributed primarily to rebuilding of start- 1983 compared with that of 1982 for that 
ing-lighting-ignition (SLI) battery grid and sector of the battery industry. 

STOCKS 

Refined soft lead stocks at primary refin- World stocks of lead and antimonial lead 
eries decreased 21%, but increased at sec- metal in countries reporting to the Interna- 
ondary and consumer plants because of tional Lead and Zinc Study Group (ILZSG) 
favorable prices and anticipated increased were approximately 540,000 tons at year- 
demand. Stocks declined in all other cate- end, about 10% of total world demand, and 
gories except bullion at primary refineries. 20,000 tons less than that at yearend 1982.7 

PRICES. 

The US. producer price for lead opened were about 1/2 cent per pound below aver- 
the year in a quoted range of 20.5 to 23 cents age U.S. producer prices from the beginning 
per pound, according to Metals Week, and of the year through mid-June. From that 
fluctuated from that range to 1/2 cent to 1 point, the spread began to increase, reach- 
cent higher through February, when a ing an average of 3.4 cents during the start 
continuous, gradual, steady decline com- of the U.S. high-demand period in Septem- 
menced. This decline bottomed out at 19 to ber, and averaged over 6 cents per pound in 
20 cents per pound from July 12 through the fourth quarter. The LME average for 
August 2, when a gradual increase began in the year was 2.4 cents per pound less than 
response to early buying from battery man- the average U.S. price. The total cost of 
ufacturers, whose raw materials and retail shipping, duty, handling, and inland freight 
stocks were reportedly low. This range to U.S. destinations of imported pig lead 
represented the bottom of a 2-year down was estimated to average 5 to 6 cents per 
cycle from just under an average of 44 cents pound, with shipping, duty, and insurance 
per pound in August 1981. The high quoted accounting for 3 to 3.5 cents. Since LME 
range for 1983 of 25 to 27 cents per pound _ prices were depressed and stayed relatively 
was sustained from October 19 until. Decem- close to U.S. prices in the first half of 1983, 
ber 12, when it dropped 1 cent and closed LME inventories built from 126,000 tons of 
the year at 24 to 26 cents. The average refined lead metal at 1982 yearend to a 
transactions price for the year was 21.7 record-high of 218,000 tons in the first week 
cents per pound as most sales were at or of October, then declined to 172,000 tons at 
near the low end of the quoted ranges, and yearend 1983 as US. prices rose. 
several forms of discounts were offered by The quoted domestic prices for lead oxides 
major producers. were based on the selling prices for pig lead 

Published price quotations for U.S. sec- in a given period plus conversion charges. 
ondary lead during 1983 were generally 3to However, premium adjustments were also 
3.5 cents per pound above the average price made by individual producers to reflect 
for primary soft lead, and most secondary differences in manufacturing technique, 
producers were not competitive in that freight considerations, quality require- 
market. However, secondary producers ments, and other factors. The average total 
were able to realize premiums for alloyed premiums for 100-pound units in carload 
metals, and the sector maintained its share _lots, fo.b. plant, were estimated to be 9.8 
of the market for antimonial lead and other cents per pound above the average pig lead 

alloys. price for litharge and 13.8 cents above for 
‘The LME average cash prices during 1983 red lead.
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FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of lead in concentrates were at contracts to domestic producers. Imports 
the lowest level since lead concentrates from Peru increased significantly to offset 
were classified separately from mixed ores the considerable decline of Honduran con- 
in 1978, Over 80% went to Canada, which in centrates. Canada, Mexico, and Peru sup- 
turn supplied over one-half of the non-LME plied over 75% of imported lead in all 
US. imports for consumption of refined pig forms, and Australia continued to be an 
lead. Lead content of exported scrap, which increasingly important supplier of refined 
was recorded by gross weight, was estimat- metal. 
ed to be 60% metal. The United States had There was a general increase in imports 
net imports for consumption of nearly of lead chemicals and compounds. The most 
180,000 tons of lead, including that contain- significant was a 40% increase in imports of 
ed in concentrates and scrap, compared chrome yellow, used primarily for highway 
with 3,000 tons in 1982. The significant markings. Mexico accounted for all but 200 
increase in imports was necessary because tons of U.S. imports of litharge and red 
of relatively low U.S. mine output and lead, while Canada supplied 47% of all 
secondary production. An unusual trade other categories, including nearly 80% of 
situation was the importation of 42,000 tons the chrome yellow. Peru supplied virtually 
of U.S. brand pig lead from LME ware- all of the lead arsenate imported; the Re- 
houses during November and December public of South Africa, 60% of the lead 
that had been exported during 1982. Im- nitrate; the Federal Republic of Germany, 
ports of concentrates for consumption in 84% of the lead acetate; and the United 
1983 were virtually all from Honduras and . Kingdom, 60% of the total carbonate and 
Peru, traditional suppliers under long-term _ sulfate white lead. 

Table 2.—U.S. import duties for lead materials, January 1, 1983 

(Lead content) 

Item TRUS Mos: favored nation ‘“eclonn Non-MFN 

Ore------.----- 60210 OScent per pound Freet orcurrent MFN. 1.5 cents per pound. 
‘Lead bullion ______ 62402 3.5% ad valorem, soar 10.5% ad valorem, 
Other unwrought —_— 624.03 8.0% ad valorem? ___ Current MFNrate only —_10.0% ad valorem. Waste and scrap. ~~ 62401 Go TTT ==> Froohor 255 ad 11.59% ad valorem. 

$Froe if eligible under General System of Preferences "Temporary reduction until July 1, 1988, but the minimum duty shall not be less than 1.0625 conts per pound of contained lead 

WORLD REVIEW 

According to ILZSG statistics, reported Geneva in October 1983, forecast a world- 
consumption of refined lead and antimonial wide growth in lead consumption by market 
lead metal in the market economy countries economy countries of about 3% for 1984, 
during both 1982 and 1983 was just under with a corresponding increase in refined 
8.8 million tons, compared with just under metal production of nearly 4%. Mine pro- 
3.9 million tons in 1981. Estimated total duction and net metal exports to centrally 
world consumption of lead during 1983 planned economy countries of about 100,000 
decreased marginally to 5.22 million tons tons were expected to remain at 1983 levels. 
from 5.24 million tons in 1982, compared Total metal production by the market evon- 
with 5.34 million tons estimated for 1981. omy countries was expected to exceed de- 
Estimated total world refined lead produc- mand by about 100,000 tons in 1984; there- 
tion, excluding remelt scrap, and world fore, no significant change in stocks was 
mine production, excluding the United anticipated. 
States, were also about the same as that of __Australia—Early in the year, BZ Indus- 

1982 tries Ltd. started production at its new zinc~ 
ILZSG, at its 28th annual session in _lead-silver Elura Mine in New South Wales.
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The mine and mill were designed for a (CSIRO) signed a licensing agreement for 
yearly throughput of 1.1 million tons of ore the commercial application of CSIRO’s di- 
yielding 65,000 tons of zinc and 40,000 tons rect smelting process (Sirosmelt), to be 
of lead, As a result, the lead mining indus- known as Isasmelt. 
try set a new production record for the  Canada.—The decline in lead mine pro- 
second year in a row, and for the first time duction was attributed to the continued 
since 1968 exceeded U.S. lead mine produc- suspension of operations at Cyprus Anvil 
tion, usually the first in the world. Produe- Mining Corp’s Faro Mine in the Yukon; 
tion in the main two producing areas, Heath Steele Mines Ltd. and Asarco’s sus- 
Mount Isa, Queensland, and Broken Hill, pension of operations in May at the Little 
New South Wales, also increased substan- River Mine joint venture, Newcastle, New 
tially. Minor increases in production were Brunswick; and the shutdown from January 
recorded at the west coast mines of Tasma- 2 to June 15 of Cominco Ltd.'s subsidiary 
nia and near Cobar, New South Wales, and Pine Point Mines Ltd.'s mine in the North- 
slight declines were recorded in all other west Territories. There was no production 
regions. Exports of lead concentrates were from the copper-lead-zinc MacLean Mine at 
at the same gross tonnage level as those of Buchans, Newfoundland (Abitibi-Price Inc., 
1982, but owing to an estimated 22% up- 51%, and Asarco, 49%) during the first half 
grading, increased from the equivalent of _of 1983, but it reopened in June after an 18- 
8% to over 9% of the contained lead in total month shutdown. An 8-day strike at Comin- 
mine production. co Ltd’s Sullivan Mine and mill in British 

Production at The Broken Hill Associated Columbia ended when employees represent- 
Smelters Pty. Ltd. (BHAS), Australia’s only ed by the United Steelworkers of America 
producer of primary refined lead, decreased approved a 2-year contract retroactive to 
in 1983 because of a breakdown at the Port May 1. 
Pirie complex in the last quarter. Conse-  Westmin Resources Ltd. continued to 
quently, refined metal production and ex- work toward a 1984 startup for its new mill 
ports decreased about 10%, but with over to process ore from its new HW Mine and 
180,000 tons of refined metal exported, Aus- the Myra Creek and Lynx Mines at Buttle 
tralia continued to be the world’s leading Lake, British Columbia. A 760-meter-deep 
lead metal exporter. shaft at the HW Mine was completed in the 

Significant lead-zinc-silver mineralization second quarter of 1983, and an extension to 
was delineated at Conjuboy in northwest the Lynx Mine ore body was discovered. In 
Queensland and at the Hellyer Prospect May, Cyprus Anvil began a 2-year overbur- 
just north of the Que River Mine in western den stripping program at its Faro Mine. In 
‘Tasmania. Drilling at the Currawong Pros- September, an agreement was reached be- 
pect, Benambra, Victoria, continued along tween the Yukon Territorial government 
strike. Following extensive exploration and and Cyprus Anvil’s parent, Dome Petrole- 
development in 1982, a full feasibility study um Ltd., on financial assistance from exist- 
began in 1983 to evaluate the economic ing Federal programs in the Territory. 
viability of the zinc-lead-copper deposit at _ Cominco Ltd.'s smelter-refinery at Trail, 
‘Thalanga, Queensland. The project is. joint British Columbia, represented about 36% of 
venture between Peharroya of France, EZ total Canadian lead refinery capacity, in- 
Industries, and The Broken Hill Pty. Co. cluding secondary, but accounted for 50% of 
Ltd. with production slated after 1986. Pos- total refinery production. 
sible startup of production in 1984 was an- _Greece.—The Government announced 
nounced by the consortium for the Wood- plans to reopen in 1984 the Laurium lead 
cutters zinc-lead-silver prospect near Dar- smelter and refinery at Attica, which closed 
win, in the Northern Territory. At Plenty in early 1982. The plant, formerly owned by 
River Mining Pty. Ltd.'s Attutra open pit | Companie Francaise des Mines du Laurium 
mine, in the Jervois Range, Northern Terri- S.A.F., a subsidiary of Pefiarroya of France, 
tory, the 250,000-ton-per-year mill remained was nationalized in 1982. The plant, origi- 
closed during 1983 as the mine continued to nally constructed in 1875, had a capacity of 
stockpile ore. 30,000 tons per year but was expected to 
BHAS developed a chloride leaching proc- undergo modernization and reopen at 

ess for copper-lead sulfide mattes at its Port 15,000 tons capacity. The expansion of the 
Pirie, South Australia, lead smelter-re- Olympias Mine in northern Greece contin- 
finery, and in midyear, Mount Isa Mines ued in 1983 and was expected to be on- 
Ltd. (MIM) and the Commonwealth Scien- stream in 1984. The mine was one of three 
tific and Industrial Research Organization of the Kassandra Mines Group in the east-
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ern Chalkidiki area and would expand pro- _Ireland.—Bula Ltd. received Government 
duction of the group, owned by Hellenic permission after 6 years of negotiation to 
Chemical Products and Fertilizers Co., from bring its new zinc-lead mine at Navan, 
20,000 to 40,000 tons per year of contained County Meath, into production in 1985. The 
Jead. Eventually, this group was to become mine, near the existing operations of Tara 
the prime feedstock for a planned new Mines Ltd., was expected to have a capacity 40,000-ton-per-year, _ Government-owned of 15,000 tons per year of lead in concen- 
smelter-refinery to be built at nearby Am- trates. 
phipolis on the Strymon River Estuary. Italy.—During 1983, the state-owned non- 
India.—Hindustan Zinc Ltd. (HZL) began ferrous metals producer, SocietA per Azioni 

production at mines in Rajpura-Dariba, Ra- Minero-Metallurgiche (SAMIM), was in- 
Jasthan, capacity of 10,000 toris per year volved in numerous projects in the lead 
contained lead, and Sargipalli, Orissa, ca- industry. A new mine and expansion of an 
pacity of 6,000 tons per year contained lead. old mine, with an additional 13,000 tons per 
HZL was expected to increase capacity at year lead capacity, were under development 
its Vishakhapatnam smelter in Andhra at Monteponi, Sardinia, for startup in 1986. 
Pradesh to 34,000 tons per year from the A new mine was opened in Tuscany, and 
present 22,000 tons per year by 1987 to planning for a new 20,000-ton-per-year sec- 
accommodate the additional production. Re- ondary smelter at Sén Gavino, Sardinia, 
fined lead production in 1983 was almost continued. SAMIM also awarded design and 
evenly split between HZL’s plants at Tun- construction contracts for its new 84,000- 
doo in Bihar, 8,000 tons per year capacity, _ton-per-year Kivcet primary lead smelter at 
and Vishakhapatnam. HZL’s announced Porto Vesme, Sardinia, expected to start up 
long-range plans called for building a new in 1986 and be fully operational by 1987. 
35,000-ton-per-year smelter in Chittorgarh SAMIM currently operates a 32,000-ton-per- 
based on the recently established Rampura- year Imperial Smelting Furnace plant at 
Agucha zinc-lead deposits in Rajasthan, Porto Vesme, built in 1972. A new electro- 
with open pit ore reserves of 61 million tons; _ lytic refinery of 80,000 tons per year capaci- 
however, the Government deferred this ty, to replace the existing plant built in 
project beyond 1987, 1982, was also expected to be operational by 

Tran.—The Government announced the 1987, at San Gavino. 
construction of a new secondary lead plant, _ Morocco.—Société des Fonderies de 
capacity of 15,000 tons per year, to be op- Plomb de Zellidja planned to expand the 
erational in 1984 at Sorbabad near Tehran. capacity of its smelter-refinery at Oued el 
During 1983, the National Iranian Lead and Heimer by 35,000 tons per year to 100,000 
Zine Co. proceeded with preliminary inves- tons per year by the end of 1984 to accom- 
tigations leading to a possible 1987 startup modate expected increased domestic mine 
of the country’s first primary lead and zine production. The Government mining agen- 
smelter-refinery. The proposed plant, at cy, Bureau de Recherches et de Participa- 
Zanjan, in northern Iran, is in the same tions Miniéres, apparently abandoned plans 
area as Iran’s largest lead-zinc mine at to build a smelter-refinery in the Meknes 
Angouran, and would have a lead capacity area. 
of 40,000 tons per year. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Research in hydrometallurgical technolo- related to impurity buildup, essentially cop- 
gy by the Bureau of Mines, in cooperation per and silver, were investigated. Testing with the four U.S. primary lead producers, was performed over 28 months in an experi- 
resulted in the development of a technically mental unit with a capacity of 500 pounds of. 
feasible experimental process to produce lead metal per day, and air-lead levels and 
99.99% lead, at about 98% recovery, blood-lead levels of operating personnel 
from typical southeast Missouri concen- were monitored. Commercial viability, how- 
trates. The process involved ferric chloride _ ever, could not be determined at that scale.* 
leaching of galena to produce lead chloride, _Scale-up of a previously developed bench- 
followed by molten-salt electrolysis to yield scale electrolytic method for recovery of 
lead metal plus chlorine, which was used to lead from scrap batteries from 1- to 2liter 
regenerate the leaching solution. Problems cells to 20-liter cells was reported by the
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Bureau of Mines. The objective of the scale- tipped or overturned, and no terminal cor- 
up was to identify possible problems with rosion, because all of the sulfuric acid is 
impurity buildup in the electrolyte, genera- stored in the separators at optimum absorp- 
tion of wastes, lead levels in the workplace, tion. The battery is manufactured in a 
and worker health hazards. The metallic single size, which reportedly fits 92% of all 
fraction of crushed batteries was melted cars on the road in the United States today. 
and cast as anodes for electrorefining in The concept was test marketed in Australia 
waste fluosilicic acid electrolyte. Cathode in 1981 and the Republic of South Africa in 
deposits assaying 99.99% lead were obtain. 1982 after 3 years of field trials and refine- 
ed. The sludge fraction of the batteries was ments. The cushioning effect of the com- 
leached with ammonium carbonate and am- pressed separator units reportedly made the 
monium bisulfite to convert the lead sulfate _ battery especially resistant to malfunction 
and lead dioxide into lead carbonate, which _ caused by vibration in heavy-duty use. Chlo- 
is acid soluble, and then filtered. Leaching ride Inc. introduced a recombination princi 
of the carbonate sludge with the spent pal miner's cap lamp in the Republic of 
electrolyte produced 99.95% to 99.999% South Africa in 1981 
lead by electrowinning using lead dioxide _ A comprehensive coverage of lead-related 
coated titanium anodes and pure lead cath- investigations and an extensive review of 
odes. The repeatedly recycled electrolyte current world literature on the extraction 
exhibited no impurity buildup, and emis- and uses of lead and its products were 
sions of lead in air were less than 10 micro- published in quarterly issues of Lead Ab- 
grams per cubic meter. strats, Lead Development Association, 

A significant commercial technologic de- London, United Kingdom. A program re- 
velopment in the United States was the port of the 1983 projects supported by the 
introduction to the marketplace of the first International Lead and Zinc Research Or- 
truly maintenance-free automotive lead- ganization Inc. (New York) was published in 
acid storage battery by Chloride Inc. The Lead Research Digest (No. 40, 1984). 
new battery operates on the “starved —————— 
electrolyte.gas recombination” principal {Physical scientist, Divison of Nonferrous Metals, 
utilizing highly absorptive microporous Led) eT ee ad a in ay Oran ene 
spun-glass separators and produces no hy- 1982p. 1618. 
drogen in operation. The oxygen produced ‘Wong M My KG. Sandberg, ©. Hi. Elges, and D. C. 
passes directly from the positive plates to Fleck Itterated Operation of Ferric Chloride Leaching, 
the negative plates through the separators MoltenSalt Electriysis Process for Production of 
where it is recombined back into water in *Lee, A. ¥. ER Gole, Jr, and D. L. Paulson, Electro. 
the electrolyte. The quantity of the water in tic Methed for Recovery of Lead Brom Scrap Batter 
the electrolyte, none of which is present as Mines asst, 1984, 20 po. 
free acid, remains constant. This reportedly paNte7eg, Today. Gorides oraue Starter Battery. 
means less weight, no spillage, no damage if“ 

Table 3.—Mine production of recoverable lead in the United States, by State 
Metric tons) 

pI 
Alaska - 2-2 ---eeeeennne n= - a w w Ww 

invegpne) TEUELATEDORTANRTEZOT is 182 88 88 1a Gakfeple S228 2 cesuce PeT Ee Ww w W W w Goloredo = 22222 2==222TTIIIE 1554 wee al ¥ w Tks CSERSCESTETESR ETE: «(AR a0) a8eT W505 Mines 222208 Fcc aTn Teese w Ww Ww w Ww Missouri =====— TID ara song a807721 414480409280 ppmstgu SOC 0 2e ENOL ETT TES 258 205 1s co 1168 Revetet occurs itreettncse 2 8 W Ww 1 New Mexico -——~_27=—— 222222222 W = w w 238 How York ooSOUSESE SST TnITOTS 438 6 963 "1065 1.359 
Oregon = 2-2 222222ZTTIIIIIIE o 2 Ww : Ww 
Menpemes 2125055202 c0sc200oo ° a es E = ferguson w W 1682 Ww : Virginia =~~~722T2==TIIIIIIILE 1.586 1,563 reo 7 = Weahingsso = DETDEOSTASIONIGTS °) Ww at Ww 3 
Wiseonsin 2777722222 22222222 Ww. Bs Es 

Tota) ....--.-..----------- 525,569, 550,366, 445,585 *512,516 449,038, 

"Revisgl. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 
Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 4.—Production of lead and zine, in terms of recoverable metal, in the United States 
in 1983, by State 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
pte rset Be eae ail ea Toad ore Tine ore Teadline ore 

rr Sta : : 
“e wae" Lead zine "HEM ead Zine EIB Lead ting 

basi) basis) asi) 

Colorado. 22~= 772277 Ee & ao. 1s WoW W Wahows === 727=77=7 ior = en ee a: : 

Missouri =22TIIIZ2 1a09.668 40080 97643 oe Hun BR GE 

New York === 77== Tl Tl Dea 86 1,389, 56,48 ae ug - 
Sete naaiaSSS0852 Tl TD Tl agar Tae = 

Tennessee Tr tr aotodse == 108 352 eS von eel 
Total_._________ 7,808,067 409,281 57,044 "5,128,874 1,299 "198,367 @ @ ea Percent of total 

lead or zine. xX at xX) xX) e 
Copper-lead, copper-zinc, 7 fot spear eed, coppeesis Al other sources* Total 
Gro So, Gas weight weight — i gah teat Zine "GEM Lead ine EBM Lead 

bass) basis basis) 
Alaska = A = wow. wow Arona ~~2 7777 Tl TTD npoartg uk TZ rasurte de California -- =~ === a SRE wow wow Colorado. ==> =~ ~~~ a gf wow W wow Ww 

ORI emeptsemiceer mts ees Be 601,597 | 25,725 Ww 601,598 25,726 Ww 
Tins. oa ies a Z & Ww Ww eo Ww Ww 

Kentucky --——-----— me ee es ee * We i Ww Mimouri_ 272222222 ge at Re = == = rang.066 409.580 s7.0l4 
Moxtana___........-- se == ae 9,473,890 1,168 =~ 9,473,890 1,168 a Nevada 22777272222 an as tou a oa NewJersey --~ === =~ ID oh me ge eB 1B New Mexico =~~7 77 SD TD ID egies MD New York" 2 722 oe STL GIS) 1,200 56,f48 Omgoo e327 o ot @ ae WoW = wow z Pennayivania=~~=—2~~ = = Tt sist Ye r38 
‘Tennessee_____-__-_ _ 1,822,270 -- 1,605 =s oo == 5,841,702 —— £109,958 

ee 1,822,270 == 1,605 17,948,423 $8,458 18,277 32,202,634 449,088 275,294 Percent of total 
ead or zine x x 8 7 xx 100100 

|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data included in “Tota.” _ XX Not applicable, 
*Zine ore and zinc recovered from zinc ore in Kentucky included with “All other sources” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
Included with “All other sources” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘Includes zine recovered from zine ore in Kentucky and lead and zine recovered from lead-zinc ore in Colorado in order to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. Also includes lead and ne recovered from copper, God, silvers and 

fluorspar ores and from mill tailings and miscellaneous cleanups. 
*Excludes tonnages of fluorspar from which lead and zinc were recovered as byproducts. 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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‘Table 5.—Mine production of recoverable lead in the United States, by month 
Metric tons) 

TS er MS a ao 
siaglarywuscrna cenuemnenehatnaeneunecee nen ----- a2 wagon gies ee meee eiaecSS eee ag Ret Memwe? SOTTITIIIICIIIIIGIIIIOIDIIISeILLLLLI a pee sos Oca SaaS oa PSOE TID Hoss aes 2 eee: "ee ae Fass SUCSTSPSERO CCN ecenracaaaapavaeceseceas Sak Ber ae PORT SOP ID TE cD ime an 

Soplember -—— SIQGIIDIIIIIIOIIIIIQUIOIIIELELIIIITIIID Me a Cina see eae OETERTETS SINTERS ates, Ras Rew ces ccceess §«6 AN aaa Digsenber 20225 SUSSEC SSDS eeeenenmmnmnanticcas ABIL. BAO 
fal _———— 2 nnn =n ee ee ee 

* Revised 

‘Table 6—Twenty-five leading lead-producing mines in the United States in 1983, 
in order of output 

tank Mine Gauntyand’State Operator Source oflead 
1 Buick —--------.TronMO ______.. AMAX Lead Co of Missouri Lead ore. 2 Fletcher =-2222277 Reynolds, MO'27227—Sedoe Lead Go” Do 5 Magmont-—----- frm MO" "~~ Cominco American Incorporaied” = Bo. 4 Yibeimtn Novae 2°. Wathington,MOW--—Seomiead ao" TREES Bo 5 Viburnum No.28 --— | WronMOc" sccz22 Seeds 27 77aWLT TIT De 8 Brushy Greek--—--— Reynolds, -—"7~ 77 "do7—~ tiasie De 7 Et erday2c22-— Slee HB oo esl Ming Co-—--—--7=>Sivrore 8 Milhep 27 -—~"-~  Regnolde MO™=~~ Ora Eee ===" "o“> Lead: 3 Lesdvilleunit ----- Lake, O' SEARCO Incorporated ----—~~  Lead-ainc ore 0 Sinnyside = —-->~  Sanduan,GO--===— Standard Metale Garp --~~""~ _Goldore i Vibogoum Neds 22> up MO'Co~~n77~StdoebeadCo <= "7W=-.Leadore. 2B Bolmaten ss -—-— St Lawrenge,NV 22> don 7777 DTTTTTT. dincore u Bulldog Mountaias-- © Mineral,CO"" "27 Homestake Mining Go --~~"~~ Silver ore. i Troyunit =" 22- Lincoln, M_"727_  ABARCO tneorporated "777 "Bo. 15 Black Pine |---"- Granite. MT --~"_~ Black Pine Mining Co --~~~~ Do. 6 Gliyfon 2022022 GRAB 2-O272 Gayonstier Mines -—<—--=> Be t SeGoaa 222222 Slema'Nag“"2777~SeGloug Mining Go" 7777 18 Houcore <7"72722 Harding c= GrareMahoning Co--—"""""~ Fluor. 1» Berkeley Pit 7----_SitverBow, ME" "The Anaconda Company -~~~--  Copperore. 2 Sherman Tunnel "icadvilleuni) — Lake,CO _____..._ Hela Mining Co_-----_-_-__ Silver ore. 2 Hyatt - = --> Seawrence, NV Z2~ — StdooMesourees Go —--""""~Zingore. 2 Bier_clssccz222 | PineAZ™=TS TI2 — MePorland& Hullinger ---~7~ Goldatlver ‘allings 2 Sunshine -.------ Shoshone, Sunshine Mining Co _____.-.__ Silver oe. 2 Comet 2222 Sefferson, MT” =-""~ Concorde Mines Lud_-—227227 Goldslver 

25 Pierrepont ________St Lawrence, NY _.__St Joe Resources Co ___-----_Bincore 

‘Table 7—Refined lead produced at primary refineries in the United States, 
by source material 

Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
a 

Refined lead From primary sources: Domestic ores and base bullion 529970 508.163 440238 459.805 459.28 Poreigncresand base bullion ==27777777222772___“aseil_“a8aet_ “sss “305 “Baz 
Total nen nne en neennnnnnnna--- BROT AT S00 495.993 512 IGO 514.55, rom secondary sourdes 27227222277272220000022__“Bae “gin “he “eer 
Grand total == 2-2 2-a-------=----=-- BIBT 549707 497,068 51287 515,200 Calculated value of primary refined ead’ __~~~— thousands. $008,004 $512,500 $908,908 $288,577 $245,098 

Value based on average quoted price and excludes value of refined lead produced from scrap at primary refineries.
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Table 8~Antimonial lead produced at primary lead refineries in the United States 
ay antenna content by difference Production _Attimony content sntant by ait 

Year Ges pe ee es 
tons) Now’ Peveent domestic foreign Sup Total 

1979 8,402 2m 80 2491 105 595 3131 ined SSEERT ESTES sei 2 a m1 140 3 854 ee 3.51 sos 1 19891018 ri 3,054 
ieeb SAE TERT SEES ‘Ww w Ww tae 2tgr 4 656 eee Ww W w Ww Ww Ww W 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, 

Table 9.—Stocks and consumption of new and old lead scrap in the United States in 1983, 
by type of scrap 

(Metric tons, groce weight) 
oe Consumption Stocks, ete Stocks, ‘Type of scrap Stocks, Receipts. New a. See 

serap___serap 
‘Smelters, refiners, others: 
Gol helt en iwewnpnne 1,554 27,238 = 27,815, 27,315 LATT Hardlead=22222222TILITII22 Me (Baar <2 Set eet too 
Gablelead= == 272ITTIITTIIIIL Bet 31658 oe ic Yc Battery-leadplates -77-27272212 aera seis sedis ant Mixed common babbitt—--~——— ~~~ 135 25 2730 2730 130 Solder and tinny lead ---~~== === 23 TB Tl i652 16s aa ‘Typemetale => 22a 1280 4603 == (BBS aae 591 Droseesand residues -~7LITTII22_ 70065688 = 68.959 5.106 

Total________________-___ 48699 718.957 69.959 tn9T 110,856 55,240 
Includes remelt lead from cable sheathing plus other soft lead scrap processing. 

Table 10.—Secondary metal recovered? from lead and tin scrap in the United States 
in 1983 

‘Metric tons) 
a! a Lead in ‘Ratimony Other’ Total 
Refined piglead....------------ M788 s ms tee 17813 Hemelt lend = 22222222ZIIIIIIIT_ "tes = = 1789 

Toll once ENR ws = 2 189,602 
Refined pig tin sans ae TT S e Tt Remelt in. 71222222222 2a = 10 = = 10 
Metal cuuscuuendocusmmnons = 1181 = — 1181 

Lead and tin alloys: a ae 
"Antimonial lead ———— 2... 211,638 03 11,488 955 234,884 Common babbitt — sarmizz | “gino 15 ‘a5 8 3785 Genuine bobbitt ~~~ 777722777 i 4 2 = 38 BodevecceTOTSETSSEN. Lae 3012 at 7 21,208, ‘Type metals ~~ ~~77772ITTTT ‘4750 m2 34 u 3.587 1 es ‘80 ae 5 a 855, Miscellaneous alloys ~~ ~~~ 5 502 a 5 i 1018 

Total, 200,008 438 12,886 998 317,297 ‘Tin content of chemical products ~~~ ~~~ aad 182 2 ae 
Grand total________------ 488,608 5089 12,886 08 508,282 

‘Most ofthe figures herein represent actual reported recovery of metal from scrap.
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Table 11.—Secondary lead recovered in the United States 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
—COTCETF DBT 

‘Asmetal: 
eppimaryplante----sosscecescestctttcctctsiS8e aiRUGl 0408 25080 185868 

Total BRB BRT SITE BRIG 0.4 169,602 
In antimonial lead: oS a me me 

ABeepkenereS LL TITIIIOITIITOIIIIITT__ onal oneal ogat yadda 68 
Inothertleys=2222227T222iccteccccccoce eae SSR "eh 

Grand total: "Te penance Ee sae 
Quantity. eee --n-=----=-- 801,868 675,578 641,105 571,276 503,501 

Value! _______-_____________thousands__ $930,019 $632,397 $516,313 $321,663 $240,655 

"Value based on average quoted price of comaon ed 

Table 12.—Lead recovered from scrap processed in the United States, by kind of serap 
and form of recovery 

(etre tons) 
Se 

KINDOF SCRAP 
MU, eesctteneer le | 
Suomen Go epcsceaitencteierocorsscpetrercrczerses | * ONG es 

Oldserep — 
Rete Med Hale zcoeces cummeeramseecntommereeces «| A ae 
Sepetiee oso np Scovonpanegonnteentesetesoerespnernases Weta «ee 

otal en T_T 
Gand total =n ene eee eee STG BORO 

FORM OF RECOVERY 
As ext ead 

Fo rie eres ereereenoeencrer ET OT 7) 
otal een OATS 189,602 

rc sre eee cease Mg” 
Barman ccooscamecenaccerscenesmtoeerercceeeseres Ew 

otal oO 
Grend total enn “OT 

“tated msc os nd recovered in antinori feed rom sonar curso a rary pana n 182 and
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Table 13.—Lead consumption in the United States, by product 
‘Metric tons) 

se Product 1982 1988 
Metal products: 

3482 ‘Ammunition: Shot and bullets 44,287 43,697 
Bearing metals: “Tn cee” ap 35 Machinery exept lectin 1216 1.283 36 Elctical and electronieequpinent ~~~ ~~~ ~-=-- 98 141 gn Motor vehicles and equipment... >=. 222~=2~=2~— 2020 2308 a Other transportation equipment ~~~ 2777772777222 2801 te 

‘Total bearing metals... --------------- 6,138 a4 3351 Brags and bronze Billets and ingots ——~~—-~~=-777=—~ 11352 103380 3 Cable covering: Power and communication ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 18381 105508 
is Galking lead: Building construction <~-- ~~~ ~~~ 222 4058 S518 

Casting metals: —_ 
36, Electrical machinery and equipment... --—-------~ 802 12m a Motor vehicles and équipmente w=" -"7722TTTIIII nS oa 1 transportation and equipment__~~~2~-22-=- r s 3443 Nuclear radiation shielding’ ~~ ~7~~7 77777777 (i 8600 

‘Total casting metals... 25,062 16,245 
Pipes, traps, other extruded products: 

6 ‘Bailing onstruction ee 8.255 warn Bas Storage tanks, process vessels, ele. — ~~ ~~~ Ba 245 
‘Total pipes, traps, other extruded products —_______ 8,679 13,016 

‘Sheet lead: a a 
1b Building construction _ _—___—----------------- 9,989 10,939 Shas Storage tanks, process vessels, ele. ~777777222272 35 180 3698 Modieal radiaiion shielding ~~ --_-2~2_~2-=__ 5,085 3176 

Total sbeet bead acoso scum ona 15,159 14245 
Solder: ia aie: 

15. Building construction - -____..---~----~--.~. 6,740 1554 ah Metal cans and shippiag cpaiainere =~ 7727727277777 59 Sd 
307 Electronic components and accessories ~~ ~~~ 3967 Berd 36 Other electrical machinery and equipment ~~~ ~~~~ 202 2438 an Motor vehicles and equipment." = 7-77 - ~~~ Brose ‘Ress 

Teta eae as soe ee eceenee nse 28,500 28,490 
Storage batteries: 

3091 ‘Storage battery grids, post, ete. 312582 380,336 3691 Storage battery oxides. --<~~ ~~~ 7777777777277 sonra 24588 
Total storage batteries 704528 806,899 an ‘Teme metal: Motor vehicles and equipment-—_-. 22222 3,288 5057 

a ‘Type metal: Printing and allied industries ~~~ 268 2540 a Other metal products! 00-22 ae ‘ome 00 
‘Total metal products....--------_-_--._____ 815890 _——968,959 

nts: ee aE 285 "Paint 13.375 15441 Fy ‘Glass and ceramic produsia -—_2_27222222222222222 34326 aon 
2B Other Sg Sooo ewentannnenae-=———-. 12,965 13,582 

otal pigment eee rai terrae 60,866 68694 
zon Chemicals Betroleum refining ~-~~~~77~~777~~~~=7 = 119284 S118 Miscellaneous uses === 77777 77a 7a ans 19.478 aun16 

Grand total __------------------------- «207508 AT 
Included with “Other transportation and equipment” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Includes lead consumed in foil, collapsible tubes, annealing, galvanizing, plating, and fishing weights. 
Includes color, lead content of leaded zinc oxide, and other pigments.
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‘Table 14.—Lead consumption in the United States, by month! 
(Metric tons) 

a ___ Month ——— 3 Tee 1988 
Semeery nce ereurtene centers: yep Suwa Wteusy -2o0c022- seccecteon nan 87.923 731950 March oecS oon nee noes cece SLE TEESE SEREDIADSETT © WG) ae BRIM Apple ess saves cones cee Tce aes GeeMETSUSECT Tere eis Seem May = ESS ec fue ae ne one seers SB TIS Hite Posner cee es aeee ERRNO «= ama SasL Wily 22 Seo eee ae cee STEER: | UI: A 
Sigember -~2-2-=a222wz22vTTTTTCDTITIITTToITaeczsset RRR Gelober 2 SoS RETRO TEEST IS STs ates asseee ete 98,252 112,268 November. 22" 0LIIIIILIILIIIIITTIIIITTIIEIIEIINIICIIIIIID ans at Decguber soon Se gases Los SOSSESSOSAUEREEN TOS SOROST CIES. ‘gn IRA 
Total? === nnn nnn nnn OTH AT 
"Monthly totals include monthly reported consumption plus the monthly distribution for companies that report on an anpial bass only 
“Includes lead that went directly from serap to fabricated products and lead contained in leaded zinc oxide, 

‘Table 15.—Lead consumption’ in the United States in 1983, by State 
(Metric tons) 

Teadin——yaagig  Leadin Refined Lead in State antimonial copper. ‘Total softlead Mead alloys pase serap 
Galifonia --------------------- SLAB 35,408 5571 368 93,369 Gulorstg = SITISIITEIETEEEEEES 586 153 19 me "08 Connecticut ———=" 722 22LTTIIII a 9.81 = 18,888 District of Columbia --~7 72772272772 1B oa & = 15 Florida + ——--=—-2==222222222772 age 9.058 1168 a 22.985 Georgia --=====2==22TLITTII aaa rud0 02s 5s 40,388 Wines SSSSESSERRTRTSOSESSOSE, BT aRh 31/806 556 108 S982 Indiana =W722I2TIIIIIIIOIIIII ate 28.973 8989 636 21876 cc Tan 3.258 =e 2uat KectuctyeoosTSSDTeTT ass Troe Tn 11046 Sait : Bas Masyland 7-22 iDSEEETETISST 9 412 a i 38 ‘Massachusetis=——=7="772IT2IIIIZ2 gt 160 38 181 1598 Michigan-.222222IIIIZIIITIIII ats 10381 352 : 20,088 Missouet ——772"7TIIITIISIITIIIT aaa 1213 a5 3 23.556 i Si 5 1,058 219 {ais NewJeney === -222272IITTTIII age 128 aan a e720 NewYork 2222-00000 072772ISI2. daa 3648 oat is? 22.353 Qhio = =2"“TILTITIIIIIIII Noes 81908 S640 264 235 Pennsylvania ---7227772=ITTTIII oat 53048 15985, 485 ¥7L005 Rhode sland -222222222272222202 “B80 21 ° -- 2820 Tennessee <== 7-222 TTLIIIIIIIE "ot 1,265 951 i B85 ‘Virginia and West Virginia —~~_~7_777 816 ‘8 au = Yeu Washington 2-2" *227"TIITT 008 18 = 7 5193 Wisconsin = —==~— 2222 22IIIIDIIIS 55 Bue 16 36 Pao Alabama and Mississippi -———2772I222 5981 271 1,883 1488 11580 ‘Arkansasand Oklahoma -~—7~"772777 B76 Tav2 —— : £258 Hawalland Oregon --2=-=2=7 RR S448 a = vais Towa and Minnesota -—--272TZIZZ 80 91863 734 = 82.040 Louisiana and Texas -—~—""72I77222 Sat 25,088 sas = 198.228 Montana and {dahe. ~~ ~~7~~22=~ >>> "220 oh = a 20 New Hampshire, Maino, Verinant Delaware 10,083 13.518 =e i8 zt North Carolina and South Carolina ---- 89,067 2o.tba 2881 = erdee Utah, Nevada, Arizona =n 2aa pe ae 1361 BE 1361 

Total --u------------------- T4509 «BRNO, 7348 1,48,487 O_O 
“Includes lead that went directly from scrap to fabricated products and lead contained in leaded zinc oxide.
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Table 16.—Lead corisumption in the United States in 1983, by class of product 
(Metric tons) 

Tesdin igang Meadin Refined eed in Class of product antimonial " ‘Total 
softiead ead alloys _paseserap 

Metal products = 79,642 431 og TM 162,060 
‘Storage batteries... _-------- > 481,100 275,581 50,218 = 806,899 Pigmenta nnn 2 22a Toor “ag oa 7 = 304 Ghemieals2222222272TT2I2TTTTI2 = fone 
Miscellaneous _——--_-__=_=__-- 15,986 2195 3,585 ae 21,716 

en ee ee 
‘Includes lead that went directly from scrap to fabricated products and lead contained in leaded zine oxide. 

Table 17.—Production and shipments of lead pigments! and oxides in the United States 
po 

Fre Shipment Fo ipmen Product ailion = actin ee 
imetrie ie me tons) tons Value? “tone) tons Value 

Whitelead ABBE 186 LeRKoMT 10511120. 1.407.994 Redleads---222222222222TTIII aed anloug Tea «aso ans Ir gao aes Titharge-----22=22-2222TTTTTIT BT Shag 45241 T9159 TRITID_S8R08.008, Leady oxide 22222TIITIIIIIIIIIT alata ms a585a1 pe ee 
+Excludes basic lead sulfate; withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
At plant, exclusive of container. 

‘Table 18.—Lead content of lead pigments* 
and oxides produced by domestic 

manufacturers 

(Metric tons) 
To pigments Prone from pig lead 

19821988 
Whitelead 222-1 a Redlead.2c2272--=asss=-= Sa Eitharges(772222227ITIIIII ease Se Teady oxide —~277=77722222~_sudaoa_aa'ai9 

Total____------------=— 450257 BIRT 
“Excludes basic lea sulfate; withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 

‘Table 19.—Distribution of red lead shipments in the United States, by industry 
Metric tons) 

FTCTNONOnNwNW.__ ste 80T8—8 
Fl teens eee 5800 3241 B1T2 2895-2542 Gesornbersn ot foun Sosa SRSTSOSUENSSSTRENSROUSE “PES goer gw ae ow Storage batieries -——~—2ITTTTTIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIITIILD Woes Othe eee CUCDSIICSGTORCESENSTEESSCUSESTET: iene "oon ies iii libra 

Total on eeneeneneeeeeeeeneeenne--e---- IMG OM1_16,07T 19,609 15015 
‘W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data included with “Other.”
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Table 20.—Distribution of litharge shipments in the United States, by industry 
(Metric tons) 

Industry 198 1980 198 1982 1988 
Qeramics <n «88D 88560 = BATH agg 748 ‘Chrome pigments ~~ 7~_77777TTITTTIE z 3015 ‘apa 6591 624 Of refning << 25° 0002 SoS SESSEETE Ww 210 ‘Br W W Paitvsescoscoseriacsseneeee 3,088 3382 865 3.052 3.256 Rubber ~~ 277 TDTTTIIITTITITIIITT 1520 Bs 1107 "7181 ‘933, Quer SSTGEULTOSSSSCSSESSASSECSSS "_ Batiwe Ta oes woze7_ 11,384 

Total-------s---------------- _0ngmo. aa BTT_—58.940 
'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other” 

Table 21.—U.S. imports for consumption of lead pigments and compounds, by kind 
ieee 1088 

Kind anti Value anti Value otinetons) —_(hodeandey —_(aeinctohn) —__(howeand 
Whitelead 53 sim 332 $300 Bed ld TT OOS SESE eT TTS EE 686 488 a3 461 Lithaage. «ooo Cnt En ee oe te 9931 5635 11538 549 Ghrome yellow == 2 222 722TDIII2 1355 2610 Tid 3205 Other lead pigments —~~7~77772777 3 ‘a3 215 059 Other lead compounds ~~ ~~~ ~772727 855 1.255 585, 41200 
POL cescrarcen sree ci 12,904 10813 15,667 1a 

Table 22.—Stocks of lead at primary smelters and refineries in the United States, 
December 31 
(Metric tons) 

‘Stocks 193 7280 198 1982 1888 
Refined soft lend <-_-_-_-____________ 544854728 78.896 73,55 B8.26T Lead in antimonial lead ~~ ~~~2222~227=2 646 122 658 W Ww Lead:base bullion =~" 7 2777722T2II2 5.683 5308 412 4.252 5551 Lead in ore and matie_ ~~ ~77277222227 Si5ib—_obas 8S aTRBD DBT 

nS ee ne 
'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 

Table 23.—Stocks of lead at consumers and secondary smelters in the United States, 
December 31 

(Metric tons) 
Lead in Tead in Refined _ Lead in eae softleed —Sttmonial “alloys copperbase Total 

19 2 95,655 49,188 1.348 1.006 153,195 ioey Cesc a REET TIES ETT "Beat 44820 Tas 42 iapaid Lt er aoa acme 691636 aB19¢ 65528 368 128216 Apes eo ee ara 5,086 sols SMB ‘03 ‘97208 fa ae enero Bt ar50 51085 66 room
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Table 24.—Average monthly and annual quoted prices of lead 
(Cents per pound) 

st Op 
‘Month Ua Tandon ar Tondon fe ‘Metal Metal Producer exchange Producer xchange 

Happary soe sereereniree 2961 2937 2208 254 February -~>72 2222022200 22002 22002000 2370 201 aur 2081 March 7 PSUSTET IE INS SR Ree Ta ae 64 75 20m 20.08 Api aos 5 Soo TEEEE SSNS TSE SETS 3808 26.05 an bord May =2222LIDDIIIIIIIIIIIIII TI 38.03 28.05 2022 1963 Beans SERS RTOS RRR T TE Soe REIT 278 2359 igi 1849 Guy 2205 oki ges Ee Bis B03 1932 1827 ‘August. 2-TTTTITTIIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIE Be 210 1846 1804 Sopemba/ 250702 LUE RETE STANT TTNSESET 332 235 2189 1834 Qdibee <p ons Soc cee TSGL TESS LS Bis Best 2538 39.00 November = 2272222222220 2IIC02IIIIIE 2181 2036 3.5 184 Deconbar 22 257200 T IS SACRE ETS SE boat 20.30 2438 1323 
Average 25.54 24.66 21.868 1927 

‘*Metals Week. Quotations for United States on a nationwide, delivered basis. 

Table 25.—U.S. exports of lead, by country 

ae Country Quantity Value Quantity ‘Value. (metrictans) (Chousands) (metric tons) (thousands) 
Ore and concentrates (lead content): BelgiumLaxembourg- cos 0-2 4056 so48 ws zu | a z ae 8 3208 (Canada 25255052 CSSE PETER SETESSIONS 18.778 685 16298 5382 India 222227 SeeasEEE ES 3555 1s = = Healy 2222D2DDDLISIIIIILEII IIIS 248 6 a = 

Other ~~~ 7777 TTT TTT TTT AB "53, 107 i 

Meal anwmmecousercnereSaasoE 29,104 10,135 20,110 7,502 
Unwrought lead and lead alloys lead content Se eo aE Australia =n nnn een 3 2 16 3 Aumiria © SEEDS OEE ETS SSTER RESET 16 4 3 3 Belgium-Laxembourg— ~~ -~~-2—22222ITZI=2 17,408 21,370 4581 34st Brailes e= 7222222 22TTTDIIL TE = ae ‘2 64 (Ganoda (2 CEESEE TEE SEET CS EOESSRES TET 1988 168 2581 1816 Oe. Coe ror oussnoounsenoscuanen 6 iB ae a Galombia ==2== 2777 T2LITTTLATLLIa Lt 24 2 i i 

| separa ececeercrc 188 uit be 8 
|; at 3 a 3 2 Germany, Federal Republic of ——~——-22222222 202 uz 2 4 Ghia cekaonnonasca ecb ececus ae ae & is Greece === 22222IIIIIIIIIIIINIESI LEIS 3088 iti 552 ut Mas 222 SESS 05ST ATET ETT T EERE 2 2 38 a Hondwes ===2222202—00 0500200002002 ca in 10 io 

Seeds ccoshoucosanscasuewawawo 54 56 a 29 Gapan e222 2STTLIITITIIIIIIINIIIIS % 280 a 259 Korea, Rapublicof= -27727722222222222222 aw 8 a3 i Kowal sn2 a2u2o 02002 2et LIST a 4 ae ae Merieo_—=~—2722ITTIIIIIIIIIIIIITI 8 a 288 8 Netherlands ~~ °77777772TITIITIIIIIIE 21,980 18,580 8221 34l Netherlands Antilles ---~2222222222222222 a) pas a8 2 Panama ~~~ --2222222222=22222==2 @ iio 4 3 Bern oe TSE ReP STONES Ta ean ee ESeTe Be 52 3 5 Philippines = ~~~ 2722222220222202200002 ve 152 @ 43 Seoal Arabia ~ Jonnerennscaese 9 % 8 a 
age tater a 2 ee se Switzerland ————~2~2LILIIILIIL i0 it 3 B (Stelle meaguameaceiaecasa 1818 308 3 a8 Talia oe a ET RE ‘320 285 8 ° 

Vetetttiicntsaccnadnonnoctccusranas a2 919 34 186 Other == 2222TTTTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT 04 7544 3 261 
Tete asta 50,969 88,949 17,684 11,804 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 25.—U.S. exports of lead, by country —Continued 

LL 
Country “Quantity Value Quantity Value omen teks) Ghuaamnds) _(aetneteke) thousands) 

‘Wrought lead and lead alloys lead content): Tee ee 1 " u $32 Belgiesbaaebomigen2 ooo TE ToTETS 186 HI i ; Ganda en -e nn 1407 1280 1,005 108 
Rrenoes2ocro negro oe 7 i 4 fa Germany, Federal Republic of. 777777777777 2 1.002 2 at Hondo concsece nee co tree see ee 6 it 0 2 Indie 22 222222222222222222TT 2 5 2 8 
Hib oSoogoges eae ca eee ee 6 8 2» ws 
Japan --__-_ 238 402 68 359 Mases' o> 25oseg7onsopsecarona cose 1a 4985 1.059 4253 Netherlands -~77272227222277277272222 Sto 400 it Ey | or nuded 5 i 3 io Pullpginas 2250202520500 o ow asooeooS 8 3 ry zn 

Bandi Arabia ~ —————-—---o-- +2 -ao = a 2 i = 

eee ut ae a 4B 
need Raging 2222202 SSpSTDpTSTSToes a 2 ey oat Veasmla sr oooczes2ar8 nn so se Pi Fy 23 2 Other = 97 222III TITTIES 3 "190 * 2 

Total _.___---------------- eo 4640 9800 2265 786 
Serap (gross weight: re 

ee paeteameniitessscec a ra Pi Pt Bri =e -227222acacc222222 481 28 4H 18 Ganeag 32 2057S TRE TT CETaSeoRE aS anS 18383 4638 18708 ae Gnlombig 2052S STI STE Seana Toeet cee = 2399 ei Denmark 22222222222222222222202 2222 88 Bo 25 E} Bender « 22055502 eaanee RTI Ta = ae int 38 
(Germany, Federal Republic of= -—~~~7=~===72 2 132 1a @ fr oe bese pe ee een 1 6 En 18 Maly 2occcon ee iat 182 a6 it dapat 222 onan nese 188 385 289 n Korea, Republic of= 2272 7TITITIIIIIIGIT 3154 er an we Menicons™== === "2227222222222222S222 wou 2398 86 6 Reperland2200 7 2e57 ei aenoseonaae sae “at ety 2 528 Pillippinee | 2220 oo ono o0~~7Taaaaaa=o ie Ey 255 ry South Afties, Republic f= ~~~ ~~~=77777272> 8208 22798 = = — a 32 192 25 fier 22200 oS 7200 1set 1488 230, 
Triad 2222S ETSECSTOT IES =a = 1048 108 United Kingdom -—--~~~~-7.2727722227 222 ia Lit "83 iit 
DE cinaceese oeeene aan "101 795 i6 21 

Total nnn 5162 vias 50918 18,109 
Grandtotal .-____ nn. 8ST ~S~« BSC 

"Revised. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 26.—U.S. exports of lead 

(Lead content unless otherwise specified) 

Blocks, pigs, anodes, te wee oo Scrap Shee, plates, (gross weight) Unwrought Foil, powder, ist Yen UB¥rought ONE vol er I, Powe 

a vatue GER vatue GHB Value QR vate —Vatue a a metric sands) metric Sands) metric Sanda) metric Sands) metric Sor) 
1881... 44st $12501 280 9B HG ATID. ——«550«=««$T50Saa19 —sazase iesx""at'250 “aor Sg0 “Sos aims, age, beets Sittae | “Trane weet.==-iseea “Bobo Boo 06 Boe Bas SngieTat9
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Table 27.—U.S. imports of lead, by country 
(Lead content) 

TL 
. jiantity Value Quaniliy Value Quantity Value Sonctey ane how Uncen’ hone eee” howe fons)” sands) fons)” sands) fons)” sands) 

Ore, fue dust, residues, ns.p£ “Argentina Sesee en nn 888880 mas as 
III once semen nem mmpmserncerromareen erty 2,160 1,228 7,694 «$2,875 10,002 $2,865 Genada -22222222222222722IIIITIIZasgoo tas ten “asses ST Guest idecccoceresccccersen? ieee aie ce PE ME (ora erecta eee (a or Honduress--~-2272222222222222222 elt 8A an) ga St ee H i Boras 2--TTTIIIIITTIIITIIIITIIIT al) 014i BT tatoo Other 22 0etese2 SESS pees 2 1 2 1 

Total nnn nnn SAGAS ATO GATT 1549847516 15,087 
‘Base bullion: Se gs eee Conwin-_--_ icbscssacnsasaapes Bw 
eee | - a 
OD on res tt: & 4 (a 3 a 1 

Tetal 2 
Pigs and bars: . «an tax  —f4 wt (ae wo Australia 0-=27DTTTTTTTTITIOITGLI 1888 80M 1 aw 

Belgium-Luxembourg ——-------------__ 286 1,666 146 183 822 2,273 Gonada NE soocTTTTTTTT TTI goa ages AON aT] 72655 LST Sa 7 7 | Germany, Federal Repablicof —------7=_ 1488 gato oT 58010818 Mencovscwrsscheecesc77777777I>sH28 ales «ats aD ase dT. Netherlands --22772272272222222202 RE cae Poesneec-222ls2v2z222TllTTTI2 sagt S RS| BKS 100068588 
Untied Bie sein nen en anne, 989 2,269 148 1,902 16 ‘898. 
Other nm nw ee nnn nn 186 499 60 125, 166 im 

Wel pn nena a ann WN SR BL 56,722 130,782 68,446 

Reclaimed scrap, etc: Ti ase ee wee Rae Australes at. e802 ama AT Bahamas ~~~ ~~~~~~777-2-~~==-~ 3S 3 ‘ 
Canada s--2222222222T2TTTTTTTTITZ ants NBT 
Gyathciala SECRETE SE TETETESSSSETTE 71 8 = . 5 Mexico we2272TTTTTTTTITTTITTTIII Basel 
ited Wingieas) 222522 Uae 5 2 Se 2 ese Other ee SUSTTTTIIIIIIIII a 

Total eee eee BRST BROS OCG 
Pigs and bars: a 

‘London Metal Exchange (return of U.S. brands)__ ae so: == -~ 42,000 "16,945 

Grand total... .--------------- 1661798444 —«185A13—«75172—« BOT OA —« TRIE 

"Revised 
‘Data are “general imports”; that is, they include lead imported for immediate consumption plus material entering the country under bond. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Bureau of Mines estimate.
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Table 28.—U.S. imports for consumption of lead, by country : 
ae ne a) 

Countr Quantity Value “Quantiiy Value Quantity Value 7 Teer’ how Gone” howe Saute” Mote fons)" sands) “tons)”—_ sands) “tons sands) 
Ore, flue dust, residues, n.p (lead content ‘Argentina’ www nnn 888 uals ccseeacceoneeeeoensos «Na aE, Geneda<LILIITTITISISIIITIIIIIID ss iTB 5 ee 7 OO 
Hongures=<72222T00TIITTTTITT nat agtt at asl wk eure sew clCGLiatoSessLcecl Ag ne 1 Menico = =202777077TTTTTzoccoccoco tf SOT AA 4 1 Berge 222UUTTTIIIIITTTTTTTIIIID noo) aASL 10 BBY nak ape (os peu arcaie os seer tcmnnimcaed a 2 1 2 1 
ae ne fae ae ee 

‘Base bullion (lead content Genade) te Stier etme caeceiuE mo 8 Mexico =272772222222222222222222 ge oD Re 6 es Qi ScESigucec soso eases © 4 3 6 i 
Mell secccelicwecuteuncaue MB) 

and bars lead content} BOE ck ences |" ae Australia ""2""""TTTLIITITIIIIII gato 6505 Ra BelgiumLuxerbourg ——~7—"-7"7~72==2 e606 tases Ota Canada, neene-TTTTTTIITTTTT sols 8a dose ato. 12885 STR Sy Sm 7) OY Germany, Federal Repablicof 7777"7"""7" 188 goat nts Menico~oo-----r---— = 2222 oa> =~ ATAS BRS BBIS Baad MBB LAT. Netherlands “"-7772222=ocTTTrtapoa ee Berta eeeco22TTTLTTTTTITTTTTT goa BEG 0005 United Kingdoms “TTT ages tags sa Other “TESETTTIIIEIIIIIIIIIIIT___tet_ "ago Foote 
Total 100088026 OARS SEND—14BET 64205 

Reclaimed scrap te. ead content ee ee ee ‘Australia senna aa 6 6 Baines =o = SSEEEDOTENELEDATRET So On 3 8 Ganeda 222222 7Z22IIIIIITTITIIIT ah sd ah .008 saa Gillard ee 4 oe Guatesala = 2355 =SOSREEAEE TE ST ow oo . 5 Mexioo ——=22"77TDIIIIIIIIIIIIIT a as Spin gauges =---22sseassoasoo a ae. eielMiigins Spectres ge ee Olime se es cue seas Tan econ a 8 ao 
Total 222 nnnna----_2.661__ 220048041765 42121840 

Sheets, pipe, shot, other forms: 5 a, a a ‘Germany, Federal Republi af “~77>2~2==== Tea. oan allie me, te ce 

Gite gaaBnnennnn scsi BOS ot 
Total eee TCO 

Pigs and bars (lead contents: i ‘London Metal Exchange return of US. brands). rn 
Grand total __-_------------.---- 199898 110.508 119120 e804 200871__~wOATT 

"Revised. Less than 1/2 unit Bureau of Mines estimate,
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. ‘Table 29.—U.S. imports for consumption of lead 
% (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

Ore ——S*«*éi ase llion —=SC@Pigs and bars Sheets, plates, trip, ea (ead content) Gead content) ead content) ‘other forms 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

——— 30 23.927 ° 500 sl 87,629 ® 888 spel EUS REREERE 2 20,196 @ 340 100 87,026 eo 564 
y9e2_ 22 TITTITE 198784 ° 2 95 58,633 ° 646 aegg 2 252SDT0IEE 25712 ° Bie #81370 11628 

Droes, skim Wasteandserap  Droas skimming, Powder and tiead content residues, nap Takes Total value 
Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity__Value 

a 2 214s 1 761 1 620 uigara teats Geese ae 2 1568 i 652 ° 162 110,308 
pees SESE ES 4 as 1 232 ° 8 co.g04 39882222 2DITLIIE 3 ‘980 1 360 ° 4 sos? 

Less than 1/2 unit. 
Includes Bureau of Mines estimate of 42,000 metric tons of U.S. brands returned from the London Metal Exchange with an estimated value of $16,945,000 

Table 30.—U.S. imports for consumption of 
miscellaneous products containing lead’ 

Gross Lead Value — weight content. «Yale (metric (metric tons) tons) Sands) 
ae 1,090 520 $7818 jong SETS 1423 639105596 19g "= >oo 212 A _138720 

"Babbitt metal, solder, white metal, and other lead- containing combinations. 

Table 31—Lead: World mine production, by country" 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country? 199 1980 1961 198? 195" 
Agere sec suscu sos cceneu eee 22 18 51 49 60 Kegel ee 318 326 327 301 5288 
dowtraliat2 055-5 SECSILLIICELSISE ae "8975 388.1 4553 amo ome Ea er et 45 43 43 ‘4a 43 Sellvia 7 ESEG ETS EESET TET TETIIESS 14 7 188 124 124 Brazil ~~ ~~~~~272722222222T2II2E 219 28 284 80 180 
Bulgaria’ 20 92° S SUPT REEERER IEEE oso "100.0 "96.0 1960 960 
Burma® ~~~ 2 22LTTL TLL IIILILL 1150 142 161 61 163 Gonads S252 ERG EE TEESSIDE AREER "a8 "2968 3820 alg 2515 Ging ent ce 3 3 2 16 15 

[> i Se Sara SE ES 1850 "16001600 "160.0 1600 Guembla 2-25 22S 2 2 2 4 4 Congo Brazzaville) - ~~~ "7=277TTTT= T= 10 10 1 80 80 
Guochoslovakia- ~~ === 2 2222ITIIIE 40 33 a4 % ua Ecuador. =~ -_=2222222222222=2==- 2 2 2 & 2 

Finland J0SCE= ESSEC ODE eae x0 1 18 19 18 Wasco noe anemone ean "293 "84 m2 59 215 
Germany, Federal Republic of. ~~~ -~_——~ 252 21 218 235 2285 Greets eee ee eee 27 205 210 “210 20 Greats se ae a9 1a 2 280 280 
Guatemala ——— 222222 D ILI 1 1 e @ ie Hooduras - 22757 SUS SCTE TUTTE ES SS 16a 188 26 11 183 
Hungary® 200002207 SESEETOTEST EEE 10 il 10 10 10 A 160 27 3466 251 
Tb o oS REESE SORE ESS “150 "120 20.0 250 926.0 Ireland. _.--_--------2--=-- mo 380 288 388 360 
Healy coo CDSS PED ETISUISSERNET ETS 21 23 216 162 150 
Japant_—~ “20 02TLLITIIIIIL III 469 447 469 459 “1 Korea, North ~~ 2227222777272227 2202 "1200 "1350 100.0 "950 950 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 31.—Lead: World mine production, by country: —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Countiy™ 197 1980081, 192? 1988" 

Korea, Republic of-——----------------— ua a4 136 122 106 
Marioo’ =—=2-- 022 STDS EDIIESIEIITS 185 1455 154 1458 1500 
Morocco -~--~-2-3--~---2-=7-----=~ ust "1s 1160 1086 1015 Naming 22 205 TETTTTETISTIESELETS 442 7502 469 829 5882 
Nigeria® = _~ 12722 TTT TL 1 "4 2 3 3 ‘Newway 227 SS7a Para RE RERUN ERTS 36 26 38 32 31 

Baru coo 8 0 Sane SPE TOMO 401891 1923 158 "056 PRU ROAD ls ceme ne 18 13 Th a = 
Polante ec Sscnee face TSeeSECTET TZ e19 60.0 504 a 385 
5 383 335 335 $335 340 

South Africa, Republic of. -_—-~-~--_ 2 ae 864 989 203 “02 
Spain TTI IIE Ba st 802 733 50 
Sueded STS STOTT Seana ETAT aL6 722 su 808 80.0 
Mballand: == 72 SSSIOIIIIT ESS ETE 87 108 M13 186 210 

Tunisia _27>LTTTTTTITIIIIIIIII 100 83 51 50 47 
‘Nakey_ 25 S0ESEIETSTISEES SEE 15 "67 80 64 63 
ussRe 000 0TTTTITITIIIIII 4150 4200 4250 4300 4350 
United Kingdom = ~7277TTTIITIIIIIII 47 "36 710 40 40 
United States? ~T TT TTLTLIIT IIT 5258 5504 455 5125 449.0 Yogesvia «20 25225275 STTTEEESE 18 Mets mgs "1150 1200 
Zambia ~~~ 2222TITTIIIIIIIL IIL 64139 v2 24 2959 
Total -----ee-------------- "4506 "8.488288 84080 IMA 
‘Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Table includes data available through June 18, 1984. 
In addition to the countries listed, Egypt and Uganda may produce lead, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels 
SReported figure. 
‘Content by analysis. Revised to zero. 
“Content of concentrates, 
*Recoverable metal content of lead in concentrates for export plus lead content of domestic smelter products (refined lead, antimonial lead, mixed bars, and other unspecified items). 
"Recoverable. 

‘Table 32.—Lead: World smelter production, by country* 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country iia 1980 —~—«ise1—~=«CR SCN 
‘Argentina: 
“Primary refined) okt ITO a0 
Secondary (refined) -——-—77"TTTTTITIIIINIIIIIT___iso_ sss 8 

Milworecssecteccces OO die A Se 
Australia: TT Prima: 

Bullion for export .....------------------. 1695 1602 1616-1700 "1604 
Refined 2227TITTIITIIIIIIIIII ss a5 mT «ka 068 

Secondary (refined) —=727TTIITIITIIIIIITI_ “wo “es “sana 
Total nee 84008 TBAT 

Austria: . 6 2 GS aa ae Primary refined) — 60 5488 BBL Secondary (refined) -— ~~~ ~ CITI os esate 
Weal ssesssacrrc ue jag Ae Ad cate 

Belgium: a rrr 
PHM cee Be 
Secondary*—7"2ITTITTTTIIIITITIITIITIIT__ arog 

Mode ceceunoneecy A 
Brazil: Primary (refined) <n Sl 45 BT SRO Secondary (refined) -- ~~~ 2LL222IIIIIIITIIIIE 43040418 

Total -—---------e-n--------------__ 981495 HBR HBO 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 32.—Lead: World smelter production, by country! —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Cantey io 180 =P _—«C 

Balgoria® Bhimary -2--2ee--eeeeeeeeeeeeeee OSD 180 Es CC CS 
Total ..-.------2e----------------- «+999 Burma:Primary’2222222222222222222ITITI_ Yea "80 Mase 

angda: Primary (refined) 0-2-2 o2eneeeoneeeeeeenee 8891625 18K HTBA Secondary refined) 222222cl2zszzzwszzzsst__ 688 ei eat— "eke 2038 
Total oe nennennnnnnnenneennnnn~_ 524TH «BRO. PADO 

China Primary (refined). .-------enennnw------ 00 FBO BDO SSO 1550 Seoondaty refined) .-------vaczzzzzaloa2-2-=__@0 "800 "BKO_—-20 200 
Total ween «MOO NGO SO FSO 1750 Colombia: Secondary refined 2222722ITTIIIIII 8030 'oQ Gyprus:Secondary Gefined 2==T~~aciszlzssszlssi GeEchoslovatia: Sooondary efined)_ ~~ 27777777777 wo 0h) taka Denmark Secondary efined)""----------_---=2-2. OR ABB BOD Finland Secondaryteined) -----77-~77-2777777a7 BO 

France Painary (refined) penne HBB Secondary --c-socccccscccsescccseccccco-c___@08 TBM 
Total =n nnn nnn wo 1625 oTs Ned 182 Gorman Democratic Republic Secondary Geinod® © 2-2 =>_— ao a0 H4B0 500800 

Germany, Federal Republic of: Pring cre epwbleoe meg ts 00 Seoondeey LILIIITTTTIIIIITTTIILIITIIIIIT_ 282 tas vat 2a 
Total nnn 66 «OLA —«8 HO 

Gregee: Primary refined) coo Seoondiny (ened) ----~~~~w=nvvvzzsaaaaaaas_ Ot 
Total LDS ‘Guaterala: Secondary Gefingd) ~~ ~7~77~77227777TTTT i { $ 4 { Hungary: Secondary Gefined)= --~_~~-27-7-2777==--- 1 1 14 i 

Indi Primary eefined) 80 Seoondary elined)-22-vwwvvvvvvvv22222222TT__ aso 
Tesavtasccscustewusustensuucels OMe. Om tea RS SS 

say: rimmary (efined) en nnneennnnnnw--- 52 BGO Secondary (refined)222z2zzcsczsczcssocszs2=__1000 3183 
Total 2--eeeeneeennene eee FBR WRT +1580 ——*1887_—_—+1000 

Jagan 
MPrimary — == nena nnnennnnu--- STS MOTO Steondary Gein 2222TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTITIII_ sss tian 

Total LDC 
Korea, North: Primary (éefinal)®’ -------------2_-71__— to) —*680 05060080 
Korea, Republic of Primaytrefineg* 80k Secondary tefined)® 2 ~~~ W~~~ 7722222222222 ee ee 
Melero - ae | ae aga ee 

Malaysia: Secondary Gefinel®_—-----_-__=aat_ HO 
Mexico: Primary ROT ata Secondary Getined)——==-==TTTTTTTTTTTTTaa ooo" 0 

otal nnn BOOT 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 32.—Lead: World smelter production, by country —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

— Country 19791980 —~=«T08T_—~—C*aD CSE 

Morocco: Primary (refined) —-—------------------------ 85340350558 
Secondary (refined}” =~ ~-~--~-—-~--—-—-—— 15 21 21 20 20 

Total = nee 8B RRBs 
Namibia: Primary(efined)2-—-=—2222-22TTTTTTT at a 854 
Netherland 

‘Primary®------------------------------- 8 78028 BB 25 Beooudary 222~2-77laictascc2csescscecere___ W860 
Totel een eneeeeeene-------- AA AT 8G 

New Zealand: Secondary (refined)® ——~~~"777777=7~7=T 90 10 70 79. 85 
Peru: Primary (refined) —-------------------------- "TQ ZT 881 
‘Secondary (refined)... -.-.~-2--=2--2------~-- 50. 50. 50 50 50 

Ce eee) EY DY SS 
Philippines: Secondary (refined) -.2_272222222227272 19 48 40. 60. 60 
Poland: Primary (refined)® 9 ----------------------- 21580 UTO 850 BE 
‘Secondary (refined)®©_222222Z2ZIITITIIIIIITI___20_ 40 a0 ass 

Total — <a neeenaneeeennenenenne-- AED TB LD Portugal: Secondary Pefined)——~—~27IZIDIIIIIIIIIE 45 56 38. 40 80 

Romania: Primary (refined) —-------------------------- "$02. "M9 850850880 
‘Secondary (refined)... --~-~-~~>~---~--~-~----_100 60 6.0 96 100 

Total = ee eennnneee---- | 9 O98 
South Aftica, Repiblicof Secondary -2222222~277ZIT7Z_ aad 0G 

Spain: Primary (refined)? --...-.------------------- 812.8839 1000 
Secondary (refined)--—-~-~~~—~~=7~TTTTTTTIT_ gga B00 

Total ------ ea en--------------- 112181800 

Sweden: Primary (tefined) ...----------------------- "T= OB 70 63852 
Secondary (refined) ~~~ ~~~ ----~--2~== oo 0898186 

Total 2 ----------------------- M67 2B OHS 
‘Taiwan: Secondary (refined)® —— ~~~ === [mo 868 BUD 85D 

‘Thailand: Secondary (refined) ScLISt 8 7 18 9 5 
‘Trinidad and Tobago: Secondary (refined)*_————— === 20 20 20. 20 20 
‘Tunisia: Primary (refined) -—-—---------------nwen---- 62 19D HN HMOL 
Secondary (refined)® SADRTESTanh cane 8 8 5 5 4 

Total ----- ne eeeen-----__—d RSD 808 
Turkey: 

Primary (refined) —— = sD 65 48 25 1s 
Secondary (refined)... _~--~-~----~-~ ~~ ~~~ 10. 12 12 6 5 

Total -______-_----- = =~ 59) 1 60 31 20 
USSR Primary (refined) -----------------_------- "4150 T4750 "480.0 14850 e900 
Secondary (refined)-—-—-__-—-.---2--s--------___2150 "2250 "2850 "450 2550 

Total ---------e-en-eeeaee--------__"6900 "7000 "1150 "7800 7450 

United Kingdom: Peep sano ask ts 
Secondary refined — TIICICIITT ads aa tg a792 1853 

Total =e nennne-------___ 185 HBS RKO 

‘See footnotes at end of table
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Table 32.—Lead: World smelter production, by country! —Continued 
(Thousand metre tons) 

ee 

vriaty refined 2 ses tas mary (refined) == 08 = Secondary ofined) (Le See IEEE LTTE Mas Tatas are. Gee fad 75085 
Total 8786 peo 1904 OBB 71,0181 

Venezuela: Secondary (refined)® ————22T~22- TTI aoe “ago 400100100 
Yugutava ee 

Primary —--__---..----------~----------- 920 85.0 74.0. 74.0 75.0 Soomingy ZITSUITIIICITIOoETTeetecccs Sse 
Total nena eeeneeeennnnnennnnee TRG FAT WDNS—«O—«HO Zambia: Primary @efinedi=— 7277777 Nao Mes as Has 

Ofwhich 
Primary ....--0----2------------ 321d TBATLG «3107S 8.1620 3200.1 

‘Secondary —____. ae ennaanu-u-_ | 2B524 «FZ1982 2.2877 2008. OE 

“Estimated. Preliminary. _* Revised. eisai Table includes data avalible through June 1,184. Figures presented represent to the extent possible, production 
crude (or unrefined) lead, including bullion and impure lesd derived from sclap. The figures for secondary crude lead for 

‘2 number of countries are undoubtedly high, but insufficient information is available to separate impuré secondary lead 
from lead merely re-refined, Countries for which this is the case have been footnoted. (See footnote 4.) For those countries from whch crude lend production isnot reported hut where availabe information suggests thst thee eile any tea epi oti nein and find ind output has ben reporn, sso ned Pressel bene itive atthe diterenc tween crade for seer ouput andYetned outs negli Reported gure 

“Data not reported, derived from reported primary refined lead output minus imports of lead bullion plus exports of seaP a fat werd rod ro erie inary cpa en gutea lows impatient a importa oes (eeimattt minus lead content of exported ore extmate) “Sun eto te tl etered ay be mer rere ands ach pbb bolo Me ie eb 
substantial of the sumably was recov: ‘sufficiently impure material srg doch arta Etmeter product Avalaieinornaion i inadequate oper: deretaton an te eal hus been ieladed, though ‘tig recognized that this prouce slightly inflated figure. $praduction from Imperial Selting Furnace at Avanoath ony 

‘Table 33.—Lead: World refined production, by country’ 

(Thousand metric tons) 
Tey 

Argentina 
‘Primary —._- temenanscon tse csasas iit sstinacnts: 190 "17.0 16.0 

lal aaa aaa nnn nnn nnnnn= 00a __00 

Total -———---~-----~--------------------__251.6__2331__ 2882 1172248 

fee ae me eae ne ee ee sk 
Total ..----------------~ wana-----___ 168 gg 

Begum Inney * m9 go 30 Sowmdage2-202220722TTIIIIIGIIIiccocsiece__ RB soso 
WSS usd tag (1099997 95.0 

—————S 

oe ur ig mo 
Secondary 22222222222 coccccccccct_ Bates 80 ang 31S 

WO a ssespctiecnenmisisitamnesietinds ten cucnspescoscacees 98.1 B49 658 °48.2 48.0 
———SES 

See footnotes a end of table
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Table 33.—Lead: World refined production, by country! —Continued 
(Mrousand metric tons) 

nary iio 1080 18811982? __ TOR 

Bulgaria mary == =-- =a aaaannnnnennnnnnn--~= "050 "4050 "100 "000 1000 Secondary 0 7TTTITTTTITIOIIIIITIIIIIIIITIT__Hno gogo Heo “180 
Total een __ 11850 TRRO TBO 1180 

Burma: 
Primepioccctccomwccee «6 - 

Secondary® _______222222221 12021 2asnoenaoa 2 22 2 2 
Total 22 nnnennnnnnnennnnnnnn--- OT 

Canada: Primary 8ST 
Secondary-————-==——77TTTTTTTTTIIITIIITT__ eesti to 

Total nee ___252M MG 242 BBO —_—H24R0 
China Primary ———_------------------------------- 150014501500 "15501550 Cs Sg SSE EO 20 "300 "250-280 _—_2.0 

Total anne 001TH 1750 
Colombia: Secondary® --—~=TTTTTTTTIITTTL es so 80803 
Gyprus:Secondary® = --------------- BBR CBee eeeoniagl TITTIES ake at Denmark: Secondary =< 7---2—---2=-22=---saaa BKB BH Finland: Secondary” --~~77--2--2--z7zssaaenaanae__ OA 
France: Primary—--——------------------------------ "18S Rezo 

Secondary__——---_-2--22222sav2-sa-=sa---=_ 906 92094 LO 
Total ———_—_-__--e------------ 2978S BRO ORB 2H 

German Democratie Republic: Secondary®—-—---.---------_420__—420_—"480__**500 500 
Germany, Federal Republic of Brinatys enn nee nee WM TL 885 90195, Sccondaryo22—222222222ITIIIIIIDIEOILIIIII__ Masse? Asse 5801600 

Total nnn eeneennennnnnn---__ 8183 __88OB_— MBS BS 78505 
Gresce: Primary - 9-8 nn eens | L1G TRO 180 
Secondary — == ====TTTTTTTTT eo koko to 

Total =------------------------------ ALGO HO BRO Hungery: Seeondaty ~---~=====-~ 2222227 L 2a 2 
Tia 

Primer seonsscidivenwcccuetdacccetaes «= OR SR A: ca Secondarj_--=------2 vee ta *8 
Weil sesame = BOB ONAL BR. (A 

Ireland: Secondary®.—----22--2o-szsovzsn---- TOTO _*100 
Ital "Beimary nee RLS tA go Secondary 227 22TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTETIICIIITIL__ soto st S00 

Tell -oiapctnteeeecnceneeenecncclll M82 NRT 1eRO sR 18ND 
Jamaica: Secondary® ———~ ~~~ anne 

Japan: Primsry_---------------------------------- "6212s tata 
Secondary——=====2222LLIITTIITTIIIIIITIITL_ntoo's_ tava 19171140 

Total nee eeeeeenneeneeeen---s----__ 2827 "8050192 tas 
Korea, North* Primary ———- 50600080 

Secondary. --222--222-222222ssnzwnsnenaaalt__80___— 80808 
i Oe ee 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 33.—Lead: World refined production, by country: —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country Toio___1980__ 108) 1988” _ 1089" 

Korea, Republic of 
Primary? 2-2 nen eeeeeeeneeeeneeee TL BBD OE 10 Secondary? 222272 SIEIET TESST TTT 8 56818 

Total 52 nnn nenneennneeeee- 8 WAT. 8178 Malaysia: Secondary* ~~~ __2.-2_222220222——0=2 2152858080 

we 1114031505 ty _--------------=--=-- === === === =~ 1292 1900 Secondary_=~==222222222222IITIIIIIIIICITIS___soo_ oo "ao" 
Total --------------nea-nennnnaa-------__20T1 T1848 1885 168.2 1650 

Morocco: Primary. ¢-----------ee---enn-nnen-e------- 853 OB HBS 
Sebtedincy? fo ccsa=Sasnoaoaecacaesocdeeeose L521 212020 

ppyTOtal® a -na-nnennnnennnenennwnnnnnnene "368 42d RZ HRB 580 Namibia: Primary==22=2TTIITTTIIITIIIIIIIIIIII atta ose 
Netherlands: Te PHONY =——-------n-enonnnnennennnnnneennee JAA 18080 

Secondary-=---22222222IIIIIIIIIIOIIIIOIIIC_nas__ giro 
Total --onaaneennnenceeenenna---n--- "8501820 ORDO 

Now Zealand: Secondary® -.--_---~--2--~----2------ 99 8910 970 10 BB 
Nigeria eosndary?= 22a sno sea vsssoseoesee nce 18 0 2020020 Norway: Secondary 5 ~~~722220TIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIII 4 403 

Pakistan: Secondary*_~----_----~~---~------=----- x50) 
Peru: 
PWN po nneen eee OTD TBR PLT 

Secondary® _______2-_2=222=22==2sana a, So 6088 
Total - nnn nnnnnnnnneenennnen-- OT QM TBR TET Philippines: Secondary --~~72_772272272772222220222 148008 

Poland: 
Primary’ 2 --ceeeennecennneenneeeeeee ORO ATO Sooondary® ~~" 7°" 72222IITIIIIIIIIIIIITE 250 ko 0B 

Total --.eeneneceneee een 
Portugal 

Seeondney 2 STTOTSTTSSESIONCISSSSS 
Total ----------nnnnnnnnnenneeennneen--_ TASB 

Romania 
Priarycecuecas ti tevedwceeeecee: | SO; Fe Secondary------2-0--=----=n---=--------_—*D BOB 0D 

Tet aucsnsel uuesenesse ect, | gag MOR ADM? a South Africa, Republic of Secondary .-----------------__—83_—BSA_— DONG 

PPRimarye  eweeeceeeeeeceeeeeneeeeeeeeeees «2S Secondary_——=W-22=2722TTLITITIIIITIIII___ss_a_— et "so 
TOtll ennnnnnnncccecccneenececcccseece AMD IMT 1m6 tao 

Sweden: See ee 
Pelayo acosiuiogauomuceSeseaueetes +" gen: mR Ro mm Rae Secondary-—-=--2----=----=----naean DDB 

nn aT ae Ti ea 
Switzerland: Secondary® -— ~~~ 22222222TTIDIITIDIIT2 50 T1220 80 Taiwan: Secondary". ~---_72-2222--=-- 20 168 "8007350350 ‘Thailand Becoming <7 SET EEOT TTS TTT STOR EAST ETT 8 17 Is 95 
‘Trinidad and Tobago: Secondary® =~ =— TD 20 20 202020 
‘Tunisie: Primary ——- = nnn 2TH Ht0M 
Saomddoryi SS SOUEGSG TANT EUET ECT ET IRENE 8 6 5S 4 

Total enn nnnn----_168 9818015108 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 33.—Lead: World refined production, by country! —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country iia 1980 _~—*+1681_—«1982?_~—=«O 

inary 2 6 2 1s tint ret menial en ameenratl 4 5 48 Aovoeninrys0a 0 SEC REST SEE CEES eA to ie 8 5 
NI ae ect racieamaalieemmmmamatis 59776020 

ussR: 5 Primery-————— 2-2-2 een HBO THT. 480.0 “H4B50 4900 
Secondary=—227TITTIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIITICIIIT__aiso "325.0 eas aso 2550 

Total ---------------------------------=__ 7600.0 "7000 7716.0 77800 145.0 
United Kingdom: 2 ih RR BE GSE | eee 
Primarya-—-—---aennn--nneeeee ene LSA 1884821801 
Secondary==—2ITLITITITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIELIOID__ aad aaa 198078221858 

Total ----------nnneeennnnennennnnn-n---___ 868.3248 8834102 *BBA 
United States: 

Primary——----------------a--e------------- «182 BBA 48S NB FHL 
Secondary=2—2T7IITIITIICIIIIIIISIIIIIIIOIIC__sona__6758_ 64h. o7.8__ "5085 
Total --- go --- enna aannnnnnennannna--- S188 12240 1190.4 10881 1,018 

‘Voneauela: Secondary’ -—~—-LLIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIZ__“100_“to0_"t00 "too" 100 
Yugoslavia: WSiomgacscscceavevtcncenccantenencucneens” 90 (My Hae a Seoondaryo222ITTIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIGIIICIIIL___igo_—0._— 02200 

Total -----------a--een-nnn-een--------- MOLT. 884 RE HOTS Zambia: Primaiy ---~---~-----------------------__88__— 100994 
Grand total ---.-------------------------- "IR "54299 68855 52d 62208 

Of which: 
Primary ——------------------------- "32975 131729 B1z40 84498 g2046 
Secondary———-~---~-----------n---=- "RAlM6 "22570 BVILS BOTS — oak7 

“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised *Table includes data available through June 14, 1984, Data included represent the total output of refined lead by each country, whether derived from ores and concentrates (primary) or scrap (secondary), and include the lead content of ‘antimonial lead, bat exclude tothe extent possible simple remelting of seep. "Reported figure.





By J. W. Pressler' 

Lime output, including that for Puerto duction data for lime were developed by the 
Rico, was 14.9 million short tons, an in- Bureau of Mines from two separate, volun- 
crease of 6% compared with that of 1982. tary surveys of US. operations. Typical of 
Total value increased 9% to $761 million. these surveys is the annual Lime survey. Of 

Output of agricultural lime increased the 140 operations to which an annual 
30%, refractory lime increased 24%, and survey request was sent, 100% responded, 
construction as well as chemical and indus- representing 100% of total production 
trial lime increased 5% each. shown in tables 1 and 2. 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

Table 1.Salient U.S. lime statistics! 
(Thousdnd short tons unles otherwise specified) 

TFTOWVrL-V...___ 159510 
Numberofplante 2-8 
‘Sold or used by producers: aseuce ates” ages © aeems Geran Quel ocacrewaeewneeweeeweenn--u---- YESS ASNT 1g yoL agg [ydrated lime ~~ ~"~—7~2=7 2 <2 "2880 "3Bat SB “Bsr "oes 
Destourned Selseltt oo Coase OA An Sean 

Total cenneneeeeeeeeennaena-o-= 20M 19010 18,856 1407S 14867 
Malte on cow naw nin = thousands... $862,459 $842,922 $884,197 $696,207 $757,611 Average value per tan === 7727277777 008" sis elise sibs “saan "sah o6 Limetoldee nes eeen--2na--nanaans bas gam Tan Toate Tas Timeused “T2TTTIITTIIGIGIIIIIIIGIIOIIID "Beek" “SB 

Ruperts oe 80022 SSE TUE USS Sacac sec coes 45 2 2 Ey Es Imports for consumption’ -~——2--~~~7_7~TTTTT kama 
‘Mbucludes regenerated lime. Excludes Puerto Rico 
Selling value, £.0.b. plant, excluding cost of containers. sBureat of the Census. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Lime sold or used by producers increased million tons. Production of dead-burned do- 
6% to 14.9 million tons. Commercial sales lomite increased 24%, but was still 83% 
increased 11% to 12.1 million tons. Captive below the 1956 record level of 2.4 million 
lime used by producers continued its long tons. 
decline with a 14% reduction to 2.8 million _Five States—Ohio, Pennsylvania, Missou- 
tons. This was a 62% decrease from the ri, Kentucky, and Texas—accounted for 
record high in 1971. 50% of total lime output. Production in- 

Production of quicklime increased 6% to creased 16% in Pennsylvania, 14% in Ohio, 
128 million tons. Production of hydrated 10% in Missouri, and 6% in Kentucky, but 
lime remained virtually the same at 2.1 decreased 5% in Texas. 

563
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Figure 1.—Trends in major uses of lime. 

Leading producing companies were Dravo Co. with two plants each in California and 
Lime Co. with one plant each in Alabama, Nevada, and one each in Arizona, Utah, and 
Kentucky, Louisiana, and Texas; Marble- Virginia; Bethlehem Steel Corp. with two 
head Lime Co. with two each in Illinois and plants in Pennsylvania; Rangaire Corp. 
Michigan, and one each in Indiana, Penn- with one plant each in Arkansas, Pennsyl- 
sylvania, and Utah; Mississippi Lime Co. in vania, Texas, and Virginia; and Warner Co. 
Missouri; Martin Marietta Corp., Chemical with two plants in Pennsylvania. These 10 
Div. in Alabama and two plants in Ohio; companies, operating 32 plants, accounted 
Allied Chemical Corp. in New York; Black for 52% of total lime production. 
River Lime Co. in Kentucky; Genstar Lime The six largest lime plants, each produc-
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ing more than 400,000 tons, accounted for ber. Shen Valley did not operate the verti- 
28% of total lime output. Thirteen plants cal lime kiln, but planned to operate the 
produced 100,000 to 200,000 tons each and batch hydrator using purchased quicklime. 
accounted for 23% of the total. North American Refractories Co. sold its 

Leading individual plants were Mississip- Bonne Terre dolomitic lime and refractory 
pi Lime’s Ste. Genevieve plant in Missouri, dead-burned dolomite plant in St. Francois 
Dravo Lime’s Maysville plant in Kentucky, County, MO, to Resco Products of Missouri 
Allied Chemical’s Syracuse plant in New Inc. in June. Martin Marietta sold its Ro- 
York, Black River Lime’s Carntown plant in berta lime plant in Shelby County, AL, to 
Kentucky, and Martin Marietta Chemical Blue Circle Inc. in May. 

Div.’s Woodville No. 1 plant in Ohio. Reflecting continued depressed markets 
A total of 356 lime kilns were operated for lime, several plants were closed, or 

during the year. Eleven sugar companies remained closed. Amstar Corp’s plant in 
operated 35 plants with 54 shaft kilns and1 Chandler, AZ, remained idle, and its 
rotary kiln, and produced 513,000 tons of Spreckles, CA, plant was dismantled. 
lime valued at $35.6 million. The remainder Kennecott-Ray Mines Div.’s plant near 
of the lime industry, not including the Hayden, AZ, and Phelps Dodge Corp’s 
paper and pulp industry, operated 301 kilns _ plant in Morenci, AZ, were idle. Aluminum 
during the year: 112 vertical kilns, 149 Co. of America’s plant in Bauxite, AR, was 
rotary kilns, 20 pot kilns, 13 Calcimatic permanently closed in August. CF&I Steel 
traveling-hearth kilns, 4 fluidized-bed kilns, Corp.'s plant in Pueblo, CO, had ceased 
and 3 Maerz-Warwick vertical kilns. operations in August 1982 and was perma- 

Hydrators for production of hydrated nently closed in 1983. S. I. Lime Co.'s 
lime, including those used by the sugar Morgan City, LA, plant had shut down its 
industry, totaled 188; 121 were of the con- two kilns in July 1982 and operated only 
tinuous type, and 17 were of the batch type. two continuous hydrators on quicklime 

The number of lime plants in the United from Kentucky during 1983. Chino Mines 
States and Puerto Rico decreased by 8 to Co.'s plant near Hurley, NM, was dormant 
140, and the average production per plant, during the year. Cuyahoga Lime Co. perma- 
excluding the sugar industry average of nently closed its Cleveland, OH, lime plant. 
14,650 tons per year, was 125,300 tons per _C-E Basic Inc. permanently closed its Maple 

year. Grove, OH, plant at yearend. Pfizer Inc. 
‘New Plants, Expansions, and Changes. shut down its Gibsonburg, OH, dolomitic 

The number of kilns in the lime industry lime plant in July. Armco Inc.’s Azbe verti- 
increased by one. The Maerz-Warwick verti- cal lime kiln in Houston, TX, had been shut 
cal shaft, parallel-flow kiln went on-stream down in late 1982 and remained dormant 
in July at Chemical Lime Co’s Marble during 1983. Greer Lime Co’s Saltville, VA, 
Falls, TX, plant. Its capacity was 600 tons plant had ceased operations in July 1982 
per day of dolomitic lime, principally for use and remained dormant during 1983. River- 
in the production of magnesium from sea- ton Corp.’s Martinsburg, WV, plant, which 
water. had been closed in July 1982, remained 

The Bellefonte’ lime plant of Domtar In- dormant. 
dustries Inc. in Centre County, PA, had _ As reported by the National Lime Associ- 
ceased operations in Juné 1982. In April ation, direct fuel sources for the commercial 
1983, Domtar sold the plant to Con Lime lime industry through 1983 were coal, 78%; 
Inc,, which reopened the plant and operated natural gas, 14%; petroleum coke, 6%; and 

one of its three kilns. Quicklime and hydrat- oil, 2%. Changing fuel consumption pat- 
ed lime produced at the plant were sold terns in the industry caused a 39% reduc- 
principally to the steel industry. tion in the use of natural gas and a 28% 

Genstar Stone Products Co. sold its Ste- increase in the use of coal and coke compar- 
phens City lime plant in Frederick County, ed with that of 1980. 
VA, to Shen Valley Lime Corp. in Septem-



‘Table 3.—Lime sold or used by producers in the United States,’ by size of plant 
TT ___1982—SOS~S~S~C~‘CSsSS 

Size of plant Plante haisand Percent panes Chouard Percent ot Gflotal thon oftata 
at i ce Og MOMS 

Teng ttan 10000tons oe ROS Teor 600 tone: == sotcccc » be it B wm 4 weet eoten= 222 asawsasti B Boots ie0eetmns=--aasaaat aa $aa00 fo 290,000 sna ~~ cccct OHO Bun ie 0000 tes TCO 
‘More than 400,000tons_---_------_---___-___ 43,085 226 4,2G 

enemy ere eT er ee ee 
"Baclude regenerated lime Tnclades Puerto Rico, ais do not odd fo total shown because of independent rounding 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Lime was consumed in every State, Lead- _ Leading individual uses for lime were for 
ing consuming States were Pennsylvania, BOF steel, water purification, sulfur remov- 
Ohio, Indiana, Texas, and Michigan, each of al from stack gases, paper and pulp, and 
which consumed more than 1 million tons. electric steel, which together accounted for 
These five States accounted for 46% of the 57% of the total consumption 
total lime consumed. Twenty-eight plants in Of the main chemical and industrial uses, 
thirteen States produced dolomitic quick- lime for BOF's was produced principally in 
lime or dead-burned dolomite, and repre. Indiana and Illinois combined, 30%; Ohio, 
sented about 20% of the lime industry. 28%; and Pennsylvania, 11%. Lime for 

Lime consumption in the steel industry water purification was produced mainly in 
increased 18% to 54 million tons, and Missouri, 30%; Texas, 9%; and Pennsylva- 
equaled 36% of all lime consumed in the nia and Alabama, 8% each. Lime for sulfur 
United States. Increased housing and build- removal from stack gases was principally 
ing starts caused increases in the sales and produced in the Eastern United States. 
use of mason’s and finishing lime, 3% and Lime used for paper and pulp, excluding 
16%, respectively. Environmental uses of regenerated lime, was produced mainly in 
lime continued to increase. Lime consump- Alabama, 24%; ‘Tennessee and Virginia, 
tion in flue gas desulfurization processes 16% each; and Wisconsin, 13%. Lime for 
and effluent water cleanup increased 4%. electric steel was produced principally in 

Leading _quicklime-consuming States Pennsylvania, 28%; Texas, 18%; Ohio, 10%; 
were Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Indiana, each and Missouri, 8%. 
of which consumed more than 1 million _ Mason's lime was produced at 26 plants in 
tons. These three States accounted for 35% 14 States, including Puerto Rico. Leading 

of the total quicklime consumed. States were Pennsylvania, 25%, with three 
Leading hydrate-consuming States were plants; Wisconsin, 23%, with four plants; 

Texas, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and [linois, and Virginia, 16%, with three plants. Fin- 
each of which consumed more than 100,000 ishing lime was produced in 12 plants in 8 
tons, These four States accounted for 44% of States; the leading State was California 
the total hydrate consumed. with 3 plants 

Lime sold or used by producers was for The use of lime in agriculture increased 
chemical and industrial uses, 899%; con- 30%, from its long-term decline, to about 
struction, 89%; and refractories and agricul- 61,000 tons. Compared with its high of 
ture, 3%, Captive lime used by producers 252,000 tons per year in 1956, it has become 
remained at 23% of the total. Captive lime of small significance. Conversely, the use of 
was used mainly in the production of basie _less-reactive pulverized limestone and dolo- 
oxygen furnace (BOF) steel, 30%; alkalies, mite in agriculture was 18.7 million tons. 
20%; and sugar, 19%.
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Table 4.—Destination of shipments of lime sold or used by producers in the United 
States, by Statet 

(Thousand short tons) 
1582 1888 

aa Quicktime Hydrated qotgi Quicktime Hydrated — qorqit 

Alabama. = ----------— 369 a 4s 361 sr aR Algska -2>TLSEESSDOESETISES TSE W Ww 2 W Ww 3 hetsona 222 TELICTEEISITOSIOOI 206 1 BB 210 2% 5 re 94 % Be 98 IL Galihems DSEEIITT TOSTEEEELET IE 48 @ BL 496 BB Golorado. ~~ ~~227722222222III IIT 185 3B Ms aL it Gonnectcut 22222 22TIIIITIITI IIE 2 un 8 3 B 46 Balawars ~~ o-oo" 0osos-saccon—= 50 5 % a0 5 6 District of Columbia --~~~27277772 727 W w 10 w Ww 13 yi ile oe 28 mg 383 a8 Georgie == 222 2ITITIIIIIIIIII 188 Bs 25 4D Hawa g DSS TSST ERSTE TESS SOT 1 3 5 + 3 8 Wdaho. ~~~ 2272222222 2222=2 2 16 2 ous 85 3 Ed Wipe "2255 SED SEED, cape aees 430k 601036 Indlane 2222222TTTIITTTIIIITI ak 2 18112 41558 low ---~~==~2===-22=====-==== 70 6 86 8 n 78 Kamees_ D2 TDTEIESIEISETISIZOZEL 65 15 79 6 15 78 Kentucky ~~ 77722222222222222222 aT % 403 41 B49 Ugaielona 22OCCTICIIZELISISELET M410) 245 166 100285 Maine» ~227722227722727 222 15 & 15 1 1 18 ‘Maryland 222020 00 SESTSTSDSSSOEE 216 ne 282 Bm Maseachusetig -~277772I77272=I22 50 B 3 65 2 1m Michigan one oo SOeTToS TSE TESTE 380 2% 1,908 298 108 Minnesota ~~ >~22222I2TTTIIII a9 BG 181 188 Miseissipp! 2-7227272222722220022 ni ie 36 2 Mimoart 2 SSTGSSECSOOTSETSEIELS 133 ibe 48 31S Montana=-~2222722222T2IIII2I=E fi 6 3 2 0 2 Nebraska 2 CETSUETECESUOPSSETST 58 5 a SL 8 x Nevada 20-2 o-ccbscsssostesea B 5 9 50 6 56 New Hampshire -=222227227ITIIII2 W w 3 Ww w 3 New Jersey 2-2 2222 7222222222022 2 i 124 108 out New Mexigo=--~~7222222222272222 a5 30 38 se 18 a New York = 2USsScg SSCS 0UEIETS 331 4% at aor ooo North Carolina ”22777222272222722 isa et) 110 Big North Dakota. -~~~777222722222222 100 3 105 31 8 88 5 ae Oklahoma ~~~ ===2=ILITTLI ITIL 8 8 3 s By 
Benneyivanig==—7-77777TTTTTTTT 888,84 Rhode island © ~~~-—=7~~—— 22222222 4 2 7 5 2 7 South Carolina ”~~7772227772IIITI2 8 15 % 8 % 103 South Dakota ~~~ 77~2222722222222 i 0 Et 6 16 7 Temueee 022A TIEIIIIGIIIELE wr 6 las 1 sts Texan 2222272222 Sig abl 1,185 588 5B aT ish SRT Ter SnSe ca oe ec asaoae ie 9 "It 240 i 251 Vermantiooi0e- ooo Ww w 1 Ww W w vee wh & ae uo 188 Weshingimy -52=cSubacisrcescc2Se 2 3B MO 22 1% a8 West Virginia -=22727227722220222 328 885 386 Bis Wascoosin 2 TETTITISTETITISTIT 109 BBB 108 %& ibe Wyoming ---~~----222777=o= 3 3 a 31 8 ® 
Oller! SELISTETESISLES TESTES 35 x0 B 13 36 25 

Total United States? 12028 2405514088 a782_—.079 14,861 
Exports: i 7 6 18 8 1 2 Megisg ccs SESS SE SSSR TAEE z Bs 2 ® a ® Other countries. ~~ ~>"7777TTTTITT 3 iB 4 3 i wt 

‘Total exports —— = 1 18 2 i 2 0 
Grand total? _-----------+--- 120802014?) ——«14.902 

|W. Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” MBxcludes regenerated lime. Includes Puerta Rico 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding Less than 1/2 unit. ‘includes Puerto Rico, possessions, and States indicated by symbol W
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‘Table 5.—Lime sold or used by producers in the United States, by use! 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

th a a 
se Sold__Used_ ‘Total? Value Gold Used ‘Total® Value 

Agriculture. ----——— a aa fi) ie el 3246 
Construction: TRoed stabilization... 582s xB BRLCwD RR BL Mason'slime--"-----2 119 gaa W Ws die Soilstabilization—~—"~"- 20 aD 18HECm ISD Finishinglime-------- 18 > T8R_CCMBHS TBO TR] Other nen ono aann 2 v 382189 i e vt “13i6 

Total? ___-_-----_1,080 49440 67,528 Ww wiz 74668 
Chemicalondindustri: = ‘Slee, BOF “——-"-____ 283800, «3.688 e570 8.461 BBB 4.003 19 SS Water purification "~~ 818 12 188165485 w W L488 76982 ‘Sulfur removal from stack gasee 98890 aBTET Gams? Paperandpaip------"- 9900S 1,006 Bout w woe aesi9 Steclclectrien---~=-- TM ol BRI w Wo 88 BRT Sewage treatment-———-_ B88 6 ee BOS w Wooo BHT Sagar refining --—————2 5 19760 8.257 8 558580 Lo Moff = 661081 Ww W BB) 8852 Magnesia from seawater oF brine === w wont 19610 w Wer aT 084 Copper ore conconiration - 240k 6B 8B Ww w 3) 899 Stgzopmhearth-—-- 38S] WW Rap Acidwater,mineorplant. B87, Ww W BBR 865, Galctumestbide <P -— i ong 858 Ww Ww Sig ‘Aluminum and badxite_—— an § = is 10.217 Ww Wo oa Magnesium metal ~~ jot 562s W wom 10707 5: nS re CT Precipitated calcium car bouste caer. 4 tot B23 w Woe gg (Ore concentzation, other ~~ oF 45 1910 oS 8 3963 Qiland grease <= =~ a a 2525 a 2 Bes otrochemicals=—————~— 6 oF 5 BIE wo W W Food products, animal or oman oon af 11109 BN 35 2255 Oilwell drilling ~~~777 31 zs 31 2075 % Tt % | 213 Petroleum refining ~~~ Bot a List 3 2 2% 1308 Tanning 2 22a ae 9 M6 oR 2 1248 Gitrie asid= == 2222222 ee a a Eo) 3 (3a 

Metallurgy, other -~~~—~ % e 2% 121 i _ nage Fortiaer -- =~ 22 === e. 2 6 ee . 5 ae Geietin <= So Zot SSS See 5B gO 5 aL Galcium silicate ~~ ~~>~~ BOS 7 6 woot Ww Ww Brick, sand-lime ~~~ ——_— 4, < SE 4 BB 40022 4 20 Paint oo acunccnn2o 3 2 108 @ 28 2 ie Other4——"7""TTTTT= taba 9128675569168) 1848 
Total? 9400-8128 «12,580 60891110818 27088221 65,128 Refractory dolomite -—~"-~ "386 41337 19,136 W W 482454 

Grand total*__-__. 10898 3,219 1412 —<G9B112_—«ZAIB_—«TaA «14902 761,406 
"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, 
Excludes regenerated lime, Includes Puerto Rico. 2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
“ade anal fe broke 1983), “Includes asphalt filers, briquetting, brokers, chrome, coke and gas, commercial hydrators (1983), desiccants, explosives, feroalons, erga glue insecsten Iale Seeuiuraisnmoangnncse USED. other uese gesting hermaceuticals, rubber, silica brick, soap, starfish control, wire drawing, and uses indicated by symbol W in “Chemical End industrial" lime only 

PRICES 

‘The average value of lime sold or used by Values for quicklime sold ranged from 
producers increased 3% to $51.10 per ton, $46.44 for chemical lime to $51.83 for con- 
an increase of 193% over the 1973 price. struction lime, $31.81 for lime used in agri- 
‘Values ranged from $49.85 for chemical and culture, and $59.81 for refractory dead- 
industrial lime to $62.17 for construction burned dolomite, and averaged $47.05, a 
lime, $58.46 for refractory dolomite, and decrease of 2%. 
$53.36 for lime used in agriculture. Values for hydrated lime sold ranged
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from $66.24 for construction lime to $66.54 in agriculture, and averaged $66.28, an 
for chemical lime and $60.71 for lime used increase of 14%, 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of lime increased 25% to 28,154 the United Arab Emirates, and the Federal 
tons, but was still 59% below the 1968 Republic of Germany. 
record. Of the total exports, Canada receiv- _ Imports, principally from Canada, 80%, 
ed 63%; Sudan, 11%; Guyana, 9%; and and Mexico, 20%, were 282,563 tons, a 
Panama, 4%. The remaining 18% went to decrease of 19%. Import reliance, expressed 
29 countries as follows, in descending order 95 @ Percentage of apparent consumption, 
of volume: The Bahamas, Jordan, Mexico, #5 2%. 
the Philippines, Bermuda, the Republic of 
Korea, Brazil, Saudi Arabia, the Republic of Table 6.—U.S. exports of lime 
South Africa, Singapore, Colombia, Bele ———————5 5 ya 
gium-Luxembourg, Venezuela, the Nether- (hort tone) _ (howsands) 
lands Antilles, the United Kingdom, New 
Zealand, Trust Pacific Islands, France, Pe- laet-222227727-7222 ARR 
ru, Liberia, Argentina, Japan, Barbados, }---7----------- RH oa 
China, India, the Netherlands, Hong Kong,_§ ————————_———_ 

Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of lime 
—Hivdratedlime ___Otherlime Teal 

cRorttoxs hounds) _(oreons) —@hocsands) (ort tone) hous) 
1980 caus $3129 1779210 dnozIS lon ft Na ameioeenentars esut fan aaa 100 Sausg0 3169 pee cur uee sear &108 3305 = bawase = 13503 awgTa 808 Yep <22I LILLIE S811 Saat bans NMS bases atTT6 

WORLD REVIEW 

Canada.—Canadian production of lime British thermal units (Btu) per ton of 
decreased 3% to 2.3 million tons valued at production? 
$110 million. In 1982, 18 companies operat- _ There were four high-calcium lime pro- 
ed 21 lime plants in Canada, 1 in New ducers in Quebec, with an annual capacity 
Brunswick, 4 in Quebec, 9 in Ontario, 2 in of 770,000 tons. Shipments amounted to 
Manitoba, 3 in Alberta, and 2 in British 350,000 tons in 1983. Markets were mostly 
Columbia. Of these, six were captive plants, to the pulp and paper industry and to iron 
of which three were in the sugar industry, foundries in eastern Canada. 
one was in the iron and steel industry, one \Jolichaux Inc., formerly Domtar Inc., 
was in the soda ash industry, and one with three rotary kilns near Joliette, and 
produced dolomitic lime for use in produc- Domlin Inc., with six vertical kilns at Lime 
tion of magnesium, calcium, and strontium Ridge, were the principal producers in Que- 
metal. Eight plants produced hydrated lime bec. At Saint-Hilaire, near Montreal, La 
for road stabilization, water and sewage Raffinerie de Sucre du Quebec operated a 
treatment, and agricultural use. In 1982, lime kiln for sugar refining, and, at Shawin- 
principal lime uses were iron and steel, igan, Le Carbure Shawinigan Inc. marketed 
48%; pulp and paper, 11%; and nonferrous a hydrated lime reclaimed from acetylene 
smelters, 5%. Consumption by cyanide, flo- production from the calcium carbide proc- 
tation, and uranium processing plants was ess. 
substantial, but company data were propri- _ ‘The major lime producer in Manitoba was 
etary. Average energy consumption in the Steel Bros. Canada Ltd. Its 350-ton-per-day 
Canadian lime industry was 5.0 million plant with a 140-foot-long rotary kiln was
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located at Faulkner, near Steep Rock. Both _fectively reduce the high cost of road con- 
high-calcium and high-purity dolomite were _ struction and maintenance. The capacity at 
used in the production of lime for use in the PPC’s plant was incfeased to 7,400 tons per 
chemical, metallurgical, and pulp and pa- day with the installation of the world’s 
per industries. largest single lime kiln, which came on- 

In Ontario, nine companies produced an stream near yearend.* 
estimated 1.5 million tons of lime from _ Sweden.—Sales of lime had increased 2% 
high-calcium and dolomitic limestone _ in 1982 to 720,000 tons and maintained that 
valued at $90 million. Principal uses were level in 1983. End uses were in the metal- 
chemical and metallurgical, with minor _lurgical, paper and pulp, and building mate- 
amounts for construction, agriculture, and rials industries. 
road stabilization. ‘A new lime system for dry scrubbing of 

‘Two lime producers in British Columbia, dust and sulfur from flue gas was installed 
Texada Lime of Selco Inc. and Pavilion in the Sysav project in Malmo. A reduction 
Lake of Steel Bros. Canada, operated at of 95% to 98% of the particulates and sulfur 
reduced capacity. Pulp and paper plants dioxide was achieved. This system was to be 
operated their own lime kilns, and pur- installed on a new coal-fired power station 
chased limestone from the Texada Quarry _ outside of Stockholm.* 
and other smaller quarries.* ‘Turkey.—Turkey's estimated lime pro- 

Libya.—The Libyan Cement Co. added a duction was 1.1 million tons. The major 
third lime kiln to its plant facilities at producers, 11 companies in 10 locations, 
Benghazi. The shaft kiln had an output of operated 20 different kilns—9 Maerz, 8 
138 tons per day of quicklime. Fired by Nikex, 2 vertical shaft, and 1 rotary. To- 
heavy fuel oil, the 52-foot-high vertical shaft gether they produced about 450,000 tons of 
operated on the induced draft principle, lime. The balance of Turkey's production 
waste heat recuperation, and a multiple was attributed to many small primitive 
firing system, which can use either solid, hand-fired kilns, producing lime principally 
liguid, or gaseous fuel. The soft, porous for housing construction use as mortar and 
coral limestone was crushed and screened plaster. The total end-use pattern consisted 
to provide a minus 3-inch, plus 1-inch feed of housing and building construction, 42%; 
for the kiln. A continuous hydrating plant steel refining, 16%; iron blast furnaces, 

with a capacity of 15 tons per hour produced 13%; sugar refining, 10%; fertilizer, 6%; 
pulverized hydrated lime for bulk or bag- soda ash and paint, 5% each; glass, 1%; and 
ging facilities.* other, 2%." 

South Africa, Republic of.—Three of the United Kingdom.—Ready Mixed Con- 
Republic of South Africa’s largest lime crete Ltd. (RMC) acquired Peakstone Ltd., 
producers—Pretoria Portland Cement Co. in late 1982, and reorganized the Lime Div. 
Ltd. (PPO), Union Lime Co. Ltd., and Cape to form RMC Industrial Minerals Ltd., 
Lime Holdings Ltd—dominated national which operated one limestone quarry at 
production with annual shipments of 1.9 Dove Holes and a calcining plant at Hind- 
million tons. The Republic of South Africa low in Derbyshire. The market for RMC's 
was the world’s third largest user of lime in lime was to private steelworks and special- 
road and soil stabilization, behind the Unit- ized chemical and industrial uses, including 
ed States and France. However, two-thirds the sugar beet refining industry. However, 

of the production was consumed in the gold, the largest outlet continued to be building 
uranium, and steel industries. Road and soil products such as aerated concrete blocks, 
application only accounted for 10%, but it calcium silicate bricks, and calcium silicate 
was expected that increased use would ef- boards.* 

Table 8 —Quicklime and hydrated lime, including dead-burned dolomite: World 
production, by country? 

(Thousand short tons) 
Country? 199-1980 ~~<i081~—~=«dgR C9 

INT pyaar sen rine ait anise pi atin *40 "45 45 45, 45, Aumtatio® <TTTTIOIIIIOIIIIITIICIIICI III some ass 1850180 ‘Austria -cc222s22sc2ocels222s2TTTTTI et tos do 821257 
‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 8.—Quicklime and hydrated lime, including dead-burned dolomite: World 
production, by country! —Continued 

(Thousand short tons) 

Country? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

RiGee eos eee Sk 8,508 73,346 8,021 2,246 2,200 
ONE eins pn cin rin mp i st 5,200 5,300 5,500 5,500 5,500 
Biiperle 2202s Soo ce sea 2,059 2,061 1,938, 1,958 1,870, 

NO em yen mn es eniiere mse eee ateeee 2,050 2815 2816 2,422 92,344 ‘Chile _CVEDSEURESEEICRSGUUSUECTESEECSCS: «Tay: “Wee, Mes Srna 
NMR osm segs natin pin rate mien 1,480 1,430 1,430 1,480 1,430. 

Sowbe Blea 10 8 8 "18 10 
I serene renter re ect pentane etn om 200 161 154 160 160 
Gyms 2TSTSTGELIOTICESIETSSESTTIOSCIID say 5 2 n ‘5 Guschosiovakia ———77WTTTTTTTTTTTTTTITTTITT gaat mts gunk a2 
Denmark, oe a 195, 187 215 215 220 
Dominican Republic --___-_--------.~-----~---- 42 44 4a “44 44 
Mapp a #100 7 101 105 100 Pil lands --~~~~2222222TTTIITIIIIIIIT III 1 2 3 4 3 
Finland. -=-222DITTITIIIIIIITTITTIIIAIT aka ak ames France ——~T<TDITLICTITIITIITIIIILIIIIIIL 483979) aT 3300 8.300 
German Democratic Republic ___-_____~-------- = 3,825 3,749 3,793 3,869 8,860 
Germany, Federal Republicaf "—--~=~2277222222222.~des*OSS «Rae Ted T00 Guatemala = ~~~ -2222222222 stool 5 2 a Peay 2 
Hungary ——2TTTTITIIIIIIITIIEIOIIIIIIIIID tek 
TR acs eerie otinneies sy mintin ponbectineons casa er ape $450 440 440 440 440 
Trent SSRUCEDES SL SESS, gD Bet; eg 
OI ces regeerseeper imo eat enact he inl 80, 35 51 51 50, 
NA a cae at aie 137 137 488 755, 55 Yealy 77 TTTTITTIITITIIIIINTIIEIIIIIET «ats 8D ss aks 8D 
Wena SGEESSTUGSOCISEESGSTAC Rca ei eee eo 

SIGUE recensione mie mn acer eemmee mi 10,618 10,807 8,848 8,573 ‘sum 
NNN io i a ea ei aaa 4 % 22 56 ‘294 

Kenya_—- ~~ _--___--_-_- eee ene 30, 29 $30, 24 30, 
Keren, Heyebtiool cee 66 $232 220 220 220 Kuwait. ~---227222220s2222222o22ssasaae (nd 24 n 15 
EON ic at aad a ag i aS SE 182 182 eT * o55 20 
Libya <2IIITIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIII II saws a50 
MM ee ee 38 34 *35 35, 36 
Martinique. ~~~ 2222222222222222222222272 Bay 6 % 6 
Mewtthi ose eae 9 3 8 8 8 
Mexico .—-- === -- === === ~~ nnn n one n eee 5,048 4,795 4,960 4,400 4,000 
MIR gs Si SS Sea rg 51 55 55 765, 10 
IIT seni spsnrninigiss pannin ease eaiteoanson! n nh i u n 
Wow Renta ns aicaetunnenninn, 190 190 190 7190 180 
TNE cee mie inert ape ner eerie kamen 40 44 33 7 33 Norway Se SCExSSSSSSSEGETGITT SOS eCee gs nee ass 
PEIRPUNY none nonera oe one ee % a 63 ot ® 
PRS oe ee ee o o 37 eg 40 DB en nnrpecennee premiere oe 59 86 i 2 % 
OR oe Saini eine "5,271 *5,324 4,607 4476 4,409 Portugal -----------=----2ssnsla vessel B08 twat 8G Romania 222TITTITTITIIIIIIITIIDIILIIIID ame 0st) 4.190 

Saudi Arabia® ___—____ ‘165 165 190 220 230 
‘South Africa, Republic of (sales) —--_______---_--____ 1,897 2407 2,380 2,232 $2,085. 
BRR i eee nna 173 1,047 1,158 °1,200 1,100 
BRO ei eee ee meee "855 820 708 *°720 720 Switzerland ~~ ~~~ ~~-~~--~-~2~-22222222 sae 7 7” 3 51 50 
Talwar ne 195 219 158 120 115 
Tanzania® ______________---.-.------------- 7 7 7 8 8 
ne a pa SIDE ISDE NR AR ORC ON Cy 4am 583 ‘514 *520 “640 Turkey ("--~~---2s2ncssszsscllasassaaaa> NA 00,000,000 1,000 
SII iss esas cenieyiini seni nia agua es si 31 WW Ww 17 1 
USSR oa. Silent tht ieermnegenn A Be menerrgereraa: 26,500 27,000 27,600 27,600 28,100 
United Arab Emirates = 22-227222ITTTTTIITTTI NA 45 i 50 
United Kingdom = ——_=""""""""7-"----"-- 7“ gus 3.285 3.510 *3.810 3.810 
‘United States including Puerto Rico (sold or used by producers) 20,983 19,037 18,890 14112 414,902 Uriguay once ae es eccuene enaente 89 a 855 15 18 
Venues sep nncenteceeeeccecs «| NA OtNA 2 3 2 Yogodavia™——7TITTTIITIIIITIIIIGIIIIIIIIIT «geet nhs ge Fe 
eS EE EE LR UPL SE OP NRG 26 201 221 204 4213, 

Total ___.-_---------------------------- "129,665 "129,185 126875 118,082_119,147 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
“Table includes data available through June 13, 1984. 5 
Lime is produced in many other countries besides those listed. Argentina, China, Iraq, Pakistan, and Syria are among ‘the more important countries for which oficial data are not available. 
‘SData are for years ending June 30 of that stated. 
*Reported figure. 
Leas than 1/2 unit.
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TECHNOLOGY 

A recently patented lime-slaking system, calcining soft crumbly limestones, dolo- 
which converted 100% of its pebble quick- mites, magnesites, or other calcium carbon- 
lime feed into hydrated lime, was success- ate fines, to produce quicklime. The Polcal 
fully tested. It required lower capital in- system consisted of three preheater cy- 
vestment than current systems, was more clones, a calciner with a separator cyclone, 
energy efficient, and more responsible to and a single or multistage cyclone cooler in 
slaking requirements. Key to the process which the pulverized material, or fines, was 
was an attrition scrubber that eliminates distributed in the airstream and suspended 
the pulverization of quicklime prior to proc- in the gaseous combustion calciners using-a 
essing and allows a wide variation in parti-  counter-current cyclone system. Energy 
cle size? consumption for pure lime qualities averag- 

The South African Transvaal Roads De- ed 42 million Btu per ton of product. 
partment collaborated with the principal Advantages were homogeneous firing for all 
South African lime producers in the use of particle size ranges, direct use of moist 
quicklime instead of hydrated lime for road powder feeds, low environmental impact 
and highway soil stabilization. Carried out from NO, emissions, and no unusable parti- 
on the Piet Retief Mahamba Road, it proved cle sizes from the grinding systems."* 
that unslaked lime could readily be slaked In 1983, 116 flue gas desulfurization units 
in situ, with significant cost savings and were operating at electrical utility, coal- 
improved engineering properties. Signifi- fired generating stations. Of these, 53 were 
cant transportation savings up to 25% were limestone-based systems, 45 were lime- 
realized. The Roads Department authorized based, and 18 used other processes. In terms 
the use of quicklime for future road stabili- of the electrical energy generated by these 
zation use.’ units, 53% used limestone, 36% used lime, 

Several benefits were associated with and 11% used other materials to absorb the 
lime kiln optimization based on oxygen and sulfur dioxide in the flue gas. 
carbon monoxide control. Energy savings 
was the most visible benefit. Oxygen control Physical scents, Dison of Indu Mineral, 
was shown to increase refractory life by ,,?Stonchouse, D, H. 1982 Preprint Chapter on Lime. 
stabilizing flame temperature, thus moder- Mineral Poliey Sector, Energy, Mines, and Resources, ating temperature cycles that fracture re- ‘industrial Minerals (London). Industrial Minerals, In 
fractories. Shift-to-shift differences in op- (gues, @,fgview of Recent Developments. No, 200, May 
erating procedures were also reduced. Thus, _ ‘ironman, R. Third Kiln Adds to Lime Output. Rock 
accurate and reliable oxygen and carbon PIRSA NE em ce Dea 
monoxide measurements, using = melee ment ia Hise Wan USA. Nes 8, sabe 1388, pa co 
coupled with a distributed control capabili- __ ‘Anderson, L. Lime in Sweden in 1 ing Com- 
ty to provide quick responses to changing France junesoJuly 21058 ime Consres®, Pans 
process conditions, were found to yield the. *Buyuran, M. 8. Burnt Lime Industry In Turkey. Ind. 
highest possible product quality with mini- Misi Sehr minerals London) RAC Lime Incorporated 
mum operating and maintenance costs." As New Company. No. 198, Mar. 1984, p14 

A catalyst that increased by as much as _,,, (uaz) Management and Products. LimeSlaking Sys 
50% the rate at which lime is calcined from | industria! Minean amdon, Comeany News & Min 
limestone had been developed by the South- erg] Notes. No. p78, 
east Research Institute of San Antonio, TX. No, FNS, TBs ep Bemmizing Lime Kiln Control. V. 76, 
The catalyst improved the heat transfer "Chemical Week, SRI's New Catalyst, Boosts Lime 
during calcining by providing a vehicle for Pts" vary. Pages Drvclans Nov Pyroprocessing 
the disassociation of calcium carbonate at Sem to naire Quichlime: V.16No tis May 
the carbon-oxygen bond."* 26 A. Lim siveg, ¥, 16; Nov 1, Ma 

Polysius Corp. developed a system for ssirrporagy “me Pit & Quarry v.16, No. 11, May





By John E. Ferrell 

As the world’s largest producer and con- Europe and Japan, the glass industry was 
sumer of lithium minerals and chemicals, probably the largest consumer of lithium. 
the United States remained self-sufficient _ Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
in this commodity and was the world’s larg- duction data for lithium are developed by 
est exporter. The two U.S. producers re- the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary 
ported increased lithium sales and profits, survey of U.S. operations. Of the two oper- 
reflecting increased demand for lithium ations to which a survey request was sent, 
carbonate by the aluminum industry.* Im- both responded, representing 100% of total 
ports were insignificant during the year, production. However, because of the small 
whereas exports increased about 18% and survey size, production and stock data 
estimated apparent consumption rose 10%. were withheld from publication to avoid 

The aluminum industry continued to ac- disclosing individual company proprietary 
count for about one-third of the lithium data. 
consumed in the United States. In Western 

‘Table 1—Salient lithium statistics 
(Short tons of contained lithium) 

SS ——™s™™™—~—~—“*é‘*é—~=*dSH—~S~=*CRT—~=*dRSC 

United States: 
Production* pn generar trom neste wow w wow 
Yearend producers’ siocks! ~~ 2-7 77=22asa = wow Ww wow 
Imports! panna anna cS 
Shipments of Government stockpile surplus? ~~~ ~~ 2 eo, ee 1 
Supply! 29 =e 88006200700 5.000 5,820 
Sapplye*4002TTTTTTTTTIITIIIIIILIIIIIIIIIIE —sfgo0 5500 580043004800, 
Exports? ?—""77"TOT TTT TET TTITITIIIIITIID giao 250026002300 2,600, 

Apparent consumption’ ®@_————"TTTITTIIITIITIIIIZ ga © S00 S200 2000. 2200 Rest of world: Production® # "~~" 7""T7T"TTTTITITIIIIIZ beso 22502250 odo 2100 
“Estimated. Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data Mineral concentrate 
*Chemicals. 
ares aa emer ain 1S 44°15% loss was assumed in converting supply from mineral concen chemical form. Changes in producers! igventories of lthium chemicals were uiknown and were assuned Tobe sero. Ai estimated 60 short fons oF aprtod chemicals are included 

Legislation and Government _Pro- _ per pound. GSA reported stocks were 15,390 
grams.—The General Services Administra- pounds of virgin material and 39,979 tons of 
tion (GSA) reported two sales of lithium depleted material that may contain 8 to 9 
hydroxide monohydrate (LiOH*H,0) from parts per million of mercury. This material 
excess stocks in the National Defense Stock- was excess from a nuclear weapons pro- 
pile. The sales totaled 7 short tons of mate- gram. 
rial depleted of lithium 6, at a price of $1.43 
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

‘Two companies continued to produce lith- of LisCO; equivalent. Downstream lithium 
ium products in the United States. Foote chemicals were produced in Frazer, PA; 
Mineral Co, 87.9% owned by Newmont Sunbright, VA; and New Johnsville, TN. 
Mining Corp. produced lithium ore from _Lithco reported production of 14,258 tons 
pegmatite dikes in North Carolina and of LisCOs equivalent (2,680 tons of contained 
lithium compounds from subsurface brines lithium), up 88% over that of 1982.' Contri- 
in Nevada. Lithium Corp. of America (Lith- butions to earnings from lithium operations 
co), owned by Gulf Resources and Chemical rose more than 40%. Lithco's enhanced 
Corp., produced lithium from pegmatite financial performance was made possible 
dikes in North Carolina.* chiefly by improvements in the economic 

Foote Mineral reported total production health of the aluminum and construction 
of 11,860 tons of lithium carbonate (LixCO,) industries, as well es the continuation of 
equivalent (2,280 tons of contained lithium), growth of high-technology specialty prod- 
an increase of 28% over the recession- ucts, The rated annual mill capacity of 
induced production level of 1982. Foote Lithco’s North Carolina plant was 18,000 
Mineral’s lithium operations had increased tons of LisCOs equivalent. Lithco offered a 
profits during 1983 as sales increased 10%, full line of lithium: chemicals, metal, and 
reflecting increased demand by the alumi- related products from its facility near Bes- 
num industry. Foote Mineral’s annual rat- semer City, NC. 
ed plant capacity remained at 17,000 tons 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Estimated domestic consumption of lithi- market. Disk film cameras contained a 
um increased 10% owing to a recovery lithium battery as an integral part of the 
experienced by the principal users—the alu- camera to provide twice the service life of 
minum, grease, ceramics and glass, and typical alkaline cells and higher energy 
synthetic rubber industries. These markets density and greater resistance to extremes 
were closely aligned with the construction of heat and cold. Disposable lithium batter- 
and automobile industries. ies, which offer high energy density and Most of the mineral concentrate was con- Jong life, found application in calculators, 
verted to lithium compounds and metal. flashlights, pacemakers, and memory cir- 
The most widely used compound, LisCOs, cuits, ° 
was added to aluminum potlines to reduce ‘The growth in use of the lithium batteries electricity consumption and fluorine emis- has been bolstered by their military applica. 
sions, It was also used to produce both tions. The U.S. Air Force's Minuteman 
ground coat and cover coat frits for vitreous Tatercontinental Ballistic Missile Program 
eee ene ete eee nenium constituent added a lithium-thionyl-chloride primary functioned as a flux to lower firing tempera: : : ‘ tures and reduce thermal expansion to ex, battery system to the Minuteman silos as a 

. pene back ly should commercial, tend the life of the enamel coating. eSUD, BOWSE -SUDPIY, . y; The second most widely used lithium 2Vailable power fail. An Air Force repre- 
compound, LiOH*H.O, was used to manu. eXtative estimated that 27 tons of lithium 
facture lithium grease, which withstands ™¢tal was required for these batteries. The 
temperature extremes better than most oth- ¢W Peacekeeper missile system planned by 
er greases. Less widely consumed lithium the Air Force was designed to use an 
compounds included lithium bromide, identical battery system. ; 
which was used in absorption refrigeration | Some mineral concentrate, possibly as 
air conditioning systems; lithium chloride, much as 10% of total production, was used 
which was valued as a dehumidifying agent; directly by the glass and ceramics industry. 
and lithium hypochlorite, which served asa _In this application, lithium acts as a power- 
sanitizer for swimming pools. Alkyllithium ful fluxing agent. In addition, use of lithium 
compounds, principally _n-butyllithium, instead of soda or potash imparts a greater 
were used in synthetic rubber manufactur- chemical durability and thermal shock re- 
ing. sistance to the finished material. Because of 

Lithium metal for lithium batteries con- these intrinsic qualities, lithium mineral 
tinued as a relatively small, but growing concentrate was preferred as a significant
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ingredient in glass material for the manu- beam headlights and in ceramic material 
facture of cathode ray tubes and sealed- for heat-resistant cookware. 

PRICES 

With the exception of the battery-grade rial prices increased moderately or were 
lithium metal price, which increased unchanged. 
21% during the year, most lithium mate- 

Table 2.—Domestic yearend producers’ prices of lithium and lithium compounds 
(Dollars per pound) 

ana SN SO ioed_i088 
Lithlum bromide, 549% brine: 2.268-pound lots, delivered in drums ----------eeeanencsn= 968 819 Hina erepucete ashlee truck oad ices delivered. cra---2222222zzztlillizzszz MM) LA 

Lithium chloride, anhydrous, technical: Truck load lota, delivered —--22IIITIILIIZIIIILL BS 
Uthlum (uorlde ssa ac aneennnonronmpramapeeeecnsesceneceecceseenen= | 48) ATE Lithium hydroxide monohydrate; Truck ioad lots delivered =—LLILTITIITIIIIOIIIIIIII tage Hihlum metal ingot batery grade O00pound lols fob ——02202LTIIIEILIISIIT gla Lighlum metal ingot, standaré grade: 1,000-pound lot fb ------------------------- 2085 21.70 
Eihlutulita anhydrous aaaad ls vied -<--s2-ccssecesccseees MRE ‘Nebutyllithium in n-hexane (1690) 8006-pound lots, delivered --~—2LTILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIID 1781s 

* Revised. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Lithium carbonate exports increased 68% although total U.S. imports were relatively 
in response to an economic turnaround in minor compared with exports. Small ship- 
the aluminum, glass, and ceramics indus- ments of spodumene concentrate from 
tries. Lithium hydroxide exports increased Australia had been reported since Green- 
9%. bushes Tin Ltd. opened its quarry in the 

China continued as the leading exporter spodumene belt in 1982. 
of lithium compounds to the United States, 

Table 3.—U.S. exports of lithium chemicals, by compound and country 

a 1988, 
wand and count Gross Gross Comnpeam wud soxrasy weight’ Value weight. Value Pounds) (pounds) 

Lithjum carbonate! oxen ea 
BEING nnn a 402 262,587 7 8Y ed ccoiicenicccozccco: «PAB ATES Ganada === "7"727"TTTTITITICILILITITITT «= _ aegis seis 1890.83 ia80.872 

Germany, Federal Republic of =2-T22TITZ2IIITTIZgisrenl ~~ 06158 e204 1z9T4R9, 486 Gopan ssn -nenneen2nsoscssa2an2nl«2BdB a2 BoIs}904 a pIdso4 aga TI9 5 seers 12977 “agree 488,005, Netherlands 2—-2-2272722T2ITIIIIIIIIIOIII geod 165}0m8 950,798 1 1991088 South Africa, Republic of _27"7TLTTITTIITIIIITTIgalgas sags Las 09.12 United Kingdom’ =< --~~-~2~27777TTTTTT seas R8609 a 159 Venemela ©" -222222222222222TTZTTIITII 1088405608957 068068 2,008.40 
Other ---=222222=222cc22s2nc2ac2eaasaon=__" 20007 __— 88870 Taol4gT_Lo7s'589 

Total nnn ee = 10,900,684 18,506,104 17,779,194 23,952,920, 
Lithium hydroxide: ‘Argentina = —--—---------------------- OT AT. «2ST. 148.085 56,082 Australias “OUOLODTZSULSSIAURETOSOCSCES TES “een agen. SS ee Belgium. _~2~2L2D2DLIIIITLILI IIL 1400 25,564 = =e Bras =20222222IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIITID galego salegs oad 1,206,108 Ganeda=22=222222222ITIIIIIICIIISITITINT «= owas gas bao” 4540 Bila eam 16520 28051 «211179 995,980 

Golomnbin 32225 SUS SSCEEESESINT SSS TRE IETS 39950 72088723955 188,001 France s22 2227s 2ocoposazocsassasso=--=- OL SBA 895224128790 BeT TRG Germany, Federal Republic of 222TIITITITTIIIII2—asaa8s—gado4 —ByT.see—1,04di745 Iodine oennenenanenclllssosacalscos ier eer eels 196 9A 
See footnote at end of table.
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Table 3.—U.S. exports of lithium chemicals, by compound and country —Continued 

SC 
Compound and coun Gross Gross 

pound and country weight Value weight Value 
pounds) pounds) 

Lithium hydroxide —Continued 
Indonesia_ _____--..--~.------------------ 100,000 $206,456 60,000. $126,985 reel —-===22=222227TTTTITTIIITIITIIT2 “eget tooges aos ac ane Wialys 0950 peo nen nee ne 20 240 95700 160.180 
Gapan [OLTTTTTTTTTTITTIIIITITIGIILIOII—aonsio andere osaoa8 1,878,498 Kener 22 Sic SILTEETIIS ee “ben ae aTe = -~ Korea Hepablicof --""7~“7"77T77“TTTTTITTTT Guess agg Merioy sac0 0 SGD SRST ETS TRE SES SETRERCD 350812 631.608 «108.908 Lassa Netherlands -—-2"7""7-—7—TLTTLLIIILIILLD Bee aston) Suan? = 16.608 Peucccces TSESPeSTNETEETSTaSaoss «= aao | dopame soe Philippines——7="7TTTTITITTITIITTTTTIIITT Bam asters 19700 aaa,60 Singapore == ~~ 22777227222 2TTLIIT yoszn 175359 “Srzgs Lovaas South Africa, Republicof —"777TTTITTTITIIITITZ = aaat] «gusta. usta daglats Spain 27 SET ES ST TTTIITIIITIIIILICID e600 805580” T8600 am 136 Sweden cs oF EEG ee TIS a TT nEE maa ee «26789 'RDO United Kingdom ——2IIZTTTITTTTTTTIITTIIIIT aaa sagas sager—1,r84°709 Venemuela=--~=2-2=2222777TTTITTTTTIITTT “aoa «= Gs'603 “8800 “ear Other TTTITTIITIIOITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT__waalaes—— 280.309 asso gaara 

Total ena __6 250086 8.981.449 6,719,391 10,158,808 
Other: — = 

‘Argentina —————— enn (5205080. 5a21 8,630 Australia-=—22TIIIT“TTTTITIIIIIIIIIINTID«—ste8ar'ogs teres teats 
HegmcCGEDSSSscess TCTTSnroeee |e ee Son 1sd5 Brag -02ITTITTTIITITTLTTIITTTTTII IL aS0k—_st0'860—gaz80 1.485800 Ganada ="2=TZIITITTLTTITTTITTIIIIIITITaeeao goods Gig T1208 Ghinn seg oo nnn ne ui 1089 
OMRON ins triow enya et on eee ee 12,835 39,188 19,871 65,207, France 97" 7-"T TTC TTTTITIITIIIOIIITICID | Salas) g8'906. 12008) Sr 900 Germany, Federal Republic of "—~7"777T~777777==2agea'sIT © goss = eo a 2a Indie coeccrce ese ccuSDDCEESSEcoS Sco | oMaee. aaa 5186531 208 Isreel ~~ 77 27TTITIIIITTTLIITISIIII IE Seer “40'se8 aed 103,000 

WUE noses ce ene So ewesies 33,805, 155,622 23,252 47,884 Japan ——2=O TTT OTTTTTTITTIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIS area's agaitens © raster nor a6s Korea, Republic of ~~727222772722TIOTIIITIT a fe S88” 12'200 Merico <2 °° 2DLITTIITTITIIITIIOIIIOII + seg ang eae Netherlands -—2"7""77TTTTTTTITTTIIITTZ “tooo “Seg Bolts “Soot Balistan «0020S SS 0s ee TES SUT EROM TENE aa 49116 8515135044005 Saudi Arabia," "7" "ITTTTLITIITIIIIIIIIIII aa os 4080 "7819 South Africa, Republic of —“""T7T77TTTTTTTIITTZ teed aes aba GmincccescccercccucEigicTsaveceeicscss © ig * rae 15 ‘660 Switeerland -~~~777777TTTID2ITITLTIII TT 43319 ao?) 16797 = oo aot Taiwan ———2722TLIITITTTIITITTIIIIITID dame eisa 180s Bagaat Markey (Op -222SSTISIIIIINIISIIIIIIIID avg Bg 756 7958 United Kingdom’ “"=="TZITIIITTLITTITTTIIIT—ss'bes§rBatst8 1.098488 ,020,b04 Venenuela'=—-—=-2-22227777TTITIIIITIIIID ase “igre Batoe a0 Other<—-TIILIITIITIIITTIITII IIo Taettt___"ekose—tswo0e “eros Savane 
Total __--------------_--__-__-_--_-.._ 8788087 1790969427155 8,182,610 

"Before 1982, lithium carbonate exports were included with “Other lithium compounds.” 
Source: US. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 

Table 4.—U.S, imports for consumption of lithium-bearing materials, by commodity and 
country 

eS (er 1988 
~~ Value "Ge Value Commodity and country oe (thoussnds) Se (thousands) 

(pounds) —~“Gastoms Cif. (pounds) Gastoms Cit 

Lithium ors: ’ 7 wustralia. a ° 216428 a 
ORR came termi 12,423 ey a fn a se Pent-occ2 20002000052 4409 2 2 = 2 = 
MR i initia 29,013 3 5 16,424 1 4 

Lithium compounds: i i a a a 
Algeria nso 350 1 1 -- = ae 
DME SS nee ata BITS 9 9 ~ - 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of lithium-bearing materials, by commodity and 
country —Continued 

a 10m 1s 
0 roe Value: Gross Value 

Coramiodity ond country Coe (thousands) weit (thousands) 
(pounds) —“Guastoms Gif _‘(Pounds) “Customs Cif 

Lithium compounds —Continued 
Canada .-------------- 3,015, $3 $3 3,005, 35 35 hinge 2" DTTLITIIIIII sews 306 BB 328,485 458 802 Denmark=——~-2227222222 61 4 4 18 1 1 
rane =D 5n2"o 2s 22 77o~ 251 2B 2 6972 1008 1.288 Germany, Federal Republic of 19,190 156 185 86,855 164 170 dope ee ce 161 33 a ‘S21 19 2 
Netherlands —-—— =~ 22 8 6 6 2 1 1 Switzerland — ~~~ ~7 727 77> 351 1 1 st 1 1 
‘Waited Kingdon Sooo poo Se ee 

Total? __-----------_ 265,506 529 568___-377,588 1,920 1978 
Lithium salts: Germany, Federal Republic of —— 6 8 8 2354 5 5 United Bingaomt oo ooS3 Oye 

GI oecanewarines Boece 258, 10 10 2356 6 6 

te ecrmany, Federal Republic of. 1 2 2 1B 9 9 
Sapa aoe eee eee en Es zs 1281 a a 
‘Total_-------------- 1 2 2 2,500) 38 3 

SLess than 1/2 unit. "Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 
Source: U'S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 

WORLD REVIEW 

The U.S.S.R. was the world’s second larg- being upgraded to a spodumene concentrate 
est producer of lithium minerals, although capacity of 16,500 tons per year. Green- 
published production data were scant. The _ bushes reported proven lithium ore reserves 
United States continued to supply about of 25.7 million tons with an average grade of 
three-fourths of lithium demand in nonpro- 2.5% Li:O and probable reserves of 11.2 
ducing countries; the remainder was sup- million tons containing 2.6% Li,O. 
plied by the U.S.S.R. and China in the form Chile.—At yearend, the Sociedad Chilena 
of lithium chemicals and by Zimbabwe and de Litio Ltda. (SCL) completed construction 
Australia as mineral concentrate. Brazil, of its 14-million-pound-per-year lithium car- 
Portugal, and Argentina produced primari- bonate plant near the Salar de Atacama. 
ly for internal consumption. The Federal Foote Mineral Co. anticipated that 6 
Republic of Germany and Japan were large million pounds of lithium carbonate would 
importers of lithium chemicals, primarily be produced in 1984 and 14 million pounds 
LisCOs, which they used dumestically or in 1985. The estimated capital cost of the 
converted to downstream chemicals for re-- project had been reduced from the initial 
sale to their export markets estimate of $61 million to $48 million, pri- 

Australia.—In 1982, Greenbushes opened marily because of devaluation of the Chil- 
a lithium quarry in the spodumene zone ean peso. Total Salar de Atacama reserves 
within the main pegmatite ore body and were estimated at 1.3 million tons of lithi- 
mined approximately 55,000 tons of pri- um equivalent. SCL was a limited partner- 
mary spodumene ore.* The first 2,200 tons ship owned 55% by Foote Mineral and 45% 
of spodumene concentrate, assaying 7.2% by the Chilean Government's development 
lithia (Li,0), was shipped to Europe in company, Corporacién de Fomento de la 
August 1983. The production facilities were Produccién.”
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Table 5.—Lithium minerals: World production, by country? 
(Short tons) 

———— rt a 
Argentina (minerals not specified)... -----~ ur 88 2 126 180 
fbtralia spodumene®—-- ~~ 22a o222=oncnnsa me -- - 02,200 
Anblypaltt ./..cs0eos-c2sect-neese use 206 201 30520 220 Lnpldelite, so cocce caso eco he ecco as 84 58 2 #55 55 
Petalite 222TLITIIDIITICIIIIIIIICIIIID 685 ate) mad 980 aT 
Spoinieiessas-cancsoscesccenoasecos a5 108 268 4200 220 

Phin (minerals not upecifieg 8———7TTTIIITIIIIIZ 11,000 "15,400 "15400 "15,400. 15,400 Namibia (minerals not specified) ~-—~~~7~22222222> NA NA 1902 1)081Tid00 
Portugal, lopidolitet .----22-7DTTLITIIIIIID ao, 100 ‘90 880 10 
Rwanda, amblygonite’ -===22"7777 777722222222 3 33 28 “ 2s 
USSR, (minorals not specified 2-7LIZLIZ=ZZTZ 68,009 "00,400 "00,600 "40,000 60,600 nited States, spodumene..— 2 =222222IIIZZ2 W W w w Ww ‘imababwe (esinerals ot specified) ——~22ZTTTITIITZaedT 0821812810788 8,800 
giitimated. PProlimnary. "Revised, NA Notavallable,  W Wield io avo useing company proprietary ata. 

‘Table includes data available through May 2, 1084, in addition te the countries lnted, other nations may produce small quantities of ithtum minerals, but output is not 
reported, and no valid basis i available for satimeting progucton aves, rhe eximaton dnote gly an approximate order of magnitude; no bss for more exacting etimatas ie avalabe, 
Oust by China andthe USS. have never been reported 
‘evined to aero, 

TECHNOLOGY 

Aluminum-lithium alloys under develop- craft companies. Annual production capaci- 
ment for the aircraft industry were ex- ty of these components was to be 2 million 
pected to become available in commercial pounds.* ‘ 
quantities. In the short term, these alloys, British Alcan Corp. was preparing to 
which contain 2% to 3% lithium, could be supply annually between 2,000 and 4,000 
expected to develop into a significant lithi- metric tons of aluminum-lithium alloys 
um end use. The Aluminum Co. of America from a new pilot plant that was expected to 
(Alcoa), which developed three of these start producing larger castings and slabs in 
alloys, called Alithalite, estimated that the spring of 1985.° 
costs could exceed $50 million for develop» ——_———— 
ing the alloys and their manufacturing {Physiol scientist, Division of Industrial Mineral. 
processes and building casting facilities. con" and Nemmont Mining Corp, ees ans Chemical 
Alcoa reported that the alloys were ex- — ‘Workcited in footnote 2 
pected to reduce conventional airframe — ;Workcitedn footnote 3. 
weight by 10% to 15%, saving up to 6 metric _¢Greenbushes Tin Ltd. 1983 Annual Report. P. 4. 
tons for a large commercial aircraft.* TWork cited in footnote 2 ; 

Martin Marietta Corp. was ‘planning to « p,Apiminum Co. of America, 1988 Annual Report 
begin casting in 1984 aluminum-lithium “Amerisan Metal Market. Metalworking News, Aero 
structural components for Boeing Commer: TS eee ee ee BA 
cial Aircraft Co. and other commercial air-



Magnesium 

By Langtry E. Lynd* 

An increase in domestic primary magne- voluntary domestic survey. Of the 172 oper- 
sium metal production and consumption ations to which a survey request was sent, 
resulted mainly from an increase in de- 62% responded, representing an estimated 
mand for aluminum alloys, its major use. 68% of the total consumption shown in 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic con- tables 1 and 3. Consumption by the 63 
sumption data for magnesium metal are nonrespondents was estimated using re- 
developed by the Bureau of Mines from a __ ported prior year consumption levels. 

Table 1.—Salient magnesium statistics mieten 

aac eee 

World: Primary production Sisto: *838,850, 7348,440 336,454, 272,660 291,828 

raga. renee apc 
Derived figure; United States production is not officially reported by the Bureau of Mines for 1979-0 in order toevoid 

Americas profucton reported by the Interetioual Magness Assocation and Consdian frosuction tetera by ee 
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

The decline in production that began in their operating rates to 65% to 90% by 
1981 was reversed in 1983 as recovery inthe yearend as demand improved. 
US. economy got underway. Production " Chicago White Metal Castings Inc., Ben- 
was about 60% of domestic installed produc- _senville, IL, and Spartan Aluminum Prod- 
tion capacity. Three companies produced ucts Inc., Sparta, IL, were each planning to 
magnesium metal: The Dow Chemical Co., install two additional 300-ton hot-chamber 
Freeport, TX; AMAX Magnesium Corp., magnesium diecasting machines in 1983. 
Rowley, UT; and Northwest Alloys Inc., a In February, Reactive Metals & Alloys 
subsidiary of Aluminum Co. of America, Corp. (REMACOR) purchased Reade Manu- 
Addy, WA. The first two companies process- facturing Co. Inc., Lakehurst, NJ, a major 
ed natural brines to magnesium chloride to producer of magnesium granules, chips, and 
provide feed material for electrolysis to powders. REMACOR was involved in steel 
pure magnesium metal. Northwest Alloys desulfurization. Magnesium demand for 
produced metal from dolomite using the steel desulfurization was estimated to be 
silicothermic technique. The producers 6,000 short tons, with a potential of about 
were operating at 50% to 67% of capacity 30,000 tons per year. 
during the first half of the year, increasing 
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‘Table 2.—Magnesium recovered from serap processed in the United States, 
by kind of scrap and form of recovery 

‘Short tons) 
RT 

KIND OF SCRAP 
New serap: Magnesium-base nen eeenna-nnn----- 80058208 ss as ‘Aluminutbese SICIIEISIIIIICIIoCIIS__aatss8ote sean 

Wola nena 28 8402907 BOTS 19.801, 591 
Old sera: ee 

Magnesium-base .-.-.___--..-_-. wane eens 4778 5,275 5,593. 5314 531. Aliminumbase ---22c222222222222222222272__ goat woo ae —_asaer 
UR a ances mon neater ge eer nt 18,882___17,554 24,183 23,431 24,738 

Grand total. .-.-------. ronestiimem emt 37,222 40,461 46,256 43,232 46,329 

FORM OF RECOVERY 
Magnesium alloy ingot! ___________-------------- 3,139 4,205 4,230 4,228 4,232 Magnesium alloy castings rossweight) -—------------. 790 “ate, “Sg “tas “Sa Magnesium alloy shapes" 8 --7~~-7==-22> TB dd oe are Aluminum alloys 2 ---2~2222=2=2Z=22=aTT1 1. RRBT SIR 88755 86BT dB Zine and other alloys ~~ =~ ~~~ 7>~TTTTTTITIIIIE 13 13 3 il 20 Ghemieal and other dissipative uaca ~~ ——~~—-7~~777—~ a 3 5 3 4 Cathodic protecions--t---e-=-2-22ss2sas222==___ 1600-64288? 670 
a ae ae a 

Mncludes secondary magnesium content of both secondary and primary alloy ingot. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES. 

The upturn in magnesium metal con- their expanded use in automobiles and oth- 
sumption was attributed mainly to increas- er applications, as a result of a narrowing of 
ed use in aluminum alloys, but steel desul- the magnesium-aluminum price ratio to 
furization was probably the fastest growing about 1.5, considered to be a critical point 
use. Demand for magnesium diecastings for magnesium to become a cost-effective 
was expected to increase in 1984 because of substitute for aluminum. 

‘Table 3.—Consumption of primary magnesium in the United States, by use 
(Short tons) 

NOW. 891880808 
Forstructural products: Castings eS a Me aT 7 oe (a | 16 Sandewenne-sc22csscsszs2nascscsasane ROTA BT 1,888 Wrought prods drusions nn GAB 685 TBG 059,008 Shectand plade “"27U"7TTTTTTITTTITTTIIT gee tok Tati 

Other (includes forgings) --_277727277T22T2222__“on a1 8 3 2 
Tela oiee eee te TART BRAT ates 1AeTs 

For distributive or sacrificial purposes: _ ‘Alloys 
“Aluminum — ceneeeeeeenenneneenn= OO BAG 54490 5OSIB BOTS ——48 026, Copper OCD ENR UST AT SSPE TRESTROTE TT 3 8 3 7 4 Bie eee, 5 u 3 3 3 Obefie sro aane PRESTR Se 3 7 i 5 . Cathodic protection (anodes) ——--~77--7TTTTTTTT2 wey, ggg) gaa) a8 5 86 Ghemicals wnsnnsnen-sa2-nasaazsaaaa-a>e Bate Bats io Bd Nodulariron==="22=O272==cozaootaacTtinnt das ts 855 Boa 200 ‘Reducing agent for (taniun, irconium, hafnium, uranium, beryllium se wneneecocereet nee ene 1485795 GOT. SOL ATL 

Ode eae eel eacten ence 1,658 1,466, 1,005, 1,751 2,908 

Total _---_------------------------_ 0a —“TRS_—TGIeA ORT 6,200 
Grand total ______------------------- 10aBid 95788 —-OTABI——14500__—B,8TO 

‘Includes scavenger, deoxidizer, and powder.
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STOCKS 

Consumer stocks of primary magnesium sium alloy ingot stocks declined from 705 
ingot increased from 10,268 tons at yearend tons at the beginning of the year to 551 tons 
1982 to 11,329 tons at yearend 1983; magne- at yearend 

‘Table 4.—Stocks and consumption of new and old magnesium scrap in the United States 
(Short tons) 

i ‘Consumption Stock: —_— Se 8 Sick Receipts New Old quig Bee al serap__serap 
1982 Castscrap ———-— n= S886 TKKG RZ TB 
Solid wrought scrap! --— ~~~ =~ 2a T6469 168 2 

Total eee BT 71001455846 ——6.991___—1,596 
1983: Castscrap === BTS 608525886248 1,800 
Solid wrought scrap? —------===—~ BBB ~ 4% 

Total 1596918658860 1485 
2{ncludes borings, turnings, drosses, ete. 

PRICES. 

‘The quoted prices of magnesium metal Dow and AMAX Inc. announced increases 
and magnesium diecasting alloy began the in their primary metal price to $1.43 per 
year at $1.34 and $1.21 per pound, respec- pound, effective in mid-December for spot 
tively. The price of magnesium metal was customers and on January 3, 1984, for 
increased to $1.38 in the second quarter, contract customers. Dow increased its price 
and that of diecasting alloy to $1.23 per for diecasting alloy to $1.28 per pound, 
pound in the third quarter. In December, effective on the same dates. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

All categories of exports, except semifab- tions, especially those producing aluminum. 
ricated forms, increased significantly in All categories of imports of magnesium 
quantity and value. Large quantities of increased, particularly alloys, imports of 
metal were exported to industrialized na- which were more than double those of 1982. 

Table 5.—U.S. exports and imports for consumption of magnesium 

EXPORTS 

a Wandenp  Mabaniaion Slit 
Quentily Value Quantity Value Quantity ‘Value ‘short (thou (short thou. ‘short (thow tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

1981 261 3689 32910 81,116 1684 $9,048, ines SOSTSESU SIPS TATE 149 349 ST 281 92.554 2188 11982 tags Sone see ets ae 638, 1,58 45992117388, 2060 11/045 
IMPORTS 

Alloys tubing, ribbons, eee oa Metal (magnestum wire, other forma serap content) ‘magnesium content) 
juantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Sige” Uke Cukor” ie SURG” ise Sire” owe fons) sands) tons) sands)_tons)__—_sands)_ tons) _sands) 

Where scams 3225 $238 «SOT SaBAe gas 82652150 «B4.8O ye -"TTLTLTTIITII rs “Ze "Bg 55 “Bao yey 2TTTTTITIIIIII sas Bsa? oat kes tas Gist 88 a9
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Table 6.—U.S. exports of magnesium, by country 

‘Semifabricated forme, Waste and serap Primary metals, nec, ledoting 
Country oder 

Quantity Value Quantity ‘Value Quantity Value (hort tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) " (thousands) 

1982 
Argentina == -- oi 25 $456 3a 3131 
‘Ansiratia ooo Se SORSER SS a ae 1688 3.862 26 nat Auta ue ess ssbana = = 26 2 9 100 
Belgium-Luxembourg ----_ 22 z a 1 10 8 125 Brailecocsuc cue ceas neh ae Ea 2976 6,955 39 107 
Ganada ~~~ ~~222222=Z=IE ia 387 2543 6.034 228 or Colombia SSUES TTS es ze 2 63 10 ‘40 
Brame oo cce sooo cea ae z 58 152 B 468, Germany, Federal Republic of -— ~~ Se = 681 1617 “4 $95 open paper Be EE i 437 7 21 

Israel _-_~~-~-~-~----- =~ = = = a 204 1191 re So a ao Ess 3 a8 15 1206 
Japan --= c= 2--= = a Zl toys 2,588 3 734 Korea, Republic of ~~ "~7777—~ zs z 165 "659 31 8 Maxis 7 sto seo wcceL era a iE 2438 5824 186 1,105 Netherlands -----.2022_2_- a cl 12996 asa 3 182 

New Zealand _~222222222222 as Be ua 289 2 38 Norway" ~~~ -------- = = 47 va 3 8 
Saudi Arabia --2~=222—022=2 Se iE 883 954 95 5 Singapore ~~ ~~ ~7777T2 22 25 = 40 35 4% 23 South Africa, Republic of —— ~~~ = 334 oe) 6 24 Spektor caces SEE SEEe a ae 3 231 a ne 
Sweden ~2222272222=22o x = -- -- 3 29 
Bigaess = = = gg. gd Inited Kingdom ——-___~_ ~~ =~ = as 15 Venemuela S27 72 222722 z z tt 18 3 30 Other 0ST ELSE 3 iB 40 1,082 ua 882 

Melle sedans 149 S49 ST281—_—92,554 2183-11942 

1983, 
Argentina = -- - an 1020 25 82 Aumrahia CECE SST GET ETS a5 Ea 2.888 6589 504 1.884 
Austins oo 2 oT PERE TE = ae 188 495 5 8 Belgium-Luxembourg --—-—~—- ii # = ze 7 Ea Brel 0 coe eeCaT ESE a mi 46728 38 102 Ganada ~~ 222222222IIII22 28 62 55 (10,188 ar 1081 
Chinas: 205 REPORT ES avy ze ae 1105 2960 ees ze Galombia® 2235255505520 Be 3 8 a a 
FERS ene ii B 1 2 % 524 Germany, Federal Republic of — ~~ 222 518 86 210 33 362 India 9 1 Et 12 8 1 
Iarael SP SEP GRD ASSES EEDOE 2h 2 6 28 155 829 Malic Sono sccu sc acace = = 23 108 i 950 Gipense ocr oo Nene E = 12758 28,304 8 508 Korea, Republic of ~~ _=_ 2-7 = Ee 328 20 23 2 
Mexico ....-------------- @ 2B 2187 5,287 236 151 Netherlands_ ~~" "7777777—=7 2 <— 18029 40,658 BL 551 
New Zealand ------------~ a a 37 74 2 20 SO 28 se mm 1,290 4 55 
Saudi Arabia ~~7"77777T7 777 a z 2 3 Pt 181 Singapore —— ~~~ ~~~" => a Bi st 190 16 31 
South Africa, Republic of - ~~ 27 = 2 605 12rT a 204 Spain. = = =: en 7 ior Seeden Sonus eae SERESET ES z = 3 3 2 300 Marwan oes oe ea 3 a 1383 318 15 43 
United Kingdom ~~ 272222222 36 58 51 200 us 1,286 Wenestala 20 780 SE TESS ee a 2 ae 1 14 

Other-—~ 277 TTTTIIIIIIL o. i 8 6 206, m8 
Total -._-------------- 638 1681 48.992 ——«131,988 2060 11,045 
"Less than 1/2 unit. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Primary world production of magnesium Co., announced that it was close to reaching 
increased in 1983 as a result of the improve- an agreement to build a 110,000-ton-per- 
ment in world economic conditions. year magnesium plant in the Province of 
Canada.—The Mineral Processing Li- Alberta. MPLC developed technology for 

censing Corp. (MPLC), which purchased the the conversion of coarsely ground magne- 
assets of the former American Magnesium site in one step to magnesium chloride for
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electrolytic cell feed material that is then to proceed with plans to build a $50 million 
converted to metal. Implementation of this plant to produce magnesium and chemicals 
project would raise North American metal from seawater. The plant was to be located 
production capacity to about 300,000 tons at Srikakulam in Andhra Pradesh, with a 
when completed. production capacity of 75,000 tons per year. 

Alcan Aluminum Ltd. announced it —_-Norway.—Norsk Hydro AS carried out a 
purchased a 20.5% share of Haley Indus- modernization program at its Heroya, Nor- 
tries Ltd, a maker of magnesium and alu- Way, plant including rebuilding of electroly- 
minum castings for the aerospace industry, _si8 facilities. Completion of the program will 
for about $5.3 million. The purchase makes facilitate future capacity expansion but pre- 
Alcan Haley’s largest stockholder. vented full utilization of Norsk’s 50,000-ton- 

India.—India’s first magnesium metal Per-year capacity in 1983. Norsk also enter- 
plant was being set up by the state-owned d into an agreement with Elf Aquitaine 
‘Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corp. "Way and AS Kongsberg Vaapentabril 
at Valinokkam in the Ramanathapuram ‘© develop casting technology for magne- 
district. The $6 million, 660-ton-per-year itm alloy automotive wheels. This use of Slant Was ax ‘vo be pperating by gear, the metal could add as much as 40 pounds of 
ond 1985 Pe Ps iB Dy magnesium per automobile. 

In 1983, Duncans Agro Industries Ltd. ~ spuysical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metal. was granted Government of India clearance 

Table 7.—Magnesium: World primary production, by country: 
(Short tons) 

ONO rng ee 
Gaara mrcs Taare compaeeere gam 10399 gamo 5600 9,600 

IIE consesccneceintcirtn ener terme tremens 6,600 7,100 7,700 7,100 7,700 Franee22222TTTIIIITIOCIIIIIOOITIIIO «NBR lags 1070 Indias =~ ~~~ 772277227222222222T2IIIE @ @ @ fol -- a 
Japan eee ene e nen n eee e nee 12,531 10,199 6,247 6,123 96,652 Norway ]2272LITTTTIITITIIIIIIIIICIID «er ws aL as eo 
UAROS oo Soo cee ecee eed 79,000 83,000 36,000 89,000 91,000 United State. == 22==2727=TT 222 sne2deh 169477 158782 1020978115481 

Yogosavia 2 07TTTIIIITTSIIIEEIIET 2 254 %4400 4400 
ee a ee ee 

‘“Batimated. "Preliminary. "Revised ‘Table includes data available through May 23, 1984 
Revised to zero. Reported figure 
“Derived igre U.S. prodtion i not fly reported bythe Bureas of Mine fr 1979-90 in oder avoid disclosing company propiiary dat: figures reported for thos, ents repenent the difernce between total North American production reported by the International Magnesium Association and Canadian production reported by Energy, Mines And Resources Canada 

Table 8. Magnesium: World secondary production, by country! 
(Short tons) 

Comey SSS —= 1581 1a? To 
Germany, Federal Republic of. ® @ @ @ __ Japan eacceennnsess TTD) PaRSM | S.8HS 400018 80 
USSR® ______------------------- 8,000 8,000 9,000 9,000 9,000, United Kingdom =—"77TIITTTIIIIIITIIZ son son oak 1380 
United States 7222 =ao TI___atize sao 82568 2ath 320 

Mtl pre ace deer e260 T7775 BON THATO. 71,99, 
‘Estimated. Preliminary. _ "Revised. MPable includes data available through May 2, 1984, 
Revised to zero. Reported figure.





By W. Timothy Adams? 

__ Magnesium compounds shipped and used The remainder was used to prepare caustic- 
in the United States increased from those of calcined and specified magnesias and other 
1982. Magnesium oxide and other com- magnesium compounds. 
pounds were produced from seawater by Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- 
seven companies in California, Delaware, ta for magnesium compounds shipped and 
Florida, New Jersey, and Texas; by three used were developed by the Bureau of 
companies from well brines in Michigan; Mines from a voluntary survey of US. 
and by two companies from lake brines in operations entitled “Magnesium Com- 
Utah. Magnesite was mined by one compa- pounds.” Of the 19 operations to which a 
ny in Nevada, and olivine by two companies survey request was sent, 42% responded, 
in North Carolina and Washington. Three representing an estimated 58% of the total 
companies accounted for almost 80% of the magnesium compounds shipped and used 
magnesia production. Three-fourths of the shown in table 3. Data for the 11 nonre- 
consumption of magnesium compounds was spondents was estimated using prior year 
for the production of basic refractories used production levels adjusted by trends in em- 
in high temperature metallurgical furnaces ployment and other factors. 
for making products such as iron and steel. 

Table 1.—Salient magnesium compound statistics 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

888 

vgn ustiocalcined and sia! siaceinim 
Guantiy en ask ats asa jalue./ === TTTTIIIITIIOIIIOILIC genodt 51,282 $55,420 $55,308 g57,882 Exports; Value -~~—"7—""7“"T TTI TIIIIIID geass fargo $4559 $10.95 “ga26 

Imports for consumption: Value®———~~--~-"2_~ "gute “seta | “sa77 $2055 $576 Refractory magnesia: ‘Sold and used by producers: 
Sean ener aa aaennn-------- a Bg BL gic S18 ars 452 gg 8 falue_9 ~~ ~~~ 2 _LTILLITLTIIIIIII I sags aa siezgor gidg.g03 112101 999,782 Exports: Value————7"7777TTTIIIIIIIIIIL “esis “Fiszie “euer “gre “sos Imports for consumption: Value’ ~~~ CIITIOT  sisisas $1eer2 22900 slatie2 —si1.a95 Dead:burned dolomite: ‘Sold and used by producers: 
Quantity “PT - nnn OeatsNA NA Jalue © =~=W TTT TTTIIITIITIIITII genet gongos 923,78) | NANA World: Production (magnesite) -——"""2—7TTT7T7=> gost Hote “teers "12,108, 

‘SEetimated. Proliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Excludes caustic-alcined magnesia used in production of refractory magnesia ACausticealcined magnesia only 

587
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

The major source of domestic magnesia 1983. Magnesium compounds were also pro- 
refractory compounds continued to be syn- duced from natural magnesite mined in 
thetic magnesia that was derived from nat- Nevada. Olivine was, produced from deposits 
ural brine solutions found in seawater, lake in North Carolina and Washington. Olivine 
brines, and well brines. The Harbison- was ground to various grades for consump- 
Walker Refractories Co. seawater plant, tion by the foundry, steel, and refractory 
located in New Jersey, with a capacity of industries. 
100,000 short tons was closed in October 

Table 2.—Current magnesium compound producers, by raw material source, 
location, and production capacity 

ts 
papacity 

‘Raw material source and producing company ‘Location mart fone 
ecuivafend ivan 

Magnesite: Basic Ine en Gabbe NV 150,000 
Great Sait Lake Minerals & Chemicale ur 100,090 Ketter Aluminum & Chemical Garp 77222277772 Wediver, UP 2222227772 50.000 
Wettne Bow Chemical Co Ladington, MI 300,000 Docent nee ee ooo ooo 75,000 Martin Marita Chemicals -—"TTIT2722277772222  Maniotes M2 777777777777 350000 
Settee Chentioal Co. Selo ies wee | = ---dO----.. _----- 5,000 

Beet mene lsmeuanausenysmcee. Lowey Dect wel enna 5000 
Basic Magnesia Ine —~—— ~~~ --------- = 2-22-22 Port St. Joe, FL -.------- =. 100,000 
‘The Dow Chemical Co _-- ~~ == TLD IITITITT TTT Presper Pr ae 75,000 Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Gorp___7~777—777222 Meat Landing, GA=~=~~7 2 150,000 
Me BING ng cimmsias cnenne ane ‘South San Francisco, CA____—_— 15,000, Western Magnesium Garp” "7"77TTTTTITTTIIIIII GhlaWitaeA 877772 "Bo 
PO i A  oeerrpeereyp een 1,880,000 EE Se oecnteceecomnecmmenes SAAN, 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

The major portion of U.S. magnesium rials, chemicals, electrical heating rods, 
compound production was converted to re- fluxes, petroleum additives, and rayon. A 
fractory products such as refractory brick. report reviewed the use of minerals in the 
‘The chemical processing and pharmaceuti- refractory industry. Current applications of 
cal industries provided a strong market for refractories in various industries were de- 
caustic-calcined and specified magnesias. scribed in detail and probable trends were 
These products were also used to prepare examined.” 
animal feeds, fertilizers, construction mate-
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Table 3.—Magnesium compounds shipped and used in the United States 

cS” Sn (ae 
Quantity Value Quantity Value ‘short howe = “Iahort” (thou fone) sands) tons) sands) 

Causticcalcined* and specified (USP and technical) magnesias 147625 $58,968 160889 $57,882 
Magnesiom hydroxide GOb4 MgOHy}""——"-~-_-7_—a_aZ>—SSatogo awn Sega erat Magnesium sulfate(anhydrousand hydrois)-~~~=7~~~277---- 40824 «T1898 SBA, 

Precipitated magnesium carbonate? ___...-_.__._---------- 4,000 ‘900 6,003 1,101 

*Bxcludes material produced a an intermediate stp inthe manufacture of other magnesium compounds 

Table 4.—Domestic shipments of caustic-calcined and specified magnesias, by use 

(Short tons) 
eT 

Agriculture, nutrition, pharmaceutical: 7 w w w 
Mens aad pharnacatic<—2222I22I2TIDTIITETILIOTIOII wow Ww 

Wieunting 2 Sonos cea oc ce eave es one W Ww W 
DORR esc sniwrnini nats nseriominimini acest creemnin acerca Ww Ww Ww 

Construction materials: Tnmulationand walltuard ___ = ---------2-2-----------~ wow Ww Oxychloride and oxysuliie coment -~~~~~777777222722272222722722 wow OW 

Remar mene manufacturing, metalorgica: agg asa. nT 
Electrical beating rode _— ~ ____~_- ~~ _-= ~~ o-oo 22 iio ia ie aiee Ww Ww 

Berrioom adildive_—~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~2---= 777 2o0T > axe v 
‘Pulp and ee tiene " Ww Ww Gosmetiog e777 7227 TTIIITIII ISITE ISIIIII ¥ ¥ 
Biles agi eine te esteem soseneee a raat 1248s 

‘iranian peateming = <2 Ww Ww Wotertresttuent 0-222 1002-222 2sscccdancsoscecnsoneene { Ww Ww 
Hits crea rrauseanucnanceunveacaee cel: ON. AiR Oe. napined ooo ee $2156 108,688 134.000 

Grand total_---------~ peccceceececteeceeeeeene TONGT LATS 160800 
'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Unspecified.” 

PRICES 

‘The Chemical Marketing Reporter pub- carbonate, light, technical (freight equaliz- 
lished the following prices at yearend: mag- ed), $0.78 to $0.78 per pound; magnesium 
nesia, natural, technical, heavy, 85% and hydroxide, NF, powder (freight equalized), 
90% (f£.0.b. Nevada), $222 and $255 per short $0.78 per pound; and magnesium sulfate, 
ton, respectively; magnesium chloride, hy- technical, $0.15 per pound. 
drous, 99%, flake, $290 per ton; magnesium.
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FOREIGN TRADE 

U.S. exports of crude and processed com- ty and value. Total imports of crude and pounds, such as dead-burned magnesia and processed magnesite were significantly magnesite and crude caustic-calcined lump more than those of 1982 in quantity and or ground magnesite, declined significantly value. Additional magnesium compounds from those of 1981 and 1982 in both quanti- valued at $10 million were also imported. 

Table 5.—U.S. exports of magnesite and magnesia, by country a nc es Ty “Magnesite and magnesia, Magnesite nec, including crude Gead-burned causticcalcined, limp or ground 
Ge OO 

Quantity Value ~ Quantity Value Quantity Value ~ Quantity Value tehort” howe Siahore” fine ator” Gaake Quanity Yalue 
tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) $$ ar _ ton) sents) _tons)___sands)_tons) __sands)_ 

Argentina _____... Fy a sa ee 1221 $546. 804 $344 Australia. _____ 58 $8 2,556 ‘$551 2,690 709 132, 187 Belgium-Luxembourg — -- i sa es! 1,066 37 369 453 Bred e a = i = 7 137 in 3 Ganada——=2-=="~ tok 8 es RSS] S788 tad Colombia___ 1,030 181 1,190 159 156 ‘165 148, Hit France «77 77" >= 2 iW 2 = 188 184 184 100 ‘Germany, Federal 
Republicof ses _ — wae oat 612 824 609 nly SESEE ze = a = Bud 325 33 21 Japan” ~~~ 22272LT & si cc % 2 3 1 3 Mexico ~=27 272727 Ta 163 3 2 516 316 15 81 Netherlands _ a sim tee da 238 274 286 B18 New Zealand ____ = ane ae 2 102 129 1 2 Spel one cae = a = = 431 20 aa 2 Sweden”~~—-~~ ~~~ 5g a: oy ae 161 192 ii 188 United Kingdom —__— te — —- a 130 158 15 peat Veneauela ~~ 36 i0 PS == ois Sid 1950 366 Other 2222222 281 22106 cd 28 26210071 in NO TB 
Pile es itn 12,869 2721 10,855, 1,955. 23,125 10,925, 16,621, 8,426, EE eas 

Table 6.—U.S. imports for consumption of crude and processed magnesite, by country ii aR ROARED ROOT HOS Ae 
1982 1983 

Country Quantity ‘Value Quantity Value 
(hort tons) (thousands) (short tons) _ (thousands) —$________tirtton)_(thousands)_(short tons) _ (thousands) 

Lump or ground caustic-calcined magnesia:* Russahe steer en 220 355 a 7 Canada_—-_____ "TTT TTT TIT T IIIT 1,559 323, 18,166 $3,086 Guna EDS SERGE aE ent sho 2a 2907 386 Greeoe -=~77727TTIDINTTITIITIEI TEI ozs 92 3597 740 DOAN rimoiciad coma neuen Geena oe eS at 220 4 Netherlands 77~72772722I22272722222222 2a at 751 13 SONI 0 winrar misiien women nonce aa wns a 2,083 366 TINE es spate ermaeereepererbor mecerpee ee 669, 143 2175 670 United Kingdom ~~~ ~77772277222277272222 3 %6 118 40 Others oer OTS ST ere ers 2 6 205, 5 
UP his ace 13,959, 2,055 25,457 SATS 

Dead-burned and grain magnesia and periclase: ee ae ‘Not containing lime or not over 49% limes Beadircsecclcceeee ners 2746 au 6,652 996 NINN epee oeeretens ernie 12,528 1,222 4,827 458 PRON a ie eno Noa De a epcntnn 8277 1,285, 6,889 938 OI, vance aremrersormmenra tanned mice cee 33,868 10,500 24,230 7,535, ar ee SRE TE OEE IE 391 624 454 588 

[2 oes aaartaemneneie neon i a "60 76 
a 51,952 14,162, 45,898 11,495 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—U.S. imports for consumption of crude and processed magnesite, by country 
—Continued 

ee ggg 
Country Quantity Value Quantity: Value Ghort tons) (@housands) hort tons) _ (thousands) 

DDoad-burned and grain magnesia and perclase —Continued 
Containing over 4% lime: . Austen su $229 124 $902 Gonads" S>SCSO SESE Saas caastess oe B 15M GH 
‘Germany, Federal Repabiie af =~ 777777777777 234 0 Pat 46 Greve; corset ences 9 %anass 1804 
‘Cae mmr ameeeain enn ame 3 9 ~~ - 

United Kingdom 2777772222722 7222222 8 2 a a 

Total =n 1.561 42534551 25 
Total dead-burned and grain magnesia and puidlame coca ence cena 5519 1458880414340 

MIn addition, crude magnesite was imported as follows, in short tons and thousand dollars: 1982—Canada, 83 (85); Greece, 3,183 ($200); India, 60 ($1), Japan, 1 1), and the United Kingdom, 28 (0), 1988-—Canada, 19 (4); the Federal 
Republic ‘of Germany, 15 ($11); and Spain, 20 ($10). Aless than 1/2 unit 

Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of magnesium compounds 

Gia! ~isgedn  Mopae Mamas aoa’ agameban Osideor Magnesium “Magnesium Magnesium calcned —tarbonetct Maple Meriden magnesia (precipitated) (anhydrous) (edhe) = ogppmesits, and compounds, tn a er Qua Value QA Vatue Q8A™ Value QAO Vatue GUA" Value QU Value 
a a CC (hort sands) GRO sands) BOR ands) GROrt Sands) GHOKE Sends) HOME Sad 

19s) Lgl s2aig 12 sez 408 GL B89 SIs 2708 SLAET ye = gai "Baes = ta “oto 28, oas Stor arson “Zea oe “Ser aeee T7672 588s ssh dae 00S D500 9s T388 
4in addition, magnesium carbonate, not precipitated, was imported as follows, in short tons and thousand dollar: 1981-119 90); 1982-125 (869; and 1985-21 GD. os mn 
Includes magnesium silicofluoride or fluosilicate and calcined magnesium. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World production of magnesite and syn- Changes in operating practices in the steel 
thetic magnesia met world demand for the industry were reported to be directly re- 
manufacture of refractory, and caustic- sponsible for reduced consumption.* 
calcined and specified magnesias. Most pro- Norsk Hydro AS’s modernization of the 
ducing nations derived magnesia from Porsgrunn, Norway, magnesium smelter 
magnesite, but countries such as Ireland, proceeded on schedule. Modernization 
Israel, and the United States used natural involved the production of anhydrous mag- brines, nesium chloride from a magnesium chloride 

A report reviewed the current state of the brine mixture rather than from the more 
world’s magnesite and magnesia industry. traditional dolomite seawater mix.‘
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‘Table 8.—Magnesite: World production, by country 
(Short tons) a 

Country: 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983 —___Semiry tag 1920 198 39g es 
Australia’... ---22 ue... 8.200 a5d92 26a 28.900 81,000 
Austria... -——_ 0 1,216,563 1,458,017 1,277,414 — °1,268,000 1,200,000 Brogil?27"TTITTTTTTTTTIIIICIIITaaase «gases «si 0s1 24.607 | '220-000 Ganade® 3<—TTTTITTTTTITIIIIIIIIIIZ—“aslo00 © “e9'000——“7é'000 75,000 74000, 
RMR So meer 2,200,000 2,200,000 2,200,000 2,200,000 2,200,000 CIE as renrwninintmaisr aac meen 1,144 1,744 £1,800 £1,800 1,800 ‘Czechoslovakia... 720,911 734,139 732,000. €728,000 740,000 Greece... LL TTL LLIIIITIITIT 66477 © 1,286/894 909,674 *882,000 770,000 

ince ee em memmte 436,747 419,002 499,798 408,000 520,000 
MN asians eee 5,500 4,400 4,400 5,500 5,500 

FN i i chron ae ee einen 4,400 1 10, "10 oes 
Bane, Mail i 2  s 2,010,000 2,040,000 2,040,000 2,040,000 2,040,000 
Mexico’ __________ TTT 19,842, 17,488 18,357 24,793 22,000 
New Sealend <2 05-2 I oso TTL ss ed 340 £330 -— 
Pakistan... -- et 3,029 71,681 1710 1,861 1,900 
Poland. es 22,046 21,605, 12,500 13,000 12,000 ‘South Attica, Republicof--~-""""7"-"._ aot sSeart «Galas sta «D0 
BS ogden nen oan Soaoe 420,936 (857,258 550,000 °500,000 595,000 
Turkey_ =~ it 804,071 910,451 364,174 £860,000 840,000 
URRBS o.oo 2,150,000 2,200,000 2,290,000 2,370,000 2,400,000 

United States_______ 222 -LT LL IIIIII Ww Ww w Ww Ww Yugoslavia --222777TTTTTTITTIITITZ gga §—8g630 890.898 961,588 840,000 
Zimbabwe. _____-___ 2D LL LL lll 93,140 36,219 66,352, 66,000 86,000 

Total _--------_---------------_ "12058891 712,761,558 12z76877 12,118,552 12,102,700 
aqgiatimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not ineluded in otal 

‘Figures represent crude salable magnesite. In addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria produced magnesite, but utput is not reported quantitatively, and available general information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels, Table includes data available through Apr. 25, 1984 Series reflects output of marketable concentrates. Production of crude ore was as follows, in short tons: 1979—650,627 (revised); 1980-— 889,023 (revised); 1981681 504 (revised), 1982-697, 091; and 1883-496, 000 (estimated). 
Magnesitic dolomite and brucite. Figures are estimated on the basis of reported tonnage dollar value. 
‘Year beginning Mar. 21 of that stated, SMexico’s figure for the years 1917 and 1978 erroneously referred to production of magnesium from brine. The mine output of magnesite for 1971 and 1978 was 3,528 short tons and 23,085 short tons, respectively 

TECHNOLOGY 

A product, designed for use in electric, sium oxide was shown to be unique because 
open-hearth, and basic oxygen furnaces, it has a positive surface charge in water, 
composed of 98% magnesium oxide high- whereas most suspended materials are neg- 
density periclase with a new nontoxic bond- atively charged. The attraction of these 
ing system, was developed. The bonding negatively charged suspended particles to 
system was intended to replace the chromic the magnesium oxide enhances filtering 
acid binder previously used.* performance.* 

Planning and preparation for increased —>——— Sede enilll 
4 igh-1 S *s {Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous: Is. production of high-magnesium limestone spinon EM and Harden, PW, tals Minerals inthe near Maysville, KY, was completed. A prod- Refracarié ndstry Aaseiie ths Bonde Abend Id é i josorbic  Miner,/No. 187, Refractories Suppl, Apr. 1982, 10 pp. uct from this operation known as thiosorbie MigerNo 181 Refractories Suppl, Apr 1988, NO pp. 

lime, was shown to be capable of absorbing sgn nd Caustic Stagnation. nd. Miner, Nov 191 Aug. 
i iti 1983, pp. 57-87, high quantities of SO, from stack gases of MiRPeSTS. | Mogae Pronpct Nort 

high-sulfur coal-burning powerplants while Met. Dull, No, 688, Oet.28, 1955 p13 i 
virtually eliminating buildup of scale in the /hemical Week, Technology Newletter. V. 182, No. 25 
equipment. rcbtining Journal Dravo Makes Lite Basie for Serub i ‘i 3, V. 300, No. Tid, June 24, 198, p. 425, The use of magnesium oxide for deep-bed rg. 00,No.7714 June 24,1988, 25 | 
filtration of water was developed. Magne- Deep Bed Filter Medium V.12, No 43, Oct. 25,1989 P21



Manganese 

By Thomas S. Jones* 

Manganese oversupply in both mineral tal actions supportive of the domestic fer- 
and processed form was evidenced by price _roalloy industry were reduction in preferen- 
decreases of 13% or more for imported tial tariff treatment for imports of manga- 
metallurgical ore and imports of principal nese ferroalloys and contracting for a do- 

manganese ferroalloys. Ore production de- mestic plant to upgrade a portion of the 
clined for the majority of the chief market metallurgical manganese ore in the Nation- 
economy producers, most notably by 45% al Defense Stockpile into high-carbon ferro- 
for the Republic of South Africa. Rate of manganese. Record imports of silicoman- 
recovery of manganese consumption in the _ganese and suspension of electrolytic metal 
United States was slowed by a further production by one of three domestic produc- 
significant decline in unit consumption of ers signified the continuing international 
manganese ferroalloys in steelmaking. competitive pressure upon domestic proces- 
Changes in steelmaking technology and pro- sors of ore. 
duction mix contributed to use of smaller Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
amounts of manganese per ton of steel duction data for manganese are developed 
produced. by the Bureau of Mines from three sepa- 

Domestic ore production continued to rate, voluntary surveys of U.S. operations. 
consist of only a small quantity of manga- Typical of these surveys is the Manganese 
niferous materials. Domestic production and Manganiferous Ores survey. Of the four 
of ferromanganese and silicomanganese operations to which a survey request was 
was below even those abnormally small sent, 100% responded, representing 100% of 
amounts produced in 1982. Two governmen- _ the total production shown in table 3. 

Table 1.—Salient manganese statistics 

Production === ai 189 198 ng 86 

World: Production of manganese ore 28,950 *29,089 25,894 26,607 24,739 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 

593,
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Legislation and Government Pro- origin. 
grams.—On February 7, the General Serv- 
ices Administration (GSA) announced the § ———————_——___-—__ 
offering for sale of approximately 155,700 Sales Change in 
tons? of natural battery-grade manganese usta ‘fhagy daventory 
dioxide (ore) under Solicitation of Offers for ___""_Ssherttens) 
Manganese Dioxide, Natural Battery, Natural battery ore: i 
Grades A and B, ORES.259. Sales under —Stovkpilegrade-=--..---- 8431 “120 
ORES-259 were limited to 78,782 tons cyemcalore Stockpllegrade —— 29,881 -12,728 
through September 30, and could be to any Metallurgical ore 

: Stockpliegrade_—-------- 45102 
party for consumption anywhere. The ma- Nonstockpilegrade ---_-_ 8,000 3,000 
jority of the material being offered for sale@§ ———————_____— 
under ORES-259 was of Greek or domestic 

‘Table 2,—U.S. Government stockpile goals and yearend inventories for manganese 
materials in 1983 

(Short tons) 
St Physical inventory 

Mevéra Sic TT incommitted a 

Suegile Neos: Total pring, Grand ttl 

Natural battery ore -.-.------ 62,000 181,698 83,5615 104 4adt 219885 
Synthetic manganese dioxide=_——_ 25,000 ‘011 : 300 ~ ‘3011 

Chemical ore === ~~~ 70.000 191 564 ® 9185s HG BI 
Metallurgical ore TILIT 2700000 agos'i6n 957,943 3,987,203 238.4259, 608,520 
High-carbon ferromanganese — 439,000 599,978 2 599,978 = '599,8T8 
Mediumearbon ferromanganese ~~ "*B8920 Tr “b8a20 nex) 
Sllicomanganese === ~~ ame 71 23514 Tl bapa 
Blectrolytic metal ——_—~ : 5 isin = rei > Win 

At yearend 1983, GSA awarded a $9.8 ment of Commerce twice revised the Na- 
million contract to Elkem Metals Co. for tional Stockpile Purchase Specification for 
converting about 48,000 tons of metallurgi- Standard High-Carbon Ferromanganese, 
cal manganese ore in the National Defense primarily to specify manganese content as 
Stockpile into high-carbon ferromanganese. 76% to 78% and to address sizing require- 
This was the first contract awarded for the ments. The second revision, P-30a-R4, was 
manganese portion of a 10-year stockpile effective July 25. 
upgrading program announced in 1982 un- _ Through the Trade and Development Pro- 
der which 577,000 tons of high-carbon ferro- gram of its International Development Co- 
manganese ultimately was to be produced. operation Agency, the U.S. Department of 
‘The award to Elkem Metals proceeded from State outlined opportunities for U.S. mining 
a request for bids by GSA in June for the _ firms to become involved in expanding man- 
upgrading of 100,000 tons of manganese ore, ganese and/or ferroalloy production from 
to be done domestically and paid for with deposits in the Molango area of Mexico 
excess stockpile materials. Accompanying belonging to Cia. Minera Autlén S.A. de 
GSA’s contract activity, the U.S. Depart CV. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Ore and Concentrate—No manganese member of the Battleground schist of the 
ore, concentrate, or nodules containing 35% | Kings Mountain area was mined in Chero- 
or more manganese were produced or kee County, SC, by brick manufacturers or 
shipped in the United States. Ferruginous contractors for use in coloring brick. This 
manganese ores or concentrates containing latter material ranged in manganese con- 
10% to 35% manganese were not produced, tent from 5% to 15% but averaged less than 
only shipped on a still-much-reduced basis 10% 
from the Cuyana Range of Minnesota. Man- «, Haber Inc., of Towaco, NJ, and Houston 
ganiferous schist, clay, or other earthy ma- Mining & Resources Inc., of Houston, TX, 
terial associated with the manganiferous formed the joint venture company, Silver
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Tech Mines Inc., to test coextraction of nese carbonate from ores containing 15% to 
manganese and silver from manganiferous 25% manganese by means of Haber’s hy- 
silver ores of the Tombstone, AZ, region. drometallurgical “Alpha Process” tech- 
‘Manganese was to be récovered as manga- _nology.* 

‘Table 3.—Manganiferous ore shipped’ in the United States, by type and State 
(Short tons unless otherwise specified) 

oe 1s 
‘Type and State Gre Mam Grog SMa 

weight —8RES¢ eight, anes. 

i'r pamlehib a lla 163072659 SM 1,689 Manganiferous iron ore (6% to 109 Ma, natural 
‘South Carolina? enna nnn nena 152021825 92.2091. 987 

Geta ae sienares eco ea ee 31,509 3.984 33,503.67 Value 272 7DSTIIIIIIIOTIDITILITLI Isa XX $215,698 XX 
XX Not applicable. 
’Shipments are used as the measure of manganiferous ore production for compiling U.S. mineral production value. ‘They are taken at the point at which the material is considered to be in marketable form for the consumer. In addition to direct-shipping ore, they include, without duplication, concentrate and nodules made from domestic ores. 
"Miscellaneous ore 

Ferroalloys and Metal.—Output of ferro- was used by Chemetals at Kingwood, WV, 
manganese and silicomanganese by a strug- to make low- and medium-carbon ferroman- 
gling domestic industry was even less than _ganese sold under the trade name of Mas- 
in 1982. Those plants that functioned oper- sive Manganese. 
ated well below capacity. The plants of  Silicomanganese.—Domestie production, 
Autlan Manganese Corp. at Theodore (Mo- all by submerged-arc furnace, was by three 
bile), AL, and Roane Alloys Div. of Saman- companies at three locations: Elkem Metals, 
cor Metals and Minerals Ltd. at Rockwood, Marietta, OH; Globe Metallurgical Div., 
TN, were effectively shut down for the Interlake Inc., Beverly, OH; and SKW Al- 
entire year, although the Roane plant op- loys, Calvert City, KY. Production of silico 
erated briefly in January. The plant of manganese was so concentrated in 1983 
SKW Alloys Inc. at Calvert City, KY, was _ that data were not publishable. 
closed by a strike the last 4 months of the Electrolytic Manganese + Metal.—The 
year. Chemetals Corp. underwent a name quantity produced was company propri- 
change to Chemetals Inc. early in the year, etary data and not publishable. In the first 
at which time ferromanganese operations part of the year, production was by three 
at Kingwood, WV, were organized into a companies at three locations: Elkem Metals, 
Metals Div. Marietta, OH; Foote Mineral Co., New 

Production quantities tabulated for the Johnsonville, TN; and Kerr-McGee Chemi- 
manganese ferroalloys are net production cal Corp., Hamilton, MS. Foote Mineral 
for shipment outside the producing ferroal- suspended production as of the end of May, 
Joy facility, and do not include that portion however, and mothballed its capability for 
of gross production recycled to the furnaces, producing over 10,000 tons per year. Foote 
used as an intermediate in producing Mineral entered into an agreement with 
medium- or low-carbon ferromanganese, or Delta Manganese (Pty) Ltd. of the Republic 
lost in the plant. of South Africa whereby Delta would supply 
Ferromanganese.—Domestic production electrolytic manganese metal partly to be 

was by four companies at four locations. distributed in the United States by Foote 
Submerged-arc electric furnaces were used Mineral and partly to be processed by Foote 
by Elkem Metals at Marietta, OH; Roane Mineral into traditional products such as 
Alloys at Rockwood, TN; and SKW Alloys at manganese-aluminum briquettes. 
Calvert City, KY. Fused-salt electrolysis
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Table 4.—Ferromanganese and silicomanganese produced and shipped in the United 
States and manganese ore consumed in their manufacture 

(Thousand short tons, gross weight, unless otherwise specified) 

Ferromanganese 
Production Silicomanganese Menara?" 

Year Per ton of Manganese om eee 
ross content , <i i otal ese an Grge, GORE” shipments Production Shipments Teal, exneee and 

percent) wanese 
made 

oe 317 80 330 165, 167 gu 18 
i 189 80 194 188 182 8 19 wan UDITESITES 183 80 188 18 18 3 20 
reg 7 TTTT 119 & 98 63 83 a3 22 ise S2TIIICIoS2 86 81 109 W 68 283 WwW 

\W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
‘Containing 35% or more manganese (natural); foreign ore plus small quantities from U.S. Government excess stockpile disposals. 
Includes ore used in producing manganese metal 

CONSUMPTION, USES, AND STOCKS 

Ironmaking and Steelmaking—Con- Unit consumption of manganese ferroal- 
sumption of manganese as manganese ore loys and metal in steelmaking totaled 9.2 
in making pig iron or equivalent hot metal pounds of manganese per ton of raw steel 
was approximately 1.1 pounds per ton of produced, also on the basis of reported 
raw steel, compared with 1.0 pound per ton consumption of the various materials. In 
in 1980-82. The average for 1988 was calcu-. pounds of manganese per ton, makeup of 
lated from a reported consumption in iron the 9.2-pound total was ferromanganese, 
blast furnaces of 105,000 tons of'manganese _ 7.8; silicomanganese, 1.2; and metal, 0.2. For 
ore containing more than 35% manganese, the 75,600,000 tons of raw steel produced in 
all of foreign origin. This ore was consumed 1982, total unit consumption was 10.6 
in the production of 85,300,000 tons of raw pounds per ton, of which ferromanganese 
steel as ingots, continuous- or pressure-cast accounted for 8.7; silicomanganese, 1.7; and 
blooms, billets, slabs, etc., and steel cast- metal, 0.2. Consumption in steelmaking of 
ings. Iron blast furnaces consumed an addi-  direct-charged manganese ore containing 
tional 142,000 tons of domestic manganifer- 35% or more manganese was negligible in 
ous iron ore containing 5% to 10% manga- both 1982 and 1983. 
nese. 

Table 5.—U.S. consumption and industry stocks of manganese ore,' by use 
(Short tons) 

Use Sonpumption__Stecks, Dee l= 
ae 18s 982 1983 

Manganese alloys and metal... -------- 2 412280 274.280 «967,119 270,988 Pigiron andsteel == 2722772 TDIIITIITLIL AE 88/906 105,505 hod/60«— «101,871 
Dry cells, chemicals, miscellaneous’... ~~ _~_~_ ~~~ 112555 1SO,STe——T9.T0T_—2aas 5A 

OE cae ha lca ryt ore acne 608,74 530,659 «76148617 488 

{Containing 35% or more manganese (natural); foreign ore plus small quantities from US. Government excess stockpile disposals. 
Natural ore, including that consumed in making synthetic manganese dioxide.
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Table 6.—U.S. consumption, by end use, and industry stocks of manganese ferroalloys 
and metal in 1983 
(Short tons, gross weight) 

Ferromanganese ee Silico. Man- End use Eigh, thie Total “nese “metal 

Steel ‘Carbon - wenn ennnennn = -MTR800 61629 885420095646 Stainless andheabresiatings --=207227222722222. “Igas5 "rs “dos “ans 600 Fullalloy- = LIDIDIEIOOIDICIDD goes 7.588 Re 18'508 Tho Highsteength lowalloy /2227~=777=-777227222> ase Bor BOMB) 806 Biecine 2 So eS TTR aE it 76 3988 a SS22SccDIcccIccii22 eR 253 va BB 
‘Unspecified .-----------2 2-222 -2-------- 8d 8858 

Total steel =e. TAT TBATS—ABGOTS «73.955 9.360 Gastirong one -22o2vTZ22TTITTTIIccoctzccot, Ass gon “8s "8s 
‘Ally eshuiag ally seas nad sper) === ==> te tls gls gat Miscellaneousand unspecified" =~ =-~------2-__—&l 2809200 

‘Total consumption ceceeneeeee~ 66954 19.846 446,900 63908 18.251 ‘Total manganese content! --=227-- 222 _s2227__286224°. GBATT—-849,701__—S5030 18.251 
Stocks, Dee. 31 Congumer =e BERG 86D 

iO 7 pga came nanrsae rr rena a es MA ARS TW 
Total stocks. ----e--a-----a === W6OT62 BSAA 195906 — BOTA. 

W, Wield to avid disclosing company proprietary data; Included wih “Micllneous and unepecied” where 
*PFestimated based on typical percent manganese content. 

Average unit consumption of ferroman- ESB Materials Co., a subsidiary of RAYO- 
ganese and silicomanganese in 1982-83 was VAC Corp. at Covington, TN; Kerr-McGee 
significantly below the levels of prior years, at Henderson, NV; and Union Carbide 
when a ferroalloys and metal total unit Corp. at Marietta, OH. Foote Mineral began 
consumption of about 12 pounds per ton had evaluating possible production of EMD at 
been typical. Unit consumption of manga- its New Johnsonville, TN, plant, where it 
nese ferroalloys had declined progressively completed a pilot plant test program. 
in much of 1982, whereas in 1983, no month- Chemetals continued test production of 
to-month trends were evident. Changes in chemical manganese dioxide at the Balti- 
steelmaking technology and production mix more, MD, plant of its Chemicals Div. Some 
were among the factors causing lower man- synthetic dioxide was used for chemical 
ganese usage rates. End-use consumption of purposes, but most was used in manufac- 
silicomanganese fell hack to 19% of ferro- turing dry cell batteries, particularly the 
manganese consumption, after this ratio alkaline-manganese dioxide type. Synthetic 
had risen to 24% in 1982. dioxide was also used as a blend with 

Some low- or medium-carbon ferroman- natural ore in carbon-zine dry cells, mainly 
ganese, such as the domestically produced in the heavy-duty type. 
‘Massive Manganese or the imported Gimel __Increased international activities in dry 
Metal, and some manganese-aluminum ad- cell battery manufacture were reported by 
ditives may have been erroneously reported the major producers. The Duracell Inc 
by consumers as manganese metal. This subsidiary of Dart & Kraft Inc. began mak- 
introduced uncertainties into consumption ing alkaline batteries in Australia and Ja- 
statistics for the respective materials, but pan, RAYOVAC acquired a button cell 
was of little consequence for overall con- plant in the United Kingdom, and the 

sumption. Battery Products Div. of Union Carbide 
Battery and Miscellaneous Industries— brought a new battery facility into produc- 

Electrolytic manganese dioxide (EMD) was _ tion in Singapore. 
in regular commercial production by the 

PRICES 

Manganese Ore—All manganese ore chemical constituents, and on physical 
prices are negotiated. Prices depend primar- character, quantity, delivery terms, ocean 
ily on manganese content but also on other freight rates, insurance, inclusion or exclu-
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sion of duties if applicable, buyers’ needs, ferromanganese began the year at $365 to 
and availability of ores having the specifica $380 per long ton of alloy, fo.b. Pittsburgh 
tions desired. Trade journal quotations re- or Chicago warehouse, but promptly drop- 
flect the editor’s evaluation of the market. _ped and then fluctuated in the range of $310 

High inventories continued to have a to $340 for the rest of 1983. The price of 
depressing effect on ore prices; in Japan, imported silicomanganese, which had pro- 
the quantity of ore contracted for was near- gressively declined in 1982 to end that year 
ly 40% less than in 1982. Contract prices for _ at 16.5 to 18 cents per pound of alloy, f.0.b. 
metallurgical ore delivered to the United "warehouse, went even lower in the first 2 
States appeared to drop by about the same months of 1983, to 15.5 to 17 cents. The price 
percentage as for the price of similar ore then rose, finally reaching 18 to 18.5 cents 
delivered to consumers in Japan and West- as of the end of July and thereafter. The 
ern Europe. The average price for metallur- _ price of domestic silicomanganese began the 
gical ore containing 48% manganese was year unchanged at 24.5 cents per pound of 
$1.38 per long ton unit, cif. U.S. ports, alloy, f.o.b. producer, but was lowered 14% 
compared with $1.58 in 1982; per metric ton to 21 cents in mid-April by Elkem Metals 
unit, these prices were $1.36 and $1.56, and SKW Alloys and did not change there- 

respectively. after. 
Manganese Alloys.—Price levels for man-- _ Manganese Metal.—The list price of 70 

ganese ferroalloys were generally below cents per pound for bulk shipments, fo.b. 
those in 1982, by 15% or more. A current domestic producer plant, which continued 
published list price for domestically pro- from 1982 into 1983, eroded as of the 
duced high-carbon ferromanganese was not second quarter. A range of 66 to 70 cents 
available, only a nominal value that dated developed along with reports of discounting. 
back to January 1982. This was $490 per This trend was reversed at the end of No- 
long ton of alloy, f.o.b. shipping point, for vember when, for the remainder of the 
standard high-carbon ferromanganese with year, the price firmed to 70 cents for all 
a minimum manganese content of 78%. The domestic suppliers, and discounting was 
price of comparable imported high-carbon reportedly eliminated. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of silicomanganese and manga- crease was due to a large reduction in 
nese metal (including alloys and waste and imports from the Republic of South Africa, 
scrap) both increased to more than twice which was displaced by France as the lead- 
those in 1982, whereas exports decreased for ing import source. The average manganese 
ferromanganese and for ore and concen- content of all ferromanganese imports re- 
trate. Ore and concentrate exports again mained at 78%. In returning to a growing 
appeared to consist of metallurgical ore trend, imports of silicomanganese more 
obtained from excess Government stocks than doubled. to a record total. Large in- 
shipped to Canada and Mexico and of im- creases in silicomanganese imports from 
ported manganese dioxide ore possibly the Republic of South Africa and Brazil, the 
ground, blended, or otherwise classified in leading sources, were responsible for most 
the United States and shipped elsewhere. of the advance. All imports of unwrought 

In 1983, imports of manganese as ore and _ manganese metal were from the Republic of 
dioxide were slightly more than one-half South Africa. 
the imports as ferroalloys and metal. Ore Imports for consumption of spiegeleisen 
imports from Gabon rose sharply to nearly were reported as 157 tons, of which about 
one-half of total ore imports, whereas those _ two-thirds was from the Federal Republic of 
from the Republic of South Africa greatly Germany ‘at relatively high unit value; 
decreased, exceeding only those from Mo- Canada and Mexico supplied about equal 
rocco. The average grade of imported man- amounts of the balance. 
ganese ore increased to over 48%. Imports All but 7 tons of 1983 imports for con- 
of manganiferous ore were only 42 tons, all sumption of manganese dioxide were appar- 
from Mexico, with an average manganese ently battery-grade synthetic dioxide, al- 

content of 30%. though not necessarily from the original 
Imports of ferromanganese were down for source country. Manganese sulfate imports 

the second consecutive year and fell to the for consumption of variable unit value 
lowest level since 1971. Much of the de- totaled 97 tons, of which the principal
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amounts were 57 tons from China, 20 tons estimated countervailing duties of 1.53% 
from the Federal Republic of Germany, and was required on imports for consumption of 
18 tons from Belgium-Luxembourg. Imports medium- and high-carbon ferromanganese 
for consumption of potassium permanga- and silicomanganese. Higher countervailing 
nate rose markedly to 1,468 tons; receipts duties ranging from 2.14% to 3.09% were 
consisted mostly of 600 tons from China, 524 assessed against 1980 and 1981 imports, 
tons from Spain, and other quantities ap- These percentages equaled Spanish Govern- 
parently transshipped from Western Eu- ment subsidies to Spain’s domestic ferroal- 

rope. loy industry in those years, as determined 
‘Tariff's.—Public Law 97-446 was approved by ITA. 

on January 12 whereby duty on imports of Near yearend, ITA and the International 
manganese waste and scrap was suspended Trade Commission separately determined 
permanently retroactive to July 1, 1981. that potassium permanganate from both 
Under Executive Order 12413, duty-free China and Spain was being sold in the 

treatment under the Generalized System of United States at less than fair value, and 
Preferences was ended as of March 31 for that such sales were materially injuring a 
imports of high-carbon ferromanganese U.S. industry. The injury was specifically to 
from developing countries and of silicoman- Carus Chemical Co. of La Salle, IL, the sole 
ganese from Brazil. domestic producer. In its investigations, 

‘The International Trade Administration ITA found that the overall weighted aver- 
TA) of the U.S. Department of Commerce age margin by which the foreign market 
published results of a final administrative value exceeded the U.S. price was 39.63% 
review of countervailing duties on ferroal- for permanganate from China and 5.49% 
loys from Spain on July 29. Effective imme- for permanganate from Spain. 
diately with this notice, a cash deposit of 

Table 7.—U.S. exports of manganese ore, ferroalloys, and metal, by country 
(Gross weight) 
0 

Country ani Value Quant Value Berton hound) Bor tom) hotsande 
Ore and concentrates containing 5¢ or more manganese: Bad <s a= 4509 3605 TAD a eee hogs IE OTT 108 0B 5 1030 

Mecieo 00225 7CIEICIE ISTE, ast 3804 626, 367 2 
a a a aC 

Motaleaeoteen etme es 23,560 25019814 1972 
Ferromanganese: a aca Gane Canada 7a 5820 8,061 5,509 Mexico ~~~ ~7777 77 PESEERSSEESES m2 81 53 7 ‘Trinidad and Tobago -— ~~~ ~-22222222 TIL 3162 ‘84 198 nt Olean or Sen DBS s SATE EET ETSOES 336, 232 aL 68 

Total --- ne eee 10,811 fe 8,438 5,165 
Silicomanganese: 2 ee. ep ee Gana sa dicired oo secweweacusneseeeese 250 159 115 105 Sapan =o 2-23 "8 TT TIT TTT ETT TII IIIT Et a 2.589 593 ‘Trinidad and Tobago -—-~>~~22ILIIIIIIIIITIIIE 2318 1.156 2697 14082 Other 2S ELSES SEER RE - ilo ai 5 6 

Pell oe eRe rear eboee! 2.952 1532 6.426 1746 
‘Metal including alloys and waste and scrap: 

Belgium-Loxembourg === bocca: 90 126 2,002 1518 Bred hn ee SOUT AIS ee enna 162 25 154 206 Ganada = SoU ee CECT aes ccc 48 at aid 608, 
Germany, Federal Republic of ~~ 277772727277 185 189 e it Tadlaj secre oe SESE ORETE TOS us 161 1685 1516 Topas 22a SS nae us 145 ‘305, ‘08 Nethediande ——_- =o san 0270 PPE CE SCUR CESS 314 708 4408 1519 Sweden = SSDS LESS eee eeS EET OETS are 698 803 1552 Other = --—- DLL TIIILIIIIIITLIIDILLS LIS 636, 852 480 49 

Wola eaciaeetase aes 2.948, 3,861 6391 8531
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Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of manganese ore, ferroalloys, metal, and 
dioxide, by country 

S88 
Man- Man- Gross Gross at re Value ganese Value ala TREN Silent those WS8h! content hoe. hore! Sands) ‘chort™ Sands fons) Ghort tons) Short 

ORE AND CONCENTRATES 
359% or more manganese: ‘Ausalian nn tag tage FgR6e7 goals gL Brass =2222sl2lsssssaszlaaslll. eure Saas Stee Canada ==~2772 ZESSTSSRELM Aaa. AMM) ea, hz Pris Gabon 222222222222222IIIIIIIICIL RMD aR agin Mexico 22222222222222222222it22 “Bars Tse Sab iahas ane 8ST 
Moroceo..___-__.- Sec oe 19,345 194,996 1968 39, 20 12 South Africa, Republicof ———~_7~_7__-~_7_104702_—OTBTS G10) 2540812708 ao 

THE men ne me mrenieme sie TS SE 16,160 368,297 178,060. 19,867 

Of which, more than 35% but less than 47% 
Canadas 2 ARB an oe = Mone 92222222°2222222TIIT2 ao ST so aS South Afvca,Ropablieef2-—7222222_eans_apad gage PRD 

SeteP oo acta eae 84,448 34,961 5,670 59,053 23,428 2.815 

FERROMANGANESE 
All grades 
intrille oe tec ocuse 6,063 4,759 1,980 a= = oe BelgiumLaxembourg 222-2222227a7aazs Ogee aos is [ee | a ae eat 

Canada -—-__ =. eee eeee 18,360 14,241 5,669 2,366 1,761 600, France 222-727-227-27STTTTITTIITT eet WRT ote sada Germany, Federal Repibii of -—~~~_~_ 952 “Tds) 6a 5698S BR Woda sense eeeeneenczcccczzccla (6 TaMk gag SE deyon---2TTTTIIIIIIIIIIIIIticcc2 Bee Tht Soa kts 
Mexico sorter carer eete = omntgmerp seek 84,422, 27,400 13,866 36,202 28,519 10,899 
WeeWay ec cekoceemcnece 1,056 ‘907 965. 26,207 20,621 7,070 Pongal -==22227272277222222TTII. aaa ates sam rar gee Ste South Atria, Republiga’ "——"77TTTITTTI aad BRT OtaRD STB GTR RAT Spek ceo eeiasiarecccaeest NE USOE 5 OR lon “hoes tas United Mingo 9722222222222L2I222 metas Yugoslavia” coiniiinesionio: "Sass "pose Hossain 

Mita cei =-------___492,108 383,702 154,490 841,608 266,360 93,083 

Ot which, 1% oF less carbon ae Frances nse «28D KBD «658 BoM ATS Germany Federal Repubiicof—----- NY 3 Beis ge ea a a ee a ae! 
Tete soso oie ee 3,858 3,893. 3,808 6,967 5,957 5,410 

More than 196 to 4 oF les carbon 7S BelgiumLixembourge nn BR a 
Canela See = ay ee ‘568 487 282 
PINON ee en 3,421 2,830 2221 ae = Germany, Federal Republicof—""772 Yau oat at R88 5 aan Sd Méneo "272727-coTTTTTTTTtt« ats Tee BOs Bo Leo 
South Africa, Republicof"""""""- @bae 5020 a2 = Bls6 408845 Bh eene ac map mrp me taod Sion Td 

Total? —-------.----------_25907 21,14 16,159 29,442 28,785 13,952 
SILICOMANGANESE 

Australia 2 eee | MBBS 7808 BEIT 18 RTOs 4.288 en eM Mee me Goneda =22222227=TTITTIIIoocaoatt tenses ae Frame <2 5 5 e000 CSUEET OSS Ye05 020 ate 
Mexico —— er titan cinema amma 5,209 3,524 1,854 5,781 3,839 1,695, 
Nepeiy oOo 5S 3.441 2261 1,802 6,628 4,219 2,926 
Portugal __________ 007 i 7 ‘sen 10,472, 6,820 2,667 South Africa, Repabligof <~77777U7TTT2LI1 esa? iB ae BTN TONS eae alee ereeerrees ae RG fives vow aa as we 

See footnotes at end of able
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Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of manganese ore, ferroalloys, metal, and 
dioxide, by country —Continued 

ioe ies 
Gross Mam, Grose Mam Country & ganese Value GF ganese Value 

y Wight content @houe WEBB ontent thou hort “ghort sands) GRO “GRort’ sands) tons) fons) 
SILICOMANGANESE —Continued 

Yugoslavia. n-ne 12,511 8.208 $4189 15,569 1082 $4,408 
Total® 62005 AZT LATL 199657 91,902 40,07 

METAL 
Unwrought: 

Australia so (XX Bi we RLS 
Ganadats CORE en mT XX eo South Afviea, Republicof —<2ILLITT72222__ 068 XK 5000 BBR 808 

Total = BK CBROFCOSSCXKCB0RM Waste and scrap: Canada 2_~2 2222222222222 Roxx 10655 XK 280 
‘Total metal a a a ee ee a) 

DIOXIDE 
BelgiumLuxembourg —---—----uenu----- M73. XK BH BS [in anne MS SS Ts Ireland -2222Z2T22TZIITILI exe amex tO Japan 222DLIIIIIIIIIIISIITITIIITTD sais Kate Kaa Other 222 22D2IDLESIEIIIIIIIIIIITI 8l___XX Tao 

Total «19M6 = XK~—«5SID—«DNTB.—«CXK—6810 
XX Not applicable. 

rcAltaeailustment of data for shipment originally declared from Australia but subsequently identified as having been orn Morocco. 
includes Bureau of Mines conversion of part of reported data from apparent MnO2 content to Min content). "Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Country of transshipment rather than original source. 

Table 9.—U.S. import duties on manganese materials 
Sus Most favored nation (FN) Non MPN Item Reus __Most favored nation QUEN)__Nen WN 0. Jan, 1, 1988 Jan, 11987 Jan 1, 1985, 

Oreandeoncentrate=—————-6OL2T ree Bree nec Lepper pound 
Ferromanganese: 

Vowsarbon 60628 269 ad valorem! 289% ad valorem. 229 ad valorem. Mediumearbon —-—-"""_ 60828 Ldcvadvalorem!—-_ _14seadvalorem=. 6.5% ad valorem, 
Highearbon_-——"-—__—_ 60830 16% advalorem! __ L5%advalorem=- 10.5% ad valorem, Silicomanganese--—~""""" 606.44 5.0% ad valorem! ~~ 39% ad valorem. . 23% ad valorem. 

Metal--------~------~ 68280 _‘1eadvalorem -—— 14%ead valorem =~ 204% ad valorem. 
*Free from certain countries under Generalized System of Preferences (GSP; as of Mar. 31, 1982, GSP treatment ended for high-carbon ferromanganese from all source countries and for siicomanganese from Braz 

WORLD REVIEW 

Australia.—Nearly all manganese ore exports was partly due to shipments of 
production was by Groote Eylandt Mining about 110,000 tons to the U.S.S.R., the third 
Co. Pty. Ltd. (GEMCO). GEMCO’s output largest export destination for GEMCO in 
increased, but was only about one-half of its 1983. 
capacity of approximately 2.5 million tons. Brazil.—Exports of manganese ore prod- 
Shipments by GEMCO totaled 1,880,000 ucts from the Serra do Navio, Amapé Terri- 
tons, a 4% increase. Shipments for domestic tory, operations of Industria e Comércio de 
consumption again fell, but those for export Minérios S.A. (COMI) were 740,000 tons, a 
rose to about 1,100,000 tons.‘ The rise in 7% decrease. The largest portion of these
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shipments, 522,000 tons, was exported to because demand from the domestic ferroal- 
Europe via Porto de Santana on the Ama- loy industry was lowered by power short- 
zon River. Other destinations included the ages. Sandur Manganese & Iron Ore Ltd. of 
United States, 159,000 tons; Argentina, Karnataka State slightly worsened an al- 
38,000 tons; and Japan, 17,000 tons. ICOMI ready existing condition of overcapacity for 
also shipped 193,000 tons to Brazilian cus- ferromanganese in India by switching one 
tomers for a total of 933,000 tons.* Produc- of its electric furnaces from ferrosilicon to 
tion of high-grade pellets from fine-sized ferromanganese. This action was taken at 
mill fractions was suspended because of midyear to help absorb output from San- 
market conditions. dur’s manganese mines. 

Production of manganese ferroalloys  Japan.—Average grade of a minimally 
receded slightly from the 1982 record total. decreased production of manganese concen- 
Silicomanganese output was up again, by a trates was 27% manganese. Production of 
small amount to 197,000 tons, whereas fer- manganese ferroalloys dropped 28% to 
romanganese production fell to 115,000 429,000 tons for ferromanganese and 18% to 

tons. 245,000 tons for silicomanganese. The 
Cutbacks in Government support for min- rounded total for manganese metal produc- 

eral resource projects caused state-con- tion was unchanged at 4,300 tons. Exports 
trolled Cia. Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD) to of ferroalloys declined again, to 24,500 tons 
defer large-scale development of the Iga- for ferromanganese and to only about 120 
rapé Azul deposits in the Caraj4s region of _ tons for silicomanganese. Imports rose, how- 
Para State for metallurgical ore. In the ever, by about one-third to approximately 
interim, CVRD restricted its manganese 17,500 tons for ferromanganese and by over 
production in that region to about 4,000 one-half to more than 127,000 tons for 
tons of battery ore. CVRD supplied battery silicomanganese. A small but unusual com- 
ore to domestic consumers and shipped ponent of these imports was high-carbon 
sample lots to potential foreign users. ferromanganese and silicomanganese from 
France.—Blast furnace production of Mexico in exchange for car parts from a 

high-carbon ferromanganese plus a small Japanese automobile manufacturer. Silico- 
amount of spiegeleisen declined by about manganese imports also included receipts 
one-sixth to 304,000 tons in 1983, according in June of 10,000 tons from the U.SS.R. To 
to preliminary data. help the domestic ferroalloy industry adjust 
Gabon.—The Moanda Mine of Compagnie _ to the effects of imports and other economic 

Miniére de !'Ogooué S.A. (COMILOG) re- changes, the Government included the fer- 
corded significant increases in manganese _roalloys industry in the Specific Industries 
ore production and shipments, especially Restructure Law made effective as of the 
the latter. Production of over 2 million tons second half of the year. 
of ore included 105,000 tons of battery ore __ Production of synthetic manganese diox- 
plus a small amount of chemical ore. Ex- ide increased 3% to 52,000 tons; exports of 
ports through the Port of Pointe Noire in the dioxide showed another healthy gain of 
the Congo were 2,236,000 tons.* Exports 13% to 38,900 tons. 
included 130,000 tons of battery ore along © Mexico.—Autlan, the leading Mexican 
with a small amount of chemical ore, and producer of both manganese ore and man- 
110,000 tons of metallurgical ore shipped to ganese ferroalloys, announced successful pi- 
the U.S.S.R. In 1982, the contribution of lot production of electrolytic manganese 
manganese ore to Gabon’s total export earn- dioxide, and was reportedly planning a 
ings was 59, or about the same percentage commercial dioxide plant with an annual 
as in 1980-81. capacity of 6,600 tons. Autlén also research- 

‘The shareholding of United States Steel ed production of such other chemicals as 
Corp. in COMILOG decreased in 1983 from manganese sulfate, manganese chloride, 
39% to 36%, still the largest interest. El- and chemical manganese dioxide. 
kem AS of Norway and its U.S. subsidiary, __Autlan’s shipments of oxide nodules from 
Elkem Metals, increased their combined its mining and calcining operations in the 
shareholding in COMILOG to 6%. COMI- Molango District of Hidalgo State totaled 
LOG made a long-term commitment to 353,000 tons, of which about 235,000 tons 
supply ore to Elkem’s plants in Norway and was for domestic consumption and about 
the United States. 119,000 tons was exported through the Port 
India—Manganese ore production de- of Tampico.” Shipments in 1982 had been 

clined for the fourth successive year, partly about one-sixth greater, totaling 415,000
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tons, of which 275,000 tons was for domestic direct shareholding in Samancor gave Gen- 
consumption and 140,000 tons was export- cor 48% control of Samancor. Anglo Ameri- * 
ed* Production quantities reported by can Corp. of South Africa Ltd. remained the 
Autlén for 1982 were nearly 780,000 tons of second largest stockholder in Samancor 
carbonate ore, approximately 460,000 tons with about a 30% interest. 
of nodules, and 33,000 tons of battery ore. © Samancor began operating an 8-mega- 
The proportion of carbonate ore produced in watt plasma arc furnace at its Meyerton 
1982 by underground mining rose to exceed _ferroalloy plant in Transvaal Province. This 
by about one-third that produced by open new furnace was being used to melt ore and 
pit mining. plant fines, including those containing man- 
Norway.—Elkem AS and its U.S. subsid- _ganese, and to test ferroalloy production by - 

iary, Elkem Metals, increased to 6% their _ the plasma arc process. 
combined shareholding in COMILOG, Ga- _U.S.8.R.—Ore production capacity was 
bon’s manganese ore mining company. El- _ being expanded or developed in the Ukraine 
kem and COMILOG also made a long-term at the Ordzhonikidze, Marganets, and 
agreement whereby COMILOG will contin- Tavricheskiy (Bol’she-Tokmak) complexes 
ue to supply the largest part of the manga- and in Georgia at the Chiatura complex. 
nese ore needs of Elkem’s Norwegian and Estimated mine output in 1983 surpassed 
US. ferroalloy smelters. the previous record high total of 11.3 mil- 

South Africa, Republic of.—Some man- lion tons in 1979. Even so, high-grade con- 
ganese mines were temporarily closed, and _centrates were imported, 110,000 tons each 
at others, production was cut back to levels from Australia and Gabon, according to 
well below capacity. According to prglimi- trade journal reports. Press articles indicat- 
nary data, production fell by nearly one- ed these imports would augment domestic 
half for both metallurgical ore and manga- material in the mixture being fed to an 
nese ore overall. Total ore production of increased electric-furnace capacity for fer- 
3,181,000 tons was the lowest in over a romanganese and/or silicomanganese. In- 
decade. Production of highest grade metal- _stallation of the last six 75 megavolt ampere 
lurgical ore containing over 48% manga- closed submerged-arc furnaces contracted 
nese continued a rising trend, however, for in 1976 with Japan's Tanabe Kakoki was 
increasing by more than one-half. Approxi- completed in the fall. Four were located at 
mate 1983 production of metallurgical ore the Nikopol steel plant and two at the 
was 2,895,000 tons, of which 1,400,000 tons _Zestafoni plant in Georgia near the Chiatu- 
contained 30% to 40% manganese, 458,000 ra Mine operations. Each furnace was rated 
tons contained 40% to 45% manganese, at about 130,000 tons per year of ferroman- 
295,000 tons contained 45% to 48% manga- _ganese. 
nese, and 742,000 tons contained over 48% According to official statistics, average 
manganese. Production of chemical ore was grade of ore and concentrates in 1982 was 
286,000 tons, of which 178,000 tons contain- 30% manganese, the same as in 1981. Al- 
ed less than 35% manganese dioxide and though mine production recovered in 1982, 
108,000 tons contained 35% to 65% manga- ore exports fell slightly to 1,261,000 tons. 
nese dioxide; no production of ore con- Principal destinations accounting for over 
taining 65% to 75% manganese dioxide was 90% of the export total were, in tons, 

reported. Poland, 590,000; Czechoslovakia, 381,000; 
About midyear, control of South African the German Democratic Republic, 143,000; 

Manganese Amcor Ltd. (Samancor) ef- and Bulgaria, 85,000. 
fectively passed to General Mining Union _ United Kingdom.—Early in the year, the 
Corp. Ltd. (Gencor). as a consequence of Government had begun establishing a small 
property and equity transactions between stockpile of strategic materials. Manganese 
Gencor and state-owned South African Iron _as both ore and ferroalloys was reported to 
and Steel Industrial Corp. Ltd. (scor). In be one of the main items being acquired. 
one of the transactions, Gencor acquired Trade journals identified the Republic of 
50.25% of African Metals Ltd. from Iscor. South Africa as a principal source of both 
Because of African Metals’ 39.6% share- these forms in which manganese was being 
holding in Samancor, this acquisition plus _ stockpiled. 
Gencor’s 7% direct and previous 1.4% in-
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‘Table 10.—Manganese ore: World production, by country? 
(Thousand short tons, gross weight, unless otherwise specified) 

Country? Poret 979 1980 1081 1982? 1983" 

Australia? 81.58 1871 2,204 1,555, iis 1491 
Bolivig® * _~222TDDIIIIIE 28.54 12 1 1 o ° 
Braaie s Gek see ec yee 38.50 2.490 2515 2251 *2,580 2,300 
Dalgieie, o0o ese 30- 48 54 50 50 50 Chile w_ BP-SEETETESTET IS 3235, 2 31 BS is 18 
co 20+ 1650 1,760, 1,760 1,160 1,760 
Gabon -SGTIETETEDEE DEY 50.53 2535, 21388 1640 veer «2047 Ghana | _ 22222 2T2TITITIT 50.50 300 28 246 116 210 
Greece = 2S SUSESESOTIOINES 48.50, 6 6 6 %8 6 
Hungary 7° TDTTTITITIIIE 30.33 31 9 8 1 4 
Anglais | eT SLOT TSTE ESTE 10.54 71952 "1,865 1,682 1596 41,455 
Indonesia ~~~ ~~~ bn 4756 7 5 3 20 wo 
Heantty. -SETETIEE TIS 384 2 = — 2 ~ 
Healy! 227 TTTTTTTTTIIT 30 u 10 10 10 10 
Japan 225572 TSLETLIELE 21 a 88 96 a6 +85, 
Korea, Republic of --— ~~ ~~~ 23-40 @ a a Se 
Mexico? 2-22 7"7TTTT + 543 493 67 561 386 Marpac’ STATES ED CSTSS 5053 150 M5 wh 106 ‘a Pakten = 5020000520 °7000 35 °% © 0 0 a Philippines "~~~ 30+ 4 3 3 2 2 South Africa, Republic of -- ~~~ 2048+ = BT1B 6.278 5,555 5750 $3,181 Sudan 0ST TT IIT 48 eo ° ea ul Qo Misiend © 202° TESE TS, 4650 39 60 2 8 nf MARY em ee aed 21.46 46 46 16 8 4 ussRié (777777 3031 11,292 —, 10,750 10.090 10,880 11,800 Vemuau. CZPTSCPIOSELI NS 40-44 2 ne : fe 
Yugoslavia = 2 22222I22222 304 3 33 3 8 33 
Yale cco nS 20.57 = % 20 = ss 

POD asec et XX 728,950 "29,089 25.804 25,607 (24,789 
Bstimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. XX Not applicable. 
"Table includes data available through June 18, 1984 
In addition to the countries listed, Colombia, Cuba, and Namibia may have produced manganese ore and/or 

manganiferous ore, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. Low-grade ore not included in this table has bean reported as follows, in thousand short tons: Argentina (0% to 02% Mn), 1910-11, 1980—— Tr 19613, 19821, and 18655; Coechoslovakia (about. 11%. Mn), an estimated 1. in each year; Malayeia (grade 
Unspecified but apparently a ferruginous manganese ore), 197995, 1980-4, and 1981-83-~2ero; and Romania (about 22% ‘Mal on estimated 90 in each year. 

SMetallurgical ore. 
Reported gure 
Estimated on the basis of reported contained manganese, 
‘Exports, 2Less than 1/2 unit. 
“Figures are the sum of (1) sales of direct-shipping manganese ore and (2) production af beneficiated ore, both as reported in Annuario Mineral Brasileiro, 
FOnly about two-thirds of this quantity was marketed. 

2Ptncludes manganiferous ore. 
Concentrate 
22Much of India's production grades below 85% Mn; average content was reported as about 87% Mn in 1979-80, 
Reported as if data are for calendar years, but may actually represent output for Iranian calendar years beginning ‘Mar. 21 of the year stated. 
“rom wastes, 
J-Repored in Soviet sources. Grade represents the annual average obtained from reported metal contents of the gross 

TECHNOLOGY 

Thermodynamic data on manganese sul- of cadmium emissions, the Bureau explored 
fate were developed by the Bureau of Mines the potential of manganese-bearing copper- 
to better the understanding of reactions base alloys as substitutes for commercial 
occurring when mineral concentrates are silver brazing alloys. Results for copper- 
roasted or sintered. These data were derived manganese-tin alloys containing 10% to 
from measurements of equilibrium oxygen 15% manganese suggested further develop- 
pressure in the Mn-S-O system at 896° to ment in this system could be worthwhile.” 
1,227° Kelvin. The experiments involved The Bureau, in updating the 1977 Dames 
use of a high-temperature solid-state elec- & Moore report on manganese nodule proc- 
trochemical cell employing a zirconia elec- essing, presented detailed flowsheets and 
trolyte.” descriptions for the five most probable 

To aid silver conservation and reduction schemes for extracting metal values from
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ocean nodules. Manganese recovery was manganese dioxide to a compound with 
inherent in two processes and optional in manganese in a lower valence state was 
three." The Bureau also outlined methods found to be controlled by an electrochemical 
of characterizing nodule feed materials and reaction at the manganese surface.'* 
wastes from their processing according to Chemical analysis reference samples of 
the five likely achemes,"? two important manganese ores from the 

‘The Bureau also analyzed hypothetically Republic of South Africa were prepared and 
the economics of metal recovery from deep certified. One of the samples, SARM.16, was 
sea nodules. The analysis was for recovery of ore from the Wessels Mine and the other, 
from three of the most promising sites in SARM 17, was of ore from the Mamatwan 
the Clarion-Clipperton fracture zone south Mine.*” 
and east of Hawaii. Conceptually, nodules Also reported from the Republic of South 
from these sites were hydraulically mined Africa were results of radiotracer and min- 
and transported to the west coast of the eralogical investigations of conditions in- 
United States, where cobalt, copper, and side large submerged-arc furnaces smelting 
nickel were recovered by the Cuprion (Ken- high-carbon ferromanganese, Findings sup- 
necott) process. As an option, manganese ported those of a dig-out previously con- 
was recovered as ferromanganese by smelt- ducted on one of the furnaces."* 
ing feed material obtained from tailings in In contrast to established smelting of 
an electric furnace. Production at each ferromanganese from lumpy ores by sub- 
ocean mining site was estimated as roughly merged-arc and blast furnace processes, 
8 million dry tons annually at an estimated plasma and other furnace technologies were 
capital cost of nearly $2 billion in January under development for better utilizing both 
1981 dollars, Each operation was projected metallic and mineral fines. If proved com- 
to supply at least 10% of annual U.S. mercial, these newer technologies would 
manganese demand. Discounted cash flow increase overall recovery of manganese in 
rates of return were projected to be only 6% extraction. Work with plasmas was re- 
at most and even less when manganese was ported from both Western and Eastern 
also recovered.* Europe.** In Japan, Kawasaki Steel Corp. 

The possibility that on-going geological claimed favorable results from pilot testing 
investigation of ocean floors could aid a combined prereduction and smelting ar- 
onshore minerals exploration was pointed rangement in which low-grade coke was the 
out in a review of the associations of miner- principal reductant.*” 
al accumulations with submerged bounda- _In recent years, several steelmaking prac- 
ries between segments of the Earth's sur- tices that have come into use for improving 
face. These studies showed layered oxides of product quality or melt shop operations 
manganese and iron to be found in sedi- have also increased manganese yield, there- 
ments associated with divergent and trans- by decreasing ferromanganese require- 
form plate boundaries, such as those of the ments. This trend was exemplified in use of 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge."* the lance bubbling equilibrium or LBE ver- 

The possible existence in North America _ sion of combined blowing, for which manga- 
of undiscovered large, high-grade sedimen- nese recovery was slightly improved in 
tary manganese deposits formed by precipi- some instances. 
tation from shallow-water marine trans- Liquid and solid’ phase equilibria in ter- 
gressive environments was discussed. Areas nary systems of iron and manganese with 
where such deposits might be found were each of six other transition metals—chro- 
identified as a mid-continent region of the mium, cobalt, copper, nickel, titanium, and 
United States and Canada northwest from vanadium—were reviewed in 1983. Liqui- 
east-central South Dakota and portions of dus surfaces and various constant tempera- 
the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plains of ture sections were graphed for the terna- 
Mexico and the United States.» ries, and phase diagrams were presented for 

Leaching manganese dioxide with dilute _ the 12 underlying binaries.” 
aqueous solutions of sulfur dioxide is a Values for electrical resistivity of manga- 
potentially useful process for extracting nese at temperatures between 1° and 700° 
manganese from low-grade oxide ores. Fur- Kelvin were recommended in a review of 
ther insight into the kinetics of this leach- the electrical resistivity of aluminum and 
ing reaction was obtained by experiments ° manganese.” 
on samples of pyrolusite and electrolytic A mathematical model of a diaphragm 
manganese ‘dioxide. Rate of reduction of cell for production of electrolytic manga-
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nese metal was developed and programed _ ,, “Haynes, B. W. SL. Taw, and R: Maeda, Updated 
for use on a digital computer. Optimum punfines 108925 1985 1009p. . 
commercial operating conditions were pre-  llayes, BW, D-C. Barron, G. W-Keamey, and. 
dicted using the model." Law. Methods for Characterizing Manganese Nodules an: i Eod 2 Processing Wastes. BuMines 1C 8953, 1985, 10 pp. Technical feasibility of a chloride route to "“Siinman. C.T. Manguness Nodule Resources of Three 
manganese metal more than 99.9% pure Areas in the Northeast. Pacific Ocean: With Proposed 
was investigated in laboratory studies. Pure {guy baneficiation Systems and Costs, BuMines 1C 5855, 
manganese carbonate and Ghanaian ore "Rona, P. A. Potential Mineral and Energy Resources 
were tested as feed material. Process steps t Submerged Plate Boundaries. Nat. Resour. Forum, v. 7, 

were (1) production of gaseous manganese “SsCarmon, W. F and E, R. Force. Potential for High- chloride by reacting manganese feed mate: Grade ‘Shaliow Marino Manganese, Deponts in| North 
rial at about 950° C with liquid calcium América. Paper in Unconventional Mineral Deposits, G by W. C. Shanks Il (Cameron Symp, SME-AIME Annu. chloride to which silica had been added to Meeting, Dalias, TX, Fob. 1-18, 1082), Soc. Min. Eng. 
suppress calcium chloride vaporization, (2) AINE: Littleton, CO, 1983, pp. 175-180. 
condensation of manganese chloride in eacnine sf MnO: by Suter Dione Hedsonntal ee 
a magnesium-potassium-sodium chloride No.2, May 1983, pp. 219-242. 
fused-salt melt at 500° C, and (8) electrolysis |, “"Hansen, R. G., E. J. Ring, and T. W. Steele. The 
of this melt, also at 500° C. A brief economic ff duth Aivican Mangentse Ore Coue Mince neernae 
evaluation indicated the process to be both Republic of South Africa, MINTEK Rep. M70, Feb. 25, 
energy and capital intensive” MimBmith, D, J, and A. Wedepohl, racer ‘Tests on 

Advances in technology of dry cell battery Furnaces at Metalloys Limited. Coun. Miner. Technol., 
systems with manganese included develop- Rapblc of South Afric, MINTEK Rep. MAS, Jan. 14, 
ment of a chemical manganese dioxide, “ten Pautteti ’. fetal Bulletin Monthly. Voest Alpine's Plasma Plant. trade named Faradiser WS, suitable for use No. 150, une 1983, pp. 45,449. 
in alkaline and lithium-manganese dioxide _ Betty. BH. SKE Steel Fires Up lts Plasma Technolo 
batteries. The processing route to Faradiser fips’ M#* % 25 Aut: 1s 1955, pp, MP-22, MP-24- 
WS was devised to give particles with inter- _ *lron and Stee! Engineer. New Ironmaking/Ferroalloy 
nal porosity and surface area lower than run ini Stecimatee ew: Ironmakie/Rerrealloy those of the conventional chemical manga- Manufacturing Process. V.10, Nov. 1983, p. 17 
nese dioxide, Faradiser M, already in use in _,,""Mastey, A. D. The LBE Experience: Four Usors Share Carbon-zine cells.» Technology and commer Te Felis. 8 Me, Producing v2, uly 188 pp. 
cialization of lithium-manganese dioxide _ Rivlin, V. G, and G, V. Raynor. Critical Review of 
batteries and present and future applica.  Goasitation of Tomary Systems PeMn x kom OF 
tions of these cells in computer equipment ““‘spesai, PD, H. M. James, and’C. Y. Ho. Electrical 
and consumer electronics such as calcula- Resist of Alaminun and Manganese. Purdue Univ 

iewed.” p. 65, Mar. 1988, pp. 89-49; available from tors, watches, and cameras were reviewed.” National Technical Information Sarvice, Springfield, VA Performance of a hermetically sealed 2jci-Ro ADAL tet 
lithium-manganese dioxide cell being tested, “Bryson, A. W., and J. C, P. Rodrigues. Modelling the 

for temperature stability and ruggedness po a icrmaeeal Severe amie Gels Paper in r § ty an ‘Bd International Symposium on Hydrometallurgy was described. High reliability of the cell (Atlanta, GA, Mar. 610, 1983), AIME, Warrendale, PA, 
signified its suitability for use in telecom- a en Dh eontana, and R, Winand, Recovering 
munications devices.** Manganese From a Carbonate Ore by Chloride Volatiliza- 

—— tion and Subsequent Blectrowinging, Paper in roe, ist 
Pea pee. international Conf. on Molten Salt Chemistry and ‘Tech {Physi sintt Divison of Ferrous Metals. ier oto Sapam Avr: S022 1080 Eeceessenicel 

chapter isthe sort ton of 2,600 pounds. Sog,of Japan, Kgota, Japan, 1869, pp, 167-171 ale VSR SERS sors ae etl Nes a Meme a bli Mining Review: v.78, No.8 Feb, Hobs, gf Chemical Manganese Dawe in the atin Industry. 
‘3. v.78, No. 9, Mar. 8, 1984, p. 20. "Ikeda, H. Lithium-Manganese Dioxide Cells. Ch. in TENS ee Oe ois Lithium Batteries, ed. by J-P. Gabano. Academic Press, 
7! V.18, No. 15, Apr. 14, 1984, pd. New York, NY, 1985, pp. 169°210. 
8 v.72! No. 30, July 28, 1988" p. 10, **Reddy, T. B., J. R. Sullivan, and A. Shakked. Perform- 
*Schaefer, S. C. Electrochemical Determination of Ther. ance and Safety Characteristics of the MDX-200A, an mmoinamie Prpertis of Manganese Sullae and Cadmi- Hermetically Sealed Li/MnO, Primary Cll. Pres. t all tim Oxyaulfate, BuMines RI 805, 198, 20 pp. Meeting ofthe Electrochem, Soe, Washington, DC, Oct. 9- 
*°Miller, V. R., and W. L. Falke. Copper-Manganese- 14, 1983, 11 pp.; available from J. R. Sullivan, Power 

baat Silverless Brazing Systems. BuMines RI 8783, 1983, _ Conversion Inc., Elmwood Park, NJ. 
Pp.



By Linda C. Carrico’ 

Domestic mercury mine production, re. about $49 per flask* in response to an 
ported by three mines in Nevada, decreased oversupply of secondary mercury. 
for the third consecutive year. Secondary World mine production declined in re- 
output increased more than threefold. Al- sponse to a world surplus of secondary 
though consumption remained essentially mercury and depressed European prices. 
the same, the US. dealers’ price declined by 

Table 1.—Salient mereury statisties 
CC 
United States: Producing mines =.= 3 4 3 3 3 Mine production oa flasks 20519 anes? © er908 25,160 25,070 Value wen oo Lio fowsends.— $8299 $1989 11,549 Ww w Secondary production indastty sn -—---— === flask. 428767984284 TAT 

Government’ ---_-~_-__--_-- do. 11300 001.000 Ls ~- 
Industry stocks, yearend! 227727 TO1TIC Tao l2 | arsse 800927899 BRT 

‘Shipments from the National Defense Stockpile 
Bean 196 ss si 97,088 6,000 Imports forconsumption...-...--------dou=_ = 28AMS B20 GTB Exportssccnssceens2it2otslzzsazadesst> NA NANA NANA Consumption; reported ——""27777TTTTTTge TT aR CsRSRS sgBH 888 9,188 

Consumption, apparent#———~~——~7""7"7"do == waTeL gee S7am6 “ants 55.052 Price: New York, average perilask ————--~~- ~~" 281.10 S385 GIB gTOGS SRA itiisment mine and average ——~-—7-TW=> a 48 8 6 ro 
‘Mine production______-___---------flaska 17445 "197495 Blog9T 197,696 “185,498 
Price! London, average perflask -—-__~-_----_S20173 | SOROT HITE SB096 $818.35 

i Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Notavailable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
ata. 
‘Secondary mercury released from U.S. Department of Energy stocks. 
Stocks at mines, consumers, and dealers. 
Gaui LO pounds af arene caste, seralvalent te 12: Bask of corey ‘metal, at a nominal 91%. 
‘Mine production plus secondary production plus imports for consumption minus exports, plus Government stockpile 

shipments, and plus or minus changes in industry stacks, " ee 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- survey request was sent, 81% responded, 
ta for mercury are developed by the Bureau representing an estimated 80% of the total 
of Mines from three separate, voluntary U.S. consumption shown in tables 1 and 4. 
surveys of U.S. operations. Typical of these Consumption for the 74 nonrespondents 
surveys is Mercury, a survey of mercury was estimated using prior years’ consump- 
consumption. Of the 390 firms to which this _ tion levels. 

607
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Legislation and Government Pro- od (Method 105) used in determining the 
grams.—The Omnibus Budget Reconcilia- content of mercury in waste water treat- 
tion Act of 1981, Public Law 97-5, authoriz- ment plant sewage sludges. The proposed 
ed the disposal of 50,000 flasks of primary changes were not intended to impose any 
mercury and 710,253 pounds of mercuric additional emission measurement require- 
oxide from the National Defense Stockpile ments on any facility but would simply 
(NDS), During 1988, the General Services change the existing testing method to im- 
Administration (GSA) continued to auction prove the precision and accuracy,? 
primary mercury from NDS, offering 1,500 DOE released a report on May 17, 1988, 
flasks on the third Tuesday of each month. entitled “Mercury Inventory at the Y-12 
GSA thereby sold and shipped 6,000 flasks Plant, 1950 through 1977.” The report indi- 
during the year, leaving 36,924 flasks au- cated that about 8,558 flasks of mercury 
thorized for disposal. The stockpile goal was spilled and lost to the environment 
remained at 10,500 flasks. between 1950 and 1963 and that almost 
Scheduled monthly auctions of mercuric 26,816 flasks remained unaccounted for. 

oxide from NDS remained canceled in 1988 The mercury was used to produce lithium 
because the containers holding the material deuteride fuel, which was used to produce 
failed to meet U.S, Department of Transpor- thermonuclear weapons.‘ In 1983, an inter- 
tation regulations. The stockpile goal for agency task force, including Federal, State, 
mercuric oxide was zero. and local governments continued to investi- 

Auctions of surplus secondary mercury, gate the extent of mercury contamination 
managed by the U.S, Department of Energy and to devise possible solutions to the prob- 
(DOE) in Oak Ridge, TN, also remained . lem. A construction project was underway 
suspended during the year. for a central pollution control facility de- 

The Environmental Protection Agency, signed to treat liquid waste at the Y-12 
under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, plant, 
proposed changes to the existing test meth- 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

For the second consecutive year, Nevada Table 3.—Production of secondary 
was the only mercury producing State, with mercury in the United States 
producers operating at about 72% of capaci- Plasks) 
ty. Total mine production, including by- =, 
product mercury, was 25,070 flasks. Three Year Tndustrisl GSA Tota 
mines were in operation during the year; ——————____Preduction_releases__ DA 
the Carlin gold mine, the Pinson gold mine, 1979 ---_____ 4987 11,800 15,587 
and the McDermitt mercury mine. Mercury 188! -------- oe 
was produced as a byproduct at the Carlin 1962 -___-_-- 4ar3 ary) 
and Pinson gold mines. The McDermitt 183 -------- SATE Ben Te 
Mine, operated by Placer U.S. Inc. (formerly 
Placer Amex Inc.), remained the principal Exploration work by Placer continued at 
mercury producer in the United States. its mine in Nevada and at other mercury 

prospects in the Western States. The 
Table 2.—Mercury ore treated and McDermitt Mine has about 5 years of prov- 

mercury produced in the United States! en reserves based on an annual production 
ratte of about 25,000 flasks. 

Ore _Mercury produced During 1983, four companies specialized 
Year Sgated Pounds in processing primary and/or scrap mercu- 

ons) ‘Flasks per ton” ry, ‘The companies were Bethlehem Appara- 
Wl es we gg tu Co. Inc, Hellertown, PA; D. F. Gold- 

g------------ 24.564 49 22 smith Chemical and Metal Corp., Evanston, 
fep-o2a22co20. RR) BSS EY TL; Mercury Refining Co. Ine., Albany, NY; 
Hescccczz777> «MORES. 33708 85 and Troy Chemical Corp., Newark, NJ. 
pS ean a ‘ “Industrial secondary mercury production 

*Excludes mercury produced from old surface ores, more than tripled, probably as a result of dumps, and placers, and as a byproduct.
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the temporary closure of two mercury-cell 27% of the reported consumption. Major 
chlor-alkali plants. A portion of the mercu- sources of secondary mercury were amal- 
ry in these plants was thus available to be gams, sludges, obsolete industrial and con- 
recovered, processed, rebottled, and shipped trol instruments, and metal retrieved from 
either to warehouses or consumers. Pro- chlorine and caustic soda plants, 
duction from scrap was equivalent to 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Mercury was consumed in about 410 LCP Chemicals at Linden, Nu, and Olin 
plants, of which more than one-half are Corp. at McIntosh, AL, were inactive be- 
located east of the Mississippi River. Prima- cause of economic problems. Although these 
ry mercury accounted for 66% of the total two plants were idle, the consumption of 
reported consumption; redistilled mercury, mercury in the production of chlorine and 
27%; and secondary mercury, 7%. caustic soda increased by 29%. 

‘The mercury-cell chlor-alkali plants of 

‘Table 4.—Mercury consumed In the United States, by use 
Flasks) 

A Use 19791980 198119821988 

wB ‘Chemical and allied products: 
B12 ‘Chlorine and caustic soda manufacture-..---.-- 12,180 9,470 7,828 6,248 8,054 
816 PUNE «acne eens ase Ww WwW Ww Ww Ww 
819 Catalysts, miscellaneous - ---__------------ 1,257 165 816 499 484 

2821 Catalysts for plastics -.----_------------- Ww Ww Ww Ww Ww 
2819 Laborateryame 022 ot 410 363 828 28h 280 
2851 Fu «nw eqess— =n aase a seas nee 9,979 8,621 7,049 6,794 6,047 
2879 ean cases TT Ww Ww 19 36 = Offerchemicalsandaliiedproducte_=27-277212 WWW 36 Electrical and electronic uses: Sean Glectrielightings =o -e=—--------------- 51110881048 gs 1218 53 Wiring devices andawitehes~777-72TT77II2gz18 Boge © Beat 20042818 3692 Bateries een ns n=2~_a-=7saa-2ss2 25298 7829 al ©2480 28.350 a Bther electrical and electronic wsea -—77222222 08 Nas WW # Instruments and related products: See ‘Measuring and control instruments. 3608 3049 Ser. «sa 2485 3503 Dental equipment and supplies "~~-------- tae Ura tis ois Tse es Other instruments and related products ---—---_ "192180258184 W BE [cae nL 

Total =n e-n------- 62205 58.988 592M 8949 49,188 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 

STOCKS 

NDS, as of December 31, 1988, contained 35,305 flasks of secondary mercury in Oak 
178,315 flasks of primary mercury and Ridge, TN. 
712,202 pounds of mercuric oxide. DOE held 

Table 5.—Stocks of mercury, December 31 
asks) 

aaa 
Year Producer sumer Tytal 

dealer 
i 9181 18401 —27,582 1980-2222 11085“ 2n974 58°06 3og-2TTTLITD TSBs TSS 39R20222TTITID Woes Ba aalset Y882LTTLLILD Rees 12S SIGs
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PRICES 

In 1983, mercury prices declined in re- rial and relatively steady demand. 
sponse to an oversupply of secondary mate- 

Table 6.—Average prices of mercury at 
New York and London 

(Per flask) 
~ Period ‘New York London 

yg. eae a lego 277 27222277722 36045 "308.07 
WeITTIITIIITIT ga ae 

1982 ———- a OS SIEM 
1983 Vanuary =... STS TL 846.88 Februatys-222222222 BATT «BaD 

March ©-—--~---=2. 0 SALBS | BBO.GS 
Apo OTTTTITITT ate ito fay 222222 30976 300.58 Suge 22Z2TITZITTTT Begone 
July 2 CIID 585 aaa ‘Augusé=—-""777777> abt aa. 89 
September-—-------- —«BBMB_ BBB October 2222 2T S407 24.31 November ---2272772B4B05 ‘Baa 
Dee oo ccc AOD UL, 

1963 average. --- B22 BIB.SB 
Sources: Metals Week (New York) and Metal Bulletin 

(London). 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Imports for consumption of mercury, 1983, from countries with most-favored- 
which included mercury imported for im- nation status, was 10 cents per pound. A 
mediate consumption plus material with- duty of 25 cents per pound applied to other 
drawn from bonded warehouses, increased countries. 
significantly. Spain was the leading suppli- Presidential Proclamation 5140, Decem- 
er, followed by the United Kingdom, Alge- ber 19, 1983,° changed the rate of duty on 
ria, and Mexico. The average unit value of imported mercury metal from countries 
imports during 1983 was $298.22 per flask, with most-favored-nation status, in cents 
compared with $336.81 per flask in 1982. per pound, as follows, effective January 1 of 

The US. rate of duty on imported mercu- year indicated: 1984—6.6; 1985—6.2; 1986— 
ry metal, TSUS 632.34, as of January 1, 6.3; and 1987—6.4
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Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of mercury, by country 

OE 
any Flasks  Uhow Flasks, «haut Flasks howe sent) sen sana) 

Qeeccsccumsssssssst ge wa OD Ching’ 2222222222222 = mt oh ao eo w Denman oTSSSTESSISI TESST so ta Bominican Repablie— CS pene 8 
Germany, Federal Republica? = __7777727 ° 7 3 a uO Bey ce ees cre sam sa Sapanssovavszvs2222222222222202 eam Ht Masso essrccocecocsgenseress, | MM IS ogo de Neate: 22002 eee eB ote sibs Pluppoet-—-<--- =a or - age Spann TTTTIIITIITTTIII ag eet tk BL oka gag, ESE 2. je 8 we United Kingdon’ -~72772272222727777 ee a 501 ist (20a est Lt i 2 

Co a 12,408 5,005, 8916 3,003 12,786 3,813 

Less than 1/2 unit. 

WORLD REVIEW 

The decrease in world mine production battery manufacturers. 
was attributed largely to an excess of world Spain.—The Almadén region remained 
secondary mercury supplies and depressed the only producer of mercury and was the 
European prices. second largest world producer in 1983. 
Canada.—In late 1982, to comply with Three mines, the Almadén, El Entredicho, 

environmental standards, Cominco Ltd. and Las Cuevas, comprised the Almadén 
opened a $15 million plant to remove mer- region and were operated by Minas de 
cury vapors released in the roasting of Almadén y Arrayanes S.A., a mining com- 
concentrates at its operations at Trail, Brit- pany owned by the Spanish Government. It 
ish Columbia. Mercury was expected to be was reported that the Government had 
recovered in the form of mercurous chlo- agreed to buy Almadén’s excess prime vir- 
ride. Cominco's Pinchi Lake Mine remained gin mercury for its newly created mercury 
closed in 1988. stockpile. This was in response to low Euro- 

Czechoslovakia.—Plans to mine up to pean prices and a surplus of reclaimed 
50,000 metric tons of mercury ore per year, mercury worldwide. 
beginning in 1985, continued. The new mine U.S.S.R—Mine production in the 
will be located near Presov, Czechoslovakia. U.SSR. comprised an estimated 34% of 
A concentrator was under construction at total world mine production. Ore was mined 
the minesite. The concentrates will then be from Khaydarkan in southern Kirgiziya, 
transported to a processing plant of the Nikitovskiy in the Ukraine, and Zakar- 
Rudne Bane Banska Bystrica National patskiy in Zakarpatskaya Oblast. A new 

Corp. mercury-antimony operation, the Dzhid- 
Italy.—The Monte Amiata mercury mine zhikrutskiy complex, was under construc- 

remained closed during the year because of tion in the Tadzhik SSR. Increased devel- 
insufficient demand, large inventories, and opment in recent years has enabled the 
low prices. Italy's 1982 production was ade- U.S.SR. to become self-sufficient in mercu- 
quate to meet its goal of self-sufficiency in ry. 
1982 and 1983. Yugoslavia—In September 1983, the Id- 
Japan.—The Japanese Ministry of Inter- ria mercury mine in Slovenia (northwestern national Trade and Industry (MIT) ordered Yugoslavia) resumed operation after closing the remaining 22 Japanese mercury-cell in early 1977 because of low prices and 

chlor-alkali processors to convert to the declining grade of ore. The discovery of a diaphragm-cell or membrane-cell process by new ore body was the major factor in June 80, 1986. As the conversions continue, reopening the mine. Production was about secondary mercury production and invento- 1,500 flasks in 1983. The mine was schedul- ries were expected to rise. MITI also order- ed to produce about 8,700 flasks in 1988. ed secondary processors to sell the reclaim- Most of the mercury produced at the mine 
ed mercury to domestic thermometer and was expected to be consumed domestically.
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Table 8.—Mercury: World mine production, by country? 
asks) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1988° 

NT erate pepe cteemn ome ieee teiccresti 14,719 24,403 25,000 11,000 10,000 
Tite on sn CREE 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
Cee pp een meas 4,960 *4,612 4,438 4,380 4,380 
Dominican Republic ~.__..-_------------- 281 ‘159 7 49 40 
I a nn cere teint 1,848 2,170 1,949 1,848 1,848 
Germany, Federal Republic of... --- = 2,639 1,624 2,205 1,587 72,005 
Yay on ane necnewencecccceeceece eee - 96 Taet ale a 
MIB. ose on ape enn 1973 4,206 6,962 8,558 8,000 
Spain... .. Seat 88,275 43,038 46,008 48,808 48,000 quays cee ae eae viz ddet ‘bun “Tlae “350, 
WEB BD cree RITE 61,000 62,000 63,000 64,000 64,000 
Lolted tates oo ee 29,519 30,657 27,904 25,760 725,070 Vegevia See eas ae ee Ee ex = 1500 

Total. Coase 174,436 197,426 210,897 197,696 188,493 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Table includes data available through Apr. 11, 1984. 
Reported figure. 

TECHNOLOGY 

‘The Bureau of Mines, in cooperation with ~~ iyineral specialist, Division of Nonferrous Metals, 
the operators of the McDermitt Mine; in- __*Flask, as used throughout this chapter, refers to the 76- 
vestigated a method for recovering mercury Pound flask. Reuter, Navona Emin Standards for 
metal from mercury sulfide concentrates Hazards Air Pollutants, V 48, No 215, No.6 183, 
using hydrometallurgical techniques. The  °"%0/ House of Representatives, The Extent and Impact 
preliminary report demonstrates the feasi- of Mercury Relegses and Other Pollutants at ea) Depart- 

ili i i ¢ ment of Energy's Oak Ridge Complex at Oak Ridge, bility of leaching mercury with a cupric Tertese, Commitee on Stence and Technolgy, Sth chloride solution and electrowinning mer- Congr, Ist sess, House Rep, No. 98-558, Nov. 11, 1083, 42 
cury from the resultant solution.* Pp. " ‘ "—--. The Impact of Mercury Releases at the Oak The Bureau of Mines evaluated various pigs Ges Cite on "Bence and fecholsey. ao fabeomrmitiee on Investigations and Overnight, an methods for identifying sources of mercury Srtrmitiee on ‘Energy, Research, and” Production. 98th vapor in excess of the threshold limit value Congr, let sess, Committee Print 44, July 11,1983, 951 pp. 
of 0.05 milligram per cubic meter of air in "Federal Register. Proclamation of Trade Agreements 

. * . With Japan and Spain Providing Compensatory Conces- 
mines and mineral processing plants. The sions, V.48,No. 247, Dec. 22, 1983: pp. 36558-90550. 
best method appeared to be a spot test that Atkinson, GB. J. E Murphy, and J. A, ise, 
used a commercially available test paper Continuucs Leaching Becolyas Budfines Ri S160, 1986, 
sensitive only to mercuric ions.” OUR us DL, Ec meineinte 4 

A patent was issued on’a container that methods for evening Sources of Merciry Vapor inthe 
prevents contamination and leakage of me- Workplace, BuMines IC £921, 1989, 15 pp 
tallic mercury during transportation and ,,,pawroncy. J.B. and B. J, Lawrence (assed, to 

storage.* USS Pat, 4416 982, Nov. 22, 1988,



By Lawrence L. Davis 

In 1983, a total of 140,000 short tons of were developed by the Bureau of Mines by 
scrap and flake mica was reported produced means of three separate, voluntary, domes- 
in the United States, a 32% increase from tic surveys and one mandatory domestic 
1982 production. survey. Of the 55 canvassed operations to 
Nearly all sheet mica supply continued to which 1 or more of the 4 survey forms were 

be imported. Consumption of mica block submitted, 54 operations, or 98% responded, 
decreased by 13% to 83,000 pounds. Con- representing more than 99% of the total 
sumption of mica splittings declined 20% to mica production and consumption shown in 
2.1 million pounds. The value of sheet mica _ table 1. Production and consumption for the 
exports decreased 29% to $4.1 million. Im- nonrespondent was estimated by adjusting 
ports of sheet mica decreased 32% to 2.6 reported prior year production levels using 
million pounds. the percentage decrease for respondent data % 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- for 1983 compared with that for 1982. 
duction and consumption data for mica 

Table 1.—Salient mica statistics 

_EFETNTTTTNrnN”0)”N>7*7"""85 st a 
United States: 

Production (sold or used by producers): 
‘Sheet mica ..._.--__-__ thousand pounds__ 1 NA NA NA NA Value "W277" 7T7 I oteands- =} Serapandiiake mies -——"thaisand thor tome MS 

POE reece ein $7,708 $6,262 $8,212 "86,398 96,479 Ground mise —————=77" hawwand shore tone Sige SORTS TSAR $8) conayghgieens2ZoZUITL I homens 15169 st4sT0srnad ibe siete 
Blodken thousand pounds. 277 156 166, 95 89 Vaiue=2TOTT=o2727Mhctmands = STS SLAG .SNS saath (88 Pig OSS TSETSETE CT ca pene ° 4 3 3 i Vaiue=2"---=22727 Motard hg ggg Splitinge <—"""772TTTToieand pounds ct? aks adap 28) oto Valee=2-2T=2772= 7M oteande= SASH SSOL ake Re graSN Exports S07 "772777 Vhosand shore tons yp SE SOM SERRE Sa Imports oocsllll ee 3 World Production ——~"72777—7 thousand pounds: "514951 "w01a88 —som9n8 Pavaser“s0sa0! 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. Les than 1/2 uni 

Legislation and Government Pro- al Services Administration were 58,000 
grams.—The Government inventory of pounds of muscovite film, 578,000 pounds of 
stockpile-grade natural sheet mica was re- muscovite splittings, and 8,000 pounds of 
duced by 2%. to 25.5 million pounds by phlogopite splittings. No stockpiled block 
yearend. Sales of sheet mica by the Gener- mica was sold. 

613
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Table 2.—Stockpile goals and Government inventories for mica, December 31, 1983 
(Thousand pounds) 

—_ — inventory 
No Available 

Material Goal stockpile ak. for 188 
: grade. “pile disposal Ste 

grade 
Block: Muscovite, Stained andbetter _._...-_------ 6200 5,006 207 - Poop  sjmaifige o2osnnnneeaa 210 vt 114 = 
Film: Muscovite, Ist and 2d qualities __________.... 90 1221 1 7 58 Splittings Muscovite.._---.-------------l------- 128801758 —-  apae ang Phiguie <so cto eae ‘900 1818 "8 3 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Serap and Flake Mica.—U.S. production IL; M.LC.A., Santa Fe, NM; Harris Mining 
of scrap (flake) mica? was 140,000 tons Co., Spruce Pine, NC; and Kings Mountain 
valued at $6.5 million. North Carolina re- Mica, Kings Mountain, NC. 
mained the major producing State with _ Production of low-quality sericite, primar- 
49% of the total. The remainder was pro- ily for use in brick manufacturing, was 
duced in Connecticut, Georgia, New Mexico, 39,000 tons valued at $122,000; from this 
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and South was produced approximately 41,500 tons of 
Dakota. Most of the scrap (flake) mica was ground sericite valued at $263,200. Low- 
recovered from mica schist, high-quality quality sericite is excluded from tabulated 
sericite schist, and as a byproduct of kaolin, ‘data contained in this report. 
feldspar, and lithium beneficiation. The five 
leading producers were, in order of output, ‘Table 3.—Scrap and flake mica? sold or 
Pacer Corp., Custer, SD; Mineral Industrial __ used by producers in the United States, by 
Commodities of America Inc. (M.LC.A.), State 
Santa Fe, NM; Lithium Corp. of America (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
Inc., Gastonia, NC; Feldspar Corp., Spruce § 2, ————_______ 
Pine, NC; and Kings Mountain Mica Co. —————St#*@__Quantity__Value 
‘Kings Mountain, NC. 1979. 134 “08 

Ground Mica.—Production (sold or used) _198---------------- ug soe 
of ground mica, from scrap and flake mica, 19827" 77777777777777 106 "6.398 
increased 35% to 130,000 tons, valued at 5g, —— 
$18.7 million. Dry-ground mica, 91% of the “North Carolina - 6 4.286 
total, increased by 39%, whereas wet- Other States -—---____ m1 2218 
ground mica increased by 9%. Twelve com- Bip Rcnntcon 40 6a79 
panies operated 16 grinding plants; of these,_§ <= 
12 produced dry-ground and 4 produced wet- Twila finely divided mica reavered frm mica schist 
ground mica. Leading ground mica produc- and high-quality bere shit and mica that ia hypred 
ers were, in order of output, Pacer, Custer, oe ee nn ee a ene eee Pennsyl- 
SD; United States Gypsum Co., Chicago, vania, South Carolina, and South Dakota. 

Table 4.—Ground mica’ sold or used by producers in the United States 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dlars) 

vas Dry-ground ‘Wet-ground Total® 
“Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value 

HOR sesn.e Sener rcreerememuaezon 108 10840 4329 122 15,169 1 aap edaereieacuy cata ee 100 11/381 108490 mn isto 
MS oe oe cco eee 107 18,489 n 4,001 Ut 17,440 1982 "22272222 2TTITITIIIISIIIII IE 85 L604 i 4502 96 16103 
iis oe U8 = 13,907 12 4,795 130 18,702 

4Domestic and some imported scrap. Low-quality sericite is not included. 
Data may not add to totals shown beeause of independent rounding
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Sheet Mica.—Consumption of muscovite tings were fabricated into various built-up 
block (ruby and nonruby) totaled 73,600 mica products by 11 companies operating 11 
pounds, a decrease of 14% from that of 1982, plants in 9 States. 
Of the total muscovite block fabricated, Built-up Mica.—The primary use of this 
78% went into electronic uses; of this, about mica-base product, made by mechanical or 
three-fourths was used in vacuum tubes, Of hand setting of overlapping splittings and 
the muscovite block fabricated for non- alternate layers of binders and splittings, 
electronic uses, 16% went into gauge glass was as electrical insulation material. Total 
and diaphragms. Most of the decrease in production, sold or used, of built-up mica 
consumption was in Stained quality, al- decreased 25% from that of 1982. Molding 
though it remained in greatest demand, plate and segment plate continued to be the 
accounting for 74% of consumption. Con- major end products, accounting for 29% and 
sumption of grade No. 6 increased by 76% 27% of the total, respectively. 
while consumption of other grades decreas- _Reconstituted Mica (Mica Paper).—Five 
ed. companies consumed 5.0 million pounds of 

Eight companies continued to consume scrap mica to produce 3.6 million pounds of 
muscovite block and film in eight plants in mica paper. The principal source of this 
seven States; two in North Carolina and one scrap mica was India. Primary end uses for 
each in Massachusetts, New Jersey, New mica paper were the same as those for built- 
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. up mica. Manufacturing companies, in or- 
‘The New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia der of output, were General Electric Co., 
companies consumed 83% of the total. Schenectady, NY; Proctor-Silex Div., SCM 

Phlogopite block fabrication totaled 9,800 Corp, Mount Airy, NC; Kirkwood-Acim 
pounds, an increase of 4% from that of 1982. Corp., Hempstead, NY; U.S. Samica Corp. 
‘The block was consumed by four companies Rutland, VT; and Corona Film Inc., West 
in four States ‘Townsend, MA. 
Consumption of mica splittings decreased Ground Mica—The major end uses con- 

20% to 2.1 million pounds. Muscovite split- tinued to be joint cement, 47%, and paint, 
tings from India accounted for 98% of the 14%. Other end uses included oil well drill- 
consumption. The remainder was phlogo- ing mud, roofing, and rubber. 
pite splittings from Madagascar. The split- 

Table 5.—Fabrication of muscovite ruby and nonruby block and film mica and 
phlogopite block mica in the United States in 1983, 

by quality and end-product use 
Pounds) 

Bloctronie uses Nonelectronie uses 
Variety, form, Gauge Grand 
and quality Capec- Tubes Other Total SIME. Other Total" —_—total 

phragms 

Moscone 
Good Stained orbetier.- 600. 200 00am ato 1.908 8100 4.000 Staind se > 4080010800 5,600 «Yoo 3.200800 5.200 
‘Lower than Stained* ___ -- 2,700 2,200 5,000 100 10,400—10,400__15,400 

Total! coo 43,700 18,100 57,500 600 18,600 16,100 73.600 
Film: stquality = 1400 - 1400 wh 

darquality -222222-2 too ao 
Total. 8.200 300 — 8100 

Block and film: Good Stained orbetter? 8,700 200-100-4000 «241001000 gu) 7,100 
Stained’ = 40,800 10800 51,600 400 2:200 260054200 
LowerthanSiained ---___==_2700_2200__5}000___100_10400_10,400_ 15400 
‘Total. 57700 48,700 18,200 60,600 2.500 18600 16100 76,700 Phlogopite: Block ailquaiiiesi” "200200 mY '3800 "S600 ‘8.500 

‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
‘Aincludes punch mica eludes Ist and 2d<qusity film, 
‘Includes other-quality film.
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Table 6.—Fabrication of muscovite ruby and nonruby block and film mica in the 
United States in 1983, by quality 

(Pounds) 

No.4 
Form, variety, and quality and No.5 No, 5-1/2 No.6 Other Total? 

larger 

Block: 
Ruby: 

‘Good Stained or better _______ 8,400 200 100 200 sae 3,900 
Stained.--...------.---~ 5,800 18,900 18,500 7,100 2,600 52,800 

Lower than Stained 22222222 4400 500 ‘300114006 800_——18,800 
Mle Comets 13,600 19,600 19,300 8,800 9,400 70,600 

Nonruby: ‘Good Stained or better — 100 ae - = 2 100 
Guinea Seo ues ven se oe 800 & 00 300 Zl 1400 
Lower than Stained ~~ _>27 3,000 s. = 400 == 1500 

ORY eres 1,900 se 400 700 ™ 3,000 

‘Total block (ruby and 
nonruby)? — = = = 15,400 19,600 19,700 9,500 9,400 73,600 

Film: 
Ruby: 

‘Ist-quality_-_____________ wi 400 300 200 se 900 daqualig ease tage TETE 500 +400 500 Zr 1300 
MATE ie sitll iba pain ie 900, 700° 600 es 2,200 

Nonruby: 
let-quellity= osu uscsces ne wee 200 300 ae 500 
Baequality -7722272TTT27oT i =: 400 = = 400 

Total _____---------- = -- 600 300 -- 300 

‘otal film (ruby and 
nonroby? 0a os 900 1,200 900 S 3,100 

4 Figures for block mica include al! smaller than No. 6 grade and punch mica. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 7.—Consumption and stocks of mica splittings in the United States, by source 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

India Madagascar ‘Total? 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Consumption: 
TOW ope cre menos nee 414 2,745, 163 503 4.877 3,248 
MOP a en eee 4,216 2,543 167 587 4,383 3,101 
WA) oo eee 4,268 2,601 tT 463 4,386 3,064 
WS ao eens a 2,576 1,775 63 287 2,639 2,032 
WEE soe ee eee 2,079 1,257 41 137 2,120 1,394 

‘Stocks on Dec. 31: 
WE Calc anenmmnnnmomnanen 2,331 NA 10 NA 2.441 NA 
BD is inn emer emp nncn 2,917 NA 69, NA 2,986 NA 
NB Wap riemienmnnnemeawen 2,621 NA 101 NA 2,722 NA 
WOE Soc ee 1,922 NA 42 NA 1,964 NA 
AB ce ener ones pee 1,187 NA M48 NA 1,335, NA 

NA Not available 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 8.—Built-up mica? sold or used in the United States, by product 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

SS —_ 18s cy 
Preaes Quantity Value Quantity __Valve 

MB BIE tee eee eee 1918 3119 634 1,803 Segment platen e OSLER OTE AEST SE eee ae 947 B15 598 1360 Heater plate 2272 227~2727TTTTTIIIIIII TILE 72 ‘201 101 ‘310 Hresibte (eokd) SESS CDSE Sn Ea, DORE ATE DE ARISES TS 22 1038 i92 Baz Mapes = 222205222 SsloLgee cen sen 387 22 239 2,065 Cena nant RESTS 2a 239 356, 1985 
Total? ______-_------------------- = 2886 10919, 2,164 8.975 
3Consists of alternate layers of binder and irregularly arranged and partly overlapped splittings. 
*Data may not add to totals shown becalse of independent rounding 

Table 9.—Ground mica sold or used by producers in the United States, by end use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1982, zy 
amie Quantity Value Quantity Value 

FOO saan tect earatlawrae creat w w w w Wolbdiling mud £22 5505 SSS ET TTE SETS TESSSETSIS Ww Ww 131.864 PAE enh ge 1 2852 2301 SGint nent: OS REE SOE SRET SET CETUS TSR PEERS STESS 4698 8955 
Other! -0° 7D TTTTTTTTTITTTIIIEITIEISIEISS 326,306 39586 

Dota ae a ene ene nn heeemenenn, 96 16,106 180 18,702 
|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Hneludes mica used for agricultural products, molded electrical insulation, plastics, rubber, welding rods, textile and decorative coatings, and uses indicated By symbol W. 
SData may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

STOCKS 

Reported yearend consumer stocks of mica splittings represented 84% and mica 
sheet mica were 1.6 million pounds; of this, block represented 16%. 

PRICES 

Average reported values of consumed decreased 17% to $3.35 per pound. 
muscovite sheet mica decreased as follows: ‘The average value of crude scrap (flake) 
block, 16% to $13.06 per pound; film, 3% to mica, including high-quality sericite, was 
$5.18 per pound; and splittings, 18% to $0.60 $46.31 per ton. The average value per ton 
per pound. The average value of phlogopite for North Carolina scrap (flake) mica, pre- 
block decreased 24% to $3.29 per pound dominantly a flotation product, was $61.96. 
while the value of phlogopite splittings
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Table 10.—Average reported price for dry- 
and wet-ground mica sold or used by U.S. 

producers in 1983 
(@ollars per short ton) 
Kind Price 

Weegroud nn a 
Bndtees Pm Rosing. 2c see nesses w Welkdriling mad ---—>~72222222 109 Piet once eee OOS ESTSET ETS 164 Joint gement 77 727277TITITT 146 Otherto STEER TEER EN uaz 

W Withheld to avoid digelosing company propri data; included with "Others O™PARY ropeetary Nneludes mica used for agricultural products, molded electrical insulation, plastics, rubber, welding rods, textile and decorative coatings, miscellaneous, and use indicated By symbol W. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

The United States remained a net export- crease of 27%. Canada continued to be the 
er of ground mica, exporting 16.4 million leading country of destination, accounting 
pounds valued at $2.1 million, while import- for 38% of the total. The United Kingdom 
ing 10.3 million pounds valued at $1.9 mil- received 10%, Mexico and Spain received 
lion. Ground mica was exported to 41 coun- 7% each, and the remainder went to 43 
tries, The leading countries of destination countries. The total value of imports of 
were Canada, 29%, Mexico and Spain, 18% these materials decreased by 12% to $2.6 
each, and France, 11%. Canada supplied million. Of this, 51% by volume came from 
more than 99% of ground mica imports. Belgium, 23% from India, and 18% from 

Imports of unmanufacturéd block, film, Japan. 
and splittings decreased by 40% to 19 — The combined value of all mica exports 
million pounds. India remained the primary was $6.8 million, a decrease of 22%. The 
source, accounting for 70% of the imports. _total imported mica value was $5.8 million, 

The total value of exported cut, stamped, a 12% decrease, 
and built-up mica was $4.0 million, a de- 

Table 11.—U.S. exports of mica and manufactures of mica in 1983, by country 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

pm Scrap and flake mica Shoot mica 
i Unmanufactured — ,.Manufac. Osea Ground or Waste and pmanutactured tured, cut or 

et pulverized serap? splittings ‘sapped, 

“Quantity Value “Quantity “Value Quantity Value Value 
Australia... 58 Gad Tete Ee ae 12 ee Be ee 259 [nr a SE 1508 France 22022-oTTT me a Germany, Federal Republicot "> "568 6 Indie ee eee eee 5 : a i. 2 = 28 
a a | a a) oa Vale "2D2TTTITIIIII tw ee 2 Jamaica =~22222IITIIIIIII 3 Bee yee a 3 - Japan 772TTTTTTTTTTTTT oe tgs RT 0 isi Korea, Republicof "722-2 AR 4 Kowaitr--s--22220TTT mat i - ERiy SE 3 Mexico [07DIITTTIIITIIII am BB fs = 288 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—U.S. exports of mica and manufactures of mica in 1983, by country 
—Continued 

(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 
TT TO Berean flake mica SSS eet ie 

‘Unmanufactured ieee Ground or Waste and ‘ured: cut or Country oe toe ‘lock, film, and "Ue pulverized " ‘splitings sta ped, 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Value 

Netherlands. sw w os 9 Salneerepascescesccssct 286 filed Kingdoms ==---2222= "BB % 8 $ & 503 Venemela so" -7222227-72> ne ed » 3 3 
OR coca eee 758 138 452 64 sie ones 397 

Totalt___-------------- 164909 STO 108 44001 
’Some shipments of ground mica are included inthis category. 
Includes Algeria, Argentina, Austria, The Bahamas, Bahrain, Belgium, Bermuda, the Cayman Islands, Chile, China, Colombia, Gots Ria dor, yp B Salvador theron Pate Inands Hong Kong, Hungry trend, cl the eeward and Windward stand, Malaysia, Moroso, New Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama Peru. the Piiplnes, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, the Republic of South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Trinidad and Tobago, the Fucks and Caicos Islands the United Arab Emirates, and Uruguay ‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

‘Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of scrap and flake mica, by country 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

2 Ground or ee Waste and srap Ceouiee 
—Taiantiy—Walue Quantity Value 

1981 ----.~. 3 - = === === 258+ 8,075 "915 13,369 1,390 
1982 __- Rea NES 5,080 "427 10,824 L124 

198 Deed) 2-2 ene 102 58 ae ee fps Pe eee ee "9 5 10388 1868 india Seo USES SEN eee 2.555 252 = os 
Tealy wenn nena anna anne - 40 6 B 5 

a = = i i 
Metall scrogeiern ements 3787 316 10304 18T8 

"Revised. ‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of unmanufactured sheet mica, by country 

(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 
‘Not cut or stamped, Block Splits not over 0.008 ine Country ee in thickness! 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
WE cine 40 308 3,439 1,581 5 15 ier oe 89 23084 Tish 8 4 

1983: ae a Beal sis Steen ees n “ 9 2 7 = Canada ~~~ 2 22722277722T 3 2 us oe = Franoe 22222277 Ba 3 2B 134 2 ea = [nie noannn a Es 1199 382 iis 8 Ty SSeS S 2 1 3 
Japan. —..--.---------- a 1 a 88 aT 

(ber SSSTSEETSESSE i i 2 3 = = 
Till 22sec 44 169 1,577 608 28 209 

Revised. 
Hneluding film. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of manufactured sheet mica, by country 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

Cat or stamped a — WARS LEa | OE Articles not Not over 0.006inch Over 0.008 inch Plates and in thickness in thickness built-up especially 
Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value ———___________umntity_Value_Quantity Value Quantity Value “Quantity Value. 

SR crite ears seace! 5 "981 "LIT 1,044 395, SIT 4l "435, 1982 2 aT 730, 157 198 468 4,042 32 366 SS ogee [SSS 1988 a 
Belefiin esa nesses 1 4 se 3IT 665 9 9 Hong Kong ---_~-_~ ae, EE BOE Indies CREDO 6 ed Py 8 5 3 Japan —__ 2 a 3 92 354 33 185 10 aT Netheriands ~~~ _7 7777 oe fo ae nt 30 4 2 Taiwan —-_--- 22 o @ 8 e 1 ai = 4 16 United Kingdom. 2227 0) 10 1 9 8 80 Other 222 TTTL (1 8 3 30 4 8 5 44 2 

TH aca: a 48 633 186 TL 460 927 41 292 FFE 
"Revised 
“Less than 1/2 unit. "Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

Table 15.—Summation of U.S. mica trade data 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

. EXPORTS: rors Serap and flake mica Sheet mica 
Gaines ~~ «Wau Unmanned Geaedos Wage ead block, film, and cutor stamped, » na snag splittings built-up 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value ——____Susntt__Value_Quantity "Value Quantity “Value “Quantity Value, 1979 __-..-------..-- ee Taree 1,669 10 4 NA 15295 igo J-----TLII ILD ieara barter) NA “BRB WS oS 18,954 2,085 7,588 1,085 298 267 NA 77,001 RE ae erica 16,746 72144 5,254 142 294 296 NA 5,499 1983 <"TLTTTTTIIITITT__ teas tts eee BB 7109 NA door Seeds TO_t0)_— NA 001 IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION RTS FOR CONSUMPFION 3 Scrap and flake mica Sheet mica 

‘Unmanufactured Manufactured, Sade Waste ned block, film, and cut or stamped, . 1» a: solittings built-up 

— Sean _Value Quantity Value Quantity “Value "Quantity “Value. 
DD saat aua es, 9,063 742 5,840, 484 4,925, 2671 716 2,929 1980 --22--WW-LLLUIl angi 1005 Gases Sons hs RRP TL onc wencomen cu 13,389 71,390 8,075 915 3484 1854 *688 "8,877 eS 77 YY Se cs) 

8185 Revised. NA Not available. 
*Some shipments of ground mica are included in this. category.
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WORLD REVIEW 

World production of all forms of mica est customer. MITCO also signed agree- 
increased 13% to 585 million pounds, pri- ments to supply mica to Czechoslovakia, the 
marily because of increased U.S. production German Democratic Republic, and Poland.* 
of scrap and flake mica. India continued to Exports to countries with centrally planned 
lead the world in production of sheet mica. economies accounted for 70% of the value of 
‘The United States remained the leader in India’s mica exports." 
production of scrap (flake) mica. 7 Sri Lanka.—The State Mining and Min- 

In total mica production, the United eral Development Corp. was examining the 

States and the U.S.S.R. remained first and Balulla and Haputale districts in hope of 
second, respectively. India’s mica produc- Jocating good-quality sheet mica. Low- 
Be India from third to - quality scrap mica had been produced in 
fourth, behind the Republic of Korea. China these districts for many years, and sheet 
increased its production and continued to mica was believed to be available at depth.’ 
increase its exports of scrap mica and might "fy 3'R The Ust-Kamenogoesk _ tite- 

have equaled or surpassed India in ola! nium and magnesium combine tested a 
production.* Reliable figures for China synthetic mica and found that it possessed 

arenot available: . resistance to heat and chemical attack. The 
India.—The Government's Mica Trading <rnhine planned to double production to 

Corp. (MITCO) continued with its plans to Geatand for the materi ie 
develop new plants for ground mica and eet demand for aterial 
fabricated mica products. A new plant, > 5, 
capable of producing 3,000 tons per year of zprisicion‘arnghqalty series is Included in the 
micronized mica, began trial production totals; however, figures for low-quality sericit, used prin- 

early in the year. MITOO and @ Japanese (a rt Te June 889 ZL 
firm collaborated on a plant for manufac- “yfining Magazine (Landon). V. 149, No. 5, Nov. 1983, 
turing mica paper. The Japanese firm p.30l : 

agreed to purchase one-half of the produc: coe wl opt. ysl a8 
tion from the 900-ton-per-year plant. Efforts Minerals Resources and Mineral Based Industries: Indus- 

is trial Outlook-1980, State Dep. Airgram A-1l, Mar. 5, 1984 
were also underway to establish @ wet ty ae Tal Minerals (London)-No. 198, Oct. 198, p. 1 
ground mica plant. *Page 91 of work cited in footnote 3. 

The U.SSR. continued to be India’s larg- 

‘Table 16.—Mica: World production, by country" 
(Thousand pounds) 

i a 
Countey™ 1919 1980 198 Toa 1989" 

‘Argentina 
i ee wees 194 481 oT 53. 10 
Waste cecap. te 2=~=7-2====2- 2518 1.308 1012 ear 680 

Brovil (exports) == 2222222227 S82 109020 4207 9920 400 
Canada® —_-_-__-_- mmsyeest 24,200 22,000 24,000 22,000 23,000 
Fraie?. (ooo 15,400 15,400 15,000 14,300 13,200 

India: Exports: 
Block — =< ---------- 2416 wat “2200 "2,400 2.400 

Film and disk — - —_ Sees 582 Th *220 “440 400 
Splittings------—------—— 9,160 3,606 7,900 3,800 7,000 
Scrap ----------+------ VAT 15,603 £31,000 £17,600 15,500 
Powder --__~--2--s2s-e2 3685 sosté “15400 *11,000 9,000, 
“Manufactured ______......- 860 3,861 "660 660 1,100 

Domestic consumption, al forms? 6,500, 6600 6500 6,500 6500 
‘Total_..-----------= 46,540 63,007 $63,980 $47,500 42,000 

oven, Republic of al grades) --—--- Bost ms *22.000 443875 443100 
ascar (phlogopite 

Bee eee cea a 1 185 186 oa 600 
Sheet and splittings ~--~~~~~7~ 2838 3631 2 . Be 
Sea een NA NA 08 it0 ii6 

Merges 22----c2ecoe ea 536 "13 4518 265 40 
Mozambique (including scrap)* — —--—— 9558 440 440 440 440 
POW oon eee 35, n0 1,265, 1,200 1,200 
South Afric, Republic of: 

Sheep sere icusadeews! “ © = __ 
oe 299 5gt3 530 3a 5,100 

pains ESS ETSI RUa aU 11395 18,650, 769 Tat 1500 
Sf Lane (crap) 22277777772 a4 ‘820 401 ea 600 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 16.—Mica: World production, by country! —Continued 
(Thousand pounds) 

‘Country* 1979 1980 1981 1982? 198° et 1980 196119671908 
DON een casey 4,409 *3,300 4,409 2,205, 2,200 ‘Tanzania (sheet) ________~ "7777 13 22 uu AL i USSR (all grades)*_____ "=" 101,000 101,000 104,000, 106,000 108,000 United States:> 

‘Sheet® ate cet epi 1 NA NA NA NA Scrap and flake® -__ >>> 77777" 268,000, 282,000 266,000, 212,000 280,000, Yugoslavia =" "727D72=T2=> 745 549 584 %600 600 ne A OS 0 — Grand total "51d a61 "501,356 525,908 474,867 584,891 8886 ATARET 5RLBSL 
‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
iTable includes data available through May 9, 1984. “in addition to the countries listed, China, Namibia, Norway, Pakistan, Romania, Sweden, and Zimbabwe are known to produce mica, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels SReported figure. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. 
Ground mica production was deleted because it was production from, not in addition to, scrap and flake mica produetion. 
Excludes US, production of low-quality sericite



By John W. Blossom! 

Domestic and foreign molybdenum mar- but confronted with large stock inventories, 
kets were imbalanced in 1983. Worldwide domestic producers’ prices were weak dur- 
mine production exceeded demand, while ing the year. World market prices were 
consumer stocks were kept at a minimum. below those of most U.S. producer price 
USS. mine output of molybdenum decreased listings for most of the year. 
60% compared with that of 1982 and repre- _ Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
sented 25% of the world production. Re- duction data for molybdenum are developed 
ported end-use consumption of molybdenum by the Bureau of Mines by means of three 
in raw materials and apparent domestic separate, voluntary surveys. These surveys 
demand declined compared with that of are the Molybdenum Ore and Concentrate 
1982. World demand for molybdenum fell, Molybdenum Concentrate and Molybdenum 
resulting in smaller quantities of molybde- Products, and Molybdenum Concentrates. 
num exported from the United States. Do- Out of the 55 operations to which surveys 
mestic producer stocks of molybdenum con- were sent, all responded, representing 100% 
centrate and products decreased by 53%, ° of the total production shown in table 1. 

Table 1.—Salient molybdenum statistics 
(Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum and thousand dollars) 

oe 
United States Concentrate ‘Production. ------------------ 8.967 150686189900 Te4 a1 a.951 

‘Shipments -_.....----------2------- 143,504 149,311 118,916 776,135 49,163 Value 27TTTTTTTITTTTTITIIIIT perros gugedier —soassin “ys0e088 | s167 186 
Consumption =~777777777TTTTTTTTTTTT nates Mogzos§« “aoas Mages Meron Imports for consumption = -—~—-——— 230 nes “Tees STB Ta price ee Sine an last -—="—""—"“"= San Boiss} RBIO AE 
Production === <---- 19L758 1062810524 agar 37.598 Shipments 2-7 22277L27TTLTTTTTTTogatg «= "SBI “Gases ese aS 87 
Gonwiptiog “22S2IOITITIIIIIIIITT WN RR SNTE hae zan Stocks, Bee S1°Prodicars-----72222—2722 "Ban Bron dao rasan | bana 

World: Mine production ~~~ 777” pela Fearne 2ancias —Pagraaa “197861 

Porth valu W boas the average 5 oly nical grade mlybaic onde ($6.01 2Por 1979, value is based on the average domestic price of molybdenum in technicalgrade molybdic oxide . 
pound sold by the major domestic producer, me . Seana aN eh 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Domestic mine production of molybde- and Kennecott Minerals Co., which together 
num decreased for the third consecutive produced 77% of the year’s total production. 
year to a total of 34 million pounds of Molybdenum produced in association 
contained molybdenum. The country’s with domestic copper mining accounted for 
three largest producers in 1983 were The over 89% of total U.S. output compared 
Anaconda Minerals Company, Duval Corp., with 38% in 1982. Anaconda, Duval, and 

623
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Kennecott are the leading producers of The Anaconda mine at Tonopah, NV, 
molybdenum from copper-mining oper- Molycorp Inc. mine at Questa, NM, and 
ations. Other domestic mining companies Amoco Minerals Co.'s Thompson Creek 
that recovered molybdenum from copper Mine, Challs, ID, started operating during 
ore were Anamax Mining Co. ASARCO the fourth quarter of the year. AMAX Inc. 
Incorporated, Cyprus Mines Corp., Inspira- kept its two mines in Colorado closed. _ 
tion Consolidated Copper Co., Magma Cop- _Despite the worldwide surplus of molyb- 
per Co., and Phelps Dodge Corp. denum stocks in 1983, U.S. Borax & Chemi- 

Domestic producers attempted to correct cal Corp. continued the development of its 
oversupply conditions by reducing produc- Quartz Hill molybdenum project east of 
tion, and canceling or extending new proj- Ketchikan, AK. 
ect development. 

Table 2.—Production, shipments, and stocks of molybdenum products in the 
United States 

(Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum) 

as es a oe 
Molybdic Metal Ammonium 
oxides? powder molybdate 

Received from other producers ____...------~ 4,912 13,818 324 263 852 1,089 
Gross production during year _____----2--=o_ 52,176 27,705 3,842, 4,587 2,195 2,781 
‘Used to make other prodieta listed here -------- 16,822 16,558. 539 921 1,282 1,676 
Net production _....---o--e-cecee----= 85,854 1148 8,304 3,687 918 1,055 
SRO 8 ne ewe eee 37,143 37,667 3,693. 3,874 1,696 2,058 
Producer stocks, Dec. $1 ------------------ "41,855 __22,981 448508 072_—1,088 

Sodium 
molybdate Other? Total 

Received from other producers = u 49 76 «SLL 6178 16,780 
Gross production during year --——----..----- 121 191 1,047 2,819 65,381 37,583 
‘Used to make other products listed here — e) as 15 gL 18,658 19,246 Net production wi Bi 1088 gaat a87e7 12a 

Shigmonte 320 G0 0S SCCTSIDICI IEG L2 115020 BBT RR aTigBA 49,587 
Producer stocks, Dec. 81 _--___------.-~--- 48 9 5,984 3,122 *49,402 28,323 

"Revised. 
4ncludes technical and purified molybdic oxide and briquets. 
Includes ferromolybdenum, calcium molybdate, phosphomolybdic acid, molybdenum disulfide, molybdic acid, ‘molybdenum metal, pellets, moiybdentim pentachloride, and molybdenum hexacarbonyl 
"Less than 1/2 unit. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

The quantity of molybdenum in concen- decreased by about 71% from that of 1982 to 
trate roasted domestically to produce 16.7 million pounds of molybdenum. The 
technical-grade molybdic oxide decreased to decline in apparent demand was the fourth 
27 million pounds, about 45% below that of since 1979 and reflected the depressed eco- 
1982, The remainder of the mine production nomic conditions existing in 1983. Likewise, 
of concentrate, containing about 7 million total reported end-use consumption of mo- 
pounds of molybdenum, was either exported _lybdenum in raw materials decreased about 
for conversion, or purified to lubrication- 1.6% from that of 1982. Molybdenum con- 
grade molybdenum disulfide. The oxide, or sumed in oxide form (technical-grade, puri- 
roasted concentrate, is the chief form of fied, and briquets) accounted for about 
molybdenum utilized by industry, particu- 64% of total reported consumption; in 
larly steel, cast iron, and superalloy produc- ferromolybdenum and calcium molybdate, 
ers. However, some of the material is also 139%; and in other forms, 23%. 
converted to other molybdenum products, Molybdenum reported as consumed in the 
such as ferromolybdenum, high-purity ox- production of steel accounted for 60% of 
ide, ammonium and sodium molybdate, and total consumption in 1983. Approximately 
metal powder. 27% of consumption was attributed to 

Apparent domestic demand (calculated other metallurgical uses, such as cast irons, 
from mine production, imports minus ex- superalloys, and as a refractory metal. 
ports, and change in industry stocks) Catalyst, lubricant, pigment, and other
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nonmetallurgical applications composed the denum consumption when compared with 
final 13% of total consumption. Nearly all _ those of 1982. 
end-use areas exhibited a decline in molyb- 

Table 3.—U.S. consumption of molybdenum, by end use 
(Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum) 

eee epee 
‘Ammonium — Other mo Molybdic. Ferromo x 

End + andsodium —lybdenum ‘Total 
me oxides" lybdenum’ “holybdate materials! 

1982 
Steel 

Cathon ese co asco wenrauanneutae 166 125 - 2 903 
Stainless and heat resisting --_-----..... 2729 458 me 133 3,318 
RY Co pa mea mec ae 9.571 1,105 -- 83 10,709 
High-strength, low-alloy —_—-———-------- ‘678 344 a 2 1,024 
Tne wenn oa nnen eon 188 209 ne 5 950 

Cast irons . - -------------+--------- 368 1,082 ate 8 1,408 
Pa pUTRIONE oa oe cope cemaaenec ec” 595, 152, aie 857 1,604 

All ve (excludes steels and superalloys): 
elding and alloy hard-facing rods and materials gi 185 se 12 197 

MSS Schon metal padar ul £ Zeb beh ets made froma SRCOTEEEIE ae i = § 
Chemicals and ceramics: ® Pignenis Sree Sie at smewamnnd w _ 321 ae (8 
Giialyeta_--a-s-ss7acesc2oe=nsaace 1135 BG W 331883 
Others S220 o2 soe ann nmne 3 cm ee 892895 

Miscellaneous and unspecified_ - ----_-----~~ 366 4B S71 103 1,088 

Total 22 ---n-esene ene _ 17190 349 508 5228 27,665 

1988 
Steel 
Carbon =n 540 2 oe 18 640 
Stainless and heat resisting -——-~=T-7-7- 42 a = 1B 4545 

Fullalloy -----se--s-22-222sa=--- 8M 955, ee 19 B08 
Hightrength, lowalloy ~~ ~~~7777 272277 12 251 = a ‘94 
Hos cae vee ven cugouesce sores 3192 456 = Yo 4,658 

Miettehaasaensnageaiags 
elding and alloy hard facing rods and materials __ 106 - 16 12 

Other alloys? nnn 20 65 52 1s 889 
Mill products made from metal powder ~~~ ~———— ~ = = sao 3210 
Chemicals and ceramics 

OW owcnmanemncan news aeeneee 6 S 7 568 
Miscellaneous and unspeciicdl —~~777777 77 #21 a 8 58 BBS 

ee 3,408 667 5698 27,225 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprictary data, 
setae calcium moots eal 
7incluc murified molybdenum disulfide, molybdenite concentrate added directly to steel, molybdenum metal powder, 

rmolybdenunt metal pellets, and other molybdenum materials m . ste 
"Includes magnetic and nonferrous alloys. 

STOCKS 

‘Total industry stocks, which include pro- million pounds at the beginning of the year 
ducers and consumers, decreased by almost ~ to 28.3 million pounds by yearend. Compar- 
53% to 43.6 million pounds of contained ed with monthly molybdenum shipments, 
molybdenum. Inventories of molybdenum yearend producers’ stocks of these materi- 
in concentrate at mine locations registered als totaled almost a 5«month supply. Do- 

a decline from 38.5 to 11.6 million pounds. mestic consumers held inventories of about 
Producers’ stocks of molybdenum in con- 4 million pounds throughout most of the 
sumer products, such as. oxide, ferro- year, representing approximately a 2 
molybdenum, molybdate, metal powders, month supply when compared with average 
and other types, decreased from 49.4 monthly reported consumption
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Table 4.—Industry stocks of molybdenum materials, December 31 
(Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum) 

Material _ 19791980 —~1981~~—«0RR—iaa UO ST 
Concentrate: Mine and plant —__ =e 9,520, 18,101 35,043 *38,510 11,687 

Producers: 
‘Molybdic oxides? ____ 6,172 22,825 38,999 "41,855. 22,981 Metal powder 002-72 22T27772TITTITTTTTTT or BS ‘Ammonium molybdaie. 7—7~~77777=~ 777 B10 MET, 088 Sodium molybdate —- ~~ 7275TTDII2TTTIIT It 58 48 2 48 9 
SY ig ac emrerirnoesmenrreer 1,621 2,630 4,353, 5,984 3122 

Total _—-- =n 8502-007 44,961 "49.402 28,828 
Consumers: 
Molybdic oxides! ——-- ee BMOD BIG BRIT 2202 er 
Ferromolybdenum?_ 1872 1,507 914 616 ‘510 Ammoniumand sodium molybdate -~—7~~_7_277~77. S85 BRD 6 7 
SOE recreates nets ahnigin inane me L761 1813 1,467 1,386 1,567 

Total == - nen 8060 TG 565867 
NIE rrp seri steomnnatia pinata 27,082, 52,524 85,769 *92,093 43,684 

"Revised. 
“includes technical and purified molybdic oxide and briquets. 
"Includes ferromolybdenum, calcium molybdate, phosphomolybdic acid, molybdenum disulfide, molybdic acid, ‘molybdenum metal pellets, molybdenum pentachloride, and molybdenum hexacarbony! 
“Includes calcium molybdate. 
‘Includes purified molybdenum disulfide, molybdenite concentrate added directly to steel, molybdenum metal powder, molybdenum metal, pellets, and other molybdenum materials, 

PRICES 

The price of molybdenum and its products slowly down, closing out the year at $3.75 
(per pound of contained molybdenum) rose for oxide. The average price of dealer oxide 
from a low in January of $2.35 for oxide toa was $3.65 or $0.45 less than the average 
high in July of $4.20 for oxide. During the _ price in 1982. 
second half of the year the price moved 

Table 5.—Domestic price listings for 
molybdenum, in 1982 

Per pound) 

Price 

Producer quotes: 
Concentrate... 1790 
Oxide ———922LTTTITITTITII Feo 
Oxideexport --—- 2 .2222.----_ 18.75, 
Ferromolybdenum=--—--_ 1-22-27) 19.40, 
Ferromolybdenum-export 19.90 

Dealer quotes 
Oxide® -___ = 410 

’Standard Climax listing suspended Dec. 16, 1982, 
Dealer quote for oxide is $3.65 for 1983. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports.—Exports of molybdenum in con- Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. Ex- 
centrate and oxide dropped to 47.1 million ports of other molybdenum materials were 
pounds, 5.5% below that of 1982. Molybde- almost negligible and varied slightly from 
num concentrate exports were about 136% those of 1982. The calculated molybdenum 
of domestic mine production. Approximate- content of all exports increased from 51.3 
ly 87% of reported concentrate and oxides million pounds in 1982 to 57.6 million 
was shipped to Belgium-Luxembourg, the pounds in 1983. Because of lower unit price, 
Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, the the total value of exports fell from $294
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million in 1982 to $224 million in 1983. imports were Canada, Chile, China, and 
Imports.—Approximately 8.2 million Peru. China was a notable supplier of am- 

pounds of molybdenum in various forms monium molybdate. 
was imported into the United States, a 

decrease of 14.3% compared with that of Table 6.—Molybdenum reported by 
1982. This quantity represented 7.5% of producers as shipments for export 
supply and 49% of apparent demand for from the United States 
1983. Total value of all forms of molybde- ‘(Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum) 
num imported decreased 30% from $50 SS ee 

million in 1982 to $35 million in 1983, In § ————____W92__ 1983 
terms of both value and quantity, the major Molybdenite concentrate... 21870 9a 
forms imported were as concentrate, mis- Nplvnteonide---— 5-5 -------  BAGHB 18 AT 
cellaneous materials in chief value molyb-—<§ —————________—_ 
denum, and ammonium molybdate. The 
principal originating countries for these 

Table 7.—U.S. exports of molybdenum ore and concentrates (including roasted 
concentrates), by country 

(Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum and thousand dollars) 

Country ec Soe 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Austria ee ee ee ee ee ee Belgium‘iaxemboarg —2272222TTTTIITTTT2 Be bees Biss ig Sta Frail Sccesecescccceusevacseeccros; ag “Kamae ar ee Canada ~~~ CODIIIITICOOOIIION «gM ase 485 aT Ghile@T2LITTTITTTIIIIIIIIIITIID ag gat ata? Bog2 aoe Tbs France 2270TOTTTSTT TTT Moses 90g sta Gag Germany, Federal Republic of ~~ >~~7>=—~ 508) g0st4 8022712 gists Gepann nnn all T8R get Ba Braga dan T1068 Monica, <-"TTTTITTIITIIITIaTTarc ees Tseng ao 13 32 Netherlands ©27TTIZITIDIIIIIIIII III apa 19916 anges ge 20,700 95508 Sweden 22 2222222TTTTTITTIITI sao ss Ses Rog ars oa Saiteeninl SOT SOE ERISLS TIDES TST a1 35 dO BR UAER o225 oe sscseps--———-—-_ 1080 9p ao, Be United Kingdom ——"""7TTTTTTTTITTIITID AGO aT ag at Other eee TDTTTIITIIITIITITt__ Nae “dass “Ate Ba0 bee hoe 
ee a 

Table 8.—U.S. exports of molybdenum products, by country 

(Thousand pounds, gross weight, and thousand dollars) 

Product and country —_ S_ 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Ferromolybdenum:? 
Amiga oo fosetaskastusee eee Ce Gag nent eenee TS 3a eB depen ZERUUOTIS TIGR LEDTTLSRG ee eessesere Tt | ang 5 

Ballpiaee: “20 o 8922 OSIIIIIIIILIIIIIIIII 2 i o  B South Avice, Republic of 7227222722227777 BE a 9 BD Oller ccctian cnn ORn See Tee Se ees ae 
Tobe saeco Cc 255 1,035, Ww 687 

‘Metal and alloys in crude form and scrap: i Belgium nnn ak gaa Ganoga - = 9298 aoa PEL TEE OS oepecE ern aren ess BS 33a 
Germany, Federal Repablicof 222LTIITTTITTTTTIITIIawC (a idle ceo as reer gestae eter 4 EM 2 Gapan-2"TTTTITTTTITIGIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIISIIIID nba 

Retheciande fe ecemerr meeetenmer sete aeatremmerromamasteteteanreriee 3s 40 36 66 

Unied Kingou(-—----- "27 eS e Te RES TE 6 $k ae 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—U.S. exports of molybdenum products, by country —Continued 
‘(Thousand pounds, gross weight, and thousand dollars) 

5 aid 1982 1983 

Product and country Quantity Value "Quantity Value 

‘Metal and alloys in crude form and scrap —Continued 
Other sauce tet ee Se etn aneenanennennn 15 83 9g ase 

Mote wun cacies cas, eed i an eneneninees, 697 2317 BIT 1,860 

Wire: 
PEI ccs sa nena RRM nM MEAT eo 2 2 53. Apetratla’ 220g Soap sees Se ee ® Prt ut = Aiwtela an a2 cone ore ove Sa MERE EDSEEE VETSSEIES ° 8 Ge Be 

Bahamas -________-------.~---------------------- 128 186 ial 212 
Belgium-Luxembourg -- = --------------------llllliit 1 28 4 69 Braces ees ee ees Soe ec ee eocse ale aee wo 4s 3 99 
(oer ale oes sacarre se nn ns 2 ies Bes 
Peates 2008 seco socc oie aeus ear ces UassTSaT As Bm ee Germany, Fedcral Republic of -~~7~27II722222227222222== 1302.88 108 

India toc bos susan. Ho SSD Buon SRO eNel SUSPSNEGTEE 3 99 3 103, 
Italy. = enn nnn ne nnn nnn nn nano 54 1,083 48 929 dapan == — SA CETLESSOSEECSESIRESTECRSSOSSOSISEES: agi am «6 ig." astee 
Mesey coce sous voces esSunese secre oe 289 7 3b Ree ennseee Zt 38802 
MBGOPOTS Wn 2 ne nee e a a 

Bett Ae, ROMO se iene mnnnincnnh nee nernencas 4 Tm 1 8 & asbgpelgs coe os cngee EEOREGE sendy aoe nT SS RSET S Bat 7 880 
UE rom morn ieee temic mm meten ina an einen laine 10 206 6 82 Untied Kingdoms 2 2_ SUISDGTIIE ISOS ApSR EDEN eT 5 35 7 a 

Oihee onan n e eemnnen e cere ten th anenees 461823128 
Total_-----------eennen eee eneeenennnnnee-- 68290085, 

Powder: AMI ae eer reen leanne 1 4 1 3 
Belgium-Luxembourg -—________2222l=I TI LLLLLILIIIit 224 295 ® 2 
CRD ops sie ne inane manccmmennnne g 2 3 26 
PRN on em ninmachnnane nme —en amen a 48 68 305 Germany, Federal Republic of -772772722TITIITITT2 277 2T a BB i 5 
Maly -00-2----------2 0000 DIIIIIEIIIIOIIIIIIE 3 30 2g a IBD ner a nmgommemrennanaecvecenae ee 64 5 
Mesiool S257 SES2SU ES CUCSTEREITETER Teen eeta aT 2% 190 7 31 Netherlands ~~ ~"7777IIDL22222ITIIIIIIIII aaa T 3 18 3 188 Sm came rer Sia Pa a 3 it 
Malan = eS e nes e BS 188 uate 
Waited Kingdoea = oo 0s SURE UE TET a SeP TEST TEDEe 5 2% 5h 

(Oia ss Sa Dee Sp caeeekemme nasi 6 58 80 284 

WebeiAsccsuaacna sue maces: 426 2,356 396 2.737 

Semifabricated forms, nec. ‘Australias ene © 19 ° 5 
Belgium-Luxembourg ween ne --- n-ne nes ® VW 39 380 Baal ceeunme ooo 2 PEELED SOE ISDE 2 OB jo B9 Caneta SS 3300 3B BBN cee ees I ED Sb ue 500 Germany, Federal Republic of --~27722222222272222222 22 sl 6a 13 MADR remem neni primes dese eee M4 aS + 8 Meneg © S8OS5E NER GaREY SROs aes 5 aD 1 i Netherlands - —~222222DIIIIOIIIIITIIETLILILI i a a ale 
Philippinat. oe oeean e 6 1 59 Singapore —— ~~~ 22222 TDTIIITT ITA e 6 2 3 South Africa, Hepablicof -.—2227222772TTIITITIITTIITIE 1 439 2 59 United Kingdom -.<-"~~~2222-2 22222222222 IITI 4 Md 1% 1488 
iat na re ese a 199 6 159 

TAN ts cansrccccuinesimivtnnccnaumss stent is 190 4,762 216 4,589 

Molybdenum compounds 
TBentingd nn 2 18 2 4 Anutealigw 230 2S2E57 Oho LAST IST SE LET SSS ISSES SER saab Belgiumbuxembourg 0 22222IZITIZIIIITIIIIITETT tka @ 1 Bret eaae emits Dee REE nD TREES 35 355 a 8 Canadas ee TITIIIITTD —yogs 5 Bk 

Germany, Federal Republic of -=2222TI2II22220222TITTI eas Tea Spenco cases eee uiceeccos s,s 66 ea,” ale Tae Mexico ———OLITITITIIIIIIIITIDINIIIILIEaTaT OM 3 37 Netherlands -—""“ILITITITIIDITINIIIIIIOICITITITT ate ans Bl 
Sweden --_~~~~TTTTTTIITIIIIIIIIIIIILIILEIIIIII 160 260 a2 55 
TaN eaeaban Nao aeon oe kemance: 22 121 e 2 United Kingdom —__ 2,025 6,134 ‘819 943 Otheter suc SESE PERURESIESERER TEN TIRSSEDEEES enn ram’ (ey Shoe 

"RI cre mm resnmaial iprrmmmnenaimispeiminesiciearmin. 12,441 41,806 8,597 22,158 

2Rerromolybdenum contains about 60% to 65% molybdenum, 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
"Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of molybdenum materials 
‘(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

ee st OU Ue a a 
con Con No Material Gross tained Ygjye Gros tained yg, 

weight —molyb- weight — molyb- sues dent denam 
60138 Oreandeoncentrate _..._________6382—«-SYIS «1942929881673 .528 60340 Material inchief value molybdenum —--- 4377 = -2'743.«12143. BTM. BD. 128985 60631 Ferromolybdenum'—-- 1665218 6308s? «918 ©2870 Waste and scrap. = === === NA 258 lata NA 406 BLaT 62872 Unwrought- 2 2--22s272o2222> CNA 6° gto NA sso 6214 © Wrought 7TTTTTITTIIIIIID NA) GNA 41-28 Ammoniummolybdaie!——~7""77-77> aga Sade TI 1087 3088 41960 Molybdenum compounds —---—------ “07 “208888 aot "MT BOMB 
42110 Sodiummolybdate --——~~~-~~-- => 88 "98 M8 38805 423188 Mixtures of inorganic compounds, Chief valuemolsbdenum ss 16h 68a 18265 
473.18 Molybdenum orange -—-. = 870 NA 1,160 LAT6 NA 1841 

Total _--__---------------- 17,425 9,618 49,713 15,789 8.240 34,997 

NA Not available 

Table 10.—U.S. import duties on molybdenum materials 
“WSUS Mt favored nation (IFN) SNe EN 
No. Datei Jan. 1, 1984 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1984 

60189 Oreandconcentrate --._10.L cents per pound. Qeents per pound. 35 cents per pound, S050 Material chief vals T.Sceniaper und’ cents per pound Bo cents per pound 
‘molybdenum, pis ead ius Lieead plus 199% ad valor. 

60681 Ferromolybdenum —_.._56%eadvalorem -._ 48% advalorem ... 81.5% ad valorem, ‘Molybdenum: a0 Wasieandscrap -...  11%advalorem .Gieadvalorom —. is advalorem, jnwrought "~~" T/Bcents per pou cents per pou cents per pou: = plus ad pias 19 plus 1996 ad valor 
628.74 Wrought ....----- 88% ad valorem 68% advalorem 609d valorem. Molybdenum chemicals 4728 ‘Ammonium molybdate 50% ad valorem... 48%¢ advalorem ... 20% ad valorem, 41825, Galcium molybdate 48% advalorem 4 T%advalorem --- 24 Seb ad valorem, 41960 Molybdenum 

compounds 85% ad valorem 82% ad valorem 30.5% ad valorem, 42022 Potassium molybdate. 88% advalorem --- 3% advalorem ~~ 289 ad valorem: 4110 Sodium molybdate 429% advalorem -—- Rtseadvalorem --- 25.5% ad valorem 388 Miare of inorganic 
Nalue molybdenum. 19 advalorem -..28%advalorem 18% ad valorem. 

473.18 Molybdenum orange-_ 4.2% ad valorem ___ 3.7% ad valorem ~~ _ 25% ad valorem. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World mine production of molybdenum in 1983 below that of 1982. Molybdenum 
was 138 million pounds, a decrease of 34% output from Lornex Mining Corp. Ltd. in- 
from that produced in 1982. Over 83% of creased by 16% during 1983 as a result of 
world production was supplied by Canada, increased output, higher grade ore, and 
Chile, the U.S.S.R. (production estimated), improvement in mill recovery. In February, 
and the United States. Although compre- Noranda Mines Ltd. closed its Boss Moun- 
hensive statistics on world consumption tain Mine. 
were not available, market evidence clearly _ Brenda Mines Ltd., a subsidiary of Noran- 
indicated that for the fourth year in suc- da, suspended operations in September. A 
cession supply exceeded’ demand. World sand flotation circuit and larger flotation 
molybdenum consumption continued to de- cells that were installed in 1982 resulted in, 
cline and production was reduced. Stocks a 4% improvement in mill recovery. Placer 
decreased, but they exceeded more than 1 Development Ltd.'s Endako Mine remained 
year's demand. closed. However, the Endako roaster oper- 
Canada.—Molybdenum production (ship- ation was continued on a partial operation 

ments) in Canada decreased by about 25% throughout the year. Gibraltar Mines Ltd.
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finished processing the last of its stockpiled of 1982. The Corporacién Nacional del Co- 
low-grade ore in August. The source of mill _ bre de Chile was the sole producer of molyb- 
feed was switched to the small west zone, denum from its four divisions: Chuquicama- 
supplemented with ore from the East Pit. ta, El Teniente, El Salvador, and Andina. 
AMAX of Canada Kitsault Mine remained The decreased production of molybdenum 

closed. was due to a large drop in ore grade. 
Chile.—Molybdenum production in Chile §—_____ 

decreased 25% in 1983 compared with that "Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals. 

Table 11.—Molybdenum: World mine production, by country 
(Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum) 

Country isi9___1080~—~1981_~—~1982 —_—toeae 
Bulgaria’ ee 33038080080 Ganada (shipments). ~~ "L7LL2TLITITITIIIIIIIID ead 25211 81.160 90,779 28,100 Chile peat nenec soe TITITOICIOIICIC aaa S048 B8l863 44198384100, 
Ghina = 2TSTTTTITITITTITITICEIEIIICIIIID —“aaoo 4400 “4400 434004400 Jopan pore see at arene toes 68220 

Korea, Republic of eee ema 47661085796. BO 
Maxien ere POSTTEST TEE EE Tete 105168 “992 11442 11,700 Por. ~--~-~-2-2a2-22s2s222oennnonnnn 2687 592854856878 5,800, 

Prallppinas 2 UTE TETENT TOT ST ane E STE Rese ‘a1 201 aot 128 90 
USSRE———--TLLIITIIIIIILLILIILII LL aa300 22,900 25,600 24,300 24,800 
United States = LIILIIIIITIIIIDIDIIISIICIOIE__agisey_ 160,686 189.900 84381 33.951 
Total seudiccceulnadienadinaranace 229,350 "241,734 241,125 207,844. 197,861 
‘Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
*Table includes data available through May 24, 198. 
In addition to the countries listed, North Korea, Mongolia, Niger, Romania, Turkey, and Yugoslavia are believed to 

produce molybdenum, but output is not reported quantitatively, and available general information is inadequate to make eliable estimates of output levels



By Scott F. Sibley? 

The nickel market rebounded in 1983 as was expected to revive in late 1984. The 
general economic conditions improved. Re- surge in demand in 1983 was largely attrib- 
ported domestic consumption increased uted to a recovery in durable goods demand, 
about 23% compared with that of 1982, beginning early in the year. Producer in- 
reversing a 3-year downward trend. De- ventories in the United States declined to 72 
mand recovery was most, pronounced in million pounds. Producers worldwide oper- 
nickel consumption for stainless steel and ated on average at about 50% of capacity 
corrosion-resistant alloy production, as well and managed to pare their inventories con- 
as electroplating: However, the recovery siderably. Despite the more favorable de- 
was not as dramatic in alloy steels, super- mand situation, prices remained at relative- 
alloys, and nickel-copper alloys. The market ly depressed levels. 
for nickel was tempered by continuing high Major consumption occurred in stainless 
interest rates, which effectively curtailed and alloy steel, 44%; nonferrous alloys, 
investment in the capital goods sector of the 34%; and electroplating, 18%. Cathode 
economy on which more than 40% of the nickel prices, listed by several major pro- 
nickel demand depends. This sector in- ducers, remained at $3.20 per pound, but 
cludes new chemical and petrochemical spot prices averaging $2.20 per pound pre- 
plant construction and expansion, which vailed. 

Table 1—Salient nickel statistics 
(Short tons of contained nickel unless otherwise specified) 

a 

United States Mine production’ ene 15085 1465812000308 
Plant production: Domesticores <j ------nnw-neena-nen---= 6911492510805 ,456 w Imported materials 22 ~7772~227_22TTLTITTL GOD 8000 BOO ALM) 89,400 Secondary" ~~~ 22 2022222 is201 108381698 'NA pore gros waight)=22-227~ 5010 Soot abs8 51009 agg Imports fer consumption ~~~——2_—~ 171205 189.188 2090008 129'78T 152.388 
Gonsumption (primary) — ~~ >>> 196298 150299 lass 10396, 12S Stocks, Bee 81°Consumer=~~7277L222222=ITTIITD Asis “toas1 | “2e503 sass “boas 

Pree, sents per pound? 195'920 s90'345 845920 "150200 178285, 
World: Mine production = ~~ 5 "158467 "850.426 802,628 705,196 °750,342 
gaiistimated, Preliminary. "Revisod. NA Notavalable, - W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 

‘Mine shipments. 
Nonferrous scrap only; does not include nickel from stainless or alloy steel scrap. 
Prices after 1981 are monthend New York dealer price ranges, based on Metals Week quotations. 

Legislation and Government Pro- detained by the U.S. Customs Service until 
grams.—The U.S. Department of the Treas- such time as their release was authorized by 
ury announced November 21 that effective the Office of Foreign Assets Control. The 
December 21 all unfabricated nickel and ban did not apply to Soviet nickel-bearing 
nickel-bearing materials imported directly materials reexported to the United States 
or indirectly from the U.SS.R. would be from a third country, such as France or the 

631
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Federal Republic of Germany, where stain- The action followed by several months the 
less steel or other alloys may be produced _ rejection by the United States of the Inter- 
from Soviet nickel. This measure was taken national Law of the Sea Treaty, signed by 
to enforce the ban on importation of nickel 117 nations December 10, 1982, in Caracas, 
from Cuba into the United States, based on Venezuela. The declaration of an EEZ was 
information that almost one-half of the potentially important with respect to min- 
total nickel production of Cuba was export- erals because of the discovery of nickel- 
ed to the U.S.S.R. Most of that material was bearing, mineral-rich crusts located within 
concentrate for refining to electrolytic nick- this zone. 
el. U.S. imports of Soviet nickel in 1988 Under the Clean Water Act of 1977, 
comprised 3% of total U.S. imports. In effluent limitations on 65 priority pollu- 
addition, an agreement was reached with tants were required to be achieved by July 
Japan, whereby Japan would certify that its 1, 1984, including nickel salts. On October 
exports of stainless steel to the United 25, 1983, the Environmental Protection 
States contained no Cuban nickel. Similar Agency (EPA) published proposed regula- 
certification agreements were being nego- tions concerning effluent limitations on 
tiated with other countries. nickel salts under the best practicable con- 
AMAX Nickel Inc. sold 750,000 pounds of trol technology.? Seventeen facilities were 

nickel to the Bureau of the Mint during the identified as nickel salt producers that were 
week of September 19. The nickel was direct or indirect dischargers. For nickel 
bought from AMAX Nickel at $2.37 per sulfate, chloride, nitrate, and fluoborate, 
pound, considerably above the free market the proposed limitation was 0.0096 pound 
price of about $2.25 per pound. The pur- per 1,000 pounds of product. For nickel 
chase was made less that 3 weeks before carbonate, the proposed limitation was 
bids were to be opened from companies 0.00074 pound per 1,000 pounds of product. 
seeking to supply the Mint with an addi- There was not expected to be any problem 
tional 4 million pounds of nickel. Under _ of industry compliance with the new regula- 
regulations governing procurement, the tions. The EPA, in a separate action, re- 
Mint may bypass formal bidding processes leased a draft of its health assessment on. 
in an emergency. In this case, the emergen- nickel. This was the first step in determin- 
cy was declared because of a shortfall in ing whether nickel should be regulated as a 
nickel supplies at Olin Corp., East Alton, IL, hazardous pollutant under the Clean Air 
where nickel is alloyed with copper and Act. According to the draft, the general 
rolled into strips for making coin blanks. population has between 0.2 and 0.3 micro- 

Both the inventory and goal for nickel in gram of nickel per deciliter of blood, while 
the National Defense Stockpile remained _ nickel refinery workers show levels three or 
unchanged at 22,209 and 200,000 short tons, four times that amount. Urban dwellers 

respectively. inhale less than 1 microgram of nickel per 
An Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), day. The report notes that no data exist to 

which extended -U.S. jurisdiction off the show whether these low levels of exposure 
coast of the United States and its island lead to increased cancer risks to the popula- 
territories to 200 nautical miles, was pro- tion at large. 
claimed by the President March 10, 1983. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

On November 4, the Hanna Mining Co., peak hours: 13 hours at night Monday 
the Nation’s only integrated nickel produc- through Friday, 15 hours on Saturday, and 
er, announced the reopening of its mine and 24 hours on Sunday. The base rate was 7 
smelter in Riddle, OR. However, because of mils (0.007 cent per kilowatt-hour). In addi- 
the time required for preparation of equip- tion, a 2-year labor agreement with the 
ment (about 45 days), production of ferro- United Steelworkers of America Local 5074 
nickel had not yet resumed by yearend. brought approximately 280 employees back 
New power and labor agreements were the to work. Hanna officials stated that al- 
principal factors that enabled the company though the nickel market remained unfa- 
to end an 18-month shutdown. Concerning vorable, it was hoped that prices would 
power, on September 30, the Bonneville improve and that significant cost reductions 
Power Administration approved Hanna’s would be achieved. Mine production capaci- 
power proposal, which called for Hanna to _ ty is about 15,000 short tons of nickel in ore 
operate at a reduced power rate during off- per year.
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AMAX Nickel shut down its Braithwaite, Gasquet Mountain nickel laterite property 
LA, nickel refinery for 2 months for inven- in Del Norte County, northern California. 
tory adjustment. Production resumed Au- The plant was to be completed by the end of 
gust 29. Production for the year was 83,400 1984. About 80 people were to be employed 
‘tons, 19% less than that of 1982. at the plant, which was to process 75 tons of 

California Nickel Corp. planned to builda ore per day to produce 1,000 pounds of 
$5 million demonstration plant near its nickel and 100 pounds of cobalt per day. 

Table 2.—Nickel recovered from nonferrous scrap processed in the United States, 
by kind of scrap and form of recovery 

(Short tons) 
TTT ETT 

KINDOF SCRAP 
New srg 

ne 1958 xa 
AUmncmnbeag 2--aa222TTTTTTTTTTTTSTTTSITTTTCILTTIIEET Ta NA 

otal sacea at ecaseneersasndaaneuncae mumanunauspantencses 4640 NA 
Ot sera: 

Dinininpbae ELE STTERCT CECT INTEC TOSEORGTE EEE RTETRDTRTTS “aN 

Grand total - === nnn 
FORM OF RECOVERY 

fr lke ase i= <> CC M 
Be setae Mogg 05207 SRDS IIT. ODT SSCS CSTE Raat NA 
Pt eta ee ere ere 

NA Not available. 
Includes only nonferrous scrap added to ferrous high-temperature alloys. 

CONSUMPTION 

‘Total demand, including secondary nick- corrosion-resistant alloys—and copper-base 
el, was estimated to be 204,379 tons, an alloys. Ferronickel and oxide sinter were 
increase of 13% over that of 1982. Apparent used primarily in the production of stain- 
consumption of primary nickel of 153,379 less and alloy steels. The latter is often 
tons was a marked improvement over that __ referred to as charge or Class II nickel. The 
of 1982. Reported consumption of primary pattern of nickel consumption by type of 
nickel was about 23% higher than that of product remained similar to that of 1982, as 
1982, reflecting general economic condi- follows: stainless and heat-resistant steels, 
tions. The most significant increases oc- 37%; electroplating, 18%; heat- and cor- 
curred in stainless steel and other nickel rosion-resistant alloys, 20%; superalloys, 

alloys. 9%; alloy steels, 8%; and other, 8%. In 1983, 
‘The share of the primary nickel market wrought products accounted for 97% of 

held by unwrought nickel was about 76% in total nickel consumed in stainless steel 
1983, the same as that in 1982; ferronickel production, 87% of that consumed in alloy 
decreased its share from 15% in 1982 to steel production, 82% of that consumed in 
12% in 1983, while nickel oxide sinter superalloy production, and 92% of that 
increased from 4% to 8% of the market. consumed in nickel-copper and copper- 
The pure nickel forms (Class I) were utilized nickel alloys production. The balance of 
principally in electroplating and in the nickel in each category was consumed in 
production of wrought and cast nickel castings. 
products—including high-nickel, heat- and
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Table 3.—Nickel (exclusive of scrap) consumed in the United States, by form 
(Ghort tons of contained nickel) 

ce a a le ace Saf 
Form igi) —-1980~—~—~«SL—~* 

Metal n-ne 185987 111.609 tLe T9.032 96.981 
Forvoniekel mt ee 39,977 29,919 26,290 15,426 15,595. 
Oxide powder and oxide sinter -_____..22---2l lL 14,189 8,492, 9,412 4,196 9,670 
NURNIY one etree Seer rimmed art nrneomegeeprerne to 3,944 3,380, 4,197 3874 4,402 

(Oller eho ecco ses, 2,196 2,949 3,105, 1453 1,197 

Total------------------------------. 198,288 156299144851 103,981 127,845 
‘Metallic nickel salts consumed by plating industry are estimated. 

‘Table 4.—U.S. consumption of nickel (exclusive of scrap) in 1983, by use and form 
(Short tons of contained nickeb 

Comper Nickel a 
cially : sulfate 

Use pure un- Ferg. Nickel end atheros Total 
‘wrougl nickel nickel alts 

Steel: 
Stainless and heat-resising________ 28871 18987 «590 : 154 47,048 Alloys (excludes stainless) - -—_-_—_~_ 6781 9 UAT BF 4 “otras 

Superalloyss-nane een n nnn. 330 a 49 11496 
Nickel-copper and copper-nickel alloys _____ 5,695, ee 314 38 222 6,269 

Permanent magnet alloys =~ ===> == 608 20 . M4 3 349 
Other nickel and nickel alloys -~"—~~~772 24,061 510 iss 1 12524881 
Cast irons _________--._- 558 98 193 5 239 1,088 
Electroplating (sales to platers)’ - ________ 18,630, ae 8,888 103 22,616 

Chemicals and chemical uses” ~~~ ~~~~~— 13 a ii 12 1681854 
AMP esse ee sea Sea 1,805 1 147 + 6 2,006 

‘Total reported by companies 
canvateedand estimated... 96981—«15595 «e742 27.845 

‘*Based on monthly estimated sales to platers 
Includes batteries, ceramics, and other alloys containing nickel. 

Table 5.—Nickel (exclusive of serap) in 
consumer stocks in the 
United States, by form 
(Short tons of contained nickel) 

Form a 
OAD nets 18,855, 16,743 17,359 Ferronickel "77772 “Bast ae aba 
Oxide powder and oxidesinter---.. 1089488677 
Salts 2a 508 Baha 
Other ZILEETETITS Bo bt 

Total___------ 22,508 18,853 20448,
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Table 6.—U.S. consumption, stocks, receipts, shipments, and/or sales 
of secondary nickel in 1983, by use 

(Short tons of contained nickel) 

Use Receipts Consume: Shipments Seo year 
‘Steel (stainless, heat-resisting, alloy)’ ___ ~~ 80,506 26,938 3,331 9,856 Noittrour lips taper nickel copper aad Sipgricepormat magnet erika esa Gan 1 ap pocllig gan ay ne nena oooTT aT Be . 3 Peers esate occa log iG olor oe S eonnneer Ee pk vleanmue 

Tota reported by companies ennvassed tidenimaieg eeneccamvaneel args manoe game ansod 
"Purchased scrap only, 

STOCKS 

Consumer stocks at yearend increased by _ base alloy (61), and permanent magnet alloy 
8% compared with those at the end of 1982. (14). Stocks on the London Metal Exchange 
Stocks held by producers or their agents in (LME) were about 31,000 tons at yearend 
the United States decreased by 42% com- 1983, composed of approximately one-half 
pared with those at yearend 1982. Estimat- cathode and one-half briquets. The LME 
ed yearend stocks of nickel in the foundry stock level at the end of 1982 was about 
industry were as follows, in tons: iron (156), 7,300 tons. 
steel (56), high-nickel alloy (191), copper- 

PRICES 

‘The weighted average free market price tained nickel was about 2.5% less than the 
for the year in the United States was $2.20 cathode price, and the price of vacuum- 
per pound of cathode nickel. Consumers grade nickel was about 3% higher than that 
bought nickel throughout the year at free of regular cathode or briquet. Producer list 
market prices, which ranged from a low of prices, which were no longer a factor in 
$1.78 per pound for cathode nickel at the the market, remained at $3.20 per pound. 
end of January to a high of $2.35 per pound The LME price was dominant in determin- 
at the end of May. The New York dealer ing worldwide price. Although demand 
price was about $2.22 per pound at yearend. strengthened, stocks on the LME rose to- 
Major producers were generally able to ward yearend and prices remained soft, 
obtain a price several cents per pound over This was partly due to an influx of cathode 
the free market price. The price for ferro- nickel from the USS.R. 
nickel or oxide sinter per pound of con- 

FOREIGN TRADE 

The estimated contained nickel in U.S. tralia (16%), Botswana (11%), and the Do- 
exports of unwrought nickel, powders, minican Republic (5%). Other important 
flakes, and anodes in 1983 was 15% of total sources were Finland, the Republic of South 
primary demand, compared with 27% in Africa, the USS.R., and Zimbabwe. In the 

1982. ‘aggregate, these nine countries accounted 
Canada remained the principal supplier for 87% of total imports for consumption. 

of nickel to the United States, accounting Total imports increased about 17% over 
for 43% of total imports, 35% directly from _ those of 1982, 5% less than the increase in 
Canada and 8% indirectly through Norway. the demand for primary nickel. 
The next most important sources were Aus-
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Table 7.-U.S. exports of nickel and nickel alloy products, by class 

1981 1982 1988 
Class “Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value “Short (thou. “Yehort’ thou. “Wehort™—_(thou- ‘tons)___sands)__tons) _sands)__tons)_—_sands) 

Unwrought — poo naapa~-~~~-- «18.208 UNG ADK BT. SITERBT «NGS 0RONT Bars, rods, angles, hapes, sections ~~ 2468-39068. ©5890 aROI8 1518 TAT 
Plates, sheets,strip =~ 8057 81,648 «2 e18* 29.460 «= 149018 851 Anaies Gs coos coea tesla Sane aoe $4 ‘309 iat 1281 7 1-285 

Wire ~~ >> 7777 TTPTTTTETTIIIIIIT 660 8.262 4816011 3.039881 Powders and fiakes-—22_2_2_22 27 3282 2392947 ead] LOT «G78 
OL) 

pipes, blanks, and fittings thereof, hollow bersa-vernennenneee 1888 N6AGh ag gangs Waste and scrap —------------------___ 107582595 11,028 20.136 «12.990 17.106 
Total _____-_-__----____-___ 46896 838,668 57,029 315095 43,918 191,727 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of nickel products, by class 

1981 1982 1988 
cl iantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value om Chore” how hort” how Sakore” howe 

tons) __sands)__tons)_sands)__tons)_—_ sands) 
Gres ea at aweat nctnene 513 $42 ES fa sa is 
Unwrought 2—-""7"T"TTTTTTIIIIII eed) «147,820 82.587 446.850 9088 gais.843 

Oxide and oxide sinter.—7TTITTTTITT 4330 an779 Bak 13461 4209” 19,083 
Slurry! TTT TTITIIIITID 9/786 228060581568 105,683 24548618 

Bars, plates, sheets, anodes=———~~"77"7> “Yon 9gay 13841851 58 Rods and wire-- ~~~ ------=a-=- Bigs 18817 gz «IT «BRA 1T'985 
Shapes, sections, angles -— ~~~ "772 7777 21 552 8 296 54 313 Pipes, tubes, fittings... -.--2_22-- 684 = 870T = 1,866 19,688, 81554714 Powder." -- == TTTTIIIIIII 18908 oriaagan'953 718051623 65,820 
Wisbes oo coocac tes cece ete 3151381 1191020 96 ‘927 Wetteandanap oso SSeS 5226 171496 «4800138490717 691 Ferronickel CICIITIDIIOIO __eojgss_1ioigaraagseagz15 45,134 65,264 

Total gross weight)... 15,887 1,259,840 186,918 730,701 295,587 754,894 
Nickel content?__——-"7""""""TTTIII~ 208,008 XX. 129,787 XX 152;333 XX 

XX Not applicable. 
'Nickel-containing material in slurry or any other form derived from ore by chemical, physical, or any other means, and requiring further processing to recover nickel or other metals; principally matte for further refining; also includes salts and compounds. 
"Estimated from gross weight of primary nickel products. 

Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of new nickel products, by country 
(Short tons of contained nickel) 

Powderand Oxide and oxide 5 ‘Slurry and 
Country Herat flakes sinter Berenctal other® # 

19821983 ~ 1082 1087 ~ 19821989 1982 1989-1982 _—1088 
Australia... 8618 11,096 2,450 2023 291802, 9,868 10,684 Botswana = ===77=D a EL ore 854 
Gonada-- ~~~ ~"> add 42,485 6,956 7,788 1,908 1922 tat 11000 

Dominican Republic -——_ = oe ER EE” Boldt. es “es Finland 7-2-2228 age@ ce eee 
Rime: asakawie «OE Germany, Federal Republic 
Cevecaccenn WE 2, MG RB - Fe oe 1 8. AT 

JapsceSSEESES hep Te Te Tl TD ‘goat | gs gs Netherlands ~~ ~~~ ‘mae Li SE ee 3 BO 
NewCaledonia =-===> aA Norway------------ 12889 1282780 6 ae 

Phlippings "Belg bata geo 
South Africa, Republic of _ 4.217 4382698 "558 => é 6 2686 6 LT Sueen ones 20 a GER. ee o “La ek BE 
USSR—~-------Tl 28 4g FIT se an United Kingdom ~~ ~~~ os 2650 OE 2 8 
Zimbabwe —-----T> 2981 4881 <= as a Other "72772 ITT i 98 so 

Total _---------. 82.297 90,889 12,182 12725 24213241 5,344 16,696 27,593 28,832 
‘Estimated nickel content. 
2Nickel-containing material in slurry or in any other form derived from ore by chemical, physical, or any other means 

and requiring further procesing: principally matte for further refining; includes nickel in laterite ores for texting ‘Purposes; excludes bars, plates, sheets, and anodes.
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WORLD REVIEW 

Three European nickel producers lodged a 2-month shutdown of its customer, AMAX 
a complaint with the European Economic Nickel, in Braithwaite, LA. The company 
Community (EEC) alleging dumping of re- reported an increase in losses for the first 
fined nickel by the U.SS.R. in Europe. half-year compared with that of the first 
These producers were Société Miniére et half of 1982. This was attributed mainly to 
Métallurgique de Larymna S.A. (Larco) of lower grade material at the site in addition 
Greece, Société Métallurgique le Nickel to low prices. Agnew began commercial 
(SLN) of France, and Inco Europe Ltd. The production in mid-1979, when Seltrust sign- 
complaint alleged that imports to the EEC ed a 10-year contract to supply AMAX Nick- 
of cut and uncut cathodes from the USS.R. el with up to 17,000 short tons per year of 
increased from 14,400 tons in 1981 to 20,955 contained nickel in nickel matte, which was 
tons in the first 9 months of 1982, represent- toll smelted at the Western Mining Corp. 
ing an increase from 9% to 18.5% of the Holdings Ltd. (WMC) Kalgoorlie smelter. 
EEC market. The impact on the EEC indus- Production was halved at the Greenvale 
try was claimed to be a reduction of 84% in laterite nickel-cobalt mine owned by Metals 
production, 16% in utilization of capacity, Exploration Ltd. and Freeport Queensland 
Joss of sales and market share, the inability Ltd. Output was curtailed to an annual 
to make a profit, and a reduction of 1,440 in 12,000 tons of contained nickel because of 

employment. continued weakness in the world nickel 
‘Antidumping duties as allowed under the market. In addition, forward sales agree- 

regulations were requested by the compa- ments with Japanese and European custom- 
nies, and an EEC commission determined ers were concluded prior to the cutback. 
that an investigation was warranted. Conse- Part of Greenvale’s production was refined 
quently, on June 17, 1983, a 7% duty on to 90% nickel oxide at the Yabulu treat- 
imports of unwrought nickel from the Sovi- ment plant near Townsville, Queensland, 
et Union was imposed. In addition to initial- and part, in the form of a nickel-cobalt 
ly confirming the European producers alle- sulfide concentrate, was shipped to Japan 
gations, the EEC commission found that for refining. The company considerably re- 
resale prices of these imports were 14% to duced its losses’ compared with those of 
28% lower than those of the producers, and 1982. However, the future of the operation 
undercut import prices of other suppliers to could be in jeopardy if it is required to pay a 
the EEC by an average of 7%. The commis- new excise tax on fuel oil (1.872 cents per 
sion also stated that the Soviet Union was liter) announced in the Australian Federal 
the largest single supplier to the EEC in budget. Although ore dryers and boilers at 
1981 and 1982 and was the price leader in Greenvale were converted from oil to coal 
both years. In July 1983, after imposition of in 1982, the operation still relied on oil for 
the duty, an initial appeal by Raznoimport about 50% of its energy requirements. 
(the Soviet trade organization) to the Euro- Queensland State government officials 
pean Court of Justice for an interim remov- claimed the tax would cost Greenvale about 
al of the duty was dismissed. However, the $3.5 million annually at full production. 
appeal was significant in that it marked the ‘The Queensland government is a guarantor 
first time that the Soviet Union had recog- of a major loan that has enabled the compa- 
nized the jurisdiction of the EEC over trade _ ny to remain in operation. 
matters. Reversing its earlier decision on Shell Co. of Australia Ltd., a subsidiary of 
appeal, the Court officially lifted the 7% Royal Dutch/Shell of the Netherlands, re- 
duty October 18, 4 months after it was put portedly sold its 50% share in the Mount 
into effect. In addition, the 7% duty, which Windarra nickel operations to WMC. Win- 
had been held in escrow, was refunded to darra began production in 1974 and was 
the Soviet Union. The three nickel produc- closed from 1979 until 1982, when it was 
ers that originally filed the complaint did reopened by WMC. Shell was to receive 
not rule out future petitions to the EEC if $500,000 per year for 10 years and a royalty 
the market situation deteriorated further. _related to nickel and gold produced for a 
Australia—The Agnew nickel mine, period of up to 15 years. The purchase by 

jointly owned by Seltrust Mining Corp. Pty. _ WMC added between 3,800 and 4,400 tons to 
Ltd. (60%) and MIM Holdings Ltd. (40%), WMC's annual capacity, raising it to about 
continued operations uninterrupted despite 65,000 tons per year. The mine operated at
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only a fraction of its capacity in 1983. about 11,000. Although Inco’s Port Colborne 
Concentrate from Windarra was shipped by refinery had resumed production February rail to the Kalgoorlie smelter. Matte from 7, the full work force did not return until 
Kalgoorlie was processed to briquets at the April 4.-However, Inco closed its Ontario 
Kwinana refinery. WMC was the third larg- division again in July for a 4-week period. 
est producer of nickel in the Western World _ With the reopening, Inco’s improved mill- 
after Inco Ltd. and Falconbridge Ltd. of ing process, designed to reject more of the 

Canada. sulfur-bearing pyrrhotite, was brought on- 
The Nepean nickel mine of Metals Explo- stream. The process was developed and 

ration Ltd. remained closed during the year, installed at a cost of more than $1.4 million 
removing about 4,000 tons per year of nickel and ensured compliance with an Ontario 
from the market. Ore from the mine had government regulation that limited sulfur 
been processed at WMC's concentrator at dioxide emissions to 1,950 tons per day. In 

Kambalda. addition, a number of measures were taken 
Botswana.—AMAX Nickel, a 29.8% own- to improve productivity and to research 

er of Botswana RST Ltd., announced early more efficient mining methods, including 
in the year that it had reached an agree- accelerated conversion from undercut and 
ment with Bamangwato Concessions Ltd. fill to lower cost bulk mining and startup of 
(BCL) to resume purchasing its entire pro- the Copper Cliff North Mine as a commer- 
duction of matte, about 40,000 tons per year. cial-scale mine research facility for new 
Since February 1982, 25% of its production mining methods and equipment. (See “Tech- 
had been diverted to Rio Tinto (Zimbabwe) nology” section.) 
Ltd. (RTZ) and Falconbridge Nikkelverk AS In August, Inco also resumed dredging 
in Norway. The major shareholders of operations at its Thompson, Manitoba, open 
Botswana RST Ltd. (Anglo American Corp. pit mine. Total estimated cost of mine 
of South Africa Ltd. and AMAX Nickel) development was to exceed $87 million by 
agreed to provide $18 million in emergency 1986. The company budgeted $10 million for 

funding for the year. This was in addition to development in 1983. The first phase of 
$12 million emergency funding provided in development included dredging of about 26 
1982. The mine is Botswana’s largest pri- million cubic yards of mud and clay, which 
vate sector employer. . would permit fnining to a depth of 400 feet. 

Brazil—Nickel output of electrolytic By about the time of completion, Inco will 
nickel from Cia. Niquel Tocantins was rais- have phased out its Pipe open pit mine and 
ed from 280 tons per month to 460 tons per transferred its 70-person work force to. the 
month (full capacity) at yearend. In 1984, Thompson pit. At the Thompson under- 
the company plans to export about 230 tons ground mine, a limited number of experi- 
per month to the United States and Europe. enced miners were hired late in the year to 
‘The second furnace of the Empresa de maintain necessary work force levels. The Desenvolvimento de Recursos Minerais S.A. attrition rate was 10 employees per month 
Goias ferronickel plant went into operation throughout the 2,000-person work force. 
in June 1983, after a delay caused by tech- Inco announced on November 16 that it 
nical problems. The furnace was commis- would suspend operations at its Port Col- 
sioned in August 1982. borne, Ontario, refinery for 5 weeks begin- 

Burundi.—Exploration continued on the ning December 26. The facility, which em- Musongati deposit under the United Na- ployed about 800 workers, was closed tem- 
tions Development Program during 1983. A _porarily to reduce inventories.. Also, Inco 
team from the Federal Republic of Ger- planned to shut down its Ontario and Mani- many drilled at the deposit site for samples toba operations for 1 month during the 
to confirm the extent of resources of greater summer of 1984, Falconbridge, the Western 
than 2% nickel. Average ore grade was World’s second largest nickel producer, re- determined to be 1.6% nickel, 0.1% cobalt, sumed operations January 2, 1983, after a 6- 
and 0.3% copper. month shutdown. 
Canada—In April, Inco resumed produc- Workers at Falconbridge’s Sudbury oper- tion of nickel at Sudbury in Ontario Prov- ations approved a 3-year labor pact on 

ince after a 9-month shutdown. Smelting March 7. The accord provided for a $1.00 
and refining of stockpiled concentrates be- per hour cost-of-living allowance, raising 
gan April 4 on schedule, and underground the average hourly rate to $10.14, and 
mining and milling were restarted on April improved pension and health benefits. In 
18. The total work force recalled numbered addition, wages and benefits could be rene-
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gotiated beginning in April 1984. Plans by Cuba strove to increase its sale of nickel 
the company to develop new reserves were oxide in Western Europe and Japan and 
deferred. Total Falconbridge reserves at was highly successful in Europe, despite the 
Sudbury were about 2.3 billion pounds of U.S. ban on imports of fabricated alloys 
nickel in 1.5% nickel ore. containing Cuban nickel, particularly stain- 

Sherritt Gordon Mines Ltd. produced at a _less steel. Cuba’s success was partially at- 
capacity level of about 46 million pounds of tributed to the EEC import duty on Soviet 
nickel in 1983, a 15% increase over that of nickel and a lack of nickel oxide from 
1982. The increase was the result of an Greenvale in Australia. However, Japanese 
improved recovery system. steelmakers were more reluctant to pur- 
China.—The first stage of construction of _ chase from Cuba because of the U.S. embar- 

the Jinchuan No. 2 Mine was completed. go. 
‘The mine is located near Jinchang in Gansu Dominican Republic.—Falconbridge Do- 
Province. Nicke] reserves in Gansu consti- minicana C. por A. operated at about 60% of 
tuted about 70% of total Chinese reserves. capacity while using only one of three 
One open pit and one underground mine furnaces. This was made possible by using 
were already in operation. Construction was higher grade ore than usual and maximiz- 
also begun on the second stage of the proj- ing production. on the single furnace. Ore 
ect. Electrolytic nickel production capacity reserves of the nickel laterite were about 46 

was about 17,000 tons in 1983. million tons, with an average grade of 
Colombia.—The Cerro Matoso S.A. ferro- 1.78% nickel. 

nickel plant produced .at about 70% of _ The Dominican General Directorate of 
capacity. Full capacity production of 22,600 Mining launched a campaign early in the 
tons per year of nickel in ferronickel was year to attract foreign investment to its 
not expected to be reached until the second mining industry. One goal was to obtain $50 

half of 1984. Nickel content of the ferronick- million over a 2-year period for exploration 
el was about 37.5%. Plans were made at and other preproduction work. The initia- 
midyear for the installation of a granulat- tive follows the publication of a new mining 
ing plant by late 1984, enabling the compa- policy in March. 
ny to produce a variety of sizes of ferronick- _Finland.—Outokumpu Oy investigated a 
el shot for the world market. In 1983, Gran- mineralized black schist, near Sotkamo in 
Tech Inc. of Auburn Heights, MI, was eastern Finland. Average grade of the de- 
awarded a $1 million contract for the li- posit was 0.26% nickel, 0.52% zine, 0.14% 
censing, procurement of equipment, and copper, and 0.02% cobalt. Resources were 
engineering for the plant. Total cost was estimated at 300 million tons of ore. Be- 
expected to exceed $1.6 million. cause conventional flotation methods would 

In mid-May, the company’s Elkem-type not achieve adequate concentration, the 
electric furnace developed problems with its company began developing a new concen- 
refractory materials. Although the plant tration technique based on leaching tech- 
used ores of high acidity (pH 0.3), officials nology. A pilot plant was constructed in 
stated that the erosion of furnace walls was 1982, and testing of the technical and eco- 
caused by other factors. One furnace was nomic feasibility of the process was carried 
shut down for about 2 months beginning in out in.1983. If results prove favorable, about 
early December for repairs. 10 million tons of ore would be produced 
Cuba,—Construction continued on the annually. 

Punta Gorda nickel oxide plant, which was _ ‘The Hitura Mine and concentrator of 
expected to be completed by mid-1984, at a Outokumpu, which had provided about 20% 
cost of more than $510 million, with Soviet of the company’s domestic nickel feed, was 
financing and equipment. Development of put on care-and-maintenance status early 
the 33,000-ton-per-year facility reportedly in the year, to last for about 2 years. 
was given priority over another new project Replacement feedstock for Outokumpu’s 
with the same capacity at Las Camariocas. Harjavalta smelter was easily obtained. Ca- 
‘The Pedro Sotto Alba processing plant at pacity of the smelter had been recently 
Moa Bay was being expanded from an expanded from about 15,000 to 18,000 tons 
annual capacity of about 18,000 tons to of nickel per year. 
about 26,000 tons, at a cost of about $100  France—Under a plan announced in 
million, Excluding Las Camariocas, total early May, SLN was to receive further 
Cuban nickel production capacity could be Government support when the state-con- 
raised to about 75,000 tons by yearend 1984. trolled company, Entreprise de Recherche
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et d’Activite Petroliéres, took over 70% its unused credit, which totaled about $400 
interest in SLN, which produced nickel in million. Also, P.T. Inco was unsuccessful in 
France and New Caledonia. The joint own- selling a portion (up to 20%) of its equity in 
ers of the nickel company at that time, Soroako to the Indonesian Government. 
Société National Elf Aquitaine and Imetal Late in the year, P.T. Inco began capacity 
S.A., were to reduce their 50% share to 15% production of nickel matte owing to increas- 
each. SLN was to receive $211 million in aid ed demand from the Japanese nickel oxide 
from the companies that were to own it, producers, Tokyo Nickel Co. Ltd. and Nip- 
including a 15-year loan at a reduced inter- pon Nickel Co. Ltd. At capacity, the three 
est rate and 5-year deferred payment, in electric furnaces of P.'T. Inco could produce 
order to consolidate an estimated $341 mil- altogether about 60 million pounds of nickel 
lion in SLN debts. Additional tax relief was per year. 
granted. P-T. Aneka Tambang, the Government- 

Greece.—Larco, the Greek ferronickel owned ferronickel producer at Sulawesi, 
producer, suspended sales in the European _ terminated its long-term contract relations 
market from mid-September through No- with an agent for four Japanese smelters 
vember because of depressed prices. The and began dealing with Japanese steel com- 
company operated at about 50% of its annu- panies directly in hopes of increasing sales 
al capacity of 25,000 tons during much of volume. Indonesia was the second largest 
the year. supplier of nickel raw materials to Japan 

India.—Inco Tech Inc., a consulting unit after New Caledonia. 
of Inco Ltd., proposed the establishment ofa. Ivory Coast.—A feasibility study of the 
roasting facility with an annual feed capaci- Sipilow nickel-cobalt prospect, near the 
ty of 12,000 tons of matte on the east coast town of Man in the northwest part of the 
of India, possibly adjacent to the Visha- country, was begun by Falconbridge. Nearly 
Khapatnam smelter complex of Hindustan 30,000 feet of core was drilled at the laterite 
Zinc Ltd. In addition, a 12,000-ton-per-year site during 1981 and 1982 
sulfuric acid plant would be built. An elec. Japan.—Nippon Steel Corp. planned to 
tric arc furnace would be used to produce a undertake a feasibility study of a nickel 
97% nickel pig from a portion of the oxide segregation process being jointly developed 
sinter produced from the roasting stage. by Rio Tuba Nickel Mining Corp. of the 
Both products are used as charge material Philippines, the Minerals Processing Re- 
in the specialty steel industry. Oxide sinter search Institute (MINPRO) of Japan, and 
capacity was given as 7,000 tons per year Pacific Metals Corp. of Japan. (See “Tech- 
(nickel content). Feedstock for the refinery nology” section.) 
would be matte from the P.T. International © The four Japanese ferronickel produc- 
Nickel Indonesia (P.T. Inco) Soroako Mine ers—Pacific Metals, Nippon Mining Co. 
in Indonesia. The main impediment to de- Ltd., Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. Ltd., and 
velopment appeared to be Inco’s request for Nippon Yakin Kogyo Co.—made a request 
exemption from India’s 55% duty on im- to the Ministry of International Trade and 
ported nickel. Inco offered to pay for $23 Industry (MITT) through the Japan Mining 
million of equipment costs and participate Industry Association to enforce in fiscal 
in the equity up to 40%. The proposal was year 1984 the planned advance allotment of 
under consideration by the Planning Com- duty-free (preferential tariff) import quotas. 
mission of India and the Ministry of Indus- Developing countries were granted the pref- 
try. Consumption of nickel in India in 1983 erential tariff, and those which had taken 
was estimated at 12,000 tons. advantage of the annual duty-free program 
Indonesia.—In order to improve its finan- were Colombia, the Dominican Republic, 

cial position, P.T. Inco held discussions with and Indonesia. The Japanese producers 
its lenders concerning amendments to the claimed that they were hurt by excessive 
financing arrangements for the Soroako imports. In addition, MITI planned to re- 
nickel project. The company was 98% own- duce its annual purchase of nickel for the 
ed by Inco Ltd. of Canada, which proposed Japanese stockpile from a 12-day consump- 
that 25% of P.T. Inco’s outstanding debt be tion equivalent to a 6-day equivalent in 
prepayed, with the remaining debt to be fiscal year 1984, 

repaid as it matures. P.T. Incohadadebt in The Japanese Government, in a signifi- 
the neighborhood of $480 million. Inco re- cant trade concession, agreed in 1983 to an 
portedly would raise about $60 million of advance reduction of tariff of the Tokyo 
the required amount by drawing on Round tariff schedule. Import duties for
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ferronickel were to be reduced from 9.3% to partment of Hudnuco in the central region. 
6.5%, effective April 1, 1984. This was 8 If results prove encouraging, the deposit 
years ahead of schedule. would be developed through a joint Spanish- 

‘On June 27, 1983, the Japanese and U.S. Peruvian company. A Peruvian agency, In- 
Governments agreed to take the following stituto Geolégico Minero Metalargico 
measures: (1) On or after August 19, any (INGEMMET), made the original proposal. 
Japanese exports of nickel-bearing stainless INGEMMET officials reportedly feel that 
steel to the United States should be accom- Peru should explore for nickel and other 
panied by a certificate of origin of raw strategic and critical metals in order to 
materials used in making the stainless steel _ diversify Peru's mineral production base. 
showing that the steel contains no Cuban _Philippines.—The nickel refinery of Ma- 
nickel, and (2) the United States coulddeny rinduque Mining and Industrial Corp. 
its customs clearance for imports of Japa- (MMIC) near Surigao on the Philippine 
nese stainless steel that are not accompa- island of Mindanao resumed full production 
nied by such a certificate of origin. June 17 with the firing of its new coal-fired 

Tokyo Nickel completed renovation of the boilers. The refinery, with a rated produc- 
furnace at its Matsuzaka plant on October tion capacity of about 35,000 tons per year 
16, The renovation enabled production of of nickel metal, was shut down December 1, 
three forms of nickel—utility (96% to 98% 1982, to install the coal conversion units. 
nickel), oxide sinter (76% to 78% nickel), About 14,000 tons of nickel was produced 
and Tonimet (95% to 96% nickel)—so as toby the facility in 1982. Included in the $130 
meet users’ varying needs. million renovation project were a new pier 
New Caledonia.—SLN closed two of its and a 250,000-ton-capacity coal park; four 

mines about midyear. These were the Ne- converted ore dryers; and two new 750,000- 
poui Mine on the west coast and the Poro pound-per-hour, coal-fired boilers. Projected 
Mine on the east coast. This left only the annual savings was $55 million at prevail- 
Kouaoua and Thio Mines in production. ing fuel oil and coal prices. 
SLN planned to produce about 32,000 tons _In addition, coal mining began in 1983 at 
of nickel in ferronickel in 1984, operating Bagacay, which provided a cheaper source 
two of three electric furnaces at capacity of coal. Also, the old gasifiers of 14 roasters 

levels. were replaced at a total cost of $6 million 
New Zealand.—After results of a feasibil- Projected savings from the latter was $20 

ity study proved unfavorable, the Austrian million per year. Production levels of 70% 
stainless steelmaker Voest-Alpine AG to 80% of capacity were reached after the 
dropped its interest in a joint venture with conversion. 

New Zealand Nickel Smelters Ltd. for a In October, MMIC was granted an exten- 
ferronickel plant. sion of its exemption from all taxes, fees, 

Papua New Guinea—Nord Resources and other official charges by the Govern- 
Corp. sought a joint venture partner to ment until the end of 1988. In addition, a 
participate in development of the Ramu proposed financial rescue plan would re- 
River chromite-nickel-cobalt deposit, which duce the company’s debt burden by convert- 
contained about 1.12% nickel, 0.16% cobalt, ing some of its debt to equity. Because of its 
and 8% to 9% chromite. The property was huge debt and depressed nickel prices, the 
69.5% owned by Nord Resources and a MMIC refinery closed on a temporary basis 
group of U.S. companies, and 30.5% owned at yearend. 
by MIM Holdings, an Australian company. Saudi Arabia—The Arabian Shield De- 

Development costs of the project were esti- velopment Co. completed prefeasibility 
mated to exceed $90 million. The three- studies on the development of a nickel and 
tiered deposit is located in Marum near iron ore deposit at Wadi Qatan, Saudi Ara- 
Madang. bia. The West German firm, Kléckner 

Peru.—In October, an agreement was Werke AG, examined the possibility of min- 
reached between the Governments of Spain ing enough ore to produce 200,000 tons per 
and Peru to conduct a $1.8 million prefeasi- year (gross weight) of ferronickel, in addi- 

bility study on the Peruvian Chinchao nick- tion to sponge iron and cobalt. 
el deposit. Work was begun in November.  Sweden.—Sweden purchased about 44 
‘The project was chosen from several possi- _ tons of nickel briquets for its national stock- 
bilities under an existing bilateral coopera- pile. 
tion agreement on mining between the two _ Taiwan.—Inco received its first order un- 
countries. Chinchao is located in the De- der a 10-year contract to supply nickel oxide
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to Talent Metals Corp. in Taiwan. Inco’s duction at Kavadarci. Commercial produc- 
nickel oxide from its Canadian operations tion began in October, and production was 
was to be the only feedstock for the refin- not expected to exceed 2,200 tons in 1983. 
ery, which was expected to be completed by The Yugoslav company, Feronikel, in Pristi- 
March 1984. Capacity of the plant was to be _ na, owns the new mine and smelter, which 
about 7,700 tons, and most of Talent Metals’ cost $305 million. Two open pit mines (Cik:- 
production would supply Taiwan's growing _ tovo and Glavica) supplied a 1.5% nickel ore 
stainless steel and nickel sulfate industries. _ to the smelter. Reserves of ore were estimat- 
Inco held a 30% equity interest in Talent ed at more than 20 million tons. Utilities 
Metals. Falconbridge also indirectly com- (electricity, gas, oxygen, and water) account- 
peted with Inco to supply one of Taiwan's ed for 70% of total production costs. Produc- 
main steel companies, Tang Eng Iron tion capacity could be expanded to 20,000 
Works Co. Ltd. tons per year of nickel without major new 

U.S.S.R.—The Soviet Union offered nick- investment. 
el for sale directly to Japanese steelmakers. Production of nickel at the Kavadarci 
This marked the first time that the Soviet (Fen) ferronickel plant, with a capacity of 
Union had bypassed Japanese trading com- 22,000 tons per year of nickel, did not 
panies in selling in Japan. Soviet exports of exceed a 3,500-ton-per-year level owing to 
nickel to Japan rose significantly compared _ energy restrictions and relatively low nickel 
with those of 1982. prices, and production in 1984 was not 

Soviet metallurgists devised a technique expected to exceed 7,000 tons. The Feni 
of producing nickel directly from concen- project was refinanced early in 1983. 
trates by use of a new hydrometallurgical — Zimbabwe.—The Eiffel Flats refinery of 
process. (See “Technology” section.) RTZ was forced to close because a long-term 

Production of high-grade nickel began at source of raw material supply was not 
the new Taymyr Mine at the Norilsk,nickel- found. In 1982, the Empress Mine. of RTZ 
platinum complex in northern Siberia, near was closed because of heavy losses, forcing 
Talnakh. Installation of equipment for new RTZ to obtain matte from BCL on an in- 
nickel production at the Severo Montsche- _terim basis. Subsequently, RTZ reached an 
gorsk was completed. agreement with AMAX Nickel in August 
Yugoslavia—A new 13,000-ton-per-year 1983, whereby RTZ would receive a tempo- 

ferronickel plant in the Kosovo region of rary supply of matte from the BCL smelter. 
Yugoslavia at Glogovac was completed at Because of contractual arrangements, 
midyear. The $300 million project followed AMAX Nickel had priority in obtaining 
by 1 year the initiation of ferronickel pro- matte from BCL. 

Table 10.—Nickel: World mine production, by country! 
(Short tons) 

Country 1979 1980 ‘1981 1982” 1983° 

BG orient ee  cemoenae so 5,800, 6,100 6,200 6,400 6,400 ‘Australia (content of concentrate) -—~77TTITIZITI2 BBA si'9? 88095 ots gata 
BNE So Cie cin nein a eee ea oe 17,828, 17,022, 18,200, 19,573, 19,300 
Brazil (content of ore)_____________--- "=o 7 3,267 *4,730, 7,508 * °7,700 7,900, 

Burma (content of speiss) —....______---___.. 19 15, 22 "22 22 
DE perenne nrincccmnmacinem ams nemakave 139,422 208,709, 176,642 97,824 134,300, 
Pine lene medion ereerneret 12,000 12,000, 12,000 12,000, 8,800 Galesnbia 2250255 oe enna ePEST TEE EAISTE a a 1100 "15,000 
Cuba (content of oxide and sulfide)________________ 34,275 740,338 (42,489 39,790 41,170 
Dominican Republic _____~...-.-..---.---_-__ 27,680 18,019 20,601 *6,600 22,300 Finland (content of concentrate) -_~ ~~~ Tx "ghes "thso 7565 ease “Bet 
German Democratic Republic® _______ __ 2,800 3,000 3,000 2,800 2,400 
Greece (recoverable content of ore)’ .___________- 22,214 16,796 17,200 16,800 16,500 Guatemala ss seen naan ” - 
Indonesia (content of ore)*______.-....-------- 41,059 758,739 53,848 60,592 51,400 Mexico content of re) ~~~ ~~ 7772777277 7722 t oe ; . 
Morocco (content of nickel ore and cobalt ore) ————— — 176 148, 140 "110 
New Caledonia (recoverable content of ore)___________ 88,178 95,451 86,079 66,250 69,400 
Norway (content of concentrate)® i SSE See 550 550 550 550 ‘550 Philippines <0 ~~ --_22ss2as2_ tn. ~«86 808 «Sg © «$2389 22.808 20,800 
Poland (content of ore)® === 2,300 2,300 2,300 2,300 2,300 South Africa, Republic of —-------~"77"77"777> ita) as'329 aot) a'250 2260 
USSR. (content of ore)*__....-_--__---------- 166,000 170,000 174,000. © "182,000 187,000 United States (content of ore shipped)~ TIDICIID “igess "Tess “120098208 ae 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 10.—Nickel: World mine production, by country! —Continued 
(Ghort tons) 

Country isig 1980 ~—=«19RY~=~=«itR SC 

Yugoslavie® <1 85022004400 18,200 18.200 Zimbabwe (content of concenitrate).-—~~~---~---~~_—*18,084_—«AGEIT_—«14350_——«BTL_—12.100 
Total. weneeen ene enn nena - TB6ABT 859426 802,628 105,186 759,342 
Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised 
“Insofar pusbe, this able repreentaresverable mine production of nickel; where data relate to sme more highly processed form, the figure given has been used in lieu of unreported actual mine output to provide some indication of the ‘magnitude of mine output, and is so noted parenthetically following the country name, or by footnote. Table includes data 

available through May 2, 1984, 
'Refined nickel content of oxides and salts produced, plus recoverable nickel in exported mattes and speiss. 
Reported figure. 
“Includes a small amount of cobalt not reported or recovered separately. 

‘Table 11.—Nickel: World smelter production, by country! 
(hort tons) 

Country i979 1980 1981 196 1983" 
Aurtralldl econ bese ates 43866 «88.921. A8B5A5O.6BD 50,700, 
Brazilt -- ~~ 2TDTTITIIIIIIIIIIE 2715 27760 251 £2200 2/200 
Ganedet 52500 o op oonsaaencesecee 92815 167,881 «127/000 © *69,900 96,100 
Ching’ oo eae 11000 11,000 11,000 10,000 77100 Colombian 250 DTS EE ETON SE TEES STEER —_ — — "£000 «14.000 
Gibb sn sagen pan pucedecseeeouae 3288087 9.885 gigi 10,000 
Guechosiovaitia =~ 2-TLILIIIIIIIIIIE 2.202 2240 245 *2.425 2435 
Dominican Republic’ ~~” 22>77777TIT> 27680 «18.019 —20,601 5812 22.300 Finland ~~ -~-~~~~2~2~=2~2-=2-=> wes dT 14672 18.906 145300 
Wraies S02 55D os soe pn ecs enon 3660 103802 «11,000 3.900 «11,000 
German Democratic Republie® ~~~ ~77"" 77" > 3,300 3300 ©8100 3/300 3100 
Germany, Federal Republic of? ——— ~~~ _-=_=> 1348 1361 $1320 1,80 NA Greece) nnn nnn nena 16129 15300 14,000 "133800 «13,200 
Iadonsslat’ (2 DIIIEE TITIES SISEET 4409 T4373 5,184 5523 5,000 
Japan 22IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT sag 1082s 959. 6,755 
New Coledoniat —~ >" 2TIIITTIIIIITIIE 33480 35,013 30,858 «ga gti©=———30,800 

Norway o2 2 DSS OS POREE TPR RSREET 832g 40.921 "40,890 © 2.26828, 700 Philippines --------~------------- aes = aaTs hess M876 T0500, 
Boland’ 2 Doin onan TD TSgE SAT ETE 23300 2/300 2.300 21300 2300 South Africa, Repuiblisof_—~-~~22272I22= S363 1995019800 1907018700 
USSRS 7 TTTTTTTTTIEIIIIE "11.900 189,600 "196,200 igs400 204,000 
United Kingdom — ~~~ ~—>~=2===27TT=ae 20798 = 2g75 BT 999 «7,600, 7200 
United States!? 222 S0RSAENT SETS TIES 44391 44205-48805 481956 83,400 
Yugoslavia ~~ ~=~ == LDLILIIIIIIIE ss = -. 8800 10,000 
Uaisbabine 25 DEES SEES SSE RUSE SS 14600___15,500__——18,900_——"13,400__—_—+10,600 

Total_--------~--------------- "704641 "805401 768,494 660,058 685,080 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Refined nickel plus nickel content of ferronickel produced from ore and/or concentrates unless otherwise specified. ‘Table includes data available through May 3, 1984 
“In addition to the countries listed, Albania is known to have initiated smelter production in 1978, and North Korea is believed to have produced metallic nickel and/or ferronickel, but information is inadequate for formulation of reliable etmates of output levels, Several countries produce nickel-containing mate, but output of nickel in such materials have been excluded from this table in order to avoid double counting. Countries producing matte include the following, with utp indicated in short tone of contained nickel, Australia: 197942606, ia)--8B 695 eveed) 1981-80208 1062 54,444 (estimated), and 1983 —54,900 (estimated), Botswana: 1979—17,828; 1980—17,022; 1981~20,148 (revised), 1982— 191573; and 1988-20,080; Indonesia: 1979--7,402: 198017 428; 1961 16,409; 1982—11,$71; and 198319842; and New 

Caledonia: 1979—18,517; 1980—17,063; 1981—16,954; 1982-8, 800 (estimated) and 1983—7,800 (estimated). 
Refined nickel plus the nickel content of oxide. 
‘Nickel content of ferronickel only. (No refined nickel is produced.) 
{Tpeludes nickel content of ened nickel, nckl oxide, and nickel mata 

tent of granular nickel oxide and powder only; Cuba also produces nickel oxide sinter and a processed sulfide, but these arena fcluded in order to auld double couing a hey tay be poco fo metal esewiere, Out of ir was as follows, in short tons: 1970—11,828; 1980—-15,069 (revised); 1981—19,354, 1962—12,963; and {983—11400 
(estimated). Output of processed sulfide was as follows, in short tons: 1979—13,524; 1980—18,582 (revised); 1981—19,179; 1982—~16,920; and 1983—-19,800 (estimated). 

Ineludes nickel content of nickel alloys 
"Reported figure. "Data derived from estimated metal content of reported concentrate, 
28Byproduct of metal refining, including that derived from both domestic ores and imported materials. In 1983, the former was excluded to avoid disclosing company proprietary data
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TECHNOLOGY 

A series of high-performance stainless strength and age ductility. The new alloys 
steels gained wider acceptance in the mar- were designed to greatly increase the serv- 
ketplace. The nickel-bearing types were ice life of castings subject to high-tem- 
known as either superaustenitics or duplex perature environments. A 10-year develop- 
stainless steels. The second generation of ment program did not follow tradition 
the duplex stainless steels and some super- al methods of strengthening heat-resistant 
austenitics contain nitrogen, which im- alloys through addition of more nickel and 
proves the strength, corrosion resistance, chromium. Rather, micro amounts of such 
and weldability of the alloy. In addition, refractory metals as titanium, tungsten, 
high chromium content (greater than 20% columbium, and rare earths were utilized.” 
chromium) is a characteristic of many of __ Electroless plating was increasingly used 
these alloys. Some of the major applications throughout the plating industry, with sig- 
are stack scrubbers, sour gas wells, and heat nificant growth in the electronics field. A 
exchanger tubing. In some cases, super- typical electroless bath contains nickel sul- 
austenitic alloys containing 24% nickel fate; a reducing agent, usually sodium hypo- 
have replaced cupronickel alloys containing _ phosphite; chelates; brighteners; pH adjust- 
only 10% nickel in powerplant condensers. er; and water. Bath temperature is about 
One segment of the market expected to 190° F. Less than one-half of the market was 
experience exceptionally high growth was estimated to be in the traditional automo- 
that of gas pipelines in the Western United _ tive sector, while electronics accounted for 

States.* about 20%.* In a related development, use 
‘A new stainless steel without nickel or of electroless plating on plastics for shield- 

chromium was developed for marine appli- ing against electromagnetic and radio fre- 
cations. The jiron-manganese-aluminum- quency interference was expected to grow. 
silicon alloy (Fe-30Mn-10Al-Si) was used The equipment in which plating would be 
experimentally as an alternative to brass used was electronic housings used in busi- 
for seagoing ship propellers. This composi- ness machines, personal computers, and 
tion was found to have good resistance to medical devices.* 
marine corrosion and to cavitation erosion. A new nickel-base alloy that provided 
Moreover, the strength, hardness, and excellent resistance to oxidation, carburi- 
ductility properties of this material were zation, and chlorine was developed by the 
demonstrated to be superior to those of the Cabot Corp. Designated as Alloy 214, the 
brass generally used for seagoing propel- new material’s composition is 15% to 17% 
Jers. In addition, the alloy was not suscepti- chromium; 4% to 5% aluminum; 2% to 5% 
ble to stress corrosion cracking. Research iron; less than 0.4% yttrium; and the bal- 
continued at Ohio State University and in ance nickel. Superior resistance to oxida- 
China, where a propeller made of the new tion was attributed to a tenacious and 
alloy was being tested in service. protective Al,O;-type oxide surface film 

A new nickel-bas’ superalloy containing modified by yttrium. The alloy also with- 
20.8% cobalt, 22.8% molybdenum, 2.9% stood chlorine-contaminated environments. 
iron, 0.5% boron, 0.8% carbon, and the bal- Potential applications were incinerators, ra- 
ance nickel was said to have high strength diant tubes, retorts, furnace hardware, 
and excellent resistance to wear, oxidation, heating elements, and heat shields.’ 
and corrosion. Applications ranged from — Copper-nickel piping was tested in the 
chemical and petrochemical equipment to ~ saltwater environment of an offshore drill- 
oil and gas processing equipment. Also, a ing rig by Dolphin Titan International Inc. 
new low-expansion alloy for gas turbine The test of the 90% copper-10% nickel alloy 
engines was developed, as well as a new was devised to determine whether this pipe 
alloy that resists corrosive carbon dioxide can retard corrosion and marine biofouling 
and hydrogen sulfide in forged wellhead better than the conventional carbon steel 
valves, pumps, packers and hangars. The pipe. While copper-nickel pipe was more 
low-expansion alloy belongs to a family of than two times the price of steel, the copper- 
nickel-cobalt-iron-base alloys to which co- nickel pipe could pay for itself within 6 
lumbium was added for age hardening and years because it would not have to be re- 
0.4% silicon for improved tensile strength placed. A 2-year test program was under- 

Abex Corp. developed a series of heat- taken on an eight-pile platform drilling 
resistant alloys with improved resistance to rig. 
creep, oxidation, carburization, and ther- _ Soviet metallurgists at the Gipronikel 
mal fatigue. Also improved were rupture Institute in Leningrad devised a method of
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producing nickel directly from concen- (VRM). The traditional existing method, 
trates. According to reports, nickel was mainly cut and fill stoping, was found to 
extracted electrolytically from concentrates be labor intensive and inefficient if the 
in solution, thereby saving considerable en- amount of time spent doing support tasks 
ergy and allowing more complete recovery was compared with the time doing produc- 

of byproduct metals. The new process was to tion tasks. By this old method, relatively 
be installed at refining facilities in the small horizontal slices are cut, and the void 
Norilsk mining district.2* is backfilled after each cut. However, with 

A detailed study was conducted for treat- VRM, large vertical blocks as high as 200 
ment of ocean nodules. In this process, the feet are removed and then backfilled. Adja- 
manganese oxide matrix in the ore is re- cent blocks to be mined are outlined with a 
duced by carbon monoxide in an ammonia- drill drift running across the top and an 
ammonium carbonate-seawater slurry. The extraction drift along the bottom. The drill- 
reduction step makes the other metal val- er then sinks holes from the top to the 
ues (nickel, cobalt, copper, and molybde- bottom of each block, and the bottom slice of 
num) accessible to the leach liquor, leading _ the block is blasted, using a crater blasting 
to the efficient extraction of these metals. A technique. This is done on each slice to the 
mathematical simulation of the system suit- top, and only enough ore is removed for the 
able for scale-up and design was also carried _ next slice to be blasted off. Blocks are mined 
out. in an alternate pattern. Completed blocks 

‘Nippon Steel, MINPRO, and Pacific Met- are backfilled with cemented fill from the 
als, all of Japan, in cooperation with Rio mill, and drilling is begun on another block. 
Tuba Mining of the Philippines, developed a Within a few years, Inco expects to be using 
nickel segregation process. The process uti- this method to produce most of its ore from 
lized a ball mill in which nickel ore, carbon, underground operations.* 
and calcium chloride are ground at a tem. ——__—. 
perature of about 1,000° C to reduce and !Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals: 
Partially separate nickel, cobalt, and iron, tnorgarie chefials Mvaioreriay Pant Sone eae principally from silica. Nickel, cobalt, and goo, Biluent, Limitations Guidelines, Pretreatment } ‘ ‘and New Souree Performance Standards; Pro- iron then undergo a two-stage wet magnetic pose hule. Port IV. 18, No. ST pp WulSa0IG separation. The end product contains 30% "Value converted from Canadian dollars (CANS) to US 
to 40% nickel in finely ground form, with a oe ee ee aie et igh Performance Stain: 
recovery rate for nickel of 90%. The advan- less! gSal on ge 2s Nel Bo § 98 pp. 087 tages claimed for the process were energy "Wane, R. and. Beck, New Stainless Stel Without z Nickel of Chromium for Marine Applications Met Prog: savings and recovery of byproduct cobalt. Jah Ne 4 Mart pp fat. Pree 
By the currently used rotary kiln-electric sandler, HE. Trends in Superalloy Technology. Met. 
furnace process, a temperature of 1,250° Cis "fan Age. Abey Unveils New Seren of Alloy. V. 226 required to produce ferronickel at Pacific No Det. 10H MPs °°" 
Metals. Use of this newer technology, origi- _piarns"as'bavht es If Semel V, eR aN 
nally patented in 1963-64, could result in 1983 9.6 ° 
the more efficient processing of acidic ores, _p,,172™, Thermoplastic Composites for Electrostatic such as those of Htio Tuba Mining in the Goi Reiruread Pai’ pate fax, "he Sone of 
Philippines. Those ores were being process- S255 138 10 op: svailable hom JE Waves LNP C 
ed in 1983 by conventional technology." Nghe, BA ~ Tie whan cnn ae ‘ ‘eteon’ Age. Protective Film Makes a Difference in.a AMAX developed a hydrometallurgical yaw Nexel Base Alloy. V. 28 No‘ BS New 26,189 77. process to refine a mixed nickel-cobalt sul- "sia, Me ie Rate Copor- Sita or Sait Water 
fide precipitate containing copper, tin, and Piping, Am. Met. Mark. v. 9, No- 100, May 2, 1988, p 2 
zinc as the main impurities. The AMAX qi pucet Noatizdome® iseo-pia New Nie acid leach process for treatment of nickel | "*Barner, H.E, and R. N, Kust, Design and Seele-up of 
oxide ores, such as laterites, produces this ire" EnasiaReacters for Sea Nodules. J. Met, . 35, 
type of precipitate. The precipitate is re- | “The Tex Report. Pacific Metals Ni Ore Segregation. 
fined in a chloride medium, An important Ton Te Report id lon AB NOD Aut dies, 
feature of the process is the recycling of ”'———. Nippon Steel To Prepare Feasibility Study Re 
reagents, which results in the virtual elimi- peg Ail Serer. ee Thao, 
nation of waste effluent streams from the * "dha, MC, and G.’A. Meyer. AMAX Chloride Refining 
refinery. Feasibility of the process was dem- Bifeit potato Peper in Hytromeedlaees eae 
onstrated in a pilot plant.** Development and Prachce (Proc. 34 Int. Symp. on Hy: 

Inco continued conversion of its basic  {andalls SME-AIME Annu. Mesting, Atanta, GA, Mar mining method for more than 50% of Ore 77 ae 
mined in 1983. The improved mining tech- ing Meth, Cam Mim dav sou, No 1d Dee tes oe nique is called block vertical retreat mining 23. i eB “BP.





Nitrogen 
By Charles L. Davis* 

US. production and apparent consump- ed with foreign currency. Imports of ammo- 
tion of fixed nitrogen in the form of ammo- _ nia increased 25%. 
nia decreased for the third consecutive year. Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

Monthly production was below 1982 levels duction data for ammonia were developed 
for the first three-quarters of the year. The by the Bureau of the Census, U.S. Depart- 

total value of ammonia produced and sold ment of Commerce, and published monthly 

was about $1.9 billion. The value of appar- in Current Industrial Reports, Inorganic 

ent consumption was about $2.2 billion. Fertilizer Materials and Related Products, 

Production and apparent consumption val- M28B. The Department of Commerce sur- 
ues were based on average annual 1988 veyed approximately 133 firms manufactur- 
f.o.b. gulf coast spot prices. A 51% decrease ing inorganic fertilizer chemicals. Produc- 

in total tonnage of exported ammonia was _ tion estimates were supplied for reports not 

attributed to the strong U.S. dollar compar- _ received in time for tabulation. 

Table 1.—Salient ammonia statistics ota 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983” 

queen 7 ee 
Consumption? °.-----2=--------2---------- 116.565 17,665 "16,300 14,084 18,688 

World: Production ==22c2z2zszzozz2ztztcs2==MIBMI3"BLSBA—-BA523788,563 "85,442 
‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
4Synthetic anhydrous ammonia and coke oven ammonia. 
Coke oven ammonia not available after 1980. 
Stneludes producers’ stock changes in synthetic anhydrous ammonia and coke oven ammonia, 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Since 1980, recession, drought, and com- all fertilizers, including those made with 
petition from imports had reduced ammo- ammonia. Monthly production of ammonia 

nia demand, leaving U.S. producers with up was below that of 1982 until the fourth 

to one-third of their capacity idled. The 1983 quarter. The greatest production was in 
farm acreage reduction programs of the March, 1.26 million short tons, and the least 

Federal Government encouraged farmers to in July, 0.97 million tons. After July, 
reduce land under cultivation by about 187 monthly production of ammonia increased 
million acres, further reducing demand for _ steadily through yearend. 

647
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Table 2.—Fixed nitrogen production in the United States 
‘(Thousand short tons of contained nitrogen) 

pe ee ee 
1979 1980 1981 1982, 1983" a ae 

Anhydrous ammonia, synthetic plants'______ 15,317 16,155, "15,655, 12,968 ‘1,246 Ammonium compounds, coking plants: ‘Ammonia liquors seen 1 4 NA NA NA Ammonium sulfate _—_ ~~~" LLI LLL llo 96 82 NA NA NA Ammonium phosphates ———___ = ~~ > 7777777 @ @ NA NA NA 

SI os nesenaraeseape cecirtacsurionatiniaaseasms cei 15,420 16,244 15,655 12,968 11,246 SS eae dae 
Preliminary. "Revised. _NA Not available. 
{Current Industrial Reports, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 
Included with ammonium sulfate to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, 

Table 3.—Major nitrogen compounds 
produced in the United States 

(Thousand short tons, gross weight) 

Compound 1981" 1982 1983" 

jlonitrile _______ 998 1,018 1,073 
ate nitrate 8,861 7,081 6,628 
Ammonium sulfate? __ 2,185 1,768 1,964 
Ammonium phosphates 11,967 10,307 12,814 

Nitric acid -. =. -— 9,093 7,390, 7367 Urea---22277722 Bobs bis. 
Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Excludes ammonium sulfate from coking plants. 

Seuss: Bureau of the Census and International Trade 

Table 4.—Domestic producers of anhydrous ammonia in 1983 
(Thousand short tons per year of ammonia) 

SS Company Location Capacity a eC. 
‘Agrico Chemical Co-_--—-------------Donaldsonville, LA 468 Do <a —poo = ang o-- ----=-=2-- — Verdigris, OK” 777227277 777TITT 840 Air Products & Chemicals ine=—"~~2~7I72~2 New Orleans, LA~~~~~7777777777 772 210 Do none annnnnnennnn22anaas  Paoedunction, FL --~2722777772727 100 Alligd Chemical Gorp -==2~7=7IIIIIIZI2LaPlatte, NEY 777777TTTTIIIIIE rr Do Seauso nen Gaeceece~nn nan * Hopewell, VAW—= ~~~ Toe 340 balan eaeteesiestcogls «79 Y apmmnemcmceaniete irre 340 American Cyanamid Go ~""""""T7L777Z72 Fortier, LA 2-2-7 2 77777777277722 580 Atlas Chemical Industries Inc -———""""7TZ2~ Joplin, Mo_777-77227777727777777 156 Borden Chemical Co---—-—"""LILIIDT22— Gelsmar, LAz= 72777 27777777277 777 400 Cargill Ine 2=TLTTIIIIIIIIIILI | Columbus, MB 7777TTITIITD TTT 68 GF lodasiecs Ing == 207329222 7S ESTES eames ba 1170 ‘Chevron Chemical Co—"=""""ITIZTTITIZ Pascagoula, M877 777777777722TT 530 D0 cpm mpnn  Sne Ue -* Mi Boqunds GAS {DGC TOTSSET CST 20 (Golumbia Nitrogen Corp —"""7-77777777TAugusiay@a ~~ 777 277TTTT LTT 510 Gominco American Inc—<——7""""""TIIII2 Bogen, TK 77772 72TTTTITIII II 400 Diamond Shamrock Chemical Corp -=_22222 Dumas, 1X02 77 77772 7777777T7TZD 180 ‘The Dow Chemical Co___— 77777 Preqnet, TE acdc cone ub E.l. duPont de Nemours Go.ine2=2201IZ72 Beaumont, 1X" -2 7227 7727727T2IT 2 340, De eee eenaeseee—n nnann. | Vituria ( na se ES 100 Ferland initia <27"W7T2TTTTTI*Hatlgs NET O2TI DTI 10 psn ected carpe seme ity, KA 2222 ZDIITIITIIE D0 ween en tomer nirecemeece VPA OR GE  SaEaEEISETAS SaET 540 De SOS SS SeECEEUGETGRMETEONS © eweewe KaSee Se 340 DSS Se tecnnnaneneeecenndi Rule EA 2 = SESnOT Too eRe 20 Felmont Oil Corp ——-"__~"TTTTTTTTIIID Olean, NY_—~~77TTIITT IT TTTT e 85 Birt Mississippi Oorp-="=—1TLIIII=TIZZDonaldsonvillg EA~~~72=TTT22222227 400, Georgia Pacific Corp. ——~__ ~~ ==> TTI LI> Plaquemine LA... 0ll oS closes 196 Goodpasture Ine ——_“="7T77TTITIITIZIZ—Dimmmite, Bee. 777T TTT ITTT 40 Grave Oklahoma Nitrogen ———~~227=IZILI2_— Woodward, OK 27 77777777727272222 450 WE Gram Op SOI SSS Woodstock, TN —____ =" IIT II Io 340 Green Valley Chemical Go—~~"""2ITZ=IZIZGrestons 1 77772 35 Pewkere Chemical Co aaa eceen Ha enene Giinton IA oy -~----- 2-2-2 = jereales Inc <——---=-o--~"2ooc-c--=— Louisiana MO ~~~ ~~~ >~----7 ~~~ Hooker Chemical Co —=—= =" "=" =77"TITII Tacoma, WAL 77772222772 2T2TTTT 2 International Minerals & Chemical Gorp -— "~~ __Sterlington, LA ~~~ ~77~72772 22 400 Supiter Chemical CoS" STRIP “-7TIZ Lake Charles, A™77777772222222222 78
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Table 4.—Domestic producers of anhydrous ammonia in 1983 —Continued 
(Thousand short tons per year of ammonia) 

Company Tacation Capacity 

Kaiser Agricultural Chemicals Co... oe 68 Missiipp: Chemical Corpo -"=2222777> «= Yayo MS 227777777777772277 28 
Moraento Go ~~ nae wance POTEET, Laing, IA“ 2S Se 70s RSS RETO NS 850 

Nien Oxep-22SSCTISSSTTTSTSIIGISE) Bryan O& 2ooc na toctacae = 94 
Do “OPIISTIIIIIIIIIIIIILII IID Bast Dubuque L222 222TDIIIITII LIL 238 Po S85 SONOLTEE CET EESTT ICED | (Catlebed NM CSS SECE SEE SoESOESE 68, 

QlinGorp 2—7" TTT TTTIIIITIIIIIIIIT Lake Charles, LA > - ooo 490 
Pennwalt Ghemical Cp —"""""7TTTIIIIIIZ Portland, OR —-7727227272222IIIIZ 8 
Phillips Pacific Chemical Go-——-—~7""27722 Kennewick, WA” ~2222222222222222 155 
Phillips Petroleum Co" 227ZI2LIZIIZ—Beatriee, NE. 21 02T0LIIITIIIIE 210 

PPG Intwstesinc 00 T1LTTTTTTTTITIID Neem Wc c2c2 fo 222222 TTEET 30 
Reichhold Chemicals Ine -——-——_~_2171212 St Helens, OR ~~~~~~~~7~7~72272> 90 
SHBimptOe CORO STEAT TSI T: Racal Ds SSE Sa SSIS OTIS Ty 108 

Sohio Chemical Go-—=272TITITIIIZIZIZ Lima, off poo e econ eee noe 45 
‘Tennessee Valley Authority ——"—""—""""7~ Muscle Shoals) AL 2__ 7272222222222 14 
‘Terra Chemicals International fac ——-—--~""" Port Neal, JA» "= 2-=772=222 2222 210 
‘Triad Chemical Co_—----—----__----- _Donaldsonville, LA._—-..--~~2------ 240 Union ChemicalCo ——=—2IIIIITIIITILT Kanal, AK™- 7-2 TDTIIIIIIIIIIT 1,100 Do: cece aca seccne en ec es Brew Ghcce= sane "280 USS. AgriCheiicalstne --“TT“TIIIIIII Cherokee, At =" -TTTTTIITIIIIIIIE 15 
Wycon Chemical Co." TT TTIITITIIIITI Cheyenne, WY === ==TITIIIIIIT__ to 

bbl hoo oe oar eeuascouausesacen denewed beams duet 16,876 
Source: Economics and, Marketing Research Section, Tennessee Valley Authority. World Fertilizer Capacity, Ammonia, Muscle Shoals, AL, Feb. 25,1984. 

. CONSUMPTION AND USES 

The 8% decrease in domestic ammonia drous ammonia, urea, ammonium phos- 
consumption was attributed to low demand _ phates, ammonium nitrate, and other nitro- 
influenced by the reduction of farm acreage gen compounds. Ammonia also was used to 
under cultivation, relatively low crop produce plastics, fibers, and resins, 10%; 
prices, and poor weather conditions. Ap- explosives, 4%; and numerous other chemi- 
proximately 80% of the ammonia consumed cals, 6%. 
was used in fertilizers that contained anhy- 

STOCKS 

Producers’ stocks on hand at the begin- contained nitrogen. The smaller yearend 
ning of the year totaled about 1.97 million stocks reflected the lack of incentive to 
tons of contained nitrogen. At yearend, replace stocks while demand was low. 
stocks totaled about 1.42 million tons of 

PRICES 

Ammonia prices firmed early in the year, then declined until they steadied at the 
then rose in expectation of higher Mexican annual low of $115 in July. The price re- 
prices, possible shortages, and plant shut- covery began in August with expectations 
downs. A decline in sales was caused by the for a large fall planting to offset the small 
announcement in January of the Govern- harvest caused by the summer drought and 
ment’s “payment-in-kind” program, but possible foreign purchases of U.S. grain. By 
prices continued to rise slowly. Prices yearend, prices had risen to the annual high 
stayed firm during the early spring when of $180. 
the Nation suffered a very wet period but
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Table 5.—Price quotations for major 
nitrogen compounds at yearend 1983 

(@er short ton) 

Compound Price 
‘Anhydrous ammonia: Fob gulfcoast<-.BT5 $180 
Delivered Gorn Bele ="""""-"""-~ "yn ta, 

Ammonium sulfate: Fob Com Bed "~~ 99 113 ‘Ammonium nitrate: Delivered Corn Belt 135-143 
Urea: Fob. gulf coast ———- 185 140 
Delivered Corn Belt 22"77777""7" 160: 167 Diammonium phosphate: Fob central 
Finds oe es, "RGR 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of anhydrous ammonia decreased Canada was the leading foreign supplier of 
51% from the nearly 742,000 tons exported ammonia to the United States with 779,146 
in 1982. The combined gross weight of tons. The U.S.S.R. supplied about 642,000 
downstream ammonium compounds export- tons; Mexico, more than 575,000 tons; and 
ed for industrial and fertilizer uses de- Trinidad and Tobago, more than 535,000 
creased 4%. Diammonium phosphates and tons. Ammonia imports from Canada and 
urea led in export tonnage of nitrogen ‘Trinidad and Tobago increased, whereas 

compounds. ammonia imports from Mexico and the 
Imports of ammonia increased by 25%. U.S.S.R. decreased slightly. 

Table 6.—U.S. exports and imports for consumption of major nitrogen compounds 
in 1983 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

G Nitrogen Compound Gras, Nitrogen vaiue 

EXPORTS. 
Industrial chemicals: 
‘Ammonia, aqua (ammonia content) ———___-__-_-------e-2--- eo 3 2 1s 
‘Ammonium nitrate "=~ 7~_22222222222222222272222I22 4 1368 ‘Ammonium phosphate © ~~777~777—7 SUS LESS CSIAEUENIES 3 1 4508 
‘Ammonium sulfate -~——~~~~~~~~~7~727 77772 TIDIIIII2 2 ° o 

Fertilizer materials 
"Ammonium nitrate = eee gS 15590 

Diammonium phosphates —-~7777ZITTITIDIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIID aot sit 134389 
Other ammonium phosphates _- — __- _-_______------------------ 364 40 60,021 ‘Ammonium aultaieac eC OSCROSEEDEGSTEZGSERIDUESTOUESSIO: «ae 15340877 
Anhydrous ammonia —____-_______-----------~-2---2---- 2 +--+ 363 298 48,336 ‘Sodium nierate ooo 50ST SE CONTO TT AT TREN ARREARS 2 3 {340 
55 506 126/062 
Niogen elutes 705 TEDL DETER TSTPERSTE TE SAE SRCDEREIROES. . Tp 7 2188 

Other nitrogen ferllizers J-—~7_TTLTTITITTITTTITI 8 4166 Mixed chemical fertilizers ~~~~~7~72222~222222a2222222222222222___ 819,633 
‘Total _. eres a renee ee sees st seen esee: 1484 1,889 1,050,061 

IMPORTS 
Industrial chemical semicahgrade . — 
Amun ois ort concourse nce OSI TEEENSS “ig si 18,808 ‘Ammonium phosphate ---------2222-2--2s2222222s222s2taat br 

‘Ammonium milfate 0S DOSRED TSS ARTISTA ° ° 2 
Ferlilizer materials 
‘Ammonium nitrate ——____ a Suecteetn  e 16 42,101 
‘Ammonium nitratelimestone mixtures —~——7~22777777OTTITIIITIII ° 3 
Diammonium phosphates ---------~-2-222222222222slllllst 10 9,830 
‘Gther aramonium phosphaies—-—--_2_2222-2--2ss22s222zs2ase2 16 26400 Ammonia sults oo oa 2ST TERN ee 285 8 24300 
Calcium cyanamide or lime nitrogen... _  ..... -.------_------------ 1 Q 265 Calin nitaberc ce arene OUNCE ESS Esc Be 8 nll 

See footnotes at end of table,
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‘Table 6.—U.S. exports and imports for consumption of major nitrogen compounds 
in 1983 —Continued 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

i ge ee 
‘Compound ‘Grass, Nitrogen’ Value 

IMPORTS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials —Continued 

Nitrogen solutions === ene 74 23,891 
rh te See MEL SENET 
nee ee Seen TECTIA STTTRTSST STG CS TSS 5 SBT 
Potassium nitrate-sodium nitrate mixtures______.---------~--------- 21 3 2,650 
Seles Miva. oS ee. eicemeeemiencrs oT 16, 10,383 

ee Ne nn eae ie 83 235086 
Ober sinipaanietlions [227 SSTORESEEEEGT TS kB Tl 10795 
‘Mixed chemical fertilizers ._________..-~---------------------- 133 13 24,075 

TROAE at, on comnts eee meme Sipe reeset satin 6,281 3458 793,574 

*Less than 1/2 unit. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World ammonia production increased to Engineering and Construction Co. for the 
approximately 85 million tons of contained Ruwais Fertilizer Industries Co.* 
nitrogen. Idle plant capacity was estimated _ Burma,—The state-owned Petrochemical 
to be over 7 million tons per year and Industries Corp. announced plans to com- 
included plants in Italy, Japan, the Persian mission a new ammonia-urea facility by 
Gulf area, the Republic of South Africa, Sri yearend. The urea plant was to have a 
Lanka, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, and capacity of 39,000 tons per year.* 
the United States. The high cost of feed-  Canada.—Esso Chemicals Co.'s new 1,600- 
stock, competition, revalued currency that ton-per-day ammonia plant at Redwater, 
made payment on debt difficult, plant inef- Alberta, began operation in February using 
ficiencies, and international conflict were natural gas for feedstock, The new plant 
some reasons for plant closures. Nitrogen was expected to be more energy efficient 
plants were’ under construction in Burma, than older plants.* 
China, India, Indonesia, North Korea, Mad- _ China.—One of China’s fertilizer projects 
agascar, the Middle East, the Netherlands, was nearing completion. The 330,000-ton- 
Poland, Somalia, Sudan, the USS.R., and _per-year ammonia and 530,000-ton-per-year 
Yugoslavia. New plants were planned for urea complex is located in Zhejiang Prov- 
Argentina, India, Indonesia, Nigeria, and ince. The ammonia unit was designed by 
Thailand. Many countries continued to suf- Haldor Topsoe and Linde.* 
fer from an economic recession but there Construction of China’s first large fertiliz- 
were indications of a recovery in the Fed- er complex was to begin at Weizizhen, 
eral Republic of Germany where slight Shanxi Province. The new plant was design- 
economic growth was expected, in Japan ed to produce 272,000 tons of ammonia and 
with an exportled recovery, and in the consume about 1 million tons of coal feed- 
United States. stock annually. Plant completion was plan- 

In Western Europe, where natural gas ned for 1986 
prices were linked to oil prices, oil price _ India.—Ammonia production began in 
fluctuations affected natural gas-based am- July 1983 at Hindustan Fertilizer Corp. 
monia producers. Most ammonia plants in Ltd's giant Haldia complex. Trial produc- 
Western Europe used natural gas as feed- tion of the 198,000-ton-per-year unit contin- 
stock. In Persian Gulf countries, production ued for 1 week before continuous produc- 
rates of byproduct natural gas were directly _ tion started.” 
affected by oil production rates. An ex- The Krishak Bharati Cooperative began 
pected increase in world prices improved construction on two 1,50-ton-per-day am- 
the outlook for ammonia producers. monia plants at the Hazira fertilizer com- 

‘Abu Dhabi.—A fertilizer. complex was to plex near Surat in the State of Gujarat.* 
come on-stream in 1984 at Ruwais with a _Indonesia—A 560,000-ton-per-year urea 
capacity of 300,000 tons per year of ammo- plant at Bontang, East Kalimantan, was 
nia and 500,000 tons per year of urea. The completed. Indonesia planned to export to 
complex was built by Chiyoda Chemical the Philippines when its new ammonia-
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urea facilities start production.? urea." 
Iraq.—In May, the fertilizer complex at New Zealand.—The first natural gas- 

Al Qaim came on-stream with capacity to based project in New Zealand’s energy 
produce about 60,000 tons per year of growth program was completed in Kapuni. 
ammonia.’ When in full operation, Petrochem N.Z. 

Italy.—Fertimont, the fertilizer division Ltd.'s ammonia-urea plant was expected to 
of Italy's Montedison Group, announced provide more than $30 million annually in 
plans to build an energy saving ammonia overseas earnings. The bulk of the Taranaki 
pilot plant adjacent to the company’s exist- plant production initially would be for 
ing fertilizer facilities at Ferrara. The proj- export.'* 
ect was to cost about $32 million.1* Nigeria—The Nigerian Government 
Japan.—Ube Ammonia Co., Ube Indus- awarded a contract to a consortium of five 

tries Ltd.’s subsidiary, started construction companies for a fertilizer complex at Port 
in June on its 1,000-ton-per-day ammonia Harcourt. Facilities to produce 300,000 tons 
plant at. Ube City that was designed to per year of ammonia were scheduled to 
utilize Texaco Inc.’s coal gasification proc- come on-stream in 1984.5 
ess.!? Saudi Arabia—The Al Jubail Fertilizer 

Libya.—The Socialist People’s Libyan Co., a joint-venture company established by 
Arab Jamahira was constructing two 1,350- the Taiwan Fertilizer Co. and Saudi Basic 
ton-per-day ammonia units at Sirte. Con- Industries Corp. in 1983, commissioned a 
tracts were let for the construction of anew new ammonia-urea complex at Al Jubail 
harbor at Sirte to serve the fertilizer com- that was expected to increase Saudi Ara- 

plex. bia’s ammonia capacity by 330,000 tons per 
Madagascar.— An ammonia-urea plant year.!” 

was under construction at Tamatave. The U.S.S.R.—Production began in September 
plant capacity was to be 80,000 tons per at the 450,000-ton-per-year ammonia plant 
year of ammonia and 46,000 tons per year of at Angarsk.'* 

Table 7.—Ammonia: World production, by country! 
(Thousand short tons of contained nitrogen) 

Country? 19 —+198)~—~=«SR~—~=«tdSRRP~SC«N RE 

Afghanistan? eee ee ee ee een 30 uw 10 9 n 
Albania’ SEI 30 TSET IITA ERIGSESS TESSEISE 9 33 Br 84 84 Algeria 227 222ITIIIIIIOIIIIIILILIII LE B 33 a 180 14d 
‘Aegontiog 722 D0 GT EP OSTA AE ICS SMA T EERE a 2 4“ 64 363 
Australia —"2DDDDIDIIIIIIIIIIIIII O88 5Z aN 
“atta 2S oT TE SSSR TEES PETE RINSE 5m3 | 540 BBG 58H Bangladesh ~~~ 22227222ITIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 184 141680 195 
Belgium cos ogo aesReareesEcase eaesenaeeeae Sei 506 BAB BBL 500 

Brazil «~~ _2~2~2 22222 222D2TTITLILIL I 23 RISB 
Bulgarls TSDOL Doe Sagan SLOT ESO pose aa aa SESS S60 «12 2k B85 
Burma®___~_~_~~»--~72222-~2-- 2s 61 66 65 56 60 
Canada 22222 TSESETGDSSSSEIOE 2184 72910 2.889278 617 
Chin’ (22 2LIITIITTIIIIIIIITIIIIIII ores anoizissao "1do10 16,540 
Glombia 22720 TTS SETS ORNS RT ET ET SEE EEIE 7 1 101 nos. S12 
Cuba. .2----2s2a202ssse2e2nenon-n-neen= wm 150 184108 85 Geocheslovakda ~~ 777722TTTTIETIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 83 980 8RT 98570 
Denmark... -----=-==--2~~----=====--== 36 34 34 34 113 

Egypt no 221 E2TL ESSERE TS SETS 29000 al om NB 
Finland. ----_-~-~2=-~2--2------===- : 126 7 76 7% 6 
France’ - nn TDBB9B 2,500 F200 200 
German Demooratic Republic _7"“TTTTTTTIZIZIIIIZ T8808 ges Tg 200 
Germany, Federal Republic of -—-~-—-- ~~~ “222 oalgs2 less 63 7a 8.877 
Gres ne ee See EE 360 a2 28D 

Hungary |_-1__2_222s222s72ss22sss aa 85 «18S OTS BBO 
Iosland’ SOS ESET AAAS SSSR RS TEERRTSN IE TRET 3 8 8 9 9 
Indiat____-_-_-_-------------------------= ABTA 8,520 «8.624 8,500 
Indonesia ~~~ EE SIS SIUNST ESS @s10sd_ oud 1'800 [ran ~~~ ~~~2~-2222222222 222222 2TTIZTIIIE 202240280 29 30 
Treat SOCas LES SS ua EE aE EEE 498° 551 88888 ig 
Greland -~2 == 22LILIIIIILILITILIEI LI 188280 SALTS 825 
doreal sD DU DTT SEEDED IIIS SEES 76 60 a 35, 60 
Maly222D2DLDIIIITIIIIIIIIIIILELIII age agao asst ass 4169 
depen co lags SUSSTL S52 TPES aCASLISL SESE 2586 2328 Boz0 8211700 
Korea, North? ~~~ --_~_-.-~2=222~2272 722222 500500500 500500 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 7.—Ammonia: World production, by country! —Continued 
(Thousand short tons of contained nitrogen) 

County? S”™~*~<C~*~“~*™*™*S*™*S~C~ST~=*dRS~*=«dS~SC* RC 

Korea, Republicof —.------------------------ 405889855] 
Kowatico-s--c2nsiiccacocoadadccceallloZS- Mao ae)” aas 

Ubpat ---ooooneonnoo nance enennnne MT 165165 "270490 jceta 2 PRSETET TSG ec scenes irae as 31 45 4 a tae 
Mexico -20222IIIIZIZIIIIIIIIITITI asst g7a ape ass Netherlands -—""7"7TTITITIIIIITITTITIIIIIITT atte = oss oon eee Tee 
Norway.-2222IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ans gt ate Hos Pakigtan’—"27"2LILLILTTTTTTTTTITTIIII saat, 100 Bera? uc oTSE NG SING RASS IEE ER aASOTELS 88 68 lot "93 M Philippines =°2LTIIIIILI2IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII2 44 8 30 6 2 Boland ---"2osccanesccoeSSUTCCTTIOIST0I2 «eat. Seas 
Se 245 221 145 46 Sige 5-7 a7 OD Romania -22TLTTITITTITITLTIITITITIITIIIT agra aas gas gba TO SeudiArbiaso-O7CLCTTITIIIITTIIIGTLIIITI "mn Hse Nst BD South Africa, Republicof -[-=7ITITTTTTTTTTITITIIT get asus] aD 
Spain 2222 TTTIIIIIDIITIIIIIIIID «asm ST SWE non en nnneanenn sadam iaeeeaeee 98 9% 81 8 is8 
Sriteerlad SSIS to 36 3 889 Birth anannnnwasde cnce eer eco encccen es 8 53 Cs 72-435 

Taiwan 9222 7LTTTIIIIIIITII amet aa 
Trinidad and’Tobago —7TTTTTITTIIITIITIITIIT 58 at 082 a <1 USSRO——-22TILTIIIIIIIITIIIIICIIIIIIIID gdb 1.889 14,380 16,080 16,000 United Kingdom -—777ITTTTTITIITIIIIIIIITIITZ Vs. “Veo “Toss “Tk02“i's70 
United States "CIITTTELIIIIIIIIIIIEIIIOIIID sage zea 1655 126s 1248 Weneruela —--2-27TLLTLIIIIIIIIITTI as goat ass Sno 
MogelavinScclccStELIGS aaa Zambia ""7TTTTITTTTTIIIIIIIIIISIIIIIII he mB 3081 
Binbebwotscioce oe econ ee 66 6 ta 78 

Total -----_--------_--_---------------- "1418 "81884 84,523 8,568 8542 
*Batimated. Preliminary. "Revised. ¥fable includes data available through May 23, 1984, 
In addition to the countries listed, Vietnam haa a nitrogen (N content of ammonia) production capacity of about 60,000 short tons per year; itis not known at what output level the plant is operating. SReported figure. 
‘$Data are for years beginning Apr. 1 ofthat stated, 
{Data as reported by Pakistan in fiscal year July 1 through June 80; production for 1982 includes some other forms of nitrogen 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Tennessee Valley Authority devel- advantages of a large pressure drop, large 
oped a use for impure phosphoric acid, vessel diameter, and the large volume of 
referred to as sludge acid, a sidestream catalysts that are characteristic of the verti- 
product of impurity removal in the produc- cal axial flow converter. Two catalyst beds 
tion of diammonium phosphate. The use of in the converter act as three beds because 
sludge acid in the production of granular the second bed is split into two parts, with 
moncammonium phosphate was tested in a__ the gas flowing in series through them. This 
pilot plant that employed a pipe reactor and arrangement was selected because of the 
a drum granulator. The pipe reactor, rec- dependence of gas flow distribution on the 
ommended by the U.S. Department of Ener- ratio of bed pressure drop to the dynamic 
gy, reportedly can save $1 to $2 per ton in - head of the stream flow.” 
production cost. It is actually a prereactor Imperial Chemical Industries PLC (Unit- 
in which sludge acid, ammonia, and water ed Kingdom) designed an ammonia plant 
react before they are sprayed into the drum that was less complicated than traditional 
granulator. The heat of reaction generated plants, required less capital costs, and pro- 
shortens the product drying process."® duced ammonia cheaper than other designs. 

A new horizontal ammonia converter was _ It also enables optimum use of natural gas, 
designed to be more energy efficient, cost reducing consumption to about 23 million 
less than standard converters, have a high British thermal units per short ton of 
capacity, and be easily serviceable. The ammonia 
horizontal configuration eliminates the dis) A new 1,100-ton-per-day ammonia plant,
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ig Nitrogen (London), No. 141, Jan.-Feb. 1983, p. 13, designed by M. W. Kellogg, was started up {Nitroseg London) No, 11 Jan-Feb, 
by Sherritt Gordon Mines Ltd. at Fort  *¥ertiizer international, No. 170, Aug. 1983, p-1 
Saskatchewan, Alberta, Canada. The de- 190 Bg" Chemical News. V. 40, No. 1077, Apr. 11, 
signer claimed the new installation was the _"*Nitrogen (London). No. 145, Sept-Oct. 1983, p. 18. 

is it. WWorkcited in footnote 2 most energy efficent ammonia plant that it Mehta a on had constructed. M. W. Kellogg claimed Page 12 of work eited in footnote 9, 
that producers purchasing natural gas at $3 _‘2Fertilizer International. No. 171, Sept. 1983, p. 1 

. ‘Nitrogen (London). Africa. No. 142, Mar-Apr. 1983, per 1,000 standard cubic feet could save p.2s\ einen . i i "5, No, 161, Jan-Feb. 1988, p24. more than $20 per ton in ammonia produc jgp_-3,No- Mi Jan-Feb, 198.2 
tion cost using the new design 2? }Work cited in footnote 2 

snittogen (London), No. ae Nov.-Dee, 1983, p. 2 ». 
we +°Farm Chemicals. V. 147, No. 10, Oct. 1983, pp. 37,. 1Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 20Chemieal Engineering ‘Progress. V. 79, No. 5, May 

2Fertilizer International. No. 173, Nov. 1983, p. 7. bape ee me " 
Nitrogen (London). No. 144, July-Aug. 1983, p. 12. 24Page 62 of work cited in footnote 20. 
4———. No. 148, May-June 1983, p. 10. ?*Chemical Week. V. 133, No. 23, Dec. 7, 1983, p. 50.



By Charles L. Davis' 

US. production of all types of peat horticultural purposes, but a minor quanti- 
decreased 12%. Michigan, Florida, Illinois, ty, 850 short tons, was used for fuel. 
Indiana, and Colorado continued to be the ‘The U.S.SR. produced about 96% of total 
major peat-producing States. Reed-sedge world peat production. 
peat was the most common kind produced, _ Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
followed by humus, unclassified, hypnum, duction data for peat are developed by the 
and sphagnum. Sales of peat, mostly in Bureau of Mines from a voluntary survey of 
packaged form, by domestic producers de- U.S. operations. Of the 109 operations to 
creased 6% in quantity but increased 11% which a survey request was sent, 93 re- 
in value. Apparent consumption was essen-° sponded, representing 85% of the total pro- 
tially unchanged. Imports, nearly all from duction shown in table 1. Production for the 
Canada, increased 13% and provided about 16 nonrespondents was estimated using pri- 
37% of apparent consumption. Peat was or year production levels adjusted by trends 
used predominantly for agricultural and in employment and other guidelines. 

Table 1.—Salient peat statistics 

1980 1981 1982 1983 

United States: 
‘Number of active operations _- _______----_-----~------- 96 90 93 94 
Production________-..._-_-___--~. thousand short tons. 785, 686 "798 104 

Sales by producers -_-----~---------~----------do.-_ > 138 Tt "769 25. 
‘Bulk ______________________-______-----do.___ 298 26 "259 223 
Pockemon ae 491 481 "51. 503 

Value of sales _____.----------------------thousands__ $16,190 $18,784 "$16,871 $18,667 
iON RAR oo ee eas $20.54 $24.82 $21.94 $25.73 
‘Average per ton, bulk-----__-__------------------_ $15.46 $17.28 "$1634 $18.34 
Average per ton, packaged or baled __--________.-_..~.- $23.61 $29.14 "$24.77 $29.00 Imports forconsumption --------~--—~~ thousand short ions 42 az ata 

Consumption, apparent! ___ do 1,190 1,099 1,139 Ald 
‘Stocks, yearend producers’ _..__.....--------------de___~ 330, 269 357 438 

World: Production ______________________--------do__-_ "887,144 387,277 414,089 °418,511 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
Sales plus imports. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Peat was produced by 94 active oper- Georgia; and one unclassified peat mine in 
ations in the United States. Eight large Florida. 
mines, with annual capacities greater than Production of reed-sedge peat decreased 
25,000 tons, accounted for 46% of the pro- 10% and accounted for 59% of total peat 
duction compared with 54% in 1982. These production. The remainder was humus, 
operations included three reed-sedge mines 25%; unclassified peat, 8%; hypnum moss, 
in Michigan and one each in Florida, Illi- 5%; and sphagnum moss peat, 3%. 
nois, and Indiana; one humus mine in — Rajso Torv AB, a Swedish company, was 

655
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granted a 25-year lease on 2,625 acres of first to produce peat in Sweden on a large 
State-owned peat land in Minnesota. The scale for fuel. The success or failure of this 
company planned to compress the peat into imported Swedish technology was expected 
briquets for fuel and develop a Midwestern to influence future peat use in Minnesota. 
USS. market. The company had been the 

Table 2.—Relative size of peat operations in the United States 

a ‘Production Active Sian in shor tons po ear creraions —_honmns 
1982 1983 1982 1983 

W000 and over 2 a eis cee eceeeaeS: 3B 8 "481 822 
SO A TI ae ses nnsenne re prereset teem reeacot ipa rb ae etn "5 6 Fol 108 

AR IMO tes TA OUR eae cwemenen 8 ¥ "oT 2 
ROO ID erie seiner winniineimain pinnate miniainanimennion aprmete nary 9 790, 68 
S00 6 OE nn een eecknnsancnnnnanee. "20 Py "65 a1 
T0016 LG na ne meecnwenn nasa n ene mneneneene cen aeenn ae 12 16 iW 

Under 1000. oo oon acncacccupeccnrtentaccearweeetansa Oat 2 5 9 
TO eo canst aadeensewaensaumeenewsnimestmm: 798 cy 198 104 

"Revised. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
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Figure 1.—Production and imports of peat in the United States. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic sales by U.S. peat producers humus, 5% sphagnum, and 5% hypnum. 
decreased 6% and consisted of 63% reed- Decreased sales of peat occurred for use in 
sedge, 23% humus, 6% unclassified, 4% potting soils, earthworm culture, and mixed 
hypnum, and 4% sphagnum. Bulk sales fertilizers. Sales increased for growing vege- 
declined 14% and packaged sales decreased tables and for nurseries. Apparent con- 
29%. Peat sold in packaged form was 69% of sumption of peat was essentially unchang- 
sales, and consisted of 74% reed-sedge, 16% ed.
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Table 3.—U.S. peat sales by producers in 1983, by use 

Tnbulk Tn packages ‘Total® 
‘Use ‘Quantit ‘Value Quantit Value Quantit Value 

‘hort (thou- ‘chert (thou- ‘hort (thou- an) sands) oust sens) Son) pe 

GanerateaiGmprovement. -2=222222222TT> HAS ngts tort ashes 
Gagredien for potiiageols ==277-=7~7-27=7. ners saan otioo ait Hient for | ‘ninemsn mest ae 1 Lf i] 01% 
‘Mixed fertilizers_ ~~ ll lie 15,000 125 500 35. 15,600 160 
‘Mushroom beds — 22-2 4,149 15 2,998 210 147 285 

Becki fiowers pista chrabaets ------ “n'y SS “Sy SD ec Se ease 
Se gi 
Serene Bids) 200 Tao 
Ween | 4,083 502,868 114,584 725,480 18,667 

‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 4.—U.S. peat production and sales by producers in 1983, by State 

a a: a ae 
duction Salen 

Active tit tit 
State oper. Sitoue” hoa” Value! Percent 

ations sand ‘sand (thou- pack- 
short short sands) aged fenton 

(Gilles opsazasentecuen seedwuetutenceamus 3s 6 8 2 2 
> i) ge eS SZ § 1B Ne 1998 = 
Gibbs eeseptes ec reeeseee $ ow wow 8 Puen Sass sose eT eo sconesrscoceanne ee : & & wm 8 

| ce ecto oc ieee ; YM WwW 8 
MimgeeeeeDDDIITTTTTSTSTTTTISaTTTS aa 
Waietia oo co coco ceo cena ca nee 4 Ww Ww Ww 4 fy erreseinemeaeeesi cise : Ww wow & Ree Seren ooTacet goes Eanes oe 5 oS WW Ww @ Newer oo222202222cc222c 0222202222000 $ ow & Ww 8 | A erence bee So ow Ww Ww & Rie eines cccescrercesrresooeeeeeortoes i oW¥ wow 2 
Qarinanga Soaar aac So nana ace ra TTS 8 2 2 wo 8 

sw lactone meee ac oer 3 2 en 
FRE IEE scp nice ninmmicenmnnnmnens 4 704 7125 ‘18,667 69 

TW Withheid o avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total” 
Values are f.0.b. producing plant. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 6.—U.S. peat production and producers’ yearend stocks in 1983, by kind 

a he i ‘Active Production Percent of mee operations hort tana) production ¢S!0°88 

Sphagngrn nase sia in engineer see 8 23952 a4 Bom Hypnum moa ~~ 277 7777727T2TTTTIITIIIIIITE 8 sda a1 Yatea0 pe ecg ee ee 4 az shé apes Homoe 22202 20D T oUt des so Tcoeetzansccocs a tears mo “rasa Glen ooe- noon soon, to" s8760 a4 rie 
TOR nn gene RIE, 197 703,911, 100.0 438,101 

‘Includes three additional bogs. . 

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS 

‘The average price per ton for all types of for packaged peat 17%. The price per ton of 
peat, f.o.b. mine, increased 17%. The unit imported sphagnum peat remained at about 
price for bulk peat increased 12% and $125. 

Table 7.—Prices' for peat in 1983 

Dollars per unit) 

Sphag- Hypnum — Reed- num Humus Other As Bum “oss sedge Hut vereee 

Domestic: Bulle Pershort ton ---------a-------- TG RSD HSB TRB SS een RC a 
sete Mort n= O55D 441 29B_ BER 1800.29.00 Boreubicyard --2s222-ssasss2-z 0818801228 1226801 Average: Betshortton .----------------- LBL «BBB 43H S Pereubieyard [22ap272l22222vo22~ be do “988 “BOTT Imported, total per shortton® ——_-~—----=--—12A35RX RK ORK KK 1k 

XX Not applicable. 
Prices are f.0.b. mine. 
Average customs price. 

Table 8.—Average density of domestic peat sold in 1983 

(Pounds per cubic yard) 

Ser Fgeum Eg ums Other 

Piso ete ccsieoseces semanas ee: 600 184 ‘957 1,189 935 
OT a pment ers tere 216 116 908 1,084 1,000 Bulk and packaged ~~ ~~ 777722777DTII0TIIIIIIIT we Te 'B88 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Peat imports increased 13% in quantity districts in New York. Significant quanti- 
and 12% in value. More than 99% of these ties also entered through customs districts 
imports continued to be sphagnum moss in North Dakota, Michigan, Montana, 
peat from Canada. This Canadian peat had Washington, Maine, and Vermont. Minor 
more desirable qualities than most domesti- quantities of peat were imported from the 
cally produced peat. Approximately 46% Federal Republic of Germany and Ireland. 
entered the United States through customs
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of peat moss in 1983, by country 

Poultry-and Fertilizer 2 
Heablograde grade ‘Total 

Country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Mito? Che Sho” lone hore” one 
tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Canada ne enenn nn «ATMS 96084 STLBTL  $45.985 418514 $52,019 
Germany, Federal Republic of —___---------- 4 3 0 4 14 Ww Ireland -------)---22222=22s2s2 2a @ 2% a aaa cy 26 
OWNete 2 a receccec cele lel, 5 3 5 2 10 5 

Tete sia eicitticnaiim eee 41,220 6,066 371,486 46,001 418,706 52,066 

Mncludes Finland, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Source: Bureau of the Census. 

‘Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption of peat moss in 1983, by customs district 

Poultry-and Fertilizer " sablo-grade grade ‘Total! 
Customs district ‘Quantit; Val ‘Quantit ‘Value Quantit ‘Value 

Nihon? howe ghort” thou hort” — how 
tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Baltimore, MD______-_--~------------- B $16 -: = Br $16 
RNIN Ws es san co con kam 3 3 5 $2 8 5 
IB, HSS een to mpeeomcermenorenge: merce nas opeees 19,948 2,846 5917 674 25,925, 8,520 

Deteolh, MP sn 26,602 8,094 22,492 1,806 49,094 4,900 
DADE IIT inn anc mans cies einen ene ‘ae rns 441 7 441 Rie 

‘Greet Fall, MI" iene enews — =a 87,041 5,552 37,041 5,552 
Timea TEN se a ee 1 1 33 5 co 6 
OR, TR we Sh meine tA einen 1 1 == ‘nee 1 1 Ege angtles OAc 2 oes —- -— B ae uu 
Minneapolis, MN ~~~~777777777TIZIIIIII Be = 20 5 20 5 

a eee eer 
Poubina, ND? ncaa acanceewuconona> a =. 52754 842952754 8,429 
ites tk osc 36 10 os a 56 10 

Portland, ME*__-~_2222-l2-2a--2s0ao~ 18 3 26913 3217 28.991 8,220 
‘San Franciseo, CA? - - - ~~ -----~-~-~----~ 3 1 15 2 18 3 
Sete PP oo cy B ae ie cS 3B 
BNR, OE reece merrneernerenmeen teem mae a wae 32,986 4,138 32,986 4,138 
Re Abee VO ooo cele 20 3 24,109 2,849 24,129 2,652 
FREE oan nncmnnmemmnnn: 18 4 = ox 18 4 

TORE? asinine rsemenisrnisnietin twee tiacmne te 41,220 6,066 371,486 46,001 418,706 52,066 

‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
*Predominately of Canadian origin. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Peat-fueled plants, with a total installed of 117 megawatts. The U.S.S.R. had 76 peat- 
capacity of 450 megawatts, supplied 20% to fueled power stations with a total capacity 
30%. of Ireland’s electric power. Finland of about 5,000 megawatts. Officials from the 
used peat as a fuel to produce both heat and United States visited these European coun- 
electric power to supply 3% of the country’s tries to study their peat-burning heat and 
energy needs. One of the Finnish stations electric power generation industries and 
had an electrical generating capacity of 60 technology: 
megawatts and a thermal heating capacity
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Table 11.—Peat: World production, by country* 
(Thousand short tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 198 1985" 
‘Argentina: Agricultural use = 4 5 3 4 35 
Australia --__.-.---..------------- "16 1B "15 re5 re Burundi ---~_~--~---~-~--=----2--- 10 10 10 8 2 
Canada: Agricultural use__-_.------.---~ 529 °538 509 587 3600 
Denmark: Agricultural use‘ __________-_-+ 50 34 36 106 110 

peclbaral 852 er 25 97 uo paral eS ccrcaeerouatomeaee 
pedtl pepegenpagg sooeneeeooeeee unio 208 1436 oes 5,500 
ance: Agricultural use® 1 155, 1 i 

Germany Federal Republic of 
Agricultural use —— _--.------------- 2,088 1,607 1,920, 2,023 2,040 
Fuel -_-_-_-- ~~. -------------- 254 308. 2 219 290 

‘Hungary: Agricultural use* - _ _____---.--- 7 7 7 7 7 
Ireland: 
Agricultural use -_____------------- 100 oT 89 105 105 
Mel ~-- = 7= 772722222222 2aaT 4041 4879 5,906 5819 5.850 

Israel: Agricultural use® _____ 20 22 22 22 22 
ORIEN tise me etna ns ec ta wc scmaomi nti 441 441 441 441 441 

eT aad 66 66 66 6 66 
Poel oa cca Lk Sees 1 1 1 1 1 

Poland: Fuel and agricultural use® _ ___.----— 220 223 222, 220 220, 
ON pci met steerer nhc hig DL 51 49 43 66 60 
Greeaen: Apricultaral WR oc inosino etn 192 148 44 reid 144 

‘Agricultural use _......------------ 220,000 259,000 309,000 °831,000 331,000 
Fuel®_.....---------------------- 66,000 66,000 66,000, 66,000 66,000 

United States! 
Aecoaltaral tt ee seern ses INT TOE 825 185, 686 198 ome 

Venezuela: Agricultural use® —————— ~~~ => 20 2 NA NA NA 
Total ......~----~---------- 297,672 *387,144 387,277 414,039 413,511 

‘Fuel peat included in total __-_-_-----.... 12,226, 73,440, 73,836 78,382, T1862 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _NANot available. 
*Table includes data available through June 13, 1984. 
In addition to the countries listed, Austria, Iceland, and Italy produce negligible quantities of fuel peat, and the 

German Democratic Republic is a major producer, but output is not officially reports, and available information is 
inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels 

Reported figure. 
‘Sales. 

TECHNOLOGY 

The U.S. Department of Energy and the systems. Operation of the pilot plant con- 
Institute of Gas Technology funded a proj- firmed that peat was an excellent raw 
ect to operate a pilot plant in Chicago, IL, to material for SNG production? 
produce substitute natural gas (SNG) from }9— 
peat. The project included plant design, ‘Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 

i ‘ i Institute of Gas Technolc Peat Gasification Pilot procurement, and installation of drying, pint T0105, Final Rep. Mar. 1989, 
grinding, sorvening, and lockhopper’ feed’ “aa "9 Wee





By Arthur C. Meisinger' 

USS. production of both processed and ations. Of the 13 mining operations to which 
expanded perlite declined for the fifth con- a request was sent, 7, or 54%, responded, 
secutive year. Processed perlite sold and representing 86% of the total processed ore 
used by producers decreased 6% to 474,000 sold and used shown in table 1. Mine data 
short tons valued at $15.7 million. Sales of for the six nonrespondents were estimated 
expanded perlite, from 68 plants in 33 using reported prior year production levels 
States, decreased 10% to 385,000 short tons adjusted by trends in employment and oth- 
valued at $63.5 million. er guidelines. Of the 68 expanding plants to 

The United States became a net importer which a request was sent, 40 plants, or 59%, 
of processed perlite with imports exceeding responded, representing 67% of the total 
exports by about 19,000 tons. expanded perlite sold and used shown in 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- table 1. Plant data for the 28 nonrespond- 
duction data for perlite were developed by ents were estimated using reported prior 
the Bureau of Mines from two separate year production levels adjusted by trends in 
voluntary surveys, one for domestic mine employment and other guidelines. 
operations and the other for plant oper- 

Table 1.—Perlite mined, processed, expanded, and sold and used by producers in the 
United States 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Processed perlite Expanded perlite 

Perlite Used atown, quantity Quantity Year ined Sotcarandes pith om, aad alle] Sol and ued 

Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value 
a eT gee 7,996 BBB BAG 351 5AS_«61,200 ago PERSE EEE 84 SBE 9053 Bk TAT 5d -58T 69/200 
wel SEES TO 3k 992R BT T5808 494 485——66,300 yea 2 DTTIIIL ne es re ae} 433428 63,600 
aaa 608 28898 BL eR aT 387885685500 

‘Crude ore mined and stockpiled for processing, 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Processed Perlite.—The quantity of per- Harborlite Corp. and Sil-Flo Inc. in Arizona; 
lite mined for processing, by 11 companies American Perlite Co. in California; Perso- 
from 13 operations in 7 Western States, lite Products Inc. in Colorado; Oneida Per- 
decreased 2% to 608,000 short tons. Perlite lite Corp. in Idaho; Delamor Perlite Co. and 
mines in New Mexico accounted for 86% of United States Gypsum Co. in Nevada; Gref- 
the U.S. total; the remainder came from co Inc., Manville Products Corp., Silbrico 
mines in Arizona, California, Colorado, Ida- Corp., and United States Gypsum in New 
ho, Nevada, and Utah. Ore producers were Mexico; and Holly Corp. in Utah. 

663
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Processed perlite sold and used for expan- tucky, and Colorado. California and Texas 
sion declined 6%. each had seven active plants, followed by 
Expanded Perlite-Expanded perlite Indiana and Pennsylvania with five each, 

was produced by 68 plants in 33 States. The _and Florida with four. Grefco sold its three 
quantity produced decreased 10%. Leading _insulation-board plants in California, Ken- 
States, in descending order of volume, were tucky, and New Jersey to International 
California, Illinois, Mississippi, Pennsylva- Permalite Inc., Ontario, CA. The New 
nia, Virginia, Texas, Indiana, Florida, Ken- Jersey plant was closed during the year. 

Table 2.—Expanded perlite produced and sold and used by producers in the United 
States, by State 

—— 2 SS 
‘Quantity Sold and used Quantity Sold and used 

State Produced “Quantity Value Average Produced Quantity Value Average 
hort (short (thou- value (hort ‘hort (thou- value 

tona) tons) sands) per ton? Sonn) tons) sands) per ton? certo so mina set toa 
Arkansas. 800 300 w Ww 1100 1.100 Ww w Galifornia"-"= 43,300 42,400 g6,362 345 44/900 48.700 g.015 $160 Florida ---- 2400300 “3967 40 21300-21300 *a'bat 166 Indiana ~ ____ 18,800 19,000 3,840 202 24,200 24,300 5,257 217 
Massachusetts — 2,200 2,000 756 378 2,700 2,600 192 302, New York 4300 4100, ccd 191 wW W Ww W Pennsylvania «$8700» 38,600 «5,751 9 31,700 314005059, 161 Texas. 303300 29,600 8.907 200. 2T'700—Bri400 8 704 208 Other "77" 266,500 283,500 96,428 188 238,500 288,000.64 155 EO _268500_ 96,48 188__—288,500__— 788,000.16 

Total® _ 433,000, 428,000, 63,600 M49 387,000, 385,000 63,500 165 soe eae en one eras EE _ se) = Sy, 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
* Average value based on unrounded data and rounded to nearest dollar. 
Includes Alabama, Arizona (1983), Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Hlinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, New Jereey, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming, and items indicated by symbol W. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic consumption of expanded per- Construction-industry-related uses, such as 
lite declined 10%. Sales of expanded perlite aggregates for concrete, plaster, and formed 
for concrete aggregate use increased 29%, products, and loose-fill insulation, contin- 
while that for filter aid use decreased 24%. ued to account for two-thirds of sales. 

Table 3.—Expanded perlite sold and used 
by producers in the United States, by use 

(Short tons) 

— Used 10 
Coneret ate -------- 15,200 19,600 Filles on creee 7777777777 “BA SS Filter aid --="TTTIIITZIIITZ_as'r00 68300 

Formed products’ an g--------- 245,800 ee 
Horticultural aggregate? —-~-~"~_7 “2g'2n0 29: Lowtemperature ingulstion—---~~- “400 “S000 
Masonry and cavity-fill insulaiion -- 12700 18,600 
Plaster aggregate... 18400 15,400 

Other’ “~~ TTT TTTITIIIL__20'300 21,900 
Tl sree crcamiey! 428,000 385,000 

Mincludes acoustic ceiling tile, pipe insulation, roof ingulation board, and unspecified formed products 
Includes fertilizer carriers. 
"Includes fines, high-temperature insulation, paint tex- turizer, refractories, and various nonspecified Industrial uses 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of indepen- dent rounding.
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PRICES 

The average price of processed perlite 5%. The average. value of all processed 
sold to expanders increased slightly to perlite sold and used was $33.05 per ton, an 
$33.98 per ton. The average price of expand- increase of 4%. The value of expanded 
ed perlite used by producers in their own _ perlite sold and used averaged $165 per ton, 
plants was $31.56 per ton, an increase of. an 11% increase. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

The United States imported approximate- tons to Canada compared with imports of 
ly 36,000 tons of processed perlite from 16,000 tons and exports of 20,000 tons in 
Greece and exported approximately 17,000 1982, according to industry sources. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Estimated world production of crude tries and, together, accounted for two-thirds 
and/or processed perlite declined slightly. of total world production. 
The United States, the U.S.S.R., and Greece 9 —_____ 
continued to be the leading producing coun- _* Industry economist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 

‘Table 4.—Perlite: World production, by country? 
. (Thousand short tons) 

Country? ite 1980~~—=O~«SP SC 

Auniralet ste ors e seme as 2 2 2 3 3 
Goechoslovalda® = ~772222222L2IIEIITII IIL 3 4 6 4“ “ 
Gren eC ea Sie” ao 
Hungary? >> CITE wos 09105 9 100 
5 4 88 88 
Japan OU SPariis Sun nee TERS 3 35 a 8S 83 

Mexico? ~~ 07 772TTITIIIIIIIIIIIII III 6 0 6 8 44 
New Zesland® | ---_22=2227=22 SETHE: 2 1 1 2 2 Philippines -_~7~7~777777777727222I02IT2IT TT i 9 8 4 4 
iPurkeg sr ose 5S SET a USED 38 8 ih 
UsSRE ee eee 400 400400400400 
United States (processed ore sold and used by producers) —--_- 680638 5BL_——506_—— SATA 

Total eee ene eee eeeenene ne 7620 F683 1,888 1,556 1,582 

“Batimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. ‘Unless otherwise specified, figures represent processed ore output. Table includes data available through June 6, 1984 
bear ener se make eeu aajergs its mene arcs aed a avia are bell ve produced perlite during the 1979.89 period, but output data are not reported; an 

aralabe information is inadequate for formulation of relable estimates of output levels. mm 
“Reported figure.





By William F. Stowasser* 

The decline in U.S. phosphate rock pro- 1983, indicating improvement in world de- 

duction that started in 1981 and continued mand for phosphate rock, phosphate fertil- 
through 1982 was reversed in 1983 when the _ izers, and agricultural products. 
industry began to recover from the econom- In Florida, the combination of unfavor- 

ic recession and produced 42.6 million met- able economics, concern for the environ- 

ri¢ tons of phosphate rock. The U.S.Govern- ment, and political attitudes virtually end- 

ment implemented the “payment-in-kind” ed prospects for the development of new 

program to attempt to reduce grain invento- mines in the next several years. The fertiliz- 
ries and the oversupply of farm products. A er segment of the Western U.S. phosphate 
coincidental drought reduced agricultural industry was expected to continue to supply 
production and thereby improved the markets in the Western United States and 

supply-demand balance in the agricultural Canada. 
sector. Demand for phosphate fertilizers Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

and therefore phosphate rock increased in duction data for phosphate rock are devel- 

the latter half of the year. oped by the Bureau of Mines from two 
The estimated value of phosphate rock separate, voluntary surveys of U.S. oper- 

produced was $1,021 million, somewhat less ations. Typical of these surveys is the phos- 
than the value in recent years prior to 1982 phate rock semiannual survey. Of the 25 
because of the decline in prices since 1981. operations to which a survey request was 
Phosphate rock exports increased from 10 sent, all responded, representing 100% of 

million tons in 1982 to 12 million tons in the U.S. production data shown in table 1. 

‘Table 1.—Salient phosphate rock statistics 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

en AN 
United States: 
‘Mine production. ------------- 1857157 209,883-«=«188,793 104,185 125,691 
‘Marketable production — ~~ ~~~ ~>_22=> 51611 Beals 58624 BT AIA a7 
Value) ==. 22--==--=---==- $4,045,655 $1,256,947 $1,437,986 $950,826 $1,020,901 

‘Average per metric fon _——-_-_—~ $2028 "$23.10" "g2b82 ©" $25.40” ” $28.98 
Sold or used by producers ——---~ =~ =~ =~ 53063 54.581 45526 38.571 46,839 Values eons n2n 2 2 7 T= SL,OBS,SIT  $1,248'297 $1,212,483 $988,465 $1,122,966 + Average per metric fon — ~~ ~~~ $20.04" "$2278" "$9663 ©” $25.50” $28.97 
Biplane beanie 14,858 14276 10,895 ‘9842 12,010 

P20s content Se ecreenee ‘4611 4,554 3,300 3138, 3,889 
Values =~ 2-2 277~7 TTT TTTTT 8564 said — $978,192 $293,625 $327,845, 
"Average per metric ton ——-—-—— =~ $2488 "$90.22 $85.90” $20.83 $7.28 

Imports for consumption? ~~ 886 486 18 31 9 
Customs value ——— $21,595 $12,856 $420 $1,302 ser ‘Average per metric ton —-— $2437 "32645 832.31 $2.00 $Hi44 

Consumption? 5091 4079135 14d 8.760, 84,840 World: Production==—2222222722a222=2_ BY 825199214 ——18RhN69—-PuBBRD2 185,000 
Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
Exports reported to the Bureau of Mines by companies. 
Bureau of the Census data, 
Measured by sold or used plus imports minus exports. 
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Legislation and Government Pro- sorghum acreage. The U.S. Department of 
grams.—A comprehensive examination of Agriculture program encouraged farmers to 
Federal, State, and local environmental pro- let land lie fallow in the 1983-84 planting 
tection controls applicable to phosphate season, and in return, they were paid with 
rock mining was published by the Bureau of surplus grain from Government stockpiles. 
Mines? The purpose of the program was to tighten 

The U.S. Government implemented the supplies, raise farm commodity prices, and 
payment-in-kind program designed to re- save $3 billion to $5 billion in storage costs 
move from production about 20% of the and loans to farmers. 
1983 season’s corn, wheat, cotton, rice, and 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Florida and North Carolina produced 36 dle Creck Mine. Agrico planned to develop a 
million tons of phosphate rock, 84% of total _mine in North Carolina to replace depleted 
U.S. marketable production; the Western mines in Florida. 
States produced 5.4 million tons, 13%; and _ Amax Chemical operated the Big Four 
Tennessee produced 1.2 million tons, 3%. Mine in Hillsborough County at less than 

Florida and North Carolina.—Companies capacity. This mine, depending on mining 
that mined phosphate rock in central Flori- rates, was expected to be depleted by the 
da were Agrico Chemical Co., Amax Chemi- end of the decade. Amax Chemical indicat- 
cal Inc. Beker Phosphate Inc., Brewster ed that it might develop its Pine Level 
Phosphates, CF Industries Inc., Estech Inc. Property in De Soto and Manatee Counties 
Gardinier Inc., W. R. Grace & Co., Interna- When the Big Four Mine closes if demand 
tional Minerals & Chemical Corp. (MC), nd rock prices justify the investment. _ 
Mobil Chemical Corp., and USS Agri. _ Beker operated the only phosphate mine 
Chemicals Inc. Occidental Chemical Co. pro- in Manatee County, FL. The Wingate Creek 
duced marketable phosphate rock in Hamil- Mine operated near its rated capacity of 0.8 ton County, in north Florida, million tons per year. Production was truck- 

Several small companies in north-central 4 to the port and barged to Beker’s wet- 
Florida intermittently mined soft phos- Process phosphoric acid and diammonium 
phate rock from tailing ponds associated Phosphate plant in Taft, LA. ‘ 
With old inactive hard-rock mines, The com- _, Brewster, Phosphates, a partnership of 
panies have an estimated 45,000ton-per- Ymericae, Oyanamid Co, 7%, and Kerr- 
year capacity that is seldom achieved. The fon, Corbis: Fi, operated “he. Hey: 
low-fluorine soft rock was sold in the animal Provtorth and Honesome Mines in Folk anc 

feed supplement market. illsborough Counties, respectively. The : ; Haynesworth Mine was scheduled to de- In North Carolina, Texasgulf Chemicals yne . Co. a subsidiary of Société National Bit Pléte its reserves near the end of the 1980's, 
‘Acuitaine, operated the Lee Gresk Mine 224 the Lonesome Mine was scheduled to 
and an extensive fertilizer complet: near eas peepee c Rha hearer 
Aurora, NC. Hydraulic dredges were used 5o99°7" “@P™ P 
to remove the upper level of overburden, “CR Industries purchased phosphate rock 
and draglines were used to remove the reserves in north Hardee County in 1975 remaining overburden and the phosphate and began mining the “North Pasture” part 
matrix. North Carolina Phosphate Corp. an of the reserve in 1979. The capacity of the 
Agrico mining company, deferred plans to North Pasture Mine was about 1 million 
begin mining phosphate rock in eastern tons per year. Production was shipped to CF 
North Carolina until the economics become Industries Plant City chemical plant in 
more favorable. Agrico created two 50-50 1983, while the Bartow plant was supplied 
partnerships, one with Francaise de l’Azote by IMC. It was uncertain if CF Industries 
for 19% of the North Carolina mine and the will exercise an option to open a permitted 
other with Azienda Nazionale Idrogena- mine on the “South Pasture.” 
zione Combustible S.p.A., an Italian state- Extech operated the Silver City and Wat- 
owned company, for 21.6% of the mine. son Mines, in Polk County, FL, which were 

In central Florida, Agrico operated the scheduled to mine out in 1987 and the 1989- 
Fort Green, Payne Creek, and Saddle Creek 911 period, respectively. Zen-Noh/Mitsubishi 
Mines. Most of the phosphate rock was of Japan purchased 70% of the Watson 
obtained from the Fort Green Mine; the Mine production until mine out. Estech 
Payne Creek Mine was idled, and only a with Zen-Noh attempted unsuccessfully to 
small tonnage was recovered from the Sad- obtain permits to mine the Duette deposit
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in Manatee County. to produce elemental phosphorus in electric 
Farmland Industries Inc. purchased phos- furnaces. In June, Monsanto mined out the 

phate rock for its phosphate chemical plant Gilbert pit in Alabama that was supplying 
at Green Bay, FL. Plans for a phosphate phosphate rock to Monsanto's electric fur- 
rock mine on a deposit near Ona, FL, were naces in Tennessee. Stauffer and Monsanto 
canceled because of costs and market condi- appeared to have sufficient reserves to con- 

tions. tinue mining throughout the 20th century, 
Gardinier operated the Fort Meade Mine but Occidental, depending on mining rates, 

and shipped phosphate rock to its phos- was expected to mine out as early as 1995. 
phate chemical complex at East Tampa, FL. Both Monsanto and Stauffer had similar 
‘The mine was expected to continue to oper- _electric-furnace operations in the Western 
ate within its capacity of 2.4 million tons United States. Because of lower power costs 
per year until the mid-1990’s. in the West, Tennessee furnaces were at 

W. R. Grace was expected to mine out the _ times operated only to make up the differ- 
Bonny Lake Mine in early 1984, to continue _ ence between Western production and over- 
producing from the Hookers Prairie Mine all demand. Tennessee elemental phosphate 
through the late 1990's, and to start up its _ producers, with the exception of Occidental, 
Four Corners venture with IMC in early have furnaces in the Western United 

1985. States. 
IMG, the largest privately owned phos- | Western States.—Western _ phosphate 

phate rock mining company in the world, rock was mined in two grade ranges, 24% to 
operated the Clear Springs, Kingsford, and 28% phosphorus pentoxide (P.O;) phosphate 
Noralyn/Phosphoria Mines in central Flori- rock for elemental phosphorus production 
da. It is expected to receive its share of and 30% to 33% P.O; phosphate rock for 
future production from the Four Corners wet-process phosphoric acid production. 
Mine, a joint venture with W. R. Grace. The Low-grade shale was mined and used direct- 
Noralyn/Phosphoria Mine could be the first ly in Monsanto, FMC Corp., and Stauffer 
IMC mine to mine out, and IMC was ex- electric furnaces. As a general rule, the 
pected to invest in a replacement mine in phosphate rock mined in the Western 
Hardee or Hillsborough County, where the States was consumed in equal quantities in 
company’ owns property, to maintain its furnaces and wet-process acid plants. 
1983 capacity. ‘The Conda Partnership, a 50-50 associa- 

Mobil Chemical operated phosphate rock tion between Beker and Western Coopera- 
mines at Fort Meade and Nichols, FL. The _ tive Fertilizers Ltd., Canada, mined phos- 
mines were scheduled to be depleted, de- phate rock from various properties known 
pending on mining rates, during the latter as Maybie Canyon, Champ, Mount Fuel, 
part of the 1980’s. Mobil Chemical planned North Dry Ridge, and Husky. The partner- 
to replace mines by developing a reserve at ship includes phosphate rock reserves and a 
South Fort Meade to maintain its 1983 beneficiation plant at Conda, ID. Beker’s 
capacity of about 4.5 million tons per year. share of the mined rock was used in the 
USS Agri-Chemicals and Freeport Phos- adjacent fertilizer. complex at Conda, while 

phate Rock Co. stopped production at their Western Cooperative’s share was shipped to 
Rockland/Little Payne Mine in May 1982 plants in Alberta, Canada. 
because of high mining costs and low phos- Monsanto obtained phosphate rock for its 
phate rock prices. Plans to restart the mine _ electric furnaces from the Henry Mine. The 
remained uncertain although the reserve phosphate ore was trucked from the mine to 
base is substantial. electric furnaces at Soda Springs, ID. Mine 

Occidental was the only company mining capacity was about 0.9 million tons per 
phosphate rock in north Florida and had year. 
sufficient reserves to operate the Swift Stauffer operated the Wooley Valley 
Creek and Suwannee River Mines for the Mine northeast of Soda Springs, ID, and 
balance of the 20th century. The mines shipped the rock to the two-electric-furnace 
were operated mainly to produce superphos- plant at Silver Bow, MT. The Wooley Valley 
phoric acid to meet Occidental’s contractual Mine was projected to mine out about 1990. 
commitment to supply highly concentrated Chevron Resources Co. deferred plans to 
superphosphoric acid to the U.S.S.R. expand its Vernal phosphate rock mine and 
Tennessee.—All of the phosphate rock planned fertilizer complex near Rock 

mined in Tennessee by Occidental, Monsan- Springs, WY. The phosphate concentrates 
to Co., and Stauffer Chemical Co. was used _ were shipped by truck to Phoston, UT.
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J. R. Simplot Co. operated the Gay Mine obtained the balance of its phosphate rock 
on the Fort Hall Indian Reservation to requirement from the Woodall Peak Mine 
supply acid-grade phosphate rock to its that was scheduled to close or reduce pro- 
fertilizer complex at Pocatello, ID, and duction in 1984. The Smokey Canyon Mine 
furnace-grade phosphate rock to FMC’s was scheduled to replace Woodall Peak in 
electric furnaces west of Pocatello. Simplot 1984. 

‘Table 2.-Production of phosphate rock in the United States, by State 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

Mine production Mine production —_Beneficiated Marketable production 
P20 P20s P20s P20s 

Rock content Peek content _ Rock content Rock content Value 

1982: 
Florida and North 7 Carolina —— 98.045 11,988 4862 «1.804 Bras 8594 8124987 waOSA9 Tennessee ———""""“ysot gg gr 20 a7 ay TT Eoe 
Western States? ____ 4,493 116 2,231 592 2,561 185, A193 L8Tt 117.881 

Total?_.______ 104,185 18,428 6,594 1,896 30,815 9,608 87,414 11,504 950,326 

1983, ee Florida and North 
Carolina... 117192 15077-2888 = TIT. 83,572 10495 35980 2 szg98 

Tennessee_——-"""- 2217898 an - 4193 3071198 "807879 
Western States! ____ 6,281 1,584 2,531 665 2,888 904 5,419 1,569 149,096 

Total?..-----_ 125691 17,559 4,920 1,882 37,653 11,706 42,573 13,088 1,020,901 

Mncludes Alabama, Idaho, Montana, and Utah. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic consumption of marketable Table 4.—Florida and North Carolina 
phosphate rock increased 21%, to near the _ phosphate rock grade distribution pattern 
1981 level a 

Trends in the percent distribution by Grade (percent __Distribution (percent) __ 
grade of marketable phosphate rock con- BPL"content) "1979 1980 19811982 1983 
sumed in the United States and sold in the [ciang)_... 02 01 02 08 39 
export market tabulated in this report are G0ioGs-----"_ 128 183 w4 122 130 
somewhat disguised because of the mix of $¢1072-------- S24 G22 610 G85 642 
furnace and wet-process phosphoric acid- T2toT "7" “Th "70 T1712 Bs 
phosphate rock feed in the total distribution Over?4-------~ 46 4236 4535 

pattern. 11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phos- 
phate)=0.4589% P20s. 

Table 3.—U.S, phosphate rock grade All of the rock produced in Tennessee was 
distribution pattern used in electric furnaces to produce elemen- 

—[ oie «Cal: phosphorus and industrial chemicals. aia (aoe Distribution (percent) cl See geeet SS a aig Most of the phosphorus was converted into 
See iii intermediate phosphoric acid, the base for a 
Yesthan 6d... 54 $8 56 48 80 large number of sodium, calcium, and potas: 
6Gt070-~~77TZ 583-587 G01 G88 606 Slum chemicals. Towo72-—"""Tl Bik “36 BR “RS TatoMd TTT "BGO OSS Over 74 === = 39°86 80 3a 80 

1.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phos- 
phate) =0.458% P2Os.
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Table 5.—Tennessee phosphate rock grade ©POrted to Canada. 
distribution pattern 

Cs Table 6.—Western States phosphate rock 
Grade (percent __Distribution (percent) grade distribution pattern 

BPL' content) i979 1980 1981 1982 1988 
s; G62 SuU8s 8B 108 Grade (percent Distribution (percent) 

wow ge By Ry SRS erie ion es Slew scsce AD ee ee TE 
ce meaemewiewcawee BOR HM BS BE 41.09% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phos- ------- 189 165 160 & i S8t070 BTS BATS phate)=0.458% PrOs tote -saccslt | BRB AL Rew Ls Bi 

Of marketable phosphate rock sold or © —————=->==> 
used in the Western States, 82% was con- 11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phos- 
sumed in the United States, and 18% was Phate)=0.4587 Pa0s 

Table 7.—Phosphate rock sold or used by producers in the United States, by use 
‘(Thousand metric tons) 

ta 
Use P2Os P20s, 

Bask content Bok content 

Domestic:! 
‘Wet-process phosphoric acid ——___---------aa--a----  A2BB- TAMBOR 9S 

Hocmal mupecpharehate, ee me pe a a 

Defluorinated rock. 222222222222 2ao- 18 6 68 Py Diswet appllestona’ 22 SCENT RORUAA TEINS TOT STE TS TS Git 19 184 & Elemental phosphors -------222s22s2222-2s2-----= 8.089 et 3a so Berophewphon. oS) UCETEE TRS STE SPER SSSESE SS % 1 2 3 
Total .--------------- cenceceeu-- RI «ETE ARID «NOT 

Exports ee SS 982 81381201088 
Grand total _—_ COR 

Hncludes rock converted to products and exported. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
‘Exports reported to the Bureau of Mines by companies. 

Table 8—Phosphate rock sold or used by producers in the United States, by grade and 
State in 1983 

(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 
Florida and North Carolina ——~*~S ene 

Grade (percent BPL' content) = "7 Bis yas ash 
Rimes content, Yao Rock content. ‘Value’ 

Below 60 : = 1,385 389 35.965 1,061 21 25007 [i eta ise eae TC Tet 4 126 3 28R Sibu nes eat sezocs ise Tass 58200 a a ia Toor 2 Till “Baro ast “aot = = = MuikTUURTETINETERTSE TNT «Bea 8868179, Plust4 -~=>=2222D2=T=ITTIE 1401 485 $8,957 = = = 
‘Total® _________----------- 40,223 12,456 944,509 1187 307 28,935 

Western States ‘Total United States 

PiOs POs " Rock P05." Value Rock = F205, Value 

Below 60 1,888 34 18g a762 eu 804o4 Goede RSSSPAERSERESAREENS », ‘aos sor ee Bas .gT7 182.905 [Seema orem 2560 813 103,159 28.350 UL(88 308. ct enemas aero a aS 3s10 1259808 Weiota/cssce ee cEiC ane eSs cl BBR ‘36868179, Pus té 222222222222222222222 = on = Yar 48057 
‘Total? 5428 1,578 149,520 46,839 14,336 1,122,966 

+1,0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate) =0.458% P2Os. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 9.—Phosphate rock sold or used by producers, by use and State 
(Thousand metric tons) 

ec 
Florida and ‘Total? . North Carolina ‘Tennenvoe WesternStates united States 

Re P:0s POs Pi0s P20s 
content Rock content Sack content ‘Bock content norton content UE content OE content 

1982: 
Domestic:? 

Agricultural. ______ 23,544 1,236 re oe 1,901 586, 25,444 1,822, Industrial ~~~ ~~~ 08 32 DBT Sita 
Total ...----_ 23,650 7,268 960 248 4,120 1,161 28,728 8676 

epte S 9,156 2,924 =~ a 687 214 9,842 3,188 

DOME sistas: 32,806 10,192 960 248 4,807 1,375 38,571 11,814 

1988: 
Domestic:? 

Agricultural_______ 29,178 8,918 = == 2,297 19 31,476 9,687 
Industrial __~_____ me = 1,187 307. 2,167 563 3,354 860 

TUE camcnnnm 29,178 8,918 1,187 307 4,464 1272 34,880 10,497 
Rigel co oS 11,045 3,588 a == 964 301 12,010 38,889 

elk ocuan 40,228 12,456 1,187 307 5,428 1873 46,839 14,886 

+Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Includes rock converted to products and exported. 
“Exports reported to the Bureau of Mines by companies. 

Table 10.—Florida and North Carolina _—_Table 11.—Tennessee phosphate rock sold 
Phosphate rock sold or used by producers or used by producers 

Py P20s Bock cree Value Fock oxen Value 

ee a ee a cro metric metric tons) metric sands) tons) et sands) 

1979. 45,459 14,189, $935,127 $20.57 1979 2,140 545, $17,008 $7.95 
RE oe. 40,171 14,690 1,108,991 23.51 1980 ____ 1,665 432, 18,380, 8.01 
1981 -___ 88,458 ‘11,9385 1,064,459 27.68 = 198] 1,379 857 17,401 12.62 
1982 .___ 32,806 10,192 850,794 25.93 1982 960, 248 12,972, 13.51 1983 __ 40,223 12,456 944,509 248 1983 ____ 1,187 307 28,935, 24.38 

‘Table 12.—Western States phosphate rock 
sold or used by producers 

Pi0s 
GS opemt _Value 

Year 1d ened Total metric 584 thou. Average tons) metric sands) ‘Per ton 
tons) 

1979. 54301585 siiogaT $208 
iso “==> 51st “Ya0'g09 “21.06 
isl "> Sera gad = Taostog ©2953 
1982. 4,807 1875 119,699 24.90 
1983 "77 Sars asiez0br58
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STOCKS 

Inventories of marketable phosphate rock the annual MIS, crop year MIS, and the 
are reported to the Bureau of Mines by Minerals Yearbook. 
producing companies on a monthly and An abrupt increase in stock levels had 
semiannual basis. The monthly reports en- occurred when, in 1981, demand dropped 
able the Bureau to publish stock trends in and production was maintained. Invento- 
its monthly Phosphate Rock Mineral Indus- ries were returned to a more normal level 
try Surveys (MIS). The semiannual reports in 1983 by closing mines for various lengths 
provide the data for stock levels reported in of time. 

Table 13.—Marketable phosphate rock 
yearend stocks 
(Million metric tons) 

sce ea 
Wik oss ayaa se eos 58 
ib eo ee 99 
Feehan ae oe pe acres 12 
WT 2. .----- ene - ne -ee 13.7 
WG Wooo Se ee. 157 Iho Se eS eee a 45 
MD co cess ole e ee eeie: 138 
1981 ..-------..---+---------- 20.2 
1982 .------....+----------- 183 Ygag 27 TTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT IIIT 46 

PRICES 

Phosphate rock is sold under contracts negotiated between buyers and sellers are 
negotiated between buyers and sellers. Al- not published. 
though list prices have been published on The weighted average prices or values, 
occasion by the Florida Phosphate Rock f.o.b. mine, for each grade of phosphate rock 
Export Association, Tampa, FL, and the and for each State are calculated by the 
Moroccan Office Cherifien des Phosphates, Bureau of Mines from a semiannual survey 
Casablanca, Morocco, actual contract prices of the producing mines. 

Table 14.—Phosphate rock estimated export prices? per metric ton, unground, f.0.b. 
vessel Tampa Range or Jacksonville, FL 

Grade (percent BPL? content) 19807 198it 19828 1983¢ 

TR sasciesnesnc cL Se Re an ie sia $44.00 $43.00 $34.00, $35.00 BE nro encnereencaneeinte 40.00 36.00 27.00 30.00 
a a cE! 36,00 30.50, 3350 28.00 

ee aaa 3400 30.00 23.00 200 
05 SEND ST Ears ese eo a eee 34.00 NA NA NA 

NA Not available. 
Prices include severance taxes, rail freight costs from mine to port, and port loading and weighing charges. 
71.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate)=0.458% P2Os. 
3Bstimated selling price ineluding 81.54 severance tax. 
‘Bstimated selling price including $1.84 severance tax. 
"Estimated selling price including $2.03 severance tax. 
Estimated selling price including $2.25 severance tax.
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Table 15.—Moroccan phosphate rock 
export prices, U.S. dollars per metric ton, 

f.a.s. Safi or Casablanca’ 
ee 

(percent . BPiices. 1980 1981 1982 1983 
tent) 

Khouribga: Tio . 56.00 58.00 50.00 45.00 Tto7 54.00 i ee ‘ T2to73 ~ 52.00 =~ = z yotltot = 4850 5205280. oussoufia: 
Bsto69 45.50 44.00 88,00 29.00 T4to7s ~ 580056004700 «41.00 

“Estimated. 
11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phos- 

phate)=0.458% P2Os. 

Table 16.—Price or value of Florida and North Carolina phosphate rock 
(Dollars per metric ton, fob. mine) 

1982 1983 
Gi arcen' content) race ooreon BET ogra Demet Export Average PORE Export Average Be aor Avernae 

TMA OO, om neem cn sersnini tins scstsceoasiarattieisim 28.58 sag! 28.58 35.28 34.70 34.92 G0tos6 —-ITTTTTTTTTTITITTITIT seg do aS Bega Besg DOTS pemer waning cau eee (23.25 28.33 24.15 27.12 23.93, 24.83 FORBES oo Saas eel egg ane ee 31.59 29.54 30.61 21.33 25.91 21.95 Brom —CTLLTLTTITTTTTTTTTIIIIIIID «= bata mea aot0 at betg BERR UTI stasis cos Eee capngt nee oom nesn 34.11 32.45 33.11 26.94 ee 26.94 ee Le a ee 
Aneel Sele. ___ 5 24.78 28.92 25.93 22.64 25.70 23.48 reese ee 
*1.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate) =0.458% P2Os. 

Table 17.—Price or value of Western States phosphate rock 
(Dollars per metric ton, f.0.b. mine) 

1982 1985 
rade (percent BPL! content) ae mien Dames Export Average PORE Export, Average i et pore Avera 

Less than 60 -—— 11.61 a 1.61 36.99 46.29 39.80 WOO nec spipisiede neous ae 14.22 41.83 16.82 16.24 40.14 19.28 66to7 [CTT TTT TTT TTIIIIIITITI a ets ee Te 1356 86S 8S6 18 Average.-------~------n--------- 205 42.00 4.90S—BTGSCSOT SC a err PRTG ato aye 
"1.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate)—0.458% P2Os. 

Table 18.—Price or value of Tennessee 
phosphate rock 

(Wollars per metric ton, f.0.b. mine) 

Grade (percent BPL! content) 1982, 1988 

Le oa eicciicconeS 830 23.15 6otoG6___ "TL ISTIITIITIITT em Babe 
Average —- 18.51 24.37 ee aera, BRE EET 
11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phos- 

Phate)=0.458% P2Os.
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Table 19.—Price or value of U.S. phosphate rock 
Wollars per metric ton, f.0.b. mine) 

RT ts ci OT RATE STUN TERR STRAT OHNO eee ENGR 
Grade (percent BPL* content) “he a ee = Domes: “Export Average PUBS Export Average 

Lessthan 6) ween eeenneennnneenens BR 852R MAT. Oto ---2TTTTTTTTTTITTITTIITTD Baked BBD 28D 0 
Mw 66 24.33 30.00 25.38 212 23.93 24.83 Towte 22 LZTLTTLITIITIIITI IIIT aa] BBB st 
TR 16  nenee anne ee 29.74 29.69 29.70 22.76 26.97 23.74 Gver M4 LOTTITTITIIIIIEIIIIIII__ BBB 
ee a ae ee eed 
11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate)=0.458% P2Os. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

The decline in phosphate rock exports rock from mine to vessel have more than 
since 1980 was reversed in 1983. The rever- doubled since 1975. The severance tax as- 
sal was attributed to recovery from a world sessed by the State of Florida has also 
recession with improved demand from the increased in recent years. ‘ 
agricultural sector of the world economy. __The quantities of phosphate rock import- 
World trade in phosphate rock was expected €¢ into the United States in 1983, as report- 
to recede as new phosphoric acid capacity 4 by the Bureau of the Census, are shown 
under construction in African and Mideast- im the following tabulation: 
ern countries is placed in operation. In- 
creased supplies of phosphoric acid were Runyon 
expected to replace phosphate rock in inter- -________ferigim_ 

national trade. Ppl acecen seansanecnswasee 8 
The competitive position of the export- NGtrianis Avil —---7777727. (8.588 oriented Florida phosphate rock industry South Africa, Republicof”~~~7772277 39 

has weakened as the rail freight, loading, toa) = 3.606 
and weighing costs of moving phosphate © <— 

‘Table 20.—U.S. exports of phosphate rock, by country 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

08 Country —_ 
Quantity Value? Quantity Value" 

Aovtrillesuseenece cence mee crerencwtoraens 236.958 338 10,226 Austria ~~~ ~7 2277S TTTTSTIITIIETIEIISII II 1093088, aor 502 
Belgium-Luxembourg. ries i nd na 451 16,902 505 15,850 Brail = S272 2 22a) sansa 8486 . 
Canada Se eae tone mimo 2,834 91,847 2,762 101,305, ae 50a 106 3.530 
FARR oc eee 672 24,627 B43 26,384 Germany, Federal Republie of 777 777777277772222222 596 32916 Mo 2am i 255 “Sars 14755 Healy SonSUT SERS sea rag SEAS RSET 133s ba "B88 Japan 22-222SUTITTIIIIIIIIIIIISIIIIIIIII aka Korea, Republic of 227TTTIITIIITITTTTIIIIITTITTT Sts e SRD Mesto." =~ -~227227222ss22222s2ss2s 2a 920,108 ro in 109 
Noetherian 222 672 23,833 974 27,915 New Zealand -~~~~~222227727 cia sepe 7 2st 9 8492 
OPO ie mine int niece aeint ee ein 16 633 46 1,951 Philippines “cea 02 us se7Cusecescoroc secounsee 492308 3 3oss 
Poland 72-2 ~22222222222s2as22s testes tlle 21st 63] Homans SRUSEG UONER TET s PUNE TIAS SAT TET IETS 15 Baas at inase Sweden ---. 222222222 22.s222222222222ssaeno 108 is “Git 

BeOS ee Ce a 8 615 137 4,892 

COI ares errr ees rep cement erse ee 9,735, 383,554. 12,197 423,361 

2A] values fa. (ree alongside ship) 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding, 

Source: US. Bureat of the Census.
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Table 21.—U.S. exports of superphosphates, more than 40% P20;, by country 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

1982 1988 
Cone Quantity Value™ Quantity Value 

Argentina 10 1472 6 830 Belgium-Laxembourg. .._._22—02222220-22022s0.22 52 5958, 3h 4,291 
Bragil ~~~. 7222 222022222222222222a2n ane 50 6919 ie - 
Bulgaria 2D D0ES STC SESTSIST TESST STII TES 86 1N264 9 10,612 
Burma. -_2_2_222222222TIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 20 ‘4627 oe a Gnade DEDII ISR SEES IIS SSTREE ASST TST SAS EE ET 50 6.958 8 14607 

Chile >>I TITS TT TTLITITILIIITILIIEIIIIIIIS 85 5120 96 «11956 
Ghiing ESTERS SNE EELS TENET ETON SA SASS TERT 48 6198, Bl 85,175 
Golombla 2 2L2LIIIIIIIIIIILIIEIILIII 2 1981 8 3,625, 
Goma Bled: 225555 TCI TET SISSIES TIAIOISSSCGSE 7 ‘948 8 1214 Dominican Republie ---~~~>~2~22TITIIIILTTTTIT 6 ait 9 1736 
7g ee ae a 82 1983, 30 gost 

Germany, Federal Republic of. ~~ ~~27ZITITIIZIIIII2 99 18388 100 18880 
Bungay) oo cass eee eee ES eee 15 2099 21 2704 

Indonesia 2025 0 ae ee 180 19,960 51 8432 Deland sec eon Seren ee occ reac eee 6 2,150 23 2887 
Tal SEDI SE EES Ect SEE LIETESOT ESS es we 7 955 Wa ae ee ee at 5,002 30 4081, 
Pora 22220 SETEEEDRGEI ESC ESES TEESE 2 1780 a 1,568 
SreApeS oo norco ea et ht Too T oT eT TIES ST * a & 38 

Veneauela” ~=~~~~~~722727722722222222222222 22 vw 4077 1 377 
Other 20205 IESE PETER STEELER SSE 34048451 216 40,902 

Wal ccc oce eee SD eT See 1194 164,670 

All values fs. (free alongside ship). 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 

Table 22.—U.S. exports of superphosphates, less than 40% P.O:, by country 
eye 

Country Quantity value! Quantity Value! ‘imetrie metric metre (thousands) §— "Met" (ghousands) 

Ganda sees serena eee eau ease 34,258 $738 65,838 $1445, 
OEE tometer anni sane pos eae eee ye 2110 140 xi 2 

Total ----- ene ee eee 36,368 818 68,610 1,507 

4A values fas, (free alongside ship) 
Source: US. Bureat of the Census.
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Table 23.—U.S. exports of diammonium phosphates, by country 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

wee 1983 
Seen Quantity Value’ Quantity Value! 

Argentina o.oo nen eee een 79 14808 19641 
Aumralie (2270722 I TESS TTTEPIT ISOS 16 21912 wr 82d 
Bangladesh ~~~ ~~~ 7_722212222222227~222722-= 22 2 8449 100 18)106 

Belgu-busembodrg= ——="722T2ITDTIIITTI aie 95025 om 11424 
ag Vunembourg ~~~ —~ ~~ annette 8 ub : 

Genesis) SEDEDIELTS SOU ISETOSTE ES oes eae ROE OE ny 2186 TS (2188 
hile ~~~ — on neomennnnnenesencenenene ete 9 “Let 4381 [> op pa gen oa CS 453 86,797 585 90,800 
Ggombin © 222025 eo secundosusse eso sscendesbee 2 OBI6 81 
Costa Ries = =~ 77 272TTTITIIIIIIIIIIII LILI 2 Sii8 196-8404 
Dominican Repablie = ~~7777777777777777TTITIIIIIE 2% 5,100 BL 5688 
Ecuador... ---2_2_2_222222ac222o222s naa 2 dee 3 488, 
Wehiopia S252 027 FETT ASE TSP AE IT SPEIER NESE TS %& BMG 3.806 Finny oon Rh Gaat 61 10,908 
Germany; Rederal Republic of —~~7°°>2222222—22--t 5 8B 2 388 
Tbdid soo a iaen ee pennenannn ana! 182 34,549 Ma 24,560 Se e809 138 
(aly -_-_~_2_~~2_22 20 2s22sas2e2n2ens eae x a24i6 a ma fencer ce a eee aE eS god B3.gT ii 15,90 

Mexico ~~~ 272 2272227DTI2IIDILIIIIL ETE 233 ap.z79 1851885 
New teound {oe cuer ae tee cea reese % oS 
Nicaragua_— ~~ ~~~" "7TTTTTITIITITTTTIITTIT Le 13 2470 149 2,580 
Pakistan co cosbe0 12s 22 S07 oT EAES TSS eS EES 31962206 228 (e278 
Spano --2222ooo2essotccsetccesteeeesoeeo 2% a86T gat 

ainsi DSP ESE EIS ETE DIRE OR US SSRIS % 8386 467684 
urkey.-~-~-----2-2-22222222a22=2a=nn2s2- a= ae gis 6 = 9812 
Draguy See ee eDOCS Te Taeen nena gg 13 Bb 
Yegralsvia oc ocsa =e IEEE eee 81867 6611666 
Othete coo ota inennenranseooe neon aeneann 358__0s,772 615__115,566 
Total? nnn enna nnn neeneeeenn-— TOT T8685 T5R 720,288 

2All values fas. (ree alongside ship) 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Source: US. Bureau of the Census. 

Table 24.—U.S. exports of phosphoric acid, —_p, y. re * ‘able 25.—U.S. exports of phosphoric acid, 
less than 65% P20s, by country more than 65% P2Os, by country 

(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) (rissa ss an toni dela, 

aay 2 ea 1982 Toes 
a raat Vahiet, Gusntily’ (Vaud! MEY Quantity Value? “Quantity Value? 
Brazil 47 9897 - 5 ; Brazil uw 4079 a 
Canad = é ie z 4 Canada ~~~ 42 9,038 35 8,680 ee ae ae eT 

eer Re : Other —==2 297694 3__“13671 
ublic of . as 1 1897 - 7 tela ge om oa Total. 898289296 842287165 

Mexico sds © Ug ‘Allvales fas (ree longi sip 
Turkey —— 209 5a 138 USSR 2 S aes 9 ‘3926 —-‘Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 
Veneauela 12605 st B65 
Other ---— & 38 eo 44 
Total 20117785 «STT—_84,979 
2All values fas. (free alongside ship) 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
Data donot add total shown because of independent 

rounding. 
Source: U.S, Bureau of the Census.
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Table 26.—U.S. exports of elemental phosphorus, by country 
1982 es 

Country juantity —Vatuet Quantity Vatu! 
Sin thousands) — [PEE nousende) 

Argentina rs ecrec/sceserininrieennunmatamrnaers 2 $38 @ g 
IN a carsmcnneimnimmeaninind nu 186 291 Ww 53 

eal oe  ieenbenlicwnes. 5,749 10,153 7438 13,847 Canaan wanes ors beeen eee 15 1315 1264 add 
Cie se eee ban ae ne 3,000 3,798 

apne preety eee etch mes tsonrer 6,855, ‘11,167 8,985 18,926 Korea, Republic of “7727LIZIIIIZIIIIIIIIIIT 543 730, "te 11051 Mexico ~~ -22 2222222222222 2222222222222 236 396 2 a 
OR cae i rian Distinns 175 299 168 232, Other 2 _2_~~22 2272 72TTTTTTTETET TTI EE 195 736 a 29 
Dlicecwcserecae cele ARO BRIS ete NN 

1A] values fs. (ree alongside ship). 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: US. Bureau of the Census, 

Table 27.—U.S. imports for consumption of phosphate rock and phosphatic materials 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollar) 

a ie ie 
a Quantity Value’ Quantity —_‘Value* 

Phosphates, crude and apatite —_ tne enna a 1,302 9 6 
Phosphate feriiers and fertiier materials ———~~~~-—">> 8 ere 36 3622 Dicaleium phosphate -- weave bas a 359 @ 16 
Phisphortie: 2 02a aeons eee cos @ 1,017 2 3410 Phoeploriessd <c000 222 nese en eer ee 5 Tees 9 2930 
Phosphoric acig, fertilizer grade secs “4 1s @ cH 

Norepal supeephioephate: = ~~ ———-—e---e= ib 2,198 2 27 ‘Triple superphosphate. .__1__.~__2_~~2_2-2_-_—~- it rad 5 12 
‘’Declared customs valuation 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World phosphate rock production increas- phosphate fertilizer. The LDC were ex- 
ed by approximately 10% to an estimated panding phosphate rock mines and con- 
185 million tons. The increase was attribut- structing phosphoric acid plants as rapidly 
ed to an improved world economy and, in as possible to permit them to export high- 
the United States, to the impact of Govern- value phosphate intermediates and finished 
ment programs and inclement weather that fertilizer. Much of the expansion in LDC 
reduced grain inventories and restored in- with phosphate rock resources was subsidiz- 
centives to use fertilizers in the 1983 crop ed by the LDC governments with loans from 

year. the International Monetary Fund and other 
In the United States, the phosphate min- world financial organizations. The expan- 

ing industry deferred plans to increase sions were frequently begun without an 
phosphate rock capacity because the indus- adequate assessment of the economics of 
try could not justify committing large production, the impact on world markets, 
amounts of high-cost capital to marginally and the continuing problem of oversupply of 
profitable phosphate mines and because of phosphate rock in the world. 
problems in obtaining permits. Algeria.—The Société Nationale de Re- 

A number of less developed countries cherches et d’Exploitations Miniéres pro- 
(LDC) played an important role in world duced phosphate rock from the Djebel Onk 
supply and demand for phosphate rock and Mine, the only mine operating in Algeria
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since the Kouif Mine was closed. The capac- was about 700,000 tons per year based on 
ity of the Djebel Onk Mine was about 0.5 mining operations near Sebaiya, south of 
million tons per year of 34% to 35% P.0; Luxor. A new Hamrawein Mine, 30 kilome- 
calcined-washed-dried phosphate rock and ters north of Quseir, became operational in 
18 million tons per year of 29% P,0, 1983. Another new mine being developed at 
phosphate rock. ‘Abu Sheigela was scheduled to operate in 
Australia—B. H. South Ltd. closed the 1985 to replace the mines at Safaga and 

Duchess Mine at yearend 1982 because it Quseir. Of immediate interest, however, 
could not reach an agreement with Aus- was the expansion of the Sebaiya West 
tralian fertilizer producers on phosphate Mines from 120,000 to 440,000 tons per year 
rock prices in 1982-88. The company contin- in 1988. Only limited progress was made on 
ued to ship from inventory in early 1983. In developing the Abu Tartur phosphate proj- 
addition, a small quantity of phosphate rock ect in the Western Desert where an experi- 
was produced in South Australia. However, mental mine has been operating since 1980. 

this rock was unsuitable for superphosphate _Traq.—Because the Iragitranian war 
manufacture because of its high iron and closed the seaport of Khor-al-Zuber, it was 
aluminum content and was used locally for not certain if the Iraqis were able to export 

direct application to the soil. production from their mining or chemical 
‘An apatitebearing carbonatite deposit, complexes in 1983. 

discovered several years ago near Laverton, — Israel.—Negev Phosphates Ltd. respond- 
Western Australia, was being evaluated. | ed to the recession in phosphate markets 
Brazil—Phosphate rock was produced by stopping production of calcined phos- 

from mines at Araxa (Arafértil), Araxa phates at Oron. It was the intent at Oron to 
(Arafértil/Camig), Catalao (Fosfago), Catal- produce a washed phosphate concentrate 
ao (Goiasfertil), Cerrado, Jacupiranga (Ser- comparable to the Nahal Zin Mines’ low- 
rana), Patos de Minas (Fosfértil), and Tapi- chloride, 70% to 72% bone phosphate of 
ra (Fosfértil). Total mine capacity in 1983 lime phosphate rock. The Arad Mine was 
was about 4 million tons. Phosphoric acid developed as a replacement for the closed 
capacity was Copebras, 100,000 tons P,0s; Makhtesh Mine. The estimated phosphate 
Fosfértil, 296,100; ICC, 118,800; Quimbrasil, mining capacity at Arad of 8.5 million tons 
65,700; and Ultrafértil, 79,860. The total per year was expected to remain at this 
capacity of 660,000 tons P.O; per year made _level for the next several years. 
Brazil self-sufficient in 1983. Jordan.—Deliveries of domestic rock 
China.—About two-thirds of the country’s were made to the new phosphoric acid 

production was believed to come from rela- fertilizer plants at Aqaba. The 413,000-ton- 
tively small mines in Yunnan, Guizhou, per-year P.O, phosphoric acid plant could 
Sichuan, Hubei, and Shandong Provinces. consume 1.3 million tons per year of high- 
The balance was obtained from small, local grade phosphate rock. The El Hassa-El 
mines and was ground for direct application Abyad Mines had a capacity of 5.2 million 
or used to manufacture single superphos- tons per year. It was not clear, given 1983 
phate. The principal mines were Kunyang, phosphate rock markets and prices, when 
88 kilometers south-southwest of Kunming the Jordan Phosphate Mines Co. would 
City; Xiangfen, 58 kilometers northeast of develop the Esh Shidiya deposit. Initial 
Kunming; and Haikow, 35 kilometers south- planning called for a mine startup in’1986, 
west of Kunming City. which might be deferred pending an im- 

Christmas Island.—Phosphate ore mined provement in world demand. 
on this island was classified, in order of Mexico.—Production of phosphate rock 
decreasing quality, as A, B, or C grade from mines in the Sierra Madre Range has 
depending on the phosphate, iron, and alu- ranged from 0.15 to 0.30 million tons per 
minum content. When all three grades are year, and the product has been used domes- 
present in a mining location, C grade, the tically or shipped in small tonnages to the 
overburden fraction, overlies B grade, United States for animal feed supplements. 
which in turn overlies A grade. Estimates of The Mexican Government decided to devel- 
ore reserves were 9, 50, and 145 million tons op the San Juan de la Costa deposits, and 

of A, B, and C grades, respectively. Based on some production was achieved in 1981. Ca- 
minable reserves and projected sales pat- pacity was 0.25 million tons in 1982 and 
terns, the mining operation was projected to about 0.7 million tons in 1983. The deposit 
continue 18 to 14 years. on the Gulf of California was mined by both 

Egypt.—Phosphate rock mine capacity open pit bench and underground room-and-
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Pillar techniques. Dried rock was shipped to ‘Togo.—Phosphate rock was produced 
fertilizer plants at Guadalajara and Coatza- from the Hahotoe-K’pogame Mines with a 
coalcos. The Santo Domingo phosphates are 1983 phosphate rock capacity of 8.2 million 
jov-eradet beasts sands on the Pacific Coast. tons per year. The ore was shipped to a 

n planned to start this mine in heneficiation plant at the Port of K’peme 1982 or 1983; however, financial problems where it was washed with seawater, screen. 
delayed completion of the mine and benefi- 94, cycloned, and washed with freshwater. 
rae TO most recent significant TB® Phosphate rock was dried for export. 
event in the Moroccan phosphate industry ‘4, WetProcess phosphoric acid plant at 
was the start of construction of the massive Kpeme was planned, and the potential 
chemical complex and port at Jorf Lasfar. ©%i8t8 to recover additional product from Phosphate rock conversion’ capacity was the beneficiation plant tailings. 
scheduled to increase from 1 million tons _ Tunisia.—Most of Tunisia’s phosphate 
P.O; per year in 1981 to 1.5 million tons in Tock production was in the Gafsa Basin 
1985. As this capacity becomes available, Where the mine of Kef Eschafaier and the 
larger tonnages of phosphate rock were beneficiation plants at Metlaoui, M’Dilla, 
expected to be consumed domestically to Moulares, M’Rata, Redeyef, Sehib, and Sec- 
produce phosphate intermediates and fin- tor 100 had a total capacity of 6.1 million 
ished phosphate fertilizers for export. Phos- tons per year. The Kalaa Djerda Mine in 
hate rock was mined from both under. the North Basin produced about 0.3 million 
ground and open pit mines in the Khourib- tons per year. Gradual development of the 
ga District, from Ben Guerir, from black Jellabia, Kef Eddour, and Oum el Kecheb 
and white phosphate rock deposits at Yous- Mines in the Gafsa Basin was scheduled for soufia, and from Bu-Craa in the Western % estern the balance of the 1980's. 
senate teen phosphate: rock capacity in 1.$8.R—The USSR, the world’s sec- 

wate on toe ond largest producer of phosphate rock, 
ee Dy Coats org, continued %0 produced from mines in European Russia 
Phosphates de Taiba at its Keur Mor Fall 24 Kazakhstan. The estimated total capac- 
pit, an extension of the Taiba deposit. So- it Was 80 million tons per year. European 
ciété Senegalaise des Phosphates de Thies Russia apatite mines, Kirov, Yukspov, 
continued to produce aluminum phosphates Rasvumchov, Tsentralny, Koashva, and 
from the Thies deposit. Capacity was 0.6 Niorpakh on the Kola Peninsula, accounted 
million tons per year. Although only 50,000 for about. 60% of the U.SS.R. production. 
tons per year of phosphate rock has been Eastern European sedimentary phosphate 
converted into fertilizers in Senegal, a new deposits mined at Kingisepp and Maardu 
phosphoric acid plant was under construc- together had a capacity of about 2 million tion at Taiba. A 280,000-ton-per-year P.O, tons per year of phosphate rock concen- 
phosphoric acid plant and also ammonium trates. Additional mines in European Rus- 
Phoephate and triple superphosphate plants sia, with combined capacity of as much as 

were under construction at M’bao. 3.5 milli 
South Africa, Republic of~The princi- phate reek for dees eubleten i ioe 

hosphate mine in the Republic of ined i pal phosp! PI zakhstan, phosphate rock was mined in the South Africa was at Phalaborwa, Transvaal Kara Tau foothills. The capacity. of th 
Province. Palabora Mining Co. Ltd. PMC) mines was estiwated te be staat S willee mined a foskorite-carbonatite pipe to recov. 7 ootimat shout 6 million 
er copper, magnetite, and zirconium oxide. ‘MS Per year. The phosphate rock was PMC delivered to the Phosphate Develop, *@elted in electric furnaces, and the ele- 
ment Corp. Ltd. (Foskor) the foskorite por- ™ental phosphorus product was converted 
tion of the mined ore and the apatite. into phosphoric acid, feed phosphates, and bearing tailings from copper ore concentra. other chemicals. In northern Kazakhstan, 
tion, Foskor had the capacity to produce 3 near Aktyubinsk, the Chilisaisk Mine was 
million to 3.2 million tons per year of plus being developed to produce 1.5 million tons 
36% P20s concentrates from (1) pyroxenite Per year of concentrates. In Siberia, a phos- 
ore, (2) foskorite mined by PMG, and (3) phate rock mine under construction at 
copper sulfide flotation tailings. Most of the Oshurkov, on Lake Baikal, was scheduled to 
phosphate rock Produced was converted in- produce 1.5 million tons per year when 

phosphoric acid at Richa Ly. completed.
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TECHNOLOGY 

Domestic and world studies of phosphate agement of the clay fraction separated dur- 
rock reserves and resources were made by ing the beneficiation of phosphate ores.* 
the Bureau of Mines. Published in 1983 Other issues of concern to the industry and 
were Information Circular (IC) 8987, Phos- reviewed in this circular are environ- 
phate Rock Availability—Domestic, and IC mental-based restrictions and regulations 
8926, Minerals Availability Commodity Di- that involve mining and reclamation of 
rectory on Phosphates.‘ IC 8926 includes wetlands, reclamation of disturbed mined 
nonconfidential information from the Phos- land, and water consumed in mining and 
phate Minerals Availability Program data _beneficiating phosphate rock. 
base, covering 148 domestic and 103 foreign IC 8982 reviews the costs and effects of 
phosphate deposits and properties. The ab- environmental protection controls regulat- 
stracts on each deposit or property include _ ing U.S. phosphate rock mining in 1983." 
data on location, published reserves and ————— 
resources, geology, mine and beneficiation _*Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 
systems, and operating information. oan: Fe Rertrinmeatal Laws end Repeloticas 
A publication, New Developments in Hy- Controls Rarlatng US ‘Phosphate Rock, Mining. Bu: 

draulic Borehole Mining of Phosphates, MinesIC3002,188 pp. 1020. pp, 
concluded that air horebole mining g invited Phosphate Rock Avliblity—Doresic Bins IC 650, 
cavity roof failure whereas submerged min- 1988.57 pp. 
ing was feasible if the cutting water jet was inte Aral, Gomney * Bhectary on Pie 
air shielded.* Additional field trials by in- hates. BuMines IC 26,198,678 pp. 
terested corporations were deferred until pote ining of Phpbatn per Phones Was 
the industry recovers from the recent reces-  Prosmects ir Growin? (ind. Miner. Gof, Orlando, FL, 

TC 8914, The Florida Phosphate Indus- Tm Aish Piensinipenrumelcet, Resear Ger 
try’s Technological and Environmental aa ‘Problems, A Review, BuMines 1 S314, 1983, 42 

Problems, A Review, describes the techno- _"Balazik, R. F, Costs and Effects of Environmental 
logical ability of the industry to comply  Protgction Controls Regulating US. Phosphate Rock Min- 
with environmental regulations and man- 4





By J. Roger Loebenstein' 

World mine production of platinum and the leading producer of platinum, and the 
palladium remained essentially unchanged U.S.S.R. remained the leading producer of 
in 1983 at 2.6 million troy ounces and 3.2 palladium: 
million ounces, respectively. Demand for — Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
platinum in market economy countries duction data for the platinum-group metals 
decreased from 2.2 million ounces to 2.1 (PGM) are developed by the Bureau of 
million ounces, while demand for palladium Mines from a voluntary survey of US. 
in these countries increased from 2.6 mil- refiners. Of the 46 operations to which a 
lion ounces to 2.9 million ounces. survey request was sent, 63% responded, 

‘The Republic of South Africa remained representing an estimated 96% of the total 

Table 1—Salient platinum-group metals' statistics 
(Thousand troy ounces unless otherwise specified) 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

‘United States: 
‘Mine peptone sa xe 3 7 gs 6 flues -—~——~—-thousand dollars _$1,288 $08 SLSTL S278 §ist3 

Refinery production: Primary refined = 8 3 1 9 9 
Secondary: 

Nontoll-refined ____-~-------- 309 381 392 34d 287 
Tollrefined-—~~~~_~~~~ ===> 1,090 1079 1191 368 995, 

‘Total refined metal ________~ 1,408 1,413 1,590 "1,221 1,291 
‘Stocks, yearend: 

Industry (refined)__ _________----- 161 m3 918 1,107 943 
National Defense Stockpile: 

PUNE a enim ete 453. 453. 453 453, 453 Pallsdlyes 22052 22ST CTDIS22 1.385 1255 1255, 1,255 1.285 
TARE ic cinncamncnnenammnie i iW WwW 21 Py 

Exports: 
‘Rete! nase een 710 592 651 439 446, 
‘Total ________----__--------- 900 165 863 "836 1,229 

Imports for consumption 
PUNE eed rasnisearer ee niesccncenentenny 8,303 3,109 2611 2,150 2,790 otal 2-3 caRu SEER SAE TREES 3479 85502 2850 2404 3218 

‘Ennports, getieral — oe 5,682 3,772 3191 2,494 3218 
‘Consumption (reported sales to industry) — —_— 2,756 2,206 1,921 "L873 1914 
Consumption, apparent’ _______-..._- 3,011 2,639 2,413 1,872 2,800 
‘Net import reliance® as a percent of apparent qoosuaplon = ccna eee 89 a 83 a 89 

Price, prolucery average, per ounce: 
Pista oe ee $352 $439 $15 3475 $415 
Palladium .-_--__------------- $113 $214 $130 3110 $130 

World: Mine production _____~-----_---~ 6,487 76,848 6,931 6,431 °6,482 

“Estimated Preliminary. "Revised. 
*The platinum group comprises six metals: Platinum, palladium, iridium, osmium, rhodium, and ruthenium. 
*Byproduct of copper refining. s 
‘Excludes 2,400 troy ounces purchased in 1983, but not yet added to inventory. 
“Includes both unwrought and semimanufactured. 
*Nontoll-refined production plus refined imports for consumption minus refined exports plus or minus changes in 

Government and industry stocks. 
‘Imports for consumption minus exports plus or minus changes in Government and industry stocks. 

685
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refined metal production shown in tables 1, tion Agency emission standards for light- 
2, and 9. Production of refined metal for the duty trucks (8,500 pounds or less) for the 17 nonrespondents was estimated using re- 1983 model year were established at 1.7 
ported prior year production levels. grams per mile (gpm) hydrocarbons and 

Legislation and Government Pro- 18.0 gpm carbon monoxide. For the 1984 
grams.—The General Services Administra- model year, the standards were lowered to 
tion purchased grade B (99.8% minimum) 1.0 gpm hydrocarbons and 14.0 gpm carbon 
iridium for the National Defense Stockpile. monoxide. Heavy-duty trucks (8,500 pounds 
Purchases totaled 4,200 ounces. or more) were required to meet a 1.5-gpm 

The Federal Government sets the exhaust hydrocarbon standard for both 1983 and 
emission standards for U.S. automobiles 1984, while the carbon monoxide standard 
and trucks. Currently, the technology for was eased from 15.5 gpm in 1983 to 24.8 gpm 
meeting these standards requires the use of in 1984? 
PGM catalysts. The Environmental Protec- 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

USS. Metals Refining Co., ASARCO Incor- announced an agreement to cooperate in 
porated, and Kennecott produced platinum precious metals marketing, manufacturing, 
and palladium as a byproduct of copper and refining. 
refining. Secondary metal was refined by _Refinemet International Co. of Woonsock- 
about 30 firms, mostly on the east and west et, RI, sold all of its refining and fabricating 
coasts. Most PGM scrap was refined on a _ plants, reportedly to provide the company 
toll basis. The largest scrap processors in with the funds needed to concentrate its 
the United States were Engelhard Minerals efforts entirely on trading in precious 
and Chemicals Corp., Johnson Matthey Inc., metals.* 
and USS. Metals. Eastern Smelting and Refining Corp. of 

Mid-States Recycling Inc., Chicago, IL, Lynn, MA, completed the construction of a 
was established in early 1983 as the succes- new precious metals assay laboratory.* 
sor to the liquidated Simmons Refining Co. _ Stillwater PGM Resources, a joint ven- 
Mid-States refined all types of precious ture between Manville International Corp. 
metals scrap.? and Chevron USA Inc., formed a_joint 

Also early in the year, Leytess Metal and venture with Anaconda Minerals Co. to 
Chemical Corp, New York, NY; Platina explore and evaluate the Stillwater Com- 
Laboratories Inc., South Plainfield, NJ; and plex in Montana.” 
Gemini Industries Inc. Santa Ana, CA, 

‘Table 2.—Platinum-group metals refined in the United States 
(Troy ounces) 

Year Platinum Palladium Iridium Osmium Rhodium Ruthe —qotay 

PRIMARY METAL 
Nontoll-refined: 

WD a ccna 1,980, 6,412 Be Z ss sa 8,392 i980 [22 TDTITIIIILISe 535 i = w= of 23300 Ios SETTEE . as 602 ZT BE a OF 51607 
1982 ______ Semen 947 6,181 pe _ ee0 ~_ 7078 1988 ---------anoalce 819 5005 > te Of 5884 Toll-refined: 
i 56 wk 2 au xe 416 so SECT TEESE TIT 18 oso a oneness 801 
DL ee inten eenemice neem ay 235 934 ae oe. es ae 1,169 jog CS STESOSEAEEIONZ 434 14a ee a 1855 yg 2LTZZTLTLIITIID ato 2008 => ae =H, * BE B76 
SECONDARY METAL 

Nontoll-refined: 
POT cians 75,038 220,639 1,647 % 1,964 ‘3,734 309,022 
1980 2 -- le 154,075 162,408 3,186 13 10,106, 1,135 330,923 
MO sii cctteni 187,883 185,764 3318 64 14,317 3,291 391,637 
1982 ____ a=----- "190,249 139,286 2,896 “+ 14,302 427 844,160 yosg2TTTTTTTTTTITTT ss | Tease 308 <2 Tees 80 287149 

See footnote at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Platinum-group metals refined in the United States —Continued 
(roy ounces) 

Teor Plainom Palladium Ivdium Osmium Rhodium RHEE Tou 

‘SECONDARY METAL — Continued 
‘Tolkrefined: Wi) --------------- 585,982 446,189 5,487 _ «$8875 1-718 1,090,202 

19§02-==27=22TTITITZBaBIOL-—do905. 53st] aR geR TBH Lov9.o12 
193) -2222=DTTLTTIITD Bor] Gorgot Toe 865 BART. sar] TOL 146 199222222 TTTTIITIIOI Boag © 0/564 tts «BRS B63 S301" aasa 1983 222222=2ZTTTLITZ__aaatoo 50702 “gzo 2a 62k 55789, 

1982 TOTALS 
‘Total primary —----------- 1881 re <n 8983 

‘Total secondary -----------_ *584,081 *569,850 18,004 885, 37,995, 6128 ¥1,212,543 

Grand total... 585,462 *577,402__ 13,004 885. 37,995 6,728 1,221,476 

1983 TOTALS 
‘Total primary —-.-------~ 2,029 7 oa” stew: 9,060 Total secondary ~~ 77T17_asbat arts iA SRT SSA za TR 

Grand total... $54,808 624617 9,128 925——«45,287 56,588 1,200,798 
Revised. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

‘The principal domestic uses of PGM were to produce acids and organic chemicals; in 
in catalysts to control automobile exhaust electrical contacts, capacitors, and electron- 
emissions; in reforming catalysts to upgrade _ ic coatings; in bushings for glass fiber man- 
the octane rating of gasolines; in catalysts _ufacture; and in dental alloys. 

Table 3.—Platinum-group metals? sold to consuming industries in the United States 
roy ounces) 

‘Year and industry Platinum alla ridium Osmium Rhodium Ruth total 

119-1408 925 18621 TBO «TAS «BAT 2790. 2.156,001 
gg [TTTLIITIIIIIOIIIaeast “wire, ask BS TBbes “tT 20910 198122 22TTTTTITTTITII_Yetelenoaaoldo BIGOT B65 Lgn0.e72 
1982 ‘Automotive ATT 118 445 2 688 =. 622,565 Ghemieal™.=227722772 “loo as'778 os 382 BTS 63.60) 68 165 Dental and medical-——-~- log B10'754 031,008 7 22 3ae902 

Electrical.--------=-- «89994 SIB72 550 .g8e RATS aawaRG Gina e222 22TTTTL2 a 215 2 L205 a BBD Jewelry anddecoraiive ~~ «15895781058, S372 Sei Petroleum ~~ BST BO,8AS 92001 4 =. , 48,817 
‘Miscellaneous — -_-__---— 87,805 27,081 2,090 pase 1,939 "19,565 118,430 

Total _ - = 780,146 926,804 10,600 1,358 49,915 *104,930 “1,873,253 

1983: ‘Automotive 508499 172,050 4 a9 _- 100,826 
Chemical -——7-"TLTL. “e869 82 500553984 548165 160 Dentaland medical ~—7777 16145 iM 1088 113 28 S51'889 Electrical =~ ~~~ 7222 tera Boat «0d ata TRL «405,505 Glass 272" 2=2TTTTT p03 146 35 2 233 ~~ ATL Jewelry anddecorative = Oat nit 1st z Bois 220865 Pewoleumsn-------- 380304987000 180 §9.120 
Miscellaneous — ..-————. 68,123 59,582 1878 ee 7581 17,251 153,920 

Total___---------- 196722 921,815 «O21 —=«aRO== a2 « M78 1.919.952 
"Revised. 
‘Comprises primary and nontoll-refined secondary metals.
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STOCKS 

In addition to the reported stocks held by _ of PGM held sizable quantities of PGM that 
refiners, importers, and dealers, end users were not reported to the Bureau of Mines. 

Table 4.Refiner, importer, and dealer stocks of refined platinum-group metals? 
in the United States, December 31 

(Troy ounces) 

Year Platinum Palladium Iridium Osmium Rhodium WHE toa) 
179. 805,605 28.865 18403 1asT «ants «ages T6182 A8022T2TLITTTIIIITT BRS «BBR O02 «age ‘2004610556797 gTat2OT 
ABSIZT TTT TITTIIITTT 401889898933 16.819 ST 4885557645 OBIT. 
FE erect eet tec icen ts 604,632 384,184 13,348 138 40,562, 63,764 1,106,628, ageB2TTTTTTTTTTTTTT aaa and T88a8 439 LIM ase “Oas rT 

“Includes metal in depositories of the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX); on Dec. 30, 1983, this comprised 
235,900 troy ounces of platinum and 79,100 troy ounces of palladium. 

PRICES 

Dealer prices for both platinum and pal- tiveness.’ The other major PGM producer, 
ladium increased substantially, while other Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd., continued 
PGM dealer prices changed only slightly. quoting its producer prices for all custom- 

Beginning in January, the USSR. ers 
changed its pricing contract terms for palla- Producers, dealers, consumers, and inves- 
dium. The new terms called for about 75% tors of PGM increased trading activity in 
of its metal to be sold to U.S. dealers based futures contracts on the NYMEX. Futures 
on monthly prices of the New York Mercan- trading allowed businesses to protect them- 
tile Exchange (NYMEX), and the remainder selves against damaging price fluctuations to be sold at market economy prices. The in metal prices by “hedging,” and allowed latter purchase was optional for each deal- investors a chance to earh a profit and, at 
er. Previously, the U.S.S.R. used annual the same time, contribute to market liquidi- 
contracts where one price was set for all ty, Some dealers based their prices on the 
metal shipments.* _ . prices of NYMEX futures contracts. Vol- Rustenburg Platinum Holdings Ltd. of ume of trading in futures contracts for 1982 
the Republic of South Africa decided early and 1983 is shown in the following tabula- in the year to begin selling over 60% of its tion: 
metal at.market economy prices and the 
remainder at producer prices to long-term 
industrial customers. Previously, Rusten- Platinum’ Palladium? 
burg Platinum officially sold all of its out- jj, SCS 
put at producer prices through its exclusive jasg-22777777777-77> AYRE 
sales agent, Johnson Matthey PLC. Report- 198)------"----"""""_1ossane_—_2al,zze 
edly, the decision was made to increase ~isyuoyoumaperomuaa 
Rustenburg Platinum’s market competi- 100 trey ounces por contract
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Table 5.—Average producer and dealer prices' of platinum-group metals 

(Dollars per troy ounce) 
—-Pistinum Palladium Rhodium Tru Ruthenium Osmium 

Pro- Pro- Pro- Pro- Pro- Pro- FES, Dealer PR Dealer FF Dealer PO Dealer PI Dealer PI Dealer 

DR. a0. 352 445 3 120 733, 770 257 280 45 32. 150 130 i rn a eT a a a ist T TaD 85 al 98 ONS BD TB is"72"7_ 3 ar__siot__—g00 2800s 
1988 Fo 

January 41546118) 135 600268 6008S HD February. 415465131258 ODS BTID March 4140213002 GD oS BBM apn -- 41 Md 18D ta) GOD B85 DBD May--- 4s Md? igo 31 G00 000800 dS HTT Junes"- 4323 1a) OO Bk HDB July" 41335 1a) MB_ GOD B19 DOSS HID ugist—— 415 433.130 ds guO GD TSB September 4152310151 GO) BLO SSB] 
October _ _ 415, 394 130 142 600 337 600, 325 AS 32 10 185 November 413-851) 146 BUDS SLI December. 4753881301660 88000 dB TMT 

ee ee) 
+ Average prices calculated at the low end of the ranges of weekly averages rounded to the nearest dollar. 

Source: Metals Week. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Imports of platinum and palladium from _ ries: unspecified combinations, ores, sweep- 
major source countries are shown in table 8. ings and scrap, and materials not elsewhere 
‘The figures include estimates of the metal _ specified. 
content of the PGM in the following catego-
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Table 8.—Estimated U.S. imports of platinum and palladium, by year and country 
(Thousand troy ounces) 

eatin Palado 
ea 1982 1983 ~*1982_—+1988 

RICE AON, PIRI 0 en we nme cero mine or scene tennant tet 5T6 626 AG4 409 
BIR co ie imei = ones eNblietse Gas ceca 16 23 380 892 
EIEIO FSI nwo eee rernsenob cage vipa to toda nestor momnenaes terme seen 147 308 137 242 

OthetS eae ak Sen eae ee RSLS ee 
ne ee 

WORLD REVIEW 

Three companies in the Republic of South gists 
Africa produced PGM from platinum ores; Platinum Palladium 
the U.S.S.R. and two companies in Canada Automotive 0-0-0 150 ~” 
produced PGM from mining nickel-copper Ghemieal-— <7 777-222. iio a0 
deposits. Most of the rest-of-world supply  Bectrical 77777777777 Bo 0 
was derived from scrap. Sewelry__ ~~ ~=7~= TTT 490 50 
Canada.—PGM were produced as byprod- Miselfneous=—"""—7T-=_ Tt 0 

ucts of nickel-copper mining by Inco Ltd. __Total!------------- 960 1840 
and Falconbridge Ltd. Inco’s mines reo-. ~ipsiq may nol add to totals chown because of indopend. 
pened in April 1983, after having been shut eatrounting em 
down since July 1982, owing to a labor source: Sumitomo Corp. 
strike and weak demand for nickel. 

China.—In China’s Kansu Province, South Africa, Republic of —Gold Fields 
PGM were produced as byproducts of nickel of South Africa Ltd. studied the feasibility 
and copper from the Jinchuan nickel mine. of developing a new platinum mine located 
‘The United States imported less than 10,000 north of Rustenburg in the western Trans- 
ounces of PGM from China in 1983." vaal, near the Amandelbult section of Rus- 
Germany, Federal Republic of.—Legisla-__ tenburg Platinum. By yearend, only prelim- 

tion passed in the Federal Republic of inary drilling had been done, while mining 
Germany in 1983 reportedly requires new 00st and markets were still being analyzed. 
cars registered in the country from January Sources said that the new mine, to be called 
1, 1986, to be engineered to use unleaded “Northern Platinum,” should probably 
gasoline and to be fitted with catalysts. In rere production by 1 pees 
addition, the Federal Republic of Germany Of falladiaen of platinum, Je, hentan, 
has urged other member countries of the 96 han adium, Bee cunt oF euenenians 
European Economic Community to.adopt Sfagidper year. 
similar measures.\: In September 1983, Johnson Matthey 
Japan.—Japan imported 942,000 ounces PLC of the United Kingdom, the marketing 

of platinum, primarily from the Republic of agent for Rustenburg Platinum, began sell- 
South Africa, and 1,024,000 ounces of palla- ing small platinum bars to investors in sizes 
dium, primarily from the USS.R. Con- ranging from 5 grams to 10 ounces. The 
sumption of platinum in jewelry uses de- other major South African producer, Im- 
clined and consumption of palladium in pala Platinum, began selling a 1-ounce plat- 
electrical uses increased in 1983. Estimated inum coin, called the “Noble,” through 
consumption of platinum and palladium in its London-based marketing agent, Ayrton 
Japan, in thousand troy ounces, was report- Metals Ltd. The coins were introduced to 
ed as follows:"? European markets in November."*
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Table 9.—Platinum-group metals: World mine production, by country* 
(Troy ounces) 

pase a lee ie ugh 
Country? 1979 1980 1981 198? i983 ————_ ae 

Australia, metal content, from domestic 
nickel ore:? 
Palladium 222 Sussco secs eeuns 6880 1054512896 12.000 12,000 
PUI sero siranrnnminnin ei statins 2,765, 2,058 2,093 *1,900 1,900 
Ruthenium ______-_-.-~.. “ oO “ “& se 

Canada: Platinum-group metals from nickel ore__ 197,943 410,757, 882,658 228,425 167,019 
Colombia: Placer platinum. weeen nnn 12,933 14,845, 14,801, 20,000 20,000 
Ethiopia: Placer platinum —_____-~..-. 108 3. "125, #125 125 Finland: 
Palas sei clinica amanaiaaaas 932, 675, 1,998 4,662, 5,000 Platinum ~-~-~-~-~7~~~7777777 727 ml 225 1608 au 00 

Japan, metal from nickel-copper ores:® 
PRN Sm errors ements ree 22,495 28,968 25,748 27,862 937,122 Plotinum 0-20 0> a2 2722277 TTS ToS 12 «12366 = 10521541121 460 South Africa, Republic of Piatinum-group metals 

from platinum ore®?___—..--...----- 3,017,000, 8,100,000 3,110,000 2,600,000, 2,600,000 
USSR:: Placer platinum and platinum-group 

‘metals from nickelcopper ores’ 8,200,000 8,250,000 8,850,000 500.000 3,600,000 United States: Placer platinum and platinum- 
-¥) group ‘metals from gold-copper ores — _ es 7,300 3,348 7318 8,033, 6,257 

"Plato dived yenecenascauueun 5241 4501 3119 "3,000 2,900 
lin ore eneininninimieninatinscienh: 675 418 482 "480 400 Zimbabwe 

Pallet ail pancusereee! erie acers de e784 5,200 2165 2,500 
Platinum oor : 21990 23300 1708 1500 
i EO FAC MM Tt 6,930,862, 6,430,514 6,482,183, 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Table includes data available through May 9, 1984. Pesslet grou, metal Production by the Federal Republic of Germany, Norway, and the United Kingdom was not included in this table beeauso the production was derived wholly 

from imported metallurgical products and to include it would result in double counting. 
In addition to the countries listed, China, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, and the Philippines are believed to produce 

platinum-group metals, and several other countries may also do so, but output is not reported quantitatively, and there is, fo reliable basis for te formulation of entimatesof output level. However, apart ofthis output not specifically reported 
by country is presumably ineluded in this table credited to Japan. (See footnote 6) 

“Partial figure; excludes platinum-group metals recovered in other countries from nickel ore of Australian origin; 
however, a part of this output may be credited to Japan. (See footnote 6.) 

‘Revised to zero. 
Reported figure 
Japanese figures do not refer to Japanese mine production, but rather represent Japanese smelter-refinery recovery 

from ores originating in a number of countries; this output cannot be eredited to the country of origin becalise of a lack of 
data. Countries producing and exporting such ores to Japan include (but are not secomesrily: limited to) Australia, Canada, indonels, Papua New Gunes and the Phiipzines Output irom ores of Australian, Indonesian, Papua New Guinea, and Philippine origin are not diplisative, but output from Canadian material might duplicate a part of reported mnadian production. 

“Includes osmiridium produced in gold mines 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Bureau of Mines studied methods for plating produced the most corrosion-resist- 
beneficiating PGM ores from the Stillwater ant coating. 
Complex in Montana. A pilot flotation mill The Bureau, in cooperation with the Na- 
was operated using a mercaptobenzothia- tional Association of Recycling Industries 
zole-sulfuric acid reagent. The system was and the Defense Property Disposal Service, 
successful in concentrating most of the studied the concentrating of precious met- 
PGM ores, but consumed more sulfuric acid _ als contained in scrapped electronic materi- 
than expected. It was concluded that an als, such as electronic reed switches and 
auxiliary system was needed to treat acid- telephone relays. Both mechanical and hy- 
consuming minerals." drometallurgical methods were used to sep- 

In another study, the Bureau evaluated arate a PGM-gold residue from the base 
platinum-coated metals as substitutes for metals. The residue could then be refined to 
solid platinum shapes. The Bureau studied commercial specifications.”” 
four electroplating methods for producing __ Researchers at the U.S. Department of 
pore-free platinum coatings from molten Energy's Pacific Northwest Laboratory be- 
cyanide baths and concluded that pulse gan the second stage in a study of a process
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"Metals Week. Rustenburg Now Selling Most Metal at 
to recover PGM from spent nuclear reactor pres Market Prices in Effort To Inereate Sales, V. 1, fuel. A spokesperson for Battelle Memorial _No'4, an. 24,1983, . © 
Institute, which operates the laboratory, "foreign Broadcast Information Service, China Report . nes dabor | NO 8 Sept 1 1989 
said that the spent fuel contains significant ""igmmel,P. G. Catalysts For Europe—Motor Vechicle amounts of palladium, rhodium, and ruthe- Bisons Control Regulations in Burope and, Future 
nium, created in the reactor during the Platinum Demand. Pres. at 24 Int. Platinum Seminar 
fission process. Part of the process involves Sowoted Py Met, Pull. Hd-Fusures World, New York, 
adding lead oxide to the spent fuel to ex- "Sumitomo Corporation. Precious Metals Market in 

i imi Japan. Lith ed, Feb, 1984, 17 p. tract the precious metals, similar to the fire ‘TEngineering and Mining Journal. Gold Fields Assesses 

assay process. If economically viable, the potential New PGM Mine. V. 184, No. 8, Aug. 1983, pp. 15 
process would require allowing time for the 19, «a Precio Metal nto, Prodi, Met. 

ioacti i ‘{nternational Precious Metals Institute. Precious Met radioactive decay of the precious metals to 4, {ternational Preogs Metals fnstitute Pre 
occur.* The presence of small but signifi- ° American Mata Market: Ayrion Byes Platinum Coin 

cant titi ‘reco’ i les in U.S. V. 91, No. 22, Nov. 10, 3, p. 7. cant quantities of recoverable PGM in spent SEUSS anus 
1 fuels has been known for many pistinumPalladium Ore From the Stillwater Complex 

years, but recovery methods proposed pre- Buffines ISTE, 1883,8p °° 
i ic f *8Lynch, M. J... rs, anc linn. Structure 

Yiously were not economically feasible. and Poresty of Blectrodeposited Platinum: Evaluation of 
—— Four Plating Methods. Bubfines RI 8823, 1983, 18 pp. 

*Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. ‘Hilliard, H. E., and B. W. Dunning, Jr. Recovery of 
Wards Automotive Reports. V. 58, No. 4, Jan. 24, 1983,  Platinum-Group Metals and Gold From Electronic Scrap. 

p. 29. Paper in 1983 IPMI Int. Seminar (Williamsburg, VA, Apr. 
“International Precious Metals Institute. Precious Met- 10-13, 1983), Int. Precious Met. Inst., Allentown, PA, 1983, alg News and Review. V.7, No, 2, Feb, 1983, p. 5 pp, 130-142 
4———. V. 7, No. 6, June 1983, p. 5. Hillard, H. E., B. W. Dunning, Jr., and H. V. Makar. 
5. V. 7, No. 7, July 1983, p. 6. Hydrometallurgical Treatment of Electronic Scrap Con- 
TV. No. 12, Dee 1988p 6. centrates Containing Precious Metals. BuMines RI 8751, 
$S———.. V. 1, No. 8, Aug. 1983. p. 5. 1983, 15 pp. 
"Burger, J. R. (ed.). Ongoing Projects. Eng. and Min. J., ‘8The Northern Miner (Toronto). Researchers Investi- 

v. 184, No’, Aug. 1989, p.® gating Poses To Recover Platinum From Spent Fl V. 
Metal Bulletin. Russians Conclude Frame Contracts. 38, No. 46, Jan. 20, 1988, p. A-25. 

No. 6751, Jan. 25, 1983, p. 18.





By James P. Searls? 

U.S. potash production in terms of potas- _ Latin American imports of U.S. potash 
sium oxide (KzO) equivalent declined 20% fell strongly primarily because Brazil im- 
but apparent consumption increased 10% in _ ported only one-tenth as much as in 1982. 
1983. Domestic production declined to below Japan and India also imported less. Some 
that of 1952. Second half production was 9% medium-sized importers, including Mexico 
below first half production owing to several _and New Zealand, increased imports of U.S. 
operations undergoing extended vacations potash. 
during the summer and fall. Sales declined Near Carlsbad, NM, one economically 
15% from that of 1982, to a level below that marginal mine, at present prices, was closed 
of 1958, and also declined 20% from the first _ for an extended period and two others were 
to the second half of 1983, However, year-  idled for nearly 3 months. One of the three 
end stocks decreased. Prices, f.o.b. mine, operations in Utah was idled owing to 
decreased for the second consecutive year. extraordinarily wet weather that caused 
The United States continued to be a net flooding of its brine gathering ditches. An- 
importer of potash; net import reliance asa other Utah producer from brine continued 
percentage of apparent consumption in- production despite the inclement weather. 
creased 10 percentage points to 75%. Cana- ~ Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
da provided an amount equal to 69% of the duction data for potash are developed by the 
domestic apparent consumption. Bureau of Mines from a voluntary semian- 

Table 1.—Salient potash’ statistics 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 a I OE ASE 
United States: 

PRORNS oan E 4,271 4315 4,153 3,366 2,770 
FO IIR eon minin nina mrnacninns 2,225 2,239 2,156. L184 1,429 

Raleery edi 2 sos St 4,549 4,265 3,670 3,387 2,950 KaQeguivalent —22222-——TTTILITIIIITD aie at 908 a 1818 
Value? _______._..__.__-__.._._____ $279,200 $353,900 $328,900 $265,600 $220,800 
Average value per ton of product ___.__ dollars__ 361.38 $82.98, $89.62 $78.42 $74.85, 
Average value per ton of K2O equivalent __do____ $116.92 $159.63 $172.40 $148.87 $145.97 
Mepis 1,9 1,584 887 952 564 

K20 equivalent. eh sts iti SI oa 635 840 491 519 300 
Value* _ = -----~~~.--------2- $79,500 $179,830 $107,950 393,200 $55,760 

Imports for consumption? § = 8,505 8,193 7,903 6,338 P7822 
RaO equivalent... ninepeecscenwcin: 5,165, 4,972 4,796 3,858 4,440 
Customs value ——_____ ~-+------------ $520,800 $648,000 $750,400 $575,400 $600,600 Apparent consumption® ——-——_ ~~" TTLTD nga “toga “10686” 8773 P08 
Ret eqntrtlennt  siesamsi sina rcenieininin co 6,918 6,349 6,213 5,123 5,653 

‘Yearend producers’ stocks, KO equivalent . 251 273 520 520 437 
World: Production, marketable K2O equivalent. _____ 25,768 21,857 27,080 24,664 $26,678 eee rece ae SE  _ ae = ee ee 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Includes muriate and sulfate of potash, potassium magnesium sulfate, and some parent salts. Excludes other chemical compounds containing potassium 

‘ob. mine. 
*Excludes potassium chemicals and mixed fertilizers. 
‘Fas. US. port. 
“Includes nitrate of potash. 
“Measured by sales plus imports minus exports. 
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nual survey of U.S. operations. Of the 10 permanently closed plant reported ending 
operations to which a survey request was stocks. Reports from two plants were incom- 
sent, 100% responded, representing 100% of plete for the second half of the year and 
the total production shown in table 1. The required some adjustment. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Domestic K,O production declined 20% in and September owing to large inventories of 
1988, the second consecutive year of signifi product and poor sales. 
cant decline. Of the total production, 74% Eddy County, NM, which contains most of 
was standard, coarse, or granular muriate the Carlsbad potash mines, raised its tax 
of potash and 13% was sulfate of potash. rate from 5.5 to 7.5 mils per $1,000 of 
The remaining production comprised ma- property owned. The State of New Mexico 
nure salts, soluble and chemical grades of considered collecting taxes on product sales, 
muriate of potash, and potassium magne- retroactive to 1976. It had been collecting 
sium sulfate. The New Mexico producers taxes on an arbitrary valuation of ore pro- 
accounted for 85% of the total domestic duced. 
potash production. New Mexico mine pro- _ Sulfate of potash was produced at two 
duction was 12.4 million metric tons, and Texas plants operated by Permian Chemi- 
these crude salts had an average KO con- cal Corp. and PCA. Permian reported pro- 
tent of 12.9%. Production in other States duction of about 12,000 tons in 1982 and 
was from natural brines and a solution 14,000 tons in 1983. The PCA plant produc- 

mine. ed sulfate of potash from muriate of potash 
At the beginning of the year, six compa- and sulfur dioxide, whereas the Permian 

nies produced potash in New Mexico from plant used muriate of potash and sulfuric 
underground, bedded sylvinite and lang- acid. 
beinite deposits east of Carlsbad. The com- Three companies continued to produce 
panies were AMAX Chemical Corp. of potash in Utah. Great Salt Lake Minerals & 
AMAX Inc; Duval Corp. of Pennzoil Co. Chemicals Corp., a subsidiary of Gulf Re- 
Inc.; International Minerals & Chemical sources & Chemicals Corp., produced sulfate 
Corp; Kerr-McGee Chemical of Kerr- of potash in the face of several weather- 
McGee Corp., which commenced granular related problems as a coproduct of salt, 
muriate of potash production at the other- magnesium chloride, and sodium sulfate 
wise defunct National Potash Co. plant; from Great Salt Lake brines. Kaiser Chemi- 
Mississippi Chemical Corp.; and Potash Co. cals of Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. 
of America (PCA) of Ideal Basic Industries produced muriate of potash from natural 
Inc. Muriate of potash and potassium mag- near-surface brines at the west end of the 
nesium sulfate continued to be produced Bonneville Salt Flats near Wendover. Kai- 
from sylvinite and langbeinite ores, respec- ser Chemicals shut down its plant on Sep- 
tively. One company reacted muriate of tember 30 for the duration of the year 
potash and potassium magnesium sulfate to because of extraordinarily wet weather that 
produce sulfate of potash. On January 19, flooded its brine collection area. Texasgulf 
Mississippi Chemical shut down its potash Inc. produced muriate of potash from an 
mine near Carlsbad, NM, for an extended underground solution mine near Moab. 
period. This period may be at least 2 years if In California, Kerr-McGee Chemical con- 
not permanently. This was the oldest mine tinued to produce both muriate and sulfate 
in the Carlsbad area. AMAX Chemical and © of potash along with other products from 
PCA both shut down for July, August, underground brines at Searles Lake.
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Table 3.—Production and sales of potash in New Mexico 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

<<  ___ Miarlstale potassium salts 
Crude salts! Period (caine pectin) Products Sd oven 

Gross KO Gross Ki Gross K:0 Value? weight equivalent weight equivalent weight _ equivalent 
1982 JanuaryJune------ 782018 78 ant qs 0600 

AalysDeceaabgee SSS OO SOR AE OS OT TAB. SAND 
Sa sess 15,691 2,089 2,898 1,524 2872 1,497 204,600 

1988 JanuarysJone 6582 a5 1251 6531395 TT 96900 
stlly-Decnenber! 225225 DRUG AB NAB 

feyPccseoeks: 12,440 1,600 2,380 1,214 2,525, 1,278 174,700 

3Sylvinite and langbeinite. 
2F.0.b. mine. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 4.—Salient U.S. sulfate of potash' statistics 
(Thousand metric tons of 0 equivalent and thousand dollars) 
a 

Production . .. . pers cern apc i mest eat aasiae 205 203 200, 166 191 
Sales by producers ———____________ Seat Ss 204 201 178 116 184 

Value? .... +--+ + -------------_ $46,230 $60,080 $61,993 $61,984 $62,881 
Bipohs ooo palates nea raiser ii aim cot 81 10 40 ke Pad 

WOE cement pete eee eee NA $23,113 $16,095 $27,648 °$16,390 
Imports® ____..-------------------------_----- 10 22 18 6 P29 

Nile ooops ee cana $2,710 $7,111 $7,880 $2,409 $12,300 
Apparent consumption’... - ++ 183 153 156 il ?169 Sedvend prodooers eels 22 TTIT=T SIESTA 2 a 8B ad 

Preliminary. NA Not available. 
areluding, potassium magnesium sulfate. ‘ob. mine 
Export data supplied by Potash & Phosphate Institut (1979) and the Bureau ofthe Census (1980-8) 
‘*P.as. U.S. port. SBureau of the Census. 
®Cif. to U.S. port. "Sales plus impor minus exports. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Apparent domestic consumption of all — According to the Potash & Phosphate 
forms of potash increased about 10% over Institute, which reports sales of U.S, and 
the 1982 level primarily owing toan autum- Canadan producers, consumption of mu- 
nal increase in demand for fertilizers fol- riate of potash for agricultural uses chang- 
lowing the “payment-in-kind” (PIK) pro- ed as follows: Standard grade fell 29% to 
gram. Surplus grains from the 1982 and 399,000 tons, KO equivalent; coarse grade 
1981 harvests brought about the U.S. De- rose 37% to 2.4 million tons; granular grade 
partment of Agriculture PIK program rose 24% to 1.5 million tons; and sulfate of 
whereby farmers were paid-in-kind with potash and sulfate of potash magnesia, com- 
surplus crops in the fall for refraining from bined, fell 2% to 184,000 tons. The percent- 
planting corn, sorghum, wheat, cotton, and age breakdown by grade was 48% coarse, 
rice in the spring. Along with other acreage 31% granular, 9% soluble, 8% standard, 
diversion programs, 82 million acres was and 4% sulfates. Potash sales from U.S. 
removed from production during the sum- mines represented 9% of the coarse mu- 
mer. This had a negative effect on spring riate, 26% of the granular, 51% of the 
sales of potash in the United States. Domes- standard, 4% of the soluble muriate, and 

tic producers’ fall sales decreased by 24%, 100% of the sulfates. 
compared with that of 1982, whereas in- The Potash & Phosphate Institute also 
creased sales had been expected. reported that 312,000 tons of potash was
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sold for nonagricultural (chemical) uses. Of Institute, the major consuming States of 
this, standard muriate was 63%, soluble agricultural potash, in decreasing order, 
muriate was 36%, and the balance was continued to be Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, 
sulfates. Nonagricultural use of potash was Ohio, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. These six 
primarily for producing caustic potash and States consumed 59% of the total from U.S. 
chlorine. Caustic potash, or potassium hy- and Canadian producers. The major agricul- 
droxide, was the major precursor to other tural consumers of domestically produced 
potassium chemicals. Caustic potash was in “potash, in decreasing order, were Texas, 
oversupply and one caustic potash plant Missouri, Illinois, Mississippi, Kentucky, 
closed down. Some muriate of potash was and Florida. These six States accounted for 
also used by the petroleum well-drilling 55% of the total. The major agricultural 
industry in drilling muds for shale stabiliza- consumers of domestically produced sul- 
tion and in well stimulation by massive fates of potash, in decreasing order, were 
fracturing, in which the potassium ion in- Florida, Kentucky, California, Georgia, 

hibits clay particle swelling. Tennessee, and Texas, which consumed 
According to the Potash & Phosphate’ 61% of the total. 

‘Table 5.—Sales of North American potash, by State of destination 
(Metric tons of K,0 equivalent) 

State i a _, 
Tez (1088 —«oR «1B 

Alabama ------- enna eee eee ee een ene nn nnn TATA 67.908 52979 52,208 
Aled ote tose See ecareteracecesacrcessete. ad ge Ea Te Ariznal22222ZZZTTOIIIIIIIIIIIIGIINIIDILIIIIIIIID gs 35 6 

Arkansas_ —----.-.----.-----------------~--+------+ 39,385 44,421 561 476 
California -.....--.---------~--------------------- 54,415 53,657, 10,899 9,672 Gelade ICTEIOCIGNOTELISSSSEESGCECSSTETSSOISIC! genes | a 08 ‘1163 
Connecticut ------..----.-------------------------- 3,822 5,513 67 47 

Delaware... ------------------------+------------ 20,789 28,508 22,072 $2,082 Fr ae tet cose meh em TTR Se 4 Georgia =22222TZTITITIIIITIIGINIIIISIIIICIIIINIIT gos opiong 1,054 aa 
Hawaii —..--_- ------+---------++ -- +--+ -- 2 14,668 11,650, == ae Waho -727222222TIIIIOITIIGIIIIIIIIIGIIIILIIILED agy0o sige ss 8 
Moos SoSTTSTTTOTTSESTOOTESTEC IRS OSTSSESTES SESS. SORABE ibeoiwes, “iahaet | thbas 
WAM coool cece cewek es Ll) ee. ee 4,050 3,533 Towa. -~7_222_2222222222c2s2c2cssasesess2s2a n= B88 BLT 1835850 Kaneag——~2772727T7TTTTTTTTTTTITITIIIIIIIIITIITI “ase “Sod Zpss nd 
Kentucky___221222222ss2222s2ss2s2scos2ons2n2na2 (186A 148.205 270038 
[ouilane: SUED TOSLTGRLETENETIDGOEEEESTSESSSOTSS, “ORM. “Mee | Sap LS 

Maine. a 4,751 4,979 94 25 Maryland 9777777TTTTITITIIIIIITIIIIIIICIGIIIINII ated aha80 asa Messachusetie=-—~7222277772TTTTITTITITIITIIIIIIIII Nodal a 
Michigan----.~--2--22222222s22s22=2222222222ZIIZ2 wrest erie ateg 2608 

Minnesota <CTCDICUIAGRONIOSTLGESIGERIGUSUCEEIELIS aa: ALOR 39 0 Mississippi ---22-222-222222222222277ZTZIITTIIIIZossio “astzds «asi 2008 Missourl 7 2222DT0222T2ITIIIIIIIIIIOICINIIIINIITITieazis epg Set 806 Montana --22 2272222222222 Torcct “toes “T3s0 os he 
NemeeisiCPSLnoeescstscece es | SBE ee et. a Nevada eo ooos C10 ocr dieu enasduurs eacreseaeos 1%. OD New Hampshire. —-———-~7277"7777T7TTTTTTITTIITIT ass oN 
NewJersey --022l0as2l2sc2cc2cczc2a222ZTTIIIIIITID gas) gas ges OD 
New Mexico --22—=2272ITTTITIITIIIITITTITTIIT IIIT dogs Tse aeate a8 New York |=-22222222222TDTEIITITIIIISIIOIIISIIIIG ass are ae 

North Caroling - ~~~ CESDELELISILOCEEESEC SSIS * gaere seo 4 2 North Dakota -”~—7"2722722IITIITIIIIITTIIIITIIII TI anes aataso 8 One: sore Jost eT TETAETOTERSEEOSEEOEEENTTST Boaaie: cones «6 a ae 
Oklahoma -.._222-2222--0s22s0s2ns2scnc2anaan-a_ BHO “26807088 
Organ TPSUZOEITECTENEEEDORESSUECACSESOSEICNTST «ROO RI 108 Pennsylvania ---—2~222222222222TZTTTIITIITIIIIIIIIT aes ata Tala 

Bhode island SoS TTT SEESESTSSEEGST TASC TOSS oe aoa 3 Ig South Caroling -~_-_22_222222a2c22s2cc2c2cs2c2222222 TMB 55BH TR 20 
South Dakota -----2-22222222222222LZTZITIIIILIL2losro8 Bo. Tennessee ---22222222l2a2cc2ac2l22222TZITIIDITIIID saa toast ia Texas = 2722 2_ 2a 2 tn 2a 2a tataatasaesossssscas= M9982 41596 agg 84,200 
Diab POSLSGSRT SIRES ATSSOGSRTSETSESTOSIOSSISSIS “gees “geen ae. Se Vermont --~-~-=----e-sc2ccsesoysa2-2aSTETDTITT dies Bao ne 
Virginia “SDD=OLTTITTIITIIIIICIIIIIIIILI aE Washington ~=_2_222222222222222IZIIITIIIIIIINITIII sao aoa gos 80 West Virginia --—~__-~_122222ss22c2s22s2s22-2l222> 418 ee TR 808 
Wacondiy = ooo 2202 STSCI EES SEE SEEESTEELOLE 265909 ares 43h Wyoming. -~222222222222222222222222 22222202202 Vas) ist 14401940 

Total --------------o-naenn enna nennen nena nnn 4004629" 4960014 918857 811881 

‘Source: Potash & Phosphate Insitute
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Table 6.—Sales of North American muriate 
of potash to U.S. customers, by grade 

(Thousand metric tons of K.0 equivalent) 
Grade 19801081982 1085 

Coarse ——"== 298 ©2070 1.750 2402 Granular -—=- Yer 549 Tost as Soluble "7" datas ot 
Total 58104927 007 4.785 

Nonagricultural: i eae Other ===Z=Z__ a2 380210185 
Total... 3501S 9 
Grand total 5,660 5805 4228 5,004 

Source: Potash & Phosphate Institute. 

STOCKS 

Yearend producers’ stocks of potash were end stocks rose slightly to 31% of produc- 
down 16% from that of yearend 1982. How- tion. 
ever, because of reduced production, year- 

TRANSPORTATION 

Domestic rail tariffs were essentially The Canadian Parliament amended the unchanged while ocean rates rose during “Crow's Nest” rate for grain traffic to allow the first half of the year and remained level both Canadian railroads a better rate of thereafter. Several railroad contracts with return for grain haulage. The new funds potash producers were signed during the were to be used to increase traffic capacity year under the terms of the Staggers Act through the Western Canadian mountain but these agreed-upon charges or rates were ranges to Pacific ports. Tariffs on potash unpublished. A bill (S. 1554) was introduced _ were reported to have remained unchanged. in the Senate to add a ton-mile fee on barges Both Canadian railroads announced facility for increased recovery of the cost of main- improvements for transfer of potash to lake taining the inland waterway system. freighters at Thunder Bay on Lake Superi- About 800,000 tons of muriate of potash or. 
was shipped from Saskatchewan, Canada, to The German Democratic Republic started 
Thunder Bay, Ontario, for lake freightage, construction of a potash export quay in mostly to U.S. Great Lakes ports. About Rostock, with two bulk warehouses, each to 750,000 tons of muriate of potash was be 722 feet by 131 feet by 98 feet high. shipped to Minneapolis or St. Louis for The Suez Canal raised tarififs up to 6.5% transfer to barges. on all freight. 

Table 7.—Prices* of U.S. potash, by type and grade 
(Dollars per metric ton of 0 equivalent) 
8 

‘Type and grade “January-July. January-July January-July June” _Deretber “Shine” Devatber “SRR” pettSer —————_____________ilie_December_" dune _December_"June_Decembe 
Muriate, 60% K20 minimum: Standard_—° “TTL... Moa8_ 13045 aTe ng 88a Goarse “UII ITLITITIIIIIIIITT Mage Ree 08st Ok Granular_S2TTTTTTTTIIITIITTTD Ma goss 0g) odds Saad AUNT sperm cnt ens ML70 182.71 117.16 100.71 100.10 99.75 Sulfate, 50% KsO minimum ———--~"""""" sates a5 os ALOT 58198 ln i ere el 

2Average prices, f0.b. mine, based on sales. 
Excluding soluble and chemical muriates.
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PRICES. 

The average value, f.o.b. mine, of U.S. about $109 to $100 per ton. The average 
potash sales of all types and grades was annual price of sulfate of potash declined 
$145.97 per ton. This average value was 3% to $342 per ton. Standard-grade muriate 
essentially the same for both halves of the _ of potash averaged $95 per ton, coarse-grade 
year. The average annual price for muriate averaged $107 per ton, and granular aver- 
of potash, f.o.b. mine, decreased 8% from aged $102 per ton. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

US. potash exports fell 42%. Exports to operations coming on-stream. The strong 
Latin America fell 56%, largely owing toa U.S. dollar continued to cause problems in 
90% reduction in Brazil’s purchases of U.S. the U.S. export trade. 
potash. Brazil’s problems revolved around A 15% increase in total U.S. imports for 
its foreign debt and balance-of-payments consumption of potash represented in- 
difficulties. Exports to the Far East, notably creases in imports of all potash products. 
India and Japan, decreased significantly. Imports of muriate of potash from Canada 
Generally, worldwide price competition con- increased 11% over the 1982 level and 
tinued to push domestic producers out of amounted to 89% of all muriate imports 
individual markets as the world market and 88%, by KO equivalent, of all potash 
remained in a slight oversupply condition, imports. Israel was the second largest 
with few producers, other than North source of imports, with 7% of muriate of 
American producers, exerting efforts to potash imports and 8% of total potash 
keep markets in balance, and two new imports. 

Table 8.—U.S. exports of potash 

me 1982 ve 1983? 
ae Cavum Vi BS wears = _Quantity(metrictons) (thou “Y8F" Quantity (metrictons)__(thou- pee sands) BS, sands) 
tent Product eel tent Product eal 
er. ment (per an cent) cent) 

Potassium chloride, 
allgrades 61 691,040 421,520 $56,710 61 «885.980 «285,450 $80,700 

Potassium suifates* —-®)-—261,120 «97,920 38490 «= 51S B8820 e020 16-390 Potassium magnesium 
sulfate? NA. NA NA NA 91440 20,120 8,670 
TotalS_____-_--____ XX_ 952,160 19,449 98,200 «XX 563,730 290,580 55,760 
°Preliminary. NANotavailable, XX Not applicable. 
Pas. US. port. 
Includes potassium magnesium sulfate for 1982; includes only potassium sulfate for 1983. ‘Nazis from yar to year according to rlatve quantities ofthe two types of sulfates exported. #1988 onl 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Souree: Bureau of the Census 

Table 9.—U.S. exports of potash, by country 

Metric tons of product 
Potassium ‘Potassium sulfate a ‘Total value? Country chloride all grades! Tou (thousands) 
198219807 1982s —~«NORD~*C*éiP SCC 

Argentina === 2,100 -- 481063506410 .850 $820,750 
Australia" "777727 5 5430 7010 5480-10 bo 1770 Bahamas -.____27 os 2 © 2500 © 71000720 eo 80 Belgium. =227 3800 7,600, 20 — 8820 7600740580 
Brazil --—"<—=TTIZZT - ao0is40 p70 1810981021935 2,180 17,180 1,790 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—U.S. exports of potash, by country —Continued 

Metric tons of product 

Potassium Potassium sulfates, 2 ‘Total value* Country chloride all grades! Tota (thousands) 
1982 1983? 1982 1983 1982 1983 1982 1983 

Do 2,540, 4,710 41,650 18,830, 44,190 23,540 $4,070 $2,760 
OR picicwatoc 10,490 ie 3,300 10,020 13,790 10,020 1,470 1,940 
Colombia -_. 2 =~ 22,500 6,720 7,850, 6,060 30,350 12,770 2,530 A170 
Costa Rica ---__ 18,800 16,000 1,750, 3,760 25,550 19,760 2,380 1,660 
Denmark —_--__---__ 23,700 23,790 13,000 poe 36,700 23,790 2,525 1,880 
Dominican Republic —-—— 18,960 19,850 5,490 1,520 24,450. 21,370 2,530 1,890 
Ecuador___-___--.-- 14,800 5,440 2,230 _ 16,580 5,440, 1,390, 420, 
‘Beh 10 ans 9,840 10,120, 9,850 10,120 2,060 1,920 French West indies ~~~ -- 460 pas = =. 14690 =) 1390 
(Greeras fe sera ae -. $00 we 0 se 6 a 
Guatemala --2~222222 =. 1680-2680 6808] wo Haiti ~~ -2-~-7272-> 60 a ~ ‘110 ‘540 110 70 10 
Hondursa_ 727277222 - ibd 2940 7 = 29403990 3) 350 
IME - en 84,970 30,430 make sees 84,970 30,430 6,320 2,040 Hay Sc ScS EDICTS 270 1.600 Se ss 270 1/600 2 0 
Sameiea=7 ZT T=TT = —- 160 0.610 120 810 10 
pte 111,710 85,590 13,220 53,920 184,930 139,510 22,830 14,120 
Korea, Republic of __ ___ 21,410 180 40 10 21,450 230 1,750 30 
‘Leeward and Windward 
‘llands = 6,700 1,100 on 850 6,700 1,450 650 180 
Tit eee ae 180 Gigs me me 180 oe 14 =o 

Malaysia —.--_-----~ ios oe 8,200 ‘ee 8,200 ae 660 oe 
‘Meni. --~+--=-. 36,480, 36,100 10,090 18,720 46,570 54,820 4,800 6,170 
New Zealand____--___ 86,960 94,190 160 420 87,120 94,620 7,850 7110 
Nicaragua ~~ 2727~ 43450 ~ =- 8900-4450 "5800880580, 
erway ae 1,410 sa a pe 1,410 eee 100 
Panama_——--_------ 2,800 2,820 50 L470 2,850 4,290 290 360 
POM ae. 10 5,430 5,450 4,750, 5,460 10,180 860 760 

Philippines_—__~.--__ 390 10 880, 430, 920, 440 170 90, 
Portugal 2c 2,670 cme is pe 2,670 sn 210 —— 
Saudi Arabia____--___ 280, 90 220, 100 500 190 50 20 
SOOT ve ction a <= 6,600 aa ~~ ace! 6,600 an 450 
Switzerland -________ aus 6,200 ae ae nm 6,200 = 420 
‘Tevet = 80 20 14,520, si 14,600 20, 2,690 1 
‘Thailand ——_____-_ ie rain ie 4,800 6,000 4,800 6,000 410 500 
Fath a ne os, scar ae 10,000, a 10,000 oe 1,930 mee 
Droguay 22 2,000 Se: = aac 2,000. =~ 180 om 
Venezuela —-__---_2_ 1,000 60 30 9,150 11,030 9,210 300 1,560 
Olsen oa: 200 530, 157 850 387 1,380 AL 140 

TNF cc carina: 691,040 385,980 261,120 177,760 952,160 568,730 93,200 55,760 

Preliminary. 
‘Includes potassium magnesium sulfate. 
?Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
*F.as. US. port. 

‘Source: Bureau of the Census. 

‘Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption of potash 

“Rpprox — 
imate Quantity metrictons) _Value (thousands) 
“KO. Prod 0. sonnet luct ‘equivalent® ‘Customs: Cif. 

(percent) 

1982 
Potassium chloride _ _______------------- 61 6,290,400 3,840,000 $564,500 $595,050 Potassium sulfate ~~ _71122_2222227_2222 50 "11500 5900 2230 Zia10 

Potassium nitrate ———____—___---- anne 45 22,800 10,300 6,840 7,680 
Potassium sodium nitrate mixtures —_____—_-___ M4 12,900 1,800 1,790 1,920 

WH csirniecrrmcsinaaisamuannauaniaaiag XX 6,337,900 3,858,000 575,400 607,000 

1983” 
Potassium chloride... --------- 61 TATT400 4,878,200 570,000 602.800 
Potassium sulfate ——_ ees 50, 58,700 29,400 11,300 12,300 
Potassium nitrate_______-—__-__----...- 45. 66,200 29,800 16,600 18,600 Potassium sodium nitrate mixtures --~~~_~_ ~~ 19300 230027003400 
Tl aeewenewee sean cueoee neues XX 7.922100 4,440,200 600,600 687,100 

“Estimated. Preliminary. XX Not applicable. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Source: Bureau of the Census,
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WORLD REVIEW 

World production rebounded from its Table 12.—Salient Canadian potash 
1982 decline to near 1981 levels. The in- statisties 
creases occurred in the USS.R., Canada, (Thousand metric tons of K.0 equivalent) and France, in decreasing order. see Sas 
Canada.—PCA started up its new potash 198019811982 1983 

mine and mill near Sussex, New Brunswick, proguction® ; ji 
in August. Initial mill capacity was 390,000 Bomestcsagbyae "22 TTS San8 Sus 
tons per year with projected capability up to Ee eteent 3788821885 
550,000 tons per year. The mill apparently “"SnitodStates!.. 4.568 4182 aan2 3.965 
had some starting problems, and mine pro ,,, Overseas". 21701825 L168 2026, 
duction was intermittent because of prob- Bye as 2 on 3 tT 
lems with passageways for both potash and Domestic 7 
salt production, air movement, and mill ycguumptin.- 11 4B 285 Pan 
tailings’ return to the mine. Proven ore stocks" -—=564—«1,008 1486882 
reserves were about 51 million tons crude > 
ore with an average ore grade estimated at sata supplied by the Potash & Phosphate Institute 25.5% K,0 and 2.5% insolubles. Plant yield _*From Bureau of the Consus export data, Sullaie of 
was estimated at 11 million tons. Peer ee een ded Goo Conatign eat comet 

Potash Corp. of Saskatchewan (PCS) of- “Domestic sles by domestic producers plus imports 
fered to sell an equity position in the | : 
Lanigan Mine mill expansion to China. Chile—The governmental corporation, 

Central Canada Potash of Noranda Mines Corporacién de Fomento de la Produccién, 
Ltd. was idle for about 3 months during the asked for bids to develop the potash rights 
summer. The other mines endured shorter in the Salar de Atacama. Preliminary 
summer idle periods, and a few were idle Studies concluded that 500,000 tons of prod- 
during the beginning of the year. The Pre- uct per year of muriate of potash and 
mier of Saskatchewan expressed concern 150,000 tons of product per year of sulfate of 
that the Saskatchewan potash industry had Potash could be produced. The preliminary 
absorbed @ disproportionate share of the study assumed the use of solar ponding. 
world decrease in potash consumption for , Ethiopia.—A feasibility study of the old ibe peak Dallolin Mine was started by Entreprise 

PCS announced a research effort to pro- Miniére et Chimique for the Ethiopia-Libya 
duce sulfate of potash in the Saskatoon area Mining Co. This site produced small ton- 
using locally available muriate of potash @8eS of potash before the Second World 
and sodium sulfate as feedstocks. The proc-. War- . 5 
ess produces an intermediate solid phase of _ France—The Rhine Treaty concerning glaserite, a sodiumpotascham sulfate, to Potash mine tailings that enter the Rhine 
which more muriate of potash is added to River was approved by the French Assem- 
obtain sulfate of potash. This was expected BI: The French Senate must also approve 

to broaden the product line of PCS, and the he Treaty. Plans were announced for a product was expected to be used in the Portion of the Amelie mill of Mines de 
tobacco fields in the southern part of the P0tasse d’Alsace to be converted from the foe dissolution-reerystallization process to a flo- 

The Denison-Potacan Potash Co. joint {ation process to reduce production costs. 
venture in the Province of New Brunswick This mine has the tongest expected lifetime announced its intentions to produce potash of the three French mines, The Theodore 
from the Clover Hill site, south of Sussex, Mine was scheduled to close in 1985 or 1986 
New Brunswick, by September 1985, after “German Democratic Republic.—The ex- concluding detailed underground explora- pansion of the Port, of Peetu ives to 
Hon. Franned capacity was $00,000 tons Per include conversion of the fertilizer export 

ve ote sof quay into a modern transfer point witl 
eve KAO and less than 1% snslublen BE Talear bottom dumping to conveyor belts 
Canada continued its exploration of the pNo,sqTue storage. sheds, and bulk an 
Millstream site. Pronto Explorations Ltd. of “fhe Werra River pollution cleanup was 

iormncoaaerprme ashok dled ely by the Foe Reaico ron Slandand Lil apparentiy atandenee na Gettmany’s internal discussion of its contri 
exploration for potash in Nova Scotia. pene
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Germany, Federal Republic of.—Frie- nine small evaporating ponds created by 
drichshall, the former Kali-Chemie Mine subdividing the three regular carnallite 
that was sold to Kali und Salz AG in 1981, ponds into thirds while the large salt and 
was linked underground to the Bergmans- precarnallite ponds went through startup 
segin-Hugo Mine in 1982. The Friedrichs- phases. The carnallite ponds were schedul- 
hall shafts were filled in and the surface ed to return to carnallite harvesting once 
facilities became redundant. In 1983, the the brines finished moving through the 
Siegfried-Giesen Mine ceased production of large ponds. The pond system was expected 
muriate of potash with its energy-intensive _ to be at full production in 1985. Meanwhile, 
crystallization process. The site was ex- the producers were contemplating an in- 
pected to produce only kainite and other crease to double design capacity. 
related minerals in the future. Mexico.—The development plans for mu- 

Israel.—Israel announced that its exports _riate of potash production at Cerro Prieto 
in 1982 to the United States were 253,200 geothermal wells, 20 miles south of Mexi- 
tons of KzO equivalent, or 415,100 tons of cali, had been shelved in 1982 because of 
product assuming a K.O content of 61%. Government difficulties in servicing debts 
The second stage of the “Makleff’ cold to international banks. In late 1988, the 
crystallization project, a 450,000-ton prod- Government announced reactivation of the 
uct increase, was scheduled for completion plans. 
in 1984 and would increase the Dead Sea Spain.—Debt restructuring by Unién 
Works Ltd. capacity to 2.1 million tons Explosives Rio Tinto S.A. apparently in- 
product of muriate of potash. Transporta- cluded sale of a portion of Potasas de 
tion of finished potash from the plant to the Sallent to Instituto Nacional de Industria 
nearest railway loading dock, presently by (IND, the governmental owner of Potasas de 
truck haulage, was to be by conveyor belt Navarra S.A. INI purchased 51% of Minas 
from Sdom to Nahal Zin. The potash then de Potasas de Suria S.A. from Solvay & Cie 
would travel by railroad to the Port of in February 1982. Suria obtained approval 
Ashdod, which the Ports Authority would for an expansion of 50,000 to 220,000 tons 
increase in import and export capacity and _ per year to be completed by 1986. 
water depth. The Dead Sea Works was  Tunisia.—The French consortium of Spie 
considering producing sulfate of potash, Batignolles and Mines de Potasse d’Alsace 
probably using sulfuric acid from the Rotem won a Government contract to study the 
Fertilizers Ltd. plant at Sdom. feasibility of sulfate of potash production 
Jordan.—Arab Potash Co. started limited from Sebkhet el Melah, southwest of Zarzis. 

potash production from Dead Sea brine in Target capacity was 140,000 tons per year. 

Table 13.—Marketable potash: World production, by country 
(Thousand metric tons of KO equivalent) 

Country —=s=“*é‘*~é‘sTSC*‘“‘iOO™!#~#«*WNGS]~~=~*~« SSC 

a ee 1014 7,582 6.549 5,309 56,208, 
Chile* __ een nn nnns~---- ene 22 "25 21 "22 22 
Chine cae Saee 16 12 20 26 25 
ON rats, sem meni mine 1,921 1,894 1,831 1,701 1,900 

German Democratic Republic —— ans 33395 33422 3)460 3434 3,480 
Germany, Federal Republic of... __--_~—~ 2616 2st 2502 2057 2100 
Yael oh nee eee z "137 197 339 1004 1000 
Maly --—2~22LL2LIIIIIII LILI 182 156 146 46 140 
Sodan SoS SC TESETATSISTIETELIISS a = 3 370 
Spain. eset eee 668, 658. 732 692 3657 
USSE _-....-.---__-__--__-..-.- 6,635 8,064 8,449 8,079 9,300 
United Kingdom ________~___ ee "2T7 321 285, 401 3302 
SRO BNE = emer meme erent 2,225 2,239 2,156 1,784 31,429 

Weta oem 25,768 721,857 27,080, 24,664 26,678, 

“Estimated. Preliminary. _ "Revised. 
+ Table includes data available through Mar. 27, 1984. 
2Official Government figures. Potash & Phosphate Institute production data are given in table 12. 
8Reported figure. 
‘Data represent officially reported output of potassium nitrate product (gross weight basis) converted assuming 14% 

K,0 equivalent. 
Chinese data on production of Potassic fertilizers are in terms of nutrient content; small additional quantities may be 

produced and used by the nonfertilizer chemical industry.
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U.S.S.R.—The solution mine pilot plant United Kingdom.—Cleveland Potash Ltd, 
at Karlyuk, Turkmen S.S.R., operated satis» announced a profitable first half of the 
factorily, and Soyuzkali, the potash indus- year, a first for this troubled mine. The 
try’s all-union enterprise, decided to build company also developed a straight line 
a 440,000-ton-per-year plant. The tailings conveyor passage in the salt layer below the 
lake of the Stebnik potassium plant in the potash zone to bring ore directly from the 
Ukraine broke through its dam and pollut- working face to the shaft. The miners were 
ed the Dneister River in September. This allowed to ride this conveyor belt to and 
plant processes both langbeinite and from the working face area. 
kainite. 

TECHNOLOGY 

PCS began a, development program to support pillars can then be mined. 
increase the underground recovery rate of ————— 
the Canadian ore bodies by returning the _?Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals 
potash plant tailings to the mine galleries? imat!°Baytr fx Poiash''sh Powssh ‘Fehelgg Mi, 

ili Processing, Maintenance, ‘Trans Occupational 
‘The stowed tailings apparently become load Feathas duty Environment by KM MeKorcher 
bearing as the overburden pressure forces (ist Int. Potash Technol, Cont, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
ore zone subsidence to about 60% of original (ands, Ort, $3, 1983. Pergamon Press, New York, NY, 
gallery height. A portion of the previous



Pumice and Pumicite 
By Arthur C. Meisinger' 

Production of pumice and pumicite by developed by the Bureau of Mines from one 
domestic producers in 1983 increased 8% to voluntary survey of U.S. operations. Of the 
449,000 short tons and 20% in value to $4.5 22 operations to which a survey request was 
million. Pumice imported for consumption sent, 20, or 91%, responded, representing 
increased 52%, and U.S. apparent consump- 99% of total production data shown in table 
tion increased 18%. Estimated world pro- 1. Production for the two nonrespondents 
duction declined 7% to 11.8 million tons. was estimated using reported prior year 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- production levels adjusted by trends in em- 
duction data for pumice and pumicite were ployment and other guidelines. 

Table 1.—Salient pumice and pumicite statistics 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

a 
‘United States: Sold and used by producers: 

Neiitmespasancc ccc: ad 
Average value per ton__________---~-------- $4.15 ‘$786 $8.64 ‘$8.01 1.99 
Exports® _________- ee 2 1 1 4. i 
Imports for consumption ———_____ 2-2-2 L ollie 62 194 92 121 184 
Apparent consuniption 3s iassdsiaiadias 77-7 1,282 136 590 536 682 

World: juction, pumice and related volcanic materials ____ 715,249 "13,305 13,308 «12,707 += °11,766 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
Quantity sold or used, plus imports, minus exports. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Pumice and pumicite production by do- cor Inc., Idaho Falls, ID; Hess Pumice Prod- 
mestic producers increased 8% in quantity ucts, Malad City, ID; General Pumice Corp., 
and 20% in value. Twenty-one companies Espanola, NM; Copar Pumice Co. Inc., San. 
operated twenty-two mines in 8 States, of ta Fe, NM; Central Oregon Pumice Co., 
which 4 States—California, Idaho, New Bend, OR; and Cascade Pumice Co., Bend, 
Mexico, and Oregon—accounted for 97% of OR. Together, these eight companies ac- 
total U.S. production. counted for 90% of the tonnage and 67% of 

Principal domestic producers were Amer- the value of total U.S. production of pumice 
ican Pumice Products Inc., Littlelake, CA; and pumicite. 
Tionesta Aggregates Co., Tulelake, CA; Am- 

709
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Table 2.—Pumice and pumicite sold and used by producers in the United States, by State 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

cS ., Ss 
State, Quantity Value Quantity Value 

(Opole eee nese 51285 use pene em w Ww ww New Mexico _-~~~~~~~~~~7722_7~77222722s22-2=22-= ar) Mb 1010 
TIO ror pnerern cent enon cata ser ereereeta ene ae Ww Ww Ww Ww 

Other! ——ao-— Soo oe eee eee ae 
Rl ere reenoun ee eencouaeenlind 6 a,r60 “9 486 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data: included with “Other.” 
“Includes Hawaii, Idaho, and States indicated by symbol W. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

US. apparent consumption was 632,000 several aggregate producers switching to. 
tons, an increase of 18% over that of 1982. building block production, a higher value 
Pumice and pumicite produced for domestic product, during the year. As a result, deco- 
use as concrete aggregate and admixture _rative building block use increased 90%, to 
declined 26%. This was attributed mostly to 200,000 tons. 

Table 3.—Pumice and pumicite sold and used by producers in the United States, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Us 1982 1983 

“ Quantity Value’ ~ Quantity Value 
‘Abrasives (includes cleaning and scouring compounds) ———_______ Gonerets admisitre abd onscrie aggragtie nn 77~TTTTTT ease Decorative building block. eres 7777oWaTT=aTaoe ios Mo 200 Bat 

Tam i ln gece pian lain snsncasse eae 13 100 9 84 

Otte! —— nnn wenn n enema 
WOR Scour ee eae: 416 3,750 449 4,486 

"Revised. 
‘Includes heat-orcold insulating medium, pesticide carriers, road construction material, roofing granules, and 

miscellaneous uses. 

PRICES 

Prices quoted in Chemical Marketing Re- ed at a customsdeclared average value of 
porter at yearend, for domestic grades of $166.05 per ton, an increase of 22% over 
pumice bagged in 1-ton lots, were $175 to that of 1982, 
$205 per ton for fine, $225 per ton for me- _‘ The average value, f.0.b. mine or mill, for 
dium, and $200 per ton for coarse and 2 pumice and pumicite sold and used by 
extra coarse. Yearend quoted prices on domestic producers increased by 11% to 
imported (Italian) pumice, f.o.b. east coast, $9.99 per ton. The average customs declared 
bagged in 1-ton lots, increased to $259 per value of pumice imported from Greece for 
ton for fine, $325 per ton for medium, and _ use in concrete masonry products increased 
$250 to $300 per ton for coarse. Crude or un- 10% to $6.35 per ton. 
manufactured Italian pumice was import- 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Pumice imported for consumption, nearly 99% was used to produce concrete masonry 
all from Greece, increased by 52%. Imports products. 
from Greece totaled 183,737 tons, of which
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Table 4.—U.S. imports of pumice for consumption, by class and country 

Crud Wholly or partly Tancfectare Manu or or manufacture 
unmanufactured manufactured of concrete masonry _‘faetared, Country products PE. 

antity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Val cc os “ae te “a ee oe ona) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) and) 
1982: Greece. -n----- 286888 ae <- -1873 "5681 —_ 

aly 2 cEDETEEIRESE 442 60 8 wi zs pi a Mexico. 2 =—-222 22222 4 4 ad a ee = 2 (Oder STORE ATES TER B 4 H %§ i i "1 
Total gee ro 7138.74 82 "103 

10988: nee ~COS:té<‘“‘“‘i‘x ee Greece EB a se -- 845 1,180 0 i 158 2m = = Sn a Z Key» USTESESTOSED a & 3 3 a5 = Hi Mezigg==—-=77727777 Ss = _ B i = 
Oehert EEDOSSREEIOE a 10 3 10 Ze 8 78 

Total 60D 8 12 181598154 106 
"Revised. 
Moludes Austria, Canada, Denmark, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, Taiwan, and the United Kingdom. “includes Austria, Canada, Denmark, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Switzerland, Taiwan, and the United Kingdom. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World production of pumice and related accounted for 73% of the world’s total. 
volcanic materials declined for the second 
year to an estimated 11.8 million tons. The ~ ‘inauszy exomomist, Division of Industrial Minerale, 
combined production of Greece and Italy 

Table 5.—Pumice and related voleanic materials: World production, by country* 
(Thousand short tons) 

Country? 1979 1980 1981 1982” 1983° 

Argentina? = 2-2 eee 51 0 6 9 6 Atstrie Tras D222 oS SSD EETSES I ET EEIETSOTT 3 ° 3 i 12 
Gage Verde tants Posoian® ——2-WTTTTTTTTID tt i A ay ee a ae) 
Costa Rice*_ = -_--~---7 === 22aa nanan 1 1 1 % 2 
Dominica: Pumice and voleanieasi® --—~7"77727777Z72 toa) France:Pomolanandlapili- =<" —-2272227277222=72>— HGS 8500500 40 
Germany Federal Republic of Pumice (marketable) 00 --2--2------------ 8] gu FEM 
Lt nt” Greece. * 

Pumice —------------------------------- 1868160160 "1850 1,680 
Posuolan ---2=-222-2ns2zazs2saa2-===-=- Yuka “G80 

Guadeloupe Poesia OTTTTTIITIIIIIIIIIII kao Sa Gua 
PI cnt cic ocean uN 2 MT toa Voleanicesh=-==222a2w iv 6 rn 
ipelend Ses 0 a ae SOSTRIE SICINSEEEETSE 2 0 8 6 95 
Italy: ‘ sa Pumice and pumiceous lepilli__.------------. ‘ao 4629 66080510 
Porplan' ron =n 22-22 -=-aaaanaa===- 65D 56BL 660061005500 Martinique: Pumice W2222TTTIIIITIIITIIIITI tse eho es 

New Zealand. -----22~22~2222222222227222 3 Ot SS Spain a cjjarahinwschcsjecccceeeees «| BBB TO. 100 aited State Gold or used by producers\==—-—277TTIZ=2__ meas age as 
Total_---_--------------------------- "16249 "19,906 1890812707 11,768 

“Batimated. Preliminary. _ "Revised. NA Nat available. 
MPable includes data available through Apr. 9, 198. SPumice and related volcanic material ar aloo produced in a number of other emuntrie including (out not imide) Iran, Japan, Mexicn, Turkey, and the USSR. but output is not reported quantitatively, and available information 18 

inadequate for the formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 
SUnspocified volcanic materials produced mainly for use in construction products. ‘Reported figure. 
includes Canary Islands.





By James B. Hedrick 

- _ Associated Minerals Ltd. Inc. (AMC) and voluntary survey of U.S. operations. This is 
Molycorp Inc., a subsidiary of Unocal Corp. the Rare Earths and Thorium survey. Both 
(previously Union Oil Co. of California), of the mines to which a survey request was 
were the only domestic mine producers of sent responded, representing 100% of total 
rare-earth minerals. Molycorp; W. R. Grace _ production. Production data are withheld to 
& Co.'s Davison Chemical Div.; Research avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Chemicals, a division of NUCOR Corp.; and Legislation and Government Pro- 
Rhéne-Poulenc Inc. were the principal proc- grams.—Lower U.S. import duties for im- 
essors of rare earths in the United States. ported rare earths, resulting from the 1979 
Major end uses were in petroleum catalysis, Tokyo Round of negotiations, continued for 
metallurgical applications, and glass polish- nations having most-favored-nation status. 

ing. The import duties for these countries were 
Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic scheduled to decline annually through Jan- 

mine production data for rare earths are uary 1, 1987. 
developed by the Bureau of Mines from a 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. rare earth statistics 
(Metric tons of rare-earth oxides (REO) unless otherwise specified) 

iio 1980 —«198]_—~=~«iR—=C*«US 
Production of rare-earth concentrates... 16515 15,986 17,082 «17,601 —17,088 
Exports:® ‘Oreand concentrate nnn SBA ATH 5058585 ORL Ferrocerium and pyrophoric alloys ———-— a 34 u 3 2 59 
Imports for consumption: Monazite aeceene-e-- BABB 2881 4108.96 

Metals, alioys, oxides, compounds ———~—"7LITITZTIZ ook ged 83111605 LRBT Shipments from Government stockpile --------------- «100,257,802 ‘SA ze 
Stocks, producers and processors, yearend —~~ ~~~ ~--—~ Ww WwW Ww Ww WwW 
Consumption, apparent®---- ~~ --------_ 16,000 18,100 20000 "17,100 19,600 
Prices, yearend, dollars per kilogram: Basinasite concentrate, REQ basis...----------_ $198. $198 S214 gal ga 
Monazite concentrate, REO basis —---------------- $076 «$081 $088 $0.75 S071 Mischmetal, metal batis.----=--2-=2222-22---_ $9.38 «$1285 $1235 $1295 «812.85 
Employment, mine and mill #__ ~~ ~_~7~27~7~T7TIo 350 850TH. BB 85 
[Net import reliance® ® as a percent of apparent consumption —— 7 fi uO) 12 

“Estimated. "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Comprises only the rare earths derived from bastnasite, as reported in Molycorp Inc. company annual report 
Employment at a rareearth mine in California and at minerals sands operations in Florida and Georgia. The latter ‘mines produced monazite concentrate as a byproduct of mining rutile, ilmenite, and zircon, and employees were not 

‘assigned to specific commodities. 
“Imports minus exports plus adjustments for Government and industry stock changes. 
“Increase in industry stocks exceeded net imports. 
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Domestic production did not change sig- of heavy minerals per ton,? of which 5% to nificantly in 1983, as low demand for iron 21% is monazite. Marathon was reportedly and steel alloying agents was offset by negotiating with domestic rare-earth proc- “ increased demand for permanent magnet  essors for the sale of its monazite concen- alloys and petroleum catalysts. Bastnasite trates. 
was the major domestic ore of rare earths. _ Williams Strategic Metals (WSM), a sub- 
The only other rare-earth ore produced sidiary of Williams Resources Inc, an- domestically was monazite. Molycorp, the nounced plans to recover rare earth. and 
only U.S. producer of bastnasite, operated a thorium-bearing apatite from 16 million 
mine at Mountain Pass, CA. AMC, the only _ tons of iron ore tailings near Mineville, NY. domestic producer of monazite, operated a The Mineville Mine and facilities were 
Placer mine at Green Cove Springs, FL, to purchased from Republic Steel Corp., which 
recover monazite as a byproduct of minerals operated the iron mine until 1971. WSM 
sands mined for titanium and zirconium reportedly expected to begin processing in 

minerals. 1985 at an annual rate of 90,000 tons of iron 
Marathon Gold Corp. announced that it ore tailings, which would yield about 1,000 

would recover monazite as a byproduct of _ tons of rare-earth oxides (REO). WSM would 
its placer gold mining deposits near Craig, produce magnetite and yttrium, including 
CO, starting in 1985. The minerals sands rare earths, as coproducts, and phosphoric 
reportedly contain from 7.5 to 20 kilograms acid as a byproduct. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic rare-earth processors consumed _ net develops. 
an estimated 19,200 metric tons of REO in _The producers of mischmetal, rare-earth 
various forms in 1988, a 4% increase above _ silicide, and other rare-earth alloys consum- 
the 18,500 tons of REO consumed in 1982. ed 10% more contained REO in 1983 than in 
Bastnasite consumption was 14% higher in 1982. Although alloy producers consumed 
1983 than in 1982, but consumption of more rare earths, alloy production remain- 
monazite decreased 31%. ed far below historical levels. Shipments of 
Shipments of rare-earth products from rare-earth alloys were 46% lower than 

domestic processors amounted to 16,900 those of 1982. Consumption of high-purity 
tons of contained REO, an increase over the _ rare-earth metals was 34% higher. 
15,200 tons of contained REO shipped in The glass industry's principal use of rare 

1982. earths, mainly cerium concentrate or ceri- 
The approximate distribution of rare um oxide, was as polishing compounds for earths by end use, based on information lenses, mirrors, cut crystal, television and supplied by primary processors and some other cathode-ray tube faceplates, gem consumers, was as follows: petroleum cata- stones, and plate glass. Purified rare-earth 

lysts, 65%; metallurgical uses (including compounds were also used as additives to iron and steel additives, alloys, and misch- glass used in containers, television and 
metal), 20%; ceramics and glass (including cathode-ray tube faceplates, radiation- polishing compounds and glass additives), shielding windows, tableware, crystal and 
12%; and miscellaneous (including phos- leaded stemware, opthalmic lenses, welder’s 
phors, electronics, nuclear energy, lighting, safety lenses, decorative glass, lasers, incan- 
and research), 3%. descent and fluorescent lights, and optical, 
Consumption of mixed rare-earth com- photochromic, filter, and photographic 

pounds in 1983 decreased 36% below the lenses. These rare-earth additives acted as 1982 level, while consumption of purified _ colorants, color correctors, and decolorizers, 
rare-earth compounds was 52% higher. as stabilizers against discoloration from ul- 
Strong demand for samarium oxide for use _traviolet light and against browning caused in permanent magnets, europium and yttri- by high-energy radiation, as dopants in 
um oxides for use in phosphors, and the new laser glass, as modifiers to increase re- 
uses of neodymium oxide in color television fractive indices and decrease dispersion, faceplates and permanent magnets contrib- and as absorbers of ultraviolet and visible 
uted to the higher consumption of purified _ light. 
compounds. This trend was expected to  Phosphors containing rare earths were 
continue as neodymium oxide’s use in the used in color television tubes, radar screens, high-strength neodymium-iron-boron mag- avionic and data displays, X-ray intensify-
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ing screens, low- and high-pressure mercury _and synthetic gem stones. 
vapor lights, electronic thermometers, and Rare earth permanent magnets were 
trichromatic fluorescent lamps. used in electric motors, alternators, genera- 

The ceramics industry used purified rare _ tors, line printers, computer disk-drive ac- 
earths in pigments, heating elements, di- tuators, proton linear accelerators, earring 
electric and conductive ceramics, thermal and necklace clasps, medical and dental 
and/or flash protective devices, stereoview- applications, traveling wave tubes, drill bit 
ing systems, data printers, welder’s elec- salvage, metallic separators, aerospace ap- 
tronic safety goggles, image storage devices, plications, and in speakers, headphones, 
and as principal constituents and stabilizers microphones, and tape drives. 
in high temperature ceramics, glazes, and Metallurgical applications of rare earths 

paints. included alloys and additives in high- 
Purified rare-earth compounds also had strength low-alloy steels, gray and ductile 

applications in petroleum cracking cata- iron, stainless and carbon steels, high tem- 
lysts, noncracking catalysts, oxygen-sensing perature and corrosion-resistant metals, 
electrolytes, computer bubble domain mem- low temperature refrigerants, hydrogen 
ories, substrates for bubble domain memo- storage alloys, lighter flints, armaments, 
ries, dyes and softeners for textiles, elec- permanent magnets, neutron convertor 
tronic components, nuclear control rods, foils, special lead fuses, target materials for 
nuclear fuel reprocessing, microwave appli- sealed-tube neutron generators, and high- 
cations, incandescent gas mantles, lasers, voltage transmission cable. 
fiber optics, carbon arc lighting, fertilizers, 

STOCKS 

USS. Government stocks of rare earths in _ site concentrate stocks held by the principal 
the National Defense Stockpile, all classi- producer and two other processors decreas- 
fied as excess inventory, increased from 443 ed about 27%. Yearend inventories of mon- 
tons at yearend 1982 to 457 tons at yearend _azite and other rare-earth concentrates also 
1983 as a result of inventory adjustments. decreased. 
Additional unshipped stocks of rare-earth Stocks of mixed rare-earth compounds 
materials previously sold from the stockpile and purified compounds increased during 
decreased from 435 tons at yearend 1982 to the year. Yearend stocks of contained REO 
419 tons at yearend 1983, also as a result of equivalent in mischmetal, rare-earth sili- 
inventory adjustments. All rare-earth cide, and alloys containing rare earths 
stocks held in the stockpile were contained decreased 27% as a result of weak demand 
in sodium sulfate and were inventoried ona for mischmetal and associated cutbacks in 
contained-REO basis. production. Inventories of high-purity rare- 

Industry stocks of rare earths in all forms earth metals also decreased, but as a result 
held by 22 producing, processing, and con- of strong demand, primarily for magnet 
suming companies decreased 8%. Bastna- alloys. 

PRICES 

The price of Australian monazite (mini- 60%, 70%, and 85% REO, decreased from 
mum 55% rare-earth oxides including tho- $1.00, $1.05, and $1.25 per pound of contain- 
ria, f.o.b./f.i.d.),° as quoted in Metal Bulletin ed REO at yearend 1982 to $0.92, $0.97, and 
(London), increased from $A400-$A440 per $1.17 per pound of contained REO, respec- 
ton at yearend 1982 to $A410-$A450 per ton _ tively, at yearend 1983. 
by yearend 1983. However, changes in the The price of cerium concentrate quoted 
foreign exchange rate caused the corre- by American Metal Market increased from 
sponding U.S. dollar price to decrease, from $1.30 per pound of contained cerium oxide 
US$392-US$432 in 1982* to US$369-US$405 at yearend 1982 to $1.40 per pound of 
in 1983.5 contained cerium oxide at yearend 1983. 

‘Yearend prices quoted in Industrial Min- Lanthanum concentrate increased from 
erals (London) for yttrium concentrate (60% $1.08 per pound REO contained at yearend 
Y:0;, f.0.b. Malaysia) were $46 per kilo- 1982 to $1.32 per pound REO contained at 

gram. yearend 1983. 
Prices quoted by Molycorp for unleached, Mischmetal (99.8%, 50 to 100 pound lots, 

leached, and calcined bastnasite, containing _f.o.b. Newark, NJ) prices quoted in Ameri-
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can Metal Market, remained at the yearend __Molycorp quoted prices for rare-earth ox- 
1980 level of $5.60 per pound throughout ides, net 30 days, f.o.b. Louviers, CO, Moun- 
1981, 1982, and 1983, Rhéne-Poulenc quoted tain Pass, CA, or York, PA, effective August 
rare-earth prices, per kilogram, net 30 days, 1, 1983, as follows: 
fob. New Brunswick, NJ, or duty paid at 
point of entry, effective January 1, 1988, as —S>-5 ——paaaw quay Bee 

follows: (oxide) purity (pounds) pound 

See ees Bec OOP ‘Product® Pereent Quantity Price per Gugehininm > t 2 1 remus Ferent’ Quant, Fuses Gadel ”~ hay” rbB8 
oe ee | Nesta 99.99 18 60.00 Cerium 95 2% $2085 Braseodymiuin 950 1209 1750 

Erbium — ~~ — 96.0 50, 170.00 Samarium —_— 95.0 1-109 30.00 Enoplui $0.99 201,515.00 erbium” ~> $0.99 149 528.00 Gadolinium. — 99.99 50 "18850 Yeteium ~~~ 90.99 149 17.00 Tanthanum ~~ 99.99 50 rig) see 
Preesodyuian ae a 4840 sPurity expressed as percent of total REO. 
Terbium -~—— 99.9 20 920.00 . . . 
‘Yttrium_~ "~~ 99.99 50 96.60 Nominal prices for various rare-earth 
Danan WIG Mac MUG an juan; Products were quoted by Research Chemi- 
umeeagresium, holmium, lutetium, thulium, and ytterbi Cals’ net 30 days, fob. Phoenix, AZ, effec- 

tive October 1, 1982, and throughout 1983, 
Rhéne-Poulenc also quoted prices for rare . as follows: 

earths produced at its Freeport, TX, plant, 
net 80 days, fob. Freeport, TX,-elfective $< 
January 1, 1983, as follows: Element ice per price per Kilogram Kilogram 
“Product Bereent Quantity Price" per Cerium —_- ee ee compound) "purity ogranay_‘igetn Drgprogm——""°2OO2202 pie 
Gum toi STITT go 

hydroxide __ 99.5 540 $13.10 eee . cork nttaia S88 Truckload og) Holmium =---<72-222---22 651,600 
Cerium oxide—— 995 540 1885 Yatetlum = =2~~7~TTTTTTT 0014.00 
ieeeayiaan Truckload Neodymium “———“-oo-cc222 89380 
igs 88 Bae 885° Somarium --------=--- 8 B80, 

carbonate —— 95 a0 630° Thatta’ <222222227T222 Boo 
‘Neodgatam 95 540 199 Xtterbium 225 875 
OO rover * Yttrium —----------..---- cr 430, 

"Priced on a contained REO basis. Minimum 99.9% purity, 1- to 20-kilogram quantities. 
*Ingot form, 1 to 5 kilograms, from 99.9% grade oxides. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of ferrocerium and other pyro- valued at. $9,762,869. Major destinations 
phoric alloys containing rare earths totaled were Japan (63%), Austria (10%), and the 
66,174 kilograms, a 171% increase over the Federal Republic of Germany (8%). 
1982 level. Major destinations were the Exports of thorium ore, including mona- 
Federal Republic of Germany (43%), Mexico zite, decreased 38%. France was the desti- 
(849%), and Japan (15%). nation of all of the reported total of 57,189 

Exports of rare-earth metal ores, exclud- _ kilograms valued at $51,678, 
ing monazite, increased 5% over the 1982 Australia has been the principal import 
total of 4,836,389 kilograms to a total of source of monazite for the United States 
5,101,583 kilograms in 1983. Exports were _ since 1977.
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Table 3.—U.S. imports for consumption of monazite, by country 

as SS~S~*wRSSCS~siSCS™*~s SSSCS~s 

Country RP Value QA Vatue AM Value BAM Value QE Value 
(metric {AON (metric (8hOY (metric (HOM metric (EHO (metric (thom metric sands) metric sands) metric Sandy) (metric Sans) (metric Sans 

Australia... 5.686. 1,801 4953 $1,749 7409 «$3,158 600 $2890 97198 1,805 Malaysia ——=-> 561 ter ais Stor EERE tahoe See South afvisa, Ra 
publicot an amy me ne 2 Thailand 2222s? 2 miei onsen nse 
Total... 627M «5 1S«8SO7OD «NSB 7208 «SOT doa 1517 

REO content® __ 3,458 XX 2.831 XX 4,108 XX 8,962 XX 2,215 XX 

“Estimated. XX Not applicable. 

Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of rare earths, by country 
ns, Ss. Ss 

oun jaanty i Quant “7 Sitte” venue Pil” vata HEA Value grams) gram) grams) 
Cerium oride: Aigiige cote ncuwavccdoes ee = - - ss sore Belgium —-~~>27777777272IIIIIT Be ae BE ee <= gyda France --""72“OT777T TTT grag "SBD THB Germany, Federal Repablieof ~~~ 227~ ~ ie 7 ter 2 Sel depends osc rt eS aE ab 885782 

Switzerland ~~ ~~~->>- co2tm - = = 3585 United Kingdom 22222222 722222222 B18 ES a8 soe 
Total een TTT 52 —BHRAG THIS ATT_— 2 

Rare-earth oxide excluding cerium oxide: por aaah teeta 100 1.339 =i - ss a Belgium ———2222TTTTTIIIIIITT gota 78 zs ce 3 a5 m6 | as SC i a Ganada 2772222222 T 880 ° mt) 128612 Chinas SST ARERIEATEDIART SS J 180) 71,168 19.575 45.03 France ——-77""""""77TTTTTT tar bE gases sad'omn 41H) 06s 9.900.882 
Germany, Federal Republic of -________ 10,808 1,947,385 VT16 2,258,877 702 191,953 Gopenelconeesceree Stee stan — ~ 38 19.548 -- ~ Maly nore corpernenms ees = ee a “22610100 Japan 2222LTTTTTTTTTTIIIIITT sagas 19582 zens Malayala——7>777—72722222222222 ~ ee oe —. 718597 351,002 Netherlands” ~7777 7272222222 ss ns 325.588 Be = Norway 2 -------2---- RE 19a. T8 AB Swimelagd SLoTI SS POER ROG SE cS = 6 S80 5 a9 Melee Se eee - - <- 0 BL 18 USSRO-2=2IUITTTTTTIITTTIT songs st aT United Kingdon ---77TT7IIIIII22_'aas_ ave "ee “700 a1 ii96 

Total --_-------- nnn ~~ 196,159 18,176005 19,054 12510022 609817 13,670,784 
Rare-earth alloys:* ee ee Rasta 7 << 17500 161,506 os on Brazil STTTTITTTIITTIIIIIIII T9518, 40000 ToT a8 1B 

Germany, Federal Republic of -—_____ 950 8,157 4,858 44,531 9,870 143,328 United Kingdom =". °2772"7"- BS sas0at69 tbe asa 
Total nee e--------__181640_1,650.962 68,127 5RABT_——15254 641785 

Rare-earth metals, and scandium and — nee ‘ram: 
Ghings isco a. =. 2100 52068 én France=22207-o 27777 TTTTT aang SOO Ta SB B18 Germany, Federal Republic of -——~~7~—_ 13 Las si oe =. Yegig nee ne nennnnnnnnnaa 3a Ha T1268 UBSROOTOLIITTTIIIIIIIIIII om) ea a ~- a. 70,800 United Kingdom ---TTTLID2IIITT2 as an.ou0 Bead B08 

Total =u. ---------_ M01 167003218 98920 __—182.042 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of rare earths, by country —Continued 
ae, ns: ae 

ii ii rant anti See Fe vatue Mili” Value Mile” Value 
grams) grams) grams) 

Other rare-earth metals: Germany, Federal Republic of 16s $10,848 6 $98 45 $5524 7 elena Z a 43 2288 wm “Spat 
‘United Bingdom 2s: 25 2,874 ious eee 5 359 

fetal saeco mene 193 13,722 BL 8,16 473 14,120 
Ferrocerium and other pyrophoric alloys: Sep TRATES aE AE asthe ce een nen si 18314267 ago a5 18 450 
DMS amc odas dink waka ee: 6,725 102,818. 14,954 212,450 28,839 396,715 
Freh0e 2 oko waco es 50443 745,169 «47.968 BT,079 © 54,821 516,549 
Germany, Federal Republic of. es i 100, 1,854 462, 1,266 pie _ 
THONG % ae 6 286 a ae Sapans 222 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT Ts eaeTA aa toaT 257,589 19,100 178,508 

Broil: SOARS Ss Leet PESGESE a ce = Gog 16 Talwan=-_~~~~-722722a22ss aan == Eo z = 31 “10 
United Kingdom —-—-2-2—2222222-- 80 68287 6060.16 GOB 1 288 

Total n= BBAOY «129,17 85TH 1,002,178 104096 1,185,016 
NA Not available. 
‘Essentially all mischmetal. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Bastnasite, the world’s principal source of Production of crude monazite ore in 1982 
rare earths, was mined as a primary prod- was 200 tons from the State of Espirito 
uct in the United States and as a byproduct Santo and 1,767 tons from the State of Rio 
of iron ore mining in China. Significant de Janeiro. 
quantities of rare earths were also recover. __According to Anuario Mineral Brasileiro 
ed from monazite, a byproduct of minerals 1988, measured reserves of monazite were 
sands mined for titanium and zirconium in 25,086 tons with a REO content of 15,017 
several countries, and for tin in Malaysia tons. The largest reserves were located in 
and Thailand. Small quantities of rare the Sao Jodo da Barra region in the State of 
earths were also obtained from an yttrium. Rio de Janeiro. Additional rare-earth re- 
rich minerals sands byproduct, xenotime. sources were obtained in clay-like ore in the 

‘Australia.—Allied Eneabba Ltd. produc- Pogos de Caldas region. The deposit was 
ed 10,429 tons of monazite in 1983, an estimated to contain 1 million tons of ore 
increase over the 5,693 tons produced in &tading 4% REO in a surface zone and an 
1982. During the year, Allied acquired the additional 500,000 tons grading 1.5 tons of 
assets of its mining contractors, Astek Pty. 2% REO in a lower zone.? . 
Ltd., through its wholly owned subsidiary, _ Canada.—Iron Ore Co. of Canada contin- 
Indoon Resources Pty. Ltd. ued preliminary feasibility studies on the 

Figures for identified resources for Aus- Strange Lake yttrium-beryllium-zirconium 
tralian monazite were updated. Economic ‘deposit northeast of Schefferville, Quebec. 
demonstrated resources of monazite were Further studies were planned for 1984. 
829,300 tons, with additional subeconomic , China—Exports of monazite from China 
resources of 105,800 tons. Inferred economic increased from 1,000 tons valued at $75,000 and subeconomic resources were 2.360 tons it 1981 to 11,520 tons valued at $719,000 in 
and 36,700 tons, respectively" 1982. France received all of the reported 

Brazil.—Production of various rare-earth eee tel m Gane on ee 
materials, in kil . follows: adaced ; F teriote sn nlograme: rag os follows: dong. Strict Chinese national standards for 

radioactive materials made the handling of 
Year Carbonate Chloride Oxide ~-monazite increasingly difficult. As a result, 

we oe prasgae pany Chinese monazite was often converted to 1978 , 799, / : ene fp -oooo 1ioo0 2792000 «Teo ‘rare-earth chloride and the radioactive tho- 
i 3750 2071456 ©1716 rium extracted." i981 ===> 350 19 5 : : Ise 72. altuna ESa00 Stoo Deposits of rare earths in clays were 

reported in Guangxi’ The new ore is either
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rich in samarium, europium, and terbium ide, 100 tons; catalysts, 140 tons; misch- 
or rich in yttrium. The cerium content, metal, 330 tons; and rare-earth fluoride, 40 
however, is reportedly very low, unlike tons. 
bastnasite and monazite. It was considered About 4,941 tons of rare-earth raw mate- 
likely that the rare-earth clay is a residual _ rials was imported containing an estimated 
enrichment product of the weathering of 3,048 tons of REO, compared with a revised 
phosphatic minerals, such as apatite and 6,497 tons in 1981 containing 4,048 tons of 
xenotime. Hydrometallurgical processing of REO. Imports for 1982 included 1,584 tons 
the clay. reportedly produced concentrates of rare-earth chlorides, 1,082 tons of rare- 
containing more than 90% REO. earth hydroxides, 1,900 tons of bastnasite 

A review of the rare-earth industry in concentrates, and 30 tons of crude yttrium 
China from 1949 to the present was publish- oxides, 
ed by a group of authors from the YaoLong — Imports of rare earths in 1988 were re- 
Chemical Plant, Shanghai, China. Analyses ported in the Japan Metal Journal, as 
of various Chinese rare-earth ores and con- follows: 
centrates and a flowsheet of the Yao Long 
Chemical Plant were given.” pe 
France.—Pechiney S.A.’ subsidiary, So- Product Beastie, 

ciété Francaise d’Electrometallurgic (So =< ———________‘“sorams) 
frem), was reportedly producing samarium Cerium fluoride -.--------------- 312 
metal from samarium oxide materials ob- Cetumamide osname 
tained from the French rare-earth proces- Lanthanum nitrate --—.---------- 4,490 
sor, Rhéne-Poulenc S.A. Sofrem’s capacity Hanthanum oride -— = 57 = -—-5--o3-- 110,000 
was about 500 kilograms of samarium metal scandium _------------------- 26,416 
per month."* SPARRO recente 
Rhéne-Poulenc of France, and Showa 

Denko K.K., of Japan, announced a joint —_Principal sources of imported compounds 
venture to develop new applications for rare were Brazil, China, France, India, and the 
earths. Showa Denko, which had no current United States. Leading sources of rare- 
activities in rare earths, would contribute earth metals and alloys were Austria, Bra- 
its experience in researching fine ceramics, 7], China, and the United States, 
metals, monocrystals, and high-purity min- Mitsubishi Steel Manufacturing Co. and 
eral products."* Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Ltd. an- 

India.—Decreased production in 1982-83 nounced a joint venture company, Dia Rare 
was attributed to severe power shortages Earth Magnetics K.K., to produce plastic 
caused by drought conditions.“ Rare-earth magnets by injection molding. The magnets 
chloride production declined from 3,861 are produced from powdered magnetic al- 
tons in 1981-82 to 3,460 tons in 1982-83, loys containing rare earths in a plastic 
while exports of the compound dropped binder. Annual capacity of the production 
from 3,700 tons to 3,600 tons. The United facilities, located in Ichikawa City, China 
States was the principal destination of ex- Prefecture, was 30 tons.” 

ports. Thailand,—Monazite and xenotime were 
Construction work at Indian Rare Earths byproducts of tin mining. Production of 

Ltd's Orissa ‘Sands Complex was in an xenotime from Ranong was, as follows:* 
advar.ced phase, with completion scheduled 
for mid-1984. Power shortages, labor unrest, § —__ 
and late deliveries of equipment caused Year county 
construction delays.* OOO 

Kerala Minerals & Metals Ltd. announc- 1918. ---------------------- 3 
ed plans to build an additional minerals —199/2772727227272272722722 52 
sands separation plant in Kerala with ca- 1981-777-7-777772222--5202- 6 
pacity to produce 1,800 tons of monazite per 8¢--------------- 
year. Completion of the plant is set for 1987. 
Kerala's present capacity to produce mona- _The destinations of exports in 1982 were 
zite is about 300 tons per year. the Federal Republic of Germany, 50 tons; 
Japan.—Japanese demand for rareearths Malaysia, 30 tons; Japan, 26 tons; and 

in 1982 was reported as follows:\* cerium Singapore, 14 tons. 
oxide, 1,500 tons; lanthanum oxide, 180 _ Production of monazite was 2 tons at 
tons; europium oxide, 2.5 tons; yttrium ox- Rayong and 160 tons at Ranong.
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Table 5.—Monazite concentrate: World production, by country? 
Metric tons) 

Country? 1979 1980 1981 1982" 1988° 

Australias oe ceneeeeneeeeeeneeennennne=  16SMD 14079 18.252, 9499 14500 
Bratl'---2c2cTeTDTZISOCIUTLISTIEILISE «go Sage 100 er 768 * 2000 

India’ _ Se reper ete ee ee 3,254 3,895, 3,704 4,000 4,000, 
Malaysia (exports) ........-~~-~---~~----------- 542, 347 320 "450 340 
Pc SE 213 @ = = 30d 800 Tiuiland s22csl2teeclllvvtlvvzvvvT ‘Gases Benes TOT NEDT ENON PANETT INET AISA w ow ow Ww Ww 
I cect ot mm arenh ptr en nematic ren yg rename 90 5L 50 50 50. 

INS en seosteceieecateereeenseeerens NE “ee _e e 
Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
sTable includes data available through Apr. 27, 1984. 
Ip addition to the countries listed, China, Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, North Korea, and Nigeria may produce 

monazite, but output, if any, is not reported quantitatively, and available general information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 
“Data are for years beginning Apr. | of that stated. 

TECHNOLOGY 

General Motors Corp.; Sumitomo Special _ The Chinese Academy of Agricultural 
Metals Co, Colt Industries, Crucible Mag- Science developed an instrument using 
netic Div.; and IG Technologies Inc. an- samarium-cobalt magnets for retrieving 
nounced separately the development of metal fragments from the stomachs of cat- 
high-energy permanent magnets with mag- tle. Use of the instruments reportedly will 
netic strengths exceeding that of samarium- protect livestock from injuries and reduce 
cobalt magnets. The new magnets, alloys of associated costs.™* 
neodymium, iron, and boron have energy Rare earths permanent magnets were 
products reportedly between 80 and 42.9 also used to salvage broken oil well drill 
megagauss oesteds (MgOe). Asa result of its bits. The removal of bit fragments reported- 
higher strength and lower cost alloying ly improved subsequent drilling rates and 
materials, the neodymium-iron-boron mag- increased the service length of the replace- 
nets may partially replace the best pre- ment bit. 
viously available magnets, samarium- — Mitsubishi Steel and Mitsubishi Chemical 
cobalt, which have magnetic energy prod- jointly developed the technology to produce 
ucts in the range of 16 to 25 MgOe. Ordi- plastic magnets by injection-molding sama- 
nary household magnets (ferrites) have en- rium, cobalt, and other rare-earth metal 
ergy products around 8 to 4 MgOe. Prices of powders that are held in a plastic binder. 
the neodymium-iron-boron magnets were The injection-molded magnets are said to be 
expected to be lower than for samarium- superior in impact resistance, bending 
cobalt magnets—potentially 50% to 75% strength, and tensile strength compared 
lower. Demand for samarium-cobalt and with sintered magnets. The  injection- 
ferrite magnets was expected to be signifi process can also produce complex shapes 
cantly reduced by the new magnets, es- with higher precision and less cost than 
pecially in low-temperature applications."* previous methods.* 

‘A rare-earth-aluminum-magnesium high- A laser material was developed in the 
voltage transmission line, reportedly pro- USSR having 3-1/2 times the efficiency of 
duced in China, was said to be stronger than an equivalent commercially available neo- 
conventionally produced wire and was re- dymium-doped _yttrium-aluminum-garnet 
portedly less costly" (VAG) laser. The new high-efficiency laser 

Initial tests with fertilizers containing material is chromium-neodymium-doped 
rare earths reportedly increased crop yields gadolinium-scandium-gallium-garnet.  De- 
from 5% to 10%. The fertilizers are also velopment of this laser may have been 
credited with increasing the latex content of responsible for recent shortages of scan- 
rubber trees and with increasing the sugar dium from the USS.R* 
content of watermelons, sugar cane, and The Los Alamos National Laboratory, the 
sugar beets.** American Iron and Steel Institute, and the
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US. Department of Energy developed an _ Physicists at Tokyo University achieved a 
analytical system that uses a commercially new record low temperature using a rare- available neodymium-doped YAG laser. In- earth intermetallic compound. A tempera- 
tense bursts of light from the laser reduce ture of 27 millionths of a degree above 
materials to their elemental components, absolute zero was obtained using praseo- 

generating the shereciaristie stauile spec- ymin nickel oo ee i. tra that can be analyzed rapidly. Research- ‘ing Inc. announced the commer- ers hoped to apply this loserindused cial availability of two new crucible-mold 
breakdown spectroscopy to the analysis of paints and a neutron absorbing paint. Yttri- 
molten steel for trace elements while it is um oxide and zirconium oxide, respectively, 
still in the ladle. The new technique report- were used as separate crucible-mold paints. 
edly could save millions of dollars in energy The paints were expected to be usable at 

Be ey a ce eel loys.* S) TF cscarclisre et:tnerace Propulsion Labo- in crucibles for melting and transporting of ratory in Pasadena, CA, developed a meth- ™olten materials, such as metal, alloys, 
od of refrigeration, involving the use of Sases, alge ihe eee td eka a lanthanum un ‘an reportedly ited tal prodube tenes ag that 400°F. Using neutron-absorbing paint using gadolinium’s 
solar heat or low-temperature “waste heat,” high neutron capture cross section as its the refrigerator can cool without the use of Principal property. The gadolinium paint electricity and with few moving parts. Lan- ©0uld provide a means of shielding radiation thanum pentanickel, the main ingredient of detection equipment and facilities from 
the system, absorbs hydrogen gas at room neutrons. 
temperature and then releases it when _ An article on the abundance of the rare- heated and compressed. The released hydro- earth elements in seawater was published gen gas expands as it passes through a PY researchers at the University of Leeds, heat-exchanger, cooling to -424° F, and United Kingdom. The chemistry of the rare- 
partially liquefying in the process. After arth elements makes them particularly absorbing heat from the heat exchanger, Useful in studies of marine geochemistry. the hydrogen is reabsorbed by the rare- Their relative abundances can be used to earth metal powder and the cycle is ready “determine their sources in sedimentary de- 
to be repeated.” posits, to evaluate the marine geochemical ‘Abex Corp. announced a series of new ‘¥Cle: and apply the distributions to tracing 
liset-reeistant alloys eonesiniag rare Sets, ne eaeter” that reportedly eatoeri Citing alloye ,.A2 @ppraisal of calibration errors in de- 
in almost overy maberform existing alloys termining abundances of the rare-earth ele- in almost every measurable category. The ments in several international standard alloys are nickel-chromium-based and con- rock specimens was completed. Using neu- 
tain small amounts of titanium, niobium, tron activation analysis, standard calibra: tungsten, and certain rare earths. They tion adjustments were made to an estimat. were expected to provide longer life to eq absolute accuracy of better than 5% and parts, and to require less material per part were used to determine the elemental abun- for the same performance.* _ | dances of rare earths in 29 standard rocks. Scientists at the California Institute of Improved analyses of standard rocks was 
‘Technology in Pasadena, CA, developed a expected to lead to improved data on the lower cost method of producing amorphous crustal abundance of the rare earths," metals. Carefully chosen pairs of metals are The proceedings of the Sixteenth Rare interdiffused, creating alloys with glasslike Earth Research Conference, held. April structures. Two pairs, gold-lanthanum and 18-21, 1983, in Tallahassee, FL, were gold-yttrium, have been used successfully in published.** 
the process, which reportedly could lead to Potentially significant concentrates of the production of lower cost amorphous heavy minerals sands, including monazite, 
metal powders. were reported by the U.S. Geological Survey 

Allied Corp. developed single crystal lan- in surficial U.S. Atlantic Continental Shelf thanum yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) films on sediments. Comparison of offshore sedi- gadolinium-gallium-garnet substrates. The ments from Virginia, South Carolina, and material was intended for use primarily in northeastern Florida indicated that mona- advanced magnetostatic signal processing zite enrichment was highest off the coast of technology.» Virginia. Additional indepth studies of
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‘i i i 19Koten, J. GM, Sumitomo Race to Develop Magnet to Atlantic Continental Shelf sediments were _p,";Soten. J-.GM, Sumitomo Race to Devslop Magnet to 
started.” FA 28 18 

‘ingston, lymium-Iron Magnets Should Spur 
_ Researchers at the Bureau of Mines pub- pte artha. Am, Met Mark, Sept. 12198, p28. 

lished a report on the magnetic properties “eIndustrial Minerals. China—Novel Applications for 
of natural mischmetal, and of synthetic Rare Earths. : 
mischmetal alloyed with cobalt, copper, and Work cited in footnote 20, . . * Work cited in footnote 20, magnesium. Alloyed synthetic mischmetal Work cited in footnote 20 

nstrated better magnetic properties _ ‘American Metal Market. New Injection-Molding Use amo tunimithedele Produces Plastie Magnets. June 6, 1982, p.1 
than natural mischmetal. 28Rare-Earth Information Center News. High Efficiency aay ager V8 Sune 1 188.6 Kant Becton v9, Dee 

‘Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 1982, p. 25 
2 mantities are in metric unite unless otherwi Iron Age. Techfront: Laser Sy py Vies for 
ae trie units unless otherwise sascant Analysis of Molten Steel, Vr326, No.4, Sept. 2, 
Free on board and/or free into container de 1988, pO. i ‘Valugy have been converted from Australian dollars .77Chemical & Pngineering, News, Science/Technology 

($A) to US. dollars (USB) atthe rate of SAL 1019 USS1.00 Concentrates. Technology-Hydeide Refrigerator Uses Low 
based: on’ yearend 1982 foreign exchange rates from the — LeYel Heat, Aug. 15, 1988, p. 24 
‘Wall Street Journal. 28Salak, J. New Heat-Resistant Alloys Make Debut. Am. 

Values have been converted from Australian dollars Mgt:Mark Now 28,1985 p 2k 
.A) to US, dollars (USB) at the rate of AL 1117 =USSI iron. Age. Techfront. Amorphous Metals: Will the PES Se ENS path AR BOR Ss, ae 

Wall Street Journal B. 
‘U.S. Embassy, Canberra, Australia. State Dep. Airgram *°Rare-Earth Information Center News. La-YIG Films. 

AST, Apr. 4 1084, Australia’s Identified Mineral Re V_18,No.2, June , 198, p 8 
‘sources as of Dec. 31, 1983. Petroleum & Minerals Re- 31____. That's Cold! V. 18, June 1, 1983, p. 6. 
sources & Industry Information. Bureau of Minerals Re- 2. Rare Earth Paints. V. 18, No. 2, June 1, 1983, 
sources, Mar. 1984, pp. Ps 
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By Dennis S. Kostick* 

Total salt production declined for the — Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
fourth consecutive year to the lowest level duction data for salt are developed by the 
since 1964. Despite a decrease in exports Bureau of Mines from two voluntary sur- 
and an increase in imports for consumption, veys of U.S. operations. Typical of these 
domestic apparent consumption fell, pri- surveys is the salt company survey. Of the 
marily because of reduced demand for deic- 48 companies to which a survey request was 
ing salt. Production of salt in brine used as sent, 45 responded, representing 94% of the 
feedstock for the chloralkali industry re- total production shown in table 1. Produc- 
bounded as demand improved for chloralka- tion for the three nonrespondents was esti- 
li-based products. Salt consumption by food- mated using reported 1982 production levels 
related industries was virtually unchanged adjusted by trends in employment and oth- 
despite increased consumer awareness of — er guidelines. Two producers closed and two 
the allegedly harmful effects of excess salt producers reported no production. 
in the diet. 

Table 1.—Salient salt statisties 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

_ aT ——~*dS~~S~«S i982 —~1983 
United States: 
Pi iS onic neha anena aes 46,317 41,483 38,899 737,665 32,973 
Sold or used by producers*________-------~ 45,793 40,352 38,907 37,894 34,573 

Velie. 0 nn $538,352 $656,164 $637,568 "$671,424 $597,081 
Hsports 2522. Tce e TES 697 ‘881 1046 1001 ‘BIT Walues=27277=TTTTTTTITITTITIIIT—g905sugaastTazs geod? 2.68 
Imports for conatimption _~_7~777777777727 527 6 Boss 4819” BAB] B97 

VOR oo een enn nen $40,860 ‘$44,071 $44,523 ($56,184 $60,194 
Consumption, apparent? ___ Sioa 50,871, 44,784 42,180 42,344 40,053 

World: Production_——___---~----~-------- *191,107 7186,180 188,926 181,951 °182,752 

“Eetimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
*Excludes Puerto Rico. 
Sold or used plus imports minus exports. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

The total quantities of salt produced and 5%; and Michigan, 4%. 
salt sold or used decreased 12% and 9%, The large quantities of rock salt pur- 
respectively. Forty-four companies operated chased and stockpiled by State and munici- 
88 salt-producing plants in 15 States. Nine _ pal governments in 1982 caused demand for 
of the companies sold or used over 1 million deicing salt to decline in 1983 and contrib- 
short tons each, accounting for 74% of the uted significantly to the large decrease in 
US. total. domestic rock salt sales. Despite the closure 

‘The six leading States in quantity of salt of nine obsolete chloralkali plants since the 
sold or used were Louisiana, 33%; Texas, beginning of 1982, production of salt in 
28%; New York, 14%; Ohio, 7%; Kansas, brine increased 5% in 1983 as demand im- 

725
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proved after midyear for chlorine-based vacuum pan salt in the region; however, the 
products, mainly polyvinyl chloride for use operation continued to produce rock salt. in automobiles and buildings. Production of _ International Salt’s rock salt mine in De- solar salt decreased 21%. troit, MI, was idle most of the year because The percentage of salt sold or used by of reduced demand for rock salt, but the domestic producers, by type, follows: company continued conducting public un- 

derground mine tours to provide revenue to 
_ help offset low salt sales? 

‘Type —m ims _ Diamond Crystal Salt Co. accepted a $32 
= million settlement from Texaco Inc. and Soltipbrine-..--.-.------- 48 8 Wilson Bros. Corp. for the destruction of 

Yaneeckeal caganeror--- + ~~ Diamond Crystal’s Jefferson Island, LA, 
sGpenpanaalts-co----------- 9 19 rock salt mine. The mine was flooded in 

Arevaporated salt ~---=------_“___® November 1980 when Texaco and Wilson 
Total ------------------__ 100 __100_ Bros. accidentally penetrated the mine cavi- 

Reka ty while drilling for oil and gas. In return 
for a settlement considerably less than the 

In April, International Salt Co. placed its original $219 million suit, Texaco agreed to 
evaporative salt refinery at Avery Island, drop its countersuit claiming the accident 
LA, on an indefinite standby basis because was caused by Diamond Crystal's mining 
of rising energy costs and an oversupply of _techniques.* 

Table 2.—Salt sold or used by producers in the United States, by recovery method 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Rec thod 1982 1983 

oe Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Evaporated: 
Bulle 

Open pan or grainer and vacuum pan ———. = ---— 73379 ™293,088, 3309 289,165 
FOI ns nompinnmsnntis cancer ee -< "2478 44,330, 1,962 42,117 Pressed blocks ----~~~ 7222222222222 22 to HAT F20614 408___28°755 

ME rere erences eee mnrnennctspsnnneemilnannene nice 76,305 366,982 5,680, 360,037 

Rock: 
ON oS eign E See ee memmeaer "13,431 7186,610 9,867 182,587 
Rreened oth eee eae 72 5,592, 3 5844 

Thiel? nee c een eeeeeecee ees ASS Teneo 9941 138,180 
Salt in brine (sold or used as such) —_—_ ~~ 22D TT ITT 18,086, 112,239, 18,952, 98,864 

DE EE ect anecmmnnumuammcaynie: 787,894 "671,424 34,573 597,081, 

"Revised. 
2Excludes Puerto Rico. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Salt sold or used by producers in the United States, by State* 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ese 1982 1988 
Quantity_Value Quantity Value 

Chlorate sees seteeene nae ce eeetaeeS w w zt = 
Mapes ne epee «OO. HS! | Aine eee, 

Louisiana --=TTDLIITITIIIIIIITIIIIIITINIIIISID nga «= ar'sso aa 1001986 
Michigan “77722722272222222TTTIOCIIOICIIIIIE 2002 3063808 1355 98,306 
New York 22525222330 ZISSSOS CL 6205 TI8 4859100 119 
OBI acetone Bld OpT2 2565 85.988 Heras EDGE ODES DREN Sano ee Sec e Tae 82805 82B 85,670 5 1zer 8210 99628184 

‘West Vineinis) 2 ESET IEE SPRINT SUE EST EST ERTS Fog W (1026 Ww 
Other? 77D TTTTTITTITIT IIIT 2810 7611002641 60.683 

Total® en TBTBO4 | FOTADA 4573 897,081 
Baarle Ricof C222 12 CUD TESS SSEE SEE ESE RSIS Tae 16 290 32 ‘610 

‘“Eetimated. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid digclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
$Quantity and value of brine included with “Other.” 
Includes Alabama, Arizona, California, Kansas (brine only), Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, and items indicated by eymbol W. 
‘SData may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 4.—Evaporated salt sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1982, 1983 State a a Quantity Value Quantity Value 
FR soa eantcn nore ceecennciemnmne manne toot "65,184 928 59,402 
Louisiana. ----~---~-~-=-~--=-2-~2= nnn 9 22.990 219 18888 
Wiekigan = —I>>22EILIIIIIIISIS ISS SLSEESSIEEE 1M2 $8796 1,008. 87898 iNew York 22 02S TUSCEP SET REE Seer 818 5R.5BS 21 55,581 
Utah"... --=-2=-----2s2n2n-2n2n2s2nnennnnne Lisl, 22847 893 22,602 

Othe LTTTTTTTITTTTITITITEEEEEIEIIDILISIEI go ts9.575 2.006 115,651 
Total? eee ennnen-n--------- "6805368982 5,680 —a800aF 

Puerto Rico® — ~~~ --==-=-22s---=a-ae2s-nenn 16 290 82 70 
“Estimated. "Revised 
includes Arizona, California, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Texas. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 5.—Rock salt sold by producers in 
the United States 

‘(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) : 

‘Year Quantity Value 
yg aon 152,392 
yaso "TDI 11806 ¥76)541 AML TOTIEAISTTOOESTSTS, ent lerate 
ie -TCIIITIIII IIIT. ses "1eee02 . Wehicetsee -aeM GIRRID 

"Revised. 

Table 6.—Pressed salt blocks sold by original producers of salt in the United States 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

— 7 From evaporated ear evapo From rock salt Total 
Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value 

II cs sm areata rensa ncienicn gol 19,727 6 ags7 455 RTI Ft eer ed 308 aaa 6 «© 502,458 BRN 
agai (2 TLITIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIT 404 26,099 6 4123486 80.822 joe EEGERTSUSERITITRIORAE EINES Haat, tamale 72 © 592519 "35,207 
49g "77D L LTT 408 28,765 73-564 482841308 

"Revised 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding,
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Table 7.—Distribution of salt sold or used by producers in the United States, 
by consumer or use 
(Thousand short tons) 

es orate 
Consumer or use eam Rock Brine ‘Total! 

ary ‘Solar 

open pans 
1982: 

‘Chlorine, caustic soda, soda ash. --..-— i 290 1,296 717,164 18,861 Allother chemicals ----~ ~~~ 255 ie 30 1a 85 
‘Textile and dyeing” ~~~ ~~~~~=7====7- ‘00 u a == 183 Mentpackers, anners, casing manufacharers_— 1m ® 281 = 550 Dey eee ee 7% 4 1 = 30 
Eee OR OO Flour processors Gncluding cereal) --~=~7_7 655 1 18 i 38 Other food processing -.--------_ 2 188 4 30 2 257 Fool dealers nena 2202 TS SERST TOTS "408 205 +360 a "907 

TR EIR cee eyes tian ss oat i: 225 7143 7331 nes 699 Metals os SoSDESDTT TOTS eES TEESE W 6 2 w 24 
Rubbers 727772222222IIIIIII II 6 Ww 5 w 3 

RE a case en pt loli Scabs ai "141 "311 "4 509 1,085 
operand ralg 4 nme Ww 25 150 Ww 209 Water softzner manufacturers and service 
companies nnn nnn nnn 26 225 205 2 ng Grocery stores ~~ ~272IDIIIIIIIIIIIE a5 ie 308 ae 1,053 

Highway use --_—----___-___-------- Ww 892 "8,652 Ww 79,053 US. Government -—~~~~~~~= 27-2717 2 W 13 W 182 Distributors Gookers, wholesalers, ele) ~———— 605 Ww 306 w 1120 
‘Miscellaneous and undistributed* _ "161 540 7636 546 Fda 

TOF ericciaw main * 93.760 * 92,566 * 313,888 * 918,872 * 438,586 

oi soda, soda ash 5 302 153. 9 19,950 Chlorine, caustic sah 1 18 ; 
Allother chemicals ———_____-----____ 256 Wy 398 ‘187. 952, ‘Textile and dyeing” ----~~2-22-~-= == 05 W 4 W m ‘Meatpackers,tanners, casing manutacbarers_— 4 51 an we 58 pr edema Geemelesimmaiaiaioas 3 4 3 101 Ganaing=~~22TIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT no w W aL 
Flour feotenirsGachiliag crea ~~ ~~—~—— Yt i a x a lour processors Gnchiding cereal) ~~~ rr 
Other food Sed ene 184 37 Al ee 262 Feed dada eon tu sasocncn oe 403 mn 403 = ant Peed mixers. .--222222222722222222 25 105 308 ae es Matale oo ou SDSTETSTETISTSE EES FY W 189 W 242 Rubber ~~~ 7272222222000 2222222 W Ww 5 3% 45 
OR ce er ountioeae 90 326, 70 433 918 
Paper and pulp_—————_— Ww 6 15T Ww 214 
Water softener manufacturers and service companies nnn ne nnn nner 29 210 201 BR 101 

‘Groowry stores 138 93 156 as 987 
Highway we ———---—--~----~--- eee Ww 183 4,848 w 5,041 US Government — = 222—2722777227 1% W 525 w 563 
Distributors (brokers, wholesalers, ete.) ——___ 584 w 617 w 1,332 
‘Miscellaneous and undistributed? .. 229 432 538 463 1,426 

Totalt___-_____ 93,760 92,124 910,386 919,249 435,519 

Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company rietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and 
undistributed” and in total by use. ne een ma 

‘Date may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Aipelades some exports and consumption in overens areas administered by the United States and items indicated by symbol W. 
‘Differs from totals shown in tables 2, 4, and 5 because of changes in inventory and/or incomplete data reporting. 
“Differs from totals shown in tables 1, 2, and 3 because of changes in inventory and/or incomplete data reporting. 

NOTE: Additional imported salt distributed by end use shown in table 14.
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Table 8.—Distribution (shipments) of evaporated and rock salt’ in the United States, 
by destination 
(Thousand short tons) 

1982 1983 
Evaporated Evaporated 

Destination Vacuum Vacuum Rock 
ans ar Rok pans 
and Bok and Balas 

open pans open pans 
Alsbama______--—--------------- 50 w 513 50 w 612 

I cei Sai mek aie Nam Ww 10 -< Ww 10 -< 
Arizona --_----------~---------- i 60 3 L 52 4 
NON wie tos apts tans 34 Ww 59 30 a 52. 

California -_____..---.----------- 142, 102 Ww 144 794 Ww 
EN oo aceon cmanincemiar 25 122 33 23 100 aT Connecticut ~~ ~22L2TLITIIZIIIZ=2 B 8 210 % 20 125 

OO ae 8 120 38 3 129 2 
District of Columbia ~.....----~------ 1 Ww W Ww Ww Ww 
Florida _.___ sel nas ino 4 50 43 16 49 39 
Georgia... ---------------- 62 Ww 9 59 Ww 86 
Hawet os 2 w Si Ww Ww Ww 
Idaho 22 22D DD IIIIIIIIII IIIT 5 12 Ww 5 58 Ww 
Mlinois ----..----.-----+.------~ "368 42 1,880 379 Pa 1,018 
IIR en nee are teen ete 168 12 673. 157 20 383 

WWE ao So ese M6 29 821 182 39 381 
I rent mie ce ey et 100 10 239 106 8 265 

Kentucky oo 2 soc 2522222 SETISEIIEL 44 Ww 394 39 1 262, 
TANNIN, nen mers rs tri 58 Ww 7369 51 w 344 

Maine SSS SUeTESSSTISS aoa 7 Ww 156 7 if is? 
Or ag “4 237 92 4B 107 a 
Messachusetts --..-----------.~ 36 88 414 38 15 w 
RI ei ee ses, 7212 w 1,348, 224 12 199 
Miaueeta = "140 "18 354 146, 13 333. Missiesipsi 2225000002 SSS 20 es 93 2 Ww ion 

Missourl ~~. -~2_227227222222222 305 iu 515 108 8 305 
Wie oe 4 "63 5 Ww 46 Ww 
Nebraska ----~-----2-2-22-2s2s 2 9 60 wal 9 a 120 
ORR ceo pekeneeneene Ww Ww Ww Ww Ww WwW 
New Hampshire --—-—--~--------2-- 2 w Ww 2 Ww Ww 
Now Sorpey. 2. 2 UGSnU UES EIOASEEE ug "49 at 124 aL 209 
Now Mexico... = +--+ 8 LS. 53 7 96 5 
New York «0-00 SETTITETIETETIS om 6 2195 246 591,654 
North Carolina -—-—---~----------= 146 102 100, 134 aL 100 
North Dekota -_—-----_------------ "70 46 7 49 26 6 
ON na erat 326 2 1,609 314 i 1,081 

Oklahoma ~~~ ~~~ 22~DDTIIIIIIIZIIE 51 8 ™ B Ww 66 
ONG 6 oo con eee nb "227 Ww iL 43 w 

Pennsylvania -____-___--~--------- 157 162, 92 163 88 664 
Binge lelend ooo ec e cc 5 85 3 5 43 Ww 
South Carolina -_____------- a 34 10 17 35 n 16 
Both Dabete . oe: 42 26 34 45 Py 35, Tennessee -—~~~-~-2~~=~222 2 8 -- 3a 6 Ww 518 
Te 154 *66 7224 156 6 236 
TAB neo meemenie nn seeesernsem: 5 "213 Ww 6 15 WwW 

feginta, ee 
Washington ~—- ~~ --~~-~---~~------~ 15 "517 w i 414 Ww 

West Virginia —_-_—— "~~~ ooo 15 Ww 113 15 Ww 65 
EOI an ner re eee *202 "10 832 210 28 521 
Wyoming ------------~----~------ 72) 37 2 2 30 w 
RNa ac cororeinaiaictenstnniaen insane 42 "563. 587 25 317 1,150 

DT sess ct scaricare crane 3,780 "4,441 715,257 3,780 3,366 12,012 

Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Each salt type includes domestic and imported quantities. 
"Les than 1/2 unit; included with “Other.” 
Includes shipments to overseas areas administered by the United States, Puerto Rico, rporte, some shipments to 

unspecified destinations, shipments to States indicated by symbol W, and quantities less than 1/2 unit. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic apparent consumption of salt The voluntary sodium labeling campaign decreased 5%. Because of the large quantity conducted by the food-processing industry of salt stockpiled by State and municipal since 1981 continued as more sodium- 
governments in 1982, domestic and import- modified foods were introduced to the mar- ed salt distributed by producers for highway ket. The voluntary campaign was a success- deicing declined 36% in 1988. ful attempt to prevent the proposal of new 

Salt consumption in the chlorine, caustic labeling regulations by the Food and Drug soda, and synthetic soda ash industries Administration in response to public con- 
increased because of increased demand for cern that sodium ingestion, primarily in the chloralkalis. Production of chlorine gas, form of salt, or sodium chloride, caused sodium hydroxide, and metallic sodium, in hypertension. However, new research re- 
thousand short tons, as reported by the sults released in December by the Universi- Bureau of the Census, was as follows: ty of California suggested that sodium in 

itself might not be the culprit because other 
i Sedium-bearing compounds, such as sodium —__________—™ bicarbonate and sodium ascorbate, which 

Chlorine gas (100%)... "9,76 9.960 are present in many foods, do not by them- 
Setiate hokosee. liquid (100%) —___ 79.885 10280 selves cause hypertension. The researchers 
ee concluded that the chloride component of 

"Revised. sodium chloride might be more of a contrib- 
uting factor to elevated blood pressure than 
previously had been suspected.* 

STOCKS 

Total yearend salt stocks reported by tons in 1982 to 2.4 million tons. Most stocks 
producers decreased 25% from 3.2 million were rock salt and solar salt. 

PRICES 

The average values of different classes of The following yearend salt. prices were 
salt, f.o.b. works, based on actual sales as quoted in Chemical Marketing Reporter:> 
reported by producers, follow: ‘Salt, evaporated, common, 80-pound bags, car- 

qo ls Segoe con eeee | Ee Fershortion Salt rock medium coarse, same bay 7 
19821983 pulkreamebaiis,perton-_77=---77777 a8 

Evaporated: 

Sea eae 
Solar .__--_-__--.l-lLlll- 789 “21.47 

Pressed blocks, all sources _ __ _ — "6783 71.52 
Rock salt, bulk ---_...---_---_ 1889 18.43, Soltinbrine.--—--_7- 2-2-6 

"Revised. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of salt decreased 48% because of salt and bulk solar salt. More than 79% of 
the downturn in domestic salt production. salt imports was from the Bahamas, Cana- 
About 92% of the exports was to Canada da, and Mexico. Imports of vacuum pan salt 
with the balance distributed to 57 other in bags, sacks, barrels, or other packages 

countries. decreased 36% because domestic supply ex- 
Salt imports for consumption increased ceeded demand. 

10%, the majority of which was bulk rock
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‘Table 9.—Salt shipped to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands 

TTT 8 ne 
Area juantity Value Quantity Value 

oie (thou- (short: (thou- 
fons) sands) tons) __ sands) 

Filet Be) on cneneninnia eet og rameeunduaseecuae 65,000 $8,450 30,000 $4,100 Virgin Islands ~~~ 22 2LDTILIIIDTITLTLT I 2 1 1 1 

Table 10.—U.S. exports of salt, by country 
‘Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Sia 1982, 19a 
ee Quantity, Value Quantity, Value 

Angola —-—---------- = ° 8 -< = 
‘Austen (=o) SSL ee SUO TET TES GCSCESCE OES 4 ® i 2 
Bahamas --——~~7272222I2IIIIIIIIIDIIIIIII 1 183 2 x0 

REE sk ne Site ere epee: 957 11,550 415, 7,898 
Delte Bite oS oso Ss a  oewemecectne ee) 24 eo 10 
Danweth ...5 2 2-5 --- sphere o----- = 55 e 61 
Germany, Federal Republic of -—~~_~~~~~~~~ "77> ° 6 -- ~~ 
Hondupat_-—7 W700 22ToSTSS TICS 1 2 6 ie 

fong Kong. ----~---~--=-=-=~===-- === 6 20 ° 2 ee cee een ee 2 10 2 0 
Malaysia eeennnnn==. - 1 10 e 2 Mosiog 200 = SoS UES SR TTTS TESS DURES E TSEEIS rr 456 3 329 

Netherlands Antilles... ee eo 129 1 107 
Soult Arabia ccs - ss D oS TGR RTEN TOT RETS TEESE S 10 2489 u 2806 South Africa, Republic of --—--~.77-----22-0-2-= 1 5 ® 1 
‘Trinidad and Tobago _____-____----------------- eo 33 @ 66 
United Arab Emirates ---- ~~ -.-----~-~=---==~~ ° a ° 2 

‘United Ringoes =. an sek 1 eT 1 36 Venezuela ©" -~-~_-~222222=22=22222-22==22= ® 3 1 n 
Other -----_ ioe eerie eae! 8 616 ii 738 

Total... sei eels ice ean eect 1,001 16,647 ‘BIT 12,368 

Less than 1/2'unit. 

Source: Bureau of the Census as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines 

‘Table 11.—U.S. imports for consumption of salt 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Tn bags, sacks, barrels, Bulk ‘of other packages ‘Year ‘duties iGiateabie 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Bebo os sateen ranting 1 1478 35,268, 142,508, 
SINS, cenicnencncamenererpscnmeamei nm meneee ea a 1,483 34,292 43,040 
1962 -..---.------____-------------- 47 1,613 95,404 954,571, 
TE ote Raed 30 1,826 $5,967 $58,368 

Includes salt brine from Canada through Ogdensburg, NY, customs district, 20 short tons ($1,406), and Detroit customs 
district, 11,490 short tons ($39,205); from ‘Sredea fbrough New York customs district, 36 short tons ($727); from Denmark through Cleveland customs district, 2 short tons ($20,498) from the Federal Repablie of Germany through Boston customs 
district, 2 short tons ($1,774); from Austria through New York customs district, 50 short tons ($500); and from Poland 

through Cleveland customs district, less than 1 short ton ($300). 
includes salt brine from Canada through Portland, ME, and Detroit customs districts, 25 short tons ($872) and 710 short tons ($11,452), respectively; from Denmark through Cleveland customs district, 72 short tons ($1,487); from the 

United Kingdom through Boston customs district, 500 pounds ($791); and from France through Los Angeles customs 
district, 2,012 short tons ($40,234). 

Includes salt brine from Canada {hrough Portland, ME, and St. Albans, VT, customs districts, 26 short tons Farm and 8 short tons ($2,698, repestively from Chile through Wilmington, NC, customs district, 100 pounds (380; and from the 
United Kingdom through Washington, DC, customs district, 200 pounds ($2,152). 

Includes salt brine from Canada through Buffalo customs district, 400 pounds ($610); from Mexico through Laredo 
customs district, 18 short tons ($1,126); from Denmark through Cleveland customs district, 100 pounds ($269); from the 
United Kingdom through Baltipore customs dtrict 100 pounds (1,20) from Ireland through New York customs 
district, 15 short tons ($300); and from Japan through Seattle customs district, 1,300 pounds ($892). 

‘Source: Bureau of the Census as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines.
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Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of salt, by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ee eeg  g g Counts a a ‘Quantity Value Quantity Value Bahamas 2s Rett Vote Bahamas ———— = 
843 7,566 983, 8,854 TR crac eration eee 17 1,287 138 1,247 Cenedat nn eee eee 2155 20,847 2161 20,915 Chile ro teem tes tle i kth mae, #383. 33,350 341 2772 Francs? ——— = 8 Tt 85 ‘674 133 ‘987 Germany, Federal Republic off ~~~ ~~~" ~>777777777> 2 3 k 49 daly’ Fee ae ae 182 82 610 SIO renisneinnin Sige ienaen— 1,8! 16,522 1,669, 18,521 Netherlands -~=777 7777772222277 222222727777- 2 tt Mie 1956 Netherlands Antieg_ ~~~ 77-2>2777777777777-777- ua ig iad 1780 Spain -~-------- 22S ITIITIITIII 250. 2,826 261 1,984 ONE rien oboe ainace nee ee % #289 35 59. ———t TO nee cee apace sos 5907 60,194 "Hin 1989, include sit in sacks, bags and hanels Gough Gh GO nL = “In 1982, includes salt in sacks, » and barrels through eight customs districts, 20,109 short tons ($1,058,366); and salt {in brine through two custome dat: Si soar as TE RS sk dos salt in aacks, bags, and barrels trots igh custome district, 26,413 short toma G1 SSO S0Sh aaa arise eat sa district, 400 pounds ($610), “Includes salt brine through Wilmington, NC, customs district, 100 pounds ($350). Includes salt in sacks, bag, and barrels through three customs districts, 87 short tons ($14,247) in 1982; six customs districts, 612 short tons 180i) in 1985, 

“Includes salt in sacks, bags, and barrels through five customs districts, 2,161 short tons ($45,516) in ‘1982; four customs Seca eee 0 sn i a “Includes salt in aacl s, and barrel ‘one customs district, 1( ) in 2; two customs districts, 111 short tons ($610 fr OSS” ‘Boa penn “Includes salt in sacks, bags, and barrels through two customs districts, 22,070 short tons ($241,200) in 1982; four ‘customs districts, 100 short tone ($17,072) and satis brine, 18 short tone ea toes sash , sqpctaes salt in sacks, eee ‘and barrels through one customs district, 700 pounds ($543) in 1982; one customs district, 
"includes salt brine from Denmark through Cleveland customs district, 300 pounds ($5,956); and from the United Kingdom through Washington, DC, customs dlsteict 900 pounds aioe 
Source: Bureau ofthe Census as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines, 

Table 13.—U.S. imports for. ‘consumption of salt, by customs district (Thousand short tons and thousand dellars) 
1982 1983 toms district SSO oe aes Quantity Value Quantity Value ratty Vertue Quaity Vann (BRR BI acces naa mecca 1 154 1 103 Baltimore, MD_~~ wane wenn nee TILE 255 ae 237 Bod Bafiaia NY 97 2ico2o70 00700 "7--“*~o~ "=== 10 246 30 Ey Ghecletion, 80. = = ooo SETAE PTET aes = = ft eae ra ee sa Boe SB oat Gleveland, (= ~~~22777=~2 aos 2222S 22 189 i Thu LCA Ai ere eee S74 os Bd Daleth MN) S220 350g Pn seen in Loar wr Tee Loe Angeles, GA~~~~~72I=722TITITIITITSTaaaao Ws Zi a abt Milwaukee, WS ~~~ ~~~22722277777277--77--~=== 354 3202 565 5108 New Griewsa LA ooo roe rotoniecny eee = 183 gat 2k New Yorks NY-~ = ~>22TT77722777722zaao aso a ib a Soe Noell, Va _—-o=— na sressprrsspsgos ese 103 850 iu Eee Phisdepilg ba -~-~--~=-~2-w2-a7-no sass wou at Portland Mi + 227~>277~-7a27as-ann-nnoa= 449 968 4 001 Portland, OR. ~~~" 72T72222777722a22222o7-- im Bu Sh G8 Se Alans fo o2o22ao2oa2aoraa anne Tbe 3B Yeo Sen Juan, PR ~~=2222IIII=LDIIIIIIIIIIITTIIT 8 ‘Bo ae 

Sel We eee ee en dees ee ne 602 8,031 B14 7,626 Wimingtos, === =~ =o =a nana ous a (ase Other Soe enone eon oe eon 1 a6 1 3% a MO 
NN si eee ren pee mont: er 5,451 56,184 5,997 60,194, 
Less than 1/2 unit, 
**Data may not add to totals shown because ‘of independent rounding. 
Source: Bureau ofthe Census as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines.
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‘Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of salt, by use as reported by salt producers 
(Thousand short tons) 

——COOEHNeDrrndSCDTEEYIqWuTmqNIIN 

Gham ists re acagaov2a2a 2222222 “eo 80 
Gir ae en ee RO TNESRO TE SIOT RUSE ISESSETES sat 

rest isa eel cs cre cine inSain ee 8,249 2,910 

Salt imy ie sing is rs, srs, etc.) account i Lee a ee ee endian Me the aiteronce 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Canada.—In September, Domtar Chemi- disrupted shipments of salt to the animal 
cals Ltd. commissioned its Goderich, Ontar- feed, food, and chemical industries. In addi- 
io, mine expansion project that increased _ tion, salt deliveries were underestimated by 
Domtar’s annual rock salt production ca- 38% by the Sverdlovsk and Belorussian 
pacity from 2.2 to 3.5 million tons. The Railroads. According to the Soviet source, it 

company invested $40 million for a third appeared that the Ministry of Railroads was 
shaft, new primary crushing and conveying responsible for the misallocation of railcars 
equipment, and new storage facilities.* and was attempting to rectify the prob- 
India.—Hindustan Salt Ltd. announced lems.* 

plans to increase salt production at its rock  Yugoslavia—A new solar salt facility 
salt mines at Drang and Guma inthe Mandi __with a capacity of 80,000 tons per year came 

district of Himachal Pradesh. The company on-stream at Ulcinj in Montenegro. This, 

intended to use solution mining to expand combined with other salt operations in the 

production from 5,000 to 60,000 tons per country, was expected to make Yugoslavia 
year.” self-sufficient in salt.” 

U.S.S.R.—Railcar scheduling problems 

Table 15.—Salt: World production, by country* 
(Thousand short tons) 

‘Country? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983 

Afghanistan® __..___.--------------- 22 6 1 "1 i 
SEE Scene mee 0 15 15 15 80 
‘Algeria, ---—~2222222222222202IIII2 162 "54 i 154 165 
BE on ae SS CS 55 55 55 45 

Ae ea IIE, apocrine mecaeneomi oe 1 1 1 1 2 
Other salt - —-_—_---.----_--------- 682, 1,106 1,033 655 $606 
‘Australia (marine selt and brine salt) --———-—— "5,700 "6245 tor 6124 6,600 fue Mockelt 1 1 1 1 1 

‘Bvaporated salt -.—-------------- 419 452, (509 478 395, 
Saitinbrine .._~___~_~.22-------~ re "287 291 236 155 FM ton ste a na uceeiacre nena me ws nr) ss it 

Bangladeeh =~ 2 ~ sen cnnnneanen = ug 59 an vag m5 
Bri: == = = ~~S~SsCS;CT7«T;«7;7;7;<«<; 

Rockeslt. ~~ 5--.-2-----222-5 159 sit 925, 922 940 
Marine salt =~ == 2TIITIIIIIIII=I2 rn a en 

Bug? 20072722222222TI222272 at we wt fait Bamsw-crcrcccccmacccccccc7> Tht 
Gee niSaSSTSTSTITSTITT agama atm} 

Bekok .......---~--- 52+ +- 2 oe. 422 "382 348 332 330, | role memoriam a ‘e ie 3 oo 
(Costa Rica... --..-.--------------- 51 44 43 121 120 
QE is cic nine encatcoeena 134 “4 VT 218 220 
WAR sis erence tear enon AF 8 10 i i 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15.—Salt: World production, by country: —Continued 
(Thousand short tons) 

Country? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983 TT 198 ggg 108? 
Cavchosloyakia 209 305 3a 360 360 TONIES snes o Sone, 419° £420 439 493 500 Dominican Republic® _— ~~~ ~~ 42 * 461 0 70 70 eg -- 619 701 m8 a3 240 El Salvador® __ 7 TT 30 30 "28 "28 22 Ethiopia:* 

EINE perrmpiriesn nsenerdprimsaiionie iT a Ww "IT Ww Marine salt o-oo 102 no 121 "120 120 France: 
BN nisin in ncccewmecesEe ys 631 7382 828 421 310 Brine salt ~~~ "7~7777>727777772227 1310 apet 1204 1181 1,200 MaMa sous ean is 1,986 "1,405 L517 1,687 1,700 Salt in solution = ~~~ ~~~ ~77 "772777 4955 aor 4256 4001 ar00 ‘German Democratic Republic: Rock salt nn 3908 3,991 3,369 3829 3,300 Marine esit 052223 Se IPSs Tao ao 60 3 @ a St Germany, Federal Republic of Marketable: 
IIE a scnnas ts re oe Gh SEE "9,877 "7,451 9,223 754 7,700 Marine salt and other salt —— ==> 6757 SLL 4,601 4348 3,800, 5 es SSSR SERRE UTS 55 55 55 55 55 OU ee eee "71 138 M5 7 e145 145 NOI oe wsanpp apa iea "16 10 15 “15 1 Honduras® -_ 35 35 35 35 35 Heelan 2 ECE SD TE SPACE ESS TIT = oO 6 6 4 India: 

Bock Ble oboe aweccceesuas 5 15 4 5 4 Lt 7st 8e28 9.84 8056 11,000 Tademasie SS "718 761 315 ‘881 ‘T10 Fran€#__ 2 100 710 660, 660 710 830 ing. Seon 100 100 90 90 30 Bate we ec cgrnrperierne SE ERS 18 130 148 163 160 i salt and brine salt. 4.949 4406 sor9 3974 4,000 PRUNE cee, 1,300 1,400 “ae 1,100 Se DO remy crn be eneniesacie ee sc 1,189 1,226 1,21 1,124 if Senden: SE CUUDUSCEDT AROSE YT ESET 33 3 33 55 90 feaimpuchea ———-—-- oo nT TTT 29 *33, at 42 44 re: Grade Pn 20 $30 NA Na Refined ge 1777 2r 2-22-27 ----- “13 22 $23 2 en TO OU com nhasnscendiicesivenizasitons ue 600 630 630 630 Korea, Republic of. -~"" "77777777777 ‘551 502 664 952 940, Kuwait --____ 27" lLDITIIIIIITTIIIT "2 "23 2 21 22 Sina se, 20 22 22 49 AL TAME psmnsoninccaiiie aoe u 13 i i 6 Leeward and Windward Islands® ~~~ ~~~ 55 55 55 55 55 NII ose enrcineind oe ue wen Bie pte pte i i ‘Madagascar® —77""7"777 27 2I27777 2727 38 38 33 "33 33 MM ne anode ao eoncoe es 5 5 5 5 6 Malta ~—""~DTDTIIIIIIIIIIII TIT i i ? 1 i Momebeeie™ ooo SS aS 1 1 ae we 6 a 7 7 7 Fe 7 MN sso cee 6,800 1248 eer 6,041 et Mongolia®____— "77D Ww 1 i "IT As Mococea _ 25 == SSELSESETISIETSOTESS m2 ™ 82 1 “1 Morambique® "777777 TT 30 30 30 30 30 Namibia @parisesai~~~777777777727 °250 250 as 203 210 Netherlands ~~ ~~~ 727777277777 4,355 3818 3944 3st 3.400 Netherlands Antilles® ~~ ~~ 7 440, 440, 440 440 440, TRI emrmesurininea none 61 6 61 7 80 Sennen merc eeneee 20 22 20 20 20 BR geste ee co 3 3 3 8 3 Pakistan:> 
FURIE OE ma terns siti tsnces 564 546 567 589 600 Other salt —~=="72ITIITZITIITTTT ae Bo 2h at 250 Panama ———- ~~~ — nn ee SSSDLE 19 "0 16 12 12 Pew ce 40 504 558 535 540 PRM neni Gun 355, "382 392 402, 400 Poland: 
ORI scorns ri steers 1,607 "1614 1,447 *1,500 1,500 Ported tlt nena 3215 73,983 3,261 3,200 8,200 
ee 450 42 450 as 440 Mata? <8 TTS 155 140 130 "110 120 

See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 15.—Salt: World production, by country! —Continued 
‘Thousand short tons) 

Country? 1979 1980, 1981 1982? 1983° 

Romania: 
Rock salt --—~---..------------__ 1,819 71,951 F°1,870 F *1.870 1870 
MIO ii ic ca ee 3,384 8,622 ¥ ©3,600 £3,600 3,600 

TE: 154 ‘154 154 "76 4187 
Beets Leones ite ce 220 220 7220 "220 220 
TINE esr ce ee shindig 33. "33 "33 33 33 South Afrise, Republie of _ 7777777277777 594 @ 595 646 ‘801 
Spain: 
Bath G08 ios ice 241 2,628 2,536 2,439 2,500 Marine salt and other evaporated salt ~~~ — 590 1245 1536 uae 120 i Danka eee ree earns Sse 134 126 115 194 ge Sudan = 2" 777 DDITTITTTIII IIIT 0 8 al 31 80 Bwiteelead 208 oa 424 416 475 399 4338 

Syria’ ecezamon Hott necearernmnamemucret ote 83 7100 7100 F412 496 
liyend SEEGER NIEA IE Tres 404 796 387 29 “81 

‘Tanzania ---~-~~~.~222-~-=272 === a rd a a 45 ‘Thailand: 
Rock velt 2. 0252-2-20u.---.-.- 12 "18 12 12 6 
Ohta at einen 180 180 180 180 180 

‘Togo®__ a. 1 1 1 1 
RN Coen cmt gph greatness Rens 440 482 516 464 4413 Markey SOSSE Tee noe 11.209 1599 148 1540 
‘Uganda®______...- Seep ne 1 1 722. "22 30 USSR OLOTTDITTILIIIIIICIIIIIID ated tsok «67536 17,000 United Kingdom: Rocke on nape TLS 1995 1.488 2.495 2500 Brine salt!®__— ~~ ~~ >I DTITTITITITE 2m 173 1603 1s 1700 

‘Other elt anne. eer 4,756 4,189 4317 4,270 4,300 United States inchiding Puerto Rico: 
Rocke ooo oo ees 14,891 11,806 14,871 18,508 49,941 Other sale United States... ano amas rasta tone 
Fert Be aimentinenamnmancs at aT 8 16 32. Wenseaila 228 FOESRUETEISISI OSE e170 2 Teas 315 215 

UIE, sess ons sis enpisemipmiicsinsoiciaince 580 “480 "445, *720 980 
‘Yemen (Aden)*_____ SIRE Sete 30 0 80, 80, 80, 
Yemen Sanan® <0 O0LIIIIIIIIIIII 100 70 60 60 60 

“Pocket 1b 186 a2 Marton mil 202 SESSTTERSGDIOTNOT 2 et hes 
Salt from brine ~ ~~~ ~~~ 222277727777 az 7206 209 

Total -.--.---------~.---- *191,107 *186,180 188,926 181,951 182,752, 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
2Table includes data available through June 6, 1984. 
alts omnes in many other countries, but quantities are relatively insignificant and reliable production data are 

{Bata represent anes. 
s figure. 
“Year ending June 30 of that stated. 
Lege than 1/2 unit. 
Bring salt production as report by the Burmese Government in metric tons, was as follows: 1980—80,101; 1981—~ 89,705; 1982—F3,901; and 1965-—100,000 (estimated). 
Year beginning Mar. 21 of that stated 
Fiscal year ending Mar. 31 of that stated. 
1Data captioned “Brine salt” for the United Kingdom are the quantities of salt obtained from the evaporation of brines; that ‘captioned “Other salt” are the salt content of brines ised for purposes other than production of sat by evaporation, 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Atlantic Research Corp. developed a with funding from the National Aeronau- 
process that destroys harmful polychlorin- tics and Space Administration to treat 1,000 
ated biphenyls (PCB) and produces a pure gallons per day of PCB-contaminated fluids. 
sodium chloride byproduct. The “light- The unit was also capable of treating halo- 
activated reduction of chemicals,” or LARC, genated organic compounds other than 
process uses ultraviolet light and hydrogen, _ those containing chlorine.” 
which replaces the chlorine atoms when —————— sepaenemeios 

ini iquic 1Physical scientist, Division of Indust finerals. 
Passed through a PCB-containing liquid. A sLaeing State Journal, Salt Mine Under Detrat Fights mobile LARC demonstration unit was built Sales Slumpby Offering Tours. Apr 18,1883, p58
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=—— "Industrial Minerals London). Company News and Min- The Wall Street Journal (New York). Diamond Crystal eral Notes. No. 199, Sept 1983, p81 ‘Gets $22 Milion Settlement for Fwled Salt Mine. V:202, “"¥orelgn Broadcast information Service. Lack of Com- No.4, July 7, 1988, p. 17 mercial Salt Criticized. USSR. Rep. Chem. No. 103, Sune “science News. New Factor in Salt? V. 124, De. 10,1088, 23, 1983, p. 28:20. pst ‘Workelted in footnote 7 “Chemical Marking Reporter, Curent Piss of hem the Washington Pec, Antic Research Carp. Pt ieala and Ralatod Materials: V. 224, No. 28, Dec: 26,1983, ents Method of Cleaning Up PCB's: Washington Business rae fee, Aig. 28, 1983, p18 the London Pree Pret, Sito Salt. Sept 21,1982, p. 16



By Valentin V. Tepordei? 

A total of 655 million short tons of con- 1982 when a full annual survey was con- 
struction sand and gravel valued at $1.9- ducted. 
billion, f.0.b. plant, was estimated to have _ Production of industrial sand and gravél 
been produced in the United States in 1983. totaled 26.6 million short tons valued at 
‘This was the second lowest production level $335 million, f.0.b. plant, a decrease of 3%, 
since 1958, 32% below the record-high pro- and 21% below the record-high production 
duction of 1978, but 10% higher than that of of 1979. 

Table 1—Salient U.S. sand and gravel statistics! 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

19 1980 1981 198218 
Sold or use Construction: 

Sand: 
(Quantity 2 no ee 455,000, 373,400 NA 217,800 NA 

G Walon ee $974,100 $925,400 NA "8622,200 NA 
Gravel: 

‘Quantity - waeene: 490,500, 389,700 NA 275,300 NA 
Value -__-------------------- $1,170,000 $1,071,000 NA "$874,000 NA 

Sand and gravel, unprocessed: 
‘Quantity Siete ‘ NA NA NA 100,800 NA 
Walt See NA NA NA__*$177,900 NA 

‘Total conatruction:? 
Quantity —-----_____-____ 945,500 768,100 , "690,000 "594,000 | *655,100, 
Value _.__----------------__ $2,144,000 _ $1,996,000 _°$1,928,000 "$1,674,000 °$1,935,000 

Industrial: ‘Sand: 
‘Quantity spear Kaee pein 82,120 28,711 29,250 26,350, 26,080 

é value ~-4. nanan ~ --- $275,200 $286,500 $826,300 "$316,900 $329,500 

Quantity 1301 865, 72a 71004 537 
Value ...---.--.--~. -- $8,574 $6,458 $5,997 *96,846 $5,667 

‘Total industrial:? 
‘Quantity ——-—--- == 33,510 29,600 29,980 "27,400 28,620 
Value -----------=-------- $283,800 $293,100 $882,300 "$828,800 $335,200 

Exports ea Ye 
flue ~2=22=2TTTTTTTITITTIIIIIZ sada gaolotgselt9s © gadseT | saab Imports for consumption’ 

Quantity Joo 00 oo Seuocsueecueeceus 423 Bat 337 "215 181 
VI inn aay nemesis $2,821 $2,718 $2,608 $4,002 $2,666 

“Bstimated. "Revised. NA Not available. 
2Puerto Rico excluded from all sand and gravel statistics. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

737
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Exports of construction sand and gravel grams.—On June 6, 1983, the U.S. Supreme increased 16% to 1.3 million tons valued at Court ruled that gravel in lands patented $6.4 million, while imports decreased 34% under the 1916 Stock-Raising Homestead to 128,000 tons valued at $1.0 million. Ap- Act is a “mineral” reserved to the US, parent consumption of construction sand Government. The respondent, Western Nu. and gravel was 654 million tons. clear Inc., was liable to the Government fo. Exports of industrial sand increased 28% — $13,000 in damages for gravel removed from to 1.0 million tons valued at $26.1 million, a site in Wyoming and used for road con. while imports decreased 36% to 58,000 tons _ struction. Damages were based on a royalty valued at $1.6 million. Apparent consump- payment rate of 30 cents per cubie yard. tion of industrial sand and gravel was 25.6 —_In September, the Environmental Protec- million tons. tion Agency (EPA) issued proposed new Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- Standards of Performance for Stationary duction data for construction and industrial Sources of nonmetallic mineral operations. sand and gravel were developed by the These standards would limit fugitive emis. Bureau of Mines from voluntary surveys of _ sions from new, modified, and reconstructed US. producers. Beginning with 1981, full sand, gravel, and crushed stone plants to surveys of construction sand and gravel 10% opacity for all facilities using a capture producers have been conducted for even- system, and 15% for those without it. EPA numbered years only. For odd-numbered proposals also recognize wet dust suppres- years, a sample survey was conducted to sion and baghouses as the best demonstrat. generate preliminary estimates at the State _ed emission control technology. 
level. Industrial sand and gravel producers New regulations on the use of explosives have continued to be surveyed every year. in surface mining, developed by the Office Of the 162 active industrial sand and gravel _ of Surface Mining of the U.S. Department of operations surveyed, 154, or 95%, respond- the Interior, went into effect in April. The ed. Their total production represented new regulations were designed to better 93% of total U.S. industrial sand and gravel control ground vibrations during blasting production shown in table 1. The nonre- for mining or construction work. 
spondents’ production was estimated using ‘The impact of the Surface Transportation preliminary production reports, adjusted Assistance Act of 1982 on the demand for prior years production, and/or employment _ construction aggregates at the national and data. Of the 154 respondents, 17 did not State levels over a 4-year period was ana- indicate a breakdown by end uses. Their _ lyzed in a study published by the Bureau of total production together with that of eight Mines.* The study estimated that a total estimated operations, representing 17% of increase in production of road construction the U.S. total, was included in “Other uses.” aggregates of between 428 and 514 million Fourteen industrial sand and gravel oper- tons could result from the legislative pro- ations were idle. gram over the 4-year period beginning in Legislation and Government Pro- 1983, 

CONSTRUCTION SAND AND GRAVEL 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 100 million tons or 15%, and the West . . . ea South Central region with about 87 million Revised production estimates indicate tons or 13%. 
that U.S. output of construction sand and "Among the four major regions, the West 
gravel increased 10%. All regions, except Jed the Nation in the production of con- 
New England, registered increases, of 4% to struction sand and gravel with 37% of the 21%. The Pacific region continued to lead total. The North Central region was second the Nation with an estimated 163 million with 27%, and the South was third with tons or 25% of the USS. total, followed by 26%. 
the East North Central region with about
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Figure 1—Production and value of construction sand and gravel in the United States for 
1960-83 (includes estimates for 1981 and 1983). 

The five leading States, in descending bined division includes the cement, sand 
order of volume, were California, Texas, and gravel, and stone operations, as well as. 
Alaska, Ohio, and Minnesota. Their combin- manufactured construction materials. 
ed estimated production represented 38% of - _Conrock Co. of Arizona, a subsidiary of 
the national total. Conrock Co. of Los Angeles, CA, purchased 

In September, Martin Marietta Corp. the the Phoenix and Sun City sand and gravel 
12th largest producer of construction sand operations of Arizona Sand and Rock Co. 
and gravel. in the United States in 1982, The parent company, the third largest. pro- 
reorganized two of its major divisions, con- ducer of construction sand and gravel in the 
struction materials and chemicals, by com- United States, owned 17 operations in Cali- 
bining them into a new unit called Martin fornia and Arizona at yearend. 
Marietta Basic Products. The newly com-
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FOREIGN TRADE entries were won by Michigan State Univer- 
. sity, Colorado State University, and the 

income Exports, of onstruction sand University of Pennsylvania, respectively 
16% went to Canada and 17% went to “Dutch company, Aarding BV of Nun- 
Mexico. Exports of construction gravel Speet Netherlands, patented a strong gran- deereaged, 26% to 369,000 tone, 85% of war material called Aardelite that can 
which went to Canada. 2 me replace gravel in various applications. 
Imports—Imports of construction sand Aardelite is produced from a variety of and gravel decreased 349 to 128,000 tons, 7esidual materials such as fly ash, boiler 

859% of which came from Canada.” ash, sea sand, etc. Manufacture of Aardelite 
consists of mixing and agglomerating 

TECHNOLOGY powder-size materials using lime and other 
3 additives by a thermal curing process. The 

‘Two technology transfer seminars on sur- end product consists of spherical granules 
face raining, ciuipment were organi by between 3 and 30 millimeters in diameter 

e Bureau of Mines. The purpose of these that has been used as a substitute for gravel seminars was to disseminate information on in conerete* m 
recent advances in mining health and safe- ""Quazite Corp. of Houston, TX, a subsid- 
g enol related oe ss and main-  jary of Lone Star Industries Inc. and Shell 

AACS, a farge mobile surface mining Qj] Corp. formed a joint venture to manu- 
See SA inBOv6: approach to mapping facture and market a new construction 
of overburden thickness using computer- material brand named "Quazite.” The 
assisted geophysical techniques was imple. PPC" T ae 4 ick 
mented by Dunn Geoscience Corp: Al- *lectively graded aggregates and high- 
though geophysical techniques have been Periormenee pole oor monomers 
used in mineral exploration for many years, through a ae ee a tbe ait 

recent technologic advances have increased ‘8 impermeable and has high bending geophysical mapping speed, reduced costs, strength and good chemical resistance and 
and expanded the range of their geophysical dielectric properties. It has a wide range of 
mapping applications. applications in construction, transporta- 

The National Sand and Gravel Associa- tion, telecommunications, and specialty 
tion, the American Society of Landscape item manufacturing as a precast or cast-in- 
Architects, and the National Crushed Stone place product.” 
Association cosponsored the First Land- Several articles dealing with new surface 
scape Architecture Student Competition in mining equipment,? automation,? use of 
which various methods for reclaiming sand computers,'° and reclamation," were pub- 
and gravel and crushed stone sites were lished. 
proposed. The first-, second-, and third-place 

‘Table 2.—Construetion sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, 
by geographic region 
i SOSOSOSC—S 

Geographic region Percent Value" Percent y Percent Value" Percent Seopareres (GE tho of Bou PP hoe ot fend total sands) total «S34 aotal ands) total 
tons) tans) 

Northeast: 
‘New England... 82,287 5 $88,911 5 28,200 4 $86,900 4 oMldleAdante <<III22 S880 iast20 3 at300 6 140'300 7 
East North Central -____ 95,896 16 253,687 15 99,900 15 262,000 4 salftrt North Centt=""—~ 62390 1 ast 3 75500 1 181800 3 

BestGouth Genial --—~~ beat § Meas = 5 eo ee : lst’ South Central "7" 16a 18 nati 87100 13 2915500 8 jest 
Mountain .......---- 67,996 "1 190,485 1 79,100 12 240,600 12 
Pactie Sa SSSSEU SSS TASES: AARNE PST 

Total! _-__-.-... 594,000 100 1,674,000 100 655,100 100 1,935,000 100 

‘Estimated. "Revised. ‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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‘Table 3.—Construction sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, by State 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

State a: ae saan 
‘Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Alabama —————- ~~~. 7019 17,226 8600 23,500 
Alecks 2°25 0° SU RISOI CIES SRREE SORES ES 40332 74/895 45,200 «97200 
cc 124583875 23.200 75,000 Arkiness 12205 0702050020200 TC2IISESI GSTS %6936 "18700 6,900 19,600 California — ~~ “777777 LTT IIIILILILIIILIII: Sila? 270,995 91000808700 
Colorado _"" 7" 2" TTT TITTTIIIIIIIIIIITITIIIT —as's90 58465 220081, 600 Connecticut 22D ITITTITTTTITIIIITIIE "qse7 16287 5,000 11,900 Delaware 2 DSUELIIIESTEENIS SES 13300 3:19 1,400 3/200 Rife en ieeme eee 6 age 6 aaa 14900 31,500 Georgia 222722522205 ETE S 8.166 8,361 3,800 9,400 Hawn pmenepenre ose SCENE SR EDU ES IE "49 1321 ‘440 1,000 Tahoe EES ESSes SOIT See 2,340 6.258 3,000 9,800 Wisi nema en eee ee 2ussT 8149 21,100 58,400 Indiana SEEGET SARS SEES E area eee eT ioor—«Se579 4400 37/900 
Towa 222 DLDILIIIITITIITIIIIII woss = 2581811800 32;800 

‘Konsae) UU SS2DESSGTE UE RE CUEREC Teas 972020612 12400 26,600 Kentucky" ~~ "0222 2TTTIIIIIIOIIITIDTTIAIE 6459 15936 5500 13,000 
Woulstana 2222 SS PESTTSEDILIS NES ISS 16558 50,966 14,200 46,600 

Maine...” ~~~ L2L2DLDTITTITTTTEIIIILIIII 6701 15118 4300 12,200, Maryland 0 855 THA GL TERMED AER IRRE SERINE 9720 32386 «= 10,600 87800 
Massachusetts --— ~~~" 7 TDDTIITIIIIIIIIIIIII 12003 34,488, 10,400 36,200 

Michigna «2205550022 52 USRERESCGSOCS TUSCESS 2ope7 = 477728 28,000 52300 Minnawote: on -c-nocs-ne-<--- => aceocosaeee Doze «44,202.80 -—=58,000 
Mississippi ~~" 77 777TIIIIIIIIT = 9485 21115 11000 34,600, Missoarl 5 22SCTS ESTES ESTE ST SEES TES ETS 63590 gat 00 Y7"T00 

Montana ~~~ 272DIDILIIIIIDIDIIIIILIIIIIIE Sass 12784 5000 10,200, 
Nebraska = 122352227 32SEC TSS ILIIESCSTES EES 79713 "28851 30,100 25,000 

Nevada .-- "~~ 2DLTTIIITIDILIIIIIIIEELLIE Soot = trad 7500 16,200, New Hampshire. ~~~ ~—~222IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 433212598 4,000 12100 
New Jersey. -a2 2s 222-2 aa 7940-25722 10,800 84300 Now Males 27S DU STETTSTES TC TET AT ASTS TAT EET Beis 7670 7000 20,000 
New York .----_------n-s2sn2es-eennena-ne= HT BBB | HBBTL. 18700 54200 
‘North Onrolina oo SoS CSS SECS NTE STEEL SERENE 3188 15,895 5.600 16,900, 
North Dakota ~~~ 22 22D2D2DIDILIDIIIIIIE 2347 4373 31800 15,000 
Obie. 22 2LIIIITIIIIITIIIIIIIIIILIIIIIIITD egies 88015. 27,200 84,600 
Oklaiioma ~~ >" "7 TTI TTTTTITIITITIIII TILE 71490 IT 788 71500 17,800, 
(Oregen = SSE ER TENE RATES TEE SORES SST 9513 $0629 11/000 87/000 
Pennsylvania --..--~-------------------=--= 13,081 55,827 11g00 52000 bo 1146 3671 000 2.400 

South Carolina ——_~~~~7"DDTDTITTPTITTITTIITI amet 18.170 5200 15,000 
south Dekits S257 02 SESE RSS CaTT ANS RGRTESR OR 3816 8.604 5100 11,500, ‘Tennessee ~~~ ---- >= CIIIITIIIISIIIE 5,051 15917 6100 18700, 
Mexaa ie PSEURL EDA RENESAS TERE 45327 154515 58,500 208,000 
Uta See eee enna 7379 141920, 2300 19,800, Mognvnt 555 20 Reena nena REO USRCE EET, 3218 6.854 3,000 6/200 
Virginia 22ST SEEDLE ILS eect 8978 BRR 7200 30/800, Weahitifhat mene 2 ne eee eae 15190 40,295 153800 50,300 
‘West Vieginia Docc Sin dee See nae SESE eee "51 33392 "700 3,400 Wisconsin. .-.-.----..2.---------------~ 14515 28218 14200 281800, 
‘Wyuming <= ik SEESSNGE DASE STL ES ESE uGIN 338210279, 2400 8,000 

Total! ____------- a ----------------- __*594,000 71,674,000 655,100 1,985,000 
“Estimated. "Revised. 
"Data do not adi to totais shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 4.—U-S. exports of construction sand and gravel, by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Te 
Count a Reg ee 7 Quantity — FAS, Quantity Fas, a ees val 

1982 
Rehemetscscesce ace se iewinceke e 12 29 150 CDNA eee eee ee enn TESS 513 1.988 34 130t Merieg DOTOSESETES SIS TAE TEAST oy = 31 ca 2 49 DAMA ewer eremmene ace eee 4 8 2 & Borin o foo SRST SETS URE TREE ARES oa see 6 569 é n Saudi Arabia. =~ == 727227 TTTTTITIIIIITIIT 2 161 8 103 

South Africa, Republic of — __ _ ec eS e 3 5 401 
SO sche eeepc ceric nececeneeseeieao -- 9 1,967, 25 593 

Total = 2-2 nee oi saat wn 2.680 
1983, 

Behenes sss se cweren sess se @) 0 Bermuda ~--7202222222222222222vv72722272 4 a & im Conada DUPTT ECE ORTES SUCTSTEStetes n 2284 8 1.25 Germany, Federal Republie of ~~~ ~>77>2272T22=I22E 3 03 = ae Meriepo cot ens 2 OSUgin RETIN ISRISRES 162 461 6 6 
Unieod Kingdon LOL T TSI RS_ SSRAGI SECT STET TES: 8 112 = a Other Geant SCS Gate tee eee 10 1556 36 am 

Bilal soe ree crtzearaeenae ne 984 4620 3698110 
{Value of material at U.S. port of export; based on transaction price, including all charges incurred in placing material 

"tees than 1/2 unit 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of construction sand and gravel, by country 
‘Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

i982 Sarge 
Counts ae a ee ay. Quantity — GEE, Quantity Gif, 

Antigua and Barbuda 2 1 210 1 n 
Bahamas _~ ~~~ 77777 ees aeracreaen 3 2 3 8 Ganage's “= 250e. SOuISRE Se ei vegeusT ese 155 659 104 652 
Germany, Federal Republic of — —__ _ _ os etre eee ea 53 1 247 Mitel ee etn SURES DTS GEMS T RT NE TE ae 6 1 

Other eRe RES weer sesranee a 49 2 94 

Total enn nn 185 1479 123 1,047 
Value of material at US. port of entry; based on purchase price and includes all charges (except U.S. import duties) in bringing material from foreign country to alongside carrier. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

INDUSTRIAL SAND AND GRAVEL 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION increased 2% in the North Central and 1% 
. . in the Northeast. The total output of industrial sand and Based on the 1980 census data on popula- 

gravel decreased 3% to 26.6 million tons. tion, U.S. per capita industrial sand and 
‘The North Central region continued to lead gravel production was 0.12 ton. Per capita 
the Nation with 42% of the U.S. total, production by region was 0.19 ton in the 
followed by the South with 33%, and the North Central, followed by the South with 
Northeast and West, each with 18%. Out- 0.12 ton, the West with 0.08 ton, and the 
put of industrial sand and gravel decreased Northeast with 0.07 ton. 
10% in the West and 6% in the South and
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Figure 2.—Produetion of industrial sand and grayel in the United States in 1983, 
by geographic region. 

The five leading States in the production Mining Corp., and Nugent Sand Co. Inc. 
of industrial sand and gravel in 1983 were, Their combined production, from 54 oper- 
in descending order of volume, Illinois, ations, represented 72% of the U.S. total. 
Michigan, New Jersey, California, and Tex- In the second half of the year, Unimin of 
as. Their combined production represented Canaan, CT, completed the purchase of 10 
52% of the national total. Production operations from Martin Marietta Industrial 
decreased significantly in Texas, 19%. Pro- Sand Div. The acquired operations are lo- 
duction increased in Michigan, 21%, and cated in Oregon and Troy Grove, IL; Michi- 

New Jersey, 11%. gan City, IN; Bridgman, MI; Byron, CA; 
Ninety-seven producers of industrial sand Cleburne, TX; Lugoff, SC; Emmett, ID; Por- 

and gravel with 176 operations were can- tage, WI; and Festus, MO. Martin Marietta 
vassed by the Bureau of Mines. About retained its largest and most ‘profitable 
13% of the industrial sand and gravel operation, located at Wedron, IL. Shortly 
produced came from 42 operations, each after completing this acquisition, Unimin 
with an annual production larger than announced plans for expanding its Marston, 
200,000 tons. The 10 leading producers of NC, operation, by installing a state-of-the. 
industrial sand and gravel were, in de- art silica grinding plant that can produce 
scending order of tonnage, Martin Marietta about 100,000 tons per year of silica flour. 
AggregatesUnimin Corp. Pennsylvania The major markets for silica flour are 
Glass Sand Corp., Ottawa Silica Co., Jesse S. expected to be the chemical, filler, and 
Morie & Son Inc., Construction Aggregates fiberglass industries. The new plant was to 
Corp., Owens-Illinois Inc., Manley Bros. of be completed during the first quarter of 
Indiana Inc., Oglebay Norton Co., Badger- 1985.1
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Figure 3.—Production and value of industrial sand and gravel in the United States, 
1960-83, 

CONSUMPTION AND USES in the South, 35%, followed by North Cen- 
. tral, 26%, and the West, 24%, while most of 

Sand and gravel production reported by the foundry sand was used in the North 
producers to the Bureau of Mines is actual- Central, 76%. Of the smaller but important 
ly material sold or used by the companies. end uses, most of the abrasive sand was 
Stockpiled material is not reported until it used in the South, 64%, and most of the 
is consumed. hydraulic fracturing sand was used in the” 

Of approximately 27 million tons of in- South, 56%, and the North Central, 40%. 
dustrial sand and gravel sold or used, 36% 
was consumed as glassmaking sand, and PRICES 
25% as foundry sand. Other important uses ‘The avera, : ge value, fob. plant, of U.S. 
were abrasive sand, about 7%, and hydrau- industrial sand and gravel increased 7% to 
lic fracturing sand, about 4%, Because some $12.59 per ton. Average unit values for 
companies did not report a breakdown by industrial sand and industrial gravel were 
end use, their total production as well as $12.64 and $10.55 per ton, respectively. 
estimations for nonrespondents were in- Nationally, industrial sand used as fillers 
cluded in “Other uses,” which represent had the highest value per ton, $54.56, fol- 
about 21% of U.S. total. On a regional level, lowed by sand used in ceramics, $33.89, and 
most of the glassmaking sand was produced sawing and sanding sand, $32.00.
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TRANSPORTATION In February, the American Telephone & 
Tele hh Co. ing i Of the alin sand ana eravl ee CATR hun pring 

Feed eee ae rear etee yrmtye between New York and Washington, DC. 
rom:the pep e site of first point of ‘This link is part of a 776-mile project that sale or use, 27% was transported by rail, f will extend from Cambridge, MA, to Mose- 
and 4% by waterway. Because most of the 1. VA near Richmond. In March, AT&T 
producers had no records of and did not "51 Sherating the first 168 miles of a 633. 
report shipping distances or cost per ton per fale eguiem sea a, altimatte a east 
ul no transportation cost data were avail- Sacramento with San Diego, CA. Other 

. projects that will connect Jacksonville with 
FOREIGN TRADE Miami, FL, and Chicago with New York 

were also announced by AT&T. As a result 
Exports.—Exports of industrial sand in- of recent technological advances, optical 

creased 28% to 1.0 million tons valued at fiber is becoming a standard replacement 

$26.1 million. Of this, 88% went to Canada, for copper wires, because of its lower cost, 
and 6% went to Mexico. better and larger transmission capabilities, 

Imports.—Imports of industrial sand and lack of electrical interference. 
decreased 36% to 58,000 tons valued at $1.6 A series of articles on blasting techniques 
million. Of this, 78% came from Australia, that review problems facing quarry opera- 
and 17% from Bahamas. tors in today’s congested areas was publish- 

——- ed by Rock Products magazine. Problems 
analyzed include blasting vibrations, air- 

Textured Products Inc. of Hartsdale, NY, Plast, the importance of quarry site geol- 
recently introduced a glass fiber fabric coat. BY in selecting blasting methods, and the 
ed with a blend of ceramic and binder. The Characteristics of blasting agents and their 
material, called Fibrecoat, is designed as a ™ost effective use in different environ- 
flame and heat barrier for temperatures up ™ents.'* . . a) to 1200° F. and is being produced in two Several articles on industrial mineral 
grades: Fibrecoat 120, which can withstand Processing, including crushing, grinding, 
continuous use in temperatures up to 600° screening, and classification, were. pub- 
F, has intermittent flame resistance up to _ lished.” 
1200" F, is 7 to 8 millimeters thick, and is —>——— induct 
not affected by water, steam, ice, ultraviolet {Physi scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 
radiations, solvents, and diluted acids or tion ‘Aaictance Ret of 186o on the Domond, foe oad 
alkalis; and Fibrecoat 520, which has the Construction Aggregate. BuMines Min. and Mat, June 
same intermittent flame resistance as the ""SS.reau af Mines Staff comp. by). Safety in the Use and 
120 grade, but it can be used at continuous Maintenance of Large Mable Gurlace Mining Equipment 
temperatures up to 1500° F, and is 25 to 50 Proceedings: Bureau of Mines Technology Transfer Semi- 
millimeters thick, Both grades are light- {88} adSt "gis MO: August 25, 7985: BuMtines 1c 8047, 
weight and flexible, and combine some of 1988.91 pp. | en, Affordable: Overburden 
the advantages of both glass fiber and high Marni Une "New. Gegpiooal Tochnquos Pe 
temperature ceramic fibers. Fibrecoat will  Qysrry.-16, No.2, Aus 1985, pp. 707 
be a good replacement in some applications ture Seudent Gamgettin for Sanden Gravel Operators 
for traditional glass fibers, mineral wools, Rock Prod., v. 86, No. 7, July 1983, pp. 32-33. o 

and asbestos."* Prell Flom Goal Nendees Sept 1d, pea 
A new state-of-the-art plant operated by | "Quazite Corp. Quazite A New Clase of Engineered 

the JT, Shiely Co's Minnesota rac Sand MEE pa gwar trey 
Spee St. Foal Ns was in its first full year Maintenance Free. Rock Prod, v. 88, No. 2, Feb. 1088, 
of operation producing high-quality hydrau- 40s : 3 
lic fracturing sand from Jordan sandstone. operaung tate Ero rucks, to, Belt Conveyor Cuts 
The high-quality product was being shipped pp, 4042. 
to sites as distant as Pennsylvania, Texas, 4, /ii% §,G'Wformia Plant Displays Eiiiont Material 
California, and Alberta, Canada, and was Wobertson, J. L, Computer Runs, Genstar Plant. Rock 
competing with frac sand produced near  ""2kvennen i Sand and Geel Computer Use Suied Brady, TX.4 Rock Prod.,¥” 86, No. 9, Sept. 1983, pp. 60-61,
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aon ‘ No, 188, May 1988, p17. Pit & Quarry, Computer Tightens Control of te “TeBorg, D. G, Semne Pointers on Blastin Dispatching at Busy Wi. Quarey. V. 16, No. 5, Now 1688, oa py, G; Some Poin isp ab ie Tesbaiane. ; 5 =. Quarry Site Geoiogy Determines Drilling and —— J. L Shiely Co. Makes Full Use of Computer as Gsology, Determines Dri apa Te So, i Gof mp ; ‘Blasting Methods, Rock Bros 86 Ne 8; June 196, po 
“Kuennen, T. to Riches: Reclaimed Sites Fine for _———. Some Pointers on Blastir ent Ws Business. Rock, Prod, v.88, No. 3, Mar. 1989, pp- 88-40." g6 No.6’ Rup 1988 pp dO de een Rock Prod “Industrial Minerals (London), Unimin Continues To “Wisuckiey 8, Indeccial Mineral Proessing-—Crashing Grow. No. 18, Aug. 1988, p16 ‘and Grinding. ind. Miner. London), v. 189, dune 1088p _!———., Céramic Coated Glass Fiber—A New Product. 38.75 No, 189, June 1983, pp. 2021. Industrial Minerals (London) Sereening and Classifica **Kuennen, T, Mining, Marketing Frac Sand: A Cyclical, tion. No. atid 1983, pp. 45-55. Spevial Product. Rock ‘Prod, v. 86, No. 3, May 1983, "“Tamach, Ml High Energy Crushing Technology and PP, 3739, tis Uleaion ig Plat Design, Quarry Management and ‘Industrial Minerals (London). Optical Fibers Advance. Products, v. 10, No. 7, July 198 3, pp. 414-419. 

Table 6.—Industrial sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, 
by geographic region 

— Te Es eS 
“Quantity Quantity a Geographic region thou- Percent Value Percent “thou” «Percent Value Percent serophikcreal ‘sand of (thou- of sand of (thou- of Short total sands) total = short total sands). total tons) tons) et Oe Pree SMM eect 

Northeast: z ‘New England. 235 1 s3413 1 M8 1 $3250 1 Middle Atlantic ——____ 8154 nu 42,252 "AB 8,265 12 44,257 13 North Central: 
East North Central ____ 9,059 33 96,385, 30 9,601 36 (96,840 2 sso et North Central ~~ 1807 "19200 6 188 6 22.685 7 rt South Atlantic... 3,574 13 45,980 Mus 15 55,98 6 East South Central —___ 1474 5 13,554 4 ‘969 4 9,583 3 we West South Central. -__ 4,272 "16 759,303 18 3,649 uu 51,906 16 et: 
Mountain. 1.868 5 13898 4 868 3 12258 4 Pacific -~72722~=___*Ba9 9 ‘oss7 02s 3 sa07 2 

Heal een 27,400 100 "323,800 100 26,620, 100 335,200 100 see rn MT MO, ENG, 5, Pha fe, See dod 
"Revised 

‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 7.—Industrial sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, by State 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
ce ns 

_ Quantity Value Quantity Value —uatity Vane Quantity Vatu 
Alabama on 960 8,096 ang 8256 Arienta SO HIT R SENET NITE STS SESE SSS TI AAS iw 261t w W Atkaness ~~ ~7~>777772222IIITIIIIITLaLT Hn 15.695 386 4196 aliendas soc SOE Sao IEEZ Ee SITIES riot "21528 2150 94066 Qolorado -72TLITLDITITTITTI TTT IE 2B 37368 212 3.233 Conmactiont, 0 1 S2EST TINTS ERTIES IOTsTesseS 30 1746 W W Bote colnet oe sensesunenenece a a2 328 adr GORGE we nn ee Ba 93 539 7298 Tabs 2 OUR ear WER nea ce cau tae Ww W W Ww Minos SSE STES nn 398845665, 4000 azart Tse op afocs Se OTE BEES TUES RERSDERIS Ww W Ww Ww ona SEDI STE Sgaa gece mtoe Ww v - -- Kansas -—— ~~ 22 2DIIITIITTLITDITTII aT 3 8.635 35 28 Bennuetiy sg 25 SEES ATT LECT ES SESE EIOT Es 7 118 70 ah Upuisianas— 777 72TTLLLTIIIIIIII TTI T act 38 4590 201 4252 Massachusetis— ~~ 77222T2TIITIITIITITITIIT io 1615 W Ww Michigan «222 S7E0SSg0 less ec TTaTe tect 2920 are 3545 ant Minnesota © 222I2I22LILIIIIIIIIIT Tae ‘04 5903 a 22 Miaaissippl 2907 STT57 “SST TISEIOTET STINTS Ww ‘Ww Ww Ww Mina occ Scicustsees eons 150 899 600 184 MOOG oe ner atnn np oncees EEE W W ‘W Ww Nekivekg 2c S799) CRSORE ET eo eae 4 105 4 Ww Nevada «~~ 0002027 2220DIII202207 2222222222 wW wW w Ww NewJerner®.-= 52.272 SSIT TET ACE IMGETISANS 2402851 2885 S119 New Menkooo sade" secwaue ns nies w W “ ee New York =~ 77722722227 222272222722022IIIT 45 si W W North Garslinr SEE TSS OR ECRTNE ETE RENEE TES eee 16 age 1005 11,689 
See footnotes at end of table,
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‘Table 7.—Industrial sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, by State 
—Continued 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
ee 

State a Guantity Value Quantity Value 

DB cot ene enemmence etnnrnnnaneh ea 123 TIGA 
Aig ee tee ld Meat 
Die nt RORETS SG DIESE OTE ne 1D Ww Ww 
Rie idgnd "ono coc oe AREER 5 32 a - 
Bevtn Guralias SEES name 12 10902 138 
Meneses se coe on ees cS ie teas 4355 
Pee eetemen amen cnorememonnen ‘an "35974 me 
Lp ale mannan e epee ere tear catia Ww w 24 Ww 

Wes Vignia ---7~~7~77~~2-2220722222200T2 22 w W W Ww 
Wocne he stUNiS ai yyetetoRnO Tea ERRERATES 1g 68e el ate 

Other ...----.~-------------------= et 2,521 30,000 3,232, 47,010 

Total?________...----------------------- ¥27,400 *323,800 26,620 835,200 
a ftibees-ronnernncncecpeceng O_O 

‘Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 

‘Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 8.—Industrial sand and gravel production in the 
United States in 1983, by size of operation 

a me Suantity percent 
iss sg Namberot Pergent digtana Pernt 

aperations or total tons) total 

Less than 25,000. _---.~ eetha nna ae eee sseesse aT 22.8 361 14 

Bpoowoug ee "77772222222 TTeTDIIIOT TITEL ® ies ms 
Btooote pages soo Ee aaa cone NARI CRUSE TIOT ERE oe 2B oS 2m RB 
300,000 to 199,909 "=~ 772227 2% 48 SRT 
Popa wpe ane CORTE EE IEGRER SREISG A ra ta B 
500/000 to 398909 "”~-~7722 2722222222222 22TTTTIT TE $58 tog 
duoon waspees SESETREST “SONS Bt a 
tivo mage cae TTS GCRTROEERSREESE $ 31 2a tos 
S00'000 to 98888 "~~ 727772 a 7722222222222 3 BLS 
S000 uid over go OE a TE TENGTSL SE SERESEDGES 5 Baa 
Reh enone aan sene-s---4-3---------+ 162 100.0 126,620, 100.0 

_ ugh esse teeta ces eee aer aE 
+Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 9.—Number of industrial sand and gravel active operations and processing 
plants in the United States in 1983, by geographic region 
I tt Active operations with processing plants 

Number of active Associated with extraction areas on  As=gtiated with aga) 
‘operations and Sperations __mumber of 

Geographicregion © ————~ "Fissiznot Pants pia, operations 
touat WS, Pantsatsite gate, ans Plants, “without plants stationary énland Plants! 

——_——___ or portable) board pate 
Stationary Portable 

se el pe mee 
Northeast: Newimelend 4 3 2 - - 1 
Midale Atlantie= > 6B 8 i my 3 i 

North Central: 
BostNowh Central. 92, a1 3 2. 1 - 
WesNorthCentrai => 18 20 : = & 1 25 

South: 
South Atlontic AB wo = i 3 a 

EsstSouth Central =~ 16 2 5 i Fo 8 3 
Wes SouthCentral ---- 28 6 i ii 3 a 

West Mountain -------- — i aw af -- 
Pee eCSTSRSGOSS G8 10 3 oes i i 

Total---------- 1 109 8 7 8 16 a 
wo Tiles eS Ee 

‘Based on reports submitted by individual companies.
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Table 11.—Transportation of industrial sand and gravel in the United States in 1983 
to site of first sale or use 

_ Et Method of shipment Remora Petcent short tons) 

Waterway ~ 2222702222 T TITTLE ESSSSSLICTS SSS 985 4 Not shipped wed allie 2077 7=7ITDIIDITIIET ETE 2 i 
Resch ian ie eine le carat nas eal ts 126,620 100 

‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 12.—U.S. exports of industrial sand, by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

BE 
Country y Fas. Fas. Quantity —F88, Quantity Fas, 

Australia nee 2 “2 1 422 
PE 0S cisco pee een ema 13 152, 4 15 Ganeda =o cnc 58410890, m8 12,566 Gua Rigg oo oS TEREST SEE GS STIS 9 134 il i Germany, Federal Repablic of -~~ 7772772777 77222== 3 1,586 3 1084 Sopan ee nenpenneanancmeet 3 Yat 3 1150 Mises (oD SSS" STSSITASgEsnSseoe Te tecosate 165 a6 a8 2i6t Netherlands -~27777772277777227 7222222222222 3 185 6 54a 
UNG os bai ms chew na are ah omni i else theo ® 22 2 168, a 4 29 u 250 Berea 2ST SEEPS EYEE DT aEEn ETN Teesare i 8 2 229 
Philippines ~~~ 77777TTTIIDIIOIIIITIITIIIIIE 8 0 1 168 
Beall Aree oe oc ek ie 1 184 e VT Singapore ~~~ -~-2-222_-222222s222 soos 4 1551 2 706 United Arab Emirates ~~ 772 7772222277222TIT777TT 1 31 2 245 
SEINE FINI ex. cx come me entero etait eet nite 4 1,088 5 408 Vesenusiant USES THCRS TO taienaEa ig iyaneann 2 S40 6 By 
I seen secs: bess even inienconseinsteeneeptitene count eee 16. 2,614 iW 2,499 

Total _______________-_____.. morte 818 26,320 31,047 26,057 

+Value of material at U.S. port of export; based on transaction price, including all charges incurred in placing material 
alongside ship. 

Less than 1/2 unit. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of industrial sand, by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
8 

Country “Gun ak gaa or Quantity — CHE Quantity CE, 

Australia 7% 2199 45 1,235 te i re ae = 0 38 
Canada 8 ne pte 124 1 52, 

Germany, Federal Republic of — ______-___-------_-. ® 161 ea M5 
Other ——_ ~~~ ~~~ een weeenn- ® "38 1 151 

Total = 00 2528 8 1.619 
"Revised. 
‘Value of material at U.S. port of entry; based on purchase price and includes all charges (except U.S. import duties) in 

bringing material from foreign country to alongside carrier. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.



Silicon 

By Gerald F. Murphy* 

Demand for silicon materials increased crease their prices for this material later in 
significantly in 1983, a consequence of a the year owing to strong demand by the 
strong recovery by the aluminum industry aluminum industry. Exports of ferrosilicon 
and a more modest recovery by the iron and declined moderately and were only about 
steel industries. Accordingly, production 8% of imports. 
and shipments of silicon metal increased Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
dramatically. Compared with that of 1982, duction data for the silicon commodity are 
imports were slightly more than double in developed by the Bureau of Mines by means 
volume and nearly double in value for of monthly and annual voluntary, domestic 
ferrosilicon overall. Imports of regular- surveys. Typical of these surveys is the 
grade ferrosilicon (60% to 80% silicon) were monthly Silicon Alloys survey. Of the 20 
the most significant on a quantity basis, canvassed operations to which a survey 
amounting to about two-thirds of total im- collection request was made, all responded, 
ports. Although the price of silicon metal representing 100% of the total production 
decreased abruptly in January, domestic shown in table 1. 
producers were able to substantially in- 

‘Table 1.—Production, shipments, and stocks of silvery pig iron, ferrosilicon, 
and silicon metal in the United States in 1983 

(Short tons, grote weight, unlesotberwise specified) 
Siizoncontent Prades a Brogucer 

Alloy earn ae ction ments 3. Range wed sib 

Siverypigivon---------------- 54g w w w w Ferrosilicon including briquets) 255 4840s an 70 gaps) gnu Bo seeeeweeecasast. 8683 18S BOT. TBO = BatTOL Sticon ital excading semicondutior goed 9699 981965. zRoue = aROTG TTB Mlbcellancoas silicon alloys (exdading llicomangances) Cs” 266 teed 5289—asga0 861 
"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

Legislation and Government Pro- disruptions. In March 1983, following a 
grams.—In November, the U.S. Trade Rep- request by The Ferroalloys Association, the 
resentative, after consultation with the President removed two grades of Brazilian 
President, requested the International ferrosilicon and silicomanganese from duty- 
‘Trade Commission to promptly conduct an _ free status under the Generalized System of 
investigation under Section 406 of the Preferences for developing countries. Fol- 
Trade Act of 1974 to determine if Soviet lowing an administrative review, the U.S. 
imports of 50% grade ferrosilicon had Department of Commerce directed the US. 
caused market disruption. Section 406 deals Customs Service to collect cash deposits of 
with products from countries with centrally 1.58% in countervailing duties on ship- 
planned economies, which compete unfairly ments of ferroalloys from Spain. 
with domestic industry or cause market 

751
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Production and shipments of silicon met- Powhatan Point facility early in 1983, re- 
al increased dramatically in 1983. Silicon sponding to increased demand for the mate- 
metal is largely independent of the iron and _rial from the secondary aluminum industry, 
steel industries and its strong recovery was as well as from producers of chemical and mainly due to increased demand by the electronic products. On May 1, the Hanna 
surging aluminum industry. Shipments of Mining Co. reopened ‘its Wenatchee, WA, 
silicon alloys increased moderately, except plant, which produces silicon metal and 
for the 56% to 95% range, which showed a ferrosilicon. Labor concessions, a temporary 
slight decrease. Demand for silicon alloys is reduction in Bonneville Power Administra- 
closely tied to the iron and steel industries, tion electrical power rates, and an increase 
which have been recovering slowly. The in demand for silicon materials were the 
miscellaneous silicon alloys are special pur- main factors in the company’s decision to 
pose alloys based on ferrosilicon but with reopen the plant. Two ferroalloy plants 
other elements added. Magnesium ferrosili- were shut down by strikes during the year. 
con accounts for the major portion of this Foote Mineral Co.’s plants at Graham, WV, 
material. Other alloys include calcium sili- and Cambridge, OH, were closed for about 1 
con, silicon-manganese-zirconium, and pro- month by a strike that began October 2. A 
prietary inoculants. new S-year labor agreement that included 

Concessionary labor agreements enabled wage and benefits concessions was ratified. 
some ferroalloys companies, which had The Graham plant produces ferrosilicon, been supplying customers from stocks for while the Cambridge facility produces ferro. 
extended periods, to resume production and vanadium and ferroboron. SKW Alloys Inc., 
replenish stocks of silicon alloys. Ohio Niagara Falls, NY, announced in December 
Ferro-Alloys Corp. Canton, OH, restarted that it planned to reopen its Calvert City, 
ferrosilicon production at its Philo plant in KY, plant in January 1984, regardless of August, principally owing to a new labor whether a strike that halted production 
contract that included all three of the since September 1 was settled. The Calvert company’s plants and which contained a City facility produced both 50% and 75% reduction in wages and benefits. The plant ferrosilicon and other alloys in 1983. The had been closed since late 1982 and inven- company needed to resume production be- tories of several. silicon alloys had reached fore its current ferroalloy stocks were ex- extremely low levels. The company had hausted. 
resumed silicon metal production at its 

Table 2.—Producers of silicon alloys and/or silicon metal in the United States in 1983 
rence at tion ee Producer Plant osation "Product 

Alabama Alloy Co. Inc__ ~~~ Bessemer, AL______ FeSi. 
Aluminum Co. of America, Northwest Alloys Inc .-____~"~>=T Addy, WA... FeSi and Si. 
RN i en a a tenia memnt Springfield, OR_____ Si. 

nn meron msr einem na niess gu RE WY ns FeSi and Si. Du woncae soo reer scece: ABR ee Feoig neal G-Rersalloys DW <OTOTTTISTITITITITT Geant be Hane Migiag Ginn nnn nnnnETD Keoki T7777 sitvery gion, 
‘Hanna Nickel Smelting Co Riddle, OR eS 
Silicon Div ____ Wenatchee, WA ___ FeSi and Si. Interlake Inc, Globe Metallurgical Divl-_~777727777777722 Bema ==> Do. 

nine eee Selma, AL... - Si. 
International: Minerals & Chemical Corp., Industry Group, TAC sei Ae $e 

De ogo nocdnan se ceeceanaasscertansrs- Papen Aloe: Rh Ohio Ferro-Alloys Corp _ >" 7D Ta Montgomery, AL__ __ FeSi and Si. DO carnstinns neeesann CS SREUEEEETESE: POMS CEST Bo Do Soo noes SaSDETILIESITTISISL =" sBpettan PaO BE 
RIE, peace wnsomnnmensie pecs Sheffield, AL _____— Do. OW alee ee Calvert City, KY FeSi. Do wma nanan ane e nT Mie B WP Do. South African Manganese Amcor Lia Roane Alloys DW--~~~-- Reckwoo TN >, Ee MNO
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

‘Total reported consumption of silicon ma- nounced increases occurred for the 85% and 
terials increased significantly to about 65% ferosilicon and silicon metal. The 
304,000 short tons of contained silicon, an largest demand was for the 50% ferrosilicon 
increase of about one-eighth compared with grade and silicon metal, followed, on the 
the 1982 total of 272,000 tons. This increase _ basis of silicon content, by the 75% ferrosili- 
in demand was attributed to a strong recov- con grade, miscellaneous silicon alloys, and 
ery by the aluminum industry and to a silicon carbide. The decreasing order of end 
more modest recovery by the iron and steel uses for silicon materials was cast iron, 
industries. While production rates in the steel, silicones and silanes, and nonferrous 
automotive industry increased significantly alloys, with about 68% of consumption 
in the latter part of the year, downsizing being accounted for by ferrous applications. 
and substitutions to achieve weight reduc- Cast iron production consumed the greatest 
tion have resulted in less consumption of amounts of silicon carbide, miscellaneous 
iron and steel per unit. Cast iron shipments, silicon alloys, and silvery pig iron, while 
exclusive of ingot molds, as reported by the steelmaking was the biggest user of 75% 
Bureau of the Census, rose about 11% from ferrosilicon. Steel plants and iron foundries 
7.1 million net tons in 1982 to 7.9 million together accounted for about 98% of 50% 
net tons in 1983. Except for silvery pig iron, ferrosilicon usage; slightly less than 90% of 
which declined by a little more than one- the silicon metal consumed went into non- 
half, reported consumption of silicon mate- ferrous alloys and silicones and silanes. 
rials increased generally. The more pro- 

Table 3.—Consumption, by major end use, and stocks of silicon alloys and metal 
in the United States in 1983 

(Short tons, gross weight, unless otherwise specified) 

Miscel- 
Silicon content Silvery Fe icon? Silicon laneous _ Silicon, 

(percent) —_pig iron create: metal silicon carbide? 
End use alloys? 

Range------ 524 2555 5670 7180-8195 «9699 8-70 
‘Typical _.--~ 18 48 65 76 85. 98 48 64 

Steel: 
Carbon ws ot 42,708 ® 17,193, ® 592 1,426 o 
Stainless and heat-resisting 27,708 o 23,265 o 185 o = 
Full alloy -___-___--- oo 18,142 o 6,860 a a 1,041 @ 
High-strength low-alloy ~~ © 4568 -; ito Oo « 6 6 

Blectrie o } 6 6 wes, ~thoee, -- -- oa o. SOTEETETOIUS, za ® <8 7 a a 
Memperited comme mri — 2100S SANGO; _ (8.06) _ S60 SL B18 

Total ---------- 74 100895 3,086 71,784 B16] 28351) 
Gastirons--2TTTTITIIZ gest 1242 eTs east 450592588 20.902 

re 1 HB — 34 oe = = Alloge excluding allay stools 
and superalloys)_-—————— 148 2,804 7 6 7 85,607 4 

Silicones and silanes _—____ a es. si we 53,467 late ~ 
Miscellaneous and unspecified Zl 186 = a i_ $9198 a = 

Total... ‘18910216655 4916 90,865 «1412 9948 BTMGN—aL,A5 
‘Percent of 1982 — 460s 181 tek 16'S 

‘Total silicon content® _ 2,504 108,994 3,195 68,678. 1,200 97,851 13,181 18,588 
Consumers’ stocks, 
Dec.81--------- L461 812, 28H 71999 SATS 83k 1,802 

sindes briauete ie : i 
?Primaril vesium-t licon also includes other silicon alloys. Average silicon content estimated as 48%, 

baged on 1988 production urvey. i RST eee is 
‘Does not include silicon carbide for abrasive or refractory uses. 
‘Included with “Steel: Unspecified.” 
“Includes an estimated 9,000 tons consumed for unspecified chemicals. 
‘Estimated based on typical percent content.
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Unlike ferrosilicon, silicon metal demand other reinforcing-grade silicas, is used 
is closely linked to the aluminum and chem- mainly as a premium reinforcing agent for 
ical industries. The aluminum industry, silicone rubber, of which General Electric is 
which uses silicon metal to make wrought _a major producer. 
and cast products, rebounded strongly and _ Silicon metal produced by tonnage meth- 
substantially increased production. The in- ods is used as raw material for the manufac- 
crease was in large part caused by increases ture of the relatively small quantity of 
in the housing and transportation indus- _ultra-high-purity polycrystalline silicon for 
tries. Consumption of silicon metal for sili- semiconductors, photovoltaic cells (solar 
cones and silanes also increased in 1983, by cells), and other highly specialized applica- 
about two-fifths compared with that of 1982. tions. The Bureau of Mines does not collect 
PPG Industries Inc., the largest producer data on these specialty grades of silicon, 

of precipitated silicas in the United States, which have a high unit value. Domestic 
began a major modernization for production production of polycrystalline silicon was 
of high-purity silicas at its Lake Charles, estimated at 1,700 tons. Toth Aluminum 
LA, complex. The company announced that Corp. started up its clay-based metals chlo- 
it was phasing out its titanium dioxide ride plant in Vacherie, LA, and planned to 
extender silica products, formerly produced move into commercial production in Janu- 
at Barberton, OH, in favor of concentrating ary 1984. The plant will produce silicon 
on markets and product lines in rubber tetrachloride and other metal chlorides. 
reinforcing silicas and thixotropic agents. Silicon tetrachloride is used to produce very 
General Electric Co.'s Silicone Products pure fumed silica and high-purity polycrys- 
Div. announced plans to build a 15-million- talline silicon. 
pound-per-year fumed silica plant at its Consumer stocks of silicon material 
Waterford, NY, complex. Fumed silica, a changed very little from those at the end of 
relatively high-cost material compared with 1982, showing a slight decline. 

PRICES 3 

Although the price of silicon metal the year in the range of 60 cents to 61 cents 
decreased abruptly in January, domestic per pound. 
producers were able to substantially in- The published price of regular-grade 50% 
crease their prices for this material later in and 75% ferrosilicon decreased from 45 and 
the year owing to strong demand by the 47 cents per pound, respectively, to a low for 
aluminum industry. Both 50% and 75% _ the year of 39.5 cents per pound. Because of 
ferrosilicon prices decreased in May to their domestic discounting, actual transaction 
lowest level for the year. Ferrosilicon de- prices were even lower, reported to be in the 
mand, unlike silicon metal, is tied primarily _ range of 35 to 37 cents per pound. Ferrosili- 
to the steel industry, and as a result has con posted prices increased slightly by year- 
been much slower to recover than silicon end to 43 cents per pound for the 50% grade 
metal. Domestic producers, because of a and to the range of 43 to 45 cents per pound 
depressed demand, were able to only slight- for the 75% grade. The fob. warehouse 
ly increase prices in the second half of the price of imported 75% ferrosilicon, as 

year. quoted in Metals Week, began the year in 
The price of domestic, lump silicon metal the range of 32 to 34 cents per pound, but 

with 1% maximum iron and 0.07% maxi- showed an upward trend and ended the 
mum calcium decreased at the beginning of year in the range of 39.5 to 40.5 cents per 
the year to 52 cents per pound from 62.cents pound. Regular 5% magnesium ferrosilicon 
per pound of contained silicon, and then with no cerium decreased from 53 to 50 
increased periodically reaching 60.25 cents cents per pound of material, effective July 
per pound in December. The price of im- 1, while the 9% grade went from 72 to 71 
ported silicon metal also increased at sever- cents per pound of alloy. Also effective July 
al intervals, beginning the year in the range 1, the price of calcium silicon increased 
of 47 cents to 49 cents per pound and ending _ from 66 to 72 cents per pound of alloy. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of ferrosilicon declined moderate- exports reached their lowest level in 5 
ly and were only about 8% of imports. In years. The largest quantities were exported 
terms of quantity and value, ferrosilicon to Canada and Australia, 8,284 and 2.714
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tons, respectively, accounting for slightly in 1982. Silicon metal imports in the 96% to 
more than 80% of total quantity and a little 99% range decreased sharply by more than 
more than 75% of total value. Exports went two-fifths in terms of gross weight. Canada 
to 29 countries. Silicon metal exports in- and Yugoslavia were the dominant sources, 
creased significantly to a total of 2,767 tons. together accounting for about 85% of the 
Principal recipients were Japan, 1,238 tons, total. However, this drop was more than 
and Mexico, 897 tons, together accounting offset by a slightly more than three-fifths 
for about 80% of total quantity and 30% of increase in the 99% to 99.7% range. Canada 
total value. Exports of silicon metal went to and Brazil were the principal shippers of 
41 countries, this material. 
Compared with those of 1982, imports The moderate decrease in ferrosilicon 

were slightly more than double in volume €*Ports, combined with a very large in- 
and nearly double in value for ferrosilicon ‘Tease in imports, left the United States a 
overall. Silicon metal imports showed little "et importer sf Srroeilleon aie Net 
change both in quantity and value. Imports imports Lemonnt soa ae at tons and 
of regular-grade 75% ferrosilicon (60% to % trade deficit of about $61 million. 
80% silicon) were the most significant on a 
quantity basis, amounting to about two- Table 4.—U.S. exports of ferrosilicon and 
thirds of total imports. Norway shipped silicon metal 
about one-fourth of the total in this range,§ aa 
while Brazil, Canada, and Venezuela, each Year ‘short (thou. 
with about one-fifth of the total, were the tons) sands) 
next largest sources. The next largest im- Aeon 
port class was regular-grade 50% ferrosili- yo79 22957 $14,740 
con (30% to 60% silicon), which amounted i aeeeaeaeerees Fass Igo12 
to slightly more than one-fifth of ferrosili- j9¢2 "7-2-2727777772- sg Pe 
con imports. The main sources of this mate- 1983 ~~~- 5 1338 112 
rial were the U.SS.R,, 16,647 tons; Canada, |, SILICONMETAL - 
8,684 tons; and Venezuela, 4,358 tons, to- jggy "777777777777 
gether accounting for about 87% of the et wore enn een ene 8673 ea 

total. Average silicon content of all ferrosili- jg -----~~"-~~~77~ a UES 
con in 1983 declined to 66% from 68% © ————————— 

Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferrosilicon and silicon metal, 
by grade and country 
ee 

a juanti Grade and country aerttane Yatue Gertie Nolue 
Gross Silicon sands) Gross Silicon sands) weight content weight _ content 

Ferrosilicon ‘Over 8% but not over 20% silicon: Beales eee ea 100 1 stds Pa mg ey 
Cansda SS oeGtee at seccocmme ra Oa ME on, 8 

Total? _________ ee 641 162 204 29 6 a 

‘Over 30% but not over 60% silicon, with << o°. . . e 2% magnesium: 
Bradl--—————— 4005S] gtT mt Canada SSTSCETINELEE TESS TE 3a 1 3205 TL 840 France 222277777 =7777777777 S61 mo BIT 387 26 401 Germany, Federal Repablicof ~~~ 18 6 18 ee 3 33 Malye ene eee nee n aoa ae - = 19 3 2 Sapen 5 0225 TUE RET SOURESSETE 5 z a 14 $ 2% Norwey =~ —72222222722777777 120 8 12 4512 eT aa 
Venesuela -..- iinbcnaae eae Ss om 2,075 1,003 436, 

We oat inom 5805 2.658 4.657_——«1R.STH GAT 8,808 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferrosilicon and silicon metal, 
by grade and country —Continued 

— a 
Quantity Quantity Grade and country (hort tons) Yetue (hort tone) Yale 

Grose Silicon” Sand) Grom Silicon sands) 
weight _content weight _content 

Ferroslicon —Continued 
Over 30% but not over 60% silicon, not ‘lsewhere classified 

NR a ea ereea ner rere! 5404 2,662 $1,738 1,652 810 $879 
Gonads ooo se 8,425 1,657 116 8,684 4,168 2,499 | ane ae eT ae er St 
Germany, Federal Repablic of --~-- 8 358 56 "236 150 ‘357 

Nerios S200 2Re AURORE 55 1 1088 9 28 (i711 eee ee enanen ates a is < 166k 80d Vesesle 222 202n= = 2 Zieh aia 
MR ie ricer nimi 11,940 5,984 6,733 34,108 16,449 9,267 

Over 60% but not over 80% silicon, withover 39% callum: Brak"... 85ers 2d) 851 
Cabels 2222S stole sel 60 45 35 oe ee ae 

Prunes 220220 Scns eESS0TDEE 935 5681207 2 B18 Germany, Federal Republic of ~~ ~~~ — oo Seg 1502865 TTO 
Tyo chs Ue Os SEER 100 64 128 "265, 167 ‘268 Spain" ~~~~~72~a722222=aa 209 eT ~ Bd pa 
United Kingdom —____-__-----_ = = a 63 39 m 

MONET coremnmnnemmmnnis 5,526 377. 5,155 5,671. 3,658, 5,094 

Over 60% but not over 80% silicon, not ‘isewhere clasified: ‘Argentina =~... 28031742 9B T1868 Bras -22227DTTTTTIIZTTT 6908 zgeT aoe] 185108509 
rs Na mcs epee err eee 601g 44a sm 19,783 14,905 U1 

France 2—0DT7TTT“TTTTTTITT goed ghar TSB Germany. Federal Repablic of "~~7—~ ase) 513“ B8T Keeland "---= ae s-vo naa = BRA ST 8,064 Maly. -oSPoE Ee TEES T SINE iB ii i aie eh ded Mapes “SSE cess ace eo i rr 18 Mexico /-222222222222222222 id H @ ess ses ate ee South Africa, Republic of ———-~-"~> st Sogg tar = - a Spain coe ener Soneaa eS 138 33 161 Be Be = 
Sweden —____--___-_-------- = -~ a= 823 a3 129 Veremale 2222257525 0882o ce 84 6 BENS IB 185554058 Yugoslavia 2.222222 2a = = meee 68 

Total? _._____----------- 50,632 37,816 22,850 106,041 79,512 44,752 

(Over 8096 but not over 9096 silicon: -— eee Catala fo ee cranes we = ws » 15 18 Norway 2227222722222222222 ai 8 - : 
Toba sicnsasussesec sens ee 2 15 18 

‘Over 90% but not over 96% silicon: aa a ‘Belgium-Luxembourg =— == —— 156 101383 ccs es os 
Guile ee aa! _ a e® e a Germany, Federal Republic of — 40 H 8 a se te 

Norway: SO Raia oe 1,294 Ais a7 i ee we 

Deb sewer ecmne sisi 1,490 1,361, 536 e e e® 

‘Total ferrosilicon’ ___________ 76,732 52,348 40,348 159443 106,012 61445. 

Silicon metal: Se ‘Over 90% but not over 99% silicon ‘Argenting sos sen enn 1400 191 494 wa Belgium Luxembourg ~~--~=~-~~ 7 i ES ce 
Brazil Sele tp ace cereettnmaememeente 110 121 ~~ == Canada =22222222222ITTIZZ gale ois 3 fi0 3,588 ine So Sc SEE EAST 40} NA Ff = NA a France 2777777722 222IIIIT » 126 #8 6 Tapen (GOUT SUE TAT INTER AGGS 20 3 = : Norway = 27 22=72222TTIIID 1812 1304 a x South Aivica, Repabiieof "77777277 04 2 si 25 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferrosilicon and silicon metal, 
by grade and country —Continued 

1982 1983 

“Quantity SSCS Quantity Grade and country hort tons) Value (hort tons) Value ee tho ES thou 
Gross: Silicon sands) ‘Gross. Silicon sands) weight content weight content 

Silicon metal —Continued 
Over 96% but not over 99% silicon — 

Continued 

IS rr nser or peseenemstrensce: 1,649 $1,578 553 $512 
United Kingdom _____ 222 ___ at NA { sce 1 } NA { @ Yogoslavia———°"TTIIIIIIIIII ag 2199 2,728 282 

SON scarce ats: 13,366, NA 13,494 7,585 NA 6,665 

Over 99% but not over 99.7% silicon: 
AvpNNHIN oo em 1,438 1,426 1,420 1,023 1014 908 BelgiumLuxembourg ---_~~~~-~- os ot -- @ @ 1 
BS icecun ee. 1,991 1,972 1,968 5,926 5,582 5,691 
Canada 5,514 5,463 6,251 7,990 1,864 8,698 
Ghia es: 1,035 1,026 1,018 682 676 ‘58 
France —_—_—--2 222-222 + ‘987 981 1119 1,027 1,020 1,066 Japan SELSDTOTEESE TOTES, 3 5 28 es oe a 
st et 818, 867 68 96 ia 

South. ‘Aivica, Republic of ________.. 528 520 514 1,462 1,450 1,445, 
United Kingdom _____-_-_-_--.- e a e@ ae] sos sia 
Wogidlevie on eee -- a -- 1,241 1,215 886 

‘Total® __ 12,826 12,214 18,246 19,958 19,418 19,699 

Over 99.1% silicon: 
Amable sees S a =p eo 61 
Avett nn ene @ eo 1 EF 
Belgium-Luxembourg —_______..- ® e 33. 1,214 
Bolger oe ccs 2 8 --_ -- 
SOI i a snc catia 19 22 ‘i <= 
iia ee 29 1,045 28 889 

TONITE sss et saine int omni ni 16 356 22 320 
Branos «D0 DD 02 TDDTOT TIT TTS 2 495 1 255, 

German Democratic Republic ______ ies se 7 158 
Germany, Federal Republic of ___ 441 NA 17,679 445 NA 15,801 
BY oe yest newencinianianrs 60 2,757 9 3,608 
eR aiomn, 44 1,193, 62 3,077 

Korea, Republic of __.-_.____ @ 6 a 2 
Netherlands ____._.....______ @ 6 as ae 
Pelee Se ‘sae a= e @ 

Sweden 707 _-_2 22s a 2 2 8 
Switeerland ——___ ao ® 10 ® 6 Malware toe Sau 1 24 5 ast 

United Kingdom 31 1,202, 1 8 

PE screen merrcrthoiennens 649 NA 25,455, 685. NA 25,659 

‘Total silicon metal’ ____...____ 26,338 XX 52,195, 28,173, xx 52,026, 

NANotavailable. XX Not applicable. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Overcapacity and oversupply were the add substantial new ferrosilicon and/or sili- 
principal problems troubling the world fer- con metal capacity. Silicon metal is largely 
roalloy industry, mainly due to a contin- independent of the steel world and the in- 
ually shrinking world steel market. Techno- crease in production was primarily due to 
logical developments in the steel industry, increased demand by the aluminum indus- 
resulting in less ferroalloy consumption, try. Because of the reduced market, fierce 
also contributed to a decreasing market for competition arose among producers at- 
these materials. Despite the continually tempting to increase market share and 
shrinking world market, Brazil, Egypt, Ice- offset lost sales. Many countries have ap- 
land, and Yugoslavia added or planned to plied trade restraints to protect their
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domestic market. Protectionist pressures planned to add a 24-megavolt-ampere 
were fueled by the high value of the dollar (MVA) furnace in 1984. The new furnace 
in the United States, by protracted high will produce either 18,000 tons per year of 
unemployment in Europe, and by the need 75% ferrosilicon or 12,000 tons of silicon 

to earn trade surpluses in developing coun- metal annually, with all the increased pro- 
tries to pay off very large debts. duction slated for export. The company’s 
jertliowing @ decision te ralen pees for ial Be furnace capacity, ak the 
ferrosilicon exports to the European Eco- additioy , Will increase 
nomic Community (EEC) by producers in abou SO MV A GA initials 4 
Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Iceland, Norway, lectrometalur S.A. Indastria e Co- 
and Sweden, the BRC decided against tak- mércio, Belo Horizonte, a ferrosilicon pro- 
ing protective action on imports of ferrosil- ducer, put a new 5,000-ton-per-year silicon 
icon from these countries. Investigation by metal furnace on-line early in-1983. Produc- 
the EEC had established earlier that dump- tion is scheduled a ne Sep mae ae 
me a Sn ane Ne mec ae, completed by the third quarter of 19847 
tained, however, that the price increases Electrometalur also planned to more than 
would eliminate injury to EEC ferrosilicon double its Caleiwne ellicide production: Cia. 
producers and also eliminate the dumping ae Ferro Ligaa me eral orre- 
margin, estimated at 26% for Venezuelan Silicon Production in Ths eenay oe 
and Yugoslavian ferrosilicon exports and at © Lone seek Red ebay 
12% for exports from Iceland, Norway, and Ye sats tae pe tae Eau 
Sweden. The BEC also set quotas for duty- Used to prod! f lack of demand 
free imports of ferrosilicon and other fer- 0% Production because of lack of demand. Vers . Late in the year, one of the furnaces was roalloys and set a minimum price for ferro. 12° Vactad Yo, ferrochromum madecticn 
silicon import: iter a dramatic increase in demand for the Australia—Comaleo Pty. Ltd. and Sr 
pmmew Clough Ltd. planned to establish a 1.1983, the Brazilian state mining organ- 
Joint venture company to produce 25,000 i ation, Cia. Vale do Rio Doce, planned to 
short ene er gee ot ellen faacs build a 25,000-ton-per-year ferrosilicon fur- 

1 “nace at Nova Era. Mitsubishi Mining Co., Clough’s deposit located north of Perth, 52e at N eat Sutibuie Ge 
near the town of Moora. The préject was required $25 million investment, with the 
expected to be on-stream by mid-1984* = entire production marked for the Japanese Brazil.—Despite the current slump in Market Ferroligas de Minas Gerais, 
world demand for ferrosilicon and the prob- Pirapora, planned to expand its current 
Jem of world overcapacity, Brazilian ferroal- ferrosilicon production threefold to about 
loy producers are steadily increasing their 19.900 tons per year by 1985. The expansion 
total furnace capacity. Brazilian ferrosili- project will include two now electric fur. 
con and silicon metal producers claimed aces that will be able to produce either 
several natural cost advantages over other ferrosilicon or silicon metal.” 
producers, including extensive reserves of  Egypt.—The Egyptian Ferroalloy Co, a 
high-purity quartz, ready access to low-cost new state-owned firm, planned to start two reserves of charcoal, and abundant hydro- of its four 21.5-MVA ferrosilicon furnaces 
electric power.* early in 1984, with the remaining two fur- Camargo Correa S.A., a Brazilian con- naces scheduled for operation by the end of 
struction company, received Government that year. Full plant production capacity authorization to build a 35,000-ton-per-year was rated at about 62,000 tons per year, of 
silicon metal plant, which will contain four which about 44,000 tons has been marked 
8,800-ton-per-year furnaces. The first fur- for export. Low-cost power will be made 
nace was expected to come on-stream by the available from the Aswan Dam hydroelec- end of 1985, with the remaining three tric project. Currently, the Egyptian Chemi- scheduled for completion in 1986. Electrical cal Co. is the only existing producer of 
power will be furnished by the Tucurui ferrosilicon, with an dutput estimated at hydroelectric project and silicon output will about 6,000 tons per year." 
be destined exclusively for the export — France.—Rhéne-Poulenc S.A. and Siltec market.‘ Italmagnesio S.A., Sao Paulo, Corp., United States, formed a joint ven-
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ture, Rhéne-Siltec, to build a $30 million the Depressed Industries Law. Energy- 
silicon wafer factory in France. The agree- intensive products such as ferrosilicon and 
ment also required Rhéne-Poulenc to buy a silicon metal have been hardest hit by high 
10% interest in Siltec." Rhéne-Poulene energy costs. The Ministry of International 
Specialists Chimiques, a wholly owned sub- Trade and Industry was expected to review 
sidiary of Rhéne-Poulenc, and Dainippon a plan that would further reduce Japan's 
Ink and Chemicals, Japan, signed an agree- ferrosilicon capacity by about 14% to 
ment for the creation of a joint venture to 330,000 tons per year by 1986. The balance 
produce and market silicone products in of the country’s total demand would be met 
japan# | by imports. Nippon Keiso, Japan’s only 
Germany, Federal Republic of.—North _ silicon metal producer, ceased production at 

smerlce gree Sool Sena company its Minamata plant at the end of 1982. This 
formed by ssa AG, Frankfurt, an¢ i it nevese 
Philadelphia Quartz Corp. (PQ), United Saray eee ee ee a 
States, began construction of a microfine mand for silicon metal in 1983. Demand for 
precipitated silica plant on a site next to the metal comes mainly from the alumi- 
PQs Chester, PA, silicate manufacturing nym, chemical, and the semiconductor in- 
facility. PQ will provide sodium silicate raw qustries. Since there was no longer.a pro- 
material for the precipitated silica oper- ducer, domestic consumers called for tariff 
ation, which will use Degussa technology. removal. Japan imported an alltime high of Microfine precipitated silicas are used ina bout 88,000 tons of silicon metal, about a 
wide variety of specialty applications such 399, increase over that of 1982. China, as reinforcing fillers for elastomers and Norway the Republic of South Africa 
tuber products, as free-flow anticaking jp, iy: a Bi 7 thé wal a, 
agents, and as carriers for vitamins and fone oi fearegllinn were abowe Doon 
pete Hoyer 2 tlhe rays sie Se 
tracted with Mannesmann Demag, Federal 1982-Norway, Brazil, Venezuela, the Philip 
Republic of Germany, for a complete silicon pines rants, Canna, ‘Yugoslavia, and the 
metal plant including engineering and aux- Republic of South Africa were the principal 
iliary equipment to be built at Reydorf. S¥PPLM of fenrosiicon. In response to the 
jordur. The order included two submerged V¢tY high level of ferrosilicon imports, Ja- 
‘are furnaces with an installed load of 33 Pan's ferrosilicon producers have prepared 
MVA each. The plant, with an annual 2 Teport aimed at prompting an antidump- 
capacity of about 25,000 tons per year, will i" investigation against seven countries."* 
need to import all of ‘its raw materials, _ Japan's quotas for preferential tariff im. 
while the entire output will be exported. | ports of ferrosilicon and other ferroalloys 

India.—Ferrosilicon production fell off from developing countries for fiscal year sharply in 1983 because of power cuts in 1988 were little changed from those of 1982. 
Orissa and Karnataka. However, produc. The quota for ferrosilicon was 14,000 tons. A 
tion recovered somewhat with the begin- Normal tariff of 3.8% is applied to imports 
ning of good monsoon weather throughout @bove this quantity.” 
the country. Sandur Manganese Iron Ores _ Shin-Etsu Itandotai Co. planned to start 
Ltd. Karnataka, converted one of its 20 in the spring of 1984 on a new $62.5 million 
MVA furnaces, previously used for férrosili-_ plant for silicon monocrystals and wafers in 
con production, to 76% to 78% ferroman- Iwaki City. The facility will be capable of 
ganese production. Nava Bharat Ferro Al- Producing about 17 tons of high-purity sili- 
loys Ltd., Andhra Pradesh, installed a third con ingot and 500,000 wafers per month in 
16.5-megawatt Soviet furnace to be used for diameters of 4, 6, and 8 inches. The plant 
calcium silicon production. Another plant, was scheduled for completion early in 1985. 
with a capacity of about 10,000 tons per Mitsubishi Metal Corp. planned to begin 
year of ferrosilicon, was scheduled to start- work on a new $25 million facility that 
up in 1983'in Andhra Pradesh. Its furnace would double its silicon ingot production to 
was also supplied by the U.S.S.R.* about 9 tons per month. The company’s 
Japan.—The basic problem of the Japa- monocrystals are processed into wafers at 

nese ferroalloy industry was that of high its subsidiary, Nippon Silicon Co." Produc- 
electricity cost. The industry has been desig- tion of polycrystalline silicon for the Japa- 
nated as one that came under Japan’s new nese semiconductor industry was approxi- 
5-year Specific Industries Restructure Law mately 652 tons, down slightly from about 
that came into effect July 1 and replaced 666 tons in 1982.”
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Norway.—Production of silicon metal and _ year ferrosilicon plant on Mindanao. A new 
alloys recovered strongly in 1983. Producers company, the Mindanao Ferro-Alloy Co., 
were reported to have operated at near will be established with MCCI, the majority 
capacity for the year. In April, Bjélvefossen owner. The new plant was expected to begin 
AS, Elkem AS, Hafslund AS, Ila og Lilleby operation in October 1984 with the entire 
Smelteverker AS, and Orkla Metall AS output destined for the Japanese market. 
called off their discussions concerning a Existing Philippine ferroalloy producers 
possible merger of their operations. The 5 suffered a severe electricity shortage in 
companies control 11 ferroalloy plants. A 1983." 
major obstacle apparently was the question Portugal.—Milnorte-Metalurgia do Norte 
of transfer of power rights to the proposed S.A.R.L.’s two silicon metal furnaces were 
new company, which would have required out of operation during the year. Cia. 
parliamentary approval. A sixth ferroalloy Portugesa de Fornos Electrico S.AR.L. 
producer, Tinfos Jernverk AS, was not announced that its production remained at 
involved in the merger discussions.” about 12,000 tons per year.** Fornos Electri- 
Elkem offered for sale one-half of its co was reported to have prepared a 12,000- 

interest in Icelandic Alloys Ltd., Iceland, a _ton-per-year furnace for production and was 
ferrosilicon concern. Negotiations for sale . awaiting Government approval for startup. 
were conducted with Sumitomo Metal Min- Output would be destined for the free 
ing Co. Ltd. of Japan. The Icelandic Govern-. market.** 
ment holds majority ownership of the  Spain.—Hidro Nitro Espafiolas S.A. noti- 
plant. Elkem’s 25,000-ton-per-year silicon fied the Spanish Government in midyear 
metal furnace at its Fiskaa works, which that it-planned to halt ferrosilicon produc- 
was shut down owing to problems with the _ tion unless some agreement was reached on 
lining, was brought back on-line early in reduced electricity rates for the industry. 
1983. The stoppage apparently caused delay Spain’s ferroalloy producers have claimed 
in meeting. some deliveries.* Bjélvefossen that they were forced to pay much higher 
planned to convert its four ferrochromium electricity prices than their European 
furnaces to ferrosilicon production if the competitors.” Silicio de Sabon planned to 
Government implemented stringent new resume production of silicon metal for ex- 
pollution regulations. The Finnfnes plant, port in October, after a break of over 1 year. 
which was brought back on-line earlier in The startup was made possible by a reduc- 
the year under new ownership, Finnfjord tion in electricity costs of 1.40 pesetas per 
Smeiteverk AS, brought the last of its three kilowatt hour and sharply improved prices 
furnaces on-line in October, which would for silicon metal in the international 
add about 24,000 tons per year of ferrosili- market. 
con for export. Tinfos converted at least one — Yugoslavia.—Dalmacija Metallurgical 
ferrosilicon furnace to silicon metal produc- Industry planned to bring on-stream a new 
tion, resulting in a decrease of alloy produc- 30-megawatt ferrosilicon furnace at its fer- 
tion by about 5,000 to 10,000 tons per year** roalloy plant at Dugi Rat. The furnace, 
Philippines Maria Cristina Chemical supplied by Elkem, Norway, will provide 

Industries (MCCI) and two Japanese compa- about 25,000 to 30,000 tons per year of 
nies, Nippon Kokan K.K. and Marubeni ferrosilicon for the export market.” 
Corp., planned to build a 15,000-ton-per- 

TECHNOLOGY 

High-technology ceramics such as silicon critical size flaws in metal parts, making 
carbide, silicon nitride, and sialon (a materi- detection of cracks in ceramic parts very 
al of silicon, aluminum, oxygen, and nitro- difficult. However, advances in processing 
gen) have seen little use as load-bearing and design engineering are expected to 
machine and engine components because improve the reliability of ceramics. Because 
they are too brittle. The tendency of techni- of their resistance to wear, corrosion, 
cal ceramics to break has been getting chemical attack, and thermal shock, techni- 
much attention from researchers. Develop- cal ceramics have found application in 
ment of procedures to produce flaw-free high-temperature heat-recovery systems, 
parts is essential if a practical ceramic © chemical-processing, oil and gas recovery 
engine is to be built. Flaws that can lead to equipment, cutting tools, and coatings for 
catastrophic failure are much smaller than engine parts, among others. High-tech-
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nology ceramic raw materials are relatively The new ceramic material, which is ex- 
widely distributed and inexpensive. An im- tremely tough and can only be cut with a 

portant consideration in research and devel- diamond, has been licensed by Ford for 
opment programs is the possible substitu- cutting tool applications to ISCAR Metals 
tion of ceramics for strategic materials such _Inc., NJ.** Valeron Corp.’s Valenite division 

as cobalt, titanium, and manganese. planned to open a new ceramic products 
Isuzu Motors, Japan, partly owned by manufacturing facility at Madison Heights, 

General Motors Corp., announced that it MI. The new plant will produce high-quality 
had developed a ceramic diesel engine that ceramic cutting material and cutting 
reduces fuel consumption by 50%, as com- inserts.” Dow Corning Corp., United States, 
pared with a conventional diesel engine. signed a marketing agreement with Nippon 
Ceramics are used in headliners, head Carbon Co. Ltd., Japan, to market silicon 
valves, and exhaust manifolds, making up carbide fibers in the United States. The 
about 10% of the total weight of the engine. fibers are expected to find application in 
Isuzu reported that the engine needs no ceramic composites and aluminum-based 
cooling units.** . metal matrix compounds.” Gorham Inter- 

Hitachi Chemical Co. Ltd. Japan, an- national Inc. Gorham, ME, announced 
nounced development of a new ceramic, plans to study the production of advanced 
with applications in automobile engines, ceramics such as silicon carbide, silicon 
gas turbines, and other heat-resistant struc- nitride, and sialon, by sintering, and hot 
tural equipment. The new ceramic is pro- _isostatically pressing them. NGK Insula- 
duced by sintering silicon carbide powder tors Ltd., Nagoya, Japan, announced plans 
with a proprietary additive. Cylinders, pis- to begin commercial production of silicon 
tons, and piston pins of diesel engines, made nitride rotors for turbochargers by May 
of this material, were claimed to have been 1984. Rotors made of silicon nitride weigh 
successfully tested.** Carborundum Resist- about one-third less than those made from 
ant Materials Co.'s Advanced Materials heat-resistant nickel alloy, and enables 
Div., Niagara Falls, NY, began construction quicker acceleration due to reduced inertia 
early in 1983 of a $2.7 million facility for effects. The company claimed that the ce- 
manufacturing its sintered alpha silicon ramic rotor can be revolved at 500 meters 
carbide. The material is a hard, strong per second at temperatures of 1,000° C.° 
ceramic that is resistant to abrasion, corro- Sermatech, Limerick, PA, a subsidiary of 
sion, oxidation, thermal shock, and chemi- Teleflex Inc., acquired United Technologies 
cal attack. It reportedly has found accept- Metal Products Inc. The purchase includes 
ance as a replacement for tungsten carbide patents for Gator-Card systems used to 
wear parts, such as oil and gas drilling apply ceramic coatings and other metallic 
components, sand blast nozzle inserts, and coatings in the energy drilling industry. 
seals; another commercial application may _ Photovoltaic cells are not yet economical 
be in turbocharger rotors.** Sintered alpha in consumer power applications. However, 
silicon carbide has been tested successfully they are cheap and reliable enough to 
in several engine applications including an compete in a number of high-value remote 
unlubricated, uncooled two-cycle diesel en- power uses such as navigational aids, tele- 
gine. Carborundum and Hitachi agreed to communications, irrigation pumps, and 
form a joint venture company to produce other remote areas without access to any 
and market Carborundum’s sintered alpha grid. While single-crystal cells continue to 
silicon carbide in Japan. The new company, dominate the industry, they are costly to 
Hitachi-Carborundum Co., will be equally produce, and the achieved conversion effi- 
owned by its parents.“ W. R. Grace & Co., ciency is still not high enough to compete 
United States, and Feldmuehle AG, Federal with conventional power sources. Multi- 
Republic of Germany, announced the for- junction amorphous silicon cells, silicon 
mation of an equal partnership, Grace- concentrator cells, and single-crystal silicon 
Feldmuehle Motor Ceramics Co., to study ribbon are other approaches reported to 
the world market for the use of ceramic have a chance of meeting the cost and 
materials in internal combustion engines.* _ efficiency thresholds needed for bulk power 

The Ford Motor Co. announced that it generation. Sharp-ECD Solar Inc., Japan, 
had developed a silicon nitride ceramic for started commercial production of amor- 
cutting tools that will permit the machin- phous solar cells by a continuous process in 
ing of cast iron components at much higher a plant in Shingo. The amorphous solar cell 
speeds than with currently available tools. material is made by deposition of a double
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layer of amorphous silicon on stainless steel cells.*7 sheets. The material will be used initially in. —_—____ solar-powered calculators produced by Rhys! scientist Division oC Ferrous Metals 
Sharp Inc., Japan. Arco Solar Inc., a sub- Messi Wesk, V. 84 No.4 Now. Nov 32 188,25, ‘ P. Sidiary of Atlantic Richfield Co. began ‘American Metal Market. V. 81, Nova0,Mac 8 tea, work on a l6-megawatt photovoltaic >} yo 1, 000 nov 15,1988, p10 powerplant in San Luis Obispo County, CA. ‘Metal Bulletin (London), No. 6787, May 18, 1988, p, 15. Pacific Gas and Blectric Co. will purchase {———No-Gi Sept 25,198, 38 the electricity generated by the plant. The 5__— N° 6831, Oct 21 1983" 5. 18 first phase of the project, about 6 megawatts ‘American Metal Market. V. $1, No. 94, May 18, 1988, of output, has been scheduled for comple 36. Chemical News: ¥. Pf > “ Buropean Chemical News. V. 41, No. 1105, Oct. $1, tion by March 1984. Reflectors will track 1988 p18" i en * i i 12 — v.40, No, 1068, Feb. 7, 1988, p80. the sun on double axis trackers, reflecting sndustli Minerals toetear ae 100, July 1988, p. 18, the ligne onto higher-fficeney Photovoltaic ‘Somand Steal inser V0, No.2 Dee 18.7 Panels to increase the amount of sunlight "2 ulletin Monthly. No, 155, Nov. 1983, p. 21 striking the panels. Standard Oil Co. of —\Mst#! Bulletin (London) No, 6816, Sept. 18,198, p. 10, 
Indiana (Amoco) completed its $12 million Ameria Metal Market. V Si, No. 15, Aug. 5, 198, acquisition of Solarex Corp. in September, . é Japan Metal Journal. V. 14, No. 11, Mar. 12, 1984, p. 5, 1983. The takeover also included Solarex’s Metal Bulletin onion) No. ial ave bs iaeg orig subsidiary, Semix Inc., WV, which produces #!——- No. 6198, dune 24, 1983, p. 15, ays. + 22_____. No. 6774, Mar. 25, 1983, p. 13. raw silicon that Solarex turns inte solar is —— N® Glas Mat 25 1888 p 16 cells. Amoco had already owned 38% of | ™*——— No. 6806" Oct 4, 1988, 16 Solarex.** NOG Oat m8 
Researchers at the University of New »——— Ne emu sees ina rid South Wales, Australia, reported produc- _ ?*Work cited in footnote 26. tion of a silicon cell that converts sunlight sotestnuetin Condon No S83, Oct 2,198 p18. into electricity at an efficiency of 18%, a Fortune. V. 108, No. 2, July 25, 1983, pp 16-19, considerable improvement over that pres sayses7it! Times No 16L Nov 3 WS p12 oe ently achieved in commercial solar cells. 9 : The new cells were claimed to last 20 years 4) Maundry Management and Technology. V. 111, No.2 or longer and to have applications in remote ““Siindustyial Minerals (London). V. 191, Aug. 1988, p. 10. areas ‘where there is mo other source of ica: Buln. V. G2 No.9, 1569, pp Sia electricity available The Solar Energy  sArerian sical Warkon Vb, Sahn, 8,196, Research Institute, Golden, CO, reported pg 2 % achieving a conversion efficiency of nearly syindustial Metal Market YON nasa 5% for large-area amorphous silicon solar». 3 Gills Photovoltaic modules made from thin-  {j——~-¥$1 No 317 No.1, 198». 2 film amorphous silicon on a glass substrate -sejesris Bower Research institute Journal. V. 8 No.6 and produced by Chronar Corp. Prince- July-Avs.1089/pp.615. . ton, NJ, were used. One adventoge of senna Engineering News, V. 61, No. 7, Feb. 14 

amorphous-silicon solar cells is the possibili- ‘{sChemical Week. V. 182, No. 15, Apr. 18, 1983, p. 32. i ren ‘The Washington Post. No. 286, Sept. 17, 1983. p. D9. ty of mass producing them at a much lower Ssghe washington Poet Ne 2, Sept 7 108 po cost than that of single-crystal photovoltaic ~~ V. 185, No.3, July 20, 198° p12



By Robert G. Reese, Jr." 

In 1983, as in the past several years, the than 1982 for silver producers, industrial 
silver price was dominated more by investor silver consumers used less silver than in 
interest in the metal than by industrial 1982. The lower industrial silver consump- 
demand. The generally higher daily prices tion was due in part to the higher silver 
in 1983 encouraged exploration not only in price and to a lower-than-expected demand 
the United States but in other countries for some manufactured goods. 
such as Australia and Canada. Capacity © Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic 
expansions were completed at a number of mine production data for silver were devel- 
mines, and some new operations began oped by the Bureau of Mines from four 
commercial production during the year. separate, voluntary surveys of U.S. oper- 
Higher prices and an improved economic ations. Typical of these surveys was the 
outlook encouraged companies to reopen lode-mine production survey of gold, silver, 
some facilities closed during the 1982 reces- copper, lead, and zinc mines. Of the 162 lode 
sion. Although 1983 was more encouraging silver operations to which a survey form 

Table 1.—Salient silver statistics 
_— iis 1980 ~~ ~C*i SC 

United States: ‘Mine production. thousand troy ounces. _ 37,896 32.829 40,683 "40.048 43,415 
Value “thousands $420,261 $667278 $427,922 "§319(975 $496,071 

Percentage derived from: Precious metals ores BL a 54 8 6 Rave (oetal ores: 2D oTEUSODOSETESST On 9 9 4 2 4 
PS eae onemiignssnmnosoer é ° ° ® ® Refinery production: 
Domestic and foreign ores and concentrates Thousand troy ounces. 50761 «39,853 47,007 «44170 50,450 sp SQndny (ld serap) SNE Sap = gayest Soe Bram. 

ports: Refined .-..------------------do---. 168825720815 SL BTS 13.658 ier O55" PERO RR SE SEE aad 19331 356451272 BABB Imports for consumption: efined —----------------do--- 7872485975921 «96917 -—«161,199 Others 0LTTTITITIIILIITIT TIL Z2 dog Tale86 B94 Bolsa 18,002 Stocks, Des. di: Industry ———-__------ do 1600217255 OTS) "20487 A678 Se a i SC eS 
Tndustry andthearts...--_-------do.-- 167,258 246m 11667018849 6291 Coinage -- [IIIT Tae! "68 ca 119 B46 SBR 

Price, average per troy ounce? —_.-_ 2-2-2. $1,092.68 $7.95—Sli.dd 
yobipponments STEIN SIDIIIIIIIII “yao "2400. "30002900400 orld: Mine production... thousand tray ounces. "48,120 "344,028 351,781 888,766 *390.618 

mnsumption:* Industry andthe arts ___________do.. "484.200 "954,500 ‘336,800 "349,700 348,000 
Coinage ——— TTT do “zr k00 “tat00 "5,000 "12800 18,600 

“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
tLess than 1/2 unit. 2Handy & Harman, 
SMine Safety and Health Administration 

“Market economy countries only. Source: Handy & Harman. 
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was sent, 56% responded, representing scheduled to be held in Los Angeles, CA, 
98.7% of the total U.S. mine production Initially, the coins dated 1983 sold for $24.95 
figures shown in tables 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7. each; however, in late January 1983, the 
Production for the remaining 71 firms was Bureau of the Mint raised the price to 
estimated using prior reported production $29.00 because of rising gold and silver 
levels adjusted for economic trends and prices. In May, Maison Lazard et Compag- 
other sources, such as company annual nie of France was chosen by the Treasury 
reports, news or journal articles, or State Department as sole foreign marketing 
agency reports. agent for the coins. Blanks for the coins 

Legislation and Government Pro- were supplied by Handy & Harman and 
grams,—The U.S. Department of the Treas- Engelhard Corp. The coin was struck at the 
ury continued sales of the silver coins com- Philadelphia, Denver, and San Francisco 
memorating the 1984 Summer Olympics Mints. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Silver production was reported at 168 An informal survey of Alaskan silver 
mines including 16 placer operations. Silver producers by the Alaska State Division of 
was produced from precious metal ores at Geological and Geophysical Surveys indicat- 
120 mines while 29 mines produced silver as ed that over 33,000 ounces of silver was 
a byproduct of the processing of copper, produced in Alaska during the year com- 
lead, and zinc ores. The 25 largest mines pared with 4,123 ounces reported to the 
accounted for 87% of total domestic mine Bureau of Mines on a voluntary basis by 
output. Twelve mines each produced more producers. 

than 1 million ounces* of silver, which when Arizona—Lower copper production re- 
aggregated, equaled 71% of the total domes- sulted in lower byproduct silver production 
tic production. for the State. Despite the depressed state of 

Generally higher precious metal prices, the domestic copper industry, relatively 
along with continued low base metal prices, high silver prices, industry forecasts of a 
resulted in increased exploration for and near-term recovery in the copper industry, 
development of precious metals properties and other factors encouraged some compa- 
in the United States. Most reported explora- nies to reopen copper mines during the 
tion for silver and development of new year. ASARCO Incorporated resumed lim- 
properties occurred in the Western States, ited production at the Silver Bell Mine in 
primarily Idaho and Nevada. The higher late 1983 to provide additional feed to Asar- 
silver prices also prompted the upgrading of co's Hayden, AZ, smelter where a new 
existing facilities and the reopening of some oxygen flash furnace had been installed. 
recently closed mines. Despite the reopen- The Silver Bell Mine had been closed since 
ing of several copper mines however, the December 1981. Kennecott reopened the 
production of byproduct silver from copper. Ray Mine, originally closed in May 1982. 
operations remained low. Southwest Resources Inc. reopened the 

Alaska.—Progress continued on the de- State of Maine Mine, a silver-gold deposit 
velopment of Noranda Mining Inc.’s Greens that had been inactive for over 70 years. 
Creek Project. In late 1983, the U.S. Forest Initial production at the State of Maine 
Service accepted the Environmental Impact Mine in 1988 was from gob stored under- 
Statement submitted by Noranda for the ground and the reject material from prior 
project. Development of the underground hand sorting of high-grade ore. Continental 
mine could proceed, with the restriction Silver Corp. began production at its Review 
that workers be housed in Juneau, 18 miles Mine. The ultimate production target for 
from the site. The project, located primarily the mine was expected to be between 220 
in the Admiralty Island National Monu- and 330 short tons of silver-gold ore per day. 
ment area, contains zinc, lead, silver, and _ Colorado.—The Sherman Mine, closed in 
gold. Anaconda Minerals Co. purchased a January 1982 because of low silver prices 
38.8% interest in the project from Martin and limited reserves, was reactivated in 
Marietta Corp. during the year. Other part- January 1983 by Hecla Mining Co. Initial 
ners in the Greens Creek Project besides activities involved exploration, develop- 
Noranda and Anaconda were Exalas Re- ment, and assessment work. The mine re- 
sources Corp., Texas Gas Exploration Corp., turned to production in June, producing 

and Bristol Resources Inc. over 210,000 ounces of silver during the
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remainder of the year.* Homestake Mining _ pand the capabilities of its silver refinery in 
Co. reported lower production costs at its Idaho. The existing facilities were limited to 
Bulldog Mine, owing in part to the replace- processing doré from Sunshine Mining’s 
ment of some slusher systems by load-haul- Sixteen-toOne Mine in Nevada. In De- 
dump machines. Production at the Bulldog cember 1983, a contract was let to Wey- 
Mine was nearly 1.3 million ounces The _her/Livsey Constructors to expand the facil- 
Resurrection Mine, a joint venture of Asar- ities at the refinery so that concentrates 
co and Resurrection Mining Co., reported from the Sunshine Mine could also be treat- 
silver production of 369,000 ounces.* ed. During the year, Sunshine Mining pro- 

Tdaho.—The Crescent Mine, one of the duced over 947,000 ounces of silver bullion 
assets of The Bunker Hill Corp. sold to from Sixteen-to-One doré and from custom 
Bunker Limited Partnership in late 1982, _ smelting for outside sources. 
was reopened in late 1983. Ore from the Development work at the Consolidated 
mine was to be milled on the Crescent Silver Venture proceeded with the comple- 
circuit at the Bunker Hill mill in early 1984. _ tion of shaft development to a depth of 5,524 
‘The first shipment of ore from the mine was feet. Exploration and horizontal develop- 
received at the mill in mid-December 1983. ment work continued, but there was no 
Employment at the mine was expected to be commercial production recorded from the 
between 70 and 80 nonunion workers. mine. Asarco reported that 2.6 million 

The Clayton Mine reopened in December ounces and 3.8 million ounces of silver were 
1982 after being closed for several months produced at the Coeur and Galena Mines, 
because of low silver prices. Operations respectively. 
were suspended after an October 28, 1983,  Montana.—Asarco and U.S. Borax Corp. 
earthquake, which registered 6.9 on the continued exploration of their claims in the 
Richter scale, struck the area, causing flood- Cabinet Mountains Wilderness area. Both 
ing in the lower levels of the mine through companies reported that the area had the 
increased ground water flow. No structural potential to contain a deposit larger than 
damage was reported at the mine. Prior to the deposit currently being mined at the 
the earthquake, Clayton Mine production Troy Mine. Production began in Placer 
reportedly had been at record-high levels. Development Ltd's Golden Sunlight Mine 
The mine remained closed through yearend in early 1983. At the end of June, The 
while a new pumping system with increased Anaconda Company suspended operations 
capacity was installed. Estimated silver pro- at its East Berkeley Pit, reportedly because 
duction was reported to be 177,500 ounces. of low copper and molybdenum prices. Re- 

‘The Lucky Friday Mine was the largest ported silver production at selected mines 
US. silver producer during the year, with was Black Pine Mine, 1.2 million ounces; 
a reported output of nearly 5.1 million Troy Mine, 4.0 million ounces; and the 
ounces. The new Silver shaft at the mine Zortman Mine, 67,000 ounces. 
reached 6,205 feet and was dedicated in  Nevada—The Candelaria Mine, reopened 
mid-August. The first ore was hoisted in December 1982 after being closed because 
through the shaft in October. Hecla, owner _ of low silver prices, returned to full produc- 
and operator of the Lucky Friday Mine, tion in July 1983. In early 1983, NERCO 
expects that the shaft will allow continued Minerals Co. acquired the outstanding stock 
high production from the mine and increas- of Occidental Minerals Corp., thereby ob- 
ed exploration of company holdings. taining a controlling interest in the Cande- 

The Sunshine Mine returned to full ca- laria Mine. NERCO Minerals purchased the 
pacity operation in February 1983 after remaining 8% interest in the mine and 
being closed from June through December became the sole owner in early November. 
1982 because of low silver prices. Silver Silver King Mines Inc. began driving two 
production at the Sunshine Mine was near- 12- by 12-foot decline tunnels to develop its 
ly 4.5 million ounces. The No. 12 shaft at Ward Mountain property. At the Battle 
the mine was completed to its planned Mountain Mine, Duval Corp. began expand- 
depth, and horizontal development work ing mill capacity in order to handle ore 
proceeded. A number of mineralized inter- from the nearby Fortitude deposit. Pacific 
cepts were encountered, and a connection Silver Corp. began construction of a 300-ton- 
between the No. 12 shaft and No. 10 shaft per-day mill at its Buckskin property, and 
was completed. The existing labor contract Belmont Resources Inc. began leaching ore 
at the mine, scheduled to expire in April at its Silver Center Mine. Sunshine Mining 
1984, was extended for 3 years. reported that over 902,000 ounces of silver 

‘The Sunshine Mining Co. decided to ex- was produced from ore mined at the Six-
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teen-to-One Mine. Corp., which operated the Escalante Mine 
Utah.—Sunshine Mining expanded its under a lease agreement, acquired owner- 

holdings in the Tintic mining district by ship of the mine by a stock exchange with 
acquiring HMC Mining Inc. in early June. Escalante Silver Mines Co. inc. in late 1983. 
The acquisition increased Sunshine Min- Other States.—Asarco decided to proceed 
ing’s holdings in the area from 1,387 acres with underground development at its West 
to 12,751 acres. Earlier in the year, HMC Fork Mine, located in Missouri, in October. 
purchased Kennecott’s Tintic Div. with the The mine had been placed on a standby 
backing of Sunshine Mining. Sunshine Min- status after the mill and other surface 
ing began exploration activities at the Trix- facilities were completed in June because of 
ie Mine, one of the properties in the HMC conditions in the lead market. A new 400- 
acquisition. In December, Sunshine Mining  ton-per-day flotation mill installed by Gold- 
entered into a contract to supply Kenne- field Corp. at its St. Cloud Mine, in New 
cott’s Garfield copper smelter with flux ore Mexico, began operation in September. In 
from the Trixie Mine. Initial ore shipments May, Phelps Dodge Corp. reopened the Ty- 
were made in late December. In other rone Mine in New Mexico. Madre Mining 
activity in the Tintic District, Sunshine Ltd. began commercial production at its 
Mining began deepening the Apex No. 2 Deer Trail Mine, in Washington, in late 
shaft in late 1983, preparatory to con- 1983. Hecla announced that its Knob Hill, 
ducting further exploration work on the ore WA, operations would probably be closed in 
reserves at the Burgin Mine. early 1984 because of declining reserves. 

Ranchers Exploration & Development 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

US. industrial consumption of silver de- consumption data was a lower-than-ex- 
clined because higher prices and rumors of pected demand for some electronic prod- 
a supply shortage encouraged silver conser- ucts, such as personal computers. End-use 
vation by some manufacturers. Some con- categories that showed an increase in silver 
servation methods included substitution or consumption were those that provided the 
a reduction in the quantity of silver per consumer with a “perceived store of value.” 
unit. Another factor in the lower silver 

STOCKS 

Refiner, fabricator, and dealer stocks de- but remained much higher than at yearend 
clined during the first half of 1983 to 14.4 1982. The depository stocks held by the 
million ounces from 20.5 million ounces at. Chicago Board of Trade (CBT) remained at 
yearend 1982. During the second half of nearly the same level as at yearend 1982 
1988, industrial stocks increased to 17.7 during the early months of i983. In May, 
million ounces. The fluctuations in industri- CBT stocks increased 3.4 million ounces to 
al stock levels were due in part to move- 19 million ounces and remained near this 
ment in the silver price and continued high _ level through September. CBT stocks rose to 
USS. interest rates, which affected the cost. over 25 million ounces in November before 
of holding silver stocks. declining slightly in December. As with the 

Silver depository stocks held by Commod- COMEX stocks, the silver depository stocks 
ity Exchange Inc. (COMEX) increased to on the CBT were much higher at yearend 
106.4 million ounces by the end of February _ than they had been a year earlier. 
from 90.7 million ounces at yearend 1982. The National Defense Stockpile contain- 
COMEX stocks then declined to 89.9 million ed 137.5 million ounces of silver at yearend. 
ounces at the end of May before rising to All of the silver remained classified as 
over 130 million ounces in November. COM- excess to U.S. defense needs. 
EX stocks declined slightly by yearend 1983,
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PRICES 

Analysts attributed price increases early The price decline that began in October was 
in the year to investor concerns about the attributed by various analysts to flat indus- 
potential impact on international banking trial demand, increasing stocks of silver on 
of a default by one or more of the lesser the commodity exchanges, and a reduction 
developed countries with a large foreign in inflationary expectations because of a 
debt. Other factors that contributed to a slowing in U.S. money supply growth. A 
rising price were optimistic economic fore- strong U.S. dollar in relation to other cur- 
casts, which resulted in increased inflation- rencies, the weak industrial demand, and 
ary expectations, and declining U.S. inter- declining fears of an international banking 
est rates, which reduced the cost of holding crisis were among the factors affecting the 
precious metals. Declining oil prices in Feb- falling silver price near yearend. 
ruary were believed to have caused the Prices on the London Metal Exchange 
rapid decline in the silver price because of (LME) followed the same pattern as in the 
the disinflationary implications of cheaper United States. The price increased from 
oil and the potential impact on oil-pro- $11.06 per ounce at the beginning of Janu- 
ducing nations. A subsequent agreement ary to $14.67 per ounce in the middle of 
among Organization of Petroleum Export- February, then declined to $10.24 per ounce 
ing Countries’ members concerning oil before rising to over $13.00 per ounce by the 
prices and production allocations, along middle of May. In June, the price declined 
with declining U.S. interest rates, were and remained in the $11.00-to-$12.00-per- 
believed to have been factors in silver price ounce range through September. The price 
increases during April and May. Analysts declined again in October, falling to less 
attributed the decline in the silver price than $9.00 per ounce. The LME daily high 
during June to selling, owing to the belief and low prices for the year were $14.67 on 
by some investors that US. interest rates February 15 and $8.37 on November 1, 
had stopped falling, thereby making invest- respectively. The average for the year was 
ments such as certificates of deposit, or $11.45 per ounce. 
bonds, with a specific financial return and The silver trading volume on COMEX 
no storage costs, more attractive. was 32.2 billion ounces, more than double 

During the July-September period, the the 14.2 billion ounces traded in 1982. The 
silver price remained stable, with price trading volume at the CBT also more than 
movements resulting from investor reac- doubled in 1983 with 2.8 billion ounces 
tions to information on the U.S. money being traded compared with 1.2 billion 
supply and changes in U.S. interest rates. ounces in 1982. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Increased trading of silver on the futures was the peak month for this period, with 
exchanges and an increase in the supply of over 27.3 million ounces of refined bullion 
material to be refined were probably the entering the United States. During the 
main factors in the higher U.S. silver ex- fourth quarter, refined bullion . imports 
ports for the year. dropped significantly, averaging 5.8 million 

Imports for consumption from the United _ ounces per month. 
Kingdom were over 500% higher than in _ Imports for consumption of ore and con- 
1982, probably because of the increased centrates increased primarily because of 
silver trading on the commodity exchanges, increased imports from Peru. Lower ship- 
although local British laws may also have ments from Brazil accounted for most of the 
been a factor in the increased exports. The decrease in waste and sweepings imports, 
quantity of silver imported from Canada, while the elimination of doré and precipi- 
Mexico, and Peru remained near past lev- tates imports from the Netherlands, along 
els. Imports from Canada declined by 1.5 with lower doré and precipitates imports 
million ounces, while imports from Mexico from Peru, accounted for most of the de- 
and Peru increased by nearly 4.0 million crease in this category. 
ounces and 5.6 million ounces, respectively. The United States was a net importer of 

Most of the refined bullion entered the silver. Net import reliance calculated as a 
United States during the first 9 months of percent of apparent consumption was ap- 
the year, when bullion imports averaged proximately 61%. 
nearly 16 million ounces per month. August
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WORLD REVIEW 

The increase in world mine production Corbet Mine during the second quarter of of silver was due in part to the relative the year. The copper-zinc-silver-gold mine strength of the silver price compared with had been closed in June 1982 because of low the prices for most other metals, to the need _ metal prices. Asarco reopened the Buchans by many developing countries to earn for- Mine, which had been closed since Decem- eign exchange for debt repayment, and to ber 1981 because of depleted reserves, in initial production and capacity expansions June 1983, Mining was resumed to recover at various mines. Following a significant the remaining reserves on the lower levels increase in mine production, Mexico regain- of the mine and to process some stockpiled ed the distinction of being the world’s larg- ore. In 1988, 54,000 ounces of silver was 
est silver-producing nation. produced from 42,000 tons.of ore at the 

Reported estimates of the total consump- Buchans Mine. Production was also resum- 
tion of silver by market economy countries, ed at United Keno Hill Mines Ltd.'s Elsa 
excluding the United States, totaled 285.4 and Husky Mines in the Yukon Territory 
million ounces, a decrease of nearly 5 mil- during the third quarter. Cominco Ltd.'s 
lion ounces from the revised figures for Pine Point Mine, closed in January, was 
1982." Of the 285.4 million ounces consum- reopened at midyear’ after the company 
ed, 228 million ounces was used in indus- obtained concessions from labor, Federal 
trial applications, a decrease of nearly 2 and Provincial governments, utilities, and 
million ounces from the 1982 level. The others. 
remaining 7.4 million ounces was used for __Heath Steele Mines Ltd., a subsidiary of 
coinage, a decrease of 3 million ounces from Noranda Mines Ltd., closed its Little River 
the 1982 figure. copper-zinc-lead-silver-gold mine during the 

Total consumption by all market econo- second quarter, reportedly because of low 
my countries, including the United States, base metal prices. Although the mine re- 
exceeded their primary production by 58.6 mained closed for the remainder of the 
million ounces in 1988 according to Handy year, the closure was regarded as tempo- 
& Harman estimates. The shortfall was met rary pending a recovery in zinc, lead, and 
with silver obtained from the following copper prices. Dickenson Mines Ltd. tempo- 
sources: old scrap, 88.5 million ounces; rarily closed its Silvana Mine in British 
outflow from Indian stocks, 46.8 million Columbia in mid-December. Among the rea- 
ounces; demonetized coins, 8 million ounces; sons given for the closure were declining 
and withdrawals from U.S. and foreign silver prices and declining ore reserves. The 
government stocks, 14.8 million ounces, Baker Mine in British Columbia was closed 
which was offset by increases in privately by Du Pont Canada Inc. because of depleted 

held bullion stocks of 99.5 million ounces. ore reserves. During its 3-year life, the 
Australia.—The Electrolytic Zine Co. of Baker Mine produced 36,000 ounces of gold 

Australasia Ltd. began commercial produc- and 700,000 ounces of silver. 
tion at its Elura Mine in New South Wales. Echo Bay Mines Ltd. planned to increase 
Reserves at the mine were estimated at milling capacity at the Lupin Mine in the 
nearly 30 million tons of ore containing Northwest Territory to 1,200 tons per day. 
8.3% zine, 5.6% lead, and 4.5 ounces of With the higher capacity, silver and gold 
silver. Design capacity of the mine was 1.1 _ production was expected to increase by 20% 
million tons of ore per year. to 15,000 ounces and 140,000 ounces, respec- 
MIM Holdings Ltd., 44% owned by Asar- tively. Westmin Resources Ltd. approved 

co, produced 15,956,000 ounces of silver in plans to develop the H-W Mine and con- 
fiscal year 1983 compared with 14,913,000 struct a new 3,000-ton-per-day mill on Van- 
ounces in fiscal year 1982 and 11,768,000 couver Island. The mill would replace an 
ounces in fiscal year 1981. The production existing 1,000-ton-per-day mill and be fed by 
for fiscal year 1983 represented the first full ore from the H-W and two other Westmin 
year of production following a 20% capacity mines. Terra Mining and Exploration Ltd. 
expansion at the Mount Isa Mine. Develop- nearly doubled the capacity of its Silver 
ment work was continued at the Hilton Bear mill in late 1983 from 225 tons per day 
Mine, a potential future ore source for the to 420 tons per day. 
Mount Isa operation. Silver production at _ Noranda reported that mines in which it 
Phelps Dodge’s Woodlawn Mine declined by had an interest produced 11,891,000 ounces 
327,000 ounces to 1,035,000 ounces in 1988." of silver, down slightly from the 12,061,000 
Canada.—Falconbridge Ltd. reopened its ounces produced in 1982.° Refinery pro-
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duction of silver at Noranda Mines’ CCR posed project was expected to cost $22.1 
refinery increased to 22,446,000 ounces in million and to increase Buenaventura’s an- 
1988 from 14,226,000 ounces in 1982 when nual silver production by 2.7 million ounces. 
the refinery had been closed for 4 months Empresa Minera del Centro del Pera was 
by astrike. expanding the mill capacity at its Casapalca 
Mexico.—Minerales Metélicos del Norte operation by 2,500 tons per day to 5,500 tons 

S.A, a subsidiary of Industria Minera per day. 
México S.A., doubled the mill capacity of its The Peruvian central bank sold slightly 
Santa Barbara unit to 4,800 tons per day. In more than 9 million ounces of its silver 
order to meet the increased milling capaci- reserves between June and September. The 
ty, the San Diego, Segovedad, and Tecolotes- sales reportedly were made to help the 
Hidalgo mining complexes underwent some Government of Peru meet the currency 
development and mechanization, including targets established by the International 
shaft construction and rehabilitation and Monetary Fund. 
the introduction of load-haul-dump equip- Southern Peru Copper Corp. reported sil- 
ment and hydraulic drilling jumbos. ver production of 2,062,000 ounces, a de- 

‘The Real de Angeles Mine, opened in mid- crease of nearly 200,000 ounces from that 
1982, operated at above the mill’s design of 1982. The company’s Toquepala and 
capacity in 1983, An average of 11,000 tons Cuajone Mines were closed several: times 
per day of ore was treated, resulting in the during 1983 by striking workers. 
production of 7,761,000 ounces of silver. The Other Countries.—A new Government- 
Real de Angeles Mine was Mexico's largest owned refinery began operation in the Do- 
silver mine in 1983. minican Republic during the first quarter of 

México Desarrollo Industrial Minera S.A. 1983. The refinery could process 75 tons of 
(MEDIMSA) reported silver production as doré per year and was capable of producing 
17,116,000 ounces, an increase of 1 million bullion to LME specifications. The Pueblo 
ounces over that of 1982, MEDIMSA attrib- Viejo Mine was expected to provide the 
uted the increase to recent facility expan- refinery with doré for at least the next 5 
sions. Lacana Mining Corp. reported that its years. 
30%-owned Torres mining complex, in In India, Hindustan Zine Ltd. opened two 
Guanajuato, produced 4.1 million ounces of new byproduct silver mines in 1983. The 
silver in 1983 and that its 40%-owned En- Rajpura-Dariba Mine in Rajasthan State 
cantada Mining Group, in Coahuila, pro- had an annual capacity of 900,000 tons of 
duced over 1.8 million ounces of silver ore per year, while the Sargipalli Mine in 
during the year." Orissa State was capable of processing 500 

Peru.—Several projects were undertaken _ tons of ore per day. 
during 1983 as the country continued to Handy & Harman, with 50% partner 
develop its mining sector. Cia. de Minas King Fook Investment S.A., completed con- 
Buenaventura 8.A., the second-largest sil- struction of a secondary precious metals 
ver producer in 1982, received a $4 million refinery in Singapore in early 1983. The 
loan from the International Finance Corp., refinery was designed to process all types of 
a unit of the International Bank for Recon- electronic, industrial, or jewelry scrap and 
struction and Development (World Bank), was expected to be capable of processing 4 
to cover part of the cost of modernizing and million pounds of scrap annually. 
expanding facilities at its mines. The pro- 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Bureau of Mines continued to investi- study found that most of the precious met- 
gate the recovery of precious metals from als were concentrated in the wire bundles 
scrap material. The Bureau issued a report and products collected by the high-tension 
on the concentration and distribution of separator and the baghouses, connected to 
precious metals in mechanically processed the hammer mill and air classifier. 
obsolete military electronic scrap."" The me- _ The Bureau of Mines also investigated 
chanical processing consisted of shredding, hydrometallurgical procedures for remov- 
air classification, wire picking, magnetic ing base metals from the mechanically proc- 
separation, and sizing of the material, fol- essed electronic scrap.* Aluminum was ex- 
lowed by magnetic precleaning and eddy- tracted from a nonmagnetic metallic con- 
current and high-tension separations. The centrate produced by high-tension separa-
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tion in the first-stage sodium hydroxide Numerous other reports on silver-related 
leach. Organic matter was then removed by research were summarized by the staff of 
incineration. A portion of the soluble nickel _ the Silver Institute in its “New Silver Tech- 
present in the processed scrap was ex- nology” publication, issued in January, 
tracted in the second-stage dilute sulfuric April, July, and October 1983.1* 
acid leach. Copper and the remainder of the a wet 5 i i Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. soluble nickel were extracted in a third 2 (oe en ine ot evchapter wafers to the 
stage concentrated sulfuric acid leach; cop- trgyounce’ "YN 

jecla Mining Co. 1983 Annual Report. 82 pp. 
Per was recovered from the spent leachate <ffcrestake Mining Co, 1989 Annual Report 28 pp. by cementation with an iron-base magnetic ‘ASARCO Incorporated, 188 Annual Report. 9 pp. 

i i i junshine Mining Co. 1983 Annual Report. 24 pp. fraction. The third-stage leach residue and ‘andy, The Ser Marke 8. ox 
leachate contained essentially all of the Annual Report. 28 pp. 

di “Phelps Dodge Corp. 1988 Annusl Report. 36 pp. 
recions metals values: - _*Noranda Mines Ld. 1988 Annual Report. 48 pp. ‘The Bureau of Mines conducted prelimi- _s®Lacana Mining Corp. 1983 Annual Report. 2 pp. 

ical investigati Dunning, B. W., Jt, F. Ambrose, and H. V. Makar nary hydrometallurgical investigations on 1 Peatewani Noalyses of Gold and Siver in Meshank two massive sulfide samples from the cally Brosued Misedflectronc Scrap, BuMines Ri S78, 
i ific 1983, 1" pp Southern Juan de Fuca Ridge, North Pacific "3.1007, 3 w Dunning, dr, and H. V, Makar 

Ocean." Chlorine-oxygen leaching of the  Hydrometallurgieal ‘ireatment of Blectronic Sap Goo: 
samples was chosen as the procedure to be sturaes Containing Precious Dietals:BuMtines if 8, 
used because of the high zinc content of one Sawyer, D.L., Jr. G. A. Smyres, J.J. Sjoberg, and. G. 

y i Carnahan. CleOz Leaching of Massive Sulfide Saraples sample. The bench-scale testing found that Gamahan. Cle Os Leaching, of, Massive Sulfide, Saroplos 
chlorine-oxygen leaching extracted more Ocean. BuMines TPR 122, 1983, 8 pp. 

i i MSiiver Institute. New Silver Technology. Jan.June- than 99% of the zinc and cadmium, 97% of suiy.oee 1963; available from the Silver Institute, 1001 the silver, and 78% of the copper. Connecticut Ave., NW., Washington, DC 20036. 

Table 2.—Mine production of recoverable silver in the United States, by State 
(Troy ounces) 

State 199 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Alaskan w 8,354 272 2,080 4128 
Arizona ~~~ ~~~ TITIIIIIIITICT —tatg9a2 62671588 8.055281 6800827 4,400 592 
Golifornia ~~ 72222 T STITT sates" 4o'o57 | Batzes = aa.04s =” 200 Golorado=2—222ILIITIIIIIIIIIITITITgaveoad © 287'058 3008994 1984312248 616 
Wahow.--2—222ZITLIZIIIILILIIINIZ wMtad 09 868s/902 16,545,648 141880(391 17684778 Miimoia == >2LTLIIT Soneamae W w W Ww Ww 
Michigan 220202 2E2 TEESE ESET ICSE w Ww W w Ee Missouri —"""""“"CCIIIIIIIIIIIIIID — gamat2 2857288 ga,01 224159 2021 88 
Montana -——"7W"T777TTTTTTTTTITT. Spovges © oases Zows'sio © Stee B707'908 Nevada ---~-~---=- CITIIIIIII“se0j435 —“oavigo7 -—Sosoydso—S.zaai26s 563,724 

New Mexico. -22227272222220IIIIIE W w 1.682846 ‘804,504 W 
New York----~-~--_---2-2-2222==== 10588 207702, 2ag29 aT 212 8,137 Oregon. 220 oe UTEDSZETIPESESETS UBT ‘at 4st sae 856 

South Carolina ——- Shee ean ~- W = 
South Dakota DUST TSTTISIS IS SSO CSS orgs eT 8592 SAA Wonnemen 222 Seo sacor scans WwW W w W W 
Utah-~- 2-22 7TTTTTTTITTTTTITTT —asaaze 208.289 © apezerl 4,842,833 4,566,610 Washington ~~ ~22~22I2TIIITIIIII 22 W W 67390 Ww Ww 

es canna=-- 81,895,524 82929978 40,689,178 "40,248,409 48,415,267 
"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.”
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Table 3.—Mine production of recoverable silver in the United States, by month 
(Thousand troy ounces) 

Month 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 — TV tsi 
January _.-—---------------------- 8,252 3271 3,062 "3.648 8,198 PeUNTY oe SS 3,055 8,365 3,404 "3,283 3148 RS a eer i oe 3,310 3,280, 3,408 4,039 3,873 ABR ia ee 3,228 3,385, 3,314 73,733 3,778 MG esc aner eri niennnnicc enue 3341 3,006 8,151 13,713 3,772 PMN ook 3 eee nn nee 3,240 3,163 8,815, 73,568 3,864 daly —---- 3,198 1,993 3,577 3,090 3,685, ‘August "SIT TIIIIITIT TTT 3482 va 3408 2987 3.852 Re Scouse a 2,897 L776 3,503 3014 3,659 IO cr cam pon mayne aise 3,057 2,074 3,795 2,889 3,505, ROWE Seon cee 2,888 2,144 3,354 78,241 3.511 TIES en persicseon ne siemion tenascin as 2,948 3,181 3,392, 73,048 3,570 

TEL ine ae enrollees 37896-92329 40.688 40,248 3.415 ————E EE EG aS "Revised. 

Table 4.—Twenty-five leading silver-producing mines in the United States in 1983, 
in order of output 

—S————— Rank Mine County and State Operator Source of liver — _feamivendSiate Operator Source of silver | 
1 Lucky Friday... Shoshone,ID_...-.HeclaMiningCo__---.-.-.__Silverore. 2 Sunshine" "~~ ST" SGp"= W772‘ Banshine Mifieg Go” 2277227 Do. 3 TROY ne Lincoln, MT__—__ ASARCO Incorporated ____~__— Do. 4 Galena .....__ Shoshone, ID —_—___ a Sieh ete Do. 5 Coeur ___. ook et ee a pom ed0. Do. 6 Escalante _____. i EEE neon cities: Ranchers Exploration & Do. 

Development Corp. 
7 ‘Utah Copper Salt Lake, UT ___.. Bement ou ‘Copper ore. 

(Bingham). 8 Candelaria”. Mineral, NV. NERCOMetals Inc... __Silverore. 9 DeLamar ——___. Owyhee, ID _ MAPCO Minerals Corp. __— Gold-silver ore. 10 Bulldog ——-—_ Mineral, CO_ Eiomestake Mining Co ane Silver ore, py Taylor_—______ White Pine, NV cio Silver King Mines Inc. _ Do. 12 Black Pine “~~~ Granite, Mi’ __"""> Black Pine Mining Co. ~~~ ~~ Do. 13 Sixteen-to-One___ Esmeralda, NV_—__. _ ‘Sunshine Mining Co _——_ ~~ Do. u Beek gcocc > BERMG Gg--o-> AMAR Meaapnsari---— bandon, Morenci_-—"""~ Greenlee, AZ _~~~~~ Ips Dodge Corp ..------— Copper ore. 6 Tyrone ——~~="> Grant, NM -DII~> Moe 27 TT Bo. 1 Eisenhower-——"~ Pima,/AZ 711112 Blsenhower Mining Go ~~~ 777 Do 18 Sierrita _______ x =~ do -—_ TOR OI ano seinen: Do. ® Si loud W"7- Sra NA -=ToT> RE Goud thinng Gon == -2 222 Siero, lad ~~ Yavapai, AZ ~~ ~~~ yrus Bagdad Copper Co ~~ ~~ ore. 21 Millets Operation Eemeralda W0=a---APRUNRageadCapper Co ----— Geperre. 2 ‘San Manuel __ _ Pinal, AZ ~-_____.. May i CORPSE CO ‘Copper ore. 23 Mission -_"~"~PimayAZ 2127272 ASARCO Intorporated __27~77 Do. a Magmont _____ Tron, MO ~~~ _ Cominco American Incorporated — Lead ore. 25 Leadville Unit" Lake,CO ——~-""~=__ASARCO Incorporated —-Lead-vinc ore. er  _ erpeatled Stoo a. beaetncores +
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Table 5.—Silver produced in the United States, by State, type of mine, and 
class of ore 

Sg ce OO ae le troy Gold ore Goldsiiver ore Silver ore Year and State ouinees ——— O_O 
ey Short ounces «Short gunceg SHOE une 

silver) tone, of silver — of silver _ of silver 

1giQ_-------_--__--- 491 401963 677819 T5201 | 2a5Red5 1.065501 16,768,967 
Wo 467 = 5,510,745 749,785 872,019 1,958,874 2,064,191 13,699,057 
Te-222TDTTTTTTTTTD «amo BtasRed«—TELOaT Lolo'sTs 2288585 bseaze 085412 
T9BRL2-TTL=TTTTTTII_ Bors wtowrase Asoo aiaeiT Direedod BazzT06 __B8sTT S18 

1988: — = a ‘Alaska 2 w ae ae = w Ww Rtgs 22277722722 ott W W W 
California ---------- Ww Ww Ww 846 1,686 1,000 1,070 GStorado==-7277-7 w Ww oaieo 68 w Ww a W wow W 865,596 16,221,302 
Miu 222-222-222 TE = a = = = Momtenalcl27222222 maT 9ST ggg gD 179 186 Nevadas-2---2-72. WORT awe W 2osd'sn. — <045,s8e 
New Mexico ----.---- ie Ww WwW Ww Ww Ww WwW 
New York .-.--.---~ =. am = in: ea ae ly Qrepececicccisidz El, ao eS = rr ai South Dekota==2772> TDM aad a = ne 

‘Tennessee ...------— eet asi sa: ag = wee a 
Ped ecxvesonkooss ae 692,262 1,202 Ww Ww 285,160, 2,858,976 
Washington .---.---- seat W Ww =: = -- os 

TEI ce nampa, 4,085 18,829,722 1,146,835 1,129,756 1,794,758 7,488,153 80,068,899 
Percent of total silver Q XX 3 XX 4 XX 69 

naan. Sallaiiannaasan nana 
Capper ore Toad ore Zine ore 

Short Toy, Short rey, Short Troy ounces ounces s ounces 
‘ou: of silver ae: of silver sie of silver 

WP nse sense 267,318,440 18,877,581 9,122,812 2,278,608 612,292 12,984 
1980_- 2 ----- 220,298,487 11,185,824 10,080,986 2,584,828 870,702, 20,956 
1981. s ee 281,989,595 18,952,888 8,524,045. 1,839,198, 561,970 28,863 
1982-22 TZIIIIIIIIIII_iso7ga74 —_*9,420,220 ——-9,07,482__—«2.244, 787 7718,228 27212 

1983: ~ 
PORN accion rcscaanas wai ai sen see pe a Aegon 2227727277 an5,08 401,688 = ee = : California 222222222 ste de = ae = = 
Who 2 22SSIITII = = i 3 cc x 

Missouri "= 22222222 = = sos) 2021 548 a = Montane <O2"0227222 somata = ie ag a 
New Mexico” 77777777 WwW Ww en cS ae a 
New York pe a se eu ae 758,044 33,187 

Gott Dakota's 2225 ay se sie mnie Soe eas 

Ueah oS aSSSESETS W W ze 55 5 = Washington ~~~ 777777 = bal = = = = 
Total.__________ 171,614,767 77,344,180 8,050,251 2,021,346 758,044 33,137 
Percent of total silver xX Ww ‘XxX 5 XX e 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Silver produced in the United States, by State, type of mine, and 
class of ore—Continued 

a a 7 
Copper ead ead, Sates aaa 

rine, an lings, et. State copperiead nine ores < 
Short gunets SHOT gues Short con 

‘tons of silver ‘tons of silver tons of silver 

WiPscscwaewesS 8,103,669 2,055,561 42,493. 972,183 286,278,481 87,895,524 
1980. .....---------- 8,256,562 2,112,419 67,623 9122,163 242,516,315 32,329,373 
1981_____----_-.--.. 8,186,988, ue Tee 286,419 937,666 308,836,581 40,683,173 
ORB se eee 2,126,147, 19,329 433,446 94435,585 223,115,992 "40,248,409 

1988: 
DNR amcor rerpnnrnnnt _ -_ Ww Ww 85 4,128 ‘Arizona__ ~~ 272DDZ2o ag ae 15818 BOTT 121,034,582 4491582 
California ____ -- mae am Ww 348,961. 26,899 Golorado ~~~ "2722222 6 6 S 691502 _2145,616 
Wah. -- 2 == ---- - - ct = azrsiean —17/684.278 
Minas 222 SETESETES a5 ag a Ww Se Ww Missouri 7-=2-22722> = a == _. 8,050,280 2,021,843 
Montana _ "77772722 : 2 uea,iBt 2189 16.276'649 5707/9683 
Nevadacs-=<cS00n00 zE a5 Ww W —11/920,158 5,168,724 New Mexico --— 272222 x x a af W w 
New York ------.--- Su aS a inet 758,044 33,137 Oregon — 222222 z a = x Sid 856 South Dakota -- =~ 5 aE Be lorem enaid 

‘Tennessee --——.--—-— eo eo eo re Ww Ww 
Dib oo eee oe pe Ww W 34,811,006 4,566,610 Washington ~~ ~7 777 = = -- -- Ww W 

Data i: eo e $856,550 7 71,007,082 208,222,243 43,416,267 
Percent of total silver XX eo ‘XX 2 xX 100 

"Revised. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” XX Not applicable. 
3Less than 1/2 unit, 
Includes copper-zinc ore and silver recovered from copper-zine ore in Tennessee to avoid disclosing company 

proprietary data 
Sincludes silver recovered from tungsten ore in California and silver recovered from fluorspar ore in Ilinois. 

‘factages silver setorseed from molybdenum ore in Neveds. a sik a 
In r to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, copper-zinc ore and silver recover rom copper-zine ore in 

‘Tennessee are included in totals for copper ore; and lead-zinc ore and silver recovered from lead-zinc ore in Colorado are 
included in total “Old tailings, etc.” 

“includes lead-zinc ore in Colorado to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
"Includes silver recovered from lead-zinc ore in Colorado to avoid disclosing company proprietary data and includes 

silver recovered from molybdenum ore in Nevada. 

Table 6.—Silver produced in the United States by cyanide leaching" 

Leaching in vats, Leaching in opep 
a heaps or dumps 

Sear Silver Silver Opiate anced Oat ecced (rey shorttons) TOY, short tons) ounces) ounces) 

1919 enn — BRAS 5O— 1,989,500 1815027485267 
FOIE cee errrenetmerecremnon rrcemrnecrnm nmr himennerean meen 8,874,576, 1,819,604 3,390,069 818,205, 
WA a 4,434,835 2,579,957 7,413,219 2,047,709 

1982 ___ ree 7,575,476, 4,713,226 12,295,132 1,884,826 
DBL aaa eee 7,568,419 5,893,320 12,687,440 2,185,551, 

+May include small quantities recovered by leaching with thiourea, by bioextraction, and by proprietary processes. 
Including autoclaves. 
*May include tailings and waste ore dumps.
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SILVER 775 

Table 8.—U.S. refinery production of silver, by raw material 
(Thousand troy ounces) 

=e Raw material 1979 1980 1981 1982 198 
Concentrates and ores: Denese oP ageraes ee 33982 © 96,171 44g?) 43.825 0281 

Foreign -~2~22722222222222222272 ins 3182 23520 En 169 
Teted 50,761 39,353 47,007 744,170 50,450 

Gideermi oo se se 39,729 53,181 89,067 20171 25,549 
‘New scrap_. seiemeannnne neerstony pater atenst ne 36,714 85,642 44,738 37,812, 41,839 

‘Grand total: -..4..-+-.+-----+~ 127,204 158,127 130,812, 109,153 117,888 

"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 9.—U.S. consumption of silver, by end use 
(Thousand troy ounces) 

End use" 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Electroplated ware __._..----------- 8,065 4,350 3,904 8,254 3154 
Burlinyerec so .2520-co-e cece 13,088 9082 ‘4407 e579 ‘To22 
devel fe coos ce aera 5358 bis03 51308 6.350 6.885 
Photographic materia = “—---=222TTTITD e578 4955251025 «SL TOOL DG 
Dental and medical supplies _——-_____--__~ 2,295 2,212 1,709 1,688 1,582 Minonics o 22) te econ sauaa ts 11850 a2 581 ‘910 910 
Brazing alloys and solders ..—_—..-.-.--~-~ 10,912 8,508 TN8 1,384 5,837 
Electrical and electronic products: 
NII ace ene risen omnes aceon 4,583 5,976 3,803 4,167 2,637 
Contacts and conductors -____________~ 38,506 27,796 26,411 27,730, 26,298 

MERE pene nee meses ences 332 649 297 228 110 
Cataigns oon sistas 5,637 3,035, 3,830 "2,418 2,414 
Coins, medallions, commemorative objects . ..._~ 4,676 4,693, 2,622 1,832, 2979 
Miscelismour «== ec 978 2,005, 4,995. 4,562, 4,567 

‘Total net industrial consumption® _____ 157,258 124,694 116,670 118,840, 116,291, 
Colnage .-..------- in 168 12 179 1,846, 2,128 

Total consumption-.-..---------- 187426 124766 = T6M9—=«120,686.=—18419 

"Revised 
End use as reported by converters of refined silver. 
includes silver-bearing copper, silver-bearing lead anodes, ceramics, paint, etc. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 10.—Yearend stocks of silver in the United States 
(Thousand troy ounces) 

1979 1980 ioe we 198s 
Bidet. ooo eaten ene nka =, 16,002 17,255 20,875 20,467 17,673 

Futures: onchange, Sheek 138,129 120,798 96,511 106,182 151,282, 
Department of the Treasury - -—___.-_- 38,990 38,800, 38,732 36,768 34,565. Department of Defense ~~~ ~~~ =~ ==> ‘56T0 4.510 3810 17750 100, 
National Defense Stockpile -——~7777~72 199/500 189800 137,500 187/500 ——_187,500
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Table 11.—US. silver prices 
(ollars per troy ounces) 

Aver Period Low High ‘age 

1978 so. emo mnnnnannne nanan nnn eee 5.96 28.00 11.09 
FOO oss ie aia ian a abana cin ales ake 10.80 47.60 20.63 
1981 2 apenas ieee Me omer meee 795 1645 10.52 
WBE on on one e nen enn din cadnnweecnwanmmec 488 11.21 795 

1983; 
IT ene ecg serecseiot se mscrynee toe ntact rcentcr at nes Ransom ere ea ene: 1086 ©1386 © 12.40 

Webretty one oo os oe aS Aah ee 1095 1474 13.96 
SMO a nae eae pete em ete san arene em mee amen 10.18 1117 10.62 
Apel ocouaweee ap a in See ar le 1080 1237) 11.69 
lay ___._~_--_-+--2222 2222s 1206 18.60 1298. Sung SCLESSTS PUN EGE ERTS OATS EIAGSESEPERESE Aton. eek ee 
Baly -~7TLTTTTLTE TITTIES an 91209 
Augush 00 SERU CUS EEREAE PERRUERESNRTCENESRERTTECERLNESEDES) Utes. 1298) “Sup 
September —______-_-_____--------------------+-+------------ 123° 1282 11.92 
Ooi oe se a ade a a eR ee 875 10.43 9.84 
November. - ---.-.- ~--- + - ~~ --- ~~ - == = 23 = = === + 8.34 9.70 884 
TROND cnn inde reer ee are Sm 8.54 9.96 9.12 

DE ec eccun ee servers, Oe IM ie 
‘Source: Handy & Harman daily quotation. 

Table 12.—Value of US. silver trade 
(Thousand dollars) 

Imports for 
‘Year Exports consump- ‘tion 

1919.2 -enenn-n--- ATA 961.761 
390 TTZTTITTIITITIZ goals 1,608,010 
Iga}_7ZTTTTTTTTTTTTT ST sseeT—_11028,450 
aC) 
I eccmcentereneratcomenapeeie 377,449 2,123,569
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‘Table 15.—Silver: World mine production, by country! 
(Thousand troy ounces) 

Country® 1979 1580 ~—~*1981~—=nwaR ga 
Agila esc selva mirescmssiemma oem memume 100 100 0029 Argentina -~—----------------------------_ 9909 ta5T 318284 22,636 
Australia ———""7LTLTLTTTTTTTTTTTTTIT Taare eae © 8.906 29,156 82.150 Bolivia -22lclc2c2a2LTDZDIILIITTIIIIITILIT «Ree “oeo “Sd Rare “Roo 
Brazilt {9 0-2-2--s2sssvavessesosasess=-= E065 765 4875 
Bulger SOCOUSUSRISESSISLIGDTGSSSEETETIET «Yen. oy; 880 Burma ---------2-2n2s2osasoaoa-=------= MO BT 45008 BB Genada—-—ODTITITITIIIIILINIIIIIIIILII septa «aso 86.208 4.46 85,500 Chile oa pues scoSU EEE SoG an BRO. ele eNO Ieee! T,p00 
Ghina® OTTTTTTTTITTTTTTITITITIITITIIIETT ooo 25500-21500 250021500 
Colorabint 5 S7SSTREDA SAREE SEAS OSUEDEEE ES 912316126 

Costa Rica _ "~~~ - 222-22 sss enn 2 2 2 2 2 
Grechoslovalkia®<""TTTTITITIIITTIIIITITINIIIZ a0 8001800 3.800 1,300 Dominican Republic ———"""T7T7TTTTTTTITTIIIIIIT bts «tos. 2loce 2200 «1.850 

Beuador DTT TTTTTTTTITIITTIITITI IT 35 2 2 0 32 El Solvadors io Ride oS UEC ONE SURI TIRADE NEE REAA was 87 86 60 Fiji... ~~ --s27222222222222s222s22s asses sit 7 3 19 5 Finiand SLASUELIGMGDEUDEEEROSETESEENS! «em! GR) Ss, oo France ~~~ 272~27sprasssssssssssssnsasns 208 T1705 "3000 
German Democratic Republic® 27 2227TTTZTIIITIIIII.Vss0 51014501450 1,450 Germany, Federal Republicof "2--~77~=2722~777TTT 089g Na6 «Tt 10 
Ghana Scan see cui LER SE ONO SEA TE TEeITE 2 "aT ig 4 Greece 9" DTTITTTITITITIIITIIEIIIIITT ase nee 1600 1,500,600 
Greenland ---—-_-_--------------------- 8B TD 1880 Guskemala aCe rae PEE oat Suen aa SEE SURE ETS: 10 10 3 8 8 Hophter.-conc¢ccce8 8 scoeee 2434 «1768«1,828 2,100 2,500 
Hungaryac Coc SecGan cc Senseo ssduacueqelss 2 © o Oo |. 
7 [pdmesSTSUUTSEASTOTIEONOERTEOTTERETETES «as B.A BO 
Breland -—-—=7=—227TTTTTTITTTTTTTII osm 00 #700700 
Waly! (oon ccosconsscencceneccscecccccee ©4068’ 0888” 70011800 Sepan SLLITITITIIIIIIIIIIITITILIIIIITILT «ago Blom glo Sige 8877 
Korea, North®..-.--222.20.2ns-2------------- (160014600 1,600 1,600 1,600 Korea Republigof <<SS2ITLITTISIIIITIOEIIIIID age. ae Sek sr Sto 
Malaysia Sabah) ~~~ 77 77727ITTITITITITTTIITT a as? a2 ato. 70 Mexico ———--"22UTTTTITIIIIIITITIOIIIITITT mptso soe © sage 59,175 361,495, 
Morocco. ———"TTTTTITTTTTITIIIITIIIIII gas sae 2120 ze 250 
Namibia ""7TOTTTTTTTITTT ser sg05 5s tz saz 
Ney Zenlatae G0 5a Se cee ae EAE SERRE 2 1 © oT 

Nicaragua. ~-_2-2ss22s2usss2csss2s------ 3901648150 3H 
Papua New Guineas -2-~227s2sa2z2s2nzoas22= MB 8018631885 1,500 Peruse nnn ne TTTTTTIITITTawzgs | aatatg — a6'940 585689 855,871 Phunppinan oe SN TREE ERT RES SE REET 198 1952 “20nd 19a 1900 Poland ~~ 22222 22222a22n 22 TTT aS) BNET BOLBTE alse 24900 Portugal So SUSU S050 SeSTaRas ac taereasees 35 20 39 4 25 
Romania ———""TTTTITITITTITTTITTIIIT ss 0085] 850800 Solomon Islands. ___~-~..-~-~--~-~---2---=~ ® ® o o 
South Africa, Republicof ———""~7TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT Ss azao 5507.58 694d 85550 

Spain ------+~----scssszsssasosscsssozo--- = 23844586 BBAT B77 000 Sweden SSSIESTECEZOE TITIDIDITININI «Bene BBST eas 8,500, 
Taiwan -~~~~TTTTITL TITLE 85 9521550 Has anki TOSSES ES a1 480 

ADR seacoast ars sete aaGSO BS 250-200 2002) 
USSRE® 2222 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTIII TIE as.000 46,000 46,500 46,900 47,200 United States —TLTITITITTTTITITIITIIIITIIT stags = azaze | 40083 a0. aa AIS 
Yugoslavia? .-0TTTITITITITIIIIIITIIL “sae g90 “aus 3343 ga gale OS SSSISSLITSSSSSISSITCSTID dss ako ish 20 Zambia =———-—2—7TTTTTTTTTTILILIIITILTD eet 133 
Zimbabwe 2-"TTTTITITITIIITIIIITIILISIIT emo a8 

Total ___—__---------------------------- "948,120 "844026 861,781 989.766 990,618. 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 

sulegpverble content of ores and concentrates produced unless otherwise noted, Table includes data available through june 27, 1984. 
“In addition to the countries listed, Austria and Thailand may produce silver, but information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels 

‘Reported figure. 
“ofiially reported output, including that obtained from treatment of god, was ae follows in tray ounces: 1979-1425 1980—15,687, 1081—17,072, 198212057, and 1988—not available, and that recovered from treatment of lead was as follows, in troy ounces: 1979—1,060,717; 1980—721,206; 1981 —747 472; 1982747, 505; and 1983—not available. 
3Smelter and/or refinery production 
Revised to zero. ipeludes production from imported ores. 
Less than 1/2 unit.





Slag—Iron and Steel 
By William I. Spinrad, Jr. 

Domestic production of iron and steel slag _ the main growth areas for iron slag include 
increased significantly. Sales and use of replacement for cement in concrete con- 
iron slag decreased moderately, and sales struction, use in bituminous mixtures, and 
and use of steel slag increased slightly. Air- use in lightweight concrete applications. 
cooled blast furnace slag continued to com- Steel slag was typically used as road base 
prise the largest portion of total blast fur- and fill. The average unit value of blast 
nace slag sold or used. Of all iron and steel furnace slag in 1983 increased 9% over that 
slag product shipments, 85% traveled by in 1982. Steel slag decreased 2% in unit 
truck, 8% traveled by rail, and 3% traveled value during the same period. 
by waterway, with an average marketing © Domestie Data Coverage—Sales, use, 
range of 23, 247, and 540 miles, respectively. and transportation data for iron and steel 
Houston Slag Materials Co. permanently slag were compiled from voluntary. re- 
closed its Houston, TX, plant because Arm- sponses received from an annual survey of 

co Inc., Houston Slag Materials’ slag suppli- U.S. processors conducted by the Bureau of 
er, permanently shut down its Houston Mines. Of the 77 operations canvassed, 74, 
Works blast furnace. or 96%, responded, representing 93% of the 

The construction industry was the major total sales or use data shown in table 1. 

user of iron and steel slag products. Air- Data for the three nonrespondents were 
cooled blast furnace slag was used mainly _ estimated by using reported prior year sales 
for road base, fill, concrete aggregate, and and use levels adjusted by trends in the 
as asphaltic concrete aggregate. Currently, industry and other guidelines. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Iron and steel slag production increased _nine percent of this was marketed in Penn- 
in accordance with increased iron and steel sylvania, Indiana, and Ohio. Of the total 
production. However, sales and end use of blast furnace slag sold or used, 91% was air 
blast furnace slag decreased moderately cooled. Forty plants processed iron slag, and 
and that of steel slag increased only slightly _1 was inactive for the year. Steel slag sold or 
compared with that of 1982. This is attribut- used totaled 4.8 million tons valued at $14.5 

ed, in part, to a combination of decreases in million, up 1% in quantity and down 1% in 
construction activity in certain areas of the value compared with that of 1982. Forty-six 
country; decreases of available moneys for plants processed steel slag, and 1 was 
highway construction in some States; and inactive for the year. Of all iron and steel 
the unavailability of slag in other areas slag products shipped, 85% traveled by 
caused by the temporary shutdown and/or truck with an average marketing range of 
limited production of blast and steel fur- 23 miles, 8% traveled by rail with an 
naces. Although sales were down as a average marketing range of 247 miles, and 
whole, many processors showed sizable in- 3% traveled by waterway with an average 
creases. Others, unable to market their marketing range of 540 miles. The remain- 
slag, continued to process and stockpile it ing 4% was used at the plantsite. 
for future use. Houston Slag Materials permanently 

Blast furnace slag sold or used decreased _ closed its Houston, TX, plant because Arm- 
8% in quantity and decreased slightly in co, Houston Slag Materials’ slag supplier, 
value compared with that of 1982, to 13.6 permanently shut down its Houston Works 
million tons valued at $64.7 million. Fifty- blast furnace. 781
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SLAG—IRON AND STEEL 783 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Iron and steel slags, byproducts of iron- furnace slag are not separately tabulated to 

making and steelmaking, were utilized avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

mainly by the construction industry in 1988 Currently, the main growth areas for iron 

as substitutes for natural aggregates and slag include replacement for cement. in 
other construction materials. Historically, concrete construction, use in bituminous 

jron and steel slags have been used as mixtures, and use in lightweight concrete 

replacement materials because of economic applications. As a replacement for cement, 

benefits, better characteristics for some ap- ground granulated blast furnace slag offers 

plications, and because of shortages of natu- a savings in natural resources and the 

ral aggregates in some areas. energy required to manufacture cement 

Essentially all iron-blast-furnace slag pro- clinker. 
duced is eventually utilized. Of the air- — According to published information, 75% 

cooled blast furnace slag sold or used in to 80% of all steel slag produced is recycled 

1983, 42% was used as road base, 16% as to the blast furnace or used in aggregate 

fill, 11% as concrete aggregate, 10% as applications.” Statistics developed by the 

asphaltic concrete aggregate, and 7% as Bureau of Mines indicate that 2.9 million 
railroad ballast. The remaining 14% was tons of steel slag was recycled to blast 
used for producing mineral wool and in furnaces in 1983. Steel slag was primarily 

concrete products, roofing, sewage treat- used as road base (48%), fill (23%), railroad 

ment, soil conditioning, glass manufacture, ballast (11%), and asphaltic concrete aggre- 

ice control, and other miscellaneous uses. gate (10%). The remaining 13% was used 

Expanded blast furnace slag was mainly for ice control and other uses. Steel slag 

used as lightweight concrete aggregate and usage for asphaltic concrete aggregate is 

in ‘concrete products. Other end uses for expected to bea major growth area. 
expanded slag and for granulated blast 

PRICES 

‘The average unit price, f.o.b. plant, for all lated slag was withheld to avoid disclosing 

jron-blast-furnace slag sold in 1983 increas- company proprietary data. Steel slag unit 

ed 9% over that of 1982 to $4.78 per ton. value was $3.01 per ton, down 2% from that 
Air-cooled slag decreased 1% to $4.12 per of 1982. High prices in some use categories 
ton, and expanded slag increased 9% to indicate that some users demanded specifi- 
$9.67 per ton. Price information for granu- cations that required additional processing. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Basic slag, a byproduct of basic steelmak- exports of slag are classified under the 
ing processes, is both exported and import- schedule headings “Mineral Substances and 

ed by the United States for use as an arti- Articles of Mineral Substances Not Specif- 
ficial fertilizer because of its high lime and __ ically Provided For” and “Waste and Scrap 

phosphorus content. Statistics developed by Not Specifically Provided For,” while U.S. 
the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau imports of slag are classified as either 

of the Census, indicate that 266 tons of basic “Metal Bearing Ores and Metal Bearing 
slag valued at $16,816 was imported from Materials” or “Waste and Scrap Not Specif- 

Mexico, Israel, and Bahrain, and 27,380 tons ically Provided For.” Granulated blast fur- 

valued at $698,096 was exported to Thailand nace slag is imported from France and 

and Canada, respectively. Japan for use in the production of high- 
US. export and import information for grade cement, and blast furnace slag is 

iron and other steel slag cannot be deter- exported to and imported from Canada 
mined because slag is classified in combined _ periodically. 
categories and cannot be separated. U.S. 

g WORLD REVIEW 

Estimated world production of iron-blast- 52 million tons, respectively. These esti- 
furnace and steel slag was 118 million and mates are based on iron slag generation
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representing 23% of all blast furnace pro- 1982, but slag utilization followed the same 
duction and steel slag generation represent- trends as that of 1982. Based on the latest 
ing 18% of all raw steel production minus data from the Japan Iron and Steel Federa- 
60% of the latter, which is recycled to the tion, 26 million tons of iron-blast-furnace 
blast furnace.* Reported production of iron slag and 14 million tons of steel slag were 
and steel slag by country is incomplete produced in 1982. Of the iron slag produced, 
owing to late reporting, incompleteness of 85% was utilized in road construction and 
data, and lack of reporting by some coun- cement and concrete manufacture. Granu- 
tries since slag is thought of as a waste lated iron-blast-furnace slag and basic oxy- 
product rather than a resource. gen furnace (BOF) steel slag were increas- 

Europe.—Indicated levels of slag produc- ingly used in cement manufacture and in 
tion were approximately the same for 1983 road construction, respectively. New Japa- 
as for 1982 since iron and steel slag produc- nese industrial standards have been estab- 
tion in Europe was relatively flat in 1983 lished for air-cooled iron-blast furnace slag 
compared with that of 1982. The most cur- aggregate for concrete, granulated blast 
rent data published by the statistical office furnace slag fine aggregate for concrete, 
of the European Economic Community indi- and slag for road construction. The Public 
cate that a total of 30,209,907 tons of iron- Works Research Institute of the Ministry of 
blast-furnace slag was produced in Europe Construction, in conjunction with the Pub- 
in 1982.4 lic Works Research Center, prepared Guide- 
Japan.—Iron and steel production declin- lines for Designing and Application of BOF 

ed slightly in 1983 compared with that of Slag for Asphalt Pavement.* 

TECHNOLOGY 

A recently published article reviews cur- which take advantage of the high stability 
rent and potential utilization of ferrous, and superior skid resistance of steel slags 
nonferrous, and boiler slags in the construc- compared with that of blast furnace slag 
tion and maintenance of pavements. Iron- and traprock.* 
blast-furnace and steel slag production and Nippon Steel Corp. is conducting in-house 
general uses are described, as well as tech- research and joint research with the Minis- 
nical information, test data, and end-use try of Construction on the manufacture of 
limitations for certain types of material steel slag and its utilization on the basis of 
such as steel slag. Slag utilization patterns its chemical composition and physical prop- 
for North America and Europe are referred erties. The greatest problems to be over- 
to and are supplemented in some cases with come are its expansion and degradation 
general statistics. Emphasis is given to the characteristics caused by excessive amounts 
use of iron-blast-furnace slag in cementi- of free lime. Techniques have been estab- 
tious applications and the use of steel slag _ lished to overcome these problems, includ- 
for asphaltic applications. These uses are ing injection of oxygen into molten slag; the 
considered to be the current optimal growth addition of iron, silicon, and aluminum 
areas in North America. Granulated iron- sources; and aging, an efficient and low-cost 
blast-furnace slag is being used as a replace- process. Research thus far has been concen- 
ment for cement because of its lower cost, trated on utilization of steel slags for road 
improved workability, chemical resistance, material, asphaltic concrete aggregate, road 
lower heat of hydration, and versatility in base material, ground improvement materi- 
obtaining desired fineness of ground slag. al, caisson filling material, various self- 
Pelletized iron-blast-furnace slag has re- hardening materials, shot blasting materi- 
cently been used in Europe and North al, balance weights, and reefs for aquacul- 
America for slag cement manufacture. By ture. Road uses appear to be the most 
controlling the pelletizing process, crystal- promising application. Presently, 61% of all 
line pellets can be produced for aggregate steel slag produced by Nippon is used by the 
applications and vitrified pellets for cemen- company for fill, construction, recycling, 
titious applications. Elimination of the - and addition to stocks. The remaining 39% 
tendency of steel slags to expand, through is sold for use in civil engineering projects, 
aging and the addition of an asphaltic roads, cement, fertilizer, and other uses.” 
cement film, has allowed the use of these A new anticorrosive coating for steel 
slags in asphaltic mixes, such as asphaltic structures, such as tanks and bridges, was 
concrete, coated chippings, and slurry seals, developed by Nippon Kokan K.K. (NKK)
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and is being marketed under the trade structure, and stability of free lime in BOF 
name NKK GANTEX. This polymer cement slags indicated that BOF slags offer an 
mortar is a mixture of granulated iron- excellent range of physical and mechanical 
blast-furnace slag, a Portland blast furnace properties suitable for use as a bituminous- 
slag cement, and a styrene-butadiene rub- ly coated aggregate for wearing course ap- 
ber latex. It offers better adhesion and self- _ plications provided their stability problems 
hardening ability than other polymer ce- can be solved. Weathering tests have been 
ment mortars because of the use of iron slag monitored to determine optimum condi- 
instead of silica sand. Other features offered tions for the production of volumetrically 
by this compound include improved abra- stable slag, and full-scale road trials have 
sion resistance compared with that of con- been conducted on weathered and un- 
ventional coating materials; high slip resist- weathered bituminously bound BOF slag. 
ance; high anticorrosion resistance when ‘Surfaces produced from weathered BOF 
used in submarine conditions; vibration slag showed better resistance to mechanical 
damping and sound insulating effects; low wear than the control material, and per- 
heat conductivity and heat barrier effects; formance was directly related to the dura- 
and a coating thickness unattainable with tion of weathering, with longer weathering 
conventional coatings. This coating can also giving better performance. A limited 
be used on buildings since it is highly amount of laboratory work has also been 
adhesive to various metal and nonmetal conducted on nonbituminously bound BOF 
surfaces and is further characterized by its slag for use as a base course material, and 
resistance to strain-induced cracks, improv- the initial test results appear promising.® 
ed waterproofing capabilities compared ————— 
with mortar and concrete, and its suitabil- ‘Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals. 
ity for use asa finishing material in various _ g,,uf'Zis,D. jv. Resource Conservation be eee 
textures and colors.* Publ 7741982, pp. 8142 

Research is being conducted in the Unit. ee i at ea a ee heck, Publ Td, 
ed Kingdom to find adequate end uses for 1982, pp. 95-118 
BOF steel slag, which exhibit higher free ty Seen Tea Of of the argpegy Broome ‘Commmnts 
lime contents and higher bulk densities 5 Japan Iron and Steel Federation. The Steel Industry of 
than other steel slags. These properties Japan.1963,pp.18,20. 
cause problems with stability and covering _*Nicvor'Stect Corp" Steelmaking. Tech. Rep. No. 21, 
capacity in road courses. Initial work com- June 1988, pp.45.57. 
paring BOF slags with electric arc furnace lean Japan. NK GANTEX: No.4 Jan. 1984, pp. 16, 
slags and laboratory studies on the nature, _ Iron and Stee! Ini, v. 56, No. 2, Apr. 1983, pp. 62-64,
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Table 3.—Locations and processing methods of iron slag and sources of 
steel slag 

Prose eetbod ‘Sources of steel stag 
ri tek — State city, and com - 

See ann ‘Air. Ex, Gran SS Open BABE ee. cooled panded ‘lated hearth owen ie 

Alabama: “Alabama City: Valean Materials Co___ 1 es 1 2 1 
Birmingham ‘lm Walter Resources 
Fairfield: ‘Vulcan Materials Co ee 1 ——_ 

Total foe ee Bo ae 2 
California: Fontana: Fleckett Co ee 1 _ — 
Colorado: Pueblo Fountain Sand and Gravel Con Pow es iw fe ae 

Delaware! Claymont: international Mill Service CO : < a ot 2 1 
Georgia: “Atlanta: international Mill Service Con = eee ge 2° je 1 

Cartersville: Tnternational Mill Service Gon === oo ee es Bes i 
Total — 20 2 

Minos: ‘Aton: international Mill cease ae ae 3 Eo "ws me 1 
“Heckett Co_—--_—___ 3 wets eS 1 s 1 1 South Chicago plant i i - = #& # Iino Slag & Ballast Co 1 + £2 = & se Granite City: international Mill Service Coan eee fee to ss 

‘St. Louis Slag Products Colne = G oo. we 6 ewe Peoria: International Mill Service Coenen a ee fe 1 
Total -- 3 2 $e 2 3 

Indiana oO — 
Sorter Co. 2 1 1 1 1 Bast Chicago: Heckel Co. cy me » too Vulean Materials Co ~~ a LEE a Ss of . BE Gary: Tndiana Slag Co 1 1 Z wes, Mee 

Total 4 a es 2 1 2 
Kentucky: ‘Ashland: Heeckett Co... hs Owensbore 

Total Vos lee oe 1 1 
Maryland: — — ‘Baltimore: Maryland Slag Co ———_ 1 r sf gi, Ss Be Sparrows Point: “Rtlantic Cement Co, Ine fe iy. meee es 

Total 1 A Lee ee :
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Table 3.—Locations and processing methods of iron slag and sources of 
steel slag —Continued 

ae enn er ee 
Processing method of aa sing met sisi Sources of steel slag 

State, city, and company Danes ne ona eae ee es acy ad eos Air Be Grae 886 Open Basle aay 
cooled panded lated hearth — Prtees, tric 

Michigan: 
Detroit 
” Edward C. Levy Co _ __.. 1 1 oon 1 -+ z 2 

‘Edward C. Levy Co ___ ~~ a - 1 -- 1 1 ree ee 
‘Edward C. Levy Co... 1 — - 1 a L nee 

a new Tuigl-----—— 2 1 -- 3 -- 3 2 Minnesota: Newport: 
International ‘Mill 

New J oie ige ~ “F ~ i ~ - low Jersey: 
Taigenstional MA 
‘Service Co -- -- - 1 -- -- 1 ‘New York: Buffalo: 

Buffalo Crushed Stone 
Corp nna 1 22 a a = ae = North Carolina: Charlotte: 

Heckett Conn = = ae a ae a 1 
Ohio: Canton: 

Heckett Co____ sss st aa 1 a ae 1 Cleveland: 
‘Standard Slag Co _____ 1 aii ae. ae pias? ae aa 
Standard Slag Co —____ 1 com: -~ om — 2 am Stein Inc ==> we a a i at i i Hamilton: 
American Materials 1 

‘Belin Fe ssi — -- —_ 1 - _— 1 
United States Steel Corp 1 aie ey ger te wt Lordstown: ‘ 
Standard Slag Co_____ -- _ 1 at foes it 

Mansfield: 
Heckett Co. -- i ote 1 wi ee 1 

Middletown: 
American Materials 
Corp a ais 1 ae ~- — - me shee McGraw Conatruction Co = Be Bs i i i aE Mingo Junction: 

Jatgmetional MI 2 
C0 C0 2 = ws -- 1 = Standard Slag Co ~~~ i a a oo aS oe 25 

Warren: 
Heckett Co__—__.... oo 4 a 1 se ae 1 
Standard Slag Co ——___ i sa = ‘pe =: me - 

Total _______ 7 ue 1 8 1 3 5 
Oklahoma: Sand Springs 

International Mill 
Service Go. x. -- -- L -- 1 _ 

Pongasvania: 
el es ‘Slag Products uquesne Slag. 

Opec es 1 es = - _ -- - Bethlehem: 
Bethlehem Mines Corp — 1 oe By = - _- -- Waylite Co... —- - i ar a BE if 

Birdsboro: 
Birdsboro Slag Products 

B Che cna 1 sna Be ae -- “= jurgettstown: 
"Bagane Sag Products ; 

Butler; ae 7 ~~ ~ ~ Se Heckett Co. _____ - -- -- 1 -- ae 1 
Coatesville: 

International Mill 
‘Service Co. _ me be 1 we 28 1 Johnstown: 

“Heckett Co os ee is 1 2s i 1 
‘Lebanon: 

Sheridan Corp... 1 aN wis ste aa i ay
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Table 3.—Locations and processing methods of iron slag and sources of 
steel slag —Continued 

_ . rocessing method of 7 ae eoiag aaibil of cea Sources of steel slag 
State, city, and TE ee Sa ae 

"ys company, Air- ‘Ex. Granu- slag Open. Bosi Elec- 
cooled panded lated hearth oxygen “trie process 

Pennsylvania —Continued 

MeKeos Rocks: 
Phillips Contracting .__ -- -- 1 -- - - - 

Midland: 
International Mill 
Service Co__-____. ‘ak si on 1 sti as 1 Morrisville: 
Heckett Co. we aie = 1 1 ou 1 
Warner Co. = 22=_=_ i i x - am > _ 

Penn Hills: 
Gascola Slag_____.... -- -- -- 1 1 v soe 

Phoenixville: Tnternational Mill 
Service Co. ae pes os 1 2 wl 1 

Ri Nor Enterprise Stone & lew Enterprise Stone 
Lime Go.ine == —— 1 = = @ i -- -- 

‘Steelton: 
Hempt Bros. Ine 1 me ee 1 1 es 

‘West Aliquippa: 
Dagede ‘Slag Products 

Boece * _- -- 1 -- L = West Miffin 
Duguesne Slag Products 4 

yuesne Slag Products a ~ ~ ~ = = Se — - ee hs eas 
Wheatland: 

Dunbar Slag Co. Inc — _ 1 1 ase 1 1 i seins 

Total u 2 2 1 4 3 6 
‘South Carolina: Darlington: | SEES eR anh, eT TE 

APACCarolina Inc____ oe is oe: 1 a ore: 1 
Heckett Co-- == =— ie om i ae e 1 

Total ------- ce - = 2 =: ss 2 
Texas: 

saytown: ¥ Hockett Co. we bu oe 1 2 1 
Beaumont: 

International Mill 
Service Co. _____ a a - 1 Set oon 1 

Lone Star: 
‘Gifford-Hill Co, Ine... 1 x = - - a -- 

Midlothian: 
Taternational Mill 
Service Co... ______ = = se L ss ssa 1 

Total. 1 _ 3 7 as 3 Utah: Provo: i 
Heckett Co. 1 - = 1 1 ae 2 

Mashingtore Seattle: 
feckett Con - -- -- 1 i as 1 

West Virginia: 
Weirton: 

‘international Slag Co —_ ae es a 1 ss 1 wh 
Standard Slag Co —___ i om = a = ae 

Total. 1 SS 1 So 1 - 
Cc ee
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Table 4.—Shipments of iron and steel slag in the United States in 1983, 
by method of transportation 

Quantity Method of transportation thousand 
short tons) 

fad coy ncac ao adeee os ose ueeaeeeus sever uEueEEsedeuEEEEELS 15,616 
Ball oo ce nanan en menmnenn oop amngivemmencensedeccanescaneree 1354 Wotetney 220022 care TET OE TST PERNT CRISES SSeS RC TSR SEEEEIOTE 597 

Not transported (used at plantsite) ~~~" ~~27°I2TDTIIITIIDIIIIDIEILITIL IEE 158 
MebaB ee eo a emmnmanatmmenennrnncinerenee 18,986 

"Data do not ad to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 5.—Air-cooled iron-blast-furnace slag sold or used* in the United States, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

u 1982 1988 
as Quantity Value Quantity ‘Value 

Gsceele oggrepsbe ances neuen sen 1,036 4m 132 6329 Gonerete products: ~~ ~—~- ~~~ 777777777272 ‘aan 1a53 a2 ous Asphaltie concrete aggregate. ~~~ 2_~ 77722727222 1626 Feo 1189 63136 
Road base. oe 6,269 8,676, 5179201865 Fil Sebo eee coenee ese rea 1584 6,054 1969 5,092 Raileond Wallnet 22S Soa Sse DRED SSE aE ESTEE walt 4780 ‘67 2894 
Mineral wool --— "727 777222DDIIIIIIIIIIII 601 3199 564 3.016 Roofing, built-up and shingles --__--~-~~~_~772~7 77> 251 1388 264 1421 

* Sewage treatment... -----==---==- W w W W 
‘Soil eonditionsng: io San TE TSTETOEE PEER ANONE NTS w w w Ww 
Glass manufacture ~~~ _-___--~-~--2=---2----=- 157 2,408, 139 1810 
Otel Sch os Sees ERT EE DR TREE ERE PORTA ET 348 LAT 469 1,560 
RA a ace pee eeeeaess 13617 56816-12880 50,999 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
2Value based on selling price at plant. 
Includes ice control, miscellaneous, and uses indicated by symbol W. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 6.—Granulated and expanded iron-blast-furnace slags sold or used! in the 
United States, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1982 1968 
Use Granulated Expanded Granulated Expanded 

Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Lightweight concrete aggregate w w wow foo 302 8,180 Concrete products iy RE woOW = esi 1993 Cement manufacture —— ~~~ Ww w woW 6 © wow Road base... 22a w w wow a woW Mig w w ae fea mo vitae Soil conditioning. - -_22222 Ww w wow 6 6 wow 

Other? TTT TTT 5aT__8.287 539 4,800, Bos 636 8,563 
Total_-_---------- 597 -8,287 539 4,800 e © 11% 13,786 
\W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 3Value based on selling price at plant. 
Included with expanded to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
Includes miscellaneous and uses indicated by symbol W.
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Table 7.—Steel slag sold or used’ in the United States, by use 
(Thou aber end ied dalla) 

Us 1982 1983 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Asphaltic concrete aggregate... ___________-____-.- 545, 2,281 460 1,898 ee: Oa 
TO aap ntnep ecm neeniraee me tpi ta igo esr nraipt ince ee Net 1,750 5,699 1,133 3,598, Wegiiiag ol 
EI peeiereenimeintannminitnntmicee mst esucese eral 543 1,582, 607 1,488 

TEE oe ccins nieces mmunamarsenieee nie mS 4764 314,641 4,332, 14,546 

‘Excludes tonnage returned to furnace for charge material. Value based on selling price at plant. 
Includes ice control and miscellaneous uses. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 8.—Average value at the plant for iron and steel slags sold or used in the 
United States 

CDalarpr sor) 
Iron-blast-furnace slz 

Yeor “Ger cae er + 
cooled lated ‘Expanded iron slag aes ae, 

aaa Becca Wika |e! WBvccvcvec | a 
SIRE ie eS ae 412 Ww 9.67 478 3.01 431 

W Wii ead dieing campenyerpretay dia 

‘Table 9.—Average selling price and range of selling prices ai the plant for iron and steel 
slags in the United States in 1983, by use 

(Dollars per short ton) 

Tron blast-furnace slag Steel slag 
Use Air-cooled Granulated Expanded Airco __Granustat Bind ange 

Average Range Average Range Average Range 

cascoa nai uses Lightweight concrete 
aggregate w w _ - 1052 8.50.11.98 _ _ eerie "=o oe = AR AHR Giecttetmienne= «OW ewe ON 
oe 15 268 733 12 1182 meee ete 4a nas Roadbase 22222-2403 Tt. 900 Ww W = cl bt ress Reims em WW a Eicaibaaa---- «EB aS 2 = = oF Hie Mies’ o-= BE SOB Eat tao Hotty Be ap aria sma re tiers PN oe ms a s 
Soil conditioning —— __ Ww Ww Ww Ww em - fot “ubuony © F - = 
ONE noe memes, 290 1.72571 a a _- == 2.45 139-465 

Wud sarod ie tipsy ory Ua





By Dennis S. Kostick* 

The U.S. soda ash industry rebounded domestic consumption of natural and syn- 
from the 1982 decline in soda ash demand. thetic sodium sulfate combined declined 
Improvement in the world economy and slightly. 
lower soda ash prices contributed to increas- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
ed soda ash production and exports, which duction data for soda ash and natural sodi- 
rose 8% and 48%, respectively. Although um sulfate were developed by the Bureau of 
soda ash usage in the glass container indus- Mines from monthly and annual voluntary 
try decreased an estimated 4%, domestic surveys of U.S. operations. Of the eight soda 
soda ash consumption improved in several ash operations and four natural sodium 
end-use sectors so that total consumption — sulfate operations to which a survey request 
increased slightly. was sent, all responded, representing 100% 

Despite improvement in certain sodium of the total production data shown in table 
sulfate-consuming industries in the fourth 1. 
quarter, production, imports, exports, and 

Table 1.—Salient sodium compound statistics 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Soda ash Sodium sulfate 
1982 1988 1982 1988 

United States: 
Production ectewe tenets 7819 8,467 364 855, 

Value? _""TTTTTTIITITITLTTTIII IIL great sges5g00 enor s9,772 Biportee | 2 SE= TSE TETE NES TISESESESOEIIES 109 1/636 iL 91 Value — ===" =" =22LoTIIIITLEIIIILII IE $140,616 1458 812,102 811,880 Imports for consumption —-~7>22LILIIIIITIIIE 8 20 ‘394 ‘343 Value 22 22-2LTLIIIIITIIITIILIITD garg gaz gag t58 sez g2 feck prodiiers —— anon none EEE 5504 307 “30 “48, Consumption, apparent ——-_ ~~~ >>> TTTTTIIII IID 6,667 6868 1,188 1,089 World: Production =~ Sa=Zi=li_Paoge7 83128275870 5.200 
"Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
Hncludes natural and synthetic. Total production data for sodium sulfate obtained from Bureau of the Census. 
"The value for soda ash includes synthetic soda ash. The value for synthetic sodium sulfate is based upon the average value for natural sodium sulfate 
Includes synthetic soda ash ‘Natural only. 

Legislation and Government Pro- ing a lease sale were contained in the 
grams.—The Bureau of Land Management _ proposed process, which, if approved, would 
(BLM) sought comments by December on a improve competition for sodium lease sales 
proposed concessionary leasing process for on Federal lands and streamline BLM leas- 
Wyoming trona. Eleven steps for conduct- ing procedures? 

793
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

‘The domestic soda ash industry produced acres of sodium lease tracts adjacent to its 
a record high of 8.47 million short tons of soda ash facility in Green River, WY, from 
natural and synthetic soda ash and opér- Philadelphia Quartz Corp. (PQ). A 2-year 
ated at 76% of total nameplate capacity. drilling and geological evaluation program 
About 19% of the quantity produced was by Texasgulf confirmed that large, high- 
exported to developing nations for manufac- grade trona resources were present on the 
ture of glass, chemicals, detergents, and PQ land. 
miscellaneous products. The export-to- Anaconda Minerals Co. and Leslie Salt 
production ratio increased significantly Co., in a joint venture, acquired the south- 
from that of the previous 5 years, which ern section of Searles Lake in California. 
averaged 12% annually. Anaconda conducted a preliminary drilling 

Total sodium sulfate production decreas- and geological exploration program to study 
ed slightly to 855,000 tons, of which 423,000 _ the subsurface structure. 
tons was from natural sources and 482,000 At midyear, Morton Thiokol Inc. closed 
tons was recovered as a byproduct from its Weeks Island, LA, hydrochloric acid 
various rayon, dichromate, and other chem- plant, which had a byproduct sodium sul- 
ical operations. fate capacity of 120,000 tons per year. Re- 

The Soda Ash Export Trading Associ- duced plant profitability, increased imports 
ation, represented by three of the six domes- of salt cake, and increased usage of alterna- 
tic soda ash companies, was reorganized at tive products by the pulp industry were 
yearend. The new organization was called cited as the main reasons for the closure.* 
the American Natural Soda Ash Corp. (AN- A hydrochloric acid plant, commissioned 
SAC) and included all producers. ANSAC in September by Climax Chemical Co., had 
was formed to strengthen the soda ash a byproduct sodium sulfate capacity of 
export price which had been declining be- 90,000 tons per year. The plant, near 
cause of intense competition between the Grantsville, UT, used the Cannon fluidized 
association and the nonassociation pro- process, which requires salt and sulfuric 
ducers. acid as raw materials.* 

Texasgulf Chemicals Co. acquired 9,273 

Table 2.—Producers of soda ash and natural sodium sulfate in 1983 

—Fiantnameplate SSCS 
Product and company capacity Plant location ‘Source of sodium 

(thousand short tons) 

‘Soda ash, natural: 
Allied Chemical Co ______-_--------- 2,200 Ra River, ‘Underground trona. 

FMC Oorp______._.-------------- 2,850 ~~ -do_ Do. 
Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp ....-.------ 1,300 Argus, CA___ Dry lake brine. 
Do ~~ aii mernterenes 150 Westend, CA _ Do. 

Stauffer Chemical Co. of Wyoming —....__— 1,960 Green. River, ‘Underground trona. 

‘Tenneco Minerals Co _-.-___-_------ 1,000 atte gins Do. 
‘Texasgulf Chemicals Co ________-__~__~ 1,000 Granger, WY _ Do. 

Soda ash, synthetic: 
Allied Chemical Co _____------------ 1700 Syracuse, NY. Ammonia-soda 

memes eee process. 
SO ssctasccc tc ecimiates acai 11,160, 

Sodium sulfate: 
Great Salt Lake Minerals & Chemical Corp_—— 40 ‘Ogden, UT. __ Salt lake brine. 
Kerr-MeGee Chemical Corp ----—-----=~ 225 Westend, CA Dry lake brine, 
‘Ozark-MahoningCo___-_____________ 70 Brownfield, ‘Subterranean brine. 

HIB ers ncreseopemnsnanespiorncieneSiecteas 100 Seagraves, TX Do. 

Al aac vewenee ous 485 

‘Plant was downrated from 900,000 tons per year in Jan. 1982.
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‘Table 3.—Manufactured and natural sodium carbonates produced in the United States 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

— Magufacigred — 
brs Natural sodium Total 

Year Commenia- ‘carbonates* quantity 
Process) 2 

Quantity Quantity Value pe a ae IMM AMER ae WOME ces 
1979 __-----~-----------~----- Ww Ww $548,812 8,253 
MOBO ee cc Ww Ww $768,168 8,215 aE ER Ww Ww $787,469 8,281 Le EE ene Ww Ww “721,257 7319 
WE epic aes Ww Ww © $685,100 8467 

“Estimated. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Cures Industrial Reports, Inorganic Chemicals, Bureau of the Census. Bureau of Mines responsible for data compilation after Jan. 
includes quantities used to manufacture caustic soda, sodium bicarbonate, and finished light and dense soda ash, 
*Soda ash and trona (sesquicarbonate). 
“Includes value for synthetic soda ash. 

Table 4.—Manufactured and natural sodium sulfate: produced in the United States 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Manufactured and natural? Natural 

Year Le Baie, «High, total Quantity Value 
Tess) 

BOD seesesaer ca oerenesuuem mammals 612 509 Laz 533 29,689 
OD nn ee 676 464 1,189 583 36,389 
BM sisson apm eee coed eee ne ease 666. "445 "LM 608: 43,186 igg2 "~~ LTT TITEL 463 401 ¥e64 Ww WwW 
WOR ccc oe es cea aas ale 427 427 855 423, 39,425, 

"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
ZAll quantities converted to 100% NazSOx basis. 
2Current Industrial Reports, Inorganic Chemicals, Bureau of the Census. 
Includes Glauber’ salt. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Soda ash sales to glass container manu- detergents, 9%; pulp and paper and water 
facturers were adversely affected by in- treatment, 3% each; and miscellaneous, 
creased consumer preference for plastic 14%. 
containers. Polyethylene terephthalate Despite increased output by the Kraft 
@ET) bottles for soft drinks, alcoholic bev- pulp industry, pulp-grade sodium sulfate 
erages, and certain processed foods contin- producers lost sales because of increased 
ued to displace glass containers. Hot-fillable substitution of inexpensive and available 
containers made of polyethylene with an caustic soda and emulsified sulfur. Sales of 
ethylene-vinyl alcohol (EVOH) copolymer detergent-grade sodium sulfate improved 
layer were test marketed for consumer because of changes in detergent formula- 
acceptance. The EVOH layer is a nonper- tion that required additional sodium sul- 
meable oxygen barrier that prohibits fate. 
spoilage Hot-fillable PET bottles that | Apparent consumption of natural and 
could withstand high temperatures were synthetic sodium sulfate was 1.09 million 
also introduced to compete with glass tons. The major end uses of sodium sulfate 

containers.” were in pulp and paper, 47%; detergents, 
The distribution of soda ash by end use 40%; glass, 4%; and miscellaneous, 9%. 

was glass, 50%; chemicals, 21%; soaps and
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Table 5.—Estimated consumption of soda ash, by end use 
(Thousand short tons) 

ade 
Glass: 
‘Bottle and container ictal saan NRia Ramee eee 2,500 2,400 

SNE EES casein ba Wee NaN eure Snags 280, 245 

Total +2 5 5-8 oe 880 
Rial cesses ono eS Ses 1,300 1,400 
Sospe and detaruents mabedren pre  wt pei an apan ae erinnnite ste sot 3 

Water treatment ~~ ~~ 77~-227222272222-222222222222222 222222222 230 230 
Other! _______ 1 ------ +--+ = +--+ -- +--+ == nen enn e ee 

GR erect reread eee 316738 

“Includes soda ash used in petroleum and metal refining, leather tanning, enamels, etc. 

STOCKS 

Yearend stocks of soda ash stored on —_Yearend inventories of natural sodium 
teamtracks, in terminals, in warehouses, sulfate increased 60%. 
and in plant silos decreased about 5%. 

PRICES 

Continuing weak domestic demand for producers followed the FMC TVA, including 
soda ash and an excess of soda ash produe- Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp., which lowered 
tion capacity created intense competition its soda ash list price from $107.25 to $92.25 
among the six U.S. producers that led to per ton* 
inequitable pricing throughout the indus- The average value of bulk natural soda 
try. In an attempt to restore price stability ash, f.b. Green River, WY, and Searles 
and encourage domestic soda ash sales, Valley, CA, as reported by producers, was 
FMC Corp. instituted in October a tempo- $76.95 per ton. The average value of bulk 
rary voluntary allowance (TVA) that re- natural sodium sulfate, f.o.b. mine or plant, 
duced its fo.b. list price of Wyoming dense as reported by producers, was $93.30 per 
bulk soda ash from $84 to $69 per ton. Other ton. 

Table 6.—Sodium compounds yearend prices 

_ 88 
Sadi carbonate Goda a ashen ight, paper bags, carlots, works == per tom 15 1 Light lt eaboe werts oc 22ST TROT o TEES Mgr erty 12300 Danse, paper bags crt, works —~~~W727722TTTTTTTITTALTIS se 8 120.00 

Dense, bulk, carlots, works... -- Sconce eae ee NS $8.00 69.00 Sodium sulfate (100% NasSO4 
‘Technical detergent, rayon grade, bags, carlots___________----_do____ 90.00. 96.00 $90.00- 96.00 
Sodium sulfate, bulk, carlots, works’ —— ne WO 96.00- 108.00 113.00- 114.00 
Domestic salt cake, bulk, works’ _______.__._______---__-do____ 47.00- 52.00 47.00- 53.00 
National Formulary (N.F. XID, drums. _.. ~--~~Per pound. 285 235 

"Bast of Mississippi River 
Saute: Chemical Marketing Reporter. Current Prices of Chemicals and Related Materials, V, 24, No. 25, ec. 26, 198, 

pp. 355
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FOREIGN TRADE 

Soda ash exports increased by 48% above producers, including Tenneco, had the po- 
the record high set in 1982 because of tential to cause further injury to the Cana- 
favorable rail and ocean transportation dian industry in the future. In addition, the 
rates, improvement in the world economy, tribunal established that the four Provinces 
and a slight shift in global trade patterns. west of the Manitoba-Ontario border were 
According to the Bureau of the Census, exempt from an antidumping duty; how- 
exports to 49 countries were distributed on ever, the eastern Provinces were subject to 
a regional basis as follows: Asia, 43%; South an antidumping duty to protect their soda 
America, 20%; North America, 19%; Africa, ash industry. US. soda ash producers 
9%; Oceania, 3%; Europe and the Middle changed their pricing policies before the 
East, 2% each; and Central America and tribunal could impose the import duty. The 
the Caribbean, 1% each. Some of these decision on the amount of duty was pending 
Census data were revised because certain at yearend. 
shipments to South America had been 
erroneously credited to Switzerland. . 

Responding to a complaint by Allied Can- Table 7.—U.S. exports of sodium carbonate 
ada Inc. the Canadian Department of Na- and sodium sulfate 
tional Revenue, Customs, and Excise ruled (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
in 1983 that six U.S. soda ash producers. —————>a-- = me 
were guilty of dumping dense soda ash on Your —SvilumensBonste, ___Sodtom sults 
the Canadian market in 1982.* The case was ______@uantity_Value!_Quantity_Valuet 
referred to the Anti-Dumping Tribunal, 1990... 1,094 121,945 129 12740 
which determined that (1) the one Canadian 1981 ----- 08 alu 1k 980 
soda ash producer was injured because of i983 "~~ 168615484 ‘3111880 
dumping by the U.S. soda ash industry, — —————— 
excluding Tenneco Minerals Co. which was “F.e#-U'S. port 
exempt from the ruling, and (2) all U.S. Source: Bureau ofthe Census, 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of sodium sulfate 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

¥ ‘Crude (salt cake)* Anhydrous ‘Total? 

car ‘Quantity Value? Quantity Value? Quantity Value” 

WON, orc tarnn Sloe gl 4g72—«188 870 380g pa Hgp 2TTTTTTIIIIIIIIITIITIITIIII aeRO tats (ee eee See nn EoD env eace: 21013820 Isa 4938 Bd RTS fos 2277TTTTTTTIIICIIITIITIIOIT asia ts)09 Brg 
{Includes Glauber's salt as follows: 1980—1,418 tons ($37,872); 1981—30 tons ($13,800), 1982—2 tons ($1,241); and 1983— 

3 tons 1,648). 
31.6 US. port. 

Source: Bureau of the Census 

Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of sodium carbonate 

oa OO asa 
Quan- ue! Quan- ue! 

a, a, hort — sands) GRO sands) 

Sodium carbonate, caleined Wu u-------- 18098 $2409 19.991 $2,708 
‘Sodium carbonate, hydrated, and sesquicarbonate ______- ~~... P 10 ® 1 

Total 22-18-29 19991 B70 
"Revised 
ICi.f. U.S. port. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: Bureau ofthe Census.
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WORLD REVIEW 

Botswana.—British Petroleum Minerals  China.—Japan agreed to help build three (BP) began a feasibility study to develop the synthetic soda ash plants in the Provinces brine deposits of Sua Pan in the Makgadik- of Jiangsu, Shandong, and Hebei. The gadi Basin in northeastern Botswana. If plants at Jiangsu and Shandong were to results of the study proved favorable, the have a combined capacity of 660,000 tons company intended to construct a soda ash per year and were scheduled for completion plant with an annual capacity of about by 1986. Information on the third plant was 330,000 tons. As regional demand for soda _unattainable."t 
ash was estimated at only 275,000 tons per Turkey.—The Turkish Mining Research year, the BP project would compete with a _ Institute and Etibank, the state-owned min. Proposed _330,000-ton-per-year synthetic eral company, announced plans to produce soda ash project in the Republic of South natural soda ash from a saline deposit 40 Africa that had been announced in 1982. It miles east of Ankara at Beypazari, Core appeared unlikely that both projects would data obtained in early development work be approved considering the small size of indicated that the deposit contained 55 to 66 the soda ash market in southern Africa” _million tons of sodium salts.!? 

Table 10.—Sodium carbonate: World production, by country 
(Short tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° a ee a a 
Albania’ nn n----------+ 25700-27600 27600 27.600 «27,600 ROME ic Feat, *330,000 *330,000 *830,000 330,000 330,000 OI ees crstentessetsitssectipoides SG 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 Bagi. Soca 441,197 360,376 300,931 361,170 282,600 PRT res ancont sp een crn ore cree 130,799 194,007 207,234 210,000 210,000 Bulgnrig-—"—LLITTTTTTIITETIIIIII 1650749 eaeoTT 81K L6U SMO 1, a5 88 SIE one mnsorsseananeuansninnssies Gent 500,000 500,000, 500,000, 500,000, 500,000 eet ce Fenrartcam 12,000, 8,800 5,500, 5,500 NA SOD ccrnneyencnrere ronrspessisiniasggec ee 12,000 12,000 11,000, NA NA Ghing —“TTTITTIIITIIIIIIIIIIIII—nessogs—ayreovs«—g8221 arts 2000080 Colombia —° "777772 T2EIIIIIEII TIT 146845 "187,880 © 137800 “1371800 “137 800 Geechosloyakia———22"“TLITTIITTTT BETIS «ase TBolzes = Litas Lio Denmark?___.._____ Pieces apes ns 3,036 148 164 "165 165 Rayne. SO SPSSETST IES Eae SIT $5500. 20777 25.754 45,498 55,100 POE veer rect cenpaimne ANSE LS 1,708,470 ‘1,719,824 *1,765,000 *1,765,000 1,850,000, German Democratic Republic“ -"""""""-"-“sas'si9-'95a880 © "ger'sss = grses,§—“Erolb00 Germany, Federal Republic of-——-—""""""1,544°350 1.885481 «1,810°710.geat6od 1808900 Groce oO Same 100 1100 1,100 1100 1,100 India--22C2-=T“LCLIIIIIIIIILIIII satire nt'800erei000—ueese «760.000 Sa eee 105,000 105,000 105,000 100,000 95,000 Japan --W2LIIIIIIIIIIIILIIIII IIT aasgons«aseior zeae 12a 898 zee ee Kanye S2 527005027 24647 "aa'ené = “275,000 © "Ti9;513 165,000 Korea, Republic of-"““"T“TTITTIITIT> Ballons bases Bees §=— bakes «= abolao MI ee an Sip 462,970 447,538 442,026, 429,901 440,000 POI ININ ac oncpnrnvinicsestsssiniis eee 460,000 460,000 460,000 460,000 460,000 Norway*__"""LTL“TTTTTTTTTTTITZ“ap.g00 © “aa's00 = “a5'300 © “39800 Sa'soe Rakistan—"LITCITLITTIITTITIITTTT mosses = abeer = asior = apetea Wilerd GSU STSeaRi Saves uses was 99.960 T7TeIT © 22828 —«$B0.000 Portugal_____ 2-2 TT an 201,469 195,000 190,000 190,000 180,000 Romania. papa 984,363 1,082,865 1,069,241 1,060,000 1,060,000 Spain® _--_ ra 550,000 550,000 550,000 550,000 550,000 BORA so Sate Ge SU Lie 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 NII envi eapier supccccewssaine ies 50,000 50,000 51,000, 51,000, 50,000 Taiwan, ———TLIITTTTITITTTTTIIIILasots oats Tat Rar Bate Paar - snare ease ce festa i 75,000, 65,000, 65,000 65,000 70,000 USSR ——“TTTTIITIITITTLT III sarge gestae? §—sser'zet —s.as0'ans—s.gp0‘ane SIREN a cearomereincscesnnitiniicnd 1,540,000. 1,500,000 1,430,000 1,430,000 1,430,000 United States* -_________ ll Bia5a'r94—*8'275,280 8,281,495 7,819,083 *8,467,118 ‘Yugoslavia —____ 227 =o Seelam 181,200 142,274 162,212 200,488 210,000 

Total .-----~-~-----~-----------_"81072,810 "81,246,881 90,981,417 90,967,450 91,260,988 eee TR TH RAGRBL BO NELAIT 20,867,450 81,200,288 
‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. ‘Table includes data available through May 16, 1984, Synthetic unless otherwise specified. 2Natural only 
Production for sale only; excludes output consumed by producers. ‘Includes natural and synthetic. "Reported figure
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Table 11.—Sodium sulfate: World production, by country* 
(Thousand short tons) 

Country? 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983° 

Natural: vArgenting 2-2 40 42 51 a 50 
Ganeda 20 SEUE TE ESD NUE SE IETIES 489 580 580 603 480 
Chile _____-------------------- 2 1 oO 1 1 
Egypt —__ BEESDEDeces 3 3 *3, 4 3 
Iran®_.------_------ soe 25 10 1 n “4 
Merlot Siam TaN TRROE RS 398 40 467 ui 166 

South Africa, Republic of______-------~ "14 4 5 3 St Boab noon z 229 12 292 308 310 
RN see "105 "OT 3 12 7 

USSRE? ~~~ 315 886 385 397 a9 
‘United States —- ne. 583. 583 608 [Ww $423 

Rice cn teoeimoaaiES 72,213 2,248 2,492, 1,587 1,982 

‘Synthetic: ara grr nN awa ee 
ASN cee anes nepees pees 61 61 61 61 61 
Belgium® ___________--_----.-.-- 216 276 216 216 216 
Chile® . - = sata 16 "TT 64 52. 53 

Finland’ ~~ 7 7277777227727 TT 50 50 50 50 50 
France__.-.-.-.-~.----.----.- 168 165 "165 "165, 160 
German Democratic Republig ~~~ ~~~ — 140 Mo 159 139 139 Germany, Federal Republic of -—~~_7727~ 282 248 281 236 23 
IIE si ncsmin ean pcan isan enti 8 12 12 13, 4 
Hungary® ... Mawr ase S OES uu nu iL i li 
Waly oo eee "1,192 1,102 992 937 882 
dagen Esco sce 313 43 aud 252 280 
Netherland’ 0 San 55 35, 55 55 55 
Portugal___-__------------------ 49 58 64 "63 62 
Spain® # ___ Seo KES Lose eesess 198 193 193 187 187 
Sweden’ ~~ 7 ~~ 7727 77TTTTIITITT 116 iis u6 6 116 
TABS cn cncnanwannicnne St. 265 276 216 276 276 
United Rater ooo ne, 588 556. 503 "864 8482 

a 3,853 3,139 3,572, 3,788 32m 
Grand TMtal 223s os eee 6,066 5,987 6,064 5,370 5,229 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Table includes data available through May 16, 1984. 
In addition to the countries listed, China, Norway, Poland, Romania, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom are known 

to of are assumed to have produced synthetic sodium sulfate, and other unlisted countries may have produced this 
commodity, but production figures are not reported, and available general information is not adequate for the 
formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 
patel uine, output, excluding byproduct output from the nitrate industry, which is reported separately under 

manufactur 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. 
Series revised to reflect output reported by Mexico's principal producer, Industrias Pefioles S.A. de C.V. In 1979, and 

probably in other years, an adaitional 20.080 tons (estimated of natural sodium sulfate was preduced by «smaller 
Producer. 

‘Reported figure. 
7Conjectural estimates based on 1968 information on natural sodium sulfate and general economic conditions. 
*Natural sodium sulfate included with synthetic sodium sulfate production. 
*Byproduct of nitrate industry. 
Quantities of synthetic sodium sulfate credited to Spain are reported in official sources in a way such as to indicate that they are in addition to the quantities reported as mined eported in this table under “Natural”, but some 

luplication may exist. "Derived pprosimate figures: dats, prosantad are the diference between reported otal sium aulfee production (natal and synthetic not diferentiated) and reported natural sodium slate sold to producers (reported 
tinder “Natural” in this table) 

TECHNOLOGY 

Akzo Zout Chemie Nederland BV of the process is approximately one-half that of 
Netherlands conducted a laboratory-scale the conventional method for producing vi- 
trial of its vinyl chloride-soda ash process. _nyl chloride. Soda ash is produced from the 
The company had previously received a reaction of salt with a concentrated aqueous 
grant from the European Economic Com-  trimethylamine-carbon dioxide solution ob- 
munity to help develop the process, which tained downstream in the vinyl chloride 
uses medium-pressure steam and carbon process. Akzo planned to construct a pilot 
dioxide instead of costly electricity. The plant by 1985, followed by a large-scale 
overall energy consumption of the new demonstration facility.*
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rs V, 182, No. 20, May 18, 1983, pp. 1218 
+Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. ‘SJournal mer jus Y cis *Federal Register, Bureau of Land Management (Dep. Oct 1108S p ab Nw Mts Soda Ash Pricing 

Interior). Wyoming; Notice of Field Test of Sodium Con- Sa. Wail 4 Ni "The Wall Street Journal. Soda Ash Dumping Is Ruled cessionary Leasing and Request for Comments, V. 48, No. 160, Aug. 3, 1983, pp. 3517505176. vy CGeneda Apsinst GUS Firms, Avs. 18 1000, 
% Seer . ia Miner European Chemical News. frica and Botswana 

Rigs Se ee ee Nee Mineral Play Rival Soia'Aob Projets. V. 40, No. 10T6, Apr. 
jemical Marketing Reporter. Salteake, HC] Unit 1988. p.22. ; 7 

Slated for Closure by Morton Thiokol. V. 228,'No.21, May _ "Chemical Week. Japan Helps China Build Up in 
28, 1983, p. 5. Fertilizers. V. 138, No. 1, July 6, 1983, p. 20. 

“Industrial Minerals (London). Company News and Min- *3Industrial Minerals (London). Trona Process for Tur- 
eral Notes. V. 185, Feb. 1983, p. 57. key. V. 190, July 1983, p. 11. 

“Chemical Week. aa Plastics Are Getting a Foot in European Chemical News. Akzo Pushes Ahead With 
the Kitchen Door. V. 138, No. 15, Oct. 12, 1988, pp. 10-11. New Vinyl Chloride/Soda Ash Process. V. 40, No. 1067, 
7_———. PET Curries Favor for Hot-Fillable Containers. Jan. 31, 1983, p. 14.



Crushed Stone 

By Valentin V. Tepordei* 

A total of 863 million short tons of crush- traprock, sandstone and quartzite, shell, 

ed stone valued at $3.3 billion, f.o.b. plant, calcareous marl, volcanic cinder, marble, 

was reported produced in the United States and slate, in order of volume. 
in 1988. This tonnage is the second lowest. Foreign trade in crushed stone remained 

production reported since 1970 and 22% relatively minor. Exports increased 17% 

below the record-high production of 1979 and imports increased 44%. Ninety-five per- 

but 9% higher than the estimated produc- cent of the exports and 60% of the imports 

tion of 1982. About three-quarters of crush- was limestone. Apparent consumption was 

ed stone production continued to be lime- 8638 million tons. 

stone and dolomite, followed by granite, 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. crushed stone statistics 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Sold or used by producers: 
RN Se rama: 1,099,500 983,500 872,600 *790,080. 862,700 
Value’... -_------------------- $8,275,900 $3,265,800 $3,125,000 $2,918,300 $3,837,000 

Bxports (value). ene onee $23,000 $21,289 $25,949 $19,026 $23,021 
Imports for consumption (value) ___-------— $16,000 $13,900 $13,473 $16,382 $14,813 

Estimated. 
"Does not include American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 8,791 were active. Of these, 3,165 or 83%, 

duction data for crushed stone were devel- responded representing 88% of the U.S. 
oped by the Bureau of Mines from volun- total crushed stone output. The nonre- 
tary surveys of U.S. producers. Beginning spondents’ production was estimated using 
with 1981, full surveys of crushed stone preliminary production reports, adjusted 
producers were conducted for odd-num- prior year production, and/or employment 
bered. years only. For 1982, a preliminary data. Of the 3,165 reporting operations, 173 
survey was conducted to collect production did not indicate a breakdown by end use. 
information on a sample basis; this was Their total production as well as that of 625 

used only to estimate crushed stone produc- nonrespondents, representing 17% of the 
tion at the State level. U.S. total, is included in the sold or used 

Starting with 1983, the stone chapter was _ tables under “Other uses.” A total of 1,293 

divided into two separate chapters, dimen- operations were idle, and for 94 operations, 

sion stone and crushed stone. Several no information was available to estimate 

changes in the reporting methodology have _ their production. 
been implemented in this chapter to better Legislation and Government Pro- 
reflect the diversification and the impor- grams.—In September, the Environmental 
tance of the crushed stone industry. Protection Agency (EPA) issued proposed 

Of the 5,178 crushed stone operations new Standards of Performance for Station- 

surveyed by the Bureau of Mines in 1983, ary Sources of Nonmetallic Mineral Oper- 

801
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ations. These standards would limit fugitive blasting used for mining or construction 
emissions from new, modified, and recon- work. 
structed crushed stone and sand and gravel _The impact of the Surface Transportation 
plants to 10% opacity for all facilities using Assistance Act of 1982 on the demand for 
a capture system, and 15% for those with- construction aggregates at the national and 
out it. EPA proposals also recognize wet- State levels over a 4-year period was ana- 
dust suppression and baghouses as the best lyzed in a study published by the Bureau of 
demonstrated emission control technology. Mines? The study estimated that a total 

‘New regulations regarding the use of increase in production of road construction 
explosives in surface mining, developed by aggregates of between 428 and 514 million 
the Office of Surface Mining of the U.S. tons could result from the legislative pro- 
Department of the Interior, went into effect gram over the 4-year period beginning in 
in April. The new regulations were designed 1983. 
to better control ground vibrations during 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Of the total 863 million tons of crushed cluding 9 of the top 10. The increases were 
stone produced in the United States, 625 significant in California and Maryland. 
million tons or 72% was limestone and Oklahoma, Kansas, Oregon, and Tennessee 
dolomite, 117 million tons or 14% was were the only large producing States that 
granite, and 74 million tons or 9% was showed a significant decrease in output. 
traprock. Total quantities and values of — Most of the crushed stone, 75%, came 
crushed stone produced by kind of stone, as from 22% of the quarries with an annual 
well as the number of quarries reporting output larger than 300,000 tons. 
producing each kind of stone, are reported The 10 leading producers of crushed stone 
for 1981 and 1983 (table 2). were, in descending order of tonnage: Vul- 

The South Atlantic region continued to can Materials Co., Martin Marietta Aggre- 
lead the Nation in the production of crush- gates, Koppers Co. Inc., Lone Star Indus- 
ed stone with 25% of the USS. total. Next tries Inc., General Dynamics Corp., Florida 
was the East North Central region with Rock Industries Inc., The Rogers Group 
16% of the total; followed by West South Inc., Gifford-Hill & Co. Inc., Genstar Stone 
Central with 14%. Of the four major geo- Products Inc., and Dravo Corp. 
graphic regions, the South continued tolead Between 1970 and 1981, the total produc- 
the Nation with 49% of the total, followed _ tion of limestone from underground mines 
by the North Central with 27%, and the had increased from 31 to 50 million tons. 
Northeast with 13%. However, it had decreased to 44 million tons 

A comparison of the estimated 1982 and by 1983. By operating underground, a vari- 
reported 1983 production data indicates ety of problems usually connected with 
that output increased in all regions. The surface mining such as environmental im- 
largest increases were recorded in New pacts and community acceptance are sig- 
England, 21%; South Atlantic, 16%; and nificantly reduced. 
Mountain, 13%. In September, Martin Marietta Corp., the 

Based on 1980 census data on population, second largest U.S. producer of crushed 
per capita crushed stone production in 1983 stone, combined two of its major divisions, 
was 3.8 tons. At the regional level, per construction materials and chemicals, into 
capita production was 5.6 tons in the South; a new unit called Martin Marietta Basic 
followed by the North Central, 4.0 tons; the Products. The new division includes crush- 
Northeast, 2.4 tons; and the West, 2.2tons. ed stone, sand and gravel, and cement 

Crushed stone was produced in every operations, as well as other manufactured 
State except Delaware and North Dakota. construction materials. 
The 10 leading States in the production of Frontier Stone Inc. of Lockport, NY, a 
crushed stone, in order of volume, were new company, bought Genstar crushed 
Texas, Florida, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Geor- stone quarries located at Lockport and Roy- 
gia, Missouri, Virginia, California, North alton, NY. Part of thé acquisition and mod- 
Carolina, and Kentucky. Their combined ernization funds were provided by the New 
production represented 52% of the national York State Job Development Authority. 

total. Genstar of Hunt Valley, MD, one of the 
Production increased in most States, in- top 10 U.S. crushed stone producers, com-
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pleted construction of a new $18 million _ were, in order of volume, Vulcan Materials, 
processing plant at its Frederick, MD, lime- Martin Marietta Aggregates, and Lone Star 
stone quarry. The plant was designed to use Industries. These three companies account- 
a computerized processing control system ed for 11% of the total U.S. output. 
that was expected to increase quarry pro- _ Dolomite.—A total of 24 million tons of 
duction from about 450 to 1,000 tons per dolomite valued at $102 million was pro- 
hour. Crushed stone produced at this quar- duced by 61 companies in 23 States. An 
ry is used primarily as road base material additional undetermined amount of dolo- 
and construction aggregates.* mite is included in the total crushed lime- 

Franklin Limestone Co., a division of stone data. Leading States in the production 
Franklin Industries Inc. of Nashville, TN, of dolomite, in order of tonnage, were New 
purchased a limestone quarry from Dresser York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Tennessee, 
Industries Inc., Nolanville, TX. The oper- and Virginia; these five States accounted 
ation produces chemical-grade limestone for for 67% of the total U.S. output. Leading 
the glass, paper, plastics, paint, and rubber U.S. producers were, in order of volume, 
industries.* Lone Star Industries, ASARCO Incorpor- 

Steetley Industries Ltd. the Canadian ated, and Glasgow Inc.; their combined 
subsidiary of the Steetley Industries Ltd. of production represented 29% of the total 
the United Kingdom, bought J. E. Baker's U.S. output of dolomite. 
Millersville, OH, dolomite quarry. The oper-  Marble.—Production of crushed marble 
ation produces dolomitic lime and dead- increased 51% to 1.6 million tons valued at 
burned dolomite. Steetley already owns two $28 million. Crushed marble was produced 
other dolomite operations in the United by 12 companies at 18 quarries in 9 States. 
States, at Woodville and Gibsonburg,OH.* —_ Leading States, in order of tonnage, were 

The executive committees of the board of Alabama, Georgia, and Pennsylvania. Ala- 
directors of the National Crushed Stone bama alone produced 42% of the U.S. total, 
Association and the National Limestone while the three leading States together 
Institute announced in October plans for accounted for 89% of the total U.S. output. 
consolidation of the two trade associations, Leading producers of crushed marble, in 
pending approval by the membership. If order of tonnage, were Georgia Marble Co., 
approved, the consolidation was to become _D. M. Stoltzfus & Son Inc., and Standard Oil 
effective no later than the end of 1984. Industries; their combined production rep- 

Limestone.—Starting with the 1983 sur- resented 84% of the total U.S. output. 
vey, a new canvassing procedure was imple-  Caleareous Marl.—The output of calcare- 
mented, designed to collect production data ous marl decreased 10% to 3.5 million tons 
on dolomite as well as limestone. A total of valued at $8 million. Calcareous marl was 
84 quarries reported dolomite production, produced by 17 companies at 20 quarries in 
and 46 quarries produced both limestone 7 States. South Carolina accounted for 82% 
and dolomite without indicating how much of the total U.S. output, followed by Texas. 
of each was quarried. Therefore, the lime- Leading producers, in order of tonnage, 
stone totals shown in this chapter include were Dundee Cement Co., Giant Portland 
an undetermined amount of dolomite that Cement Co., and Gifford-Hill; their combin- 
was produced in addition to the dolomite ed output accounted for 82% of the total 
reported separately. Compared with 1981, U.S. production. These three leading pro- 
the year when the previous full survey of ducers of calcareous marl were also manu- 
crushed stone producers was conducted, the _facturers of portland cement. 
1983 output of crushed limestone, including Shell.—Shell is mainly fossil reef of oys- 
dolomite, decreased 3% to 625 million tons ter shell. The output of crushed shell 
and increased 5% in value to $2.3 billion. decreased 22% to 8 million tons and 33% in 
Limestone and dolomite were produced by value to $33 million. Crushed shell was 
1,188 companies at 2,553 quarries in 46 produced by 14 companies from 19 oper- 
States. Leading States, in order of tonnage, ations in 5 States. Major producing States 
remained Texas, Florida, Illinois, Pennsyl- were Louisiana with 63% of the U.S. out- 
vania, and Missouri; these five States put, and Florida. Leading producers, in 
accounted for 40% of the total U.S. output. order of tonnage were Dravo, Louisiana 
Limestone output decreased significantly in Materials Co. Inc, and Pontchartrain 
California, Florida, Michigan, North Caroli- Dredging Corp.; their. combined production 
na, and Oklahoma, and increased signifi- represented 63% of the U.S. output. 
cantly in Ohio. Leading U.S. producers  Granite.—Output of crushed granite in-
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creased 16% to 117 million tons and 26% in Sandstone production increased significant- 
value to $488 million. Crushed granite was ly in Wisconsin and decreased greatly in 
produced by 140 companies at 509 quarries Virginia. Leading producers, in order of 
in 30 States. Leading States, in order of tonnage, were Weaver Construction Co., the 
tonnage, were Georgia, North Carolina, Vir- U.S. Forest Service, and H. M. B. Construc- 
ginia, South Carolina, and California; these tion Co.; their combined production repre- 
five States accounted for 81% of the U.S. sented 17% of the U.S. total. 
output. Significant increases in production Slate.—Output of crushed slate increased 
occurred in Georgia and North Carolina. 37% to 713,000 tons valued at $7.6 million. 
Leading U.S. producers, in order of tonnage, Crushed slate was produced by eight compa- 
were Vulcan Materials, Martin Marietta nies at eight quarries in six States. Leading 
Aggregates, and Koppers; their combined States, in order of tonnage, were Georgia, 
production represented 48% of the U.S. Virginia, and Arkansas; their combined 

total. production accounted for 94% of the U.S. 
‘Traprock.—The production of crushed output. Leading producers, in order of ton- 

traprock increased 5% to 74 million tons nage, were Galite Corp., Arvonia-Buck- 
and 9% in value to $306 million. Traprock ingham Slate Co., and Le Sueur-Richmond 
was produced by 266 companies at 588 Slate Corp. The top three producers ac- 
quarries in 23 States. Leading States, in counted for 84% of the U'S. output. 
order of tonnage, were Oregon, New Jersey, Volcanic Cinder and Scoria.—The pro- 
Washington, California, and Connecticut; duction of volcanic cinder and scoria:de- 
these five States accounted for 60% of the creased 50% to 1.8 million tons and 32% 
USS. output. A significant increase in pro- _ in value to $9.1 million. Volcanic cinder and 
duction occurred in Wisconsin, Leading scoria were produced by 39 companies from 
US. producers, in order of tonnage, were 186 operations in 9 States. Leading States, 
Tilcon Inc., the U.S. Forest Service, and in order of volume, were Arizona, Califor- 
‘Traprock Industries Inc; their combined nia, New Mexico, and Hawaii; their combin- 
production accounted for 19% of the total ed production accounted for 73% of the 
US. output. total U.S. output. Leading producers, in 

Sandstone and Quartzite—Output of order of tonnage, were the U.S. Forest 
crushed sandstone and quartzite combined Service, Peter Kiewiat and Sons, and U.S. 
decreased 7% to 21 million tons but increas- Industries; their combined production 
ed 5% in value to $88 million. Crushed accounted for 56% of the U.S. output. 
sandstone was produced by 118 companies Miscellaneous Stone.—The output of mis- 
at 280 quarries in 25 States, while crushed _cellaneous crushed stone decreased 20% in 
quartzite was produced by 18 companies at tonnage and 12% in value to 10 million tons 
20 quarries in 18 States. Leading producing and $40 million. 
States, in order of volume, were Arkansas, A new table showing stone-producing 
Pennsylvania, and California; these three States by kind of stone was included in this 
States accounted for 44% of the US. output. chapter. 

Table 2.—Crushed stone sold or used by producers in the United States, by kind 

188i 1988 
Kind Number Quantity = a Number Quantity oo aa 

ce, eee ttle RRS Goes late EB 
Limestone... 2673 «646,108 $.227474 $245 24G9=«=««woU.gRA| Sug $271 Dolomite = 2 —7 & o & 3 eens 10pi92 422 Marble-—~—~ ~~ Lol api as 18 Teo 28085 1.34 Caleareous marl — % ea so1s “210 20 gas. “tas "230 Shells = 230) aS 00 9 sas ad's 389 Granite ~~7~77 s6l_ moors, «susaz 2B) 6BTO aR SGD LT ‘Traprock ———~— bia Froe?.«"280907 «= 005882420 URS «AIS Sandstone and quartaite = a9 gnats gems. sqm Sion 3 ee TM) 1486 3 7a "1608 10.67 
amaonia a 199 366713400 8.65 186 1,882 99 499 
stone 190 1256845110 —8.59 181 loot __—89918__ 8.96 

Total? _____ XX 872,600 3.125000 «858 XX «862,700 9,987,000 387 
"Revised. XX Not applicable. Mncluded with limestone 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Crushed stone sold or used in the United States, by region 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

a 1982" 1988 
ee Quantity Value" Quantity Value 

Northeast: NewEnginnd 2cercowcudgauewecsncldceecene 16,100 79,700 19,535 98,688 
Middle Atlantic "27" 77 "772 777 T22TITTITIIIE 89800 891,500 96,155 485,852 North Central 
ast North Central 125,600 423200 «188,765 485,749 

sosest North Central “>°> oI II IIIIEIIITIEIIIITT 88,400 285,800 94,616 834,686 mt 
Shui Abia Sa thee nella coer 185,600 744.900 214,545 905,664 
East South Central -—~-_>2~2_27~2TITIIIII22 83,500 312,600 86186 329,099, west South Central” =°°"SCITIIIIIIIIIITILIIID —ans500882}6008)825 398,551 est: 
MR ie Sadie ly Sena 23,600 96,000 26,776 99,536, Pacific. ~~ 2277-22 2222 2222222222 TTTTTS 60;900___222'900 68635254986, 

Total! -__---------------------------- 190,080 2,918,300 862,700 3,337,000 
“Estimated. 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 4.—Crushed stone sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1982 1988 State —— Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Alabenans2rscssera Sent ncore tnieenen reactors 21200 89,600 20,558 (95,874 
Alaska ~~~ LDLLIIIIIIIIITIIIII III 5100 25,200 1/981 91460 Arison s=CLS CU ESIOISLITESUT TSO SOESEOIEIS 5200 22200 4755019 
Arkansas_— ~~~ 227777222 TI2TITTITIITIIIIIIN 1100 48,500 13448 = 51267 
Galifsenin! 2 ESSE re ERO REATERSASTE WE PEE TEES 28/500 1054008582146, 289 
Golorado >> LLL LILI TITTITTTIT TIT IETTTT 6900-27800 679022749 Gonnectioait: SR U20 25205 “Ee aT nee SRLS EEE 6100 32°70 7692 45,890 

Florida ——— "7 >"DTIIT IIL IIIIITTIIIIIIIIII 53;100 182/300 st282 2857700 
Genta cE SSEG RET EM EU Na SSRR REIS IER ORS 84/800 153,500 41100———186,192 Howell soos sce b as en 4500 26,600 553229708. 
Maho. 2 sooo ooo se Ue SEO SEE SORNTEEE 1200 6,000 1385, 7480 Mines USO UE SEUSS REEL OT SS socein ne 42/900 148,300 «42761 «166,860 

TOMA ses ae 20;300 © 65,500 24,051 82,782 
owes Jo cot Succ Scar ewe OU SELES EE 22600 88.800 2H844 101,097 Kansas -__.-_-22222222--7~222-22-222222 Yeaoo 4.100 12192 44,540 
Kentacky 22 7oDTDLTSSEESSSI ISIE 29,500 104/800-8899 117 842 Louisiana. _-_~1_~_~ ~~~ DIDIDIIIE W WwW B58 2,02 
Maine 2a 50s. SSE SRLS TESTU STSEa eee 1,200 4,000 "348 2851 
Maryland_——~>~LDDTDTTIIITIIIIIIITTATI IIS 1810073500 19284 80,409, Memarburetin i> DUS2 CE Tea SeCRRETSRTSTONETAS 6900 «885500, 77140 = 36,002 
Michigan ———~ "7 "7777 “22 2TDTIIIIIISIIIII 20/700 67,100 24763 BAIR Minnesata: 2222552025722 ° 22302 22S IESS2 0255 7100 ° 20,900 8580 25,820, 
Mississippi -——— -~>_LITIDIIIIIIITTITIII TTI w W 1651 4377 Maaniaies 2905 SUE Re SERTER TORUS EAR ARES 38600 113800 aBidba——«1204700 

Montana _— ~~~" 7777702 22ST TITIIIIIIIIIIE 1,400 4700 72 2.344 Nebteaka Sooo GE SEE UNF TE RISER SE aER ERS B10 14300, 5641 30,047 Nevada. —— BEE eee ens 1/300 45500 11269 ‘3358 
‘New Hampebea’ 0200 ooo fee SEEeTOTTTTS 600 33100 ‘346 258 
New Jersey 205 SES ASSO ST ee 19700 78001 gol SS TOeaa NEW MER a aoe 2800 13°70 4730 15,121 Now Yad < 2ACCUsITEa CCT Sian I TAe eecn Ee TS 28700 «182800 «82331137 982 
North Carolina ~~~" =~ =" 2° °DTIIIIIIIIILILIIID 27/500 117,600 BBe94 145,602 (hig. 22a sana Sune a RRP TERE sees 30;300 © 105,200 «82.837 114,059 
Oklahoma -—~L2TTDTIIIIITITL ITIL IaI 30;100 84,200 38,865 76,841 

Oregon =o CRUE SEED Su ERD TEARS REESE 14200 41300 18}089_a9,876 
Pennsylvania ~~ ~~~ ==" 2LLLLIIILIIILILILLE 50,400 20019005 1,523 28 948 Rhode loland 1027 TT TSTTTAIOTOT SESS TELE 130 1,100 on 5,507 

South Carolina ~~~ "7TIITTTT IIT TTTTT TIT 14,000 53,000 15,788 61,054 
South Dekota.. [22 -G2 E02 SE UPSe STENT ARREST, 23600 7.400 31906 12.982 ‘Tennessee ~~~ - ~~~. ..222222~-2--- > W W 80578 © 111,506 
Meas 06 SEE TERRE DT SP PER ET SOR RT EERE 68,000 205,000 76,453 20,642 UA a 2 ea ee ar ee 2,500 9,800 4407 14,686 Werman sco oss. one RADE DPA DOASS POTS 13200 5,300 1/339 5.579 
Virdnle 2205052502 oo 35200 14800 87/959 apay724 Washingien © 25 ea SS 600 23800 10/451 29,607 
West Virginia 0 0 ESET Eee 5900-22700 9439 87,962 
WiC corset ee 11400 36,100 14252 89/896 ‘Wyoming = Sua ee cRUEe oS tessa eres ne ee 23300 7300 2018 7169 

Other == 27 277722 STTIIISIIIIIIINIIIIIL 38100 143°700 = se 
Total... .-----------------------2---- 790,080 2918300 862,700 3,837,000 

“Estimated. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 5.—U.S. crushed stone sold or used by producers in 1983, by size of operation 1 
ley Sine range Namber of ouuand Percent operations (thoveand, 

GBF oaennion penn nan cue a enamesanenpanen 1067105894 W Ej he pioneer ee cd 336170 a! boto95------2722222222222222T2TDITTITTII IIIT 283116 20 “Tats 10) Sao CSET NOT BGR REE AR TET OBIE OE 26 196 21 Ag oboe eee ncaa ocadeucssacuue eat eeeEEES 53s 8579 83 200 to 300 >7TTTTD TILL LTS soe To.a5 87 Hun fo sa TSICSSE NT RTOS SSS TGEL TES PALER CNSTEE 1 69.301 80 
dobeg fon EP ESSE SL COT Se ESSE TEES SI IaLe Ya spat 18 

$500 0 600 7727727722222 109 Balsar 68 SB Ao 180.0) 2 eee na pS COREE ES SURE RREE CeaE  d98e9 58 foo pen Soon rcetdnercsser tse eee ES asta Br $800 to 900 7272 TTTITTTIITT TILL 2 deat a2 Ra er sea pes e 30a 33 Soo wud orate one e Sgroccnsscu sms SanteeteeS 160 20,498, 325 
Rela camacsaee ee oan cea eanenwenmeemeeey: 3731 *862,700 100 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding ‘ 

Table 6.—Crushed limestone and dolomite sold or used by producers in the United States 
in 1983, by State 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
Beate Quantity Value 

Alabama. een RL BLOT ‘Aloigs aE SS ROSS ST On RE Iae a TCE CS Re RCE TD 309 ‘802 9a nae me geri 18,050 Aniaeag SoD ne ementmeaemnmnrmeaneeae 5079 16.973 GaliferaiaccoccosDSelTTTESSEUGLEGIOOEOUTETEESSRTETSESESISIIO: 6 BSR GUS nnn nn ene anaee eee ep ener iennne 264 “Tas Gounectow = 222722202 22TITLIIIIIIIOIIIIII IE 313 3.258 Florida cocnoccens=CocTSRNDSTCTOSIETIETSROSICRSENESTSCIESEE: © BABAR RAB Georgie nnn mn ee ener agi 8899 Fee eee eee neseenene 318 304 Lishs 32 sauce cp 252 52508 “SS UOTOE DEST eS TEESE at 2 Minis ----onnnnn nn acccacareee ice ececceeccones. «© ete Fn 7 3) dipng oS wer eae aES Eee REE USERS NRSEERTEROS SESS! | Bee enter Haass o----~ ~~~ ---- ~~ sneenenee eek u tae ceees ing 421g Hes husky 02250208 EGS peeennnernronrae W W PCT pee rae ce ev cece ETE 318 1.898 Maryland _~727222222222222c2222222222 2222 TTTTTTTIII TTI aed Possorhiitg lg 225 COTTE E Gn eeemeene : Ww W Bidigen ee seen sacoicsca SCs Teer ase, ae aha MERGES! anv nn nonocsenesnns seneseneaee ee ee 206 i819 Melson 2a eS cecennemennne 4651 2371 Mints SSL SoT ec P ETT EneT nis usecase: «= lane’ ~ ieee MGM -- -ennenenorerneenrsoe nese ened EE a8 1969 oprah 22225 ESS REESE EDS Et nemo 5641 sola Nema [ono so8 ssa iumsinrecess © eS Stabe ees eee 38 4288 New Se) oo neers er nonce Sesbaan ee ccuceeonnness W W New Ban eee eee nee 2916 8,110 NewYork so USTSSDISTILICICL SS OEE ROCCE Seas) ieee) liane NothGarlitt.-——----~------~ ~~~ swmcebauecece cause 4367 3eat Ohio eee sc cons De TOnnnn TEREST ESE ST ane, RTA, «IRAE Qlsisuan2oeoT Tenia aenec as Ec saeecameneToey 6 ame, aoe 
Pennaylvania:72222222222222220TIIIITIIITIIIEIIICIIIIIII anaes 

South Carolina. --.--.~--~-~2_2~~7~--2~-2=--2-=27222=77=2=—= 298912199 Byuth Dake Soe ne sn RR e aes Sea ene ee Beta 7,630 Menneuenoc- oo sos eSSTRC SRLS a Ww Ww 
Texas 7 -272222s22as22cee222222ZT2ITTIIIIIIIIIIIIII ys a 
ile ce mee eerie SCT ae eee 4050 “Ts, 529 Vermont coco e232 c Sua LGL IL a eee 1025 447 
Virginia 2272TLTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIID aged 
Wathlagin —— 002 ooo 2222S L SSSI occa pied 
Weeconnine «= =2202202220000002 SILIEICIIIIIIICIIIISISIIIS uae AS gE a Ga Ee 1 Giercec Lucca MEEPTENESE GG Iapeee SO TMEENTCESSECO TS ema _ Siatoee 
a ne 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Data de not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 7.—Crushed calcareous marl sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, 
by State 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
es State ____ Quantity Value 

ANGE ase eterna te icra tema 5 rH Todlane S25 502 SEESSUSLSUEE NSIS Teagasc ee a 2 
Maine -~~ "72777277722 22IIIIIIIIILILILIELILI a w W Mochigaay 22.2 7 97 SS DELSET TAT TEC ES SSS LET ESET EDEL Dea eaeec as 2% 4 
North Carolina. ~~~ ~~ ~777777TITTIIIITIITISTISTINII DIS Eaa w W South Caroling = 73 505 SEPT OTRSSOCT ER SODETEESET ITT SSTSTESS 2888 6,550 
Tee ee nemo W W. OE oan cnn ene gee SORE SES TEU ESTERS SREO SE ESESE 515 134 
Total —_-— nnn nnn 13451 7981 
|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
$Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding, 

Table 8.—Crushed granite, traprock, and sandstone and quartzite sold or used by 
producers in the United States in 1983, by State 

‘Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
in Granite “Traprock Sandstone and quariaite 

‘Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Alabama. w w - = ae = 
Alagkar oT STETCISE TATED Ww Ww ‘05 3,408 ae f ‘Arizona. 2_2_222_22_2_= 501 1,453 2 ~— ne W 

Ackansee oo 4367 17,047 is 3,923 15,642 
California —___ ce saolie TTL 31,863 1185 26,583 2,358 6,745 Goloradg 1-7 Sen TeneTe 3até 13,059 30 305 260 122 
Connecticut 2222222020222 = = ram 42,637 < ne 
Georgia----—-=""777777T Baa, ae oa W Ww Hawa 2278205 STECSTERE ps = ais 3818 : ae 
Waho 22 2L2LTLLI TILL 8 6 009 23506 Bi 3.87 Kanseo 7722575505 WEEE TGIS ae Z oe a 408 a0 Kentucky 7~_~_2_2~2222=2 : a x a W W 
Maing 2820S SSTSTS BE a W W Ww Ww Maryland -=—0022222222222 1,988 9.635 Ww w im 4123 
Massachusetts =~ ~~7"72IIII7 Bit nae 5924 28,5 bs me Michigan 222 2_22222 22 Ee a W W W W 

Minnesota -— 2 ->22I2=o 240 585 w w w w Miner «OSS STCEDUEEOEIC w W a Be w w 
Montana ~~ 727 727222I2222 Ea a W W *» 28 Neveda 020 STS SPESSGE= 22 W W pi a a 3 
New Hampshire =~777~=2=227 8 2B 8 2881 = = New Jersey ~~~ 727222227 w W 982552596 an es 

New Mexico -—— 227 =222II222 Ww w W W W W sew York» ~~~ -2a2=-_ =e w Ww 276) 14037 W w 
North Gorclina-—""""77“7772_ ang nna,na6 220510546 w Ww [a a bie ~ = 8 203 
Oklahoma =~ ~222=772222222 a 5 zz oo WwW Ww Gregon 2222 = SSTSSLIT IE W W 8.6 Ww Ww 
Pennsylvania -~-—--~2~~-==2 w w aos i012 BMT 14975 Rhode Island ~~~ ~=~22272227 WwW Ww a : ~ ~ South Caroling ~~ ~7~77722=== 9962 42,805 sz az ae = South Dakota -—~~2~22222222 a aS =a 168 552 ‘Tennessee ~~~ -—-_~ = W W = ac a a 
Mewas on OSE ERSTE SE EET 125 455 W W $8 4585 Dub soe oc ~ - 23 18 
Vormiout 7-2 25°02 5e: Ww W a ea ee Virgina <-""""TLILIIITIID eg ast 4641 20,888 662 2,806 
Washington -—~~7>2=72I2=2 6 ‘07 8260 = Bat5d0 188 ‘64 West Virginia —~~—02272727 =e me = 1,089 4321 

Wisconsin ------~---==- W W W W 1980 522 Wewaing: SCO CORESESESE w Ww a ze ee ae 
Others 2 22222222 222222 7,350 28,521 2980 10,681 4182 18,180 
TBS 116,900 488,400 14,020 305,500 21,300 88,000 

|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
‘Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 9.—Volcanic cinder and scoria and miscellaneous crushed stone sold or used by 
producers in the United States in 1983, by State 

(Thousand shor tons and thousand dollars) 
Tee Net Sinderanacoria——inlancous tone 

a Quantity Value ‘Quantity Value 

Albena is ieccrcan tenn ss - ut 89 Ares ooces-cussccoceeoee a 3.8 Ww w 
BRE cc ote nese eee ess ae Ww Ww 
Calthenia | |=" 2-7" nn w Ww 8,589 12,227 peewee oo eet us 86 7 2 Howeue 2222ac soe ee iB be i oI 

Toueiang ~~~ ae z 3 2452 Maryland =-=2772222222222222222 ca = 2583 13240 

Nase nye eee Ww Ww W Ww Nee mesos S02 Sagoo ml 10 x 2 Now York =--as-sssseoeoo = a : Ww W [eae = = w w Oren eee erren rea w W w Ww Pennoyvania ~—~~~=~2277222272222 a = 1644 oor Rew heed sarogsee : = v w 
Diab -—- nana 8T 333, ey 2 

Wathingion2=2222-7-=222222202 W Ww W v yeni | 22202 S2SSGgGSnITTISES » = w W ot once se ec w si 1st 4st 
HI eee euler 1880 9.180 19,080 39.910 

\W Withheld t avid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” Hess than 1/2 unit. 
*Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 10.—Kind of crushed stone produced in the United States in 1983, 
by State 

Fe, Dae as ang ee rau State Lime Dolo Mar Mari Shell Granite 
Alobama ooo oceeeeneeeeeeeeeeeeee x Xx x Ree SernsnCemEa x x Ateing =~ 22222 2S SPST SETS Eco % @ & x Atksnses -=222222s2zzzizvzzzzzz22222 OE x 

Genie SSSSSSESSSTLGlagiass EOC x 
Eabt ooo soe ee x 

Indiana 22222222222222222tzz222s22=-- x x 

Trap Sand NGndor”—Miscel rock stone Quartsite Slate “Eng" neous 

feiss: occoao Descent eee eee EET x x x 
Arkansas — ~~~ —_—_-- === === x x x Gite DSSSGSGDTETSEETSGaSocacocsot gE x k x x Glasser OE x x 
Flora ——22222222222222222 000000002 ae 

Hawalt -~-2202222222s2wzzzewssaa x 

Kentucky -=~=27222222222222220002072 x
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Table 10.—Kind of crushed stone produced in the United States in 1983, 
by State—Continued 

Time Dolo Mar State Time Dolo. Mar Mar] Shell Granite 

Massachuseits ~~~22272272227002772TID x Mehgan 0 SSTCUIEISCSSIOSIESISTEES) Oe x x 
Minnesota -__""777D7TTTTTTTTTTTID x x x 

Mississippi — — — —_ eee eens x 
Missouri_ __-—-_---------------------- x x x x 
Motes 227 x x 

Nebraska anions iniesta tow om x 

TR EN aco ep eriesems eer Sonn sonra rpomomneerrnscn el x x x 
North Carding. ae x x x 

Ohio ______--__------1----- ++. ---- x x 
Oklahoma... _ local aac ah imei oe x x x 
Oregon -_______-_---_-__--_------- x x 
PRIME 8s can piss ek ea ela x x x x 
Rhode tilend 2,00 soc et x x 

South Carolina___ 77D TTT I TLL Iie x x x 
‘South Dakota... Seco Soe: x 
ORIN ttre caer cncevenmanean emir nen tr x x x. x 
SAAR Sa cigiiaineaanan RAE NR x x x x x Dem 2222TLITTIITITTEIITTIIIIICIISF x Verne STIPE GEEPSDERAPSTORTSTEDEN x x 
Virginia... -----------------. eee x x x 
Washinglon”-77TTTIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIII SX x x WotVigninc2-0-c. Neel X 
Wyening 2 osc c oe Ge TeENEMNEOGREETE ~ X x x 

Puerto Rico®=2772ITTIIIIIIITIIIIIITI x x x Margen Mn SSE EERE 
Weigle, ‘Trap. Sand- ‘Sinder — Miscella 

tock stone uartzite Slate and Taneous seoria 

Maine ..----------..-.~-------------- x x 
Maryland ____ ~~. --~-~~--------------- x x x x 
Massechusetts - ------.-.-..------------ x x 
Meese ee x 
Meneote 220 Oe x 
Mississippi _ ~~ ---~---~-.-----~--------- 

Mootana: 2722 27ECEOMITETSTITSEEEIOCE eX x 
Nevada —-__---------------+-------- x x New Hampshire ----~--222vzzszss22222 Now dersey «20D LoSCCZETSTETOSTEEIEE x NewMerieo 1--22222l22ss2scss2al2222 x x NeW csr x 
North Carolina_—-----~.......----------- x x x Ghee en connnenneeeeeeennoenn x x 
Oklahoma... — = 2 2-2 -e eee. wee x x Ongeh ecnneaeanconccneeeeen BO x x 
Pumphenecce SE TSEEUEMTTGESERSGTET “Oe x 

South Carolina ~~ ~22222277722222TITIE South Dakota. ~~. _22222222222222 222222 x x 
Texas .--------.---~.-=-----~-------- x x x Ban =~. ----2- x x x x x 
Vermenh 2520 TRISTE ST TERE TIERS LENS x 
Webinar (CoSUPTSTESEETSSREEGOSES. ROX. x x x West Virginia ~~~ 2222222272722722777 222 x 

Guam ....----------.---------------- PuertoRicol--=22s2s2cs2lllcs2z--2---- ss X x 
Virgin islands ==22277TTTTITTITTAT x x
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Crushed stone production reported to the Dolomite—Of ‘the 24 million tons of 
Bureau of Mines is actually material “sold crushed dolomite consumed, 76% was used 
or used” by the producers. Stockpiled pro- as construction aggregates and 13% was 
duction is not reported. Because some of the used for metallurgical purposes. An addi- 
crushed stone producers did not report a tional amount of dolomite consumed in a 
breakdown by end use, their total produc- variety of uses is reported with the lime- 
tion as well as the estimated production of _ stone. 
nonrespondents was included this year in Marble.—Most of the crushed marble was 
“Other uses.” This change in reporting used as construction aggregate road materi- 
procedure should be taken into account al and fillers and extenders. No significant 
when comparing 1983 data on use patterns change in the end-use pattern of crushed 
with that of prior years. marble occurred. 

U.S. consumption of crushed stone was Caleareous Marl.—Of the 3.5 million tons 

863 million tons valued at $3.3 billion, a 9% _ of calcareous mar] consumed, 96% was used 
increase over the estimated consumption of for cement manufacturing and 3% was used 
1982, and a decrease of 1% from the 1981 in agriculture. No significant changes in 
total. About 65% of this tonnage was used _ use pattern occurred. 

as construction aggregates, mostly for high- _ Shell.—Of the 8.3 million tons of crushed 
way and road construction and mainte- shell sold, 81% was used as construction 
nance, 12% for cement and lime manufac- aggregates, mostly for roads, and 8% was 

turing, 2% for agricultural purposes, 1% for used for cement and lime manufacturing. 
metallurgical purposes, 2% for a variety of No significant changes in use pattern oc- 
industrial uses, and 18% for other unspeci- curred. 

fied uses. Granite—Of the 117 million tons of 
Limestone.—Of the 600 million tons of crushed granite consumed, 77% was used as 

crushed limestone consumed, 59% was used construction aggregates and 8% was used as 
as construction aggregates, 17% for cement railroad ballast. Compared with 1981, con- 
and lime manufacturing, and 3% for agri- sumption of construction aggregates in- 
cultural purposes. No significant changes creased 5%, while railroad ballast decreas- 
occurred in the use patterns of crushed ed 25% 
limestone at the national level, except the  Traprock—Of the 74 million tons of 
large increase of the amount included in crushed traprock consumed, 76% was used 
“Other uses,” owing to the implementation as construction aggregates and 4% was used 
of new reporting procedures. as railroad ballast. 

Because the format of table 12 that shows Sandstone and Quartzite.—Of the 21 mil- 
the production of crushed limestone and __ lion tons of crushed sandstone and quartzite 
dolomite by major uses in each State has sold or used, the use pattern was construc- 
been modified to reflect changes imple- tion aggregates, 50%; railroad ballast, 2%; 
mented in the survey form, a comparison of and cement and lime manufacturing, 2%. 
the 1981 and 1983 use pattern for construc- Beginning with this report, statistical data 
tion purposes at the State level cannot be on the uses of sandstone and quartzite are 

made. shown separately. 
US. consumption of crushed limestone —_Slate.—Of the 713,000 tons of slate sold, 

and dolomite for lime manufacturing the partial use pattern was construction 
decreased 22% from that of 1981. At the aggregates, 86%; filter stone, 3%; and roof- 
State level, Alabama and Kentucky showed ing granules, 2%. 
an increase, while Michigan and Texas Volcanic Cinder and Scoria.—Of the 1.8 
showed a decrease in the consumption for million tons of volcanic cinder and scoria 
this use. Consumption of crushed limestone consumed, 53% was used as construction 
and dolomite for cement manufacturing aggregates, mainly for road construction 
decreased 14% from that of 1981. Of the and maintenance, and 6% was used as 
major limestone- and dolomite-producing railroad ballast. 
States for cement manufacturing, Alabama, —_ Miscellaneous Stone.—Of the 10 million 
Florida, and Illinois showed increases in tons of miscellaneous crushed stone con- 
consumption, while California, Michigan, sumed, 98% was used as construction aggre- 
Missouri, New York, Pennsylvania, and gates, mainly for road construction and 
Texas showed decreases. maintenance.
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Table 11.—Crushed stone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Quantity Value 

Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch MScad a eee acc nsame ne supe teri ena tiem menmnnate 16768 58,498 
Biprap and letty sans =~ 0-2 5272 TTT ETTT TTT IISICILEISIOSIERIIEE 19802 9,487 
Filter toe ooo ooo nnn nna ememeennee Baal 15,696 
Other coares aggrogaie “TTT SSS 2015 9,040 

Coarse aggregate, graded: 
Concrete aggregate, coaree_._ ___-- --- _----------------+-~+---~----- 97,000 393,840 
Bituminous aggregate, coarse — —_ - - _- --_------------.--------~------ 60,753 259,994 
Bituminous surface treatment aggregate — _ ______-____-.----~.--~------ 22,614 95,917 

her graded coarse aggregate --__-______-___~-_22222.2227--2= == ior 9 
Fine aggregate -3/8 inch) 

Biren tent, were joes ee cee ee a awe 18,049 59,967 
Eabiepih pend, CASAS BRE WE RNB esos ene eee 12,089 48,586 
Screening, undesignated .. bcd waren aN aS ESS 13,631 49,926 
Other fine aggregate . ......--.-- -------- ---- == +--+ + oo one 18,764 56,484 
Coarse and fine aggregate: 

Graded road base or subbase ~—-__-_-_-------------~-~-------------- 150,906 496,220, 
onayed toed muriing —aa7 7-2-2 Sakae ook See SES oon sat rqaso and exposed aggregate ~~~ ~~>22TTTTTTIIIDITIISITIITTT 15 i 
Creda rin @ ill or eeeht oS ee ee 37,527 ‘124,834 Other coarse and fine aggregate ~~~ ~~~ -._-~2_272_2_227222-22-222-=- ger 39144 
Other construction materials _______....-. sie een MT ‘551 

Agricultural: 
‘Agricultural limestone — _ _ __ Deco Ri eee OT EcuE ee eee, 18,682, 89,196 
Poultry grit and mineral food .. . _.. - ---- --------------------------- 1,869 18,468 
Other agricultural uses... . . . ..-------------------~--+----------- 697 2,997 

‘Chemical and metallurgical: 
Cement manufacture - ----------------------- aidan aac 82,567 242,377 
Lime manufacture —----_-_---------.-- seem ecm paces aerpcanen 21,442, 86,575, Dead-burned dolomite manufacture -_____-..-22-222222222222~=22-22 1518 6.204 
Warrenton a — i ese eee 44 Ww 
Wiuzmane, 2.022225 ee ese ane 8,546 39,594 

Chemical stone__ ---_-_----.----~---------------~------+-------- 1,148, 4,909 Glass ranntatecture ¢ 2525 20D DEL SCRE USER RESIN ATT i516 12/085 
Sulfur oxide removal -_-_~_-_.----~-------==-2~---=-=--~-= =~ 1616 6,009 

‘Special: 
Mine dusting or acid water treatment ____ __-_------------------------ 905, 11,700 
Asphalt fillers or extenders ~~... --------------~-----.---------- 1,260 9,729 
Whiting or whiting substitute... _ _-------------+~-.-~--~---------- ‘931 21,208 
Other flee or extenders ——~—"— “=O 2222 Ioo2S2TToe RESIESSEL 3618 soa weight aggrogete ~~~ ~~~>11227==770222222ozo222evooo7 x 
Roofing granules Soo noon eee eee eee ee ~~~ === 1,457 1973 
SRE OI se ens ne es er pee eee: 548 2,785 
ON We se ae Sa Soe 152,671 576,051 

Total enna sabe pi cewecbiweNS: 862,700 3,337,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other uses." 
Mncludes building products, drain fields, and bedding materials. 
Includes refractory stone, abrasives, acid neutralization, chemicals, paper manufacture, and uses not specified. 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 12.—Crushed limestone and dolomite sold or used by 
(Thousand short tons 

Concrete Bituminous aggre. ‘Readstone and Riprap and rail- - [Se ee ame 
Quan- ‘Quan- Quan- Quan- : tity Value Sify Value Value SB Valu 

Alabama ..---------------- 8879156812474 9,568 2,699 9871 1.287 «8.981 
‘Manka: SSE CE TSTESSITEEESE wee ee 8G BBR a ‘Arigona__~2~22222222222IZ2 Sgt G50 W386 
‘Arkansas —_—2_2~== Bis ST tages sk BGT California <—""2TTT weer eB 6 i 
Colorado, ETE REIT ITIETEES 1 $ BE BS 7 33 Gonnecticut = 22222 2IZIIIZ2 we eee yeast Une Be 
Florida —-—""TTTIITTTTTIT aoe 90.503 7d05 a7 HB 12.989 83,580] TTT Georgia "7" TT ITTTTTTTTTTT “a rat“7308 99 "452700 B02 W w 
Hawail SUGECRESeeSS ge. Some aa. eee sets 
Miinois —[TTTTITTTITIITITT a 13RD BAL TAD 0.55286 9.08 
Indiana ——OTTLIIIIITIIIIIZ 958 a0 «5 30T alas 4355 adseTtG 8005 Towa. "—"2"7T“TTTTTTTTTT 85879 «BKB 21953195 BwRA IT 
Kansas ———~-~-=-~-~=----= Bons 785 oT 7208810 STL HRB 

Kentucky. -----2_2_2------ WwW W W WwW W Ww W W Maine 2°25 ETSISESIZELIST Ww WwW W Ww W W W Ww 
Maryland —-""-77"7“T77“7"> agro 797d BOTT) 80024402 15,8583 Massachuselis_____—2_— ~~~ me Ee W W W Wi eee 
Michigan-—-"-—L2~ILI_L~l 249 5,809 934767) 85k 8,58] SB 1,085, Minnesota —""7"7"T"TTT=“"D "era az 8560847779195 61 Mississippi. .—-----2_27_~__- Ww W W W Ww WoW Ww 
Missouri —"""_LIITIIITIITI as? g.584 2688 9,606. «8702-25891 3.994 9,402 Mottana Coos 5 cee en a cee | a em men feos 5 19 

Nebeaska ==" 2TT ELIOT SR 2882 HR T2125 190 
Nevada 225: 20S Dasa SZeE Tae 2 a = eae ge 
New Mexico ""CIIIIIIIIII2 088d SORTS 58 12 28 New York == =DTTTIIIIS 2178 7906 «5462 2771 «5,650 22848 BIG 458 
North Carolina "777777777" a4 rar w W 1282 SIT 5 37 
Ohio "OT ILIIIIIIIIIIII 4060 18824432777 0eASBHT12 1.845 4280 
Oklahoma “777TTCILZIIIIITZ 45001857 «Bata tT8 aT Lse7 885 L087 Pennsylvania -———~~~—""""""= 6450 27982 BYTTS_ «24,986. 10,065 88062131478 Rhode Island______------_-_ ee cs ee mee he, 

South Carolina ~~ 222222IIIIZ w W Ww rr) South Dakota >">" "777772722 a 34 W 3 ® 
Tennessee 222 2222IIIIIE w W W Ww W W Ww w 
Texas—--"2ZTIIIIIIIIIIIID 1916455484488 1714024493 5927622812 SORA aU ES ne HOD 1B Ww Ww Wermont 292 02020 0UE isa o00" Ww W W Wo W Ww Ww 
Virginia “77"7=TTIIIIIIIIIZ 2850 114402807. 1024128639747 wk 987 Weahingtoa <2 TSTTIETERTTS 3 we ee 4 Ww 61 Ww 
West Virginia -"-"TITIIII1 M3008 5] BT 933 ats 83a 
Wisconsin --"77TTIITIIIIIT 16 god 998 57dd 18836 aT BTS Wyoming —~=7=777777=7 77> 4031466 W W130 "501 Ww. Ww 

Total (excluding withheld"... 80,949 919,036 60,374 286888 185,909 428.637 16,180 58,137 
Total withheld —---——""""" 12457451828 11,634 45,904 17/578 “60,980 4579 12.981 
Grand total? .----------- 98,406 364,868 72,008 812,790 152,889 489,020 20,759 71,119 
Guam——9- = 2TTTTTTTTTT 60 ae Ww WwW 1 9 PuertoHtico --22=DLZZIIIIIT2 gata 2185 w Ww W 8 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Total withheld” and “Other uses.” 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding,
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[producers in the United States in 1983, by State and use 
land thousand dellars) 

‘Other construc” Cement ‘Agricultural Time ‘ Monuses manufacture "ses manafacture __Other uses Total 
Guar Vajue  Quae Quam Vane PH” Value Qua Car tity” Value “tity” Value Sty’ Value Shy Value “Mey” Value Sty” Value 
1885 7405 9821 19996 160612 ,845 7.285 1089 «8,776 9601 L010 mp: ep eee eee, en es Sol gee WoW WW f= WW am igoeh 361 000 75 390 10272003] 8 THT oe 80s Bass | BOTY 6973 462366 10502 a5ess 35 WW TTa8 Bais 13.725 6,951 = eww ~ W Wako "7366 “Babs F489 wow ow Ww BW WW fm abe ns S358 3058 15054 3.663 15598 g}_zaTs | WW 485818480 54.543 Ba8 aa 105 78862 dig ok Bas tg FSI Thabo si os tbe TIS WW 8B Sa =; mz og WT 85a Si) 1705 gaze 7780 2970 19818 > Tl 9508 49,688 42761 166.860, fee 2518 2710) ass 96) T19 — Bs Shoo 20a Ba'rt0 1858 S384 22455812079 a? WO WO eoas Dasaa oT oo7 130 5T48 208 keg ASB, WO WCLat’ doo nae 4213 wow Ow Www OT «jae WW Sie 198588 Si 183 am asl WW BRO hon aaa me ee ee ee WW ww Bi GR 5TH 6o 9) 1B SaT 716k 51,983 LG) LST ie ae gata an WW Baal “Gime “B'206 Tai94 wow WW gs Bato Sk Tes Lr 762 2516 4800 9881 A biT T2892] DgaTa'3ta | at'n8 662 eee WW ee WW ts “1950 tas 1889 18 WW seat T8875 al nT oe | OCW WW ast ST tng Tag “bo mee WW WW 550581810 zat lose? | WOW a == MTT 41910 28803 81882 ww WW TBI 20a “4567 ai'eat 188 5489 1658 1.082 101045) BHT «RoOd oss eTA 18857 
21s 721 ess est oz sak 6 Bae 738d Zirl Sse 58a) 208291780 14,809 AT 15H Toms TOS HB5S 100.84 wow nee ew Ow ee ee a u 8 @ W 2 Le ee ee Wow www Www 3816 9.638 9043 19190 9654382 gBT ITA oezad 7456 BONa19 “gg 80 BHO Ww tar Sassy “aba “S050 “isha WwW mio wi twee mm be dia? oo “Sar 1989 6182 1.280 2083 SOT TDS THD 5608 “82159 ww ww ww ar WP ata390 “Tien “B80 ume WW ga WW 560 BOTS 8350 aso Sa Meh XT 0 sess aera kao “srt 
27796 99618 G4,507 190024 17,509 92870 14775 GO9ET AOSTA 5OGRAT 558,924 2,081,400 e951 22.908 14084 42.9933 403 669 Tose SOR KK XK XK AX, 
‘4288 192,590 78604 205017 20914 10894 aa LSI XX XX 624,500 2.820.000 Be Os Basa - SW Wats ats gta ar 

XX Not applicable.
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‘Table 13—Crushed limestone and dolomite sold or used by producers in the United 
States in 1983, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
= Timestone Beomite 

Guantty Valse” Quantity __Value 
(Coarse aggregate (41-1/2 inch ese a as 16 0 Ripanandieiysione ————=T0TOToTT The ie 19m co ll cee 5 7 "8 30s Other cours sapafe ===> TTT a Sao W ° 

Coarse agaregate, gr Conte tgurepate.ccanse _------------------- T0468 10H GQiininotSagiegie coorce’2222~~_~-----=w=> = Rowand Blmingussteiottrcctmenlaggrogate=__--T=---- Ss RBRD 08ND tab 2a Railroegogitas  eemeeneaugrewaies-oosscccciiy "es Badass Bar Other graded gore ggpeta === - ==> 202207022 ee ite W W 
Fine aggregate -3/8 inch See eee corerets Y——————---------------- BAM BO gg 

Sionecand'bltunisoasmixoraeal 222272---------- Be? BNL fer Sane Beiepuegasl ete Mae im Tal Gierieaggepeteo-oaaaanaTTaca2 8 ee Coarse and fine seston Gam oa eect tabbose === ATR RTT LD Goredwadsufadng = 22222227TTTTTTTT. "aang SS 
pte and expend etagate ====—=TTTaoToo—— ico Bera 31 “tt 
Ghacherramselcerwcncoococ-n-n-aan-aa- RRR 1th 

‘Gilves arms tl tne cguregaie -~~==~~~=~~==aoa=> ; BE : 
[ee cher apel heen * ‘ns = x 

Agricultural elal limestone en nnnn----n----- «TOSSA. Pelyortendeiacrd eTTTZTTITTTT12 ee W W 
Ofber Seiodtaral weg os ooooaasaacolso2TS a8 Ww W 

(Chemical and metaungeal [ony 7360 x7 -- -- Taras ccc | eee! aes Pres 
‘Bini Dutmel dolomite maniladire_——~~~-~==~=7--= thie fe | Bite Facer MNOANAG AEs occncoa eA RE Ceubivoer cure SUNS | es W Ww Glswmasulaclire TR w w spefuroderomeyals=oSSSTTTSOSETETITIIIT Hab : x 
"tine dusting or acid water treatment_————----———--- stone es 21 Asphal hlisisar extenders see t=~7~~7=~ 7777 sa 1b {iting orwhiingeabeuie <== TToTSoTo ss rist eM oe Other iersorenienders = =77~~=vvnvaasaaa BABE Re Renae ee ona renee W ie 2 jie eS 13 Lar (Se Bogor Wiiaiggs ~~-~~~~~==22222c anna Be Bas = a Paper mamniede gcc cane a TAIPEI w W = - GtberumroreSCUGTAUTERETRESSTIZERTTICS iene dtp, 8 3.568 

Mota! nena nnnnn---=--- 60900227000 24280 ——_~100,.200 
{W Withheld to avid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other we” {Data donot add totals shown becaase of independent rounding
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‘Table 14.—Crushed marble sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Quantity Value 
Other agricultural uses 8 Ww Stone sand, concrete ~~~ ~7~~~77777 2722 7TTTIIIIIIICIITIIIIIIIT Ww 15 ‘Terazao and exposed aggregate -—_ ~~~ ~~~ 7222 22TTTTTITILITL aa 31 482 
ther construction and maintenance uses! --- ~~~ 7-7 313 1847 Whiting or whiting substitute. ~~~ --_~~72222227222222222222222~ 246 4050 
Other TTS gis ade 
Total nnn 1,620 28,000 
JW Withheld to avoid iosing company proprietary data included with Other” 2 
includes concrete aggregate (coarse), graded road base or suhbase, bituminous surface treatment aggregate, unpav rod surfacing prap ted ety ston, rallroa ballage, and crusher ran cles material or ID ms 
“includes poultry grit and mineral food, stone sand, and fillers and extenders, 
Data donot add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 15.—Crushed granite and traprock sold or used by producers in the United States 
in 1983, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Dente —— at 
Quantity Value" Quantity Value 

(Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch): Mpeadaine ee fe es Seneca cetera 2018 8131 1448 6,029 Riprap and jetty tone --~~~~~ 7777777777 TTI aut yt385 2503 10lTTs 

‘Concrete aggregate, coarse 1678s S768 B.aRe Bituminous aggregate, coarse. --—___--------- ‘1870062769 81000 B1'090 Bituminous surface treatment aggregate ————_——~_=== Bea 202 1381 1/983 allroad ballawt oo rere’ vee en cone Te eset tee sot 38047 2866 012 ‘Other graded coarse agaregate ~~~ — ~~ 277727772022 ‘ot 3630 22541810 Fine aggregate (1/8 inch ‘Stone sand, concrete <= ene 2819 9.800 su 4028 Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal ~~~ 772772777777 2993 Lot 1.087 4210 Screening, undesignated--.-----__~2-2~==--==— Sim sii94 856 sas other in aggregate “= =2IS2IIITTIIIIIIIIII ‘840 3.833 1384 859 
‘Graded road base orsubbase ___________---_----- ROUSSE SIG Unpaved road surfacing 2 == 222-O22TIIITI 26 aise 0s BIE ferrazzo and exposed aggregate ----~~-~~--~-~--- 1150 Grusher unorfill ee ee = ---777>77 TTT wate 35g get Bedding material Sooo 2222500072 TESERE EEE we a 23 12 spiltigr coors and ne aaregate = SOT TTI III 1858 43381 248i 19,898 
*Aaphal ery or extenders =a g so FF oat Roofing granules =.= 227_ 272222222272 222 27 Agpcultural wes ->°222LLI2222IIIIIIIIIITI WwW w w w wruses n-2so22zl2nnzssseeseessslees__ TT) 6.779 

Total! --------------------------~---- 116900488400 74020 ——_—805,500 
|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other uses.” 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of ndependent rounding
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Table 16.—Crushed sandstone and quartzite sold or used by producers in the United 
States in 1983, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
5 Sandstone ‘Quartzite 
. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Coarse aggregate(+1-1/2 inch): 
Macedames- = a o « e © Riprap and jetty stone ~~~ ~~~ 72277222 ld ‘4.600 bi est 
Rieeepe ccc = ORO Coarse aggregate-graded Concrete aggregate, coarse ~~ ------nnnwnn~ 1,000 4.859 @ @ 
oa a a ruminous surface treatment aggregate =——__2__22—— ‘ 
op ee a a a er graded coarse aggregate -—__=—__~=772_222 22 3 r Fing aggrepste -S/8 inch 

‘Stone sand, concrete == <= <— nnn a ag e o Stone sand, bituminous mix or eal ~~~~~~~~~~~_~ ~~ 54 2363 56 a 
Screening, undesignated”-- ~~~ ~~=222~=22227== oo "4 a 125 Other fine aggregate. 27=_~222222222aaaa 285 2120 116 ast Coarse and fine aggregate: “Graded road base or tubbase === 28151882 484 201g 
Unpaved road surfacing —-—==—22222222III22I0 agg 8s o ® lerrazzo and expoted aggregate ~~~ ~~--_--~2-2~-- a oe 
eee: Oe er couree and fine aggregele ~~ --.--~-2~2-2--2 Chemical and metallurgical Gement manufacture. 201 an 188 901 Lime manufacture ~-----~---=--==-=--==--==- ® © ae = 
Ferrosllicon -----~~~~---72--2-=22--2--- 7 o 3 6 Flux pooe 02505 2207S TETEDOO LETT STOS ASIN ° o 39 3.888 

Refractory stone ~---~--~---=--=-2----=----= - -- ® 6 
Special: ‘Other fillers or extenders -----.---------------- ae = ® ® 
Other agricultural uses -—>~22IILIIIIIIIIIIIIE aa ae ® ® Otberuum ee eed STNPETDSS SSEISEDETES ioe 2381 ast 2838 
ee 3088 16,410 

included with “Other coarse aggregate.” “included with “Other graded coarse aggregate.” ‘sched with “Other Bin agarepte 
‘Included with “Other coarse and fine aggregate.” Sincluded with “Special: Other uses.” 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

Table 17.—Crushed slate sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Quantity Value 
Groded road base or subbese eee 9 8 Unpaved road surfacing ~~~ _--~_2~2~~2=2222722222222222222222222 1 2 Other fillers or extenders EQDDEEEE SODTRROR ESSER SUREETTTOT ET 5 rd 
Other coastruction une 00027 aa VET Ci Sc re ces eee tego oe mn 09 
Other? TITTIES 25 6839 

Total? _________ =n ee nnn "00 71600 
Includes bituminous aggregate (coarse), bituminous surface treatment te, riprap and jetty stone, filter stone, ‘ang crusher run (select material or fil. SRE reine Ree eas Sincludes lightweight aggregate, roofing granules, and uses not specified 
"Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding
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Table 18—Crushed volcanic cinder soldor _r, i IK ‘ i ‘able 19.—Crushed miscellaneous stone used by Producers in the United States in sold or used by producers in the United 
by use States in 1983, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

cm ee Ue ati, “Vator Use Quantity Value 

Gonerelseetagcie arse ~~ MBBERiprapandsotyrtme ams Railroad ballast "<2 7777 Ho hh Bier stone anna a a 
Frnsie aggregate, graded ————— fe 260 Concrete aggregate, coarse ~~ _ 0 340 
Graded roe bese or sttbase ~~~ 1 a9 Bituminous aggregate, coarse —~ a 1480 Unpaved ad sed Hoe ieminnetrom eames ae 
rrazzo and exposed aggregate — x 1885 gione sand, concrete ~~~ ——~—— 1B ss edconrse and fine eggre i ¥ Stone rand Sitaminous mix oF mame 
=F construction and mainte: 208 na 2 " 

2 Ser , undesignated___—__ 65 340, Oe Ri exaaiay ---7- 182-848 Graded toad base reubbase -—_ 604 7.884 
ae ee ¢ § Unpaved road surfacing ~~~ 334 14.887 

eee Saateses Crusher run, select natural or fil Tad 2188 
anna en nnn nn een ne, 520_3,782 Other construction and mainte- 

Total? --—anna-------- 8808180 ogherf PTTTTTTTTITTT nase 
'W Withheld to avoid disclosir is a etd i Sie oa ns aver sens Total... 1008089910 

cludes riprap and jetty stone iter stone, bituminous ~iz-c1sdes macadam aggregate, ralvoad ballast, Werranvo 
ite }, stone sand (concrete), crusher aggregate, _ 

Gelect "material of fly stone sand fotuninous mix or S24 olher exposed aggrogat, fine aggregate, and combined 
fegb.andundesignated Seroonings  sanufacture,  tnelides cement manufacture and roofing granule, 

and lightweight aggregate, » Cement manufacture, Data do not add to totals shown because of independent 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent ToUnding. 

rounding. 

PRICES 

The average price of crushed stone in- limestone, 9% for granite, and 12% for 
creased 8% to $3.87 per ton, fio.b. quarry. sandstone and quartzite, and decreases of 
By kind of stone, the average imit prices 13% for shell and 18% for marble. 
showed increases of 3% for traprock, 8% for 

TRANSPORTATION 

Of the total crushed stone produced, 84% waterway. No information regarding the 
was transported by truck from the plant or distance to which crushed stone was ship- 
quarry to the site of the first point of sale or _ped or cost per ton per mile was available. 
use, 6% was transported by rail, and 5% by 

Table 20.—Crushed stone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, 
by method of transportation 

- — ag anti Mothod ot tranporiation Qioisast Percent short tons) 
Truck ee TR 84 
OEE ester reco mmo emery eminent et enn onion nen eeE 38,361 5 

SOR sig RR REE alin cia ibeimuiiaatrc ei 862,700 100 

*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports.—Exports of crushed stone in- creased 44% to 2.7 million tons but decreas- 
creased 17% to 2.4 million tons and the ed 10% in value to $14.8 million, About 51% 
value increased 21% to $23 million; of this, of this tonnage was limestone, 97% of which 
95% was limestone, of which 98% went to came from Canada. 
Canada. Imports of calcium carbonate fines in- 

Exports of quartzite decreased 85% to creased 104% to 392,000 tons; of this, 95% 
7,000 tons valued at $1.9 million. came from The Bahamas. 

Imports.—Imports of crushed stone in- 

‘Table 21.—Exports of crushed stone, by destination 
‘Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) 

ont Quariite Limestone! Other Total 
ato Tose 106 1082 1085 —0eR_—«18SS—TRD_—«SB 

North America: anada 1 8 186 228 Tsar 208 
[eas Ree UE a 9 19 "1 18 Other. 22 22TLIL Tt Se 

Total snstecnesese eee 181869 224 82861952848 
South America: Venemislan———--------------- 3% 9 3 1 & 4 

Other = SS TERTEEESOETEEERE eo © 3: @ 4 8 7 
Total _.--------- ee) wo @ 1 6 

Bu "Pees 2 eee cwaac & foiWvrcam # @ § .& 
Netherlands ----------------> 9 BSelteand SOSUTSETDOREESESTT, Ege ¢ 28 m 2 

United Kingdom -~ > 22272222222 6 © 8 ~ 1 8 7 6& 
Other. SITS 1 2 6 8 2 8 
Tot aw 

Ai ESSENCES ll, 
Oceania 2222S ak 
‘Middle Bast and Africa mreee SE  e io 

Grondtotal?...eanenenneae- | AT. 7 192 220752085 Dal ‘Total value_--~7~ 77" iWousands $2,982 $1,884 $1208) 143897 $4,561 $6,300 $19,025 20,021 
Includes ground limestone. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Leas than 1/2 unit 

‘Table 22.—U.S. imports for consumption of crushed stone and calcium carbonate fines, 
by type 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
1982 ia 

% Quantity Customs Quansity Customs = Quantity — CUP™ — Quantity — CUstans 

(Crushed stone and chips: ‘Limestone =~ weerecerice 1,889 8358 1361 7952 
Mathie, brenda 202020 oA SESE IEESNE OIE 4 ‘is 23 10 Quarthee-=22022TTTIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 6 att 2 245 
a DST TESST ET SS SEER Cee CSeE i 4 - 2 

Other = cee L TOTES SERS SEEP SETS 20 1505 568) 2.200 
AE ssn crmermomenennimnmementcemesn — HER. TMi, 2am 10,708 

Cateium carbonate fines: ‘Chalk natural crude... --------------- 115 953 85 343 
Challe whiting. == 2-2 = 22222 72=2=2 22a 3 1869 3 358 Bred pital $722 050 USS SSeS SSDS SooSscuaees 3 589 8 2.208 

Total een ge 51) 392, 4,104 
Grand total === === =~ 7856 "16,382 2669 _—14,818 

"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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WORLD REVIEW 

In November, a National Stone Center ciated with the stone industry. A stone 
was officially opened at Wirksworth, trade center is also planned to be developed 
Derbyshire, the United Kingdom. The cen- later.” 
ter is located in England’s largest stone- Stone production in 1982 in Canada was 
producing county‘and will be developed on 59.2 million tons, valued at $263 million; 
the site of six abandoned quarries known as about 95% of this output was crushed stone. 
the Colehill Complex. The center will be an The Province of Quebec continued to be the 
information source for the public and all largest producer with 26.5 million tons 
entities connected with the stone industry. valued at $111 million, followed closely by 
It will provide a variety of services includ- Ontario with 25 million tons valued at $102 
ing references for. technical, trade, and million. Preliminary estimates for 1983 pro- 
historical information and research facili- duction indicated an increase of 5% to 62 
ties for studies on new technology, manage- million tons valued at $269 million, with the 
ment, trade, planning, conservation, and Province of Quebec accounting for about 
safety. The center will also house the head- 45% of the total. 
quarters of the main trade federations asso- 

TECHNOLOGY 

Three technology transfer seminars on ed process. The material is impermeable 
surface mining equipment were organized and has high bending strength, good chemi- 
by the Bureau of Mines. The purpose of cal resistance, and dielectric properties. It 
these seminars was to disseminate informa- has a wide range of applications in construc- 
tion on recent advances in mining health tion, transportation, telecommunications, 
and safety technology related to the use and and specialty item manufacturing as a pre- 
maintenance of large mobile surface mining _ cast or cast-in-place product."* 
equipment A series of articles on blasting techniques 

‘A new cost-effective approach to the map- that review problems facing quarry opera- 
ping of overburden thickness using com- tors in today’s congested areas was publish- 
puter-assisted geophysical techniques was ed by the Rock Products magazine. Prob- 
implemented by Dunn Geoscience Corp.» lems analyzed included blasting vibrations, 
Although geophysical techniques had been _airblast, the importance of quarry site geol- 
used in mineral exploration for many years, ogy in selecting blasting methods, and the 
recent technologic advances had increased characteristics of blasting agents and their 
speed, reduced cost, and expanded the range most effective use in different environ- 
of geophysical mapping applications. ments.? 

The National Crushed Stone Association, The provisions of the 1970 Clean Air Act 
the American Society of Landscape Archi- and the 1977 amendments that established 
tects, and the National Sand and Gravel stringent standards for sulfur oxides emis- 
Association cosponsored the First Land- sions in the atmosphere, mostly resulting 
scape Architecture Student Competition in from burning high-sulfur-content coals, had 
which various methods for reclaiming significantly increased the volume of re- 
crushed stone and sand and gravel sites search in this area. A new “dual alkali” 
were proposed. The first-, second-, and fluegas-desulfurization process, using lime- 
third-place entries were won by Michigan stone instead of more expensive lime, was 
State University, Colorado State Universi- tested at Northern Indiana Public Service 
ty, and the University of Pennsylvania, Co.’s Schahfer Station near Wheatfield, IN. 
respectively.” The process had been developed by FMC 

Quazite Corp. of Houston, TX, a subsid- Corp. The §2 million field demonstration 
iary of Lone Star Industries and Shell Oil was supported by FMC, the Electric Power 
Corp., formed a joint venture to manufac- Research Institute of Palo Alto, CA, and 
ture and market a new construction materi- three midwestern utility companies."* 
al brand named “Quazite.” The product isa A $68 million, 20-megawatt atmospheric 
composite material made from selectively _fluidized-bed combustion (AFBC) pilot plant 
graded aggregates and high-performance was dedicated by the Tennessee Valley 
polymers and monomers through a patent- Authority at Paducah, KY. The pilot plant,
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i i i i *U.S. Bureau of Mines. Safety in the Use and Mainte- 
operated in cooperation with the Electric nance of Large Mobile Surface Mining Equipment. Pro- Power Research Institute, was to run in a4- ceedings: Bureau of Mines Technology Transfer Seminars, 
year test program to determine the feasibil- Tucson, AZ, August 16, 1983, Denver, CO, August 18, 1983, ity of the use of AFBC on ascale required by $fgp' ut MO-Avsust 5, 1885. BuMlines IC 607,198, 
the electric utilities."* *"Peffer, J. R., and P. G. Robelen, Affordable: Overburden 

Several articles on crushed stone mining Mapping Using New Seophysica} Techniques. Pit & Quar- 
and processing, underground mining, quar- SeWeber, KC NSGA Sponsors First Landscape Architec 

i ture Student Competition for Sand and Gravel Operators. ty automation, and use of computers were yen Gone ap nl 
published "Quarite Corp. Quazite. A New Class of Engineered 

_—_— ‘Materials, 1983, pp. 1-10. 

’Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. Borg, 'D. G. Some Pointers on Blasting Techniques. 
Block, F. Estimated Ingest of the Surface Transporta. Rock Prod., v. 86, No. 2, Feb. 1983, pp. 26-28. 

tion Assistance Act of 1982 on the Demand for Road ‘Chemical Engineering. V, 91, No. 11, May 28, 1984, 
Construction Aggregate. BuMines Minerals & Materials— _p. 18. 
A Bimonthly Survey. June-July 1983, pp. 35-43. ‘Robertson, J. L. Fluidized Bed Pilot Plant Starts Four- 
a ‘Products. Rock Newscope. V. 86, No. 10, Oct. 1983, ver ‘Test Program. Rock Prod., v. 86, No. 9, Sept. 1983, Pe. p22. 
4—~---. Rock Newscope. V. 86, No. 11, Nov. 1983, p. 9. Buckley, S. Industrial Mineral Processing rusting 
ge and Quarry. Industry News. V. 75, No.7, Jan. 1983, and Grint Ind, Miner. (London), No. 189, June 1983, p18, 5. 
“Industrial Minerals (London). World of Minerals. No. Pri ndustrial Minerals (London). Screening and Classifica- 

186, Mar. 1983, p. 17. tion. No. 190, July 1983, pp. 45-55. 
7, World of Minerals, No. 196, Jan. 1984, p. 14.



Dimension Stone 

By Harold A. Taylor, Jr. 

Production of dimension stone decreased duction data for dimension stone were de- 

significantly, 11%, to 1.19 million short tons _ veloped by the Bureau of Mines from volun- 
valued at $150 million after showing little tary surveys of U.S. producers of rough and 
change over the previous 5 years. One-half _ finished dimension stone. Of the 402 dimen- 
of the dimension stone produced was gran- sion stone operations surveyed, including 
ite. Limestone, sandstone, slate, and marble _ those that were idle, 295, or 73%, respond- 
were also produced. ed, representing 91% of the total value 

Exports of dimension stone increased shown in table 1. Production data for nonre- 
13% in value to $21 million. The value of spondents were estimated using prelimi- 
dimension stone imports increased 15% to nary production reports, adjusted’ prior 
$195 million, equivalent to 130% of the years production levels, and employment 
value of domestic production. data. 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. dimension stone statistics 

TO SS~CSSSCTSS~«SSS~«SO 
Sold or used by producers’ _________._~-.. 1,350 1,315 1,331. £1,330 1,186 

‘Value! _ . wee eee $122,800, $138,900 $150,463 °$145,113 $149,483 

Imports for consumption (value) . 2.2... $65,800 $88,900 $132,904 $169,874 ($195,378 

*Estimated. "Revised. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Dimension stone was produced by 217 coarse-grained igneous rocks. Production 
companies at 300 quarries in 39 States. decreased 9% to about 616,000 tons, and 
Leading States, in order of tonnage, were increased 13% in value to $88.9 million. 
Georgia, Indiana, and Vermont, producing Dimension granite was produced by 78 com- 
together 39% of the Nation's total. Notable panies at 117 quarries in 22 States. Georgia 
was a 27% decrease in Georgia and a 41% continued to be the leading State producing 
decrease in Vermont. Of the total produc- 29% of the U.S. total, followed by Vermont 
tion, 52% was granite, 21% was limestone, and North Carolina. These three States 
12% was sandstone, 4% was slate, and 3% together produced over one-half of the U.S. 
was marble. Leading producer companies total. Of significance were production de- 
were Rock of Ages Corp. in Vermont and creases of 29% and 46% in Georgia and 
New Hampshire and Cold Spring Granite New Hampshire, respectively, while North 
Co., principally in California, Minnesota, Carolina registered a 230% production in- 
South Dakota, and Texas. crease to become the second leading State. 
Granite.—Dimension granite includes all Leading producer companies were Rock 

821
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Table 2.—Dimension stone’ sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 
Fane OSE SSPOD REI RIE: ORO ORIEL I 

1982 1985 State Se UY 
Quantity Cubic feet Value Quantity Cubic feet Value (hort tons) (Chousands) (thousands) __(Ghort tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

Alabama 8415 107 $2841 7,885 96 2,61 ‘Arizona. 22772727 w Ww ‘0 45 1 ser 
‘Arkansas --~=>27> 4510 3 290 guid ua 518 Galifornie 222722222 20348 355 3395 20,321 245 2B89 Golorado "~~ ~~ >==> To 3 64 3909 1 8 
Connecticut == 7====2 19,786 8 1046 18.278 ais 1028 Gorgias 52200222 2TH: t04 2.809 185510 197864 1,898 ater 
Hawaii 482 5 4 "330 4 3 Illinois 2 DCSETELES 1,500 " 98 1396 2 a 
Indiana ~~ 135,217 1,840 13,387 144,478 1,866 14,015 
Keats os 10,771 144 "395 Ww Ww. W Maryland 2-~22~222 soar ag 3,001 12,98 19 ee 
Maseachusetis. ~~ ~~~ S115 133 91358 50,780, a 10488 
Michigan ~~~ 4388 fia 110 4301 53 12 Minnesota _-~~~~—>> 40,001 480 11,940 2651 3 11,865 ‘New Hampshire’ -— ~~~ 107,000 1.266 77500 Brpi2 6 4032 
New Menico -222=~ Ya 241 138 11384 2g aL New York © --~7772> 215530 353 2.288 23552 202 4310 North Carolina ~~~ soo 522 Bei 86736 1251 S25 Ohio. noe W W WwW 49,058, 63 2923 Oklahoma 2~=2777=~ 11,825 2 968 9.985 124 "a Oregon ~~~ 2777 ‘321 4 5 W W W 
Pennsylvania =~ ~~~ 7 41871 568 6,354 53,400, 153 5199 South Carolina ————— 18342 ie ‘04 aia 199 1165 South Dakota ~~ —— 47539 a8 16,270 azsed a3 15982 
‘Tennessee ._____-__ 10,411 124 1012 7,878 87 1,161 Texas = ssa 22 491362 631 5822 501484 626 won Un Spo SPETEESIT 3.116 0 280 W W Ww 

Vermont —_—__-----_ 202,181 2,162 29,446. 118,389 1213 19,995 
Virginia ~~~ 2722222 ‘201 58 1,180 923588 1019 ‘306t Washington 2272727 13,729 we 2305 07 4 3 
Wisconsin __—___—_-_ 36,505 456 2,644 24,218 297 2,884 
‘Other Lecce. 96,374 1,257 4,389 38,603 492 5,347 

Totes eee 1,829,776 15,769 145,113. 1,185,844 14,065 149,488 

“Estimated. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
AIncludes some slate used as lightweight aggregate. 
Includes Idaho, lowa, Maine (1983), Missouri, Montana, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and items indicated by symbol W. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

Table 3.—Dimension granite sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 

198° 1988) 
State Quantity yah Quantity cabiet Val 

(short: an: (short ee -/, (Short (ghousands)‘SROF” thousands) (thousands) 

California ne NA NA 528 1 $1975 
Gonnectieut= = 222TIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIE NA NA ams 108 02 Georgia" 7TTTTTTITTTTTTT nag 000 gOS 1846 10,199 Massachaselta "2777TTTTITTIITICIIIIT “00 S600 49,280 597 W 

Minnesota. ....--.----+-------.------ 24,500 9,500 WwW Ww Ww New Hampshire --277722772I2ZISIIIOT tooo 730081812 036 4082 NorthGarolina--=2=22222222222227222— "24300 2300 BO.a0 1018 Tast 
Oklahoma. 00-2 >L LL IILILILIILI LIL NA NA 3:96 % ‘52 

South Carolina_—_-_-__-------- 22 le 13,500 900 17,113 199 1,165, South Dakoias--77227277777TTTTTTIZ_ BOD 300 ae 13 18,952 
aaa nc DETR TESTES aee EEN NA NA 39,994 42108 
Vermont: 20252 SEE SEES ESTE SEE 84,000 11,700 W Ww Ww 

IIR masons nestor annn ne ---- NA NA 20, eo 2 
Wisconsin. Cee NA NA 2.945 3i 2,016 
Other ——— = "= 277 TTTTTT TTT 232,000 240,000 "128,815 31,370 834,402 

IIB even rccpe epee reenter stern 680,800, 78,500 616,469 6,751 88,907 

“Estimated. NA Not available. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
4Less than 1/2 unit. 
Includes items indicated by symbol NA plus all other remaining States. 
“Includes Colorado, Maine, Maryland, Missouri, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Washington, and items 

indicated by symbol W.
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Table 4.—Dimension limestone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, 
by State 

- : Quanity Cubiefeet Value State (short tons) (thousands) _@housands) 
Alabama. 6,053 81 81,555 Galilornia 25550 SUEDE BRETT ERE NESE 1280 2 73 Ilinois ----_~_~~~~7~2777~72222277272 22222 1836 2 a Indians S055 SEE SESECIUSELGERRODEE TOMES aaa 189 W Virginia ——— : wnerientppmrcionenernaesosenn 1020 2 3 Woownin OTT TAEDURSUIGELSMUNSNCTSESSEDELOCTERD ars 266 68 Other aidan CTTTTTITT____olss0 92116817 
Total nn 245,084 3163 19,122 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” Hneludes Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, New Mexico, Ohio, Texas, Washington, and item 

indicated by symbol W. 

Table 5.—Dimension sandstone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, 
by State 

‘Quantity Gubiefect Value 
State hort tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

Arizona == ereoeneeennct aS 45 1 3 Apkarees 2 OR SoS utara Is Meera aes ould nd 58 Galifomnia = /2222222DTIIDIIDIITIT ITIL 213 3 3 Ghurndg 2 SED EC aoa Tenn ree tt tesnnaeesnegoes 588 8 2 Connecticut --~2222222222TDIIITIIIIILIIIEILITIIIIIE 8,405, 108 366 Tadiengs 2 ooo So SER RDSTESTS TE SEEMS SSaneE Tene 17196 2 Ww Maryland --_~_-272_2222222220002222222222 2222222220 2616 33 190 Missoud 2220 SSSSSTECUUIE DEINE ISZREED SSIES EEE? 330 3 8 New York -_22_2222222222222222222222222IIITIITIIII tea 207 2198 Okdshene 2-005 2 SSEaT SEP eA T TET EE RETRO TEOIEE 4,539 58 35 Pennsylvania ~~ 2~22222222222222222222TTTITTIIIID ae 897 5a 1d 
Weshingms: 265 Senne EPoE SS SRE DUETS SUE 66 1 2 Othe eee set ae ap anmnanneanennesteanes 68,336, 4 4496 

Total 22 1480882201 9.408 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Hncludes Alabama, Georgia, idaho, Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Utah and item indicated by symbol W. 
‘Mata do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 6.—Dimension marble sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, 
by State 

Quantity _Gubiefect Value 
See (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

Waho . = =n 3,10 40 w Memehiselag) SU SOPH TSE CST Peete Tage mee Ete aes 1/500 15 W 
Other! 2222222222222 22s2 22st sase sana 26143, 280___-$18,602 

Total 2-2 OTB 2336 18,602 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Mncludes Alabama, Georgia, Montana, New Mexico, Tennessee, Vermont, and items indicated by symbol W. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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of Ages, Cold Spring Granite, and H. E. producers, Standard Slag Co. in Ohio, John- 
Fletcher Co. It was estimated that the three ston and’ Rhodes Bluestone Co. in New 
leading companies produced 55% of US. York, and Delaware Quarries Inc. in Penn- 

output. sylvania, accounted for 36% of U.S. produc 
Nortek Inc, a Rhode Island-based con- tion 

glomerate, signed a letter of intent to sell _Slate.—Dimension slate was produced by 
Rock of Ages, the largest producer of rough 22 companies at 33 quarries in 6 States. The 
granite in Vermont, to a group led by the two leading States, Vermont and Virginia, 
chairman and president of the John Swen- in order of volume, accounted for 67% of 
son Granite Co. of Concord, NH. The sale U.S. output. The top three producers, A. 
was to take effect sometime after January Dally and Sons Inc, Vermont Structural 

1, 1984. Slate Co. Inc, and Arvonia-Buckingham 
Limestone.—Dimension limestone in- Slate Co. Inc., accounted for an estimated 

cludes bituminous, dolomitic, and siliceous 37% of U.S. output. 
limestones. It was produced by 45 compa-  Marble.—Dimension marble includes cer- 
nies at 57 quarries in 16 States. Indiana tain hard limestones, travertines, and any 
continued to be the leading State, followed other calcareous stone that can be polished. 
by Wisconsin. The top three producers, in Dimension marble was produced by 9 com- 
order of value, were Indiana Limestone Co., panies at 12 quarries in 8 States. Georgia, 
Alabama Limestone Inc., both located with- Vermont, and Idaho, in order of tonnage, 
in their respective States, and Biesanz were the three leading States, accounting 
Stone Co. Inc. in Minnesota. for approximately 75% of U.S. output. Lead- 
Sandstone.—Dimension sandstone in- ing producers were Georgia Marble Co., The 

cludes calcareous and siliceous-cemented Marble Shop Inc., and Vermont Marble Co. 
sandstones or conglomerates. Quartzite, The top three companies accounted for 91% 
which is also included, may be described as of U.S. output. 
any siliceous-cemented sandstone. It was Miscellaneous Stone.—Miscellaneous di- 
produced by 56 companies at 72 quarries in "mension stone, including traprock, was pro- 
22 States. Leading States continued to be, in duced by 9 companies from 10 quarries in 
order of volume, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and 6 States, and totaled 15,368 tons worth 
New York; these three States accounted for $207,000. 
almost two-thirds of U.S. output. Leading 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Dimension stone was marketed over wide _ building and construction, 12%. 
areas. Industry stockpiles were not moni- Of the total consumption of domestic 
tored and production during the year was granite, 26% by value was rough monu- 
assumed to equal consumption. mental stone; 24%, ashlars and partially 
Consumption of domestic dimension stone squared, dressed pieces; and 18%, rough 

decreased slightly to 1.19 million tons blocks for building and construction. 
valued at $149.5 million. Ashlars and par- Consumption of domestic limestone to- 
tially squared, dressed pieces were 20% of  taled 245,100 tons valued at $19.1 million, of 
total consumption by value followed by which 35%, by value, was ashlars and 
rough stone used for monumental purposes, partially squared, dressed pieces; 34%, 
16%; rough blocks used for building and dressed slabs and blocks for building and 
construction, 15%; dressed monumental construction; and 24%, rough blocks for 
stone, 15%; and dressed slabs and blocks for _ building and construction. 

PRICES 

‘The average price for dimension stone increased 16% to $126 per ton. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports.—Exports of dimension stone, creased 15% in value to $195 million, most- 
about one-half of which was granite, in- ly because of increases in imports of various 
creased 13% in value to $21 million kinds of marble. Imports of polished marble 

Imports.—Imports of dimension stone in- slabs, mostly from Italy, increased 23% to
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$42 million. Imports of other marble, 32% in yalue to about $3 million. On a 
nspf, increased 49% to $28 million, pri- value basis, granite accounted for 46% of 
marily because of a significant increase imports, followed by marble, 37%; traver- 
from Taiwan. Imports of slate decreased tine, 11%; and slate, 2%. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Some production of dimension stone oc- Pierre, Lac-SaintJean, and Guenette 
curred in most countries of the world. As areas? 
usual, Italy produced about one-half of the Finland.—Finland exported 227,290 tons 
world total. Other significant producers of rough granite in 1982, compared with 
were Brazil, Finland, India, Norway, Portu- 215,530 tons in 1981. The major destinations 
gal, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, and the United were Italy, 60%, and France, 18%. 

States. Spain.—Spain continued to be a signifi- 
Brazil.—Brazil exported 68,200 tons of cant buyer and seller of dimension stone. It 

rough granite in 1982, compared with 83,500 imported 87,800 tons of rough marble and 
tons in 1981. The major destinations, were travertine in 1982, compared with 79,200 
Italy, 72%, and Japan, 20%. tons in 1981, The major sources in 1982 
Canada,—A new plant with ultramodern, were Italy, 55% and Portugal, 44%. Spain 

Italian-designed equipment for cutting and exported 180,300 tons of roofing slate in 
polishing thin granite slabs came on-stream 1982, compared with 182,200 tons in 1981. 
near Quebec City in 1982. Quebec Province The major destinations were France, 84%, 
accounted for about 90% of Canadian gran- and the Federal Republic of Germany, 9%. 
ite production. Sales of Quebec building © Sweden.—Sweden exported 147,050 tons 
granite rose to $25 million in 1982, from of rough granite in 1982, compared with 
$9.5 million in 1979. About 25 quarries 116,520 tons in 1981. The major destinations 
operated in Quebec, producing gray, pink, were the Federal Republic of Germany, 
mahogany, and black granites, with most 39%, and Denmark, 25%. 
production coming from the Riviere-a- 

TECHNOLOGY 

Shell Oil Co. and Lone Star Industries thaw cycles, and airborne contaminants. 
Inc. formed a joint venture, with a capital- The firm indicated that the material has a 
ization of $10 million, called the Quazite high modulus of elasticity. and is more 
Corp., to manufacture thin cladding panels abrasion-resistant than, and has twice the 
for buildings made of a material trade bending strength of, granite. Quazite panels 
named Quazite. Quazite has the appearance can be up to onethird the thickness of 
of dimension stone but is a rigid synthetic brittle materials such as granite with no 
material composed of a mineral aggregate _ loss of unit strength. 
and a resin, such as epoxy, acrylic, or ————— a 
polyester, that serves as a binder. It is see ratal sent, ire of Indaatel Mineral scat 
reputedly nonporous and unaffected by  asmcts of Commorcial Granite Depots. bape netoth 
water and deicing chemicals, expansion- Forum on Geology of Industrial Mineral, Toronto, Cana 

¥ - i May 28-27, 1985, 22 pp. contraction action resulting from freeze-
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Table 7.—Dimension stone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, by use 
aa aia ‘Quantity Cubiefeet_ Value. id Ghort tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

h stone: 
Tough blocks for building and construction tO 3803 $22,900 Irregularshaped stone! =———--—------~- 2-2 sazazsss-as--ABTSIB 1950 5.958 Monumental’ "0" 22222222222222s2za2azaezaTTTTT Ba RB 2518 B.S 
Qipao Soe SeTeae RSET SE aa I 321 Dressed stone: 
Ashlars and partially squared pieces? <a 1766 30,819 Slabs and blacks for building and onstruction =~ —277~~7=~~-727> ga 730 8ST Mogumental. tn oceere nent oeccneaGesee==  TBABL ne Gurbing —-2227222TTTIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIEIIIII ase 30 eis Slagying 2007S DISTSTOAAETSSGEROC CECE AESES SE CSEDS eI fs 4st Roclngleta: == _ 27 ooo Te rEEETETSETISSS ooo S861 ‘oF 384 Structural and sanitary” _22~2~2222222222222222TILIIIE 3581 39 1317 Flooring slate" -~222722=2 SERoeNeeeET A 158 sot 

Other 28ST 87,889 361 240 
ee ae ee ee 

Nincludes rubble includes flagging and uses not specified. 
Includes veneer 
“Includes paving block, blackboards, billiard table tops, slate used as lightweight aggregate, and uses not specified. Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

Table 8.—Dimension granite sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, 
by use 

Wuantity _Cubiefeet Value Use Rortioty hesatds)hodsonds 
Rough stone: 

‘Hough blocks or building and construction === 188,085 1.555 $16,401 Irrogularshapedstone'~ 868 462 33310 ‘Momimcalal = -OCEEUDTIURETNSTESEDISEESEDSIST «ATE. 2ai6 al 
Others === noo bssaaccaasannnernanerenene-neeee eee 180 2 16 Dressed stone ‘shlars and partially squared pieces — = 59,739 tov 21,160 Slabs and blacks for balding and construction ---—-—~-==_=222>> 0 182 1200 Monumental cee sneer ensncs a eeneSETESEOT: © GAguT ies a7 iirbing’ fog SEE SURE REAR ERRCR EE eeSrene 6 ISL eee 3709 

Other === TT IIIT 3892 co ‘a0 
Hola asec seer EEECU BIN 6751 488,907 

Atncludes rubble 
AInclades Nagging and uses not specified Anclades lagging and paving block 
Data do not add to total shown hecauseof independent rounding 

Table 9.—Dimension limestone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, 
by use 

tity Gubiofeet Value te orto, Roosands) cand) 
Rough stone: 

"Hough blocs for building and construction -.-----------.-- 10,564 19 $4.58 Inregularshaped stone! === 222 22227sozsaasess 0801 529 11080 
Others = NNN TTT ELLE 95528 128 2 Dressed stone: 
shlars and partially guared pieces 49.519 eu 599 Slabs and blocks for building and construction --~——--—7-27~-7_ == 6ST 46 eat Curbing onee oe oeneueenentoasnecoe are 3 o 2 
Other’ 77TTTTT TITTIES astt 38 210 

Moll eerste baci eee ee 
Mnoludes rubble 

Aincludes Nagging Snchudes veneer. Less than 1/2 unit, 
SIneludes Nagging and uses not epecfie. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 10.—Dimension sandstone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, 
by use 

—_ & ; Quantity _Cubicfeet Value 
ve (hort tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

Rough stone: 
‘Hough blocks for building and construction, _ a 26,385 348 $810 
Inregular-shaped stone! -= n> ssn nn naan 67185 379 2323 

(Otherto cio DUTT ADAG ED ERS RTE SP TET ITRLES 2292 29 150 
Dregsed stone: ‘pas pe 
‘Ashlars and partially squared pieces* on 305 394 2,261 Slabs and blocks for building and constriction 10341 136 1491 Perr i Seog a 11,088 222 11826 
Other! - 2D TLLIIIIIIIIIDILIIIIIIII I 470 6 541 
Total eee 8, 008 2,015 9,409 

Upeludes rubble. 
“Includes Nageing. 
Includes veneer. 
‘Includes curbing and uses not specified. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding, 

‘Table 11.—Dimension slate sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, by use 

7 jantity  Gubicfeet Value Use ort _howsands) _@hossands) 
Flagging --- 7 - 23257 au $2150 Bocliog life 1020 SUR TISTTSA TRA s IRETR AERA TSRE RINE DET 880 2 i384 

Structural and sanitary. ——-_—_-_~~2~2L2LLLIILLLLLL LiL 3581 39 1817 Flooring slate - CERILSIGGT PESTS 114 133 3297 
Other! ngamcgnatiwelenoneenmssnnmarennes 291 3 40 

Total® nnn 58,104 584 11,689 

“Ineludes blackboards, billiard table tops, and uses not specified. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding, 

Table 12.—Dimension marble sold or used by producers in the United States in 1983, 
by use 

v Quantity Gubicfeet Value a8 (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 
Rough stone: Rough blocks for building and construction. =... 5416 55 $495 
Dressed stone: Slabs and blocks for building and construction ~~~ —~_—— To89 55 8,594 
Other eee enn nnn nee enee nn enoneene 18,188, 196, 93218 

Total __----------------------------------------- 20,758 336 «18,602 
“Includes rough iregularshaped stone, dressed ashlar and partially squared pigess, monumental, lagging, and uses 
not specif 

Table 13.—U.S. exports of dimension stone, by type 
(Thousand short tons and thousand doliars unless otherwise specified) 

1982 1988 detintion 
aa Quantity Value Quantity Value in 1988, (percent) 

Granite, rough —------------------------ 469147578068 apan 509%; Rederal Re- puolicot 
jermany 18%. 

Granite articles 2 nn nw wn NA 1822 = NA 1,468 Canada 51%. Limestone, erude, not for building or monumental ——_— Bt 5 93 156 Chile 999 
Limestone, dressed, for building or monumental——~_— 18 146 15-237 Canada 39%. 
Limestone articles = nnn oa 60 250 «804 BA Canada 64%. Marble, breccia, onyx, rough or squared — ~~~ ~~ 104811186540. Ganada 709%, 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 13.—U.S. exports of dimension stone, by type —Continued 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

1982 1988 aed on 
Tyre Quantity Value Quantity Value in 1983, (percent!) 

Marble, breccia, onyx articles _ _____----------- NA 1,867 NA 3,424 Saudi Arabia 

Quarttite rough and dressed —— -- 412 8B 74 1884 France 35%. 
late building articles... ...--.---.--~----- NA 133 NA 385 Feceral Re 

ie of 
Bermany 
39%. 

Slate building articles, other... ass 2s NA 1,501 NA 967 Seu Arabia 
5 

‘Stone, rough, not for building or monumental _ _ _ _ ___ 34 267 3.6 831 Canada 44%. 
Stone, rough, for building or monumental ~~~ ~~ ~~~ 94 1151 «136,80 Japan 52%. 

Stone, other,inchiding alabaster orjet----—------___NA__1380_—NA 1671 Canada 34%, 
Teal vewrsueweseereuudcoweussneess | NAL: 18678 NA, BiAB5 

NA Not available. 
‘By value, 

Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of dimension granite, by country 
(Thousand cubic feet and thousand dollars) 
Se 

ugh" Dressed nap. Country ee ON eee eee: Hee 
Quantity Value Quantity ‘Value rated? ° 

Walue) 
OOO i aoe re ere meee een "312, 6,561 691 33,521 5,160 

1982: ig eee ee a 
Beedll cst a 352, 65. oT 2,395 33 
NE, ssn stp ria tenn 34] 8,080 204 ‘11,085 1,988 Tndia ODO SSELESEDSSETSTISISTE 3 148 19 462 18 

Ireland =~ 22D2IIIITIIIIIIIIIE < ns 2 50 156 
Nile oo eee 10 62 850 55,050 1,047 Japan 2-722-222-2222 2 22 _ = 3 467 2 
OEE ce as es es tice a 3 108 aT 
South Africa, Republic of____-_________ "53 7750 12 204 ne 
oe ee ce wid Srila ioe aes 7 456 ee Other -~~222722222222TITIIIIT TE é Bo 2% 1,360, 205 

Total ....-__----------__---. "Til "4,252 1,228 71,637. 4,076 

1983: 
Broa oes bewen de ye veeeeas 10 31 108 2e01 66 
OUND on wine citi one ni 198 3,598 209 10,698 8,135, India 2200 CSU GSCUTESEenET SS 1 256 5 ‘S74 3 
INIT ices eres mn asians miseries as ais oO 3 505, 
Bey Sn oni mcintionina samme, 43 12 1,857 61,422 1,077 
Foc a ee —a= es iat 16 85, 29 Portugal-5—-~~~77 777277772277 2T i 2 5 238 1 
South Africa, Republic of. -———_~-~~_=72 8 988 16 269 86 Bpein occ accscascgecoltaSeade ai 2 2,180 80 
eT eaemtnanaiet: 3 7 65. 1,370 101 

Total -___________-_-------- 5 4,998 1,828 (79,958 5,063 
"Revised. 
‘Does not include nonmanufactured nonmonumental granite. 
Does not include granite n.s.p.f. decorated. 
SQuantity not reported. Less than 1/2 unit.
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‘Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of dimension marble and travertine, by country 
aie nae, ble breceia,or onyx, bresdia, or : ° Polished slabs" onysyother ‘Travertine dressed 

Country Ee 
Quantity yan Tai vi Quantity, Value alve Quantity Value {thousand gnousands) (housands) hort tons) (housands) 

W881: SENG 9201S ADIT BB 
1982, France ene 236 683 21 8 6 Gormaay, Paieral Republig of. 2272772772 iot res mt a 8 Grooce sets Republicof--~o-a777o7 238 a ies = : Waly < CSEESTSTEESCOU EE SSETEES sist areas teas. Mexico == 2722222222222222 222222 ‘08 fee Tao 1358 964 Pukitego-SSDTTSTIETSIIGETDSTES 23 0 S04 = = Philippines -=--=22 2272222207222 183 fs 9 = = Portugal 2 “cS DOTSETESDESERESEE ee doe Bb a Spain = 1277722272222222 22222 og Tar a Bi 108 Telwan 1022S SCECSSTSTESSTIETES 132 vd 8688 : Oller cee a abe ait 10 % 8 

Total nnn eee 18D ——«TGS «268 TES_——TRT 
1983 naa a a oe sa 105 1s 9 24 Germany, Paral Republic of - a1 et 508 5 it Green care UenTaTTE TICS 240 35 2 2 = figs 222222222222TITTTITITITE nts toss) a1 Meg GOTUGTSTIOS IS EEOSTEEETEE S05 fe Tap TSR 1355 Pakteg —2 Tne ce 0 is ‘61 ee Palippinaa <== 22D0T70222 200275 190 24 M3 : : Pores oo ose ca ee is 2108 a1 38 96 Boa acheter ous Bat ou Be Toran ooo oo et 8) 1,005 fd 3 Oe 1315 963 28 ud 

Total -------------nn n-ne Ee ee 
*Does not include certain special kinds of rough marble, breccia, or onyx 
2Quantity not reported 2gtitable for use as monumental, paving, or building stone, Does not include travertine articles. 

Table 16. —U.S. imports for consumption of other dimension stone, by type 
Tae 1558 nen, ge sparen 

Type Qanty Quanity Wien jantty Chow Quantity (thom ent) sands) sands) 
Granite, unmanufactured, nonmonumental short tons... 1102-=«$57—«1679 «$199 Repablicof South Afr 

en ie Granite, spf decorated —----2-e----ee-- Stay BHR, AinatoresAjetarties [UTITTTTTTTTTTTITTT Ta TD ae aly. Timestone, cide not for building, monumental short tons. 272770 1,859 2712911849 Canada 51% Limestone, dressed, hewn -----------ondge = deset "ald ees 843 Healy abe, Marble and breceis, rough -~_227772_—eabie feot> «81681624598 Mexico a, Onya rough won een =—=n Tia Nhs Ter 1308 | R Menton 90, Marbles broocia, ony, sab and tiles, unpolished are feet... 999600 1407 G449SL_— 1490p Go Quai nnnnnn nnn —cthond wT F Dig Cd later rooting =2_7=l222ssss2zlzzequare fee. «128261 = 0s band China dase Sane eapessscsescescoa ie ns MET gi PZ foo Maly ti. Travertine aricles andecorated v22=z--2zzzszz tts BTL aly 6, Trevertine articles decoratods-27-22222252222= 5 aly 8% Sionerunmanufactured."-=~-—---.cahort tons. 1878-7 A Mexten i, Stone, dresed, building! <2222777cllessdo = BB] “BRS 0S Mealy BB, Stone offer n’s ps undecorated ~~ 222227177 ror FB Menton Sicoeicther nen itdermatal 27 TCTSTSTTSTES = Tio) 22135 Mexico 2846 
"By value





By David E. Morse? 

Domestic production of sulfur in all forms continued to exceed domestic production; 
decreased 5%. Production of recovered ele- the United States continued to be a net 
mental sulfur from petroleum refineries importer of sulfur despite a decrease of 
and natural gas processing plants was at an nearly 1 million metric tons in producers’ 
alltime high, whereas production of sulfur stocks of elemental sulfur. 
from Frasch mines was the lowest since World production of sulfur in all forms 
1943. Shipments of sulfur in all forms in- declined for the third consecutive year. 
creased 13%; shipments exceeded sulfur World demand exceeded output, requiring a 
output by 11% during 1983. Prices for all drawdown of world stocks by about 3 mil- 
elemental sulfur decreased. Sulfur demand _ lion tons. 

Table 1.—Salient sulfur statistics 
(Thousand metric tons, sulfur content, and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

OT T8809 

United States: 
Production: Frash ene nnee enn en nnn nenen-- 68857 68906848 4210.22 

Recovered’ "TT TLTTTTIITITTIIIIITIIIDatoro dows. 4259 digog 4.955 
Other forms.—222ZIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIILI__ vera a8 588,138 

Total. -------------------------__12101__ 1186612145 987__—_—9,20 
Shipments: 

Frasch eee 1 80T700 59108898 TT 
Recovered’ 07 "TTI TTTTTTTTTTTIIIIIITIID dos ns 4207 aaa 50a 
Other forms. —2222DZIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILE__Veva_ 4358873 1,188 

Total 1289118165591 10,285, 
Imports, elemental ——2=LLLLLLLIIIILIILIIIIIL ada 2B sez 11905 1,695 
Exports, elemental? ——______--~2_-_-2LLLLIID 968678 Be ‘961 992 
Consumption, apparent, all forms! =—~———_--------_ 188918058 aR 10.053 10.9 
Stocks, Dec. $1: Producer, Frasch and recovered —------_ 42898094 B.6B4_— 4,202 8.218 

Value: Se 
‘Shipments, f0.b. mine or plant: 

Frasch =~ $449,489 $720,511 $715,683 $434,660 $445,181 
Recovered! _—"LDTITIIIIIIICIIIIIIID “tegt “go5o46 “aguas “425,217 384/214 

Other forms ———~=——222TIITIIIIIIIIII__gajeas_ 8492 aole18__a2k77_116.255, 
Total —__--______-------------- T8218 1,109,889 1,268,416 982,054 945,600 

Imports, elemental —_~TILIIIIIIIIIIIIIII _geqaaT $138}852 $209,766 $164,885 $129,110 
Exports, elemental________-____-—----—-- $142,966 $185,866 $187,407 $122,143 $109,298 Price, elemental, dollars per metric ton,fob.mineor plant — $55.75 $89.06 $111.48 $108.27 $90.62, 

World: Production, all forms (including pyrites)-----_ "58,227 "54,920 58,950 50,776 °50,472 

“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
2Includes exports from the Virgin Islands to foreign countries in 1981-88. 
8Measured by shipments, plus imports, minus exports. 
“Declared customs valuation. 
Includes value of exports from the Virgin Islands to foreign countries in 1981-88. 

831
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Figure 1.—Trends in the sulfur industry in the United States.
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Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- vey. Of the 194 operations to which a survey 
duction data for sulfur are developed by the request was sent, all responded, represent- 
Bureau of Mines from four separate, volun- ing 100% of the total production data shown 
tary surveys of U.S. operations. Typical of _ in tables 1 and 2. 
these surveys is the Elemental Sulfur sur- 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Frasch.—In January, seven Frasch mines _ tion and shipments reached alltime highs in 
were operating in Louisiana and Texas. 1988 and surpassed Frasch output and ship- 
Mines in Louisiana were Freeport Minerals ments for the second consecutive year. This 
Co. at Garden Island Bay, Grand Isle, and type of sulfur was produced by 58 compa- 
Caillou Island. Mines in Texas were Farm- nies at 159 plants in 27 States, 1 plant in the 
land Industries Inc. at Fort Stockton; Duval Virgin Islands, and 1 plant in Puerto Rico. 
Corp. at Culberson; and Texasgulf Inc. at Most of these plants were of relatively small 
Boling Dome and Comanche Creek. Howev- size, with only 10 reporting an annual pro- 
er, the Comanche Creek Mine was closed at duction exceeding 100,000 tons. By source, 
the end of November. At yearend, the re- 52% was produced by 43 companies at 86 
maining six mines were operating at an refineries or satellite plants treating refin- 
estimated 50% of capacity. ery gases and 3 coking plants, and 48% was 

Frasch sulfur: production decreased 1.01 produced by 27 companies at 68 natural gas 
million tons from the output in 1982. Ship- treatment plants. The five largest recovered 
ments, however, increased by 0.5 million elemental sulfur producers were Atlantic 
tons. Frasch sulfur accounted for about 35% Richfield Co., Chevron U.S.A. Inc., Exxon 
of domestic production of sulfur in all forms Co. U.S.A., Shell Oil Co., and Standard Oil 
in 1983, compared with 43% in 1982. Ap- Co. of Indiana. These companies’ 46 plants 
proximately 85% of Frasch sulfur ship- accounted for 59% of recovered elemental 
ments was for domestic consumption, and sulfur output. 
15%, for export. The total value of Frasch The leading States in production of re- 
sulfur shipments increased slightly. covered elemental sulfur were Alabama, 

Recovered.—Production of recovered ele- California, Mississippi, Texas, and Wyo- 
mental sulfur, a nondiscretionary byprod- ming. These five States contributed 70% of 
uct from natural gas and petroleum refin- the total output; shipments from Texas 
eries, and coking plants, accounted for 58% accounted for 28% of total shipments. The 
of the total domestic output of sulfur in all total value of shipments of recovered ele- 
forms, compared with 45% in 1982. Produc- mental sulfur decreased 10%. 

Table 2.—Production of sulfur and sulfur-containing raw materials in the United States 
(Thousand metric tons) 

1982 1983 
Gross Sulfur Gross Sulfur 

licence a Sell coment Cwatt. cube: 
Frasch sulfur aa 4210 4210-3202 8,202 
Recovered sulfar!.—-—— 0 - -- apa an sae areata AAO 4404 4.985 4,055 
Byproduct sulfurie acid (00% basis) produced at copper, lead, molybdenum, 
@adzing plants ------ eee | BBR BLL BBL Byrtteg ne nme 816 265 W WwW 

Other fies) 5a anes eee ce eee 131 807 302 
Moka ss arses cesses tas oreaaet ot eN emo XX 9787 xX 9,290 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other forms.” XX Not applicable. 
Hincludes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
Includes hydrogen sulfide, liquid sulfur dioxide, and data indicated by symbol W.
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Table 3.—Sulfur produced and shipped from Frasch mines in the United States 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

Yu Production Shipments 
‘Texas Louisiana Total Quantity Value! 

1919 = -nnne nnn ee enn eee BANOO ARTO aagage fgg [TTTTTITTTITTTIITIIIINESTIITTTD ta Bongo Too teat fgg [TLITIITIIIIIITIIIIICIIIEIIIID eos Bago sgl T5688 agg [CTT TTITTIITIITIIIIIIICI IIIT asst abtn B08 taboo ages LL TLITLIIITIIIIIIIITIICT itis essen asst 
ob. mine 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 4.—Recovered sulfur produced and shipped in the United States 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

Production Shipments 
Year Natural a 

ss Petroleum; Total Quantity Value® plants 
1979 eee 2810 40704108 198,187 19M _c- oT SecERASURCEEESSUESTRTSEESET «© Ter «BRS, URAL! “ORAS toe TETAS nee. oss 359 ABNF 412115 1982 on ee ESS ITESTIOOETIT Yaa fate Ad 25 2T tea EATEN rorayLaeTE see” at 258i 4955 Bod 8dz4 

includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. : Includes a small quantity from coking operations and utility plants in 1979-82; includes only a small quantity from coking operations in 1988, 
*Fob. plant 

Table 5.—Recovered sulfur produced and shipped in the United States, by State 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

1982 Tee 
State Production Shipments" Production ___Shipments 

(quantity) “Quantity Value _(@uantity) “Quantity Value 
‘Alsberue pseu cesses secs 4 44046067 401 401 36,319 California ~~~ ~2222DIIIIIIIIII22 4q 0 dB3 1859 480 55a Mledaas 20° S772 TSTELEETSTIES 190 = 190 W we ig W Mlinois 7227222222222 TIT 24 dB. 008 P 225 20,551 Loubiona So TTS SSS SSESETTEOIETS 232 DB oar 261 21 (ioe Michigan and Minnesota 7_~~7777~7 a TITS iis 9 “R054 Missiippl = --— == 27=o 222s Cn 690 = 7227860 Missourl- > 22222222222I22I222 W W W ~ os aes New deraay "= 7TITSIIEIIILIIAIZT MB 10313040 3 3 (8 New Mexico --777777772T2II022 @ 635337 6 6 SBT Now You. DISS 50 200 SPT OnTESS W w Ww de = = North Dakota 222 2272_7222222 27 u 1% 4400 ii 12 40d Gio eet eons Soest aaa B zm a06 3 393837 Pennsylvania. -22772222227227777 3 aie 32 53 dsor 
TERRE enrmmewn es 1298 1287128454 189 1407 109/061 Wisconain ~~ 222TTITIIIIIIIIIIT 1 1 35 2 2 114 Wyoming ~~ 22 7222[T2IIIITIIIT 6 63 38et sod 483 16,808 

Other! = EEEIISDEEIETSSS SNES 401 394584604 45 4251189, 
otal ae ecteemee et 4404444425217 4955504184214 

|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Nncludes Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Montana, Oklahoma, Utah, Virginia, Washing- ton, Puerto Ris, and the Virgin Islands combined fo avoid diasoning company proprietary data, and daia indicated by sya *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 6.—Recovered sulfur produced and shipped in the United States, 
by Petroleum Administration for Defense (PAD) district 

(Thousand metric tons) 

District 1982 1988 
source Production Shipments Production Shipments 

PAD L Petroleum and coke ne 26 265, 235 23 Nafuralgaa =.= -SOUSTTISEEEETST Soo 190 189, 142 Ml 
Metal rcxinaeniteae oS coemamnnen: 466 455, am 319 

PAD2 oa 6 
Poteet til Cai ce eee en aescnreet satis 440 440 498 500 Natural gas. ----_~~~2-2722222222222 7722 83 81 105 ior 

Total? —_----- een - 523 522 604 eur 
PADS? 
Petroleum 2022 cnc euet toons 133 1183 1,255 1,259 
Natural gas ~~~ ~~ 7D7TTITIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIE i622 13599 ez 68 
ee 2,165, 2,182 2,882 2,940 

PAD 4 and 5: 
Petroletie secu chee snced womens 593 515 94 631 Natural gas ~~~ >> "77727 TTTIIIIIIIIIIE 64 5 496, 481 
Total ee 651 632 1,091 ine 
Grenid HAP oe eee cen 4,404 4344 4955, 5.041 

3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 

Byproduct Sulfuric Acid.—Sulfur con- largest acid plants accounted for 58% of the 
tained in byproduct sulfuric acid produced output, and production in five States was 
at copper, lead, molybdenum, and zinc 81% of the total. The five largest producers 
roasters and smelters was 9% of the total of byproduct sulfuric acid were ASARCO 
domestic production of sulfur in all forms. Incorporated, Kennecott, Magma Copper 
Ten acid plants operated in conjunction Co., Phelps Dodge Corp., and AMAX Inc. 
with copper smelters, and 10 plants were These companies’ 14 plants produced 82% 
accessories to lead, molybdenum, and zinc _ of the total. 
roasting and smelting operations. The five 

Table 7.—Byproduct sulfuric acid’ produced in the United States 
(Thousand metric tons, sulfur content, and thousand dollars) 

Lead and Lead Copper és Zine ‘molyb- Year Sand zine s yo Total Value plants! pnts! Plntst denim 

WOT nae reaaen 821 346 2 “in 1167 51,815 
IgE LILIES 686 is wa 10085897 ggg" 2ST TTIIITTIIIIIIIIE 848 ae v9 132 1159 15.657 
sage TEE TEER TIES 615 aa uz 101 ‘3286674 3988.22 2TIIDTIIIITIIIE 601 =r 126 104 881 54995 

“Includes acid from foreign materials. 
Excludes acid made from pyrites concentrates. 
°Bxcludes acid made from native sulfur. 

Pyrites, Hydrogen Sulfide, and Sulfur _ the total domestic production of sulfur in all 
Dioxide.—Contained sulfur in pyrites, hy- forms, compared with 4% in 1982. The total 
drogen sulfide, and sulfur dioxide was 3% of sulfur content in these products was 12%,
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Jess than that of 1982. Pyrites was produced Table 8.—Pyrites, hydrogen sulfide, and 
by two companies at two mines in two sulfur dioxide sold or used in the 
States; hydrogen sulfide, by two companies United States 
at three plants in three States; and sulfur (Thousand metric tons, sulfur content, 
dioxide, by three companies at five plants in and thousand dollars) 
five States. The three largest producers of —\_— ~~ Hiydrogen Sulfur aay alan these products were Shell Oil, hydrogen __Yeer_Pvvites "huifde” dioxide Total Value 
sulfide; Stauffer Chemical Co., sulfur diox- joj) goo % ae tes 
ide; and Tennessee Chemical Co., pyrites 1980" 22 5B a2 do Bass 
and sulfur dioxide. These companies’ one jgp- tg, a & 32 Se 
mine and five plants accounted for 95% of 1983 — Ww Ww 50 302 61,260 
the total contained sulfur produced in the Ww wignnola w avoid dndsine compauy promis 
form of these products. data; included in "Total ne oMPARY Proprietary 
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Figure 2.—Trends in the production of sulfur in the United States.
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Apparent domestic consumption of sulfur of elemental sulfur were reported by 65 
in all forms increased 9%. The sources of companies, and shipments by end use of 
supply were domestic recovered elemental sulfuric acid were reported by 67 compa- 
sulfur, 42%; domestic Frasch sulfur, 32%; nies. Twelve companies reported shipments 
and combined domestic byproduct sulfuric of both elemental sulfur and sulfuric acid. 
acid, pyrites, hydrogen sulfide, and sulfur The largest sulfur end use, sulfuric acid 
dioxide, 11%. The remaining 15% was sup- production, represented 81% of shipments 
plied by imports of Frasch and recovered for domestic consumption. Some identified 
elemental sulfur. end uses were tabulated in the “Unidenti- 

The Bureau of Mines collected end-use. fied” category because these data were pro- 
data on sulfur and sulfuric acid according to prietary. Data collected from companies 
the Standard Industrial Classification of that did not identify shipments by end use 
industrial activities. Shipments by end use were also tabulated as “Unidentified.” 

‘Table 9.—Apparent consumption of sulfur’ in the United States 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Fone eo oe 
Fragch: 

‘apenas oi cares as eras 1,507 7,400 5,910 3,598 4111 
ROI cost eracmizesa: en ninemsn uraieaaate to mers ett 1,229 990 856 690 604 eps SSTCERAACTECOSOMEGTESsoETEen ees. ere ele 731 oot 
Wile science wee, 6,773 6717 5,550, 3,557 4114 

Recovered: 
Siig i aes a ae 4,108 4115 4,207 4,344 5,041 fipore | DDZTTTTITITTITTTTTTT aT Teg BIS Toot 
Mig ah a ich Rica eat 81 109 176 230, 391 

Total 8 ene RRS] ENT 5D TAL Pyrites shipments = ~~—~~~~~7777777772222222 ‘400 322 307 265 Ww Byproduct sulfuric acid, hipments —-~~72277_~-2> eT 008158 228 st 
Other forms, shipments*_-______....-.--.---- 107 cd 2 80 302 

‘Total all forms_____-__--------------- 18789 13,650 12785-10058 10,988 
'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other forms, shipments.” 
Crude sulfur or sulfur content. 
Includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
“Includes consumption of hydrogen sulfide and liquid sulfur dioxide and data indicated by symbol W. 

Table 10.—Elemental sulfur sold or used in the United States, by end use 
(Thousand metric tons) 

SIC End use 1982 1983 

20 Food and kindred products = --- == ---nenee nee nee ne w w 
28,261 Pulp and paper products -_~—~_— ~~~ sensors 2 yt 
282, 2822, 2823. Synthetic rubber, cellulose fibers, other plastic products’... -.--- Ww 34 bet Agricultural chomicals ee loess 
28, 285, 286. Paints sae allied products, industrial organic chemicals, other chemical 4 nS 

284 iidape and delargeula 15525 SP BPPOETE TLIO TINS SOD 45 B 29,201 Petfoloum refining and petroleum and coal products -——~"~"--_7> 1842 
295 Paving and roofing materials ________-____ 2 DLID LILI Ww a 

281 Other industrial inorganic chemicals. ______-----~---.--.... 80 250 
30 Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products —___-___-...---..~ Ww. Ww 

‘Sulfuric acid: 
Domestic sulfur pian ei bac een a ati icc mena ee 5,906, 6,558 
Eugoetad sill i cme ek aes 1,071 1,675 

Metal terete aaa orn 6a] 8.288 
Unidentified ____--_.- A canaicaennericaees escent eit 801 

‘Total domestic uses — — _ aa i ace aa a aati 8419 10,175, 
TRIG cero meneame nee rennet 657 645, 

Grond total___— === nnn nnennn-e- 9018 —*210820 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Unidentified.” 
‘Includes cellulosic fibers in 1983.
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Table 11.—Sulfurie acid sold or used in the United States, by end use 
(Thousand metric tons of 100% H,SO,) 

errr ee al 
sic End use gor ORE see 1588, es 

102 Cre it ces mec ~~ SE 1004 Uranium and vaiiadlum ores 22-22-22222aa2astat BD 10 QUliee ateas soca os 7 Sen RPE RR SID OER BETA C EE REET ERSReaES 158 38 
261 Palpiille nc eee een de o2-------*: 661 607 26 Other paper products -~~7=2== 7772777772772 STITT IIIT ise 285, 2516 Trash pigments and paint andalicdprodads <—~~-W77-77-----> gee zat Other nonganicchemicdls ve ner wnn TTT sswana a 
282, 2822 ‘Synthetic rubber and other plastic materials and synthetics. __________ 661 965 2a28 Gllulosie bers including rayon <= S 
283 TON cit Gr nonin E Su boo eee ee 43. 87 
284 ‘Soaps and detergents —_____ ~~ 22 --- lll lll lll 295 320 286 Industrial organi chemicals ~~~77~777777777777777777 77777 1003 ba 213 Noogenousferigrs swe =227—W2TTITTTTT 
2874 Phosphatio teetiltwers — Sooo occa 19,624 21,759 2519 Pesitides so saw 227 77 WW 77777777772 et 2st Other agricultural hemiosla 222772TTTTTTIIIITIIIIITTTT Ba 
2892 Bape icp meiim es nee eee 46 62 298 Wetertreaiingsompoands.——°2T02TIIITIITTIT Be ther chemical products «—==—W "2222 TTTITTTTTTTTTTT Do 

29, 291, Fetroloum refining and other petroleum and coal preducts — pain Sin esis 2311 2,071 30 Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products | P) ~"777777TT TT 11 36 31 Steel pichlingv- enn sete oewnnavannsaa 333 Nanieroim mualgo0 2 7.0 DeSe DE TORE ET ST gt essa aa eet sa 33 Other primary metals ~~~ ~7>7772227772222 22222 % 9 36a Storage batteries acid) —————"TTTTTTIIIIITIIIITTITIITD aa Unidentified ~~~ =. 0222222222222 72aa2222 TTT eka 
Total domestic --______..-.-.-----------------.-..-- 30,398 32,657 

Arend NR oo reise in ous 30,637 82,826 

Table 12.—Sulfur and sulfuric acid sold or used in the United States, by end use 
(Thousand metric tons, sulfur content) 
i ee 

Salfurie acid Elemental < 
a (sulfur equiva- ‘Total sic End use sulfur ole 

19821063182 _—«T0R 19D 
02 Copper ores STS 1094 Uranium and vanadfumores --22--2> 72a 10 Qiheromecvereeree noes BE 20 Food endkindred produce ------> WW ww 
26, 261 Pulpmills and paper products — — _— ____ 20 4 aT 248 267 (262 25,285 286, Inorganic pigments, puinteand lied pred «= =a) 
2816 ucts, industrial organic chemicals, other chemical products 231 Qtherinorganicchemicais—~"""7-> goa50 aga 282,2822 —-“Synthelicrubber and other plastic materi; «= WS 7346S 8840 als and synthetics 2823 Cellulosicfbersinclading rayon ==> =) 2a Dre cenne OO 334 Soaps snd detergents 2-27-77 236 Ipdinrial oganiecheaicals--2->> a ae 2373, Nitrogenousfertiizers ---—--~~----> >t bara Phosphaticfertiizers--=--7---"7> ay ee AT! 

2879 Pemigidies i oc mae 42 B 42 B ar Other agriculturcl chemicals -—""""2 GT Daa 2302 Maple cwnseeneno SE 2599 Watertreating compounds--7"--7> =D x Bueeengiepcoccecen az oa 28,201 Petroleum refining and oiler petroleum STD deol produto ns coco n= 295 Raving and roofing materia en ww 
30 Rubber and mi: 1e0us plastic products: Ww Ww 6 31 6 31 331 Sted pickling seen ene 8 333 Nonferrousmetaoo-=72-77722TTT Ta 

33. Other primary metals... - 7 ion a 5 6 5 6 
3691 ‘Storage batteries (acid) ____________ oe = 53 58 53 58 Exported sulfuricecid-=—~77777777>_ 7 8S 

Total identified... —T85—=SCA].«=«ORT~0808 «10K 114d 
Unidentified ~~~ 677 801 334 427 1011 1,228 

Grand total _______...-._-_ 1421942 10015 10,730 11457 1,672 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Unidentified” 
‘Does not include elemental sulfur used for production of sulfuric acid. 
Includes elemental sulfur used in cellulosic fibers in 1983. 
Included with “Synthetic rubber and other plastic materials and synthetics.”
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Shipments of 100% sulfuric acid increas- 65% of the total returned. The petroleum 
ed 7%. Shipments of sulfuric acid for phos- refining industry was a net user of about 
phatic fertilizer production, the largest end 500,000 tons of sulfuric acid. About 750,000 
use, increased 11%. Shipments of sulfuric tons of spent acid was reclaimed from plas- 
acid for petroleum refining and other petro- tic and synthetic materials operations. The 
leum and coal products, the second largest remaining reclaimed acid was returned 
end use, declined 10%. Usage of sulfuric from manufacturers of phosphatic fertiliz- 
acid for copper ore leaching decreased 31%. ers, soap and detergents, explosives, steel, 

According to the 1983 canvass reports, industrial organic chemicals, other agricul- 
company receipts of spent sulfuric acid for tural chemicals, storage batteries, other 
reclaiming totaled 2.4 million tons. The chemical products, and some unidentified 
largest source of spent acid, from petroleum sources. 
refining and coal products, accounted for 

8 
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Figure 3.—Trends in the consumption of sulfur in the United States.
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Figure 4.—Sulfur-sulfurie acid supply and end-use relationship in 1983. 

STOCKS 

Inventories of Frasch sulfur were reduced compared with a 6-month supply in 1982, 
by 23%. Combined yearend stocks amount- based on domestic and export demands for 
ed to approximately a 4-month supply, Frasch and recovered elemental sulfur. 

Table 13.—Yearend sulfur stocks of U.S. 
producers 

(Thousand metrie tons) 
Year Frasch Recovered Total 

ne 4,058 181 4,239 19807"7TITIIIZ 8a 140 3.004 wel 77777TTTD ae 12 Besa WeeSSSGEOOD2S, oe Bae 202 ct 1s 8318
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PRICES 

In April, the posted price for liquid sulfur East and South. Although reported values 
ex-terminal Tampa, FL, was reduced from for recovered elemental sulfur were gener- 
$132.90 to $130.41 per metric ton and re- ally lower throughout the Nation, the dis- 
mained unchanged thereafter. Price dis- proportionately low value for Wyoming dis- 
counting from the posted price was wide- torts the ‘average value calculation for all 
spread from April through yearend. recovered elemental shipments in 1983. 

On the basis of total shipments and value 
reported to the Bureau of Mines, the aver- ‘Table 14.—Reported sales values of 
age value of shipments of Frasch sulfur, shipments of sulfur, f.0.b. mine or plant 
fo.b. mine, for domestic consumption and Danctpaeviatretan 
exports combined decreased 10%. The aver- 
age value, fob. plant, for shipments of Year Frasch Recovered Average 
recovered elemental sulfur varied widely by |. ma : ; 
geographic region: lowest in the Rocky gmp ""7-------- rs tis Se 
Mountain States and on the west coast, 1981----------. 121.1 9797 111.48 
somewhat higher in the midcontinent, and $8-------777- RR Toon BORE 
near the values for Frasch sulfur in the § —————————____— 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of elemental sulfur from the co and recovered elemental sulfur from 
United States, including the Virgin Islands, Canada continued to supply nearly all US. 
increased 3% in quantity but decreased sulfur import requirements. Total imports 
11% in value. For the first time, elemental of elemental sulfur declined 11% in quanti- 
sulfur exports from the west coast exceeded ty and 22% in value. 
300,000 tons and represented 31.5% of all The United States also had significant 

elemental sulfur exports. international trade in sulfuric acid. Canada, 
The United States continued to be a net Japan, and Mexico were the United States’ 

importer of sulfur. Frasch sulfur from Mexi-. most important sulfuric acid trade partners. 

Table 15.—U.S. exports' of elemental sulfur, by country 
(Thousand metric tons and thousend dollars) 
— rs ns 

Gasty Quantity Value Quantity _ Value 

Algeria == 2 p88 - Anentina _~~~~~~~7~~7277772727777222222222207222 8 tae i 
Australia... -.-. eh resin site iad meee ne ae x 434 ® 339 

Belgium-Luxembourg ----~~.~~----~+~2~..._.._222 22 375 52,760 331 44,072 
TOR oe sentence nk oo a hea aie omic ota Sinisa alan 80. 10,646. 99 1,810, Biles foo ese no tas ‘ie apie 
Cenede on I Ae sire io iat nace Tn one 7 493 6 380, 
SID oo conse mitment Waleaee iain sm nim aces 2 606 a 84 Maye tas Sessa reat B40 aga 
Germany, Federal Republic of _—_________--__--------_--- 2 1,584. 2 1,319 
Groce ~ 2 ann nnn nee 2 3,621 a 2 
India ____---.---------~-----------~-------- + nm 6,098 46 3,707 daly. SSCULIT SUSUR CARER TS REE ERNE 5 ® te 8 aon Maven sooo suee coe sec ame esas nen Sl ms1o at 
Morocco ie sae mee ainkinbanis perm RW os 52 6,043 ert 2,505 
PEE = iin Sil ava ware Wikan ena esas ied pian nadine pein anes 5 415 
Runenle So Scorer ae eee aan ne= 50 7,336 ie 

Bysbu-----22-2-2----2--cccsseeeeeseecee 58s igen TET E eqonetaptenses retary a rn 
SN eet nce mn ee oe oan con le vt pe ® 8 6 469, 
NUNN SS Ss oe eae 68 7,849, 182 11,948, Turkey -27 777222722 22222 0222222222 Sooo Mu 2ie9 Deen stacan ion snenittnenstnieesnerts fe q United Kingdom ~~~~~~77-77777777772227 2222222222225 1 ta 1188 
Uroguay 20-222 es ee ese ke 3 398 a 3 

Other — soc ee piece staal iment "5 L791 18 3,104 

TO incerta sicsorreenrniapamr anyon ewembesie 961 122,143 992 109,298 

"Revised. 
includes exports from the Virgin Islands. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 16.—US. exports of sulfuric acid (100% H.SO,), by country 
1982 a 

‘Count: uantity Value Quantity Value 7 Grete howe Sete’ howe 
tons). sands) ton) sands) 

Canada gthttennepenee or rarenecen ET nRTS 68,297 $2,989 105,835 $5,270 [os yal oie ee eee 1366 110 72 199 Brusder 2250 Scanuny gong Tn deere, 12 2 2218 28 
RI ese eens eisai iciecen ater 1,672 7 721 2B 

RR en nines 1,954 159 122 9 
Korea, Republic of... _---.------------------- 290 224 1,422 188. Meriey cess STSTEDTATRSSPTASRENETENIAEOS , Gilera 504 28077 350 Netietlands 222 cep ocecis oe oe sc oe scSae 187 3 6407 1 
Netherlands Antilles___----.------------------- 9,059 667 15,184 1,017 Panga oso nt ere ran Rasen a Semmsur enue 41381 0 129 96 Saud! Arabia. --_~-~_~7~-~-22-22-22-027s22== 1a? ua 1239 691 Venezuela EE DEIDIDT LI SEETERIE 21st ars 389 3 

Other 22 T2TTTTTTETTTITIITIIOIIIIIC IIT __ toss seam. 
Total .-------ne-n-e-neennwnennne------- —-B66ID—*18866—«IT.002——+10,089 
Revised. 

Table 17.—U.S. imports of elemental sulfur, by country 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

88 
aa Quantity Value’ Quantity Value" 

Gil cece SS TAL RE 
Germany, Federal Republic of in = @) 18 e 34 Makes coves ost oe ree 690 87,404 ed 66,556 
Other® _________-----.------- eee een, @ 16 @ 15 

ne nC ee 
‘Declared customs valuation 
Less than 1/2 unit, 
Includes Taiwan and the United Kingdom in 1982 and France and Japan in 1983. 

Table 18.—U.S. imports of sulfuric acid (100% H,SO,), by country 
a 

Country Quantity” Valus! “Quantity Value? 
metric (thou == tmetric’. (thou 
tons) sands) tons) __sands) 

Canada == vnnnnnn--- OTIS BBTED ON MZ «89,261 
Germany, Federal Republic of 2~2772~72=27222222222 10918 402 fa 2 dapat ee reer acne eae ens 19a 2699 110,788 4.858, 

Mexico aeensnenenesmeenes eo nth rele ett 1,990 ‘124 665 52 Norway SSE 2UDF U0Es sMEUTOTAD NUTR ESTs 19/692 1354 19.967 494 Peru 222222222222222222 Foomeorae 350,229 =~ - 
Spain — Nn annie ee ea See a 10,424 573 Beodeni ca nccts ter urocnes eo igesgavae se 3 ii 2340 310 

United Kingdom — ~~... = ee RC at 87 ‘900 152 
hi oe Soot oe ee 3 "44 8 19 

Total pa sirname 428,132, 14,662 445,467 15,785 

"Revised. 
Declared cif. valuation 

WORLD REVIEW 

World production of sulfur in all forms from inventories, Canada shipped over 
declined for the third consecutive year. 800,000 tons from stocks, Mexico reduced 
World consumption of elemental sulfur ex- stocks by about 350,000 tons, and the Feder- 
ceeded output; the United States and Saudi al Republic of Germany and Iraq both 
Arabia each shipped nearly 1 million tons appeared to have reduced stocks by about
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100,000 tons. About 200,000 tons was added natural gas decreased by approximately 
to sulfur stocks at Lacq, France. 250,000 tons because of technical problems 

Brazil.—Brazil attempted to increase re- at the 2,100-ton-per-day processing plant at 
liance on domestic sulfur sources to supply _Grossenkneten. Recovered elemental sulfur 
feedstock for sulfuric acid production. A output from West German oil refineries 
300-ton-per-day Frasch process pilot plant also decreased because of reduced refinery 
began operation at Castanhal, Sergipe. Re- throughput. 
covered elemental sulfur capacity at petro- _Iraq.—Production of sulfur from the 
leum refineries was increased in October to Misraq Frasch operation continued at a 
192,000 tons per year when a 60,000-ton-per- reduced rate. After a hiatus of nearly 2 
year unit began operation at Beltim. Annu- years, caused by the ongoing war with 
al sulfuric acid capacity based on domestic neighboring Iran, Iraqi sulfur reappeared 
pyrites was 425,000 tons. Smelter-based sul- on the world market. Iragi sulfur was trans- 
furic acid capacity was increased dramati- ported by rail and truck to ports in both 
cally after the 617,000-ton-per-year acid Kuwait and Turkey for shipment to over- 
plant at the Camacari metallurgical com- seas consumers. Because of the war, the 
plex near Salvador began operation in No- quantity of sulfur consumed by domestic 
vember 1982, consumers, especially at the new large fer- 
Canada.—Shipments of sulfur in all _tilizer complex at Al-Qain, was unknown. 

forms were about 7.2 million tons, 8% less _ Mexico.—Frasch sulfur output declined 
than shipments in 1982. Recovered elemen- for the fourth consecutive year; recovered 
tal sulfur was produced at 52 sour natural elemental sulfur production from Petréleos 
gas processing plants and 14 petroleum Mexicanos operations was relatively stable. 
refineries. Byproduct production from Shipments to domestic and export markets 
smelter gases increased 16% to approxi- exceeded production by approximately 
mately 730,000 tons of contained sulfur. 350,000 tons, thereby reducing stocks to an 
Canadian sulfur exports declined 8% to extremely low level. 

5.7 million tons. Sulfur exported through — Poland.—Sulfur exports from Poland in- 
the Port of Vancouver, British Columbia, creased to 4.03 million tons from 3.97 mil- 
declined 5% to 4.6 million tons. lion tons in 1982. Exports to Western Eu- 

In Alberta Province, sulfur production rope declined 12% to 1.04 million tons; 
increased 175,000 tons to 5.48 million tons, exports to Eastern, Europe declined slightly 
of which 331,000 tons was from tar sands. to 1.93 million tons, of which 863,000 tons 
Sulfur shipments from Alberta were 6.2 was shipped to the Soviet Union. Morocco 
million tons, with 4.4 million tons shipped and Tunisia were supplied with a total of 
to overseas markets, 1.09 million tons ex- 510,000 tons, and Brazil received 364,000 
ported to the United States, and 700,000 tons. 
tons shipped to domestic consumers. Alber- _ Saudi Arabia.—Sulfur exports of 1.71 mil- 
ta producers’ stocks were reduced from lion tons exceeded estimated production by 
15.09 to 14.5 million tons during the year. 1 million tons. Stocks at yearend were 
Germany, Federal Republic of.—Re- estimated to be 750,000 to 800,000 tons. 

covered elemental sulfur output from
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Table 19.—Sulfur: World production (all forms), by country and source! 
(Thousand metric tons) 

ca se tees 
‘Country? and soures® i9i9—1980~—~=«0B_—=«OD—=g 

Algeria: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas —__________ 15, 4 15 "10 10 

Argentina:* 
"Native (rom cliche) ene ap a 10 Oo. 

Byproduct, all sources —__ = 20 NA NA = ee 

Total --__---..~--.----------------- 20 NA 10 o ses 

‘Australia: "PaaS yp ee 
CPN ates tata scsi acacia cate ES 29 o “ oO “ Byproduct: 

Netley ieiowiiin coerce eres 140 M40 "180 130 180 
PRR Re snr eer tirminiclaimemmacannaie "16 "3 18 14 ia 

PE eo wi ccseerrcenniereest perartnmiae sce aiptmnmrisitete 185, 153 M43 144 144 

nutri: 
Syproduct: 

Metallurgy =e 10 9 9 10 9 
Petroleum and natural gas. -—~-—~_~~272~27~7= 2m 8 B 38 % Gypsume nnn nnn 22aaa nts asseeee a 24 % a a 

enemas te gas soacinage --nnwwwneeeeeeees 61 52 62 % 1 
hamas: Byproduct, petroleum® _ 5 5 5 5 5 Bahrain: Byproduct petroleum. ~~~~~~777777777777 25 38 36 sag Belgium: Byproduct, all sources®_— ~~~ ~~ 777777777 270 270 270 "250 250 Bolivia: Native "~~~ 22~27z7asazazatsll AB i 10 6 4 

Brasil: 
Prati see a ee ee os sg . _ 1 Byrites ——--~n=n-~~-anweecnn sees sae eleed 8 8 a a 55 
‘Byproduct: Metallurgy —— nn ae it 30150 Petroleum: 20 U Sa SSTESINURTOESTSEEE TET zt 

TUE ennineeccnmeeseneames ARE 6 eSB 
Bulgaria:® 

Byres 8002002000 
Byproduct, all sources —-——___ lll 15 10 70 70 70 

WMA) cenit tememnt eee 390 370. 270 "270 270 

Canada: 
I rn pecan Natt AAE SAREE 12 2 10 9 5 Bite 
Metallurgy ——— 2-8 8g Natural gag 000—2TTTTTTIITIITITITIIII «5885550952288 

Petroleum® ______ rinses eeecerenstnie mene ENS 200 160 160 160 170 Tareends-222CIDIITCICIICIIIIITSIIIT__ ssa 
Total --..---------------e-n-n------__ 02 1260——«6199—GPR—« 625 

Chile: ‘Native 
Be cence eeipeceace susie 12 u 5 1 1 From caliche ~~~ "7777TTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 85 4 no 98 100 

Byproduct, metallurgy ___-___-___-. 22 2LLLILIoL 27 27 228 32 32 

BSE congenmeeneniceewieweeeecle IW iss as) 
‘China:* 

Native oe 200 200020000 
TOE si ones Rae aa REO NS 1,500 1,700 1,800 1,800, 2,100 Byproduct, al sources ~~~ 72 772TT722I227TIIIT ‘300 300300300800 

Tl wemewerur eu stesewcnmeceeces 2000 2,200 2300 2800 2.600 
Colombia: 
FO rer warrermnemneincnicenenens eS 16 6 26 "26 26 Byproduct, petroleum ~2_~7~~~-~~-~ 22227222 2 1 2 2 3 

hilo 8 sedoncondommcucneseemetuee 18 2 28 2 29 
Cubs: 

II ee sesserneespeicers se morraipeeneemmlanennonsnesieeiats 12 22 u“ 20 20 
Byproduct, petroleum® _. we enn--- =n n= 8 8 8 8 8 

Melo th meee 20 30 "22 8 8 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 19.—Sulfur: World production (all forms), by country and soureet —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

—____CountryZandsource™——ss=S™S~*~*~ésT':~C*«*idSSC«C SCPC 

Cypllst Bett caine enDeenennnd eens a1 2% 1 5 5 
Czeghoslovakia:® Notive-----——----- nee 5 5 5 5 5 
Byres Boe 7 SAPO O EERO PERE ER OETA RRETS 6 60 6 oy Co Byproduel, al sources -—_2~LLIIIIIIIIIIIIIILL 10 i0 10 10 10 

Tela, sat tes cea tere 6 % 5 B 5 
Denmark: Byproduct, petroleum -—----~------------ 8 8 6 6 6 
Beuador® ee 

Native... nee 5 5 4 5 5 
Byproduct: Se 5 6 5 5 5 Purpiumso 2-0 og esas SS 5 3 5 5 5 

Total 16 5 4 16 16 
Egypt: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas -~—~~~>—~7~> 3 3 2 2 4 

Finland: ag ‘Pyrites 2-2 -- 2a n-ne eee n eee ee wl M48 TT 80 
Byproduct: Metallurgy, --.-----~------------------- ne a 

Betrolain? 255255520 2S02ELEISISII DELICE 30 80, 3010 10 
Pelt sae reece cenanaeeecee 4a aT 460 

ines uct: Natural gas_.----------------- === 90D TL 1,888 1,698 
Feholin. — =o -cac 0 SoCo oecceneccscans 188 226 ‘221 toa "250 
Unepecified® 200 002.02; oeace sec ZOE EEES wo 15032011020 

Total -2-- een nn nen een nn enna 22882216 2,042 ,061__2,068 

German Democratic Republic* 
Pyrites nnn nnn 10 10 10 Co) = Byprodu, all sources —-__-~~~~-~-----=-==--— 350850850860 980 

fetal eccat ee nernenat ie eeacenee 360360860 86]880 
Germany, Federal Republic of BY nnn nnn enna 8 eB 200 

iyproduct: Metallurgy®. 2 450° 450400400400 Natural pes TS OOS SUS SPER IESTN AERTS 6 86 gld 3k BIZ 50 
Potroleum.-----22-2-22n--=-22------=-- "IB BBDTAGO 2D 185 
Unspecified? 202020 SST TIETINSTIIIIIIIE 593, 98 95100 %5 
Wil cence meer 6 Ln Dias Re Si é oo 

Pyrites .—--—------------------- +--+ 63 6 “60 | 60 60 
Byproduct: . Natural gage os oe 4 a us 

Petrdleumi® = 00070 f=2 S820 SEIESTIISESE 3 a i 8 10 
Mela nec onc eawerceteue te eee eee 66 65 7165185 

Hungary: a 3 3 3 3 3 Byprodue, all sources -—_=22222IIIIZIIIIIIT 8 9 9 3 8 
Total® ___ oe soe 2 12 2 2 12 

na a 34 28 2 5 i crs cs ere ns ttewanuaplt meetin tes 2 5 
Bonneau Mekal ees crce acre eesperemeieins mous 9 = 1010 Permunicn een ee EEE 4 5 4 13 15 

Meal satay rans nat peer zee M6 SA 185150 
Sebiaiia Nalin SEE eee eee OD on MB 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 19.—Sulfur: World production (all forms), by country and source! —Continued 
‘(Thousand metric tons) 

‘Country? and source™ 19791980 *1981_—~1980 jong —$—$ Sari and ouree? 1078880198162 98 
Tran 
NA aseo neueruernscseecmemnvawas 15 0 50 50 50 Byproduct, petroleum andinaturalgas ——~"~_~~77""~~_ 0050 6 10 15 a 

Total ---- ~~ 215 220 56 60. 65. ——=—_—__——— 
te 

rach e020 80000 Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas —-_~~- 1-1” 40 40 40 40 40 ig A AD en 
Total ———— enn 500 400TH Ireland: Pyrites <== <0 =~" TDTIT ToT Tao 13 1 u il a Israel: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas® _— 10 wo 10 10 10 

ialy 
ative een 19 2 20 10 8 Byrites: = 002 3 Sue. SRE TESTATT TREE TET ETS sz 3818] 

Byproduct, all sources® #___ nse rmacanienteani mace sany: 250 250° 230 7210 210 
Total smh BB 

Japan: 
Drill score Sierras neue 3000 SL 8B G80 Byproduct: 

Metallurgy == ee 185018001888 388 a0 Petroleum.-"0[TTTTTTTITTIITITTITTIIII_ bans oad vot ors 
eT ae eT ee ae 

Korea, North:* 
Pyrite on eee nS 
ICA, OEE crete os oa a "30 730. *30 730 80 

NO ee epi reorgteotntnseeissccescenie antacid 7285, 280 7255 230 230 

Korea, Republic of:* 
Byproduct: 
POROUS os ccecrarcrimacisninmnmamceacutisS 54 a 54 54 5A Petroleum... 22227222222 2TTTIT TTT 36 3 36 56 36 
Kbal aes Sere eee 90 90 90 0 20 Kuwait: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas® jeisenioes ear 100 120 "7 "M41 ‘145 Libya: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas® _— == 20 22 16 20 20 

Mexico: 
Frasch nena ne ee een |UD 852 SY, dd Byproduet 

Matallorgy! ono wesc uceuweeen ____ yoo 5300100300 Petroleum and natural gas ———--2L2“TTTTIT72_ ae 
FRE coer ennccme sue game cei sane 2,125 2217 2,178 1916 1,633 Moroceo: Pyrites ~~ ~~~IIIIIDTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT 68 36 38 } es Namibia: Pyrites, -————- oo. pean eee 4 4 8 58 581 

Netherlands:* 
Byproduet: 
RY poses ea noe S UAL 88 90 90 F100 100 Petroleum. ~~~ >2TDI2222TTTTTTTT 0 B 55765 5 
EO reg acme crete tas cent ea 158 M42 145 "165 15 Netherlands Antilles: Byproduct, petroleum® a1 a1 90 90 90 ‘New Zealand: Byproduct, all sources®__ | 3 ce) 0%) "i Ct 

Norway: 
Pyrites ~~ ----- ee lng 193 200 195 198 

Pr vieallrey 0 © 0 © fetallurgy —— a ry Pajrolenm “SEET SHERERE STS S TS NSTee 6 6 6 6 10 
Teil, Ra Pee 165 239° F246 "aL 248 

Pakistan: oo 
I ners ere se perpnpn erie oem URS 1 z e%) 1 1 Byproduct, all sourees®__ 14 uM 15 "19 20 

Hetalsonvesmet: ene 5 15 15 20 2 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 19.—Sulfur: World production (all forms), by country and source? —Continued 
(Thousand metrie tons) 

Country and souree® iia 1980 —~«1081—~—«TRRDP = 

Per Nelbecaiceceeescwiisemawoeee. 08 = ae ee ge ise 
Ry prodath, ll RG nc ene nneiaie eee 20 20 20 758 65 

ee 20 20 2 58 6 
Philippines: 

Vries ose ease auaeoomees 41 54 46 30 80 
Byproduct, metallurgy. _--__----_------------ ae ms oe: om 40 

a 41 m4 46 30120 

Poland:!? 
Frasch® -- -...---- e022 eee === 4,310 4,667 4,295, T4441 4,400 Nate SLOUUTARTGRIGETSETRATTSRATTST TOT: eae ae to 
Byproduct: Metallurgy = =e =O 8008880 

Puroloum=--2---2222-02-02222227TETTE 35 30 30 30 30 
RI a ar miter ani cto antemieatiae 20 2 20 20. 20 

Total nee enn nnn -- SANG ——55R SSB 5,240 
Portugal: ee ee a ae a a) 
Byproduct all sources | =~ 7272772227 222222 2222 1 2 2 2 5 

Total... enn nn nnn, 152 157, 187 ue 5. 

Romania:* 
Pyrites-_.___-. Ui eRireS a a: 400 *350 F300 *200 200 Byprodusiallsources - _~-2s2aszssscnsstoe_ 0815180 

TEE cre recep meerermermrerstinmermeresnnmmrens 530 *490 7450. 350 350 

‘Saudi Arabia:* Native. e-em 1 1 NA a ee 
Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas ————-__________ 125 460, 600 "900 300 

PR nities 126 461 600, 7900 800 
‘Singapore: Byproduct, petroleum® .-_ —_.-- ..-- === 20 20, 10 10 10 

South Africa, Republic of 
Pyplles jo subese 243 493 502 465, 5474 
Byproduct:* 

Mablitngy Subcowes comes: 100 100 100 7135 5125 
PRR eee eee: 25 ey at 725 32. 

Total ---- ene neeeeeenneeeeennn IBD T 
Spai : MP ccuiursusetsecmee es UO | 9G LIB? ome! «aod 

Byproduct: 
‘Coal ignite) gesification® —_____-.---- = 3 3 3 3 3 
Metallurgy ~~ -.-~~~~-~~--~-------------- 120 125 185 "125, 120 
Pybtelem oS ee 10 12 12 10 8 

SOE, rani un ahesan een Aas 1,224 1,236 1,268 "1,167 1,181 

Sweden: 
TG yrspeciencransicresemreeenexenssean we "202, 204 206 208 
Byproduct: Metallagy® ———— ann 10 = 18018018080 

Unspecified ~~ 22222TDIIIIITIIII IIT 3637 38 0 40 
Total _-__----_.-.---. a 448 "369 372. 316 318 Switserland: Byproduct, patroloum ~ ~~~ 7777 77TTII2 3 3 3 3 3 

Syria: Byproduct, petroleum and naiural gas ~~~~~~~ ~~~ 4 5 6 2 30 
Taiwan 

Dips ss os ge eer: @%) ey) e oO is 
Byproduct, all sources __--_---__--------______ 9 8 10 20 a 

TI eon ecw espero nts mice trree tice 9 8 10 ©20 a 
‘Trinidad and Tobago: Byproduct, petroleum... ---- 7 aT 44 Fe10 20 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 19.—Sulfur: World production (all forms), by country and source! —Continued 
‘(Thousand metric tons) 

Country? and source® 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983¢ Serr neon? tag 1980191196298 
Turkey: 
Naito oc occSctch a eee eee enen 721 "23 2B 29 31 PFE reece eee ine eee aco "16 733. 29 30, 25 Byproduct, all sources®. == 10 70 120 7126 "124 ee 

Total® ——— one nee 128 gs 180 NESE a ——————— 
USSR 
PN Se SS ceccmeeupepeate 800 800 800, 800 800 POI eo corn ensoneeitinnh ono ee Oa DOC 1,900 2,000 2,000 1,900 1,800 rete wenn na-------~ ~~~ ee 3,500 3,550 8,600 "3,600 3,600 Byproducti 
OP Seascale 40 49 40 40 4 Metalbegy 5 no ace ene 1,700 1,800 1,800 71,800 1,800 Natural ges—°22LILIIIIIITITIIITITIIIID too a0 B80 T3008 PO. csemnscngccisneunnsmabranicee, 200 200. 200 200 200 a Total -------------------n---------- 92409890 *3690 "9,640 9,500 

United Kingdom: 
yproduct: 
Metall ooo inns nedesaeeseenennee 556 50 80 50 30 Of petroleum refinery_——_ ~~~" LIIIITIIIIIIIT 53 *80 1% °85, 60 Reais 4 4 4 4 4 
RE nicer pam 113 "184 "129 *189 i 

United States: 
EIN corm got once sy tc cine SS 6,857 6,890 6,348 4,210 3,202 oe earner 400 322 307 265 Ww Byprodueit 

Mabaiiegy coe ee woe Seca, 1,167 1,008 1,159 828 Sagi POI II einai ene iciinins toto OL 1,760 1,757 1,971 1,960 52,871 Petroleum____._____222 20 LIIIIIIIIIII 2,810 2,816 2,288 2Add 2,584 Unepenified = 5.2L USCIS ISEDE IIS 107 8 2 80 #02 
I a i cannabis Neamt 12,101 tee Ie Wet *9,290 ‘Yrumuay: Byproduct, petroleum wo n----5----- 5+ 2 2 ‘Venezuela: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas® ________ 585 85 85. 85 85 

‘Yugoslavia: "tue wee "Pyles 190 "52 att Byproduct:* 
MMII nina ais mri! 200: 200 200 200 180 Petroleum. _—-__..---_ 222-2 LTT 5 5 4 4 3 

Total -- ~~~ 8+ 395 "457 418 reqs) 453 Zaire: Byproduct, metallurgy® === 725 725 725. 725 35 
Zambia: a go) Ug ge PERI pe oa minsni te inna NOS meta 1 2 1 1 S11 Byproduct, all sources --~~-~-___~~ 772777777 u 92 90 84 a 

Mobelssiovmarcen des a emma % 94 9 85 95 
Zimbabwe:* © BREE RRS S eg peaneeen— memg PAM comonccremlleceye 2 29 2% 5 25 Pap EE nee eres ce uneo coe 5 5 5 5 5 

Total —-- ne 33 u 30 30 0 
a Oe "53,227 "54,920 58,350 50,776 50,472, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 19,—Sulfur: World production (all forms), by country and source! —Continued 
(Thousasid metric tons) 

Country? and souree™ iota___i980 1081 1982? tea" 

Grand total—Continued ‘Of which: Frasch-.----------------------- 187904718205. ae .g07 Netiwe22DIIDTIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIII telass aint alas irae 
Pyrites22222DTTTIZIIIIIIIIIIIIIII alas ssolzn2 10205 als2 aaa 

oduct: "cian coal gasification == 3% | 4s 43 43 48 Metallurgy-<-------222222772ZTTIZ ae ass ae gre 1088 Natural ges -222-2--ss2-2stssss2-> dS l'ded Basra 
Petroleum ---7L777UT=77IUTTa> oes ager 751 go 5.088 Petroleum andnatural gaa, undifferentiated -- ‘gt «11380881 =«1.703 1628, §pentoxides 4 4 4 4 4 
oy ae 7 Other ---222222TTTIIIIIIIIIIIIZ kote ,988 1878008 2a 

Gypeum 22ST TOSSES CSTE TE aT a 4 45 ti a 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. , NA Not available, _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with "Byproduct: Unspecified.” 
‘VTable includes data available through May 28, 1984 
2in edo the eguntre listed, «numberof alone may produce lnived quanti of ether elemental sulfur op 

compounds (chiefly HaS or SOs) as a byproduct of petroleum, natural gas, and/or metallurgical operetions, but output i any, not quantitatively reported and ao basi ialcvalaole fr tne fetlation of Tals etinen of output, Countrog 
not listed in this table that may recover byproduct sulfur from oil refining include Albania, Bangladesh, Brunel, Burma, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Maleyeia, Nicaregua, Paraguay, and Yemen (Aden). Albania and Burma say lio produce byproduct sulfur fom ride olf and nature qe extraction. No complete iting of ter nations that Tay pric byproduct aulfr frm metallurgial operations Gnauding provesing of ena for mefallargial ua) can be ‘complied, but the total of such output is considered aa amall. Nations listed in this able that may have production from Souroes other than thoes listed are identified by individual footnotes, 

‘The term “source” reflects both the means of collecting eulfur and the type of raw material. Sources listed include the following) Franch recovery; @ native, comprising all production of elemental sulfur by traditional ining metho 
(thereby exclading Fraschy; () pyrites (whether or not the sulfur is recovered in the elemental form or as ocid); byproct recovery, ether as elemental sulfur or ge sulfur compounds from coal geiicaion, metallurgical operations 
including associated coal ocessing, crude oll and natural gas extraction, petroleum refining, tar sand cleaning, and 
processing of spent oxide from stack-gas scrubbers; and (6) recovery from the processing of mitied sqeum. Resovery of Fulfr in he form of wulfurie acid fom atl grasum produced aa a byprot of phoaphatieferteer projuction is 
excluded because to include it would reault in double counting. It should be noted that production of Frasch sulfur, other native sulfur, pyrites-derived sulfur, mined gypsumderived sulfur, byproduct sulfur from extraction of crude oil and Ratural gas, ahd recovery from tar‘sands afe all credited to the country of orgin of the extrected raw material; in Contrast, bypreduct recovery from metallugleal operation, petroleum refineries and spent oxide i crdived to the nation where the recovery takes place, which in some instances isnot the original source country of the crude product from which the sulfur is extracted. 

“Revised to zero. 
SReported figure. 
‘Exports; regarded as tantamount to production owing to minimal domestic consumption levels. 
2Byproduct pyrite and pyrrhotite from the processing of metallic sulfide ores 
In addition, may produce limited quantities of byproduct sulfur from ol refining. 
"Includes only the elemental sulfur equivalent of sulfuric acid produced as a byproduct from metallurgical furnaces; additional output may be inchided under Byproduct: Unspecified. 
Leas than 1/2 unit. 
UIpeludes recovery from gypeum, if any. "Offi Polish sources fepot total mined elemental sulfr output annually; this gure hasbeen divided between Frasch and other native sulfur on the basis of information obtained from supplementary sources, Therefore, although both numbers are estimates, the total is not an estimate. 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Bureau of Mines developed a sulfur strength. However, conventional concrete 
concrete technology over the past several materials were attacked and in some cases 
years. Sulfur concrete materials were tested completely destroyed under the same con- 
under actual operating conditions in 50 ditions? 
corrosive process environments at 40 com- ——__—_—— 
mercial plants. After 4 years of testing, 1Physca aint, Divkion of industrial Mineral 

i i . _2MeBeo, W.C.,,T. A. Sullivan, and B. W. Jong. Industrial these materials essentially showed no evi pyatuation of Sulfur Conerete in Corrosive Environments, 
dence of material degradation or loss of  BuMines RI 8786, 1983, 15 pp.





By Robert A. Clifton’ 

Although the combined total domestic developed by the Bureau of Mines from a 
production of talc and pyrophyilite declined voluntary survey of 38 known operating 
6% in 1983, sales increased 13% because of mines. All 38 mines responded, represent 
increased demand. Exports decreased 6%. ing 100% of U.S. production data shown in 

Domestic Data Coverage —Domestic pro- table 1. 
duction data for talc and pyrophyllite were 

Table 1.—Salient tale and pyrophyllite statistics 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Sti 
United States: ‘Mine production, crude: 

NR seems irra recnser renee mem eeresreceirtnenr toes tvete tata 1,268 1127 1,286 1,049 980, 
Pypmphylllte oo ee 185, ‘ug 107 87 87 

Nal ics cn tt esa as 1,453 1,240 1,343 1,185, 1,066 

Value: 
Tale___._..-.__------.------------ $19,365 "$18,600 $21,600 $19,540 $18,998 Pyrophiyliife. 2222222222222TTITTITTT_ es a xorg tiara 

‘Total? _____ a 20,364 "19,497 “22,616 —_—**20,671 20,280 

Sold by producers, crude and processed: 
I rr eras las aL stint 19 1173 1115 915 1,088 
Pyrophyllite ~-—---_-_—--- 195. 158 106 110 125, 

Total ___-_______-__. ~~ ------- 1,814 1,331 1,221 1,025 1,163 

Value: loan GM aaa! Vale Gena 
Bless ceo cee $80,529 $84,523 $95,354 $82,104 $104,739 
Pyrophyllite_.____------__---_------ 4418 4,254 3,454 3,557 4,057 

Total ______________-_-___---..- 84,942 88,777, 98,808 85,661 108,796 
‘Exports? (tale) ____ aan nema pases iate 316 215 SL 232 218 

Value -___-____________-__ iu lit _ $15,210 $14,968 $15,095 $12,957 $12,916 
Imports for consumption (tale) —-_______-___-_____ 2 21 °oT Ser 44 

Value -__-__----~. ~~ aewen nner —— $2,822, $3,720 7 °$5,834 * 936,264 $7,691 
Apparent consumption. ____-_-_-________ io 1,020 1,077 937 820 989 

World: Production ——_____ = 7,568 78,306 7,965 7,539 °7,553 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
*Excludes powders—talcum (in package), face, and compact. 
"Does not include imported pyrophyllite. 

Legislation and Government Pro- _The allowable depletion rates established 
grams.—The National Defense Stockpile in- under the Tax Reform Act of 1969 remained 
ventory of tale, block or lump, was 1,081 at 22% for domestic and 14% for foreign 
short tons at yearend, far exceeding the _ block steatite. 
goal of 28 tons. The inventory of ground USS. import duties on tale minerals from 
tale, for which no goal had been established, most favored nations were crude and un- 
remained at 1,809 tons. ground, 0.02 cent per pound; ground, wash- 

851
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ed, powdered, and/or pulverized, 4.2% ad pound; and other not specifically provided 
valorem; cut, sawed, or in blanks, crayons, for, 4.8% ad valorem. 
cubes, disks, or other forms, 0.1 cent per 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Tale.—U.S. mine production of crude tale er, permanently closed its mine in Novem- 
decreased about 7% in tonnage and 3% in ~ ber. 
value. Talc, including soapstone, was pro- The seven largest domestic producers of 
duced at 26 mines in 11 States. California talc, listed alphabetically, remained Cyprus 
led all States in the number of producing Industrial Minerals, with mines in Califor- 
mines with six. Montana, New York, Texas, nia, Montana, and Texas; Eastern Magnesia 
and Vermont accounted for 90% of domes- Talc, in Vermont; Pfizer Inc., Minerals, 
tic talc production. Montana continued to Pigments & Metals Div., in California and 
lead all States in the value of talc produced. Montana; Southern Clay Products Inc. and 

The Vermont Talc Co. changed its oper- Texas Talc Co., in Texas; R. T. Vanderbilt 
ation from an underground mine to open Co. Inc., in New York; and Windsor Miner- 
pit? The company also opened a new open als Inc. in Vermont. 
pit mine and completed engineering work _Pyrophyllite.—Pyrophyllite was produc- 
on a new froth flotation plant. Cyprus ed by four companies operating seven mines 
Industrial Minerals Co. was evaluating a in North Carolina and California. Total 
deposit on “lease land” technically owned production remained at about the same 
by the city of Chester; Englehard Corp.'s _ level as that of 1982. 
Eastern Magnesia Talc Co., a large produc- 

Table 2.Crude tale and pyrophyllite 
produced in the United States, by State 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

— a 1985 
See Quer Value 8 Value 

California 85609 T.89 
Georgina “TOL 
North Carolina ___ 831,266 89 1,452 
‘Texas (tale)... 205 8,024 250 8,988 
‘Other! (tale) - 142 714,541 642 13,505 

Total _____. 1,135 "20,671 1,066 20,280 

"Revised. 
‘Includes Arkansas, Montana, New York, Oregon, 

Vermont, Virginia, and Washington. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Apparent domestic consumption of crude uses. 
and processed talc and pyrophyllite increas- The largest portion, 32%, of domestically 
ed 20%. Sales of talc and pyrophyllite in- produced ground pyrophyllite was used in 
creased 13% in tonnage and 27% in value. _ ceramics, 27% in refractories, 14% in insec- 

End-use distribution of ground talc was _ ticides, 8% in roofing, and the remainder in 
ceramics, 35%; paint, 18%; roofing, 11%; other uses. A significant fraction of import- 
Paper, 9%; plastics, 6%; cosmetics, 5%; ed pyrophyllite was ground for use in the 
rubber, 3%; insecticides, 1%; and the re- ceramics industry. 
mainder went to a variety of miscellaneous
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Table 3.—End uses for ground tale and pyrophyllite 
(Thousand shor tons) 

7 aS 
a Toe PEROT tua tale BET tan 

Ceramics one 292 » 32 ao a Ms Gumedies! - 2S SRCUS SERIO ISS 5 = 5 0 a 30 Insecticides ~~" 7722IIITIIIIIIIIIT 7 8 28 5 B tt Paint -<- ~~~ 77>222TTIITTIIIIIE 110 1 166 tT agr Bape SS SRerEE TOISe anaes 18 ae 19 3 a 3 Plies cosccsciccnssece a i 5 5 i 38 Refractories” 77772222727 222222 2 2 2 2 a % Hosting 92 207 S00 Sts aensenons7E e te 3 7 103 Hate: Gcccetcsges st Eat 1 22 2 : 8 
SRP ccssimmnincgosercmansecenn, 83. by 4 95 18 108 

Total = nnn wT a8 OL 885 
Incomplete data. Some cosmetic tale known tobe included with “Other.” Includes art sculpture, asphalt filler and coatings, crayons, floor tile, foundry facings rice polishing, stucco, and other uses not specified 

PRICES 

Tale prices varied depending on the quali- _ American Paint & Coatings Journal, 
ty and degree and method of processing. In December 26, 1983, listed the following 
general, prices remained steady except for prices per short ton for paint-grade tale in 
minor increases and foreign exchange fluc- _carload lots: 
tuation. Prices, quoted by the Engineering Gaseornia 
and Mining Journal, December 1983, per "Baga mill: | 
short ton of domestic ground tale, in carload Hema nnag Ne S872 ~~~ 5193.08 
lots, £o.b. mine or mill, including contain- Canads fae Micron, Haag No, —— 17600 ea words falls Noctgna Ultrafine rind fo ml 14500 

‘Nonfibrous, bags, mill: New Jersey: 38% through 825 mesh 73.00 
Eichmann a0 Trace retained on 225 meal =~ 148.00 

Dey ead 1700 Approximate equivalents, in dollars per 
New vayiter Denefiiated ------"~ 2180022800 short ton, of price ranges quoted in Industri- 

36% through 200 mesh... 600.7990 al Minerals (London), December 11983, for 98% to 98.25% chrough $25 mech —— 78.00. 80.00 it if, mais 100% through $25 mesh, steatite talc, c.if. main European ports, 
cag lnibanenty ound = 16090 were as follows: . 

Slander easueeer con $9.50 Australian, coometi(ex store) s105180 Fractionaed”~""""2222222 gro. 1100 Norwetan! Micronized —27"77"777722222 0010400 \°Gpetind ex store) —_ == us. 120 Conmeticsteaiitg =7~7~"7777. —LO0-'85.00__Mieronized tex store) ---7777>~> 1 210 
OE tough 200 mesh 4000 Talan’ rong ~~ 7777 eee $99 through 82 mesh ~~~ ~~" 7~ 50.00 Chinese, normal ex store 100s: through 825 mesh, UR MOmesh nnn 180. 183 Muidenengy ground 10000 = UK 800mesh- === 22277222722 188. 195 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports—Tale exports decreased 6% value of imports with 36% of the total while the average price of these exports compared with Mexico's 22%. A total of 53 
increased 6% to $59 per ton. These prices countries were recipients of USS. tale. varied from between $38 per ton for materi-_ Imports.—U.S. imports of tale increased al shipped to Mexico to about $500 per ton 63% because of increased crude from Aus 
for material sent to several smaller coun- tralia and ground material from Canada. tries. Australia became a new significant supplier Mexico remained the major importer of to the United States. Imports from Canada USS. tale, accounting for 39% of the tonnage increased by 71%, Canada, which supplied shipped, followed by Canada, 34%; Japan, 41% of total imports, remained the leading 7%; and Belgium-Luxembourg, less than source of imported talc, followed by Austral- 
1%. Canada, however, continued to lead in ia with 25%.
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Table 4.—U.S. exports of tale? 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ium 2 '. pee Canada Japan Mexico Other Total Yer ee 
Sie” _Vatae GiB Vaive Qi Vaton GI Value GE Value QE Vata 

; ig... 48 LO 64s ada «8599 5 4098 gg asaI0 i-------- Mas gs 4960 1g “aster us. agg AS HSNO Wer---—-2ol- 6A] 4682 B00 isa dns ak agg BF SES a et a ee en ee a yee aws 8 deeo torr 186 eos eg Be B88 7 — Excludes powders—talcum (in package), face, and compact *Probably includes shipments in transit through Canadian port. 

Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of tale, by country 

Ground, washed, Crude and . Cutand Tale, Total unground owdered, or caved nspt — unmantfactured 
Country | 

juantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Value Quantity Valu Site” owe Seba” alee Qumntty Yue Yalue Quantiy, Value tons) sands) __tons)_sands)_tons) sands) __ sands) tons) sands) ———___S__san)_tons)_sands)_tons)_sands)__sands)_tons)__ sands) 1981 —-..-___.__ 10898 $1,954 15,154 S818 1458 $1,490,272 27.008 "saad Si _ 15154 _ 818 __156__1.490_$1,272_27.008 "36,884 1982 ‘Australia a a = 3690 Lo a = 2 7 Bh RT ti 506 Bao Canada” 2272 8 5 ste 508g) 9 10527 "1,709 China > 2277 aco; esi aak HR India "777-2 NA a 5 4 at 5 aa Italy --- 908818 6 2 3 98) 1768 Korea, Republic tere -s-e Ggeat % 1590406 Other! 27272 5 ES CS ——>__2 _8§ noe Total -..-_ 908734 __16,169 2.495.281 88G~—=—«0 2.503 _Fa284 iS __ Tt _16,160__2495_1281_986__1,049 96,508 '6,266 1985 
Australia. 007 8k = Moor Bt Brasil 2227 Ht 1 a 7 5 BH ae Canada ~~~ 5 2 sis 2433 1k HO 2% 18017 ar0r Ghina 2272 s J 19 2 3 M88 ec Tndia_7>=— >> i 3 8 Pid é 6 oat 9 aor Healy 7" 905.295 56 - ~ 8 141,889 Korea, Republic eee — 2000 ae Teas Othe? "TTT 68 38 nSIT ew) 192884808 aor SR sit ero 06 oT Total ---- 20.922 2a71 701365 LgTl=~=S«C«SBCS*S*«SSC*« OSC “Seiised, NAN@amiaia "Revised. NA Not available 

Mneludes 18 countries, MIneludes 23 countries, 

WORLD REVIEW 

The United States remained the world’s Japan accounted for 57%, followed by the 
largest tale producer, and Japan remained Republic of Korea, 25%; the United States, the largest pyrophyllite producer. Together 6%; Brazil, 5%; Canada and India, 3% each; 
they accounted for 35%. of the world’s tale and Australia, 1%. Argentina and the Re- and pyrophyllite production. public of South Africa accounted for less 

A detailed discussion of the pyrophyllite than 1% each. 
industry in Australia and the Far East was Australia.—A description of the Pambula reported in the literature Using primarily pyrophyllite mine of Steetley Industries 1981 data, the article examined each coun- Ltd., including location and geological set- 
try’s share of the world’s pyrophyllite Pro- ting, reserves, mining, processing, products, duction. Of the 1.8 million tons produced, and pyrophyllite markets, was published.«
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Canada.—Bakertalc Inc. enjoyed its best mental stone for carving and sculpture. 
year ever in 1982, producing 15,000 tons* At Newer markets, such as raw material for 
that production rate, reserves were deter- refractories, had emerged during World 
mined to be adequate for 26 years. War Land continued to consume the majori- 
Japan.—A study was published of the ty of South Korean pyrophyllite. Chinaware 

Japanese pyrophyllite industry, including and tiles were also major pyrophyllite 
complex geology of deposits and processing consumers." 
methods used. A detailed summary of each —_____ 
company's markets was provided. Of partic- _!Physica scientist, Divison of Industrial Minerale. 
ular significance was the loss of large por- ,28abyP H- Tal: Min. Bag, v.95, No.5, May 18, po. 
tions of the paper, rubber, and other mar- "industrial Minerals (London). No. 194, Nov. 1883, 
kets to imported kaolin and tale.* po, 2h : "Nichol, D. Pyrophylite Operations at Pambula, Aus Korea, Republic of.—A report was pub- raha ind-Mincr (London, Ne 184, Rov, 108 pp. S18 
lished describing deposits of pyrophyllite in "*The Northern Miner (Toronto, Bakertale Has Record 
the Republic of Korea and its markets. The anor Nuovo or pv citos a Jareinoce Pephylite 
Republic of Korea, which ranked second in Ind. Mince, Landon) No. 186 Nov 8S, pp 212” 

world production of pyrophyllite, continued fa, yo? tas KR Re ie me 
to retain its centuries-old market in orna- 31. 

‘Table 6.—Tale and pyrophyllite: World production, by country? 
(Thousand short tons) 

OOo a 8 
jentina (tale steatite, pyrophylita)-—————____ 8 6 40 2 32 ee | Meese == 1 18 100103 108 REER Gngoad aig =ocee Tears us i Bs i is 

Brazil talc and pyrophylila——~-~~--—- am 4555] 0 
Canada (shipments) ——_ _ - 100 96 98 *79 107 Ghinet seen 2 aT is ol, 80D Finland 27777777 sees a So Ss France round talo——~~- > nn ne mG Germany, Federal Republic of Gnarketabio) ~~~ it ri it 7 iv 
Hungary®______ ti pans aie 19 19 ig 19 19 eee = oe tata Po Neal Gai and stating) ~~~ ~~~7777777777777 i 83 80 ial 180 dopant CIUIIIIIID «agama 
Kare’ Nepalis of aie and pron. : On Bosh. Prof aieand prrophylii ——~-—--- : i 5 fa 3 

“pyrophyilit 7 T2TTTTTT 5 Renee OB Romana oe SoDZEEEEOD Oona 6 6 6 & 6 South Africa, Republic o® -~~~~~~~~7~7777777 n 6 " 5 5 Spain teat puieauemEnnere ab & ib é ° Tien eee sre se B i a st a ‘Thalinnd ale end propia) ~~7~~~7~ & B ib 2 a 
URN i ceenntnn oe 530 540 550 560 560 United King” 77777727722227TTTTIIt is 13 30 at 0 United Sates alc and pyropiplivel ———~"7TTTT 58 Hats 08 
Ole epee ese 49 aL 41 42 43 

ee eS ee ee 
“Bstimated. Preliminary. "Revised ‘Table includes data avalabie through May 9, 1984, stg dion fo the cutis Lnted, Ccostvakia praca ta, bat avalable information was inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels Total of benefited and slab direct shipping production of tale and pyrophylite 
‘includes tale, pyrophyllite, and pyrophyllite clay. Reported igure. 
“Cery cepmnl tn ent Ahlan ina, hv, Cle ola ey om al % yory represents the combine of vanistan, tile, Colomt », Greece (steatite), Nepal Paraguay: Pilppinee Porapal Sweden Uruguay, Zambia and Bbabwe as Beye





Thorium 
By James B. Hedrick* 

Domestic mine production of monazite, terns, welding rods, and refractory applica- 
the principal source of thorium, increased _ tions. The only energy use of thorium in the 
in 1983. Associated Minerals Ltd. Inc. was United States was in the high-temperature, 
the only domestic monazite producer. Thori- _ gas-cooled nuclear reactor at Fort St. Vrain, 
um products used by the domestic industry CO. 
during the year were imported or produced Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic 
in the United States from either imported mine production data for thorium are devel- 
materials or from existing company and oped by the Bureau of Mines from one 
Government stocks. W. R. Grace & Co. and voluntary survey of U.S. operations. This is 
Rhéne-Poulenc Inc., a subsidiary of Rhéne- the Rare Earths and Thorium survey. The 
Poulenc S.A. of France, were the principal one mine to which a survey request was 
processors of thorium-containing ores and sent responded, representing an estimated 
compounds in the United States. 100% of total production. The production 

Major nonenergy end uses were in aero- data are withheld to avoid disclosing compa- 
space alloys, mantles for incandescent lan- ny proprietary data. 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. thorium statistics 
(Metric tons of ThO,, unless otherwise specified) 

1979 1980 108i 1982 1988 
Exports: Ores, metals — =v 6 2 6 4 4 Imports: Metals, alloys, and compounds —— ~~~ —— at Prt 38 2 46 
Shipments from Government stockpile excesses _——__ 9 3 3 z as 
Apparent consumption, nonenergy applications® ? — —— 30 25 30 18 2 
Prices, yearend, dollars per kilogram, ThOs 

Nitrate, mantlegrade —~ ie $106 $840 $9.50 gino 10.60 
Oxide, $9%, grade = 22LLLTLLIIT sis4s $1600 $81.20 2450 81.00 

“Bstimated. ; ; 
00 bo Go tons of sto tide hex bau Tegel sot By as Sir Seni Dane at ae 

Legislation and Government. Pro- 1,547,043 kilograms of thorium oxide), com- 
grams.—Government stocks of thorium ni- pared with the stockpile goal of 272,155 
trate in the National Defense Stockpile kilograms (equivalent to 130,153 kilograms 
were 3,234,936 kilograms, (equivalent to of thorium oxide). 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Monazite was produced as a byproduct of _ the United States to produce monazite dur- 
minerals sands mining for titanium and __ ing the year. 
zirconium minerals at Green Cove Springs, W. R. Grace’s Davison Chemical Div. and 
FL, by Associated Minerals, a subsidiary of Rhéne-Poulenc were the only domestic proc. « 
the Australian-owned firm Associated Min- essors of monazite or intermediate concen- 
erals Consolidated Ltd. Associated Minerals trates of monazite. Other firms processed 
was the only minerals sands operation in imported and domestic finished com- 
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pounds, metals, and alloys. was reportedly negotiating with domestic 
W. R. Grace processed monazite at its rare-earth and thorium processors interest- 

Chattanooga, TN, facilities to produce rare- ed in purchasing its monazite concentrates. 
earth catalysts and compounds. Although Williams Strategic Metals Inc. (WSM), a 
thorium was extracted from monazite, no subsidiary of Williams Resources Inc., 
thorium compounds were produced for sale. announced plans to recover rare-earth and 
W. R. Grace's stored thorium residues con- thorium-bearing apatite from 16 million 
tained a revised 3,200 metric tons? of thori- _ tons of iron ore tailings near Mineville, NY. 
um oxide equivalent at yearend. The Mineville Mine and facilities were 

Rhéne-Poulenc separated rare earth- purchased from Republic Steel Corp., which 
thorium hydroxides at its Freeport, TX, operated the iron mine until 1971. WSM 
plant to produce rare-earth products. Thori- reportedly expects to begin processing in 
um nitrate was produced as a byproduct. 1985 at a rate of 90,000 tons of iron ore 
Marathon Gold Corp. announced that it tailings per year. It was estimated that the 

would recover monazite as a byproduct of company could produce 12 tons of byproduct 
its placer gold mining operations near thorium annually if there were sufficient 
Craig, CO, starting in 1985. The minerals demand. WSM would produce magnetite 
sands reportedly contain from 7.5 to 20 and yttrium, including rare earths, as co- 
kilograms of heavy minerals per ton, of products and phosphoric acid as a byprod- 
which 5% to 21% is monazite. Marathon uct. 

Table 2.—Companies with thorium processing and fabricating capacity 

Doom Plant location Operations 
‘Atomergic Chemetals Corp -------------------- Plainview, NY_------ Produces oxide, 

ele Cheeta Corn: fluoride, metal. 
Bettis Atomie Power Laboratory =. West ifn, PAL Nuclear ie 

esearch and 
Corse Ine oo eee nena enna Milwaukee, WL------- Produoes ceramics, Geredyne ne *OTCOSSTIOIIIIIIICOIIIIIIIE SanlatAna/¢a=2TOU772 Preduees avanond 

‘echnical ceramics. 
Chicago Magnesium Casting Corp -__-..--.~-~~-~- Blue Island, IL_______~ Dagrenitns Hosier 

Coleman Oo.Ine uve anesen eee Wiehe, RS A. = Prods thorated 
mantles. Consolidated Aluminum Corp. -———----a--nnnn-~ — Maigon TL... Magnes thoriam 

Controlled Castings Corp —..------------------ Plainview NY. "De. 
CORIORT PRMONE on ce csspre erp en moe retort mrrrntreete San Diego, CA... ‘Nuclear fuels. W.R, Grace &Co 2 2_ 2022222222222 ZTZ Chattanooga, TN 2=7=>_ Produces thorium. 

ontaning residues 
GTE Sylvania _______--__-------------...- ‘Towanda, PA... Produces thoriated 

welding rods. 
Hitchcock Industries Ine ann South Bloomington, MN. Magen thorium 
NIOIne.__---------------------------- Cincinnati, OH____---_ _Produves compounds 

‘and metals; manages BOE thorium stocks. North American Phillips Lighting Corp.-—--------- Bloomfield, NJ... Produces thorium- 
‘containing lighting 

* and metallic 
thorium. Phillips Elmet———------------------------ Lewistown, ME <...... Produces thoriated 

welding rods. 
BSP NERE INe ee neem neni a mematite Freeport, TX ___-_-___ Produces thorium 

nitrate from an 
intermediate 
compound of monazite Teledyne Cast Products = —-a- nn Pomona, CA Magne thorium 

Teledyne Wah Chang----------------------- Huntsville, ALL Prods thoiated 
‘welding rods. Union Carbide Corp, Nuclear Div ....-___------- Oak Ridge, TN___---._ Nuclear els, 
test quantities, 

, Wellman Dynamics Corp -__-----------~-.~--- Caen, Tih scien aie ‘Magnesium thorium 
alloys
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic thorium processors consumed ment molds, crucibles, and experimental 
in estimated 47 tons of thorium oxide stage core-retention beds for nuclear reac- 
»quivalent in 1983 in energy and nonenergy _ tors. 
ases. Mantles for incandescent “camping” lan- 
The distribution of nonenergy uses for terns are coated with thorium nitrate. The 

shorium was estimated as follows: refracto- nitrate is converted to an oxide when 
cy applications and associated research, burned and produces an intense white light 
37%; aerospace alloys, 10%; lamp mantles, when heated in a gas flame. 
18%; welding rods, 4%; and other applica- Thorium nitrate was also used to produce 
sions and research, 11%. thoriated tungsien welding electrodes. The 
Thorium used in metallurgical applica- addition of thorium improves the flow of 

‘ions was primarily alloyed with magne- electrons through the welding rod. 
sium. The addition of thorium to magne- Other nonenergy uses for thorium were 
sium imparts high strength and excellent _ in electron tubes, special-use lighting, cata- 
reep resistance at elevated temperatures, _ lysts, and high-refractive glass. 

properties that are useful in aircraft and An energy-related use for thorium is as 
Berorpace applications. Small quantities a nuclear fuel using the thorium-232/ura- 

vere used in dispersion-hardened alloys for _nium-233 fuel cycle. In the reactor process, 
high-strength, high-temperature applica- fission of uranium-233 releases neutrons 

tions. that are absorbed by thorium-232 creating 
Thorium oxide (thoria) has the highest additional uranium-233. If more uranium- 

melting point of all the oxides, 3,300°C, and 233 exists after operation of the reactor 
is used in several refractory applications, than was initially loaded, the reactor has 
including high-technology ceramics, invest- functioned as a breeder reactor. 

STOCKS 

The U.S. Department of Energy's invento- of thorium oxide equivalent contained in 
ry at yearend contained 1,237,270 kilograms various forms. 

PRICES 

The average declared value of imported crease. 
monazite decreased significantly during The yearend price for monazite based on 
1983 to $377 per ton, $49 per ton less than a thorium oxide content of 7% was approx- 
the 1982 value. The price of Australian imately $5.27 to $5.78 per kilogram of thori- 
monazite (concentrate minimum 55% rare- um oxide contained. 
earth oxide including thoria, f.o.b--f.i.d.),3 as Rhéne-Poulenc quoted thorium product 
quoted in Metal Bulletin (London), in- _ prices, per kilogram, net 30 days, f.o.b. New 
creased from $A400 to $A440 (US$392 to Brunswick, NJ, or duty paid at point of 
US$432)' per ton at yearend 1982 to $A410 - entry, effective January 1, 1983, as follows: 
to $A450 (US$369 to US$405) per ton at thorium oxide—99% purity, $31; 99.99% 
yearend 1983. Although the Australian purity, $51. Thorium nitrate at 99.5% puri- 
yearend quoted price for monazite increas- ty (mantle-grade) was quoted at $10.60 per 
ed, fluctuations in the foreign exchange kilogram of thorium oxide equivalent. 
rate caused the U.S. dollar price to de- 

FOREIGN TRADE 

For the fourth consecutive year, France earth and thorium processing plant at La 
was the destination of all of the domestic Rochelle, France, received the ore ship- 
exports of thorium ore, including monazite. ments. 
It was believed that Rhéne-Poulenc’s rare-
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WORLD REVIEW 

‘The principal source of the world’s thori- Guangdong Provinces. Strict Chinese na- 
um is monazite, a rare-earth phosphate tional standards for radioactive materials 
mineral. Monazite was recovered as a by- has made the handling of monazite increas- 
product of minerals sands mined for tita- ingly difficult. As a result, Chinese mona- 
nium and zirconium in many countries and _zite is often converted to rare-earth chloride 
las a byproduct of tin mining in Malaysia and the radioactive thorium is extracted.* 
land Thailand. Monazite production quanti-  France.—In 1983, Rhdne-Poulenc S.A. 
‘ties fail to reflect world demand for thorium produced various thorium compounds from 
because monazite is processed almost en- imported monazite, mainly for export 
tirely for its rare-earth content. Asa result worldwide, principally to the United States 
of the large demand for rare earths in and the United Kingdom. Thorium oxide 
relation to thorium, a large overcapacity and nitrate were produced at its plant in La 
exists for thorium. Large stocks of thorium- Rochelle, France. Thorium-bearing rare- 
containing compounds and residues are lo- earth hydroxide, an intermediate compound 
cated throughout the world. produced from monazite, was also shipped 

Australia.—Allied Eneabba Ltd. produc- by Rhéne-Poulenc. 
ed 10,429 tons of monazite in 1983, an _ India.—Monazite was produced by Indian 
increase over the 5,698 tons produced in Rare Earths Ltd. (REL) and Kerala Miner- 
1982. During the year, Allied acquired the als and Metals Ltd. IREL produced about 
assets of its mining contractor, Astek Pty. 92% of the total.” Construction work at 
Ltd., through its wholly owned subsidiary, IREL's new Orissa Sands Complex near 
Indoon Resources Pty. Ltd, to improve Chatrapur, in the State of Orissa, was in an 
mine production and reduce costs. Addition- advanced stage, and the complex was sched- 
al improvements were a major equipment —_uled to begin production in the first half of 
refurbishing program that has enabled the 1984. Annual monazite capacity at Orissa 
company to shorten its workweek from 7 to will reportedly be. 4,000 tons, from which 
5 days, and the purchase of a single ma- 340 tons of thorium oxide could be produc- 
chine that can mine and load raw sand ed. Orissa’s reserves reportedly contained 
directly to haulage units. an estimated 130,000 tons of thorium oxide. 
Brazil.—According to Anuério Mineral Sri Lanka,—Reserves at Pulmoddai, Cey- 

Brasileiro 1983, measured reserves of mona- lon Mineral Sands Corp.'s center of oper- 
zite in Brazil were about 25,000 tons. The ation, were reported at 4 million tons grad- 
largest reserves, about 18,000 tons, are lo- ing 0.3% monazite. Other deposits in Sri 
cated in the Sao Joao de Barra region in the Lanka were located at Kaikawela, Polkotu- 
State of Rio de Janeiro. wa, Kudremela Point, and between Mullai- 

China.—Exports of monazite from China tivu and Nilaveli including Pulmoddai.* 
increased to 11,520 tons valued at $719,000 _'Thailand.—Monazite was produced en- 
in 1982, compared with 1,000 tons valued at _tirely as a byproduct of tin mining. Produc- 
$75,000 in 1981. France received all of the tion in 1983 came almost entirely from 
reported monazite exports. Monazite was Ranong in the southern region 
reportedly being produced in Jiangxi and 

Table 4.—Monazite concentrate: World production, by country: 
(Metric tons) 

Country? —s—~=<“—*~*~*~*~*~SDSC«dSC «CRC 

Australia 22-2 16RD TOTO 18351949 14,500 Broa -2222TTTTTTIIIIIIIITTIIIIIITTTocD “Kaan ees "2on0 Indio é TIUITIIID sae sas Sizon {000 4,000 Maleydia exports) 2--=222272227722227727222222 “ato Laine cca a a a a) Thailand -~~~_27222272222222222c0222222looe 2 td United ates ELITE ES ET BP SEN PRETED ARETE wo ow Ww WwW WW fialne foo Candee SU SESESUSEESUESUOSE oD 
ne Se ae ee 

“Brimated. "Preliminary, _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in “Total.” Abe ND, am Aero in sn 2In addition tothe countries listed, China, Indonesia, Nigeria, the Republic of Korea, and North Korea may produce monasite, but, output, if any, is nol reported quantitatively, and available general information is inadequate for Foqmlation of reliable estimates of output levels “Data are for years beginning Apr 1 that stated.
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TECHNOLOGY 

‘A report on the uranium and thorium _ *All measurements are in metric units unless otherwise ; specified. resources of New Mexico was prepared by Siren bard into container depot the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Min- ‘aie tave teen, anerzd um Australian dls 
eral Resources as part of the National fasedon yearend 1982 foreign exchange tates from the 
Uranium Resource Evaluation. The report Wallstreet dora - i 3 ite Values have been converted from Australian dollars ete more than LEO) deposites ($a) to US dollars (USS) atthe rate of SAL 117 USS100 A preliminary map of the thorium prov- Sased'an yearend 1988 foreign exchange rates fom the 
Jnces in the conterminous United States WallStreet Journal - 
was published by the U.S. Geological Sur- jx, Nova spre ftogbem gins: China's Rare Barth Depos 
vey. The map gives the location, type of ‘indian Hare Harts Lid. 528 Annual Report 198182 pis deposit, a preliminary estimate of resource 3.1491 stinerls (SH Lanka). Mineral Sande 
potential, and status of geologic resource Looking to Expansion, Oct 19889 88.54 
information and sources." "Nterore, VT Uranium and Thorium Ossorencs 

Significant concentrations of heavy-  ffewurven with Selected Bibliogranhy. NAT Bureau ot mineral sands, ,including monazite, were Mines and Miner. Resour. Open Fie fap, 198%, 950 pp 
reported in surficial U.S. Atlantic Continen- ecu "socom, NM ohotaeaty ond fan ae line, tal Shelf sediments. Comparisons of off face Bends Held Ensneeg Corp, Grand Junction i oma cnicrofiche a 
shore sediments from Virginia, South Caro.“ iestnaty M.-H, and 7. J. Armbrustmachr. Preliminery 
Hina, and northeastern Florida indicated Map of theism Prvines in the Coniermino ite éars ant United states: US. Geol Surv, OFF 05700, 1092, T 
monazite enrichment was highest off the  Avaitbie trom the US Geol Sarvs Branch of Distribh coast of Virginia, with an average grade of figs! Demer CO. 
o01%." "Nrose, AE and B.C. Escowite. Boonomic Heavy Minerals of the US. Atlantic Continental Shell Pub: it = Sth Symp. on Coastal Sedimentology in connection with ° Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. the Southeastern Geol Soc. Am, meeting, Mar. 1985, 13 pp



By James F. Carlin, Jr. 

For the third consecutive year, the world ber producer countries. 
tin supply exceeded demand, although — Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
world mine production declined and world duction data for tin were developed by the 
consumption rose slightly during the year. Bureau of Mines from a voluntary survey of 
The International Tin Council (ITC) contin- U.S. mines. All three mines to which a 
ued imposition of export controls on mem- survey request was sent responded. 

Table 1.—Salient tin statistics 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

199 —1980—~S—C«BTSC«*ORSC 
United States: 

‘Produetion: 
Minds eccshsuussuuswususcccseate w w w w w Smelter == “TITILITIITTTTITTITITIT 4600.00 200035002500 
Secondary=222TZIITITIDITITIITITITTTaigys—wlaszagags 14203 aaa 

Exporta! oI 569 9523615763. 840, Imports for Consumption: 
Metalic cus or ec ceac --- 48355 598245874 a990 04s 

on bratieeoniend =-=2222TIITISIII 4529 ‘40 32 “1361 ‘969 
Primary. -------.--.----------_ 494964442 40,029 33019 401 Secondary —- 277 2o 22 ITT = izes zoe dias 827611248 Stocks, yearend US.industry=——~"~""~-="="“"=ntoog aos] 02s 93859 Priew average cents por pound 
‘New York market === —— ----- 74877344 Gag.40 56.85 01.28 

New York composite - ~~ 7_77777 T5389 $46.00 733055891 gk T 
Londons DIDIIDITI TLE TO098 —T6L99 649.53 580.50.—SRLI Penangsos 22 UOT 7CTSSE CITTITITD eras as56 = naT8s © BaD 59078, World production: 

Mine. 2 oe 245,204 247,900 253,118 287,176 £211,620 Smelter "2 LLL TLTTTTITTTTTTTIIII I reaalna—"ap'236—2avigae © Pagans 202.035, 
‘Bstimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, 
"Exports (excluding reexports). 

Legislation and Government Pro- memorandum of understanding on Decem- 
grams.—The General Services Administra- ber 13, limiting GSA tin disposals to 6,000 
tion (GSA) continued its daily fixed-price tin tons during the period January 1, 1983, 
sale program throughout 1983. A total of through December 31, 1984. 
2,865 metric tons was sold in 1983. In At yearend 1983, the National Defense 
response to continuing assertions that GSA Stockpile inventory was 190,628 tons; the 
stockpile sales were harming the economies _ stockpile goal was 42,674 tons. 
‘of major tin producing countries, the U.S. _The depletion allowance for tin remained 
Department of State, GSA, and the Associa- at 22% for domestic deposits and 14% for 
tion of Southeast Asian Nations signed a foreign deposits, 
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

PRIMARY TIN Minerals Corp., decreased tin metal output 
- 5 to an estimated 2,500 tons. The smelter 

Mine Production.—Only one mine, op- treated imported and domestic concen- 
seine fe Pree oe tae ware trates, secondary tin-bearing materials, and 

ate re its tockpil in residues and slags. withheld to avaid dindoring company pro = o™™a. stockpile of tin rea 8s: 
prietary data, but total output amounted to SECONDARY TIN 
only. small fraction of domestic tin re- 
quirements. The United States was believed to be the 

Smelter Production.—The sole domestic world’s largest producer of secondary tin. 
tin smelter, located in Texas City, TX, and Secondary tin was an important source of 
owned by Gulf Chemical & Metallurgical material for the solder and the brass and 
Corp., a subsidiary of Associated Metals and _ bronze industries. 

Table 2.—Secondary tin recovered from scrap processed at detinning plants in the 
United States 

-o2O28-=2-™”™29->™”#”—"...0 
‘Tinplate scrap treated... ..----------~-------------------~metric tons____ "464,560 486,543 

‘Tin recovered in the form of: Meee erecta eect leeee a 
‘Compounds (tin content) —~-_~-2 222222222 2--------------------de--- aT 182 

Wt a iss Cee eee eee eas L257 140 ‘Weight of tin compganda prdaced 2727777"27TTTTTLAAA I TTTIIIII Tae. Rvetage quantityof tin recovered par metricton of Ginplateacrap eed "~~~—~~—Wilogreme ag? hg ‘Average delivered cost of tinplate serap ==---s--------e-- en aaaaaper metric ton "$5616 6080 
"Revised. ‘Recovery from tinplate scrap treated only, In addition, detinners recovered 242 metric tons (244 metric tons in 1962) of tin as motal and in compounds from tn-bane scrap and reaidues in 198 

Table 3.—Tin recovered from scrap processed in the United States, by form of recovery 
(Metric tons) 

Form oFresovery ee 
Tin metal: "Atdetinning plants... ----------------------eennneeennnnne-- ATO Roteerpaties TIES STS een eeoeeeoe = 18 io 

Total = nee OT 

Brom coppertece eau 596 From lead and tin base scrap "~~ __~~_~~~2~722222222222222=2 22a mS 
Total = nnn wane 6B 

ge ieapeaapaeaetteeessen ces = BO MB 
Bue te coos seston cece eae ereeesiecac et ost 5 ‘Antimonlal ead 2~~~777777777WWW77777TTTALTIITTIIIIICIIIIISIII aps a8 Genial compounds 2= 22222 2272ICETIELETETE TAS “at 182 Miscellaneous! =~ ___~_____2 2722222222 222aazzzsssasssasssaaa 01 a 

Mid cusasssesssetacaccuecaeee reece MNO 
Grand total =n eee TE Value (housanday ~~~ ~777772TTTTTTTTT TTT TTTTITIII Iam sistone 

Ta 
‘Tilo Sat an ra mit
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Table 4.—U.S. stocks, receipts, and consumption of new and old serap and tin recovered 
in 1983, by type of scrap and class of consumer 

(Metric tons) 
—_ ‘Gross weight of scrap 

jo serap and in recovered? fassofconstmer SOCKS Receipts sumption Stocks| in recove 
Jan. New Old Total Pe81 "New Old Total 

Copper-base sera "Secondary smelters: ‘Automobile adie ‘tors(unsweated). 2,505 60,985 59 59887 5980642 28T TH 
Brass, composition pereraee-- TO STSBL BAAD 20250 T.T0B BBG 1.05 8H) 
ce Brase yeliow--=—> «4081448091278 s2 781 449098) DSR Brontossnon=2; Bie. TAI “281914065 1049588581105 
relies nt oigs gpg. o,iga gies agg Nickelaliver-=--- "680 BBB. 1982 se aM 2B Railroadcar boxes — {7 a 
Total... 21,682 246710 98,004 158,556 251,500__16.872 4824978 _ 5.460 

arm ae ow i bronze)". 1201401914095, 14085 gk 8k 
Brass yellow ==-> © 18416 -707}006 © i828 «= >see ge Le Bron ccn--2c2 6824518955) B8gs Lats ia LB Nickel sliver=2227___ 4.182 20;200 19988 TT seg daze 

Total------__ 26600815485 817.289 = —=SIT.280 24846388188 
Foundries and other 

planta ‘Automobile radi ‘tore(unsweated. 1219-4790 Ww o4gi8 4o18 1085 att ‘Brass, compecition Orred---n---- -659_—«1SSGE—=«« 406018084 150A wk] 
Brass, low (icon ‘bronze) on == oo leet Beez .0 Bo Brass yeliow.--2- = 200 BGL Bags ABIL 550 HH Bron 222-8 S8B TBR '5SS BB Loweaade scrap and 
Nickel silver —— ~~~ es iié Ww Te 5 8 oe oe 4 Railroad-car boxes os OTOH mi 
Total. 8580 S00 «4.608 25984 SO5ST 98d 12S 10591182 Total in fon 
frp XK XK XK OK KK 7098087 GE 

Lead-base scrap: Smelter, refiners, others Babbitt ABB D5 2780 2790180 aba Battery ead plates 27874 57896556428 5628 © 4RSL1 > A.DRR 1.288 ramos and feiducs joo “Bsa85 ans“ gaaso S06 85 Bias jr and tinny felon es 2337886 «=. 1859218592 gage ‘Type melain=2 22 nto Woes T8088 SOLD BLD 
Total 41,172 667,704 69.959 589,082 659,041 49,885 20254612 6.697 

‘Tinase scrap OT ‘Smelter, refiners, ‘others Babbitt 10 eS 8 82 3 Block-tin pipe = -— 3 ®t 14 3 = 8 RB Dresses abd resides ms a Talk 2 Bw Pewter nssennen oe Da Eee Toe eee 
Total a er en eT) BMT abl ‘Tinga and ober ra inning plants —— = 8810978090 tt 
Grandtotal_siKKS”S*C*iRKCO*C“‘iéwRKCOCXK:O OK) OXK = <4,056. 10,706 14,822 

“Estimated; tin recovered new and old from copper-base scrap, brass mille, and foundries. W Withheld to avoid lela company proprietary data.” °XX Not applicable 
*Brasemill stocks include home serap, and purchased-scrap consumption is astumed equal to receipts; therefore, lines and total in brasil section do not balance. eee = ms 
ZOmits “machine-shop scrap.”
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Primary tin consumption rose slightly aluminum accounted for 63%, compare¢ 
but was well below the level of 1979. Solder _ with 89.3 billion metal cans shipped in 1982 was the largest application of primary tin, when steel accounted for 41% and alumi with tinplate following closely. num for 59%? 

Tinplate continued to lose ground to alu- Brass mills consumed 565 tons of primary minum in the container market. Out of 92.4 tin and 300 tons of secondary tin, compared 
billion metal cans shipped, tinplated steel _ with 475 and 220 tons, respectively, in 1982. 
and tin-free steel accounted for 37% and 

Table 5.—U.S. consumption of primary and secondary tin 
(Metric tons) 

= a _ i9i9__1980 19811982 19a 08 
Stocks, Jan. 1807S 88889 
Net receipts during year: 
Pe ce ccdacemmcnsuscdin: ee aga ALLO: (ARIE “aganl Secondary ~~~ 72T27TTZTTIITTTTT tat 2636 24615602507 aT Scrap -.DTTITTITIIITTITTIITIIIILILIIT__ wens toa 050 sso aa 

Total receipts. 6821 58,715 54,904 50,180 49,841 
‘Total available_______..._______. aaa 77,005 "60,790 *63,739__*58,897 56,890 

‘Tin consumed in manufactured products 
Primary —___. nnn nner nen nnn 49,496 44,342 40,229 *33,019 34,301 ‘Secondary ieee ei int rn * 12,969. 12,020 14,144 13,276. 11,246 

TO ie era senate ne BSUS 62,465 56,362 54,373 "46,205 45,547 Intercompany transactions in serap-—~_~_-_ oe 835 76a 
Total processed <6 087 S19 85009 "45,560 45,792 

Stocks, Dec. 31 (total available less total processed)... _____ 12,938 73,593 78,640. "12,328 11,098 Ne en EES SS ES Se 
Revised 
"Includes tin in transit in the United States. 

Table 6.—Tin content of tinplate produced in the United States 
(Metric tons) 

‘Tinplate all forms ‘Tinplate waste aera ns) 
waste, sr in per vo “obese, Gross Tin mettom 
gross weight) weight content! of plate 

(kilograms ee ilogras 
199 ee 360852 4296578 17,909 42 seh 2 PUSS TSR EERROE TES mea Eat B77 © p09'920 16 846 44 BEE men scp nee 2343505 288/802 19.306 40 198 | nebo sua UES OUDERSTUTERT 208074 21678 10,086 40 1983 ___. i pccerecoee eminmrepmenie in mctceseneuean ee 166,186, 2,586,810 9,328 3.6 en ee oc A 

"Revised, 
“includes small tonnage of secondary tin and tin acquired in chemicals.
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Table 7.—U.S. consumption of tin, by finished product 
(Metric tons of contained tin) 

a 1982 1988 
Pree Primary Secondary Total_‘Primary Secondary Total 

Alloys (miscellaneous) — W w w w w w Babbitt 1,088 827 39152568, 318.881 
Bart JOESTESTOTESISEEELIIE 509 Ww ‘508 54 w 654 Bronze and brass —~--~~~"2722222 1.466 2934 4,400 1.895 3,188 4,588 
Ghamiale 2 SSIES ISISEET TE W WwW w WwW W W 
Collapsible tubes and foil : W w w w WwW w 
S0ldes se ae ene 9250 889218142 10,087 4038 14,120 
Meramiantal ©0222 SET EERE Eee @ 2) a eo o & 
Mindhigaeeieweterencetaenateis 1887 w 1,887 1539 w 1159 
Tinplate® —~—7 LTT IIIT 101969 165 11,184 91328 1a 8462 ‘Tn powder --~ 27772777 2TTTIIIE ‘906 W ‘908 "703 W 738 

‘Type metal ~~~ === W w Ww w w W 
White metai8.—~2DTLIDTIIIIIILE 1,054 123 1am 856 81 987 Other === 22222222 22IDIII 5.500 5385117225 —_—6,866 3492___ 10,858 

Total..------------------- 733019 —«18.276 46295 SHO] 1,H6 45,547 

"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Mncluded with “Alloys (miscellaneous)." 
Includes secondary pig tin and tin acquired in chemicals, 
includes pewter, britannia metal, and jewelers’ metal 

‘Table 8.—U.S. industry yearend tin stocks 
(Metric tons) 

isi91980~=«SB—~=«R_—=~C=C* 
Plant raw materials: Pig tin 

Virgin’ ee rym 78596887 4289.6 826, 
SeenderpLOLSSSTSUAEREATONESECEETEES at eat 265782 

In process? _--" 7“ DILTIIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIT_set__ zat iadg 015682 
Total .---------------------------__ 7075885 BTIT TSA 7,740 

Additional pig tin: 
Jobbersimporters. =e 258 56k 431886 OB 
Afloat to United States ——"""TTTTTTIIIITTITIIIL__aatt_atoa_ at 13161511 

Mit eden oer oe eee 3629 8.266 ald 02D 
Grand total _----.------------------. "0704 "12401 T1481 "102519859 

"Revised. 
Ineludes tin in transit in the United States. 
"Tin content, including scrap. In 1980-83, data represent scrap only. 

PRICES 

The price of tin metal showed unusual _ price was almost identical to that for 1982. 
stability throughout 1983. The average tin
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Table 9.—Monthly composite price of Straits tin for delivery in New York 
(Cents per pound) 

— ee a ‘Month oo t"— — = | High Low Average High Low Average 
January —----------an--n----- T8682 103877590 BIB gid eek Februaryl2=2Z2TTTTTTITTTIIIITIO «MB GBTIG Tag gags © ggti0 650.09 March 2222222222222TIIIIIITITT «aL GouTG | GasaT «Std kde Apa o2OLTTITITITIISIIITIT iar ago as) Toasts eDDDLLTTTTITTTTIIIIIISISTID «age «BBS gazed gae-7T rad 68000 Sune c2zzsss2222222ZIZIITTIIIT ORS BRS ORBS Gra Saks caT.O7 Quy 227DLITTTIIIITTIIOIIIIOOI «sar? BOR) Gases caa.es ‘August 2277TTITTTTIIITIIIOIIIINT «Bat GRIT aa5AS Goats gaze eas 8 September2=2222222l72222227IIT2~ Bk Gals] Gog Gazz BROS © 84510 Qcwberc-2zc22czczzczzsszzzl272 «8200 LSB Gaeta = GBRST «| Gad3s Gan gs November -22272TTIIIIIIICIIIOOO aba GUTS GiaaT «= GsaTS Gaba aaa.02 December 22222222022222222200222__e1957_ Gwe 6aS ASAD .30 68080 

Biiiesnercmennamucacecass xX XX 65891 XX XX 65478 
XX Not applicable 
Source: Metals Week. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Imports of tin concentrates in 1988 fell to and Brazil. 
one-half the level of the prior year and Imports of tin in all forms (ore and 
remained well below the levels reached in concentrate, metal, and waste and scrap) 
1973. Thailand remained the major source remained free of U.S. duty. 
of tin metal, followed by Indonesia, Bolivia, 

Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption and exports of miscellaneous tin, 
tin manufactures, and tin compounds 

~“Miscelianeous tin and manufactures —_Tincompounds 
Timports Exports Imports 

Tinted, tin powder, ‘Tin crap 
Ae rm skimming. ett Year metalic, Skimming inrbearing 
Uinand’ —andtinualloys.napf, “except Quantity Value sana : iplile —aetriotona) housands) 
nspt serap 
Value Quantity Value Value {ehousands) _metrictons) (thousands) (thousands) 

ieee $8,668 258) SSRT S16 857 vo $3098 ose (D2DLIIIIIIIIL 12s S008 “(364 13/586 2 2861 yest Sooo aa saaaEE 10s tip 219 Bor eae 430 

‘Table 11.—U.S. exports and imports for consumption of tin, tinplate, and terneplate 
in various forms 

Ingots, pigs, and bars ‘Tinplate and terneplate Tones 
i Exports Baportst ~_Trnports Timports 

ar Quam value Rata agg uae ie 
cate ME te UE ae EE et. 
fons) 278) “ony Sande) “Rony Sands) ons) nde) 

1981____________ 3861 $31,053 "345.716 go20.909 TasL.644 "BIROgBO — 508 FID 
yes-----7--TL Bea “saas4 "aITSH0 L170 i98123 saris 5.590 1932-27772 eGs Tian eoT beeps Tesans Bad 188 

"Revised "Tinplate circles, strip, and cobbles are included with exports of tinplate and terneplate
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Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of tin, by country 
ns es 

Country anti Value lantity Value autre tans) _(@housands) (atte toxe) (thousands) 
Concentrates (tin content: 
I a emer wy Seen rae peer trnperaietes 192 $1817 287 $2,812 Ganga EEESSSTSTAVAT SRISNSE EAU TET aT 181 Bab a Peru ---- ~~~ weet eee cieaaine 146 mais Hi 3a Siwpdine Ee TUTE Sao oT ERR SERRE cet io 387 South Africa, Republic of --—---~~722277_—~ 727 ia 18 20 2316 

DOT mcm ascent ot ene neni 1,961 21,544 969, 9,549, 

Metal: 
Australia... ee 334 4,083 390 4,879 
Belgium-Luxembourg ..-_—_ = -- =~ "=> lolol 10 eg 45 592 

Bolivia ___-____-_-_ 22 Lill llillt 4,340 54,388 5,739 73,798 Bradil CODER ZED SD STATE GETS ER TERRES 2409. bt 3604 70,885 Burma Seed eccucccoet ee ~ 36 54 Ganado oss a eo Tn neR TEE E 3 6 2 41 Fe renner eileineer oute menc ue 1589 ii 905 
China __ ___ ia pe ectranies aig ad ee 2,632 35,495, 1,938 23,617 Germany, Federal Republicof --~77777777272777 @ rH 181 2335 
Fos ov nega UTE an SUE esa 20 308 = 5 
SOI cnc yh te orn ert ch 5144 15,278 6,004 71,354 Malays 20 SORE TEES ToS 2 23364 30°98) 04 82396 Mauritania ~~~ 27777772770227227222222 = = 18 228 Netherlands: SS=S25 220e Sars <0 3530 = : 3 uit 
Meee South Arcs Ropiblisdh 2c Tat 38 a18 ne "328 sent cee ed oe 185 1105 
Thalia ee Seuss 9116 118,463 7436 95,768 United Kingdom -— ~~ 272272727 77222222222 35 131 18 268 
Zinibabwe ~~ -7-~77~77222222222220222222 36 x0 316 4331 

Total ---.-,.-.----+--------------- 27,939 363,329 34,048 3438,154 

3Bars, blocks, pigs, or granulated. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

WORLD REVIEW 

International Tin Agreement (ITA).— showed positive results. 
The Sixth ITA, which commenced July 1, The ITC buffer stock manager continued 
1982, continued in effect throughout 1983. with tin price support actions on the Lon- 
The United States was not a member of the don Metal Exchange and on the Penang 
agreement. The ITC continued stringent tin physical tin market in Malaysia during 
export controls on member producer coun- most of the year. The ITC retained the same 
tries asa method of reducing the world tin buffer stock price floor and ceiling ranges 
surplus. Controls on tin exports under the that were in effect since October 17, 1981. 
Sixth ITA started on July 1, 1982, at 36% of - The ITC buffer stock price range was as 
preexport control levels and continued into follows: 
the second quarter of 1983. The export 

cutback rate was tightened further to 89.6% © <<a 
in the third quarter, and remained at that Sellars 
level through the remainder of 1983. Some §———_________ParKivgram 
sources estimated the world tin surplus at Flor price -—-----------n----~ 4g 5 2918 

about 80,000 tons. | | Middlesector22222IZIIZIIIZZ72 Habesees 
‘Tin smuggling became a major factor in Upper sector ---------------- S49637 89 

international trade and became the focus of W*ilins price ~--~-------- =~ ~~~ ie 
ITC attention. Collaborative efforts by ma- 
jor tin producing members to eliminate On August 16, 1983, an agreement estab- 
illicit trade were increased and reportedly lishing the Association of Tin Producing
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Countries (ATPC) came into force. The five Ltd. reported near-surface tin minerali- 
charter members were Bolivia, Indonesia, zation in New South Wales, at the Midway 
Malaysia, Thailand, and Zaire. Nigeria join 3KEL prospect, of about 1.8 million tons of 
ed later in the year. The stated objectives of material grading 0.7% tin, in a strike 
the ATPC were to obtain fair returns for tin length believed to be about 16 kilometers. 
producers and adequate and stable supplies Great Northern Mining Corp. Ltd. ac- 
for tin consumers at reasonable prices, to quired the assets of Loloma Ltd. in the 
facilitate cooperation in the marketing of Herberton-Irvine Bank area of North 
tin, and to enhance the growth of tin usage. Queensland. Both firms were tin producers. 
Members stated that they viewed the ATPC _Renison Goldfields Consolidated Ltd. 
as complementing and supporting the activ- giroanced._ exploration ‘are met = 
ities of h 

ete hsceaea Minera Pirquitas , Bolivia—With a work force of over 
Picchetti y Cia. S.A. operated the only tin mane people, the Corporacién Minera de 
mine, the Pirquitas Mine. In operation since Bolivia (COMIBOL) was the country's larg- 
1936, located in the Jujuy Province, the a oe eae joliviazremeined 5 sr 
underground mine produced both tin and "Vely bn eves ak: pe ‘hard aE ted 
silver. The ore grade was reportedly about ground type and its Ge. deposits ere on 

32% tin, The firm algo operated the only Totatively low grade. Most of the concen- 
"Australig~-Tasmania remained the _tfates produced were beneficiated in mills 

source of about two-thirds of tin production, @dioining the mines, COMIBOL, began a 
snd the large Reon Ld underground an Taian dy of is mine and miling 
mine in western Tasmania accounted for 2 “i oat : eign consulting firms. A significant propor- 
about 40% of the total tin output. Of the f5" SPnine output was from medium-sized reported 78 tin mines, only about. @ dozen one ne et ee many emall vines 
had significant, production. Some of the Shda‘number of mining cooperatives, 
smaller mines closed down during the year, ""S.niting was mainly done by the state- 
but all the larger mines continued operat- owned Empresa Nacional de Fundiciones ing. About one-fourth of tin production was wap), ENAF revortedly was short of its 
coneumed domeatically, tin production targets because of labor diffi- 

Associated Tin Smelters Pty. Ltd. in culties, raw material shortages, and lack of Sydney, which was the larger of the two foreign exchange revenue to purchase need- 
Australian smelters, utilized raw materials eq foreign equipment to keep the firm's 
from producers in eastern Australia, in- facilities operating, 
cluding many of the small operators in Brazil.—Not a member of the ITA, the 
Queensland and New South Wales. The Brazilian Government encouraged " the other smelter was operated by Greenbushes growth of its tin mining industry. Brazil 
Tin NL, in Western Australia, which mined Gnnounced plans to increase tin output by 
its own tin deposit adjacent to the smelter 25% and exports by 25% in 1984. The 

site. i Government encouraged domestic tin 
Mungana Mines Ltd. entered a joint ven- smelters to export metal in order to bring in 

ture with Amoco Minerals Co. (Australia) foreign exchange to help offset the coun- 
for exploration of the Harpers base metals _ try’s balance-of-payment problems and pro- 
prospect in Queensland; tin was reported to hibited the export of tin concentrates, 
be only one of several metals sought there. The three largest private tin mining 

‘Tin production began at Pacific Copper companies—the Paranapanema §.A. Min- 
Mines Ltd.’s Kangaroo Creek property near eracdo, Inddstria e Construgdo; Brascan 
Cairns, Queensland, with an initial ore Ltd; and Mineracéo Brumadinho S.A— 
throughput of 2,000 tons per day. Reserves announced plans to sharply increase out- 
were reportedly 3.7 million tons, grading put. 
0.55 kilogram of tin per ton; property life Paranapanema, Brazil’s major tin produc- 
was projected at 6 years. er, announced the startup of its new mine in 

Otter Exploration Ltd. further explored Pitinga in Amazonas State. The property 
its Windermere tin prospect in Queensland was estimated to contain some 60,000 tons 
and reported finding a zone that averaged _ of tin ore. 
0.95% tin. St. Joe Minerals Corp. neared completion 
A joint venture led by Metals Exploration of a feasibility study at its Mocambo tin
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project, an alluvial deposit situated near Malaysia.—Following the pattern of re- 
Sao Felix in the Xingu River area of Para cent years, the number of active mines 
State. A small plant was set up to deter- declined. There were 547 mines in 1983, 
imine the metallurgical characteristics of compared with 936 mines in 1978. The 
the deposit. If the deposit should prove to be _ number of dredges declined to 38, the num- 
an economical venture, production of about ber of gravel pump mines declined to 430, 
1,000 tons per year of tin by 1985 was and the total tin industry labor force declin- 
considered possible. This was the first major ed about 10% to 25,600 people. 
investment in a metal mining venture by Namibia—The majority of tin produc- 
Mineragio San Jose Ltd., St. Joe’s mining tion came from the Uis tin mine, in the 
subsidiary in Brazil. Brandberg area, about 193 kilometers north 

Brazil’s smelting capacity was rated at of Swakopmund. The Uis tin mine was 
24,000 tons per year, and only about 50% owned by Industrial Minerals Mining Corp. 
was utilized. Industry sources identified at (Pty.) Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of 
least nine smelters. The largest were the South African Iron and Steel Industrial 
Mamore smelter and the Cesbra smelter, Corp. Ltd. (Iscor). The Uis tin deposits 
each in the 7,000- to 8,000-ton-per-year- occurred as low-grade, 0.11% to 0.15% tin, 
capacity range. cassiterite mineralization. The tin con- 
Canada.—Rio Algom Ltd. announced centrates were shipped directly to the 

plans to develop a substantial open pit mine _Vanderbijlpark steelworks in the Republic 
at its tin prospect in the East Kemptville of South Africa. They provided a large part 
area of Nova Scotia. Startup was planned of Iscor’s tin needs for use in the making of 
for 1985, The operation was expected to electrolytic tinplate. 
produce about 4,500 tons per year of tin Nigeria.—The Government was studying 
concentrates and to cost $150 million. The a plan to bring the five major tin mining 
company announced minable ore resources firms under a new Government-funded 
of 56 million tons at 0.17% tin, and the holding company, the Nigerian Tin Mining 
property was expected to have a life of 17 Co. The five firms were Amalgamated Tin 
years. Mines of Nigeria (Holdings) Ltd., Bisichi- 

Indonesia.—In this important tin pro- Jantar Nigeria Ltd, Kaduna Prospecting 
ducing country, more than 60% of deposits Nigeria Ltd, Ex-Lands Nigeria Ltd., and 
were located offshore. P.T.Tambang Timah, Gold & Base Metal Mines of Nigeria Ltd. 
the national mining organization, remained Makeri Smelting Co. Ltd. continued to treat 
the dominant producer. all Nigerian tin concentrates. 

P.T. Koba Tin ranked as the country's Nigerian tin mine production declined 
second largest tin producer. Its low-cost rather steadily over recent years, from a 
mine on Banyka Island yielded a reported figure of almost 8,000 tons in 1970 to about 
5,000 tons of tin production for the year. 1,000 tons in 1983. The Government report- 
Koba was jointly owned by Kajaura Mining ed that existing alluvial deposits were de- 
Corp. (Pty.) Ltd., an Australian company, pleted and that mining firms on the central 
and by PT. Tambang Timah. plateau had not reinvested in prospecting 

P.T. Broken Hill Proprietary Indonesia and new mine development. 
was offered for sale by its parent company _Singapore.—According to ITC estimates, 
in Australia. The firm operated the Kelapa about 7,000 tons of tin concentrates were 
Kampit Mine on Belitung Island. In the smuggled to Singapore, a non-ITC member, 
past, this was the only Indonesian tin mine for smelting. Malaysia was reported to be 
to export its concentrates, usually to Malay- the main source of the material, with In- 
sia or the United Kingdom. donesia and Thailand also important 

Planning progressed for the new $96 mil- sources. The smuggled tin constituted a 
lion electrolytic tinning line to be built double burden on tin producing countries; 
adjacent to the P.T. Krakatau Steel com- first, it was out of the ITC's control and thus 
plex in Cilegon, West Java. The new facility represented an unwanted surplus, which 
‘was to be operated by a newly formed firm, tended to further depress the world price; 
P.T. Pelat Timah Nusantara, a joint ven- second, since the smugglers did not pay 
ture of P.T. Tambang Timah, P.T. Krakatau export. taxes or royalties on the tin, the 
Steel, and P.T. Nusantara Ampera Bakti. It Government was deprived of an important 
was expected that the tinning line, with an source of revenue. 
annual capacity of 130,000 tons, would soon _ Reportedly, delegations from major Asian 
make the country self-sufficient in tinplate. tin producing countries implored Singapore
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to ban the importation of tin concentrates 1983 was reportedly caused by mounting 
that appeared to be smuggled. operating costs, relatively low tin prices, 

‘The Kimetal Ltd. smelter, with a capacity environmental conflicts, smuggling, and the | 
of about 7,200 tons per year, reportedly ITC export controls. Industry sources es- , 
operated only at a 1,000-ton-per-year level pecially pointed to relatively high tin royal- 
owing to depressed tin demand. ties paid by miners as a major disincentive. 

South Africa, Republic of.—Rooiberg Tin Near yearend, the Government reduced the 
Ltd., owned by Gold Fields of South Africa royalty from the equivalent of about $1.50 
Ltd., continued to be the largest producer. per pound to about $1.15 per pound 
Zaaiplaats Tin Mining Co. Ltd. was the The Thaisarco smelter at Phuket, with a 
second leading producer. Union Tin Mines capacity of 38,000 tons per year, operated at | 
Ltd., also owned by Gold Fields, was the only about one-half of capacity. The Thai | 
smallest of the three producers. Pioneer smelter, with a 3,600-ton-per-year 

Rooiberg reported declining tin grades capacity, remained closed owing to financial 
and announced a $3.4 million program of problems and a lack of feed; the Jootee 
shaft-sinking projects designed to increase Group and the Nganthawee Group, both 
proven reserves at its existing mines. Union large tin mining organizations, expressed 
reported that its mine was nearing the end _ interest in acquiring it. 
of its working life and would probably close ‘Tongkah Harbour Ltd. announced plans 
by 1984 or 1985. to increase the capacity of its 50-year-old- 

‘Thailand.—The drop in tin production in dredge located near Phuket by about 50%. 

Table 13.—Tin: World mine production, by country 
(Metric tons) 

County 197 1880 1981 1s 8S 
Argentina 2 388 351 ag aot 358 Quwtratia 27TTTTTTITTIIITITIITTTS «age SRT tag 9700 
Bolvias-22c2222T77TTZTIZLLIIII aR stages ta Bred CSSSRS TELE SEEN See RGEST 7005 990 B27 als00 2.000 
Dumas 1S atv eacscoe eee 1288 12% 1588 yest hee Burundi --~-~~~-2s2222222----2-2- . ae an ~ Cameroon = 22722 227222IIII2II0TI22 3 AG 8 aa u 
Canada as 331 264 239 135, aa China’ 2222270000000 15,000 15.000 
Cuechoslovaiia® == a Sig 322 433, 443 400 German Democratic Republie® >>> 1,600 18007600 71,700 1700 
Indonesia sss- snes co aatoaltt SBS ARROT ago ANG; 000 

SERB reer manana ace ecmenterentn ‘60 549 581 529 3599 Korea, Republic of ~~ =~ ~~~ 222222222 3 3 2 : a3 
i "170 290 "300 225 200 Malaysia 2222TT2T0T77777TTITIITIIL amas ede 50.03R 5,842,000 Berge oooon nee eI 23 80, 35 2 25 Namibia —2222222222 ee 1082 1010 1,228 1838 1400 Niger 225555520522 SS "39 64 55 86 a0 Nigeria 222222222 L 200 2.89 2.300 1280 1,060 
Pore SS SSGDS aT TSS 310 tor 519 ier 2868 Portugal-= 22722200 Sonnet 225 2H 508 “0 00 Rwanda =~ 20~ 222202222222 22222L2 1910 2009 L790 1855 22,520 

South Africa, Republic of—_ ~~ -~ ~~~ 2a 2918 gs S035 B68 Spain enn 195 137 Bt 318 300 Mansel ROTTS TDRT ESTES ETTS wo 1B ff Ao 10 
‘Thailand —— SOLTLIIITIID spose e509 ha gat Uganda wearcnesicnecesnen== ‘0 20 0 30 ‘30 
USSRE ooo 35,000 96.000 86.000»s7.000 87.000 United Kingdom —— ~~ === 288 Bes 338 $208 4100 United Satee 27S TTTTTTT ISITE ETT TT W Ww W Ww Ww 
Vietnam = 2022 TSESES USES IEIISL “200 310 380 so0 350 Zaire Si 3879 3.138 3821 ai 8.300 Zaraniae 2 OEE RT IC INTRA ATTE 1 a = 10 222 
Zimbabwie® = 1.340 1,800 1500 71.600 1,650 

Metal ss see teen yi520¢ "247900 -259,118 aT TS——_—21L.620 
“Estimated. Preliminary, "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
{Contained tin basis. Data derived in part from the Monthly Statistical Bulletin of the Intemational Tin Council, Landon. Table includes data available through dune 6 1984 
“Reported figure. SBstimate by the International Tin Council 
“Less than 1/2 unit.
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The dredge was producing at the rate of gram of pure tin for every 2 tons of waste 
about 470 tons per year of tin concentrates. dredged from the seabed. It determined that 

‘Sea Minerals Ltd. claimed discovery of ano suitable harbors existed for landing the 
major tin deposit near Phuket. The firm dredged waste. It was planned that the 
was completing a second barge and ex- firm's dredge vessel would bring the materi- 
pected to increase its prospecting. al to a floating buoy 700 meters from the 
USS.R.—The USS.R. continued to rank shore at Gwithian. From there a pipeline 

‘as an important tin producer. The major would transport it to the plant, which Ma- 
Soviet tin mining regions were the Soviet rine Mining estimated would operate until 
Far East, Yakutia, and Transbaykal. the material was exhausted about 20 years 

United Kingdom.—Tin mining was cen- later. 
tered in the Cornwall area. Marine Mining —_Geevor Tin Mines Ltd. announced a $3 
Consortium Ltd. continued construction of a million project to deepen the shaft at its 
tin recovery plant at Gwithian on St. Ives mine and installed new concentration 
Bay. By 1985, the firm planned to start a equipment designed to increase throughput 
dredging operation that would cover the capacity to 250,000 tons per year. 
area from St. Ives Bay to Cligga Head, with The privately owned Wheal Concord lode 
the dredge penetrating the mining waste mine near Truro was placed into receiver- 
that for centuries had flowed to the sea in ship and operations were closed owing to 
streams and rivers from Cornwall tin min- financial problems. 
ing. The company expected to obtain 1 kilo- 

Table 14.—Tin: World smelter production, by country? 
Metric tons) 

—_____ eanty CP 
Argentina’ - 10 300200200150 ‘Atstralia 77 CILIIEIETIIDIOOOD  sazs_asig = azae 0s 208 

Belgium. 2222222222T22TITTTITTTTIIIIII Bt 5 - - Bolly SSSR SDSS EETTOSE CISIITI 50 R191 008 HS Beas 2TLTIITTTITIIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIIII «gs Tee teks Roo 
NI an cyte ic ers atsin is coerce cinieine reacts 14,000 14,600 15,000 15,000 15,000 German Democratic Republic? -—— SUIELEES 2000 "2300 ©3300 F200 B40 Germany, Federal Republic of ————~~~~~7-~-77-7> eames 5 Indonests sence sceeneeovlv27zzllTTTT22> «MDB BB TSS DOM Japan cocccnit Ags “Dts ras 128 Malaysja®= = 227 722272222707222222IIIIT 74068 118187098 L000 —-65000 

Mexico* Fe eee ee 1,268 1,822 ‘838 ‘O44 925, Netherlands CIUIDIILISIGICEDIIIID «iw Vo) gt00 200 Nigel coe ee oe ec Tae dass Sars Base Bak 8a nn ST 
South Africa, Republi of Tot 19 130020582800 2.400 
Fe ieee eon 4412 4,100, 4,400 3,700 72,200 Thailand —WLTTLTIITTTTTIILIIITTI alesse abs «eas as aor Sao 
UdgRe le ents Z 85000 36,000 86,000 37,000 87,000 United Kingdom: ———2=222222TTTaaa Reset S00 

United Sates? ===> CIDIDIIIIIID lan 8.090 20m 500500 
Vikeeit oo ey o eo o 475, 520, alee warerccnancicesenainnnnee ssa Tt 
Poabeiws coe oe aan. 

Total eee ee 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Data derived in part from the Monthly Statistical Bulletin of the International Tin Council, London. Outpt reported throughout is primary tin unless otherwise specified. Table includes data available through June 6, 1084 Reported figure. 
Aineludes smal production of tin from smelter in Singapore 
<erimariy frm imported tn concentrate; minor amen of refined tin from domestic ores were a follows in metre tons 19T8-25; 1980-60; 1961-28) 1982—2F; and 1963-25 estimated 

Bincludes tn content of alloys made direct frm ores Revised to 270. 

TECHNOLOGY 

‘Thermo Electron Corp. announced a new ate the tin dust particles. Dust containing 
method for reclaiming tin from tin smelter _ tin oxide was directed into the tail flame of 
dust without the necessity to preagglomer- a plasma reactor, where the tin oxides were
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reduced to liquid tin using hydrogen or wet magnetic separator ‘at a field strength 
hydrocarbon gases. Tin was removed from a _ of about 10,000 gauss. The process separated 
collection vessel at the bottom of the plasma _ the slurry into a nonmagnetic product and a 
reactor. The tin could also have been al- magnetic product. Successive separation 
lowed to solidify and then remelted to products were later combined to form a 
separate tin from slag in the tin product. concentrate containing the major propor- 
The plasma recovery process reportedly tion of the tin oxide materials originally 
achieved yields of 95% in metal containing present in the slurry.‘ 
99% tin a 

The Geological Research Corp. developed {Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 
a process for concentrating tin oxide materi- at Banari toate Metal Can Shipments 

al having a particle size less than 10 mi- Fiver Bestron Care, Plasma Resvery of Tin From crometers. The method consisted of sub- Smelter Dust, U'S Pat. 440,858, Oct 10, 1883, 
jecting an aqueous slurry of ore containing, Guia, Reh Cop. Risovery of Tn Magni 
fine tin oxide materials to a high-intensity 4,382,856, May 10, 1983.



By Langtry E. Lynd? and Ruth A. Hough? 

Domestic consumption of titanium con- sponge metal published prices were un- 
centrates and titanium dioxide (TiO,) pig- changed, but discounting from list prices 
ments increased, mainly because of recov- was prevalent. Titanium dioxide pigment 
ery in the homebuilding industry. Produc- sales prices strengthened, but was still 
tion of rutile increased, but output of il- appreciably below list prices at yearend. 
menite was about the same as in 1982. Domestic Data Coverage.—Consumption 
Demand for titanium metal declined some- data for titanium raw materials are devel- 
what further as hopes for an early recovery oped by the Bureau of Mines from a volun- 
in the commercial aircraft market failed to tary domestic survey. Out of 40 operations 

materialize. to which a survey request was sent, 92% 
Rutile prices dropped in the first half of responded, representing an estimated 95% 

the year, but were in a strong uptrend at of the consumption of rutile, ilmenite, and 
yearend as demand for TiO, pigments im- titanium slag shown in tables 1 and 7. 
proved. The price of high-TiO, slag was Consumption for the three nonrespondents 
raised early in the year and that of ilmenite was estimated using reported prior-year 
increased slightly by yearend. Titanium consumption levels. 

Table 1.—Salient titanium statistics 

(Short tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

United States: Tinea cacenteate Minsshipoents ugan — soaro4sanas—ag.ogs w Value mM <—---wfieadande Ses Boat Sen F303 ¥ Inorg = er re eee asa alt smageaumpton ONS moro Bioorentis Sasso Tans 
imports for consumption 111210 19499428805 247.845 198,108 Geccmpiiog ameton ----m----~ Eee RSE pant gas Rutile oncestate, natural and wathatic Tnporsforconsumpion "garg os1.605 amen gga anne Cosumpion ee ey Sponge meta myers forconsumption 24884400 3.34 199 
Consumption ------ 2222222 LL 23,987 26,943 °31,599 °17,328 *16,072 Price, Dec, Sl per pound "~~~ S98 $02 BEB 355 $5.5 Mianlanycosige pigment 
Production ~- ~~... onnna- 742,081 T2125 761,190, 7657,362 157,941 Tempore for consumption -~~-~----- fovse «aro Taam = “Sonepat Gonsumptiom apparent. —~--W"-"-> ston TSXG80 ION) TSBTIT BABEL Price, Dee. coats por pound te ee soo gg exo fone Dees Bo hf BS RD te Wort: Production 

‘Tmenite concentrate -_-____________ 73,909,537 *4,106,830 4,017,591. 3,346,221 © 12,876,302 
Rutile concentrate, natural*_ - 389,992 *480,472 398,673 "374,437 *358,987 
‘Titaniferous slag —_____________. *842,083 "1,343,202 1,244,864 1,157,000 "1,095,000 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. ‘Grcludes US. production daa to avid dalosing company proptary date 
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Legislation and Government Pro- by RMI Co. that foreign producers were 
grams.—The Government's National De- awarded contracts despite the possibility 
fense Stockpile goal for titanium sponge that they might be guilty of dumping and 
metal remained at 195,000 short tons. The despite questions as to whether the awards 
Government stockpile in December contain- contradict the Buy-America provisions of 
ed 21,465 tons of specification sponge metal _ the Stockpile Act. At yearend, an antidump- 
and 10,866 tons of nonspecification materi- ing charge brought by RMI against imports. 

al. from Japan and the United Kingdom was 
‘The General Services Administration _ being investigated by the U.S. International 

(GSA) on October 28 announced contract Trade Commission. 
awards for the purchase of 4,500 tons? of The Government stockpile goal for rutile 
primary titanium for the stockpile, 3,500 was unchanged at 106,000 tons. The total 
tons of which was awarded to Japanese and rutile stockpile inventory at yearend was 
United Kingdom producers. These pur- 39,186 tons. 
chases were delayed following a complaint 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Concentrates.—U.S. producers of ilmen- nium mill products for industrial applica- 
ite in 1983, with a total production capacity tions. Viking added a 3,500-ton-per-year 
of about 600,000 tons per year, were Asso- electron beam (e.b.) furnace, bringing its 
ciated Minerals (US.A.) Ltd. Inc. (AMU) at total melting capacity to 5,000 tons per 
Green Cove Springs, FL; E. I. du Pont de year. Other companies that have been de- 
Nemours & Co. Inc. at Starke and High- veloping the capability of producing com- 
land, FL; and NL Industries Inc. at Taha- mercially pure (c.p.) mill products for indus- 
wus, NY. Production was increased some- trial applications included Cabot Corp., 
what in Florida, but decreased greatly at Kokomo, IN, producing primarily flat-rolled 
‘Tahawus following the 1982 closure of the products, and A. Johnson, which licensed 
NL Industries pigment plant at Sayreville, eb. technology from Viking. A major part of 
NJ, which had utilized the Tahawus concen- A. Johnson’s activities was scheduled to be 

trate, devoted to casting c.p. slab directly from 
As in 1982, AMU was the only U.S. titanium melted in its new e.b. furnace at 

producer of natural rutile concentrate. Morgantown, PA, eliminating the step of 
Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp. continued pro- remelting ingot and forging it into slab. 
duction of synthetic rutile at its 110,000-ton- _ RMI made an agreement with Kobe Steel 
per-year Mobile, AL, plant. Ltd. to ship c.p. titanium ingot and other 
Ferrotitanium.—Ferrotitanium was pro- _c.p. titanium products to Kobe in Japan for 

duced by A. Johnson & Co. Inc., Lionville, processing to tube and pipe and possibly 
PA; Reactive Metals and Alloys Corp., West sheet and strip. These products will then be 
Pittsburgh, PA; and Shieldalloy Corp., New- shipped back to the United States and sold 
field, NJ. Most of the production of ferro- by RMI. ALS Metals Co., the Allegheny 
titanium consisted of the 70% titanium Ludlum Steel Corp-Sumitomo Group part- 

grades. nership formed in late 1982, planned to 
Metal.—Domestic production and con- initially manufacture and market cp. tita- 

sumption of titanium sponge metal each nium sheet, strip, plate, and welded tubing 
dropped about 6%. Sponge production ca- in the United States and Canada 
pacity remained about the same as in 1982. RMI began operations in its new melt 

‘The low level of titanium production and shop at Niles, OH, in July. The melt shop 
demand in 1983 was attributed mainly to reportedly can produce ingots up to 48 
the depressed state of the commercial air- inches in diameter, weighing over 20 tons. 
craft industry. Several companies, includ- In August, RMI announced the purchase of 
ing RMI and Oregon Metallurgical Corp., Micron Metals Inc, Sait Lake City, UT. 
reportedly were making plans for increased Micron Metals is a major processor of tita- 
participation in the smaller but faster- nium and other metal powders. 
growing nonaerospace part of the titanium Albany Titanium Inc. (ALTi) began con- 
market, Viking Metallurgical Corp., Verdi, struction of its laboratory and office com- 
NV, a major producer of titanium forgings, plex and scheduled for completion by late 
reportedly had long-range plans geared to- 1984 a pilot plant capable of producing 500 
ward becoming a major producer of tita- tons of titanium per year. ALTi has exclu-
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sive rights to two issued and five pending —_Suisman Titanium Corp.’s ST-2001 tung- 
patents on a low-cost process that was  sten-carbide-free titanium turnings were 
developed by Occidental Petroleum Corp. qualified by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
The process was claimed to have lower raw Group, General Electric Co., and McDonnell 
material and processing costs than existing Douglas Corp. as an approved raw material 
commercial processes and was said to be for the production of premium- and rotor- 
continuous, with energy costs only 25% of grade titanium ingots. These qualifications 
those of current producers. The plant was to should greatly expand the use of titanium 
be expanded to produce 5,000 tons per year turnings to produce ingot. 
by early 1986. The charter meeting of the. Titanium 

Teledyne Allvac, Monroe, NC, in 1983 Development Association was held in New 
began operation of a new $20 million forg- York, NY, on December 8. The stated pur- 
ing facility to form bars and other shapes _ poses of the association were to promote the 
from titanium ingot that the company pro- common interests of producers, processors, 
duces at Monroe. The addition of this forg- and consumers of titanium metal; to en- 
ing capability was part of an $80 million, 7- courage the highest professional and ethical 
year modernization program. standards in the business practices and 
Wyman-Gordon Co. completed installa- general conduct of the titanium industry; 

tion of two vacuum-arc furnaces at its new and to cooperate with other industries, 
aerospace alloys center in Millbury, MA, organizations, Government entities, and in- 
with melting capacity of 1,500 tons per year. ternational trade associations to improve 
Ingots up to 36 inches in diameter weighing and expand the use of titanium. 
10 tons can reportedly be produced. 

‘Table 2.—Production and mine shipments of ilmenite concentrates! 
from domestic ores in the United States 

Produstion: -—__. 2 SNe 
‘Year gross weight “Gross weight TiOzcontent Value ‘short tons) “Ghovttons)ehoretons)_@howsands) 

BTW ooo hoot ea ech serena 639,292 646,399 889,585 $92,965 
1980 [22 LLILIILIIIILIIIILIL IIIa 556,646 593,704 358,181 32041 
agg | SPE SeE SEIS TO SIDE LG IE "542,357 523,681 810,854 37018 
492 2D DLILDIIIIIIIIIIIL IL "265,391 233,063 145.725 191098 
ioe cote ee aoe W Ww w Ww 

"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
“Includes a mixed product containing rutile, leucoxene, and altered ilmenite. 

Table 3.—U.S. titanium metal production capacity in 1983 

Capacity 
‘Company Ownership, Plant location {short tons) 

Sponge _Ingot 
Adobnson & Co. Ine... Agel Jghnson Group of Stockholm, Lionville,PA-----= == 1,500 

sweden. Howmet Corp, Alloy Diy. Pethiney Ugine Kuhlmann, range Whitehall MI_<---- 4 26,000 
International ftaniom ne  Wyman-Gordon Co, 42.¢Tehizuks Moses Lake, WA"-"" 2500. 

arch Institute and Mitsui & 
Co. Ltd., Japan; other US. and 
Japanese interests Lawrence Aviation Industries Self ““T “TST __________Portdeffeson, NY == 1,000 

Martin Marietta Aluminum Inc __- do... -2------— —Torrance,CA =. 4000 
Oregon Metallurgical Corp Armoo Ine, 80% public, 20%---_ Albany, OR." ~~~ 4,500 8000 RMICo------------- United Staies Stee! Corp. 50%; Ashtabula, OH-=>> = 300 

National Distillers & Chemical Niles, OH-"">~2"L_12,000 
Corp. 50% 

Teledyne Allvac_....---- TeledyneIne-------------  Monroe,NC_------ = 4,000 
Teledyne Wah Chang Aibany-— do. ~~~ "~~" 7" Atbany,OR—~--_- 1,500 1,000 
‘Titanium Metals Corp. of NL lndustries inc, 5096; Allegheny --Henderson,NV ——_ 15,000 17,000 

America, International Ine., 50%. 
Viking Metallurgical Corp --.  Quanex Corp_—-— "~~ Verdi, NV = 15,000 
Western Zirconium Co.-—-— _ Westinghouse Electric Corp-----— Ogden, UT —.-----___500_'300 

ible uey vu deeweoeoue eee: ne lecaeueelebeneeee GRMN S0000 

Single melt only, commercially pure ingot and slab.
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Pigment.—Production of TiO, pigment 1982 exceeded nominal capacity by about was 15% higher than in 1982, reflecting 4,000 tons per year. 
improvement in economic conditions. Two SCM Corp. in 1983 purchased a 35,000- producing companies were expanding ca- ton-per-year chloride-process TiO: and tita- Pacity, and one company ceased production. nium tetrachloride plant at Ashtabula, OH, Kerr-McGee announced it will spend $4 from Gulf + Western Industries Inc. follow. million to expand its 56,000-ton-per-year ing a decision by the Federal Trade Com- chloride process TiO pigment plant at mission not to oppose the acquisition. Hamilton, MS, by about 18% to 63,500 tons Gulf + Western reportedly withdrew er year. The expansion project was sched- from the TiO. industry, and shut down its uled to be completed by the third quarter of 44,000-ton-per-year sulfate-process plant at 1984. The company said that production in Gloucester City, NJ, in November. 

Table 4.—Components of U.S. titanium metal supply and demand 
Short tons) 

apne a8 $$$ Semporent 9g eo e198 108s 
Prodiution 
Sponge ———--.----.---------------------. 121,100 "22,500 196.400 115,600 13,966 Ingot - 2222222222 ILL 42864 746,236 "26,536 26,439 

Exports: ™ Sponge a ee ee) Gther uvreaght --TTTTTTIIGIIIIIIIIIIIIIID Bat 13a Serap 7 TTT TTTTTIIIILID age? 00 eo atte Ingot, slab, Sheet bar eis “TTT ask Sa mse we wrought= nan =oa22TLTTTTTTTITTITIT_ise Tastee 
Total nent 8602880648008 8s 

Imports: wanna nnnnneee nnn AT gana Seep cocccococateacoe— a a fat tae ame Ipget and biaé ->2_~222-2o222TTTTTTT 38 aaa Mill products _"~77TITIDII0IIICIIIIOITIII S16 ate 510985 
Total een enninn------- 9008100526788 Stocks, end of period ‘Government:Sponge(total inventory) a1 9am1__sg91 92881 __s2a01 

Industry Sponge. — naan nnnnnnnn-- 25S BBB 83850 3,196 Serpe 8641 10,484 11,073 12,685 Thg0t nnn ewe e een nnn —nen eee: SSEB 1,860, 8502. 2,584 3,218 Cher STEISCGRIETITIEISsaraoeee BR 2 7 3 2 
‘otal industry ---- an MABE «18884 —17,808—«16860 19011 Reported consumption: Sponge TT maar 594s Sa199 ite eer FE reenter: seen ~ 13,986 ‘15,406 14,795 8,528 10,467 Ingot (ST IITT TTT TTTTIIII ILI ses B60 Ue oreen ae aeT Mill products(net shipment’ -—-—TTT7""77“TTTTT aia args Daye mast TB49 Castnga(shipments =v rer 208 Fagot Ee ee 

seaimated "Revised. ‘Calculated sponge metal production equals sponge consumption minus sponge imports plus sponge exports and adjustment for Government and industy Sock cheotee ae Data donot add to total shown because of independent rounding. 9US: Bureau ofthe Census, Current Industrial Reports, Ser ITA-991
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Table 5.—Capacities of U.S. titanium dioxide pigment plants on December 31, 1983 
RE Pe eS Company and plant location a Ramatly ons per year) ey 2 oe Sulfate process Chloride process _____Bsifate process Chloride procs 

American Cyanamid Co., Savannah,GA —___ ~~~. 64,000, 46,000 B.Ldu Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. 
Antioch, CA on st 35,000 SM cage ae ou Som og - 150,000 Edge Moor, DE. —_—_ ~~ "TTDI TIIIL ITIL a5 110,000 MON SOERMOYENR NG oe en eae Cameo aaag: ati 228,000 Kerr McGee Chemical Corp,, Hamilton, MS ~~~ ~~ 7~77777777772727 = 56.000 SCM Core. Glidden Pigmenis Group: Ashtabula, OH ss ‘71,000 Boltimore; MD. == S50 PT) SEIS TSSEEDTISTISOESEEEE TT 66,000, 42000 

SOM in rtp seinen Peace i Ma aaa acner eae 130,000, 744,000 SS 

Table 6.—Components of U.S. titanium dioxide pigment supply and demand 
(hort tons) 

1979 1980 198) 8 1988 
‘Component (gross (gross Gross TiO Gr TK G Ti weight) weight) weight content weight content weet omit rt _content_weight _content__weight content 

Production ___.....---- 742,081 727,245 761,190 700,648 "657,362 607,113 757,341 669,841 Shipments:* Gens ~------~-~ 756.941 781,546 778116 727,854 707.075 662,487 813958 762818 ‘alue (thousands) _____— $720,265 $795,734 $947,881 $947,881 $927,517 $927,517 $950,515 $950,515, Exports "~~ =~ => “anges "asias “erioa “sraao “zz'ees een “oit02 Seong Imports for consumption —— 104,968 97,590 124.906 “117.412 138922 *190,209 174.857 “164191 Stocks, end of period _-"""" 5400883237 © 1021189 96/058 86.933 BLDNS TMB} TZTNO Consumption, apparent? __._ 887,042 758,480 806,040 742,080 738,717 685.657 849.964 756.739 a te Mertens ORE TOO TET, _ EROT) Ne TOTES 
“Estimated. "Revised. 
Ancludes interplant transfers. 
Apparent consumption equals production plus imports minus exports minus stock increase. 

Sources: Bureau of the Census and Bureau of Mines. 1980 is the Ist year for which actual TiO» content data are available for total production. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Concentrates.—The total amount of tita- compressor blades and wheels, stator nium in concentrates consumed domestical- blades, rotors, and other parts in aircraft ly increased 14%, mainly because of higher _ gas turbine engines, and in airframe struc- TiO; pigment production. Most of the in- tures of both military and commercial air- crease in consumption was in the form of craft, such as wing-support structures, land- ilmenite. ing gears, ducting, and structures where Metal.—Demand for titanium sponge, in- resistance to heat is required. The most got, and mill products declined in all mar- rapid growth in titanium use has been for ket sectors except military aircraft. Mill those industrial uses requiring superior re- product shipments were 48% in the form of sistance to corrosion, such as surface con- billet; 89% sheet, strip, plate, tubing, pipe, densers in powerplants, heat exchangers, extrusions, and other; and 13% rod and bar. and chemical industry equipment. 
As in previous years, bar and billet were the Pigment.—Consumption of TiO. pigments major forms used for aerospace gas turbine rose to a new peak, mainly because of engines and airframe forgings, while the increased demand from the ‘homebuilding other forms were used mainly for nonaero- industry. 
space industrial applications. Mill product —_Ferrotitanium.—Consumption of ferro- usage was estimated to be about 75% for titanium and titanium metal scrap in steel 
aerospace and 25% for other industrial and other alloys increased, mainly because uses. of higher steel production. 

The largest uses of titanium were for
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Table 7.—U.S. consumption of titanium concentrates 
(Ghort tons) 

> Rutile . Tmenite Tianiumslog ——gatural end Sythetic) 
Gros Oz, Gross =H; | Grom THO weight _content® weight _content® weight __content® 

19 een BLOBS ABT IB 4408 tg gas g1g.761—aR-12 Yogo LTLLIITIIIIIIIIOITIIT alto STS isiigaz Laas Borge Draw 396 ILLTITLIOIIIIOOIIIIIT_seene_Baloze _as25 tao easg7i__7266,506 
1982, 
‘Alloys and carbide ————--—--___ ° ® ° ° -- -- Pigmente--------- =~ -ST4O634—SABBIS 225541168483 194.901 184.408 ‘Welding-rd coatings and fixes ———— e } “2 a S801 BRT 
Miscellaneous ————------27TZ___ 8616 SE Zl ssss6 35.485 

Total -___-------------_ 588.250 852898 225581 168,483 298.997 __#225,118 
1988 
Bamenmcesenn--=7--"7"" ays agg) 168d aaah east aos ween pene x 3s 1 z 2a ‘Weldingrod coatings and fluxes — ~~ 3 @ es ~- 8802 3.849 
Miscellancous®.----------—_ 7.684 6,006 = 2238456 ___95,800 
Total. TAO 878474285 165401 127.267 265,558 250,418 

“Batimate. [nels a mixed product containing rutile leucoxene, and altered ilmenite 
“eludes synthetic rule made in the United Sites, 4 Included with "Miscellaneous" to avoid disclosing company proprietary data ‘Inehided with “Pigments” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, 
Includes ceramies, chemical, glass fibers, and titanium metal. 

Table 8.—U.S. distribution of titanium-pigment shipments, titanium dioxide content, 
hy industry 

Percent) 
— Industry igi 1980 1981 19821988 

Paints, varnishes, lacquers -----nenn--ennne---- A MBL Paper sce nent a a zanaasotaessptsacrsaas BRB Ba Plastics except cor covering and vinylcoated fabrics and textiles) ---- 08d Batber cote enncccr eect decent ante eee cde Py ee) ee ee Printing ink ~~~ ~77D222T22IITTIIITIIII TL 19 2s 18 3 10 Gerpmies SETEETED TEE Tecre cers Tee? gE Th GliaessoccclsnscsecUSTDSTEESTETERIEGANEEEEES 6 gl EBD Bxporie__2222LLLLTTIIIIIIIIIDIOII_s2_ 628 wot 
Total. nenneennnnenneeenne--n-—---------- 100010001000 10001000 

Table 9.—U.S. consumption of titanium products! in steel and other alloys 
(Short tons) 

enemas sean 197919801981 1982 __1988 
Carbon steel tH Stanton and eaeitng pel T—W>TTIITTTITTSITAIa. MRD Tee Other alloy steal includes HSLA)————~=—T==-TTTITTTTTTTT ages 088d ra Pool steel - = nsacennnrno222s22aasazzassszeeeeea__ WW WWW 

Total steel” en na----na---------------- 85 BAL BON ITB BRL Gast irons. 2222222222222 TIT ip 10e 63 aT FT eee eT a a a foye other than above -=-~—=—2---7=---=TTTTTT eR toe ‘Miscellaneous and unspecified —~—~—~~2722222222722272222 os to 
‘Total consumption ....---------------------------- 542548814084 30894078 
YW Withheld to avoid iscloning company proprietary data ineludd with “Miscellaneous and unopecife." 
includes ferrotitanium containing 20% to 10% titanium and titanium metal scrap. "Excludes data withheld and unspecified included under “Miscellaneous and unspecified,”
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STOCKS 

The total TiO content of stocks of concen- The high usage from stocks reflected in- 
trates decreased 35% mainly because of a creased consumption along with lower pro- 
273,000-ton reduction in ilmenite stocks. duction and imports. 

Table 10.—Stocks of titanium concentrates and pigment in the United States, 
December 31 

(Short tons) 
SaaS Gross TOs 

weight content® 

Lmenite:* 
MG cele neem eencenen wanes eran semnseleeseses 854,444 543,114 
ipny SEITE LS NE SREP N TS REA Re  eeee rae = $70,776 

sedi cjgaposneeses“SDTISTIEITIESE ESTES done Bao 
‘tanium slag:* 
ere age s0.706 
WBS sos a ee ee es 135,765, 103,667 
1968 __ +--+ ------- -- -- --- enn ene ne 78,378 61,026 

Rutile: 
1981 ..-2--------------------------++----------- 2-22 163,054, 153,770 
Hogg oT TTP ESTE TOTES PEPIN TE PIESE SRS AST SEEEETE yie079 «165,762 
WEES. a anaaeGeaneleonciecesencenneenenEe= asa ees 130084 12,188 

‘Tit rent? 
OL pnt annenes NA 102189 
1982 iL -+- + ------------ +--+ +++ ------- eo NA 86,933 
1988 ....------------------------. ee STE: NA TH AGS 
RO peor oaee st eeeenomnarsee tno: eee 
“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Producer, consumer, and dealer stocks. 
US. Bureau of the Census. Producer stocks only. 

PRICES 

Concentrates.—The published prices of _ Pigment.—In the fourth quarter, US. 
titanium concentrates were generally high- TiO; pigment producers reportedly increas- 
er by yearend. ed their pigment sales prices about 5 cents 

Metal.—Titanium metal published prices per pound above the previous discount lev- 
were unchanged, but sales were reported at els of 60 cents per pound for rutile grades 
discounted prices, including purchases of and 58 to 59 cents per pound for anatase 
sponge metal for the Government stockpile grades. 
at prices in the $2.92 to $3.97 range.
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Table 11.—Published prices of titanium concentrates and products 
1982! 1983? te 

Corimentte fob. v $10.00-87 nite, fob. eastern US, ports ..________________ per long ton. 6.00 $70.00$75. Umenite, fob, Australian ports” ""7TTT7TIITTTIIT PROSE GS 8B8 gh 87500 menite large lots bulk, fo Tien, FL —~—--—~7~-~--~~~"dor77> =H. g290 $0.00 3400 Rutile, fo.b.castern US. ports ——— | T" TT TT IIIT iiper short tons. © 4500047S00 aaa ouge ge Rutile, bagged, fob, Australian ports monroe edna wenn ens -240.00-250.00, 267.00-284.00, Rutile, bulk, f0.b, Australian ports__________~___~~7777777de.22~ 231.00-240.00 259.00-275.00, Rutile, large lots, bulk, f.0.b, Titen, FL_— ~~ ~~ >>>77 TTT > 77d > 310.00 310.00 Synthetic rutile, fob. Mobile, AL” “~~~ >7777777T7TTTTTTAL TIT 350.00 350.00, ‘Titanium slag, 74% TiOs, f.0.b. Sorel, Quebec? - ber long ton__ 150.00 162.00 ‘Titanium slag, 85% TiOz, fob, Richards Bay, Republic of South Atria ies do... 170.00-180.00 170,00.180.00 etal: 
‘Sponge, domestic, fob. plant -__________.______...__per pound._ 5.55 5.85 ‘5.55. 5.85 Sponge, Japanese, under contract, cif US. ports, including impart duty 

do... Noguotation. No quotation. Sponge, imported, spot price ——_____ -2-+---------da 8 6.50- 7.00 ‘No quotation, ill products: 
Bee accuse eee eee 18.00 18.00 BRE nome oe SPS SURE TITIES aye ae 1500 18.00 Plate “CODES TEESE STS Yoo 16.00 IRIE rere meres nmcerontapu nase on -----------de.--- 18.00 18.00 WONG ene ORL ae, <+------------- 00... 17.00 17.00 Pigment: 

‘Titanium dioxide pigment, fo.b. US. plants, anatase ——_-_ do. 89 69 ‘Titanium dioxide pigment, f.o.b. U'S. plants, rutile __ ~~" ~~>">~>>~ do ~~~ 5 5 — a eee IR 
“Estimated. 
?Yearend. 
*Slag contained 72% and 74% TiOz in 1982, and 74% and 80% Tis in 1983. Price is for 74%: TiOe product, 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Since 1980, the main trends in exports imports, and decreases in imports of tita- 
and imports of titanium materials have nium metal, slag, natural rutile, and syn- been increases in TiO: pigment exports and thetic rutile. 

Table 12.—U.S. exports of titanium products, by class rc a a recurred 
198 i982 cy 

Ch “Quantity” Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value se Chore? Ghnwe Suhaut Yalue Quantity” Yelue tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) __sands) ton) _sinds)_tons) sands) tons) sands) 
Concentrates: Hmenite ——____..._____..._____... NANA 19290 g618— 865 ga FE erected acronis meas oe 7,297 $2,099 2,452 661 3,526 980 

FO — correo enentnenemreiaiaisiates 1,297 2,099 21,682 41,280 4891 1,006 

— ee ee ee imeninoremuorpemes 4 ther uawrought_-~~~~77777772277777c ve 2244 178,808 Serap ——— 2 WTTTTTTTTTTTTIIIILIL aaa agaist Tore Ingots billets, sabe, ete """"-ZTTT7“"T~Z dans woseat = 2896 evade «TST a ag Ofherwought sn TTT: __ TR Be Bae 
OR ee niceeena wane ceuuece: 9,644 168,960 8,096 108,800 7,830 61,370 

Pigment and oxides: 
‘Fignfam diaride pigments. en fe i ensan nes ontre 61,104 63,398 72,823 77,657 ‘91,702 86,900 Titanium compounds, except pigmentyrade_——~" “Yara 3.004‘ T909 “wali “Vag “S289 

FE cern wimrnntanweemnecn als 62,432 66,402 74,122 82,068 98,521 92,132 — eet 88.068) 98a Se NA Not available. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption’ of titanium concentrates, 
by country 

gD Tar ike ies 
Concentrate and country Quantity Value” Quantity Value Quantity Valve . hore” thom = Sithore” howe howe? ane tons) sands) fons) sands) toms) pa 

Umenite ‘Australia _______.______aag.se2 $501 aaagt «ser. eas gaan Germany, Federal Republic of — ~~ ~ a 24 2 " ~ Norway sn ee ae 3 2 ee = x Si'bankal2227777772777772 a & 6.688 Eg . = 
a a ee ee ee ee 

‘Titanium slag "tei wok . GS “Shea: Gyan Gen Canada" ABST «85S hg0s Te (8a South Ajviea,Hepiblicof ------- “aaeas “Sonn apess Tas noe Teas Otero cor ete ce SASDETE 3 2 Eo 09 os = 
Total® 0 2. _-268.895 80808 _—«PATMG —8B865—1BTOR—_—ao.t61 

Rutile, natural: a um =~ Cava aia ioe Austaia-—--. BMG RAT 74.5098 ONG 6,480 Meleyaa 2 cC7S*TTTSoSTce fi ist Oh . s a Siorrateone-----=~7--"77.a5g38 gga 3h at = s South Afsien,Hepiblieaf ----"-> #408 tag. «Tsun “Bas] 0ST Other Sen nepumlieot ooao- 23 3 2 2 3 ot 
Total® 161022 7700 «1881 6ST_—ogee 988 

Rutile, synthetic Son Senn eg a Ausra. BOB RRB France’ 222 COTEEETESEOSISE = a Q x it it Indias 272222 222222200222 a 186 a 2 a dap UCSSTSEEDDTSToTE? |” aD 82 180 8 a BB Wlwan 7-22-222222ccc2-22 ~ = = Sates 1,888 Quer coon Seceeeees a 3 = eg 2 
Total®, ant «8T «2.588.606 Titaniferous iron ore Canada nnn --------- 171 59 6.996 saat 1m 

“Adjusted by the Bureau of Mines. 2Country of transshipment rather than country of production SData may not ad ta totals shown because of independent rounding. ‘includes materials consumed for purposes other than produstion of titanium commodities, principally heavy aggregate and steel! furnace flux 

Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of titanium dioxide pigments, 
by country 

sal 19 1588 
Counts Guantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value 

” short” how “hort” how abort” hee fons) sands) tons) sands) ton) sands) 
Australig oe BBE SGA ATI, 4850 DL SRR BelgiumLaxembourg -2-2772~2277222772. oP tar Ste ahaee | TSR Canada nnn cncanTTTTTTTTTTT ano PBR ot'teaf'ias «BEERS at a6 Finland” =227777222222LIIITGITTTaict: TBs hoe Cree te RR Let Rrance /927""“77""""2TTLITIIIIIIIOID tems edoo lense at'08 aee Germany, Federal Repablicot -~"TTLILITIIT. me RSs SRR ARGS Bana Valent nese ee eeeecosscocszecaat | ge Re St 8 OER Gepan 2-27TTTTITITIIIOOITIIIIISIIIIT get aga 88 cee Kaus dro Netheriands—""722ICTTTIIIIIOIEDTISII a tise OR SOAR AY Norwayese-2-2222TTTIIIIICIIIIIOIICD «= ime FSR gases Spain occgacss---ssssazswoszzzos-== © OM 18061 REN 8006 ed ited Kingdoms ——"772TTTTTTTIIIITIIZ "to "00 Rote Tee ater Totes Yugoslavian = no22T2222TTTrt oe Sue aa RB Other TTTDDIIIITIIIIIOIIIIIII__ ose 
Total. nee ----- == 124906 127896 198922 146,569 174857 165,495, 

"Revised Mneludes China, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, india, the Republic of Korea, Mexico, Sweden, and Switzerland. "Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of titanium metal, 
by class and country 

NE EE oe gg Ta 
‘Clase and count juantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
ame amit eric oe (thou- oe (thou ‘short (thou- 

tons) sands) __tons)_—_—_sands)_" tons) __—_sands) 
‘Unwrought: Sponge 
CRN canna eneneis ees <= 3 $32 a aes 
CRN pois cnn mio eerie 633 $9,947 4 287 1 4 depen 222552 SSoeP TERE Cn cr sil BL R222 16,758 m6 6761 
UBER ona tehan~taennn 10 L746 4 160 193 313 United Kingdom=—— 2772222772 be = os za 30 it 

TieP veces 6,490, 98,515, 1,354 17,232. 1,199 7,856 

hh ‘and billet: 
ne atrie acai pos peenrsegenpet 58 792, 20 194 re sss 

Grane So0 550s 2a e 3 35 634 7 102 
nN a ee: 80 2,150 eo 1 ee se 
Germany, Federal Republic of ————— 48 988 6 134 8 iS 
FOUR oe rei aes, 38 678 66 ‘1154 44 546 [ip eaeeenereseeraestize Es ee 3 182 4 38 

United Kingdom__-—-~-------~ 20 526 m1 1,260 6 133, 
Other SoS aa ais &. 2 & 4 

Total? ___--_----------- 244 5,139 212 3,560, 81 1,228 

Waste and scrap: =. = =. 
ME oo ecco: 30 883 = as 39 5B 
Belgium_________-_-__--___ 39 3B 63 62 66 89 Canada SSOSPDIETR IST AEE 14835436 195 608 431320 
China --____-------~------ 4 ‘812 i 88 2 9 

Fislend.— 12T 51L me wo - ee Branegse ccs eee ee 103 1,054 ai v6 @ 38 
Germany, Federal Republic of - ~~~ 2131 36T 2 261 166 365 
Mepen ooo a 251 1,820 43 19} cy 130 
BUN nnn tenis 98 599 69 197 90, 168 Switzerland” -=~7777772222222 s au a aa ut 184 
NEE ire cei aces 406 1,053 280 516 mse 
United Kingdom__ ___ Lice 876 6,128 415 1,489 463 1,086, Other neon anna anna, 86 38 26 ri 32 0 

Total? ...---------~---- 3,787 19,574 1277 3,648 1372 4,461 

‘Wrought titanium: ee eC ee | eee eee 
CR COS ecco 610 A617 469 7,549 BIT 5,219 
ON rm rari ce smeteemin a = 5 279 he we 
Germany, Federal Republic of — — . -— 55 1,863 e@) 24 e) 2 Japan nn sm —1Vs10 3e7 7485 05 gee 
‘United Kingdom_______------_ 5S 2,708 16 695 8 258 
NONI neers eres ee er 19 BTS 12 199 5 33 

I coe wenn ee ericcenienocttpen 1116 21,573 870 16,240 935 14,354 

Country of transshipment rather than country of production. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World production of titanium concen- capacity utilization was below 50%. 
trates decreased somewhat despite reports Australia.—Australia continued to be the 
of generally increased TiO, pigment produc- largest. producer of titanium minerals, with 
tion and demand, resulting in a reduction in exports of ilmenite to Brazil, Japan, Spain, 
stocks of concentrates and a consequent the United Kingdom, the United States, and 
firming of prices, particularly for rutile. the USS.R., and exports of rutile mainly 

World demand for titanium sponge metal to Japan, the United Kingdom, and the 
remained well below world capacity, and United States.
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Belgium.—Titech Europe SA dedicated a ly decided to ban all disposal in the North 
new titanium foundry in May at Charleroi. Sea of titanium dioxide plant wastes by the 
itech Europe was jointly owned by Titech end of 1989. 
International Inc. of Pomona, CA, and a India.—Indian Rare Earths Ltd.’s Orissa 
Government of Belgium regional invest- sands project was reportedly well advanced 
ment group. The plant was scheduled to toward startup by May 1984 of its 110,000- 

produce premium-grade titanium castings ton-per-year synthetic rutile plant. In addi- 
to meet the growing needs of Europe’s tion to annual production of 240,000 tons of 
aerospace, petrochemical, marine, and nu- ilmenite, for conversion: to synthetic rutile, 
clear industries. the mine was expected to produce 11,000 

Brazil.—In October, Cia. Vale do Rio tons of natural rutile, 38,000 tons of silli- 
Doce (CVRD) started up its pilot plant for manite, 4,000 tons of monazite, and 4,000 

processing anatase ore from the Tapira and _ tons of zircon. An acid regeneration plant 

Salitre carbonatite complexes in Minas Ge- was expected to yield up to 88,000 tons of 
rais State. Anatase, like rutile, is a crystal- iron oxide.* 
line form of titanium dioxide. The process is Japan.—In November, Showa Titanium 
the result of a 10-year research program by Co. Ltd., a joint venture of Showa Denko 
CVRD, and involves grinding, reduction, K.K. and Ishizuka Research Inc., started 

and magnetic and electrostatic separation trial operation of its new 2,200-ton-per-year 
to yield a 90% TiO; concentrate suitable for titanium sponge: plant in Toyama City. 
chloride-process titanium dioxide pigment Commercial operation was to begin in Janu- 
or metal manufacture. The Tapira and Sa- ary 1984 at about 50% of capacity. The new 
litre anatase deposits represented a very plant is based on an improved process 
large potential source of titanium, with a developed by Ishizuka that was expected to 

reserve base estimated at over 50 million have a power consumption rate about 25% 
tons of TiOs. less than in currently employed processes. 

Canada.—QIT-Fer et Titane Inc. complet- Production of titanium sponge in Japan 
ed ahead of schedule its $8.1 million ore- was 11,600 tons, 37% less than in 1982. 

upgrading plant to allow production of 80% Japan's titanium sponge production capaci- 
TiO. slag instead of the 74% TiO, grade it ty, including the new Showa plant, was 
produced since late 1982, and the 72% grade about 37,500 tons per year. 
it made in prior years. The Sorel smelter Sierra Leone.—Production of rutile by 

was fully converted to produce the 80% Sierra Rutile Ltd., owned by Nord Re 
TiO, slag by October 31, 1983. sources Corp., Dayton, OH, was resumed in 
Finland.—The Otanmaki Mine, the sole January 1983 following a 3-month shut- 

producer of ilmenite in 1983, was expected down. 
to close within the next year or two because U.S.S.R.—Production of titanium sponge 
of unprofitability. metal was estimated to be 45,000 tons, and 
Germany, Federal Republic of—NL annual production capacity was estimated 

Chemicals, a division of NL Industries Inc., _ to be about 50,000 tons. 
announced a major expansion of its Kronos United Kingdom.—Deeside Titanium 

Titan AG chloride-process TiO, plant at Ltd. was believed to be producing titanium 
Leverkusen, from 40,000 tons per year to granules at about 30% of its 5,500-ton- 
88,000 tons per year, to be completed by per-year capacity. Deeside’s largest sale 
mid-1985. The company planned to shut through December was the 500 tons sold to 
down an equivalent capacity of its sulfate the U.S. General Services Administration 
process plant also at Leverkusen, reducing for the Government stockpile. 
considerably the quantity of waste generat- IMI Titanium Ltd. completed construc- 
ed at the site. The project was said tobe a tion at its Birmingham plant of a new 
result of pressure from environmental melting furnace capable of producing 10-ton 
groups in the Federal Republic of Germany _ titanium ingots. The furnace uses a molten 
and the Netherlands to halt the disposal of sodium-potassium eutectic for crucible cool- 
TiO. plant waste in the North Sea. The ing, rather than water, to avoid the explo- 
Federal Republic of Germany has reported- sion hazard of a water-cooled crucible.
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Table 16.—Titanium: World production of concentrates (ilmenite, leucoxene, rutile, and 
titaniferous slag), by concentrate type and country! 

(Short tons) 
eee 

Concentrate type and country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983¢ rea Cr rd comin a TL TS ae 
Imenite and leucoxene:? ‘Australia: 

Hmenite ___..---------.---=-- "1,301,889 "1,526,218 1,456,303 1,266,788, 965,000 Leucoxene 2222 T TT "24769 26,393 21,232 22,198 19,800 DR sen snipe eniennip anionic eee 14,541 18,562 16,631 *17,000 17,000 Ghina’ -~~2TTTTITTTTTT TTI TI ET NA NA 150,000 150,000 154,000 Finland <-2LTLITITTIIILITIIIIII amet atsa87 1780088968 1neatO 
AOI ara riminsorcenr gua teanneeiicwisiciia 161,867 185,078 179,141 168,500. 165,000 a ammtemce me 220,262 208,470 190,432 114,571, 209,000 NOCWHY norma ee eS SES 903,690 912,508 724,907 608,215 9599'657 Portugal. ~-~-~-~2_~_7 77 =o 295 258 368 322 320 
BAIR oo eclagmcs aes 61,085, 37,430 88,197 75,268 390,145, 
USSR® ._-0- 450,000 460,000, 470,000 475,000 480,000. 
Dubai Sele ccc Ss 639,292 556,646 542,357 263,391 Ww 

Total. eseesaa---2-..4 *90ese7 "4,106,880 4,017,591 3,346,221 2,876,302 

Rutile: 
RENE ccm nmamnnccainimscus iain 302,620 343,639 254,432 43277 190,000 Brasil —-"777TTTTTTIIIIIITITIII 484 472 190 20 220 Indie® oo eee Seine 5,445 5,908 7,397 7,400 7,700 FERRE meee cr mer minuninnensicois 8,267 52,356 55,992 52,590 979,146 
South Africa, Republic of ____....___ 46,000 53,000 55,000 52,000 62,000 
BNI coo cence ee 16,176 14,097 14,662 7,950 38,921 
USSR® _—-_ *11,000 *11,000. 711,000, 11,000 11,000 

United States_____ cote Ww Ww. Ww Ww Ww 

PME) see enews *389,992 480,472, 398,673. 314,437 358,987 

Titaniferous slag: 
NOIR scant saataaneaeitnstaNiiaioecs *525,885, *964,202 836,864 * °737,000 675,000. 

Japan’ — 198 NA NA NA NA 
South Africa, Republic of ®_—_ 316,000 379,000. 408,000, 420,000 420,000 

MMM cual oincwmmeem RS *842,083 "1,843,202 1,244,864 1,157,000, 1,095,000 EE, AEE. « IAELOONS* L000 
4 “Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NANot available. W Withheld to avoid ‘disclosing company proprietary ata 

MTable excludes production of unbeneficiated anatase ore in Brazil, in short tons: 1979—8,127,418; _1980—not. 
available; 1981-—3,208,185; 1982——3,136,054; and 1983—not available. This material reportedly contains 20% TiO. The table includes data available through June 12, 1984, 

*Ilmenite is also produced in Canada and in the Republic of South Africa, but this cata is not included here because an estimated 90% of it is duplicative of output reported under. “Titaniferous slag,” and the rest is used for purposes other than production of titanium commodities, principally as steel furnace flux and heavy aggregate. 
"Reported figure. 
‘Data are for fiscal year beginning Apr. 1 of year stated. 
Exports. 
SIncludes a mixed product containing ilmenite, leucoxene, and rutile. Contains 70% to 74% THe 
“Contains 85% TiOz. 

TECHNOLOGY 

‘The Bureau of Mines assessed the feasi- was determined from 5.87° to 300.7° Kelvin 
bility of prereduction of domestic ilmenites by adiabatic calorimetry. 
and titaniferous magnetite with coal charto A U.S. patent was issued covering an 
improve melting operations and subsequent Occidental Research Corp. process for mak- 
electric furnace processing to yield iron ing titanium metal from titanium ore, in- 
metal and titanium-enriched slags. Prere- cluding ilmenite. Albany Titanium Co. ob- 
duction decreased electrode consumption tained the rights to the process, which 
during furnace operation and also consery- involves fluorinating the ore with a fluosil- 
ed expensive electrical energy that other- icate melt such as sodium fluosilicate and 
wise must be used to reduce and melt the reducing the titanium fluorides to metal. 
entire titaniferous materials charge.* ‘The reduction may be carried out by con- 

In another Bureau of Mines study, the _tacting the molten titanium fluorides with a 
heat capacity of titanium disulfide (TiS,) molten alloy of zinc and aluminum, forming
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a titanium-zinc alloy and fluorides of alumi- ture industries. However, the use of tita- 
num. The titanium-zine alloy is separated nium p/m for aircraft application was still 
from the aluminum fluorides and the zinc is described as minimal. Powder metallurgy 
distilled from the alloy to leave behind parts best suited to aerospace applications 
titanium sponge metal.” include landing gears, impellers, and struc- 

‘The three major processes for producing tural airframe components."* 
titanium metal sponge were reviewed: The New advances in powder metallurgy and 
Kroll process, which uses magnesium to castings that reportedly resulted in pre- 
reduce titanium tetrachloride (TiCl,) to tita- mium-quality materials that were directly 
nium metal; the Hunter process, which uses competitive with conventional wrought- 
sodium for the reduction; and electrowin- ingot metallurgy products, were described. 
ning, which is a direct reduction from tita- These advances reportedly overcame the 
nium salts dissolved in a fused salt bath Problem of reduced fatigue performance 
using electrical energy. The review also that previously prevented use of powder 
discussed TiCl, production from ore, sponge Metallurgy in high-integrity _applica- 
purification methods, costs, production ca-  tions.'* « . . 
pabilities, and projected usages.* The use of superplastic forming of tita- 

The properties and use of a new cold- nium into built-up, low-cost advanced tita- 
formable alloy, developed primarily by the ium structures (BLATS) that result in 
US. Air Force, were described. The new Substantial weight and cost savings was 
alloy, Tr1SV-3Cr3AL-35n (i158) isa described. The BLATS technology, devel- 
metastable beta strip alloy, and was devel. Ped by Rockwell International's Metal and 
oped with the objective of reducing manu- pee Laboratory in a sary Wie oes 
facturing costs by being cold-formable rath- rir {Pine fa ong a ya 
er than requiring hot rolling like the estab- the F-16, the F'18, and the larrier, 
lished alpirs-bete alloys.* products from McDonnell Douglas, and ret- 

The cifects of varous methods of rapid” YOfit parts of the Northrop 'T-38 jet trainer. 

dolidification processing (RSP) of titanium. £0 the B-1B bomber, to be made by: Rock- 
sSlyn an alloy composition, microstruc. Welh two parts were identified for produc 

tures, and properties were investigated. The tion by the BLATS method, with another 29 
results indicated that the primary benefits Guctlon 1s P 
of RSP in titanium alloys will result from i 
the development of novel alloy compositions ~physieal eientst, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 
rather than by improvements in the proper- _*Statistical assistant, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 
ties of conventional compositions. Several _,Weight units used in this chapter are short tons unless 
novel titanium alloys expected to produce ance. G. M. The, Industrial Minerals of India, Ind 
unique combinations of microstructure and Miner. (London), No. 191, Aug: 1983, pp. 20-6, 
properties upon RSP were identified.” Com- wetine Bape ‘Reales Magis Neva. Pra 
panies involved in RSP work on titanium Bull. v. 4B, No. 1 Mar. 1985, pp. 55: 
alloys included MeDonnell Douglas Corp, Prop gf 90.7 Hed Cm and ng. Ba Jy 8 
rat! Whitney Aircraft Group, the PP, 347-3 
Boeing Co., General Electric Co., and other rift Rfty and, M.A. Prieto. Pages for Beane 
firms Pe eas at ie ee 

‘The advantages of applying titanium ni- taanlum’A Review of ts Sate of the Art and Bvoltog 
tride (TiN) and other ultrahard coatings to Preduetion Techniques. J. Met, v. $9, No.6, June 198%, 

cutting tools by physical vapor deposition PPeRosenburg, H, W. T1653: A New Cold-Formable Sheet 
(PVD) were described. Not only was the life Titanium Alloy-d, Met, v.85, No. 11, Nov. 1988, pp. 90-24. 
between regrinds reportedly increased by 2 oneal Ripa Sldiieton Bagong af Manton At 
to 10 times, but less power was used at the _ loys. J. Met.,v. 35, No. 9, Sept. 1988, pp. 21-28. 

same speed and feed, and heavier cuts at on aT an Metal Maret panes cane ee, 
higher speeds were said to be practical and -1s. : : 
recommended. TiN was one of the least Coe an Nie a ae OE aes, 
difficult coatings that could be applied by 7 ft pint could fi 
PVD and was reported to be one of the aw $63 yy 1600: Am: Met: Mark ¥ 9, No. 198, May 
best.? 16, 1983, p. 24. 

Titanium powder metallurgy (p/m) tech- galt Hand Brn Neat Sage Mat 
nology was experiencing growth and accept- gh." 
ance in orthopedic and hip implant devices ,,,0ne® 8, E, Advanced Techniques for Fabricating é a itantum’ Are Seen Gaining New Uses. Am. Met. Marks, and in the electroplating and chemical fix. T3DR™ Ars Sogainn, aay Uses Am Met. Ms





By Philip T. Stafford? 

Consumption of tungsten increased _ producing and consuming countries contin- 
slightly compared with that of 1982, but ued, as no agreement was reached during 
remained at its lowest level since 1975, and 1983 at the Geneva conference on stabiliza- 
imports were at their lowest level since tion of the world tungsten market. 
1976. Mine production decreased 36% from _ Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
that of 1982, to the lowest level since 1934. duction data for tungsten are developed by 
‘Tungsten prices fell 24% to the lowest the Bureau of Mines by means of three 
prices since 1973. separate, voluntary surveys. These surveys 

During 1983, more than 95% of domestic are the Tungsten Ore and Concentrate, 
production came from two mining oper- Tungsten Concentrate and Tungsten Prod- 
ations in California, Most mines, mills, and ucts, and Tungsten Concentrate. Of the 49 
ammonium paratungstate (APT) plants operations to which surveys were sent, 
were closed all or part of the year. 100% responded, and the data are reported 

‘The 20-year deadlock between tungsten in table 1. 

Table 1.—Salient tungsten statistics 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ao 
United States Concentrate Mine production .-.--2--------------- 4018S 8005 ma MineShipments <-22—------22--=----> Boe 2g Sab Tas 118 Values 77T7TTTTTTTTTeowsenda $55,785 s00'575 $6228] SAO $10.52 Consumption -=7~aasaawzzccsieeee ess Paes Sm aoe St Shipments trom Government stoda -—~~----- ast. «03,8528 

TEC%S Gecgnsumplon==--=---==2-=2T. = BB BB gah Ral lot cin SEEEESEE: ofl 5 5, : 
Producer | ——------------------~ 28 43108 54 a Consumer ==—~~7 727 SET os ool on "17651085 

Ammonium paratungstate: Beda 2 owen canna 8055 68488554452 Giang ooo pecessoia RRBs Stocks, Bec, i: Producer and consumer ~~~ ~~~ mo dss 6e8 tas TO Primary products: Prouction aa nngeeneeeennn----- NSB 9G] Gal Ga Gongumptiog--===2-22722222227222To2 8888] SIS BG Stocks, Bee. i Proiueer eae eenneeeeennne-- DLT! TT 1g Consumer SSISEEIELIOIOOIDD = Sons BB TNS World: Concentrate: 
Prebarties -- le ecen ce ececeagetaee "48,508 "51,807 49,011 45,305 $38,882 

‘Consumption. tetecianeeterspia iit eestor 48,487 = "47,625 4T854 —P41,084 38,925 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
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Legislation and Government  Pro- made at the rate of 90,719 kilograms per 
grams.—The General Services Administra. month, of which 68,039 kilograms was for 
tion (GSA) Office of Stockpile Transactions domestic use and 22,680 kilograms was for 
continued to sell excess stockpiled tungsten export. Actual shipments of excess concen- 
concentrate on the basis of monthly sealed trate from the stockpile totaled 259,220 
bids. Regular offerings of excess concentrate kilograms of contained tungsten in concen- 
were made at the disposal rate of 136,078 trate. 
kilograms of contained tungsten per month, Stockpile goals in effect remained as 

of which 102,058 kilograms was for domestic established in May 1980 by the Federal 
use and 34,020 kilograms was for export. Emergency Management Agency. 
Additionally, supplemental offerings were 

Table 2.—U.S. Government tungsten stockpile material inventories and goals 
(tri tons of contained tungsten) 

sxe Fay roams Dee S10 
Material Goals “National DPA® 

Sockplle inventory _ Tel 

ie ge 25152 25,488 12 35,560 i ge Se wo auagevnrovbeenensmmeee 254 : 
Nonstockpiogeade==22222722TTTTTITTTTTTT_? AE 

Total. =e B= ~*iS Ci 
Fergotungaten: Siockplegeade 8 - 
Nenslockie grade” SS a 

DIP remorse einer ete toi 919 sing 919 

‘Tungsten metal powder: Mociplsprae —_ om Ronneiiie pace na Stetine Sith saraeee me iso 
Total een ot 

‘Tungsten carbide powder: “Hepler crc |e en - Nonslockpile grado =—~772727777TTT77777TIIIIZZ2 st a = i 

‘SDefense Production Ast DPA) of 1950. 2Data may not add to totale shown because of independent rounding 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Mine production and shipments each fell _ Normally the largest producer, the Pine 
36% compared with that of 1982. Produe- Creek Mine and APT plant of the Metals 
tion totaled 980 metric tons of contained Div., Union Carbide Corp. (UCC), located 
tungsten in 1983, and shipments totaled near Bishop, CA, in Inyo County, was closed 
1,016 metric tons, the smallest amounts or operated at a reduced capacity at various 
since 1984. Although five mines in two times during the year. The following major 
Western States reported production, two operations were closed throughout the year: 
mines provided more than 95% of the do- Emerson Mine and mill of UCC, at Tem- 
mestic tungsten production. No mine oper piute, NV, in Lincoln County; the Climax 
ated continuously, although the Strawberry Mine and mill of Climax Molybdenum Co., a 
Mine and mill of Teledyne Tungsten, a division of AMAX Inc., at Climax, CO, in 
subsidiary of Teledyne Inc., near North Lake County, principally a molybdenum 
Fork, CA, in Madera County, produced producer; and the Springer Mine, mill, and 
tungsten ‘concentrate except during the APT plant of General Electric Co., near 
winter and spring, when it was closed owing Imlay, NV, in Pershing County. 
to weather conditions.
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Table 3.—Tungsten concentrate shipped from mines in the United States 

Quantity Reatel anton 
‘Year Metricton Tungsten Tota Aver aveeee tinisof” —gomfent hog. parumit i PRE op WO: metric gands) of WOs 

1999 go] ROM $55785 8487581850 Ygg0 [2TTTTTITTITTITIIIIIITTTD aban tak“ Fes ik Beg “7TTTTTTTTTTTTTTIIIITTTTT oes Yggg [OTTTTTITTTTTTTIII ITI geet one n0g 14.00 3969 [TTTIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIID aside ots “att 
’Values apply to finished concentrate and ae in some instances fob. custom mill 2A metric ton unit equals 10 kilogvama of tungsten trioxide (WOs) and contains 7.99 kilograms of tungsten 

‘Table 4.—Major producers of tungsten concentrate and principal tungsten 
processors in the United States in 1983 

—<— ag Tecation of ming, mil Compeny (or processing plant 
Producers of tungsten concentrate: "Teledyne Tangseons ~~ ---~-----=------------ _Nowth Fork, CA, Union Carbide Corp, Metals Biv =~"777TTTTITTTIIITIIGIIIII Bishop, A ‘Processor of tungetent "AMAR Ine, AMAK Tungsten Div_——----------------------- Fort Madson, 1a Fansted Ines o- nese 2222ssasazssssssssssasaa=s North Chicago, I Ganeral Blecirig Go 7~227222222227TTTTIIITITIIIIIIIIIE Baca OW nd Detroit, ma GE Products Corp 222222222222222222222IIIILIIIIIIII Towanda BA Kennametal Ing "227 2222222222TTTTIIIITIITTTIIIII —_Laltobe, PA, and Fallon, NV. Langston Corp™ =o" "777TTT2DTTTTTTTTTITIIITIIIIIII Glen ove, NY North American Philips Lighting Gorp ~~~ TICIII Bloomfield, NE ‘Teledyne Firth Stirling -— SESISISSSSSTS EES Peivargs BAL Teledyne Wah Chang ftantaille ——~~~~~~7~~~2277222TTTTTTD_Hiumtwlles AL 

CONSUMPTION 

Domestic consumption of tungsten in pri- materials, 2%; chemicals, 19; and miscella- 
mary products increased 3%, but remained neous, 3%. 
at its lowest level since 1975.'The major end _ Consumption of tungsten products used 
use, 63% of the total, continued to be in directly to make end-use items was distrib- 
cutting and wear-resistant materials, pri- uted as follows: tungsten carbide, 65%; 
marily as tungsten carbide. Other end uses tungsten metal powder, 25%; tungsten 
were mill products, 24%; specialty steels, scrap, 3%; scheelite, 3%; ferrotungsten, 2%; 
4%; superalloys, 3%; hard-facing rods and and other, 2%. 

‘Table 5.—Production, disposition, and stocks of tungsten products in the United States 
(etre tons of contained tungsten) 

- Tungsten carbide 
Hydrogen: powder 
rete’ ‘Made Crushed Chemicals Other! ‘Total 
powder metal crystal: powder “line 

1982 
Gross production during year = ------- 60888895154 Bar 8A. edo make other praiactslsiedhere "~~~" 3.380 182g IB Netproducton sO] TED ae BAT Disposition: other processors mm ous 106 4 1 uot ‘Toenduseconsumers ~~~ "~""-TTT la 0 ts ‘To make product not listed inthis table ~~ ses aa 6 < Late Prodcerstotks, Dee-S)onn nnn Te mo Tat 

See fotnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Production, disposition, and stocks of tungsten products in the United States 
—Continued 

(Metric tons of contained tungston) 
rgd 

Hydrogen pomie: 
Lon Made Crushed Chemicals Other’ —‘Total 

powder otal cyte 
powder “ine 

1968 
Gross production during year... 5aaTS omy Used do male other provdts listed hare ~~~ oe 16 ler Lee tle Netprofucton ssn eats BO 25 ak Gi 

thr procesa mo ost % 2 150 Toenduseconsumers—-——~—-— "7a, 8 Mm koe ‘To make product not lstad inti fable —— ng S80 a 7 OU Producer stocks, Dee Sienna ie we Tat 
“Includes ferrotungsten, cheelite (produced from serap),nickel-4tungsten, and elf-reducing oxide pellets 

Table 6.—U.S. consumption and stocks of tungsten products in 1983, by end use 

(Metric tons of contained tungsten) 

ed Fore, me aes, Salle Tena 
tungsten metal" carbide synthetic) serapt alert 

Steel: Stainless andheatresisting 4 RB Alnyec eee ce RSS eS i 3 2 nk eee couse aera BI - = i = $e Seni sisses ® Ww Wo isi 2s 
Ceadagasdwearsetaae™ mately 19 gor — 1 4007 

Other alloys’ ——______- 5 2 9 ie . f 118 Mil predate made fom metal powder 2 a8 ¥ oe Ghemicalandceramicwerss- n= > Ue an Miscellancousandunspectied --—-- BB Gat 
Total SCORCH @  Gse3 ‘Consumer stock, Bee. 81,1988 =~ 2 tar 3B ws als 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellancous and unspecified” Does not include that used in making primary tungsten produce. 
Includes melting base, self-reducing tungsten, tungsten chemicals, and others. Includes welding and ardfacing rods and materials and nonferrous alloys 

PRICES 

In 1983, the average value of tungsten sten Indicator prices showed similar trends 
concentrate shipped from domestic mines and similar monthly and annual averages. 
and mills, as reported to the Bureau of The price of concentrate was unusually 
Mines, decreased 26% to $82.17 per metric stable from 1978 until October 1981, when it 
ton unit of WO,, compared with the 1982 began a drop that extended through 1983. 
value. Excess tungsten concentrate was For the year, prices fell 24%, compared 
purchased from GSA during the year at with those of 1982. 
prices ranging from $68.00 to $82.50 per The price of hydrogen-reduced tungsten 
metric ton unit for domestic use and from metal powder, 99% purity, f.o.b. shipping 
$75.52 to $82.33 per metric ton unit for point, as quoted in Metals Week, remained 

export. stable throughout the year in the price 
‘The European prices of tungsten concen- _ range of $5.94 to $6.22 per kilogram. Within 

trate as reported in Metal Bulletin of Lon- these ranges, the price was primarily de- 
don, the U.S. spot quotations as reported in pendent upon the particle size of the tung- 
Metals Week, and the International Tung- _ sten powder.
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Prices for the other intermediate prod- carbide powder were not reported because 
ucts of APT, ferrotungsten, and tungsten of the competitiveness of these products. 

‘Table 7.—Monthly price quotations of tungsten concentrate in 1983 
Seen Ae 

“Metal Baletin (London) wolframite,  Metala Week, US. pot quotations; International 
European market, 5% WOs basis” 65% WOs basis, cif. U'S. port! ‘Tungsten 
efj3kKkFkT tiers, lator Dollars Dollars 2 weighted average 
Dollars permetrcton unit ,P&Dollarspershorttonunit 2, “prea 

Month tonunit tonunit 60% t079% WOs 
Dollars Dollars 

Aver Aver ty High AYE Aver BER tow High Aver ANS tow th Age AY metre fore 
nit unit en See 

Senuary-----. 7690 8872 7986 1245 T0077. 450 BRR BRAT 15 
HONE; cc. TR IG TRB OD T8100 75.68 B85 LBS The 

Mach c777- Mist eta 9808 RUT Tao 8400 7.50 4s LET AZT 
Keniec7Z7772 «BOD GLO BBD «BL18 BOO BSD ABD STAT AGL 75.79 

May TlvT7ZZ2 «Hg BBD «BOD BOTA 0.00 BED BBS STL BAAR 77.00 
Tonellclliz? «BR Res ab 7722 TO] BOD 8168 BSE S00 75.80 
Wbcccccc7> RAL Beet «G10 78158 Toon S00 T0070 Sue 18.48 

Su go7--T~- Tab) Te00«75.00 «849160 $2.00 7.00 B08 TTS TOBA 
Sikember 2-1 Tak Saag T1800 SOD 7760 BSE TRAE 71.20 
Setember ---- eas gs a0 7287 «80D 7500 74.00 SLB 80087265 
Soeeterccz.« TON | TAts Tad «G52 6400 TED 71.00 78.28 ThOp ag 
Boemeer----- Gab fees Tose Geol 6800 740060 75.62 188k 68.99 

“Low and high prices are reported semiweekly, Monthly averages are arithmetic averages of semiweekly low and high 
pricen The averege price per metric ton unit of WOs, which is an averege ofall semiweekly low and high prices, was 
Feo for 1968, The everage equivalent price per short ton unit of WO was $18.18 for 1988 
Tow and high prices are reported weekly. Monthly averages are erithmetic averages of weekly low and high prices. 

‘The average piice per short ton unit of WOs, which ie an average of all weekly low and high prices, excluding duty, was 
317 06 for 1988 The average equivalent prie per metric ton unit of WOs was $8498 for 1088. 

‘Weighted average prise per metric ton unit of WO, was $80.19 for 1968."The equivalent weighted average price per 
short ton unitof WO, was 82.7 for 1883. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of tungsten in concentrate and decreased 24% from 5,372 tons in 1982 to 
primary products decreased 53% from 2,018 4,091 tons in 1983, 
tons in 1982 to 953 tons in 1983. Imports 

‘Table 8.—U.S. exports of tungsten ore and concentrate, by country 
os 

1982 1988 

Country Toten Value “oonfene™ Yale ioetrie (2202; Gece tho 
Tons) S048) fons) Sands) 

BelpiumLuxeubourg ___.-----—----=----ne=--=-++ 39 125 m an 
Bellen oc LSS EE Ee eneons 7 = a 
fone einem crea ae 5 2 6 8 

Germany, Federal Republic of -——— 2-722 2T2=TTTTTT (Age 1 7 
Eon hepa ne Re a a3 800 _ ae 
Beod Arehia's 522-20 S0cso2eoS2 2 aT TEES 2 as 6 i 
Sweden, ---_22-=cencceess2nanoneaneeeeneeeeee 6 3 is oh 
Nomeusia = 222 20 VERT OES WISUSUERTENISESDES ST eat ®. 3 = == 

otal ____----------=----- een n--nn nena 058.887 1 i 
Ps ri iano nce 

"Lose than 1/2 unit
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Table 9.—U.S. exports of ammonium paratungstate, by country 

8 rs 
Gross ‘Tungsten yan, Grogs Tungsten yguug See (REM content! hose eht—contnt? gine 
tons) tons) sends) tons) tons) pee tonto) na) 

Australie —— cag nnirrooo ® ® $1 @ ° 9 igiumLaxembourg.~~=~7_ TT ee 2 = 8 ® 
Sctmony Fora Wepabigaf —~~--~~ 5 é ? 5 i a rmany,. RA 8 es @ @ 7 6 4 4 SRR i ce ge, e eo 1 +“ seis ee Korea, Republic of... >> ae ie mag a @ 3 
Total 2 1 1" 8 6 a ee 

“Tungsten content estimated by multiplying gros weight by 07086. Lem than 1/2 unit 

Table 10.—U.S. exports of tungsten carbide powder, by country 

gg RRR re gg 
Country antes? Yalue TUR Value 

(metric. ao (metric (thou. metric Sands) matric NS tor sa) ene) 
Argentina 1% satT 5 SS Acsiralin = SSTSESSSaaneR Tee ee 1 26 6 2 
[Scie eer Sean eter eee 4 eo 4 is | pene nec aree ee 5 230 0 2 [77 73 ook us arn dane =" 7DE0 CES DRE DT aes eE Pe ota o 1 3 o 
bane ial abo TTT 3938 & ae Tetine toot ee sree tee 1 fa 3 ist Ireland’ =~2>=2722 22222222272 2222200 aa 2 a 2 io peal 27 op gStETSSoeacaeErenesepen sce t7 Stes 3 ry & i Yep c Sass 2 206 ‘8 196 > amma eae 73 1se0 i 5 
Netberlands S220 cseS00020G Teo 3 08 i a2 RW co cnmnnaneeusueananncn eS } + 2 30 

South Africa, Republic of ~~ ~7272722722220777777277 2 31 2 x Been eee tvs sat ocr ator Taregoneeee i 16 2 a United Kingdom] 2°°272222222222227722227222 TT 55 LL ae Venastale oan -- "2202 SDDDETETESSSOCSSESSETTS 1 ‘2 2 6 tbe sn SO SESEGESTISECE TEC GaSEnSeE TToreeee 1 a 2 8 
Total S114 058 wo oat ro agape seen sresereenarreeeteee Ses OL eer "Less than 1/2 unit.
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‘Table 11.—U.S. exports of tungsten and tungsten alloy powder, by country 
Toe 1388 

Gross ‘Tungsten Gros Tungsten country weight content’ Yale weight content Yale 
metric “metric {ROK metric “metric (thou, fons) tans) fons) tone) 

Beall saevesea enue 1 1 $33 1 1 $29 Gunde Senos eee 8 0 402 20 6 at Winland DoDea eco Ssc2ce 10 3 239 n 3 194 
BRINE a a ten ® e 1 2 1 49 
Germany, Federal Republic of _______ 19 63 2,176 53 42, 1,526 ereel nnn nnn 496 29611258 34 7% 2010 
Ktaly --.-.----~~~~----------- @ a 2 2 2 41 depen -- ~~~ 777 TTT TT Eg 2 840 2 0 au 

Korea, Republic of... 4 3 137, @ e 6 Metioo. 222222 n aoe 4 1 305 2 2 3 
Netherlands 200. sS2SC0002 0000 a tc 29 188285 
Singapore____---------------- 1 1 10 @ a i 
Besken e®) a 12 5 4 120 Switzerland -_~~~~--~-~--2-=~ t 1 a 7 6 19 inky Ongena 3 2 zn 3 2 81 United Kingdom==~--~22~777227 a 2 ry 2 2 & Olen ec eee eS SOE STEELE 1 1 39 2 2 53 

Total__-—_---------~------ 752 602 17,289 445 356 7,692 
“Tungsten content estimated by multiplying gross weight by 0.80. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 12.—U.S. exports of miscellaneous tungsten-bearing materials 
13a Te 

Gross Gross Product and country ween = Value wah © Yalue 
(metric RO metric {thou metric sands) —(™ETIC sands) 

‘Tungsten and tungsten alloy wire: 
‘Bids oo cca tea i 9 $1,548 6 $1,083 Ceuai nnn 1a 800 138 “8510 Heumes 1985 7a Ee uD eee ERED 2 #12 Pee Germaniy, Federal Republic of ~~~ 77777777272277772222 4 ads 4 une India) ne--n-----==n2anenneneennenenenne 2 189 i ToL fealy 22 Soe Tne SoH OTTER OSES INSET EES 2 420 3 496 Sapans 222222 TT TITTIES 6 $84 6 oon 
Korse, Republicaf— 5-1 oe e 82 1 223 Meskd.0-----------222-2--2es2es7aeaenaatn ee 4 940 4 ao Boland 2 TSEDTE ER CSTR SUED SEATED “ 9 2 1 UssR 2-72 TTTTITT TTT 4 813 4 219 Uptied Ringibber SOO ECLSEESEECSSSIELSE SG SISESS 2 459 3 6 
Venezuela __-_-____-__------------------------- eo 104 1 582 

‘Other. es acne akc oink neue uo abet rane 3 1,148 4 1,509 

Total —_ eee 36 10,701 6011861 
‘Unwrought tungsten and alloy in crude form, waste, and scrap: ye apres pba tobe eee ey a a4 9 46 Belgium-Laxembourg ~~ -2222222222222IIIIIIIIT 6 Ed = = Beadle oeoe eoceaeen Cae wu uecencenrscans He 5 i 8 Canada ~2~ 2702222 TT STITT IIIT Pa id 2 368 Germany, Federal Republic of -~~~77772777772TIII02I2 er 188 208 1,640 taly TOTITISS Toa 3 2 1 19 pr a a me or ae u a ul 40 
MN oo hee nee nen enan pe eceee ewe 1 21 se so South Aivica, Republic of 2_2272722222222222I00 20222 4 EI 8 iat Sedans oes reciee 2sucie on enAUn ORES DESRES al 351 5 8 United Ringdom ~~ 2_222222222222 2222222722200 3 Ib 7 2 Oeher 2 oe oa BOD OT SERA ERE Te ABE ET 3 64 1 2 

TG Bern emery once eeena 309 2,879 zg 2510 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—U.S. exports of miscellaneous tungsten-bearing materials —Continued 

1982 1983 

Product and country wie Value SI Value 
(metric {tho metric thou Tiong’ sands) §— (metric sands) 

i tO ee 

Other tungsten metal: 
Australias e222 2 $249 1 $90 
ON se np ees aati in a ea a a 5 65 eg sr 
DORs ign menicnamnnesameinnar saree eee rer aL 1,571 ere 1,286, 
PORID ciate eg eg earn ae oe MRO: 5 537 3 403 
Germany, Federal Republic of ______----2-222-2i=2==L=o 43 1,549 18 149 aly ee ose een arene 5 358 4 208 
yg EES ESA READ eee oe 8 1,182 iL 1,447 
Mis oo nes emeestennereteseso ee is aM 5 826 
ir eee enn eee - eee +--+ ++ ~~~ eee eee x ¥ o 4 

Suiteerlend . 02-0 ensn anon nen nn alow nnenneenn= 8 453 5 238 
‘United Kingdom === leone a1 1,882 9 48 Qthersccn cece s gseae con enin sap seede sean ores 1 "580 8 el 

Tell sicneeciwewecurecnutels eciweu eau: 159 9,857 88 6,360 

Other ta nds: 
Bustralla sre nes nee eeeeeene eee ee 1 22 1 n 
Rao So nineitnm ps hacmelaanm sins. 2 33 — = 
Belgiurm-Luxembourg _._-_----.---------------_2_ oy 3 21 196 
DEEL nna catinmna nen nanan nanenenamee 2 109 12 M1 
MMMM soniensinininn mintciat ten semis wlan inane Soin 8 71 7 264 Frone ooo co 000 oo on cna ssacacaasasscds slo 4 i 3 101 
Germany, Federal Republic of --_---.--2 LLLILLIIIIIL2 a 158 7 15 
Bong Kong —-—-- 2 eee cc eee e 1 1 16 
TIE on css terninenin eelonenniemmenianneniisininanenaen aaa 1 31 1 26 

ROLES SEEGERS OS CO 20 884 i 492 
TY, meme mcinn ce pine nn amenins wince eaio 1 88 1 50 
Sapa 22 oo Oe OICUS CE ZSSSC Sur aLt Geo a eaa scan 8 259 u 188 
RON MORE Tn yee sores erm mr sree nek Rmciate a 14 6 27 
Fr ea AES epee 7 209 6 182 
OTR an no ennei om eines mincinkamunann canine 85 850 1 49 
La, mp IIREROES S25 DPE STH AE a LE RR 4 108 10 360 

BO <prop ery merase remot arse me sane essere 1 18 e 18 
Untied Binglam oe doe 219 820 104 819 
OE 0 eh eye ceninme mere mnesincecnetaneo nisi Renee es 2 Ky 2 84 

Total ...----------------- === 407 3,686 205 2,608 
Revised. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit, 

Table 13.—U,S. imports for consumption of tungsten ore and concentrate, by country 
1982 1988 

Country Tene Yatue Toe Yale 
(metric _ (metric ot metric sands) (metric ands) 

RNR ation rreeuaen mE ICEEE a ss 5 539 ‘Australia = ~=222222222222222222 2000S 1b ae a iB 
DER ot pore ine nnee Sas Us ek oeoeeE ee 7 13 Seer ia Bolivia. nn nee eee 643 8511 662 6,299 
WOO in Laieminan ncaa AT 3,516 18 658 Burma 2220500520 ouo cas — ane enn 3 635 21 1401 
CONEE, nn einen enn ecw ewneeee 1,259 15,003 649 6,286 Ohug ech SS SSL eee enya scene eae 3 40 2 9 
SIMON wnnn-n eoncaeininnniinmmeiinindors nate cmeieaee meee 425 1,343 62 654 Wraneed Doc 02 SURE RCTS AGES TSSLT eee o ees sec cae 2 32 40 358 

Germany, Federal Republic of_——~ —- = ===> 7777 TTTTT 7 47 ule ae 
aa RSPR SEES ROPE TOE BETES Te EAE EL nu 155 == == 

NE INN stemcnn ren im menmiecmvinnseminnnencnniecitinies 9 167 nt 846 Maloyein cone S307 SETS TET ROR UNTER AEs aeeT SS 38 386 6 50 
Mexico__________-_ =~ 7-722 I DL LIII II IIIItlt 246 2,340, 215 1,698 Pera 9225 STS Ten AeA SSSI TAIT id Yeis 199 = 610 Portugal ~~~ ~227777ITTTIIIIIIIININIINIIIIIE 2393584 39a Sweden 200 = galtnc 7 EESSTSREEERITETESS TERS me pal 26 179 
ON eo ncimcinm ae neemermemememns 134 2,087 142 1,197 

Gewese gE rt See ere ee oe ane 
MS ino Sencnesvmmnemnnin te aE EONS 35, 495, a zt 

ee 3528 4674828612517 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of ammonium paratungstate, by country 
—————————E— 1982 i988 

Country Tungsten Vatue THREE Value 
metric (ROR metric (ho metric sands) (MEME ads) 

Australia --...--.-------~--------------------- 26 $422 3 $942. Rigi 25222 ete So een = -- 2 186 
Ching) See a ao Te es ecu caCeweu SuUeTESE e108 Wd 

Germaiy, Penal Ropublig of. —~°-“72TTTTITITIIIIIIT a 18S 52 a1 
Kowee, Republic of ova col Lace LC ISS GT SeES OTE 219 3929 481 5011 South Africa, Republic of ~~-_-~-_-_72_2_7~222-==2> ee ee 1 252 
‘Veiled BRR GAMNA aa on nha imaiie eel ie == 3 18 

a 759° —(18,888 762 9,804 

Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferrotungsten, by country 
Toe 1988 

Country Tungsten Value Tungsten Value 
metre thous etre OM 
tons) a tons) = 

Austria -.--.-------.-.---------------------- u $193 PJ $295 feeeah = SDSS SCOT SST E CTE TESTS ERSTE EIEIO 7 185 = ee 
Gecany  Federel Tamme osc cconmnnana To ioe 3 m1 =z See fir chaps este an cea ma een 8 ut 3 a 
Sweden —.-_.---------------------==--------- “< ie * 52 
‘United Kingdom - - .--..-------------------------. 5 0 = -- 

Total..-.-.--.-----~----+------------------ 69 1,222 48 604 

Table 16.—U.S. imports for consumption of miscellaneous tungsten-bearing materials 

1982 19s 

Product and country Tungsten Vatue — Tungsien Value 
(metic {HOR Getric Sh 
tons) — tons) sands) 

Other metal-bearing materials in chief value of tungsten: Ceabda Soe oe eee pee er en Noe cena ° 8 
France_-~_~__17-2--.s222222 27722 2 a ue = 
United Kiagdom=—22207T7TTITITIIIISIIIIISIIE as é B 

Total ------------ === nee 2 w 6 % 
‘Waste and sorap containing not over 50% tungsten: United Kingdom. nn 22 a 1 2% 
Othe ee ee nce aatennnnccenmane ts i iB ° 4 

SIRE rc cene ienmmimecomst ame nenneninnge it enen cmpremmenmem tt - 15 1 30 

‘Waste and scrap containing over 50% tungsten: ae ae Auten ne ren Ronen mocueccseacsse 2 20 a a Belgium Luxembourg. -~~—-_7_272222222222772772 4 & 2 =e 
a ge a sid 18 it 

Ghina .-==22222222222IIIIIIIIIIOIIICI Io 8 im ore : Finland Soto 05025 SCE CEST EEE ESIEEELOOE = ey i 
UN an nnn nga inner e no 7 49 

Germony, Federal Republie of ~~~ 777777272TIZIIIIZ a tT! 26 BA 
Igo Soren eu cee cud aungnaSucen meine 28 888i 282.81 Italy _-.2227222222222222IIIIIIIII itt 118 ne ae eee en ie ce 15 (25H 8 oA 

Korea, Republic of. -—2_2727722DITIIIIIIIIIIIE 15 ‘1 = ee Marea er neh eoneay one T SRE NTa TERE TTae 1 7 5 a 
Netherlands ——— cso sol Seo gegh cscs eres 8 845 1st 994 Dingsnre 2 SEDSE ae nna een Sec 36 78 31 36 
fete 5s See 5 13 22 168 
United Kingdom=~—-~~7~2777777TT2TTTIIIIIIIIT 108 1,566 89 66 
Migosdavia 22 2D 00c cS SSL Se LOSSOSETETEIE 2 2 ee Est 

Tidliccoweeeunwwen sl ewneseneptaneenees 165 ‘1,154 5986245 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 16.—U.S. imports for consumption of miscellaneous tungsten-bearing materials —Continued 
a aa a 
Prodet and country “ontent’ Value TUE Vatoe (metric {thew metre thou Tong sands) metric ae ——_-— ir to) 

‘Unvrought tungsten, except alloys in lumps, grains, and powders: Chita sa meneame ~® 53 3 $70 Germany, Federal Republic f= — ~~ ~~ -27TDL2IIEIIITD 8 He 2 240 ‘ores, Republic of... 7-72 =27=7 222777 485 Ole owe em ae a TSOTSI 3 185 3 2 RR Total ——— nn 2552 40 a7 ‘Unwrought tungsten, ingots, and shot ______-_- ~~~ @ 1 ® 1 —— Unvwrought tungsten, other? hing nee 9 331 . -: Oth SESE SSS STEEDS DEORE gE aS oa e 5 6 a en TVD eee toe eo meen earesee 8 336 ° 3 ee ee 
Unyrought tungsten, alloys Cea 1 4 4 134 Chin 2922758 a saa SCS CETECE SSIES Fa 810 30 e19 Germany, Federal Republic of —~-~22_7~7 2772777777 ® 1 n 2-6 tier, ec eet OSE SEEE TOES TS 1 6 3 12k 

RD neti caesar uesuan a A 901 484,180 
Wrought tungsten:? eg Busta 1 484 5 44 Calta nee REUSING TENTS ER NSS 5 66 eo 1 
Gana Ped tepublis of. 22 SLI TTIGEGIGITSTZT T 32 9 ae 
Germany, Federal Republic of —— ~~ ~227777777777TTT7 i 1 fh liiace ai bloc fae aimee 6 sis 9 ltd Netherlands -—~~>~277IIIT2IIDITTIIIIIIIT222 2 192 ° 9% Singapore." 72 2TTIITLIDITIIIIIIITIT III o eo Es a Switzerland - "7777777 TTTTTIIILIITITITTITT TE coy 2 i 2 United Kingdom -- ~~ 22 2272TD2T TTT IIIa 1 B 1 @ Deb en men epee SDE TREES ® 89 3 124 

Total — = nnn (2.255 2078 Wage neld "CSE DSSS EGET ASSET aT EEE TSE Se © n ® 7 — Calcium tungstate: Germany, Federal Repubicof_ B 62 6 259 United Kingicen coo Se Unis n seams areas o i Pe fs 8 de STO esse ser enemas 2 623 6 269 Potassium tungstate ——~>=>"2LTDIIIITITITTTE TTT ® i 2 = ——S Sodium tungstate: Ci een see nveueseabele 1 109) ” 2 Odbier 22 SESS roe wt me 1 i 
Whal aliedeeeacenat es 1 109 1 10 

‘Tungsten carbide: Austria % 5 2 45 Belgium-Luxembourg.————~_217722222722I22777TT iw 515 2 15 Gane —— nnn nnn nwa eae 1 32 2 fH Goma TES TEE TET TS INIT TIT 28 62 3 ia Germany, Federal Republic of. 777777772 77=7=77722 a 7150 3.856 Korea, Républicote 27777277777 77777 a= 30 768 15 4 Meret = cscs 20s snu 7.2 g772 1 2 7 il TWO rn ee eres ES OTE 3 6 - - Olber SOUS ESSE Serene aro ieee 3 109, a 6 
TR ees deren ences 362__9,890 2314684 

‘Other tungsten compounds: eS aE Ginscew eel 3824597 6 me OU en neeme iin ee EI RT 2 31 2 “4 
Total ee 334 4,854 86 588 

‘Mixtures, organic compounds, chief value in tungsten: pe alee coches 5 137 ie = Other S2ee5 0 see ee 2 766 i Wi 
Toba se 7 208, 1 Ea —— ee 

"Revised 
Less than 1/2 unit *Btimated from reported gross weight.
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Table 17.—U.S. import duties on tungsten 

TSUS ite Rate of duty effective Jan. 11083 
‘Nas ™ Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN 

601.54 ‘Tungsten ore-—--------- ~~~ Y7 cents per pound on 50 cents per pound on ‘tungsten content. tungsten content. 
608.45 Other metal-bearing materials 10 cents per pound on 60 cents per pound on 

in chief value of tungsten. tungsten content and tungsten content and 
4.8% ad valorem. 40% ad valorem, 

606.48, Ferrotungsten and ferrosilicon tungsten — 8.2% ad valorem......---~ 35% ad valorem. 
629.25 ‘Waste and scrap containing by weight 63% advalorem___.--  50%ad valorem. 

not over 50% tungsten. 
629.26 Waste and scrap containing by weight 4.2% ad valorem_ ora Do. 

over 50% tungsten. 629.28 Unwrought tungsten, except alloys, 9 cents per pound on 589% ad valorem 
in lumps, grains, and powders. tungsten content and 

12.5% ad valorem. 
629.29 Unwrought tungsten, ingots, andshot_.-. 99 ad valorem———___ 509% ad valorem 
629.30 Unwrought tungsten, other __ ae 10.5% ad valorem — .-—~— 60% ad valorem. 
629.32 ‘Unwrought tungsten, alloys, containing 5.9% ad valorem._ "~~~ 85.5% ad valorem. 

by weight not over 50% tungsten. 629.83 Unwrought tungsten, alloys, containing 10.5% ad valorem... 609% ad valorem, 
by weight over 50% tungsten. 

629.95 Wrought tungsten. -_.....--- 9.5% ad valorem... ---- Do. 
416.40 STII IE eee er eemiy merriment 12.8% ad valorem — - 55% ad valorem. 
41740 Ammonium tungstate |-—.—_2—_-__-_ © 7%advalorem—_—-~_ 49.59% ad valorem, 

41830 Calcium tungstate. __-----222--- «(107% advalorem—----~ 43.5% ad valorem. 
420.32 Potassium tungstate -----......~~~~ 17.5% ad valorem — —---— 50.5% ad valorem. 
421.56 Sodium tungstate ..._--------..-- 11.4% ad valorem ~~ —-~_— 46.5% ad valorem. 
422.40 ‘Tungsten carbide pion 12.5% ad valorem —__ ~~~ 55.5% ad valorem. 
422.42 Other tungsten compounds — - --------~ 119% ad valorem —_........- 45.5% ad valorem. 

425.92 Mixtures of two or more inorganic Piadoe oe SEDT EEE Do. 
compounds in chief value. ‘of ‘tungsten. 

WORLD REVIEW 

‘A meeting was held in Geneva, Switzer- the largest tungsten mine in the market 
land, during December by the Committee economy countries, produced 280 tons of 
on Tungsten (COT) of the United Nations tungsten, a decrease of 90% from that of 
Conference on Trade and Development 1982. The mine was closed from mid-Jan- 
(UNCTAD) in an effort to resolve a 20-year ary through mid-November, and when op- 
deadlock between producing and consuming erating it produced at a reduced rate. Re- 
countries concerning the stabilization of the covery was 81.7%-from 36,000 tons of ore, 
world tungsten market. No agreement was grading 1.19% WOs. At yearend, ore re- 
reached by COT, but it recommended that serves were reported by the company to 
another meeting be convened in 1984 and contain 27,000 tons of tungsten.? 
requested the UNCTAD Secretariat to pre- Limited concentrate production began in 
pare papers concerning the establishment late 1983 at the Mount Pleasant tungsten- 
of a proposed sessional working group, and molybdenum mine, in Charlotte County, 
expansion and improvement of the quarter- New Brunswick, and full production was 
ly bulletin, Tungsten Statistics. expected to begin in early 1984. The joint 
Bolivia—The Anschutz Mining Corp. venture between Billiton Canada Ltd. and 

through its subsidiary, Churquini Enter- Brunswick Tin Mines Ltd. was expected to 
prises Inc., was developing a major mine in produce concentrate containing 1,500 tons 
a large tungsten deposit, the El Chicote of tungsten and 600 tons of molybdenite 
Grande, about 240 kilometers southeast of (MoS,) from a 2,000-ton-per-day mill. Min- 
La Paz. The only production at this site in able ore reserves were placed at 25,000 tons 
1983 was from a small rehabilitated vintage of tungsten in ore, grading 0.39% WOs and 
mill with a capacity of about 20 tons of 0.204% MoS. 
concentrate per month. By yearend, further At yearend, AMAX, through its subsid- 
development of the mine and a new 1,000- iary, AMAX of Canada Ltd., delayed devel- 
ton-per-day mill had been discontinued un- opment of the MacTung tungsten deposit 
til world tungsten market prices improve. near MacMillan Pass along the Yukon- 
Canada.—The mine and mill operated by Northwest Territories boundary until world 

Canada Tungsten Mining Corp. Ltd. at tungsten market conditions improved. The 
Tungsten, Northwest Territories, normally target date for production from a 900-ton-
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per-day mine-mill complex was late in 1987 ty was 2,000 tons of tungsten in concentrate 
or later. Reserves were placed at 57 million and 400 tons of tin. The opening date was 
tons of ore, grading 0.95% WO: or 430,000 delayed beyond 1987 and was dependent on 
tons of tungsten, the largest known deposit Government approval and favorable eco- 
in the market economy countries. nomic conditions. Minable ore reserves 

United Kingdom.—AMAX Exploration of _ were placed at 60,000 tons of tungsten. 
U.K. Inc. and Hemerdon Mining and Smelt-  —_____ 
ing (U.K.) Ltd. planned to construct a ‘Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals, 
tungsten-tin mine and mill near Plymouth, carnage, Tungsten Mining Corp. Ltd. 1963 Annual 
Devon County. The expected annual capaci- 

Table 18.—Tungsten: World concentrate production, by country* 
(Metric tons of contained tungsten? 

Country i979 1380 ie —«0e Coa 
PR anc ncmmnmns maaan "14 44 12 uw 17 
Australia ~~~ 3,193, "3,575 3,517 2,618 32,060 
‘Aviles. clock. Si he nS 1,496, 72,150 1,435, Ln 07 
Bolivia__-_-_.-....------------ +--+. 2,470 2,732 2,779 2,534 2,400 
BO oe a wsae eaten lel nollie 933, 876 1,248 *1,100 1,200 

Burma” _~------~22222222222l2os 62 823 925 44 90 
NOI i scorer Ci kt neg 2,597 3,179 1,993 2,842 3327 
Ghinat <2" OTOTTTTTTTTIIIIIIII III «sto 15}000 «181500» 12.500 12,500 
‘Czechoslovakia® 80 80 50 50 50 
EMI ca ln renee eer 590 SIT 591 721 700 fede S SSes sce ss lage Tene enoe mes 18 2 18 35 20 
OI pa enn pon se 146 668, 667 640 "488 

Korea, North® ____--_-___-__.... ae 2,150 2,200 2,200 2,200 500 
Keres, Republic of... -- = 2,713 2,737 2,739 2,420 92,293 
a cepa PRES Sa EES ASE Re i 27 M4 35 43 31 Mexico-_~~~~~72~222222222 22277222 252 268 283 % 90 
Meme oe a aoe 165 150 oe . aw New Zealand - ~~~ _~~~~772727727272277 85 ‘4 10 i 5 Pauses no DSSSSESTSEGTIOOSEESEIES 584 54 521 a8 720 

Portugal. -_--.--------_--__--__---- FLSTT 1,568 1,895, 1,358, 1,860 
Beenie aoeee 505 431 354 409 9292 Spain ~~ ~-~~2222222222222 22a ao 304 446 a3 545 550 
Sueded DEED TIL IIGIET SSE TOEES ES an a2 a 28 300 
Thailand ——-——————-— ~~ 1,826 1615 1,209 855 3562 Markey ¢ SURE RT SEOED TOADS TEES 6 6 158 160 110 
Uganda® __. eee n nena neem 20 20 20 20 20 
UBARS 8h r Coneweeeelug 8,700 8,700 8,850 9,000 9,100 
SIRNA ERI werent panties scr rson en Silt: 66 70 70 a et 
‘United tates os oe eee 3013 2754 3,605, 1,521 980 
MO cniensniemesaons ncn siine a ee 210 7134 89 4 15 

Zimbabwe® _ _ weneennsn~----- =~ - = 110 90 55. 30 25 

Piles wee eee eS *48,593 "51,897 49,011 45,305, 38,882, 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
Table includes data available through June 27, 1984. 
Conversion factors: WOs to W, multiply by 0.7981; 60% WOs to W, multiply by 0.4758. 
Reported figure. 
‘Revised to zero.
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Table 19.—Tungsten: World concentrate consumption, by country’ 
(Metric tons of contained tungsten) 

Country? 1s80_—i96i_—=«wDP Cw? 
Reported consumption: Australia Soo 0 cence cuneate eee 6 100 145, 0 Austrigs 97IOTTTTTITTTITITITIIITIIIIIETIIII tats 1801808 

Caneiat 200s 22 oar ET NER PAPO TR ERIE OSS, ‘300 '300 '300 300 
pane. 09 TaTET SES TSE ELS ISSERS CLERC SSCE § 5 Korea, Republic of _-2222222ITITTITITTIDIILIIIE Yast 1793 1,560 1,855, 

Seeden SGT eosaye OSES aie 994 00 United Kinin Su0 soos een SS SETEEETESEEESOS yam 319 367 300 
United States -_2222222a2s2a2s2-2a-------- 9288 9,889 4,508,518 

Apparent consumpiion:* AiOnine noon nnnnccccepcecccccett 19 20 Ey 40 
Belgium-Lixembourg --~--------~--------------~=— “100 9 9 9 Brail,.-------2.----.2s202022s2-2s2~2~2~== 556 480 454 300 
Ghins®SLTDTSOTITCTTTIIIAINIIITIIITILIDICIII «=~ ane 4800-48004 800 
Geechoslovakia® © ~2~~—=TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTITIITIII 00800 1,300 1,800 
(German Democratic Rapubligy ——~>>77TE TTI 22222 0 ‘210 ‘270 ‘210 Germany, Federal Republicof"~~.-.--2222--2_----- M4998 LAT 1,800 
Hungary! 22 eee EER TASS SE TEES 600 600 ‘600 600 
India”)... 17-----~--~2---2-2--=-2= =a 299459 400 400 
Batya 5, oo Tos sue sec SaTESEELEIOEIE ESE TS 90 40 40 40 
Korea, North ———2222IIILIIIZIIIISIIITITII 00,600 1,600 500 
Nethgelansdel SDR ULE PUREE NE DENTS GLOSS: 400 "400 ‘300 200 

Poland. ---"__-~>--.----~-~-------=== === 395 ar igi 1078 
South Africa, Republic of® -— ~~ ~~72L72~TITTITIIIIIE 250 250 250 "250 
Spain eonewennnener-poacasessees seenaae ist 38 ye 100 
Mga RAVINE SETTERS ee ee BNO 15000. ANO.,.  °18900 

ne ee 

“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Source, unl otherwieegpecified, nthe Quarterly Bulletin ofthe UNCTAD Committee on Tungsten: Tungsten 

Statistics. V. 18, No. 1, Jan. 1984. 
Jin addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, Israel, Norway, Romania, Switzerland, and 

Yugoslavia may ‘consume tungsten concentrate, but conaumption level are, nol reported, and avaiable general 
information is inadequate to permit formulation of reliable estimates of consumption level 

SBtimated by US. Bureau of Mines 
“Production plus imports minus exports. For a few countries where data were available, variations in stocks were used 

in determining consumption





By Peter H. Kuck? 

The world vanadium industry in 1983 dium held by steel plants, foundries, and 
emained depressed for the second year in a_ other consumers were kept at dangerously 
ow. Consumption of vanadium was ex- low levels in order to conserve cash 
[xemely weak during the first half of the In the United States, ferrovanadium con- 
‘year as a result of the general world reces- sumption was the lowest since 1963 because 
|sion but showed signs of improvement dur- of continuing sluggishness in the automo- 
ing the second half. Producers of vanadium tive, machinery, and construction indus- 
oxides in the Republic of South Africa and tries during the first half of 1983. However, 
the United States were forced to cut back consumption began to improve during the 
production, lay off workers, and place some fourth quarter as production of automobiles 
processing plants on standby. Production of and appliances increased. Excess stocks of 
vanadium oxides and slags by the market line pipe and oil country tubular goods, in 
economy countries was the lowest since which vanadium is an alloying clement, 
1970. At conversion plants in Western Eu- continued to dampen sales of ferrovana- 
rope and North America, stocks of ferrova- dium to several steel plants. Although raw 
nadium and related vanadium-carbon fer- steel production in the United States was 
roalloys, built to excessive levels between 13% greater than that of 1982, production 
1980 and 1982, gradually began to diminish of high strength, low alloy (HSLA) and full 
jin the fourth quarter. Stocks of ferrovana- alloy steels, the major uses of vanadium, 

Table 1.—Salient vanadium statistics 
(Shor tons of contained vanadium unless otherwise specified) 

isi) eos 
United States: Production Ore and concentrate 

Recoversblevanadium’.____ 3004.80 5184s aur Vauess UMON™27-"-7 77 Tihoasands._ gvaeeesoks10 grilge | gsdstt sauels Vanadium oxides recovered fromore?——--v--s =~ 5158 508 eaes snr a3 Vanadim oxides recovered from petriauisesidue’=-- = YelT = ag0 Tao Tstg agg Gonsumption sn nnnseen Perse nesee=-- G9. 68900 gatT Export Ferrovanadium (gros weight) _—— wai 880 Sam 
Vanadium penvoride anyarideGneswelght) "GTR Ras anadium petonie,aniyaride @roas weight ~ ot se ‘ Otter comagend rer weigh ieee |) a1 361 35 
oe ee | Gremalags residues’ "PY TOTTTTTTTTTTTD kgs sus Vanadium pentoxide, anhydride -——""--------- otek Ea World: Production rom ores, concentrats sag =v—7__"""_ gna] 8281 «BRITS PO5AIR“40.8T 

“Estimated, "Preliminary Mtecoverabie vanadium contained i uranium and vanadium ores and concentrates received at mills, plus vanadium regovered from ferrophosphoras derived irmn domestic phosphate rock ‘SProduced directly from all domestic ores an ferrophosphorus, includes metavanadates. Spode vanasivny recovered frm seis a spensenteloos, 

903
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remained severely depressed. Continuing on a dry basis and have a total alkal 
weak orders for commercial aircraft and content of less than 0.75%. The vanadiur 
industrial equipment fabricated from tita- pentoxide was to be stockpiled in 55-gallor 
nium alloys led to a stagnant market for steel drums at the Somerville Depot nea: 
vanadium-aluminum master alloys. Royce, NJ. Gulf Chemical & Metallurgica’ 
Vanadium oxide producers in the United a subsidiary of Associated Metals & Miner- 

States curtailed byproduct extraction oper- als Corp., won the award with a low bid o 
ations in an attempt to draw down excessive $2.32 per pound of V.0s. The company 
oxide stocks built up in 1980 and 1981. At operated a plant at Freeport, TX, that 
yearend 1983, six of the nine domestic reportedly could recover more than 1,500 
facilities that had recovered vanadium ox- tons of vanadium pentoxide per year from 
ides in 1981 were shut down. The remaining spent catalysts. 
three were operating at less than 50% of The Grand Junction Area Office of DOF 

capacity. has responsibility for the long-term stabili- 
Vanadium extraction operations in the zation of uranium mill tailings sites and 

Republic of South Africa were sharply cur- the administration of Government-leased 
tailed in May, and production remained at a_uranium-vanadium properties on the Colo- 
low level for the rest of the year because of ado Plateau. On July 31, the Grand Junc- 
the depressed spot price of vanadium pent- tion office underwent a major reduction in 
oxide (V0.). Mining and extraction oper- force. The personnel cutbacks were the 
ations in Finland continued at a loss, forc- result of completion of the National Urani- 
ing management to consider phasing out um Resource Evaluation (NURE) archiving 
the industry in that country. program and reduced Federal funding for 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- uranium resource assessment. Bendix Field 
duction data for vanadium are developed by Engineering Corp., the operating contractor 
the Bureau of Mines from four voluntary for the Grand Junction facility, gave termi- 
surveys of U.S. mills and processing facili- nation notices to 180 employees involved in 
ties: All 20 of the plants or mills canvassed the NURE program. Approximately 180 
in 1988 responded. Supplemental informa- employees were retained to support ongoing 
tion was provided by two power-generating DOE functions. 
stations. Data on uranium-vanadium min- _ On October 7, the Environmental Protec- 
ing operations are obtained from an inde- tion Agency (EPA) published new rules 
pendent survey conducted by the U.S. De- dealing with the stabilization and long-term 
partment of Energy (DOE). More than 55 control of mill tailings at uranium-vana- 
mines in the United States reported produc- dium processing sites? The new rules, 
tion or shipments of vanadium-bearing ores which took effect on December 6, are ex 
in 1982. pected to influence future operations at all 

Legislation and Government Pro- four of the currently licensed uranium- 
grams.—For the first time in 23 years, the vanadium mills on the Colorado Plateau. In 
General Services Administration (GSA) some cases, mill operators will be required 
took steps to upgrade and increase the to install plastic liners or other protective 
stocks of vanadium materials held in the barriers under their tailings piles in order 
National Defense Stockpile. The National to prevent uranium, its radioactive daugh- 
Defense Stockpile goals of 1,000 short tons ter products, and nonradioactive toxic sub- 
of vanadium contained in ferrovanadium stances such as selenium from contaminat- 
and 7,700 tons of vanadium contained in ing underground water sources. Each tail- 
vanadium pentoxide remained in effect ings pile will be required to have an earthen 
throughout the year. These goals were cover to minimize radon emissions and 
established by GSA on May 1, 1980. As of prevent erosion of the sand-like wastes by 
December 31, 1983, U.S. Government inven- wind and rain, The rules would also limit 
tories consisted of 541 tons of contained radon release from the surface of the pile to 
vanadium in the form of vanadium pentox- 20 picocuries per square meter per second. 
ide and 2 tons of vanadium metal. On October 19, DOE announced that it 

On September 21, Gulf Chemical & Met- would move the radioactive tailings at the 
allurgical Co. was awarded a contract to site of the old Vitro Corp. of America 
supply GSA with 362,000 pounds of vana- uranium-vanadium mill in South Salt Lake, 
dium pentoxide in material meeting grade UT, to a remote area in western Tooele 
A purchase specifications. Grade A material County. The tailings were produced be- 
must contain at least 98.0% V.Os by weight tween 1951 and 1964 when Vitro processed
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1.7 million tons of uranium ore for the conducting uranium-vanadium tailings sta- 
‘Atomic Energy Commission. The removal _bilization studies at Union Carbide Corp.’s 
cost is expected to be in excess of $60 mil- mill at Uravan, CO. The research project 
lion. At least 19 other mill sites in the has involved testing the ability of different 
Western United States will eventually re- plant species to control surface erosion on a 
quire similar remedial action. tailings pile protected by a covering of mine 

For 7 years the Bureau of Mines has been waste rock.* 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Domestic production, expressed in terms 31. At yearend, Union Carbide laid off about 
of recoverable vanadium, was at its lowest 100 employees at its mines near Uravan 
level since 1951 because of depressed de- and Egnar, CO, and in the La Sal area of 
mand for ferrovanadium by the hard- Utah. The company retained about 20 em- 
pressed U.S. and Canadian steel industries. ployees to operate its Deremo-Snyder Mine 
Colorado was the leading producing State, west of Egnar. 
followed by Utah and Idaho. In Colorado _Atlas Corp. continued to recover vana- 
and Utah, vanadium was obtained as a dium and uranium at its Moab mill in 
coproduct from the mining of uraniferous Grand County, UT. Ore for the mill was 
sandstones on the Colorado Plateau. Most of obtained from three of the company’s mines 
these coproduct mining and milling oper- in San Juan County—the Pandora, the 
ations were unprofitable in 1988 because of Velvet, and the Rim Columbus. The compa- 
the continuing weak price for yellowcake _ny’s Snow and Probe Mines in Emery Coun- 
(U,0,). In Idaho, vanadium pentoxide was ty were kept on standby throughout the 
produced from vanadium-bearing ferrophos- year. Atlas was also considering developing 
phorus by Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp. at new uranium-vanadium mine on the Bull- 
Soda Springs. The ferrophosphorus was a frog Claims, 10 miles north of Ticaboo in 
byproduct of nearby elemental phosphorus Garfield County. The deposit is located on 

plants, Federal land along the southern flank of 
In January, Energy Fuels Nuclear Inc. the Henry Mountains. The property was 

suspended processing operations at its acquired from Exxon Minerals Co. in Au- 
White Mesa uranium-vanadium mill near gust 1982 and is now known as the Edward 
Blanding, UT, because of weak demand for R. Farley, Jr. Project. Mine construction 
both uranium and vanadium. A month could begin in late 1984 if the feasibility 
later, Energy Fuels and Union Carbide study is positive and the necessary permits 
signed a preliminary agreement that even- are granted in a timely manner. The Atlas 
tually led to joint ownership. The $40 mil- claims are contiguous to those of Plateau 
lion mill, which remained on standby for Resources Ltd. Plateau Resources complet- 
the rest of the year, normally employs ed construction of a 750-ton-per-day urani- 
about 150 workers and is one of the newer um mill at Ticaboo in April 1982 and has 
and more efficient uranium and vanadium two mines under development in nearby 
extraction facilities in the United States. Shootaring Canyon. 

‘The vanadium mine and mill complex _ The MiVida uranium-vanadium mine in 
operated by Union Carbide at Hot Springs, San Juan County was reopened by Rio 
AR, remained closed throughout the year. Algom Corp. in late October 1983. The 
‘The company’s other operations in Colorado underground mine, located in the Monticel- 
and Utah were operated intermittently to. lo district, is leased from Minerals West Inc. 
meet commitments for yellowcake made and owned by the county. Rio Algom has 
under long-term contracts with utilities. been trucking about 200 tons of ore per day 
The Uravan mill in Montrose County, CO, to its Lisbon mill near La Sal. Only the 
operated at reduced capacity between July uranium will be recovered because the Lis- 
and November. About 140 employees are bon mill does not have a vanadium solvent 
needed when the mill is in operation. Vana- extraction circuit. 
dium pentoxide production at the compa- Cotter Corp. kept the vanadium recovery 
ny’s Rifle plant in Garfield County followed circuit at its Canon City mill in Fremont 
the Uravan schedule because the bulk of its County, CO, closed throughout 1983 but 
liquor feedstock comes from Uravan. The continued to ship vanadium pentoxide from 
work force at Rifle was reduced from 30 to stocks. Vanadium-poor uraninite ore from 
17 when production was halted on October the company’s Schwartzwalder Mine in Jef-
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ferson County was being used as feed for the _ferroalloys producer and scrap broker, was 
uranium circuit. In Mesa County, Rajah the subject of a petition by three of its 
Ventures Ltd. operated both the Packrat creditors seeking involuntary liquidation of 
‘Mine on Beaver Mesa and the October Mine Pesses under Chapter 7 of the Federal 
in John Brown Canyon south of Gateway. | Bankruptey Code. Ashland Chemical Co. of 

In recent years, vanadium-bearing feed Columbus, OH, was considering purchasing 
materials of foreign origin have included g portion of Pesses production facilities, In 

iron slags from Chile, China, and the Re- 989, Ashland expanded its foundry prod- 
Public of South Africa as well as utility ucts lines to include specialty metals and es, spent catalysts from refineries, and a ee a alloys. The company, a subsidiary of the variety of petroleum residues. However, QuvS 110.6) liad erode 
imports of these materials plummeted in Ashland Oil Co., installed a reduction fur- 1083. For the first time in 16 years there 14Ce at its foundry products plant in Cleve- 
were no imports of vanadiferous slag. U.S. and. The new furnace was capable of pro- 
production from petroliferous materials to- ducing ferrovanadium, high-purity ferro- 
taled 898 tons of contained vanadium, 41% columbium, and several other specialty fer- 
less than the 1,513 tons for 1982. roalloys. Several executives of Pesses joined 
Vanadium oxide concentrates were pro- Ashland to help market the new products. 

duced as a byproduct of the burning of The market for vanadium chemicals re- 
Venezuelan and other Caribbean residual mained weak despite the relatively strong 
oils at a number of power-generating sta- recovery shown by the U.S. chemical indus- 
tions in the Eastern United States. Long try in the second half of 1983. Producers of 
Island Lighting Co. recovered high-grade primary vanadium chemicals included 
ash containing 794 tons of vanadium pent- Foote Mineral Co., Cambridge, OH; Stauffer oxide in 1983, compared with 773 tons in Chemical Co, Weston, MI, and Union Car- 
1982. The New York utility operated two bide, Niagara Falls, NY. 
oil-fired power stations in Suffolk County, 
one at Northport and the other at Port 

Jefferson. ‘Table 2.—Mine production and recoverable 
In December 1983, PhibroSalomon Inc. Vanadium of domestic origin produced in 

agreed to sell its idle vanadium pentoxide em i 
extraction plant at Bartlesville, OK, to an ‘hort tons of contained vanadium) 
investment group headed by the then cur-§ 5 
rent president of Phibro Resources Corp. ‘Year produc: able 
Somex Ltd., a subsidiary of Phibro-Salomon, Sa __vestehim 
built the plant in 1979 to recover vanadium jo S~*~*S*«s 5520 
of petroleum origin from boiler ash, refin- 1980 77--=-="7222--2 Be 80 
ery residues, and spent refinery catalysts. {263 "~-~~~7777777 ~~~ aoe oe 
The plant, which reportedly has an annual 1983 pe Saeae Ww 2a71 
production capacity of 1,100 tons of contain- J wigmeg w aid amioie Gana Ge Ed -vanodliam. nad. een closed since late ga, Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
1982 because of technological problems and "Measured by receipts of uranium and vanadium ores 
plummeting demand for the strategic met- “Shwcoverable vanadium contained in uusiam and van al dium ores and concentrates received at mills plus Yana ‘The neardepression conditions in the  empZosrred jo Werrophaphorve dried rom donee 
steel industry since 1981 have had a partic- 
ularly adverse effect on alll six U.S, produe- ji jum oxi 
ers. of ferrovanadium and proprietary T#ble 8-—Froduétion’of vanadium oxides 
vanadium-iron-carbon additives, ‘The do- in Bie United States 
mestic ferrovanadium industry was serious- Crh eae 
ly affected in 1983 and underwent complete sg 
restructuring. Engelhard Corp., for exam- Yer weight content? 
ple, halted operations at its ferrovanadium j,,, = SC OT 
plant at Strasburg, VA. The company put 198277" "777TTTITZ12 ious “eo 
both the conversion plant and the adjacent 138! ----------- = ee er 
lime plant up for sale. The Strasburg plant, 9s 7-27777777777777 HS 
built in 1979, had been producing both 50% © 
and 80% grades of ferrovanadium by alu- prove includes seta enat domestic ores and ferrophos- 
minothermic reduction. “Expressed as equivalent Vz0s, 

In February, The Pesses Co., a specialty
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CONSUMPTION, USES, STOCKS 

Reported domestic consumption of vana- for vanadium. 
dium declined 6% in 1983 compared with Demand for vanadium in titanium alloys 
that of 1982 and was lower than that of any _ was slightly higher than that of 1982 owing 
year since 1963. The primary cause of the to increased sales of military aircraft. The 
decline was a prolonged cutback in U.S. commercial aircraft market remained stag- 
production of HSLA and full alloy steels. nant because of the recession, airline com- 
‘The steel industry as a whole showed an petition, and a significant surplus of used 
overall gain of 13% in raw steel output from aircraft. According to the Aerospace Indus- 
the abysmal level of 1982, but the alloy tries Association, the Boeing Co., Lockheed 
sector continued to experience heavy im- Corp., and McDonnell Douglas Corp. togeth- 
port pressure and extremely weak demand. _ er shipped a total of 257 civil jet transport 

Approximately 84% of the vanadium was aircraft in 1983, compared with only 236 in 
consumed by the iron and steel industry as 1982 and 388 in 1981. Titanium-aluminum- 
ferrovanadium or related vanadium-carbon vanadium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V), which has been 
ferroalloys. This dependence on the strug- used in jet engines, airframes, and other 
gling iron and steel industry continued to aircraft parts for more than two decades, 
create a difficult marketing situation for accounted for more than one-half of the 
the six domestic ferrovanadium producers. titanium-based alloy market in 1983. Two 
Fortunately, there was a deceleration in the newer alloys, _ titanium-vanadium-iron- 
sharp decline in consumption that occurred aluminum (Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al) and titanium- 
after 1981. Shipments of sheet steel and vanadium-chromium-aluminum-tin (Ti-15V- 
strip to the automotive industry and other 3Cr-3Al-3Sn), were being _ extensively 
consumer goods sectors were up 24.6%. evaluated for the next generation of com- 
However, increased demand for ferrovana- mercial airlines. Forgings of Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al 
dium by producers of sheet steel, tool steel, have already been used in some components 
and rails was more than offset by reduced _ of the new Boeing 757 and 737-300 jetliners. 
consumption in line pipe and oil country Because of the gloomy near-term outlook 
goods. The temporary world oil surplus for sales to the aerospace industry, North 
discouraged the petroleum industry from American titanium alloy producers met in 
developing new high-cost oilfields, modern- December to develop a program aimed at 
izing existing refineries, and proceeding promoting the sale of their products to the 
with expensive synfuels projects. Excess chemical processing industry and other po- 
stocks of line pipe and oil country tubular tential consumers. Valves, tubing, tanks, 
goods further dampened sales of ferrovana- and other components fabricated from tita- 
dium. nium alloys are appealing because of their 

During the year, the U.S. steel industry _anticorrosion properties. 
underwent a major restructuring in order Consumption of ammonium metavana- 
to be more efficient and competitive with date, granular pentoxide, and other vana- 
imported steel. United States Steel Corp. dium chemicals for catalysts remained 
Bethlehem Steel Corp., and others embark- weak but showed signs of improvement 
ed on major plant closure programs to during the second half of the year when 
reduce overcapacity. In the third quarter, production of sulfuric acid, adipic acid, and 
Republic Steel Corp. and Jones & Laughlin maleic anhydride began to rebound. 
Steel Corp. agreed to merge their facilities In addition to the consumers’ stocks, pro- 
pending Government approval. Electroslag ducers’ stocks of vanadium as fused oxide, 
remelting furnaces and rotary forge facili- precipitated oxide, vanadates, metal, alloys, 
ties were placed in operation as part of the and chemicals totaled 4,463 tons of contain- 
program to modernize the specialty steel ed vanadium at yearend 1983, compared 
sector. These changes were expected tohave _ with 5,222 tons at yearend 1982. 
a positive effect on the long-term outlook
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Table 4.—Producers of vanadium alloys or metal in the United States in 1983 
Producer Plant location Product* Plant lovation Product 

Affiliated Metals and Minerals Inc____.._______ New Castle, PA _____ FeV. Cabot Corp., Engineered Products Group —.-_____ Henderson, KY _____ VAI and ZrVAL. Wie ci a ee Wenatchee, WA _____ > Do. Engelhard Corp., Minerals & Chemicals Div —______ ‘Strasburg, VA _—— FeV. Foote Mineral Co, Ferroalloys Div. ____~ => Cambridge, OH ——_—— FeV and Ferovan.? Metallurg Inc., Shieldalloy Corp... > Newfield, NJ weno FeV. Peseae€o, The 000 CST Pulaski, PAW FeV and VAI. Reading AlloysInc —-— TT Robesonia, PA. Do. ‘Teledyne Inc., Teledyne Wah Chang Albany Div ____ Albany, OR__ V. Union Carbide Corp., Metals Div — retin antag Marietta, OH? _ Carvan? and Nitrovan.? Do...-------------~- 2-22 L-2--2--- Niagara Falls, NYI77777 —FeVand VAL. erence nee and VA 
{FeV ferrovanadium; V, vanadium metal; VAl, vanadium. aluminum; ZrVA\, zirconium vanadium aluminum. 2Registered trademarks for proprietary products. 
*Elkem Metals Co. has been toll converting vanadium oxide at Marietta for Union Carbide since 1981, 

‘Table 5.—U.S. consumption and consumer stocks of vanadium materials, by type 
(Short tons of contained vanadium) 

1982 1983 
‘Type Consumy Ending Consumy Ending tion” stocks “"tion Shoat tion _ stocks ton stocks 

RINE nse nc mercer screens cmiecss eset sidea amin OHO 2,995 280, 2,741 313. Ons (oor apa aueau aE eae 28 uu 24 10 Ammonium metavanadate .—__— "DTI IIIT TTT T IIIT 6 1 3 1 OR Ee eae emseereerepersernsaeyneoeretenegpeereraees 466 31 509 50 
Motel te seis ee nner ee ne 3,496, 326 3277 3m emer gernnnes AR ee 
‘Includes other vanadium-iron-carbon alloys. 
Consists principally of vanadium-aluminum alloy, plus relatively small quantities of other vanadium alloys and vanadium metal. 

Table 6.—U.S. consumption of vanadium, by end use 
(Short tons of contained vanadium) 

Bad use 1088 te 
Steel: 
CEPR oa ere mets err ‘Stainless and heat-resisting —~__~==7 72777772 2DIIIIITT IT econ AL spencer prs Pall alley va. 5s 2 PTPEC STIS GLa eee nnn n6 SALONS WE rr re resorerieennansinronicun oe ee Se 966 Tonleas oS e SEC EDOUESRE 26 CnC cm epee ropmnmarneeenemntiiniswmmnn Lee Se ome 

Koll e nene enim orem emer gigpat Geet rong SESE R USERS STE TS ELIDA Toe nae eee eee seny, 10 Superalloys —_—_—— 7 Wetmnnemes See ESL SC Scel LULL Prone 14 Alloys (excluding steels and superalloys) Gutting and wear-resistant materials == nen 1 Welding and alloy hard facing rods and materials - ~~~ ~~>~772277722227272777777777 9 Nonferrous alloys —— TTD aon nee eee eee 505 so 
sags at oe 12 Chemicals and ceramics Catalysts —— a nnn 19 NE aro or nsins Sesame Aa erat ert omen anionat cera Ww ‘Miscellaneous and unspecified__—_ ~~ ~~~ worn nee nnn ween 8 

Grand tot, neon seen ee nese ewes eee RE 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” Hncludes magnetic alloys. 
Includes pigments.
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PRICES 

The Metals Week price quotation for of ferrovanadium in midJanuary because 
domestic 98% fused vanadium pentoxide of stiff competition from importers and 
(metallurgical-grade) at the beginning of continuing cutbacks in consumption by 
1983 was $3.35 to $3.65 per pound V.0;f.o.b. _steelmakers. The average U.S. Customs val- 
mill. This price spread was established ue for ferrovanadium in January was only 
on May 15, 1981, and remained in effect $4.31 per pound of contained vanadium, 
throughout all of 1983. However, consider- compared with $6.63 per pound at the 
able discounting of metallurgical-grade ma- _ beginning of 1982. U.S. producer quotations 
terial occurred throughout the year because for the common grades of ferrovanadium 
of the continuing slump in the production of ranged from $7.36 to $7.50 per pound imme- 
HSLA and full alloy steels. diately prior to the suspension. 

‘On July 14, Highveld Steel and Vana- _In mid-June, Foote Mineral, Shieldalloy 
dium Corp. Ltd. decided to lower its list Corp., and Union Carbide reinstated pub- 
price from $2.40 to $2.30 per pound V.O; lished prices for their ordinary grades of 
cif. for 98% minimum fused pentoxide ferrovanadium in response to strengthening 
from the Republic of South Africa. In West- demand from the U.S. and Canadian steel 
ern Europe, the spot price for metallurgical- industries. On June 21, ‘“Ferovan,” “Stand- 
grade pentoxide gradually increased during ard Ferrovanadium,” and “Carvan” were 
the first half of the year from $1.20-$1.40 all listed at $5.50 per pound of contained 
per pound to $2.00-82.10, a price level that vanadium. In related action, Union Carbide 
was still below the cost of production for introduced its new “UCAR” grade of ferro- 
most producers. Vanadium pentoxide prices vanadium. The new product was priced at 
eventually stabilized at $2.00 to $2.05 in the $5.80 of contained vanadium, f.o.b. Niagara 
fourth quarter of 1983 when China with- Falls, NY. The “UCAR” grade has a mini- 
drew from the Western market. mum vanadium content of 77%, a maxi- 

‘The Metals Week price spread for techni- mum carbon content of 1%, and is recom- 
cal air-dried vanadium pentoxide (chemical- mended for low-carbon HSLA steels as a 
grade) of $4.10 to $4.94 per pound was set on grain refiner. On October 1, Union Carbide 
‘April 1, 1982, and remained unchanged raised the price of its “UCAR” grade to $6 
throughout 1983. per pound. Two weeks later, Foote Mineral 

Domestic producers were forced to sus- followed suit and matched Union Carbide’s 
pend their list prices for the common grades _ price for its equivalent 70% to 80% grade. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

USS. exports of ferrovanadium more than dium, averaging 80.4% vanadium, were 
doubled in 1983, halting a 4-year decline. slightly less than those of 1982 but gained a 
Exports of ferrovanadium totaled 775 tons greater share of an already depressed mar- 
(gross weight), compared with 326 tons for ket. Canada regained its position as the 
1982. The average declared value for the leading supplier of ferrovanadium and 
ferrovanadium was $3.96 per pound of alloy, accounted for 62% of the imports in terms 
a 25% decrease from the $5.27 value for of contained weight. Finland was the princi- 
1982. Continued cutbacks in U.S. ferrovana- pal source of imported pentoxide, with the 
dium production forced domestic pentoxide Republic of South Africa a distant second. 
producers to cultivate new customers in Vanadium pentoxide shipments from the 
developing countries and to compete more Republic of South Africa have declined 
aggressively in traditional overseas mar- more than tenfold since 1978. 
kets such as Japan. Exports of vanadium _ Imports of vanadium contained in petro- 
pentoxide (anhydride) totaled 2,648 tons leum residues totaled only 58 tons, compar- 
(gross weight), a 67% increase over the ed with 559 tons in 1982. All of the material 
1,582 tons of 1982. came from refinery operations in the 

‘A dramatic change in the vanadium im- Netherlands Antilles. For the first time in 
port pattern occurred during 1983. Imports 16 years there were no imports of vanadif- 
of vanadium pentoxide more than doubled, erous iron slag from Highveld’s Witbank 
while imports of vanadium-bearing feed steelworks in the Transvaal. The closure of 
materials plummeted. Imports of ferrovana- the Phibro vanadium extraction plant in
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Oklahoma and an oversupply of petroleum many and 38 tons came from the Republic 
residues, utility ashes, and spent catalysts of South Africa. In addition, 20 tons of 
along the Atlantic seaboard discouraged the ammonium vanadate was received from the 
importation of vanadium-bearing petrole- United Kingdom. Imports classified as 
um coke from Venezuela. “Other vanadium compounds” totaled 54 

Potassium vanadate imports amounted to tons (gross weight), of which 53 tons came 
118 tons (gross weight), of which 58 tons from the United Kingdom. 
came from the Federal Republic of Ger- 

Table 7.—U.S. exports of vanadium in 1983, by country 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

_... 3 Vanadium compounds 
Ferrovanadium — yduonvunteate TS WeIgnE) Country (eros weight) _yanadum conten Peploide, Other? ————— ee __canhyari Quantity Value “Quantity Value TT aay vane 

Argentina... 88335 _- -- 148 en 
BIMRIUR 0. os serie aos toa Ea i 96 224 & 2 
Austria _______--.----. oun dems we: 220 281 sa: a Belgium-Laxembourg._——— = sis 14108 1,470 6 i 
Brazil —- ~~~ -~----.--- ss se “ oie 158 438, ® 1 Ganmda SCTE PESIELEES a 16 = = sor Baz it 45 
Chile . .. ns 8 1 ae ma 1 34 a4 158 Golombia -= 722722222222 . _ = = 9 vv -- 

Costa Rica_______----.. i Soe ae aie iis ® 5 Cyprus. ------------ = a 0 = 2 Bes Derma SpeRTRESEIE ae =< = i i ten 7=s aes 10 : 2 moo ae Franog {REST ORISURERT SE = Sa ee Bm 
Germany, Federal Republic of __ ite sie 61 lid 563. 560 ® 2 
Guatemala SoCo ang a -- ~ 1 2 mm 
WON, cet ees 13 45, ie ti: 26 185 es Sis Ineeloo = DDD SeEc E005 15 @ = - ~~ = ct 
TG ace yacricrcrnnsmnnenin ites Seo 8 ele @ 1 ec 
Japan ___________ se a * asi 706 1,821 ® 2 
Korea, Republic of... 40 103 = aa 1 158 -= 

Malaysia_____ sme 3 10 -~ 8 sa 1 3 Mexico—_——— Sn82 16 i 5 es W285 16 5 Netherlands —- =~ ~~~ ~~ => ~ Oe 560780 rr 2 Netherlands Antilles ~~ ~~~ a aE ba % 40 54 2 New Zealand ~~~ ~~~ = = 30 a = & Philippines 7227722772 a 6 = 2 2 = - 
Saudi Arabia _______-~-... a aH. « = segs sas a 31 
‘Singapore lk —- - - 9 19 ® 1 
South Africa, Republic of... 1 5 Fes a 69 2 6 8 

Spain. ce Sree — -- me 89 ‘154 pone gt 
RN ee sein sheen 146, 592 ee mie coe e 2 Switzerland -- ~~ = -- == M485 = - Ee Ss Be Taiwan, eL00eT SETS TISE oy “Ee zi 2a 3 ie : Tunisia 727777 TT St = 41058? SE cS 
United Kingdom —_______- ea 1 —_ 11S 125, 1 16 
RF recom erin ee = a 3 @ z ae 
Venezuela _— -_-_ 857 3,091 pe sisi @ 1 = ae 

Total -_.__ renene 1550 6,144 tT 213 5,297 T8T1 191 488. 

4Excludes vanadates. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 8.—U.S. imports of ferrovanadium, by country 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

aaa 
Country Gross Vanadium yajyg Gross Vanadium yay, 

weight content ‘alue weight content falue 

ieneral imports: “Nustriae nz st 512 ae 20 gt Belgium-Lixembourg --- ~~~ _2_2 mm sal gl8B es 8B Brailes ooo ~ ee % 3 18 
Canada -2 2272722 499 0 2BT 102 838 8970 France -_=2~ ~~~ WIGS 26 ag sh a Germany, Federal Republic of -—~ 24 m0 102i ane) United Ringdom = U6 120708 26 21 a 
ital 5. oscars 1710 1,344 8,094 1,693 1,362 6,259 

mports for consumption: ‘Austria sn ee uz a 20 gat Belgium-Luxembourg - 722222222227 m2 si? 385228 78 BB Brail- =) 222222222222 ~ Oa 1 3 18 
Canada2-2222722272TTTTTT aw 0 SBT 1042 eos 3970 France Sieg Sg SSPE EaE ETS 26 2 "6 2 = de Germany, Federal Republicof —--_--_ la wo 10 a United Ringdom = 5a 140 i567 % 2 a 

Wott fesse eee 1,704 1,389 8,065, 1,693, 1,362 6,259 

‘Bureau of Mines interpretation of revised Census data. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 9.—U.S. imports of vanadium pentoxide (anhydride), by country 
1982 1983 

Count Gross Vanadium Gross Vanadium 
ue weight content. Value weight content. ©—-Value 

(pounds) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

3eneral imports 
Phin oe See: 99 55. $267 ts a Finland ~~~ ~~~~~7~~--7 777 79366 44458-1805 1.232661 690,489 s2,070,018 
Germany, Federal Republic of Bele 3105 aB a5 ‘400 Bea 833 
South Africa, Republic of — - 338,141 189,415 827,582, 224,868 125,963 523,956 
United Kingdom__— ~~~... 4 37,483 20,997 97,205 3 2 1,583, 

i 461,703 258,680 1,150,845 1.457.922 816678 _ 2.507.416 
ports for consumption: 
Chinese °9 55 267 __ 
Pinta oe 79,366, 44,458 211,896 1,232,651 690,489 2,070,043 
Germany, Federal Republic of — _ 6,614 3,705, 22,895 400 * 224 1,833 
South Attica, Republic of > aoojee2 168421 7HOLGRD 11446982 aaa 
United Kingdom_____.------..~ 37,483 20,997 97,205 3 2 1,583 

Total_________________ 424204237636 082.945 1.g45a88 753697 2,800,606 

WORLD REVIEW 

Ferrovanadium consumption continued ducers of vanadium oxides and slags slashed 
so weaken in Western Europe and Japan as production in an attempt to reduce the 
a result of cutbacks in the production of existing imbalance between supply and de- 
structural steels, pipe, tubing, and steel mand. Even the more efficient oxide produc- 
components for making machinery and ers operated near the break-even point or at 
heavy equipment. Vanadium producers in a loss. 
market economy countries were particular- Australia.—Operations at the new Wun- 
ly affected by the worldwide oil surplus, dowie mine and mill complex in Western 
which continued to discourage sales of high- Australia remain suspended. Agnew Clough 
strength seamless tubes and other oil Ltd., the owner, continued to conduct proc- 
sountry goods that contain vanadium to ess improvement studies at the mill in 
strengthen the steel. Several low-cost pro- anticipation of a recovery in demand for
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vanadium pentoxide and a subsequent in- ever, the Nanjing plant apparently used 
crease in price. In 1981, the company proc- vanadiferous residues from oil shale oper- 
essed 30,720 tons of “‘caprock” ore, averag- ations, China sold an estimated 2,200 tons of 

ing 1.18% V0. vanadium pentoxide to market economy 
‘Western Mining Corp. Ltd. halted devel- countries during the year. The bulk of the 

opment of its Yeelirrie uranium-vanadium _ferrovanadium was consumed internally.* 
project in Western Australia following a Finland.—Rautaruukki Oy announced 
controversial decision by the Australian that it had begun phasing out mining oper- 
Federal Government to revoke most nego- ations at both Otanmaki and Mustavaara 
tiating licenses with potential foreign buy- because of continuing low prices for vana- 
ers of yellowcake. A large segment of the dium pentoxide and iron ore concentrate. 
ruling party reportedly favored the phasing ‘The company was able to maintain produc- 
out of all uranium mining activities on the tion of vanadium pentoxide at its 1982 level 
continent as part of the party's antinuclear despite weakening market conditions and 
policies. Development of the Yeelirrie de- rising operational costs. In 1983, the compa- 
posit had already been slowed by the with- ny recovered 3,072 tons of vanadium pent- 
Grawal of Esso Exploration and Production oxide, 181,000 tons of ilmenite concentrate, 
Australia Inc, from the project partnership and 366,000 tons of magnetite concentrate 
in May 1982. from 1,381,000 tons of ore mined under- 
Belgium-Luxembourg.—Société Anony- ground at Otanmaki, Mustavaara in con- 

me d’Application de Chemie Industrielle, a trast is an open pit operation and produced 
division of SADACEM NV, made several only vanadium pentoxide. Vanadium pent- 
technological improvements at its Langer- oxide production at Mustavaara declined 
bruggekaai plant near Ghent, Belgium. The _ slightly from 8,290 tons in 1982 to 8,204 tons 
company produced more than 1,300 tons in 1983, Vanadium extraction costs had 
(gross weight) of an 80% grade of ferrovana- risen dramatically at both mines since 1973 
dium in 1982, the last year of available data. as a result of the sharp increase in the price 
This was a 69% increase over the 770 tons _of crude oil. Large quantities of increasingly 
reported for 1981. U.S. imports of ferrovana- expensive fuel oil were needed to heat the 
dium from the Belgium-Luxembourg Eco- pellet roasting furnaces. Rautaruukki had 
nomic Union totaled 112 tons (gross weight) already begun retraining part of its mine 
in 1983, work force and planned to manufacture 
Canada.—Renzy Mines Ltd. studied the railway freight cars and other heavy equip- 

feasibility of recovering vanadium from At- ment at new fabricating plants near the two 
habasca tar sands fly ash* The company mine sites.? 
planned to build an extraction unit that will“ Japan.—The four producers of ferrovana- 
process fly ash generated from the oil sands dium in Japan faced stiff competition from 
operations of Suncor Inc., which are located imports in 1983. The industry produced only 
north of Fort McMurray, Alberta. Suncor's 3,110 tons of ferrovanadium during the 
58,000-barrel-per-day mining, extraction, year, compared with 4,922 tons in 1982+ 
and upgrading complex produces about This 37% decline in production resulted in a 
33,000 tons per year of ash containing 4.5% corresponding 39% decline in imports of 
V.0s as well as smaller amounts of gallium vanadium pentoxide, which decreased from 
and other rare metals. The vanadiferous fly 5,342 tons in 1982 to 3,260 tons in 1983. The 
ash is generated at the upgrading plant Republic of South Africa was the principal 
when the residual bitumen coke is burned vanadium pentoxide supplier to Japan and 
as fuel. accounted for 60% of the total gross weight. 
China.—Vanadium pentoxide was report- Imports of ferrovanadium rose from 769 to 

ed to have been produced at five different 817 tons gross weight. The bulk of the 
locations in China during 1988: the Emei imported ferrovanadium came from Austria 
ferroalloy plant in Sichuan Province, and the European Communities. Nearly all 
Chengde in Hebei Province, Jinzhou in of the 185 tons of ferrovanadium exported 
Liaoning Province, Nanjing in Jiangsu went to North Korea? 
Province, and the Shanghai metallurgical © New Zealand.—New Zealand Steel Ltd. 
works in the city of Shanghai. Four of the was expanding its iron and steel complex at 
five plants also had facilities for converting Glenbrook on the North Island. Four new 
the oxide to ferrovanadium. In most cases prereduction kilns and two electric pig iron 
titaniferous iron slag containing 12% to furnaces were being added to the iron re- 
20% V.0; was used as feed material. How- duction plant. Commissioning of its new
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ironmaking units was expected to take’ because of the current low level of world oil 
place in 1985. The company expected to consumption relative to 1973." The Orinoco 
recover vanadiferous slag from the new Belt has potential reserves of at least 1.5 
submerged arc furnaces. The iron sand trillion barrels of heavy crude oil, contain- 
concentrates from the company’s Taharoa ing 150 to 500 parts per million vanadium. 
and Waikato North Head operations con- Petréleos de Venezuela S.A., the state oil 

tain 8% TiO, and 0.6% V.0,."° monopoly, had planned to build a $5.5 
South Africa, Republic of.—In May 1983, billion facility at Cerro Negro that would 

Highveld Steel’ and Vanadium Corp. Ltd. have demetallized and upgraded 170,000 
temporarily discontinued production of va- barrels per day of 8° to 10° API crude, with 
nadium pentoxide at its Vantra division in startup in 1988. Earlier in the year, Pe- 
the Transvaal because of continuing weak  trdleos de Venezuela signed an agreement 
demand in Western Europe and Japan. with Veba AG to process Venezuelan crudes 
Four rotary kilns and four multiple-hearth and heavy crudes in the Federal Republic of 
roasters were normally used to extract the Germany. Ruhroel GmbH, a joint venture 
vanadium directly from Bushveld magnet- of the two companies, was to process 5 
ite mined at Mapochs. Vanadiferous slag million tons per year of Venezuelan heavy 
production was also reduced at the compa- crudes at its Gelsenkirchen refining com- 
ny’s Witbank iron plant: for the first time plex in the Ruhr."* 
since its commissioning in 1968. Highveld _ Union Carbide planned to buy vanadium- 
produced 39,490 tons (gross weight) of slag bearing petroleum coke from Lagoven S.A., 
during the calendar year, a decrease of a subsidiary of Petrdleos de Venezuela, on a 
about 37% from that of 1982.1 long-term basis. The petroleum coke was to 

United Kingdom.—Brandeis Intsel Ltd. be shipped to Union Carbide’s Hot Springs 
procured 937 tons of vanadium pentoxide mill in Garland County, AR, where the 
and slightly less than 55 tons of ferrovana- vanadium will be recovered in the form of a 
dium for the United Kingdom strategic modified oxide. Lagoven operated a refinery 
stockpile at Sheffield. Most of the vanadium at Amuay Bay with a crude processing 
pentoxide came from stocks held in Finland capacity of 630,000 barrels per day. The 
and Sweden. The ferrovanadium was sup- bulk of its feed was piped from fields on the 
plied by a ferroalloy producer in the Feder- northeastern shore of Lake Maracaibo. The 
al Republic of Germany. Venezuelan company reportedly had a new 
Venezuela—The Venezuelan Govern- flexicoker producing almost 3,000 tons per 

ment announced that it would delay large- year of vanadium pentoxide contained in 
seale development of the Orinoco Oil Belt coke."*
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Table 10.—Vanadium: World production from ores and concentrates, by country! 
(Short tons of contained vanadium) 

County isis 10801981 _—soe =O 
Production from ores, concentrates, slags: ‘Australia in vanadium pentoxide product! ee 
Chile *___ ene niche EE De 510 300 140 
China in vanadiferous sag product — SLIT 4.000 53000 5,000 5.000 5,000 

Finland (in vanadium pentoxide product) — —__— ~~~" _~ "~~ 8,051 8,135 3,431 3470 °3,516 Norway newness (ce 
South Afviea, Republic of* & 
Content of pentoride and vanadate product 43004500 4200 "3700 8.300, (Content of vanadiferous slag product 83300 500 91900 "5.000 5,600 

Subtotal woe 14000— 14,100 "12,600 8.900, 
ussre 2 TITTTIITIZto}o00 10.500 0'500 10.500 10.500 United States Gecoverable vanadiomy 7722277TTTTTTTTT_ "eon "800 ‘56 “L008 Haat 

Total Sat 88281 88718 95.898 90,087 
Production from petroleum residues, ashes, and spent catalysts.” rs ae “Japan (in vanadium pentonide produc) "seat TTO United States (in vanadium pentoxide and forrovanadium products) 1,617 1620 1,900__1.513 "909 

Mil owcmariusteNSESOCSORR ES RR RAO BNR Beer apne 
Grand total -___- 896840511 41865 88165 31,750 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
In addition to countries listed, vanadium is also recovered from petroleum residues in the Federal Republic of Gormnany, the USS. and several other Buropean countries, but available information is insufficient to make reliable estimates: Table includes data available through June 2, 1984 
Production in this section is credited to the country that was the origin of the vanadiferous raw material. Reported preliminary Australian exports. ‘Based on U'S. imports of vanadium bearing sla. 
Reported figure 
‘Data on vanadium content of vanadium slag are estimated on the basis of a reported tonnage of vanadium-bearing slag ross weight multiplied by an assumed grade of 14% vanadium. 
"Production in this section is credited to the country. where the vanadiferous product is extracted; available ‘information is inadequate to permit crediting this output back tothe country of erigin ofthe vanadiferous raw material, 

TECHNOLOGY 

al Rasta *Froisland, L. J, P. L. Plaoek, and M. B, Shirts Wats US. Naval Research Laboratory in gratin tr Sais Vague to Cam Waster a fashington, DC, successfully completed a Uravan, Calo Butdines RIG6a% 1982 19 po, 
program begun in 1976 to develop VsGa ‘Prati, R. Vanadium. Ch, in Australian Mineral Indus- 
multifilament wire for superconducting {19 Apiyid! Review for 1961. Canberra, Australia, 1984, 
magnets. Superconducting magnets of this "The Northern Miner. Recovery of Vanadium From Oil type were being evaluated for use in ad-  Sund_ Pantin in Canada, VN lar 15 1984 
vanced electrical ship propulsion systems. “ere TEX Report Co, Ltd. 1983 Ferro Alloy Manual, Considerable research and some production Tokyo, Japan, pp. 282-292 
of V.Ga wire was also being carried out in “Rast Oy link, land. 069 Annval Re 
Japan. The Japanese National Research "sj.pan'Metal Journal (Tokyo). V. 14, No. 15, Apr. 9, 
Institute for Metals in Tokyo was operating 198,95 Poot 
a hybrid magnet using a Nb;Sn tape con- _,,"Janan Tariff Association. Japan Exports and Imports 

ith a V;Ga core that was capable of songisinyRiarcing’ Neg ductor with a V,Ga core that was capal '°Mining Magazine. New Zealand: Ironsand to Steel, 
producing fields up to 17.5 tesla.'* Vas No.5 May 198, pp. 6358 

‘Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corp. Ltd, (Witbank, Teledyne Wah Chang Albany cast @ pap ofSouth Afzal 1989 Annual Report pp 850. record-setting 1,655-pound ingot of vana- “Pyfetal Bulletin. (London UK guockple Purchases 
dium metal at its plant in Oregon. The Complete. No. 6772, Mar. 18, 1983, p.15. 
cylindrical ingot, which measured 10.5 squsoiiPlam, No 2osh Jon 13 tates mE inches in diameter and 90 inches in length, “European Chemical News. Hale Shifts Oil-Based Am- was believed to be the largest vanadium monia Production to Veba Oel. V. 41, No, SIOT, Nov. 1, 5 as 1883, pp. 6, 2 
ingot ever produced. \American Metal Market. UC to Buy Venezuelan —— rn Vanadium-Bearing Petro Coke. V.81 No bi, Deo 

{Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals. eee 
US. Code of Federal Regulations. Title 40—Protection “Gubser, D. U., T. L. Francavilla, and D. G. Howe. of Environment; Chapter I—Environmental Protection Processing’‘of High ‘Transition Temperature Supercon ‘Agency: Part 192—Health and Bnvironmental Protection  ductors—V,Ga Multiflament Wire Development. Naval Standards for Uranium and’Thorium Mill Tailings; July , Res, Lab, Memoranclim Rept. 602, 1985, pp. 

ssh. "Metal Progress. V.124, No. , Sept. 1983.3



By Arthur C. Meisinger* 

Vermiculite concentrate sold and used operations and the other for exfoliation 
declined for the fourth consecutive year to plant operations. Of the four mining oper- 
282,000 short tons valued at $27.2 million. ations to which a request was sent, three 
Exfoliated vermiculite sales from 43 plants responded. The one nonrespondent’s data 
declined for the third consecutive year to were estimated using previous year produc- 
224,000 tons valued at $52.2 million. tion levels adjusted by trends in employ- 

'W. R. Grace & Co, the largest domestic ment and other guidelines. Of the 46 exfo- 
producer with mines in Montana and South —liating plants to which a request was sent, 

Carolina, produced exfoliated vermiculite at 42 plants responded, representing 87% of 
28 plants in 24 States, compared with 30 the total exfoliated vermiculite sold and 
plants in 1982 used shown in table 1. Plant data for the 

Domestic Data Coverage—Domestic pro- nonrespondents were estimated using re- 
duction data for vermiculite are developed ported previous year production levels ad- 
by the Bureau of Mines from two separate justed by trends in employment and other 
voluntary surveys, one for domestic mine guidelines. 

Table 1.—Salient vermiculite statistics 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

a 
United States ‘Sold and sed by producers: Concentrate enn Mg gage Naboo ToS ====222TTTT 23000 $25,500 $26,200 $28,500 $27,200 

‘Average value! -———-— ~~~ 7 “dollars per ton “388.58 "36073 “S8i.88 “s00,0“s06.45 nel  TTSTESSSST eee BL ae. 8B! A Yelugec7s Scan TIEIISTETIIT 51800 54.500 $58,600 $55,500 $52,200 
‘Average value! -—— 1222272 dollars per ton $I8453 $1395 $uiRgT $296.17 SaHB.OL Exports 0 Canada. ;~2222222222e-ee ego, a eG Imports for congumption® ~---__.~.--2-------- zu 2% ae By 

World! Production® =~ TIIIIITTIIIOOOOIIT soso strata 
“Estimated. Preliminary. 
3Based on rounded data. Excludes production by centrally planned economy countries. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

U.S. production of vermiculite concen- Virginia Vermiculite Ltd., in Louisa Coun- 
trate was 282,000 tons valued at $27.2 mil- ty, VA. 
ion, a decrease of 11% in quantity and 5% | Production of exfoliated vermiculite in 

in value from those of 1982. 1983 decreased 5% in quantity sold and 
‘The principal vermiculite mining and used and 6% in value to 224,000 tons and 

beneficiating operations continued to be $52.2 million, respectively. Production came 
those of W. R. Grace at Libby, MT, and from 43 plants in 29 States compared with 
Enoree, SC. Vermiculite was also mined 46 plants in 30 States in 1982. The three 
and processed during the year by Patterson dled plants were in North Dakota, South 
Vermiculite Co. near Enoree, SC, and by Carolina, and Wisconsin. 

915
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In descending order of exfoliated vermicu- were Ohio, Texas, California, Florida, New lite output, the principal producing States Jersey, and South Carolina, 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Use of vermiculite as aggregate material mal insulation increased 11% after a signif. in concretes, plasters, and premixes de- icant decrease in 1982. Agricultural use creased 11% despite the increase in con- declined 13%. struction activity; however, its use as ther- 

Table 2.—Exfoliated vermiculite sold and used in the United States, by end use 
(Short tons) 

End use 1982 1983 8g 
Aggregates: 
Conerete_— Mee SweeeE See 51,300 46,600 BNO nie ES en Sentence pimtemerceitatmelette 3,800 3,300 PURE a ese teencueen coum ee w----=-, 56,500 49,500 
Ti macnn — 111,600 799,500 

Insulation: 
Sr earn TIN sr me ansiescinnconncesranstennire cca ce aS aI oe 23,300 25,400 ie aa meer rerremnnetn dawn daw 30,600 33,800, Li a a ONE SINS eae nee --- eee 3,800 4,200 

TH ccnesmmemcccumunmECMe — 57,200 68,400 
Agricultural: 

eg a BRROND nics c ORES 17,000 22,400 Soil conditioning -___._____ "1D TTT TTI Tat 14,700 7,800 Musee earrriat pS SOL SSL gecca oe mera rene rere ms 33,500 26,800 
DO scanners were eres fe 65,200 57,000 Other* Seema, 800, 3,900 
NRE cise oe eg enn ee 235,000, 224,000 285,000 224,000 

"Revised. 
{Includes acoustic, fireproofing, and ‘texturizing uses. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
‘SIncludes high-temperature and packing insulation and sealants. 
“Includes various industrial uses not. ‘specified. 

Table 3.—Active vermiculite exfoliating plants in the United States in 1983 
Company County State re onty State 

ATops Corp .----..----_ nee Beaver oo cans Pennsylvania. mince easels oP eee Cleveland Gypsum Co,, a division of Cleveland Builders ‘Supply Co. Cuyahoga... _ Ohio. 
Trondale.--=—"> Alabama 
Maricopa 2=7772 Arizona. 
Pulask—""""2_ Arkansas Alameda —~~7Z77 California. 
Orange —___ 2 __ Do, Denver —~~7""=2  Cotorado. 
Broward -~~_"> Florida. 
Dorval 2 occu oS Do. 

Hillsborough —___~ Do. 
Du Page. 2 = Ilinois. Campbell “"""""~ Kentucky, 
Orleans .._ Louisiana. Prince Georges." Maryland 'W. R. Grace & Co., Construction Products Div... J Hampshire 77 MartiaPd 
Woyne. ‘Michigan. Hennepin "~~~ “Minnesota 
St. Loula _- "o> ‘Missouri. 
Douglas —__-___ Nebraska. 
Mercer 222 oo New Jermey. 
Cayuga ===> iew Yor Guilford -="=I=~ North Carolina. Oklahoma ~""""~ Oklahoma, 
Multnomah——~""" Oregon, Lawrence----_~_ __Pennsyivania Greenville —"7=Z~ South Carolina. Davidson _"""""= Tennessee. 
Bethe oso os ‘Texas. 
Dallas -_______— Do.
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Table 3.—Active vermiculite exfoliating plants in the United States in 1983 —Continued 

oo ompeny Ct Sate 

International Vermiculite Co ---------e-------------  Macoupin_-----.  Mlinoia. 
Patterson Vermiculite Co --—-___------_--.. <2. Laurens..------ South Carolina. Robinson Insulation Co -~_~_~~~-2-s22222c222s 22 Gaseade277771~ Montana, ‘The Schundler Co Sf GTRISIE POPIISEET Middlesex ---2-_ New Jersey. 
O.M. Scott & Sons_ - ——-------------..----~------- Union mae Ohio. 
Strong Lite Products Gorp ~~ ~~—~ 7 STISETICIIZ Jefferson 222==2> Arkansas. 
Strong Lite Products Corp. of liinois --.-_2-_27~_222.22- De Kalb--—~--- __hinois 
Wei ee mmemeieememenn: | MOE Florida. Vermiahiclniennouicia ine! 7="TTTITITTIIGIETEIST Salta “ZOEE ea Vermiculite of Hawailine-"~~~2222222222222—2222 Honolulu =~——--- Hawaii. Vermiculite Producta ine =22222722~72~70z22c222722__Mawis--27722~7 Texas 

PRICES. 

‘The average value of vermiculite concen- _ Engineering and Mining Journal quoted 
trate sold and used by U.S. producers in- yearend prices for unexfoliated vermiculite 
creased 7% to $96.45 per ton, fob. plant. as follows, per short ton: Montana and 
‘The average value of exfoliated vermiculite, South Carolina, f.o.b. mine, $75 to $128; and 
fob. plant, decreased from $236 per ton to the Republic of South Africa, cif. Atlantic 
$233 per ton. ports, $100 to $160. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Imports of vermiculite concentrate from 19,000 tons and represented 7% of total 
the Republic of South Africa and Brazil sales. 
totaled 24,000 tons. Exports to Canada were 

WORLD REVIEW 

Estimated world production decreased miculite concentrates in the Republic of 
129%, the fifth consecutive year of decline. South Africa declined 16%, and exports 
‘The United States and the Republic of accounted for 74% of production. 
South Africa, together, accounted for 91% Ty eons = , ‘Industry economist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 
of the total production. Production of ver- “en = 

Table 4.—Vermiculite: World production, by country? 
(Short tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983° 

Argentina. — - .. w-------------- ==. 6,478 10,920 3,557 3,697 73,748 Brad e222722TTTTTTTTTIITIIIIIIITI st Tas aaa 18,00 
Baypt 2o2TIITIITICIIISTII 70 300 800 300 380 

inde SERED EREIET SEE CEP ER DES 3316 4054 3.995280 800, 
Japan®_____---_-----------.~--------- 17,000 19,000 19,000 19,000 19,000 
Kenya -----_-----~----~-------------+ 2,491 2819 £2,900 £2,900 2,900 5 ~ $601 ‘57 515 550 
South Africa, Republic of... .....-~-~-------- 211,173, 204,698 210,101 201,327 —7168,691 
Tenania” 20 20 20 20 20 
‘United States (sold and used by producers) — ——----— 346,000 337,000 320,000 316,000 282,000. 

Total__... Seeeesse sees eee ese 595,445 *593,339 576,801 561,605, 495,439, 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Excludes production by centrally planned economy countries. Table includes data available through July 3, 1984, 
*Reported figure. 
First year production registered.





By James H. Jolly? 

The domestic zinc mining and smelting _ six domestic primary zinc smelters operated 
industry continued to operate at the de- during the year, and as a result, imports of 
pressed levels of 1982 despite significant concentrate were at their lowest level since 
increases in U.S. zinc consumption in 1983. 1939. U.S. producers’ zinc prices stayed 
Imports of slab zinc were the third highest within a narrow range in the first half of 
in history and supplied the greater part of 1983, but rose rapidly in the second half 
US. requirements. Both mine production because of increasing demand and short- 
and smelter output were at their second ages of Special High Grade (SHG) zinc 
lowest levels in 50 years. Three mines metal. Slab zinc stocks were marginally 
closed, one permanently. One mine that lower at yearend; however, consumer stocks 
closed in 1982 reopened after negotiating a of slab zinc were higher in anticipation of 
more favorable labor contract. Only four of continued strong demand. 

‘Table 1.—Salient zine statisties 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

1979 1980 1981 1982 198s 

United States: 
Production: Domestic ores, recoverable content. 267,841 337,103 312.418 "903,160 275,204 
Value. --..-----~---~thousands. $219,841 $261,671 $806,879 "$257,126 _ $251,204 
Slab zine ‘From domestic ores_.-.-------. 255844 231850 259895198284 210,315 From foreign ores--_2_2.2as2s2=2 2471708606 «86 TR B4RGA 25,879 

Fromscrap----2-222222222l22__ 58229896 SIR TA BB (69,390 
Total. 2e2cunwnnncen----— 525,698 BE9B52 896,755 302464 305,084 

Secondary zing = -- 77 T 316818 274/967 290,658 «= 210,681 219,237 Exports of slab zinc -——_ ~~~ SESH 219 ‘02 333 341 ar 
Imports for consurmption: ‘Ores and concentrates (zine content) 87,499 182,870 «245,710 66,809 63,156, Slab zinc - men LTIZZIT sada 410/163 «6100745623817. 679 
Stocks of slab zine, Dee. 81: ‘Producer and consumer. weneee-= 1566192151 126581 HULTTT. 1.940 

Morehanb ces eo ener i NA 33/650 68,778 4739785, 199, 
on ivernment stile <—STTTTTIIIIIIZ aged sian sidsst—adosT8 att r7 

mnsumption: Slabzine 2 1,000,606 StLTaG SHOTS 709491 805.891 Allclasses~___-2=22222---22----_- US84 BM 1142408 1,189,869 95.111 1,120,548 
wij: Prime Wesker, cts pe pound Gelvered— sro 374g 456887” 841.39 

Vorl 
Production: Mine ------——_ thousand metric tons. $5,985 5,962 5848 76,238 °6.246 

Smelier _-.-2--2-----------da- "6.260 "6.049, 60795865 6.175 
Price: Prime Western, London, cents per pound — 33.59 34.47 3834 33.74 34.73, 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
+Bxcludes redistilled stab zinc. 
‘Based on US. High Grade, cents per pound. 
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Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da-__ unchanged since May 1980. The total zinc ta for zinc are developed by the Bureau of inventory held by the Government at year- Mines from seven separate, voluntary sur- end 1983 was 343,240 tons, including 2,625 veys of U.S. operations. Typical of these tons of zinc in the form of brass. The zinc surveys is the Slab Zinc consumption sur- stockpile, other than brass, was composed vey. Of the 473 operations to which the of 183,175 tons of High Grade slab zinc, survey request was sent, 352 responded, 121,750 tons of Prime Western slab zinc, representing an estimated 81% of the total _and 35,690 tons of other slab zinc grades. slab zine consumption shown in tables 1,15, Promulgation of final Clean Water Act 16, and 17 and an estimated 58% of total effluent discharge regulations for zinc and a consumption shown in tables 1 and 15. variety of nonferrous metals and powder Consumption for the remaining 121 nonre- forming operations were delayed in August spondents was estimated using prior year to give the Environmental Protection Agen consumption levels, trends in consumption, cy an additional 10 months to establish the or other guidelines, regulations. When finally implemented, af- Legislation and Government Pro- fected companies were expected to be in 
grams.—The National Defense Stockpile compliance in 3 years. 
goal for zinc was 1,292,739 metric tons, 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

MINE PRODUCTION full year of operation of the combined oe . Elmwood-Gordonsville Mine and new mill, The drop in mine production of recover- Which came on-stream in April 1982. The able zine was due to mine closures in Mis- operation was the single largest domestic souri, Tennessee, and Pennsylvania. Mine zine producer in 1983. All zine concentrates output in 1983 was the second lowest pro- were shipped to the company's zinc refinery 
duction year, after 1979, in the last 50 years. in Clarksville, ‘TN, for processing. Yearend Tennessee was the principal zinc-producing ore reserves at the Elmwood-Gordonsville State, a position the State has held 23 times Mine were about 25.5 million tons grading in the last 26 years. Missouri and New York 3.74 zine. 
were the second and third leading States in“ United States Steel Corp. reopened its 
zinc mine output. The leading U.S. zine zinc mine at Jefferson City, TN, in Septem- 
Producers were ASARCO Incorporated, St. her after negotiating a better labor contract. 
Joe Minerals Corp., and Gulf + Western and arranging contracts to supply concen- Industries Inc. (G-+-W). Before the end of trates to two domestic zine smelters. The 
1983, however, G+W, except for its 60% mine was closed in October 1982 because of interest in The Jersey Miniére Zinc Co., was depressed zinc markets, low zine prices, and essentially out of the U.S. zine mining @ second rejection by union workers of 
industry, having either sold or permanently company-sought concessions. 
closed all of its zine mines. The New Jersey Zinc Co., owned by The 25 leading U.S. zine-producing mines G4 W, closed down the Beaver Creek Mine 
accounted for 98% of the recoverable do- and its Jefferson City, TN, mill at the end of 
mestic zinc mined in 1983, and the 10 January, citing the depressed zinc market. 
leading mines accounted for 80% of total This mine and mill, New Jersey's Jefferson production City and Idol Mines, and several other In Tennessee, zinc was produced from company mineral properties in eastern Ten- zine ores at seven underground mines and nessee were sold to Inspiration Resources from iron-sulfur-copper-zine ores at Copper- Corp. in July. In December, Inspiration hill. Asarco operated four Tennessee zine announced that it was planning to reopen mines—Young, New Market, Immel, and the Beaver Creek Mine and Jefferson City Coy. According to the company’s annual mill in January 1984, report, Asarco milled 2.45 million tons of Zinc produced in Missouri was a coprod- ore, producing 59,900 tons of zinc in concen- uct from eight underground lead mines. trate, slightly less than that produced in Mine output fell in 1983 owing mainly to 1982. Ore reserves at the four mines were reduced production at the Buick Mine and 6.54 million tons grading 3.34% zinc at to the March closing of Ozark Lead Co.’s yearend. Milliken Mine for economic reasons. Zinc Jersey Miniére Zine completed its first production at the Buick Mine, owned jointly
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by AMAX Lead Co. of Missouri and Home- St. Joe Resources arranged to have some of 
stake Mining Co,, fell about 16% from that its concentrates toll refined at Noranda 
of 1982 owing to the milling of ore lower in Mines Ltd.’s Valleyfield, Quebec, Canada, 
zinc content. At the Buick Mine, 1.93 mil- zinc refinery. 
lion tons of ore grading 7.9% lead and 1.8% In Colorado, zine production came largely 
zine was milled in 1983, yielding about from the Leadville Mine, managed by Asar- 
29,500 tons of zine in zinc concentrate. co but owned jointly with Resurrection 
Yearend ore reserves at the Buick Mine Mining Co., a Newmont Mining Co. subsid- 
were 35.5 million tons grading 5.7% lead iary. Asarco milled 193,000 tons of ore, the 
and 1.4% zine. same as in 1982, but zinc output rose 10% to 

St. Joe Lead Co., a unit of Fluor Corp., 12,519 tons owing to the milling of higher 
produced zinc at four Missouri lead-zinc grade ore. Yearend ore reserves were 1.3 
mines. A small amount of zinc was also million tons averaging 9.37% zinc, 4.22% 
produced from development ore at the com- lead, and 2.72 ounces of silver per ton, as 
pany’s new Viburnum No. 35 Mine near well as some copper and gold. Standard 
Bixby, The nearby Viburnum mill was Metal Corp. increased -production of zinc 
expanded and modernized to accommodate concentrates at its Sunnyside gold mine in 
the increased production of 8,600 tons per 1983. Ore production rose sharply because 
day from the new mine. The Viburnum No. of the employment of new vertical crater 
35 Mine, anticipated to come on-stream in retreat mining methods in certain sections 
early 1984, was expected to produce 41,000 of the mine. The zine concentrates were 
tons of lead and 5,000 tons of zincannually. shipped to Cominco Ltd.’s zine smelter at 

The Magmont lead-zinc-copper mine at Trail, British Columbia, Canada. 
Bixby, MO, operated by Cominco American _Hecla Mining Co. produced 1,944 tons of 
Inc. under a joint venture arrangement zinc in concentrate at its Lucky Friday 
with Dresser Industries Inc., produced silver mine in Idaho. Output increased 
11,917 tons of zinc in concentrate, 42% slightly over that of 1982 despife a 2-month 
higher than in 1982. Cominco American strike in the first half of 1983. The new 
milled 1.04 million tons of ore grading 7.2% silver shaft reached its initial objective of 
lead, 1.4% zinc, and 0.2% copper in 1983, 1,891 meters in April, and the first ore was 
compared with 1 million tons of ore milled hoisted in October. An ultimate depth of 
grading 6.5% lead, 1.0% zine, and 0.3% 2,286 meters was planned. Ore reserves 
copper in 1982. A new drift driven 2 miles increased moderately because development 
from the Magmont shaft to open up the work was resumed. At yearend, the ore 
Magmont West area was completed. Mag- reserves were 470,000 tons grading 17.1 
mont ore reserves at yearend were 6.2 ounces of silver per ton, 12.2% lead, and 
million tons averaging 8.0% lead, 1.0% zine, 1.2% zinc. . 
and 0.4 ounce of silver per ton. G+W, as part of its withdrawal from the 

‘Asarco completed construction of the mill zinc industry, closed the company’s Frie- 
and other surface facilities at its West Fork, densville, PA, zinc mine in October after 
‘MO, lead mine in June; however, it was not failing to find a buyer for the property. 
decided until October that underground Despite the presence of substantial ore re- 
mine development, suspended in July 1982, serves, the mine, Pennsylvania's only zinc 
would continue. Production was expected to operation, was expected to remain perma- 
begin in 1985. The mill was designed to nently closed owing to severe water prob- 
process 3,450 tons of ore per day, with an lems underground. 
expected yield of 46,000 tons of lead, 7,000 In Alaska, two projects, Red Dog and 
tons of zinc, and 125,000 ounces of silver in Greens Creek, progressed toward develop- 
concentrates. Ore reserves in the West Fork ment. Most of the environmental and State 
‘ore body were estimated at 14 million tons permitting for both deposits was approved 
averaging 5.5% lead and 1.2% zinc, with and decisions to begin development were 
some copper and silver. expected in 1984. The Greens Creek polyme- 

In New York, St. Joe Resources Co., a _tallic deposit, owned by Anaconda Minerals 
unit of Fluor Corp., operated the Balmat, Co., 33.8%; Noranda, 33.8%; Texas Gas & 
Hyatt, and Pierrepont Mines. All ore was Exploration Co, 12.3%; Bristol Bay Re- 
milled at the company's Balmat mill. The sources, 11.2%; and Exalas Resources Corp., 
concentrates were either shipped to St. Joe 8.9%, was tentatively scheduled for startup 
Resources’ Monaca, PA, zinc smelter or in 1987. Noranda, the operating company, 
exported to Europe and Canada. In April, has estimated ore reserves at Greens Creek
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to be 3.1 million tons averaging 12.8 ounces smelter were sold by Phibro Resources 
of silver per ton, 7.5% zine, 2.5% lead, 0.4% Corp. to Continental Resources & Develop- 
copper, and 0.1 ounce of gold per ton. A ment Inc. Because the smelter depends 
Proposed 750-ton-per-day mining rate was entirely on purchased feed material, the planned, which would yield about 22,000 new company was exploring the possibility tons of zine per year RANA ia of acquiring a stake in an existing zinc 

Cominco and the NANA Regional Corp. mining operation. Inc. were expected to complete engineering Zine Oxide.—The sources of domestic and feasibility studies. on their Red Dog zinc oxide production were about 38% from leposit in 1984. Cominco, the operating ores and concentrate, about 35% from slab 
company, was tentatively planning to begin zinc, and about 32% from secondary materi- mine construction in 1985 with startup of al, French-process zinc oxide was about 67% the operation and first shipments of concen- of the total produced, compared with 62% 
trates in 1988. A two-stage development and _ in 1982. Lead-free zinc oxide was produced 
production plan was proposed with an ini- at 11 plants and leaded zinc oxide was tial annual ore production of 0.9 million produced at 1 plant. Two companies pro- 
tons yielding about 390,000 tons of lead and duced oxide from ores and concentrates. 
zinc ‘concentrates. By the sixth year of Asarco, Pacific Smelting Co., St. Joe Re- operation, production was to be doubled. sources, and New Jersey Zinc were the The Red Dog ore reserves were estimated at largest domestic producers of zine oxide in 77 million tons averaging 17.1% zine, 5% 1983 
lead, and 2.4 ounces of silver per ton. Output of zinc oxide at Asarco’s two 

ants, located Sol , OH, and SMELTER AND REFINERY PRODUCTION — Fsbo, Ts was 3,500 tonsa increase ot 
Only four primary zinc smelters, with about 25% over the depressed level of 1982, 

annual capacities totaling 300,000 tons, op- However, the combined operating rate of 
erated in the United States in 1983; two pot lente ras only ous ee a oped. 
others, Corpus Christi, TX, and Bunker Southern Zinc Co. purchased the Chicago, 
Hill, 1D, with annual capacities totaling Th sine oxide manulacruring assets of Sie 
207,000 tons, were idle. At yearend, compa- Metals ‘Corp. The facility will be operate 
nies owning the idle smelters were studying by Midwest Zinc Corp. a newly formed 
the feasibility of reopening them, but were parca Southero ita subsidiary of 
experiencing problems with labor costs, Gulf Metals Industries Inc. 
Power, and/or feed materials. St. Joe Re- _ Zine Salts.—Zine sulfate was produced by 
sources increased the annual capacity of its about 12 companies from secondary materi- 
Monaca, PA, electrothermic zinc smelter al oe concen taste, Zine eed prods: 
from 77,000 tons to 91,000 tons. St. Joe tion from five companies was derived en- 
Resources boosted capacity and productivity _ tirely from secondary material. 
by installing a fourth Larvik furnace and by _Slag-Fuming Plants—No_ slag-fuming 
modernizing other facilities. The four plants operated in 1983; however, substan- 
Larvik furnaces, which are used mainly to tial quantities of zinc-bearing lead blast process secondary material, have a combin- furnace slags and residues were stockpiled 
ed capacity of about 12,000 tons. The ca- by Asarco at its lead smelters in East 
pacity of the smelter’s five electrothermic Helena, MT, and EL Paso, TX. 
furnaces, which can process both concen- _ Byproduct Sulfur.—Production of sulfur 
trate and high-grade secondary material, in byproduct sulfurio acid from four: et 
was about 79,000 tons. With the smelter mary zinc plants and one zinc oxide plant 
changes, the company was capable of devot- was 125,500 tons, up from the 112,000 tons 
ing all of its capacity to metal or up to 50% produced in 1982. More zinc concentrates 
to 55% of the capacity to zinc oxide. were processed in 1983 even though the 

In December, the National Zinc Co. and Corpus Christi zine plant was closed all 
its 51,000-ton-per-year Bartlesville, OK, zinc year. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Zinc consumption for most end-use cate- struction industry accounted for an estimat- 
gories improved, paralleling growth in do- ed 45% of zinc consumption, followed by 
mestic economic activity, especially in the _ transportation, 20%; machinery, 12%; elec- 
housing and automobile industries. The con- trical, 8%; and chemical and other indus-
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ries, 15%. ed a trend toward more zine protection of 
Galvanizing continued to be the principal steel parts for automobiles made in model 

ase of slab zine, consuming about 46%, year 1983, Although the amount of steel 
followed by zinc-based alloys, 26%; brass protected by Zincrometal reportedly fell 
and bronze, 13%; rolled zine, 7%; and other about 10%, the quantities of one- and two- 
luses, 8%. SHG accounted for one-half of the sided galvanized steel increased. The net 
slab zinc consumed and was mainly used for total zine content in coatings for the typical 
production of die-cast alloys. The Bureau of U.S. automobile in 1983 was 6.70 pounds, 
the Mint purchased 34,020 tons of SHG slab compared with 6.59 pounds in 1982. The 
zine to manufacture pennies; production for total included 1.5 pounds of zine in paints. If 
the year was 14.2 billion pennies. Prime waste from stamping of zinc-coated steel is 
Western was the second largest grade of included, the zine content in coatings re- 
slab zine consumed, and was used mainly quired per typical automobile in 1983 was 
for galvanizing. 9.63 pounds, compared with 9.47 pounds in 

‘The apparent consumption of zinc oxide 1982 
was about 162,000 tons, up from 152,000 Another ZI study reported that the 
tons in 1982. Reported shipments of zinc weight of zinc diecastings for the average 
oxide to user industries increased in 1983 1983 model year automobile was 23.00 
with the largest tonnage increase posted by pounds, down from 23.12 pounds and 39.53 
the rubber industry. Reported zinc sulfate pounds reported for average automobiles in 
shipments decreased about 10% compared 1982 and 1977, respectively.* The declining 
with those of 1982. Agricultural uses, which use of zinc was attributed to substitution, 
accounted for 84% of zinc sulfate uses in elimination of parts, and increased use of 
1983, fell only marginally; whereas, other _ thin-wall zinc diecastings. The ZI study also 
uses decreased by more than one-third. Zine indicated that aftermarket diecastings 
chloride and other zine chemical usage accounted for 3 to 5 pounds of zinc per 
generally increased. automobile and 15 to 20 pounds of zine per 

Zinc Institute Inc. (ZI) studies on zine truck. 
coatings in the automotive industry? reveal- 

STOCKS 

Slab zine stocks held by domestic produe- _ Stocks of slab zinc on the London Metal 
ers, consumers, and merchants were mar- Exchange (LME) ended 1983 at 96,700 tons, 
ginally lower at the end of 1983 than at the up 5,000 tons from that at the start of the 
start of the year. Annual data collected by year. Despite increased LME zinc stock 
the Bureau of Mines showed that producer levels, High Grade zine stocks fell 72% to 
and merchant stocks of slab zinc were down 5,925 tons at yearend; whereas, good ordi- 
28%; whereas, consumer stocks were up nary brand stocks increased 20,250 tons 
15%. The lower producer and merchant during the year to 90,775 tons. The LME 
stock position reflected, in part, the strong stock changes reflected a world trend to- 
zine demand; whereas, the consumer stock ward increased demand for higher purity 
inerease indicated concern for adequate zinc metal in 1983. 
zinc supply and possible price increases. 

PRICES 

Domestic prices for benchmark High jumped another 3 cents to 46 cents owing to 
Grade slab zinc in the first half of 1983 were favorable demand outlook, several price 
relatively stable, ranging from 38 to 40 increases by European zinc producers, and 
cents per pound. In mid-July, the producer large purchases of SHG zinc by the US. 
price was raised 3 cents per pound to 43 Mint for penny production. SHG was in 
cents, the highest price posted by producers such short supply that some consumers 
since February 1982. The price increase was reportedly were paying several times the 
attributed to a number of factors, mainly usual 0.5-cent premium over High Grade to 
improved demand in the United States, obtain the metal. The High Grade price rose 
heavy Chinese purchases on Western mar- another 3 cents per pound to 49 cents in late 
kets, and a tightening in the supply of SHG October prompted by the tight SHG market, 
zinc on world markets. At the end of Au- which was indicated by relatively high bid 
gust, the domestic price of High Grade prices for SHG and small quantities of
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metal offered to the U.S. Mint in mid- were 53 to 53.5 cents and 55 cents pet 
October. Despite continuing strong zinc de- pound. The price of photoconductive-gradq 
mand, additional zinc price increases in zinc oxide was quoted at or marginally 
Europe, and an announcement by the US. higher than the price of French-process zing 
Mint that its November zine purchases oxide. 
would be increased, the 49-cent-per-pound The quoted price of zinc sulfate, granula: 
price held to yearend 1983. monohydrate industrial grade, 36% zinc, if 
American- and French-process lead-free 100-pound bags, ranged from $26.50 to $2 

zine oxide at the beginning of the year were in 1983. Agricultural zinc sulfate, 36% zine 
quoted at 44.5 to 46.5 cents and 46 to 48 in carload lots, was $20 per 100 pounds. 
cents per pound, respectively. Prices for Technical-grade zinc chloride, 50% solution, 
both remained the same until August at in tanks, was priced all year at $12.25 to 
which time they were increased, generally $18.20 per 100 pounds. Standard pigment- 
paralleling the rise in zinc metal prices. grade zinc dust types 1 and 2, in drums, 
Their respective quoted prices at yearend were quoted at 59 to 69.5 cents per pound. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Domestic concentrate exports mainly ated in 1983. Slab zinc imports for consump- 
came from G-+W’s Friedensville, PA, mine, tion in 1983 were the third highest in his 
which closed late in the year, and from the tory. 
New York mines of St. Joe Resources, which Import duties on unwrought zine and 
had some of its concentrate toll processed in other zinc materials continued to be reduc- 
Canada. Exports of concentrates almost ed in line with the Tokyo round of multilat- 
equaled the quantity imported. Imports of eral trade negotiations completed in 1979. 
concentrates were the lowest since 1939, Duties on zine ores, concentrates, and zinc- 
‘owing principally to the fact that only four bearing materials continued to be suspend- 
of six domestic primary zinc smelters oper- ed during 1983, 

Table 2.—U.S. import duties for zine materials, January 1, 1983 

Ieem ‘TSUSNo, Most fayored nation Non MEN 
Ores and concentrates! =-- | 60220 O.48centper pound ‘1,67 cents per pound on rine eontent ‘nine content Fume 60350 ey tne ‘Do. Unwroughi ote than alloys TICIITT Ga LBaad valorem =~-~ 1.35 conts per pound, Alloys bereeen en 7 Bek Leet ad valorem -—-~  45s¢ad valorem, ‘Waste and zerap = Sreeras as 62610 Seadvalorem=—~— —_Tisoad valorem. 
9g BuLY 08 tne ores, concentrates, and zine bearing materials suspended until June 80,108, as provided by Public Law 

WORLD REVIEW 

World consumption of zinc rose signifi- years, importing 229,000 tons in 1983 and 
cantly over the depressed levels consumed — 102,000 tons in 1982.* 
in 1982. According to the International — World zinc metal stocks fell during the 
Lead and Zine Study Group (ILZSG), zine first 10 months of 1983, but increased slight- 
metal consumption in the market economy ly in the last 2 months, ending the year at 
countries in 1983 was 4.5 million tons, the 641,000 tons or 23% less than at the begin- 
highest level recorded since 1979. The larg- ning of the year. LME stocks were 96,700 
est increases in consumption occurred in tons at the end of 1983, 5,600 tons more 
the United States, Japan, the Federal Re- than at the end of 1982. 
public of Germany, and Belgium. On a _ World mine production, according to the 
regional basis, consumption in the Ameri- Bureau of Mines, was slightly above the 
cas, Asia, and Europe increased; whereas, it record high 1982 output despite a 150,000- 
declined in Africa and Oceania. China be- ton decrease in North American production. 
came a large importer of zinc metal from Smelter production in the market economy 
the market economy countries in the last 2 countries was at the highest level since
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1979. expected mine life of at least 16 years. Plans 
‘The European Commission-approved plan called for the mining of 1.1 million tons of, 

for zinc smelter capacity reduction in West- ore annually, resulting in production of 
ern Europe was placed on standby status in about 130,000 tons of zine concentrate and 
November when no candidates for closure 100,000 tons of silver-lead concentrate per 
were nominated. Under the plan, a compa- year. Estimated ore reserves were 28.6 mil- 
ny that closed its smelter capacity perma- lion tons averaging 8.1% zinc, 5.3% lead, 
nently would have been reimbursed $220 by and 4.3 ounces of silver per ton. For the 
the other zine producers for each ton closed. fiscal year ended June 30, 1983, EZI milled 

At its annual October session, ILZSG 299,600 tons of Elura ore producing 30,000 
projected that world zinc mine and smelter tons of zinc concentrate averaging 44.9% 
production and world zinc consumption zinc, 3.8% lead, and 5.9 ounces of silver per 
would be higher in 1984 than in 1983. ton, and 15,800 tons of silver-lead concen- 

‘Australia.—Mine production was a record trate averaging 4.9% zinc, 45.5% lead, and 
high in 1983 mainly owing to increased 45.5 ounces of silver per ton. 
production at the Mount Isa Mine in — In 1988, Conzinc Riotinto of Australia 
Queensland and initial production at the Ltd. (CRA), through its subsidiaries, Zine 
new Elura Mine in New South Wales. Corp. Ltd. (ZC) and North Broken Hill 
Several other mines had marginally higher Consolidated Ltd. (NBHO), processed 2.25 
output; however, production at Broken Hill million tons of ore and dump residues at its 
in New South Wales was lower. Broken Hill lead-zine operations. Concen- 

Mine and mill production at the Mount trate production was 395,000 tons contain- 
Isa Mine, owned by MIM Holdings Ltd., rose ing 204,000 tons of zinc, which was about 
substantially owing to mine and mill capaci- 15,000 tons of zinc less than the record high 
ty expansions completed in 1982. Ore output output achieved in 1982. At yearend 1983, 
reached record high levels in 1983 with the ZC ore reserves were 10.6 million tons 
introduction of open-stoping mining meth- averaging 9.5% lead, 9.0% zinc, and 2.9 
‘ods in some ore bodies replacing less produc- ounces of silver per ton; NBHC ore reserves 
tive cut-and-fill methods. Startup of the new were 18.9 million tons grading 11.5% zinc, 
800-ton-per-hour heavy-medium separation 7.5% lead, and 1.9 ounces of silver per ton. 
plant, which was designed to reject about _ Cobar Mines Pty. Ltd., a CRA subsidiary, 
35% of the mill feed as waste material, produced 7,900 tons of zinc at its CSA Mine 
resulted in record high output of zinc in at Cobar, New South Wales. Zinc output 
concentrate. Because of the separation was down 15% in 1983 compared with that 
plant and other mill improvements, the zinc of 1982 despite a substantial increase in ore 
capacity of the mill jumped 65,000 tons to milled. Cobar continued its expansion pro- 
175,000 tons per year. Zinc production in gram to raise ore capacity above 800,000 
concentrate for the fiscal year ended June tons annually by 1985. At yearend 1983, ore 
30, 1983, was a record high 170,300 tons. reserves at the CSA Mine were 2.3 million 
Zinc-lead ore reserves at the end of the tons averaging 4.6% zinc, 1.6% lead, and 
fiscal year were 53 million tons averaging 1.6% copper. In addition, 1.9 million tons of 
6.66% zine, 6.05% lead, and 4.8 ounces of probable ore containing 2% copper, but less 
silver per ton. At MIM’s Hilton Mine, 12 lead and zinc, have been identified. 
miles north of Mount Isa, construction of Zinc production at Woodlawn Mines Ltd., 
the main cage winder was well advanced a joint venture of St. Joe, Phelps Dodge 
and was expected to be completed in early Exploration Ltd., and NBHC, fell about 
1984. Trial stoping at the Hilton Mine was 14% because the mine was closed for the 
scheduled to start in 1985. Hilton ore was month of January as a cost saving measure 
expected to be necessary to maintain future because of low metal prices. In 1983, Wood- 
production levels at the Mount Isa complex. lawn milled 610,000 tons of zinc-lead-copper 
Hilton ore reserves at the end of the fiscal ore producing 114,000 tons of zinc concen- 
year were 45 million tons averaging 9.6% trate containing about 54,000 tons of zine. 
zinc, 6.6% lead, and 4.8 ounces of silver per Opencut mining was expected to end in 

ton 1987 when recoverable ore reserves within 
In March, EZ Industries Ltd. (EZI) offi- the design limits of the open pit were ex- 

cially opened its new silver-zinc-lead Elura _hausted. The feasibility of underground de- 
Mine, 47 kilometers northwest of Cobar in velopment of deep extensions of the main 
New South Wales. The mine, which was ore zone was under consideration. 
developed at a cost of $180 million, had an _—_Australia slab zinc production increased
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marginally in 1983. Increased output at the work. Zinc production at Pine Point totaled Cockle Creek and Port Pirie smelters of 72,800 tons in 1983 compared with 149,200 
CRA offset a small decrease in production tons in 1982. 
at EZI's Risdon, Tasmania, smelter. Risdon __Difficult ice conditions slowed initial ship- zine production fell 4% to 184,178 tons, ments of zinc concentrate early in the 
owing largely to limited electric power at Arctic shipping season from Canada’s two 
economic prices. At Risdon, the first ship- most northerly zinc mines, the Polaris Mine 
ments of zinc concentrates from Elura were on Little Cornwallis Island and the Nan- 
received in late February. A new plant to isivik Mine on Baffin Island; however, all 
remove the higher arsenic impurity in Elu- planned shipments were made before’ the 
ra zine concentrates was commissioned. season ended. In 1983, Cominco completed 
Canada.—Although zinc mine production _ its first full year of production at the Po- 

declined by about 120,000 tons in 1983, laris Mine. The company milled 829,000 
Canada remained the leading world produc- tons of ore, producing 132,000 tons of zinc in 
er, accounting for about one-sixth of world concentrate, most of which was shipped to 
output. The production decrease was largely Europe. Ore reserves at yearend were 16.9 
attributable to the closure of Cominco’s million tons averaging 14.8% zine and 4.1% 
Pine Point Mine in the Northwest Territo- lead. 
ries for the first half of 1983 and to the Cominco’s Sullivan zinc-lead-silver mine 
shutdown at the end of April of Noranda’s at Kimberley, British Columbia, celebrated 
Little River Mine in New Brunswick. To- its 75th year of production in 1983. Ore 
gether, zine output from these two mines milled fell 200,000 tons to 2.02 million tons 
Was about 108,000 tons less than they pro- because of an 8day strike; however, zine 
duced in 1982. The principal Canadian zinc output in concentrates was 60,830 tons, up 
producers in 1983 were Noranda, Cominco, from 58,690 tons in 1982, owing to improved 
and Kidd Creek Mines Ltd. The major zinc grades. At yearend 1983, the ore re- 
producing mines, which accounted for about serves at the Sullivan Mine were 42.6 mil- 
one-half of Canadian production, were lion tons averaging 6.2% zinc, 4.4% lead, 
Noranda’s Brunswick Mining and Smelting: and 1.1 ounces of silver per ton. 
Corp. Ltd. (BMS) No. 12 Mine in New _ BMS, 64.1% owned by Noranda, treated 
Brunswick, Kidd Creek's Timmins Mine in 34 million tons of ore, slightly less than the 
Ontario, and Cominco’s Polaris Mine in the 3.6 million tons milled in 1982. Zine output. 
Northwest Territories totaled 245,000 tons or almost 23% of Cana- 
Government loans and other Government dian production in 1983, Ore reserves at 

concessions were used to encourage several yearend were 103 million tons grading 
zine mines to resume operations or to con- 9.81% zinc, 3.68% lead, 0.33% copper, and 
tinue production. Cyprus Anvil Mining 3.1 ounces of silver per ton. 
Corp., a subsidiary of Dome Petroleum Ltd, Sherritt Gordon Mines Ltd., operators of 
began a Government-supported 2-year mine the Fox and Ruttan copper-zine mines near 
reopening program in May at its Faro Mine Lynn Lake, Manitoba, announced that the 
in the Yukon. The mine, which produced Fox Mine would close in 1986 owing to 
107,200 tons of zine in 1981, was closed for exhaustion of ore and that the Ruttan 
economic reasons in June 1982. The project, operation would close in June 1984 for 
which consists largely of overburden remov- economic reasons. Late in 1983, Sherritt 
al, was expected to cost about $40 million, Gordon was seeking both Government and 
one-half of which was to be interest-free private loans to develop deeper ore reserves Government financing. Pine Point Mines at Ruttan necessary to ensure continuation 
Ltd., 69% owned by Cominco, reopened its of operations, At yearend, the ore reserves 
Pine Point Mine in mid-June after a 5-1/2- at the Rutan Mine were 21.7 million tons 
month shutdown owing to depressed metal averaging 1.47% copper and 1.23% zine. In prices and high operating costs. The reopen- 1983, Sherritt Gordon's Lynn Lake oper- 
ing was made possible through cost redue- ations produced 12,400 tons of zine in con- 
tions via labor concessions, reduced smelter _centrate, 
charges, Government-supported rate redue- ‘The Buchans Mine, 51% owned by Abi- 
tions in power and rail transport, and Gov- tibi-Price Inc. and 49% by Asarco, was 
ernment provisions to allow unemployment reopened in June after a 1-1/2-year shut- 
insurance payments to be applied toward a down to mine remaining ore reserves and to 
portion of the wages paid to employees process stockpiled ore. Although some addi- 
engaged in exploration and preproduction tional reserves were found, a permanent
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closure of the mine was expected in mid-  ton-per-day mill. Because the deposit occurs 
1984. In 1983, Buchans’ production was in one of the most desolate areas of Chile, a 
about 2,000 tons of zine in concentrate. considerable investment in infrastructure 

‘Westmin Resources Ltd. continued devel- was also required. Plans called for an annu- 
‘opment of its H-W base metal deposit near al production of 42,000 tons of zinc concen- 
Myra Falls on Vancouver Island. Reported- trate grading 54% zinc, 13,000 tons of lead 
ly, Westmin has committed $152 million to concentrate grading 76% lead with about 35 
Dring the deposit into production in late ounces per ton of silver, and a small ton- 
1984. Plans called for construction of a nage of copper-gold concentrate. Initial 
2,700-ton-per-day mill designed to process shipments of concentrates were expected in 
ore from the H-W Mine and two other January 1984. Estimated ore reserves were 
nearby mines, the Lynx and Myra Creek, 22 million tons averaging 11% zine and 5% 
also owned by Westmin. An annual produc- lead with significant amounts of cadmium, 
tion of 30,000 tons of zinc in concentrate copper, gold, and silver. 
was expected. H-W ore reserves were esti- __ Ireland.—Bula Ltd., 49% owned by the 
mated to be 138 million tons grading 5.3% Irish Government, received permission to 

zine, 2.2% copper, 1.3% lead with 1.2 ounces develop an underground mine at its lead- 
of silver and 0.08 ounce of gold per ton zine deposit near Navan. Bula planned to 

In October, Cominco officially opened its begin mine development in 1984 with a 
highly automated 272,000-ton-per-year zinc startup in 1985. Plans called for an annual 
electrolytic and melting plant at Trail, Brit- production of 80,000 tons of zinc in concen- 
ish Columbia. The new $175 million plant, trate and 15,000 tons of lead in concentrate. 
which has the largest capacity of any zine Ore reserves were estimated at 14 million 
plant in the world, replaced an older, labor- tons averaging 6.7% zinc and 1.3% lead. 
intensive, 245,000-ton-per-year electrolytic Tara Mines Ltd. treated a record high 24 
plant. The old plant required 550 operating million tons of ore from its Navan Mine in 
and supervisory personnel; whereas, the 1983, producing 185,700 tons of zinc and 
new plant, because of automation and 33,500 tons of lead in concentrates. At 
‘computer-controlled operation, was design- yearend, ore reserves were 58.5 million tons 
ed to employ only 230 people but with 10% grading 9.31% zinc and 2.6% lead. 

more output. Peru.—Zine exports, valued at $289 mil- 
Canadian Electrolytic Zinc Ltd. (CEZ), a lion, accounted for 9.1% of the total value of 

Noranda subsidiary, officially opened its Peruvian exports in 1983. Mine production 
new $47 million roaster-acid plant complex was at a record high, 9% higher than in 
at the company’s Valleyfield, Quebec, zine 1982. Centromin Pera S.A., a Government- 
refinery. The new roaster not only allowed owned company, was the principal zinc 
CEZ to roast all of its concentrate at the producer in 1983 with a production of 
refinery but also, together with other facili- 190,700 tons. Centromin’s seven concentra- 
ty changes, increased the annual zinc refin- tors processed 6.8 million tons of ore, includ- 
ing capacity at Valleyfield by 9,000 tons to. ing some from local private mines, and 
227,000 tons. Kidd Creek completed a produced 220,500 tons of zinc in concen- 
19,000-ton expansion of annual capacity to trate. San Ignacio de Morococha S.A. (SIM- 
127,000 tons at its zinc refinery at Hoyle, SA), operators of the San Vincente Mine at 
Ontario, by adding an $8 million zinc San Ramon, continued to be the largest 
pressure-leach facility similar to that com- private zinc producer in Peru. SIMSA proc- 
missioned by Cominco at Trail, British Co- essed 570,000 tons of zinc ore, producing a 
lumbia, in 1982. The new facility, only the record high 51,100 tons of zine in concen- 
second of its kind in the world, replaced the trate. Proven and probable reserves at the 
need for additional roaster-acid capacity. San Vincente Mine were 4.6 million tons 
Chile—The $30 million El Torque zinc- averaging 12.1% zinc and 1.1% lead. Cia 

lead mine project in southern Chile was Minera Milpo S.A. operated the second 
officially inaugurated in November. The largest private zinc-producing mine, the 
project, which is operated by Sociedad Con- _lead-zinesilver El Porvenir Mine. The com- 
tractual Minera “El Torque” Ltda., was the pany processed 634,000 tons of ore, produc- 
southernmost metalliferous mining oper- ing a record high 31,400 tons of zinc in 
ation in the world, about 1,000 miles south concentrate, 24% more than in 1982. Milpo 
of Santiago. The project involved develop- continued its expansion and improvement 
ment of two underground mines, Zuniga program to raise ore capacity from 1,800 
and San Antonio, and construction of a 750- tons per day to 3,100 tons per day in 1986.
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Plans called for a $17.5 million additional For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1983, ore 
investment in the 1984-86 period. milled totaled 2.96 million tons yielding 

Capacity expansions, totaling 18,000 tons 158,500 tons of zinc concentrate, up 18.9% 
of zinc at three mines—Quiruvilca, Cecilia, over that of 1982, and 94,800 tons of copper 
and Carahuracra—were completed in 1983. concentrate. Ore reserves at the end of the 
A number of expansions in zine mine capac- fiscal year were 6.3 million tons. 
ity were expected to be completed in 1984 Black Mountain Mineral Development 
and 1985. Centromin planned to increase Co. (Pty.) Ltd., owned 51% by Gold Fields of 
zine capacity 8,000 tons and 16,000 tons, South Africa Ltd, and 49% by Phelps Dodge 
respectively, at its Casapalea and Anday- Corp., produced a record high 22,400 tons of 
chagua Mines in 1984, Sociedad Minera zinc in concentrate in 1983 at its Black 
Gran Bretana S.A. was investing $14 mil- Mountain lead-zine mine in Cape Province. 
lion to develop new ore reserves at the At yearend, Black Mountain ore reserves 
Contonga Mine. Plans called for construc- were 33.6 million tons averaging 6.0% lead, 
tion of a 500-ton-per-day concentrator to be 2.9% zinc, 0.4% copper, and 2.3 ounces of 
in production in July 1984 producing 7,800 _ silver per ton. 
tons of zine concentrate containing 52%  Thailand.—Padaeng Industry Co., a joint 
zine and 3,400 tons of lead-silver concen- venture owned 67% by Thai Government 
trate. Gran Bretana was planning a further and private interests, 30% by Union Mi- 
$15 million expansion in 1985 to increase niére SA of Belgium, and 3% by Mitsui 
output to 1,000 tons per day. Gran Bretana Mining and Smelting Co. Ltd. of Japan, 
ore reserves were estimated to exceed 2.5 continued development of the Mae Sod zine 
million tons averaging 5.5% zinc, 3.2% lead, deposit and construction of a 60,000-ton-per- 
0.4% copper, and 4.7 ounces of silver per year electrolytic zinc refining plant at Tak 

ton. near the Burmese border. The Mae Sod 
In 1988, production at the 100,000-ton-per- deposit, which contains about 4.5 million 

year-capacity Cajamarquilla zine refinery, _ tons of direct-shipping ore grading 26% zinc 
owned by Empresa Minera del Pera (Mine- occurring as silicates and oxides, was being 
ro Pera), was 89,762 tons, lower than ex- developed as an open pit operation. Mining 
pected owing to sabotage of electric power- costs were expected to be very low because 
lines and minor furnace accidents. The _ of low labor cost and shallowness of the ore. 
refinery continued to be a major fiscal Because of the nature of the ore, roasting 
burden on Minero Pera owing to the high would not be required to extract the zinc. 
financing charges for the project, $25.5 Padaeng planned to leach the zinc directly 
million in 1983, equivalent to $0.12 per from the ore followed by electrowinning. 
pound of refined zinc. An average cost of Technology to overcome problems associat- 
$0.50 per pound was thought to be the ed with silicate leaching, mainly silica-gel 
break-even cost of the refinery. formation was incorporated in the zine 

South Africa, Republic of.—Prieska Cop- refinery design, The refinery was expected 
per Mines (Pty.) Ltd. expected zinc-copper to be operational in October 1984. A mine 
ore reserves at its Prieska Mine in north- life of 16 years was projected. 
east Cape Province to be exhausted in 1985. 

TECHNOLOGY 

The genesis, geochemistry, and geology of ization comprised 55% and 80% of the two 
Mississippi Valley-type lead-zinc deposits, samples tested. Aqueous chlorine-oxygen 
the principal production sources of both leaching procedures were effective in ex- 
lead and zinc in the United States, were tracting 99% of the zinc and 97% of the 
reviewed." New data presented were ex- silver. 
pected to lead to reassessments of known Technological trends in recovery of lead 
deposits and to aid the search for new and zinc from scrap materials were dis- 
deposits. An assessment of U.S. lead and cussed at a special scrap meeting held by 
zine resources was published.’ Data indicat-  ILZSG.* Discussions on zinc dealt with zinc 
ed the United States had substantial zinc recovery from shredding cars, recycling of 
resources, but the average cost of recovery zinc scrap, improved zinc recovery systems, 
for 90% of these resources was about the and recovery of zinc from steel plant flue 
highest 1988 zine price for High Grade. dusts. 

‘The Bureau of Mines investigated the — The Bureau of Mines carried out a char- 
processing of seafloor samples of massive acterization study of electric furnace steel- 
zine-copper-iron sulfides from the southern making dust (EFD) to provide a basis for 
Juan de Fuca Ridge.* Zinc sulfide mineral- decisions concerning resource recovery, re:
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cycling, and waste disposal. Most dust ,.Meial Rulleus, (Landon) Debt Problems for Cais 
samples were found to be environmentally *Kisvarsanyi, G., S. K. Grant, W. P. Pratt, and J. W, 
hazardous; they ranged from less than 1%  K2snis eds) International, Conference. on Missisipp| 
zine to 28% and averaged about 10%. Do- Univ’ MO, all Mo, Tie, $88 pp. 
mestic EFD was virtually all disposed of in yor cui and Zne~Domestic ‘Mineral Avail 
landfills. The total EFD generated annually Program Appraisal. BuMines IC 8962, 1963, 30 pp. 
wes etiated to contain ane 9.00 tons Ghee Sg ate gE 
of zinc. Recycling was suggested as a means fea tos, Sontare an 2 Fuca ‘Ridge, North Pacific 
not only to recover the zine and other Owan.uMines TPRIZ2 8 OPE dans 
valuable metals, but also to make the mate- Swplery Lied and Zire, Special Meng of thw Srap 

rial environmentally safe. Slaw, 5. 1, W. F. Lowry, J. G. Snyder, and G, W. 
Modernization and improved operations Kraper- Chavicteratog of Steelnabing. Dusts From 

at a number of electrolytic zinc plants were HOsseo-Asare, K., and J. D. Miller (eds.). Hydrometal- 
reported." Modernization of St. Joe Re- jury Resch, Djaomens and Pant Pract, Metal 
sources’ Monaca electrothermic smelter Bounds, C. 0. Modernization of the Monaca Electro- 
was described. Although capacity was therm Zine Smelter J. Met, 98, No.8 Aug 185, pp. 
halved, changes at the Monaca smelter "ine Development Assocation. Zine Absiracts. V. 41, 
made it cost competitive with the world’s Not M4:198 249 pp. 
large electrolytic zinc producers. Flexibility 

in the choice of feed was considered to Be abe 3._Mine production of recoverable 
ane of the emeltens most leiportant antes zinc in the United States, by month 

Comprehensive coverage of zincrelated ees 
investigations and an extensive review of ‘Month 1982" 1983, 
current world literature on the extraction : i enuary nnn BEN and uses of zine and its products are con #e@Meh¥---7-2--a-222-12 SB 
tained in quarterly issues of “Zine Ab- Mareho-o2----c---i-. Bass Beat 
stracts” published by the Zine Development ay "-2222020222=2I222 BR Bath 
Association, London, United Kingdom." gPlccTTTITTTTIIIIIIID asst lies ean ugae CCIIIIIIIIII gatos 

‘Physical eientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. SioberO22TCIIITII. Bae %ine Insitute Ine. US. Abtomative Market for Zine November —_-~-~=2=_=_=== SRD BLD Coatings, 1983, 1983 3p Decenber/=22220222227727__ Sar 3s 
SNe "US, Automotive Market for Zine Die Castings — 1977108, 188, 2p, Total——-------------— 0816025204 
‘International Lead and Zipe Study Group Condon), § Lead and Zine Statistic 24, No 5 May 158 p46 "Revised 

Table 4.—Mine production of recoverable zinc in the United States, by State 
‘Metric tons) 

TOT 8 te 
Agee -------oo22ccccseteccctt ¥ wo gg = oa 
Sneed oo tar ce een a9 13.88 ¥ w W Webee22TTTTTTIIISIIIITIITIITI aD Ee w v ¥ Ifnes==22222222222220002220002222 w W v v W Kenenig SeSERED TORR ITS eT oTET TS = a ¥ w w Mimoog’2222202722CTITIITIIIIIIIII Bee ements Nonna 225s ecg i 7 % Ww Newt cote et este W 2 W - = Rewdereg=222-02222200772200CI2ITI anette td Nee wae ee eee eters w W Ww sa ai NewYork=22222222272T22TTIIIIT ek em AT saa Penngyleania 2=22v2v~vvv2727272277T Sse ae Fenpeleee2TDCI222ICCTI2ICCIITTD Rage ated 
VegercCDSUTSTISTITTTTSTTTT awe ane = = Wissatiss coo sesuotaoeesnnech eet Ww AW tee = == 
ee Cee eee 

"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company propriety dats included in “Total.”
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Table 5.—Production of zine and lead in the United States in 1983, by State 
and class of ore, from old tailings, etc., in terms of recoverable metals 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a ve nS OSRTLON: SAN TEED EEE Tincore Lead ore Finelead ore 

s Gross a 
ue weight Zine Lead weight Zine Lead weight Zine Lead cary Basi) cary tas) (ary basis) eh aa) 

Alaska -._____ some ee = mS oe 
Colorado ~~~ = = : =. wo ow Ww Wéaho = ====7~ Sons i i = © = 
Kentucky 2———~ WoW =e eee Minoury = 20=27 = S568 51.014 00.80 a Ye 

Nevadae===777 a ee i oo = oe Newderssy 77-6 1651 = =. = S i 
NewYork ---- 683,80 6431.00 an ach ae 
Penneyivania "—_ a38] 16799 77 2 ey s = a Tennessee > 4orsas2_ 1083862 a Bot eee 

Total _.____ 15,128,874 198,367 1,299 7,803,067 87,044 409,281 e a @ Percent of total 
zinc and lead XX 72 2) XX. 21 a XX @) ey Geppersine,coppertead, — i... wer bpper ine, copper lea All other sources Total 

Gross Grose Te weight Zinc Lead weight Zine. Lead weight Zine—Lead arytasis) (ary bass) (ary basis) 
Alaska oe vow wo w ‘Arigona= = 2777 = [Tt apsertg Tat nae a California === St wo woo Ww Goorado™ =~ === = & WoW WwW Yow ow dao o” 27777 Tl. Tomsk Wasa ont = Wasaae Minois ===" =~ Do OW Ww ww Kentucky” f= « f° vow Misourt 77777 = a OE = T= aou obs rod 409.980 Montana ----—- = Sarge 2g STR OH NGS Nevadas 222222 St, roc 4 NewJeraay -—77 = a Ee oe 7 att es New Meno 2727 Toth aagt ET 8 New York = 2 = ST eae RATED 5681200 Oregon 27727 2 Gs wo UW we AY Pennaylvania ~~~ sat fms | = 2 Mss ome Tennessee =” aged 05 TDS seanog ostass => 

may ita 1,822,270 1,605 -- 17,948,423 18,278 38,458 32,202,634 275,204 449,038. ercen of Tata ‘ine and lead Me se x oT 9 XX 10100 ee Ee Ur Ur W Withheld wo avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” _ XX Not applicable, ‘ine ore and zine recovered from zine oe in Kenacky included with "All other soures” to avoid dislesing company proprietary data 
Included with “All other sources” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Less than 1/2 unit. “Includes inc recovered from zine ore in Kentucky and lead and zinc recovered from leadzinc ore in Colorado in order 

to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, Also includes lead and zinc recovered from copper, gold, silver, and fMuorspar ores and from mil tallings and miscellaneous cleanups. 
*Excludes tonnages of fluorspar from which lead and zinc were recovered as byproducts.
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Table 6.—Twenty-five leading zine-producing mines in the United States in 1983, in order of output 
Rank Mine County and State Operator Source ofaing 

1 Elmwood-Gordonsville-. “Smith, TN Jersey MiniéreZine Co ---_Zincore. 2 Bela n”BelLawrence, NY Bede Mesouroes Go." —_ bo 8 Buck <222ITTTTTD reno“ AMA Lead Co: or Micsourl Lead ore 4 Young=-=---7"-""> Jefferson, TAT === ASARCO Incorporated" inc or § Sterling =272=2T—> Siew, Na "=~ The New Jereey Zine Co ~~ be S$ Iimmels=-——="=7--> moe TN 772>>ASARCOncorporsted =~ De.  ——Eeiedensvile——""="> Lehigh, PAD7""~ ‘The New Jersey Zine Co —— Do. $ —— Blerrepone °<22IIIT St Uirense NY Soe cures Co oo Do. 9 NewMarked "77" Jeiferson TN =~ ASANCO Incorporated” ~~~ Be. 10 Magmont<-<"---"~- ron, MO'- "77 Cominco Amerieanine --—  Leadore. Meadville “=->-2777 ake. =--72~ASARGO Incorporated ~~~ Leeda ore. 12 Brushy Greak><-"7~Heynolis, MO". StJackead Coe ---— Lendore 1B Coy 22S TIo> delferan, TN “>> ASARCO Tnconporatad --—  Zncore Zine Ming Works 22777 TE QY IN <=> Gnhed Stator Sel Corp be We Sunnyside TOIL Banu, “-> Standard Metals” Gold ore 18 Pletcher —~>-"7777 Reynoldg'O -"~ St JoekeadGo ~~~ Leadore 1 Viburnum No.3 2222-rom MO =77 | BhSagpead Ge -- nnn nn = De" 18 Viburnum No.29 27777 Washington, MO 227g 777777777777 De. 19 Mision >~>>_ Pima," ABARCO Tncorporated ~~ Copp ov. 2 © Eisenhower =—=7772 TMM go‘-=72=7 Bismhower ihing Co. = —- 21 Lacky'Friday-~--~Shoshone,1D==-— Hela Mining Go. 22 saver ore 22 Gopperhill™"--—“77T7PolN'~-—"~ Tennessee Chemical Ga =~ Gappereaine ore Be Hyatt -"-UTTTT> Se Lawrence: NY StdoeReqoureesCo—-— —Zaneore 2% = SamXavier“-"------ Pima AZ™"--_-ASARCOIncorporated ——— Goppersre. 25 Rosiclare mili -----~__ Hardin Popol Ozark-Mahoning Co. --—_Fuorspar. 

‘Table 7.—Primary and redistilled secondary slab zinc produced in the United States 
(Metric tons) 

—__ eC o_o 
Primary: From domesticores BSBA aso ages agga8k nog ‘From foreign ores -=2727272722727777702__Biast_—oweoe—“aeras Skee “ORS 

Total enna ARAB SAGES 208176——05 604 
Redistlled secondary Saas Se ae Atprimaryamelers 008s agains ‘stSecondary smelters =222222227—TTTT7T7_ aoe Tabas Son 
a aS a ee es 

Grand total (excldes tne recovered eRe MES Re CR Tyremelteg ee eeeree 525608 aeb.s52 306,755 02464 —_anO8E 
"Data do not ad to total shown because of independent rounding 

Table 8.—Distilled and electrolytic zine, primary and secondary, produced in 
the United States, by grade 

(Metric tons) 
trade — a oe 

Special High ———--—-- TSAO 95305 Bgettcccccccocconpocccccorcoccor RRR ae ae Continuous Galvanizing -—--77-227TT2222IL Rs Bote Bes Sno Gontroled Leeds TTL TTTTTTTIT Hoge Bee rena Prime Western ==22—27777TTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIZ__aiaeeS_aiseet oss 
Total__------------~----------------. 52608 960862 296,755 g0R.A6e 505084
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4 i: i i , | ‘Table 9.—Annual slab zine capacity of primary zinc plants in the United States, | 
by type of plant and company | 

aia rine capacity | 
‘Type of plant and company Plant location (metrietons) | 

1982, 1988 
Electrolytic: 

AMAX Zine Co. Ine — Sauget I 16.000 76,000 ASARCO Incorporated ~~ ~-=="->~  CorpusChrist,TX——77772TTTTIIZ_—og000 104000 ‘The Bunker Hill Co ~~ ~~~TLIT >> Kellogg, 1D-—" TTLTTITTITTZTTstogfoon §—atas.000 orsey Miniére ZincCo———-~"-"-L_ Clarksville, TN ~-==77277TTTTIZ_ "oon S2.000 National ZineCo-=—2-2TIIIITIT2—Barlegvlle,OKTITITIITZTTIZTTZ Stoo LO Blectrothermic: 
‘St doe Resources Co__------------ _Monaca,PA_---------------- 7000 91,000 
2zine plant closed in Oct. 1982 
Zinc plant closed in Dec. 1981 

Table 10.—Secondary slab zine plant capacity in the United States, by company 

Capacity 
Company Plant location eee _*. 1982 1988 

‘Areo Alloys Corp_----------------~ Detroit MI_- = n WS. Bullock Ine= ===> Fairheld, AL — ~~~ 777777277222 ‘FL.Diamond & Co.foe™22222IITIITZ Spotter, WW 22 =2TTTTIT TE AET Tt Hugo NewProler Co --22221LLII2 Terminal land, GA 27~7777772TT Huron Valley Steel Gorp ~~ — ~~ ~77 Belleville, MI” ~~ -~~-772272222 Interamerican ZineCo = ---——=—->"=~ Adrian, MI_TTTTIZTIIIZIIIIIT fF t95,000 95,000 
‘The New Jersey Zinc Co ---—_---._L_Palmerton, PA -__~2__~~_~= 
Pacific Smelting Co ---="=7"==—"IIIZ Torrance, GA 777772 = TIT : Dacre Sar Se SUETETE MomphtEN oacsoo2T=T TTT Prolerized Schisbo New Co -—~"22222IZ2__demsey Gily, NJ ~~~ TTTTTTTTTI TT 

"Revised 

Table 11.—U.S. stocks and consumption of new and old zine scrap in 1983, by class of 
‘consumer and type of scrap 

(Metric tons, zine content) 
cofoomumeent Beh Gonsumption Class of consumer and Stocks, Stocks, ‘ype of scrap Jan? Rewsnts "New Old gua) ee tl scrap scrap 

Smelters and distillers: ‘New clippings -————-.------oae 2 995 998 = 998 23 Gling: on anno PEESISETE 69 LoL — Wied 1520380 Remeltaing “~~ ~=2722TIIIEII LI 9 slot 188 Engravers plates _ "7727727722222 63 315 ~- a5 58 Rod and die serap_~~~~~=~7 =~ =77~ is 405 I oset set 982 Diecastings =) =----~=2--nnn KBD 2 TSB rssh 160 Eragmentized diecastings --—""2~"--- 30087108 Tl rain = oT shoo Remelt diecast slab --~ ~~~ ~-7 2222 62 8139 — “aso “erga Skimmingsand ashes —————--——""-""" 4002 ezueh = naga ragga bad Salskimmings ~~~ ~~~ -222222222=2 rv is zt 12 34 Die-cast skimmings——"-—~-—"--"~T. a8) 5707 -gdss 7.180 Galvanizers' dross .--<--—--"“7-2_-- alot s348 sat = TD aellgt Bg Fluedust__— 77 ""2TTTIITIITITIID Wisk “S500 “Rb : 8509 Biba Chemical residues ~~~" 7>7772TTIIII0 950 Mast Bist Bra Other 222 a aan 76 ees noe ton 8 
Total_----------------------_ 72600173454 181,771 51,802 188,573 62481 

‘Chemical plant, foundries, other manufacturers 
Oldting. nen 10 2 - 2 28 0 Rod and die serap= = 722222222222222 10 53 = 8 aBS os oe Decanting 2082 SSDS TSSESaSE ETE 18 268 me 268 8 Skimmings and ashes —-"--~""""""_-- m9 3306 ae gts 1.609 Salskimmings ©--—---——--~""777-2 tg BT TD Bat BIT Galvanizere'dross =~ ~~2222222222222 2 100 100 100 2 Fluedust- one --722277 222222 456,155,188 TI giss ast Chemical residues -———TTTITTTTTTTT TNR Bas ast 3 Ober ee ora SEE EELETS 1 ‘18 ‘sis 818 1 

Total ee ee ee ee
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Table 11.—U.S. stocks and consumption of new and old zine serap in 1983, by class of 
consumer and type of serap —Continued 

(letric tons, zine content) 
Consumption (Class of consumer and Stocks, a stork, "ype uf serap Jani Receipts "New Od qaiqy Bee St serap___serap 

AUl clases of consumers: Newelippings 2 99593 se 38 Oldsines- == 2222LLDLL 09 112k = (168153280 Remelting -2722222222222222222 9 SIG TSR TBS Engravers plates _—-—---—---=-—-- 63 515 Se 53 Rod and die scrap ~~~ ~77~~~~722 ose 2s <2 2k aso Diecastings =v 2=2-72o-attaant BAL DOT [lee ate eas Fragmented diecasting ------—------ 8008 2h 308 > Mo MoI 100 Remell diecast slab = ~~~ : i Rt39 = “eng “etsa oa Skimmingsandashes —2-2--~=2--==> 49,601 «6310776158608 89.t80 Salskimmings -=--2-222-222222- = “gue 508g TLS Diecast skimmingss2227222727072772— B80 Stor Bgs TBs Bo Galvanizers dross TIUDIIID aoe sBus sizot = > ser 12760 Fluedust.—cn--222222t2ntta DBL “62 “6B Chemical wsidues 227777TTTTTTTTTT Oak Ste Se TiS Qian antncssuasecosenoee Soot Sa) Ba 
Total ean onnwnnwenn--- S182 19088162900 52186 205.000 oT Ded 

‘Table 12.—Production of zine produets from zine-base scrap in the United States 
(Metric tons) 

a 
Redistille slabzine 0 S82 2NS9B OUD TAZER 6a g00 Bnedust-—- nL a2wnstsnas anna taeenoanne SAMMY BB.SgT B06 B80 HRB Remett and 05 277° 2 7SETGESSETOREEORESOSS sy 85 3 65 Remelt diecast slab = ~~~ ~~> aaa Soll 856867223903 8109 Zinedie and dlecestingallays———~~—~LLLLTLLTILLT REG G02 B88 BBs Galvanizing stocks == —— === 27 = TTTTTTTTTTTT BH Baal Bie aot Secondary zine in chemical products ~~~ os solds 5880062887 BIZ 58,085. 

Table 13.—Zine recovered from serap processed in the United States, by kind of serap 
and form of recovery 

(Metric tons) 
1982 1588 

KINDOFSCRAP 
New scrap: Zinehase enn nee EBL 15,658, Gopperbass 2222TIITTIIIIIIIIIIIIINILIGIDIIIIIIIIITIIITD “SLI Magnestum-base.--22227222727220T2IIITIIIIIIIIIIIII Lao 118 il 

Mola oo scene toe eee ee eee RRaRBN RRB 
Od sera aang inebase enn BB Gopper-base = >= 2222 aaa SESSIGEGSSSCTSOSICOSLES . ag eke ‘Aalnuarbeas 220000" SS STOO TTEETEMEECI SITES SRTe ATES CES S18 9 Magnesiumbase_ ~~ —__227222222222222222222222IIIIIIIIIIIIIII, 2s a8 

Mie occ cawcaceEEEceeNGRRT TR 
Riri titel essen elpoaeccewssews wale lc lenecee 284969 SAB,RET 

FORM OF RECOVERY 
As metal: By distillation: BAD Sih nin cries caning cen dannntececntiemiteneden tugs 69390 nade CUTTSTSSOSTOTIOTISIOSTLEGIEELISESTSEETIT a 
By remelting __-~_2222_2222222222222222222002220002 200002 ates 

Retal oc suecencemneemmnnmee sara aM Set 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 13.—Zine recovered from scrap processed in the United States, by kind of serap 
and form of recovery —Continued 

(Metric tons) 
1882 1988 

FORM OF RECOVERY —Continued 
Tn rine base alloys ——-_-—- = ---- === 9am se! In brass andbronee <—~—~77DOTLITITIIIIIIILIIOIILIIIIIIIDIIIIID NBS Taslanlaun bess slaysc coca cee oT ESSE STSTLARSE See cn eee ‘316 ra In magnesium-base alloys ~~~ ~~ -~~77222~2222 2222 2ITIITIIIITTELSt 2 B82 u In chemical product “Zine oxide lead free) ——— =.= eee BOD. Zinesulfare 8° =I TTLLSTTIITITITIIIITTLTIIIIILIEI ako hee: LARS NOEL nee eg TD ND 3490 1020 ‘Miasslldnegnay S8OCCOTELES SE Se ONSEN Tosa Ee eoesc a 2 0, 

Til eomunescrecnansieeiemameese IBS COaae 
Grand total —___---------------2 nen RE 

Includes zine content of redistilled slab made from remelt die-cast slab, 

Table 14,—Zine dust produced in the 
United States 

— Value rantity Valve _ ver Yuet! Total” Average Tons!) (thos per sands) pound 
. 1979... 18836015 sos 

yego"=7722TT get“ 208 438 W86122—TTSTT aah saison 8 ase2-7TTTITD arse agar 
ec ae) a8 

"Revised 

Table 15.—U.S. consumption of zine 
(Metric tons) 

___ —_ i878 19801981 Toe 1988 
Slabzine——---—---------- 1,000,808 BTS OTS 709491805801 ‘Ores and eonientrates ane content? -— ~~~ 79710 5819866064355 BRT Secondary ginecontent#.----_""_""""___gigog_—aragrt—aar'ssl oe 0 ate. 

Total. .----------------------- 183M 142409 nn9.269 951,258 
Uncludes ore used directly in galvanizing. "Excludes redistilled sib and remelt zine
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Table 16.—U.S. consumption of slab zine, by industry and product 
(Metric tons) 

industryand product ——S™S~sTSSCS~*~iaiS*~iaiSSCSSSC 

Salaniing Sheetandatrip-—_-__...----.-.---- 257825 gota R005 aI aM SHA Wire and wire rope 7222722222227 wast “pata “ong “an'tgo 1s 98 ‘Tubesand pipes = =~ =277 7772722227 oa atts AIBN 80r Fittings or tubes and pipe) ~~ 22777227 a Tanks and containers |= ~--7~=7~ ost bor ara Sor 495 Structural shapes ---~~~~=----=--- «SBT BRATS. BRGNT eI ao Featanara Soe ROS ONS OTe Ss ios “ges “893 “Be D Poleline hardware --7~>7777 77277222 eo fom aes Dns BT Fencing, wirecloth, ieting ------------ 219001022273) ASB Otherandunspecitied ues, ov~72~z.2cl7___Staav_—«Sn oda UBIO. 
Total. 2a =a —TOAT NLT OMA —_—T9.1T9 

Brags products: un MG? ~~ Gea SCG SS dae Shect strip plate —___------------- 6422297902005 ag 8 Rodandwite-----72.s22z-22222>~—«BL808oa 0m asa ST bee wn a1 1 oozsa2nnsasaae eo atos “Bao “05 abs Castings and billets © -~22222227222222 Fa Copperas ingots. 2222022TLI2TIII S80 = rv90 era's an3 Other eopper-ase products —~ ~~ ~~~ Shoe sas IB 
| Metal coco cS eke 141,404 98,826 112,986 81,138 107,935, 

Zine-base alloys: ee a 
a Dios and fod alloys = ==>>7>7772222222 s : ee Slush and sandeasting alloys -77-7727722 528) 6a) ata OTL 

eT eT Mer er Rolled zine —"222TTTTTIIITTTTTTTTET“gngk ar 90 | a858 Faries —Foeza1 
Zincoxide——~ TTT TTII_ Beatson ta am 

Other uses: —— Tightmeta alloys... 185 STR Bae Mlbcellanecus®-22-72222TU22271227____ age tse 6ABL— eB 856 
Total onennee nena 4780 BOTH ——190T3_—19,804 

Grand total 000806 —«BTLMG «RAO TS 7090 _——~AUB AM 
{Uncludes zine used in penny production. 
“Includes tine Used in making tine dust, wet batteries, desilverising lead, powder, alloys, chemicals, castings, and miscellaneous uses not elsewhere mentioned 

‘Table 17.—U.S. consumption of slab zinc in 1983, by industry 
(Metric tons) 

Special righ Continuous Gontroited Prime 4. Indust Tigh — 2ligh Galvanizing Contraled, Prime Remelt Total a Gish Grade Galvanizing [eadGrade Western 

Galvanixing _-------SATHR 44ND ATO T67.986 | LowT. 73,79 Braseandbronge -—---- SBR AO TO 189 fis “lost Reta 5 Zivchase alloys "~~~ -> tata “RI os a Fs 13 BBL Rolledsine = --77722. “gaa eet a BBB Zincoride--—-----22-- SHON = a - > Bea Other se-272222227T2_ tes x = 2 ios 
Total_-_--------- 40660091024 2658 «GORD —«ITLIO «5006 805.801
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Table 18.—U,S. consumption of slab zine in 1983, by State 
(Metrie tons) 

State Glee: Bee je ‘Other? ‘Total ceo eg AMER NS Spm cl 
Alabama —_---—------------------- 1486 w = w 924 
Atkansag ~~2TDTIIITIIIIIIIIIIIII2 W = ae WwW 1 California -22222TTTLTTLLLTTILIL zat 2888 1985 saz 498 ‘Goarpas 5550S CITE STSOES SEE IST ES W a W Ww Gonnecteat 27222T22IIIIIIIIIIIIII 2230 9,558 W W 18530, Delaware ~~~ 2~2222222222 222222 W Ww = w Ww Hlorhlgs« 3000s SESS PURALS DSS SSSEERS 98 a =f x 3.982 Gaorgls = === 222c0c22SSTOSSSCDIIIT Ww = W = Fase Hawail--—2—~-2222222222202222222 Ww = - - Ww Hlipeis2222222IIIIIIITIIIOIIIIID gah RHO Indleng o=c2ZSSTZOSTITISSITSTIS Se Ww Ww W850 Iowa = ~~~ 2222222222222 22TIIIIILE Ww = Ww Ww ‘Ww Roanuai 22 SeUPECAOSLERRS ERTS IE IEES ae xe wW 2 w Reauiely <== 000202 005002 000eaa222 WwW as a os Ww Louisiana ~~ 2222222222222222222I022 W = W a 28 Maloe == 2S STS USES SSEATT TESTE SEES Ww ae ee se W Maryland 222072222T22I222IITITTI asa aS =e <6 Massachusetts 2 >2272222222222222222 3.828 W a W 4108 Michigan #1295257 25ERTEOONEAR TAT? 59 a2) il 58s Minngvta~---—2—2-2_- 2022 222LEE ae ae = a aba Musissippl 7-227 _72222222222222222 Ww = = = W Misurls 7 ISETSSTTOEGTEN NETS TOT 20s w w W 4zte Nebraska 2000 S05 eS CEuELE LSE Bigs Ww W W ain New Jersey "222 2272020222200 2222222 Tae? 4n8t 4.808 2165 12/683 NewYores02277IIIITIIITIDIOIIIOID = wie Baa Yas s01ged North Carolina 22222222222222222222 Ww ae W W 2290 Omg OL TSLLIIIIIIIIIIIICIIII TI asae Wo 98888 Wo Ga3 Oblaignige 72 TACIT IAEA S STOTT ET W ue = W aan Oregon 2 22 Seb TET Ww W ae & 835 Pennsyivanias---222222222272222TT a 888 5678 W Wo 80.010 Rhode island ~~~ ~~—2222222222222222 ne ue w w W South Carolina =~~222222222222222222 18 = mE as 1082 Tennessee -----=72-2222222222222222 W Fa W We akwe Mem eecossscesceceeetocacessoss «|| LAE W Ww wnt [eee cone uacaeees W w ie = 12, Wirpinia “=> ~TOTTIITTII IIIT W Ww W W am ‘Washingisa == 2: DED SEDInEaaeE ETS SoEe Ww pl a W Zip West Virginia <227227222002202222222 w 3 es Wo ssa Wisconsin 22 222222222222222002 888 20 W Ww Boat Unditrbuted 22722TTTIIIITIIIIIIIT_ss988__ an) tszme_— sural? 

Total! ----------SRH——1OHGOL——BIRATE 11,888,205 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed ” 
includes brass mills, brass ingot makers, and brass foundries, includes producers of rine-base alloy for diecastings, stamping dies, and rods 
Speludes slab zine used in rolled zine products and in zinc oxide 
‘Bycludes remelt zine 

‘Table 19.—Rolled zine produced and quantity available for consumption 
in the United States 

(Metric tons) 
1982 1988 

Production:* Photoengraving plate 2-2-2 a Ww w Strip abd tale ee ETRY POSTE TGS eS ETT S Say W Ww 
‘Total rolled gine? nn 366554980 

Teapots oo 5 So os SS weep 00 319 Avollable or consumption ~—__~~~~=~_72azwsv2zssnnsves een 5809 
\W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total rolled zine.” 
Figures represent net production. 19 addition, 27,997 tons in 1962 and 99,251 tons in 1983 were rerolled from serap originating in fabricating Plants operating in conection with zinelling mills 
“includes other plate over 0.775 inch thick, sheet zine less than 0.375 inch thick, and rod and wire. The Bureau of Mines isnot at liberty to publish separately
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Table 20.—Production and shipments of zinc pigments and compounds’ in the 
United States a 

ia ia 
PraGiehipments PERE Shipmenta 

igh 
“Ea ied ge “2a a a 

‘Table 21.—Zine content of zinc pigments' and compounds produced by 
domestic manufacturers ‘oun 

——— Tae Ta = a 
‘Pounds produced from— teal ‘pounds produced from= SS ay oo 
Ore zine _“material Ore ine _“Tuaterial 

= en ae ea igi OR eR 
{hime eqadinianonpy mayan Sa Tei cara rien “Rab eta iste 

‘Table 22.—Distribution of zinc oxide shipments, by industry. ‘er 
aay as a ns 

Photocopying ———=—=2LLITIIIIIIIIIIIIIII es 91604 10,308 9516 10.209 

Table 23.—Distribution of zinc sulfate shipments ‘ote 
Taz oe a
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Table 24.—Stocks of slab zinc in the United States, December 31 
(Metric tons) 
a 

Primary producers ----------------------56OT TBAB ALIA "BOR 20750 
‘Secondary producers —___________ 2 LDL IIIT 2,095, 4,362, 3.540 3,881 3,149 Consumer 222 2zTTnDTTTTTTTETIIIIIIT oe alkeo stk? 7ises «aba pas a ee (58650 sata aa07 aioe 

Total ---------------------------------- 161661 125801198854 "159,74 148,190 
Revised 
‘Stocks on Jan. 1, 1980, were 63,697 tons, which can be considered identical to stocks at yearend 1979. 

Table 25.—U.S. consumer stocks of slab zine at plants December 31, by grade 
(Metric tons) 

Special aig Continuowt Qgnmcued Plime Gp Year Bich EB Galvinaing Controlled Prime Remelt ‘Total Gish Grade Galvinizing (aa'Grade Western 
Wee een. 8RI2 807 1615 $859 24598977565, Yeex2LTTIIIIIIIIID ss 00rT a10 Bro bagel Wout 

‘Table 26.—Average monthly U.S., LME,! and European producer prices for 
Prime Western zinc and equivalent 

(Metalic zine, cents per pound) 
8 

‘Month United LME European United ME European Staten? cash producer States? cash producer 
January eee IRR February 27277070“TTTTIIIIIIII Bk Oe Oe Oe Marche 222DIIIITTTTTISITTIIIIIII ws sO Soy Boas Bae apmbooSSSTIIIIIICUIIIIIIIIIOIIID RSL Sot Sera fay STTTTTTIECIIIIITTIITT Mat orm. aMT BB June2TTTIIIITTTTTTTIIIITIILIII ie) Bo Sak Be Qoly-2ZZLIIITIIITTTIIIOIOT III Bek km 8 toe August ——222SCIITITTIIIITTITII Beko tk ers September 22TTTTTTTTTITIIIITIIII T8820 Se ge Qetober=—22LIITTTTTTTIIIITTITIIIII as doe 883 eas OS November ~=2222TTTTTTITTTTTTTTTT eek gs Bor he December ©22227700TITEIIIIIIIIIIIG__ seas 00S 
Average _---n------------------s ATSTGTBTB 
$London Metal Exchange *igned on High Grade zine delivered 
Source: Metals Week.
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‘Table 27.—U.S. exports of zine and zine alloys, by country 
Tear ise 1a 

counts Guaniiy Value ~ Quantity Value Quantity Value ee nets’ how inet’) thowe Viper” thane Tons) sands) fone)” ——sandk) one) and 
Unwrought zine and zine alloy: argentina sone - . - ® 8 Remue RES ICIS" TIG i ii 3 # 2 i Salgurmbaxemourg -~=7--— 5 35 5 is “i 2 Canada oon aooee 32 ab 260 ats ae 18 Siar teneattor somes 3 " = ie 5 i Golomb ~~ ~~—~====772> ‘ 1 = = a i Gein TUTTI TST Pd a a 3% B ai Dominican Repdble === 25 Ei 3 3 3 4 
Heme ougseeseonees Pr Bs 2 é = . ee ODTTEEE STS 5 = - Getmany, Federal Republic of —— 1 1 Ra a i 3 Guetamdin so Rerublcet-- i 6 3 3 Z = Boones D222E2 220552 = a = - i i Ene scence 3 % A i ce a Haly.-7-7ssss222222a2 . ia o 1 3 a Papen baTTORUSANRICSIG % % 8 a 2 6 tres, Republi of -==7=~~77 ib 20 i % 8 Ey Usewerd and Windward Ilonds — B 100 ae 2 i 2 Kaun ees a Be i a 4 iw Netherlands” 777 77~722277 ca = 5 2 a a New Zealand -~=7~77=7--— i 7 A 3 i 7 Neaegee CUODDOTZE IGG 2 2 5 Z i Rigen --ooooooooat 0 8 = = = 2 Pererarsagnoeccraee r= EY a 5 6 0 # Philippines ~27777---=-—= 2 3 3 . o 1 Saud Arabia ~~~~==222- == & Pe % ra 1b at Singapore 2222272777 1 3 t 3 “0 it South Aca, Repablicef --——— Fy al i a 3 é Span reno 2 2 } 1 Switetiand -~--777=722-7 3 7 0 Pr 7% mf fipes Cece cats i i a 0 ose 20 Unite Arab Bnsrates==7-—— 5 3 * - . 2 United Kingdom === === Fa a 8 Ea a ai Yoonaser cot istiss it 8 1 is 4 i Ofer a ooo ooo2TToT 2 nt 0 2 1 i 

Metals Socceseee cee wo 2om_—sige~—~=—ioes~—SCeG 
Wrought sine and sine alloys: Misa esmeere 2 8 ais _ # see Fy pees oe a 1s 8 e ra @ Ailes. -=772222222272 8 3 6 is 3 % Rtstias = =o>2o~7 oe 3 s ‘ i 5 it Bolgium-Laxembourg -—-—~ ~~ : $ ® 1 2 u Benmblae coer ceancncie 1 1 ® i ae Ze Conai ooo os eT Suis eccecr i csoaeocs 3 2h 1 2 i 4 Gblombia=--7-====222222 B Aa “ % “ a Doonan SSeS TTOTITEL i 2 ae a & 6 Dominican Republic ~~~ 10 a % i 3 re Boundor ss te-7=a222 it B ie 3 $ a Eegpie 2a 720 TSTESIITIE 2 . é 7 a 25 Eigalvador --------== i a $ al g a {hn} pode eeameenamm i 3 5 1 2 ii Fires foes aan oe 3 2 8 8 5 3 Germany, Federal Ropabicof—— 4 a z 2 i 2 Guomedie oe OR ri 5 3 1 i 3 Sigange = 22TOTIIIIII a ie 2 : 3 a jong Kong = ~=-=2-=2_- = i 4 pa een * a 16 ast & % pee crane esas 2 oe ie ne i rel ~~~~=~~7===722- H % B 8 a a [pl uaeeeenenrs 6 8 3 % = = Jevsien testers 2 = ae a 3 a 5 Ps % is a6 ® 55 Koren, Repabiicof ==~72272~ 3 a o 3 é 1 Bove cose ectncae ts 3 2 8 q a zs 
Teo oceetccnenaanes : BE a id a Malaysia == 2772727722222 3 6 zr ae ae sd Mein: SESSSEREEEE 398 188 Bi a ie Ea 

Netperlands- 777777777777 3 a i i ae = Now Zealand 277777722727 $ Fy I i = 7 Niewagus = 277222222277 ot a ae a % 8 Babies =2777777777772 rr # 5 3 3 ; Peas SORES 7 i 3 $ i 3 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 27.—U.S. exports of zine and zine alloys, by country —Continued eee eee ai Tae co} 
coun juantity Value Quantity Value ~ Quantity Value ne Groots’ howe ety Yplue Quastiiy~Yplue fons) sands) “onal sands) ——“tong)’ san) $$) sins) tons) sands) tons)" sas) 

Wrought sine and zine al céntinued a 
Bere 0 s109 9 328 4 6 Philippines = 277700070 # 3 5 5 a 8 Portugal = =~~~~ 7222222 3 i 8 2 2 ae Saud Arabia -72222722777 2 a 8 1s % 2 
Somalia == """" 2222222 a = ae 5 3 South Atria, Republicof >> ~~~ ii6 i w a8 1 a Spee ere eee 2 “6 au 14 é 2 Siitanke —--22222722772 2 a 5 8 3 ® Switzerland 22727272DTI7 3 5 é 3 ie Molen cco. a & " st 8 8 etbey 2222 SSSSTSS i 25 x & & = United Arab Emirates ~~~ ~~ 2 7 i a i 2B United Ringo =~ a a nt = 0 218 

Veneuiela ~~ 22222222277 a a 0 5 3 B Others? 227 TIITIIIIIIT 18 nb Bt "135 a 208 
Pil secre secon 2600 518808 «8008 SC OS a a SB eee "Revised 

Less than 1/2 unit.
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‘Table 29.—U.S. exports of zine ores and concentrates, by country 
(2ine content) 

7 Teas 
Country Quantity Value Guay Value 

metrie thousands) BSE thousand) 

Alpe nnn ewne neon 10894 $6,944 3728 $1,887 Belgium Luxembourg == ~27722222LI222I2 gant 2189 ie: a Bolgaria ~~~ 7222 222222a22ane “ot S210 9. 3.500 Canada, POSTERS PonSST eRR OSES 2n39t Bon S978 15081 Dominican Republic -——2222227222I222I22 zs = o 1 Eeuador_- ~~~ 2--=-=-2=annnnne i i ® 1 Hleslvader 2 2S0TTDITTISTISICISESIESS at ae 1 3 Fran coco sn onnane ase nn a0 co - = ‘German Demacratie Republic ~~~ 7727777727 5162 2a78 = ag ‘Germany, Federal Republieof ———~~~2—22227 2238 8 iE BE Guatemala 22a 9 ut x Inllgs ow cossa se sco aa eseceasagaecce 159 0 zg az Semmaisa £0 DEST TETSPESPSEEESETSNTS = ae 8 a spon 2-222 222222 222TIIIIIIIIIILIL i é _ = Korea, Republi af "77722TTTTITIIIIITIIT oo ae in 8 Menigs ese S0eT PESOS TESS OTSEIIES 580 Bi se =e Netherlands -222222222222222 22222222 a ~ B 8 Philippines. ~~ Bop ree Se LmeaseEaoe 0 38 ® 2 Bomania 202 22 oTSEEESE TES TTTTS TS 4987 2,088 = ee Saudi Arabia =22722222222222222222222 a 7 4 5 Spain oe Son Se MDDS SSSR SaaS e io) 3 8,500 630 Sweden 222000 TEE TEE SOE 10,089 884 ce m Taiwan =~ 27222222 2222DTIIII ILL 3 3 8 iB Mugoslavia 2s SOSCOLOSSESCLSESSTSIEE 49st 1,995 3,089 1,228 
Total....----------4------------- 77,289 82,584 60,168 22,868 
Less than 1/2 unt 

‘Table 30.—U.S. general imports of zine, by country 
188 ise 1888 

Coun jantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value ee Grete’ ie Grates” Ue Sete” ee fons) sands) tons)——gands) tons) sand) 
ORES AND CONCENTRATES 

(zine content) Australia ome 03 s201 zee ser ag BLIB Belgium —=—222222222IIII 43 24 is cbf =e a Ganada-222272ITTLIITLL2 wats ata 450880 Gy 2a ooS Zaaoe 52 295 2b 10 2 15 Golombia= 222272222222 2222 ‘ i 20 3 : ss Germany, Federal Republic of -— ~~ 86st Saat 1985 44a 6.552 1087 Honduras sss neo oe 461 2508 6/308 gir a8 BaD Marla ©2272 T7DSOIEIOS 2043 0196918 eae ner apis Peru 22222DLIITIIIIIIIE_ mages tats Be Bags (91888208 
Metal sascee cecnwaa a 117,736 62887 49,884 toa RIO «TAT 
BLOCKS, PIGS, OR SLABS 

‘Algeria Soe ra 579 8.499 sets 051 1846 ‘Argentina |2-=722222222222 a 2002 1587 eS es ‘Australia /2222222722TTT2 asm aa a0 Austrlas ooo oo osonsacene -— - a a ite st BelgiunLuxembourg-—""""-_ 40182 1585 18 5320 31 Beedion coca eoe2soSt1o= 1493 Tis9 30/500 9.68 a pe Ganada="—<2722=TITIITIaomstaabbe2 also aot aoTsTb 203,188 Calle 2 igo 112 = ee me ae Ching =o SF SESTECSCT ES Tage 1140 28 Bo pe = Finland=22222222222I2TI2 abs BBL ante «gga 50d France -="""7"7"-"-"oTLD tg GST ban deez “eas. “ese Germany, Federal epabicot —“"~ asa 02 Seal 281585 
lishy > oon oeocceeeneceee 6051208 6,500 63911818 9488 dapen == TS STCOTE EET C ET Toad 8304 ia 63 es oe Korea, Republic of ----~222227 1500 1240 a= ~ - Mexico <'-—<0-222222TTD URLS RT 6k, Namibia --722207DII2222 994 356 ae es = ee Netherlands -222022TTZL2megib ats, 56S 18.548 Netherlands Antillas -~2222227 ge an cae = 100 3 Nigeia Serer SoCnTore = Bs ai <- 2b58 aT Norwayo2222TTTIIIILIOOID ght 308 Siar ram Berge --22772IITITIIIIT agg TSG aaa 729 Poland 2222 22DSTIEESC IETS. ‘00 518 a6 ‘450 97 082 ‘South Africa, Republic of -——~>~~ -- ae : 100 Gad Spain wonwnrnnnensoneoe RST 8 SHB 0 50 BTS 14.488 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 30.—U.S. general imports of zinc, by country —Continued 

=e oOo 
5 Quanity Vas Quantity Value” Quantity Value bd Gre’ howe Geen” het? ee fone)’ sends) ons)" ——_sands)_— tans) sind) 

BLOCKS, PIGS, OR SLABS! — Eoneinued 
Bredensecasecsesennees : . ss os we sus 
United Kingdom ———~———=772 aR aOR Yemen-Sange"™==~222a=222= = 7 2 2 fel ‘0 Yoporovins === =2ao2aa #8 & 8 ame EA STSSCTTCIIIITIITE angi agate ss SR fas 522TTDEEEETTEE om 6 ‘ior 539 2 = 

Total nnn OMIT ——«SBAZIG—~SET——«SOTAST 
"pation, n 3980, 259 os af sinc ane was ire from Brana, Cina, Denmark, the Federal Republic agin Hog Hongda, Mos, the Netra, Norway, Par Sees, Swit aan, aa the Une 

‘Table 31.—U.S. imports for consumption of zinc, by country 

TTT TE 
ant Tantty Value Quantity Value iy Value hy Smet? fe Quy ae Gey ae fone)’ sends) tans)” ands) tons) ain), 

ORES AND CONCENTRATES 
teine content) Austria “STEM ge ganar 8 we sit Seigtin oaIE STE ‘st 2 Ee = 2 a ee a ae a ee rd Gren ==2222222aa2T 8 Ea 2 0 2% 8 Gooniiag 2 CSSERTTET STEEN ¢ t 2 3 a 2 Germany: FedcraiRepabliccl--- RMT = amt aes gama. ee ae aC | a Monee 277007722TCTTTI2 aS Tagg Haas 8 Boro sc22220222TSITTT__bata_ nas att 2858 

BLOCKS, PIGS, OR SLABS? Algerig 2 ra mmo aan amt tgenting =7 7227722222 _ me Bins Ta = “e Rittmia"--=--- aaa OTE Aiea oceccnaT cocoa ~ " = a {oe = BelpumGanembourg ----2---- SRST | ae eee = a ne ae a ee aed Giie®<222Tc22acccac GS 7 a “ : Ghinaso222T22TTIIITIEL 5 30 = = ne a a a a ane od Fran =2-7---727----777- Tees “ate hm RT Germany; FedeiaiRepobicel--- 27a Big) Saat aaa a Sart cme % 20 - = 2 Kage -o22--27227-72-> gate gslk ai gga eee Ue: a 5 i Kies Republica =—-------2- gn Bt0 = a = — MeugosPeOlscccrcccitt agg], Naming 22722722222222222 384 86 = = - = Netherlands —-""""---2--"_ ayaa a5 IB Netherlands Anas 2-_—~2227 . _ “ 7 400 5 Niowiaset cee ciST2S2735 ze = : ee eee a oSe sgh gas Sms Te nr ee eS ed Belay 5 =P ESSSESTCRESTI TS 00 8 8 ‘0 srr tse South Afica Repabiicof ~~~ ~~~ a “ 00 oe Spanner met assis gatas Bemnneta SS SSESIETET ET a = eo zal 18 ne fumeniy=c-occescece tt = = = — aot Dnieliingdons -=222227222 ashe] te Yemen Sante 77277722222 = = a = 3 00 Li een 8 a fg fame an Jarecee22TUSTLTTT2 aga) metas Seana STOEEAETSDET SSDS? 3 fe 333 = = 
ee ee ee ee ee 

"in ado in 168, 8 tons fine anodes was imputed from Bri Canada, Chins, Donmerk the Federal Republic af Gents Toa Kong Inds, Men, he Ntberlands, Novoay, Por, Snes, Selon, Taian, andthe Un ing
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Table 32.—U.S. imports for consumption of zinc 
re and concentrates Blocks. pis, Sheets plates,srips, _—Wasteand ‘@inceontent) slabs other forms serep 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Teme Whee ure” howe Quays Siete’ ee ons) sands) tons) sands) tons)” sands) tans) sands) 

Wei... ag TI0.-—-«S1n0253—Gig007 Sea wa SATZ: 5TH STS yoeg7722-LI2> | “tesoa arise gatians “Gros = too Goes ke 
wl-TTITTT Ts _iebis__ei7eis __sogsss__sis_dab_——_3g00__ 1618 

Dress and skimmings Tine fume Dust powder, PM inecontent) __inceontent) flakes Total 
Juantit} Value ‘Quantity Value ‘Quantity ‘Value value* Cn a a fons) sands) tons)——sande)—— tome)” rands) 

1981 7629 $4090 184 361 7998 $9,519 3576299 Tame SS 20555 ‘raoa 3138 aT See "885 409,808 wong 0TSoT eos ald eal Bam Te 58898 
1Unwrought alloys of sine were imported as follows, in metric tons: 1981-102 ($40,713), 1982-—195 $75,209 and 1083— 

49,834900, 
Ip addition, the value of manufactures of zine imported was as follows: 1981—$487,990, 1982—853,674; and 1963— $542 511 

Table 33.—U.S. imports for consumption of zinc pigments and compounds 

gE 

metre howe Imetrie (howe 
fons) sande) tonel——_ sands) 

Zinc oxide ene RT BGI BES BRIS Zins malfide 217 DESERTS TIA STSOSLSESSSETESSS ‘ie ‘or ‘3 389 Lithopones == =2222TT22IIIIITIEIIIIIIIIIIIIID ae 3108 1 Zing euler sie DSSS ES SEARS E SEDEEET ST CDEREGEAE cd i iat 892 Pecan eee | ae oe 328 auT 
Zine eyanide ~~ ~~~ 722222222222 22I ILLITE ‘0 8 0 0 Zoe Niro o BEG BRETT TRNAS SEARO Pa 302 268 464 Zine compounds, nspi_---~72zzzwzzzscvzszzzz-z==> RST 

Table 34.—Zine: World mine production (content of ore), by country 
(Thousand metric tone) 

a 
Algeria -—----------------------2--- gb 200 20 3216 ‘Arpmiina = DEE S2IEEITIOTSTSESIEIIEIES 5384 5323844870 ‘Australie 22277TTTTTIIIIITIITIIIIII «masa 
AOE 88a coon nea nenaneneciane 20.5 191 18.2. 191 7194 polyescooSccoc ue TET SeeTge eT 518 503 a 81 48 
BONE onesie enema em 91.9 105.0 96.6 1g 115.0 Bulgaria? 227DTITTTIITIIOITIIOITIIIID toto $80 re ee ne a0 41 28 54 AS 
Ganade "7272 TTTIITTTIIITIIITIIII anda 0580060880700 
GREE nnn anmmnnmanarhscsaecamannn 18 1 15. 57 6.0 
Cheeta iemeamnaioninnaacen 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 Golomble-<— coco cc soS TPIT TEED TTIIoEt = a 2 2 2 
Gongo raquo =~ >=2ILTIIIIIIIIIIII a 55 30 30 30 Guochoslovakia- ~~ 777772TITTTIOITIOOT a3 2 53 $8 10 Eouodor == 052 SOETUSEEETEG TET SEES EE 0 5 n o Hh 

Finland -___7~22222202222220002202-22 sis 58d 5 sis 5 
Franca, 007 =STITTIETE TETAS ETS 510 558 a4 Ho 7440 
Germany, Federal Republicof—=—---27""--—“ nit] ngs ass Greene etree r suse DSS TSEIECROS 2320 ona amo 20 200 
Greenland ...------------------------ 786.6 "857 19.7 10 55 ‘Guntesiale 52557 20S STESSTISS SST SEITI 3 ee a0 10 i 
Hondureg” °2222I0T0DIITTSETIOTIOTOTS 198 8 1 4s 2880 
NE inininnetncenvanannemamaerae 28 2 20 Jodig so GLES SEE EMERSESEEEOSSTIAITIST a5 285 v1 8 404 

SO wien aininisinaeisinmnin nie a stcianion ie 25.0 30.0 35.0 *40.0 399 Wreland (2TTTDIITTTTTTITTIIIITTITIE e.g i 683 584 3 388 480 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 34.—Zine: World mine production (content of ore), by country! —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

a 

Wipe ease ynaveswocssceueoseE eset 284 238.1 220 wie 587 
Korea, North® ==> TTT 145.0 1400 1400 00 00 
Kores, Republie of. —= 7 TTTTTTIIII IIIT 625 568 55, 582 8510 
Mexico 9-0 22L0LTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIID epg 88 208.6 223 Ta 
Morocco —~ 222027077777 45 ol 18 U2 70 

Namibia. 22 222TTTIIITIIIIIIIIIIIE IIT 233 a8 36 22 7340 
Meat 22 eS ae 2 1 1 1 
Norway -—>~>2T2TDTL ITIL 8 ei 28 19 323 
a a ae ea eee ae 43208888 sOT1 "558.1 
Ehilltpines --—>2c05—-cc2—soscoloo2—2Le 87 68 53 30 22 Polandee=02222222TITIIICOOOOIIIIIID «ates 
Romanja®_ ~~~ 79222 TTTT TTI 600 60.0 55.0 550 500 
South Afriee, Republic of ——"77727=2III=2=2 538 791 a2, 15 100 
Spal o-oo ec oeden ccc soe eonneneee Met 188.1 1820 mai 1160 

Breda, oloteccnccansesarceaan----~ 1699 16rd 1809 1850 72082 
Taille noe eee 87 78 15 TM 65 
Muckey. Soooo secs aeg se eosessese cence 249 233 307 315 ana 
USSRAS 2522-22 -c-sndnacnccedmance m0 78507900 "8000 8050 

United Kingdom — ~~ "7>=2222TTIITILIIIL 8 i 108 102 30 
United States 2-550 DTTISTISISTISIE 2678 ait aid 082758 
Vista’ oooooococccccscscconunscle 60 65 60 60 10 

Yugoslaviat — >To TTT wl 953 886 838 800 
Balter oes cee seoeen on aeeeooeens 780 510 633 a1 a7 
‘Jambin' no secanccodeceseusceenuenee 465 #320 406 520, 2552 

Total____------------------------- "59854 "59616 58182 6.2980 6.2484 

“Estimated. | "Preliminary. "Revised 
“Table includes data available through July 8, 1984 
Reported figure, 
'Recoverable content in concentrates. 
Content in ore hoisted. 

‘Table 35,—Zine: World smelter production, by country’ 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 19a 988 

Algerie, primary... --- ooo 28 300 a10 “10 "a1 
‘Argentina, primary ~~~ ~=7—27227TTITTITT 887 2387 268 289 820 
Australia: Rage “name” gee gen gee 
I 201.0 2959 Ld 298.5 
Gecotdaty Son-oeaana=nabelocasonee: 50 50 45 45 45 

Total = n--------------- B04 306.0 3004 "2959 «8080 
‘Austria, primary and secondary ~~~ ~~~~>7777~ 232 21 22.7 228 323.0 
Belgium, primary and secondary ———-———------_ "2526 "247.8 247 223 7262.6 
Brazil: 
Prinry oe SS eeoesssetecesacccees 635 83 sig 955 960 
Secondary ~~~ ==2TIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIS 153. Ww 190 Ma 150 

Bee oo iaaniaye vaoonono- 788 36.0 109) 1099 m0 
‘Bulgaria, primary and seco Seekeasencues 890 90.0 90.0 900 900 [Orch ee eee 7 a St 

‘China, primary and secondary® ~~ 1600 1800 160.0 1600 160.0 
Geechoslovakia, primary and secondary — ~~~ 15 36 90 "92 92 
Finland, primary ———-—-——~-----2 7-2 Maid 16 139.8 193971553 

———S— 
"Primary? 2 288 a a2 238 LS 

‘Geemdnry? sos aoasensnescesascecans. 200 200 25.0 200, 180 
Motels sis ses ese 28688 Br B38 98 

German Democratic Republic, primary and secondary® 120 "165, "60 "110 110 

See footnotes at end of table,
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‘Table 35.—Zine: World smelter production, by country! —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 13806) CO 

Germany, Federal Republic of: Brimarys nn 37 i850 aT Seegnntars ie 20 SOE OR EORISEERTE ASSIS 218 28 31 316 288 
Total BCBS Greece, secondary =; 222222222ITTITIIITIII NA 3 NA NA NA Hungary, secondary? ==> a 6 6 a. 6 6 

India: Primary 3 438 sta 536 620 Speterdeg Tne SET EEC TEE SESE, NA 3 2 2 2 
Total 63.8 439 e528 622 Italy, primary and secondary ~~~ == ~~= 22222 2023 meat T 1800 

Japan: OO 
Primary_—-—----------------------- "6882 (6097158 BOT. 
Secondary=--=2-=-22=--22--TTIIIITIT__ oz 055 ssa 223 

Total ___--------------------- 804 TUED— TOR —=swRAS TONS 
Korea, North, primary” -—___------------ =D Korea, Republica, primary -~~~~~~~~--2222-2 30 "91 839 992 1080 Menico primary e-= 22772772 2TTTTTTD TBST 
Netherlands, primary and secondary ---------- 1540 1695 Md 860185 Norway, primary =o sana is 104 303 781 730 

Bera, poimaty 2222 Po TITS STEST SASS SSS 632 eas 152807 Poland, primary apdsecondary-——----------- 2080 "21T0-eTd_ 854103 
Portugal, primary® ~~ == -- nna = 20 46 36 30 Romania, primary and secondary ~~ ~~ 727277227 485 453 452 460 3. 
South Africa, Republic of, primary ——~—— ~~ 154 314 309 797 3853 Spain peimarysn oD TTTTTTT agatha 

land, primary ~~ ---------~--~---~ o "a — _ - 
Turkey, primary-———~~----~---~~-222=oe m2 126 wi 48) 288 
ussR* Sa EEETRDSE na ananesennro Primary-___________--_...____--_ "woo "150 "3200 "a300— 835.0 

Secondary-—————-—— Seen 80.0 007850900 95.0 
Total. 88098509050 = 9MD—-98O0 United Kingdom, primary and secondary - “61 387 ‘817 793 B17 

United States: is aa Peimarye———----- AR MOSH 
Secondary_—= === === === 2 2222 58.2 24 502 74354 

Total ———= 5257 8699968805 #805 
Vietnam, primary --_ 2022222222222 oaa 54 55 55 50 60 
‘Yugoslavia OT “Gian! TST Secondary® .__1..22222--72222- 72s 10 1 100 100 10 

Total ——__— === 989 845 964 858 880 
Zaire, primary -—---===--==---n anna HBT 438 86 Gia 2 Zambia, primary--—~~~~---~---~~=-=--=== 382 327 333 so2 3875 

Grand otal 2.22.2. ------- 762598 —*50H91—~—«G OTERO «OTE Of which: 
Primary.-..--------------- "47009 "44sd2 570443459) gta Secondary —27"22ILLILIIIL gob tgs = sess aod 
Undifferentiated ——"""7T77T> paw gna 1364713605 1,1983 

‘Epimated. | "Prlininay Revied, NA Not avaiable , 
!Wherever possible, detailed information on raw material source of output (primary—directly from orse—and secondary—from sera) has ben provided in Cats where raw rhateial sures is unrep ted and inufficlent daa are ‘available to estimate the distribution ofthe total, that total has been left undistributed (primary and secondary). To the ‘extent possible, this table reflects metal production at the first measurable stage of metal output. Table includes data ‘svgilable through duly 3, 1984 "Reported figure 
Excludes zine dust. “Less than 50 metrie tons.



By W. Timothy Adams? 

Zirconium and hafnium are nearly identi- programs based on their intention to reduce 
cal in chemical properties and atomic vol- their imports of high-cost energy. 
ume, and are associated in the principal ore Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic 
mineral, zircon, in a ratio of about 50 to 1. mine production data for zircon are devel- 
‘The two elements are separated for nuclear oped by the Bureau of Mines from one 

power applications but not for other uses. separate voluntary survey of US. oper- 
Zircon was extracted from sand deposits ations entitled, “Production of Zircon.” Of 

as a coproduct of ilmenite and rutile in the two operations to which a survey re- 
Florida. Most zircon was used in the East- quest was sent, both responded, represent- 
ern United States with approximately 50% ing 100% of production. Data are withheld 

being used in foundry sands. The remainder to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
was used in refractories, ceramics, abra- data. 
sives, and in miscellaneous uses, including Legislation and Government Pro- 
the manufacture of chemicals and produc- grams.—As part of a longstanding program 
tion of zirconium metal and alloys for nucle- to supply contractors with nuclear reactor 
ar applications and for chemical processing construction materials manufactured to 
equipment. The value of reported consump- U.S. Navy specifications, the U.S. Depart- 
tion of zircon was about $12 million. Haf- ment of Energy had an inventory, as of 
nium was used in nuclear reactors, refrae- December 31, 1983, of about 38 tons of 
tory alloys, and cutting-tool alloys. zirconium sponge, 1,020 tons of zirconium 

Nuclear powerplant construction contin- ingots and shapes, 2 tons of zirconium scrap, 
ued at a virtual standstill in the United 32 tons of hafnium ingots and shapes, 4 tons 
States. France and Japan continued their of hafnium crystal bar, 5 tons of hafnium 
stable national nuclear power generation oxide, and 1 ton of hafnium scrap. 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. zirconium statistics 

(Short tons) 

oe 
Zircon Brodadbea sec nt caewsabeemnan wenn wow w w w Brports == CQDQGUEIIOUIOIOUIOCD ggdsonzz7 nega Imports222272022TITTIIIIIIIITIEIIIITIII «otek onto aes ae 
Consumption® }______________{------------- 168,000 140,000 150,000 93,000 100,000 
Singha, senrend: Dealer and conacner——""TTIITII2 “anes 973.8 48595 98405, 
Production? == ---------n---------- BDO 835L_ BON Exporiso-ll222l2c2zos22zlzzzza222c2722 “Yagotta Fe | Gonsumption® —~_~—-_---__----_---_------ 12000 10,100,600 5,600 3,400 
‘Stocks, yearend: Producers > rc le peers 915 1,216 1,483 "1,957 “888 

“Botimated. "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
eludes insignificant amounts of baddeleyite. 
Excludes foundries. 2tbxeludes oxide produced by zirconium metal producer. 

947
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‘Table 2.—Producers of zirconium and hafnium materials in 1983 

Og atin ina 
ZIRCONIUM MATERIALS 

Assoistd Mineral USAILid Ine ===. Bow NH ie. So es eg oe ‘The Carborundum Go -"""""TITIIIIIIIL2 Falcone, NY" Refractories, CB Gar ntusta Bedads"--=2---- EMER -- «| agri CE Refractories a dvitnatCombiaion Engineers SE Loin. MO... Refractories PE cceueesasccicen EGRESS ROR ss Dyce ewe Be" cana GSIGY Gp, rakenfeld Gears "77.2 WRRMNlom PA —==7— Coral colors and milled 
Continental Mineral Processing Corp —-------- Sharonville, OH _---_Milled zircon. Sethe Retacorin Co eeMe COP ---nonnan> Ghote Oi -—-- Billed rsn De semereeeesorrac777z2IToiit2 | Bane Yonsei ee eRe FY 9 aoa Do. DidienTyiovHaractaries Corp ——=22—=—> Gato n= BS pe eee Eis Bt By,Si kde Nemoare Gn fe ===> Wm Bs ———"—— nd odey e EthemMtmisGo Teo? T° co7TarTat Al APPS oooo> Rie FerroGnep svg 22222TT2LT2TICITT Gnd OH=27= | eB and ceramic tors Foote Migerg/O5 2-7227722707772722222 | Gleam => ee AP Green Rettadre Co, Romney Div ==2_"~ Pai BA"-~—— Ru oro. Hecison ater Retractor Co? ~~~ Mua Utena => PRS Harehow Chemical one 07222777772 tland OH “77> Oni eso Corp. Ceramics Div 2002127222222 STowp ME -22-—~ BoP tories and milled arom Eincoln Bieetrie Co. Ine "=== ==--~7---2 ClevelandOH ~--27~ Welding rods, eres be pele Seo 
Retin serene covescosesecses= Hay =o Ouse ven 

Eons stale Cony 222222cczzcszaaa-. | RRRSMRPA==---- Ae nian Sheldaloy Carpe o7-=== =o 2 noo ot Ne NSZ2~=W2> Walang roan los, Sole Bane indies Enginacred Goramice iv Gime ——=-- en TANG TERT STESEDNIIIS Nagra NY==-— Mlle, li, 
Toledyne WahChang Albany... Aany,OR--..__ 8H Mori, sponge, ng, a ei powder, crystal ban tal cali ‘Thiokol Corp, Ventron Chemicals Div Beverly, MA _------_Allosgand powder, Trapeslsone ones Chemials Dt --~---o-> Brasaga WS -—--==- Quem rea Ting a ssrescanoae | Geer soso ee Wester Zvents Co -—7=2~=2TTITTTTTTT Ole ES === BER ng, mi role PE I ZiRCOR Producte= == 2777722227222 Snow 22-2 BES Saiee HAFNIUM MATERIALS 
Teledyne Wah Chang Albony=-----------._Albang.OR Qld spon. ngo,erstl ba Western rconiam Gee" 7777722222Ogdem Uta 22ao> Oe Sone eetafkae er 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Zircon was recovered as a coproduct with _coproduct hafnium sponge. These firms also 
titanium mineral concentrates from miner- converted zirconium sponge to ingot. 
al sands at the dredging and milling facili- The production of alloys containing 3% to 
ties of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. 70% zirconium increased significantly. Haf- 
at Starke and Highland, FL, and of Associ- nium crystal bar production was estimated 
ated Minerals (USA) Ltd, Inc. at Green Cove at 55 tons in 1983. 
Springs, FL. Production data were withheld ‘Teledyne Wah Cheng Albany (TWCA) 
from publication to avoid disclosing compa- utilized only about 50% of its production 
ny proprietary data. The combined zircon capacity for zirconium metal because of 
capacity at these plants was estimated tobe reduced demand for zirconium mill prod- 
100,000 tons per year. ucts resulting from the continued slowdown 

Five firms produced 33,339 tons of milled in commercial nuclear powerplant construc- 
(ground) zircon from domestic and imported tion, the major market for zirconium 
zircon. Five companies, excluding those that shapes. 
produce the oxide as an intermediate prod- The stability of the domestic zirconium 
uct in making zirconium sponge metal, market was discussed. The effects of weak 
produced 4,118 tons of zirconium dioxide. demand, the dollarfrane exchange rate, 

‘Two companies, one with a plant in Ore- long-term contracts, and the highly special- 
gon and another with a plant in Utah, _ ized nature of the metal were described.* 
produced primary zirconium sponge and
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CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Zircon and another zirconium mineral, products were the same as in 1982, parallel- 
baddeleyite, and zirconium compounds were _ ing the construction of nuclear powerplants 
used in refractories, ceramics, polishes, for electrical generating stations. There 
glazes, enamels, welding rods, chemicals, were no new orders for commercial nuclear 
‘and sandblasting. The use of zirconium powerplants for the fifth consecutive year. 
chemicals increased in the paint, textile, By midyear, 26 nuclear plants had suffered 
and pharmaceutical industries. startup delays of up to 3 years, 6 plants 

Foundries used about 50% of the domes- were canceled, and 9 plants were postponed 
tic zircon produced in 1982. The remainder indefinitely. 
was consumed by the refractory, abrasives,  Hafnium metal consumption for nuclear 
ceramics, metals, and other industries. Do- reactor control rods remained the same as 
mestic zircon was marketed in proprietary in 1982. 
mixtures as foundry sand; in refractory 
sand blends with kyanite, sillimanite, and 5 
Staurolite; in weighting agents; in zircon- Table 3— Estimated: consumption of 
titanium dioxide ‘blends for weldingrod "eon inthe United States, by enduse 
coatings; and for sandblasting applications. Saat tare) 
Zircon has largely replaced tin oxide as the.§ ————fxduae 
‘major opacifying agent in ceramics because§ ————————_ 
of its low price and its ability to combine Zircon refractories? —————-- 50m 11009 
well with a majority of colors used. Absecon ocaa-----. fit 8500 

‘Baddeleyite from the Republic of South Alloy 5-2. 10400 
Africa was used mainly in the manufacture foundry pplication ——-------- {8000 fy) 

of alumina-zirconia abrasives, and also for Seamane 
ceramic colors, refractories, and other uses. _Tetal--~~-------------_ 2000100000 
The use of calcia, magnesia, or yttria trans ~ spased on incomplete reported data, — 
formation toughened (TT) zirconia in ce- *Dense and pressed sircn brick and shapes 
ramic coatings in jet engines and in other _,,zFsed, sat and bonded aluminairconiesiicabased 
high temperature ‘oxidation. and stress "there pronoty seem et rouse, 
resistant applications continued to grow,  {Aluimineirconia based abrasive. 
but the quantity of zirconia consumed was "iste chedias,metallrsicaLgrae srconium t= 
small. Research activity in TT zirconia trachlorde, sandblasting, welding rods and miscellancous 
properties and applications was intense, °** 
‘The use of yttria-stabilized zirconia in ce~ 
amic coatings in jet engines and in other Table 4.—Estimated: consumption of 
high temperature oxidation-resistant coat- _#itconium oxide? in the United States, 
ings continued to grow in 1983, but again by end use 
the quantity of zirconia consumed was (Short tons) 
small, The market for zirconia ceramics. ————3,. aan 
continued to develop in the automobile —————Piwe _1b_I8 
industry, where the zirconia-oxygen cell AZabrasives —_-----.------ 2700 W 
functions as the working component in the ijerstitsiories = 7 =====2-- 1308 
oxygen sensor that is part of the micro- Chemicals. -------------- ‘400 “$00 
processor control of engines. Glazes, opacifiers colors ——---—--__400_b00 

‘The nuclear power industry accounted for _Total_____------------- 50003400 
about 90% of the zirconium metal con- | wannay w avoid dadosing ompony proprietary 
sumed, with the remainder being used pri- aay, What (0 sve diclosing company. proprisiary 
marily as corrosion-resistant metal in the "Based on incomplete reported data 
chemical industry, for superalloys, and in jqcpupifeygzige promos by srconlum metal producers 
electronics. Shipments of zirconium mill "Fuss cast and bonded
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Table 5.—Yearend stocks of zirconium and hafnium materials 
(Short tons) re a se Tem Tae 1085 a Os ee 

Zircon concentrate held by dealers and consumersexeluding foundries ..._________ "eqgaat 21,006. Mille zircon held by deslrs and consumers excluding foundries-<=~~~_~~~~~~~—~-~-~ R58 “Bt 
Ge eveucare etapa aN ALAR Sponge, ingot, serep, alloys _——~~>>222~L2TITTTTTTTTTDTTIILTIII ese a6 BARU ser one comemnn «te a Hafaium: Sponge and eryotaltbar® —_ ~~~ sa Eg % ee ee ee 

‘Batimated. "Revised 
"Bxcludes material held by zirconium sponge metal producees. 

Table 6.—Published prices of Australian zircon 
(WS dotars per ton) 

Toren a "Standard Intermediate Premium Date of publication oe sea a a em 
Digeitia I ag cepensen een 101-105 105310 oa ieiruary iaeh ooo 82s has niece 2101 orto Hoi ‘August 1983.00 "777 72DIITTIIIIIIIIIIIIT IIIT Big 32100 Tato8 Novamber WEE 29 Songer Sarena a ae 51100 seid Toei 

Table 7.—Published yearend prices of zirconium and hafnium materials 
‘Specification ofmaterial D8 $$ maationticnetnatarad segs 

‘ireon: Domestic, standard grade, fob Starke, FL bulk, pershort ton! 16500 165.00 Domestic, 78% minimum quantity tebe snd sana seas, Starke; FL, bulk, per short ton! nnn ne 9.00 99.00 Imported sand, containing 65% 2103, fob. bulk, per metric r#_ ~~~ $122.00. 11600 $99.00. 10800 Domestic, granular, bags, bulk rai. rom works, per short tons -~—~~~-~~~~~ 16800. 1770048800. 177.00 Domest, milled, 200-and 225mesh, ral, fom works, ays, per shor on ~~~ 22500 225.00 Baadeleyite, imported concentrate 196% to 93% ZrO, minus 00mesh, cif. Atlantic ports, per pound —— 40 50 $06 + ZrO pi S2Smeah ef Asante ports per pound. =~ ~~~ 30 20 Zirconium onde? ‘Chemically pure, white, ground, barrels or bags, works, per pound = NA NA owdor commer eid tins 1000 pass misioate perpoaad ~~~ _77— 1 3 lectronie same base per pound" Ps THTIAM, Per Pound ~~ —-———=— i 1B Insulating. stabilized, 385° Fr aame aii, per ound |-~~~~~~~~~~~~7~~--7 an in [sulting unstable, 25°, same bake per pound ~~~ ~~~ ~~ oD a5 a Denso, siabiied, 30°F, same basis per pound: Sos ~~~ >~~~ ~~~ 2a 28 {lass polshing grade on ots bags 94% 10 97% 20s fam wor, per pound ——— NA NA ‘Qpaciter grade, 3800 pound lots, 45% to 0% ZrOa, bags, per pound ~~~ NA NA ‘Stabilized oxide 100-pound bags 919 ZrO, milled per pound’ = ~~_~_7_2> Na Na Zisconium oxychloride: Crystal, earns, ton its, from works, per pound? ~~~ a at Zicconium acetate solutions 25% ZrO drums, carats, 1-ton minimum, from works, per pound === # on 229 ZrO same basis, per pound nn eens m8 8 Zirconium hidride; Electronic grade, powder, drums, Tét;pound iets, from works por pineal og eon ca ieee cree ene s176 3135 
"Powder per pound —— OM TITS 50.00 18750 ‘Sponge, per pound -==="—"7TTTTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ae BOR BNE a Sheol Set bars perpayed==_-=22TOLTTIITIOTIIIITITT TTS mh 8S SS ‘Hafnium: Sponge, per pound” ——_____~~~~~----77vvaavnn==aa=2 2 T00012500 TOON 128.00 
NA Notavailable 3E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co, Ine. price lst Dec. 1982 (effetive Jan, 1, 1988); and Dee. 1968 effective Jan 1, 1984) industrial Minerals (London). No. 1&8, Dee 198, p91; and No. 195, De. 1985 p88 Chemical Marketing Reporter. V. 25, No.1, dan, 1983 (lfective Dee. 81, 1882), p. 5; and v. 225, No, Jan, 2, 2984 (effective De. 90,1980) pS 
‘Ronson Metals Core. Badéeleyite price ists. Jan, 2, 1983, and Jan.1, 1964, ‘American Motal Market. V1, No, Jan. 7, 1988,p. sind v.82, No.4, dan. 6,198, p.6.
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‘Table 8.—U.S. exports of zirconium ore and concentrate, by country 
—_ be 198, 1985 

ony Pounds Value Pounds Value 

Nggineenece awe ee 112,485 330045 132435 $38,990 
‘Argentina |-7~~-2772~~227222—22222 302694 151,880 307 240 Sealids 
Siren 2a So EE sey Renna eaaE 2.300.285 2arort 2.964.000 28021 

rr Pee ea ee 760/169 805,788 135412 e070 
Golombias--= 222 2722222TLIILITIIIE 420,307 350,00 1280'956, Bedads 
Pousleg (20S USCRRS TSEC TOIT eoa $6,296 14318 57629 29.770 

Germany, Federal Republica ———""""=<-~ 10,005.88, 1.300270 8,034,681 1028241 
Indian 80,159 26,089 109.906 811120 

Atalys goa eR RS RIE =. 7 207,552 41,353 
Sapeaceo UREA Spec ene eees 9.548 5,490 6,985,108 365291 
Mexico == 22 7277DT22I2IITIIIITI ES 3.270.140 380643 "81095 98435, 
Sidnarie Soe RSET "36/379 75319 9.684 ‘S740 
Heinen sete anes See aesore 140lnge _— 
United Ringdom = -—~=>—2~=2=-=o 38,000 3.458 123,800 16.384 
Vesemainte dong DRaRSSEDETCESST SSS pate 875,040 ant 201785 

Oaks sonenntee eo nece eons 520758 130,581 378755 98397 
ES ee 3,268,085 26,448,200 3,816,391, 

aq Teliecn sear eene ees eas ee ee 
"Revised 

‘Table 9.—U.S. exports of zireonium, by class and country 
Pave 5, a ARS 

(Class and count aie 
ee Pounds Value Pounds Value 

Zirconium and zirconium alloys, wrought: 
Gelgium- Luxembourg =.2 == -—----~~ sags $2,064,489 sg.00s $8,226,250 
[1 1 82.297 ‘9324070 sods Ltwox2s7 
Sranee 2200S ae Sue eee a eae 11.458 ‘30,811 6.282 ‘69,609 
‘Germany, Federal Republic of ——————~~=~ 20T 38 4098058 134310 2.891.956 
Feet ores nc neem 162 28.187 19720 "Tos'920 

Sapete ce ae ss PGR areas a88 17019 832 sigdas 19,908,658 
Korea, Republie of -—2227—2222772027 1659 52466 watt 5021836 

Sweden "~~ 2 -222272227~--=== === 66,298 892.922 stor 1880766, 
Siitearlane) 25S SETTERS eT are 1ga28 713,095 aL 1963 
Muwane sooo eon chee -Gccssens 13951 351.453 183 4498 
United Kingdom -—= 22 —~===-===o IL 188745 2.380.076 26,90 5501804 

Other cere Sone C ESTES SEE AE ata "91285 18975 01.218 

Total nena nnn NOB STABLES 1.808217 __—95,716.865 

‘Zirconium and zirconium alloys, unwrought cid wasteandserap 
CAR ee SSDS ete RET 8142 31.879 648 6,157 
France 22277=777772—227722222=2 359 2883 4,038 ssi 
Germany, Federal Repablic of -——~—=~=— 7 43.855 208,995 810 28.250 
Tepe enn ncn cee nenee see 1sb257 52023885 16h181 8.498325 
Netherlands = 2227 22227T2I222222=2 - a B16 851585 
United Kingdom - ~~~ -~2-7=-= === 69,805 1,908,785 4805 79,096 
Olt or nn ennaecee ena 439 "22.048 231 55,788 

Gola ccrar ance oeicmeie 308,887 6.486.890 186,250 8,196,988 
See Er 

"Revised. 

‘Table 10.—U-S. exports of zirconium oxide, by country 
nn nT 1982, 138 

bod Pounds Value Pounds Value 

Argentina ——-———----nennneneneeee-------- OST SBBTBS HASSETT 
geen <TccTTTIITTTIIIIIIIOILEIIIIIT. ass eaves teresa 
Qlamna LLLLTIITIIITTITIEEIIIEIIIITIIID «sane eh ang 408 
Feanse 22022222TTTTTITTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIT agg aaaTa6s 106 19340 

Germany, Federal Repablicaf -2227222722277TTITIZ bad 105,065 SRE] TSB 
Guatgemlas we suse Maued SERS EEL Seas oe = 10B0T 9.300 
ogg Kong” ~=7722222~-2-2222227222222ILI=LE doa 10888 Bbs2 15,684 
dndig: sees Sues Sma PERERA OES Eoe ats 12069 Bei ALse 
Pee ccTTZTTITTITTTTTTTT IIS EIIIIIIII «ago ose nd 1ST 
Semele” -=222222222IITIIIIIIIILISIIIIII ae 385008000 
ome TTTITTTITTTTIIIEEIIIIIIGIELIIIIIO nT ate T54 
Metg LLTTTITTTITIIEINIIIINIDIOOIIIOOII toga agg atta 
Netherlands 22222222777722222ZD2TTTTTTITIT eat Tama Ig ats 

Syelan sce 20 oo 220 (paces cree Sanne nes Bon = ot, ws a8 
Wuwan (2277TTTTTTTLIITTIIIITELIOIIOCITID ams Stas gas a80 
Gated Kingdom 27222 22_2222p222272TTTTTTTTT eal same Tb BBLS 
Orne UNH con TTTTITTTELIIIIIILIIIIIIT_ “ease eae 9.80828 

Total _-- nnn nnn enn n= 2088268 5420482 1,896,902 1,898.94 
jo Nibbsee eer enecnn tem onstensorsees | eee
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Table 11.—U.S. imports for consumption of zirconium ores, by country a er 
198 1582 1985 

Count juantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value ” Show” how Salo? ARE Suga Yale fons) sands) ___tons)__—_sands)_—_—tons)_——_sands) $s) saints) tons) sats) tors) ss) 
Australia -..002-------------. T1852 -$8.990 5600285242 96,140,885. Austriat 900 2200TTDTIIIIII I an =i 59 7 ng 18 Candace 05 705, 1376 12 Malaysia -~2272777>7772222777 R 3 a = as is South Africa, Republieo®———~—-~~>t6n40 ass, 608 181088 a Other scene cree en ooaaon -- _ 6 6 é 3 

Total o----------------- 88GB — ee ae 
‘Believed tobe country of shipment rather than country of origin. 

2in addition, very small quantities of baddeleyite were imported Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 12.—U.S, imports for consumption of zirconium and hafnium in 1983, 
by class and country 

~ Glass and country Pounds Value Rees a toy Beta Fas 
Zirconium, wrought: Ganda 4.105 353871 rans Seo cPER IT SSS oor ana ates segoet 11,757,608 Germany, Federal Republic of -~~~—7722222222222IIL TTI IISL 22 2588 ona8 Papen es oe ca wae oe REINS ORS SERRATE Sa 14324 1505568 Boao ee eae c Dente SORTS ea 3 815 United Ringdom ~~ ~~72>~27DDIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIISILIII ELSI 1,280 12805 

Tia scscre samaritan enum ee. 551,253 12,021,880 
Zirconium, unwrought and waste and sera Gander Te ee neenen tenner enn eam 222,389 Denmad, -—---— "os Seen eu EDTEStonagIoRe Teens 1 ‘8 Franoe «02 oS coc cst a iss ST. Taare Pane 4.188 15801 Germany, Federal Republic of -~ "77 "777727222TITID220200 722222 dent 94896 TR rem n  e oO TSR TI PIAO SIS 1eT 1d ai9,088 Unned kibgiienl 22 LLSc TS OT RNETIGEaeo TE Acas a 5,008 

Total 199,541 359,655 
Zirconium alloys, unwrought: Germany, Felerel Republic of eee 11st 24.896 United Kingdom = 2222222 TTTTIIIIITIITI aaa 13,461 860 
SH oeanew ocunpawed acs cceemen ERSTE ESEUEY 14,598 72,696 

Zirconium oxide: TT Pena coon cuuuteeeeteee 3 398 BWM nn cen n nom no EEE 176,308 186,007 Germany, Federal Repablicof ~~~ 777222DTILIIIITIIITTIT TTT 1887 aan Gibralter. cone ose SuRENESge Te nanan 3.006 ‘a18 Wine nano nance rracnesernn seen 10358 adie Es eG eae TCR yw 7 e397 Ubleed Kingioat 2c Se ses oo SisaeT =< SEScaoS a eog7sh 1878338 
TH van enuemacstenemennteneen es ebeceau eae sonst 1,868,628 

Zirconium compounds Aetraliac eee es eaeia acre summmnemuee SS S524 183720 Gaeta Sess een mene nnn memananar ee 5.36 2:36 Brana sous 7h Gc SeDSENBTTE NAD SaaS Tocca Tagas 80614 Germany, Federal Republic of 277 7727TITIIIIIDIIITIIIT aaa we 148918 WV Se se cera canmnmnpintaanna-ennenenasie ee 252 Sage apes 225 cos AT OIOE Sa SIRS OPTS EOD ou ac ss aoe at Sans South Africa, Republieof -7~7777722222222222IOIIIIIIIIIII ET 3,995,618 “05805 United Kingdom ———°_"°°—7ITTLTTDIIIIOIIDIIIIIIE IIIS 115280 Hyh305 
Mila eoeeeswens stem a 1706287 1,088,734 

Hiafnium, unwrought and waste and serap: France_———--------=---==- v8 50,058 —>————E———————
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WORLD REVIEW 

Australia continued to lead the world in ance to develop a source of high-purity 
the production of zircon; however, with the zirconia and related products in Australia. 
mineral sands operation at Richards Bay in The capacity was to be established in 2 to 3 
the Republic of South Africa reportedly years in order to maintain Australia’s role 
producing at capacity, Australia no longer as leader in TT zirconia technology.* 
dominated the world market, Zircon was Japan.—A process was announced for the 
also produced in Brazil, China, India, Ma- production of a yttria-stabilized zirconium 
laysia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, the USS.R., dioxide ceramic. Outstanding physical prop- 
and the United States, Baddeleyite was erties were claimed for the material.” 
produced in Brazil and the Republic of A distillation process was reported to 
South Africa, decrease refining costs for zirconium metal 

Tt was estimated that approximately 90% by one-half if the monthly output was a 
of worldwide zircon consumption was ac- minimum of 100 tons per month of product. 
counted for by refractory, ceramic, and A plant with a capacity of 100 to 200 tons 
foundry uses. Market economy countries per month was planned.* 
used approximately & million pounds of The status of the Japanese nuclear power 
zireonium ingot for commercial nuclear electrical generating industry was dis- 
power generating stations and an additional cussed. The problems of locating nuclear 
5 million pounds for other purposes, mainly reactors in a seismically active area were 
for chemical process equipment. described. Plans for Japanese nuclear reac- 

‘Australia.—The Commonwealth Scien- tor manufacture in both domestic and for- 
tific and Industrial Research Organization eign markets were outlined.” 
(CSIRO) decided to seek commercial assist- 

Table 13.—Zirconium concentrate: World production, by country* 
(Shor tna) 

eno TR enna LO 1 
Comntey isis io a 

fetal aC T——«CARRASH | (SLT——510,000 
dumpplin-w---ccosnccoccoccccccatt Sag eo Seen Faso ato 
Ghat coo2222TTTTTIITTTIITE naga 800 aB5to 10 
Ghee sccccccccccccccccscccrtct es TRB TRG 80m 1000 
Malye’ 2-722-2227sas2caaa22 Not sis hagas 3b 
Saat Arica Repiblieo 227-772-222 ahi sem 120900 aga 1.000 
South Alten Republica --2-o--------- 38300 RR) 
faeces | 7am, e i 6 ‘2 
USSRe-no--TT TT TTITTTTITTE ant —— sop sto 90000 ——_—80,000 
Uditesassricceessecsccsstcs W v W. W 

LZERpe "Pelininay Revd W Wil toavol dling company propa dia ercud fom 
Mfpcludes data available through May 9,184 ‘Data are for fal year beginning Apr ofthat stated. 2Baportiprctin nt ofcaly reported exports believed to closely approximate total output. 

TECHNOLOGY 

‘The Australian CSIRO revealed details Zirconium-aluminoxane catalysts _re- 
on partially stabilized (PSZ) zirconia and on portedly offered several advantages over 
TTY zirconia. Additions of calcium, magne- the normal Ziegler-Natta type catalyst used 
sium, or yttrium oxide controlled the rela- in the polymerization of olefins. They were 
tionship between small tetragonal and indefinitely stable in the solid form, soluble 
monoclinic crystals contained in a cubic ina variety of organic solvents, maintained 
lattice. The shift of the tetragonal crys- catalytic activity for several days under 
tals to the monoclinic form under applied reaction conditions, and had an extremely 
stress gave the ‘TT zirconia its exceptional high level of catalytic activity.” 

strength. ‘A new method for making amorphous
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nickel-hafnium and amorphous nickel- normal to the applied stress and had the zirconium and other nonerystalline metals morphology of a continuous sheet. * was reported. The new techniques involved The corrosion of equipment in the extrac- a rapid diffusion reaction with the tem- tion process and manufacture of zirconium. perature chosen high enough to produce a metal was discussed. Examples were given reaction but below the crystallization to show that zirconium metal was the mate- temperature." rial best able to withstand the corrosive Current thought on the state-of-the-art, conditions of its own manufacture." advantages, and disadvatages of the use of ~——____ 
ceramics in heat engines was discussed. The ‘Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 
applications of various ceramic materials, x. qmwnci? \igah Market, Domestic Zirconium Market including zirconia, in heat engines were “Paingreive D8 vieconiym Macking Fine Daring An categorized and major materials require [yucttttin Period. Eng. and Min. J, v- 183, No. 8, Mar. ments listed. Possible candidate ceramic "dln indie Rach News, Avsrliao Mane materials were also described.”* facture Zirconia, No. 161, 1983, pp. 12. e Zirconium fluoride, hafnium fluoride, and _p, ¢°°**H!s Letter From Japan. RLJ No, 81, Jan, 1982, other metal fluoride glasses were described," sPaye 18 of work ited in otnote 3 
Advantages of fluoride glasses over silica gignt"Ne'Se0s Sop MG Bie Oneal Nuclear glasses when used in fiber optics reportedly _"“*Chemical Engineering. ‘Chementator, V. 90, No. 4, were their much greater transparency, P2119 p10. ‘i eiical an Engineering News, Technology. Zircon Which decreases the number of signal am- yn Carls Fotymeris Oleine Faster ¥-8%, No if ir abili it July 4, 1088, pp 289 plifiete needed, end their ability to transmit, 5g 410 P Bos Savitutter, New Pr infrared radiation without attenuation." quetion "Method for Amores Morale Wy {aN oP, A critical review of published data on P-3 
hydrogen, hydrogen cracking, and hydro- sseanst’ Cleft Sole of Caries nBogings—An gen-induced delayed cracking in zirconium — inf,Center, No.i26, Aug 1989. pp. 13 
and its alloys was presented. It was shown gy qh. 4: The Potential of Halide Glasses. Technolo that solution temperature, cooling rate, and De hn 
applied or residual stresses greatly affected peiayed Hyerogen Connine in Zhcaan Set yand hydride morphology and orientation. The Ini 38, Na 2 1p au ome 
most detrimental hydride morphology was poy ah of Molten eee ba Aeonaiaee HE shown to be when the hydride was oriented  pp"i.(s°" ° Makine + Nov 6, Now. 1889,
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ARSENIC? 

Demand for arsenic trioxide dropped EPA estimates, over 85% of the 1,200 tons 
markedly during 1983, primarily as a result per year of arsenic emissions came from 

of a 27% reduction in cotton planting. As an these three sources. EPA placed emphasis 
oversupply of arsenic trioxide developed, on the use of best available technology 
prices declined for both domestic and im- (BAT) in controlling emissions and esti. 

ported material. mated that the proposed standards would 
Domestic Data Coverage—Commercial- reduce total arsenic emissions approximate- 

grade arsenic trioxide and arsenic metal ly 20%, and the ground-level fugitive emis- 
Were produced by only one US. company, sions, which are thought by EPA to pose the 
which voluntarily reported its production to $reatest risk to public health, by about 05%. 
the Bureau of Mines. To prevent disclosure EPA identified other source categories for 
of proprietary data, the production data which standards were not proposed: pri 
have been withheld. mary lead and zinc smelters, zine oxide 

Legislation. and Government Pro- Plants, arsenic chemical manufacturing 
srams-On June 5, 1980, the Environmen- Pants, cotton gins, and secondary lead 
tal Protection Agency (EPA) listed inorgan- Tye oosed standards, which were 
ic arsenic as a hazardous air pollutant. The g,ened to public debate, ee ee 
listing was based on EPA findings that (een tone cont 1 eae hirnatee: ¢ 

: oe emissions controls at 14 glass furnaces, 6 
inorganic arsenic was carcinogenic to hu- copper smelters processing low-arsenic feed 
mans and that there was significant public Sytorials, and ASARCO Incorporated’s Ta- 
exposure to the pollutant. On July 11, 1988, Goma, WA, smelter, the only smelter proc- 
acting under a deadline imposed by a New sing high-arsenic feed materials. Public 
York district court in January 1983, EPA debate at hearings held in Tacoma, WA, 
proposed regulations governing arsenic and Washington, DC, focused on EPA expo- 

emissions. , sure models, emissions estimates, and 
‘The proposed regulations govern emis- health risk assessments, particularly in re- 

sions from primary copper smelters process- gard to the Tacoma smelter, where imple- 
ing high-arsenic feed materials containing mentation of BAT control would leave the 
0.7% or greater arsenic, primary copper health risk at a relatively high level. Final 
smelters processing low-arsenic feed materi- EPA standards were expected to be issued 
als containing less than 0.7% arsenic, and late in 1984. 
glass manufacturing plants. According to Cotton growing is the principal agricul- 

955
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tural market for arsenical herbicides and marketed or consumed internally in the 
desiccants. On January 12, 1983, the Agri- production of chromated copper arsenate 
cultural Stabilization and Conservation Ser- (CCA) wood preservatives. 
vice, U.S. Department of Agriculture, pub- _— High-purity arsenic metal for use in elec- 
lished an interim rule establishing a pro- tronic devices was refined from commercial- 
gram of payment-in-kind (PIK) for acreage grade metal by at least two companies: 
diversion for some 1983 crops, including  Asarco at its Globe, CO, plant and Canyon- 
cotton. Amendments to the rule were pub- lands 2ist Century Corp. at its Blanding, 
lished on March 4 Under the program, UT, facility. Two companies, Canyonlands 
producers were offered a quantity of a and Metallonics Inc., San Jose, CA, process- 
commodity as compensation for acreage ed new gallium arsenide scrap from the 
normally planted to that commodity. As a electronics industry for gallium recovery, 
result of the program, cotton planted during Arsenic was not recovered from the scrap. 
the year declined by 27% from the 1982 The arsenical residues were treated as a 
level, greatly reducing the agricultural con- toxic waste. 

sumption of arsenicals. Williams Strategic Metals Inc, Wheat 
On October 25, EPA published proposed Ridge, CO, established commercial-scale fa- 

rules on effluent discharge limitations for cilities for recovering arsenic from lead 
existing and potential new sources that smelter flue dusts. Production was sched- 
manufacture inorganic chemicals. Arsenic uled to begin in January 1984. 
was identified as one of the important U.S. Industrial Metals Corp. contracted to 
pollutants found in the waste water from purchase 250,000 tons of high-arsenic flue 
zine chloride production, one of the six dusts that have accumulated at the site of 
categories for which EPA proposed effluent the closed Anaconda Minerals Co. copper 
limitation guidelines. The proposed regula- smelter. The company reportedly planned 
tion for zinc chloride was based on a BAT to build a mill using an acid leach process to 
standard that calls for filtration of clarified treat 200 tons of dust per day for recovery of 
waste water for removal of toxic metals.* copper and precious metals, but no plans 

were made for recovery of the arsenic. 
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

‘ i . CONSUMPTION AND USES Arsenic trioxide and commercial-grade 
arsenic metal were produced at the Tacoma, Arsenic compounds, principally arsenic 
WA, copper smelter of Asarco. Arsenic trioxide, accounted for 97% of arsenic con- 
trioxide was recovered there as a byproduct sumption in 1983. The estimated end-use 
of the smelting of high-arsenic copper con- distribution of arsenic was 60% in industri- 
centrates and ores, principally from the al chemicals (principally wood preserva- 
Philippines and Chile. Asarco also process- tives), 30% in agricultural chemicals (prin- 
ed domestic arsenic-bearing residues and cipally herbicides and desiccants), 5% in 
concentrates. High-arsenic materials were glass and ceramics, 3% in metallic form in 
blended with domestic and foreign low- nonferrous alloys, and 2% in other uses 
arsenic concentrates to reduce the overall (animal feed additives, pharmaceuticals, 
arsenic content of feed material. Most of the ete.) 
arsenic trioxide was recovered from the flue The bulk of metallic arsenic was used in 
dust generated by an initial concentrate copper-.and lead-based alloys as a minor 
roasting step, which causes the highly vola- additive (about 0.5%) to increase strength in 
tile arsenic to sublime. Arsenic metal was the posts and grids of lead-acid storage 
produced from high-purity imported arsenic batteries and to improve corrosion resist- 
trioxide. Arsenic trioxide production was ance and tensile strength in copper alloys. 
limited by the necessity to comply with A relatively small amount, less than 10 
Federal and local regulations on the at- tons, of high-purity arsenic metal was used 
mospheric emissions of sulfur dioxide and in the electronics industry. Gallium arse- 

arsenic. nide and its alloys were used in such prod- 
In addition to purchasing refined arsenic ucts as light-emitting diodes and displays, 

trioxide, Koppers Co. Inc., a major producer room-temperature lasers, discrete micro. 
of arsenical wood preservatives, produced wave devices, solar cells, and photoemissive 
high-purity arsenic trioxide at its plant in surfaces 
Conley, GA, from low-grade material im- _Arsenical wood preservatives for pressure 
ported from Canada. Arsenic trioxide was treating lumber were the largest end use for 
processed into arsenic acid, which was arsenic trioxide. In the preparation of CCA
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wood preservatives, arsenic acid, produced blown glass sector, the use of arsenic in the 
from arsenic trioxide, is mixed with copper flat and container glass industry having 
oxide and chromic acid to form a leach- been virtually eliminated. During 1983, ar- 
resistant waterborne preservative for pres- senic was used by an estimated 15 glass 
sure treating lumber. plants manufacturing pressed and blown 

‘The principal agricultural market for glass products such as tableware, lead glass, 
arsenicals was in cotton growing where and optical glass. 
arsenic acid was used as a desiccant to aid 
in mechanical stripper harvesting of cotton, PRICES 
and other arsenical chemicals, such as ‘ i 
se oodlitin nothenearsoneta QHEMA) and jf Petree. corey Dinan Oo 
disodium methanearsonate (DSMA), were purity, declined throughout the year in 

used as herbicides for control of grassy and response to decreased demand and plentiful 
broadleaf weeds. The largest decline in supply. The price for carload quantities, 
demand for arsenic was in agricultural which had remained constant at $0.40 per 
consumption, where cotton planting was pound throughout 1982, declined to $0.37 
reduced by 27% from the 1982 level. Most or per pound early in the year and by October 
all of the reduction was due to the US. reached a low of $0.38 per pound. The price 
Department of Agriculture’s PIK program. of domestically produced arsenic metal, 
‘Arsenic trioxide is used in the glass indus- marketed in 250-pound drums or 2,000- 
try primarily as a fining and decolorizing pound pallets, remained constant at $2.25 
agent. With the advent in the late 1960's per pound throughout the year. Dealer 
and early 1970's of environmental and occu- prices for foreign material were somewhat 
pational health laws governing arsenic ex- lower at $1.95 per pound. 
posure and emissions, glass companies elim-  High-purity arsenic metal for electronics 
inated or reduced to minimum amounts usage was sold in evacuated or argon-filled 
their consumption of arsenic compounds ampules to inhibit oxidation. Domestic ma- 
and began substituting arsenic acid for terial guaranteed to be 99.999%-pure, or 
arsenic trioxide to reduce dusting during better, sold for $100 per kilogram. Substan- 
materials handling. As a result, arsenic tial premiums were paid for some imported 
usage has been limited to the pressed and material of higher guaranteed purity. 

Table 1.—Arsenic price quotations 
(Cents per pound, yearend) 

peste ee ee 
ise 19821088 

‘Trioxide, domestic, 95% AesOs,fob-Tacoma, WA -——---nnnanannnanene-= BB 
‘Tiotide’ Meriean’ 99.18% Arse fob. Laredo, TX02-=-llll--~----=as---- TBR 
Fees eerie Sboe An” Anon fob Maret TNDIITIODIDLIIOIIIICTITIIE ats a 

FOREIGN TRADE residues that had accumulated from the 

roasting of arsenicbearing gold ores. In 
__ In response to a decrease in demand, accordance with an agreement between 
imports of arsenic trioxide were at the jf sacs ead A cand " 
Jowest level'since 1978 However, importa of” Japanes® smelters and. Anaconda, arsen ¢ 
arsenic acid more than tripled, partially  ‘tisulfide waste was shipped from Japan to 
offsetting the decline in trioxide imports. the United States for disposal. The hazard- 
Exports of arsenic compounds amounted to ous byproduct was created from smelting of 
only 85 tons. arsenic-bearing concentrates that Anacon- 

Imports of arsenic trioxide from Canada da began shipping to Japan when it closed 
were largely low-grade arsenical dusts and _ its copper smelter in September 1980.
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Table 2.—U.S. imports for consumption of arsenicals, by class and country 
1981 = 1985 

lass and count “Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value Seat aty Gerse’ Mime Guenter Yalue Quant Yale tons) sands) tons) sands) tons). sand) tons) sins) tons) sands) tons) sands) 
Arsenic trioxide: 

Eelpurtasenbova @——70T2222> ata} Balog smn sonnoa eer eres 38 ‘it es ao Genade <“CITTTTITITTITTTSTITIT gst 9 gabe RD hing TTOTTLIIITESTTI iar TkO 8 % 36 Brance —ooToT aI) aust gor Germany, Federal Repablicof —~"7—"277=-- Ba 16 1% 1 6 
Sates 2 OSA SSE TENET TS SEE aS ae Se 0 i Korea, Republicof <“-"TTTT7--- mw amg os Menigo —-—----00DLITIIIIIIIIIIII 356653128 ESP oa eee me meee: as 16 0 Netherlands ““==222220TTITIIIIIoT % 8 © 2S 

rr Ge ae Rea ete 66 2 ct a ae Suber Kepiiceh oa Si nweceamene ee eT = Byeee occa TSSSSSSSSTSS nee aa aah 
WBE rene nena dee EE 40 wT 20 68 Le = ‘United Kingda 22= =P Tos ceTe 3 8 2 Bt s Zimbabwe == ~~~ ~272727772727T7> monica Ef a fy 
Total® 170918, 14.500 35,281 10,186 408 

Arsenic aid ‘Australia ee u 5 Hranee  onnce 2 eI SETS ss = & Ft 3 Germany, Federal Repablic of ~~~72222777 - a = to) 2 Metico 2 TIT am Sueded os SDERSDOTE Da DONn Sepa ey 18 ee United Kingdom ©°CITLISTITIITTIITT oss ST ane 
nT ey a ee ee ee 

Arsenic sulfide: Gaede ooo ecm — 18 4 o e depen oo oooco coon ae a -. Maske Qehes 255 Sasa oo TSE TEES Se é Be 
Total — 18 94g 1s22 

‘Arsenic metal: BAI ccnp nese ee some “ge - a 7 Gaada 27D STIIE TSE i aT GBF 6 a8 Ghina ©5207 7 72200 272TT STITT IIIT 3% on 3B Germany, Federal Repiblic of ——>~=>>7=27 ° 10 1 a 20 Sapan =e ne tana o 6 ° 3 ° 30 Betts eens We SERED IIETS 3 we = om Sweden ““TITTIITIICISIIIIIIIIIII__ ats 
Total® ak 2080 188088 

Lead arsenate: Pi ee rte tel 9 ata Ww 35 Other <==—=7277TTIIIILITIITISS ST ey o, ° ° 2 
Molalszesasesuces ace er eee 1 a 

Sodjum arsenate: sd 
Other SEED RRTSS So Sones inte o 3 1 5 6 2 

Total on ° 3am 9 eo 2 
Argenic compounds, ne. Biedet nse sctinacs sa alue 3 -. « 5 " 22 United Kingdom ~~~ >>> 2TTTTT 72222 2 eae sel 2 108 Gila aan ORR STERE 2 45 ° 2 ° 23 

Total ----- ~~ 4 18 188 a 
$Less than 1/2 unit. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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‘Table 3.—U.S. import duties for arsenicals 

i re a 
en 7Sus Most favored nation OMFN) Non MPN, 

No. Jan, 1, 1983 Jan. 1, 1984 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1984 

‘Arsenic metal... 682.04 Lean per Os cent per Free. 6eanteper 
vioxdeandwulhde 417.6 a 
Othercompounds 417.64 4.490 4.2% 08 am a 259 ad valorem. 
cAI I 

WORLD REVIEW refining arsenic, Japan was a leading world 

Canada.—Cominco Ltd’s plant in Yellow- Rae ee ieee ie 

knife, NOt cee cic neh was qustries Ltd. and Mitsubishi Metal Corp 
Cormeen eo and was designed to were major suppliers of high-purity gallium 
produce 5 tons per day of high-purity arse. ere TH oe used for production of 
nic trioxide from sludge generated in the Toenide cryste 8 Deeo ior chon: 10) 

z ; semiconductor devices. At least 10 Japanese 
roasting of gold and silver ores, reportedly Moree Ae working on developing gal- 
was experiencing startup difficulties. High- [POMS Ge inte Sod coal oping st 
arsenie dusts and residues, accumulated ye ae nee ee een ordi 

from the roasting of arsenic-bearing gold ‘rea, Republic of.—According to the 
ores from Campbell Red Lake Mines Ltd. in, Republic of Kores's Energy-Reeources Insti 
Ontario and Giant Yellowknife Mines Lid. te, @ minable arsenic-bearing silver ore, 
in the Northwest Territories, continued to meth poerves estimated at 10.6 million tons, 

be shipped to the United States for process- aS identified in the southeastern part of 
ing, Cominco, through its Electronics Mate the country. The deposit, which was be- 
Hale Div, was a major North American lieved to be commercially exploitable, con 
supplier of high-purity arsenic and gallium — ‘@i8 an average of 12.6% arsenic and 156 

arsenide crystals for the electronics indus- &tams of silver per ton’ . 
try. Cominco opened its gallium arsenide __Philippines—Lepanto Consolidated Min- 
plant in Trail, British Columbia, in June m8 Co. Inc., the major supplier of high- 
1981. arsenic concentrates to Asarco's Tacoma 

Chile.—The El Indio Mine, a gold-silver- (United States) smelter, was constructing a 
copper mine inaugurated in December 1981, $17 million roaster located at the Philippine 
80% owned by St. Joe International Corp., Associated Smelting and Refining Corp. 
shipped high-arsenic ore and concentrate in (PASAR) complex on Leyte. Startup of the 
1983 to the United States for processing. roaster plant, originally scheduled for No- 
The roaster, built to reduce arsenic content vember, was reportedly delayed until early 
in the concentrates to levels acceptable for 1984. The plant, which includes a large fluid 
conventional smelting, has been running bed roaster to volatilize arsenic, was ex- 
below capacity since commissioning. El In- pected to have the capacity to process 5,000 
dio’s arsenic trioxide refinery came on- tons per month of high-arsenic concentrate 

stream during the fourth quarter of 1983 and a crude arsenic trioxide capacity of 20 
after experiencing startup difficulties and tons per day. The calcined concentrate was 
reportedly will be producing 300 to 400 tons to go to the PASAR smelter for treatment. 

per month of 97% arsenic trioxide. Lepanto’s contract to supply concentrates to 
Japan.—With at least three companies ‘Tacoma was scheduled to expire in 1986."
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‘Table 4.—Arsenic trioxide: World production, by country? 
(Metric tons) 
Ft 

Country? 1979" 1980" 1981 1982? 1983* ee _ Sout a_i 
Pibet cnp ann nn anemanuersui 5550 *5900 = *5,200 5,100 5,000 
Germany, Federal Republic of* _____ = 360 360 360 360 
ONE ne ee cs Shea 182 284 95, #100 100 So ot 500 Na 10 208 NA Méslogs (roca son 7SDS SU SROSIR EAST 6.581 eon 85iT 4340 4.700 

Namibiat ________ 0027 2,221 1,288 1,370 1,895. 1,126 
Fa oo cneonc es Cocca 1,415 2475 2164 1,663 1,800 
CSIR oy coon nsec rseieeninesieicens 845. 200 196. 200 190 
‘Sweden® 7______ Ta aS eas 5,080 4,080, 4,000 4,000 4,000 
TERR amimnmnenircansnmmmcamin ii 7,700 7,700 7,800 7,900 8,000 United Busta oo DSSS Ss TSE RETEST Ee Ww W W w W 

Tl acura necmna ncunciTet 29,620 28,619 27,872 26,264 25,276 Se ee ee "Ae _ a_i 
agian. Preliminary. ‘Revised, NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 

Hincluding calculated arsenic trioxide equivalent of output of elemental arsenic and arsenic compounds other than 
argenic trioxide where inclusion of such materials would not duplicate reported arsenic trioxide production. 

?Table includes data available through May 30, 1984. 
“Austria, Belgium, China, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Spain, the United Kingdom, Yogoelavin ‘and. Zimbabwe’ have produced ‘arsenic and/or arsenic compounds in previous yosrar but interaatice is 

inadequate to make reliable estimates of gulp levels. Chile began producing arsenic trioxide during 1983 from the El Indio gold-copper ores, however, it was not of marketable quality and required further refining by foreign producers. Tt hag not been lated separately to avoid double counting. 
“Output of Teumeb Corp. Lid. only. 
Reported figure. 
“Output of Empresa Minera del Centro del Perd. 
“Output of arsenic trioxide for sale plus the arsenic trioxide equivalent of the output of metallic arsenic for ale. 

TECHNOLOGY used. The granules were also used in an 
2 attempt to selectively scavenge arsenic 

The Bureau of Mines investigated the from an ion exchange effluent stream from removal of arsenic from high-arsenic flue g Bureau of Mines process to recover tita. 
dusts and related materials so that these nium from Searles Lake brine, but un. 
materials could subsequently be treated for acceptable amounts of tungsten were ad- 
metal recovery. In the process, lead smelter sorbed by the granules." 
dust containing 10% arsenic was leached at Harris Microwave Semiconductor Inc, 
90° C with 20% sulfuric acid to maximize jilpitas, CA, introduced the first commer- 
dissolution of arsenic, zinc, cadmium, and cially available gallium arsenide integrated indium. Indium was removed from solution circuit. The circuit reportedly operates at 
using solvent extraction, followed by precip- up to five times the speed of the fastest. 
itation of arsenic with iron sulfate and silicon chips. In December, Harris brought 
calcium carbonate to form a fixed, stable on-line what was described as the capacity 
precipitate for waste pond containment. to grow the largest high-purity gallium 
The lead residue could be recycled to the arsenide single-crystal ingots with crystals 
Jead blast furnace and the leach liquor up to 5 inches in diameter and 10 kilograms 
returned to the electrolytic zine plant? in weight." 
The Bureau also investigated the removal ‘The gallium arsenide integrated circuit 

of arsenic from mining industry waste market was expected to grow markedly 
streams by adsorbing arsenic on hydrated within the next decade, with an estimated 
titanium dioxide granules. Following the 42 U.S. companies in some stage of develop- use of sulfur dioxide to precipitate arsenic ing gallium arsenide integrated circuit 
from sulfuric acid leach solutions generated capabilities." Rockwell International and 
from the leaching of smelter flue dusts, the Honeywell Inc. were awarded Defense Ad- 
granules were used to scavenge the remain- vanced Research Projects Agency funding 
ing arsenic. Tests using synthetic solutions _ to establish a pilot line for the fabrication of 
resulted in a maximum arsenic loading of complex gallium arsenide integrated circuit 
14% on the granules, but loading was much chips. The 3-year program calls for the pilot 
lower when actual leach solutions were line to achieve a minimum throughput of
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100 3inch wafers per week for at least the foundry resources for the U.S. Department 
last 6 months of the program. The long- of Defense.'* Approximately 60 gallium ar- 
term objective of the program is to establish senide projects were sponsored by Govern- 
pilot lines to serve as gallium arsenide ment defense agencies during 1983. 

CESIUM AND RUBIDIUM 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- rectifying tubes, which change alternating 
ta for cesium and rubidium are developed current to direct current, and for infrared 

by the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary lighting, where cesium vapor emits long- 
survey of U.S. operations. Of the four oper wavelength radiation that is invisible to the 

ations to which a survey request was sent, eye. Cesium chloride was used in photoelec- 
all responded, but only one company re- tric cells because its color sensitivity is 

ported production of cesium and rubidium _ higher than that of other alkali salts. 
products PRICES 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION Prices for cesium and rubidium com- 
Small quantities of cesium metal and pounds rose slightly in 1983, reportedly 

compounds were produced from pollucite because of higher costs of production. At 
ore imported from Canada and Zimbabwe. yearend, cesium metal was $275 per pound 

Rubidium metal and compounds were pro- for technical grade and $325 per pound for 

duced from imported lepidolite ores. high-purity metal. Rubidium metal prices 

‘The only producer of cesium and rubid- were $300 per pound for technical grade 
ium metal and compounds was the KBI Div. and $375 for high-purity metal. 
of Cabot Corp. at its plant at Revere, PA. 
The Callery Chemical Co., Callery, PA, a = pri 4 
producer in past years, retained its produc- Tables rie ee cenas snd, 
tion capacity and was considered a potential 
supplier. Another supplier in past years, Base price per pound® 
the Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp., Trona, CA, Compound ern 
sold all of its stocks of ores and other source rade Ponty 
materiais and ceased production of cesium —§ ————______*“* 
and rubidium. Cesium bromide — $3425 369.50 

CONSUMPTION AND USES Cea chiorigs SET SESE 3030 ay 
Cesium fluoride ~~~ — 13550 80.00 

Data concerning specific end-use and com GERMS isgs-""""- gD at 
sumption patterns for cesium and rubidium Rubidium chloride -—~ ~~~ 8150 126.00 
and their compounds were not available. ed aT oe Tee 
Cesium and rubidium and their respective § ———————————___—__________ 
compounds were interchangeable in most *Price is for quantities of Jes than 100 pounds, fob 
applications, although cesium compounds "ever PA:excluding packaging costs 
were the most widely accepted because of Source: Cabot Corp., KBIDiv. 
their availability and price advantages. 

More than 75% of the cesium and rubid- FOREIGN TRADE 
jum consumed in the United States was 
used in research. The principal use in this The increase in imports was attributed 
application was developmental research on to a slight increase in demand and the 
direct energy-conversion devices, such as strengthening of the U.S. dollar against 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generators, foreign currencies. Trade data on raw mate- 
solar photovoltaic cells, and therimonic and rials and metal were not available. Tariff 
turboelectric power generators. Commercial _ schedules established at the Tokyo Round of 
consumption included uses for high-voltage trade negotiations are shown in table 7.
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Table 6.—U-S. imports for consumption of cesium compounds, by counti ry 
a 

Caclum chloride Cesium compounds, je Cesium compounds, ites Cesium chloride mci Cesium chloride Cesinm compo 
“Quantity yaiue Quantity —yq,,, Quantity yg, Quantity yo. fGounds) Value Qounass Value uum Value Quantiy  Vaiue ——_________Ponas)_T pounds) Vette pounds) Vale? (pounds) _Valve 

Sanaa “77=7>777777=7 a = goede = oaks Sons Germany, Federal Republicof. 9.645 $408,047 6.605 $05,479 1265 somngié 2990 ad 2 
United Kingdom=— = 27 aE 7am iw 

Total ca------- 9645 408087 7002896804 —+19,875 518885 Base 97,07 seer BSE EO Ta ih aRy rget 

Table 7.—U-S. import duties for cesium and rubidium 
gas Mont avr nation APN) Non FN 
No. dan, 1, 1984 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1984 a eT OR, 

Ore and concentrate. 60165 Free ree Fe Cesium OND TITIITT2 ASN Be% ad'valorerm— 5390 advalorom 2596 ad valorem Cesium chioride=~~7""777777T> R50 BG advalorem £096 ad valorem _ Do. Othercesium compounds -—----—- 41852 Lastadvalorem = fo 4 ‘slorem- Do. Rubidium <---> ABAD ABeadvalorem 378% a8 valorem _ Do. Rubidium compounds —~~~"T-~> gop SS Gi telorem = Be valorem - Do. cere es SA ceiecnees sos 

WORLD REVIEW tion of electric power, in which cesium and 
' rubidium salts are used. Work continued at itinhe Ore Tae Mingict the nae the Pacific Northwest Laboratories of Bat- 2 : a Ltd., cece ao : 

source of poliucite for the United States, Sole ™ Saree Mit ca eee 
remained closed in 1983, having shut down conventional MHD develo} ent was con- 
at the end of 1982. The reasons given for the finned. on a Astommega wat toate 
criti oh cinae of demand coal-fired combustor under a program of 

Bikita Minerals (Pvt.) Ltd, which operat. {h¢ US: Department of Energy at Butte, ed several mines that produced cesium and ME 
rubidium minerals in the Victoria District, copversion of the Ryazan thermal power- 
of Zimbabwe, ceased all production at the Patt arity rie fi led by natural. gue te: end of 1982. The mines reportedly remained Tov ai. was approved. Pe ay Mites oie: closed at the end of 198%, although several Poel Was approved. Power Ministry off supments of ore were reportedly sent to 51959 megawatt MHD generator plus a 300- 

megawatt standard steam turbine, with an 
overall energy conversion efficiency of TECHNOLOGY 60%.28 

Development continued on MHD genera- 

GERMANIUM 

Domestic production and consumption of DOMESTIC PRODUCTION germanium decreased significantly during . . 1983 compared with that of 1982. Eagle-Picher Industries Ine, Quapaw, 
Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic re. OK, was the sole domestic producer of 

finery production data for germanium are primary germanium. Kawecki Berylco In- developed by the Bureau of Mines based on dustries Inc., a division of Cabot, Revere, discussions with domestic producers con- PA; Atomergic Chemetals Co., Plainview, 
cerning total industry production. NY; and Bunker Rare Metals, Irving, TX;
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produced germanium products using im- ects involving infrared systems for use in 
ported metal, oxide, and scrap and domestic guidance and weapon-sighting systems. 

scrap. Germanium-containing lenses and windows 
Jersey Miniére Zinc Co., Clarksville, TN, transmit thermal radiation in a manner 

produced germanium-rich residues as a by- similar to visible light transmission by opti- 
product of processing zine ores mined at cal glass. Other important uses for germa- 
Gordonsville and Elmwood, TN. These resi- nium glass included nonmilitary surveil- 
‘dues were shipped to Métallurgie Hoboken- lance and monitoring systems in fields such 
Overpelt SA in Belgium for germanium as satellite mapping and fire alarms. 
recovery and refining. Another growing market for germanium 

‘Musto Explorations Ltd. of Vancouver, in recent years was fiber optic telecommun- 
Canada, completed a feasibility study on the ications systems. However, improvements 

Apex Mine, an abandoned copper mine at in the technology used to manufacture fiber 
St. George, UT, and announced its decision optic cables and the increased use of mono- 
to put the mine into production. The major modal fibers over multimodal fibers led to a 
products of this project were to be germa- decrease in the amount of germanium con- 
nium hydroxide and gallium hydroxide, sumed by this industry during 1983. This 
with byproducts of copper, silver, and zinc. market should continue to grow as several 
Underground development work began in companies announced plans to install fiber 
October. The mine was expected to produce optic cable systems in the near future. In 
120 tons of ore per day. Ore reserves were February, American Telephone & Tele- 
estimated at 243,000 tons containing 0.032% graph Co. (AT&T) placed into operation 
gallium and 0.064% germanium. The com- ts fiber optic cable system connecting 
pany also expected to build a plant capable New York and Washington, DC. AT&T 
of treating 100 tons of ore per day and announced that it planned to extend this 
announced a target date of March 1985 for ine from Boston, MA, to Richmond, VA, as 
start of production. Estimated annual pro- well as setting up additional lines in Penn- duction levels for the first 3 years were Sylvania, ‘Texas, North Carolina, and 
10,000 kilograms of contained gallium and Georgia." A new transatlantic phone sys- 
17,900 kilograms of contained germanium.’ torn using fiber optic cables known as TAT-8 
Eagle-Picher Industries was expected to and owned by 28 international telecommun- 
purchase 8,000 kilograms of germanium jcations companies was expected to be ready 
hydroxide from Musto on a long-term con- for operation in June 1988. Illinois Bell 
‘teat basis. Telephone Co. and Bell Telephone of Cana- 

Domestic refinery production from both da also announced plans to install fiber 
primary and secondary materials for 1983 optic cable systems in their respective juris- 
was estimated to be approximately 20.000 Gictions. Fiber optics can be used as replace- 
\ilograms. The decrease in production from ments for conventional wire teleommun- 
A oe cate ese lioter demand. ication systems and is finding increased use 
Based on the US. producer price for refined Because it can be installed in existing une 
germanium metal, the approximate value of de7eround conduits where space is often at 
the production was $21 million. & premium. Fiber optic ayetems provide. compact, short-circuit-free transmission me- 

dium that is not susceptible to distortion by 
‘CONSUMPTION AND, USE> an electromagnetic field and cannot be 

‘The apparent consumption of germanium tapped by currently available technology. 
was estimated at 35,000 kilograms, a signifi- Although not used in all fiber optic systems, 
cant decrease from the 42,000 kilograms germanium was an important constituent 
estimated in 1982. The estimated consump- in many systems. 
tion pattern for various end uses of germa- Germanium was used as a substrate upon 
nium in 1988 was as follows: infrared sy- which gallium arsenide phosphide was de- 
stems, 50%; fiber optics, 15%; semiconduc- posited to form an essential part of light- 
tors, 15%; detectors, 10%; and other uses, emitting diodes. Germanium was also used 

10%. in the manufacture of other semiconductor 
The largest end use for germanium con- electronic equipment; to improve the hard- 

tinued to be in infrared optics despite a ness of copper, aluminum, and magnesium 
slowdown in the rapid growth evident over alloys; and, in some foreign countries, as a 
the past few years, owing in part to a delay catalyst in the production of polyester fibers 
in some previously planned military proj- and plastic bottles.
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PRICES FOREIGN TRADE 

The published domestic producer prices _ A comparison of the value per kilogram of 
for germanium metal and germanium di- imported germanium material with the 
oxide were unchanged throughout the year published producer price for germanium 
at $1,060 and $660 per kilogram, respective- metal indicates that much of the increase in 
ly. Some discounting by domestic producers imported material was scrap containing 
was evident during 1983 because of the various amounts of germanium. The esti- 
competition from imported material. mated germanium content of the imported 

material was calculated to be approximate- 
ly 6,500 kilograms. 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of germanium, by class and country 
STE ETT = i982 1985 

lass at yu Gross Gross 
Gi nd Goantry weight ‘Value weight. Value 

Gailograms) cxilograms) 
Unwrought and waste and scrap: ‘Belgium-Luxembourg == 1854 $4,018,956 4540 $1,797,115 Gansta, ses 2 Dae PRIS SRE ATERS 43 5.500 es a 
‘China witene nes neto asses mer nae 651 455,784 
II etn See ae 1,828 635,696. Germany, Federal Repablic of ~ oer ecoeare 219,008 ‘308 3,581508 
TUE pants aeelie weir ecuis oe eee oe eee 1,683 635,507 Japan -_ Ree 8 38,702 10 2600 Netherlands -~ °° ~27"0TDIIIILIIIIIDIIIIIIT 100 50,063 1,83 77095 
MigNY. Souk Soo demens -- _- 910 542,463 Switzerland — ~~ 2220227272777 27TT TTT 5 : 44s Tegel 
United Kingdom __ Son Lape. 821 95,577 4,075 617,274 

Total = awunwe Sua 3,150 4,427,982 15,791 9,121,255, 

Wrought: 
Belgium-Luxembourg —__------~.. Seeeceeee 6,955 3,648,870 4,061 1,256,342 Canada ~~ 2222222 3 "550 a a Ching = 21 oC TEESE SEORS <5 ne 10027 Franceico 3 ooo Soe nneememne 1984 97485 - _ Germany, Federal Republic of ~~~ ~222722277272272 18 129,494 108 115,f64 Netherlands ——— Beene 15553388 . Pe United Kingdom ————~—~~~2722LTITIIIIIIIITT Ma 525500, 23,288 

Total o----------- ceca 9,309 4,858,777 5125 1,405,986 SS PE BE _ A 

Table 9.—U.S. import duties for germanium metal and germanium dioxide 
ee 

‘Most favored nation (FN) Non MEN 
Item 8 eee “Jan. 1, 1983. No: Jan. 1, 1983 Jan. 1, 1984 fob ae sc ce Er 

Germanium dioxide.---_____.. 42.00 4.49%advalorem 4.2% advalorem 25% ad valorem. Metal, unwrought and waste and scrap 62825 do dn Do, 
Metal, wrought ———.-..-.--___- 628.30 7.3% ad valorem 6.8% ad valorem 45% ad valorem. ee ee ee _ee Seat ee 

WORLD REVIEW arroya, France; Societa Mineraria e Metall- 
. . urgica di Pertusola S.A., Italy; Bleiberger- World production was estimated at 85,000 ergwerksunion AG, Austria; and Preus- 

kilograms." Germanium was produced by sag Metall AG, Federal Republic of Ger- 
Métallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt, Belgium; many. Germanium refineries were also lo- 
Societé Miniére et Métallurgique de Pei- cated in China, Japan, and the USSR. 

INDIUM? 

Indium was produced by Indium Corp. of Corp. at a plant in Palmerton, PA; Wil- 
America, Utica, NY; NJZ Alloys Inc., a joint liams, Wheat Ridge, CO; and The Arconium 
venture of New Jersey Zinc Co. and Indium Corp., Providence, RI. Both NJZ and Wil-
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liams sent their indium product to Indium PRICES 
Corp. for further refining and marketing. . 
Domestic production declined in 1983, as The price of indium initially rose and 
imports continued to gain market share, then declined during 1983. The price was 
‘The Bureau of Mines does not publish $2.60 per troy ounce at the start of the year, 
domestic production data on indium. Smal] Tose to $3.50 per troy ounce by the end of 
quantities of secondary indium were avail- March, then later declined in two stages to 
able from specialty metal recycling firms. end the year at $2.65 per troy ounce. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES FOREIGN TRADE 

Indium consumption increased primarily _Imports of indium-rich residues rose 
as a result of a general economic improve- sharply to meet increased domestic de- 
ment. Usage in the categories of fusible mand. France was the leading supplier, 
alloys and solders was especially strong as a _ followed by Italy and Belgium-Luxembourg. 
generally lower indium price enhanced its The duty on unwrought and waste and 
‘competitive position. Consumption for nu- scrap indium (TSUS 628.45) was 1.1% ad 
clear control rods remained low. Research valorem for most favored nations (MFN) 
studies continued on a broad range of possi- and 25% ad valorem for non-MFN. The 
ble new ‘uses, especially for solar cells and duty on wrought indium (TSUS 628.50) was 
an indium-tin oxide coating for glass. Esti- 6.3% ad valorem for MFN and 45% ad 
mated consumption patterns for indium valorem for non-MFN. For indium com- 
metal were electrical and electronic compo- pounds (TSUS 423.96), the duty was 2.5% ad 
nents, 40%; solders, alloys, and coatings, valorem for MFN and 25% ad valorem for 
40%; and research and other uses, 20%. non-MEN. 

Table 10.—U-S. imports for consumption of indium, by class and country 
(Thousand troy ounces and thousand dollars) 

Class and count gs 
— Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value 

‘Unwrought and waste and scrap elgim-Loxembourg = ——————---—— 1 ase g Gouda oS  emanngmess uO Mo ie B13 Chine a ere ETRE ST CIENES a eS i0 France 2222200072770 TTT ITT 3 80 6 Germany, Federal Repiblie of =~~~—=>~==~ ® Boe @ 1 
Hong Mango soso cos: ie a ies e ot Ireland SISSEETTDEIIICTIIIE 2 Pa 8 = Balyes 2 POPE POSSERTESTSSESSIOESE i nk HRB Gece 6th 3 2 Netherlands -~—-7777222777077777227 8 85 Pa 6 y Bese ore eis noe ees eaeaSe 3 1 

Tag Stree a Sede veseUESEaSS 3 2 eee ee 
SEE nisms asiemmairemeiney 446 3,029 685 2127 1,071 2719 

Wrought: “= a 
‘Germany, Federal Republicof =~ ® Sow = +e 1 
HongKong ~~ === a ee go ° 5 Heelan 00s Ds PSE TNSTEREUEES 6 7 Bee Le 
Japan === nernnee tee 1 7 6 2 i ii Pera ones SPERTSOERS oe » 0 - 2S aeee 
United Kingdom — — sacaseenenae aa 

PG a reremapmanseton 6 1 1 9 2 6 
Les than 1/2 unit, 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

WORLD REVIEW as a very important producer during the 
_ year. Other major world refiners included 

In response to a general economic im- Métallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt in Belgium, 
provement, world production increased. In- Nippon Mining Co. Ltd. in Japan, and 
dustry sources reported that Pefiarroya, Mining and Chemical Products Ltd. in the 
with facilities in France and Italy, emerged United Kingdom.
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RHENIUM?> 

Rhenium was produced by one domestic and $200 per pound for the perrhenic acid firm in 1983. Consumption of rhenium in- by yearend. 
creased an estimated 49% over that of 1982 Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic con- to 8,800 pounds. Imports increased from sumption data for rhenium are developed 5,369 pounds in 1982 to 6,570 pounds in by the Bureau of Mines by means of an 1983. The major use continued to be bi- annual voluntary domestic survey. Of the metallic platinum-rhenium catalysts to pro- 63 operations to which a survey request was duce low-lead and lead-free gasoline. The sent, 94% responded, representing an esti- 
price of rhenium decreased throughout the mated 41% of the total consumption shown 
year, falling to $250 per pound for the metal _ in table 11. 

Table 11.—Salient U.S. rhenium statisties 
Pounds of contained rhenium) 

Sea ET ae en 
Mine production —__ _ w w w w w 
Consumption® pai cae Sia ta 9,500 7,300, 6,600 5,900, 8,800 Imports metal) 2~=~=~~ 77777777777 oz 518 580 m6 3 
Se ee 8209 4991 9,089 5198 sour aitchs Deed ~~~ 77777 Ww Ww w w Ww 

“Estimated. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION the resistance toward common poisons like 
ae sulfur, and the ability to operate at higher 

Rhenium is produced from molybdenite temperatures and lower pressures. ‘The GMoS,) concentrates, which are a byproduct piatinum-rhenium catalysts are easily te 
of porphyry copper ores produced from generated. The regeneration of these cata. 
gunes located in the southwestern United Iysts reduces the annual demand for out- 

: “a put of first-generation catalytic feedstock. 
S. W. Shattuck Chemical Co. was the only About 39% of the chenium and 9807 of the Producer of rhenium during the year. Four Diatinum ean be recovered in this process, 

other producers—Kennecott, Deval Corp, “Of the three basic types of bimetallic IER Refractory Metals, and Molycorp seforming catalysts, the semiregenerative 
tee ee Price type accounted for about 60% of the total 

ea: reforming capacity. This type of catalyst 
CONSUMPTION KN isi requires process shutdown for regeneration 

at specified intervals. Cyclic and other types 
During 1983, the domestic consumption of (nonregenerative, continuous, and moving- 

rhenium increased an estimated 49% above bed systems) accounted for 10% and 9%, 
that of 1982 to 8,800 pounds. Platinum- respectively, of the total reforming capaci. 
rhenium bimetallic reforming catalysts are ty. An estimated 80% of the total reforming 
used by the petroleum industry to produce capacity employed platinum-rhenium cata- 
low-lead and lead-free high-octane gasoline. lysts. Other applications of reforming 
These catalysts compete with monometallic platinum-rhenium catalysts include the 
platinum catalysts and with other bimetal- production of benzene, toluene, and xylenes. 
lic catalysts that are used in the reforming About 7% of the total domestic consump- 
process. Although the rhenium content tion of rhenium was used in the form of 
ranges from 0.25% to 0.9%, by weight, the powder or alloys. The major portion of 
majority of these catalysts contain 0.3% rhenium used in these forms was contained 
rhenium and 0.3% platinum, using alumina in tungsten-rhenium and molybdenum- 
(Al.0,) as the support medium. The charac- rhenium alloys. When alloyed with other teristics that make the platinum-rhenium metals, rhenium improves their mechanical reforming catalysts so attractive, when and electrical properties, acid and heat compared with the monometallic platinum resistance, wear and corrosion resistance, catalysts, include a lower price, the ability and durability. Rhenium was used in the 
to tolerate greater carbon accumulation, manufacturing of thermocouples, ionization
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gauges, electron tubes and targets, metallic main form of rhenium imported. This repre- 
coatings, semiconductors, heating elements, sents a 14.5% increase over that of 1982. 
high temperature nickel-based alloys, vacu- The value of these imports was 
um tubes, mass spectrographs, and electro- $1,130,000. About two-thirds of the imports 
magnets. of ammonium perrhenate originated from 

Chile and one+hird from the Federal Re- 
PRICES public of Germany. Imports of rhenium 

‘The price of rhenium and its products etal totaled 623 pounds, which represents 
continued to decline. This trend began dur- 8 254% increase over that of 1982. The 
ing the second half of 1980 after the price of value of these imports totaled almost 
rhenium reached a record high, which $180,000 and all but 10 pounds originated 
encouraged the recycling of bimetallic from the Federal Republic of Germany. 
platinum-rhenium reforming catalysts by The import duty on ammonium perrhe- 
the oil industry. During the first quarter of nate from countries with MFN status was 
1988, the average price of rhenium metal 3.6% ad valorem; the import duty from 
was about $350 per pound. By the middle of countries with non-MFN status and least 
the year, the price decreased to about $300 _developed-developing countries (LDDC) was 
per pound, dropping to approximately $250 259% and 3.1% ad valorem, respectively. The 
per pound by yearend. The price of per- duty on rhenium metal from countries with 
thenic acid was about $300 per pound dur- MFN status was 4.2% ad valorem for 
ing the first quarter and decreased to about ~unwrought metal and 6.8% ad valorem for 
$250 per pound by the middle of the year, wrought metal. The duty on wrought and 
falling to about $200 per pound by the end ynwrought metal from countries with non- 
of the year, MEN status was 45% and 25% ad valorem, 

respectively. For the LDDC, the duty on 
FORFIGH TRADE wrought metal was 5.5% ad valorem and on 

US. imports for consumption of rhenium unwrought metal 3.7% ad valorem. The 
totaled 6,570 pounds, an increase of 22.4% duty on waste and scrap had been suspend- 
over that of 1982. Ammonium perrhenate, ed indefinitely. 
with 5,947 pounds of metal content, was the
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WORLD REVIEW British Columbia continued to be the sole 
; producer of rhenium in Canada, MoS, con- World production of rhenium in 1983 was Centrates, which contained approximately estimated to be 24,800 pounds, exclusive of 9.000 pounds of rhenium, were exported to 

US. production. Rhenium was recovered the Federal Republic of Germany and the from byproduct MoS; from porphyry copper United States. 
deposits in Canada, Chile, Iran, Peru, the Chile—Chilean production of rhenium 
USSR. and the United States. The only was estimated at 7,000 pounds, the largest exception was in the U.SSR., where rhe- amount produced by a market economy nium was also recovered as a byproduct country. The Corporacién Nacional del 
from the Dzhezkazgan sedimentary copper Cobre de Chile continued to mine rhenium. deposit in Kazakhstan. Rhenium metal and Recovery of rhenium in Chile was done by compounds were produced from concen- the independent converting facility Mo- trates in Chile, France, the Federal Repub- libdenos y Metales S.A. on a toll basis, lic of Germany, Sweden, the USSR, the Other rhenium resources in Chile are Los United Kingdom, and the United States. Pelambres, Quebrada Blanca, El Abra, and Canada.—The Island Copper Mine in the Disputada de las Condes Mines. 

‘SELENIUM** 

An increase in domestic demand for re- duction data for selenium are developed by fined selenium during 1983 was balanced by the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary a large increase in domestic production and survey of U.S. operations. The three domes- @ reduction in imported material. A bal- tic refiners of selenium responded to a anced supply-demand relationship for re- survey of their stocks, primary refined pro- fined selenium resulted in relatively little duction, and shipments of selenium to con- increase in the price of selenium. sumers, representing 100% of those values 
Domestic Data Coverage—Domestic pro- shown in table 14. 

Table 14.—Salient selenium statisties 
(Klograms of contained selenium unlees otherwise specified) 
a a 
United States ‘Production, primary refined ‘woogie uage0 51549 G0G © ag. 860 Shipmentsiaconsumers “—___""_-__Fit'aat_ Tanga) se Sorta Sr agp Exports;metol, wastoandscrap——-----_ stata «eres “enged trae Saag Iimportsforconsumption----------_Si0zis,aestm sl aep Siren oat ny Apparent consumption === ==> mim = Messen Sarge For Stocks, yearend, producer? vests 284504 Dass 152 00 Dealers price average per pid pepe . ‘commerciargrade’ —----_____¢$13 651631 “4109581265, sass $8.53 3387 World: Refinery production <————=<-"-- “ tgonie?  12n06 120884 L831 “1g0888d eae 

Estimated. "Preliminary ’Production includes net production of granular seleniure a semirefined form of selenium. 2Gracular selenium, a mmirefied fore felon sinciodd in stork 
‘Prodcers price of commercial and high purity grades. n 1951, producers ceased listing published prices 

Legislation and Government Pro- pigment production. ‘The proposed limita- grams.—On October 25, the EPA published _ tions, based on the best practical technology Proposed rules on effluent discharge limita- (BPT) standard, called for lime precipitation tions for existing and potential new sources with clarification for heavy metals removal that manufacture inorganic chemicals. Se- followed by filtration for further removal of Jenium was identified as a toxic pollutant in metal hydroxides and other suspended sol- the waste water of plants producing cadmi- ids. Selenium was also found in the treated . um salts. EPA identified 12 facilities in the _ waste water of one copper sulfate plant, but United States producing cadmium com- not in the raw waste water. The limitations Pounds in this category, 5 of which pro- would require that selenium be adequately duced cadmium pigments and 7 of which controlled if added to the waste water dur- 
produced cadmium salts without associated ing treatment,
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION quantities of selenium to meet the increased 
consumption as net imports of selenium 

The majority of primary selenium was Geclined from thet of 1982, Consumption of 
recovered from anode slimes generated in selenium in all major end uses increased 

thes electrolyte nepning if oppeer Selentnm aie iisioe inerceees reais for y Pigment 
was believ vered and metallurgical applications. Estimate: 

from lead slimes and nonferrous flue dusts. selenium consumption by end-use category 
Despite a decline in refined copper produc- was electronic and photocopier components, 
tion from primary materials, production of 33%; glass manufacturing, 27%; pigments, 
refined selenium increased to its highest 20%; metallurgical applications, 7%; and 
level in 10 years as stocks of semirefined other, including animal feed and chemicals, 

1 ed. 13 * metal were refint 3%. 
Primary selenium was recovered from The major electronic usages of selenium 

both domestic and imported materials at were as a photoreceptor used in the drums 
three U.S. copper refineries: AMAX Copper of plain paper electrophotographic copiers, 
Inc., at Carteret, NJ; Asarco, at Amarillo, and as a semiconductor in the production of 
TX; and Kennecott, at Magna, UT. Sele- selenium rectifiers. Although usage as the 
nium-bearing copper slimes from other do- Predominant photoreceptor continues to 
mestic copper refiners were either shipped Tw, selenium rectifier usage has declined, 

to the above refineries or exported for Owing. fo the advent of low-cost silicon 
processing. High-purity selenium metal and Tectiiers. spears 
various selenium compounds were produced a Pe UnAr Ye dees a ie ear 
from commercial-grade metal by the three industry, was i) container gies snsate fo 
copper refineries and other processors. 85 used as a deco“orant to compensals ‘Or k the yellow-green tint imparted by ferrous Phelps Dodge Refining Corp. installed sele- 30° Soi eed e ites: 
nium refining facilities at its El Paso, TX, [0nS. Seleniim was ane ine er it wee copper refine yaitd-reporteily Was tack im sreuitaciival plate glass, whore ie wa 

PI : < used in combination with cobalt oxide and 
piling crude selenium materials. Startup of ron oxide to reduce solar heat transmis- 
the selenium refinery was planned for early Sign. 
1984, having been delayed during 1983 ow- "With the improvement of the U.S. auto- 
ing to strike activity and low selenium mobile and construction industries, use of 

prices. | selenium in cadmium sulfoselenide red pig- 
F Daring ine fourth uae scene Pro- ments increased markedly above the de- 
luction at AMAX’s Carteret refinery was pressed 1982 level. These pigments, which 

sharply curtailed when most of the copper have a range of color from light orange to 
refinery closed. Carteret, which use to proc- maroon, depending on selenium content, 
on loys guantitien: of No. 2 copper scree have god heat stability and are important 
and blister, as well as processing anode colorants for plastics, glass, and ceramics. 
slimes from other companies, changed its 
emphasis to the processing of high-precious- STOCKS 
metal-bearing scrap. Future selenium pro- , duction was expected to be minimal. In the face of strong demand and decreas- 

; .__ ed primary copper refinery production, pro- Because of the high cost of processing 942 stocks of selenium declined sharp 
selenium-bearing scrap relative to the low (ue sire On vm a semire, i stocks of granular selenium, a semire- 

Briceiof oa production ft seouniery fined form of selenium, were processed into 
een from scrap xerographic matereg. Tefined products, At the 1988 rate of con- 
and used eden _ — an two he sumption, yearend producers’ stocks repre- 
Seep sare led con! aul reat 982. sented about a 3-month supply of selenium. 

‘ap xerographic materials containing se- Consumer stocks of refined selenium at 
lenium were exported to Canada and the yearend were reported to be at minimum 
Unie Kingdom for processing to recover Working levels. 

e selenium. 
PRICES 

CONSUMPTION AND USES . 
. . . | Standard commercial-grade selenium av- 

Consumption of refined selenium contin- eraging 99.5% selenium was sold as powder, 
ued to increase for the fourth consecutive available in several mesh sizes, or as small 
year and was at its highest level since the lumps or shot. High-purity selenium con- 
peak year of 1974. taining 99.99% selenium or better was 

Domestic producers provided additional marketed as pellets or sticks. Specifications
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for pigment-grade selenium powder gener- ported selenium, primarily from the United ally required a selenium content of 99.8%. Kingdom, was refined from scrap that had 
Other forms of selenium available included been exported from the United States for selenium dioxide, ferroselenium, sodium processing. 
selenite, and sodium selenate. 

aidhough there was a slight vriee 800" quhie15 11-5 weparta OP eetentun Atel, ery during the year, with a high range of "waste and serap in 1983, by country 
$4.20 to $4.50 per pound in October, the 
average annual price for selenium was only SaaS — = 
slightly above the 1982 value, which was the Country Galograms of Vatue 
lowest in 30 years. selenium) 

FOREIGN TRADE Balgium 7222222222 ven "Shoes Increased dametic production and ships emda=a—aan FR creased domestic production and ship- lombia—— --- 2 ments of selenium more than satisfied the Sqmany,Federal 19961790 increase in U.S. demand with the result Indie (°° 2027-2 ect 9S 
that imports of selenium declined from the” Htland-~--------- "300 1488 high level of 1982. Although Canada con- Japan —~=222--<> logis 15.287 
tinued to be the largest supplier of imported Netherlands ~~~ 8052 64,368 
selenium metal, imports from that country Philippines. - ---- Aa oe 
dropped by about 30% for the second con- Switzerland -~2_ 2227 1,996 15,400 
secutive year. Chile, which supplied 21,000 United Kingdom — ~~ 46,354 sas's01 
kilograms to the United States in 1982 but Tota) 9336877181 
none in 1983, accounted for most of the §<—————"~_""" 
remaining decline in imported selenium. 
Approximately 75,000 kilograms of im- 

Table 16.—U.S. imports for consumption of selenium in 1983, by class and country 
a 

Class and country Gillograms of Vaiue 
selenium) enim 

Unwrought and waste and scrap. Belgium Luxembourg <n 3463 090511 Catan an hn 8 co SURES URINE RR ETE Sion eran Germany, Federal Republic of 7777 77727722777277777272277DIIILLE gos 913958 MADD oer cement nnn omnmne mmen eee ESE Est 840 19 Poraso ooo SS TSP SEDGE DeS Nana sar ea a941 $5313 
Talvan 5050237 GRGEEP TAD IAT SC Soa RODENTS arse 1100 3/036 United Kingdom = 22222222 22722722 7220 eee 65373 ___9o7 808, 

etal soar a epeneennanpmeenn zn064 —_5428,250 
Selenium dioxide: Germany, Federal Republic of =n 44st e9.285 Ab 1a 10,514 

Mtlisoeccenesseyceseses a 459 79,199 
Seepium salt: ee kin 
Korea, Repablisof -22022222222S0TIITIIIIIIIIIITTIoe ae 5168 8324 United Kingdom on cnemnm een 22 toe GSTS HORST TRS 150 8550 

Total 5921 22870 
Sodium selenite 

Germany, Federal Wepablic of ~~~ 2772222722227277772TTTTITILE 10090287 357 
United Kingdom —_ 2-2 rnineten eee i etincanaie ne 3,801 T1915 

Total____ ween een n nmr geenn nan nennnn-5- os ations: 14,962, 376,254 

er selenium compoun. —— coca nto ucsue cuneate 25 1735 United Kingdom = 27227T22T2TTSITLITI IIe rceceaceee fs 18208 
fetaleaoarmae resccuUE ee 508 19,948 

Grand total - onan nnn nnn «DL DS ecco esennccec neeemomaee acs Tae) Baie
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Table 17.—U.S. import duties for selenium 

Gs ‘TSUS ‘Most favored nation (MFND Non MEN 
No. ‘Jan.1,1988 Jan. 1,1984 — Jan.1,1987 Jan. 1, 1984 

Selenium metal 68240 Free. Free Free. Free 
Sclenium dioxide andsalts-—-——~~~"_ 420.50, do = do “dow De. 

420.52 
Sodium selenite and other selenium 
compounds ssa -e-------- 421,625, 44% ad = ABM ad = Mhad = ad 

4203 “valorem. valorem. valorem. valorem. 

WORLD REVIEW ducer of selenium, it consumed less than 
. 5% of its production, primarily in the glass 

_ Estimated world production of selenium industry. Most of its selenium production 
increased over the depressed 1982 level, yet was exported, the United States being the 
fell below the estimated world demand of jargest recipient. At least some of the mate- 
over 1,400 tons. Consequently, producer rial exported to the United States was 
stocks of selenium declined. refined from US. scrap that had been 

Canada.—Production of refined selenium exported to Canada for processing. 
at Noranda Mines Ltd.’s Canadian Copper Japan.—Japan was the world’s largest 
Refiners Div. (CCR) increased above 1982 producer of refined selenium, derived pri- 
levels, when production and shipments marily from imported copper concentrates. 
were curtailed owing to a 17-week strike. Mitsubishi Metal was the largest selenium 
CCR operated Canada’s largest selenium producer in Japan, with an estimated ca- 
recovery plant at its Montreal East refin- pacity of 200 tons per year at its Osaka 
ery, which processed imported selenium precious metals plant, which treats copper 
scrap, as well as copper anode slimes. Inco anode slimes. At least three other Japanese 
Ltd. was Canada’s second largest producer companies, Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. 
of selenium at its Copper Cliff refinery in  Ltd., Nippon Mining, and Mitsui Mining 

Ontario. and Smelting Co. Ltd. produced primary 
Although Canada was a major world pro- selenium. 

Table 18,—Selenium: World refinery production, by country’ 
Kilograms of contained selenium) 

Country* 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

a 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 _ 60,000 
NORA rests mm mrenee 511,702 377,208, 350,010 222,000 295,000 
Chile CESSES SSE CADE STORE TEES 38050 17100 «83,005 HO]. 8,000 
Finland --~~~_~_2~~2.222222-== 2 Yost 11250 912 10020 10,000 
Gapan-22222222222TZTTTTIIIITIII2—otos «avg. aegis) © at0.4904n9.122 
Mericon.222c222s2cs2zs2cl22l2t72 «= *78000 © “48}000-“YB.00 © “z9;000° 30000 
Pere SEDOE Ts Rat aae Rea aaa 1320-22908 OATS 2.85121 500 
Sweden ——_---.---.---. Peewee 57,000 51,000 44,000, F &44,000. 44,000 
United States. _____-----__---. oxteee 266,312 140,880 251,949 242,996 4358,860. 
‘Yugoslavia — Pepe we suoeee oe 46,257 45,140, 35,600 £35,000 34,000 
Gants 2 CEE a aamaweenoee 13980 22704 agg 2845S 2.051 

Total ene eneeeennnennn-~ MO2MOT 1271496 1,270,894 98a 1,826,888 
in: WH eneeeroemstysareeeee) OE ee 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
Unsofar as possible, data relate to refinery output only; thus, countries that produced selenium contained in copper 

ares, copper concentrates, iste copper, andor refinery, residue, bul did not rove, refined sleni fromy these 
fatesials indigenously, were excluded to avold double counting. Table includes data available through May 90, 1984 

Sin addition to the countries listed, Australia, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the USSR, produced refined 
selenium, but output was not reported, and available information was inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of 
Sulput levels, Australia was known to produce selenium in intermediate metallurgical products and has facilities to 
Produce elemental selenium, In adition t having faites for procusing impor anode shmes forthe recovery of 
Exlenium and precious metals, the United Kingdom has facilities for processing selenium scrap, 

‘Refinery output from all sources, including imported materials and secondary sources. 
“Reported figure. 
{919 data for fiscal year ending June $1, 1979; 1980 data for Ssmonth period ending Mar. 31, 1980; 1981-85 data for 

faa yar ending Mari. aint refined sleniom profecel, Zambia exporedsificant quantities of seni 
contained in anode slimes.
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TECHNOLOGY the deer. Browsing on the seedlings causes i | the trees to become deformed and results in 
“ei je use of selenium = the mnierealloytig millions of dollars in damage every year.** tructiong cots mePrietary low=alloy con Similarly, researchers at the University 
Struction steels was reviewed in a recent of California, Davis, experimented with the 
Paper. Relatively small additions (up to administration of selenium pellets to cattle 085%) of selenium andlor an are in northern California to combat selenium- added to the steel to improve transverse deficient feed and forage. The pellets are 
ductility, toughness, cutability, and machin- retained in the fore eomach where they 

ity, Hecaatly, an addition inetd appt slowly release selenium for periods esti- 
cable to injection casters was devised that mated as long as 3 years. The pellets, 
involves wrapping a powdered core materi- manufactured in Australia, were already al, such as selenium, and dispensing it from being used in the livestock industry there a reel in measured quantities.* and in the United Kingdom.” 

Researchers at the University of Wash- The National Cancer Institute in Be- ington investigated the use of selenium thesda, MD, investigated dietary cancer contained in slow-release pellets planted preventative agents. Selenium has been 
with Douglas Fir seedlings to inhibit deer identified as a potential modifier of the from browsing on the seedlings. The seleni- process of carcinogenesis. Two papers pre- 
uum is absorbed by the roots and eliminated sented reviews of studies concerning the 
by the tree as dimethyl selenide gas, which toxicity of dietary selenium and its role as a 
has a garlic-like odor and serves to repell cancer prevention agent.* 

TELLURIUM?* 

Production of tellurium declined in 1983, _ Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic tel- 
following the continued decline in domestic lurium refinery production data were ob- 
copper refinery production, of which it is a tained from the only domestic producer on a 
byproduct. Though consumption increased voluntary survey form. To prevent disclo- 
over the 1982 record low, a large oversupply _ sure of proprietary data, tellurium produc- 
of tellurium continued to depress prices. tion data have been withheld. 

Table 19.—Salient U.S. tellurium statistics! 
{Kilograms of contained tellurium unless otherwise specified) 
a ——— tne 188 
Refinery production ___ Sate w w wow w Shipments to consumers ~~. ~~~2-~~2 222222722 Ww Ww wooOW Ww Imports for consumption ——""Z~TL~77TTTTTTTT toys aaa) argos 16602 11,829 Apparent consumption =< ~0—Wo> ==> ee ee resrend, producer _~22>—~==—>77 7722227 y i Producers’ price, yearend, commercial grade ~~~ 732000 7319.7 $1400 $10.00 $9.00 ee eesrensoes SOO ORO A, Sih Sine |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data World refinery production for selected countries is given in table 22. 

- Annual avarage are eee Bonn Th published list price of tellurium was suspended Jan. 5, 1981. Prices beyond 1980 are yearend prices quoted by one producer, 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION level yet remained well below the levels of 
- ‘ prior years. The increase was due to in- 

Commarvial-grade ene metal ‘jae creased consumption of tellurium by the 
product of “claw noite ao a nae tay steel industry, in response to increased steel 
eae at a yn TAX dice ery consumption in the domestic automobile ued production of 'tellurium at ite Can, 48d construction industries. Tellurium con- 
ie ND on 3 o fis diets 1982 How. sumption by end use was estimated as iron 
aver AMAX nated eonaia ner of 824 steel products, 65%; nonferrous metals, Cur ioruecivalaesecopemtge, er chamkals inlaing bbe an per aleys: facturing, 8%; other, including xerographic 

CONSUMPTION AND USES and blectronie Spon Re: lurium’s principal was as a 
Apparent consumption of tellurium in- alloying metal in the production of free- 

creased slightly above the 1982 record low machining steel. The addition of up to 0.1%
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tellurium improves the machinability of quoted prices for commercial-grade tellu- 
steel. Similarly, the addition of tellurium rium continued the decline begun in 1980, 

improves the machining characteristics and _ following the sharp decline in consumption. 
corrosion resistance of copper alloys. Tel- The producer price for commercial-grade 
lurium catalysts have found application in tellurium, quoted on a daily basis, began 
various oxidation, hydrogenation, and halo- the year at $9.50 per pound and dropped to 
genation reactions. However, the use of $9.00 per pound in July. Commercial grades 
tellurium catalysts was greatly reduced of tellurium metal, containing a minimum 
with the closure of Oxirane Corp.'s ethylene of 99% or 99.5% tellurium, are marketed as 
glycol plant in 1979. Photoconductive minus 200-mesh powder, I-pound ingots, or 
mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) was the 5-pound slabs. Tellurium dioxide is sold in 

most widely used infrared sensing material the form of minus 40-mesh to minus 200- 
for thermal imaging devices used in mili mesh powder containing a minimum of 75% 
tary applications, such as night vision and _ tellurium. 

navigation systems. U.S. military applica- 
tions account for most of the detector-grade, FOREIGN TRADE 

99.999992, tellurium consumed in the mar- : : : ‘ ket economy countries Despite an increase in consumption, the 
y i continued oversupply of domestic material 

paces resulted in the decline of tellurium imports 
to the lowest level since 1966. Data on 

As the oversupply of tellurium continued, _ tellurium exports were not available. 

Table 20.—U.S. imports for consumption of tellurium in 1983, by class and country 

Quantity 
Class and country Galograms.of — Vatue 

tellariam) 
Unwrought and waste and sera Belpten Cane te ace neuen cose rmerrameeeucemmere 92 si7g70 Canada 2772277277777 2 2777 TITTIIITIIITIIIIII ISSCC 9461 540,080 Germany, Federal Hepabiieof "= 727777T27TDTIIIIITITIIIIIITIIIT 2 383 

Ub at 282 °R Ta PRT Sp zag Ta eae Sen IaUa TeEGE SES TTaaT 3 103300 United Kingdom 222 2DLIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIGIIIGOIISIIID___ugot_ ata 
Belalio scsune wore semuuanuse Lae canmesaessbacumecsa 11,560 601,786, 

Compounds: Canada. sccnpeiees Tecomncmannenenmeeenioanet: 2p 5.588 
Germany, Federal Republic of —~ "7" 777777727777 TTTT TTT 4 1378 Jopans 2s esos 222 2222222-s22ss22sss2ssee a 387 

Grand total... ----n oe n enone eel 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 21.—U.S. import duties for tellurium 

RUS Most favored nation MIEN) ——————CNoe MEN 
No. Jan. 1, 19883 ‘Jan. 1, 1984 ‘Jan. 1, 1987 Jan, 1, 1984 

Tellurium metal... 632.48 20% ad Load Free on. 25% 
Compounds. ---- 421.90 sine” aad” atm ad “Do
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WORLD REVIEW ed from the anode slimes, which contain 
. . about 2% tellurium. Production of tellu- 

Belgium.—Metallurgie _ Hoboken-Over- rium increased markedly above 1982 levels, 
pelt began production from its new facilities when a 17-week strike curtailed production. 
for recovering tellurium from lead refinery Cominco is the leading world producer of 
wastes. The plant has an estimated capacity high-purity tellurium at its plant in Trail, 

of 75 tons per year of tellurium. British Columbia. To meet the growing 
Canada.—Noranda Mines was Canada’s demand for detector-grade tellurium for 

principal producer of tellurium at its CCR infrared sensors, Cominco has reportedly 
Div., which refines anode copper from three greatly increased its tellurium refining ca- 
Canadian smelters. Tellurium was recover- pacity over the past 2 years 

‘Table 22.—Tellurium: World refinery production, by country! 
(Kilograros of contained tellurium) 

Country? 1979 1980 1981 To 198" 
Canada? ween nnn nena (ATR god 229718000 24,000 Fi SOQGSEAGGERSERGESERTEES: aod «lao oe 

India ___________------------~--- 200 220 $220 +200 Sapa SEES TENEET IST ITSES 55500 8700170082800 65,000, 
Peru 07LTILIDIIIIIISIIIIIIIIII = moon's tn98 21700 United States = 777727 22TTTTIIIIIIIT W W WwW W Ww 

“Estimated. Preliminary. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Insofar a8 possible, data relate to refinery output only; thus; countries that produced tellurium contained in copper 

‘ores, copper concentrates, blister copper, and/or refinery Fesdues, but did not recover refined tellurium, are excluded to avoid double counting. Table is not totaled because of the exclusion of data from major world producers, notably the USSR. and the United States. Table includes data available through May 80, 1984 
3in addition to the countries listed, Australia, Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the USSR. are known to produce refined teorium, but oufput was ng reported, and avaiable information was shadaqute for formulation of 

rellable estimates of output levels, Moreover, the other major copper-refining nations such as Chile, Zaire, and Zambia, ‘may produce refined tellurium, but output in these nations was conjectral 
*Refinery output from all sourees, including imports and secondary sources. 
‘Pilot plant production. 

TECHNOLOGY lyst.2° 
i A report to the National Materials Advi- 

Researchers at the University of Dela- sory Board assessed MCT materials technol- 
ware investigated the use of tellurium in ogy. MCT semiconductors are one of the 
hydrodenitrogenation catalysts to be used most important semiconductors for Depart- 
in the processing of heavy petroleum crudes ment of Defense and National Aeronautics 
and derived crudes such as shale oil and tar and Space Administration applications. It is 
sand crude. Their research, which was spe- the principal material used for infrared 
cifically devoted to the removal of nitrogen detection systems. Department of Defense 
from shale oil, reportedly showed that tellu- research was placing emphasis on develop- 
rium can produce a 10% improvement in ing the technology to produce larger arrays 
performance when added as a promoter to containing greater numbers of detectors in 
the usual cobalt-molybdenum oxide cata- the field of view.» 

THALLIUM? 

Historically, the commercial domestic CONSUMPTION AND USES 
source for the production of thallium was a ig 
flue dusts and residues from the smelting of _ The uses of thallium included gamma 
certain zinc ores. During 1983, however, no radiation detection equipment, additives for 
domestic operations recovered thallium. changing the refractive index and density of 

Domestic Data Coverage.—-Domestic pro- glass, low temperature mercury switches, 
duction data for thallium are developed by high-density liquids, alloys, photosensitive 
the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary devices, and radioactive isotopes for cardio- 
survey of USS. operations, but no domestic vascular diagnostic procedures. Domestic 
producers were in operation. requirements for thallium were met by
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i i }©Madsen, B. W., and D. A. Martin. Selective Recovery of 

imports and withdrawals from stocks. Arsenic From Aqueous Solutions With Hydrated Titanium 
Dioxide. BuMines RI 8756, 1983, 8 pp. 

PRICES ‘American Metal Market. Harris Has First Commer- 
cial JOS Based on Gallium Arsenide. V.92, No. 35, Feb. 20, 

Metal traders reported that the price of | 1984,p.21 
imported thallium metal ranged from $35 to yaq/SPaness IC Makers Ee rest GaAs Parts 
$45 per pound depending on the purity of ‘Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. State: 
the metal. ment of Work for Low Power, Radiation Hard GaAs LSI 

Pilot Line. 
\4Prepared by W. Timothy Adams, physical scientist. 

WORLD REVIEW °5Chemical Engineering. Chementator. V. 91, No. 3, Feb. 
. 6, 1984, p11 

World production data for thallium were Prepared by Patricia A. Plunkert, physica scientist. 
not available. The U.S. reserves in zinc ores '”Musto Explorations Ltd: Press release, Nov 171983, 2 
were estimated at 70,000 pounds. Rest-of- Ria Gums Candas bs 
world reserves were estimated to be 750,000 Mining Jeurnal (Landon, Musto To Go head With 

i ‘Apex. V. 301, No. 781, Dee. 2, 1988, pp. 395.396. 
pounds of thallium. ®American Metal Market. Fiber Optic Route Added. V. 

= 91,No. 5, Apr. 18,1983, p. 25. 
2Prepared by Daniel Edelstein, physical scientist. +20____. AT&T Playing Major Role in $335 Million 
Federal Register. National Emission Standards for  ‘Trans-Atlantic System Employing Fiber Optics. V. 91, No. 

Hazardous Air Pollutants, Proposed Standards for Inor- 226, Nov. 18, 1983, p. 1. 
fan Arsene, 4B, No" 14, duly 20-1865, op S112 2\Adans, 3H, Germanium. Eng and Min Jv. 185,No 
180 ; 3, Mar. 1884 pp. 98100. 
t=. Special Program of Payment in Kind for Acre. *2a0".™aredty James F. Carlin, Jr, physical scientist. 

age Diversion for 1903 Crops of Wheat, Corn, Gran 4prePared by James F. _ Phoal ace 
Sérehum, Upland Cotton and Rice, Interim Rule. V. 48, >,Prepared by John W. Blossom, physical scientist 
No’, dan, 15, 1983, pp. 1476-1479 Prepared by Daniel Edelstein, physical scientist 
“ASS: Special Program of Payment in Kind for Acre- __*Selenium-Tellurium Development Association Ine. 

age Diversion for, 168 Coops of Wheat, Corn, Grain Mieroolloying with Selenium and Tellurium. Bull. 25, p. 1 
Sorghum: Upland Cotton and Rice, Final Rule. V. 48, No. +26__.... Selenium as a Preventive for Deer Browse. 

44, Mar. 4, 1088, pp. 9288-925. é Bull. 24, p-4 
+——— Inorganic Chemicals Manufacturing Point Page 3 of work cited in footnote 26. sour Gag eto’ imation Caen re hay BN fen Bacar of Sena, a 

treatment Standards, and New Source Performance Stan Cher soravention Agent, Serainars in Oncology, ¥- 10, No. 
dards; Proposed Rule. V. 48, No. 207, Oct, 25, 1983, pp. Sept 1985, pp. 311-321. mee 
SOLOS ANID ur aia RV: Pesiaintiti fd) "Helzsouer, K. J. Selenium and Cancer Prevention. 
Indvatrnk"Biomedlen, Environmental Perspectives. Van Segtinare in Oncology v.10, No: 3, Sept: 1988, pp. 905810. 
‘Nostrand Reinhold Co. Ine., New York, 1983, pp. 72-88. 2*Prepared by Daniel Edelstein, physical scientist. 

“Precious Metals, V. 7, No.6, June 1983, p.2 2°Page 2 of work cited in footnote 2. Sea dion VL No. by Now 1983, °9. ‘National Materials Advisory Board. Assessment of 
®Bigom, PA; J. H. Mayalles nd Hi Dolenal. Hydro. Mercury Cadintum Telluride Materials Technology. Natl 

metallurgical ‘Treatment of ArsenicContaining Lead- Acad, Press, NMAB-377, 1982, 198 pp. 
‘Smelter Flue Dust. BuMines RI 8679, 1982, 12 pp. ‘2Prepared by Patricia A. Plunkert, physical scientist. 

Table 23.—U.S. imports for consumption of thallium in 1983, by country 
2 “Tnwrought and waste Compounds ey 

Country Gre . ‘Grose 
weight Content, Value weight Value 
(pounds) pe (pounds) 

Belgium-Luxembourg——-------------- 631 505 $10,876 1.540 $25,889 
Canada nee oon aa at de 2 963 
Germany, Federal Republie of=_~~~~~ 25 i 18,688 u et 
Yopon one nee=nanee nen 66 529 9484 Ba se 
Beeden SUL ILE EGE SCeSETSETIEE is -- 2 8 
USS® o-oo 3 i 130,68 2 29798 

United Kingdom =~ 72772772777777T=== a4 18 842 - a 
Total _______-_---------------- 1,558, 1242 172,080 1587 276,142 

*Estimated. 

Table 24.—U.S. import duties for thallium 
fae Most favored nation (FN) Non MEN 

Item eee epee ae No. Jan. 1, 1985- Jan. 1, 1988, Jan. 1, 1984 aero 

Unwrought metal 69250 25seadvvalorem- 19% advalorem_ 25% ad valorem. 
Compounds ~~ 2222-22 22-2200 44% ad valorem_ 4.2% ad valorem — Be. 
Caetnds Se Soor reco
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ASPHALT (NATIVE)? 

Native asphalt was produced by five com- a Utah corporation) from properties in 
panies in two States, Texas and Utah. Uintah County, UT. 

Bituminous limestone, used primarily as a Gilsonite is used for a variety of purposes 

paving material for street and road repair, including automobile bodysealer, light- 
was produced by White Uvalde Mines and weight aggregate for cement used in oil well 

by Azrock Industries Inc., Uvalde County, drilling, asphaltic building board, protective 

Tx. coverings, anticorrosive paints, roofing com- 
Gilsonite, a solidified hydrocarbon, found pounds, etc.” 

only in Utah and Colorado, was mined by Data on quantity and value of bituminous 
American Gilsonite Co., a division of Chev- limestone produced are not available to the 

ron Resources Co. (a subsidiary of Standard Bureau of Mines. Data on gilsonite produc- 
Oil Co. of California), by Ziegler Chemical tion and value available to the Bureau of 
and Mineral Corp., and by Hydrocarbon Mines are withheld to avoid disclosing com- 
Mining Co. (a subsidiary of Oberon Oil Inc., pany proprietary data. 

GREENSAND® 

Greensand (glauconite), a natural silicate _ a filter media for the removal of manganese 

of potassium, aluminum, iron, and magne- and iron from drinking water supply sys- 

sium, continued to be produced only by tems. A secondary product of classified, raw 
Inversand Co., a subsidiary of Hungerford greensand was resold by Zook and Ranck 

and Terry Inc., near Clayton, NJ. Produc- Inc. as a soil conditioner and source of 

tion and sales information is withheld to slowly released potash to organic farmers in 
avoid disclosing company proprietary data. North America. 
Processed greensand continued to be sold as 

979
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MEERSCHAUM: 

Imports for consumption of crude or block Crude or block meerschaum continued to 
meerschaum, all from the United Kingdom, _ be mined chiefly in Somalia, Tanzania, and 
totaled 1,543 pounds, with a customs de- Turkey. The block material was used by 
clared value of $19,290. The high unit value companies in New York and Ohio for manu- 
of this imported material, $12.51 per pound, facturing smokers’ pipes. Turkish produc- 
indicates that the material probably con- tion was estimated to be 200 unit boxes, 44 
sisted of shaped or formed meerschaum pounds each, of block meerschaum. Al- 
blocks. In 1982, crude or block meerschaum though Turkey has been a major producer 
imports were from Somalia and the United of crude or block meerschaum, state laws 
Kingdom. The Federal Republic of Ger- have prohibited exports of uncarved materi- 
many was the major supplier in previous al since 1975. 
years. 

QUARTZ CRYSTAL® 

Although reported annual production, ex- tured. 
ports, and consumption of cultured quartz — Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
crystal declined moderately, industry repre- duction and consumption data for quartz 
sentatives indicated that a turnaround oc- crystal are developed by the Bureau of 
curred during the final quarter, with pro- Mines from a voluntary survey of U.S. 
duction nearing full capacity at yearend. operations. Of the seven operations can- 
Lascas mine production from Arkansas in- vassed for production of cultured quartz, 
creased significantly owing to increasing 100% responded, representing the total pro- 
market shares in Japan and the United duction shown in table 1. Of the 27 oper- 
States, the two major market economy pro- ations that consumed quartz crystal, 25 
ducers of cultured quartz crystal. Lascas responded, representing approximately 
imports from Brazil declined substantially 100% of total consumption, also shown in 
during the year primarily as a result of table 1. Consumption for the two nonre- 
competition from the U.S. source. Domestic spondents was estimated using reported 
consumption of natural quartz crystal con- prior year production levels adjusted by 
tinued at relatively low levels because most trends in employment and other guidelines. 
of the quartz crystal consumed was cul- 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. electronic- and optical-grade quartz crystal statistics 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

1979 —*1980~—~=«GL—~=«idORR~~* 
Production: 
a asia aii EN aL aaa 314 400, 115 200, 600 Cultured 22 22222222222TTITILI aa Bis Tet 60a 

Exports: 
‘Natural:? 

Quantity ———— nn NA 91 12 69 Ps 
ONG een enn ene en ennannnn NA $366 $490, $380 $156 

Cultured:? 
Quantity = NA 2191255 30 
ONO Sc: oe eee NA $3,209 $4,600, $3,500, $3,258, 

Lascas* 
Quantly sa esas sweweeesaeees NA NA NANA 339 

Imports of Brazilian lascas: 
Quanity ..-~------~-----~~----2nnn-nn-- 4g ggg) 

NOI rier erne reese tere pie tense et semen $216 $402 $233 $245, $121 

Consumption: as ‘Natural (electronic- and optical-grade) —-.--_---__-- 5 w ul 16 13 
Cuitured (umbered) - --__---_------2----222LL NA 393, 282, 99 12 
Cultured (as grown)_ __ __--_-__----------. 269 7372, 327 383 312 

Total --.---------------------------- NA 182s To2B 498487 
‘Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. 
‘includes primarily lascas with some specimen and jewelry material. 
Bureau of the Census. 
*The Journal of Commerce Port Import/Export Reporting Service.
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Legislation and Government  Pro- CONSUMPTION AND USES 

grams.—At yearend, the National Defense 5 
Stockpile total inventory was 2.1 million U.S. consumption of lascas by the seven 
pounds, of which 1.47 million pounds of rowers was 677,000 pounds, a 27% increase 
stockpile-grade quartz crystal was excess to from the 583,000 pounds reported in 1982. 
the stockpile goal. Total sales of natural ‘Twenty-seven companies in eleven States 
quartz crystal by the General Services Ad- consumed quartz crystal. Of these compa- 
ministration was 4,000 pounds. nies, 18 consumed only cultured quartz 

The Federal Emergency Management crystal, 1 consumed only natural quartz 
Agency awarded a contract to the National crystal, and 8 consumed both natural and 
Materials Advisory Board (NMAB), which cultured material. 
was part of the National Academy of Sci- Reported total domestic consumption of 
ences. NMAB planned to reassess quartz both natural and cultured electronic- 
requirements for the National Defense and/or optical-grade quart was approxi- 

Stockpile. mately 12% less than that of 1982. 
Cultured quartz continued to be widely 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION used by the piezoelectric industry in filters, 
Various grades of lascas, the nutrient S¢illators, and signal processors. The feedstock for growing cultured quartz, were equipment markets for these devices were 

produced in Jessieville, AR, by Coleman military, aerospace, and commercial, with 
Crystal Inc, the major U.S. producer. Pro- the latter including industrial, automotive, 

duction estimates increased substantially and specialty consumer markets. Examples 
owing to increased sales to crystal growers of equipment that used cultured quartz 
in Japan and the United States. Reasons for devices include weapons systems, radar, 
the market gain were reliability of supply, cellular telephones, paging equipment, ra- 
consistency of material quality, and a dios, watches, clocks, video games, comput- 
slightly lower price than that of Brazilian ers, and automobiles. 

material. Imported natural quartz, was used as seed 
Geomex Mines Services Inc. purchased material for growing quartz crystal. It was 

the old Coleman Mine, which previously also used in pressure transducers for highly 
had been mined for gem stones, and began sensitive quartz pressure gauges, which 
selling various grades of lascas from the have become the petroleum industry's 
mine by yearend. standard for accurate and precise pressure 

Production of cultured quartz crystal de- measurements in oil and gas wells. 
clined by 11%. However, during the final 
quarter of the year, demand increased sTocks 
sharply and production approached full ca- . 

pacity, Reported industry cultured and natu- 
Seven companies produced cultured Tal electronic- and optical-grade stocks 

quartz crystal in the United States. The of quartz crystal totaled approximately 
two largest, Sawyer Research Products Inc., 116,000 pounds at the beginning of the 
Eastlake, OH, and Thermo Dynamics Corp., year and declined to approximately 90,000 
Shawnee Mission, KS, were independent pounds by yearend. The decline was attrib- 
growers that produced crystal bars for do- uted to increased sales during the fourth 
mestic and foreign consumption by the quarter. The yearend total included 37,000 
crystal-device-fabrication industry. Motor- pounds of natural and 53,000 pounds of 
ola Inc., ‘Chicago, IL, produced for both cultured crystal. 
internal consumption and the domestic fab- 
rication industry. The other four growers, PRICES 
AT&T Technologies Inc., North Andover, 
MA; Bliley Electric Co, Erie, PA; Electro _ The average reported value of lascas con- 
Dynamics Corp., Shawnee Mission, KS; and Sumed for production of cultured quartz 
P. R. Hoffman Co., Carlisle, PA, produced crystal was $0.62 per pound, 2 cents per 

only for internal consumption. pound below that of 1982. The average 
In a major industry development, Sawyer Value for cultured quartz crystal, based on 

Research, Eastlake, OH, a subsidiary of Teported sales of 198,940 pounds, was $42.88 
Brush Wellman Inc., Cleveland, OH, was er pound, down about 3% from that of 
sold to a domestic investor group for $6.5 1982. Based on total sales, the average value 
million. Brush Wellman received $3 million of grown crystal decreased 27% to $21.84 
in cash and a $3.25 million note at the per pound, and that for lumbered crystal 
closing, and there were post-closing adjust- increased 7% to $49.12 per pound. 
ments.*
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FOREIGN TRADE Most of the natural crystal exported was 
. later consumed in nonpiezoelectric uses ‘The two independent quartz crystal growW- such as quartz carvings and figurines. 

ers continued to export significant quanti- ~Tmports of Brazilian lascas, designated 
ties of cultured material to foreign markets. “Crude Brazilian Pebble,” declined signifi- 
Japan received 51%, the Republic of Korea cantly as U.S. quartz growers relied more 
received 21%, and the Federal Republic of heavily on domestic sources. 
Germany received 7% of the total exports This was the first year that lascas export 
reported by the Bureau of the Census. figures were obtained. 

STAUROLITE” 

Staurolite is a naturally occurring, com- als, kyanite, zircon, and quartz. A nominal 
plex, hydrated aluminosilicate of iron hav- composition of this staurolite sand is 45% 
ing a variable but uncertain composi- Al:O; (minimum), 18% Fe.0; (maximum), 
tion. Its formula can be generalized as 3% ZrO. (maximum), 5% TiO: (maximum), 
FezAl,Si,0:(OH);. The mineral most com- and 5% SiOz. 
monly occurs as opaque reddish-brown to Although originally marketed only as an 
black crystals with specific gravity ranging ingredient in some portland cement formu- 
from 3.74 to 3.83 and Mohs’ hardness be- lations, staurolite is now marketed as a 
tween 7 and 8. specialty sand under the trade name Biasill 

A limited rock-shop trade in cruciform for use as a molding material in iron and 
twinned staurolite crystals (“fairy crosses”) nonferrous foundries, owing to its low ther- 
exists, notably from deposits in Georgia, mal expansion, high thermal conductivity, 
North Carolina, and Virginia. Staurolite in and high melting point. It is also used as an 
the United States was produced commer- abrasive for impact finishing of metals and 
cially in 1988 by E. l. du Pont de Nemours & sandblasting of buildings under the trade 
Co. Inc. and by Associated Minerals (U.S.A.)_ names Starblast (80 mesh) and Biasill (90 
Ltd. Inc. mesh), as well as a coarse grade (55 mesh). 

Staurolite is a byproduct of heavy-min- Quantitative production data are not re- 
eral concentrates recovered from a glacial- leased for publication, but the 1983 produc- 
age beach sand in Clay County, north- tion of staurolite increased 5% over that of 
central Florida. The staurolite is removed 1982; shipments decreased 2% in tonnage 
by means of electrical and magnetic separa-. and 4% in price per short ton. Domestic 
tion after the concentrates have been productive capacity remained at about 
scrubbed and chemically washed with caus- 135,000 short tons per year. However, an 
tic, rinsed, and dried. The resulting fraction improvement in the proportion recovered 
produced is comprised of about 77% clean, _ was considered to be possible. 
rounded, and uniformly sized grains of  Staurolite had been produced in India in 
staurolite, with minor proportions of tour- small quantities and sometimes by other 
maline, ilmenite and other titanium miner- _ nations as well. 

STRONTIUM® 

The U.S. strontium industry experienced _ cession level. 
a major restructuring during 1983. FMC For the second year, Spain surpassed 
Corp., for many years the leading domestic Mexico as the largest world supplier of 
producer of strontium compounds, an- strontium minerals. 
nounced plans to terminate production of Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic con- 
these compounds by closing its strontium sumption data for strontium minerals are 
plant in 1984. developed by the Bureau of Mines from a 

Japan and the United States remained voluntary survey of U.S. operations. Of the 
the world’s leading consumers of strontium three operations to which a survey request 
compounds. Domestic consumption of pri- was sent, all responded, representing 100% 
mary strontium on a carbonate equivalent of total production. 
basis (SrCO,) increased by 28%. Imports of _ The Strontium survey is also used to cal- 
celestite, the commercial mineral form of culate the distribution of primary stron- 
strontium, recovered from the 1982 re-  tium compounds by end use. Of the 14 oper-
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ations to which a survey request was sent, reported prior year consumption levels ad- 
93% responded, representing 98% of the justed by trends in employment and other 
end-use data shown in table 3. Consumption guidelines. 
for the nonrespondent was estimated using 

Table 2.—Major producers of strontium compounds in 1983 
Company Location Compounds 

Barium and Chemicals Inc... Steubenville, OH... Various Chemical Products Corp ~~~""27777Z2I2_ Cartersville, GA ~~ TIIIZ Carbonate. FMC Corp n-ne 22 22222ITZTITIIZ Modesto, CA 2227ZITIIIZ Carbonate and nitrate Mallinckrodt ing ——"""7TTTTTITITIIII2 SeLoulMOT*7TITLITITI. Various. Milwhite Go,ine 2-=~777TZTT7TZITITIIZ Houston’ 7x Sulfate Mineral Pigments Corp TIDIDICIID. Beltsville, MD D="7TITZTTS Chromate. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION nets, which have a high magnetic coercivity 
. . and are used for automobile windshield 

Strontium minerals had not been pro- wiper motors, heater motor fans, many duced commercially in the United States ome appliance motors, and loudspeakers. 
since 1959. However, a number of firms Strontium chromate was used as a corro- 
produced strontium compounds from im- sion inhibitor in pigments. Although one of 
ported celestite. the major domestic producers discontinued 

manufacturing strontium pigments, other 
SONSUMETION AND USES manufacturers made up for most of the lost 

Domestic consumption of strontium in Production, and strontium consumption in 
the manufacture of various strontium com- this application declined only slightly dur- 
pounds increased 28% to 34,313 short tons ingthe year. 
of SrCOs equivalent from the revised 1982 Another significant use of SrCO; was in 
figure of 26,755 tons. The recovery was led the electrolytic production of high-purity 
by increased sales of strontium chemicals inc, in which it may be added to the elec- 
for color television picture tubes. trolyte to promote the elimination of lead 

The major domestic industry develop- from the zinc cathode. 
ment of 1983 was the announcement by Small quantities of strontium were used 
FMC of plans to close its plant at Modesto, in drilling muds, fluorescent lights, tooth- 
CA, and terminate its barium and stron- Paste, plastics, electronic components, phar- 
tium chemicals business by mid-1984. The ™aceuticals, and welding fluxes. Small 
decision was apparently prompted by con- quantities of strontium metal were pro- 
tinued losses resulting from increased for- duced by research companies. 
eign competition and shrinking domestic 
markets. In related industry news, Chemi- ‘Table 3.—U.S. distribution of primary 
cal Products Corp. Cartersville, GA, the strontium compounds, by end use 
other major strontium compounds produc- waists 
er, planned to expand its SrCO, production 
capacity in 1984 to meet any shortfall in End use 1961 19821988 
supply precipitated by FMC’s pullout.’ Electrolytic production ofzine. 4d Television picture tube manufacture con- Ferrite ceramic magnets 5 oT Sg 
tinued as the major end use for strontium (ern aisttll kk 
compounds in the United States. Screen Television picture tubes ~~" 6562 
glass contained up to 7% strontium oxide, Unidentified . - cement SND. 
which limits X-ray emission during picture Total.--_.--__--._ 100100100 

generation. FO 
Pyrotechnics and signals continued as the 

second largest end use. Pyrotechnics em- PRICES 
ployed strontium nitrate, which imparts a 
brilliant red color to a flame. Strontium The average value of imported strontium 
nitrate was manufactured from SrCOs. minerals at U.S. ports was $74.42 per ton, or 
Strontium pyrotechnics were used in mili- $12.28 more than that of 1982. Prices for 
tary and civilian signal flares as well as in strontium minerals are usually determined 
fireworks for entertainment. by direct negotiations between buyer and 

SrCO, was used in ferrite ceramic mag- seller and are seldom published.
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FOREIGN TRADE Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of 
Imports for consumption of strontium sirontinn ininerals, by country 

minerals increased to slightly higher than. ————73uy—_—— 
those of 1981. Mexico, with 94% of the 2 oo Gee 
import market, and Spain provided all of Country tity Yalue tity, Yale 
the 1983 imports. best sands) any sands) For the second consecutive year, imports§ ——"—____"\_- 
for consumption of strontium compounds  Cansda_ en Ao ae jexico «82.092 -082 4.607 $8,080 and metal declined significantly; the lead- Sin” -~~~-~ A sank SEB 
ing U.S. suppliers were, in descending or- on 4 tal 93072057 49,7968. der, the Federal Republic of Germany, Ita. __To!=----_ $8075 2.057_ 49,796 3,706 
ly, France, and Canada. Source: Bureau ofthe Census. 

Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of strontium compounds and metal, by country 
E 1982 1988 
yantry Pounds: Value Pounds Value 

Strontium carbonate, not precipitated: Germany, Federal Republic of = ws 39683 S11047 United Kingdom ee EN $1,748 38 3764 
Total - ncanaematnnnemnns 4 1.185 39721 sit 

Strontium carbonate, precipitated 
‘Germany, Federal Republic of. —_ 8 2,864,676 797,280 938,007 290,620 Nethergnds ne Pe Ofen sooo os race eee 3120 4010 wT me 
‘United Kingdom _ _______--------------- 12 1864 5,143 8,007 

Telecel BROT BORA 943,150 298,627 
‘Strontium chromate:* Canada ~~ -—--------------------- 42815 634898, 53.010 S931 Franos 2 ooo on 0 0csaoTTTISi Sp S005 2.008 wna sons 240,994 Germany, Federal Republic of. ~~~" ~~7~7==> isi ior 3897 5.586 Poli Sten raan cand” AnROgEST STEER a5z 21199 a at Spain. == =~ on - 23,680, 31,088 United Kingdom 2=2272722222222I2I2222 28 2018 10,155 10.788 

Total —— wee 599,641 696,306 350446 947,585 
Strontium nitrate: ‘Germany, Federal Republic of — 1228 5714 -- = Healy oes eee ee REDE aE 368200 138160 aisdid 851,580 Spain: a eal ‘087 14007 45194 15,622 United Kingdom ~~ g a 13 874 a ee 

Total 406828 156,815 860,608 366,852 
Strontium compounds, nap. 

France ze . pine Rincon, 4,000 5,040 on = — Germany, Federal Republic of as aars 16,523 18,968 21188 Sigag ess eben ter ingcen greg adose 32.889 24246 13,008 Netherlands --~~2777777727222772 2772 we ens 368 4453 Spain eos oe Ones Sven reine = 39,683 14.008 United Kingdom -—~—-~~722222222222272 ai 1a 16.983 ata 
Total aan 57,886 55,529 100,241 74722 Strontium metal, unwrought! Canada -7~~~772777 Mess 137.070 1391 22790 

Grand total --==----=----2- 386280 “1840619 2.276157 125397 
‘Imported as strontium chromate pigment (TSUS 473.19). 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

WORLD REVIEW largest Japanese market for SrCO, fell by 
. _ 16% to 25,000 tons of SrCO, in 1982. De- 

__ Deposits of strontium minerals are found mand in the ferrite magnet sector fared just 
in many parts of the world, but approxi- as poorly. Total consumption of SrCO, fell 
mately 89% of estimated world production 29% in 1982 to 6,000 tons. There was a 
was from, in descending order, Spain, Mexi- substantial shift by stereo equipment manu- 
co, the United Kingdom, and Turkey. Spain facturers to substitute barium carbonate 
was the largest producer of strontium min- magnets for the higher priced strontium 
erals for the second consecutive year. carbonate types." 

In Japan, television picture tubes, the
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| Table 6.—Strontium minerals: World production, by country 
(Short tons) 

Countey™ 1979 7980 i981 1982 1988 

jet eee ee 
SRR rrr ia nen mec INie: *9,700 6,100 *5,500 *5,000 5,500 epecccccccccccccccccccccc HT SS Migeg:2TTTTTITITIIIITITTTITTIT RAST. a0 Pekan 2220020 CCC E aCe aS eter, at 216 325 "300 330 fakin “wnccTeTITLTITT Tc TTT aac 98838800800 
un age 19,800 17,600, 16,500 16,500 16,500 

NE, ~ ren mre neem: 6,724 1,386 16,000 19,800 19,800 

Total. ...._----------------------- *105,575. 101,993 184,606 122,779 121,210 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
Table includes data available through May 30, 1984, 
In addition to the countries listed, China, the Federal Republic of Germany, Poland, and the U.S.S.R. produce strontfumn mineralos bus output not reported quantitatively and available information is adequate for formulation of 

Teliable estimates of output levels, 
‘Reported figure. 

“Year beginning Mar. 21 of that stated. 

WOLLASTONITE!? 

Wollastonite is a natural calcium mete- resins.* 
silicate, usually white or light colored, and ‘The Finnish company Oy Partek AB en- 
has a theoretical composition of CaOSiO,, tered into a joint agreement with the state- 
equivalent to 48.3% lime combined with owned Sudanese Mining Corp. to exploit a 
51.7% silica. Over the years, wollastonite 500,000-short-ton wollastonite deposit at 
hhas become a useful filler’ in ceramics, Dirbat, in the Sudan, 90 miles northwest of 
plastics, paints, resins, and other materials. Port Sudan. Detailed investigations fi- 

Domestic production data for wollastonite _nanced by Finland were being carried out in 
are developed by the Bureau of Mines by cooperation with the Geological and Miner- 
means of a voluntary domestic survey. All al Resources Department of the Sudan. The 
three active mines responded, representing deposit was estimated to contain ore with 
100% of total production. an average wollastonite content of 71%, and 

The tonnage of wollastonite sold or used the ore was to be used in both local and 
in the United States in 1983 decreased 8%. export markets." 
Specific data are withheld to avoid discos In India, wollastonite production had 
ing company proprietary data. The three grown substantially from 4,380 tons in 1979 
producers were NYCO, a division of Proc- to 6,380 tons in 1980 and 17,560 tons in 1981 
essed Minerals Inc., Essex County, NY;R.T. Wolkem Pvt. Ltd., the main producer, pro- 
Vanderbilt Co. Inc., Lewis County, NY; and duced a variety of grades for domestic uses 
Pfizer Inc., Riverside County, CA. (ceramics, insecticides, ete.) and for export, 

‘A study by C. H. Kline & Co. indicated mainly to Europe."* 
that wollastonite use as a plastics filler was Chemical Marketing Reporter and the 
projected to increase about 14% annually American Paint & Coatings Journal, at 
from 8 million to 23 million pounds between yearend 1983, quoted the price of paint- 
1980 and 1988, Wollastonite is one of several grade wollastonite, 400-mesh, bagged, in 
surface-treated functional minerals offered carload lots, fo.b. works, as $134 per ton, 
by NYCO for use as a filler in plastics and and 325-mesh material as $117 per ton. 

ZEOLITES** 

Production of natural zeolites in the Unit- Co. from its Barstow, CA, mine, to British 
ed States in 1983 remained at about 5,000 Nuclear Industries Inc. The Anaconda Com- 
short tons. Market development activities pany laid off its zeolite sales and research 
remained high, but sales were mostly spo- staff during the first part of the year. 
radic and to diverse markets. The largest ‘Teague Mineral Products Co. developed 
single sale was made by Phelps Dodge the capacity to grind 25 tons per day of a 10- 
Zeolite Co., formerly Occidental Petroleum micrometer product suitable for use as a
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filler for plywood glue, as a paint filler, and al minerals periodical." This deposit was possibly as a replacement for synthetic zeo- used for dimension stone from at least 
lites in detergent." The use as a filler in Roman and Grecian days as well as for 
plywood glue was being patented and was _pozzolan in pozzolanic cements. It is unique- 
expected to reduce delamination, the larg- ly monozeolitic and is over 50% phillipsite. 
est cause of product rejection and which The bed has good hardness and high-packed 
occurs when water vapor or ammonia is density. The 2.37 milli-equivalent-per-gram 
released from the glue. exchange capacity of a 30- to 50-mesh sam- 

An animal nutrition periodical reported _ ple was notable. 
that swine fed clinoptilolite as 10% of their Science magazine announced that re- 
diet experienced, from age 29 days to 60 search on zeolite characterization will be 
days, a 34% increase in the weight-gain-to- among the activities of a new advanced 
feed ratio and deposited 24% less body fat." materials center.” The research will be 

According to a Soviet technical journal, headed by Heinz Heinemann, at the new 
crushed clinoptilolite rock, when replacing National Center for Advanced Materials to 
the quartz in rapid quartz filters, was more be located at the Lawrence Berkeley Labo- 
effective than quartz in removing iron, ratory in California. 
aluminum, phytoplankton, bacteria, and A technical magazine article predicted 
other pollutants from industrial waste that the 1980 market of 162,500 tons of 

waters."* zeolite would increase 52% to 247,500 tons 
Leonard Minerals Co. incorporated its by 1985, and the 1980 market of 123,000 tons 

zeolite operations to form the Zeotech Corp., of zeolite used in detergents would increase 
which offered a variety of granules and 62% to 200,475 tons for the same period.* 
powders for agricultural and chemical car- That prediction, however, must be viewed 
rier uses. Their Turflite product, for exam- in light of a chemical magazine article 
ple, could improve the water retention ca- published 1 month later that reported that 
Pacity of sand from 18% to 25% when pres- the Proctor & Gamble Corp. had removed 
ent as 20% of the mixture. zeolites as an ingredient of its most popular 

‘The possibility of a health hazard related brands of detergents, Cheer and Tide» 
to zeolite continued to receive attention. An Previously, zeolite made up 16% to 18% of 
industry magazine reported that both asbes- the formulation for these detergents. 
tos and erionite were found in the lungs of According to a report on the current 
mesothelioma victims in Turkey and that status of the synthetic zeolite industry in 
both were elongate minerals.* A National Western Europe, several nations have 
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health imposed restrictions on the use of phos- 
official was quoted as saying that the small phates in detergents. However, based on 
numbers of workers and their relatively selected European countries’ capacity to 
short-term exposure to natural zeolites did produce detergent zeolite, a large detergent 
not provide a meaningful basis for an in- market is anticipated. Zeolites for adsorp- 
depth investigation. tion uses were estimated to have a total 

A complete description of the Neapolitan market of only 12,000 to 15,000 tons per 
yellow tuff in Italy was given in an industri- year in Western Europe. 

‘Table 7.—Detergent zeolite capacity in selected European countries, by company 
‘Annual Country and company capacity Status 

(short tons) 
France Pechiney Ugine Kuhlmann-Rhine Poulenc SA_——————-..--=-----=- 8000 NA. Germany, Federal Republic of Deg eae eae wecenannnene----- $5000 Onstream. Henkel ncn sw see ese ns nn SSTSSTSISIII ——eBtooo Obs aly MUM io eeeeteeea cee RRO Pla Miba Deer 50S Scene nn are NA "Do Montedison SpA _——2—-~=7~ ESS RE En Save es 3.000 NA. Doo ede Sees SE TUOAG ET OUGLOSCERGEMAEEREESCESEISEES © R000, “Penal Netherlands ARI ae 5000 On-tream. Dinky rganeld <a Ao DETR SSeS eereeee se NANA 

NA Not available.
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W Eu ? f i id-bed  7Prepered by Harold A. Taylor, Jr., physical scientist. Wetiern Barove's uke of teplite Pulsed. SIREN In woe Fone. ces once cracking catalysts has increased greatly but scheme! Wak FHC Dros fe Pru Linc. V. 1, demand lags behind production capacity. No, 4 duly 21,1985, . 
Total capacity of the four manufacturing nome? siseminn 94 oh 1980 Gap mm” The Boo 
Plants, one each in the Federal Republic of =. Roskll’s Letter From Japan, RW No.8 Sept, 
Germany end the United Kingdom and two *H5?.25 any Micheol J. Potter, physical scientist. in the Netherlands, is 110,000 tons per year. chemical Markeing Repoctt. Pete, Filer Seen 
Even with an expected market of 40,000 to Caining. V.225 No. 25, June 20, 1983, pp. 2.2526. zi P 000 to "industrial Minerais Condon), Company News & Min- 50,000 tons per year in 1985 and shipment eral Notes. No. 191, Aug. 1983, 9.98 

f u iddle E 2 _ Clarke, G. M. The Industrial Minerals of India. Ind. 
of 20,000 ons yearly to the Riddle Hast and Miner. (London), No. 191, Aug. 1983, p. 45. South America, there is excessive capacity. ‘Prepared by Haber A Cliton, shysieal scent, 
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Nonfuel Minerals Survey 
Methods 

By Staff, Branch of Statistical Standards 

The Bureau of Mines Minerals Informa- an annual basis. The most recent authority 

tion organization collects worldwide data on for the Bureau of Mines Minerals Informa- 
virtually every commercially important tion activity is the National Materials and 
nonfuel mineral commodity. These data Minerals Policy, Research and Develop- 
form the base for tracking and assessing the ment Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-479, 96th 
health of the minerals sector of the U.S. Congress), which strengthens protection for 

economy. proprietary data provided to the U.S. De- 
‘This data collection activity was institut- partment of the Interior by persons or firms 

ed by the 47th Congress in an appropria- engaged in any phase of mineral or mineral- 
tions act of August 7, 1882 (22 Stat. 329), to material production or consumption. 

place the collection of mineral statistics on 

DATA COLLECTION SURVEYS 

The Bureau of Mines initiates the collec- questions pertaining to the production, con- 
tion of domestic nonfuel minerals statistics sumption, shipments, etc., of mineral com- 

with an appraisal of the information re- modities by industrial establishments are 

quirements of Government and private or- structured to provide data that will be 

ganizations of the United States. Those aggregated into meaningful totals. One 

information needs that can be satisfied by hundred and sixty-nine monthly, quarterly, 
data from the minerals industries are for- semiannual, and annual surveys cover the 
mulated as questions on Bureau of Mines entire mineral economic cycle from produc- 
survey forms. Figure 1 shows a typical tion to trade and consumption. 
survey form, Alumina (6-1013-A). Specific 
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Once the survey form has been designed, where a sampling plan is employed rather 
a list of producers or consumers is devel- than a complete canvass of the entire indus- 
oped. Many sources are utilized to deter- try. 
mine the companies, mines, plants, and Prior to mailing, the survey form must be 
other operations that should be included in approved by the Office of Management and 
the survey to produce meaningful national Budget (OMB). Under the Paperwork Re- 
and State totals. Bureau of Mines State duction Act of 1980, OMB approves the need 
Liaison Officers, State geologists, Federal or requirement for collecting the data and 
organizations (e.g. Mine Safety and Health protects industry from unwarranted Gov- 
Administration (MSHA), trade associations, ernment paperwork. 
and industry publications and directories The Bureau publishes a “Survey Forms 
are some of the sources that are explored to Catalog,” which describes the content of 
develop or update survey listings. With few each survey. Copies of the catalog may be 
exceptions, an attempt is made to canvass obtained by contacting the Branch of Statis- 
the entire population of appropriate estab- tical Standards, Division of Minerals Infor- 
lishments. The iron and steel scrap industry mation Systems, U.S. Bureau of Mines, 
is an example of one of the exceptions Washington, DC 20241. 

SURVEY PROCESSING 

The 169 surveys yield more than 70,000 trieve the data required for analysis of 
responses from approximately 30,000 estab- minerals problems and for answering spe- 
lishments annually. Each of the completed cific user questions. 
survey forms returned to the Bureau under- Survey Responses.—To enable the reader 
goes extensive scrutiny to ensure the high- to better understand the basis on which the 
est level of accuracy possible in recording statistics were calculated, each commodity 
mineral data. Bureau specialists ensure chapter of the “Minerals Yearbook” in- 
that no error is introduced owing to report- cludes a section entitled “Domestic Data 
ing in units other than those specified on Coverage.” This section briefly describes the 
the survey form. Relationships between re- data sources, the number of establishments 
lated measures such as crude ore produced surveyed, the response percentage, and the 
and marketable product are analyzed for method of estimating the production (or 
consistency. Internal numerical relation- consumption) that is accounted for by non- 
ships such as column and row totals are respondents. 
checked. The data reported for the current Although the response to Bureau surveys 
reporting period are checked against prior is generally very good, the Bureau must 
reports to detect possible errors or omis- employ an efficient procedure for handling 
sions. instances of nonresponse in order to pro- 

For automated surveys, the specialist re- duce reliable aggregated data. Second mail- 
views the form for correctness and com- ings of the survey form may be made. 
pleteness before the data are entered into Followup by telephone is employed exten- 
the computer. The computer is programmed sively to provide complete data entries on 
to conduct a series of automated edit checks the survey forms, to verify questionable 
to ensure mathematical consistency and to entries, and also to encourage those not 
identify any discrepancies between the data reporting to either return survey forms or 
reported and logically acceptable responses. provide the information verbally. Periodic 

The Bureau of Mines has an ongoing visits to important minerals establishments 
program to modernize and automate all of are also made by Bureau commodity spe- 
its survey processing methods. The focal cialists or State Liaison Officers. These 
point of this program is the development of visits are made to gather missing data and 
the Automated Minerals Information Sys- also to point out the importance of the 
tem (AMIS). AMIS commodity data sub- companies’ reporting to the production of 

systems support the processing of individual accurate national as well as State and 
surveys and the preparation of publication county statistics. By showing the use of 
quality statistical tables. A central data these statistics and the impact of nonre- 
base includes the minerals data gath- sponse, the Bureau hopes to encourage as 
ered through surveys as well as pertinent complete and accurate a canvass as possi- 
data from other sources. The data base ble. 
enables Bureau specialists to rapidly re- © The OMB “Guidelines for Reducing Re-
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porting Burden” stipulates that the mini- sequent publications. 
mum acceptable response rate shall be 75% Protection of Proprietary Data.—The 
of the panel surveyed. In addition, the Bureau of Mines relies on the cooperation of 
Bureau strives for a minimum reporting the U.S. minerals industry to provide the 
level of 75% of the quantity produced or minerals data that are presented in this and 
consumed (depending on the survey) for other Bureau publications. Without sub- 
certain key statistics. Response rates are stantial response to survey requests, the 
periodically reviewed, and for those surveys Bureau would not be able to present reli- 
not meeting the minimum reporting level, able statistics. The Bureau in turn respects 
plans are developed and implemented to the proprietary nature of the data received 
improve response rates. from individual companies and establish- 

Estimation For Nonresponse.—When ef- ments. To ensure that proprietary rights 
forts to obtain response to a Bureau survey will not be violated, the Bureau analyzes 
fail, it is necessary to employ estimation or each of the aggregated statistics to ascer- 
imputation techniques to account for the tain if the statistics of an individual compa- 
missing data. These techniques are most ny or establishment can be deduced from 
effective when the response rate is relative- the aggregated statistics. For example, if 
ly high. The Bureau is continually striving _ there are only two significant producers of a 
to develop and make use of the most ef- commodity in a given State, the Bureau will 
fective techniques. Some of the imputation not publish the total for the State since 
methods depend only on knowledge of the _ either large producer could readily estimate 
prior reporting of the establishment, while _ the production of the other. It is this obliga- 
others rely on external information to esti- tion to protect proprietary information that 
mate the missing data. Survey forms receiv- results in the “Withheld” or “W” entries in 
ed after publication cutoff dates are edited, “‘Minerals Yearbook” tables. When the com- 
and necessary imputations are made for pany gives permission in writing, the Bu- 
missing data. The data base is updated, and reau may release data otherwise withheld 
these revisions will be reflected in sub- because of proprietary considerations. 

FOREIGN DATA 

Volume I of the “Minerals Yearbook” cal agencies, the U.S. Department of State, 
contains a “World Review” section in each or international organizations such as the 
commodity chapter that usually includes a United Nations and the Organization of 
world production table. These tables are Petroleum Exporting Countries. Missing da- 
prepared in the Bureau's Division of For- ta are estimated by the country specialist 
eign Data. These data are gathered from based upon information gathered from a 
various sources including published reports variety of sources. 
of foreign government mineral and statisti- 

PUBLICATIONS AND DATA SERVICES 

In addition to the three volumes of the sources, reserves, imports, exports, uses, 
“Minerals Yearbook,” the statistical data recycling, substitution, environmental con- 
collected are published in other reports, the _ siderations, and related subjects is “Mineral 
principal series being the “Mineral Indus- Commodity Summaries.” Published in Jan- 
try Surveys.” Mineral Industry Surveys are uary, it covers approximately 90 mineral 
concise monthly, quarterly, or annual re- commodities for the previous calendar year. 
ports that contain timely statistical and “Minerals and Materials/A Bimonthly 
economic data on nonfuel mineral commod- Survey” provides timely information on 
ities. The surveys are designed to keep selected commodities. Data and analyses 
Government agencies, the minerals indus- are presented that are germane to policy 
tries, and the business community regularly _ issues of current interest. Brief narratives 
informed of trends in production, distribu- are supplemented by statistical graphs and 
tion, inventories, and consumption of non- tables. Data are provided for the current 
fuel minerals. month and the previous 22 months, and 

One of the earliest publications contain- estimates are made for the upcoming 
ing information on mineral production, re- month.
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The “Minerals Data Source Directory, Street, NW, Washington, DC 20241. 
January 1983” (Bureau of Mines Informa- The Bureau also makes available its sur- 
tion Circular 8935) is a compilation of infor vey mailing lists, which include the compa- 
mation on the availability, content, and ny and plant names, Standard Industrial 
location of minerals data in the Federal Classification (SIC) codes, and the addresses 
Government. Included in the directory are to which the survey forms are mailed. In- 
descriptions of data bases, publications, in- formation on purchasing copies of these 
formation systems, and information offices lists can be obtained from the Division of 
having data pertaining to all aspects of Minerals Information Systems, U.S. Bureau 
mineral production, consumption, trade, of Mines, 2401 E Street, NW, Washington, 
and related information." DC 20241. 

For additional information on Bureau Sclane boat 3 £5 
publications, contact the Division of Publi- Available from Superintendent of Documents, U.S 
Bao DS, Bureau ot Mince, 2401, & SMEMaRGeseaie one an PoE Sk 
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